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COLLABORATORS
PABTIAL

I.

The asterisk
proofs

and

in

Ll.sr (IF

ih'sigtiates the runlrtljutors

the second enl

E., Afjst. Hortieulturist, R.

yta., Kingston, K.I.

I.

Exp.

[IHioiJc I.ilaiiil.)

*Ames, Oakes, Asst. I)ir. Botanic Garden, and
Instructor in Botany in liarvai'd Univ., Cambridge, Mass.

*Archdeacon &

{Miishrootti

Orcliitls.)

(

Rochester,

N. Y.

rinjsiolof/ii

of

Univ., Lafayette,

Fhiiits-.)

Balmer,

Prof. J. A., Horticulturist, Wash. Exp.
Pullman, Wash. ( Washington .)
^Barclay, P. W., Gardener, Haverford, Pa. [BerSta.,

haeeous Perennials, Aster, Enjngiiini,

Univ. of Chicago, Chicago,

111.

(Fertilization.

Flower.)

BuTZ, Prof. Geo. C, Asst. Horticulturist, Fa.
Exp. Sta., State College, Pa.
{Carnation.
.)

*Cajieron, Robert, Gardener, Botanic Garden of
Harvard Univ.
J'anous arlirles and iiiueh
helji

on rare

Aljiinia, Cainpaniila, Fell-

jilanls.

etc.)

Edward J., Gardener, Smith College,
Botanic Gardens, Nortliami)ton, Mass.
(Manij

*CanniN(:,

ami

artieles

help

ninrli

A nthuriiini

plants.

,

rare

<oi

and

dijiieult

Fehiuoraet us, Kpiphijlluni

Glo.rinia, etr.)

Kingston, R.

Sta.,

I.

(Neliraska.

I,

Exj).

Bolaui/ and

eulture of hn.'ih-fruits, as Ainclanehier, Brrheris,
Blael-berry, Buffalo Berry, Currant, Logunli, rnj

Philadelphia, Pa.

Beach, Prof.

A.,

S.

D.

N

N

Horticulturist, N. Y. E.xp.
((''or)i.

]>roofs of nianij genera 0/ grasses.)

(BoiigainriUa-a

F., Florist,

Allegheny City, Pa.

Dept. of Botany, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago,
lilinois.

III.

(Greenhouse Glass.

FUinois.)

oilier caeti.

(

(The

article " Ferns."

J. II.,

Eehinoeaelus.)

formerly Assistant

Colo. Exp. Sta., Ithaca, N. Y.

in Ilorticultur.-,

(Certain

rado plants, as Lejniehi/s, Lrur,,rrinii in

CoU,-

.)

*Craig, Prof. John, Horticulturist, la. Exp. Sta.,
Ames, la. (Canada, tioosehernj. Kale. Kolil)

Craig, Robert, Florist, Philadelphia, Pa.
Anlisia.
Codiaum.)
eiiria.

*Craig,

)

^Bruckner, Xichol X., Dreer's Nursery, River.1.

""Cowen,

rahi.

*Brandegee, Mrs. Katharine, Botanist, editor of
(Matnmillaria, ileloZoe, San Diego, Calif.
and

(Coffee.)

CoRBETT, Prof. L. C, Horticulturist, W. Va. I^xp.
IVest Virijitiiii.)
Sta., Morgantown, W. ^'a.
"CouLSTON, Mrs. M. B., Formerly assistant editor
of Garden and Forest, Ithaca, N. Y. (Mitehellii,
and some other natire plants.)
*CouLTER, John M., Professor and Head of the

.

*BERCKltAXS, P. J., Pomologist and nurseryman,
Augusta, Ga. {Laicns for the Soutli. Magnolia.
Melitt.
Miehelia. Has read proof 0/
matin groups of itnportance in the Soiifli.)
*Blair, Prof. J. C, Horticulturist, 111. Exp. Sta.,
<?liampaign.

.)

Trenton,

(

(Bamboo.)
*Beal, Prof. W. J., Mich. Agric. College, Agri(tjrtiss.
Bus read
cultural College, Mich.
C.

Beckert, Tfieo.

tSardi-ner,

(Certain oreliids, as Livlia.)

J.

ton, D. C.

Thinning.)

Botanist and horticulturist, Bilt-

,

T.,

Cook, <). p., Div. of Botany, Section of Seed and
Plant Introduction, De]it. of Agric, Washing-

(Everlasting floirers.)

Geneva, N. Y.

ton, N.

"BURNETTE, Prof. F. H., I-Iorti(.'ulturist, La. Exp.
Sta., Baton Kouge, La.
(Lnnisinnit .)

*Clinkaberry, Henry

*Barnes, William H., Secretary Kans. Hort. Soc,
Topeka, Kans. (Kansas.)
*Bayersdorfer, H., Dealer in florists' supplies,

eitetiis,

\X\o. Kxji.

*Card, Prof. Fred W., Horticulturist, R.

etr.)

*Barnes, Charles R., Prof, of Plant Physiology,

more,

BuFFUii, Prof. B. C., Horticulturist,
Sta., Laramie, Wyo.
(irijoiiiing.)

iiioeaetus,

(

Beadle, C.

also assisteii in readOiii

II,,

(

C, Bnrduo

*Atkins()M, Geo. F., Frot'. of Botany, Cornell Univ.,
Miisliroom.)
Ithaca, K. Y.

Sta.,

of

Fcnnsijlvaniit

.)

Florist,

J.ster.)

Brof. J.

ArtiiuDx,

Ind.

genera of

Commission merchants. New

Geo.,

Jr.,

{China

(Several,

Co.,

York, N. Y.

Arnold,

Mann

lea'js.

'itiiei-

Adams, Geo.

to

COXTUIBrrOUS TU THE rrCLOl'EIlIA

W.

N.,

Gardener, North

(Araii-

Easton, Mass.

(.)Iushrooni.)

Crandall, Prof.

Manij groups

C. S., Horticulturist, Colo. Exp.

Sta., Fort Collins, Colo.

of tender ferns.
(V)

{Colorado.)
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PARTIAL LIST OF CdNTUlliDTOUS

I.

The asterisk
proofs

and in

designaJe.^- the

utrihutors

to

the si:cond rutuioi

E,, Asst. Hoi'tieultuiist, R.

Sta., Kiugstoii, R.

I.

(Plioilr Island.

I.

Ex]!.

)

*Ames, Oakes, Asst. I>ir. Botanic Garaen, ami
Instructor in Botany in Harvaj'd Univ., ('ambvidge, Mass.
(Sererul (jencra of Orchids.)
"'Archdeacon & Co., Commission merchants. New
York, N. Y.

[Muskrooiii .)

Geo.,

Jr.,

Rochester,

N. Y.

co,,t

tin'

ribotors hore

assisted in readiii:i

at.^o

Univ., Lafayette,

[Physiolngij of Plants.)

Ithaca, N. Y.

of Botany, Cornell Univ.,
Muslironm.)

{

J. A., Horticulturist, Wash. Exp.
Was)iin(jtou.)
Pullman, Wash.
*Barclay, F. W., Gardener, Haverford, Pa. (Her-

Sta.,

(

haceous Perennials, Aster, Eri/iKjiiim, etc.)

*Barnes, Charles R., Prof,

of Plant Physiology,

Univ. of Chicago, Chicago,

111.

{Fertilisation.

Floirer.)

Philadelphia, Pa.

help on rare jihints.

Ech-

,

Edward .J., Gardener, Smith College,
Botanic Gardens, Northampton, Mass. {Manij
and

articles

mui-li

on

liclii

A nthuriuin

jilaiits.

,

rare

and

itijlicult

EcJiinocaeliis, EjiiphiiHiiiii

Gloxinia, etc.)

*Card, Prof. Fred W., Horticulturist, M. I. Exp.
(Xelirasfa.
Hotaui/ ami
Sta., Kingston, R.I.
eidture ef hush 'fruits, as Antelanehier, lierheris,

Berry Currant, Logaitherrij .)

Henry

,

T.,

Gardener,

Trenton,

(CJerlaiu orchids, as Lerdia.)

J.

Cook, O. F., Div. of Botany, Section of Seed ami
Plant Introduction, Dept. of Agiac, Washington, D. C.
(Coffee.)
CORBETT, Prof. L, C, Horticulturist, W. Va. Exp.
West Virginia.)
Sta., Morganfown, W. Va.
*CouLSTON, Jlrs. ]\I. B., Formerly assistant editor
of Garden and For.'st, Ithaca, N. Y. (Milchclla,
and some other natne jilants.)
(

(Bainhoo.)

*Beal, Prof. W.

Camjianula

*CANNiNii,

N

(Everlasting Jloiccrs.)

Alpiiiia,

etc.)

*Clinkap.erry,

Beach, Prof. S. A., Horticulturist, N. Y. Exp.
(Corn. Thinning.)
Sta., Geneva, N. Y.
Beadle, C. D., Botanist and horticulturist, BiltMich. Agric. College, Agri(Grass.
Has rcml
Mich.
proofs of tnamj genera of grasses.)
Beckert, Theo. F., Florist, Allegheny City, Pa.
J.,

College,

cultural

.)

*Cameeon, Robert, Gardener, Botanic Garden of
Harvard Univ.
Various articles and iiiiieh

lilaeldierry, Buffalo

*Barnes, William H., Secretary Kans. Ilort. Soc,
Topeka, Kans. (Kansas.)
*Bayersdorfer, H., Dealer in florists' supplies,

C.

Ex)!.

""BuRNETTE, Prof. F. H., Horticulturist, La. Exp.
Sta., Baton Rouge, La.
{Louisiana .)
EuTZ, Prof. Geo. C., Asst. Horticullurist, Pa.
Exp. Sta., State College, Pa.
(Carnation.

inocaetiis,

Balmer, Prof.

N

BuFFUM, Prof. B. C, Horticulturist, Wyo.
Sta., Laramie, Wyo.
(iryoniing.)

(

C, Purdue

Prof. J.

*Atkinson, Geo. P., Prof,

more,

of

I'ennsylvania

Florist,

{Chitia Aster.)

Arthur,
Ind.

Many

other wa!/.s.

Adams, Gko.

Arnold,

THE CYCLOPEDIA
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(PougainrilUca

*CouLTER, John M., Professor and Head

of

the

Dept. of Botany, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois.

(Echinocactus.)

.

*Berckmans, p.

J.,

Augusta, Ga.

\lAiinis

nolia.

Mielielia.

Alelia.

"CowEN,

Pomologist and nurseryman,
for

tlie

Soiilh.

Mag-

Has read pro<f

of

(The

article " Ferns."

rado

jdaiils. as

in Horticulture-,

(Certain

Lcpachys, Lrucneriniiin

Cola-

.)

*Craig, Prof. .loHN, Horticulturist, la. Exp. Sta.,
Ames, la. (Canada. Gooseherry. Kale. Kohl-

Champaign, 111. (GreenJiouse Glass. Illinois.)
*Brandegee, Mrs. Katharine, Botanist, editor of
(Mammillaria, MeloZoe, San Diego, Calif.
cactns, and oilier cacti.)
*BRrcKNER, NiCHOL N., Dreer's Nursery, River.J.

formerly Assistant

Colo. Exp. Sta., Ithaca, N. Y.

iiiantj groups of inijiortaiice in tJie Soitlh.)
*Blair, Prof. J. C, Horticulturist, 111. Exp. Sta.,

ton, N.

J. 11.,

rabi.

)

Craig, Robert, Florist, Philadelphia, Pa.
caria.

*Craig,

W.

Ardisia.

Gardener, North

N.,

(.Uuslirooni.

C. S., Horticulturist, Colo. E.\p.

Sta., Fort Collins, Colo.

(v)

Easton, Mass.

)

Ckandall, Prcf.

Matiy groups

of tender ferns.

(Araii-

Cadiieiim.)

I

Colorado.)

)

)

)

COLLABORATORS

VI

*CusHMAN, E. H., Gladiolus
Ohio,

Euclid,

specialist,

*Darlikgtox, H. D., Wholesale florist,
in heaths and hard-wooded plants.

specialis

(Epacris.

Leptospermum. Has read proof of iiiani/ articles
on harel-tcooded pJants.)
*Davis, K. C, Science teacher, Ithaca, N. Y.
(Genera in Banunculacece .)
*Davy, J. BuRTT, Asst. Botanist, Univ. of Calif.
Exp. Sta., Berkeley, Calif. [Acacia. Eucalyptus.
Maytenus. Myrtacew.)
*Deane, Walter, Botanist, Camhridge, Mass.

Has

[Herbarium.

on riirivus hotanical

lielped

prohlems.)

*Dewet,,Lyster

J,,

Div.

of

Botany,

Dept.

of

Agric, Washington, D. C. [Mentha.)
DoRNER, Fred, Carnation specialist, Lafayette
[Carnation.)

Ind.

DoRSETT, P. H., Associate Physiologist andPatholo
gist, Dept. of Agric, Washington, D.C. ( Violet.)
*DonGLAS, Thos. H., of R. Douglas & Sons, nurserymen and specialists in conifers, Waukegan,
111.

Duggar, B.

JI., Asst. Cryptogamie Botanist, CorExp. Sta., Ithara, X. Y. (7'i)/,'r».)
*DusxiNG, D. M., Amateur, Auburn, N. Y. Grapes

nell

(

Glu.^is.)

*DUPUY, Louis, Wholesale florist and specialist
hard-wooded plants. College Point, L.

Has

[Erica.

read other articles on

in
I.

iieatli-like

Earle, Prof. F.

S.,

Poly(Alahnma.)

Horticulturist, Ala.

technic Institute, Auburn, Ala.

Earle, Parker, Horticulturist, Eoswell, N. M.
(Xew Mcj-ie,,.)
*Egan, W. C, Amateur, Highland Park, 111.

Has lielped on liardy jilants.)
Foreman Dreer's Kursery, River-

[Ereniurus.

ElSELE, J. D.,

ton, N. J. [Cordyline.)
Elliott, William H. Florist, Brighton, Mass.
,

*ElIERr, S. M., Director Mont. E.Kp. Sta., Bozeman,Moiil. [Mmitinia.)

*Endicott,

Joiix,

[Littonia

enes.

.

Bulb-grower,

Canton,

Mass.

)

W.

E., Teacher, Canton, Mass. [Achiiii-

Jcidantheni.

I.ria.

Has made important

corrections in niani/ articles on hulhs.)

Evans, Walter IL, Ofdee of Exp. Stations, Dept.
of Agric. Washington, D.C.
[Alaslca.)
*Fawcett, Wm., Dir. Dept. Public Gardens and
,

Plantations,
fruits,

Fruit,

as

Kingston,

Jamaica.

{Tropical

Chcrimoya, ilarmcdnde

Plum, Egrj

Mango, Mangosteen, Xutnieg

*Ferxow, Prof. B.

E., Dir. College

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.
estry.)

plants of S. Calif., as Dasylirion, Ftacourtia,
Has read
FiHiijuicra, Furcra:a, Hasardia, etc.

many proefs and made numerous correctio)is.
*Galloway, B. T., Chief Div. Veg. Phys. and Path.,
[FloriculDept. of Agric, Washington, D. C.

Has read articles on fungi.
ture.
*Gareield, C. W., Horticulturist, Grand Rapids,
[Michigan.)

Mich.

*Gerard,

J. N.,

Amateur, Elizabeth, N,
on

articles, especially

litilbous

J.

[Many

plants, as Crocus,

Iris, Mnscari, A'arcissus.)
*Gillett, Edward, Nurseryman, Southwick, Mass.
[Hardy Ferns. Liparis. Has read numerous

proofs on

-n

at ire plants.)

GoFF, Prof. E.

S., Horticulturist,

Wis. Exp. Sta.,

fVisconsin.)

(

CtOULD, H. p., Asst. Entomologist and HorticulSta., College Park, Md.
turist, Md. E.xp.
[Brussels Sprouts.

Celcriac.)

*Green, Prof. S. B., Horticulturist, Minnesota Exp.
Sta., St. Anthony Park, Minn.
[Minnesota.)
*Grecn, Wm. J., Horticulturist, Ohio Exp. Sta.,
Wooster, Ohio.

Greenhouse suh-irriga-

[Ohio.

Miss Lennie, Bulb-grower, Gi-arden.
City,N.C. [Ixia.)
*Greiner, T., Specialist in vegetables, La Salle,
N. Y.
Garden vegetables, as Articlioke, Asparagus, Bean, Cress, Corn Salad, Kolilrabi, Lettuce.
*Grey, Robert M., Gardener, North Easton, Mass.
[Numerous important orchid groups, as Cypripedium, Epidendrum, Lycaste, Maxillaria, 2Iasde*CtREEN'lee,

(

)

rallia.)

*Groff,

A-tparagus pliirnosus.

*Endicott,

.

tiirn.)

plants.)

[

*Fletcher, S. W., Horticulturist, Ithaca, N. Y.
Helianthus[Ipomma and other Convohmlacea;
and related genera.)
*Franceschi, Dr. F., Manager S. Calif. Acclim<a[Bare
tizing Ass'n, Santa Barbara, Calif.

Madison, Wis.

[Laru:.)

uvder

FiNLAYSON, Kenneth, Gardener, Brookline, Mass.
[lliiisnia.)

{nladiolus.)

Forestry,

(Conifers.

For-

Gladiolus

sjiecialist,

Simeoe, Out.

Gurney, James, Gardener, :\lo. Botanical Ciardeii,
St. Louis, Mo.
(Cacti.
Hale, J. H., Nurseryman and pomologist, South
)

Glastonbury, Conn.
(Ciiniu liicut.)
*Halsted, Prof. B. D., Rutgers College, New
Brunswick, N. J. [Diseases. Fungus.)
*Hansen, CtEO., Landscape architect and botanist,
Berkeley, Calif.

[Ejiidcndrnm

.)

I-Iansen, Prof. N. E., Ilorticultuiist, S.

Dak. Exp.
Dak.
[.'<oulh Dakota.)
L., Gardener, Wellesley, :Mass.
[Lis-

Sta., Brookings, S.

""Harris, F.
ianthus.

)

of

II. II.,

[Gladiolus.)

Mcdinilla.

]

*Harris, W., Acting Dir., Dept. Public Gardens
and Tlaiilnl ions, Kingslnn, .lanniica. (Mammcu
Apple and some oilier tropieiil fruits.)

)

)

.

COLLABOKATOKS
*Harris, W. K., Florist, Philadelphia, Pu.
{Ficits
elastica.
Help on Liliiim HdrriKii.)
*Hasselbring, Heinkich, Asst. in Botany, Cornell
Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.
(Iris ami mosl orvhids
from Gongora to MasdevaUia.)
*Hastings, G. T., Asst. in Botany, Cornell Univ.,
Ithaea, N. Y.
[Some tropical phuils, ns Berria,
BerthoUetin. A few grasses, as Uicroeliloc, Rolens, Sordetim.)

*HATriELD, T. 1)., Gardener, Wellesley, Mass.
(Numerous and varied emitribatious, as Gesiicra,
p., Asst. Prof, of Horticulture, Agri-

(

son, N. J.

(Chnisanthemuni

eoeciiicinii

Iliilbj-

.

I")r.

New

sJcetclies,

American

F. M., Editor

York, N. Y.

jVgricul-

(Scrcriil bioiiropliical

as Fuller, Harris.)

Beyeridge, Horticulturist, Nev.
Reno, Nev. (Ma)iy genera of grasses.

P.

*KERn,.I.W., Nurseryman, DeTiton, Md.

(Mary-

land.)

KiFT, Rodert, Florist,
KiX-XEY,

Philadelphia, Pa.

(Ciit-

L.

gustruiii

J. E., Horticulturist

H.

I.

and teacher, Hono-

(Hawaiian Islands.

.

{Hedges.)
specialist in

(Alpine Gardens.

Lilinin.

Has read proof of via.nij articles on natire jilauis.
*HuNN, Charles E., Gardener, Cornell E.xp. Sta.,
)

Ithaca, N. Y,

(Forcing of Vegetables.

Mign-

*HUNTLEY, Prof.

F. A.,

Idaho E.xp.

Sta.,

Moscow,

Pa.

T.,

dian Orchard, Mass.

C,

Sweet Pea
(t^weet

specialist, In-

(Uregoii.)

Seedsman,

Bl'rnet,

Mo. Botanical Garden,
Mo. (Capsicum. Lactuca.)
Jackson & Perkins Co., Nurserymen and specialists in Clematis, Newark, N. Y. (flnn.tti.-i.
Horticulturist,

)

*.Jeffers, a., Editor "Cornucopia," Norfolk, Va.

*LArMAN,

(!{.

Horticulture, Cor-

N., Instrnclor in

Jordan, A. T., Asst. Horticulturist, New Brunswick, N. J.
(Xew Jersey.
*Kains, M. G., Div. of Botany, Dept. of Agric,
Washington, D. C. (Minor vegetables, as Horseas

Hi/ssopus

;

lu/pa-

[Geraniitnt.

Pclarginiiuui.)

tnir-.

delphia, Pa.

*Lo];d

[Coitserralory

& Burniiam

and

Co.,

.

also

)

Hoiticultural

architeids

Irviugton-on-Hudson,

builders,

(Greenhonse Construction.

N.

\'.

)

LOTiiRop & Higgins, Dahlia specialists, East
Dahlia
Bridgewater, ilass.
*MaoPhekson, James, Landscape gardener, Trentiin, N. J.
(Enjdojrbia
Has read proof ef scr)

.

eral oi'chid genera.)

*J[anning, J. Woodward, Horticultural
and ])urchasing agent, Boslou, Mass.

Hardy

Has

Itrrbs.

rcail

proof

expert
(Pyrrc>f

uaiuy

groups of herbaceous jirrenuials.)
Boston,

Warren
Mass.

Jjinidscape

II.,

(Article,

architect,

"Herbaceous

*Mas(>n, Prof. B.C., Berea, Ky.
ering.

Peren-

*Massey, Prof.

Ginseng

Lay-

Mathews,

F.

*Mathews,

N. C. Exp.
Xorth Carolina.)

AV. P., Horticulturist,

Sta,, Raleigh, N. C.

Sta.,

(Labeling.

)

(Figs.

Schuyler,

Boston, Mass.

(Kale.)

Herhs,

Philadeljihia,

nials.")

Pen.)

St. Louis,

Ghjcijrrhiza.)

Summit,

{Jhirid Landrctli.)

'Manning,

[Idaho.)

Hl'TCHMS, Rev. W.

Fadish.

*Lan'dretii,

Ihrnm.

onette.)

Idaho.

cultivators.

i

Nurseryman and

Lilies, Charlotte, Vt.

1.

LoNsiiALE, Edwin, Florist, <;iiestnut Hill, Phila-

)

Hill, E. G., Florist, Bichmond, Ind. (Bcgouiu .)
*HlTCiiooCK, A. S., Prof of Botany, Kansas State
(Most nftlie
Agric. College, Manhattan, Kans.
genera ttf gntssrs in. the second, rolurnr.)
*HoOPES, JosiAH, Nurseryman, AVest Cliestcr, Pa.
*I-l0RSF0RD, Fred. H.,

R.

N.J. (Cattleyu.)
Lake, Prof.E. B., Horticulturist, Ore. Exp. S(a.,

nell Univ., Ithaca, N. \.

)

Kingston,

Horticulturist,

F.,

(Cetcry.)

Corvallis, Ore.

Hicks, G. H., late of Dept. of Agric, Wasliington,
D. C. (Seed-tesling.)
*PIiCKS, Henry, Nurseryman, Westport, L. I.
[Li-

and

on. "Herbaceous Perennials.")
*Kelsey, Harlan P., Landscape architect, Boston,
[Xorlli Carolina jilauts, as Galax and
JIass.

Lager & Hurrell, Orchid

)

*Hexamer,

*Irish, H.

{Many
Article

Florist, Rochester,

ftn.rers.)

*Herrington, a., Gardener, Florham Farms, Madi-

lulu,

N. Y.

groups of hardy herbaceous perennials.

Begonia.)

carpus.

*HiGaiNS,

ria.)

'Keller, J.B.,

E.xp. Stiu,

[Eoapnralion of Fruit.)
*Henderson & Co., Peter, Seedsmen, 37 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.
Bulbs.
Eccrcmo-

turist.

Jr., T. H., Div. of Botany, Dei.t. of
(Three orchid gi nAgric, Washington, I). ('.
era, Grammangis, Granunatopliyllum, Hahina-

r.eiicothoe.)

cultural College, Mich.

jiock.

*Kearney,

Kennedy,

Gloxinia, LaelienaUa, Lcca, M((cro:iimia.)

*Hedrick, U.

Vll

Artist,

2

Morley

St.,

(Color.)

Prof. C. AV., Horticulturist, Ky.

Lexington, Ky.

Exp.

{Kentucky.)

AA^m., Florist ami orcliid grower, Utica,
N. Y. (A'arious rare and important orchids,
as Gongora, Graniinatojihyllu in lonopsis, Linia-

''Mathews,

,

todrs, Miltouia.)

)

)

)

.

COLLABORATOPuS
*Maynard,

Prof.

chusclts.

T.,

S.

Hatch Exp.

Mass.

Hoi-tlnillui-ist,

Amhersl,

Sta.,

Mass.

(il/os.sa-

)

McDowell, Prof. R. II., Reno, Xev. (Xenvla.)
McPaelaxu, J. HuKACE, Horticultural ]M'inter
and

expei't in photograpliy,

Harrisburi;',

I'a.

nette. Pearl River, N. Y.

*McWilliam, Geo.,
(Dipludniiii.

(")vic.lo,

[Cri-

Fla.

Nurseryman,

Philadelphia, Pa.

*Meredith, a.

Germantown,

{Idi'shi.)

Gardener,

P.,

South

Lancaster,

Trees fur uniaitwHl

*M0REIS, O.

Morrisville, Pa.

Okla.

Stillwater,

Terrilonj.

(Indian

Nurseryman and grape

Sta., Orono,

Newell,
(

A.

ical

J.

hybridist,

Me.

[Maine.)

Gardener,

J.,

Wellesley,

Mass.

)

St.

Louis,

Mo.

{Euphorhiacea;.

Several hotanieal pu::les, as Lithrwa.)

Ogston, Colin, Gardener and orchid cultivator,
Kimball Conservatories, Rochester, N. Y.
{De-iuirohinm.)

Alstra'meria

Oepet, Edward
Mass.

O.,

{Ma)iy

.

Amaryllis.)

Gardenei',

ardrhs.

So.

Lancaster,

TSonler.

Cyelanien.

Vianthus, and certain orchids.)

York, N. y.

New

[J.au-ir]

Peacock, Lawrence K., Dahlia

Brodicca, Cnlochorlus, Erytlironinni, Fritillaria

.]

Rane, Prof. F. W., Plortieulturist, N. II. Exp.
(New Jlanipsliii'e.)
Sta., Durham, N. H.
/aiia.

Clemson College,

C.

S.

Exp.

C.

S.

(Eiigplanl

Sta.,

Florida.)

.

Rose, J. N., Asst. Curator, V. S. Nat. Herb.,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.

Rose, N. Jonsson, Lan<lscape Gardener to New
Varions
York City Parks, New York, N. Y'.
erotics.

)

*R0TH, FiLiBERT, Asst. Prof. of Forestry, N. Y.
College

Ithaca, N. Y.

of

Forestry,

Univ.,

Cornell

(Fagns.)
Prof,

Asst.

^V.,

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.

of

Botany,

(Definitions.

Y'.

Lia-

Nymphcea. Salix.)

Sargent, Prof. C. S., Dir. Arnold Arboretum,
Jamaica Plain, Mass. (Ahies.)
*ScOTT, Wm., Florist, Buffalo, N. \.
(Important
florists' plants and floivers, as Acacia, ConCyclamen, Cytisus,

rallaria.

Smilax, Metrosid-

eros, etc.)

Scott, Wm., Gardener, Tarrytown, N.

Y'.

(Berlo-

and other dwarf lender foliage plants.)
Semple, James, Specialist in China Asters, Bellevue, Pa.

(Aster.)

*Sext()N, Joseph, Founder of the pampas grass
industry, Goleta, Calif.
(Gy)ierinm .)
*Si-iiNN,

Charles H., Inspector
Uniy.

Stations,

of

Calif.,

of

Experiment

Berkeley,

Calif.

*Siiore, Robert, Gardener, Botanical Dept., Cor-

P., Florist, Elmira, N.

Y'.

(Lan-

Y'.

(Various articles, as

Acalyplui, Bedding, Dichorisa)idi-a, Episcea, Fil-

Hynieuojdiyllum.

tiinia,

G. I-Iakold, Horticulturist, Del.

Exp. Sta., Newark, Del. (Clierry. Dehuriire.)
Price, Prof. R. H., Horticulturist, Tex. Exp.
(Tcras.)
Sta., College Station, Tex.
*PuRDY, Carl, Specialist in California bulbs,
Ukiah, Calif. (California native plants, as

*Rawson, Grove

Fer-

P<dafo.)

nell Univ., Ithaca, N.
specialist, Atco,

(Dahlia.)
Prof.

Agiac,

of

(Th-fvinarje.

Y'.

[California, Fig, Loganljerry, etc.)

"-Parsons, Jr., Samuel, Landscape architect.

N.J.
Powell,

Manure.

College

Dir.

P.,

I.

lonia

*Oliver, G. W., Gardener, U. S. Botanic Gardens,
Washington, D. C.
[Many arlieles on palms,
aroids, succulents and rare plants, and inucit help
on proofs.

Prof.

tilily.

tris.

B. S., Botanical Assistant, Mo. Botan-

Garden,

Meiniliot.

of the

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.

*RowLEE, Prof. W.

eulliire in tlie Sonlli.)

M., Horticulturist, Me. Exp.

Certain orcliids.

^Norton,

Grape

(

W.

Prof.

of most

Mass.

.•<hruhs.)

State

T. v..

Denison, Tex.

*MUNS0N,

eultnre

hardy trees
(Bolany
hardy trees and

in

(

)

Asst. Horticulturist, Okla. Exp.

JI.,

OklalioiiHi.)

*Mdnson,

Alfred, Si)eeialist
Jamaica Plain,

and shrubs,

(Agave.)

(Iltimca.

Moon, Samuel C, Nni-seryman,

Sta.,

southern iiortieullure. Ctvsalpinia. Cocas.
Kuniejuat. Lemon. Lime. Afango.)

*R0LFS, Prof. P. H., Botanist,

)

.To.seph,

Mass.

(iuava.

*Robeets,

Luriiliii.)

Iiorticullnrc.

*Meehan",

e.rtrenic

aiol

MhjiionctU:.)

{

Bii.i liclpeil in iiiaiterx i>f c.rlroiic .soiillicni

niiiii.

(

migno-

Ganlenei', Whitinsyille, Mass.

L., Horticulturist,

T.

of

Bettuce.)

[Cueuniher.

Boston, Mass.

*Reasonek, E. N., Nurseryman and horticultui-ist,
Oueco, Fha. (Miiny articles, and much heli> on

*Reiidek,

[Border.

*McMillen, Robert, Wholesale grower

Mead,

*Rawson, W. W., Seedsman and market- gardener,

*Sieereciit,

New

Henry

)

and nurseryman.
and Rose Hill Nurseries, New RoN. Y. (Much help on rare greenhouse
juirticnlarly urciiids and pahns. Draccoia.
A., Florist

Y'ork

chelle,
jd((nts,

Ficns.

Fuchsia,

(larilenia.

Brora.

Lajuojeria.

Lanrus.)

*Simonds, O. C, Supt. Graceland Cemetery, Buena
Ave., Chicago, 111. [Landscape Cemeteries.)
*Slingerland, Prof. M.V., Asst. Prof. Economic
Entomology, CormOl Univ., Ithaca, N. Y'.
(Insecticides,

lir^ccls.)

)

)

)

)

.

COIiljAP.OlfAToRS
Smith, A. W.,

(Josraos i-ultivator, Aiuevinis, Oa.

Van

{Cos)ii(is.)
{

Smith,

Ei.mkr

*Smith, Jarki)

Chrysanthemum

I).,

AJi-iaii, Jlii'li.

Clinjxdiitliviinuii.

(

(";.,

L).

('.

riou>: iji'iivni,

ti.i

Ciiiliinnii,

ihiii.

(ill

A;,'rif.,

Vn-

pttliiis.

C'dh/lr-

Ciriislniiii,

)

John W.,

*Spf.>icer,

tauqua
nil

[Ncnrly

^o.

<

iiiijinrliiiil

*Starnes,

Pi'uf.

Westfleld, Chau-

Fi'iiit-e-row.-r,

N, y.

,

[dfiii^i's

friiils.

Hugh

IIk'

III

Help

Xoi-lh.

)

N., Hoilii-ultui-i

Athens, Ga. {GeDrgia.
Stinson, Prof. .TOHH T., Dir. Mo.

t,

Ca. Exp.

St.,

.Mass.

(h't'iirirk.)

E., Horticulturist,

]j.

College, Agrieultur.-il College,
hiiiise Jlcaliiiij.

Mieh. Agrie.
((Irccii-

Jlieli.

Jliilheili.)

*Taplik, W. II., Specialist in palms ami ferns,
Holmesburg, Philadelphia, Pa.
{('iillnrr of
many palms, ferns anil folkujc plants.)
*Taylor, Wji. a., Asst. Pomologist, Div. of Pomology, Dept. of Agrie., Washington, 1>. C.
(

rarious articles on nuts, as

*Thilow,

^Thompson,

Inc., Phila-

C. H., formerly Asst. Botanist,

Mo.

Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo. {Some (jenera
of cacti, as Eclnnocerus, Epipjliijllnm.)

*THORBrRN &

Co.,

J.

annuals, reijctahles,

hulljs,

Tucson, Ariz.
S.

York,

(Ari-ona.

Date.

M., Horticulturist, Biloxi,

Sta.,

Opiinlia.]

(Mis-

Jliss.

(Culihaije.

\V. AY.,

Seedsman, Detroit,

Lettiiee.

Alichiijan

Jlich.

.)

*Trelea.se, Dr. Wii., Dir. Mo. Botanical Garden,
St. Louis,
till/

i\Io.

(Certain

ilesert

familij, as Aloe, Apiera,

pliinls

of the

(lasteria, llairor-

lliia.)

*Tri('ker,

Wm.,

.lipiatiiv,

Dreer's

Specialist

in

aquatics,

N.

J.

(Aijiiarium.

Nursery, Riverton,

as Liiiiiianllieiiium, Limnocliaris,

pluea, Xel iiiiihiiiin

,

Most
Xi/iii-

Horticulturist,

Sta., Lafayette, Ind.

Ind.

Exp.

(Indiana.)

*Tl'RNER, Wm., Gardener, Tarrytown-on-Hudson,
N.

Y'.

Ti"i'TijE,

tion,

(Forcing of Fruits.

H.

Mushroom.)

B., Cranberry-grower, Valley Junc-

Wis.

James, Editor " \'ick's Magazine," PochosN. Y'. {Malrariseus. Melolhria.)
*\'(iORHEES, Prof. Edwaiio B., Dir. N. J. Exp. Sta.,
New Brunswick, N. J. (Fertilisers.)
Waldeon, Prof. C. P., Horticulturist. N. Dak.
Exp. Sta., Fargo, N. Dak. (yorth Dakota.)
*Walker, Ernest, Horticultnrist, Ark. Exp. St.-i.,
PayetteYille, Ark.
(Annuals.
nasket I'lants.

Y'ork, N. Y.

{Botany of

JVaterinij.)

*Watr(ies, C. L., Nui'seryman and piomologist,
Des Moines, la. (Joira.)
^Wat.son, I;. JI., Instructor in Horticulture, Bussey Inst., Jamaica Plain, Jlass.
(Coleliienm.
Ciittaije. Forcing Hardy Plants.
House I'lants.)
Watts, R. L., Horticulturist, Tenn. Exp. Sta.,
KnoxYille, Tenn. (Tennessee.)
*\YAi-nK, Fro(. F. A Hoi-ticulturist, Vt. Exp. Sta.,
,

Lilium.

Creens.

Carrot.

(Heel.

Vt.

Biirliiigl(jn,

J'entslemon

Cueuinlnr.
Plants.

.Salad

.

\'ernionl
.

*Webber,

charge of Plant Breeding Laband Path., Dept.

II. J., Ill

D. C.

of Agri<'., W^ashington,
oilier citrous

all ferns.)

Miir-

(Citrus.

genera.)

*Wellhouse,

Col.
Fred, Fruit-grower, Fairmount, Kans. {Kansas.)
*Wheeler, H. J., Dir. K. I. Exp. Sta., Kingston,

R.

(Lime.)

I.

*Whitney, JIieton,

C'hief,

Sta.,

1).

C,

Div. of Soils, Dept. of
(Irrigation.

C.

iSoils.)

Horticulturist,

Mo. Exp.

Columbia, Mo. (Missonri.)
B., Amateur, Ottawa, Out.

(Henicro-

*Whitten, Prof.

J.

*Whyte, R.

L^ilium.)

*WlCKSON, Edward

Agricultural Prac-

J., Prof, of

tice, IJniv. of Calif.,

and

Exp. Sta., Berkeley,

Calif.

Florticulturist, Calif.

(Almond, Apricot,

Cherry, Crape, L^enion, Lime,

*W00LS0N,

C4.

etc., in Californiii

C, Nurseryman,

specialist in

herbaceous perennials, Passaic, N.
tensia. Mas read numerous jimofs.)

*Wortman,

W., Mushroom-grower,

S.

J.

Iseliri,

.)

hardy
(MerN.

J.

(Muslirooin.

Univ., Ithaca,
Miisa.

*Wymax, a.

N.

Y.

Driinriia

Cyperiis.

Myosotis

in

Junciis.

.

amtar, and

Cordyline.
Lysimacliia.

Olmsted Bros., Landscape

Architects, Brookline, !Mass.
,

Botany, Cornell

(Coreojisis.

]

p.. Asst. to

E.xochorda

I^Cranherri/.)

^Unpf.R'^yood, Prof. L. M., Columbia UniYersity,

New

Chicago,

llorist,

ter,

*WiEGAND, K. M., Instructor

Victoria, etc.)

*Troop, Prof. James,

Seedsman and

*\'iCK,

callis.

sissippi.)

*Thacy, Prof.

('.,

Agric, Washington,

lierhs, etc.)

W., Biologist, Ariz. Exp.

TiiTTMEY, Prof. J.

*Tracy,

New

M., Seedsmen,

Hare read niamj proofs of

N. Y. {Ui/acintli.

J.

raya and

Alusknielon.)

(Leek.

\a.

oratory, Div. of Veg. Phys.

lliel-orij.)

H. A. Dreer,

CJtto, of

J.

delphia, Pa.

Pomologist, -Parksley,

E.,

{Christmas dreens.)

Heliolriqie.
E.\p. Sla.,

l-'vuit

Mountain (.irove. Mo. (Arl:iiii.-<iis-.)
*Strong, W.m. C, Nurseryman, AVat>aii,
*Taft, Prof.

*Vaughan,
III.

Kept, of

l>iv. of BotaTiy,

Wasbingtoii,

siifcialist,

)

H.

Dejian,
Dale.

(Dirca, E]iigiea,

Halesia, Hy)ierienin, Eerria. l.iqnidoilier

hardy

Lathyriis. Lupinua.)

trees

and shrubs.

Also

)

)

)

)

)

))

)

)

COLLABORATORS
//.

PARTIAL LIST OF THOSE iniO HAVE ASSISTED BY READING EROOF,
AXI) ly OTHER iiA rs.

Andrews, D,

Nurseryman, Boulder, Colo.

JI.,

{XdtiveKcstcni pla)its,espcfialli/ new liardy

cacti.)

Ball, C. D., Wholesale florist, Holmesburg, Philadelphia, Pa.

{Ferns.

Foliage Plants. Palms.)

Barker, Michael, Editor "American Florist,"
Chicago, 111. (Many suggestions.)
Bassett & Son, Wm. F., Nurserymen, Hammonton, N. J.

Bergek &

(Natire plants, as Hihisciis.

Co.,

H. H.,

New

York, N. Y.

(.lapa-

Bessey, Chas. E., Prof, of Botany, Univ. of Neb.,
[Natire

NeVi.

plants,

particularly

Bet.<3CHER Bros., Florists, nurserymen and seeds-

men, Canal Dover, Ohio. {Gladiolus.)
Blanc, A., Seedsman and plantsman, Philadelphia, Pa.

Maine Hort. Soc, Augusta,

J.

Horticultural

L.,

{Iowa.

author,

K.

I.

Calif.

(Gladiolus.)

Elliott,

&

Meissner,

Caldwell, Geo. C,

Prof,

of

Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.

Mo.

Bushberg,

Agric. Cliemistry,
\

Fertility.

Fcrti-

Lime.

Wilkinson,

J.

perennieds.

date of Index Keu-ensis.)

Clinton, L. A., Asst. Agriculturist, Cornell Exp.
(Lime.)
Sta., Ithaca, N. Y.
Coates, Leonard, Nil pa City, Calif.
(Fruit Culture in California

.

CoviLLE, Frederick v., Botanist, Dept. of Agric,
Washington, D. C. {,/uniperus. Suggestions in,
various matters.)

Cranefield, Fred, ,\sst. Horticulturist, Wis. Exp.
Sta., Madison, Wis.
(Irrigation .)

Dailledouze Bros., \Vholesale

plants anil

Landscape

architect,

(Kockia, and some herbaceous

)

(Massaclrusctls.

Ganonq, W. F., Prof, of Botany, Smith College,
Northampton, Mass. (Cacti.)
Goodman, L. A., Fruit-grower, Westport, Mo.
(Missouri.

Halliday

Bros.,

florists,

Baltimore,

Florists,

(Minnesota

Hctt, R.
Jones,

Flatbush,

JId.

Comellia.)

(A'alca.

.

La

Crescent, Minn.

)

(Palms.)

L., Prof, of Horticulture, Ont. Agric.

Rev.

C.

J.

(Kale.

K.,

Los

Kohlrabi.)

Angeles,

Calif.

Various Californian plants.)

Jordan, Dr. W. H., Dir., N. Y'. Exp. Sta.
Geneva, N. Y'. (Fertility. Fertilisers.)
Kedzie, Dr. R. C, Prof, of Chemistry, Mich.
Agric. College, Agricultural College, Midi.
(Fertility.

Clark, Miss Josephine A., Asst. Librarian, Dept.
of Agric, Washington, D. C.
(luformaliou as
to species after tiie

Or-

EllwaN(3ER & Barry, Nurserymen, Rochester,
(Hardy ]>lanls.
N. Y.

(

(Grapes.)

li'ers.

aepiatics, ferns, foliage

in.

College, Guelph, Ont.

Martynia .)

Sons

New

rare annuals.)

Heiss, J. B., Florist, Dayton, Ohio.

luiporlnnt fruits.)

BuRBANK, Luther, Hybridist, Santa Kosa,

&

bamboos,

Dock, Miss M. L., Harrisburg, Pa. (Bartram.)
Downer's Sons, J. S., Fairport, Ky. (Kentucky .)
Dreer, II. A. (Inc.), Seedsmen and plantsmen,
(Many and varied services,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Ames,

Budlong Bros., Pickle-makers, Providence,
(Cucumher.

in

(Batnlxni.)

PIarris, J. S., Fruit-grower,

(Portrait of Josepit Bred;.)

BuDD, Prof.

Bush

leans, La.

Fisher, Jabez, Fruit- grower, Fitchburg, Mass.

Norelties.)

(Cacti.

S. L., See.

Me. (Maine.)
Braokett, CoI.Ct. B., Pomologist, Dept. of Agric,
Washington, D. C. (Hicoria. Hiel.-ory. .Juglans.)
Braunton, Ernest, Gardener, Los Angeles, Calif.
(Many valuaNe notes on plants cult. in. Calif.)
Breck & Sons, Joseph, Seedsmen, Boston, Mass.

Iowa.

.

Pittsburg, Pa.

grasses.)

Boardjian,

books

Devron, Dr. G., Amateur

especially

nese and Californian plants .)

Lincoln,

Day, Miss Mary A., Librarian, Ciray Herbarium
(Rare
of Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass.

King,

Lime.)

Fertili-ers.

F. H., Prof, of Agricultural Physics,

son, AYis.

(

Madi-

Irrigation, Mulching, etc.)

Latham, A. W., Secretary Minn. Hort. Soc,
Minneapolis, Minn. (Minnesota .)
J. M., Market-gardener, Gregoi^y, L.
Cahhage.

LuPTON,

I.

(

Mackenzie, R. R., Manager bulh deiiartment,
J. M. Thorburn & Co., New York, N. Y.

(Many important

bulbs.)

iMakepeace, a. D., Cranberry-grower, West Barnstable, Mass.
(Cranberry.)

Manda, W.
{

a.. Nurseryman, South Orange, N. J.

Orchid pictures.

)

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mignrmdle.
Dandridgk, Mrs. Danske, Auiateur, Sliepherdstown, W. A'a. (Hardy plants.)

Manning, Jacoii W., Nurseryman, Reading, Mass.

Davenport, Geo.

Manning, Robert, Sec

(

Medford, Mass.

E., Botanist, specialist iu ferns,

(Several genera of ferns.)

(

Dried

specimens

of

lierbaceous

perennial

j'lants.)

Mass.

(Biographical

.Mass. Hort.

Soc, Boston,

sketches.

Horticulture.)

))

COLLABORATORS
May, John N.,

Summit, X.

Florist,

(Florisl.'i'

.1.

J'YoH'o-.s.

Meehan,
{The

Nurseryman, Germantowii, Pa.

MuDGE, W. S., Hartland, N. Y. {.Vi(slniicIoii.)
Nanz & Neuner, Florists and seedsmen, LouisKy. {Kcniiiekij.)
Nash. Geo. Y., Asst. N. Y. Bot. Garden, Bronx
ville,

{Genera of yrasses.)
Parsons, Samuel, Nurserym.an, Flashing, L.
Y'.

{'llic artieic "

I.

Hortieiillurc.")

Pendergast,

\V. ay., Pres. Minn. LTort. Soe.,
Hutchinson, Minn.
(Miiiiiesnta.)
PlERSON, F. K., Nurseryman, Tarrytown-onHudson, N. Y. {Jlidbs.)
Powell, Geo. T., Pomologist, Ghent, N. Y.
{Important fruits.)

Ragan, W. H., Div. of Pomology, Dept.
Washington, D. C. {rmliaiia.)

of

Agric,

articles mi natirc jilants.)

Robinson, John, Author of "Ferns in their Homes
and <~>nrs," Salem, IMass. {Sereral articles an

Sander & Co.

(A.

{Becoit

Dimmoek, Agent), New York,
partienlarhj orcltids

'i)ni>(>rtations,

lege Point, N. Y.

SCOON,
{

Shaw, Thos.,

and
C.

(

iraadi/ }>lanls

llorist, (.'ol-

from

An\--

K.,

Fruit-grower,

Prof, of

Slay^maker, A.

Cleneva,

N.

Y.

Chcrrij.

(Hcr-

"\V.,

Minn.,

Affric, I'niv. of
{

.][eilieaii<i.

Mrtilotn.-,-.)

Fruit-grower, Camden, Del.

{Dcldifare.)

Smith, Irving C, Market-gardener, Green Bay,
Wis.
{KohInil)i .)
Stanton, Geo., Ciinseng specialist. Summit,
N. J. {Ginxemi .)
Storrs & Harrison, Nurserymen, Painesville,
Ohio.
Su/.UKI

{Varinuf: pla)ils.)

&

IlDA, Y^okoliama Nursery

(!'o..

New

York,

{Japanese plants.)

N. Y.

Todd, Frederick G., Landscape architect, Mon{Hanli/ In cs and slirnhs.
treal, P. Q.
Yick's Sons, James, Seedsmen, Rochester, N. Y.
]

Vai-ions jilanls.)

Ward,

W., Wholesale

C.

and ca)'nation

florist

Gardens,

Cottage

specialist.

i,iueens,

L.

I.

(Car)aition.)

Webb, Prof. AYeslev, Duver, Del. (Delan-are.)
Wedge, Clarence, Fruit-grower, Albert Lea,
Minn.

[Miniiesnta.)
C. F., Prof,

fd'

Botany, Midi, Agric

College, Agricultural College, ilich.

N.

(Ihjperi-

Miniuhis.)

cifin.

J.

J.

Willard,

(.'ranberry-grower.

J.,

{('ranhernj.

New

Lisbon,

)

Nurseryman,

D.,

S.

Geneva, N.

Y.

frnils, as Clierri/.)

[Important

the Cape, as Ei'iea.)

Co., Boston, JIass.

Jlinneapolis, .Minn.

White,

anil jnilne^.)

Schultheis, Anton, Nurseryman and

Gardcii-

(Liin<lsra]/c

baeeoit.'i jierejiiu<i!.-i.)

Wheeler,

ferns.)

Landscape

Copley,
III.

'".'/)

{

Rider, Prof. A. J., Trenton, N. •!. (Cranlierrij.)
Robinson, r>r. B. L., Curator (Iray Herbarium of
Harvard Univ., C'ainbridge, Mass. [Varienis

tralia

Fannie

Mrs.

Shady Hill Nursery

article " Horliciil lure.")

Miller, E. S., Speeialist in bulbs, Floral Park,
L.I. {Many articles 0)1 Inilhs.)

N. Y.

Seavey,

gardener, Bri^jliton,

Tiics.,

Park, N.

xi

Wittbold, CIecj., Florist, Chicago. 111. {I'alnts
and fene^.
Wright, Charles, Horticulturist, Seafoid, Del.
)

ScETBNER, F. La.mpson, AgrostologisI Dept. of
Gi mra .i/iinrises.
Agric, Washington, D. C.
Sears, Prof. F. C, School of Horticulture, Wolf{Canada.)
ville. Nova Scotia.
,

(

)

(Delair<ire.)

Yeomans, L.

T.,

[Eraporation

Fi-uit-grower, Walworth, N. Y.

nj'

fruits.)

)

1

ABBREVIATIONS
OF

7.

a km: UAL EXniESSIOX.S

<""

The

'''""'

diameter.

Ji

east.

./'

feet.

in

iiiclies

-V

iiortli.

^

soutli.

''"/'

triijiies,

/)

west.

tropical.

UF JiOTAMCAL TFllMS

//.
."

flower.

Jh

flowers.

.rf''

flowered.

,//

fruit.

'i

height.

(/

leaf.

Ift

leaflet.

li-'s

leaves.

given below explain the method of
and incideutally give sonni hints as to
the imrnber of volumes to date, and of the uundter
of pages or plates in one of the latest volumes.
A few works of the greatest importance are
mentioned elsewhere by way <if arknowledgraent
The standard works on tlie bibliography
(p. XV).
of botany are Pritzel's Thesaurus and Jackson's
<Tiiide to tlie Literature of Botany; also, .Taekson's
Catalogue of tlie Library of the Ivoyal Botanic
Gardens, Kew.
figures

citation,

cultivated, etc.

AA-".

.

.

.

A.t-T.

.

.

.

A

Tlic Anicrican Flcrisl.
('Iiicago.
trade
jiaper founded August 15. ISS."). Tlie voluiiie-s end witli -luly.
iMaliy pictures repeated in"Gng." 14 l.j2i^vol. and page.)

New

(

Founded
B

si

stem.

stems.

IST'JCf)

vul.
.

.

.

No

title pages.
Founded ls;;ii.
cdnri'd i.latr-i in ea(di Vid.

.".n

B.B.

(20:SyG=vol. and page.

Edited by Mannd.

Tlic Botanist.
I'M

sts

:

{

-Vini-riean Gardenin.e.
York. Represents
1 4 extinct 111 irticultural iK^riodicais, iiichulTill' American liardiai
inii:
1SKS-18H0).

and

phitc.

cul.

& Brown.

Britton

An

V

=

index.

C'uiiiulati\-e

)

ilbistrated Flora nf

New

Nertlierii
S., ete.
lyyiJ-ISlW.
(.l:.")BS=vul. and |Mge.)

llie

syii

synonym.

B.F.

riir

variety.

B.H.

.

.

.

.

.

yrars

s vols.,
iS:4lia

.

Yeik.

See F.

.La

Bel(,'ii|uc

Ilorti.'nl...

r;),,.nt.

:l.^

vols.

(IS.'jl-lss.-,.)

III.

B.M.

OF BOOKS AXTi rERIODICALS

.

.

.

made

various subjects, citations are
of

plants

in

the

leading

to the por-

periodicals

1787.
Tlie oldest current periodical devoted to garden plants.
The
vol. for 1899 is v.)l. 12."i of the whole
work. Index to first 107 volumes by E.
Toulis.
London. (7G9U=col. plate.)

bibliographical notes below.

An

B.R.

.

.

.

to

which the American is most likely to have access.
These references to pictures have been verified as
far as possible, both in the MS. and in tlie proof.
A uniform method of citation is much to be desired, but is extremely difficult, because periodicals rarely agree in methods.
With great reluctance it was decided to omit the year in most
cases, because of the pressure for space, but the
student who lacks access to the original volumes
may generally ascertain the year by consulting the

fouml

D

Dana.

New
Em.

.

.

.

as

containing both

kinds of

pictures,

to vols. 24-.31
1

3.3

:

may be

7d^=vol. and

c<"d.

York.

to

Know

tlie

Wild Flowers.

(298=page.)
Trees ami Shrubs of Mas-

1893.

Emerson. C. B.

Boston.

2 Vols.

149 plates.

)

Known

as the Florist, Florist's .Journal
and Florist and PomoloLcist. Sometimes
improperly called British Florist.

colored or not.

The Garden, Revue Horticole, and

T-Tow

sachusetts.

This accounts for the two ways of citing certain
publications

index

The Florist. London. 1840-1884. (1884:
192^year and page pp. col. plate. Editors
and title ]aiges changed many times.

ami brief method of citation has
At the outset it seemed best to indiis

An

in vol. 31.

plate.

F

cate wliethei' the cited ])icture

Botanical Register (18].">-1847). Vols. l-U
edited by Edwards: vols. l.",-:;:i l,y Lindley.
In vols. l-2:i the plates are numbered troin 1-2014. In vols. 24-.3:i they
are iiuinliered independently in each vol.
There are dS8 plates in vols. 24-3.3. "An
Appendix to the First Twenty-three Volumes" (bound separately or with tlie
2.1th vol.) contains an index to the first
23 vols.

arliitrary

been chosen.

London.

^fati-azine.

Founded

To aid the student in the verification of the
work, and to introduce liini to the literature of the
traits

Botanical

Curtis'

F.C.

Gartenfloi'a.
(,xiii)

.

.

.

Floral Cabinet. Knowles ct Westcott. London.
1837-1840.
(3:1,37 vol.
ami eol.
plate).

)

ABBREVIATIONS

XIV
The

F.E.

New

Exchange.

Florists'

A

York.

trade paper, whose pictures sometimes
are repeated in "A.G." Founded Dec. 8,
(ll:1298=voI. and page.)
1888.
F.J.

.

F.M.

F.P.
F.R.

.

.

F. S.

.

G.C.

See P.

.

1886),

cited

is

thus:

volume and page.

A

1874.

.

G.M.

Gn.

.

.

cited
vols, a year, beIII.

In vol. 1 of this work, sometimes means
Lindenia, sometimes Lowe's Beautiful
Leaved Plants. See "Lind." and "Lowe."

index in last vol.
LiTid.

Devoted

Lowe

Gardening.
1892.

Chicago.

Founded

end Sept.

Vols,

1.

Sept.

Gt.

.

Gartenflora.

Founded

48,

and page opposite
.

P.F.G.

.

.

HBK.

.

Genera
7 vols.

I.H.

.

.

et Species, etc.
Folio.

Paris.

P.M.

=

=

they run from

1 to 619: in series V. from
to 190: in Series VI. they begin anew
Valuable indexes in vols.
10 and 20.
Series V. in 4to,the rest 8vo.

.

3 vols.

Gardening.

Popular

Lon-

4to.

1885-90.

Buffalo.

=

15 vols.

R.

.

Reichenbachia. Ed. by Fred. Sander.

.

.

Founded

don.

E.B.

Revue de

.

.

1'

Lon-

Folio.

1886.

Horticulture Beige et EtrangJre

Founded 1875? (23:288=vol. and

Ghent.

page opposite col. plate. In the first vol. of
the Cyclopedia "R.B." sometimes means
Belgique Horticole, but the confusion is
corrected in later vols., where Belgique
Horticole is abbreviated to "B.H."
)

R.H.

.

Dates from 1826, but

Revue Horticole.

now considered to have been founded

1829.

in
1899 :.596=y ear and page opposite

(

plate.

col.

596=year and page

1899, p.

opposite black figure.

The Book

Schneider.

London.

In 3 vols.

Choice Ferns.

of

Vol.

1,

Vol.

1892.

2,

1893.

Sweet British Flower Garden.

S.B.F.G.

Series

I.,

1823-29,

3

vols.

London.
Series

II..

1831-38, 4 vols.

L'lllustrationHorticole. Ghent. (1854-1896.)
(43:72=vol. and col. plate.) The volumes
were numbered continuously, but there
were 6 series. Series I. 1854-63. Series II. =1864-69.
Series III. =1870-80.
1881-86.
Series IV.
Series V.
1887Series
VI.
=1894-96.
93.
The plates
were numbered continuously in the first
16 vols, from 1 to 614:
in vols. 17-33

=

J.H.

Flower Garden.

Paxton.

1851-53.

London.
Paxton's Magazine of Botanj^.
vol. and page oppo(16:376
1834^9.
Vol. 15 has index of first
site col. plate.)

.

.

black

1815-25.

= vol.

(5:270=vol. and page.)

p.

Goodale's Wild Flowers of America. Boston, 1886.
(50=col. plate.)
Htimboldt, Bonpland & Kunth.
Nova

&

Lindley

.

don.

P.G.

(9:192

1891.

col. plate.)

:Ticholson. Dictionary of Gardening. Vols.
1^ (1884-1887). Vol. 5 in preparation.

.

.

.

.

Founded

delphia.

N.

Germantown, Phila-

Meehan's Monthly.

.

.

figure.)

G.W.P.

(224=page.)

(

Mn.

(Gt.

1852.

1470= vol. and col. plate. Gt.
670^vol. and page containing

48:

The Bamboo Gar-

1896.

Moller's Deutsche Giirtner-Zeitung. Erfurt.
Founded 1886. 1897 :425=year and page.)

.

is

Berlin.

London.

den.

M.D.G

E. J. Lowe and
(60=col. plate./

1864.

A. B. Freeman-Mitford.

.

.

.

15,

(7:38i=vol.

and page.)

London.

Howard.
M.

Polio.

1885.

to orchids.

Beautiful Leaved Plants.

.

.

Founded

Ghent.

Lindenia,

.

1888 in vol. 54, p. 334.
.

vol.

plate.)

ing black figure.) An Index of the first
Com20 vols, was separately published.
plete Index of Colored Plates to end of

Gug.

1817-

Complete
(20:2D00=vo]. and col.

in each

plates

100

33.

select index is scattered

Garden and Forest. New York. 1888-1897.
(10: 518= vol. and page.)
London.
Ed. by
Gardeners' Magazine.
Shirley Hibberd. Founded 1860. Vols.
31-42 are cited.
(42:872^vol. and page.)
The Garden. London. Founded 1871. Two
(56:1254^vol. and col.
vols, a year.
plate.
56, p. 458=vol. and page contain-

Loddiges.

The Botanical Cabinet.

.

is

Consult II.
and 1880.
and similar places in sub-

1879

12:viii (1879),
sequent vols.

G. F.

26:824=series,

II.

Series

Two

26:416.

III.

ginning
through

See F. C.

.

.

.

L.B.C.

(1881:450=year and col. plate.)
See F.
Florists' Review. Chicago. A trade paper.
Vol, 1, Dec. 2, 1897, to May 26, 1898. Two
(4:660=vol. and page.)
vols, a year.
(1845-1880.)
Ghent.
Flore des Serres.
Inconsistent in numbering, but the plate
numbers are always found on the plate
itself or on the page opposite. Valuable
but perplexing indexes in vols. 15 and 19.
(23:2481=vol. and col. plate.)
The Gardeners' Chronicle. London. Series I. (1841-1873) is cited by year and
page. Series II. or "New Series" (1874-

thus:

L.

Series I. 18011872-1881, 4to.

Floral Magazine. London.
Series II.
1871, 8vo.

.

K.W.

S.H.

.

.

Semaine Horticole. Ghent.
(3:548=year and page.)

.

Founded

1897.

S.M.

.Semaine Horticole.
Erroneously cited in
this fashion a few times in first vol.

S.S.

Sargent.
13

The Silva

vols.

Vol.

1,

of
1891.

North America.
Vol.

12,

1898.

(12:620=vol. and plate, not colored.)
S.Z.

.

.

.

Siebold

&

Zuccarini.
Vol.

1835-44.

Flora Japonica. Vol.
by Miquel, 1870.

2

1

1,

with each vol.

(2:150=vol. and plate.)
V. or V.

Journal of Horticulture. London. Founded
in 1848 as The Cottage Gardener.
Series
III. only is cited, beginning 1880.
(III.
39:504:=series, vol., jjage.)

Additional abhreviations and (.rplanations will

he

IM.

Vick's Magazine. Rochester, N. Y. Founded
1878.
Vols.
numbered continuously
through the 3 series. Vols, begin with
Nov.
(23:250=vol. and page.) Sometimes cited as "Vick."

found in the introdactorij pages of Vol. I.

Cyclopedia of American Horticulture
EARTH NUT, EARTH
Peanut, or

PKA. Kn-li

<h n:iiiu-s fdi

i.iuuber, ^Lroclii.s liyjxxjrea.

EATdNIA (Amos

E:iton,

Also

Ainorican

Ihe

Ai'io.'i.

botatiist,

77(1177

authorof popular Manual ot' liutany of the Unit e((
States, which was for a loiiy; time the ouly i^t^U'Tiil wo rk
"181'J;

for American
studi-ius
O' rum i)ieiv
A
North American ffenus of 4 or specit-s of luftod i>( fThree kinds have- l)een catalo^^m-d |,v
ennial tJ:rasses.

available

|

.

,

.')

Wilfred. Brothertou, Rochester, Mich.

:

on

tlie

tj:lnin(.'

six '"^

\

is

rounds 'I-

Gray.

Lvs.

lon^r

in.

:)-()

iMoist wo<ids

lax, noddiu;^'.

:

:

Pnuirh' more Icosp tnul ^hiulcr.

PeunBylvd.nica,

branches

( 'olaoipf lis
sraJ,rr, 1). Don).
Pav.
.'c
specitic name means rouirh. the wild ]dant
only sparingh' ])uberalous, and in cnltiviition entirely
About 10 ft. high
lvs. bii>innate; Ifts. ob"iA-labrous.
li(piel\- cordate, entire or saw-toothed
fls. ] in. I'.utg.
orangi-, in raceun-s. .luly, Aug. Chih/. B.K. II -.'XWK

Although the

Spikrli'ts crowded
obtus^ta, (ira^v
upj.icr cinply
erect panicle-hranolics
obovate, very obtuse. Dry yuil.

AA.

'»

SCaber, Ruiz,

Pui.

A.

tribe oiih' twn ij:ener:i lia\'e anv horticultural fame, and
that small. Tlie>e are .iacara'nda and Colca. IiaviuL- .a
L'-i-elled ovary, while t.hat of Eccrenmcai'pus is 1-celled.
li]ccr(-:moi"irpus has two sections, in om^ nf which tin^
c(.)r<dlas are cylindrical, but in the section Calampeli--,
to wlii<di A', sriihrr b.don-s. the <-'irolla has a ioint at a.
short distance beyon<l Ihe i-alyx, then swells out on tlie
uuder side, ami suildenly constricts into a neck befoi-e
the siuall, cii-cnhir mouth, sui-rounth'd l.iv
it rea.fdies
short, I'ounded h,lM-s.

Petek HenjjEkson

,

p>aniclc-

:

ECHEVfiRIA.

and meadows.

pani(dc-bran(d]rs
Diidleyi, \'asr'y, Tjvs. 1-2 in. loni::
si'readiug in lloweriny time, afterwards rri-ct.

All i-cferred

t..

A:

(.'n,

Cnlnledini.

:

A. S. niT(.'H(_OcK.

EBONY,

nio.ynjros

ECBALLITJM

;

l

.

I'Jh<',nfs.

iGreeli. to throir out).

ECHINACEA Greek, pchinos, hedgehog allndinij to
Ihe sharp-].)ointeil bracts of the receptacle). <'iiiii}i6.^ltii
I'l'iti'LE GoNE-FLowEK. Four species of North American
]»erennial herljs, two of them from Mexico, the others
native to the United States, and cultivated in our hardv
borders. Thny are closely related to Kudbeckia, bu"t
tijeir niys range from flesh color, thj'<tu;^d] rose, to purple and crimson, while those of Rudbeckia ai'i- yellow <mThe high disk
jiartly (rarely wholly) Ijrown-pnr|)h'.
and the downward angle at whi^di the ra\s are pointed
features
disk is only
(duirming
of
Echinaceas.
The
are
convex at flrst, but becomes egg-shaped, and the recejitacle conical, while Rudbeckia has a greater range, tlie
disk Croni trlobose to columnar, and the recepta<de from

CnvurljiJ-'irnr.
"'

S^tUKTiNG (Jri'UMBER. The Squirting Cucumber is one
of the most amusing aud disconcerting of all plants.
Few if any cultivated plants fire their seeds at one witli
such startling suddenness and force. It is a hardy annual trailing vine, easily grown in an}' ganlen. When
ripe, the oblong, prickly fruit squirts its seeds at tlje
slightest touch, or sometimes at the mere vibration of
the ground made by a person walking by. "^Phe boy or
Some of
girl who did not like this plant never lived.
the old herbalists called this plant. Ciirutnis osiiihnis.
Another carious fact about the plant is that a powerful cathartic is made from the juice of the fruit, which
has been known for many centuries. A preparation of
it is still sold In the drug stores as Triturdt'u) A'tati'ri)//
Ecballiuni has only one species, aud is closely relateil
'itrnllus.
With
to the important genera (.'ucumis and
them it differs from JMomordica in lacking the 2 or
scales which close the bottom of the calyx. Other geprostrate herb, deshy, rough
neric characters are
hairy: lvs. heart-shaped, more or less H-loi>ed; tendrils
wanting; fls. yellow, the stamiuate in racemes, pistillate
usually from the same axils with the staniintite tis.
calyx 5-cut. It is a native of the middle and eastern
Mediterranean regions, especially rich, moist forests.
Sims, in the Botanical Magazine, says the plant "is generally considered as an annual, but if the soil is dry and
the situation sheltered, the root will survive two or
thi'ee winters, and the plants will tiower earlier and
.spread farther than those iif the same year."
Elat6rium, A. Rich. Moment ></ J'.lnlh-initt Linn.).
Squirting OrcuMBKK. Fig. 744. Described above.
.

(

'A

:

;

(

B.M.

1914.

I

.

W. M.

ECCREMOCARPUS

(Greek, pendent fruits). Big}wnidce(e. Three to five species of tall, somewhat woody
plants from Peru and Chile, climbing by branched tendrils at the end of the twice pinnate leaves, and having
very distinct flowers of somewhat tubular shape, which
are colored yellow, orange or scarlet. The sjtecies mentioned below is doubtless perennial in southern California, where it is said to show best when clindjing over
shrubbery, but in the East it is treated as a tender annual aud is perhaps usually trained to a trellis or south
wall. It bears flowers and fruits at the same time, and
the orange flowers make an effective contrast with the
pale green foliage. The genus belongs to an order famous for its superb tropical climbers, but in its own
33

744.

Ecballium Elaterium (/

t-^).

Echinaceas and Rudbei-kias are
st'.)ut, and perhaps a little coarse in appearance, but
their flowers, sometimes in. across, are very attractive,
and borne in succession for two months or more of late
summer. With the growing appreciation o hardy borders and of native plants, it shouhl be ].ossible to
:?ouical to cylindrical.

(i

procnri- 4 or 5 {listinct c(jlors in the flower, associated
with low, medium aud tall-growing haidts. Tln-y do well

(511)

:

ECHIXOCACTL'S

ECHIXACEA

512

in orrlinary soils, and may In- urird to liclp cover uuusually dry and exposeil spots. They respond well to ricli
soil, especially saudy loam, and prefer warm aud sunny
They are perennials of easy culture. Prop, liy
sites.
division, though not too frequently sometimes by seeds.
The roots are black, pnngent-tasted, and are said to be
used in popular medicine under the name of Black
Sampson. Bentham & Hooker refer Echinacea to
;

Rudbeckia.
(_:om]uouly not hairy, typically
Ivs.
2 ft. or more high
ovate-lanceolate, or the lower ones broadly ovate, often
most
serrate,
sharply
denticulate
or
5-nerved, commonly
of them abruptly contracted into a nuirgined petiole:

Mamcli.

purpiirea,

taller

than

A', aiiiiii.xli folia

:

,

rays at first an inch long and broadish, later often 2 in.
long or more, with the same color range as E. niigusti'
folia, ))nt rarely almost white. Eich or deep soil. Va.
and <^)hio to 111. and La.
Var. aer6tina, Nntt. (i,'. infcrmnjia, Lind!.). The
varietal name means late-tiowering, but the chief point
L.B.C.
is the hairy or bristly character of the plant.
]ll:1539. P.M. l."):79.-J. B. Kellersays "this is, perhaps,
the best form of the genus for garden purposes, the
rays being much brighter colored, broader aud not rolling at the edges."
angustiSolia, DC. Bristly, either sparsely or densely:
Ivs. narrower than in JJ, piirparea from broadly lanceolate to nearly linear, entire, y-nerved, all narrowed
gradually to the base, the lower into slender petioles
flower-heads nearly as large as in E, purpurea, but
sometimes much smaller. Prairies and barrens, Saskatchewan and Xeb. to Tex., east to 111., Tenn. and Ala.
B.M. .5281. G.W.F. 25. — This species has several forms,
,

which approach and run

into

£. purpurea,

j^

jj^

g

ECHINOCACTUS (Greek, spiue aud eactus). CaelAceit. A very large genus of globular, strongly ribbed,
and strongly spiny forms. Sometimes they become very
occasionally the ribs are broken up
sliort-cylindrical
into tubercles which resemble those of Mammillaria;
and rarely spines are entirely wanting. The flowers
usually appear just above the young spine-bearing areas,
but sometimes they are further removed, and occasionally they are in the axil of a tubercle. The ovary bears
scales which are naked or woolly in the axils, and the
The genus is well
fruit is either succulent or dry.
developed within the United States, about forty species
having been recognized, but its extreme northern limit
is the southern borders of Colorado, Utah, and Nevada,
apparently having spread from the great arid plateau
regions of Mexico proper and Lower California. The
genus extends throughout Mexico and Central America,
and is well represented in the drier regions of South
America. The genera Astrophytum and Lophophora
are here included, although they seem to be very different from the typical forms of Echinocactus. It is im;

possible to identify with certainty all of the specific
in trade catalogues, but the following
synopsis contains the great majority of them. In all
cases the original descriptions have been consulted, and
in some cases it is certain that a name originally applied
to one form has been shifted to another. The iiollowing
synopsis may be useful, therefore, in checking up the
proper application of names, but it may thus leave some
of the common species of the trade unaccounted for.
No attempt is made to group the species according to
relationships, but a more easily handled artificial arrangement, based chiefly upon spine characters, is used
It must be remembered that the species are exceedingly
variable, especially under cultivation, and large allowance must be made for the characters given in the key
and in the specific descriptions.
Ecliiuoearlu^ Poat'.hjeriauuii, A. Dietr., proves to ))e
Mammillaria tirlieerii. The fcdlowing horticultural
names have not been identified: E. chri/sanlhus {ehrysacautkns /) Erffgea u us Irtfurcal us.

names found

,

John M. Coulter.

When

starting with newly collected plants of Echinocactus the rautilateil roots should be well cut back to
within an inch or two of the base of the plants. If the
plants are procured in early summer, the best way to
get new roots on them is to place the plants on a bench

in a mound
of a greenhouse with a southern exposure,
Insert
of fine gravel about eight or teTi inches deep.
them
the base of the plants in the gravel and syring?

overhead once a day on bright days. The gravel gets
verv hot with the sun, and in this they root freely
three or four weeks. When well rooted they can be
placed in pots. A good compost consists of six parts
of good fibrous loam, one part sand and one part brick
Pots should be just large enough to hold the
rubble.
plants and should be drained about otle-fifth of their
depth. From March to May is a good time to pot established plants, but if the soil is good and the drainage
for two or
all right they can remain in the same pots

m

three years.
The plants should receive all the sunlight possible at
During the winter they should
all times of the year.
be watered very sparingly, but in spring and summer
they can be watered freely and syringed overhead on
bright days. In winter Echinocactus require a night
temperature of from 4.5° to 50° Fahr., and the atmosphere should be perfectly dry. Propagation is effected
Robert Cameron.
by seeds, cuttings and grafting.

The diversity of fonn exhibited in the genus Echinocactus since the genera Astrophytum and Lophophora
are now included, makes this one of the most interesting of the whole Cactus family. Unlike most globular
forms of Cacti, they do not readily produce offsets;
consequently they must be propagated by seeds if one
wishes to increase these plants in quantity. Seeds of
Echinocactus, and, in fact, most cactaceous plants, will
germinate as freely as seeds of other plants, provided
they have been allowed to ripen properly before gathering and carefully dried afterwards. From the experience of the writer, who has raised some hundreds of
seedling Cacti and sown them every month in the year,
he has found the months of May and June to be by far
the most favorable for germination. Seeds of Echinocactus will then germinate in five or six days, while
during the winter months it takes almost as many weeks.
Opuntias wdll germinate in even less than six days.
They germinate most readily of all the Cactacese, and
grow the fastest afterwards, while Mammillarias are the
slowest to germinate and grow the slowest afterwards.
The seeds should be sown in w-ell-drained 4-inch pots
in a finely sifted mixture of one part leaf-mold, one
part loam and one part charcoal dust and silver sand.
The surface should he made very smooth, and the seeds
pressed lightly into the soil with the bottom of a flowerpot and then covered with about three-eigliths of an inch
of fine silver sand. This allows the seedlings to push
through readily and prevents the soil from crusting on
the surface of the pots, as they usually have to stay in
their seedling pots at least one year. The pots should
be placed in a greenhouse where they will receive plenty
of light but not the direct sunlight, for, although Cacti
are natives of desert regions, the writer has found from
experience that the seedlings will simply roast if exposed to full sunlight under glass. For the first winter,
at least, the seedlings should be kept in a temperature
of not less than 00° and carefully loolced over every day
to ascertain the condition of the soil, for, although they
should be kept on the dry side, they must never be allowed to become quite dry during the seedling stage.
When about a year old they may be transplanted to
shallow pans not more than
inches in diameter, and
prepared with the same mixture as for seedling pots.
These pans will be found better than small pots, because the soil may be kept more evenly moist and the
seedlings do better in consequence.
When grown from 2 to .3 inches in diameter, seedling
Echinocactus may be transferred to pots, using sizes
only just large enough to accommodate them, as they
make but few roots. Pot them in a mixture of two
parts fitirous loam, one part leaf -moid and one part
pounded brick and silver sand. During the spring and
summer months, established plants may be given a liberal supjdy of water, b\it nnist be sttidiously watered
during the fall and winter months. During the winter
they should be given a light position in a dry greenhouse, with a night temperature of 45° to .5()°, and a
rise of 10° by day. For the summer, they may be either
kept in an airy greenhouse or placcil in some convenient position outside, plunging the pots in the soil or
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some licrlit non-coinluctiiiij; niateri;il.
si.ecies will coinmriict; to blossom in May

ill

Some

of the

und others at
intervals during the summer.
The tlowers vary considerably in size, and embrace a good range of color,
from white to deep yellow, and from tbe faintest pnrple
to deep rose. They do not rmdily produce seed fin New
England, at least) unless artiticially fertilized. Like
most of the Cactus family, the more cylindrical species
will readily unite when grafted upon other kinds, not
only in the same genus, but in other genera of Cactacese,
and for weak-growing species it may often be an advantage to graft upon some stronger-growing species.
Oereus JJmonanni (or O. coitibrhtus) makes an excellent stock to graft upon, choosing stock plants of reasonable size and height. The system known as "wedgegrafting" is perhaps best for the purpose, and the early
spring months, or just as the growing season is about
to commence, is the best time for grafting.
If plants of Echinocactus can be kept in a healthy
condition, they are not Tuuch troubled with insect pests;
mealy-bug is their worst enemy and should be removed
at once with a clean mucilage brush.
As a guide to
amateurs, the writer has found the following to he
among the most easily grown: JJchinoractns capricornis, jfc'. copfonogonns J^. rornif/erus, _£-'. Grusoni, iJ.
Jiorlzonthalonius £1. Jongihamafns, A', w i/rlosfignia, £".
setispinuSjE. Texensis, E. WilUamsii and E. Wisliseui
,

,

Edwakd

J.

Canning.

INDEX.

Anhalonium,

51.

arrigens, 30.
Astrophytuvi,

50.

bicolor, 35.

brevihamatus,

5.

t-apricoruis, 15.

coptonogonus,
eornigerus, 9.
erispatus, 30.
cylindraceus,

Echidne,

I'.i.

44.

lielophorus, 28.

:

v.).

sinuatus,
Texensis,

11.

hexjedrophonis. 31.
horizonthalonius,
iTigens, 20.

[21.

intertextus, 37.
31),

14.
50.
obvallatus, 29.
Orcuttii, 38.

myriostigma,

ornatus, 10.
orthacanthus,
Ottonis, 34.

(

sometimesred, two to two and three-fifths in. long. Prom
southern Ttah to northern Mexico and Lower California.
CO. None of the opines annulate.
breviham^tus, Engelm. Globose-ovate, very dark
green; ribs 13, deeply tuberculate-interrupted, the tubercies with a wo«.'lly groove extending to the base:
radial spines mostly 12, terete, straight, white or yellowish, with dusky tips, .^.^-l in. long, tbe upper longer;
central spines 4 (rarely 1 or2 additional ones), flattened,
white with black tips, the 2 lateral ones divergent upward, straight or a little recurved, 1-2 in. long, the
uppermost one weaker, the lower stoutest and darkest,
5.

porrect or deflexed, hooked downward, ^4-1 in- long:
Southflowers funnelform, rose-color, l-l?'i in. loDg.

New

Mexico.

Glo0. sinuatus, Dietr. {E. Treeulianus, Labour.).
bose, 4-8 in. in diam., bright green: ribs 13, oblique,
acute, tuljerculate-interrupted, the tubercles shortgrooved: radial spines 8-12, setiform and flexible, the

6.

24.

Treciilianus, 6.
tiirhinifonnis, 49.

uncinatus.

1, 7.

YandfTa'!/'

,

23.

viridcsceiis, 41.

36.

Tlsnapa, 20.
Whipplei,8.
WiHiamsii, 51.

Pfeift'eri, 12.

phyllacanthus,

10,

2IJ.

Rini.'oueiiHis. I'i.
rdbustus, 33.
Saltillensis, 45.
8oop;i., 40.
setispinus, 27.
8ileri, 43.
Simpsoni, 48.

multieostatus,

25.

Johnsoni,

3,

recurvus,

Lopliophora, 51.
lophothele, 32.
niicrnmeris
see

Monvillii,

2.

2;i

flavovirens, 3G.

Grusoni,

iongihamatus,

polyancistn.is,

Ma in miliaria.

electraeanthus, 22.

Emoryi,

IS.

Mirbdli,

Wislizeni, Engelm. At lirst globose, then ovate to
ft. high: ribs 21-25 (13 in small specimens), acute and oblique, more or less tuberculate:
radial spines three-fifths to 2 in. long, the 3 upper and
3-0 lower ones stilf, straight or curved, annulate, red
in old specimens the 3 stout upper radials move toward
tbe center and become surrounded by the upper bristly
ones), the 12-20 laterals (sometimes additional shorter
ones above) bristly, elongated, flexuous, horizontally
spreading, yellowish white; centrals 4, stout, angleii,
and red, one and three-fifths to three and one-fifth in.
long, the 3 upper straight, the lower one longest (sonietimes as much as 4-5 in.), very robust (flat and channeled above), hooked downward: flowers yellow or
4.

cylindrical, Ir^—i

western Texas and

Lecontei, 42.
leumcanflius,
Lewinii, 52.

17,

Wisli'/eni,

pilosus, 47.
IjoJycephalus, 40.

Wrightii,

4.
1.

Spines, or some of tliem, liookeO.
B. Central spine solitary.
1. Wrightii i^. uncindtus, var. Wrlghfii, Engelm.).
Oval, 3-fi in. high, 2-3K in- in diam. radial spines 8,
arranged as in uncinatus; central spine solitary, angled,
flexuous and hooked, elongated (2-6 in.), erect, strawcolor, with dark tip: flowers 1-lK in- long, dark purple. Texas and northern Mexico.
A,

:

0.

Some

BE, Central sjyines 4.
or all of the spines annulate.

Globose to ovate or ovatebranching at base, becoming as
ribs 13 in younger
1 ft. in diam.
specimens, 20-27 in older ones, obtuse and tuberculate:
spines stout, compressed, more or less curved, reddish;
radials about 12, with 3-5 additional slender ones at
upper edge of areola, 1-2 in. long, the lowest stouter
and shorter and much hooked; centrals 4, very stout and
4-angled, about 2 in. long and one-twelfth to ^8 in. broad,
the uppermost broadest and almost straight and erect,
Southwestern
the lowest decurved: tlowers yellow.
United States and Lower California.
Subglobose or at length ovate,
3. longihamitus, Gal.
becoming 1-2 ft. high: ribs 13-17, often oblique, broad,
2.

cylindriceus, Engelm.

cylindrical, simple or
much as 3 ft. high and

:

obtuse, tuberculate-interrupted: spines robust, purplish
or variegated when young, at length ashy; radials 8-11,
spreading, straight or curved or flexuous, the upper and
lower ones 1-3 in. long, the laterals 2-4 in.; centrals 4,
angled, the upper ones turned upwards, straight or
curved or twisted, tbe lower one stouter, elongated
(3-8 in.), flexuous and more or less hooked: flowers
yellow, tinged with red, 2H-3Vg in. long. Texas and
-Mexico.

J13

745.

Echinocactus Emoryi, var. rectispinus.

:

.
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stoutest, erect and straight, or
curved upward, flattened and keeled, and occalaterals erectsionally twisted, lK-2>i in. long; the two
terete above and
divergent, straight or slightly curved,
aU ffom
long;
in.
somewhat quadrangular below, \-\%
seen, but said
an abruptly enlarged base: flowers not
purplish median lines.
to be small and white, with
Mexico.
ribs
14 multicostatus, Hildmann. Depressed-globose:
plates
very numerous, 90 to 120, compressed into thin
direction:
every
in
twisted
which run vertically or are
spines exceedinglv variable, in some cases wanting en-

gray upper spine

straightisli (the
lower ones sometimes more or less hoolsed), four-fifths
to 1 in. long, the 2-6 laterals more slender, longer (1 to
one and two-fifths in.), often flattened, puberulent and
whitish, sometimes flexuous or hoolied; central spines
variegated), the li
4, pnberulent, yellowish (or purplish
upper ones slender, flattened or subangled, erect and
genei-ally straight (rarely hooked), one and three-flfths
or
to 2 in. 'long, the lowest one much .stouter, flattened
even channeled, straw-color, flexuous, more or less
hooked (sometimes straight), 2-4 in. long: flowers yel-

3 upper and 3 lower purplish

brown and

slio-htly

in. long. Texas, Arizona, and northern Mexico.
Glaucescent, globose to oblong:
uucinS,tus, Gal.
ribs 13, obtuse, tuberculate-interrupted: radial spines
Tor 8, 1-2 in. long, the upper 4 or 5 straw-color, straight,

low, 2-3
7.

translucent yeltirely, in others iror 4, short, rigid, and
flatfish
low; in others more numerous, larger, and often
all over
interlacing
flat,
and
long
in still other cases very
the plant; no centrals: flower white, with a broad pur;

flattened, the lower 3 purpli.sh, terete and hooked; centrals 4, the upper 3 rather stout and straight, about 1 in.
long, the lowest one very long, flattened, hooked at
apex: flowers brownish purple. Northern Mexico.
Globose-ovate, 3-.5 in. high,
8. Whipplei, Engelni.
2-4 in. in diani. ribs 13-15 (often oblique), compressejl
radial spines usually 7,
interrupted:
tuberculately
and
to threecompressed, straight or slightly recurved,
flfths in. long, lower ones shorter than the others, all
central
laterals;
lowest
darker
two
white excepting the
:

K

spines 4, widely divergent, the uppermost one flattened,
straight and white, 1 to one and three-fifths in. long,
turned upward in the plane of the radials (completing
the circle of radials), the others a little shorter, quad-

rangular-compressed, dark brown or black, becoming
reddish and finally ashy, the 2 laterals straight, the
lowest one stouter and sharply hooked downward:
flower greenish red. Northern Arizona.
BBB. Central spines 5 to 8.
Globose or depressed -globose,
9. cornigerus, DC.
ribs about 21, very acute and wavy
10-16 in. in diam.
(not tuberculately interrupted): radial spines 6-10,
white and comparatively slender, or wanting; centrals
red and very robust, angular-compressed, with long,
sharp, horny tips, the upper 3 erect-spreading, 1-1 >^ in.
long, the lower 2 weaker and declined, the central one
longer, more rigid and keeled, very broad (one-fifth to
:

one-third in.) and hooked downward: flowers purple,
in. long. Mexico and Central America.
1-1
Ovate or at
10. polyancistrus, Engelm. & Bigel.
length subcylindric, becoming 4-10 in. high and 3-4 in.
in diam.: ribs 13-17, obtuse, tuberculately interrupted;
radial spines 20 or more, compressed and white, the uppermost wanting, the 4 upper ones broader and longer
(1-2 in.) and dusky-tipped, the laterals shorter (fourfifths to one in.), the lowest very short (K in.) and subsetaceous; central spines of several forms, the uppermost one (rarely a second similar but smaller one above
or beside it) compressed-quadrangular, elongated (3-5
in.), white with dusky tip, curved upward, the other
,5-10 teretish or subangled, bright purple-brown; upper
ones long (2-4 in.) and mostly straight, the others gradually shortening (to about 1 in.) downward and sharply
hooked: flowers red or yellow, 2 to two and two-flfths
in. long and wide. Nevada and southeastern California.

K

AA. Spines not hooJ^ed.
Central spines none or indisttnel
11. Monylllii, Lem. Stout, globose and bright green:
ribs 13-17, tuberculate, broadest toward the base, undulate; tubercles somewhat hexagonal, .strongly dilated
below: radial spines 9-12, the lower ones somewhat
longer, very stout, spreading, yellowish translucent,
reddish at base central wanting: flowers varying from
white to yellow and red. Paraguay.
12. Pfelfferi, Ziicc.
Oblong-globose, becoming 1-2 ft.
high and 1 ft. in diam.; ribs 11-13, compressed and
somewhat acute: spines 6, about equal, rigid, straight,
divergent or erect, pale transparent yellow with a
brownish base; very rarely a solitary central spine.
Mexico.
13. coptonfigonus, Lem., var. major, Salm-Dyck.
Depressed, from a large indurated naked napiform base,
2-4 In. across the top ribs 10-15, acute from a broad base,
more or less transversely interrupted and sinuous
spines 3, annulate, very stout and erect from deeply
sunken areolaB, reddish when young, becoming ashy
B.

;

:

:

ple stripe.

Globose: ribs about 11,
15. capricdmis, A. Dietr.
clusters of
broad, spotted all over with white dots
near the apex; spines
only
spines distant, usually seen
,5-10, long and flexuous; centrals not distinct: flowers
large, yellow. Mexico.
Cjdindrical, covered with
16. Eincon^nsis, Poselg.
ivory white spines which are tipped with crimson; spines
flower large, purple-crimson, darker
:!, with no centrals:
at base. Northern Slexico.
17. phyllacAnthus, Mart. Prom globose to cylindrical,
with depressed vertex, simple or proliferous, two and
one-third to three and three-flfths in. broad: ribs 40-55
(sometimes as few as 30), very much crowded and compressed, thin, acute, very wavy, continuous or somewhat
interrupted: radial spines 5 (sometimes 6 or 7), straight
and spreading, the 2 lowest ones white, rigid, one-sixth
to one-fourth in. long, half as long as the 2 darker,
angled, larger laterals, the uppermost spine thin and
broad, channeled above, faintly annulate, flexible, grayish pink, three-flfths to 1 in. long; central spines none:
flowers small, dirty white. Mexico.
:

BB. Central spine solitary [sometimes 2-4 in E crispifttiK, hflnphoriis, and setispinus, or tcan/ui(/ iu
.

Inpholhel''}.
c.

nibs

less

than

13.

leucacAnthus, Zucc. Somewhat clavate-cylindrical,
pale: ribs 8-10, thick, obtuse, strongly tuberculate, theareolas with strong wool: radial spines 7 or 8, similar,
straight, flnely pubescent, at first yellowish, at length
white; central spine solitary, more or less erect, rarely
wanting: flowers light yellow. Mexico.
18.

ornatus,

19.

DC. (E. WirUUi, Lem.).

Subglobose:

ribs 8, broad, compressed, vertical, thickly covered with
close-set white woolly spots, making the whole plant
almost white: radial spines 7, straight, stout, yellowish
or becoming gray central spine solitary. Mexico.
;

(E. Pi.^ixlffo, Hook.). Very large
(sometimes as much as 10 ft. high and as much in circumference), globose or oblong, purplish toward the top
ingens, Zucc.

20.

ribs

8,

obtuse, tuberculate: areolaa large, distant, with

very copious yellowish wool: radial spines 8 or more;
central spine solitary; all the spines shaded yellow and
red or brownish, straight, rigid, and interwoven: flowers bright yellow, about 3 in. broad. Mexico.
21. horizonthaldnius, Lem.
Glaucous, depressed-glol>ose or at length ovate or even cylindric with age, 2-8
in. high, 2%-i in. in diam.: ribs 8-10 (fewer in very
young sx^ecimens), often spirally arranged, the tubercles
scarcely distinct by inconspicuous transverse grooves:
spines 6-9, stout, compressed, reddish (at length ashy),
recurved or sometimes almost straight, nearly equal,
four-fifths to IK in. long (sometimes long and slender
and almost terete, sometimes short, stout and broad):
radials 5-8, upper ones weaker, lowest wanting; a single
stouter decurved central (sometimes wanting): flowers
pale rose-purple, 21^ in. long or more. New Mexico and
northern Mexico.
cc.

liibs lS-27.

22. electracAnthus, Lem. Globose or thick cylindrical,
becoming 2 ft. high and 1 ft. in diam.: ribs'about 15:
radial spines aliout 8, equal, rigid, spreading, yellowish,

about

1 in. long; the central one solitary,
flowers clear yellow. Mexico.

ri'il

at

base:

::

.
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23.

Echidne, DC. {f. r.nulr,

globose, 5-1

in.

Ill

di;i]ii.,:(-4

,

r,ji.

ECHIXOCACTL'S

Leni.).

in. Iiit,-h:

Dc-pressed-

riljs

l.l.afute:

radial spine.s 7, broad, rii^id, spii-adiiig, yidlowisli, 1 in.
or more long; ceiifral spiin- solitary and 'si-arcely long-t-r
than the others: Howers iirlKht vellow, 1 in. or more
long. Mexico.
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& Otto. Depresse.l-globose or ovate,
3-4 in. high: ribs 10-12, obtuse: radial spines 10-18,
slender, yellowish, more or less straight and spreading,
about
in. long; central spines 4, dusky red, stronger,
the uppermost very short, the two laterals horizontal,
the lowest longest (1 in.) and deflexed flowers lemonyellow, becoming 2-3 in. in diameter. Mexico.
35. bicolor, Gal.
Globose-ovate, stout, IS—t in. in
diam., sometimes becoming 8 in. high: ribs 8, oblique
and obtuse, compressed, tuberculate-interrnpted lower
radnils an.l centrals variegated reil and white; radials
y-li, spreailing and recurved, slemler an.l rather rigid,
the lowest one 'o-l in. long, the hit.-rals 1-2 in. long
and about e.iualing the 2-4 flat Ih-xnous ashy upper
ones; centrals 4, flat and flexuous, \,-3 in. hjng, the
uppermost thin and not longer than the erect and rigid
laterals, the lowest very stout, porrect and very long:
flowers funnelform, bright purple, 2-3 in. long. North34. Ottdnis,

Link

K

:

Textosis, Hopf.
Mostly depressed (sometimes
S-12 in. in diani., i-ti in. high, simple: ribs
mostly 21 (sometimes 27, and in smaller specimens IM
or 14) and undulate: spines stout and fasciculate, reddish, compressed; the exterior G or 7 radiant, straightish or curved, une(iual, I., to four-tiftlis in. long in some
cases, one and one-tifth to 2 in. in others, much shorter
than the solitary and stout recurved cintial, which is
sometimes one-sixth to
in. broad: flowers about onetifth in. long, parti-colored (scarlet an.
..range bel.nv
t.. white above).
Texas and uortheasteru Mexico.
2.').
fimoryi, Engelm., var. rectispinus, Engelm. Fig.
74.J.
Globose, at length cylindrical: ribs l:!-21, obtuse
and strongly tuberculafe radial spines 7-U, very unequal,
the :! upper ones 4-.i in. long, the lower i;.j-:! in. long
and iniler; the central very long (12-i:i in.), straight or
slightly decurve.l.
Southwestern United States and
2t.

gl(.liose),

H

I

:

1

ern

i\lexico.

cc.

:

imrthern Mexico.
2G. reciirvus, Liidict (">tto. Rnb:.d..bose an. 1 verv stout
ribs about 1.5, covereil with l.r..ad. .lark r.'.l spin. -s, the
radials spreading, the central ..ne recurve. 1 an. very
stout. Mexico f ).
I

(

27. setispintis, Engelm.
Subglobose, 2 fo thn-e and
one-tifth in. in ili;ini.: ribs l:i,"ni..re or l.-ss olili.pie,
often undulate or somewhat interrupted: radial spines
14-16, setiform and H.'xiVde, two-lifths to f.iur-tittbs in.
long, the uppermost (tin: longest) and lowest ones yellowish brown, the laterals white; central siiin.'s i-3.
setiform and flexuous, dark, 1 to one ami .no' tifth in.
long: flowers fnnneltorm, one and three-tifths to
in.
long, yellow, scarlet within. Texas and Mexic...
28. hel6phoru3, Lem. Depressed globose, light green,
with purple-red veins: ribs ab.nit 20, compresse.l, obtuse: radial spines 9-12, \"ery sb.ut and ]iorre<'t; central
siniies 1-4, stronger and annulate; all the spines pearlgray. Mexico.

Eihs lJ-37.

orthacinthus, Link & Otto,
{E. flnvorlrenx,
Scheidw.l. Gloliose, yellowish gn-.'n: ribs 12 or 13,
vertical, acute: radial spines 14, uio-qual. straight an.l
spreading; central spines 4, str.uig.T. the i.iwest the
largest; all the spines rigid, annulate, and grayish
30.

white. I\lexic..i.
37. intertSxtus,

Engelm. Ovate-globose, 1-4 in. high:
ribs 1.'!, acut.-, somewhat oldbju.-, tuberculate-interruide.l, th.' tubercles with a woolly groove
spines
;

sh.irt an.l

rigid,

tluskv'tips;

reddish from a whitish base and with

ra.lial

woven, the upper 5

16-25, closel}' a]tpressed
to 9

and inter-

setaceous ami white, straight,

one-tifth to ^2 in. long, the laterals

more

rigid

and a

I!

J,'ihs rJO

ei'.'.

or man:.

obvallatus, DC.

ob.ivate-globose, depressed ribs
very numerous, vertical: spines most abundant towards
the apex, unequal, spn-adini;-, st.jut, whitish; the H upper radials ami solitary ccinr;d strong, the otliers (espe
cially the lowest) small
flowers purple, with whitish
margin. Mexico. — The luime was suggesteil by the apjH-arance of the terminal clu>ter of flowers surr.iunde<l
by a f('rtif]cation of str.uig spines.
29.

:

:

311. crispatus, DC.
A', i/rr/./.ii.s. Link),
(ll.ibose, 5 in.
more high: ribs 3(I-G0, coin|n-essed ami sharp, more
spines 7-11, widely s]n-eading,
or less undulate-crispe.l
more or less flattened, the upper larger and brown at
tip, the lower shorter and white, or all of them lu'own
flowers purple, or white with purple stripes.
Mexic.j
(

ttv

:

and Central America.
.:'(•.("'.

Tnherrtfhitf

.

r/,s'

h\

JIam

iti

illnri'i

.

hexaedrdphorus, Lem. More or less globular, dark
gray: ribs deeply tuberculate, giving the appearance of
a Mammillaria, with hexagonal tubercles: radial spines
a or 7, radiating like a star; central spine solitary, erect,
longer; all the spines annulate, reddish brt.wn: flowers
white, tinted with rose. Mexico.
32. lopothele, Salm-Dyck. Globose, strongly tuberculate, after the manner of Mammillaria: tubercles .;iua.lrangular, bearing clusters of 5-10, more or less porrect,
long, rigid, and equal spines; central solitary or wanting: flowers white or yellowish. Mexico.
31.

EBB,

Central spine.^ 4 {3 or
d
c.

ill

o in

iSccj-i'i

Silcri n ml smnctiiHes

)

I?ihs iess than

1.^,.

Clavate and stout: ribs about 8.
compressed, vertical- radial spines about 14, the upper
ones slender, the lowest 3 stronger; central spines 4,
4-angled at base, transversely striate, the lowest one
largest; all the spines purple-red, l>2-3 in. long: flowers golden yellow. iMexieo,
33. robiistus, Otto.

746.

Echinocactus myriostigma.

lunger, the lowest stout and siiiu-t, a little recurved; Centrals 4. tlie 3 upper ones turnt-d upward and
exceeding tin- radiaN and interwoven witli them, the
lower one v»-ry .short, stout and porrct: tlowers about
1 in, long and wide, ]'urplish.
Te.xas and northern
little

3Iexico.
38. Crcuttii, Engelm. Cylindrical, 2-3?^ ft. high, 1 ft.
in diam., single or in clusters up to 18 or more, not
rarely decumbent: ribs 18-22, often oblique: spines extremely variable, angled to tlat, H~3 in. wide; radials
11-13, unequal, lowest and several laterals thinnest; centrals 4: liowers about 2 in. long, deep crimson in center,

bordered by light greenish yeUow.

Lower

California.

Parry.
Oval. 4-G in. high
ribs 17-21,
low. rounded, tuberculately interrupted, close set, often
ol.dique, densely ct:)vered with stout ish reddish gray
spines: radial spines 10-14. three-tifths to one and onethird in. long, the upper longest; centrals 4, stouter,
recurved, about Po in. long: tlowers 2 to two and threefifths in. long and wide, from di.-ep red tct pink.
Ctah,
39. J6hiisoili,

:

Nevada, California.
40. polycephalus, Engelm. & Bigel. Globose (G-10 in.
to uvate 10-1(1 in. high. .^-10 in. in diam.) and
cylindrical (reaching 24-28 in. high and about 10 iu. in

in diatn.

]

(

.
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diam.), profusely branched at base: ribs 13-21 (occasionally 10): spines 8-15, very stout and compressed,
more or less recurved and reddish; radials 4-11, comparatively slender (the uppermost the most slender),
1-2 in. long; the 4 centrals much stouter and longer
(IK to two and four-fifths in.), very unequal, the uppermost one usiially broadest and curved upward, the lowest one usually the longest and decurved: flowers yellow. From Utah to northern Mexico.
41. virid^scens, Nutt.
Globose pr depressed, simple
or branching at base, 4-12 in. high, (j-10 in. in diam.:
ribs 13-21 (fewer when young), compressed and scarcely
tuberculate; spines more or less curved and sometimes
twisted, reddish below, shading into greenish or yellowish above; radials 9-20, two-fifths to four-lifths in. long,
the lowest shortest, robust, and decurved; centrals 4,
cruciate, much stouter, compressed and 4-:ingled, fourfifths to one and two-fifths in. long, the lowest broadest,
longest and straightest: flowers yellowish green, about
one and three-fifths in. long. Southern California.

Resembles Wislizeni, but
42. Lecdntei, Engelm.
often somewhat taller (sometimes l)ecoming 8 ft. high
and 2 ft. in diam.}, usually more slender, and at last
clavate from a slender base: ribs somewhat more interrupted and more obtuse: lower central spine more flattened and broader, curved (rather than hooked) or
twisted, usually not at all hooked, sometimes as much
From the Great
as
in. long: flower rather smaller.
Mexico and Lower California.
43. Sileri, Engelm.
Globose
ribs 13, prominent,
densely crowdnd, with sliort rhombic-angled tubercles:

Basin

to

:

coc. liiba

&

Scdpa, Link
or more high, 2-4
4G.

Otto.

.JO

or more.

More or

less cylindrical.

1 ft.

diameter, at length branching
radial
nearly vertical, tuberculate
above
central spines 3 or 4,
spines 30-40, setaceous, white
sometimes all the spines are white: flowpurple, erect
ers yellow. Brazil. — The species is exceedingly plastic
in form, branching variously or passing into the cris:

in. in

ribs 30-3(),

;

;

;

tate condition.

EBEB. Central spines

f--lO.

Globose, G-18 in. high: ribs 13-18,
radial spines
compressed, little if at all interrupted
i-epresented by 3 slender ones at the lowest part of the
very
stout,
at first purpiilvillus or wanting; centrals G,
l)lish. becoming pale yellow, the 3 upper ones erect, the
3 lower recurved-spreading: flowers unknown. Northern Mexico.
48. Simpsoni, Engelm. Subglobose or depressed, turbinate at base, simple, often clustered, three and one-fifth
ribs 8-13, only indicated by the spiral
to five in. in diam.
arrangement of the prominent tubercles, which are }<,
to three-fifths in. long, somewhat quadrangular at base
exterior spines 20-30, slender,
and cylindric above
rigid, straight, whitish, y^-]4 in. long, with 2-5 additional short setaceous ones above; interior spines 8-10,
stouter, yellowish and reddish brown or black above,
no
erect-spreading, tw^o-fifths to three-fifths in. long
truly central spine: flowers three-fifths to four-fifths in.
long and nearly as broad, yellowish-green to pale purple. Mountains of Colorado, Utah and Nevada.
47. pil6sus, Gal.

:

:

:

;

AAA. Spines entirely tvantlnrj.

radial spines 11-13, white; centrals 3, black, with pale
base, three-fifths in. long, the upper one sli^litly longer:
flower scarcely 1 in. long, straw-colored. Utah.

49. ttirbimf6rmis, Pfeiff. Depressed-globose, grayish
green, with 12-14 spirallj' ascending ribs, cut into regu-

44. Griisoni, Hildmann.
Globose, completely covered
of almost transparent golden spines, which
give the plant the appearance of a ball of gold; centrals
flowers red and yellow. Mountains of Mexico.
4, curved
— From illustrations it is evident that the radial spines
are somewhat numerous and widel}'' spreading, and that
the centrals are prominent and more or less deflexed.

rhomboidal tubercles; tubercles flat, with a depressetl
naked excepting a few small setaceous
flowers white, with a
spines upon the younger ones
purplish base. Mexico. — The depressed and spineless
I'ody, with its surface regularly cut in spiral series (f
low% flat tubercles, gives the plant a very characteristiiappearance.

45. SaltilI6nsis, Poselg.
Very stout, globose
ribs
15-19, compressed, dark green: spines very prominent,
5-7 in a cluster, stout and porrect, sometimes becoming
5 in. long; centrals 4. Mexico. — Schumann makes this a
variety of E. imi'fnx.

50. myriostigma, Salm-Dyck (Astrophi/tum
wyrinsfii/nia, Lem.).
Fig. 746.
Depressed-globose, 5 in. in

by a mass
:

:

lar

pulvillus, entirely

:

diam.: ribs 5 or

somewhat
iisps:

6,

very broad, covered with numerovis

pilose white spots, and with deep obtuse sin-

spines none: flowers large, pale yellow.
"Williamsii,

51.

tiainsit,

Lem.

Mexico.
Wl/-

Lem. {AnJialoniitm
Loph/jpliarn

Wittiavisii

,

Hemispherical, from a very thick
densely proliferous, transversely
lined below by the remains of withered tubercles
ribs usually 8 (in young specimens
often G), very broad, gradually merging above
into the distinct nascent tubercles, which are
crowned with somewhat delicate pencillate
tufts, which become rather inconspicuous pulvilliontheribs: flowers small, whitish to rose.
Texas and Mexico. — The well-known "mescal
button," used by the Indians in religious rites.
52. Lewinii, Hennings {Anhaldniiim Leirinli, Heimings. Lo/ihdjjJiortr Leivinii, Coult. |.
Like L\ Williaiiisii, but a much more robust
form, with more numerous (usually 13) and
hence narrower and more sinuous "ribs, and
nmch more prominent tufts. Along the Rio
Coult.

).

root, often
:

(irande.

John M. Coulter.
Other names of Echinocacti may be looked
fin- under Echinocereus
and Mammillarin.
Echinocactus and IMammillaria are distinguished chiefly by the way in which the Us.
are borne, -terminal on the tubercles in the
former, and axillary to tubercles or ribs in
tlie

latter.

In cxlernal

aiqiearance thev are
Some sp(M-ies may bo referred
either genus or to both. jV<nn miliaria
HiicromeriH (Fig. 302) is .•onsi<lered bv some

very similar.
to

lo be an Echinocactus.
lilances lu-tween tiiese

746n.

Mammillaria macrometis.

The strong resemtwo genera may be
seen by comparing the Echinocacti in Figs.
745 and 74ii with tlx- IMammillaria in Fig. 74G(f

l^ir

rnniimvison witli Ecbii

See, also. Figs. 1355-7 under .Alammillaria.

KrHixocKRErs;
ECHINOCfiREUS

Corii.^].
CarU}ce<e. Stems
usually low and gruwiug in tUivk clusters, which yometiiuus reach a considerably size: lis., as a rule, mostly
short fuunel-fonu: t.vary and tube covered with bracts,
from the axils of whi.-h arc- produced to a greateror less
extent woo], bristles and spines: I'r. globose to ellipsoidal, covered with spines until ripe. The genus is so
closely allied to Ccreus, and merges so gradually into it,
that it seems impossible to draw a sharp line of distinction between them, and, indeed, by some authors
(.sv"".'/

they are combined under Cereus.
Cactus, Ccniis, and Kvlihiov((ctns.

For culture, see

)I7

straight, thin, white or the upper ones carmine-red
when young, later reddish brown; central solitary, por
rect, later deflexed, 1-1
in. hnig, white or brownish,

^

when young

from nntr rlie crown, 2^2-3 in.
iMe\. iMl. 18ii5;9U.
5. procumbeus, Lem. [Cwcus i>i-<>i-uiiihi-ns, Eugelm.).
Branching from the lower i)art of the strni, and so forming clusters
branches procumbent or ascen<liiig. an-

black

:

tls.

long, purple-red to violet.

:

gled, at the base tapering into cyliinirical, 1 ^j-.'i in.
long by 3^-2-/4 in. in diam.: rilis mo,sily,j, rarely 4,
straight or spiral, on the upper jM>rtion of the braiicli
ari'oh-e Vj-^,^, in. apart,
almost divided into tubercles
round, sparingly white cx;rly-woully. soon naked
radial spiTies 4-(J. subulate, stiff, straight, sharp, in young
growtli brownish, then white, at the hase cd'ten yellowish and the ti]) lirowni^lj, horizonlally s]>reading, tin'
upper the longest, reaching ^4 in. in Icngtli
centra!
solitary, or absent on the lower areohe, somewliat
stronger, '^-'h in. long, darker; tls. lateral, fmni jnst
:

:

acit'er.

liolyacrmthus, 18

11).

ailustns,

Kii rlui

'li.

1-

JJlMi'llKlllli'llS,

\).

Inii^isetiis, 10.

Ra-tteri, 11.
rufispinus, 24.
iScheeri, 2.

Merkeri, 8.
Mojavensis,

IG.

triglo'.'hidiatus^

liaucispinus,

d.

tuViPresus,

,

Berlaiidit-ri,

;j.

ri^M(.hssiii(u,s, '^4.

Blankii, 4.
ca^spitosns, 21.
'•hlorantlnis, "jn.
<'hi-ysoceiitrns,

\'[]v

KoiiJi'-iintlius,

i;.{.

coccineus, 17.

I'onKlomeratns,
conoidens. 17.
ctenoides, 2!i.

dasyacauthus,
Sfi'his

").

1-1.

IlOctilKLtUS,

stramiiieus,

;

l.'i.

below the crown, 3-4

in. lonu:, carmine-red to violet.
with white or yellowish throat: Ir. ellipsoidal, '^Vi^t:-]\,

9.

1.

variejijitus. i:;.
viviiliriorus, 21

1^4.

I.>!iu-ijici.>us, 17.

•;

'<il/.

>L

n

C'

murh

embUinj

IIS.

tuberosus,

Riimpl. [Cvr<-ns inhiro^us, Puselg. ).
Stems cyliudi-ical, u[iright, ur later recliuint:. clustered,
from a nuuiber of more or less globular or ellipsoidal
tuberous roots, the lower part woody and about tlie size
of a lead pencil, the upper part more Heshy, about Sjin.
in diam.. reaching a length of 1-2 ft.: ribs about 8,
straight, low. rounded: areola? very close together
radial spines 9-1'J, horizontally spreading, straight, white,
thin subulate, very short
central solitary, subulate,
from a tuberous base, about twice the length of the
radials, white or brownish, with darker brown or black
tips, directed upward, appressed: lis. from the end of
the stem, about '1 in. long, tube covered with an abundance of white woo] intermingled with bristles, rose-red
to purplish:
fr. ovoid, green, covered with the white
wool and bristles. Tex. and northern 3Xex.
1.

long.

^ in.

Isli^y..

enneacdnthus, Emrelm.
{Cvrms
ninardnthus,
Eugelm. ). Freely branching at the base of the stem, and
thus forming thick, irregular clusters
branches ascending, xisually 3-."» in. long by 1^2-2 in. in diain.,
green or sometimes reddish: rilis 8-](), straight, often
divided by transverse grooves into more or h-ss conspicuous tubercles: areola- ''.^-'^'s in. apart, round, white
curly-Wf'oUy, soon naked: radial spines 7-12 (mostly 81,
horizontally sjireading, needle- form, straight, stitf,
translucent white, base bnlliose. the tmder one lon^j^est,
reaching about '.jiii.,the upper one ^'ei-v slmrt central
solitary, or seldom with two additional tipper ones,
straight, porrect or deth-xed, round or angled, whitish to
straw-yellow or ilarker, ',s-l'- in. hmg
later all the
spines are gray
tls. lateral, from near thi' crown or
6.

'S2.

:

;

<

:

;

;

:

lower,

l^--4-2

.^j

long,

in.

green to red, spinv,

Mex.
AAA.

rrrl,
S(t')iis errrt,

StctHs

jirosl rnii

.

soiinti iiics

IJic

hranrlirs uprifiht

fr.

:

inorr than
,

L'ih> e/

B.

AA.

re<l to ptn-plish
''^-1 in. Ion;,'.
Tex.

.s/,

ni

1

in.

in

spherical,

and noi'thern
il

ia nirf^-r.

h-

'rrms ifiihiiis, Engelm. ]. Tol7. diibius,
Rii]tipl.
erably thickly clustered stems branching at the l>ase,
cylindrical or elonL;at<.-d ellipsoidal, 4b;*7 in. hii^h by
1^0-2^4 in. in diam.: ritis 7-9, undulate: arecda* 't.-':H
in. apart, i-ound, covered with short curly white wool,
later naked: radials .V8, subulate, horizontally spreading, stiff, round or faintly angled, the
lower ones
usually the longest, abotit 1 in. long, the upper ones
about half as long, or sometimes absent, transparent
white; centrals 1-4, stronger and longer, bulbose at the
base, straight or curved, reaches 2J-2 in. in length, the
lowest one longest, straight, yiorrect or deflexed, the
upper ones spreading
Hs. lateral, 2 in. long, rose-red
to violet: fr. spherical, greenish to pi^in-'lt'"red, covered
with Inindles ot deci(hious si>ines. Tex. ami noi-thern
<

u'hi-ii

ijoutKj, inosihj /ess

than

1 in. in

(

diam.

;

Lem. {Cereus
2. Scheeri,
Schctri,
Salm-Dyck).
Branching freely from the base of the stem and forming
branches upright or ascending, about
dense clusters
8 in. long by 1 in. in diam., slightly tapering toward the
apex, dark green: ribs 8-9, straight or sometimes inclined to spiral. sei>arated above by sharj) grooves, which
become liattened toward the base, low arched: areolepi
;

little more than ^-lin. ajiart, round, yellowish white: radial spines 7-0. spreading, needle-like, the under pair
the longest, about ^[-''siii. long, white with yellowish
bases; centrals 3, the lower the longest, about ^^in.,
red with brown bases later all the spines become gray
in.
fi. red, from
the upper part of the stem, about
long: ovary and tube bracteate and furnished with
;

:

'^

abundance ui

wi.>ol

and spines.

IMex.

Mex.
Merkeri, Hihlm.

8.

Berlandieri, Lorn. i<'rr>ns B<Thinili> ri EnLrelm.l,
Stems prostrate, richly branching, forming dense clusters, the branches upright or aseending, 2-3 in. long or
longer by 3-j-?4 in. in diam.. lii,dit or dark green, and in
ribs 5-G, broken up into
young growth often ])ur]dish
as many straiglit ()r spiral rows of tubercles, tul)ercles
areohe ^-' s i". apart, round, whiteconical, pointed
woolly, soon naked radial spines 0-8, stiff bristle-form,
thin, horizontally spreading, white, about ^s in. long,
the upper one sometimes light brown and somewhat
central solitary, yellowish hrown, sometimes
stronger
Us. from the upper lateral
reaching ?4 in. in length
areolse, 2-3 in. long, red to light pink: fr. ovoid, green,
;"i.

.

:

''

:

:

;

:

bristly.

:

Southern Tex. and northern Mex.

%

:

at first upright,

columnar,

:

Pum]il.
juiw/is/nn a.paucispinus,
C r r>' n s
Clustered in irre.gular bunches: sti.'nisc\4-7
in. high by li^''4-3 in. in <liam.:'
lindrical to ovoid,
areolae %-^a in. apart, round, white
ribs 5-7, undulate
woolly, later naked: radial spines 3-G, spreading, subulate, straight or curved, round, bulbose at the base, the
lowest one longest, reaching ^i in., light colored, the
iipper ones reaching to about ^2 in., reddish or browncentral solitary or none, reaching about 1^2 in. in
ish
length, somewhat angled, bro-\i-n-black, porrect or tipright
later all the spines blackish: tls. 2 in. or more
long, dark scarh-t to \-ellowish. Tex. and <_"o]o.
9.

(

Eugelm.).

:

Bldnkii, Palm. (iC'rrcjrs' i??,f)i/,:;'/, Poselg.b Branching freely from the base and thus forming clusters:
stems columnar, tapering above, about 6 in. long by
1 in. in <liam., dark green: ribs Ty-Q (rarely 7), straight,
in. apart,
almost divided into tubercles: areolse about
radial spines
round, white curly-woolly, later naked
mostly 8, horizontally spreading, the under pair the
longest, reaching about '% in. in length, all stiff,
4.

Stems

later reclining, and by liranching at the base formiiiLC
clusters, in new growth bri^dit green, later gray to graybrown and corky: ribs fi-Ii, undnhite to more or less tuareoh'e '4in- -'iiid )nore apart, round, white
berculate
velvety, later naked: radial siunes (i-9, the up]ter ones
the longest, reaching P4 in. in length, somewhat confitient with the centrals, sniitilate, spreading, straight;
centrals 1-2, stronger, reaching a length of 2 in.: all the
spities are white, nearly transparent, with red-tinted
bulbose base. Northern ]Mex.

;

;

.
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Var. triglochidiitus, K.

Si-li.

{Erhhiorerens tnnloclii-

Engelm.).
ti-ighiehirlMiix,
diAtu.-i,
Radial spines usually 'J, sometimes us manj' as i>, strong,
angled, hase bulbose, straight or currecl, aliout 1 in.

Engelm. Corns

Tex. and Ne\v Hex.
Var. gonacAnthua, K. Sch. (Eclilnni-crnis gnnacdiiCerfUS tionacdntlius. Engelm. and Bigel.).
tJius. Lera.
Radial spines 8, very large, angled and sometimes
twisted, the upper .strongest, reaehing nc-arly H m. in
fentral
length, light or dark yellow with brown tips
always present, deeply grooved, often flattened, :i in. or
long, soon ash-gray.

stramineus, Riimpl. (Cereus sfrawJnens, Engelstems
Clustered in thick, irregular bunches

15.

:

mann).

ribs
ovoid to cylindrical, 4-8 in. long, 1K-2K in. mdiam.
11-13- radial spines 7-10 (usually 8), horizontally radiround
sharp,
subulate,
ate, straight or slightly curved,
white, toleror the long lower ones angled, transparent
the lower ones
ably equal in length, about }:,-% in. or
sometimes longer and reaching a length of 1J4 m. cenangled, straw
trals 3-4, much longer, .stronger, twisted,
:

;

;

more

long.

Colo.

BB. Iiihs of steni. aliout 0-13.
longisetus, Lem. (Cereus longisetnx, Engelm.).
Stems clustered, cylindrical, covered with long, dirty
white spines, about 8 in. high by 2 in. in diani.. light
green: ribs 11-11, .straight, undulate: radial spines 1820, straight, compressed, base thickened, subulate, Hexuose, usually horizontally spreading, interlocking with
adjacent clusters, the lower laterals the longest, reachlag j^in. in length, the upper more bristle-like and the
centrals .5-7, longer, reaching 2M
shortest, all white
in., stronger, the upper ones scarcely longer than the
the three
all are bulbose at the hase
longest radials
lower ones the longest and deflexed, spreading and
sometimes curved: Us. red. Mex.
(Cereus Bntteri, Engelm.).
11. Edetteri, Riini])!.
Loosely open clustered: stems upright, 4-G in. high, 2:i
in. in diam., cylindrical or ovoid: ribs 10-13, straight:
radial spines 8-i5, subulate, thickened at the base, stiff,
sharp, straight or slightly curved, the laterals longest,
in., the uyiper ones shortest, reddish with
about
centrals 2-5, stouter, bulbose at base, Hdarker tips
•li'm. long, the lower ones the longest; later all the spines
are gray: fls. lateral, from near the crown, 25^-3 in.
long, purple-red to violet: fr. short ellipsoidal, spiny,
green, 54in. long. Tex. to Ariz, and northern Mex.
10.

;

;

;

K

;

Fhirlleri, Engelm.)
12. F^ndleri, Riimpl. (Cereus
stem cylindrical or rarely ovoid
Irregularly clustered
or even globose, sparingly branching, 3-7 in. high by
ribs 9-12, straight or slightly
1%-2K inch in diam.
radial spines 7-10, subulate, straight
spiral, undulate
or curved, the lowest or the two lower laterals the
longest, about 1 in., stronger, quadrangular, white; the
two next higher brownish; the upper ones round, white
central
and much shorter; all are bulbose at the base
solitary (or in old plants 3-4), very strongly thickened
with
a
lighter
colblack,
sometimes
round,
base,
at the
ored tip, curved upward, reaching a length of ]'4 in.:
near the crown, 2-3K in. long, dark
tls. lateral, from
carmine-red to purple and violet: fr. ellipsoidal, spiny,
green to purple-red. about 1 in. long. Colo.. Utah and
:

:

:

;

south to northern Jlcx. B.JI. 0.">33.
Lem. (Cereua
13. fingelmannii,

Stems clustered, cylindrical

I'arry).
liigh^

1

dulate

in diam., light green

'.t-2'.> in.
:

radial

:

ribs 11-13, un-

11-13, somewhat angled, stiff,
somewhat curved, horizontally spread-

spines

sluirp, straight or

%

ing, the lowest or lower laterals the longest, about
in., the upper ones the shortest, whitish with brown
tips; centr.als 4, stiff, straight, angled, stout, the lowest
one deflexed, white to dark-colored, reaching a length of
2 'jin., the upper ones about
as long, spreading,
brown
fls. lateral, from just below the crown, \%-2%
fr. ovoid, green to purple-red.
in. long, purple-re<l
spiny, later naked, ai)Out 1 in. in diant.; pull" puri)leUtah
and
south into Mex.
Calif,
to
red.

%

:

:

Var. chrysoc§ntru3, Engelm. and Bigel. The three
upper centrals golden yellow, the lo\vest \vhite. Mojave
desert, Calif.

Var. variegitus, Engelm. and Rigel. The three upper centrals curved, horn-colored and mottled with
black. Utah, Nev. and Calif.
14. conglomeritus, Forst.
Stems clustered, columnar, somewhat tapering above, reaching a height of 1 ft.
and 2 in. in diam., light green: ribs 12-13, strongly undulate, tubercled above
radial spines 0-10, glossy,
spreading, the lower pair the longest, base yellow; centrals 1-4, the lowest straight, porrect, reaching a length
of \}4 in. and more, somewhat stronger than the rest.
Northern Mex.
:

747.

Enrielmanvii,

Echinocereus chloranthus.

to ovoid, 4-10 in.

yellow to brownish, when young reddish transparent,
the upper ones shortest and spreading upward, the
fls. lateral, 2>2-3^2 in.
lower ones porrect or depressed
long, bright purple-red or deep dark red to scarlet: fr.
ellipsoidal, about IJ^ in. long, covered with numerous
spines, purple-red. Tex. to Ariz, and northern I\lex.
16. Mojavtosis, Riimpl. (Cereus Mnjuvhisis, Engelm.
and Bigel.). Stems clustered, ovoid, reaching 3 in. in
height by 2 in. in diam. ribs 8-12, conspicuously unduradial spines ,5-8, the lowest pair the longest,
late
all are white with
reaching about 2Ki in. in length
brown tips, subulate, straight or curved, strongly bulbose at the base; central solitary, or sometimes absent,
stronger and somewhat longer and darker colored;
later all the spines become gray: fls. 2-3 in. long, deep
carmine: fr. elli])soidal, about 1 in. long. Mojave des:

:

:

;

ert of Ariz.,

Nev. and Calif.

17. phoenfceus,

Lem.

(Eelih-.orrreus

Engelm. Cereus pJwnice-us, Engelm.).

eoeeiueits,
Steins irregu-

2^

in.
larly clustered, ellipsoidal to short cylindrical,
high by i;^-2'4 in. in diam.: ribs 8-11, straight;
spines tiristle-form. straight, round; radials 8-12, white,
centrals 1-4,
Vi-M in. long, upper ones shortest
stouter, white to yellow or brown, witii bulbose base:
fls. from upper lateral areolre scarlet-red, with
the CO
roUa throat yellow. Colo, to Ariz.
;

,

ECIIINOCEKKUS
Var. conoideus,

ECHINOC'VSTIS

Eiigelm.
Erh'ni<>r,>nn<s
ronoideiis,
Riinipl, Vetrns conoideas, EniT'lni.).
Viitral spine
long and robust
Us. larp:e. red.
Soutln-ni Calif, and
{

(

:

northwest Mex.

lindrical to ellipsoidal:

ribs9-i;{:

radial s])iues H~V2,
tlie Inngest,
nearly 1 in., upper ones scarcely
in., white to reddish gray with dark ti])s
centrals 3-4, bull)ose base,
str()nger, about the length of the radials <.r the lowest
sometimes reaching 2 in., hnrn-colurfd hit. t all the
spines become gray: fls. lateral, al)Out 1 ,-:2'4 in. long.
dark scarlet to l)lood-red: fr. spherical, about 1 in. long,
greenish red, spiny. Tex. to Calif, and northern Mex.'
stifl'

and

sliarp.

under one

%

;

;

'

Lem.

{Cpreus
dclfer,
Otto).
Stems
in. high by 1^-2 in. in diani.,
becoming gray and corky wfth age
ribs 9-11, usually
10: radial spines usually 9, spreading, under pair long"est, about K in., in young growth white, later horn-colored to gray, the upper ones brownish
central solitary, straight, porrect, at first ruby red, later brown, 1
in. long
fis. lateral,
in. and more long, clear scarletred, with a yellow throat and sometimesa carmine bor19.

Acifer,

thickly clustered, 6-8

:

;

'2

:

tier.

2C;-^3 in. long:

Engelm.

{<''<>

reus

pectindfus,

Engelm.). Clustered stems cylindri-'al or ovoid, reaching a height of 10 in. by 3 in. <liam.: ril)s 13-23,
straiglit:

rtidial

spines

16-30,

pectinate,

horizontally

spreading and appressed, straight orctirved, the laterals
longest, round, hardly ^8 in. long
central usually absent, or as many as 5, which are short, conical and superposed, white, with tips and liases variously colored
with pink, yellow or brown; later all iiecome gray: fls.
lateral, from near the crown, 2'._.-4 in. long: ovary tuberculate and spiny, light to dark rose-red or rarely
white: fr. globose, spiny, green to reddish green. Mex.
Var. adustus, K. Sch. (Ci-'-nnf.^ arh'fsfus, Engelm.).
Like the type, but with liia'/k-brown to chestnut-brown
;

Mex.

spines.

C c re u s cdndicavs,
Hurt. ). Ka1NB(:iW CAr'TUS. Fig.
748. Stems comparatively shorter and tlii<-ker: radial
spines 16-20. coarser and stiti'er. straight or very little
curved; base thickened, white, yellow or red to brown,

Var.
Hort.

rigidissimus,

*'

'.

Eii;z;elm.

(

rii/ii/!.ssi llltis.

Nortlieru Mex.

BBB.
20.

>19

ovary and sh^rt
tube white bristly: corolla yellow, with greenish throat.
Tex. and northern Mex.
24. pectin§,tu8,

18. polyacilnthus,
Eiiiivlni. {fere}!.^
p»h/ara„f ],>(.<.
En^^elm.). Stems clustert-d, funning thick masses, i-y-

robust, subulate,

from near the crown,

I^lhs of stem IS or morr.

chlordnthus,

Engelm.).
cal, slightly

Klimpl.

Fig. 747.

Stems

{Cert' u s
rhjordufhus,
in small clusters, cylindriin. high by 2-23-2 in. in

tapering above, 4-9

ribs 13-18. straight or rarely spiral:
radial
spines 12-20, horizontally spreading and appressed,
sharp, the shortest one about 'Vsin. long and white, the
lower laterals a little longer and have purple tips; centrals 3-5, or in young plants absent, bulbose at the base,
the upper ones shortest, about the length of the radials,
and darker colored, with purplish tips, the lower ones
stouter, about 1 in. long, defiexed, white; frequently all
the spines are white: rls. lateral, little more than 1 in.
long: ovary and tube white bristly; petals green
fr.
ellipsoidal, about 3^-^in. long, spiny. Texas and New
<liam.:

:

Mexico.

Engelm.

21. viridifldrus,

(CerrHs

ri ridll'lnrns,

Stems solitary or only in age forming snuUl,
loose clusters, cylindrical or elongated ellipsoidal, 3-7
ribs 13
in. high by 1-2 in. in diani.:
radial spines 1218, horizontally radiate, pectinate, straight or somewhat
curved, subulate, the lower laterals the longest, aliout
in., translucent ruby red, the others white
centrals
usually absent, rarely 1, strong, about
long,
in.
curved upward, red with brown point: fls. lateral, from
just below the crown, broad funnel-form, little more
than 1 in. long: ovary and tube spiny corolla green, with
a broad darker olive green to pink stripe down the midfr. ellipsoidal, about H in. long,
dle of each petal
greenish. Wyo. and Kans. to Tex. and New Mex.
Engelm.).

:

%

;

%

748.

Echiiiocereus pectinata, var

rigidissimus.

:

:

22. dasyacinthus, Engelm.
Cerens ildsf/acdnfhns.
Engelm.). Stems solitary or sometimes forming open

these colors commonly arranged in alternating bands
around the jilant. the spines of adjacent clusters interlocking
centrals aVtseut. Tex. ti.' Ariz, and northern
;

Mex.

(

short cylindrical: ribs ir)-21,
straight or sometimes slightly spiral, obtuse
radial
spines 20-30. straight or sometimes slightly ctirved,
subulate, stiff, sharp, pectinate, white witli red or
brown tips, later gray, the laterals longest, ^-...-l in., the
upper ones shortest, about
in., those of one cluster
interlocking witli those of the adjacent chisters; centrals
3-8, the lower one longest, white with colored tips,
mostly with hulhose bases: fls. from near the crown of
the stem, large, 2K-3 in. long: ovary and short ttibe
^.'overed with white, reddish tipped stiff bristles
corolla vellow: fr. l-l^'i in. long, ellipsoidal, spinv. green
to reddish. Tex.
clusters, ellipsoidal to

:

%

;

cfi.'))o)ih'>:.
Engelm. |.
ctenoides, Lem. (CrreHs
solitary or rarely branching, cylindrical to elongated ovoid, reaching a height of 6 in. and a diam. of
2^2 in.: ribs 15-16, tisually straight
radial spines 1322, horizontally radiate, pectinate, subulate, bases bulbose and laterally compressed, stiff, straiglit or often
slightly curved, the laterals longest and about 'js in.,
the upper ones very short, white or sometimes with
brownish tips ; centrals 2-3 or rarely 4, stiperposed,
coarser, bulbose at the base, short and conical to ^4 in.
long, reddish; later all the spines are gray: fls. lateral,

23.

Stems

:

K. Sch. {A^rhinon'reus r,i .ipifi<.<;)i<;
Engelm. Cereiis ci^spifosiis Engelm. |. Kadials 2n-:-{0,
curved, clear white or with rose-re<l tips
centrals absent, or 1-2 verv short ones.
Indian Terr., Tex. and
Var. caespitdSUS,

,

;

Mex.
Var. nifispinus, K. Sch.
dial spines curved, red.
Hnrtieiiltural

names

Of more

robtist

growth: ra-

^lex.

nn identifier!:

E.

poJ^/cpj'habfS.—E.

— E. Vehri. — E. rsi.ienfiK-ii. — E. pnvnijAnri, no
doubt a mutilation of paucispinus.— A". .Schliiii^E. Srjieeri
snnfn'iuciis.

?

C. H. Thompson-.

ECHINOCYSTIS
the

prickly fruit).

(Greek.

and hhidder: from
Wild (.^'cumber.
contains a hardy na-

;/^r7,-//'-/M->f/

Ciirnrhitdrriv.

Wild Balsam-Apple. This genus

tive annual vine which is a great favorite for home arbors, although not especially beautiful in foliage, flower
or frtiit. Its bladdery frtiits about 2 in. long, covered
with weak prickles, are a source of unfailing delight to
children, who love to make them burst. It is one of the
quickest growing of all vines, and is therefore useful
in hiding unsightly objects, while the slower-growing
shrubbery is getting a start. The latest reviewer of the
gourd family
Co^uianx, in DC. Mon. Phan. vol. 3,
1881) makes three sections of this genus, and this
plant the sole representative of the second section, or
(

ECHIXOCYSTIS

ECIIIXOPSIS

true Echinocystis, because its juicy fruit bursts irregularly at the top, aud coutaius 2 cells, each AvitU 13 tlattish seeds.
lobita, Torr. & Gray. Lys. wider than long, deeply
tendrils .'i—15-lobed, slightly emarginate at the base
branched: staminate fls. small, in raany-tld. panicles
longer than the Ivs.; calyx glabrou-s
fr. egg-shaped,
sparsely covered with prickles. Saskatchewan to Winnepeg, south to Va. and Ky., west to Colo. A.G. 14;
161. "R.H. 189.5, p. 9. (i.C. III. 22 :271.
Sometimes becomes a weed.
W. M.

between the areolaj into oblique comspines 9-12, spreading,
radial
tubercles
straight or slightly curved, yellowish brown, the upper
the longest and strongest, reaching }4-\% in.; central
solitarv, or seldom in pairs, porrect, curved, 1-13^ in.,
lateral, 2-2?^ in. long, yellow,
fls.
rarely':; in. long
fr. spherical, green, ''i in.
orange, pink to scarlet-red
in diam. Peru. B.^1. 4124.

520

:

:

ribs 12-15, divided

pressed

:

:

:

A.\.

ItiJis

,

ECHtNOPS (Greek, like a heddeJing; alluding to the
spiny involucral scales). Coit/jju^lfw. ("tlobe Thistle.
A large genus of thistle-like x>lants, with blue or whitish flowers in globose masses. The structure of one of
these globes is very curious. Each flower in the globe
has a little involucre of its own, and the whole glolx^
has one all-embracing involucre. Another way of saying the same thing is "heads 1-fld., crowded into headlike glomes." More or less white-woolly herbs: Ivs. alternate, pinnate-dentate or twice or thrice pinnatisect,
the lobes and teeth prickly.
Globe Thistles are coarse- growing pl.ants of the easiest culture, and are suitable for naturalizing in wild
gardens and shrubberies. An English gardener with
an eye for the picturesque (W. Goldring) reconnnends
massing them against a background of Boccoiiiu cordata, or with such boldly contrasting yellow- or whiteflowered plants as Ilelianfhus riijiilnni or Meliatithus
tiiitlfiflorus. The best species is -t'. JRuthenicus
A few
scattered individuals of each species are not nearly so
effective as a condensed mass or group of one kind. I'J.
.

flowers in midsummer and for several
thereafter.
The silvery white stems and handsomely cut prickly foliage of Globe Thistles are interesting features. They make excellent companions for the
blue-stemmed Eryngiums. All these plants are attractive to bees, especially E. exaltattis, which has considerable fame as a bee-plant. Globe Thistles are sometimes used abroad for perpetual bouquets.

Huthenicus

weeks

Leaves not puhescent nor setulose above.

A.

stem not divided.

Stems at first rather clavate, later
multiplex, Zucc.
globose ti> ellipsoidal, abundantly branching, C-12 in. in
diam. aud the same in height, or rarely taller, light
green to yellowish: ribs 12-14, straight, scarcely unduradial spines about 10, suoulate, straight, yellow
late
in. in
to yellowish brown, with darker tips, reaching
length, very unequal, horizontally sp>reading; centrals
mostly 4, of these the lowest is the longest, reaching 1%
in., somewhat porrect at first, later curved and deflexed,
darker colored than the others: fls. rare, lateral, 11-15
in., rose-red. S. Braz. B.M. 3789.
:

%

Stems flat and spreading in
Var. cristMa, Hort.
growth, like an open fan or the flower stalk of the comspines reduced to flne, stiff
bristles. This is merely a inontrosity of the species.
ox^gona, Zucc. Stems at first simple, nearly spherical or rarely clavate, becoming short columnar, reaching
1/i ft. in height and 1 ft. in diam., gray-green, darker
above: ribs 13-15, straight or wavy at the base
radial
spines 5-15, horizontally spreading, very unequal, reaching
in., subulate, obliquely upright
centrals 2-5,
somewhat longer, straight, porrect or deflexed, dark
horn-colored, with Idack tips: fls. commonly many together, lateral, reaching 1.'! in. in length, pink to carmine-red, the inner petals lighter than the outer ones.
S. Braz.
triiimphans, .Tacoto. This is a hybrid between IJ. Eijriesii and vj'U'jona, with pink double flowers.

mon garden cockscomb,

:

%

;

BB.
later, at flrst
tall

FIoive7^s white.

stem simple, commonly branching
somewhat depressed, later short to rather

Zucc.

Eyriesii,

Eitro, Linn.
Tall, thistle-like plant, with pinnatelobed Ivs., which (like the stems) are tomentose beneath, the lobes lanceolate or linear and cut, but not
spiny: involucre scales setiform, the inner ones much
shorter: fls. blue, very variable. Var. tenuifdlius, DC.
(A'. Biifhinicus, Hort.
has the lower leaves more narrowly cut, more or less spine-tipped. Gn. 4.5:9.'>1. — Perennials of S. Eu., growing 2-.S ft. high. They bloom all
summer. Lvs. sometimes loosely webby above.

of

Fii'ivers red or pink.

fi.

columnar, reaching a height of 2

ft.

and a diam. of

)

AA. Leaves puheseent or sefniose ahove.
Bannitieus, Rochel.
Lvs. hairy-pubesoent above,
tomentose beneath (as also the stems), the lower ones
deeply pinnately parted, the upper pinnatifld, spinv:
fls.

Hungary.

blue.

li.H. 1858, p.

.019.

Schrad.

exaltatus,

Tall biennial, the stem nearly
glandulose-pilose, the lvs.
pinnatifld',
.scarcely spiny: fls. blue.
Russia. B.M. 24.')7 as E.
strietus, Pisch. Distinguished by its simple, erect .stem.
The garden A', comiiiiildtus may be the same as this.
sphaeroc^phalus, Linn. Tall (,5-7 ft.) perennial
lvs.
pinnatifld, viscose-pubescent above, tomentose below,
the teeth of the broad lobes yellow-spined: fls. white nf
bluish. S. Eu. B.R. 5:350.

and

simple

:

"

L

ECHIN6PSIS

(Greek,

fl

B

Caetaeew. Se.\UBOHiN Cactus. Stems spherical to ellipsoidal or rareh
columnar: ribs prominent anil usually sharp-angled':
fls. usually long trumpet-shaped, ovary a'nd tube covereil
with linear-lanceolate, cuspidate bracts which become
longer toward the outer end of the tube, where they pass
gradually into the outer petals, in their axils bearing
long, silky, wavy hairs and usually a few rather rigid
bristles. This is a well marked genus, though by so]iii'
authors combined with Cereus, confined entirely to
South America. Culture as for Cereus.
a.

i?/7^s-

of

stem

lieehjeling^like)

elirided info
Inhercles.

.

more or

less

rridetii

P^ntlandii, .Salm-Dyck. .Stem sini|d(s later brnm-hor ellipsoidal, reaidiiiig (I in. in diaiii.:

ing, spherical

74J.

E^hinopsis cemmata.

(lark green: ribs 11-18, straight, undulate, with
sharp-angled margins: radial spines about 10, scarcely
in. long, rigid, straight, slender conical,
point.'d, dark brown to blatd;; centrals 4-8, but vi'ry little dilTcn.iit fr.iin the jvidials: fls. i:it.'i'al, 10-15 in. long
4-(; in.,

more (han

'

,;

.

.

EGUPLAXT

ECHI.XCII'SIS
white:

fr.

Uruguay

small, ellipsoidal, about 1
and Argentine Republii-.

in.

l.ms.

B.M.

S. Braz.,

B.K.

;!111.

20:1707.

gemmita, K, Sob. (£. I„rbin,)l.i. Zucp.l. Fis. 749.
Stem simple or sometimes branrbing, at lirst lowspherical or short, columnar, later more top-.shaped,
reaching 1 ft. in height by 4-G in. in diam,, dark green:
ribs 13-U, rarely more, straight or sometimes slightly
spiral with sharp or obtuse margins, which are but little or not at all undulate; central spines appear tirst,
about 3-IJ in number, very short, stiff, black; later the
radials appear, about 10-U, longer, horizontallv spreading, at first yellowish brown, later horn-colored
lis.
lateral or from the upper areoK-p, 9-11) in. l.iii:r. clear
:

white, with a pale greenish
midline in the iJctals.
S.
'
'
Braz.
tubiildra, Zucc. (A'. Dm;Uii, Hort. E. Ziiei/ai-hiii,
Pfeiff. ).
Stems spherical to ellipsoidal, at first simple
but later more or less branching, reaching 10 in. in
height by 8 in. ;.in diam., dark green
ribs 11-12,
:

straight, with

margins inconspicuously undulate radial
spines nninerous, sometimes as numy as 20, unequal,
;

H

name only.
C. H. Thojipson.
ECHIN6STACHYS {spiiiij head, from the Ureek). A
bronieliaceous genus, nciw referred by Mez to .-Echmea,
which see. Three species have been oifered in the
Amer, trade: E. Hystrix, Wittm,, for which see p. 28.
E. Fiueliana, Wittm., which is ^i'. Piiiiliclna, Baker:
2-3 ft.: peduncle and bracts brilliant red: Ivs. banded,
Jichiicoj^S'S 21uU'jrt is a horticultural

spine-edged: spike dense, 2 in. long, spiny: petals
yellow, the tips fringed and incurved. Brazil. B jM .532 1
E. Van Houtteana, Van Houtte, is .E. Win Hmittetliia,
Mez iQic-snrlta rii n Houtd'nna, Morr.
Lvs. many,
strong spined, sometimes white-banded beneath
tls.
white, blue-tipped, in a crowded spike: 1-2 ft. Brazil.
.

)

.

L. H. B.

ECHITES ((ireek, viper: possibly from its poisonotis
milky juice or from its twining habit). Apoct/ndceie. A
large genus of tropical American twiners related to
Dipladenia, and of similar culture. Differs technically
from Dipladenia in the 5-Iolied disk and the glandular
or 5-scaled calyx.

Chapman

{E. suherA'tei, And. ). Lvs. 1K~'1
together, oval or oblong, mucronate, acute
or rounded at the base, margins revolute: peduncles
axillary, 3-5-tld,, shorter than the lvs.: fls. yellow;
corolla ttibe 1 in. long, J-^in. wide, much dilated above
the insertion of the stamens, bell-shaped, scarcely longer
than the lobes; anthers tapering into a long, bristle-like
awn: glands of the nectary o, rounded, as long as the
ovaries, Sandy shores, S. Fla. W. Indies.
in. long. cl(.ise

paluddsa, Vahl. Lvs. oblong, oval-oblong, or lanceolate-oblong, rounded toward the mucronate top: calyx
segments glandular, devoid of an interinr scale, oblong,

mucronate-blunt, spreading; corolla tube funnel-shaped
above a cylindrical base
anthers oblong-lanceolate,
acuminate, rounded-cordate at the base, hirsute on the
back above.
umhellata, Jacq. Lvs. ovate or ovate-roundish, mticrolis. greenish white;
nate
calyx segments glandular,
devoid of an interior scale; corolla tube cylindrical, entapering
again above; anthers
larged below the middle,
rigid, tapering fri ni a liastate base, glabrous, W. Indies.
;

:

W.

A. Fls.

(T^reek.

meaning

cd-ndicans, Linn,

'7r,rl-

line.

iE. f'l.K/udsKtn, Ja-cq. t., not Ait.).
Forms a bush :j ft. higii. but flowers at 3 ft., and its
f»)liage is grreii wlicn fresh, Imary white when dry.
Branches thick, leafy toward the tips: Ivs. lanceolate,
the upper ones smaller, crowded and narrower: panicles
much looser than the spikes of i7. fa::;tifosi(>n: fls. sessile, pale blue, the buds reddish purple. Madeira. B.]\I.
m\S. B.R. 1:44. -The fls. are sometimes said to he
streaked with wliite <>r all white.
f

AA. Fls

^.ya/c

.

blue.

This has darker blue fls.
in a dcnsf .spiki' and perhaps less hoary foliage than A'.
c>ni<lic<(iis. This was Hooker's concei>tion in IH-SG of the
relation of the two species, but De (.'and'dle formerly held
the opposite opinion. Canarips. R.H. 1670:10. <-Jn. 10:50.
fastudSTiin, Ait., nnt Jacq.

AAA.

Fh.

ivhiU'.

simplex, DC. Woody but biennial and not branched:
Its. ani]de, uval-lanceolate
panicle very long, cylindri(;d. spikedike. the spikelets 2-fld., pedicelled: stigmas
simple.
W.
:

M.

EDELWEISS.

See Leontopo<lium

EDGEWORTHIA

(after

M. P. Edgeworth, English

botanist in E. Indies, and his sister Maria). Deciduous
shrub, with stout branches; lvs. alternate, entire, short
petioled,crowdi-dat the end of the branches fls. in dense,
peduncled heads, axillary, on branches of the previous
year, with or before the lvs., apetalous; perianth tubular.
4-Iobed, densely pul"'scent outsidi-; stamens 8, in 2 rows;
stigma elongated: tr. n dry drupi-.
tne species from
Himal. to Japan, tlie li;irk of which is used for papermaking. Ornamental shrub, with handsome foliage and
yellow, fragrant fls. Hardy only South, thriving in any
good, well-drained garden soil; if grown in pots a sandy
compost of peat and loam, with sufllfient drainage given,
will suit them. Prop, by greenwood cuttings in spring
under glass; also }>y seeds, obtained from dealers in
Japanese plants.
:

(

GArdneri, ^leissn. F. papyrtfera, Zucc. F. chrijLindl.l. Lvs. elliptic or oblong-lanceolate, appresse<l puLiesceut wlion young, glabrous above at length,
;i-8 in. Jong: fls. about 1 in. long, densely clothed with
yellowish silky liairs outside, in dense heads about 2 in.
in diam. B.:\L Tl-^ii.
B.R. '.VA-AH. F.S. 3 :289. -Cannot
withstand the Ioult, dry siinnuers Snutli.
(

siiiiitha,

Alfred Rehdek,

EDRAIANTHTJS. See Wuhhnihrrgia.

:,i.

unkni.iwn). Eorrai/iuaciir.

Viper's Bu-tLoss. Coarse beriis anil shrubs, with spikes
of blue, violet, red or white Ilowers. Their ne:u-est jilly
of garden valtie is Cerinthe, btit they are very distinct
in general appearance, E. fastuo.'<itm, for instance, has
dark blue, .5-lobed tlowers al)Out half an inch across, in
spikes inches long an<l 2 inches wide, perhaps as many
as 200 fls. in a sptike. Great masses of stamens are thrust
out and add to the interest, and the young tiower-tmds
look like pink 5-pointed stars. Tbi-ee kinds arc cult, out(J

the East.

.

:

ECHIUM
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doors in California. There Ix-'in'c no pul-ilished American,
experience with their cultivation under gluss, the following points are y:leaned from The Garden 4L*, p. 88i (1892).
In rich soil they grow coarse and scarcelj" flower, and
the Ilowers are never as richly colored as when the plants
are more or less starved. Biennials seed freely, and the
seed is sown as soon as gathered. £". cunifhi/rs/on is a
greenhouse slirub or small tree which produces hundred.^
of spikes during summer.
After liowering "the old
stems or branches are cut back, when the plunt breaks
away again, and in this way may be had in bloom almost
at will." Cuttings strike freely, flower soon, and make
good pot-plants. Seedlings require a greater age and
size before blooming. £. ftLsfuosmu is the handsomest
of the shrubby kinds, grows 2—4 ft. high, has long, pale
green lvs., covered with soft wliite hairs, and fls of a
peculiarly brilliant deep blue. In California, Franceschi
says, Echiums are eminently suited for drj- places, and
need good drainage. B. ruh/an is a common weed in

:

horizontally or obli(iuely spreailing," yellowish white
with bri.wn tips, sometimes darker
centrals :j-l, the
lowest the longest, reaching 5^in., later defie\ed: fls.
lateral, about
in. long, white with pale green midline
in the petals. ,S. Braz. and Truguay, B.M. 3027.

Andrewsii,

-
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EGGPLANT

VaUi.,-ii'n

spinUi,.

{S"I')num .Utlonuhia. Linn.). Sohnn)Cfie. Guinea Si^uash. Aubeegixe of the French. This
]dant is a native ot the tropics, probably from the East
Indies, init its native land is n*it kn<".>wn. It is cultivn'ed
ti> a greater or less extent tln'oughnur The entire tn.qpical

:

^Sl

EUGPLAXr

EGGPLANT

regions. The first reports of its use as a vegetable come
iji-om India, hence the above assumption. In the United
States it is cultivated as a vegetable as far north as New
York, but it usually grows to greater jierfeoticju in the
southern states.
The demands for it during tho
early months of the year have not been fully suj)))lieil.
Its
cultivation demands as much a specialist
as
either celery or tobacco, while the specialization must
be in a different direction from that of either one of
these. Nearly all of the
fruit that grows to X)ro„;_

W,%

(-_

Pt>i'

^ize is
is

mand

ftir

vors.

fvA

,,

^^^^

^(fff

particular

Eggplants

and
<lefia-

are

forced under glass to a
limited extent for home
^'i^y require the
^^^^"

s;^?'?^ K--^-4
l^^^#j^^\

~<^-«^

edible,

no special

there

temperature of a tomato
liouse, and great care
must be talven to keep
off red spider and mites.
In order to insure large
fruits, practice artificial
pollination.
Non- pollinated fruits will grow
for a time, but always
remain small {Fig. 750).
(Cf. Bailey, Forcing-

Book.)
Soil. — Eggplant
grow on almost any

will
soil

in tlie South, bitt it develops to greater perfection on a rich, deep,
750. Non-pollinated fruit.
loamy soil free from debris. In the clay districts this is not easily obtained, but
there are often small flelils that are sufficiently dry and
yet contain enough sand to make Eggplant' growing
profitable. No matter whether clay land, loam or sandy
land be employed for raising this crop, it will be necessary to plow deeply and thoroughly. The land should bo

drier than that required by cabbage or beets. In fact, it
will stand a greater drought than the ordinary vegetables.
On the other hand, we should not attempt to
grow a crop on land that is composed of large particles,
such lauds as are ordinarily called thirsty in the vegetable-growing sections of Florida.
Fertilizer. -liicve is considerable difference in various sections of the country as to whether manure may
be applied or not. In the south Atlantic and Gulf states
it is not advisable to use stable manure.
If this form of
fertilizer is at hand, the gardener should make it up in
the form of compost, when it will be found to be a very
tiseful material. There have been no experiments performed to indicate which foi-ms of chemical fertilizers
are the best. In the absence of such work, we can only
give general directions in regard to what may be vised.
The following formula will be found fairly well balanced for Eggplant in the South. If the soil contains a
great deal of humus, less nitrogen may be used. If the
soil is poor in this element, nitrogen, a greater amount
of nitrogen may be used. On moderately fertile land .500
to 1,000 pounds will be sufficient, while on poor lands
as much as 2,-500 to ii.OfiO p.muils per acre ma\- be

Secdl liuh^.—'Vhit time required to
bring plants into bearing from seeds varies with the
conditions of the soil and temperature.
During cool
weather the plants grow very slowly, Imt during hot
weather they grow rapidly and mature fruit in much
Proparial'tufj

the

less time. Those who wish to have early fruit and are
able to use hotbeds or propagating Imuses should sow
the seed 120 to 150 days before the fruit is wanted. Prepare the hotbeds as for other seedlings, and sow in rows
a few inches apart. When these are beginning to show
their leaves, or when the seedlings are beginning to look
spindly, they should be pricked out and transferred to
another bed. In this eiudi plant should be given about
a 2-inch sifuare; then they may be forced until the plants
crowd one another in the bed, when they should be
transferred again. When the plants have attained the
size of li inches, and the atmosphere will permit, they
may lie set out in the field,
A somewhat more laborious, but at the same time
more successful plan, is to pjlant the seedlings in 2-inch
flower pots, and then shift to larger ones as often as the
plants iieoome pot-bound or crowd one another in the
bed. Fig, 751 represents a plant, three-tenths natural
size, .I'ust taken from a flowerpot and ready to be shifted
to a larger one. By shifting until fi-inch pots are reached,
the Eggplant may be forced along without injury to
blooming size or even to a size when fruit is beginning
to set, and then set out in the field without injury to the
plants or crop.
Eggpl.ant growers should bear in mind cimstantly that
from the time of sprouting the seeds to the harvt'sting
of the crop, the plants cannot stand a severe shock in
their growth without detriment to the crop. When the
plant is once started it should then be forced right
along, and never allowed to become stunted during its
growth. The amount of damage done by neglecting
plants before they are set to the field varies with the
severity of the shock and the length of time during
which the plant undergoes the disadvantageous conditions. If it becomes necessary to harden the plants off
before setting them to the field, this should be dono
gradually.
Culture in the Field. -Aiter the field has been
thoroughly prepared in the way of plowing and fertilizing, which should have been done at least two weeks before the plants were set out, the rows should be laid off
from 3 to i feet apart. The plants may be set from 2 to
i feet apart in the row, v.arying with the varieties to be
used and the soil. Tillage' should be continued, and
varied according to the conditions of the weather, Dur-

employed.

FErrnr.izER formcla.

Nitrogen
Potash

\^
'.'.'.'.'.['.'.'.'.

'.K

Available phosphoric acid
..!!....!!.. 5'^!
The following table of fertilizers will suggest iiseful
amounts of the different elements when we wish to employ .500 pounds of the above formula to the acre
(particularly for the South
)

r ri.5n

KitroEen

J

lbs.

cotton seed meal; or,

-00 lbs. dried blood; or,
lbs. nitrate of sort;u or,
100 ibs. sidphate of ammouia.
b'>()

I

1

fSOO lbs. kainit; or,
"' lbs. muriate of potitsh; or,
-im Ibs. sniphato of potash ,inil
snlpliate of uiagnesia.
'

Pot.-bsh
•

I
i

Phosphoric

acicl

)

-c" lbs. acid phosphate; or,

1

"JOO Ills,

dissolved bono.
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Pot-erown plant ready

for settin£ in the field.

ing a wet season it is well to cultivate the land
as deeplv
as
possible, while during dry weather cultivatioii
should be shallow, simply sufficient to keep the
weeds
trom growing, to keep the soil well aired, and to keep
a
mulching of dry soil on the land. Under ordinary circumstances it does not pay to prun<' or pinch ou't the
Puds, but where the season is shm-t this
may be reresorled to with some advantage. If it is
desirable to

,

KfTfi

have the

PLANT
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attain a cortain size l)efore frost, one mav
begin to vi.i.-l, u.ir thn hlossnnis ao.l lu-w j^'rowth about
fruit,

three wpoks

before

its

usual umirrrtK^e.

Tliis

same

;y23

longitudinally into quarters

or eighths, using a dull
After a quantity of
be placed in a barrol
The barrel should not be
I Is fall.
In a ilay or two fer1 d
the meaty portion will
Tlie seed may then be
by means uf sieves, using
t
reninve the meat and then
leeu out the seed from tlie

knife to avoid cutting the seed.
tliHse havi^ been j>are<l, tliey

may

not be allowed to stand
tho macerating liarrel, as
lentation and the heat ot
ausc tltmi In germiiiale.
from tlu^ pulp, it sh-aild 1m_^

lid

appcd

iu srciire packages,

in- oil pa]>i'r. the atmos1
ept out and molding \>yt'-

U^structive of di
gus wiiieb attacks th.
of the ground, causliiit to rot off' and the
is not able to penetrate
stem, consequently the
s after being attacked.
•

en made

to

cause this

ting organs so that it
the I'resent this has
752.

Field-grown plant

of

New

s

York Improved Egeplan

After the plant

this

we have no rem-

attacked, it is usually doomed.
be done in the way of prec.-in
venting the spread of this fungus. If all planis are
destroyed as soon as found to be affected, tlie fiiULrus
-anuot perfect its sclerotia, or re.stiug state, audtlius its
propagating is prevented. The normal home of this
.'edy.

is

Much, howevei-,

process will be uf advantage where the fruit is to be
brought into nuirket at a certain time.
3Iarketin(/.— As a rule, it is better to cut the fruit
from the plant than to break it, especially if the work is
done by careless laborers. After cutting, it may l)e
placed in large market baskets and hauled to the packing house. For distant market, tlic fruits should be
wrapped separately in heavy la-owu ]iaper. Tlie proper
crate for this vegetable is tlir barrel <-rate. As this is
considered one of the staple vegetables, we do not gain
much by using fancy wrappers or packing it in tine
crates, hence we may use such material as uuvy be left
over from shipping fancy vei^-etables. It also stands
shipment to distant markets. s()that, if there is no danger of reduction iu i)rice. it is quite as well to ship by
freight as by express,
rf/r/('^'(?.s-.— There are only a few varieties offered in
the market. The New York Juiproveil .Spineless matures a little earlier thau the Black Pekiu.
The New
York Purple {Fig. 7r,2), Hlack Pekin, and the New
York Spineless are excellent for sliippiug purposes.
The above varieties are the black-fruited, and the most
popular in the United States, while the white-fruited
sorts are said to be the luost popular in Europe. For
home use, the white-fruited varieties are preferable, but
as these make poor sellers in the United States, we
must raise the purple sorts for market. For home gardens, the early and small Early Dwarf Purple (Pig.
It is particularly recommended for
754), is useful.
There are three main types of Eggplants, as follows (Bailey, Bull. 2G, ('orueli Exp. Sta.
The commoner garden varieties, i^oli'hutiii Melongenit
var. i\'<cuJ^iifi(>n, Bailey (Figs. T.'^, 7o3); the longfruited or "serpent" varieties, Z^'. Mi'Imigeita, var. .s-crpent'nium, Bailey; the Early Dwarf Purple type, var.
depr^ssum, Bailey (Fig. 754). See Soluinon. The socalled Chinese Eggplant is a ditfereut species, for

northern climates.

)

:

which consult Solauuni.
Seed-growing. — This is by no means a difficult operaand may be done protitably in certain sections of
the South. For this purpose all defective or dwarfeil
plants in the field should be cut out. By a little attention one will be able to know when the seeds have nuitured sutiiciently for gathering. At this time the eggs
usually turn a lighter color or even somewhat yellow.
The fruit should be gathered and carried to the packing
house, where it may he left in a pile for 2 or 3 days, as
there is very little danger from rotting. When a sufficient number have been collected the laborers may be
set to paring off' the extra amount of meat on the outside of the seed. The remaining core may then be cut
tion,
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Long White Eggplant.

fungus is in decaying vegetable matter. If, therefore,
we keep our held free from this sort of material we
will do much to prevent this fungus
from bein^c
present. Some soluble form of fungicide, as Eau Celeste

EICTIHORXIA

EUUl'LAN'T

52i

or potassium sulphide, may be sprayed about tlie roots
Practice rotation of
of the plants to good advantage.
crops.

second form of blight is caused by BaeiUns xnlannSmith. This disease has its origin of infection
in the leaves, and is introduced by means of insects
which have fed upon diseased plants and carried the

A

<-eariim,

infection to the well ones. The disease works rapidly
down the tissues, and causes the death of the leaf and
finally of the whole plant. The only remedy for this is
to destroy all plants that are affected with the disease
as soon as detected, and kill off all insects. When this disease is known to be present in a section, it is best to
set the plants as far apart as practicable. In this way
the danger of infection from insects is somewhat reduced. When the disease is known to be present in a
field it should not be planted to this crop.
Insect Enemies. — A.mong the most annoyintr of tlie
insect enemies we must place the cut-worm (larva? uf

*aj:^

eaten
affected with this fungus usually fall over as if
by some insect. fc>ome plants, however, continue a
miserable existence and finally die. Careful examination
will reveal the point of injury, which is at the ground
beds,
level. The best preventive is to use well drained
off

and then avoid excessive watering. When damping-off is
detected in a seedling bed, the atmosphere and surface
soil should be dried as rapidly as possible, followed by
p. H. Rolfs.
one application of fungicide.

EGLANTINE.

7?o.s-a

JiJuUnterift.

Less properly ap-

plied to Ii'ubiis Eglayiieriit and Jxosa ruhiijiiwsa.

EGYPTIAN BEAN. Same

Black Bean, Dolichos

as

La h lab.

EGYPTIAN LOTUS.

See Nympluva Lotm^; also Ne-

Jainbinm..

EHRllTIA (G. D. Ehret, botanical painter, born in
Germany, 1708, died in England, 17(0). Borragindce(P.
About 50 species of tender trees and shrubs, found in

the warmer regions of the world. Two species are cult.
outdoors in S. Calif, and 2 others in European greenhouses. Plants with or without rough, short hairs; Ivs.
alternate, saw-toothed or not: fls. small, often white, in
cymes, corymbs, terminal panicles, or rarely all borne
The 2 species described below are
in the upper axils.
evergreen trees in S. Calif., attaining a height of 30 ft.
through dealers in Japanese
olitained
be
may
Seeds
;)lants.

A.
B.

Xr.s".

saic-tooihed.

Foliage hairy.

Lvs. ovate, acute, sharply
macrophylla, Wall.
tonthed, with long, harsh, rigid hairs above and soft
puhesoence beneath: panicle terminal, pubescent: calyx
ciliate: fr. globose, obscurely 4-grooved. Himalayas.
BB.

Foliage not hairy.

Brown

{E. serrdta, Roxb.). Heliotrope Tree. This belongs to a different tribe of the
same family with the Heliotrope, and the white tis. have
acumin&,ta, R.

Lvs. oblougdanceolate, acuminate:
a honey-like odor.
panicles terminal and axillary: fls. clustered, sessile.
Trop. Asia and Aust. — "Drupes red, the size of a pea;
said to be edible." F. JV. Reasoner, Oneco, Fla.
754

Sprays

of

Early Dwarf Purple Eggplant

AA,

Noctudifp). These in^^ects are almost omnipresent, and
when nearly full gro\vn are liable to cut off plants that
are 4 or 5 inches hifi::h. It is not common for one insect
to cut off more than a sintjle plant, but in ordinarily
fertile soil there are enough cut-worms present to
destroy the entire field. So that, on tlie whole, it becomes very annoying. Where tliese insects are quite
destructive, it is possible to kill thera with poisoned
bran or poisoned cotton-seed meal, sweetened with
syrup or sugar.
Another insect that does more or less damage is the
f?otton-boll

worm {HeHothis

armigarn). This insectdoes

damage by boring a hole into the stems or tlie fruit.
In the latter case it causes it to rot before it is picked,
or possibly in transit. As the fruit becomes larger there
is less danger of attack from this insect, so that the
main trouble occurs in the earlier stages of its growth.
The Eggplant aphis (.S'^/^/^ono/^/^ora cucurbii(c) is one
of the most annoying pests to this crop. It usually
makes its appearance about the time the crop is fit to
ship, and appears in such numbers that the phints are
ruined in the course of a week or two. The insect attacks the lower surface of the leaves, making it difficult
to reach the pest with insecticides, but persistent efforts
and a good tobacco decoction, applied with a fine nozzle,
will give considerable relief. Anthracnone ( G Ice a porittm
melongenw) does not cause great damage to this crop,
but is one of the agents that reduce the profits. "It may
be recognized by its producing decided pits in the fruit,
upon which soon appear minute blotches bordered with
pink." Bordeaux mixture may beused to good advantage
for preventing this disease.
PJioma ^old-ni frequently causes damping-off in thr>
hotbed. It often renders a whole bed worthless. Plants
its

fi

elllptica,

DC,

Lvs. itsualJy not toothed,
Tree, 15-50

high:

ft.

lvs. oval or ob-

long, sometimes saw-toothed, nearly hairless, or with
minute hairs and very rough above: fr. a yellow glo-

bose drupe, the size of a small pea, with edible thin
pulp.

Tex,, Mex.

EICHHORNIA

-^^ jj
(after J. A. F. Eichhorn, a Prussian).

This genus includes the Water Hyacinth {see Fig. 755), the famous "million dollar weed"
that obstructs navigation in the St. John's river,
Florida, and is a source of wonder and delight in every
collection of tender aquatics in the North. The curious
bla<lders made by the inflation of the petioles help the
plant to float freely. About flowering time the plant
sends down anchoring roots which, if the water be only
3 or 4 inches deep, penetrate the soil.
The true Hyacinths belong in an allied order
the Pickerel-weed, in
the allied genus Pontederia, the ovary of which by
abortion is 1-celled, and each cell 1-ovuled, while EichPo)itederi(\ceai.

;

hornia

is

3-celled

and many-ovuled.

The plants of this order have been greatly confused
by botanists, partly because the fugacious, membranous
flowers are not well preserved in dried specimens,
and partly because of variation in form of leaves,
depending upon whether the plants grow in deep or
shallow water, or in mud. The common Water Hyacinth sends out two kinds of roots, the horizontal ones
often thick and fleshy, and apparently for reproductive
purposes, the vertical ones long, slender, and clothed
with innumerable small, horizontal fibers. Water Hyacinths are of easy culture and are pi'opagated by division or seed. If grown in about 3 in. of water, so that
the roots may reach the soil, the petioles become elongated and the plant becomes weedy and unsatisfactory.
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A.

I

flair, I
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II
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III

III,

Kuntli [K. ri-il.^isiiH'x. S..I11IS. Piillti-ili'riil
eriissipis. Mart.).
Fig. T.'i.").
Lvs. in tufts, all dmstrk-ted at flio middle, Idaililer-like below, sheathed,
many-nerved
scape 1 ft. lorn.;-, witli wavy-niargine<l
sheaths at and above tli middle.: Hs. abontS in a loose
spike, pale violet, (i-loi.ed. the upi.er lobe larger and having a large patch of blue, with an oblong or pear-sliaped
spot of bright yellow in tlie middle: stamens :i long and
:)
short, all curved upwards ti.wards the tiii.
Braz.
B.M. 2;l:i2, erroneously, as Pnnli ih rlu a-.m-m. I. PI. oi:
14. A.F. .".:.'n. Var. m4jor. Hurt., has r.isv lilac flowers.
Var. aurea, Hort.,has vell.iwish tlowevs.
specidsa,

:

A.\.

Li'iif-xliilks

iiinnlril:

nrit

i 11

m

pr

r

lieauliliilh/ srrriili

rlii iilli-

ij

;j-'.j

limb, whitish within, fragrant: fr. globose or nearly so,
clensidy silvery when young, jiink when ripe, ';, in. long,
'fune. Himalayas, Jap.an. B.R. 29:51. Mn. 5 145. — Not
.piito harily North.
Sometimes cult, under the name of
k. ri'flisa, winch species, however, is evergrc-en. Var.
Japiiiiira tiiacropJiyUa is advertised, but ]">robably does
not belong to this species.
:

,i

mails

.

azurea, Kunth.
Lvs. on long or short n"t-intlated
petioles, very variable in size anil shape: si'ape often as
stout as the leaf-stalk, gradually ililated inter ;i hooded
spathe: fls. scattered or cmwdei! in pairs along a stout,
hairy, sessile rachis
perianth bright pale bine, hairy
;

outside, inner segments beautifnlly toothed, the upper a
trifle larger, with a heart-shaped 'sjiot of yellow, which
is margined with white.
Braz.
B.M. 0487. U.C. II.
2.5:17.
I.H. .'84:20. R.H. IS'JO :.-)40. -One plant will become 5 or G ft. across in one season.
W.M. Thicker and W. M.

ELaiAGNDS (ancient Greek name, meaning a kind of
willow; frerm tlains, olivej. JiJIit-aijiwceiv. .Shrubs or
small trees: lvs. alternate, deciduous or persistent, entire or nearly so, clothed more or less with silvery or
brownish scales:

fls.

axillary, solitary or in

clusters,

perianth companulate or tubular, 4-lobed
stamens 4, included, on very short filaments: fr. a
1-seeded drupe. About 15 species in S. Europe, Asia and
N. America. Highly ornamental shrubs with handsome
foliage and mostly decorative frs. the fls. are inconspicuous, but mostly fragrant. .Some of the deciduous
species, as £*. arfjentea lom/ipes. ninUiflora and umbellata, are hardy North, while the evergreen ones are
hardy only South. A distinct feature of some species, as
J^, argenteit, anguslifolia and parrifoUa is the conspicuous silvery hue of their foliage, while jE. longipes is the
most ornamental in fruit. They grow in almost any well
drained soil, also in limest(.>ne soil, and prefer sunny
position. Prop, by seeds and by cuttings of mature and
half-ripened wood; also sometimes increased by layers
and by root-cuttings; varieties and rarer kinds can be
grafted on seedlings of vigorous growing species.

apctalous

;
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Index of names (varieties and synonyms in
augustifolia.

argentea. 6.
aureo-variegata,
eduJis,

Japonica,

1.

longipes,
8.

ninltitlnra,

onentalis,

8.

Iwrte^isis,

8.
4.
1.

2.

8.

reflexa,

8.

Siinoni,

8.

umbelhtta,
variegata,

3.

8.

1.

A.

B.

pungens,

.5.

maerophylla,
inacrdata,

5.

Frederici variniala,

italics):

parvifolia,

Bra urlili'fx and

Li:

ih-i-iihio

hnuatli

iln
anij broicn snili .s.
Jrx.

i-liltr

nil nil

I

1. angTistifblia, Linn.(£'. liortnisis. Bieb.). Oleaster.
.Shrab or small tree, to 20 ft., sometimes spiny: lvs.
lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, quite entire, light green
above, 2-3 in. long: fls. short-pedicelled, 1-3, axillary,
c.n the lower parts of the branches: perianth campanulate, tube about as long as limb, yellow within, fragrant;
style at the base included by a tubular disk: fr. oval,
yellow, coated with silvery scales. .Tune. S. Europe, W.
Asia. Var. orientalis, Schlecht.(/..\ orientdlin, Linn. f.).
Spineless: lvs. often oblong or oval, clothed more with
stellate hairs beneath than with scales, usually glabrous
above at length: fr. rather large. Var. spindsa, Dipp.
(E. spindsa^ hinn.). Spiny: lvs. linear-lanceolate or
lanceolate, scalv above and den--.elv scah" bene-ath: fr.
smaller. L. B.C. 14:1339. B.R. 14:115(3.
Shrub or
2. parvif61ia, Royle {E. Japinica, Hort.).
small tree, to 20 ft.', with erect stems and spiny, spreading branches: lvs. elliptic-ovate or oblong-lanceolate,
crisped at the margin, usually with stellate hairs above,
glabrous at length, silvery beneath, 1^2-3 in. long: fls.
axillary, usu.ally crowded on short lateral branchlets,
short pedicelled: perianth narrow, tube longer than
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;
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hvoivn scales.

Fr.juieij, scarlet -red or brownish red.

umbellMa, Tlumbc;.

Sprc^ading sbrub, to

12

ft.,

spiny, with yellowi.sh brown branchlets, often
partially silvery; lvs. elliptic or ovate-oblong, silveryscaly above, without brown scales beneath, crisped at
the margin, 1 /o-3 in. long: fls. yellowish white, fragrant,
axillary, 1-3 usually ornwded on short lateral branchlets;
tube of perianth longer tlian the limb: fr. globose or
roundish (>val, scarlet, !4-^:,in. long, erect, rather shortstalked, cluthed with silvery scales when young, ripening late ill fall. whih_^ the similar U. parrifo/ia ripens
much earlier. May, June. Japan. A. 0.12:2110. M.D.G.
1899:569.
•tften

Thunbg. Spreading shrub, to 8 ft.,
i. multifldra,
spineless; branchlets reddish brown: lvs. elliptic or
ovate-oblong, with scales or stellate hairs above, often
glabrous at length, usually with few brown scales beneath: fls. 2-3, axillary, usually crowded on short lateral branchlets; tube longer than the limb: fr. acid,
oval or roundish-oval, scarlet, ^4-^;^in. long, erect or
nodding, with brown scales when young, ripening in
July or August, rarely later: pedicel as long as or somewhat longer than fr. May. June, Japan. M.D.G. 1899:
.5t>9. — Very variable species, and peihaps the former and
the following are only varieties of it.
16iigipes, Gray {£. adults, Hort.). Goumi.
Fig.
Shrub, to 6 ft., with reddish brown branchlets: lvs.
stellate hairs
elliptic, ovate or obovate-oblong, with
above, usually glabrous at length, mosth' with scattered
brown scales beneath, 1-2,^-2 in- long: Hs. 1-2, axillary, on
0.

75i>.

the lower part of the branches or on short branchlets,
yellowish white, fragrant; tube as long as the limb: fr.
pendulous, oblong,
in. long, scarlet, on slender peduncles, much longer than the fr. fr. with brown scales
when young, ripening in June or July, of agreeable,
slightlv acid flavor. A]u-il. I\!av. Japan, China. B.M.
G.F."l:499.
7:iil (as E. wuUifhira).
G.C. 187:3:1014.

%

;

Gng. 1:275,

277.

cc.

Fr. rather dry, silvery white.

arg6ntea, Pursh. Erect shrub, to 12 ft., spineless,
stolouiferous. with reddish brown branchlets lvs. ovate
r..

:
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or oblong-lanceolate, silvery on both sides, often with
scattered brown scales beneath, 1-3 in. long: Us. 1-3,
axillary, yellow within, fragrant: fr. oval or roundish
oval, densely clothed with silvery scales, short-pedicelled, Ji-Hin. long.
May, June. Canada, south to
Quebec, Jlinnfsota, Utah. B.P.. 2:4fi7.

It does best in a
in collections.
it, except
temperature, although it will thrive in an interfrom sevobtainable
Seeds are always
)iu'iliate house.
er;d of the large Eur.ipean houses. It is but little grown
as a ccnnmercial palm, as young plants do not show their
Given same treatment as Areca httesfull character.
will grow well. This treatment includes night temtt)/',
pel iture of G5° and ])lenty of water.
1 \KFA> G. Smith, G. W. OLrvEi; iind W. H. Taplin.

much
warm

of

TlUacece, This
o?/('('-/"rHi7).
evergreen flowering shrub of
white petals,
creamy
The
distinct appearance.

EL.ffiOCARPUS (Greek,
.,

1

i\

\

IS

iiiidudes a tender

umingly fringed, the bright red sepals and pedicels,
the mass of yellow stamens are the chief features.
The racemes contain 2-5 pendulous flowers, wdiich are
d out ludf an inch across, and fragrant. This plant was
u e advertised by Pitcher and Manda, and may exist
The genus has about 60
in I few choice c'oUecdions.
species, all from tropical Asia, Australia and the Pali

md

In the tropics they are trees, with alternate,
ifac isles.
rarely opposite lvs., which are entire or saw-toothed,
and i'n some species sparingly spotted with black bepetals glabrous or
Hs. axillary, in racemes
neath
silk}': drupes oblong or globose.
I

:

756.

Elteaenus loneipes

(,a /-i)-

;

James

grandifldrus,

A\. Ll'S. ereriiri'iii : nsinllli; floirrri in/ in (nil.
Spineless shrub, to G ft.,
7. macrophylla, Thuulig.
Ivs. broad-ovate or
with silvery white branchlets
broad-elliptic, on stout and rather long petioles, scaly
above, usually glaljrous at length, silvery white beneath:
tls. axillary, with silvery and brownish scales oiTtside;
tube coinpanulate, a)>rnptly narrowed at the base, as
long as limb. Japan.
Spreading shrub, to G ft., mostly
8. pungens, Thunbg.
spiny, with brown branchlets Ivs. oval or oblong, undulate and often cremilate at the margin, at length gbilirous
above, silvery beneatli, more or less interspersed with
lirown scales, 2-4 in. long: fls. in axillary clusters tut)e
cylindrical, slightly narrowed at the base, longer tlum
short-stalked, about i!iin. long, with
fr.
the limb
silvery and brown scales. Japan, Var. Frederic! varieg^ta, Hort. Lvs. witli yellow center and green margin.
Var. macuiata, Hort. With large yellow blotches. A.
G. i:!:1'J2. Var. Simoni, Hort. Lvs. rather large, oblong-elliptic, with few In-own scales beneath or nearly
Lvs. like the
without. Var. Simoni tricolor, Hort.
former, but variegated with yellowish and pinkish white.
spineless,
elongated and
Branches
\'ar. reil6sa, Ht.u-t.
Hexile: lvs. with scattered brown scales beneath. \:\r.
varieg^ta, Hort. Lvs. margined yellowish white, ^':a,
aureo-variegELta, Hort., probably belongs here.
:

:

A

.Smith.

much-branched shrub,

about 7 ft. high under glass lvs. considerably clustered
at the ends of branches, 3-G in. long, broadly lanceolate;
petiole a fourth to 1 in. long, with a few distant sawteeth, or more or less round-toothed or wavy-margined:
petals 5.
Java.
sepals .5, red outside, white inside
B.M. iGSO.- Lvs. rather leathery, dark green above,
by
cuttings
of
nearly
paler lieneatli. Warmhonse. Prop,
ripened wood. Not common.
:

;

E. ci/aneas, Sims, nanie<l for

known

in cultivation), has
teeth, and

more numerous

are white outside.

ELa;oc6ccA

its

blue fruits (which are not
less tapering lvs., with
texture, and the sepals

broader and

membranous

Australia. B.M.

17:i7.

"w^,

j^jr.

eferred to Alrnrilrs cordnta.

is aii

;

:

E. ferruaiiiea, A. Rich. Spineless evergreen shrub, with
lvs. with yellowish and hrowu
spreading brown liranclies
perianth witli quadrangular, abruptly conscales beneath
-Tapan.— £. glabra, Thunttg.
fr. long-stalked.
tracted tube
Spineless evergreen slirnli, with bi'own branches; b-s. sluniiig
perianth with
above, with yellow and bx-own scales beneatli
slender, tuhidar tube, gradually narrowed toward tlie base,
twice as long as the limb: fr. short-st;ilked. Japan. — A', reftexa,
Morr. & Deene. (E. glabra X pungens). Evergreen shrub, with
brown I)ranches: lvs. glabrous above, whitish beneath, deiisely
iiitersj^ersed with yellowish and liglit brown scales, giving tlic
niider sncfiice alironzy golden hue: periantli with slender tube:

ELaiODEKDRON (Greek for olive tree, from the resemblance of the fruit to that of the olive). Celaslrdcew.
Perhaps 40 species of shrubs or small trees in tropical
countries, chiefly in the )[d World tropics. Lvs. simple,
(

entire or crenate, opposite or alternate, thickish, fre([uently evergreen lis. inconspicuous, greenish or white,
in axillary clusters; calyx 4-5-parted; petals 4-5, and
exceeding the calyx; stamens 4-5: ovarj' single, surrounded by a fleshy ring: fruit a small fleshy drupe.
Certain plants whiclt, before they had bloomed, were
referred to Aralia, n.re now^ known to belong to this
genus, representing a distinct natural family. Culture
of Aralia.
:

orientile, Jacq. {Aralia

:

;

:

:

fr.

or

slK)rr-st;ilked.
E. p:irvilolia.

Japan.— i?.

refii'xa,

Hort.=E. pungens v;ir.
Alpked KehijEK.

EL.S1IS (Greek, nlirt'). Pt(liHticf>(f', tribe Covo'ineip.
Tropical sidneless ]>:ilnis with ]>innate frdiage, of whicli
the Ijest known is the tUl Palm of western AfriciL,
wdiose red fruits, borne in large clusters, yield the palm
oil of commerce, whj<di is used in making candles and
soap. Vonng plants are grown for ornament in S. Calif.,
and under glass Noi-th. The other G species are fr(^ni
tropical 8. America. The genus is separated from Cocos
by the 1-3-seeded fruits, with 3 pores abo^'e the niitldle.
Jiir(|.
Oil Palm. Stems stout. 20-:in ft.,
and deeply ringed: leaves ](i-l.j ft.; petioh-

graceful

and

handsome

Chahrieri, Hort.).
plant, with

A most

linear-lanceolate
long, and

Lilternate, shining, drooping leaves, 10-12 in.
with a reddish rib. Madagascar, Mauritius.

R.H.

1891,

A.F. 10: 1041. -Holds its lower foliage well, or
throws out new foliage to take the place of that which
<lrops.
In the early descriptions, the plant was said to
have pinnatel,v compound lvs., but wh:it were taken for
p. 224.

leaflets are really lvs.

this

country.

Still

a rare and choice plant in

Thrives in either an intermediate or a

warmhonse. Prop, by single-eye cuttings in small pots,
kept rather warm. See, also, p. 87.
austrile, Vent. Int. into S. Calif, from Australia, and
prized for

its holly-like foliage.
In its native habitat it
a tree ;;0-40 feet high, producing nseful close-grained
"•'""'
is

L. H. B.

ELAPHOGLOSSUM.

ELDER

and

See Acroxlirliain.

ELDEKBEKKY.

ELECAMPANE.

Iiiala

See Samhacns.

Hehninm.

Guine^nsis,
coiirsely

spiny-serrate; leiiMets linf:ar-lau('e(date, acute, the same
color above and beh>\v. F.S. \\:^VSi. — J!Jla>i!i (lahn'i'nstH, from an early slage in growth, is one of the most
ornamental palms. ITntil it rentdu'S several feet in
height it is a slow grower, conseipiendy we do md, see

ELECTRO-HORTICULTTJEE
Siemens

is

a

term

used

by

to desigiude the application of the electric
light to the growing of plants.
The term is an unfortunate one, since the usi' of electric light is not au application of electricity itsidf to plant-growing, but is
meridy a device for securing illumination. Any strong

,
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artificial light hastens assimilation, and thereby causes
plants to grow more rapidly. The practical questions
to be considered are, therefore, the expense of using the

the perianth, and the filaments, notprolonged beyond the
anther. Perhaps only 2 species, although more have
been described. E, "Cardamdmum, Maton, affords the
small Cardamons of commerce, which are the dried
capsules, and which are used in medicine. The large or
China Canlamons are from species of Amomum. The
Cardamons of Nepal and Bengal are Amomum those of
8. India are Elettaria. The Elettaria is native to India.
but is cult, in Jamaica, and it will no doubt thrive in
parts of S. Fla. Plants have been offered by Reasoner
Bros. The Cardamon plant grows 5-10 ft. high, beartng
an erect, jointed, closely sheathed stem, and lanceolate
acuminate entire nearly sessile Ivs. often 2 ft. long: fls.
purple-striped. It is said to prefer shade and a moist
soil.
In three or four years ]tlants give full crops,
but they become more or less exhausted after bearing
three or f<.>ur cro])s. Prop, by dividing the roots and
by seeds. I^ndi^r glass, handled the same as Alpinia.

and determining whuthtr there are injurious elements in the spectrum of the givt-n light.
The spectrum of the electric arc light is the spectrum
of carbon plus that of certain gases incident upon comlight

bustion.

spectrum of the arc light is rich in rays
beyond the luminous part, and these rays
are very injurious to most plants.
These rays of tht*
ultra-violet part of the spectrum are eliminated by a

which

TIte

lie

plain glass, so that -when the electric light is surrounded
by a globe, or when the light is hung above the roof of
the greenhouse, the injuries are reduce<l to a minimum.
Long-continued experiments at Cornell University have
shown that each kind of plant behaves in its own way
in the presence of electric light.
It is not possible to
propnesy what the results may be in a given species. A
few plants, as tomatoes, English cui'umbers, and carrots,
seem to be very little atl'ected either injuriously or beneficially.
Nearly all flowers are hasteufed into bloom by
the intluence uf tin* light, and tbeir colors are often
brighter than under normal conditions
but in many
instances they do not last so long. The best results
are secured if the light is applied to the plants when
they have reached nearly or quite their full stature.
If applied very early in their growth, they tend tu
make tiowers before the plant has attained sufficient
size. In tlorieulture, therefore, the chief practical value
of the electric arc light seems to be its influence in
hastening the flowering of certain pUnits in dark climates, or when plants must be bad for a definite season. For instance, if the light is applied to Easter lilies
for a month before their normal blooming time, the
period of blooiu may be hastened from four to ten days.
Lettuce has shown greater beneficial results from the
application of the electric light than any other plant
with which careful experiments have been made. Lettuce which receives light from the arc lamp for half of
each night may be expected to reach marketable size
from cue to two weeks l>efore the normal crop.
As a rule, better results are secured when the light
runs only half the night.
A common two-tbousan<l
candle-power light has a marked etJect on the growth of
man}' plants at a distance of sixty to even one hundred
feet.
The incandescent light has a similar influence,
but not so marked. The incandescent or Welsbach gas
light is also capable of hastening the growth of plants.
As now understood, the application of the electric
light to the growing of plants is a special matter to be
used when the climate is abnormally cloudy or when it
is desired to hasten the maturity of crops for a particular date. Only in the case of lettuce has it been prove<I
to be of general conmiercial importance; an<! even with
lettuce, it is doubtful if it will pay for its cost in climates which are abundantly sunny. For the literature
of the subject, consult the publications of the Experiment Stations of Cornell University and of West Virgioia.
L. H. B.
;

ELEOCHARIS
inar^ihes}.

ELEPHANT'S EAR
Elephant-Ear Caladium

ELEPHANT'S FOOT.

ELETTARIA

is
is

a name for Begonias.
a Colocasia,

The

Testudhiaria.

(native name). Scitaminctce(v. Differs
in technical characters, as in the slender
tube of the perianth, the presence of internal lobes in

Amomum
34

L.

II.

B.

ELEUStNE

(Greek, Ji:h:u.si.^. the town where Ceres,
Graminea-.
tlie goddess of harvests, was worshipped).
Chab Grass. Yahd Grass. Coarse, tufted annuals, with
the stout unilateral spikes digitate at the apex of the
culm. Spikelets several-tM.; arrangeii in two rows
along one side of u continuous rachis, rachiUa articulate
above the empty glumes: fls. perfect or the upper one
standnate: grain loosely enclosed by the fl. -glume and
Species o or Ti in trojiicrd regions of the Old
palet.
\V<'rld. Some are valued as
Africa, India, and
other eastern counFor E. uEijyptlaca

i-eri*als in

some
tries.

see DdcfijlocteniHnt.
Ga?rtn.

Don's

Wire Grass.

Fig. 757.

fndica,

Tail.
f(l

4^^ ^

%

Er(M-t. 2-4 ft. high
ascending, flattened

M

;

:

culms
spikes

n-7. about 2-4 in. long, digitate, often with one or two

Oijper(iceiT.

R. Br. Hair-like. 6 in. high, making grass-like mats. E.
ovita, R.Br. Culms nearly terete, 12 in. high: head globose or ovate.
L, H. B.

from

;

(Greek-made word, meaning delighting

Rush-like native plants,
mostly of low.wirv j,'rowt.h, and commonest in marshes
and on muddy shores. They are mostly perennial. The
culms are simple, terete or angular, bearing a spherical
or oblong head of inconspicuous fls.: Ivs. usually reduced to mere sheaths. They are interesting for the
borders of ponds, and are very easy to naturalize. Three
species have been offered by collectors: E. equiBetoides,
Torr. A shore plant, with terete hollow culms 2-'^ ft.
high, and cylindrical Iieads about the thi<-kness of tho
culm; resembles horse-tail (Equisetuml. E. acicul^ris,
in
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lower down
fld.

:

spikelets 3-0-

Blooms from June

October.—

A

very

to

common

cultivated fiebls
and duoryards in the South,
often troublesome as a weed

grass

iu

on lavms.

759,

Eleusine coracana.

AfriGi^rtn.
Fig. 758. Erect,
2-4 ft high, closely related to
coracana,

can Millet.
lii'li'-'i.

habit,
India,

and much resembling E.
Can be distinguished from it by its stouter

sh'irter, broader and larger spikes.
China and Japan for the Lcrain. Beer

—

Cult,

in

is brewed
from the c^rain in Abyssinia. In cult, in America as
an ornamental grass. Coracana means "of the crows."

Barcinon6nsis, Costa. Culms tufted, 6 in. to 1
higb leaf-blades short, about one-sixteenth of an
:

ft.

in.

ELSHOLTZIA

ELEUSINE
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wide, obtuse at the apex: spikes broad, 2-4, diji:itate,
1-1/2 in. lon^; spilielets closely imbricate, 5-fld.— Int.
into Amer. on ballast, and in cult, as an ornaiuental
plant.
p. B. Kennedy.

ELETJTHEROCOCCUS

eleiitheros, free,

(Greeli,

.and

kokko^, liernel; the seeds are easily detached from
the flesh). AraU(lc€(r. Ornamental hardy shrul'S, witli
numerous erect, spiny stems, rather
large, digitate lys., inconspicuous
greenish fls., and black berries in
umbels. They prefer a somewhat
moist and rich soil, and are well
adapted as single specimens on the
lawn or in borders of shrubberies
for the handsome bright green foliage. Prop, by seeds and root-cuttings.
Three species in E. Asia,
with alternate, long-petioled, di;.;itate Ivs. fls. small, greenish, polygamous-dioecious, 5-raerous, pedicelled, in terminal, peduncled umbels: berry roundish oval, black,
shining, 5-seeded.
:

Shrub,

senticdsus, Ma.xim.

to

15

the branches densely covered
with slender spines: Ifts. 5, rarely
3, oblong, usually narrowed at the
base, acute, sharply and doubly ser759. Winter bud of
rate, sparingly hispid above, with
Elodea. Nat. .size.
bristly hairs on the veins beneath,
4-6 in. long: fr. about
in. high. July. N. China. Git.
ft.,

^:>,

Alfred Rehder.

^-•^^•^-

ELIOT, JABED, author of the first American book on
was born November 7, 1685, atid died April
He was the grandson of John Eliot, the "apostle of the Indians," and was pastor at Killingworth,
Conn., from October 26, 1709, until his death. He was a
agriculture,

22, 17611.

botanist, and the leading consulting physician in New
England. He introduced the mulberry tree into C'onnecticut, wrote an essay upon the silkworm, and discovered a process of extracting iron from ferrugineous

sands.

His "Essays upon Field-Husbandry," begun

in

1748, formed the first American book devoted exclusively to agriculture. It is now extremely rare. He was
a high-minded, progressive and useful citizen.
IMany
of bis sermons were separately reprinted. Jared Eliot
and Samuel Deane were among the few agricultxirai
writers of note in the period before American horticulture was considered distinct from agriculture, \y^ ji.

ELLI6TTIA (after Stephen Elliott, South Carolina's
early and excellent botanist.
For a fine portrait and
sketch of him, see G.F. 7:204-206). ISririiceiv. A genus
allied to Rhododendron and Ledum, witli three species,
of which the most interesting is an extremely rare native southern shrub, with delicate white flowers, an
inch in diameter, composed of 4 slender petals, and
borne in racemes 6-10 in. long. John Saul once advertised it, and P. J. Berokmans, of Augusta, Ga., still cultivates it. The two Asiatic species are inferior in size
and beauty of flowers. Important generic characters
which distinguish this genus from Leiophyllum and
Cladothamnus are
flowers terminal, racemose; petals
3-5, entire: anthers 4-10, opening by irregular cracks:

This was afterwards cleared, and not a vestige
of Elliottia remains. A small patch is said to exist in
Edgefield county, S. C, near the city of Augusta, Ga.,
but all my efforts to find it have failed.
The only plants which the writer has ever been able to
propagate came from suckers. A few of these were sent
to the Arnold Arboretum and to Kew Gardens. No seed
has ever been produced upon our specimens, which are
3 acres.

now

15 feet high.

ELM.

p. J.

Beeckmans.

See i'lmus.

(Greek, marshif). Hydrocharidcicea. This
9 species of aquatic herbs, including the Ditch-moss, an interesting hardy perennial
plant found in slow streams and ponds nearly throughout North America, except the extreme north. It is
particularly desirable for home and school aquaria. It
is a slender, wholly submerged jilant, with branching
stems 4 in. to 3 ft. long, according to the depth of the
The pistillate fls. are raised to the surface by
water.
The minute
their long calyx tubes, and float there.
staminate fls., which are rarely seen, commonly break
off below, rise to the surface, float about, open, and
shed their pollen. The fruit ripens below the surface,
and the seeds rise. This plant is now found abundantly

ELODfiA

genus contains perhaps

Europe, being sometimes known in England as
"Babington's Curse," from the man who introduced it.
It reached England in 1841 and choked up many canals
and waterways, notably the Cam. It was very abundant
in 1852 and 1853, but declined in the next few years.
Ducks, geese and swans are fond of it, and render great
service in getting rid of it. It can be used for manure
where it grows insufficient quantities. Like many other
water plants, it makes heavy buds in the fall (Fig. 759),
which drop to the bottom and grow in the spring.
Canadensis, ]\Iich. {Atxlcharis Canadensis, Planch.
A. Alsiiidstriini, Bab.). Water-weed. Ditch-moss.
Water Thyme. Water Pest. Lys. in whorls of 3 or 4,
or the lower ones opposite, linear, minutely toothed or
fis. white
calyx
not, 2-7 lines long, ^•2-2 lines wide
tube of the pistillate fls. 2-12 in. long; spathes 5-7 lines
long.
B.B, 1:93.
w. M. Tricker and W. M.
in

:

;

ELODES. See ffypericum.

ELSHOLTZIA (John Sigismund Elsholtz, author of
an unpublished Flora Marcica, the MS. of which is in
Labidlw. Herbs or underthe Royal Library, Berlin)
shrubs, in tempterate and tropical Asia, with fls. in
corolla oblique or 2spikes: calyx tubular, 5-toothed
lipped, the upper lip 4-toothed in the typical species
(described below), the lower longer and entire or somestamens 4, separated. One is in the
what creuulate
.\mer. trade.
;

;

:

ovary 3-5-celled.
racemdsa, Muhl.

Shrub, 4-10 ft. high, l)rancbes slender: Ivs. alternate, oblong, acute at both ends, glandular-mncronate, entire, thin, membranous, 3-4 in. long,
1-lK in. wide; petioles slender, grooved, hairy, about I
in. long: calyx lobes 4, short, rounded: stamens 8
fr.
unknown. Wet, sandy woods of S. C. and Ga. G.F. 7:
:

205-

W. M.
by John Saul were incorrectly named, and he refunded whatever amount bad
been charged for all plants sold by him. They proveii
to be Sfyrax grandiflora. The only plants now known
to exist are a few specimens collected by the writer, in
company with Dr. Asa Gray in ]87:i,'in a patch in
Columbia county, Ga. which covered an area of ahout
The plants formerly

760.

Elsholtzia cristata.

offered

,

cristata, Willd. Fig. 760. Twelve to 18 in. high, with
opposite, petioled, ovate-oblong toothed Ivs. and small,
light blue fls. in crowded, more or less 1-sided spikes:
calyx enlarging in fr. Asin. B.M. 2560. -Hardy annual,
with very aromatic foliage and attractive, upright
habit. Said to be a good bee plant.
l_ jj. B.

;

ELYMUS
enveloped).
GraErect perennial
grasses, with flat or convolute Ivs. and closely-fltl. terminal spikes: spikelets 2-G-fld., often long-awned, the uppermost imperfect, sessile, in pairs (rarely in 3's or 4's)
at the alternate notches of the continuous
or articulat/rachis, forming terminal spikes; empty
filumcs acute
or awn-pointed, persistent and suhtending the Us
like an involucre. Species about 20, in the
temperate
regions of Eu., Asia and N. Amer. For A'. Hijstris, see

Asperella.

arenirius, Linn.
Sea Lyjie Grass. Stout, coarse
perennial, 2-8 ft. high, with strong, creeping rootstocks:
Ivs. long, rigid, smooth
spikes dense, terminal, 0-12 in.
long; spikelets about 1 in. long and M^-rtd.-One of the
best grasses known for Ijinding the drifting sands of
"ur Atlantic and Pacific coasts, e^^pecially when combined with Beach Grass (see A mmoph Ha arenaria
The
seed is also used by the Digger Indians for food.
:

) .

Canadensis,

^

Grass.

Canada Lyme Grass.

Linn.

Rather

with broad,

Tekrel

smooth perennial, 3-.'J ft. high,
6-12 in. long
spikes 4-9 in. long,
spikelets very rigid, 3-5-fld.: fl.-

stout,

flat Ivs.

:

exserted, nodding;

glumes long-awned. Common in low thickets and
along streams in rich open
woods t h roHg bout the
country. — Cult.
as
an
ornamental plant.
Var.
glaucifoliuB, Gray (E.

:

1%

rupted, bearing branching
clusters of spikelets at

Common

in

the Rocky mountain regions and the Pacific slope.
— Useful for binding the
loose sands on railway
banks. Cult, as an ornamental grass.
glatlcus, Regel.

tried in the East.

seeds

hairs
1

:

Ivs.

line long.

pinnatifid, lobes
numerous, short,
or sharply cut: ovules about 10:
Calif. G.C. III. \\-:S.V^.
-^ jj

EMP£)TKUM (Greek, ev, in, petros, rock growing
often on rocks), ^mpetriicece. Crowbekry. Evergreen,
hardy, xjrostrate or creeping, heath-like shrubs, with
small, crowded Ivs., inconspicuous purplish fls., and
globose, red or black, edible berries. They grow best in
moist, sandy or peaty soil, and are especially handsome
Prop, usually by cuttings of nearly ripfor rockeries.
ened wood in late summer under glass. One species
northern
through the
hemisphere in mountainous and
arctic regions, also in S. America. Lvs. generally linear, thick, alternate
fls. dioecious, small, 1-3 axillary,
nearly sessile, 3-merous: fr. a 6-10-seeded drupe.
;

usually 5-fld., densely villous - pubescent, short awned. Turkestan. — Rarely in cult, as an ornamenp, B,

(meaning obscure}. Cotnpositw. About 20
species of American herbs, chiefly western, often woody
at base. The following was introduced by Franceschi,
Wanta Barbara, Calif., and has fls. 2?y in. across, with
yellow rays and a black disk. Has probably never been

somewhat toothed

:

grass,

L. H. B.

£NC£LIA

soft

A

glaucous-leaved, dense, cespitose, hardy perennial grass
.S-4
ft. high,
with very
Ivs.
short, smooth
and
erect, elongated spikes
erect,
spikelets in 2's,

tal

E. purpurea, Cass. (E. sonchifolia, DC, not Hort. Camliji
sonchifolia, Linu. Senecio sonchifolia. Mceuch). Radical Ivs.
often morf^ or less lyrate, stem Ivs. broader and clasping, the
heads fewer in the cluster and the involnere scales nearly as
lon^' as tlie rtorets. Apparently not in cult, iu this country,

each branch loaded with broadly bell-sliaped, pendulous,
unwithering flowers, about half an inch long, of creamy
yellow. The general effect of a branch suggests the
lily-of-the-valley, but the foliage is pinnatilld.
The
lasting character of the fl. distinguished the genus from
its allies, the nearest of any garden value being Phacelia. Corolla lobes 5; stamens 5; style 2-cut. The species named below belongs to a section of the genus,
with calyx lobes broader downward, and coarsely pitted
seeds. All the others have the calyx lobes broader upwards and the seeds more or less wrinkled transversely.
pendulifldra,
Bentb.
Californi,v
Yellow
or
Golden Bells. Somewhat sticky, with long or short,

dense

tufts, stout
spikes 8 in.
to
ft. long, very variable, compact or
inter-

each joint.

culture in any good soil. Blooms from July until frost,
if sown as soon as weather is settled.

EMMENANTHE

condensitus.Presl. Giant
The largest
of the native Eye Gr.asses,
growing to the height of
in

Flora's

(Greek, enduriny flower; the persistent corollas retain their shape when dry like everlasting flowers). Hydrophylld.cea'.
Half a dozen annual herbs from western North America, of wliich tlie
most interesting species was introduced to cultivation
in 1802, under the name of California Yellow or Golden
Bells.
It grows 9-12 in. high, forming bushy plants,

RvE Grass.

culms

Tassel Flower.

Fii;. Tiil.
A neat annual, erect, 1-2 ft.,
glabrous or sparsrly hairy, the long stems terminated
by clusters of small scarlet (golden yellow in the fona
called Cacillia Uitt'ii, Hort.) heads: Ivs. lance-oblong or
ovate-laneeolate, clasping the stem, remotely crenatedentate: involucre scales much shorter than the florets.
E. Ind., Philippines.— This much-named annual is one
of the commonest garden flowers.
It is of the easiest

Paint Brush.

:

glaucifdlins,
Plort. ),
is
pale and glaucous throughout, with usually more
slender awns. Cult, as an
''•rnamental grass.

ft.:

necio sagittatus, Hottm.).

Calif6rnica, Nutt.
^Yoody at base, 2-t ft. high,
strong-scented, rather hoary, or becnmiug green
Ivs.
1-2 in. long, ovate to broadly lanceolate, usually entire,
indistinctly 3-ribbed from the base, abruptly stalked:
rays numerous, 2-4-toothed: seeds obovate, with long,
silky hairs on the callous margins and a shallow notch
at the tip.

,

.i-lO
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enc1':ph.vlart(.)s

fiLYMUS (Greek, rollnl np or
mineix:.
Lvmb Grass. Wild Rye.

Kennedy.

:

EMtLlA (perhaps a personal name). Compdsitce.
Herbs, perennial or anrelated to Senecio,
nual
but always without rays
heads rather small, the involucre very simple and
cup-shaped, with no small

761.

Emilia flammea.
head X .'3.

Separ:i,te

scales: akenes with .5 acute ciliate angles: florets
dozen or more species have been deperfect.
scribed from Africa, tropical Asia and Polynesia. One
species in common cult.

<-'Uter

A

all

nigrum, Linn. Lvs. linear to linear-oblong, glabrous
or nearly so, entire, ,^«-Hin. long
fls. purplish:
fr.
black, about one-fifth in. in diam. Var. purpilreum. ])('.
Fr. red. Arctic and boreal N. Am. Var. nibrum, D('. [E.
ruhrum, Vahl). Y^oung branches and margins of lvs.
villous, hence the plant grayish green: fr. red. Antarctic S. Am. B.R. 21:1763.
Alfred Rehder.
:

:

ENCEPHALARTOS

(Greek, en, within, kephale, head,
artos, bread; alluding to the brtad-like interior of
Cycaddceie. Grand cycads from tropical and
the trunk)
southern Africa, grown chiefly for their splendid evergreen foliage. Nineteen or less species. The fine-et picture of an Encephalartos in any American periodical is
probably that in Garden and Forest 4:209. accomi>any-

and

.

flimmea, Cass. (E. sagittita, DC. E. sonchifdlin,
Hort. not DC. E. sonchlfblia, Linn., var. sagittiitcf,
Clarke. Cacdlia coccinen, Sims, B.M. 564.
C. sonrhifdlia, Hort., not Linn.
!??O. sagittita, Vahi.
,

KNDIVE

ENCEPHALARTOS
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ing an article from William Watson, of Kew, whose remarks are here condensed. These plants are specially
suited for large conservatories, the fronds being not
easily injured. They should succeed outdoors South.
Some of the Kew specimens must be nearly a century
old. The trunks of some kinds grow only a few inches

years. The specimen illustrated had a stem 5
in circumference, nearly 3 ft. high, and crowned by
whorl of new
107 leaves, each 3 ft. long, and rigid.
leaves is produced each year, the latest one having 34
about
7% feet in
was
whole
head
The
leaves.
full sized
diameter. Most kinds prefer a sunny, tropical house,

in

many

ft.

A

but S. hracltijphijUus and perhaps others may be grown
in a cool greenhouse if kept a little dry in winter. The
cones are always interesting and often very decorative.
Those of M. rillosus are twice as large as a pineapple,

orange-yellow, half-revealing the scarlet fruits.
Cycads are propagated by seeds; also by offsets or
suckers. They are slow-growing, except in very warm
houses. They like a strong, loamy soil. While making
new growth they need plenty of water. See Ci/cas. The
woolliness of the stem and leaf-segments varies with the
age of the plants and of the leaves.
The pith and central portion of the cones of some
species form an article of food among the Kaffirs, hence
the common name of Kaffir Bread. The mo.st widely
known species in cultivation are U. viUo^us, E. Aliensteinii a.mlE. punrieiis. Though very handsome Cycads,
they are Vjy no means popular.
Some other Cycads frequently produce seed in conservatories, but Encephalartos seldom does, and plants
are, therefore, usually imported. Dry trunks, weighing
frequently from 50-75 pounds, have been received from
South Africa. They often remain dormant for a year or
more, and do not make ornamental specimens for two or

more

years.
In the following descriptions "rachis" refers to the
midrib of the leaf on which the leaflets or segments are
borne, and "petiole " means the portion of the leaf below where the leaflets begin.
A.

re.

Apex

of leaflets

Form

D.

Margin

E.

always strong-pointed.

of leaflets linear.
of leaflets revolute.

cycadifdlius.Lehm. {F.Friderici-GuilWmi,hphm.
E. cycadifdliuSyVSir. Friderici-Guiliilmi, Rod.). Trunk
woolly at first: rachis and petiole ashy-pubescent: leafI.H. 29:459. G.F.
lets opposite and alternate, linear.
G.

4:209.
EE.

Margin

of leaflets not revolute.

Rachis
pilngens, Lehm. {Zdmia pungens, Ait.).
and petiole glabrous: leaflets long-linear, dark green,
also
sold.
glaiica
is
Var.
beneath.
rigid, flat, striated
7.

DD.

Form
E.

of leaflets lanceolate.

Bachis glabrous.

CAfJer, Miq. {E. Cdffra, Hort.). Petiole 3-angIed:
alteruate, narrower at the base, twisted, the
younger ones with 1 or 2 teeth. R.H. 1869, p. 233. Not
B.M. 4903, which is E. longifolius, var. Eookeri.
8.

leaflets

EE.

Rachis spidery-pubescent.

Ciffer, var. brachyphylluB, DC. (E. brachyphyllus,
Rachis and blades of the lower leaflets spideryLehm.
male cones sessile instead of peduncled.
pubescent
The pinna? are erect, and longer and narrower than in
E. Caffer.
W. M., P. J. Berckmans and W. H. Taplin.
9.

) .

:

ENCHOLtEIUM.

Consult Tillandsia.

ENDIVE

(Ciehdrium Endivia). Compdsitw. See
During summer and fall, well-blanched
Cichoriiim.
heads of Endive may be found in all our large city
markets, and are appreciated to some extent, especially
among the foreign part of our population. We seldom
see Endive in American home gardens, or in small
local markets. In the absence of lettuce during the latter part of the season. Endive serves as an acceptable

Leaflets toothed {sometimes entire in No. 1).

E. Petiole 4-angled

:

foliage glaucous,

plum-like

i.

e.,

covered with

^^blootn."

Trunk woolly or not: leaflets op1. hdrridus, Lehni.
posite or alternate, lanceolate, mostly entire, sometimes
toothed. Var. glaiica is presumably more glaucous than
the type. B.M. 5371.
BB. Petiole sub-cylindrical

foliage nol glaucous.

:

Leaves darl; green: trunk not icoolhj.
Leaflets mostly opposite, lan2. Altensteinii, Lehm.
ceolate.
B.M. 71«2-3. G.C. 11. 6:392, .393, 397; III.
c.

2:281; 12:489-93.
oc.

Leaves

light green:

Lehm.

Leaflets
B.M. 6654.
linear-lanceolate.
13:181.
3:400;
7:21;
1:513;
3.

yilldsus,

trunk woolly.
opposite

E.H.

AA. Leaflets not toothed (except in young
and 9, and also in No. 1).
B.

or alternate,

1897:.36.

G.C.

II.

Ivs. of JYos. S

Foliage glaucous.

L^hjn&nni, hehm. {Cffcas LShmanni,'Hort. ). Trunk
not woolly: rachis and petiole obtusely 4-angled; leaflets nearly opposite, narrowly or broadly lanceolate,

762.

Green Curled Endive

tied

up

tor

blanching.

4.

rarely 1-toothed.

Gt. 1865:477."

BB. Foliage not glaucous.
0.

Apex

of leaflets

mostly obtuse, pointless.

Trunk not woolly, at length
rachis and petiole 4-cornered but flatfish aVjove:
lowest leaflets often 1-3-toothed, margin somewhat revolute: wool soon vanishing from the rachis and leaflets.
Var. revoliltns, IMii]., has the margins more distinctly
revolute. Var. angustilolius has narrower, flat leaflets.
Var. Ho6keri, DC, has narrowly lanceolate leaflets, not
glaucous but intense green, and rachis not woolly. B.M.
4903, erroneou.sly named F. Caffer, is referred to this
place by a recent specialist, though the h'afl(t.s itrc distinctly pointed in the picture.
5.

tall:

longiJdlius,

Lehm.

salad, and is well worthy of greater attention than it receives, especially as it is of easy culture. Select any
ordinary good garden soil. Sow seed thinly in drills,
which need not be more than a foot apart, but thin the
plants promi)t]y to about the same distance in the rows,
and keep free from weeds, and also well cultivated and
hoed. When the plants have attained nearly their full
growth, gather up the leaves and tie them lightly at
their tips (Fig. 762). In from two to three weeks' time,
according to weather conditions, tlie heart will blanch
beautifully, and tlie plant shotihl then be promptly used
or marketed, as decay sets in soon after this stage of
(levelo])m(^nt.
The blanching may also be done by
sliiipirtg a large-sized but short tile or piece of tile over
eacli jdaut, after the leaves :ire gathered up and held
closely together.
Thi^ varietal differences are slight, and consist mostly

ENDIVE

EPACRIS

In variations of formof leaves. The standard variety
thrown in America is called Green Curled. In Eurdpean
catalogues we tind a number of varieties listed and described. Among tliem Moss Curled, Rouen, and Broad-

leaved are the most popuLar.

ENEMIES.

This word

rp

Gkeinek

found increasingly useful
to include the work of Insects and Diseases, which see.
Also consult ^Spraying and Tools.
is

ENKIANTHUS

^

(Greek words, referring to shape of
the Andromeda-like tiowers). Also written bJnkijanthus. ±Jricdceie. A genus of 5 species of shrubs, allied
to our familiar Andromeda, Zenobia and Pieris (the
last of which it most resembles in habit), and distinguished from these genera by the obtuse anthers, 2horned at the top on the back, and long pores: seeds
3-5-wiDged. China, Japan and Himalayas. A\ Japonicus
is very showy in autumn, with its brilliant yellow foliage more or less marked with red, and its strongly contrasting black berries. In early spring it iiears numerous umbels of Andromeda-like Us. Pot-grown plants
are obtained through dealers in Japanese plants. The
species is hardy as far north as Washingtoji, I). C., and
perhaps farther. Enkianthus is a genus of glabrdus
shrubs: branchlets somewhat whorled: buds furnished
with deciduous bracts: Ivs. stalked, leathery and evergreen or membranous and deciduous, entire or minutely
toothed: fls. in terminal umbels, white, rosy or scarlet,
drooping or merely nodding; calj^x small, 5-cut; crolla
urceolate or broadly bell-shaped, w^ith 5 spreading or
reflexed lobes; stamens 10: ovary 5-celled. Four kinds
are grown abroad under glass. Equal parts of loam and
peat, and careful potting, are advised. Prop, by cuttings
of ripe wood, inserted under glass in spring without
heat; also,

by layering out of doors.
Hook. Lvs. crowded at the ends

of l.iranchl^i-2 in. long, short-stalked, obovate when young,
ovate when older, acute, serrulate, deciduous: tls. drooping, pure white; pedicels 8 lines long, glabrous; corolla
globose, with 5 sacs at the base, a contracted mouth, and
5 small, revolute lobes: capsule narrow, erect. Japan.
Jap6iiicU8,

lets,

B.M. 5822. R.H.

1877, p. 467.

G.C.

III. 21:357.

arbor^scens, R.Br. Attaining 30 ft.: the heart-shaped
outline of the leaf broken on each side, about two-thirds
of the way toward the tip, by a projection /yiu. longer
nearly as long as the tip of the leaf: lvs. 6 in. long, 4 in.
wide, doubly serrate. New Zeal. B.M. 2480. Int. by

—

Franceschi.

ENTEROLOBIUM

Legii(meaning not obvious).
Six species of tropical trees, of which 2 have
S. Calif. Unarmed: lvs. bipinnate:
tls. green-ish,
in large heads or clusters; corolla 5toothed; stamens any number up to 10, purple or white.

minds<x.

been introduced into

A. Pod hent hack in a comphfe circle.
cyclocdrpum, Griseb. Pinnae in 4-9 pairs: Ifts. in
20-30 pairs, unequal-sided, oblong, pointed.
Cuba,
Jamaica, Venezuela.
AA. Pod forming half or tivo-thirds of a circle.
Timboiiva, Mart.
"A truly magnificent tree, with
shining bark and spreading head, sure to become popular in the South. Hardy at Naples, Itixly."— Franceschi.

EOMfiCON

(Greek, eastern poppy).
Papaverctcece.
hardy herbaceous perennial jdant with white
fls., destined to no great popularity, but interesting to
lovers of hardy borders. Hooker writes: "A beautiful
monotypic genus, intermediate between Stylophorum
and Sanguinaria, differing from both in the scapose
habit, racemose fls. and sepals confluent in a membranous, boat-shaped spathe, and further from Stylophorum in the form of the lvs. and color of the fls., and
from Sanijuinaria in the'four petals and elongate style."
The plant is hardy with Woolson at Passaic, N. J.
chion^ntha, Hance. Rootstock creeping, ascending,
stalks twice
fall of yellow sap: lvs. all from the root

A

rare,

;

as long as the blades; blades 3-Gin. long, heart-shaped,
concave, broadly sinuate, rounded at the apex, bright

pale green above, almost glaucous beneath: scape 1 ft.
high, reddish: fls. 2 in. across, white; petals 4. Spring.

China, not Japan. B.M. 6871,

EOPfiPON.

E. campanuldtus Nicholson. Fls. axillary, droopine, in
short racemes, dark red throughout, without sacs at the base;
corolla 4
pedicels sometimes minutely haii-y,*J-9 Hues long
lines across, with 5 erect lobes. In the forests of Japan sometimes 30 ft. high. Has brilliant foliage. Northern Jap. B.M.
7059.— £. Himalaicus, Hook. L%'s. L'-3 in. long, niirrower above
the middle and more tapering tliim in E. Japonicus, and acuter
at the base, pubescent beneath when young: fls. drooping, 6-1-t
in an umbel; pedicels hairy: corolla dull yellowish red, streaked
I'rigliterned, without sacs at the base, and erect lobes. B.M.
0400. R. H. 1888, p. 512. The bright red petioles and leaf-margins are possessed to a lesser degree in the next species, but
tills has yellowish pedicels and the next species red ones.—
Lvs. longer petioled than in the rest,
hj. quinqueflbrus, Lowe.
MVftl. and more abruptly pointed; ealj^x colored like the corolla
other kinds: fls. drooping, scarlet,
the
instead of green, as in
-iometimes white at tips, with 5 sacs, wliich are shorter than in
1819:-221.
B.M. 1049. G.C. HI. 21:357. BR.
E. Japonicus. R.H.
-^y -^i
11:884-5. The buds are particularly interesting.
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cymes; sepals 4-5; petals 4-5; stamens numerous, free:
ovary 4-b-celled; cells many-ovuled: style simple.

"w. ji.

See Trichosanthes.

,

;

A

ENTADA

genus
(a Malabar name). Leguminbsce.
of 13 species of tropical, woody, spineless climbers, with
bipinnate lvs. White tls., in spike-like racemes. One
kind has lately been introduced from the West Indies to
the southern states. It makes a quick growth. Petals
stamens 10, free, exfree or slightly cohering, valvate
serted: anthers crowned with a deciduous small gland:
:

The lvs. often beartendrils. Some
of the species yield "Sea Beans" (G. F. 7:503).
polystichya, DC. At length tendril-bearing: pinnae
ovary many-ovuled.

in 4-6 pairs: Ifts. in 6-8 pairs, oblong, rounded at apex;
racemes in terminal panicles: pod oblong, straightish.

Trop. Amer.

fiPACRIS

(Greek-made

name, upon

summit

the

;

referring to their habitat). MJpacHdt(ce/F. Al»out 25-30
heath-like shrubs of Australia, New Zealand, etc., of
which half a dozen or less are gro\\'n as cool greenhouse pot-plants. Lvs. small and entire, usually sharppointed, sessile or short-.stalked, scattered or sub-opposite: fls. small and axillary, short-stalked, the flowering
stems being elongated leafy spikes. The fls. are regucalyx bracteate
corolla tubular, 5lar and perfect
stamens
toothed, white or shades of purple and red
5: ovary 5-loculed, ripening into either a fleshy or capsular fruit. Distinguished from Ericas by the bracteate
or scaly calyx, and the anthers opening by slits rather
than pores. In the Old World, Epacrises are prized by
those who grow heaths, and many good varieties are
known. They bloom in early spring or late winter. The
varieties of -£-'. impressamaj he flowered for Christmas;
carnation house,
perhaps others may be so treated.
50°-55°, suits them well. There are double-fld. forms.
The most important to the horticulturist are:
;

;

;

A

Three ft., erect, twiggy, downy:'
inipr6S3a, Labill.
horizontal or deflexed, narrow-lanceolate and sharp:
in. long), tubular, pendent, on
fls. rather large (often
very short stalks, red or white. B.M. 3407. There are
many forms: var. parvillbra, Lindl., B.R. 25:19; U.
canipannldta, Lodd., with broader fls., L. B.C. 20:1925;
£. renvflora, Grab., B.M. 3243; A'- i;(i'd//,9, Lodd.,
snow white, L.B.C. 19:1821, B.R. 18:1531; £. varidblongiiI6ra, Cav.
ilis, Lodd., blush, L.B.C. 19:181G;
Willd.). Stems
-£7. grandiflora
{U. minidta, Lindl.
or cordatelvs. ovate-pointed
woolly, straggling
pointed, sessile or nearly so, raany-xsrved: fls. long
(nearly 1 in.), red at base and whitb at the limb, cylinlvs.

%

,

:

ENTELfiA

(Greek, complete; the stamens

all fertile,

a distinguishing feature). Tllictcece. Perhaps 3 species
of trees from New Zealand and Tahiti. The following is
said to be an extremely fa.st grower in S. Calif., and is
cult, abroad under glass, but, from the picture cited, it
seems not worth the space in northern greenhouses.
Lvs. 5-nerved, stellate-pubescent: lis. white, in terminal

B.M. 982. B.R. 31 :5. -Handsome. Var. spl6ndens, Hort., has brighter colors.
acuminata, Benth. Lvs. ovate, acuminate, clasping,
ascending: fls. small, red, the corolla tube not much
exceeding the calyx.

drical.'

— —

purpur^scens, R. F-r. Lvs. ovate-acuminate, troughds.
shaped, tipped witli a lout^ curved point or spine
short, the calyx nearly equaling the corolla, white or
3:237.
L.B.C.
double-Hd.
form.
pinliish.
There is a
(i.e. II. 5:340. — Prohahlv identical with E. pulcheUa,
Cav.
:

Lvs. small, elliptic or linear, thick
small, white, the spikes more or less
L.B.C. 3:292.

obtusifblia, Smith.

and obtuse

:

one-sided.

fls.

Other trade names are £. ardentissima. Fis. crimson. E.
hyacinthiflhra, var. candidissima, white, early, and var. fulgens, pink.— .E. hyhrida superha is merely a eatalogiie name for
mbced kinds of Epaci-is.—-F. rubella. Fls. liriglit red. E.salrnhnea.
L. H. B.

The genus Epacris (though perhaps not as well known
as the Ericas, with which they are usually grown, requiring the same culture) furnishes the cool greenhouse
with some of the most beautiful hard-wooded llowering
plants known, the tls. embracing a good range of color.
Where a good variety of these plants is grown, the
flowering period extends from the end of Januarj^to the
end of April. After flowering, the upright or bushy
species should receive whatever ptruuing may be necessary to secure a well-shaped plant, while the pendulous
varieties will require the shortening of only the strongest branches to induce a more even growth. If uecessary, potting should be done at this time, and those
which do not need repotting should have the drainage
of their pots made perfect, as a water-logged condition
of the soil is fatal to these plants. The soil best suited
to them is two parts good flbrous peat, one part leafmold, and one part silver sand.
In potting, small
shifts should be given and the soil pressed as firmly as
possible in the pots. After potting and pruning, the
plants should be placed in a temperature of G0-65°, and
syringed on all fine days to encourage fresh growth.
During the summer they should be placed outside, in a
position w^here they would receive some shade during
the hottest part of the day, and the pots should be
plunged in ashes or other non-conducting material.
Careful watering is necessary at all times with these
plants.
If allowed to become dry, they will lose their
lower lvs., which spoils their appearance; at the same
time a saturated condition of the soil is fatal to them.
Though they may he propagated by seeds, the use of cut
tings of the young growth is more expeditious. These
should be about 1 inch in length and the tip ends of
the young growths. They may be inserted thickly in
pans of sharp silver sand, with a glass bell-jar placed
over them to keep them close.
The pans should be
plunged in the propagating bed and the cuttings carefully watered and shaded till rooted. The moisture
which collects in the bell-jars should be wiped out two
or three times a day, and a little ventilation from the
bottom admitted after about the third day, removing
the bell-jars altogether as the cuttings become rooted,
which usually takes two or three weeks. When nicely
rooted, they should be potted singly into thumb-pots
and grown along, pinching when necessary to induce a

bushy

habit.

Edward

J.

Canning.

a good plan to plunge pots of Epacris in an open
position and cover the plants during June and July with
lath racks. About August, begin to remove the racks
a few hours each day until the middle of September.
Then remove the racks altogether.
This practice
hardens the wood and insures the setting of buds. A
top dressing is a great help to Epacris and all hardwooded plants. Hay or straw, run through a hay cutter,
makes the best dressing. It can be put on quickly and
evenly; it protects from the sun; it is light; it'dries
quickly, and has no bad effects, as manure' does in the
case of some hard-wooded plants. The writer has found
the following sorts do well
Diadem, Eclipse, Her
Majesty, Model, Rose Perfection, hyacinthiflora and
vars. candidissima and fulgens, inipressa alba, miniata
'ars. superba and splendens, rubra superba.
H. D. Darlington.
It is

:

EFHEDBA

(ancient Greek name, used by Pliny for
Horse-tail).
Gnet&cae.
Generally low, nuichshrubs, often procumbent and sometimes

branched

climbing, the green branches resembling

—

—
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the

—

.

much

those of

Equisetum, bearing minute, scale-like, sheathing

lvs. in

distant pairs or whorls
fls. inconspicuous, but fr. in
some species decorative, berry-like and scarlet. They
are but rarely grown, and most of them are tender; half
hardy North are E. distachyn, foliatii, Nevadensis,
trifuren.
They can be used for covering dry, sandy
banks or rocky slopes, and are prop, by seeds or by
suckers and layers. About 30 species from S. Europe,
N. Africa, Asia and in extra trop- Amer. Fls. dio?:

clous, in small aments, forming usually peduncled axil
staminate fl. with a 2-4-lobed perianth
lary clusters
and with the 2-8 stamens united into a column pistillate fl.with an urceolate perianth, including a naked ovule,
developing into a nutlet; in some species the bracts of
the ament become fleshy, and form a berry-like syncarp.
Latest monogr.'iph by O. Stapf, in Denkschr. Akad.
Wissensch., Wien, Vol. 50 (1889), (in German and
;

;

Latin
E. distachya, Linn. {E.
)

bent, 1-U

ft.,

\'u]garis, Linn.). Low, of ten procum
lvs. ono-twelftli in. long:

pale or bluish green

aments

u.sually clust^'red,
stamens, pistillate 2-fld.
:

:

staminate oblong
fr.

berry-like.

fls. with about 8
Europe. W. Asia.

:

S.

Aments usually solitary.— J?, folidta.
Kokanica, Rgl.). Procumbent or erect, to 1.5 ft.,

Var. monostachya, Stapf.
Boiss. (E.

bright or bluish green: lvs. ?s-l-10in. long; aments usually
clustered, ovate; staminate-ovate fls. with 3-4 stamens: pistilliite 2-fld.;
fr. berry-like.
W. Asia. E. Nebrodhisis, Tineo.
Erect, with rigid, pale green branches; lvs. J^ in. long; aments
pistillate 2-fid.: fr. berrysolitary or few; staminate globular
like. Mediterr. region to Himal.
E. Nevadensis, Wats. Erect,
2-3 ft., with pale or bluish green branches; lvs. /i in.; aments
usually solitary staminate ovate 6-8-fld. pistillate 2-fld.; fr.
dry, with ovate bracts. Calif., New Mex. E. trifurca, Torr.
Erect, with rigid, yellowish or pale green branches: lvs. in 3's,
connate, about ^4 in. long; aments solitary'
pistillate 1-fld.;
fr. dry, the roundish bracts with transparent margins.
Arizona to Colorado.
ALFRED RehdER.
;

;

;

;

EPIDfiNDEUM (npoH trees, alluding to their epiphyO rch Idhcea', tvihe Epid^ndrew. Epiphytes:
inflorescence simple or branched, nearly always terminal:
claw of the labellum more or less adnate to footless
column, the blade spreading and usually deeply lobed:
X>ollinia 4, 2 in each anther cell, separated.
Nearly 500
species discovered and described from central America.
Epidendrums are noted as the rankest weeds amongst
the orchid tribes. The remarkable success in the raising of hybrids, be it in the genus itself, or with the
related Cattleya and L.Tjlia, has opened a wide field for
the hybridist. Epidendrum seedlings grow freely; the
time required to bring them to the flowering stage is
little compared with other orchids, and it is but a question of a short time till the blood of the Epidendrums
will be infused into the weaker but more gorgeous
flowers of genera more difficult to grow. It is also the
long stem and the grace of the racemes of the Epidendra,
as well as the odor of some of their species, w^hivh the
hybridist will try to blend with the largeness of shortstemmed flowers, of Cattleyas for instance.
therefore
give below a list of the species but rarely found under
cultivation, but the value of which will call for and
justify large importations of their kind before long.
tal habit).

We

George Hansen.
scarcely possible to apply any one rule for the
cultivation of this widely divergent and large genus,
which includes many hundreds of variable individuals
geographically distributed all over tropical America.
For convenience they are treated under their several
separate sections.
It

is

Sec/iOH, J. — Barkeria embraces
several deciduous,
small-growing species which generally deteriorate
sooner or later under cultivation. They succeed best in
small baskets, suspended from the roof in rough, loose
material, such as coarse i>eat fiber, with a small quantity
of live chopped sphagnum moss added to retain mois
ture, this compost freely interspersed with pieces of
charcoiil or broken crocks or potsherds. They are all
subjects for the coolhouse, require a free, moist atmosphere, shade from the suu while growing, and must be
syringed frequently overhead in bright weather. After
the plants have matured growth they should be removed
to a rather sunny location and he syringed overhead
often enough to keep them in sound condition until they
start new action. While resting during winter the tern-

)

)

,

EPIDENDKL'M

EPIDEXDKUM

peratare may ranpe from 50° to 55'^ Fahr. at night, and
a few degrees higher durioK the day. They are increased
by division. This should take place as the plants start
growth action in early spring, allowing at h-ast tlirec
pseudobulbs to each piece.
Section //.—Eucyclium, of which A\ 'ifropnrpin-einti
E. nemorale and A\ prismatocarpn m are good examples,
may be grown either in pots or baskets in ecjual parts
clean peat fiber and live chopped sphagnum, with a
liberal amount of drainage, and excepting i7. vifrlUnuni
which must be grown cool, they require a moist, sunny
location with a winter temperature of 58° to 05'^ Fahr.
by night and several degrees advance during the day.
In February and March, many species will start root or
growth action; such as need it should then l»e repotted
or top-dressed, as occasion requires. The temperature
should be increased several degrees, and a greater
amount of water be allowed with frequent overhea<l
syringing on bright days. Ventilatiim should be given
whenever the weather will permit, to keep the young
growths from damping-off and the atmosphere active;
at this time the plants will need light shading to prevent sun-burning. The stock is increased by cutting
nearly through the rhizome 3 or 4 bulbs behind'the lead,
when starting action this will generally cause the
latent eyes to grow, but the pieces should not be removed until the new growth is well advanced.
;

Section /i/. — Aulizeum includes such species as E.
ciliare, E. cochledfum, etc., the several requirements
being identical with the preceding.

Section JT^ — Euepidendrum. These are mostly tall
growing reed-like species, of which E. evfcfnm- and
E. radicans afford good illustrations. They are best

adapted for pot culture. The pots should be two-thirds
filled with drainage and the compost — consisting of
about equal parts jieat fiber and live sphagnum, w^ell
mixed — pressed in firmly about the routs, leaving the
surface raised a little above the rim in the center when
finished, to shed off surplus water. While the plants are
growing they require a shaded, moist lo(;ation, a <lay
temperature of about 75° Fahr., with 5 or 10 degrees
less at night. They should not be kept too wet at the
roots, but overhead syringing in bright weather is very
beneficial. While at rest, in winter the temperature
should be modified 10 degrees and a nmre sunny location be given, with less frequent syringing, enough only
to keep the canes or pseudobulbs in sound condition.
Young plants often form in the axils of the upper leaves,
and on the old flower stems it is best to let these young
plants remain until they start their second growth, as
they can be more safely removed at that time.
Section T'. — Psilanthemum contains but one species,
E. Stamfordianittn which requires the same general
treatment as those in Section II,
Robekt M (tRE\
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and green fis., crimson spotted, fragrant. Mexico
New Granada. B.M. 475it. G.O. III. 17:055.
AA. Inflorescence
B.

tet-^nlnal.

Stems without biiJhs- : leaves disticho2(s, alternnfe
only top of column free from lip. (Euepidendritm.)
Catillus, Keiclib.

2.

(E. iwperdlor, Hort.).

f.

Fls. cin-

:

:

:

:

white.
9.

New

(irauada, 0,000-9,000

panicul^tum, Ruiz

&

Pav.

ft.

Stems 3-4

ft.

:

fls.

l'^.

27.

bieornutum ami I'identatum are DiCapardaniun,

10. radicans, Pavon (E. rJtisnpho)-um, Batem.). Stems
senii-scandent, up to 5 ft. long, long white roots from
opposite the leaves: fls. np to 2 in. in diam., numerous;
most briiliaut of the red-fiowering species. Guatemala,
amongst heavy grass. Gn. 24:412.

c.

BB. Stems tUichened in/-) pseitdnhnlhs.
Pseiidnhnlbs 3-4-leaved : lohellum adnritc les.<i than
hn If : coliDiin broad-winged. {Barker ia.
11.

f. [Barlci'rla Hcgans, 'Knovjlcs <t
terete, 12 in.: pedicels 24 in.: fls. 5-7,

^legans, Reichb.

Westc). Stems

nodding, 1/2 in. in diam., lilac-purple;
purple blotch. Pacific coast of Mexico.

lip

whitish, with

B.M.

4784.

Skinneri, Bateman {BarlcPria Slcinneri, Past.).
Lvs. ovate-oldong, slienthing the slender stem: peduncle
terminal, bearing rose-lilac flowers about 1 in. across;
petals and sepals nearly equal, petals so twisted at the
base as to present dorsal surface to the observer: labellum ovate, with 3 raised lines, (luatemala. B.R.
22:1881. P.I\I. 15:1 (var. major).
12.

2.

cinnabarinum,

diehromum,

1

im

L id
viteUin

in

vi.

I

CattJ

IS
8

n

I

1

uii

is

osmanthuiu, 19.
paniculatum, 9.
Parkinsonianvin^

3.

c<:ic'hleatiim, 24.

crassifoliu/n,

16.

..Erides.

'20.

cilLire, 23.

5.

17.

elegans, 11.

eveetum,

inacrochitum,
nemorale, 18.
otloratuui

acriums.
Brassavolte, 16.
Catillus,

LiTidleyaiium, 13.
niaculatuin. 21.

prismatoearpuni,
20.

radicans, li).
rhizophorunt,

roseum,

7.

10,

15.

eburneum.

4.

sanguiueum

elliptieum,

5.

Brouglitonia.
Skinneri, 12.

Endresii,6.
falcatum, 25.
fragrans, 26.

Qodseffianum, 20.
imperator, 2, 8.
leucochilum, 8.

is

a

spectabile, 14.

.

Stamfordianum,

tibicinus

is

1

a

^•'^^

^<^>^
—i-.-..*-'?

Schomburgkia
venosum, 22.

A. Tnflorcseevcc radical.
{

1.

Psila nihem urn.

Stamfordianum, Batem.

Stems fusiform.
7-9 in.:

12 in. long: lvs.
large panicles of yellow

763.

?4 in.

across, lilac-])urple, lip whitisii yellow. Venezuela to
Fern, high altitudes. Most freo-fiowering and best of
paniculate species. B.I\I. 5731. l.H. 22:211.

INDEX.
a,urantiacum,

:

nabar red. New Granada. l.H. 21:102.
3. cinnabarinum, Salzmann. Stems 3-4 ft.
fls. orangered, 2 in. in diam., lolies of lip deeply fringed. Beautiful species. Braz. B.K. 28:25.
4. eburneum, Reicbb. f.
Stems terete, 2-.T ft. fls. 3-4
in. in diam., yellowish green; lip iv<)ry w^hite, with yellow calli. Paiuuna, in swamps. B.M. 5043.
5. ellipticum, Graham {E. C7-assi folium, Hook,).
Fls.
on long sca])es. clustered, rose or purple, l-i in. in diam.
Braz. B.M. :;543.
0. findresii, Reichb. f.
Stems 0-9 in.: racemes 0-12flowered: fls. 1 in. in diam., pure white; lip and column
spotted purple. Costa Rica. G.C II. 23:504.
7. ev6ctum. Hook.
Stems 3-5 ft.: peduncles nodding,
ds. rich purple, lip deeply fringed. New Granada.
2 ft.
B.M. 51HI2.
8. leucochilum.Klotzsch (/i/. imyjerd^or, Hort.). Stems
fls. .5-0. on long pedicels, greenish vellow, lii>pure
2 ft.

,

atropurpurenm,

to

Trailine Arbutus or Mayflower.

(See Eplga^t, prico 535.)

)

—

:

— —— — —

—
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EPIG^A

LindletjAna,
13. Lindleyinum, Keiohb. f. (Barheria
Batem.). Stems slender: fls. uumeroiis, about 2 in.
across, roae-purple; labellum with a white disk; petals
broader than the sepals. Central America, 1839.
1-1. spectibile,
Reichb. f. {Barkeria spectdbilix,
Batem.). Floe de Isabal. Stems tufted, cylindrical,
1-5 in. high: Ivs. 2: raceme about G-fld.: tls. 3-4 in.
petals
sepals linear-lanceolate
across, bright lilac
ovate-lanceolate; labellura white at base, red-spotted.

Pseudohulbs fusiform, mo26. frigrrans, Swartz.
nophyllous, 3^ in.: Ivs. 8-12 in.: fls. inverted, 2 in. in
diam., very fragrant, pale greenish or whitish; lip crimson streaked. Guatemala, through the West Indies to
northern Brazil. B.M. 1669.
Once classed in the sepa27. aurantiacum, Batem.
rate group of Epicladium, now often accepted as a species of Cattleva, where it was Hrst referred by Don.
The plant grows with, and much resembles Cattleya
Skinneri. Fls. IK in. across, orange-red. Guatemala.
Garden hybrids; E. BerkeUyi 'Stamfordianum X O'Brieniiuium).- £. Jldrtoni (O'Brienianum X Ibaguense).— £. Deltense (xanthinum X radicaiis).— i\ elegdntulinn (Wallisii X
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;

;

Guatemala.
CO.

I--'-, rarehj J-U-iwed, Inbi'Uiiin (uhiiitt
at ha^ic, or wt up i" the middle, column not
win'jed. [J^neficlium.

Pseudohulbs

atropurptireuin, Willd. (E. maerocli'i'linn, Hook.).
Paeudobulbs ovoid, .i^ in. high: Its. lanceolate, 12-15
peduncle (j-lO-fld. fls.
in. long, dull purple colored
2}'i'm. in diam., purplish brown upon greenish ground;
lip yellowish white, with crimson stripes. Mex. to Venezuela. B.M. 3534. A. P. 6:001).
15.

:

:

var. rdseum, Reichb. f. Sepals and petals purplish,
P.M. 11: 24;i.
lip bright rosy. Guatemala.

Brassivolse, Reichb. f Pseudohulbs pear-shaped
fls. 4 in. across,
Ivs. 6-9 in.: racemes ia-24 in., 6-9-rtd.
sepals and petals narrow, yellowish brown; lip trowelshaped, purple, white and green. Mex. to Guatemala,
16.

.

:

B.M. 5664.
dichrdmum, Lindl. Fls. white, lip rose-colored,
yellow and downy at base. Brazil.
18. nemorile, Lindl. Pseudohulbs sub-globose, .3-4 in.
8,000

ft.

17.

high:
warts

peduncles 2

Ivs. 9-12 in.:

ft.

long, covered with

3-4 in. in diam., rose-colored
lip rosy
mauve, streaked with purple. IMex. B.M. 4606. G.O.
11.

:

fls.

;

A.F. 6:G33.
oamAntlium, Rodrigues {K. Godseffiiinum, Rolfe.

24:332.

19.

E. Caparti(inuyn,'L\n(i\.). Fls. P2 in. across, in large
panicles, light green, suffused with brown; lip white,
Braz. — One of the
lined with rose-purple, fragrant.
handsomest species.

prismatooirpum, Reichb. f. (E. macuUViim,
Pseudohulbs ovoid, tapering, 4-5 in. Ivs. 12-15
Hort.
in.; fls. 13-2 in. across, pale yellow-green, with purplish
lip pale purple, with yellow tip and white
black spots
border. Cent. Amer., 5,000 ft. B.lil. 5336.
Pseudohulbs ovoid, 2 in. long:
21. vitellinum, Lindl.
Ivs. 6-9 in.: peduncles 15-18 in., 10-15-tlowered
fls.
I'innabar-red; Up and column orange. Mex., 6,000-9,000
ft.
B.M. 4107. G.C. III. 10:141.
Var. m^jus, Veitch. Pseudohulbs shorter
racemes
denser: fls. larger and more brilliant. (jA!. III. 12:159.
— Very superior to the species; type no longer imported.
20.

) .

;

;

:

:

Pseudohult)S 1-2-, rareh^ ^-leaved

00c.

to

apex

of

eolnnm.

:

{Aiillsenni

adnatc vp

lip
.)

—

tho-ratflcans.
Sts. 4-5 ft.:
EaepidendruTU
E. arachnoglvssum, Andr6.
New Grafls. rich purple lilac; lip fringed, with orange calli.
Sts. 4-6
nada. R.H. lyy:i:554. — jE. cnemiddphorutn, Lindl.
fls. purple, brown and yellow,
racemes ample, drooping
ft.:
fragrant, Guatemala, 7,UU0 ft, B.M, 5G56.— J?. conej>seum. R.
tls. green, tinged
Br. Scape few- to many.fld.: Ivs. l-:j, thick
;

;

;

witti purple, the sepals spatxilate and revolute, the petals narrower and obtuse, S. Fla, and S, Once offered by Reasoner,—
lip
E. Cooperidmcm, Batem, Sts, 2-3 ft,; fls, yellow-green
bright purple, Braz, B,M, 5654,— J?, EllisU, Rolfe. Fls. carmine-rose, very handsome. Columbia. E. fxilgens, Brongn,
Fls, orange-se.'trlet, in crowded racemes, Guiana to Braz,- £,
E. Ibaguhise,
grdeilis, Lindl,, was once offered by John Saul,
lip yellow.
H,B,K, Sts, 2-3 ft,; fls. orange-scarlet
Granada to Peru, 4,f>00 ft, jE, myridnthum, Lindl, Sts, 3-5
enormous panicles of rich puriile fls,; lip with 2 yellow
ft,;
Guatemala, B,]M, 5550, Once offered by Saul,— 15^, noccalli,
Sts. 2-3 ft,; peduncles 8-10-flowered
fls,
tdrnuin, Linn,
white and yellowish, 5 in, across, very fragrant, S, Fla, and
Mexico to Peru and West Indies, B.M. 3298. Once offered by
Reasoner. E. palpigerum, Reichb, f,
Fls, beautiful lilac,
Mexii'o.—,E, P^di'/i, Rolfe, Sts, 4-6 ft, high; fls,lightpurple: lip
with white disk, in numeroiis racemes, Costa Rica, E. Pseudepldendruni, Reichb, f,
Sts, 2-3 ft,: fls, 3 in, in diam,,
green; lip orange-red and yellow. Cent. Amer., 4,000 ft. B.M.
592!). —J?, raniferum, Lindl.
Sts. 2-3 ft.:
fls.
yellow-green,
thi<;kly spotted with punde.
Mex. to Guiana. B.R. 28:42, E.
;

New

;

—

;

rlgiduni, Jacq,, was once catalogued by Reasoner, E. Seh6mburgkii, Lindl, ,Sts, 2-3 ft,; fls. vermilion, Guhana, Brazil,
Quito, B,R, 24:53,— i;, si/rjdffottj/rsis, Reichb, f, Sts, 4-5 ft,;
fls, deep purple
lip and column with orange and yellow,
crowded in long racemes, Bolivia, 8,000-9,000 ft, B.M, 6145,—
E. WdUisii, Reichb, f, Sts. 4-6 ft,; fls, yellow, some purple
spots; lip orange and pun^le, upon white ground. New Graniida, 4,000-7,000 ft.
Has lateral as well as terminal racemes.
Once offered by Saul,
Encycliunl; E. ddvena, Heiehh. f, Fls, yellow, veined brown;
lip yellowish white, purple-streaked,
Brazil, —£, aldtutn,
Batem, Fls, 2 in, across, jmrple and green
lip yeUowish,
streaked with purple, fragrant. Cent, Amer, B.M, 3898,— J?,
bifidnui, Aublet, Fls. p;de green, dotted with p\ii-ple
lip rose,
orange and white, W, Indies, Gliiana, B.R, 22;1879, E.Friderlei-G-uilielmi, Warsc, &. Reichb, f. Bulbs 4-5 ft,; fls, dark
purple
base of lip white and yellow, Peru, 6,000-8,000 ft,
I,H, 1R;48, Once offered by S,aul,— £, gallopavhmm. Reichb, f.
Fls, brown
lip yellow, in large racemes,
Brazil.— J?, oncidioides, Lindl, Panicles up to 6 ft, long
fls, yellow and brown,
sweet-scented. Stately species, Guiana. B.R. 19:1623. Once
offered by Saul.— .E. J>fta7)ifce7(m, Lindl. Panicles 2-3 ft.; fls.
deep pui-ple, mottled green
lip rich violet, stained crimson.
Handsome. Cuh;i.— f, rir.(;n(i«(i, Lindl, Scape up to 7 ft, high;
fls, small, up to 20, greenish, stained brown.
Mexico.
;

;

;

;

;

venbsum, Lindl. BnTTERFLY Orchid. .Scape 1ft.,
with white sheaths Ivs. 3, 4-6 in. long, linear-lanceolate: scape tumid at base, 5-7-fld.
fls. pink, chocolate
and green, about 1 in. long, lasting a long time. On
oaks, etc., Mex. — Of easy culture. The Florida representative of this species is JS. Tampense, Lindl. See
9th Rept, Mo. Bot. Gard. 137, plates 38, 39.
23. ciliire, Linn.
Pseudohulbs clavate, 4-6 in.: Ivs.
4-6 in., springing from sheathing br.act: jieduncles 5-7flowered
fls.
yellowish green
lip white.
Tropical
America, between 5tli and 20th parallel of north latitude.
B.R. 10:784. -Plant resembles a Cattleva. Introduced
22.

:

:

:

Endrcsio-Wallisii). G.C. III. 19:X6l.—i;. JEndresio-Wallisii.—
E. O'lirienidnnm (evectum X radicans). G.C. HI. 3:771.— £,
I'liiebtis (O'Brienianum X vitellinum) .—E. radicdnti-StamfordidnHin.—E. rddico-viteltinum.—E. Wdllisio-ciUdre. E. xdn-

;

to cult, in 1790.

;

;

Geohc.e Hansen.

EFIG31A {Greek,

cpi,

upon,

f/afV/,

earth;

in reference

to its trailing growth), i^ricdeew.
This genus includes
our charming Trailing Arbutus, which in New England
at le:ist is the most popular of all our wild flowers.
Creeping, branching, slightly woody, more or less rough
hairy shrubs: Ivs. alternate "and entire, petiolate, leathery and evergreen
fls. monopetalous, perfect, large,
dimorphous or dicecious, sessile in axillary or terminal
clusters; sepals 5; corolla salver-shaped, "with 5-parted
spreading border
stamens 10, attached to the base of
the corolla
style columnar
stigma 5-lobcd
ovary
ovoid, 5-eelled, many-ovuled
capsule depressed-globose, encircled by the persistent calyx.
Two species,
N. E. America and Japan. The JC. cordifoUa quoted in
Index Kewensis as South American is ]>robubly not
of this genus. It seems to be known only from the old
description of Swartz (1792).
The cultivation of the Trailing Arbutus, especially in
localities where it has been exterminated by ruthless
"Slayflower parties," always attracts interest. Only
:

cochleitum, Linn. Pseudohulbs .3-4 in. Ivs. 6 in.:
racemes 4-7-flowere(l
3-4 in, across, greenish
fls.
white; lip deep purj.le beneath, light green above, with
maroon blotch on eacli side, column white. Trop. AnuT.
from Fla. to New Granada. B.M. 572. — Introduced 1787,
first epiphytical orchid to flower in England.
25. falcitum, Lindl. (E. I'drkinsoniAniim
Hook.).
Pseudohulbs thin, raising from running rhizomes,
mouophyllous
Ivs. 6-12 in., fleshy, channeled on one
side
peduncles 2-5, sheathed, 1-flowered
fls. 5 in.
across, greenish yellow
lip white, greenish at apex.
Mex. to Guatemala. B.M. 3778. — Plants grow inverted.
24.

:

:

,

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

EPIG^A

EPIJIEDIUM

a brief epitome is here given. p\ir fuller details
consult G.F. 5:202 and 8:1"); also "The Nursery Book,"
which gives the experience of a specialist. Occurs in
sandy and rocky woods, especially under evergreen trees
in earliest spring. Thrives only in a humid soil and
shady situations. Transplanted with difficulty. "When
a too great shock is received from difference of exposure, change of temperature, etc., it dies within 2 or
3 years, if established at all. Small plants nmst be procured, removed without harming the roots, and planted
under the same conditions of soil and exposure with the
greatest eare. They may also be taken up in late September or October, new roots formed in the greenliouse
or coldtrame, wintered in a coldpit, but not planted
until the second spring. Best on the north side of a
hill, in light, sandy soil, mixed with leaf -mold.
Once
established it spreads rapidly. Prop, by division of
old plants, layers or cuttings. Seeds are rarely found,
but when found may be used, though slow to 'develop.
ripens, Linn. Tr^vilino Arbutus. Ground Laurel.
Mayflower. (The Maytlower of English history and
literature is the Hawthorn.
Fig. TKS. Spreading on tlie
ground in large patches, with hirsute branches 0-15 in.
long just beneath the Ivs., sending out roots and leafand flower-bearing stalks every 2-3 in.
Ivs. oval or
nearly orbicular, thick, acute "or obtuse, cordate or
rounded at the base, glabrous above, hirsute below,
green on both sides, 1-3 in. long, petioles hairy fls. spicy-

Liiinseiis). Berberidticecp. This p'enus contains some of
the daintiest and most interesting plants that can be
grown in the hardy border, and £. macranthum, particularl}*, is as distinct, complicated and fascinating as many
of the rare, tender and costly orchids.
The whole
trilie to which it belong.s is exceptionally interesting,
and is one of tlie most striking of those rare cases in
which the cultural, botanical and artistic points of view
have much in common. A well grown collection of these
plants in pots would almost certainly win high praises
and prizes. Of the 12 genera of this tribe, only Berberis and Nandina are shrubs, all the rest being herbs,
with creeping, underground stems, and all small, choice,
curious, and cultivated to a slight extent, except Bongardia and Leuntice. Podophyllum contains our mandrake; Cauluphyllum the quaint blue cohosh
and the
others are Aceranthus, Achlys, Diphylleia, Jeffersonia
and Vancouveria.
collection of all these plants should
make a charming study. What appear to be petals in
U. macranthum are really the inner row of sepals, colored like petals, and performing their fimctions, while
the long spurs or nectaries are supposed to be highly

)
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;

A

:

:

fragrant,

few or several crowded

in clusters, practically
dicecious, either stamens or pistils being abortive, the
female fls. larger and whiter, the male smaller and rosy.
Em. 431. G.W.P. 37. Mn. 3:17. Gn. 45, p. 193. Newfoundland to N. W. Terr., south to Fla., Ky. and Mich.,
chiefly east.
The vernacular name is pronounced Ar'

bu-tus, not Ar-bu'-tus.

^

Phelps Wtman.

EPILffiLIA and EPICATTLEYA are bigeneric hybrids.
See G.C. III. 10:629; 21:233; 22:83; 23:391.

EFILOBIITM {Greek, upon the pod: the flower and pod
appearing together). Onagnlcnv. This genus includes
hardy herbaceous perennial plants, thriving in any soil,
with willow-like foliage, and large, showy spikes of deep
pinker rosy crimson tls. borne from June to August. They
are particularly suited for naturalizing in

A

mass

meadows

for

effects.
genus of about 05 species, widely scattered in temperate and frigid regions
herbs, or subshrubs, erect, sprawling or creeping: Ivs. alternate and
:

opposite, toothed or not: fls. axillary or terminal, solitary or in spikes or racemes, rosy purple or flesh-colored,
very rarely yellow; calyx tube scarcely, if at all, produced beyond the ovary; petals 4, obovate or obcordate,
erect or spreading; stamens 8: ovary 4-celled
seeds
;

comose.

The
.siitum,

taller species, like

£.

make very rank growth

angustifoliitiii

and hirand are

in moist places,

therefore especially adapted for the wild garden or for
naturalizing along the water's edge and in low meadows.
The underground runners travel great distances, and
the plants spread fast when not kept in bounds. Prop,
by division or seeds.

Linn. {E. spicdtiim, Lam.). Great
In cult, mostly branched
and 3-5 ft. high; in the wild simple or branched, 2-8 ft.
high
Ivs. alternate, very short-petioled, lanceolate,
entire or minutely toothed, 2-0 in. long, 4-12 lines wide,
pale beneath, acute, narrowed at bases: fls. spreading,
in long, terminal spike-like racemes, petals rounded at
tip; stigma 4-lobed: capsules 2-3 in. long. Eu., Asia,
N. Amer. B.B. 2:481. Var. 41ba, Horf., has pure white
flowers suitable for cutting; also occurs wild. This vaIt forms a compact
riety was perfected in England.
bush.
hirsutrum, Linn. Stout, 2—4 ft. high, with short but
conspicuous soft hairs: Ivs. oblong-lanceolate, usually
opposite, sessile and often clasping, witli many small,
sharp teeth, 1-3 in. long, pubescent on both sides: fls.
erect, axillary, about 1 in. across; petals notched. Ballast Weed from Europe. English names are Oodlins an<i
Cream, Fiddle Grass.

764.

Epimedium macranthum,

angrustifdlium,

Willow Herb. Fire Weed.

(7.

E. alpinum, var.

rubrum;

h, E, pinnatum,
of spur or m-ctary.

showing

3 tjT>63

:

EPIMfiDItTM (Greek, like Median, a plant said to
grow in Media
a name from Dioscorides, retained by
;

petals.
Epimedium has 8 sepals and 4
which are mostly small and in the form of necstamens 4: capsule opening by a valve on the

specialized
petals,
taries:

Ivs. pinnately twice or thrice dissected.
They
grow a foot or two high. For U. diphyUum, see Acer(oithus, which is distinguished by its flat, not nectarylike petals, and its Ivs. with a pair of leaflets on each of
the 2 forks of the petiole. Of their culture J. B. Keller
writes, "They thrive best in partial shade, and are particularly well suited for rockeries and the margins of
shrubberies.
Almost any soil will answer for them.
The peculiar bronzy tints of the young foliage contrast
well with the variously colored flowers. Prop, by division." These plants are suitable for pot-culture and for
forcing. The Garden 48, p. 486, shows what a charming
picture can be made of the foliage alone when cut and
placed in a bowl. The plants retain their foliage all
winter, especially in sheltered spots under trees.

back

:

EPIMEDIUM
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Spurs conspicuous,

A.

EPIPIIYLLUM

often 1 in. long,

sometimes twice

as long as the showy inner sepals.

& Decne. Fig. 764. Lvs. thrice
cordate-ovate, unequal at the base,
petioles with short, spreading, conouter sepals sometimes colored bright
spicuous hairs
red, remaining after the larger and showier parts of the
have fallen: inner sepals ovate-lanceolate, violet:
fl.
spurs white. Japan. B.R. 22:1900. P.M. 5:ir>l. Not
Gn. 40:984. which is JS. pinnatam. Var. niveum, Voss
{E. nlveiun, Hort.), has pure white tis. Var. rdseum,
Voss (E. ruiT«m, Hort. U. 7iiveuni,TSir. rdseum., Hort.),
has fls. white, tinged with pink or pale rosy red. Var.
violiceum, Voss {B. violdcenm, Morr. & Decne.), has
violet spurs, shorter than in A\ maeranthiim., but much
B.R.
larger than in the other species. B.M. .3751.
26:43. P.M. 4:123.
very interesting species.
macrdnthum, Morr.

ternate

;

leaflets

sha.rply toothed

;

:

—A

AA.

Spurs nieJlum-si.^ed, nearly as

as the inner

h:nig

sepals.
B.

Inner sepals bright

:

J

in cultivation.

BB.

Inner

sejnils

&

;

Eoyleana, Lindl. {E. gigant^a, Dough). Stout, 1-4 ft.
high: lvs. from ovate belowtonarrowly lanceolate above.
.3-8 in. long: fls. 3-10, greenish, strongly veined with
purple. June, July. Wash, to Santa Barbara, east to S.
Utah and W.Tex., on banks of streams. Also Himalayas.
Int. by Pringle and Horsford, 1883- Mn. 8:145.
atrdrubens, Schult. \{E. rubigindsa, Crantz).
Lvs.
often reddish
fls. and ovary dark purple
lip oval,
acute, or slightly notched: bracts equaling the fls. or
rarely longer. July-Sep. Eu., W. Asia.
:

;

EPIPHRONtTIS

red.

alplnum, var. riibrum. Hook. {E. riihruni, Morren).
Fig. 704. Lvs. biternate (but Hooker's picture shows a
tendency to the thrice ternate condition), minutely
toothed
spurs white, marked with red, as in Pig. 704,
which shows the very distinct appearance of tJie flower.
Japan. B.M. .5071. R.B. 3, p. 33, t. 6 (1853). Hooker
saj'S this differs in no way from E. alpinnni, except in
the larger and red fls., while the type which grows wild
in England (though probably not native) has dull reddish yellow fls. and, though advertised, is probaldy not

Musschi^num, Morr.

native western and Japanese plants; the second is listed
in the American edition of a Dutch catalogue. Leafy
orchids with creeping rootstocks and unbrauched stems;
lvs. ovate or lanceolate, with plaited veins: fls. purplish
brown, nearly white or tinged red: lower bracts often
longerthan the fls. sepals free, spreading, nearlyas large
as the petals; lip free, deeply concave at base, without
callosities, narrowly constricted and somewhat jointed
in the middle, the upper portion dilated, petaloid.

a bigeneric orchid hybrid of Epifor a charming picture of
which see R.H. 1890:470. It has about 10 fls., chiefly a
brilliant scarlet, set otf with bright yellow.
Gt. 46, p.
is

dendrum and Sophronitis,

555.

EPIPH'S'LLTTM {on a leaf; referring to the leaf-like
branches on which the fls. grow). Gactdcem. Crab
Cactus. This genus is confined to Brazil, so far as
known, where the plants grow as epiphytes upon the
trees, along with orchids, growing in large clusters on
the branches: stems flat and jointed, becoming rounded

whitish or pale yellow.

Decne.

Lvs. only once ter-

nate, sharply toothed, as in E. macranthum : all floral
parts whitish or pale yellow. Japan. B.M. 3745.— The
least showy kind, but worth growing in a collection, its
spurs having an individuality difficult to describe. Var.
riibrum, of Pitcher & I\landa's catalogue, is presumably an error, as a red-fld. form would be verj' unexpected.

AAA. Spurs tnuch shorter than the inner sepals, being,
in fact, merely small nectar-glands.
B. Evs. once or twice ternate.

pinnitnm, Fisch. Fig. 764. Lvs. usually biternate,
leaflets, 3 above and 1 on each side; leaflets with
adeeperand narrower basal cut than in E. tnacranthuyn:
fls. typically bright yellow;
nectaries red, a third or
with 5

fourth as long as the inner sepals. Shady mountain
woods of Persia and Caucasus. B.M. 4456. Gn. 40:984,
erroneously as ^. macranthum. Gn. 48, p. 486.
Var. 6legans, Hort., presumably has larger, brighter
and more numerous fls. E. sntphareiDti of Eiiropean
catalogues is regarded by J. W. Manning and J. B.
Keller as a pale yellow-fld. form of E. pinnatam, but
by Voss as a variety of E. niacranthu)n. A yellow
form of the violet-fld. E. macranthum would be very
surprising.
Var. Cdlchicuin, Hort. [E. Colchicum Hort.), has
brilliant golden yellow fls. and nectaries 1-1 ^2 lines long.
,

Epiphyllum truncatum.

765,

with age, bearing areolie only on the margins and more
or less truncated ends, from which grow the new
Iiranches and tls.
iis. more
or less conspicuously
zygomorphous
ovary devoid of bracts, and those of
the tube comparatively large and colored as the petals.
The genus is closely allied to Phyllocactus, and, indeed,
the last two species are referred by some authors to
that genus. In cultivation many forms have been produced through hybridization between the different species and with Phyllocactus and Cereus, so that typical
:

:

BB. Evs. always once ternate.

Perralderi^num, Cosson. This is the African representative of E. pinnatimi, from which it dift'ers in the
key characters and also in the much more str<ingly ciliate-toothed leaflets. Its flowers are a "paler yellow than
the typical E. pinnatum. It is far from improbable that

specimens connecting them will be found in southern
Europe, if not in Africa." Algeria. B.M. 0509. — Lvs.
remain all winter. Less desirable than E. pinnatum.
E. diphyllum, Lodd. See Aceranthus diphjdlus.— i:. nlrcuiiiby Van Tubergen as a syuonym of Musscliianum,
but the chances are tliat all the plants advertised as E. niveum
are E. m.icranthiim, var. niveum. The spurs are so oltviously
longer in E. macranthum that there is no excuse for confusion.
is cataloffued

W. M.

EPIPACTIS

{Greek, epipegnno; it coagulates milk).
Orchiddcece. Hardy terrestrial orchids of minor value.
The first mentioned may be obtained through dealers in

plants are rarely

met

with.

q_ jj Thompson.
the most useful as decorative
plants of all the Cactaceie. Their brilliant colored blossoms, together with the profusion with which they are
usually borne, makes them worthy of a place in every
collection of plants. They are propagated by cuttings,
which root readily when inserted in an ordinary propagating bed.
Being low-growing or pendent-habited
plants, they are very useful sub,iects for hanging
baskets. Like most of the Cactus family, they may be
grafted readily upon other Cacti. When grown as potplants, they are often grafted to elevate them above

Epiphyllunis are

among

t

;

EPIPHYLLUM

EQUISETUM

the pots, so as to show them off to better advantage
when in flower. Percskia acuhata and P. Bleo are the
stock most commonly used for grafting Epiphyllums
upon, though some gardeners prefer grafting upon
Cerens triangularis, taking clean, healthy pic-ees about
1 foot in length, first rooting them and establishing:
thfm in pots, then grafting when active growth of tin.-

Epiphyllums commences in spring.
It is
said by
some gardeners that Epiphyllums do better and may bo
brought into llower earlier by grafting on Vereas triangularis. Other spocif-s of Cereus may also be used
as stock plants for grafting upon, especially the uprightgrowing species, as G. coluhriitits. The system known
as wedge-grafting is the best mclhod.
When grown upon their own roots, tlie soil best
suited to them is two-thirds fibrous loam and one-third
leaf-mold, with a fair proportion of silver sand and
pounded brick added to keep the soil porous, as they are
very impatient of too much moisture at the roots. "The
pots or pans in which they are grown must also be well
drained. They require careful watering at all times, but
during the fall and early winter they should receive
only enough to keep them from shriveling. They are
best kept in the greenhouse the whole year round", giving them an abundance of air during the summer to insure well ripened growth,
A temperature of 45-50'^
during winter will be sufficient, though a higher temperature may be given after Januarv 1 it wanted in
flower earlier.

EL>^yARD J. Canning.
Haw. Crab Cactus. Christmas Cactus.
Stems much branched and hanging in large
bunches from the trees joints obovate to oblong, with
strongly truncate apex, 1^-2 in. long by about %-l in.
broad, bright green, margins coarsely serrate, with l-II
large, acute teeth on each side, the 2 upper ones forming more or less incurved horns on either side of the
truncation: areol© bearing a few short, yellowish or
dark colored bristles, or sometimes none: fls. horizontal,
growing from the truncated end of the younger
joints, strongly irregular, 2K-3>2 in. long, in vatrunc&,tum,

Fig. 765.

:

rious shades of red: fr. pear-shaped, red. alxnit
%in. in diam. Braz. B.I\I. 2562. O.C. III. 19:9.
— Most of the forms in cultivation are
hybrids between this species and some
other of the genus or with Cereus. Fig.
766. A common basket and rafter plant.

EusselllEinum, Hook
Stems more
upright, with pendent branches: joints
%-l}4 in. long by %-?4 in. broad,
oblong or elliptical to obovate. lit^dit
green
margins crenate, with 2—
areola^ on either side, bearing a few
ver> short dark gray bristles: tis. from
the end of the youngest joints, red,
l'^4-2^+ in. long
fr. red, 4-angled or
narrow-winged. Braz. B.M. 3717.
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chids, however, grow in the soil, and others are truo
parasites. Plants that live on decaying organic matter,
and have lost more or less of their leaf-green, are called

saprophytes.

Many

mosses are Epiph^^es.

EPlSCEA

(Greek,'

shady ; they grow wild
in shady places).
Gcsnerilccce.
Probably the
best garden form of this
genus is the refined an<l
elegant basket plant, _£/.
CKpreata, with its rich,

coppery colored, softly
leaves, shown in
Fig. 767. The genus has
perhaps 30 species, all
tropical
American.
Herbs with long, short
or no hairs
stem from
a creeping root, branched
or not
Ivs. opposite,
equal or not in size
fls, pedicelled,
axillary,
solitary
or clustered"
corollas mostly scarlet,
rarely whitish or purplish
tube straight or
curved, more or less
hairy

:

:

:

;

spurred at the base;
Episcea cupreata.
limb oblique or nearly
equal; lobes .1, spreading, rounded.
J^Jpi^cea. citprrata is one of the standard basket j)Uints. especially fur the warmest greenhouses. It can also be used in pyramids
mounds, as told under Fittonia. As it does not
require so close an atmosphere as the Fittonias,
it can be grown in some living rooms and perhaps outdoors in summer in a shady place. Its
chief charms are the slender, trailing habit, the
*
soft hairiness of the leaves, the coppery hue,
which is often laid on like paint in two broad bands
skirting the midrib, and the rarer and perhaps finer
metallic bluish luster of which one occasionally gets a
glimpse in a finely grown specimen. Give very rich,
fibrous loam, and in summer partial shade.

.

;

:

Gaertneri, K. Sch. (B. Bitssdiidunyn, var.
Gaertneri, Reg.).
Easter Cactus. Stems of more
upright habit, with
drooping
branches: joints long-oblong or
elliptical to obovate, ?8-2J'4 in.

long

by

3-2-1

in.

brnad,

green, margins crenate, witli
5 areola? on either
bearing 6-12 rather
side,
stiff, long, yellow or brown
bristles, and are especially
conspicuous on the truncated apex, where they form
a considerable beard
fls.
from the apex of the y<:)ungest joints, 2^2-3 in. long,
scarlet-red: fr. red.
Braz.
:

766,

Epiphyllum truncatum
X RussclUanum.

7201.

EiiifhiiUum Gufdeneiji,
let=PliyllocactTis sp.

llcwxX-

C. H. Thompson.
EPIPHYTES, or air plants, grow on trees or other
plants without robbing them of food. Orchids are the
most famous examples among garden plants. Some or-

vhib'

;

1924.

dark

about

B.M.

Fls

Hook. [0 y rtode\ra Chontal^nsis,
Seem. ). Stems stout, more or less ascending, dark reddish purple, 6-10 in. long: Ivs. opposite and irregularly whorled, 3—i in. long, oblong-ovate, crenate, obtuse, rounded at the base, decidedly convex on both
sides of the midrib and between the much-sunk veins,
margins recurved, green, marked with regular purple
patches, which advance from the margins between the
veins toward the mi<lrib and are more or less oblong:
fls. in I's and 2's
corolla tube with a sac at the base,
the limb oblique, l?2-2 in. across, with small and regular but conspicuous and beautiful teeth.
Chontales
region of Nicaragua. B.M. 5925. R.B. 22:241. F.S. 18:
Chontal6nBi8,

aa.
cupreA.ta, Hanst.

Fls. scarlet.

{Achim^nes cupredta, Hook.).

Fig.

767.
Stems slender, creeping, branched, rooting at the
joints, with a main branch rising erect a few inches
which bears the fls. and the largest Ivs.: Ivs. copper
colored above: fls. solitary, 9 lines wide, scarlet, with a

5mall sac and denticulate limb. Nicaragua. B.M. 4312
Var. viridifolia, Hook., has green foliage and larger fls.
I in.

across.

B.M.

coccinea, Benth.

5195.

&

H<tok. (OyrioiJelra coccinea,'RoTt.
B. S. Williams). Lvs. dark metallic green, 3-4 in. long,
2^2-3 in. wide. Free-flowering.

Robert Shore and W. M.
EQUISfiTTJM contains the weed known as Horse-tails,
or Scouring-rushes. They are suitable for naturalizing
in waste and wettish places. They hold sandy banks.
The following have been advertised by dealers in native

.

EQUISETUM

ERANTHEMUM

E. arvSnse, hietnale (Fig. 7G8), limbsum, praUnse, robi'ishim, scirpoldes, syivdticum, variegdtum.
For descriptions, consult the manuals. They
grow usually in moist or swale-like places.

toothed: fls. white, lilac, rosy or red,
in various ways
bracts and bractlets narrow,
small; corolla tube long, slender, cylindrical throughout
or rarely with a short throat
limb 5-parted
stamens
ovules 2 in each cell
2
seeds 4 or fewer. The genus
Daedalacanthus, although in a different tribe, is separated
only by a combination of technical characters, but the
garden forms of both genera described in this work are
For culture, see Jusall distinguishable at a glance.
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plants:

They

are flowerless plants, allied to ferns and

club-mosses.

ERAGR6STIS (Greek, love and grass).
Graminece. Love Grass. Annual or perennial grasses, with herbaceous stems of various
and from

habits,

which

it

;

can be distinguished by

its

3-nerved

fl. -glumes, which are destitute of any woolliness. The species are very variable and their
limits hard to define. About 100 species occur in the warm and temperate regions of
both hemispheres, few of which are of any
agricultural or horticultural value. The following are cult, as "ornamental grasses" in
flower gardens.

;

;

:

;

ticia.

Consult Dc^dalacanthus

several

feet tall.
Culms simple or often branched. Inflorescence composed of very variable panicles,
either close and narrow, or loose and widely
spreading: spikelets 2-many-fld., the uppermost imperfect. Closely allied to Poa, from
G in. to

rarely coarsely

borne

A.

Fls. 2^urple,

laxifldrum, Gray, Height 2-4 ft.: Ivs. on the same
plant varying greatly in size and shape, those near the
fls. 2-3Kin. long, 8-15 lines wide; petioles 2-6 lines long,
widest below at or above the middle, more or less ovateoblong, obtuse, narrowed at the base: fls. in cymes;
stamens 2, perfect, sharp-pointed. Fiji. B.M. 6336.

AA. Fls. pure white.
tuberculatum, Hook. Easily told while growing by
the many small roundish and rough elevations on the
branches: lvs. small, %~% in. wide, rarely if ever 1 in.
long, broadly ellipitical, obtuse or notched, almost sessile
fis. numerous, borne singly in the axils, in summer
corolla tube very long and slender, 1% in. long;
limb 1 in. across
stamens scarcely exerted. Habitat
:

;

A

Abyssinica, Link.
branching, leafy annual, 2—4 ft. high, with widely spreading capillary panicles of many spikelets: Ivs. 12-14
in. long, rough on the upper side, ligule a
mere ring
panicles slender,
gracefully
drooping, grayish when in full bloom spikelets 5-7-fld., one-fifth of an inch long. Africa.
— In cult, as an ornamental grass for bouquets.
Grain used as food in Africa. By
some referred to Poa.

;

unknown. B.M.
AAA. Fls.
B.

:

:

5405.

reticulitum,

ivliite,

Hort.

(_£*.

Schdmhurgkii,

Linden).

ft.: upper lvs. 2-7 in. long, ovate-lanceolate,
characteristically netted with yellow
lower lvs. 6-10
in. long, not netted, but the veins prominent and yelfls.
racemose
low
corolla speckled with blood-red at
the mouth
anthers reddish brown, exserted. Possibly
Australia. B.M. 7480. I.H. 26:349.

Height 4

;

:

am^bllis, Wight & Arn. {Pba arndbiJis,
Linn.). An erect grass (1 in. to 1 ft. high,
with inconspicuous linear -lanceolate Ivs.,
ciliate at the base: spikelets very large and
broad, closely resembling quaking-grass
(Briza), ]6-24-fld. India. — In cult, as an orna-

speckled with red-purple.

Foliag'e netted with yellow.

;

;

mental grass.
61egan8, Nees. Feather Love-Grass. An
erect grass 1-2 ft. high, with smooth culms
and rough Ivs.: panicles closely contracted,
dense: spikelets very small, -l-f-fld., numerous, and presenting a feather-like appearance in mass. S. Amer. — In cult, as an ornamental grass.
ygg
Equisetum
mAxima, Baker. Large Love-Grass. A
hyemalc- tall, robust plant, 2-3 ft. high, with lanceolate
Common acuminate Ivs., cordate at the liase: panicles
^'"^^ ^^*^
broad, 6-9 in. long: spikelets
oblong, flattened, very large, y-2~% in. long.
Madagascar. — One of the most ornamental species of
the genus.

^rush"^" ^'^^^

collina, Trin. {L\ suaveoJens, Becker). ^Fig. 769. An
leafy annual, 1-3 ft. high, with den.selyfld., spreading panicles: spikelets 0-13-fld., numerous, one-fifth in.
t^rect,

long

pedicels of spikelets and branches of panicle
Ivs. smooth beneath, rough above.
Asia.— The
is very variable under cult., many different
forms being found. In cult, as an ornamental grass for
bouquets.
:

rough:

species

A

E. major. Host. Stink Grass.
common species, crowing
chieliy in cultivated or waste groujiil. When fresh it emits a
strong, unpleasant odor.
Intr. from Eu.
E. pectindcea
Nees. Meadow Comb-Gkass.
very pretty perennial grass]
with shi)wy colored spikelets.
native of the easteni, southern and middle states. It is often gathered for dry tiouquets.
Should be int. into cult, for ornament.

—

—

A
A

The seed sent out by a leading seedsman as containing five
maxima, s)iaiH'olens,

different species {E. elegans, amahilis,

and Poa amahilis), when grm^n proved to bo one and tlie same
thing: viz., E.svaveolens. This statemont is made from specimens grown by Professor Tracy, nf Starkville, Miss., in lSfi5
and also observed by myself in IKOV, botli in tbo Hort. and the
Bot. Gardens at CorueU University.

p p Kennedv

ERANTHEMUM

(Greek,

fUnvcr).
Acanth,}cejp.
Perhaps 30 species of tropical shrul)s and subshrubs, some of which are cultivated chietlv for their
foliage and others for their flowers.
Lvs' entire or
lovrli,

769.

Eragrostis collina

{X %).

Foliage not netted with yellow.
Andersoni, Mast. Lvs. lanceolate or elliptic, narrowed
into a short stalk: fls. in a spike 6 in. long; lower middle lobe of the corolla larger and speckled with purple.
Trinidad. Gn. 45:943.
The following trade names belong to plants grown chiefly for
BB.

ERANTHEMUM

ERIANTHUS

Probubly many of them belong in other genera.
—i.. alOo-iuannnatu)u. Lvs. broadly margiiR-d witli white and
^regiUarly suffused si-iy.~E. atrosanguineum. Hort. Int.
by
W. tiull. 18. .1. Lvs. large, dark wine-purple, or blackish crimson, oyato entire, oppnsite, stalked. Said to endure
the hottest
cuZrrrtfn/?). "Lvs. shining, thick, deep-veined."^J^ P?i"^'-~^
iL. iLldorado.
Lvs. greenish yellow, veins deeper yellow —£
nenum rub rum of Pitcher & Manda's catalogue,
presumably
a misprint for 7iervi(m'riibrum., has lvs. "irregularly shaped,
shaded with light and dark green, and blotched with vellow,
which darkens to reddish purple." Possibly = Fitfunia Verfichaffeltii. — £". nigresceiis. Presumably with
blackish lvs —E
pnrpureiun. "Lvs. and stems dark, lurid purple." Siebrecht
«v Wadley.
The following trade names are accounted for in other genera:
h. igneiun. See Chama-ranthemuni. — F. >ien:osn)n and z"/^
chellum. See Dsedalacanthus.
-^r ^r

est of alt the tall, desert-inhabiting plants of the Lily
family a family including the Poker Plant, the Aloes,
the Yuccas, and many others that are not so tall and striking in appearance or else too tender to grow outdours in
the North. Large specimens of ^. 7-ohustus will annually
produce a flower-stalk 8 ft. or more high, with racemes
4 ft. long, remaining in bloom for a muuth.
After flowering the lvs. disappear entirely, but early in spring

their foliage.

ERANTHIS

(Greek,

and anthos, a flower;
tluwers). lianiinruMcece.
perennial herbs, with tuberous
rootstock: basal lvs. palinately dissected, one stem-leaf
sessile or nmploxicaul just beneath the larj^e yellow
fl.
sepals 5-8, petal-like; petals small. 2-lipped nectaries; stamens numerous; carpels few, stalked, manyovuled, becoming follicles. About 7 species, natives of
Europe and Asia. Very hardv, and at borne in balf6bady places, among
shrubs or in the borer, spring:,

from the early opening of the

Winter Aconite.

Low
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—

they reappear, and should then be covered with a box
or barrel, to protect the forming fiower-stalk from late
frosts. A mound of ashes over the crown in winter is
advisable, or a box with water-tight top filled with dry
leaves.
Both species like a rich soil, moist but well
drained, and plenty of water in the flowering period,
but none afterwards.
Prop, by division, or slowly by
seeds. Large plants are expensive, but they can sometimes be obtained large enough to flower within a year
or so of purchase. It tries one's patience to wait for
seedlings to reach flowering size. The flowers look like
small stars.

-^^
A.

^^^^

(._

Elowers rosy.

:

der; very desirable liecause of the very earlv,
bright tls.
Prop, by
division of roots. The
place where the tubers
are planted should be

BB.

the time of flowering: perianth segments with a band of
deeper color down the middle. Habitat
R.IT. 1897:280.
(^n. 54, p. 99. G.C. Ul. 24:137. -Int. by Leichtlin as />.

dead.

The
which
Hill's

earliest

generic
Cannnaru?/!
was given in
British Herbal,

is

f

,

ntbustus, var. EliresH.

AA.

p. 47, pi. 7 (175G). or
51 years before Salis-

made

bury

hyemS,lis
(

ffcllf^'borii s

the

Root-fibers thick and fleshy; lvs.
9-12, ligulate, firm, persistent, 1-1^2 ft. long, 6-15 lines
wide above the middle: raceme 3-3' o in. wide: stamens
about as long as the perianth. Himal. B.M. 7076. Gn.

Salisb.

,

49, p. 131.

,

:

770.

Eranthis hyemaUs.

always sesanthers oblong. Jan. -March. Naturalized from
3. Mu. 8:43. G.C. II. 11 :245.
Var. Cilicica, Huth. (E. Cilicica, Schott Sc Kotschy).
Much like the above. Involucre of deeper and more
numerous lobes; anthers ovate instead of oblong; sepals broader, being about ^i in. across; follicles always
straight. Season a few weeks later. — The stems, when
grown in gardens, said to be red-brown. Roots of this
were tirst sent to England from its native home near
Smyrna in 1892. Rare in Amer. G.C. III. 13:266. Gn.
sile;

B.M.

45, p. 192 (note).

DC. ^luch dwarfer, seldom over 3—4 in.
bright yellow, a little smaller than those of E.

Sibirica,
:

fls.

hijeinalis, 5-sepaled.

Keller and

16:49.

^(oue shade of ijrUou-.
Color light yeUoiv.

FL"--.

spectibilis, Bieb. Root-fibers thick and fleshy: lvs.
6-15, lorate, slightly glaucous* 12-18 in. long, 6-12 lines
wide above the middle, noticeably narrowed at the base:
raceme 1-lS ft. long, 2 in. wide
stamens orange,
finally twice as long as the perianth.
Asia Minor,
Persia. B.M. 4H70.
:

VoJor pure yeUow or orange.
Baker. Lvs. contemporaiy with the fls.,
linear, I ft. long, less than 3 lines wide; raceme 4-5 in.
long, 2 in. wide
stamens finally twice as long as the
perianth. Persia. — Var. perf6ctus, Hort., is sold.
BB.

Biingei,

:

BBB.

Color orange.

aurantlacus, Baker. Closely allied to E. Bungei, but
live plants have less acutely keeled lvs.: root-fibers
tapering upwards, and orange fls. and stamens. Bokhara.

Turkestan.

Siberia.
J. B.

II.

B.

yellow-f^s.

high

G.C.

AAA.

Linn.). Fig. 770. Erect,
5-8 in.: basal lvs. longpetioled
involucre 1215-parted.
the bright

Eu.

Floivers whifr.

Himal^icuB, Baker.

name

Jnjeni i^lis

Lcs. ovaie-Janccohilc.

£lwesii, Mi(dicli (/;. EJivf.'si(i)UfS,Hort.). Lvs. light
Lrreen, ovate-lanceolate, obtuse, flat, not at all rough at
the mar:;iu, slmrter than in E. robusti(S, nenrly triangular, even more glaucous, and beginning to decay at

marked duringthe summer, when the foliage is

name

Lrs. Unear-ligulate.

B.

robustus, Rcgrl.
Root-fibers thick and fleshy; lvs.
glaucous, glabrous, liuear-ligulate, 2 ft. long, 1^2-2 in.
wide, r'.tughish on the margin, with minute recurved
teeth: raceme 4-4 ^-o in. wide: stamens about as long as
the perianth. Turkestan. B.M. 6726. Gng. 6:52, 324.
(4n. 46, p. 335. Mn. 8:123. J. H. III. 29:267.

B.M.

7113.

-^

^j

K. C. Davis.

ERIANTHUS
EREMtTRUS (Greek name, probably referring to their
and striking aspect in solitary and desert places).
EiUdceiv. These hardy desert plants when in flower,
with their great flower-stalks taller than a man, and
crowned with a spike of fls. from 1—4 ft. long, are
amongst the most striking spectacles in the choicer
gardens of the iS'orth and East. Their roots are clusters
of fleshy fibers
their lvs. all from the root, in dense
rosettes, long and linear: fls. white, yellow or rosy;
perianth bell-shaped or more -widely spreading, withering and persisting or finally dropping away segments
distinct or very slightly united at the base; stamens 6:
ovary 3-celled; seeds 1-4 in each cell, 3-angled.
tall

:

;

W. M.
E. robustus and E. B'imalaicus are probably the hardi-

(Greek,

Woolly Beakd Grass.

vooUy floicer). Gramiuecp.
Plume Grass. Tall and stout

reeddike perennials, with the spikes crowded in a paniand clothed with long, silky hairs, especially in a
around the base of each spikelet. Spikelets in pairs,
one sessile, the other pedicellate. Glumes 4, the fourth
enclosing a hermaphrodite flower and awned. Species
about ]8, in the warmer regions of both hemispheres.
Erianlhus Bavenncv is the best hardy substitute for
cle

tuft

pampas grass, which is the most famous of
plumy grasses. For general purposes and for
the

all

tall,

aquatk-

groups and bedding it has no peers in the North except
Arundo Donax and a few tall bamlioos. These latter,
however, are grown for their foliage effects, and while
the plumes of Arundo are highly ornamental, they are
only an incident in the North, where frost often cuts down

ERICA

EBIANTHUS
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the plants before they flower. The gonoi-ttl appearance
of Erianthu3 is striking and unique, and for the plumelike character of its flowers it has few if anj' rivals.
Rav^nnae, Beauv. {Succharum Iiavinn(e, Muir.).

Ukass. Plume Guass. Ravenna Grass. A tall,
hardy grass, 4-7 ft. high, very ornamental, either planted
alone or in company with other grasse.s: Ivs. very long,
linear, pointed, band-like, sometimes violet, with a strong
white rib in the center. The foliage forms graceful
clumps, from whicli rise long and handsome plumes,
resembling the pampas grass {Giinerhun arijentcum).
Southern Europe. R.H. 1890, p. 546. Gn. 54, p. 49G.A
Its cultivation is not difhcnlt in ordinary garden soil.
sunny situation is preferable. May be propagated by
division or by seed. It is exquisite for lawns, and flowers
the first season if sown very early. The plumes are fine
for winter use when dried.
P. B. Kennedy and W. M.

Wool

EKtCA
ereiko,

to

to which I have access
any picture of it in
Nor can any of those who have paid attention to
garden Heaths assist me."
The great trouble with Heaths is the immense amount
of care they need. Few, if any, classes of plants require
more attention. Hence the growing of Heaths for the
market is extremely specialized, and there is not a retail catalogue in the country that offers more than one
species. Nevertheless, all the kinds described below are
grown commercially, and are of the flrst importance
in the genus. The stock is largely imported from England. Germany has a very different set of varieties, and
Prance still another, and there are few cases among
cultivated plants showing so great a difference in the

any book

find

here.

three cotintries. The risks of importation are considerable, and the tendencies toward American independence
in this line seem to be gaining.
Another difficulty in Heath ctilture is the poor quality
of peat obtainable in America. In England the peat is

(practically meaningless; probably not from
Jiricdcece.
break, as commonly stated).

Heath. This is the genus that the gardener usually
means by "Heath." The Heath or heather of English

and history belongs to the closely allied genus
The next most important group of cultivated
"Heaths" is Epacris, which, however, belongs to a difliterature

Calluna.

ferent order.

Ericas are low-growing, evergreen,

much

branched shrubs, with needle-like Ivs. in whorls of 3-6,
and great numbers of small rosy, white, or rarely yellow
Hs., of which the most important types are the bellshaped, the tubular, and the ventrioose, the last being
swelled at the base, and then tapering to a narrow neck
just below the 4 spreading lobes. Erica is an enormous
genus, and the hybrids are past reckoning.
Only a few of the European Heaths are har<ly in
America, and we have no native Heaths at all in this
hemisphere. Of about 14 kinds of Erica grown outdoors
in Europe to produce large showy masses, only 3 are
hardy here, and it is safest to cover these with evergreen boughs in winter. Two others (A'. Meiliterranea
and E. Ijusitanica) we grow under glass somewhat.
The tree Heath of southern Europe {JS. arborea) will
probably never be a feature of our southern landscapes.
The halcyon days of the Heaths were from about 1806
(when the English took the Cape of Good Hope) until
the middle of the centary. Andrews' colored engravings of Heaths (1809) marks the first flush of their populariLy. Practically, if not absolutely, all the Heaths that
are grown on a large scale have been developed from
the youth African species. The ohl English gardeners
still lament the glorious days when the hard-wooded
plants of Australia and the Cape formed the chief feature of European indoor horticulture. They complain
that the present generation is not willing to give them
This is especially true of
the care they deserve.

America.

Kew

(in

Garden and Forest,

1892, p. 136),

as soon as the flowers — that is,
those which find their way into the window of a
house, or into a small greenhouse. And this accounts
for the enormous number disposed of every year. In
England JiJ. hyemalis is certainly one of the most valuable plants ever introduced." (In America Heaths are
of minor importance, even at Easter, and the kind grown
most extensively for Christmas seems to be A', ^nrlanthcra.) Watson adds: "It is strange that a plant
which has enjoyed an exceptional pojtularity in England
for something like fifty years should never have been
figured in any English publication or work until now. I
have n'lt been able to trace the origin of the plant, nor

The plants perish almost
all

771.

Nevertheless, according to \VilUam Watson,

Heaths are
Speaking of j&'.
still grown in surprising quantities.
hyemalis, he says: "It may be said with truth that no
other plant is grown in such enormous quantities for the
London market. At least a dozen nurserymen might be
named whose annual output of this one Heath amounts
to from 20,000 to 30,000 plants each." He pictures a
plant in a 5-inch pot, with alDout 1.1 shoots a foot high,
and loaded with perhaps 1,000 flowers. Such plants
sell at Christmas for about 36 cents. "The flowers remain fresh for at least a month. The popularity of this
Heath is thus easily accounted for; it is cheap, very
pretty when in flower, and lasts just long enough to
satisfy the masses who like window-plants and change.

of

From

Erica hyemalis.

300,000 to 400,000 plants of this

Heath are

sold in Lon-

don every Christmas.

more fibrous, and has been formed in past ages largely by
the decay of the native heather.
The soft-wooded kinds are the ones most grown. The
hard-wooded sorts require a longer period of growth and
more thorough ripening of the wood.
Apparently only one yellow-fid. Heath is cult, in
America, E.

Cat'endl.-^hediia.

Unless otherwise stated,

the species described below come from the Cape.
In general the Ericas do not grow well in this climate
on account of thi^ extreme heat of the summer months,
but some varieties grow and flower even better here
than in Europe. Tlie choice of the soil is very important.
A light peat, mi.xed with sharp, coarse sand is about the
best we can get here. After fiowering, the plants should
always be cut down to keep them bushy at the base and
well shai)ed. They will then receive a good repotting,
using always very clean pots and identy of drainage.
Cuttings are made from December to A]iril, preferably
front young plants, the tender shoots, about 1 inch in
length, being best. These are planted firmly in a pan
filled with clean, fine sand, and covered with a bell-glass,
or in a box covered tightly with a pane of glass. Bottom
heat is not necessary. When rooted, the cuttings should
be potted in small pots, and when well started should he

.

.

.
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given as much air ag possil)le. It is well to brin^ the
Ericas out of the greenhouse as early in the spring as
possible. The pots should be plunged inagoud situation.
where plenty of air and sunlight can be hud. They sliould
be wintered in a greenhouse extremely well ventiUited,
and a temperature not higher than from 40° to -45° F.
When in bad the plants should not be allowed to dry out
too much. Once would be enough to cause the loss of
all the buds. Very often the Heaths are attacked by a
disease similar to mildew, caused by an excess of humidity in the air. As this disease is very contagious, it is
well, as soon as noticed, to use Rul]iliur "in powder or sulphate of copper in solution until the plants are rid of it.
Index of species described below:
assurgens, 13.
Bothioelliana,
Oaffra. 13.
earnea, 1.

Cavendishiana,

kerbacea,
hiemalis,

5.

hyemalis,

5.

pr:«stans, G.
regeriniiians, 3.
Tetralix, 4.
translueena, 18.

1.

Lusit^iuiea, 14,

vagans,

Oavendishii, 11.
codonodes, 14.
cupressina, ICt.

Mediterranea, 16.
melanthera, h.
Parmentierii.Q.

veutricosa, 17.
Viltnoreana.

eylindriea, 12.

persoluta,

fragraas,
.V.

11,

2.

WUmoreana andWii-

morei,

V.i.

10.

9.

Hardy Heaths.
B.

Spring -blooming

1.

camea

2.

vagans

3.

stricta

4.

Tetralix

5.

hyemalis

6.

praestanB

7.

gracilis

8.

melanthera
tragrana

Summer- and

fall-blooming.
0. Inflorescence lateral
cc. Inflorescence terminal.
D. Ovary densely covered with
long, rough hairs
DD. Ovary with short, soft hairs.

BB.

3. stricta, Don. Corsican Heath. Lvs. in 4's, a little
more erect than in Nos. 3 and 5
sepals lanceolate, obtuse; corolla ovoid-oblong, narrowed at the throat; anthers awl-shaped or awued, included
ovary densely
covered with long, roxigh hairs. Corsica. — Attains 4 ft.
in England, but grows 1-2 ft. high with Meehan, at Germantown, Pa. Branches strict, rigid.
:

:

4.

Bell Heather.

Linn.

Cross- leaved

in 4's, margin folded back: fls. rosy; se[tais ovate-lanceolate, ciliate
anthers awl-shaped or
awned, included
ovary with sliort, soft hairs. W. Eu.
— Foliage grayish. Height in England 6-12 in. M'itli
Manning, at Reading, Mass., about 8 in.
;

:

hyemalis, Hort.

Written also hiemalis.
be a winter-flowering form of F.
perspicua, figured in L.B.C. 2:102 and 18:1778 as F.
Linnienna Fls. rosy pink, tipped white. Var. dlba has
white fls. With L. Dupuv, Whitcstone, L. I., it flowers
On. 41:85(i. H. D.Darlington
in Sept.
G.F. 5:137.
says it is very distinct from F. perspicua

Watson thinks

Fig. 771.

may

it

.

G.

praestans,

And. {F. ParmentieHi, Loddiges).

Lvs.

in 4's, souiewhat incurved: bracts crowded : fls. nearly
sessile, white, faintly flushed pink at base, in terminal
groups of 4 or more; sepals ovate, rough-margined; an-

thers scarcely acute, Sep. Varieties are pictured under
various nanu-s in L.B.C, plates 154, 1G95, 197 and 1804.
Sali.sb.
Lvs. in 4's, somewhat erect:
7. grdcilis,
sepals smaller, lanceolated
bracts remote
anthers
with a short, sharp point. L.B.C. 3:244 (pale violet).
"Fls. purplish red," Var. autumnilis, Hort.
Fls. Sep.
Var. vem^lis, fls. in Oct. and Nov.
8. melanthera, Linn.
Fig. 772.
Lvs. in 3's, obtuse,
grooved on the back, younger ones often rougli, with
glands: bracts mostly crowded: flg. rosy; sepals obo:

AA. Tender Heaths.
B. Fall-blooming
c. Corolla club-shaped or funnel-

shaped

Tetralix,

Heath. Lvs.

5.

gracilis, 7.
17.

541

;

cc. Corolla widest at base, taper-

ing to a much constricted neck.
ccc. Corolla globose, the lobes very
short
BB. Christmas -blooming.
C. Corolla lobes long and spreading
CO. Corolla lobes long and revolnte
000. Corolla lobes short and rather

-*^^
9.

10.

Wilmorei

11.

Cavendishiana

12.

cylindrica

13.
14.
15.

persoluta
Lusitanica
cupressina

constricted at the nerk
ventricose,
i
e.
swelled at the base, and
tapering slowly to a nar-

It).

Mediterranea

rotv neck

17.

erect

BBB. J^aster-blooming
c. Fls. yellow
CC. Fls. rosy to white.
D. Corolla tubular
DD. Corolla globose.
E. Ifvs. in threes.
p. Fls. tvhite
FF. Fls. rosy

EE. Lrs. in fours
DDD. Corolla urn-shaped, i. r.,
longer than dd, and mure

DDDD. Corolla

.

,

18.

ventrlcosa
translucens

Height G in.:
1. c&mea, Linu. [E. herfx^cca, Linn.).
corolla broadly bellinflorescence lateral
Its. in 4'3
shaped: anthers exserted: ovary glabrous. Mar.-Mav.
Alps. L.B.C. 15:1452. B.M. 11.' Un. 54:1177 (a charm:

772.

Erica melanthera.

:

rosy-rid. form is the best and
There are pale red and pure white variemost
ties. The most popular of all hardy Ericas. Very easily
prop, by division. We should try F. Mediterranea, var.
hybrida, Hort., said to be across with E. earnea, and in
England thriving almost as well in loam as in peat. See
Gnr 55, p. 125, and 54, p. 2G2.
2. vigans, Linn. Cornish Heath. Lvs. in 4's or o's:

ing picture).

>3

The bright

striking.

corolla ovate-bell-shaped;
sepals small, ovate, obtuse
ovary not
anthers ovate-oblong, 2-parted, exserted
hairy. W. Eu. and Medit. — Fls. pale purplish red.
Grows 3^ ft. in England; 1 ft. with J. W. Manning,
Reading, Mass. Var. alba has white fls. Var. capit^ta,
grows 1-2 ft. high with Meehan at Germantown, Pa.,
and has "small whitish tis. with a purplish tip."
;

:

vate, keeled, colored
anthers black: ovary villous.
Not L.B.C. 9:867, which may be a form of F. nigrita.
Flowers in Dec. and Jan. A.F. 11:1133 and 12:579.
F.E. 9:333.
;

Lvs. opposite, erect9. frigrans, And., not Salisb.
appressed, acute, always glabrous: bracts loose, sepalsepals ovate, keeled, green
ovary
like: fls. in 2's
glabrous or slightlv bristly at the tip. Habitat? B.M.
:

;

L.B.C. 3:288."
10. Wilmorei, Kuowles &Westc. (-4. Wihnoredna and
Vilmoredna, Hort.). Hybrid: corolla tulnilar, bulged
below the lobes, slightly velvety-hairy fls. in I's-S's,
rosy, tipped white. R.H. 1892, p. 202. A.F. 4:251. G.C
HI. 19:201. — Var. glaiica, Carr., has nearly glaucous
foliage. Var. calyculita, Carr., has a large additional
2I8I.

:

calyx.

R.H.

1892, p. 203.

In

England flowers

in spring.

— —

—— —
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11. Cavendishi&na, Hort. {E. CdvendinJiii, Hort, ).
Hybrid of JE. depressa x ^. Patersonii. Lvs. in 4'9,
stacorolla tubular
fls. in 2^'s
margins revoluto

ventricdsa, Thunb. Lvs. in 4's, incurved to spreading, with pilose margins: inflorescence terminal: sepals
keeled; anthers with 2 very short ears, or awned, included: ovary glabrous. B.M. 350. L.B.C. 5:431. Var.
graiidi£16ra, with tubes over 32in. long. L.B.C. 10:945.
The following varieties are cult, by L. Dupuy: BothwelUana, breviflora, earnea rosea, c intra, hirsxita alha.
magnifica, snperha , tricolor. See R.H. 1858, p. 450 and
1880:50.
Gn. 45, p. 87. A. P. 10:1111. F.E. 9:333.
Perhaps the first of all the
18. translucens, Andr.
garden hybrids between E. tuhiflora and E. ventricosa.
Lvs. rigid, with or without long, soft, red hairs: fls. in
umbel-like heads; bracts remote corolla rosy, 8-9 lines
long; tube narrowly ventricose, pubescent: limb short,
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:

A. F. 12:1143.

F.S. 2:142.
18:213 and 20:5117.

p. 4.35.

12.

cylindrica,

;

;

mens included; anthers awned.

P.M. 13:3. G.C. 1845,
Gng. 5:331. G.C. 11.

And. and Hort., not Wendl. or Tlmnb.

hybrid of unknown parentage, cult, since
1800. Lvs.inl's: fls. nearly

Important

corolla 1 in. long,
sessile
brilliant rosy red, with a
faint circle of dull blue
about two-thirds of the way
;

from

the

base

;

;

spreading: ovary sessile. Andr. Heaths, 295. Bentham
considers this a synonym of E. spuria, Andr. Heaths.
60. Schultheis says "it is the finest Erica grown; a poor
propagator but good grower. Takes 3 nios. to root."
The lollowing .'i.re mostly kinds that have been grown successtully jii small (jiiHutities by A. Schultheis but have never

anthers

awned, included: ovary glabrous. L.B.C. 18:1734. R.H.
1859, p. 42. -Fls. very showy
The
and unusually long.
oldest E. ci/iindrica. That
of

Wendland is a yellow-fid.
unknown to cult.

species
13.

773.

persoluta, Linn.
Pig.
Essentially a white-fld.

and very variable species,
particularly as regards liairiness. Lvs. erect or spreading, hirsute or glabrous
corolla small, originally l}i
lines long; lobes ovate. 2-3
times shorter than the tube,
the .sinuses acute, narrow.
773.
A form of
The numerous vaS. Afr.
Erica persoluta.
rieties Bentliarii found impossible to s('p;tratc either in the wild or in cultivation.
Var. liispidula, Bentli. Slightly hirsute: lvs.2>-2-3 lines
long, rough: anthers subovate. Var. laevia, Benth. Lvs.
shorter, bhintfr, often oppressed, glabrous
anthers
subglobose.
Var. aubc^rnea, Benth., has the corolla
lobes more eviilent. To this last variety Bentbam seems
to refer most of the horticultural varieties cult, under
the name of E. jx'rfioJnta. JC. assiirgens, Link., he refers to the lirst variety; E. Cdffra of Linnasus to the
first, but of L.B.C. 2:190 (and the trade?) to the second.
JiJ. regh-minans of Linnseus is a distinct species (figured
in L.B.C. 17:1614 as E. SmitJiiana)
of the trade= B.
persoluta, var. hispidula ; of L.B.C. 18:1728^ j?^^.
Flowers in February and
persoluta, var suhcarnea.
March, while the other species, numbered from 12-18,
mostly flower in March and April.
:

;

;

14.

Lusitinica, Rudolph {E.
Lindl.}.
Spanish

codoiiddes,

Heath. Branches tomentosepubescent
lvs. glabrous and
ovary glabrous. W. Eu. B.R.
20:1098. G.C. II. 7:463; III.
19:487, I.H. 43, p. 321. Gn. 54:
:

1190; 55, p. 125. -Hardy in
land, but not here.
15.

cupressina,

turrifjera,

Salisb.

Eng-

Forl)es
)

.

{£.
Lvs. gla-

brous, subciliate or naked
inflorescence terminal: fls. pedicelled, in 1—4's: bracts remote:
sepals finally reflexed; sinuses
of the corolla acute, narrow.
Pr<.bal)]y a hvljrid cult, since
:

1802.

F.E. 9:333.

Mediterranea,

Linn. {F.
rt'irncii
var. o c c i d e n t d li s,
Benth.). Fig. 774. Tliis is considernd Iiy Bcntham a western
>rMi of E. Citnii'd. (No. 1), with
a little smaller fls., corolla a
trifle wider at the apex, and
anthers shortly exserted instead
771. Erica Mediterranea.
of included. E. Medlterranea
of the trade is hardy in England, and perhaps second
only to E. earnea in popularity there. In America it
seems to be cult, only umler glass. B.M. 471. Gn. 5416.

,

1190; 55, p. 403.

17.

been ad^'ertisetl in Aineririin trade catalogues. H =^ hardwooded; the rest are soft-wooded. S. Africa, unless stated.
E. anipiiUdcea, Curt. Lvs. ciliate, mucronate: bracts colored:
fls. mostly in 4's; corolla vent rieose, very sticky, typically white,
Hned with red, limb spreading, wliite. Var. rubra, Hort., is the
only form cult. B.M. 303. L.B.C. 6:508. H.— £. ari.stdfa. And.
Readily distlDgnished by the long bristle which ends the lvs.:
sepals keeled with red
lvs. recui-\'ed
fls.
in 4's
corolla
sticky, 1 in. long, ventrifose, but with not so long and narrow
a neck as in E. iimpullacea. B.M. 1249. L.B.C. 1:73. U.—E.
barbata, And. Bristly and glandular-pubescent: lvs. in 4's:
corolla urn-shaped, villous: ovary villous. L.B.C. 2:124.— E.
_Boww'e(/na, Lodd. Lvs. in 4-fJ's: hiflorescence axillary: corolla
tubular, s!it,ditly intiitted; limh erect or scarcely open. L.B.C,
9:842.
E. Bvraettl, Hort., not in Index Kewensis. E. conspicua, Soland.,is a species with club-shaped, villous fls. and
villous lvs. in 4's. Ysiv. splendens, Klotzsch, with the lvs. and
sepals shinii]g green ami pnhesfent corollas, includes E. elata,
And. L.B.C. lt<:l~W.—E. Deronidna is not in Index Kewensis,
H. E. elata, And. — E. conspicua., A^ar. splendens. E.Irbydna,
And. Allied to E. anipulhu-e.a, but with corolla narrower at
the base and tapering with iierfect regularity to just below the
limb, where it has a prominent red bulgo. It is also distinctly
lined with red, and the sepals are green, though the bracts are
colored, as in E. ampuUaeea. L.B.C 9:«16, H.— £. nigrescens,
once advertised by Pitcher & Manda, is presumably E. melanthera (H. D. Barlington).— .B./>d//idrt. A confused name. The
oldest plant of this name is Salisbury's, which has an urn-shaped
corolla, fls. often in 3's, pubescent and hirsute branches and
:

;

;

L.B.C. 1:72 (as E. pnra). E. pallida, of the trade is
probably the tubulr.r-fld. hybrid of Lo<ldigGS in L.B.C. 14:1355,
which has axillary and terminal fls., and lvs. in 4's to 6's.— ^.
perspiciia, Wendl., has a tubiUiiror slightly chih-shaped corolla,
lvs. in 4's, pubescent or rough hairy, a,nd fls. in 1-3's, but the
plant in the trade is i)rohiiWy E. perspicuoldes, Forbes, a hybrid, with longer and woollier hairs, lis. somewhat in umbels.
nearly lin. long. Only var. crecta is grown here. E.Syndridna is grown by Louis Dupuy. — E. tricolor is perhaps the most
confused name in the genus, and apparently one of the important kinds abroiul, where it has many varieties and synonyms.
In the trade it seems to stand for a handsome Heath, with lvs. in
4's, distinctly ciliate and terminated by a bristle: fls. in umbels of
8-10, 1 in. long, a little too inflated at the base for the typical
tubular form, rosy at the base, then white, then green, and
then suddenly constricted into a short neck; pedicels red and
exceptionally long. This description is from L.B.C. 12:1105 (as
E. eximia). one of the earliest pictures of these charming hybrids which Bentham refers to the hybrid E. aristella. Forbes,
Those who expet^t to import Ericas from the Old World wfll
be grateful to A. Sclmlteis for the following list of kinds which
he has been unable to grow successfully at College Point, L. I.:
y oft- wooded kind.s, E. cerintlioidcs, colorans, intermedia,
Ilia ininosa till rabilis ; hard-wooded. jasmi/ic/rfcs, Mamockiana.
lvs. in3's.

,

Louis Dupuy and W. M.
ERIGfiNIA (Greek, spring-born).
UmbeUifera-.
Harbjnoer op Spring. A monotypic genus. E. bulhosa-, Nutt., is low, nearly steinh'ss, hardy, from a deeplying tuber, with ternately dec<nnponnd leaves and small
umbels of minute white flowers. A few plants may have
been sold by collectors and dralers in native plants. B.B.
2:542. The (Jreekproiuniciation of the word was Erigenla,
but usuage, euphony and analogy warrant the use of
Erigenia.
g
j^ ^
'

ERlGEKON
plants are

(Greek, old

man

somewhat hoary)

,

in spring; the young
Compdsita'. Fleabane.

The garden Eb-abanes arc hardy border

plants, sug-

gesting our native asters, but blooming much earlier,
and growing in tufts like the English daisy, tbougb
usually from w in. to 2 ft. high. The genus has perhaps 100 spe<'i(S scattered over the world, particularly

.

;

ERIUEKON

ERIOBOTKYA

and mountainous regions. Stem-lvs. entoothed
Us. solitary, or in corymbs or panicles:
rays in 2 or more scries;, mostly rose, violet or purple,
rarely cream-colored or wliite, and one kind has splendid

purple or white. Minn, to Rockies. Gn. 52, p. 485. B.M'
L.B.C. 17:1631. -Cult, by D. M.
2923.
B.K. 3:385.
Andrews, Boulder, Colo. Much cult, abroad.

in temperate
tire or

:

orange flowers.
The garden Pleabanes are practically all perennials.
A few annuals are harmless and pretty weeds. Some
species have roots that are biennial, but they increase
by offsets, and make larger clumps from year to year.
They are of easy culture. J. B, Keller finds that 'they
do best when somewhat shaded from the midday sun.
They are easily prop, by seeds or division, and "doubtless by cuttint,^'^, if there were sullicient demand. Small,
divided plants set out in early spring produce goodsized flowering plants the first year. A good show of
bloom may be had from seeds sown outdoors as early as
possible in spring. Some fine masses of these plant^ in
the harxly border or wild garden are much more desirable than an isolated specimen or two of each kind. The
most popular species is E. speciosa, of which doubleand white-fld. forms should appear before long. At
present it is the best kind, that has the rich, soft colors,
from rose to violet and purple.
J'J. aiirantiacus
has
dazzling orange fls., and is unique in the genus,

Fh.

A.

More or

aurantiacus, Kegel.

height 9

less velvety:

clasping at the base, more or less
twisted
heads one on a stem involucral scales loose,
reflexed.
July, Aug. Turkestan, R.H. 1882:78. Gn.
52, p. 485. — Perhaps the showiest of the genus. Sold as
"Double Orange Daisy."
in.

:

Ivy. oval-oblontr,
:

:

AA.

crcawij or wJiite.

/V.s-,

Xr.v. linear.

B.

:

cult,

in.

:

Zvs. broader, laneeoJafe

ovate, or ohovnte.

to

iritli

several

fls.

or toothed.

entire.

in a corymb.

height 1 ft.; lvs. with
VllUrsii, P>ell. Root biennial
Eu. B.R.
3 i)V 5 nerves, roughish
fls. corymbose.
7:583. L.B.(.'. 14:1390. N(»t <'ult., but in l.H. 43, p. 301.
said to be a parent with A', aurantiacus of E. hybridvs
This is said to rcrosens, Hort., Haaee & Schmidt.
semt)Ie FJ. I'illarsii in lial.lt, and F. aurantiacus in
form of fls. but not in color. Said to ld<M>m freely from
:

:

May

to

autumn.
I'D.

Stems )nos(ly

1-fld.

Height 12-20 in.: upper stenjsalsugindsus, Gray.
The slightly viscid
Ivs. with a <-haracteristic mucro.
character of the involucre is particularly desif^native.

Wet ground, on higher mountains, Alaska

New Mex. B.M.

to Calif,

and

4942.

Lvs. coarsely toothed above the tniddle.

<.:<_.

Muhl. Poor Robin's Plantain. Makes

rosettes by offsets from underground stems
height 2 ft.: root-lvs. wider above the middle than in
most species: stem-lvs. fewer: fls. spring. Damp borders of woods. Canada to 111. and La. B.M. 2402. B.B.
3:388. D. 237. — "Fls. clear blue, on long stems."J. W. Manning. Weedy.

new

:

E. purpvrevm, Hort., acfording to H. A. iJrecr, "rarelj'
C'Xfecds 10 in, iu height, and lias medium-si/cil tls. ot" soft,
rosy iiurple, borne in graceful, sproadint; jiariiclcs." Form
of E. macrantkus
M.

W.

:

abroad.

BB.

^fems

L'.

lvs. eniirf
qiviie

.'

stems mostly not
Ivs. rather rigid
rays 40-GO, white or purbranched
(xravelly bills and plains N. Wyo.
plish, never yellow,
and Mont, to Utah.— This and the next are rare kinds.
sold by collectors and dealers in native plants, and not

Height 9-18

ochroleiicus, Nutt.

Lvs. alnmst or

('.

bellidiioliuB,

oramje.

wider:

luii/s 70 or h\ss,

HB.

54;]

ERINTJS (a name derived from Dioscorides). Scrophulariurva
The most popular species of this small
genus is a hardy, tufted j'lant 3 or 4 in. higJi, suited for
steep sides of ali)ine gardens, where it produces in
spring its racemes of small purple, rosy or white fls.
Root-lvs. crowded, opposite: stem-lvs. alternate, oblongispatulate, with a few coarse, rounded teeth
corolla
lobes 5, obovate, the 2 upper ones slightly smaller
stamens 4, in two groups, included.
The secret of success iu alpine gardens is said to be a
constant supply of moisture with perfect drainage. As
a class, alpines are impatient of standing water, and
ErinuR, which is a favorite, particularly so. J, B.
Keller writes that Erinus should be planted in stee]>
parts of the rockery where water cannot lodge on rainy
days or in the winter and spring months. He adds that
Divided
they need slight shade from midday sun.
plants are chiefly sold in America, but the amateur can
soon produce a good carpet by the use of seeds. When
well establislied, the seeds are self-sown and the offspring f^ain in hardiness. It may be safest to keep a
pot or two in a coldframe over winter, until the plant
can take care of itself. In England, seeds can be sown
in earthy hides of brick walls, and Gn. 45, p. 134, shows
a charming picture made by informal masses of flowering Erinus naturalized on some old stone steps.
.

:

H6wellii, Gray. Height about 1 ft. root-lvs. o])ovate:
rays 30-.'!.'), 1-2 lines
stem-lvs. ovate, half-clasping
wide, white. Cascade Mts., Oregon.
:

:

mucronatus, DC. Lvs. lanceolate, narrowed at base,
mostly entire, often with a long, callous mncro.

ciliate,

Mex. J. B. Keller cultivates a lilac-fld. plant from the
Himalayas as JU. mncronafits, which he says is the same
as Vittadenia friloha, which see.
AAA. Fts. rosy,
B.

J^ai/s 700 or wore,
c.

Flower-heads

<>r

purple.
/c.s'.

entire.

Jarge.

Ini'oJucre hainj.

D.
E.

violet

mosthj narrow:

Heitjltt aliout

2

ft.:

steins sevcral-fUl.

Height
specidsus, DC. (Stendcfis speeio.-<a, Lindl.).
stem very leafy at top:
13-2-2 ft.:
hairs few, loose
stem-lvs. lanceolate,
root-lvs. more or less spatulate
acute, half-clasping. B. C. to Ore. near the coast. B.3I.
3606. B.R. 10:1577". Gn. .52:1149. Var. sup^rbus, Hort..
sold abroad, has lighter colored and more numerous fls.
Var, m&jor, Hort., has broader rays and brighter colors.
:

:

EE.
glaiicus,

Height 9-15
Ker-Gawl.

in.:

usiialhj l-fJd.

.'<fe)ns

Lvs. slightly glaucous

rarely 2-3-toothed. Pacific coast, where
of the year, B.R. 1:10. Gn. 52. p. 484.

DD.

it

:

root-lvs.

flowers most

Itivohiere not hairy.

Flower-heads [or disk) small.

Zaluzianskia

:

F. duplex,

gravilis,

Paxtoniana and

speciosa

-^y^ jj_

EEIOBOTRYA (Greek, y-oolly elu.^ter). Rosacea:.
or twelve species, mostly East Asian, have been
referred to this genus, but some authors restrict it to
the one species described below, and others refer all thi'
species to Photinia. Fls. large, white, fragrant, in a
terminal rusty-woolly cluster; calyx thick, S-toothed
petals 5, crenulato: ovary 3-5-Iocu!ed, each locule 1ovuled.
Japbnica,

glab61Ius, Nutt. Height 6-20 in. root-lvs. spatulate
stem-lv.s. lanceolate, gradually narrowing into bracts:
rays violetinvolucre bristly, or at least pubescent
:

:

:

.35

alpinus, Linn. Lvs. hairy: racemes 2^2 in. long: fls.
purple. April-June. Mountains of W.Eu.
310. — Vars. ilbus and carmineus, Hort., have
white and crimson fls. respectiveh'.
The following trade names are accounted for in
^2 in. across,

B.M.

Ten

macrdnthus, Nutt. Height 10-20 in.: hairs numerous
and long or short, sometimes nearly absent: lvs. lanceolate to ovate. Rocky Mts. Wyo. to'NewMex. and S. AY.
Utah.
Gn. 52, p. 484. -A good species. Blooms later
than the eastern species. Violet. Hardy.
OC.

:

Liudl.

QFAT.
-Japax
Small tree. 10-20

{Photinia

Plum

and

J'lponiea,

Medlar

Gray).

Lo-

(erroneously).
ft., with thick, evergreen, oval-oblonK"
rentotelv-toothed lvs. near the summits of the branches,

EKIOBUTRYA

KRIOSTKMON

fr. a pear-shaped
(Fig. 775), with large seeds and an agreeable acid flavor. B.ll. 5:H0r>. A.G. 12:19. -The Loquat
13 native to China and Japan, but is much planted in the
Gulf states and westward. It blooms from Aug. until

ERIOPH'S'LLTrM (Greek, woolly -leaved). Compositm.
Perhaps a dozen species, all from western N. Amer.
One kind cult, in a few hardy borders is a low, tufted,
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the

under surface ruRty-tomentose:

pome

yellow

the approach of winter, and ripens its clustered fr. in
very early spring. The fruit is often seen in northern
markets. It is a profuse bearer in congenial climates.

herbaceous perennial, with much divided Ivs., covered
with wool beneath (each stem bearing about 5), and 8rayed, yellow heads, 2 in. across, borne in a loosely forking fashion on peduncles 3-7 in. long. The genus was
included in Bahia by Bentham and Hooker, but is now
kept distinct largely because of the permanently erect
involucral bracts: seeds mostly 4-angled, and pappus of
nerveless and mostly pointless, colorless portions.
caespitosum, Dougl. iAciine'Ua landia, Pursh, not
Bahia lavdta DC.}, described above, has been
.\utt.
advertised by E. Gillett. B.R. 14:1167 is badly drawn as
to involucre and pappus.

ERIOPSIS

(Greek, like JEria, an orchid of the Epiwhich it resembles when not in flower).
Orchiddcew. Five Peruvian orchids of the Vanda tribe
allied to Acacallis and Warrea. Lvs. plicate: racemes
fls. open, small, maxillaria-like, together:
2 or 3, basal
lip 3-lobed, the lateral lobes broad and erect.
Cool
bouse orchids, requiring the treatment of Cattleya.
blloba, Lindl. Pseudobulbs 3 inches long: lvs. lanceolate: fls. 1 in. across; sepals and petals yellow, with
]al)ellum yellow spotted with
orange-red margins;
brown. Colombia. B.R. 33:18.
rutidobulbon, Hook. Stouter in habit than the above:
pseudobulbs wrinkled, dark colored: racemes drooping:
sepals and petals orange-yellow, with deeper colored
margins; labellum white, with purple spots. Antioquia,
in exposed positions on the stems of palms. Peru. B.M.

dendrum

tribe,

:

4437.

an excellent decorative plant, either as an
evergreen lawn tree south of Charleston, or as a potplant in the North. Grown from seeds, it is a most satisfactory conservatory subject, resisting uncongenial conditions.
L. H. B.

Loquat

is

ERIOCNfiMA. Consult

Bertolonin.

ERIOD^NDRON

(Greek, woolly tree: alluding to the
woolly tiber inside the fruit, called "ceibo" and "pochote"
Mexicans,
and
used by them for stufling pillows).
by the
MalvdcexB. Ten species of tropical trees, thorny or not:
Ivs. digitate; leaflets 3-7, entire: fls. solitary or clustered,
large or medium-sized, rosy or whitish; petals oblong,
pubescent or woolly column of stamens with 5 branches
at the top, each bearing 2-3 anthers.
E. occidentile,
G. Don, is cult, by Franceschi, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
as Ceiha occidentalis.
;

ERIOGONXJM (Greek, woolly joints). Poh/gondcecB.
loo species, chiefly northwest American herbs,
tufted subsbrubs; or slender annuals, mostly densely
woolly: Ivs. crowded at the base of the stem, alternate,
entire. U. comp6situ7n, Dough, perhaps the best known,
has countless minute G-lobed neutral colored fls., dull
white to rosy, borne in compound umbels 5-G in. deep and
broad. The following have been advertised, but are
practically unknown in our gardens: -£/. campaiiKldtnm,
About

compdsituni,

Jieracleo}(h's, inciiiiuin, microfheeuni var. effitsuni, niveicin, nhdum, ovalifulluni, sphiFfliXviiniy

roc4pliahim, thymoldes, U}nJicUat\uii. These kinds have
been advertised by D. M. Andrews, Boulder, Colo., E.
Gillett, Southwich, Mass., and F. H. Horsford, Charlotte,
Vt. Consult American manuals and floras, and Proc.
Am. Acad., vols. 8, 12 and U. Should these attain any

garden importance they may ]>e reviewed in an annual
continuation of this work. Species are usually found on
calcareous soils.
-ypj^j

ERIOPHORUM [wool-he ariny, from the Greek; alluding to the heads of fruit). Vyper((ceiv. Perennial rushlike plant.=;, growing in swales: fls. in dense heads, the
bristles very numerous and often becoming greatly elongated in fruit. None of them is known in cult., but the
following have been offered by collectors: E. alpininn,
Linn. M]. cyperlnum, l^bm. J!JJi}ie()funi,B^uth.&l\ook.
£j. polysthchyon, Linn.; J'J.vaf/indfum,, Linn.;
I'J.
I7rginicum, Linn. All these are wild in the northern states.
TTseful for bog gardens. Avoid late fall planting.
;

;

;

H6lenae, Kranzlin. Said to be "the finest in this small
It differs greatly in habit from the
other members; the bulbs somewhat resemble those of
Epidendram Brassavolce, but are much stronger, and
bear three long, coriaceous, dark, glossy, green leaves.
The flowers are twice as large as those of E. biloba, and
are borne on tall, arching scapes. The sepals and petals
are orange-colored, margined with purple, the lip similar, but with a yellow blotch, spotted with purple at the

and rare genus.

base."— >S'a«rfer

<0

Co., 1899,

Oakes Ames.

ERIOSTfiMON

(Greek, woolly stamens). Ruthcem.
Coolhouse evei'greeu shrubs from Australia, with starry,
5-petaled fls. an inch wide, of white or blush pink.
Practically unknown in America, but abroad considered
amongst the finest of hard-wooded winter or springblooming Australian plants. The nurserj'men mostly
graft them on stocks of Correa, an allied genus, which
has tubular fis. instead of free petals. Lvs. alternate,
entire, glandular-dotted
stamens 8-10, free, shorter
than the petals; anthers pointed. Much care is needed
to produce well-trained specimens.
With the growth of
wealth in America, more of the Australian hard-wooded
plants will be grown by skilled gardeners in our finer
establishments. The following kinds can be imported
:

from Europe.
Foliage linear or narrowly lanceolate.
B. Lvs. linear.
sc^ber, Paxt. Lvs. covered with minute roughnesses:
petals white, tipped pink. P.M. 13:127.
A.

BB.
Iini!dllu8,
lioth ways.

of

Z/VS.

Seghers.

narrowly lanceolate.
Lvs. broadest at middle, tapering

R.B. 20:97.

some well-known

— Probably

an old garden form

species.

Foliage conspicuously wider.
10-12 times as long as broad.
0. Apex abruptly pointed.
myoporoides, DC. Lvs. widest at the middle, tapering
evenly both ways: petals white, glandular on the back.
B.M. 31M0.
AA.

B.

I/vs.

CO.

Apex

blunt.

Sm. This willow-leaved species has periuii>s the handsomest foliage.
Lvs. widest above the
middle, tapering more gradually to the base than to the
apex: petals bright, soft pink. B.M. 2854.
saliciE61iu8,

ERIOSTEMON

EKVNCilUM

BB. Lvs. 3-i times as long as hrnad.
intermSdius, Hook. Lvs. 9-lS lines long, elliptical,
abruptly pointed: petals lanceolate, white, but tipped
with pink outside in the bud like the rest: ovary placed
on a flat disk and not ringed at the base. Probably of
garden origin. Intermediate between J<J. myoporoides

and buxiJolius. B.M.

4439.

Sm.

Lvs. as in E. intermedins, though
perhaps smaller: petals obovate, white, tipped pink;
ovary sunk into a double disk of 2 rings. B.M. 4101.—
IS. densiflorum, Seghers., R.B. 20:97, looks like a proliflc horticultural variety of this species.
-^ jj
buxifdlias,

EKITElCHIITM. For E. hnrhigerum,
Fox

see Krynitzlcin.

nothofulfiim, see Plagiobothnjs.

JS.

EBODITTM

(Greek, a heroti: alluding to the beaked
fruit).
OeraniAcea'. Heron's Bill or Stork's Bill.
This genus contains a few low-growing, hardy herbaceous perennial plants, with finely cut foliage aud lis.
suggesting our wild and hardy Geraniums, from which
they differ in having only 5 instead of 10 anther-bearing
stamens, the other 5 being reduced to scales; also the
tails of the carpels hairy inside.
The conjmon Geraniums of our home windows and summer fiower-beds
are the blended product of Pehtrrioniiim zonule and
P. inquinans, aud originally had the 2 upper petals distinctly smaller than the 3 lower ones, as do the other
wild Pelargoniums from the Cape of Good Hope, while
Krodiura and the true genus, Geranium, of which a few
sorts are cultivated in our hardy borders, ha^e all 5
petals nearly equal in size.
They also have small
glands alternating with the petals, which are absent
from Pelargonium. Erodium has about 50 widely scat-

ERt^CA (etymology
Latin

to tnirii, in

in dispute
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;

probably from the

allusion to the hot seeds).

Crucifcrce.

Perhaps half a dozen herbs of Eu. and W. Asia, annual
or biennial. Allied to Brassica
differs in the shorter,
more turgid silirpie, with keeled valves
style elongated; seeds in two rows, E. satlva. Mill., Roquette or
Tira, is the only species cult, in this country.
It is a
weedy, hispid annual, resemliling a Mustard, 2-3 ft.
high, with lyrate-pinnatifld lvs. and creamy yellow fls.
:

;

See

JRogtu'fte.

L

H B

EK'?NGITJM (a name used by Theophrastus for
some sort of thistle). UmhcllUerw. Sea Holly. The
Sea Hollies are anmng the most bizarre of garden
plants, and are chiefly valued for the steel-blue or
purplish cast i.if their rigid stems, prickly foliage and
teasel-like heads.
They look like thistles, and do not
suggest any relation to the umbelliferous family of
which the flat-tt»pped, white-flowered umbels of wild

carrot are a common example. The genus has perhaps
100 species, nicistly spiny herbs. The petals are white.
All those described bi-low are perennial.
The Sea Hollies are too queer aud striking to be used
as elements in the most restful and natural home-pictures, and their proi>er place is the hardy border, the
natural repository for all sorts of curious things. Here
they perpetually challenge one's curiosity and interest.
There are two very distinct groups of them, one with
ranch-cut foliage, as shown in Fig. 776, the other the

tered species. Herbs, rarely somewhat woody or tufted
Ivg. opposite or alternate, one often smaller than its
mate, stipuled, toothed, lobed or dissected: ds. mostly
in umbels, of various shades, from crimson-pink to
purple, with darker blotches on the 2 upper petals and
the venation outlined in darker shades.
These plants are chiefly for the front row of the
hardy borders and the rock-garden, where they thrive
in a gritty loam.
They like dry. sunny spots, and may
be trusted with a conspicuous position, being chiefly
valued for their steady succession of bloom from .June
to August. Divided plants are chiefly sold here, but the
species are easily prop, by seeds. Of E. nioscJtatuni
only seeds are sold, and these are sown annually, the
species not being hardy. Nos. I and 4 are not native to
America, being essentially Asian, but they grow wild in
Oalifornha and to some extent in eastern states. Some
Erodiums can be grown in chinks tif walls, but not E.
Manescdci, which is the strongest-growing, showiest
and best kind.
:

cioutirium, L'H(?rit. Tutted, lower and more slenthan No. 4, less glandular, often with coarse, soft,
short hairs: lvs. oblong, 1-2-pinnate; Ifts. small, nearly
sessile, the uppermost confluent, more sharply and
stipules small,
deeply cut and with narrower lobes
acute: sepals with 1 or 2 terminal bristles: filaments
not toothed. Mediterranean regions, Asia. Mn. 7,p. 127.
Remarkable for the great
2. macradSnium, L'Herit.
length of tlie roots when twisting among rocks, and
strong odor of the foliage. Lvs. hairy, glandular, lJ'2-2 in.
long, oblong, pinnate; segments pinnatifid, rachis with
a toothed wing: fls. light purple, the 2 upper petals a
shade darker, and the spots nearly l)lack. Pyrenees.
B.M. 5GGj.
Height 10-18 in.: lvs. attaining
3. Minescivi, Coss.
in. long, 2'a in. wide; segments alternate, ovate, shortfls. at
stalked, dentate, "with sometimes a deeper cut
best 2 in. across, strong rosy purple, tin- spots of the
upper petals only a shade or two darker. Pyrenees.
Gn. 5.5 1220. — Colors stronger and more uniform than
No. 3.
Mostly stout and glandu4. moscMtum, L'H(5rit.
lar: Ifts. large, short-stalked, ovate to elliptical, serrate,
sepals not
broad-lohed
stipules large, rather obtuse
terminated by bristles: filaments 2-toothed. Mediterranean, Orient.
W. M.
1.

<ler

;

i>

:

:

:

:

ERPfiTION.

All referred to riola.

776.

Eryngium amethystinum.

"Pandanus group," with long, undivided leaves. A
very different list of species is cult, abroad, but the
main types are here now, and a collection of kinds la
not as artistic as well massed groups of a single kind.
They are slightly used in subtropical bedding. The
dried stems retain their color, and are sometimes hung

.

ERYNGIUM

ERYSIMUM

up in living-rooms. The plants mostly grow from 2-3
J. B. Keller atlft. high and head out in July and Sep.
vises a light soil and sunny situation, j^. antt'tlty^tlnnm
Meehan saj-s that J^. jilamnn
is probably the favorite.
The \veak point of Eryngiums
is much visited by bees.
is that they are slow to recover from the shock of divi-

inferior to the true wallflowers (Cheiranthus) for
general purposes, and two lower-growing and perhaps
earlier-blooming rock-garden plants.
The genus has
70-100 species of biennial and perennial herbs, with
long, soft, appressed, 2-parted hairs: lvs. narrow, linear
or oblong, entire or variously toothed: fls. orange or
yellow, rarely purple, often fragrant; petals 4: style
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difficult to work up astock at home
an effective group. D. Dewar, in his
garden monograph of the group, Gn. 46, p. 52LI, says that
the only safe way to increase the Sea Hollies is by seed.
"Sow the seed in pans as soon as gathered, and place in
a coldframe. The seeds will germinate in the spring,
and if properly managed will be ready to plant out the

sion. This makes
sufihcieut to make

it

all,

persistent.

Although the two most popular kinds are biennials,
the gardeners think of them as annuals. Their seeds can

It is said that many of the species are
satisfactory here than in England.

following year."
less

showy and
A.

Ijcs. dirhliuJ

Bracts

B.

into radiait iig sitjjtn'nts.

lu)iger thilli the hiinU.

Numher

C.

of hructn 10-L'O.

at the hase and meriftii
toothed at the inanjin.
1. alpinum, Linn. Bracts 10-20. a little longer than the
oblong heads. Alps. R.H. 187li, p. 113. B.M. 922. ('in.
46:993. — There is a white variety.

deepli/

lioot-tvs.

u.

notcliiil

DD.

Root-lrs. less deeply notched at the Ijase, elsewhere
more dissected,
2. Ollveriinum, Laroch. Bracts 10-12, more rigid and
fewer-toothed than in E. alpinum:
heads ovate.
Orient. Gn. 4.j, p. 223.
e:c.

D.

Xmnher

of hracts G-0.
Eoot-lvs. dci'phj cut.

3. amethystinum, Linn. Fig. 776. Root-lvs. piniiatifld
bracts 7-8, few-toothed at the base, much longer than
the globose heads. Eu. Gn. 4G, p. 522, and .5.5, p. 454. £.
ccclestinum. a trade name unknown to our botanies, is
the same thing, according to J. B. Keller.
:

DD.
4.

I^oot-h-s. luereli/ crenate-dentale

g-lganteum, Bieb.

8-9: head ovate.

BB.

Bracts as

Root-lvs. deeply cordate: bracts

Armenia.

Gn.

46, p. 523.

as or shorter than the heads.
i'pper steni'lcs. o-parted.
0.
5. pUnum, Linn.
Middle stem-lvs. stalkless. undivided: bracts 6-7: head rotund. Eu., N.Asia.
lour/

Upper stem-lvs. about 8-parted.
L^avenworthii, Torr. & Gray. Height 1-3 ft. stemstalkless, somewhat clasping
heads ovoid-oblong.
cc.

6.

:

lvs.

Kans.

:

to Tex.,

Mex. B.B. 2:522.

AA. Lvs. undivided, long and linear.
aqu4ticum, Linn. (i?. )/Hccfe«Z(««i, Michx.). Height
2-6 ft.: stem striate, unbranehed or branched above:
lvs. mostly clasping, finely parallel-veined, lower
sometimes H ft. long, \% in. wide, all bristly marginedheads globose-ovoid. U.S. B.R. 5:372.
"
-^y
7.

jj

is

7tl]e

involucre is not colored
and the fls. are white
or pale.

deep

No.

soil

needs

1

and

partial

shade. No. 3 also makes
a good bog plant. No.
7 grows well in either
wet or dry situ,ations.
Heights of the first five
species, 2-3 ft.
3-5
;

2-3>,-; 3-4, .3-4.

E.

W. Bakclay.

ERYSIMUM

(possiiilyjneansblistiT-(l rawing).
(Jrucifenr.
>f
this big genus ve cultivate
two
brilliant
(

yellow

and

spring-

anil

blooming,

orange,

summer-

hardy "an-

nuals," scarcely',

it

at

Erysimum asperum

(X--;^).

fall and produce earlier bloom than if
sown in spring. Fig. 777 shows the last flowers open at
the top of the pyramid, while the seed pods are swelling
below.
The rockery kinds, J. B. Keller writes, do well also in
the front row of the border and on dry banks. They like
full exposure to sunlight, and in the spring months are
completely covered with bright flowers. Divided plants
only, not seeds, are offered by American dealers. In
Gn. 24, p. 462, it is said that jil. ochroleucum on level
ground is likely to lose its lower lvs. and to perish on
heavy soils in hard winters. It thrives best when frequently divided, and may lie prop, by cuttings.

In No. 1 the involucre
a deeper blue than

inNos.2-5; inNo.

Erysimum asperum

778.

be sown in the

A. Plaints hiennial:
B.

height 12-lS in.

Fls. yellow.

Asperum, DC. (A'. Arkansettium. Nutt.). Pigs. 777.
Height 1-3 ft. in the wild, 12-18 in. in gardens lvs.
dentate or entire, upper ones mostly entire: fls. M in.
across: pods rough, 132-4 in. long, 4-sided, nearly erect.
U. S. E. Jrtn/i.sa)(»m is merely awestern and broaderleaved form. B.B. 2:152.
778.

:

BB. Fls. orange.
Perofskianum, Fisch. & Mey. Pods shorter than In
the above. ;ind standing out more nearly at right angles,
not so stitt and straight, constricted below the narrower
style. Gaucasus, Afghanistan. B.M. 3757. P.M. 6:245.
-There are strains of seed saved by Vilmorin-Andrieux
& Co., from compact and dwarf plants suitable for edgings. [E.Perofskiaiiumnanum, R.B. 32:101. E.nanum
coiiipiK'lam aureuiii, Gt. 46, p. ];14.
renin, Peter Henderson & (Jo.).

E. compactum au-

AA. Plants ]>erennial: height mostly 4-6 in.: rockgarden plants.
rup6stre, DC. {E. pulchellum, J. Gay).
Stem rather
woody at base: lvs. somewhat dentate; stem-lvs. oblong,
the hairs short, dense, 2-3-parted. Asia Minor. K.U.

:

ERYSIMUM

ERYTHRINA

4]2.-Wool3on, Passaic, N. J., keeps the names
separate. His plants of E. rupestre have "citron-yellow
1880, p.
lis."

JS.

ruprestre

is

"more spreading."

DC.

(tl. lihw'ticum, DC).
Height -4-12
stems yellowish, creeping: Ivs. entire or the upper
with a few short, sharp teeth. Spain. J. W. Manning's
plants of E. Rhmticum he considers same as E. pulchellam. They "grow (3 in. high, and have bright yellow
tis. in May." Woolsou's plants of A', oc/ito^cmckih,
"from
the Alps of Jura," have pale yellow lis.
^y jj

oohroleticuni,

in.:

EKYTHfiA (one of the Hesperides, Daughterof Evening). Palind.ce<r,tv\ho CoTijphed!. Spineless palms with
solitary robust caudices, ringed at the base, clothed

above with dead leaf-sheaths. Leaves terminal, the
younger ones tomentose, orbicular, flabellately manyparted, the lobes lacerated at the apex, intermingled
with fibers, infolded; rachis short; ligule long; petiole
stout, smooth or spiny along the margins; spadices
long, white tomentose: branches stout; spathes many,

sheathing the peduncle, thick-coriaceous, densely tomentose; bracts and bractlets distinct; fls. pale: fruit
globose, small. Species 2. Southern California.
This small group of American palms includes two
species only, as far as known at present, these being E.
iirmata, which is known locally as the "Blue Palm," and
E. edulis, the latter commonly known as the "Guadalupe Palm," from the fact that it has only been found in
a wild state on the island of Guadalupe, off the coast of
southern California. The plants in question belong to
the fan-leaved section of palms, and bear much resemblance to Brahea,.the segments of the leaves being
adorned with whitish filaments. In the gardens of Santa
Barbara, California, the Erytheas are planted out, and
in a few years form very handsome trees, but in less
favored latitudes thej' may be cultivated in the same
manner as Kentias or Latanias, flourishing in a night
temperature of 60° when grown in a rich and open soil
and abundantly supplied with water.
armita, Wats. {Braliea arindta, Wats.). Blue Palm.
'I'all and slender, 40 ft. high
Ivs. very glaucous; petitde narrow^, deeply channeled, margined with numerous
stout, more or less hooked, slightly spreading spines;
:

segments 30-10, sub-lacerate
erous.

Lower

California.

Mxdis, S.Vfats.

at the apex, slightly
III. 20:425.

fllif-

G.C.

(Bmhea /fduUs.Wendl. ). Stem

.30

ft.

in. thick, with thick, corky bark; sheaths fibrous,
length glabrous
petioles stout, 1 in. wide, planoconvex, unarmed on the acute margins, fibrous-pubescent or glabrate above
ligule 2-.3 in. long, densely
silky-tomentose
blade.'! ft.; segments 70-80, at first
Tomentose, lacerate at the apes and fibrous on the edges.
California. R.H. 189:!, p. 297, and 1897, p. 77.
G.C. HI.
13:507; 22:157.
Jared G. Smith and W. H. T.\PHN.

high, 15
at

;

;

;

ERYTHR^A

(Greek, rfd",- alluding to the fls. of some
species). Gentiandce(€. This includes two hardy plants
with bright, deep rose fls., one of which is a rockery
plant from the Azores, the other a Calif ornian annual
which deserves general cultivation. The flowers have
slender green tubes an inch long, and a spreading limb
of 5 oblong lobes, each half an inch long. The style of
E. veniista is curious. Though longer than the stamens,
it does not stand above them, but bends down and stands
off at one side. The genus has possibly 30 widely scattered species, and no near allies of garden value. These
jilants bloom in sunimer and aut\inm.
Ot E. diffusa, J. B. Keller writes: "A light, sandy
loam, in a protected nook of tiie rockery, with partial
shade, is required for this charming little alpine plant.
It must be planted in a well sheltered position, and requires protection from sun and severe frost in winter,
but the little plant is well worth all the extra care we
may have to expend on it in winter. Prop by cuttings,
seeds or division."
Massoni, Sweet {E. diffuxa. Woods). Hidght 4 in.:
sterns ascending, tufted, not branched abovd', ]-3-fld.*

fls. lateral.
Azores. Annuals in Azores, t)iennial in
western Europe. — The plant cult, under this name is
considered perennial by our nurserymen.

veniista, Gray.

Height

fi-10 in.

:

cyraoeely branched, as man\' as

stems erect, 4-angled,
14-fld.

:

Ivs.

^o-l in.

;
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ohlong or ovate oblong, very blunt: corolla lobes
said to be yellow at the base, l)ut in the picture the fls.
have a white eye. Calif. B.M. G3iJG. —Tlie largest flow-

loQi?,

ered species.

ERYTHRtNA (from Greek for red). LegumindsiF.
Coral. Tree. Herby, shrubs or trees, with large and
showy papilionaceous fls., represented by 25-30 species
in tropical countries.
Lvs. piunately 3-foliolate, with
glanduliform stipules. Fls. mostly red and in dense racemes; calyx 2-lipped; standard free or very nearly so;
tenth stamen free, or united only half its length: fr. a
slender, more or less twisted pod. Plants usually spiny
very rapid growers. Erythrinas are much prized garden plants. Some of them, particularly the herbaceous
kinds, are frequently planted out in the summer. In
the house they demand an intermediate temperature.
Give rich soil and frequent waterings. In the woody
species, aim to have well-ripened wood for flowering,
for the bloom is produced on wood of tlie preceding
year. The herbaceous species are propagated by division of the rootstock; also by cuttings from shoots
springing from the old roots. Woody species prop, by
cuttings of growing wood. All species prop, by seeds,
whenever these are obtainable.
A. Herbaceous specie {or treated as such). These die
down at the end of the season, and the roots may
be stored after the manner of Dahlias. It is best
to start the roots before planting them out, particularly in the N. In their native countries, these
species are more or less woody.
Criata-g'AlIi, Linn. (K. laurifblia, Jacq.).
Common
Coral Tree. Bushy and woody, sometimes developing
a very short trunk, but the flowering branches dying
back after blooming, the stronger branches coming annually or periodically from near the root
stem and
petioles somewhat spiny: Ifts. ovate-oblong or lanceoblong, acuminate, entire: fls. large, brilliant crimson,
the keel nearly as long as the down-folding standard,
the wings rudimentary. Braz. B.M. 21G1. — Runs into
many forms, varying in the shade of red, some of them
with variegated lvs. South of \Vashinc:ton, stands out
of doors if protected. In the North the fleshy roots are
taken up and stored. Valuable for summer l/loom. Fls.
in large, terminal racemes. Madame Belanger is apopular garden form.
compdcta, Bull.
Of very compact habit
fls. rich
crimson. Probably a form uf the last.
specidsa, Andr. Bush-like, reaching 8-12 ft., but usually cut l.)ack as E. Crista-galU is
stems and Ivs.
]irickly: Ifts. broad and more or less 3-lol>ed, pointed,
veiny: fls. in pubescent racemes, rich crimson. W. Ind.
B.R. 9:750. — Stem green, very prickly.
herhicea, Linn. Stems several and herbaceous, from
a very thick root, 2—i ft. high, the flowering ones nearly
leafless
Ifts. ovate to hastate
petioles long, more or
less prickly: fls. 2 in. long and very slender, deep scarlet, in loose racemes 1-2 ft. long: seeds scarlet.
N. Car.
to W. Ind. Common on Gulf coast of Ala. and Miss.
B.M. 877. — E. Bidwillii, Lindl., is a beautiful hybrid of
this species and B. Crista-riaUi (the latter the pollen
jiarent I, with herbaceous shoots and an ascending vexillura. B.R. 33:9.
AA. Wo'->d;i or free-like species. Greenhouse plants, or
planted in the open in S. Calif, and S. Fla.
Hume^na, Spreng. (£". Cdffra, Hort.). Often treelike and 30 ft. or more, the stem aud petioles very spiny;
petioles long: Ifts. rhomboid-ovate, acuminate: peduncles axillary and strictly erect, longer than the lvs.,
white-warty: fls. verticillate-spikod on the ends of the
peduncles, long and slender, dcflexed, brilliant scarlet
fading to purple. S. Afr. B.M. 2431. B.R. 9:736.
Corallod^ndron, Linn. Coral Tree. Tree, prickly:
calyx teeth obsolete; standard
Ifts. ov;ite rhomboid
erect, linear-oblong, scarlet: seeds scarlet, usually with
a black spot. W. Ind.
Other Erj^hrinas have been introduced into S. Calif.
U. Bogofensis, said to grow 50 ft. high, from Colombia;
B. ins'ignis, Todaro, of unknown habitat, 100 ft.; £!.
vidrum, Todaro, 100 ft., of unknown habitat.
L. H. B.
:

:

:

:

:

:

;

EEYTHROCHaiTE,
Seitecio

ERYTHRONIUM

ERYTHROCH^TE
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or

ERYTHROCH^TON.

See

Joponicns.

(from the Greek M-ord for red).
Adder's Tonoue.
Violet.
Handsome plants of the north temperate zone, tour
N. America,
eastern
to
four
World,
Old
the
belong to
the cool
one is found in the Rocky mountains, while
California
to
woods and high mountains from northern
represented
by
is
genus
the
the British possessions
nine species and a number of well marked varieties.
Erythroniums have bulbs standing erect and from oblong to linear in form, two radical leaves, which in most
scape slender and
species are handsomely mottled
The perileafless, producing from one to many flowers.
anth consists of six similar divisions, usually recurved,
The
species
style.
3-lobed
six stamens and a single
See
are confused and are much in need of revision.

ERYTHRONITJM

LilidcecB.

Dog's-tooth

m

:

kept back, to secure any length of stalk. All of the other
western species are very satisfactory garden plants.
The propagation of E. Dens-Vanis and varieties, the
eastern American species and E. Marhvegii, is by
All of the other western species can be inoffsets.
creased only by seeds. The eastern species should be
planted at least 5 in. deep.
A.

7^/.s'.

always soUianj, and without a crest near
of inner petals: leaves handsomely motfeH'. — Old World species.

Ji<i.'<e

tled: offsets

in the
The European species
DenB-Canis, Linn.
stem 4-6 in. high.
type ris. are rosy purple or lilac
Variations are white, rose-colored or flesh-colored. Var.
longlf6lium, Hort., varies in its narrower leaves and
Var. Siblricum, Hort., from the Altai
larger flowers.
Mts., is taller. — Little known in Amer. gardens.
:

:

AA.

Fl. solitary, unthout a crest on inner petals:

ducing

o^/s^'^.s.

— Eastern American

pro-^

species.

AmericS-num, Smith. Common Adder's Tongue. Fig.
LvK. mottled: fls. yellow; the segments recurved:
bulb with long offshoots. Eastern U. S. and Canada,
The followto Fla. and Ark. Runs into many forms.
ing names belong w^ith it: E. hmceoldtum, Pursh
E. bractetitiini, Boott.
E. angustdtum, Raf
dlbidum, Nutt. Lvs. not mottled, narrow: fls. white,
segments recurved. Ont. and N. Y. to
yellow at base
Tex.
mesachdreum, Knerr. Lvs. not mottled: fls. lavender,
the segments not recurved: earlier than the last. Iowh
to Kansas.
propuUans, Gray. Lvs. small, green or slightly motoffsets profls. rose-colored, with yellow base
tled
duced from the stem sheath. Southern Ontario and
Minnesota.
779.

.

;

;

:

:

AAA.

779.

Fls. 3-4, sometimes more {rarely only l-fld.).—
West American species. The lvs. are richly
mottled, except in E. grandiflorum. The
corms do not produce offsets, except in E.
Hartiveqii. Inner petals with auricles except
All except E. purpurascens
in E. HowelUi.
have large and showy fls.

Erythronium

B.

Americanum iX%).

Style 3-cleft.

gTandifldrum Pursh {E. glganteum, Lindl.). Lvs.
unmottled stem slender, l-.5-fld. fls. very bright yellow; petals recurved; anthers yellow.
Var. Album, Hort. [E. moutdnum, Hort.). Like the
type, except the fls. are white, yellowish at center, and
with a slight greenish cast.
Var. minor, Morren, is smaller.
Nuttalli&num, Schult. Like E. grandiflorum, and perhaps a variety of it, but has red anthers.
HArtwegii, Wats. Bulb-bearing offsets: lvs. mottled:
fls. 1-0, mostly in a sessile umbel, large, light yelloworange at center.
Foothills of the Sierra Nevada
mountains in California. G.C. HI. 20:361.
revolutum, Smith. Lvs. 1-4, mottled in white ami
light brown: fls. nearly always 1 or 2; petals narrow
and curved; style large and stout; filaments from subii
late (awl-shaped) to deltoid, opening from white flushed
with pink to pinkish purple, becoming purple. J.H,

:

Watson, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts
Baker, Journ. Linn. Soc. 14:2%.

&

Sei. I4::2(J0

;

22:479.

Weathers, U.C.

III.

20::^61.

The Erythroniums are most interesting spring flowers. They succeed in any light soil, particularly in parshade. In common with all herbaceous perennials,
especially those whitdi produce bulbs or corms, they
profit by a winter mulch of leaves or litter. The western Erythroniums are all plants of the cool woodlands,
except a few which grow at such altitudes as to reach
like conditions. They thrive best in shade, a thoroughly
drained soil, moist and rich in mold, a surface covering of half rotten leaves tending to equalize conditions. Any good fibrous material, as fibrous peat, cocoanut fiber or spent tan bark, or even well rotted sod, will
answer the purpose to lighten the soil and give that
abundance of mold they delight in. Pockets in shaded
rockwork give ideal situations. They will thrive naturalized on cool, wooded slopes, and where the drainage
The leaves ripen before
is good will thrive in grass.
the grass is cut and the effect is very fine. Simply
planted in boxes in a loose soil, rich in mold, and left
year after year in a shaded spot, they sometimes give
splendid bloom. L\ /Tdrttcegli flowers v<u'y early, iind
stands more heat and dryness than any otlirr varielv.
J^. purpurascens }uh\ J^J, moH/aHn?;;, from high altitxides,
tend to throw up their growth very late, and are on that
account rather ditTicult to cult. J^. {/randiflorifni flowers
very early, and iiuist be given a cool situation and be
tial

:

III. :i5:.52.3.

Var. BolAnderii, Hort. {E. grandifldrum, var. Smithii.
Hook.). Differing from the type in having white fls..
tardily becoming purple, and in being smaller.
Var. J61insoni, Pur<Iy (E. Johnsoni, Bolander). Very
similar to the type, but lvs. mottled in dark brown ami
looking as if coated in varnish, and fls. dark rose with
orange center. Gn. 51:1100. G.C. III. 19:549; 25:253.
Var. praecox, Pnrdy. Lvs. mottled in mahogany, the
most bcnutifuUy in any Erythronium: the fls., usual!)
2-4, are creamy white with orange center.
Var. Wdtsoni, Pnrdy. Differs in having a full,cream\
white fl., orange at center, and usually banded witli
brown above the base; in foggy weather the fl. is bell

shaped: lvs. mottled in brown. — One of the finest of
Ervthroniums.

EBYTHRONlUM

ESCllSCHOLZIA

Var. albifldrum, Hort. (E. rihfanUum,Y3.T.alMfUrum,
Hort. Ji. (/raiidifldrum, var. albifldrum, Hook.). This
differs from var. Watsoiii only in being pure wliite,
with a delicate greenish cast. B.M. .5714. F.S. 20:2117.

G.C.

III. 3:o.'iO;

pulverul6nta, Pers. {E. Tierteridna, DC). Shrubs,
lvs. elliptic and obtuse, serrate
hairy all over
fls.
white, in erect, terminal racemes: branches trigonal.

Style not diiHded.
:

B.M.

:

:

7017.

purpuriscens, Wats. Lvs. not mottled but shaded in
dark metallic tints: small, spreading fls. crowded in a
raceme, light yellow (almost white), center orange, becoming purplish. — The smallest of our Erythroniunis.
Properly an alpine.
Hdwellii, Wats. Lvs. mottled: scape 1-3-fld. fls. pab^
yellow with orange base, becoming pinkish. — Of ttie
Pacitic coast Erythroniums, this alone is destitute of
the ear-shaped appendages at inner base of petal.
:

Carl Purdy.

EEYTHR6XYLUM

virg^ta, Pers. {E. PhiUppidna, Mast. E. virgdta,
var. PhilippiUna, Engl.). Half-hardy shrub south of
Washington, with rod-like light brown branches lvs.
nearly sessile, not glandular nor odorous, linear or
fls. white, small, in
dense
oblong-spatulate, serrate
racemes terminating the branchlets.
Organ6nsis, Oardn. Half hardy S., 2-5 ft., branches
red and angled lvs. elliptic or oblong, crowded, serrate,
glossy: fls. pink, in close, terminal clusters. B.M. 4274.
:

:

15:023.

:

:

citrinum, Wats. Lvs. mottled: stem l-.3-fld.
petals
broad, strongly recurved, light yellow, orange at center,
the tips becoming pink.
HSnderaonii, Wats. Lvs. mottled in dark brown
petals strongly recurved, pale purple, with a very dark
purple, almost black, center.
G.F. 1:317. O.C. 111.
3:ti53;

B.M.

across, in a large, terminal panicle-like cyme.
6404. B.B. 17:1467.

1.5:621.

BB.
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true of some
species). Liniteeir. Cooa. The Cocoa plant, the lvs. of
which are of vast importance in medicine, can be grown
in the extreme south of Florida and California, and is
rarely cult, under glass in the North for its economic
interest. It is a shrub 5-6 ft. high, w^th rusty brown,
slender branches, on the extreme tips of which the lvs.
are borne. Below the lvs., on the wood of the preceding
year, which is reddish, clusters of 3-5 yellow 5-lobed
fls. a quarter of an inch across spring from the protection of the small scales that line the branchlets, and
which are colored like the bark. The native country of
the Coca being still uncertain, itis necessary forpurposes
of description to take as the type the earliest described
form, which happens to be a Peruvian one, named by
Lamarck £Jrijtkroxylu7n Coca, and tigured in the Botanical Magazine 1894, plate 73.34. The lvs. of this form are
about 2% in. long, oblong-obovate, tapering to a short
stalk, rounded at the apex, the midrib extending beyond
into a short, sharp point.
Cocoa is grown commercially on a large scale throughPeru produces fifteen million
out South America.
pounds of the dried leaf every year, Bolivia half as
South
America very much more.
rest
of
and
the
much,
The lvs. are chewed to prevent hunger and fatigue.
Dr. H. H. Rusby, of New York, in the Therapeutic
Gazette, says, "The effects of Cocaine as a nerve stimulus applied to intellectual and emotional activity are
It takes away appetite, abolishes the sensaruinous.
tions of hunger and thirst, lessens waste during exertion, and decreases the exhaustion of ill-fed laborers
and travelers. Beyond this. Cocaine has no supporting
or nourishing power whatever, and its essential action
Every attempt made to support by it
is enfeebling.
athletic competition has resulted in failure or even
disaster." Cocaine is an excellent anesthetic, and is
Coca
particularly useful in operations on the eye.

{Greek, red wood:

— Excellent.
rtihra, Pers. Twiggy shrub, glandular-pubescent: lvs.
rather small, obovate-lanceolate, sharp-toothed
fls.
long-tubular, red, in short, terminal clusters. B.M. 2890
:

L. H. B.

ESCHSCHOLZIA

F. Eschscholz, of Kotzebue's
Papaverdceti?.
About a dozen
scientific expedition).
low, pale or glaucous herbs, annual or perennial, with
dissected, alternate lvs., and large, showy yellow or
whitish fls.; sepals 2; j^etals 4; stamens numerous;
stigmas 4—6: capsule long and slender like a silique,
1-loculed. The calyx forms a hood which is pushed ofi
over the bud as the petals expand (see detail at the left
in Fig. 780). The toiiis or receptacle (from which the
capsule arises) is pirominently widened or dilated.
Monogr. in Gray, Syn. Fl. N. Amer. 1:90-92. Commonh"
spelled Eschscholtzia.
(J.

should not be confused with Cocoa and Cacao, which
The literature of
discussed under Theobroma.
Coca, from every point of view down to the year 1889, is
-^^ ji,
reviewed in the'Kew bulletin for that year.
are

ESCALLONIA

(Escallon was a Spanish traveler in
Amer.). SaTAfragaceo!. About 40 South American
evergreen shrubs or trees, with scattered entire or serS.

viscid branches, strongrate, ovate or lanceolate lvs
odorous fls. in terminal racemes or panicles: petals 5,
anthers ovate-oblong
stamens 5
linear-spatulate
,

;

;

;

stigma capitate and 2-3-lobed: ovary
few species have been introduced in the

style simple, the

A

2-3-Ioculed.
They are of easy culture; rapid
S., chiefly in S. Calif.
growers. Some of them will no doubt prove half hardy
as far north as Washington. Spring and summer.
Montevid^nsis, DC. (E. floribnnda, Hort.). Nearly
erect bush, branches cylindrical lvs. 2-1 in. long, elliptic
or linear-oblong, obtuse or nearly so, narrowed into a
distinct petiole, minutely dentate: fls. white, Jain.
:

780.

Eschscholzia Californica (X34).

California Poppt. Pig. 780.
Cali!6mica, Cham.
Perennial, but cult, as an annual, 10-20 in. high, forming mats: lvs. petioled and divided into linear parts
:

11.

EUCALYPTUS

ESOIISCHOLZIA

r)50

sa-ucfcr-shaped, openiii.t; in suiisliiiu-.

'2-'A

iii.

ucross,

in. lon^,
i'(..t ;;—i
yelluw or orange or cri--iim-culore(l
torns large ami t'unni-1-sliapt'. Calif,
strong-ribbed
and Ore., mostly along the euast. B.M. 2887. B.R.
:

:

-One

of tlio most popular
1894, p. 381.
Seeds
It is treated as a hardy annual.
be sown very early. It stands cnnsidrrable cold, and
blooms after the first frosts. If well protected, plants
14:1108.

garden

R.H.

may

iXs.

growth will pass the winter and give
some bloom the following spring. It sometimes selfsows. Very attractive as an edging, because of its interesting bluish foliage. There arc double-fid. forms.
Very variable, and cult, nnder a varii-ty of names, as
of one season's

O. maritima, Hort. (not Greene), ('. nlria, Hort. (tradr
name for mixed varieties), C. (luninDnni Hort., ami
O. dlha, Hort. The so-called white varieties are not yut
pure white. Do not bear transplanting well.
,

Fls. deep
Var. crdcea, Hort. (£\ crdcea, B*.'nth.).
orange: torus very widely expanded: calvs tmd longattenuate. B.R. 2(.i:lG7T. 'B.M. :.!41);j.
Var. Doilglasii, Gray (A'. JioHf/Ja.<ili, Bonth.). Rathi.-r
Tnore slender, and blooms earlier: tls. pure yellow.
Lower, with finer-cut and denser
tenuifdlia, Hook.
foliage, the long divisions l)eing almost capillary: fls.
small (I in. across), light yellow, overtopping the Ivs.:
torns less prominent. Calif. B.M. 4812.
l H. B.

ESTBAGON.

Artemisia Braoincnliis.

EUCAL'S'PTUS (Greek,

eu, well; kaJijpto, to cover as

the calyx limb covering the flower before
anthesis, then falling off in the form of a lid or cover).
}[yrtd.cecE. Gum Tree. Mostly trees, frequently of immense size; a few of the alpine and sub-alpine species
shrubby: Ivs. simple, entire (Fig. 781), in the seedlings and 3'oung shoots of many species horizontal, opposite, sessile and cordate; in the adult mostly vertical
(occasionally horizontal), alternate, peti(date and varying from broadly ovate to lanceolate-acuminate and falcate, thick or thin, always rigid, pcnniveined, glabrous.

with a lid

:

stamens numerous, in
the calyxdid)
many rows, usually free, frec^uently inflexed in bud;
anthers small, mostly distinctly longer than broad and
opening by parallel longitudinal slits, often almost kidney-shaped and opening by divergent longitudinal slits,
style undior truncate and opening by terminal pores
vided: fr. a c;i]i.sule, opening at the top by 3-6 valves;
numerous,
mostly
augular,
only
a
few
fertile.
seeds
For structure of fruit and calyptra, see Figs. 782-788.
A genus of about 140 species, all Australasian, excepting perhaps 5 found in the East Indies. Valuable hardwood trees, mostly of rapid gro"ui:h the timber is exceedingly durable and largely used in Australia by shipIniilders, railroad engineers, implement makers, and for
building purposes. Felling fortimber should be effected
towards the end of the dry season, when the flow of the
sap is least active. Ring-barking, if necessary, should
be performed during the latter part of the cool, or the
earlier part of the warm season, so that by largely exhausting the sa]), the fewest or no new shoots will rise
from the root (Mueller). The leaves of many species
contain a valualjle antiseptic, volatile oil, which is distilled for pharmaceutical purposes. The bark of several
species yields a resin (kino) containing tannin in commercial quantities, on account of which the name of
Gum Trees is applied to the genus. E. globulus has
been very widely distributed over the globe through the
persevering efforts of the late Baron Von Mueller; it is
frequently planted in the malarial regions of warm climates, as at the Campagna at Rome, with very beneficial effect. (Sanitarians will be interested in "Eucalyptus in Algeria and Tunisia, from an hygienic and climatological point of view," by Dr. Edward Pepper,
Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. 35:39-56.) In England the same
species is grown extensively for subtropical gardening,
on account of its distinctive glaucous hue and symmetrical growth, but in that climate it needs the protection
of glass in winter.
But few species are really hardy;
most of them, however, can be grown successfully in
California and countries enjoying a similar climate.
For ready determination of species in this critical genus, it is necessary to have adult leaves, mature buds,
dowers, and mature fruit
immature fruits are often
very misleading. Monographed in part by Baron von
Mueller in his Eucalyptographia (cited here as F.v.M.
Eucal.), in which 100 species are carefully illustrated.
Bentham describes 135 species (almost the whole genus) in his Flora Australiensis, Vol. 3. The following
key has licen adapted from Luehmann's Dichotomous
Key, published in 18if8; the descriptions have been summarized from the Eucalyptographia, and subsequently
verified by reference to herbariiim specimens wherever
these were available. References to Hook. Icon, mean
Hooker's Icones Plantarum.
(or adnate

to

;

;

:

:

CiiJftire in the East: Eucalypti are most easily raised
from seeds, which generally germinate freely. These
should be sown thinly in pots or pans of light, sandy
soil, and placed in a little heat.
E. globuIuSy when intended to be used for subtropical bedding or for a group
on a lawn, is best sown in August and grown on through
the winter, for use the following season. In this way
much larger and better plants may bo obtained than
when sowing is deferred to the spring. It is beet to
raist' new plants each year, as lifted sjiecimens do not
rej^ain their beauty of the preceding season.
Being

781.

Eucalyptus globulus (X.';i).
Shoots on ft younii X'lant.

rscept rarely in the yonuii: shoots, sometimes covered
with a glaucous wax
undtcls solitary and axillary or
paniculate, near the ends of the hranclilcts, usually
white: fls. in umbels of 3 to many, iar(^ly solitary
calyx tube obconical carapanulate or oblong, adnate to the
ovary at the base
lobes connate, forming a lid which
separates by a circumscissile dehiscence; petals wanting
:

;

;

fast-growing plants, considerable space must be allowed when they become established, either in the open
ground or in pots. A rather rich soil, composed of loam
and decayed manure, with the addition of some char,
roal, to keepit open, is most suitable. E.7))aculata,ynrciVr/orfora, is very useful for growing in pots in the conservatory, its lemon-scented leaves rendering it a general favorite (Nicholson).
Culture in the South: The process of raising Eucalypts is one of extreme simplicity. Well-ripened seeds,
shallowly sown (on open nursery ground, or, should the
species be a rare or select one, in wood boxes or seed
pans) germinate quickly; when about hand-high the
seedlings should bo transplanted in the nursery, to
check the downward growth of the roots and to promote
the formation of lateral rootlets, fit to retain some soil
while moving such seedlings to places of permanency.
The operation of transplanting should be carried out in

.

EUCALYPTUS

EUCALYPTUS

the cool season, Ijtst under a cloudy sky,
and the seedlings ought not to get dried up in any
way during the
process of removal, regular daily watering
for

some

time afterwards being requisite. Eucalyptus
seedlings
Cor shipment to places only a few days'
distance may he
simply packed in closed cases without much soil
for
transmittal to longer distances, they must be
we'll established in pots or bamboo pieces.
In this respect
Eucalypts should bo treated like most pines and other
coniferous trees, and, like them, cannot be transplanted
when they have attained any size, even when provided
with a good ball of earth. But their distrilmtion by
means of seeds is the easiest method, on account of the
durability and small size of the latter. (P. v. Muelleradapted )
;

IN1'K.\.

;vcmenioidGS,

eomiiUocephnla,

31.

iilbeus, 3.
ivlpina, 35.

iimygdalina, 47.
Hngustifolia,47.
Baileyaua, 42.

buprestium,

15.

calophylla, 5.
citriodora, L
coecifera, 44.

rornuta, 37.

platypus,

Iiaein,-istoma,40.

polyanthomos,
punctata, 20.
rcKuans. 47.

loHKifolia, 12, 47.

24.
rosea, 14.
rostrata, 50.
rudis, 52.
saligna, 27.

resinitera,

Risdoni,
robusta,

17.

,fissllis, 18.

globulus, 34.

pilularis, 30.

vimiu;di.s,48.

to

determine

ttiis

Stewartiana.

tlie

49.

43.
45.

capsule {see also

must

be quite

mature

point).

Fls. mostly

in terminal or Inleral panicles, -not
simple umbels (occasionally the iu florescence will
to be paniculate in section bb also, ow-

B.

appear
ing

falling off of the leaves, so that it is
necessary to look for the leaf-scars in placing
doubtful specimens): Irs. scattered, petiolate (except sometimes in seedlings and robust shoots).
to

Zivs. of

0.

No.

7,

E. eorymbosa and

JiJ.

also

dlbens, Miq.). White Bospersistent: Ivs. glaucous or
chalk-white.

fls.

paler beneath than aboue: hrunehlets glabrous.

Fruit urceolate (urn-shaped) ocer }i in. long: lid
of calyx not broader than the tube, tearing off
along a)i irregular suture: anthers distinctly
l<iiig<-r
than broad, o/wning by almost parallel

o.

iSize of fruit

under

1 in. iu

diameter.

corymbdsa, Smith. Bloodwood. Small tree: outer
bark persistent, rough-furrowed, gray and turning somewhat black; inner yellowish or reddish brown; that of
the upper branches smooth and often reddish: Ivs. lanceolate, only slightly curved, firm; midrib very prominent, lateral veins very numerous, fine, almost transversely spreading; oil-dots inconspicuous: peduncles
and pedicels long, slender: fls. yellowish white, fraKraut: lid depressed-hemispherical, short-pointed: fr.
large, oval-urn-shaped. Aug. -Decern. F.v.M. Eucal. 5:2.
— Timber very hard when dry, durable under ground,
and much used in Australia for fence posts, rails, railro.ad ties, and rough building purposes: bark yields
about 'J8 per cint tannic acid; dried Ivs. about 18 per
cent.
EE.

the

equal color on both sides

fjcs.

E.

teveticornis. 51.
triantha. 31.

in order

spokes, etc.;

i.

ociudentalis, 38.
palleus, 14.
pauiculata, 7.
pavrifUira, 10.

uucinata,
uudulata,

telegraph poles, shafts,

ties,

longitudi)iat slits.

doratoxylon.O.
drepanophylla,

A. Fruit-values quite enclosed in
No. 25, IS. marr/iuata: fruit

'''.

2(1.

obcordata. 39.
obliqua, 18.

licit'oUa, 6.

road

makes excellent fuel.
Var. 41hens, Moore (E.
tree. Bark dull green,

.'IS.

crebra, 23.
diversicolor, 11.
22.

2.

siderophloia, 21.
sidero.vjdou, 14.
splachiiicarpa, 5.

19.

luicroeoi-ys, 28.

8.

:

:

39.

liemiphloia, 3.
Lehmaniu,.'!6.
l6ptopliU.ba,22.
leuco.xylon. 13.

melliodora,

4.

^orynoealyx,

Pluni-homana,

Uuiiuii, 45.

maculata, 1.
marginata, 25.
mesacarpa, 40.
melanoplUobi, 20.

colossea, 11.
coriacea, 10.

eorymbosa,

piperita, 10.

Xi.

:

mealy white:

goiiiociilyx, 41.
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and wheelwrights' work. Voiy useful for
bees, flowering in Jan. and Feb.
:i.
hemiphldia, F. v. M. Australian Box -tree. Tree,
90 ft. or less high: bark of trunk persistent, solid, grayish and somewhat wrinkled; of branches deciduous, in
Hakes or long strips
Ivs. from lanceolate-falcate to
ovate-lanceolate, thick and rigid, often ashy gray;
lateral veins diverging at a very acute angle
lid
conical
anthers very minute, globular, opening by
lateral,
pore-like apertures.
F.v.M. Encal. 5:5.—
Timber hard and tough, valued in Australia for railfor ties

tralia

(sec also Xo. 4 and
puniculalu).

Sise of fruit exceeding 1 in. in diameter: Ivs. turning the surface more than the edge, to the zenith;
ri'i)is feallicry -spreading.

~).
calophylla, R. Br. Medium-sized, umbrageous tree:
bark persistent, dark, deeply furrowed: Ivs. broad- or
lanceolate-ovate, firm and thick, conspicuously stalked:
Hs. large, white, rarely pink, in large clusters: lid thin,
patellar
fr. large, smooth, ovate-urn-shaped, border
compressed; seeds very large, black, not winged. JulyOct. B.M. 40;iG (as F. splachnicarpa)
F. v. M. Eucal.
10:2. G.C. HI. 20 :GG1. -Ornamental tree, but of rather
slow growth and subject to frost. Fruits polished and
sold for pipe bowls: good shade-tn-o for avenues valuable for bees, flowering late into the
fall: bark contains tannin.
:

Fruit at least

1).

urceolate:

}4
fls.

in.

in

and

diameler,

more or

less

fruits pedicellate.

.

macjl^ta. Hook. Si'Otted Gu.ii. Handsome tree,
150 ft. high: bark smooth, whitish or reddish gray, mottled with bluish white or brown reddish spots: Ivs. lanceolate; veins feathery-spreading: anthers opening Ijy
parallel longitudinal slits
lid double.
F.v.M. Eucal.
1.

:

;

Hook. Icon. 619. — Timber valuable for ship-builders,
wheelwrights and coopers, and for blocks for street

;!:4.

paving.

Var. citrioddra, B.ailcy (H. citriodora. Hook.). Le.mcixHandsome tree trunk slender bark
smooth, white: branchlets long, slender and drooping:
Ivs. very long and narrow, light green, strongly lemonscented; fls. creamy white. May-July. — A favorite ornaTQental tree, of rapid growth in the wanner parts of California: subject to frost. Timber valuable for piles and
girders; volatile oil used iu perfumery: the young
plants useful for window or cool greenhouse culture.

sCENTED Gum.

DD. Fruit rarely exceediug

:

:

in. in

diamcte

-. polyinthemos,
Bed Bi.x-tkee. "Well
Schau.
branched tree, from 40 ft. or less to 150 ft. high: bark
brown or ash-gray, persistent, roughish: Ivs. from
orbicular to ovate, dull and grayish green on both
sides: lid depressed- or pyramidal-hemispherical and

faintly pointed: fls. small, white, in close panicles, described as resembling gigantic heads of mignonette;

outer stamens sterile; fertile anthers tiamcated, opening by terminal pores. F.v.M. Eucal. '^.'^. Hook. Icon.
— Fairly rapid grower. Timber extremely hard and
durable, unsurpassed for fuel, and much used in AusH79.

0. ticifolia,
F.v. M.
Ckimso.x-flowERED Eucalyptus. Figs. 782, 78.3.
Handsome, umbrageous dwaif tree or

shrub, of synnnctrii-al habit: bark
persistent,
furrowed
Ivs. broad- or
ovate -lanceolate, rigid, conspicuously
tall

:

stalked

;

veins almost

transverse

:

fls.

782.
crimson or scarlet: fruits large, smooth,
urn shaped-ovate border compressed
Fruit and bud
seeds i>ale brown, broadly winged.
of E. ficifolia.
Aug., Sept. F.v.M. Eucal. 7:.3.-Very
(YM.)
ornamental
adajited to the lemon-belt:
a
sliady,
heat resi-^ting avenue tree, withstanding
;

;

;

-

dronglit.

Fruits jHilished for pipe bowls.

DD.

Fruit truncate-ovate pedicellate.
,

paniculElta,
Smith.
Red Ikonbark. Mediumsized tree: bark persistent, h.-ird, rough: Ivs. rather
thin: fls. sometimes borne in axillary umbels: lid thin,
conical, semiovate; outer stamens sterile; anthers minute, truncate, opening by minute pores at the summit;
stigma dilated, clistinctly broader than the summit of
the style: calyx-tube and fr. sometimes 4-ribbed. May.
F. V. jM. Eucal. 5:8.
Timber hard and durable, lasting
7.

—

under ground

valuable for railroad
building purposes.
;

ties,

fencing and

.

BB.

0.

EUCALYPTUS

EUCALYPTUS
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Fls. in simple, axillary umhel^: fr. with S or more
(See
cellSf and not exceeding 1 in. in length.
also E. panicnlata, No. 7.)
Lid projecting heyond the rim of the calyx tube :
anthers distinctly longer than broad, opening hy
almout parallel longitudinal slits.

Sugar Gum. Tree, ]20 ft.
8. corynocilyx, F. v. M.
high: bark smooth: Ivs. clongate-lanceohxte, slightly
curved, somewhat paler beneath: lid ahnost hemispherical
fr. urn-shaped-ellipsoid, longitudinally streaked.
June-Sept. F. v. BL Eucal. 2:2.-The best drought-resisting tree for desert regions (Mueller); the foliage
contains but little oil, is sweetish, and is browsed by
stock. Needs protection from sea breeze when planted
along the coast. An ornamental tree used for roadside
planting in soutliern California. Timber hard, strong,
durable; useful for railroad lies and fence posts. Said
to be the quickest-growing shade tree for regions exposed to hot, bleak winds; will stand Is"^ F.
:

F.v.M. Eucal. .5:4. — A rapid grower, profuse bloomer,
and considered a good tree for bees. Timber elastic,
valued for building purposes, shafts, masts and fence
rails.

Eoliage of equal color on

FF.

sides, or nearly so.

ttoth

Pedicels elongated

G.

lid conical.

:

Woollybutt. Tall tree: bark
12. longifolia, Link.
persistent, gray, rough or wrinkled, somewhat fibrous
;

lvs.

elongated; veins very spreading: lid broadly conical,

stamens all fertile
anthers cuneate- or
acute, pale
oblong-oval, opening by longitudinal slits
stigma not
dilated: fr. rather lar/re, bell-shaped, semiovate, angular: margin outwardly ascending. F. v. M. Eucal. 2:4.
— Flowering almost continuously. Valuable for bees.
:

;

:

13. leue6xyIon, F. v. M. White Ironbark. Tall tree.
usually branching below
bark mostly deciduous,
smooth, pale
lvs. narrow-lanceolate, grayish or dull
green: fls. usually in 3's, white or rarely pink: lid semiovate, pointed: outer stamens sterile; anthers truncated,
opening by apical pores
stigma much dilated
fr.
slightly contracted at the orifice, rarely slightly angular. Jan. -Apr. F.v.M. Eucal. 1:4. — Valuable bee tree.
making an excellent honey. Timber superior to that of
almost any other Eucalypt for certain purposes. Valued for hardness and durability; used by wagon- and
:

:

:

;

ship-builders, also for railroad ties and underground
work, for axe handles and for turning. Will grow on
stony ridges not adapted to ordinary cultural purposes.
14. sider6xylon, Cunn. (E, leiicdxylon, var. siderSxy?on. Authors ). Red Ironbark. Perhaps not specifically
distinct from E. leueoxylon: usually not branched below: bark x'ersisteut, rough, dark red: lvs. green: fls.
white or yellowish.
Var. rdsea, Hort. (E. leueoxylon, var. rdsea-, Hort.}.
Lvs. green: fls. rose-colored. March, Apr.— AhandsomLform and profuse bloomer.
Var. pdllens, Auct. (E. leueoxylon, var. pdllens,
Benth. E. leur6xylo)i var. pallida, Hort. E. siderdxyLvs. silvery gray: fis. red.—
loH, Y&r. pdJllda, Hort.).
A profuse bloomer.
,

783.

00.

Eucalyptus

ficifolia

Jjid not projecting beyotid the

{X%)
of the calyx-tube.

anthers m-inide, not longer than
D. Lvs. opposite:
broad [nearly oval), opening by longitudinal slits.
F. v. M.
Spear-w^ood.
9. dorat6xylon,
A pretty,
email tree or tall shrub: bark smooth, greenish white:
lvs. stalked, narrow, lanceolate: umbels bent downward,
on recurved, slender, compressed peduncles: lid terminating in a beak-like point: outer filaments sterile.
P.T. M. Eucal. 4:4. — Graceful tree, of slender habit:
timber firm and elastic.
DD. Lvs. scattered.
E. Leaf-veins several, longitudinal, almost parallel
with the nildrih.
10. coxikcQd.,Cxin\\.{E.paiicifldra, Sieb.). White Gum.
Handsome tree branches spreading branchlets slender and more or less drooping: bark smooth, whitish
:

:

scale.

F.

H.

Leaf-veins all more or less diverging from the
midrib.

,

hy longitudinal

slits.

diversicolor, F.v.M. (E. cohUsea, P. v.M. E. diversicolor, var. colossea, Hort.).
Karkt. Very ttdl.
symmetrical tree, attaining 12 ft. in diameter
bark

U.

:

smooth, white: lvs. scarcely inequilateral, dark green
and shining above; veins feathery-spreading, tine lid
nearly hemispherical
fls. white, in heavy clusters
stamens all fertile. March-May, and again in Noveni.
:

:

;

fertile

seeds

not winged.

slits.

bupr^stium, F. v. M. Shrub, 10 ft. high
lvs.
about 2 in. long, narrow; oil-dots much concealed: fls.
small, almost pear-shaped in bud
lid hemispherical,
pointed
inner anthers opening by large, roundish
pores
fr. nearly 1 in. in diam., truncat-e-globular,
grayish; margin compressed. July, Aug. F.v.M. Eucal.
6 :1. — Valuable for bees.
16. piperita,
Smith.
Peppermint Stringy-bark,
Tall tree: bark persistent, gray, rough and fibrous: oildots copious, transparent: lid broad-conical, acute: fr.
about }4 in. in diam. F. v. M. Eucal. 3:8.
15.

:

:

:

:

HH. Fr. hut slightly or not at all contracted.
Eianii'fi.r of fr.

I.

nearly 1 inch.

Planchoniana, F. V. M. Tree, 100 ft. high: pedun
cles erect, broadly compressed
pedicels very short oi"
almost none
lid narrow-conical, from a semi-ovate
base, about as long a.s the calyx-tube, both longitn
dinally streaked
anthers ovate or roundish ovate,
opening by longitudiTial slits. July. F.v.M. Eucal. 4:fi.
— A profuse bloomer. Timber heavy, hard and durable,
well adapted for sawing, but not easy to split.
17.

:

:

:

E

Foliage much paler heueath (see also A''o. 25,
marglnata): anthers almost heo,rt-shii p(d opmlng

:

much

contracted at the orifice, nearly globular:
outer anthers kidney-shaped, opening by divergetit

Fr.

;

gray: lvs. broad, elongated, thick: lid hemispherical,
twice or thrice shorter than the tube, usually quite
blunt: anthers almost kidney-shaped, opening by very
divergent, longitudinal slits
fr.
shortly-pedicelled.
Nov. -Feb. F. v. M. Eucal. 3:0. — An alpine tree, and one
of the hardiest species. Cattle browse on the foliage
in seasons of drought.
Timber used for fuel, fences
and building purposes; sometimes badly affected with
EE.

Pedicels short or none

OG.

rim

% in.

IT.

T>la)netcr af

J.

Calyx-(ubc and lid granular, rough.

fr.

rarely I'xrceding

18. obllqua, L'Hrr. [E. fissills, F.v.M.).
Stringybark. Tall tree: bark persistent, grayish, very fibrous,
but rather soft and fragile Ivs. very inequilateral at
base
peduncles nearly terete, mostly slender
calyx
tube terete
lid hemispherical, depressed or scarcely
pointed. March-May. F. v. M. Eucal. .'i:5. — Much vah
ued in Australia for bees. Will grow on poor, dry soil.
but subject to frost in Oalifomia. Wood nsefulonly for
clieap, rough \\MU'k.
:

:

:

:

FATCALYPTUS
Calyx-tube and

jj.

lid

EUCALYPTUS

smooth.

profase bloomer, especially valuable for
bees. Dec. -Feb. F.v.M. Eucal. 7:8. Timber remarkably durable
used for ship-building, wheelwrights'
work, mallets, etc. seems to thrive well in low, sour,
swampy ground near the seacoast.

avenue tree

melliodora, Cann. Honey-scented Gum. Spreadin;? tree, I'JO ft. high: bark more or less peryistent below, roughish, brownish gray without, yellowish within:
fls. small: lid conic-hemispherical: outer stamens sterile
anthers minute, truncated, opening by terminal
pores
fr. truncate-globular, not exceeding Yz in. in
diara., mostly 4-celled. Feb.-Apr. — F.v.M. Eucal. 2:5.
— Timber used by wheelwrights nnd ship-builders
makes excellent fuel fls. particularly ricli in nectar,
and much sought by bees.
19.
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;

—

;

:

;

C'alypira lid not broader than the calyx-tube.

DD.

:

;

:

AA. Fruit-valves either quite exsi'Hed or the jiol^ifs
reaching the level of the rim. {/''ruil must be
fully mature in order to render thifi jyoint determinable.)
Fls.
generally panicled : anthers renate-cordate,
B.
opening hi/ longitudinal slits: h-s. of equal color

on both

sides.

20.

J^vs. opposite,

Small tree: bark persistent, deeply furrowed, blackish:
Ivs. glaucous or mealy white, sessile, from cordateovate or orbicular to ovate-lancecdate, obtuse or acute:
peduncles 3- to 8-flowered
anthers very small and
globular; cells parallel and distinct: fr. truncate-globu:

lar, 2

or 3 lines long.
CO,

Ijvs. scattered, lanceolate.

ft.

:

;

;

;

land for street paving.
ee.

Length

F.

Fruit under
of

:

:

;

:

palings.

Fls. mostly in simple axillary umbels: fruits not
exceeding 1 in. in diam.
c. Lvs. paler beneath.
D. Calyptra lid broader than the calyx-tube.

Swamp-mahogany
24. robusta, Smith.
Handsome, symmetrically
784.
branching tree, 100 ft. high:

Gum.

Fig.

trunk persistent,
dark brown; of the
lvs. large,
branches reddish
oval-lanceolate, long-pointed, dark
bark

of

rough,

:

the veins algreen, coriaceous
most horizontally spreading
;

:

peduncles broadly flattened:

fls.

large, creaniy white; calyx pale
hemispherical below, cylinandric-conical pointed above
thers oblong -oval, opening by
parallel longitudinal slits. Fine

^

Ud usually

i

in. in

diameter.

twice or thrice that of the

calyx tube.
resinifera, Smith.
Kino Eucalypt. Tall tree:
bark of ti'unk persistent, rough, of branches deciduous:
leaf-veins pinnately spreading: oil-dots pellucid, more
or less obliterated: lid conical
stamens all fertile, inflexed in the bud
anthem longer than broad, opening
by parallel longitudinal slits. F.v.M. Eucal. 1:9.—
Timber valued for its strength and durability; particularly good for fuel; used in Sydney for street paving.
2G.

;

Length of

FF.

lid shorter

;

BB.

more in diaineter.

in. or

:

l^enth.
Large-leaved Ironbark.
high
bark wholly persistent, deeply and
somewhat anastomosingly furrowed; furrows yellowish
or dark brown: Ivs. elongated: lid conical, very acute,
about 3 lines long: outer filaments straight in bud; anthers very minute, roundish
stigma not dilated.
October. F.v.M. Eucal. 4:S.— Timber very strong, hard
and durable; used for railroad ties, wharf piles, spukea
and tool-liandles.
22. drepanophylla, F.v.M.
Low, stunted tree
bark
ribbed, dark gray; Ivs. thin, often over
in. long;
veins fine, numerous, parallel and very diverging: umbels 3- to G-flowered: ds. large; calyx-lid about as long
as the tube {not exceeding 2 lines long): fr. 3 to 4
lines in diameter; valves level with or hardly projecting beyond the rim. Said to be near ^. crehra, differing
mainly in the large Howers and in the larger, harder
and more globular fruit.
Var. leptophleba, Luehm. (F. leptophleba, F.v.M.),
is said to be chiefly distinguished by the Ivs. being
thicker and the veins more oblique. Timber strong,
used for bridges, mine props
hard and very durable
and fence posts.
23. crebra, F. V. M. Narrow-leaved Ironbare. Tall
tree: bark persistent throughout, dark, almost blackish,
ridged and deeply furrowed, solid: Ivs. narrow, linearlid semiovate-conical, not exceeding
lanceolate, thin
2 lines long: lilaiuents indexed in bud; stigma dilated:
fruit- valves level with or hardly projecting beyond the
rim, not exceeding 2 lines in diameter. F.v.M. Eucal.
5:3. — Timber heavy, hard, elastic and durable; used for
railroad ties, piles, f<uice posts, and in the construction
of bridges and wagons; also suitable for splitting into
21. siderophlbia.

Tree, 150

]-i

;

more or less ovate.
melanoplildia, F.v.M. Silvek-leaved Ironbakk.
0.

Fruit

E.

marginata, Smith. Jarrah. Tall tree barkpersisttrut, somewhat tibrous: leaf-veins spreading: lid conical:
stamens all fertile, the outer not intlexed in the bud;
anthers cordate-kidney-shaped, opening by divergent
longitudinal slits: fr. -valves very short, scarcely or not
at all cxserted.
Apl., May. F. v. M. Eucal. 7:5. -Valuable hardwood tree, requiring a warm climate
timber
not attacked by teredo
used for wharf piles, underground work, telegraph poles, railroad ties, floorings,
rafters, shingles and furniture
it is easily worked,
makes a fine finish, takes a good polish
used in Eng25.

;

lid

than or equaling that of the

calyx-fuhe.
G.

Foliage much paler beneath: lateral veins nunier07(.s-, very spreading.

21. saligna, Smith. Tall tree: bark gray and smooth:
leaf -veins feathery-spreading
oil-dots numerous but
:

much

concealed: peduncles broadly compressed; pedivery short or none
lid hemisplierical, short
pointed: stamens all fertile; anthers longer than broad,
opening by parallel longitudinal slits. Nov. F.v.M.
Eucal. 2:8. — Said to be hardier than F. globulus ; precels

:

fers rich, alluvial soil.
28. microcdrys, F.v.M. Tallow-wood Gum. Tall tree:
bark persistent tlinaighoiit, wrinkled: lvs. thin, of almost papery consisd-nce, copiously dotted with pellucid
oil-glands, paler and opaque beneath; veins spreading:
pedicels elongated, club-shaped, almost continuous with
the calyx tube
lid depressed-hemispherical, hardly
jointed
anthers very minute, almost heart-shaped,
opening by <livergent slits. F.v.M. Eucal. 2:6. — Timber
used preferably for
hard, durable, easily worked
wood bricks; also for railroad ties, knees and breasthooks in ship-building, and telegraph poles.
:

:

;

GG. Foliage slightly paler beneath, the lateral veins not

very close and moderately spreading.
H.

Fruit broadest at the orifice: fertile seeds much
larger than the sterile ones: stamens all fertile:
ant iters longer than broad, openiyig by parallel
longitudinal

slits.

punctata, DC. Leather-jacket. Hickory Gum.
Beautiful spreading tree, 100 ft. or more high: bark
smooth and dark, thick, most of the outer deciduous:
peduncles
veins divergently spreading
lvs. thin
broad, strongly compressed: pedicels angular, thick;
Ud bluntly conical. F.v.M. Eucal. 0:7. -Timber hard,
tough and very durable, suitable for fence posts, railroad ties, wheelwrights' and ship-builders' work.
29.

:

;

HH. Fruit contracted at the orifice: fertile seeds not
much larger than the sterile ones: stamens all
fertile: anthers kidney-shaped, opening by divergent longitudinal slits.
30. pilularis, Smith. Blackbutt. Tree, 300 ft. or less
high: bark of trunk persistent, blackish gray outside,
somewhat fibrous and brownish inside of branches
smooth, gray or whitish: lvs. rather less shining below
than above: peduncles strongly compressed: lid attenu;

;

784.

Fruit and buds of
E. robusta (X,^

:
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EUCALYPTUS

ate, from a broadly conical base: fr. about 4 lines in
diameter; rim thick. F.v.M. Eucal. 3:7. -Timber suitable for floor boards,
railroad ties, telegraph
poles, and wood bricks
for street paving.

EE.
F.

Lid not or only slighthj broader than the calyx-tube.
Calyx-tube and lid warty; avthers larger than broad,
opening by nearly parallel longitudinal slits.

Blue Guji. Figs. T81, 785, 786.
34. gl6bulus, Labill.
Tree, 300 ft. or less high: bark grayish or bluish white,
base
of the trunk: Ivs. lanceolate,
at
the
except
smooth
thick: calyx-tube and lid covered with bluish white wax:
fr. large, angular. Dec. -Feb. F.v.M. Eucal. 0:2. G.C. II.
15:601; III. 2:784; 10:737. — Very attractive to bees, but
the nectar has a strong and unpleasant odor. In California more extensively planted than any other Gum,
and readily spreading by voluntary seedlings. Will
stand protracted drought without irrigation in a region
of only 8 or 10 inches annual rainfall (Franceschi). The
most rapid-growing species. Timber used in Australia
by ship-builders for planking and keels; also for fence
rails, telegraph poles, railroad ties, shafts and spokes.
It has been recommended for wine casks. Will tolerate
19° F. Fig. 785 shows the stamens (5) and the structure
nat. size; 5 is on a larger
of the bud. Nos. 1-4 are
scale. No. 4 is a section of a bud.
35. alplna, Lindl. Shrub, 12 ft. high: Ivs. inequilaterally half-ovate, blunt, acute on young shoots, leathery:
fr. large, 8
fls. sessile in the leaf axils, solitary or few:
lines wide, almost hemispherical, not angular. Sept.Nov. F.v.M. Eucal. 2:1. — A very rare and interesting
alpine species, possibly suitable for street planting.

K

and lid smooth or rough, but not warty:
nnich exceeding 1 in. in length.

FP. Calyx-tube
Ivs.

G.

Stameyis not inflexed in the bud {see also I^o. 51, E.
tereticornis): peduncles broadly flattened: calyx
lid long, cylindrical, obtuse : anthers ellipsoid,
opening by parallel longitudinal slits.

36. L61inianni, Preiss. Tall shrub or small tree: bark
otf in irregular sheets, roughish and reddish:
in. long: ovary
fls. greenish yellow; calyx lid often

coming

1%

786.

Eucalyptus
globulus.

Showing spray
785.

ture

Eucalyptus

foliage

of

ma-

{X%)

and two leaves of

globulus.

sucker foliage.

acmenloldes, Schau. (B. tridntha, Linn. jEJ. piliiIdris, var. acmenio'ides, Benth.).
White Mahogany
Gum. Tall tree bark of trunk persistent below, fibrous
peduncles not much compressed, slender: lid hemispherical, pitinted at the summit: friiit not exceeding 3
lines in diameter; rim thin. F.v.AI. Eucal. 10:1.— Timber
heavy, strong and durable; good for palings, rails, floor
boards, etc.
31.

:

CO. Jyvs. of equal color on bofh sides.

convex at the top: fr. half immersed in the receptacle,
about M in. in diameter; valves connivent into a cone,
tapering into the persistent base of the style. JulySept. —Valuable ornamental tree.
Yate Tree. Large tree: calyx
37. corntita, Laltill.
lid 1-1/4 in. long: filaments yellow: ovary almost on a
level with the calyx rim, the top flat or at length slightly
convex; style thickened at the base: fr. free (not immersed in the receptacle). July-Sex>t. F.v.M. Eucal.

— Closely related to the preceding. Used successfully as a roadside tree in southern California; adapted
to the lemon belt, and tolerating alkaline and saline soils
9:1.

(Franceschi). Prefers a somewhat humid soil. Timber
hard, tough and elastic, suitable for shafts and frames
of carts, and considered equal
to ordinary ash wood.
B. M.
6140.

Mostly opposite Ivs.,not connate {except sometimes
in jYo. S2, &. Misdoni) ; tnargin entire : fruit

D.

rarely

exceeding

%

in.

diameter,

in

£J.

amyydalina.

DD. Mostly scattered

/r,s\.-

f]s. <ui(J

fruits sessile or

on

short prdieels.
E.

Lid nutch brooder than

mostly

wanting: lid almost hemispherical: fr. large, top-shaped
border broad, convex. Nov. P. v. M. Eucal. 7:4. — A very
distinct species, easily distinguishable by the broad
Timber tough, heavy Jiiid rigid, texture close.
lid.
grain twisted, shrinks but little and does not split while
seasoning
suitable for largn sruntlings where great
strength is needed, also in ship-huilding and for bridge
:3npport.s. One of the strongest woods known.
;

Fig. 787.

deciduous,
:

Ivs.

narrow-

lanceolate
calyx lid K-/4 inlong; filaments yellowish: fruitvalves only half exserted, awlshaped, free. F. v. M. Eucal.
fi: 5. — Individuals
787. Fruits and buds ol
show great
diversity in time of flowering,
E. occidentalis (X';i)so that specimens may be found
in blossom at any time between August and April.
:

39.

the calijx-tHhe.

gomplioc6pliala, DC. Tooart Tree. Tree, 120 ft.
or less high: bark persistent, rough but not stringy,
rather dark on old trunks, smooth and grayish on
younger trees and branches: Ivs. thick, narrowly acuminate, pale green: peduncles broadly flattened; pedicels
33.

;

bark
smooth

Tall tree:

32. Kisdoni, Hook. Drooping Gum. Small or medium
sized tree: bark deciduous, smooth: branches usually
yiendulous, )>ark brown or ashywhite: Ivs. acute, ovate:
lid hemispherical, obtuse: anthers kidney-shaped, opening by divergent longitudinal slits. Closely related to

Endlich.

38. occldent&Iis.

Flat-topped Yate.

trvncate-

ovate.

Hook.

pUtypua,

{E.

obcorddta.

Turcz.).

Tall

shrub, 'SO ft. or less high: bark smooth, grayish: Ivs.
petiolate, leathery, broad-obovate, blunt, shining: peduncles flattened and winged, bent downwards: fls. sessile,
dull red or yellowish white, not conspicuous
calj'S:

tube prominently angular, much broader than the coniccylindrical lid
fr. truncate-ovate, very angular, border
compressed; flowering almost continuously, but never
much at a time. F.v. M. Eucal. 7:6. Hook. Icon. 849.
:

GG.

Stamens inflexed in

the bud:

frui/s from S^

tolzn.

in diameter.
40.

megacArpa, F.v.M.

Tree, 100

ft.

or less high:

bark deciduous, smooth, grayish white
peduncles
sharply 2-edged and dilated upwards: fls. 1-2 or 3, ses:

.

EUCALYPTUS
anthers with a

sile;

larp:e

EUCALYPTUS

dorsal gland near the apex:

large, slightly angular-streaked; valves thick, conborder broad, depressed. P.v. I\l.

fr.

vergent, emersed;
Eucal. 0:3.

GGG. Stamens inflexfd in the buds: fniifs mostly undrr
%i}i. in diameter : Ivs. lanceolate, rurehj linear: calyx-tube

and

lid not ribbed.

Calyx-tube angular: pedicels flattened.

H.

goniocMyx, F. v. M. Bastard Box Tree. Tall
peduncles compressed
pedicels very short and
angular or wanting; calyx-tube conspicuously angular:
41.

tree

:

;

pyramidal-heniispheric: fr. angular: valves deltoid,
almost enclosed. August. F. v. M. Eucal. 1 :.3.— Ascends

lid

to 4,000

ft.

elevation.

Timber

especially esteemed for

wheelwrights' work; also used for house-building, fence
rails, etc.

;

excellent for fuel.

HH. Calyx-tube and pedicels

terete

:

fr.

Capsule

I.

J.

ins'-rled below the rim of the calyx-tube, or
on a level ivitJi if.
J^^rs.

rather small, narrow-lanceolate, attenuate into thf
veins not much spreading; oil-dots large and
not very numerous, translucent: fr. globose, truncate or shortly ovale.
F. v. M. Eucal.
5:1.
B.M.
32G0. B.R. 11:947 (as ^. longifolia). G.C. 111,6:16.
— Timber not strong, l.)nt suitable for shingles, rails,
staves, inner building material, etc.
Foliage yields
more volatile oil than that of any other species tested.
Ivs.

petiole;

Var. r^gnans, F. v. M. Giant Gum. Very tall tree,
(415 ft. or less high): bark usually smooth, whitish,
fibrous only near tlu:- base: Ivs. large, broad-lanceolate;
oil

dots very fine, numerous.

Var. angriiatiiblia, F. v. 51. Graceful, spreading tree:
branchlets drooping
Ivs. very narrow
fls. very numerous in the umbel. Jan.-Apl., and more or less

Capsule raised above the rim of the calyx-tube:
Ivs. mostly large, inequilateral ; veins very diverging: stems of young plants nearly terete: anthers longer than broad, opening by parallel
longitudinal

^irceolate [i.e., iirn-shapcd)
J.

42. Bailey6.na, F. v. M. Tall tree
throughout, fibr(nis: foliage dense and

bark persistent
shady Ivs. much
anthers broadly cordate, opening by divergent

;

:

throughout the year.
ir.

-valves short,

often deltoid.

slits.

Flowers mostly three

:

dotted:

:
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48. viminalis, Labill.

and graceful, spreading

i)i.

an umbel.

Manna Gum.

Fig. 788.
tree, 300 ft. or less high:

Tall

bark

persistent,
roughish
and
(lark-colored (never fibrous),
or deciduous, very smooth

slits: fr. rather large, globular-urn-shaped, 3-celled
valves deltoid, slightly exserted. F. v. M. Eucal. 3:1.—
Will grow well on sandy soil. Timber splits easily, if*
tough and durable; used for fence ijosts, etc.
;

and grayish white: seedling
leaves lanceolate
pedicels
almost none or very short:
lid semi-ovate, mostly short])ointed.
F. v. M.
Eucal.
10:10.
G.C. III. 4:597.
hardy species, withstanding
considerable frost and strong
winds. Timber not as strong
as that of many other spefrequently em
cies, but
:

Frs. mostly ovate-truncate, never nrceolafe: pedicels
short: calyx-lid hemispherical, mostly blunt aud
shorter than the tube.
K. Leaf-veins fine, numerotis, very divergent.
43. uucin^ta, Turcz. Shrub, branching from near the
base with several thin stems: bark deciduous, smootli
and grayish or reddish: Ivs. firm, very light green, narrow: fls. small; stamens remaining bent inward in anthesis; anthers very iTiiuute, almost globular, opening
by terminal pores: fr. very small. F. v. M. Eucal. 4:10.
—A very hardy species.
jj.

KK. Tjcaf-vcins not ntimerous, very oblique.

788.

Fruits and buds of

E. viminalis (X3'2).

ployed for shingles, fence rails and ordinary building
]nirposes. Sheep will feed on the foliage. A valuable
bee tree. Growing readily in California from voluntary

Seed said

seedlings.

Hook, Small, glaucous tree Ivs. thick
peduncles short, thick
and shining, under 3 in. long
and much flattened upwards: calyx-tube narrow-tur44. coccifera,

-A

:

-T.J.

Flaa-ers

to retain its vitality ten years.

)iiore

than three in an ntnbel.

:

binate, tapering at the base, prominently angled: lid
short, broad, flat or depressed, rugose: anthers kidneyfr.
shaped, opening by divergent, longitudinal slits
almost flat on the top. Tasmania, 3,000-4,000 ft. eleva13:395; 111.2:787,
tion.
B.M. 4037. G.C. II. 12:113
789; 3:799, 801; 9:109. — Perhaps only a sub-alpine form
:

;

of

£J.

amygdalina.
Giiimii, Hook. Cider Gum.

Small, often scrubby
in. long: calyx-lid
shining, hemispherical, short-pointed: anthers almost
capsule
oval, opening by parallel longitudinal slits
somewhat sunk below the narrow rim of the calyx-tube.
A very hardy species. Cattle and sheep readily browse
on the foliage, as it lacks the peculiarlv pungent Eucalyptus odor. May, June. G.C. II. 19:437; 111.2:781:
45.

tree:

Ivs. thic^k, shining, less

than 3

:

11:787.

Var. undulata, {E. Gilnnii, F. v. M. Eucal. 4:5.,notol'
Hook. U. undulata, Luehra., not of F. v. M.). SwA^n'
Gum. Tall tree: Ivs. longer {over 3 in. ), broad and
somewhat undulate fr. top-shaped. —Yields a great deal
of nectar, and flowers earlier than E. viminalis. Timber strong and useful.
:

JJJ.

Frs. ovate or globose, truncate : rim rather broad
and flat; anthers broader than long almost
kidney-shaped, opening by divergent longifndinal slits: Ivs. green: bark of tru)tk smonfJ>
or fibrous.

Ivs.
hsemastdma, Smith. White Gum. Ti-ee
broad; veins spreading, prominent; outer stamens sterile
fr. short, ovate-truncate, with a reddish apex.
F. V. M. Eucal. 2:3. — Will grow on poor, sandy land.
40.

:

:

Timber

of inferior quality.

amygdalina, Labill. Peppermixt Gtm. Tall tree:
bark persistent on trunk and lower brancljes. fibrous:
47.

Stuarti^na, P. v. M. Apple-scented Gum. Tall,
closely
branching tree, with dense, drooping foliage
related to JJ. viminalis, and distinguishable from thr^
latter when it has more than 3 flowers in an umbel,
by the fibrous bark and roundish seedling leaves: pedicalj'x-lid almost hemispherical or
cels almost none
shortly and bluntly conical. March-May. F.v.M. Eucal.
4:9. — One of the hardiest species: timber used mostly
49.

;

:

for fencing

and

fuel.

Scblecht. Red Gum. Tree, 200 ft. or less
high: bark early deciduous, smooth, ashy gray or whitish: pedicels conspicuous: calyx-lid acuminate, usually
Apl., May.
ending in a beak (occasionally blunt).
F.v.M. Eucal. 4:7. —Useful for bees. Prefers a moist
periodisubsoil
thrives
in
ground
clayey
soil with a
cally inundated for a considerable time, and even in
Timber
slightly saline places; stands 22° F. in Italy.
hard, heavy, strong and extremely durable, either above
or
water
suitable
for
fence
posts,
ground
in
or under
;
piles and railroad ties; also extensively used in shipbuilding and for wood bricks for street paving; said to
make a better fuel than wood of E. globulus. Somewhat hardier than F. globulus.
50. rostr&ta,

;

Flooded Gum. Tall tree:
51. teretic6niis, Smith.
bark smooth: peduncles elongated; pedicels conspicucalyx-lid conical, not beaked, often much elonous
gated: fr. almost globose through the broad, ascending
rim. Apr., May. F. v.M. Eucal. 9.8. — Closely related to
E.rosirata. Will thrive on undrained ground. Timber used by wheelwrights.
bark perTree, 80 ft. high, or less
52. rtdis, Endl.
sistent, rough: peduncles 3-3-1 in. loug: pedicels short:
commissural line becalyx-lid conical, not beaked
rim of fr. only
tween calyx tube and lid prominent
F.v.M. Eucal. 10:8.—
Sep. -Nov.
slightly ascending.
Stands drought better than many others, and promises
:

:

;

:

—

— —

—

EUCALYPTUS

EUCHARIS

a beautiful avenue tree
young growth of a
deep copper color; adapted to the lemon belt (Franceschi).

patient of disturbance. Shading from full sunshine is
required, except during the winter months, and a night
temperature of 05-70° is best for these plants. By drying off the Eucharis to some extent for a few weeks, a
crop of flowers may be had at almost any season, providing the bulbs are strong and healthy, but they should
never be dried to such a degree that all the foliage is
lost, else the bulbs will bo much weakened.
Good results are also had from planting out the
Eucharis on a bench in a warmhouse, the soil and treatment being much the same as for pot-grown specimens.
The only insects ]iable to give much trouble in connection with these plants are mealy bugs and thrips, and
these may be controlled by thorough svringing.
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;

E. botnjoldes. Smith. Placed next after E. robusta in the
key. Tiilltree: lid not broader than the angular calyx tube.
P. T. M. Euccd. 4:-2. Timber valuable.— _E. citriodura, Hook.=
maculata, var. citriodora.— ^. declpiens, Endlich. Placed next
after E. goniocalyx in the key. Tree, 70 ft. high
calyx tube
and pedicels terete: capsule raised above the rim of the calyx
tube: fr. -valves ending in 5 points. F.v. M. Eucal. 10:3.— £.
eugenioldes. Bleb. White Stringv-bark. Placed second after
E. Gunnii, var. undulata, in the key. Tree, 200 ft. high
fls.
more than 3 in an umbel: fr. ovate or globose, truncate rim
narrow, the valves inserted somewhat below it. March-Sept.
F.v. M. Eucal. 10:4. Timber valuable.— -E. eximia, Schauer.
;

:

:

Mountain Bloodwood. Placed

next beforeE.maculatainthe

key. Tree, about 80 ft. high: Us. cream-colored, sessile, in Oct.
frs. sessile. P. v.M Eucal. 0:2. Wood makes good fuel. Handsome tree when in blossom. E. bicrassata, Labill. Mallee.
Placed after E. Plancboniana in the key. Shi-ub or small tree:
frs. rarely exceeding /^in. in diam.: peduncles erect, short and
thick, usually much flattened. F.v.M. Eucal. 5:6. "Will live in
mere sand and brave the most scorching hot winds, but will
bear some frost. The Ivs. supply a considerable proportion of
the mercantile Eucalyptus oil." E. viacrorlnjncha, F. v. M.
Placed before E. viminalis in the key. Leaf-veins very obliQue: fls. and frs. on short pedicels: lid conical: anthers kid-

ney-shaped, opening by divergent longitudiu.al slits. F.v.M.
Eucal. 1:5. E. tnicrotheca, F.v.M. Placed next to E. siderophloia in the key. Lid not exceeding 2 lines in length: fr.valves much exserted. F.v.M. Eucal. 10:6. One of the best
trees for desert tracts; tolerates the intense, scorching heat of
a desert summer, and a winter temperature of 18° F. Timber
valuable for cabinet work, etc.— £. minlata, Cunn. Placed
after E. paniculata in the key. Fls. in simple umbels, brilliant
orange-color: fr. with 3 or more cells, nearly 2 in. long. F.v.M.
Eucal. 6:4.
handsome ornamental tree. E. obtusiflbra,
Auct.=virgata (below).— £^. pinnafa, a garden name. Is a
synonym of some other species.— £. tetrdptera, Turcz. Shrub,
10 ft. high: fls. very large, axillary, solitary, on a recur\'ed, flat,
and very broad peduncle; calyx tube almost obverse-pyramidal,
sharply quadrangular, broader than the pyramidal-conical lid:
stamens red. F. v.M. Encal. 2:10. One of themost ornamental
.species of the s^nus.—E. viruata, Sieh. (E. obtusiflora, DC).
Placed second after E. obliqua in the key. Shrub, 10-15 ft.
high: bark smooth: Ivs. large, falcate: umbels generally enclosed in large bracts while in bud.
j Buj-tt Davy

W. n. Tapltn.
A.

Gup

toothed

and protruded from

the perianth-tube.

grrandifldra, Planch. (JiJ. Amasdnicayljind.). Amazon
Star of Bethlehem (a name also applied to
Ornithogalum). Pig. 789. Bulb globular, 2 in. in diam.:
lvs. 2—i to each stem
scape 1-2% ft., bearing an umbel of 2-4 large (4 in. across), very fragrant star-like
fls. on pedicels nearly or quite 1 in. long; the segments
oblong and obtuse
cup forming a distinct projecting
tube. P.S. 9:957; 12:1210-17.
B.M. 4971.
Gn. 48, p.
217. G.C. 111.7:193; IG: G05. A. P. 5:303; 8:445. F.E.
8:1000. F.R. 1:11; 2:304.
IjIly.

:

;

A

EUCHAKlDIUM (from the Greek for charming).
Onagrclcca'. Two Oalifornian herba allied to Clarkia, but
differing in having the calyx tube much prolonged beyond the ovary, stamens 4 and opposite the sepals and
not appcndaged at the base. E. concinnum, Pisch. &
Mey. (H. grand if lortim, Fisch. & Mey.), is a graceful
garden annual, growing 1 ft. high. Pubescent or glabrous
Ivs. small, oblong, petioled, entire
fls. rosecolored, nearly or quite an inch across; calyx tube fill
form, an inch or more long
filaments filiform; petals
3-lobed.
Of easy culture in auy garden soil. B.R.
23:1962. B.M. 3589.
R.H. 184G:S3; 1857, p. 299. E.
Br6weri, Gray, is an annual 1 ft. high. Lvs. 1 in. or more
long, narrow-lanceolate; petals large, obcordate, with a
narrow lobe in the deep terminal sinus: filaments club:

:

;

shaped.

L_ jj

3

EtJCHARIS

{very graceful, from the Greek). AniarylUddcar. Perianth tube straight or curved, the throat
dilated
segments broad and spreading
perianth cup
either entire or toothed between the filaments ovules 2
to many in each of the 3 locules: fls. white, in umbels,
very showy, standing on long, stout scapes: lvs. broadovate, narrowed into distinct petioles.
Sis or eight
handsome species from Colombia. Rootstock short and
bulb-like. The species are confused. JC. grandifJora,
fU. Candida and E. suhedentafa are the well-marked
types.
The fls. in Fig. 789, adapted from authentic
plates, will distinguish the types. Hybridizes with Urceolina (see drceocliari!^). Monogr. by Baker, Ama;

;

:

ryllideas.

j^

j.^

3

The Amazon Lilies,
are among the most

as Eucharis are popularly called,
desirable of warmhonse bulbous
plants, being not only very beautiful but also very free
in the production of flowers.
When grown in pots, they require a coarse, fibrous
soil, composed chiefly of rotted sod, and enriched with
about one-fourth of dry cow manure and a sprinkling of
bone dust. The pots should be well drained, for much

water is needed during tlie growing season, but frequent potting should be avoided, as the rools are im-

789.

Eucharis.

Leaf of E. grandiliora, and

fls. of (a) subedentata,
(b) Sanderi, (c) grandiflora, (d) Candida.

may be expected to appear in the
has smaller, rounder and thicker lvs.
and smaller fls., with the cup lined with yellow.
Mdstersii, Baker.
Bulb often smaller
scape 1 ft.
high, bearing 2 nearly sessile fls. in the umbel, the perianth segments ovate and spreading and shorter than in
the last: cup forming a sliallow frilled or notched collar.
B.M. 0831. G.O. 11. 24:721. -Possibly a hybrid of
L\ grandiflora and ^. Sanderi.
AA. Cup almost entirely joined or adnate to th*jierianlh-fu.he {the iringed filaments may project).
Candida, Planch. Pig. 789, d. Bulb globose, bearing
stolons, 2 in. in diam.; scape somewhat flattened, glaucous, l-l'.j ft. liigli, bearing 0-10 short-pedicelled fls.
Var. Modrei, Baker,

Amer.

trade.

It

:

EUCHARIS

EULOPHIELLA

in an umbel
segments oblonp:, acute, more or less reflexed
winged yellow filaments prujecting, united at
the base only. F.S. 8:788. -Smaller-fid. than liJ. grandi flora.
:

:

SAnderi, Baker. Pig. 789 h. Bulb ovoid, 1-2 in. in
diam.: scape tereti;, 1 ft., bearing 2-3 nearly sessile
white fls.: segments ovate, 1 in. or" more long: yellowish cup, very narrow, like a collar or rim, and bearing
the short, curved filaments on its edge.
B.M. 0(370.
G.C. II. 19:349. -By some thought to be a hybrid of E.
(frandi'flora and A\ Candida.
Var. multiEldra, Baker.
Fls. smaller, l-O, striped green. B.BI. Os:;i.

Bubedentata,
Benth. (CaUiphrurla suhdentdta,
Baker). Fig. 789 a. Bulb ovoid, IK in. in diam. sca[)e
slender, 1 ft.: fls. G-8, on pedicels 1 in. or less long;
tube 1 in. long, funnel-shaped above; segments ol)long,
ascending, 1 in. long; cup wanting, or represented only
by obscure teeth on the filaments. I.H. 28:415. B.M.

like 4-petaled

fls.

and

557
B.M.

rose-lilio foliage.

70G7.

G.C.

14:337; III. 9:613; 1U:217; 15:109; 23:15 (fr.). B.
cordi folia Cav., has 5 petals and simple serrate Ivs.
G.C. 111. 22:247. — Neither of these is in the American
trade. Worthy of trial in the South.
II.

,

EUGENIA
Savoy).

creamy

(named in honor of Prince Eugem^ of
lvs. evergreen,
MifAacei.e. Trees or shrubs
fis.
white or
mostly finely penniveined
:

opposite,

:

a drupe-like berry, usually glohnlar and
1-seeded. Habit and inflorescence of Myrtus. Forcult.
and prop., see Mijrtus. See Myrtus, also, for PJ. Ugni.
:

fr.

Fls. solitary on axillary peduncles

A.

petals free.

:

:

6289.

—A

small-tid. species.

E. Bakeridna.'N. E. Br. Has the perianth of E. grandiflora
and stamens of E. Candida: fls. 2'2in. across, pure white:
tube not enlarging emphatically at tlie top
cup projecting
from the bases of the segments, not toothed. B.M. 7144.
12:209.—^. Elmetana, Sander. Hybrid of E. SanIII. 7:417
derl and E. erandiflora. Easier to grow thanE. Sanderi. G.C.
III. 2G:34.i.— _E- LUhmanni, Regel.
Fls, about 4, 1^ in. across,
the spreading corona with 12 lont:, narrow teeth, the perianth
segments spreading or reflexed. Gt. 'M 1^00. —E.Lo'ivu, Baker.
Robust
fls. 4 in. across, the sproacHng outer segments 1 in.
wide and the 3 inner ones incurved. Perhaps a natural liylirid
of E. grandiflora and E. Sanderi. G.C 111. 13:539; ,I,H. III.
2S:111.—E. St^ve7isi, N. E.Br. Free-Howering
very liki^ K.
Sanderi, and a garden hybrid of tliat species and E. Candida.
.I.H. in. 30:253. Gn. 46:U74. G.C. 111. 17:3G5.
L. H. B.
:

GM

;

:

:

or Surinam Cherry.
PiTANUA. Shrub, 20 ft. lvs. ovate-lanceolate, glabrous:
peduncles shorter than the glossy lvs. berry chen-ylike, ribbed, about 1 in. in diam., edible, with a delightful spicy, acid flavor. Ripe in May and June.
Brazil.

(Greek-made word, referring to the sharp,
nettle-like hairs). Loas&cem. Three western American
herbs, by some authors referred to Mentzelia. Fls. yellow; calyx-tube oblong, the limb persistent, 5-lobed; petunited at the base and inserted on the throat of
the calyx; stamens numerous, the filaments filiform:
ovary 1-loculed, bearing a 5-cleft style. E. bartonioides, Zucc. [Mentzelia bartonio)des, Benth. and Hook. ),
is sometimes cult.
It is a pretty summer-fiowering annual, thriving in warm garden soil. Stems about 1 ft.,
more or less decumbent, hispid-hairy: Ivs. alternate,
petioled, broad -ovate and toothed-lobed fls. large, on long
pedicels, the petals ovate-pointed, the numerous yellow
hair-like stamens projecting and brush-like. It is half
•succulent- Mex. and Tex. B.M. 4491, as Microsperma.
als 5,

:

harto7iioldes,

Walp.

ETTCODOWIA

is

now

L

H B

referred to Achimenes.

EITCOMIS {Greek,

heantiful hair). LiUctc-ece. Cape
bulbs, half hardy, producing great radical rosettes of
long leaves and a strong, leafy-topped spike of greenish
fiowers from the center. Fls. regular, 6-parted, rotate;
stamens 6
ovary broad and short, obtusely 3-angled.
Prop, by offsets. The bulbs may remain in the open if
in a warm place and well protected.
Will stand considerable frost. Of easy culture. Let the bulbs remain
where planted. In the N. treated as glasshouse plants.

Cayenne,
:

:

Hardy in southern Fla. and southern Calif. R.H. 1889,
p. 532. — Mucli esteemed for jellies, and in great demand. tTspfnl, also, as a pot-plant, freely producing its
showy red fruits.
Brasili6nais, Lam.
GRUivriCHAiyiA of Brazil.
Shrub,
ft.:

along

Ivs. oval or
the.

obovate-oblong, bluntish, scale-like
branches, 3 in. long, 13^ in. broad
fr. edible,
:

scarh't, the
18-:5:425.

AA.

:

EUCNIDE

Lam.

Michelii,

size of a cherry.

April.

B.M.

Fls. in 3-forkiug panirles or cymes
and spreading.

;

R.H.

4520.

jx'tal'i

free

Sims

{F. anslrCdis, Wendl.).
Brush
ft.:
Ivs. petiolate, 2-3 in. long,
lanceolate, rather thick, dark and
glossy green: peduncles 3-5-fld. fr. edible, red or violet, aVjout 8 lines in diam., crowned by the persistent
caljT: lobes. Austral. Hardy in the South. A.(i. 11:750.
B.M. 2230. — r'hiefly grown for ornament.
Used for
myrtifdlia,

Cheruv.
oi)Ovate

Shrub, 6-12

to nearly

:

hedges in Calif.
Jdmbos, Linn.

Rose Apple.

Jamrosade.

Jambos.

Tree, 20-30 ft.: lvs. narrow-lanceolate, acuminate, long,
thick and shining, resembling those of an oleander: fr.
1.^2-2 in. thick, white or yellowish, with atinge of I)Iushpink on one side, edible, rose-scented, apricot-flavored.
E. Indies. Stove. B.M. 1696. —Valued for jelly-making.

AAA.

Fls. in S'forking panicles or cymes
united into a calyptra.

Jambol^na, Lam.
Tall shrub or tree

;

petals

;

jAMBtiLAN, or Jambolan Plum,
lvs. obtuse or shortly acuminate,
broail
berry edible, varying from

4-6 in. long, 2-3 in.
the size of a cherry to that of a pigeon's egg.
:

E. Indies.

J^. apicvldta. DC, Chile, has oval apiculate lvs.
axfilary peduncles. Perhai's a Jlyrtus.
j_ BURTT

EULALIA.

Treated

undi.'r

and

3-fld,

Davy

Miscanthus.

:

Lvs.
undul&,ta {E. rhjia, L'Her.). Royal Crown,
long-oblong, spreading or recurving, undulate: scape
2 ft., bearing very numerous green or yellow-green fis.
underneath a crown or canopv of lvs.: bulb ovate.

B.M. 1083.
FrN-EAPPLE Flower. Lvs. erectpunctata, L'lTer.
spreading, long and narrow, channeled, undulate,
brown spotted beneath: scape 2 ft., spotted: fls. green,
the 07ary brown. B.M. 913. F.S. 22:2307. A form with
Ivs. striped beneath with brown is var. stridta, Sims.

(B.M. 1539.)
blcolor, Baker.
Stamens and margins of perianth
segments bright purple, otherwise close to JS. pnncfafa,
but lvs. unspotted (said to be a spotted var.). Foreign
dealers offer var. maculdta.
L_ g[_ g_

EUCRtTHIA

(Greek for well covered). Bosdcece.
Three or four southern hemisphere resinous trees or
shrubs, with opposite, evergreen simple or pinnate lvs.
and showy white fls. E. pinnafifdlia, Gay, is a shrub
hardy in parts of England, with large white hypericum-

EULAKIA.

Misprint for Eulalia.

ETJLOPHIA

Orchiddcece,
(Greek, handsome crest).
Terrestrial herbs with membranaceous
lvs. and conspicuous pseudobulbs; scape basal, severalfld.: sepals and petals spreading, similar, ascending;
pollinia 2. — The culture of Calanthe
labellum 3-lobed
will apply to this genus.
tribe Viiudtw.

;

macul§,ta, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs ovate, compressed:
lvs. ovate, spotted or blotched: fls. small; upper sepal
hood-shaped, lateral ones acuminate, reddish brown;
petals lu'oader, whi^e or pale rose; labellum cordate,
with two crimson spots, triangular in outline, near the
base, otherwise white. Braz. B.R. 8:618 (Angrfficum).
scripta, Lindl.

Lvs. linear, subdistichous:

fls.

purple

and yellow; sepals and petals linear-oblong; labellum
3-lobed, lateral lobes rotund at the apices. Madagascar.
Oakes Ames.

EULOPHI^LLA

{diminutive of Eulopliia). OrchidPseudobulbs fusiform, elongated:
raceme from the base of young
growths, with violet rachis: fis. white, fieshy; labellum
of the column. Two epiphytes,
with
base
the
articulate
dcecp, tribe Vdndece-.
lvs. elliptic, plicate:

from Madagascar.

;
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:

,

EUONYMUS

EULOPllIELLA

&

2-2K in. across, ususepals and petals ovate
labellum oscillator}'; anterior lobe yellow. B.M. 7387.
R.B. 21:181. l.H. 40:173.
Peetersiana, Kriinz.
G r<irnmatophiiJlum IiO?mplerLamim, Reichb. f. ). Lvs. 2—4 ft. long: scape 3-4 ft. long:
fls. 3-4 in. across: sepals bright purple and blotched
at tip; petals purple, unblotched; Up white, purplebordered, with 4 erect crests. G.C. III. 23:200. Gn. 53,
p. 379. (See G.C. Til. 20:353).
Oakes Ames.
Elisabethse, Lind.

ally 2-4 iu the

Rolfe.

Fls.

drooping cluster

;

for covering the ground mider large trees, or for borders of shrubberies. Var. variegatus, Hort., has the
lvs. marked pale yellow.

BB.
c.

(

Capsules smooth: fh. generally 4-merous.
to the base into 4 or less nearly

Fr. divided

separate pods.
{O. ThunhergiUnus, Blume).
Spreading shi-ub, to 8 ft.: branches with 2-4 broad,
lvs. elliptic or obovate, acute at both
corky wings
fls. 1-3, short-peends, sharply serrate, 1-2 in. long
capsule purplish, small. May,
duncled, yellowish
June. China, Jap. — Var. subtriflorus, Franch. & Sav.
Branches not winged: fls. 1-5.
3.

alitus,

Maxim.

:

:

ETTCNYMTJS

(ancient Greek name),

^yn., Br<»iymns.

Spindle Tree. Bukking Bush. StrawBERKY Bush. Ornamental, deciduous or evergreen
shrubs of upright or sometimes procumbent or creeping
habit, with opposite, simple Ivs. and rather inconspicuous greenish, whitish or purplish fls. in axillary cymes;
very attractive in fall, with their handsome scarlet, pink
or whitish, capsular frs., showing the bright orange
seeds when opening, and with the splendid fall coloring
which most of the species assume, especially J'J. alafiis,
E. HamiltonianuHj J^Juropcpus and utropurpureHS.
The Spindle Trees grow in almost any soil, and are
well adapted for shrublieries. Most of the cultivated
deciduous species, except those from Himalayas, are
hardy North, while of the evergreen ones only E. radicans is fairly hardy, and, on account of its greater
hardiness, is often used North as a substitute of the ivy
for covering walls, rocks and trunks of trees, climbing,
if planted in good soil, to a height of 15 and sometimes
20 ft. E. EuropceKS, and South the evergreen E. Japonicus, are sometimes used for hedges. Prop, by seeds,
usually stratified and sown in spring, or by cuttings of
ripened wood in fall. The evergreen species grow
readily from cuttings of half-ripened wood under glass
in fall or during the winter in the greenhoxise. Varieties are sometimes grafted or budded on stock of their
About 40 species are known in the
typical species.
northern hemisphere, extending also from S. Asia to
Australia. Shrubs or small trees, with usually more or
less quadrangular branches and opposite, usually glabrous and serrate Its.: fls. small, in axillary cymes,
4^5-merous, generally perfect; style and stamens short,
the latter inserted on a disk: fr. a 3-5-lobed, somewhat
Celastruceie.

:

Fru if wore

or Jess SS-lobed.
Branclu'S densely warty.
Erect shrub, to 6 ft.: lvs. orate
4. verrucdsus, Scop.
lanceolate, crenately serrulate, acuminate, l-23^in. long:
4fls. slender-peduncled, 1-3, brownish: capsule deeply
lobed, yellowish red; seed black, not wholly covered by
the orange aril. Southeastern Europe, W. Asia.
QC.

D.

Branches smooth.
Anthers yellow.

DD.
E.

5. ninus, Bieb. Low shrub, to 2 ft., with slender, often
arching or sometimes procumbent and rooting branches
lvs. linear or linear-oblong, mucronulate, entire or remotely denticulate and revolute at themargins, J^-lKin.
long: fls. slender-peduncled, purplish: capsule deeply
seed brown, not wholly covered by the
4-lobed, pink
orange aril. May, June. W. Asia to W. China. — Handsome shrub for rockeries and rocky slopes, forming a
graceful, pendulous, standard tree if grafted high 07i
E. Eiiropceus. Fruit ripens in Aiignst, earliest of all
;

species.

E. Kodpmanni

is

a form of this.

Europaeus, Linn. Pig. 790. Erect shrub or sometimes small tree, to 20 ft.: lvs. ovate or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, crenately serrate, lK-2>2 in. long : fls.
capsule 4-lobed, usually
yellowisli, in few-fid. cymes
G.

:

fleshy capsule, each dehiscent valve containing 1 or 2
seeds enclosed in a generally orange-colored aril; the
seed itself is usually white. The wood is tough, closegrained and light-colored, often almost white, andused,
especially in Europe, for the manufacture of small articles.
The bark of the American species has medical
properties.
INDEX,
pulchellus,

alatus,'3.
albo-niarfjinatus,12.

EiiropiBus,

flavescfjis, 12.

puramidalis,

Americaiuis.

graoUls,

radicans, 1.3.
repens, 13.

1, 8.

angustifolius,

argenteo

Hamiltonianus,

1.

-

margina-

Japonicus, 12.
Koopniannl, 5.

•

variega-

latifoliu-s, 7.

tus, 13.

argenteo

linifoUus,

tus. 12.

atropurpureus,

aureo

-

Maackii,

6, 8.

robustvs, 13.
roaeo - tnarginatus

12.

svbtriflonis,

9, 10.

,

r».

ohnvatus,

2.

12.

12.

3.
,

3.

Foliage deciduous.

tuherciilate, depressed-gloljose

;

fls.5-

meroHS.
1.

Americ^nus, Linn.

Strawberry Bush. Upright

shrub, to 8 ft. Ivs. ovate-lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate,
usually acute at the base, acuminate, crenately serrate,
lH-3 in. long: peduncle slender, few-fid. fls. yellowish
or reddish green
June. From southern N.
fr. pink.
York south, west to Tex. L.B.C. 14:1322. B.B. 2:394.
— Var. angnstifbliug, Wood {E. angusfifolius, Pursh).
Lvs. lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, half -evergreen South.
:

:

:

obovatus, Nutt. (E. Americdnns, var. obovdtus,
Torr. & Gray). Procumbent shrub, with rooting stem
and erect branches, to 1 ft.: Ivs. obovate or elliptic-obovate, crenately serrate, light green, 1-2 in. long
fls,
purplish capsule usually 3-felled. May. From Canada
to IiKliana and Kentucky. G.P. 9:385.— It may bo used
2.

:

:

Euonymus Europaeus (X

V-j)

May. Europe to E.Asia. B.B. 2:395. — Varying
with narrower and broader lvs. There are also several
varieties with variegated lvs. and some with frs. of dif-

pink.

variegatus, 2.
verrucosus, 4.
viridi-varlegatns, 12.
Yeddoensis, 10.

pallens,

790.

13.

Sieboldianus,

9.

Thuiibergianus

12.

Capsules

reticularis, 13.

rnicrophyUus
luinus,

A.
B.

12.
12.

Tiiedio-pictns, 12.
11.

13.

columnaris,

9.

5.

niacrophylhis,

varicgatus,

12.

aureus, 12.
BungeariuR,
Oarricri,

0.

13.

ferent colors, as var. friictu atropurpureo with deep
purple, £ructu coccineo witli scarlet, and hnictu dlbo
(var. leucocarpa, Hort.), V7ith whitish frs. Var. atropurptireus, Arb. Kew., has rather narrow purplish lvs.
7. latiEdllus, Scop.
Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.:
winter tiuds slender, about J-gin. long: lvs. obovate-oblong, acuminate, crenately serrate, 2-4 in. long: fls.
yellowish, often 5-raerous, in slender-peduncled, rather
many-fld. cymes
capsule pink, large, with winged
:

—A

lobes. S. Europe, W. Asia. B.M. 2384.
very decorative species, with handsome foliage and large frs.

EE.
F.

^inthers purpleT

Fls. purple.

atropurpiireus, Jacq.
Burning Bush. Shrub or
small tree, to 20 ft.: lvs. elliptic, acuminate, obtusely
serratf^ pubescent beneath, 1^2-5 in. long: fls. purple,
in sh^iider-peduncled, many-fld. cymes: capsule deeply
.3-4-lobed, scarlet. June. E. N. Amer., west to Montana.
B.B. 2:394. E. Americdnus, Hort8.

.
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Ore., Calif.— £". ".r(////(»/?;;(,s\ Jliq. Shrub or small tree;
ovate or obovate, acuminato, rather large, serrulate: fls. 5nierous, purple or whitisli
fr. globose.
Jap.— ii/. pendulvs.
Wall: {E. timbriatus, Hort.). Evergreen, small tree, with penflulous branchlets
lvs. olilong-lanceolato, sharply serrate,
shining, 3-6 In. long: fr. with 4 tapering wings. P.F.G. 2:5.^.
F.S. 7, p. 71.
Alfred Rehdek.

or whitish.

lobed.
lvs.

Hamiltonianus, Willi. (/;.jl/rta('A-(i,Rupr.). Shrub.
rarely siuuU true, to 30 ft., with ahnost terete branches:
Ivs. elliptic to ovate-lanceolate, acumiuate, serrulate,
2-5 in. long: t\s. in 3-12-fld. cymes capsule deeplv 4lobed, with rounded valves^ pink (yellowish in the
Himalayan form); seed usually not wholly covered by
the aril, t^^-ayish brown. June. Himalaya to Manchuria.
9.

:

:

:

ETJPATORITJM (from an

ancient

personal

name).

Comp6sita'. More than 400 species, mostly of warm or
tropical countries, herbs or shriihs. Heads discoid (rayless), the florets 3 to many, perfect: involucre cylindrical,

Var. semipersistens, Rehder {B. Sieboldidnufi, Hort.,
not Blume). Jjvs. elliptic, lonf^-acuminate. half evergreen. kecpiuLC its briixht green foliage South until midwinter; fr. bright pink, ripening very late.
10. Sieboldi^nus,
Blume (£*. J'echlotusis, Hort.).
Shrub or small tree, to 2.5 ft.: Ivs. ovate-elliptic or elliptic, crenately serrate, shortly and abruptly acuminate,
usually puberulous on the veins beneath when young
Ivs. 3-6 in. long. 1-2^^ in. broad
cymes 5-20-fid.: capsule pink, slightly loheil and -i-angled, with 4 narrow,
thick wings; seed scarlet. June. Jap. — This species is
often confounded with the former, but easily distinguisliod by its larger and much broader Ivs.
11. Bungeanus, Jlaxim. Shrub, to 1.5 ft., with slender
branches: Ivs. sk-ndcr-petioled, ovate-elliptic or elliptic-lanceolate, long-acuminate, finely serrate, 2—4 in.
long: fls. in rather few-Hd. but numerous cymes
fr.
deeply 4-lobed and 4-angled, yellowish
seeds white or
pinkish, with orange aril. June, (.'hina, Manchuria.
M.D.G. 1899:5(i9.-Vcry attractive with its rather large,
profusely produced frs., remaining a long time on tlie
branches.

bell-shaped or hemispherical, the imbricated bracts in
2 or more series: receptacle flat or conical, naked
corolla regular, 5-toothed, slender-tubed: akenes 5-angled,
:

truncate
bristles

:

:

:

pappus a single row of hair-like, scabrous
perennials.

Gardeners know two classes of Eupatoriums, the glasshouse and the hardy kinds. The latter are native species which only lately have been introduced to the trade
as border plants. The glasshouse species are seen only
in the larger or amateur collections, as a rule, althoxigh
some of them are old garden plants. They are confused
as to kinds. These species demand the genera! treatment of Piqueria {or Stevia),— a cool or intermediate
temperature and pot culture. They are easy to grow.
Prop, readily by cuttings. They are useful for winter
bloom. Of all Eupatoriums the individual heads are
small, but they are aggregated into showy masses. For
E. eeeJestitufin. see CovocUniion

:

:

:

AA. Foliage evergreen.
Japdnicus, Linn. Upright shrub, to 8 ft., with
smooth and slightly <juadraugular or striped branches:
Ivs. obovate to narrow-elliptic, cuneute at the base, acute
or obtuse, obtusely serrate, shining above, l,^;j-2'cin.
long: Hs. greenish white, 4-merous, in slender-peduncled, D- to many-fld. cymes: capsule depressed, globose,
smooth, pink. June, July. S. Jap.— A very variablispecies. Var. macrophyllus, Sieb. (var. n^hnslu^^, Hort. \.
Lvs. oval, large, 2'. .-3 in. Iuiilc.
Var. microphyllus,
Sieb. {E. puJchellns, Hort. iJHr;i<( )inrroph f/l/,/ ,B.vrt.)
Lvs. small, narrow-' dung or oblong-lanceolate. Var.
columnaris, Ciwr. {Yiiv.]>!ir((i>ii(h}IiSf Hort.). Of upright,
columnar habit: lvs. broadly oval. There are many varieties with variegated lvs.; some of the best are the
following: Var. arg'^uteo-varieg^tus, Rgl. Lvs. edged
and marked white. Var. aureo-varieg:atus, Rgl. Lvs.
Var. Albo-margin^tus, Plort.
blotched yellow.
Lvs.
with white, rather narrow margins. Var. m^dio-pictus,
Hort. Lvs. with a yellow blotch in the middle. Var.
pdllens, Carr. (var. flu re,sce)is, Hort.). Lvs. pale yellow
when young; similar is var. aureus, Hort.. but the yel
low is brighter and changes quicker to green. Var.
viridi-variegatus, Hort. (var. T>itr irAnjoit, Hort.).
Lvs. hirgc. briirbt green, ^"aritgated with yellow and
green in the middle.
var rad'/cans,
13. radicans, Sieb. {E. Japotiieus,
Rgl.). Low, ]»rocumbent shrub, with often trailing and
rooting or climbing branches, climbing sometimes to 20
ft. high: branches terete, densely and minutely warty:
lvs. roundish to elliptic-oval, rounded or narrowed at
the base, crenately serrate, iisually dull green above,
with whitish veins, ^••-2 in. long: ti. and fr. similar to
the former, but fr, gi-nerallv of paler color. June, Julv.
N. and M.Jap. R.IL 1S8;5, p. 295. G.C 11.20:793.Closely allied to the former, and considered by ruost
botanists as a variety; also very variable. Var. Carrieri,
Vauv. Low shrub, with ascending and spreading
branches: lvs. oblong-elliptic, about P^in. long, somewhat shining. Var. arg^nteo-marginatus, Hort. Lvs.
bordered white. Var. rdseo-marginatus, Hort. Lvs.
bordered pinkish. Var. reticulitus, Rgl. {var. piei/is.
Hort., var. arghifeo-variegciius, Hort.). Lvs. marked
white along the veins.
E.echinatus, Wall. Usually creeping or cUmhing, with rooting branches: Ivs. ovate-lanceoLate: fr. spiny. Himal. B.^M.
2~Q7.—E. fiinbridtus, Hort.. not Wall.=pendulus.— £. ^rnarf/12.

.

il

f?'V»5, Willi. Shrub, to liift.: lvs. obovate or obovate-oblong,
tinelyand acutely serrate: tls. white, four-fifths of an in. across:
fr. globose, yellow.
Hiraab— £". ot-cidentah's, Xntt. Shrub, to
15 ft.: winter buds ratlun- large: lvs. ovate or elliptic-laTieeolate, irregularly serrulate: lis. 5-merous, purple: fr. slightly

30

791.
B.,JE.

Leaves

riparium
A.

;

of

elasshouse Eupatoriums (X

h.U.triste

Gl'.t.'^sJioii.'^e

B.

:

c, li. i7hinduli''.snm

or

icar}>i-<:otinfrif

;

d.

/^a).

E. glahTatum.

species.

Heads purplish.

serrtilatum, DC. Shrubby: stems pubescent: lvs. opposite, very short-stalked, lanceolate or lance-oblong,
the stalk ciliate, toothed and prominently nerved:
heads aggregated into large purple or rosj'- tnfts. BraR.H. 1894:304. Gt. 44, p. .570. G.C.
zil and Urugnav.
HI. IS :2G3. -Choice.

atrornhens,
Nicholson {UehecUniuyn
atr6rubens,
Lvs. large, ovate-pointed, ciliate and hairy on

Lem.).

A

:.,,
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the reddish veins, opposite, toothed: heads red or purple, aggregated into a very large red-rayed truss. Mex.

Ivs. thickisb, small, lance-oblong
brous brown stems
or ovate-oblong, tapering into a strong petiole, bluntacute, undulate or small-toothed: fls. (sometimes blush)
in ascending clusters, which combine to form a strong,
terminal panicle. Mex.

560

I.H. 9:310.

iinthinum, Hemsl. {Rebeclinium idnthinum, Hook.).
Sub-shrub, but sot't-wooded, the terete branches rustypubescent
Ivs. opposite, long-petioled, cuneate-ovafe

:

AA.

:

and serrate: fls. light purple, in a large, compound,
minal corymb. Mex. B.]\I. 4ri74.

ter-

Hardy

or border plants.

Heads purple.
purp^reum, Linn. Joe-Pye Weed.
B.

Tall, rank plant of
low grounds (reaches 8-9 ft.) Ivs. whorled, oblong or lanceolate, acuminate, coarsely serrate and veiny: beads in
large, compound clusters, purple to flesh-color (rarely
almost white). Var. maculatum, Darl. (E, macuMtum,
Linn.), is mostly lower and roughish pubescent, the
stem purple-marked. Var. amoenum, Gray. Still lower,
(2 ft. high), nearly glabrous, the Ivs. often opposite.—
good species for bold effects in a border or against
shrubbery. Common, and widely distributed.
:

BB.

Heads

wliite.

Lvs. perfoliate (united arouvd the stem).
perioli&tum, Linn. Boneset. Thoroughwort. Fig.
Stout, rank-smelling, pubescent, 3-5 ft.: Ivs. lan79'J.
heads in
ceolate, rugose and pubescent, finely toothed
dense white cymes. — Common in low ground. Much
Excellent for striking
used in domestic medicine.
effects, particularly in low grounds.
c.

:

cc.

it's, not perfoliate.

altissiraum, Linn. Tall (reaches 7-8 ft.),densely pubeslvs. opposite, lanceolate-acuminate, the
cent, branchy
petiole very short, remotely dentate or entire: heads
only 5-fld. Open places. Pa. southward.
:

lvs. opposite,
Album, Linn. One-3 ft., pubescent
nearly or qxiite sessile, oblong or ]ance-ol)long, coarsely
serrate. Sandy soil, E. states.
:

ageratoldes, Linn. f. White Snakeeoot. Fig. 793.
Neat, glabrous, branchy herb, 3-4 ft. lvs. opposite, thiu,
ovate with broad base, acuminate, coarsely and sharply
toothed: heads small, in a loose but ample inflorescence.
Hich woods, Can. to La.
:

arom&ticum, Linn. Resembles the last, but usually
lvs. thickish and blunt or merely acute, the
teeth blunt, later-flowering. Dry soil, E. states.
pubescent:

Eupatorium perfoliatum

792.

BB.

Heads white

[plants

(X/l^

valnable for cut-flowers).

gleclionoph;^lluin, lj%^s.{A(fer(itum conspicuinn,^OTt.).
Ivs. opposite, oval-pointed or ovatelanceolate^ nearly glabi'ous, ::S-iierved, toothed, petiolate:
Chile. —Tender
rts. pure white, about 30 in each head.
but it TCi.B.y be flowered in the
fflassbouse perennial
open the first year if seeds are sown early.

Half shrubby

:

;

rip&rium, Regel.

woody
and

puberulent

:

Diffuse, 'becoming
791 a.
stems thin and usually reddish

Fig.

at base, 2 ft., the

Ivs. opposite,

lanceolate-acuminate,

uarrowed into a long petiole, prominently 3-ribbed, dentate or crenate-dentate
heads in rather compact, longstalked clusters. S. Amer. Good winter bloomer. Best
for the florist.
:

—

triste, DC. (E. trUste, Hort.).
Fig. 791 h.
Strong
herb (sub-shrub in the wikl), with hairy more or less
angled or striate stems: Ivs. long-petioled, ovate or oblong-ovate, hairy and rugose (reminding one of elm or
nettle Ivs.), very veiny, crenate-dentate: fls. many,
bright white, in a large, terminal corymb. Mts. of .Jamaica. —Now becoming i>opuhir as a pot subject and for

eut-flowers.

glanduldsum, HBK. {H. adenopJwrtim, Spreng. E.
dendnthu m, ilort., not DC. E. AmericAnurn, Hort.).
l^Mg. 791 c.
Diffuse, at length somewhat decumbent at
base, the branches glandular-hairy
Ivs. deltoid- or
imneate-ovate, slender-petioled, coarsely
and some-

' I

:

times unevenly crenate-dentate, sparsely pubesci'iit below: heads pure white, agoratum-like, in close clusters.

Mes.
glabritum,
llcrt.

).

HBK.

Fig. 791 d.

(£1. Regans, 'Hort.
E. Jatifidium,
Shrubby, erect, with thin, hard, gla-

Var. melissoldes. Gray [E.
Frdseri and E. cordifdlinm,
Hort.). Slender and roughish, strict: heads 5-12-fld.
lvs. subcordate-ovate or oblong, obtuse, crenulate-dentate, sometimes with coarser
teeth,
the
petioles
very
short. S. E. states.
Various species of the old
genus Hehecliiiiuni may be expected in amuteur collections,
especially
£. niacrophyllurri
Linn. (H. macropliyllum, DC.)
with very lartje subcordatetoothed lvs., pnrple heads and

purple-hairy stems. R.H. 1866:
:ioO.
Other glasshouse species
are
E. {jrandiflunnn, Andre,
with rugose cordate coarsetoothed lvs. and reddish heads
:

(R.H. 1882:384); E. Haagedmnn, Regel
Koern.. with ovaltfc

acuminate coarse-toothed lvs
and small, white heads; E.tnirnhithum. Less., from Mex.

(known

in cult, as E.

niiinnm, Regel

&

Weinmsn-

Koern.), with

andlarge. 793. Eupatorium ageratoides.
fragrant wliite heads {On, 47, p.
(x ^4 )
G.C. II. .'S:53); E.prdljvm,
N.E. Br., with oval, velvety lvs.. white heads, and whole plant
glandular- sticky (G.C. 111. 7:321).
l_ g, g.
i'lliptir--lanfeolatelvs.

444.

E0PH6RBIA (classical name, said by Pliny to be in
honor of King Juba's physician
possibly from the
;

(ireek

word

for fat).

Enphorbiiicea'.

Spurge

is

a

name

sometimes applied to the genus as a whole, but is, perhaps, better restricted to one or more species. One of
the largest plant genera, of perhaps a thousand species,
not less than 700, of very diverse habit, and found in

)

EUPHORBIA

EUPHOKBIA

most temperate and tropical regions. Many are desert
plants, and the greater uumber grow in dry and sterile

to heat and iiioisture in Jate sprini,', and will soon pive
a liberal supply of cuttings, which are usually taken from

places.

young wood. Successive sets of cuttings may be
made at later periods jf different sized plants are wanted.
the

Herbs, shi-ubs or trees, often fleshy and caetus-like,
or low and prostrate weeds; but all characterized by a
single pedicellate-pistillate flower, with a S-celled, 3seeded ovary, without floral envelopes or with a minute
calyx, surrounded by numerous staminato flowers consisting each of a single stamen, the insertion of which is
represented by an articulation with the pedicel, the
whole surrounded by a more or less cup-shape<l involucre,
with 5 lobes, and hearing l-.'i glands of various sliapes
between the lobes. The staminate flowers are usually
subtended by minute bracts. The glands often bear
petal-like appendages, the whole involucre (or cyathium
closely simulating a perfect flower (Pig. 794).
Most of the species have abundant^ milky juice, and
the cactiform species have been thus distiugiiished from
cacti, but many cacti also have milkj' juice.
The juice

When well started, the potted plants are plunged outdoors till September, Avith plenty of water, light and
sunshine and good drainage. They do well in rich,
lieavy loam in 5-7-in. pots. Thoy are apt to drop their
leases if exposed to cold
or other unfavorable conditions. In autumn they
are transferred to the

greenhouse, with moderate temperature.
lH?ar,

expand them. When in
tlower, reduce the tem]ierature
to
preserve
them longer. After flowering the pots

purgative.

;

,

do well with warmer treatment. In winter they are kept
in a dry and cool house, 50° to 55° F., with good light
and little water. Drips must be carefully avoided. In
summer the jiots should be plunged outdoors in hot, dry
situations, with a moderate supply of water and especially good drainage. It is better to protect them from
continued rain, but most species do well without this.
The more fleshy species, like J^. Ctiput-Medtfs(c and E.
meJofonnh, require more heat and better care than the
others. They are propagated by cuttings. Grafting has
not been practiced to a great extent, as with cacti, but
seems possible. They do not require a rich soil, and do
well in a coarse, sandy loam, or some say in any kind
of soil.

The shrubby species, like E. atropiirpurea and E.
dendroides, do well with the treatment of the more fleshy
kinds. See D. A. W. and F. 8. Curtis, in Sharon Cactus
Guide, Mar. and May, 1897.
The few hardy species of ornamental value make good
border plants or are suitable for the rockery. They are
mostly propagated by division. The annuals are easily
grown from seeds.

E. ptilcherrivia and E. fithjot.^ are good winter-flowering greenhouse plants, and require special treatment.
A7. fuJgens succeeds well in the warmest parts of the
house, in pots, or best planted out like roses and trained
upon the wall or strings. It is propagated from cuttings
taken in June, when the old plants have started to grow,
kept in a warm frame until rooted, and then kept
growing with heat, any transfers being made with as
little root disturbance as possible.
If stocky show plants
are wanted, several cuttings may be planted in one pot
and checked two or tliree times during summer by rcpntting, and kept pinched back freely to secure branches.
They are best kept cooler when in flower, but are very
sensitive to cold or sudden changes in temperature.
After flowering they are kept dry for a few months.
For the cut sprays they are best grown from cuttings
each year. They last very well when out. The culture
of the Poinsettia is very similar.
To secure plants
with large heads, the general plan is to grow from cuttings annually, but the old plants may be continued.
Old plants that have been resting may be introduced

may

be

stowed away in a dry,
place till spring,—
under the benches will

Monographed by Boissier

in DeCandoUe's Prodromus,
15, pt. 2 (1862). See local floras and Norton, Kept. Mo.
Bot. Gard. 11, for native species. Works like Nicholson's Gard. Diet, and Bois' Diet. d'Hort. descrilio a
number of cultivated species, See also Kobe, in Monatsschrift fur Kakteenkunde, 8:42 (1898).
Many of the fleshy species are cultivated by lovers of
succulents for their curious shapes and a few are valuable for their ornamental foliage. The flowers are usually too minute to be noticeable. Some, like E. coroUaia
fig. 794 ) J7. maculala, a. Oi/parissias and JS.marginata, are weeds in America, but not troublesome. The
great majority of the species are insigniflcant herbs.
The species are remarkably free from injurious insects,
and are rarely attacked by a few fungi.
The fleshy species are grown much the same as cacti
(which see), but the culture is less difticult, and they

When

bracts begin to apgive more heat and
Slime manure water to

tlie

of most species is acrid jioisonous, especially if it comes
in contact with mucous mcml>ranes or open sores. The
juice from some of the species is used in medicine as a

(
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warm

When the buds are
the great objection ia

do.
(Mit

Flowers

Euphorbia
corollata (X 2).
Tlie pistillate Hower is at 8.

794.

they wilt easily. This
be obviated by dipping the cut ends in boiling water, or keeping
them in water for a few days before using. See Grieve.
G.C. III. 9:10(>, and Hatfield in Gard. and Forest 9:496.
£". spleudeus is another winter bloomer, and may be
treated as the succulents, with more heat and water. It
will do well in living rooms, and bears some flowers
all the year.
It bt-ars rough treatment well, and is
propagated l>y cuttint^'s from the y<>ung growth, which
root with the greatest ease.
j_ p>_
Xorton.
Culture of Poinsettia.— Euphorhid pulcherriina
and varieties are flne shrubs, evergreen or deciduous,
according to the climates in which they are grown.
They are found at considerable elevations in Mexico,
and subtropical conditions encourage their highest development. The original plants were introduced by a
of

til

at

may

,

"

";«;_

Dr. Poinsett, of Charleston, S. C.who sold them to the
Robert Buist, about 1833. Buist was a famous
Scotch nurseryman of Philadelphia, who, during Xha
early seventies, also distributed the so-called double variety.
He sent both forms to Eurojie, and never quite
forgave the botanists for changing the name which he
gave the \)\i.int — En pliorh la Poinsvifiuua.
Under natural conditions Poinsettias form large
bushes from 5-10 feet high and 12 or
feet in diameter, with woody bases and hollow annual growths.
Flowers small, yellow, surrounded by an involucralcrown
of intense crimson leaves, the whole as large as a sombrero when well developed, varying to the smaller growing variety with creamy white bracts. Their highest development has been noted at Kotergherry, on the Nilgiri
mountains of South India, at an elevation of about 0,000
feet, with a rainfall of .'SO inches. The minimum teniperature varies from 51° F. in January to 00° in July and
August, the maximum from 6G° F'. in January, gradually increasing to 70*^ in July and August.
In
parts of the Mediterranean basin, in southern California
and similar climates, and in many parts of the tropics
at the sea level, the plants are grown, but do not reach
such great perfection, for they become deciduous and
often stunted. The period of flowering in the northern
late

H

hemisphere is from late November to March.
There are several ways of managing the plants in
cultivation.
They are propagated by single eyes, by
4- or 5-inch cuttings of the one-year-old
wood, or by
young shoots with a heel of hard wood about March, or
by the green tops about the end of August. If they are
intended for pot culture as large plants, they simply require shifting along to 8- or 10-inch pots, with good
drainage and good, turfy soil, with rather more sand
than is commonly used for roses. After these large
plants have bloomed, they may be stowed away to rest
in a dry, light shed with a temperature of not less than
50°.
Do not water them, and before the buds wake up
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in spring, shake them out, prune them to an eye or two,
cut out the dead parts, repot them, and presently they
will start to grow again. They may he gradually hardened, plunged outdoors and grown in the full sun during summer, giving them a shift during growth if extra
luxuriance is desired. If bench culture is desirable,
plants may be turned into the ground from 4-inch pots,
or even from the propagating bed, grown until the end
of August or later southward, the leaves stripped from
all the stems but the upper foot or so, lifted, and laid
flat on the benches, with a bushel or so of good soil over
the roots and about an inch over the benches in the
spaces. The next rank of plants may have their tops
laid well over the roots of the first, and so proceed until
all are planced. The ends soon turn up as growth starts,
and the heads are very large and fine with suitable
temperature and attention. Sometimes mealy bug gets
into the heads. It may be driven out by a moderate
stream of water from a hose, supporting the heads with
one hand to avoid breaking. They are quite brittle.
The milkiness produced by cutting may be got rid of by
standing the stems in water, for it is sticky, stains, and
is disagreeable.
For small pot-plants the green tops,
about 6 or 8 inches long, may be taken in August, dil)bled into well drained 4-in. pots, set on mild bottom

Natalensis.

pandurata,

polygona, 2{j.
pulcheriima, 4.
Regis -JiibEe, 30.

5.

,

rhipsaloides,
robusta, 34.

pendiila, 6.
Pfersdorffii, 21.

A.

sanguinea, 29.
splendens, 8.
Timcalli, 7.

Foirtsettia, 4.

30.

Jieviifolia, 9.
Pahneri, 34.

triangularis,
variegata, I.
virosa, 10.

7.

17.

Involucres flower-like, ivith 4 or 5 petaloid ap-

pendages
Snowmarginata, Pursh {E. variegata, Sims).
ON-THE-MouNTAix. Fig. 795. Plant 2 ft. high, pubesIvs. numerous,
cent, dichotomoTisly many-branched
with stipules, light green, 1-3 in. long, ovate- subcordate
to oblougdanceolate, the upper ones margined, with
involucres in the forks
white or some entirely white
of the branches, their appendages large, white. JulyOct. Plains from Dakota to Texas and extending eastward. B.M. 1747. Gt. 30:218. -Hardy annual, used for
its white foliage in bedding and mixed borders in snnny
1.

:

;

situations.

Flow^eeing Spurge.
2. coroUata, Linn.
Fig. 794.
Plant 1^2-3 ft. high, usually glabrous, slender and difIvs.
without
stipules, ovate-obfusely branched above:
long to lanceolate, 1-2 in. long, those of the infloresappendages of the
cence much smaller and opposite
numerous involucres 5, white, conspicuous for the genus. July-Oct.
Rather dry soil in east U. S. B.M.
hardy herbaceous
2992. L.B.C. 4:390. F.R. 1:909.
perennial, used like Gypsophila for cutting and as abedder in light soil. Very variable in size and shape of
;

-A

-plant, leaves

and inflorescence.

Karwinsky [E. jacquiniw flora, Hook.).
Scarlet Plume. Fig. 796. Small shrub, with slender,
3.

halgens,

drooping branches: Ivs. long-petioled, lanceolate, bright
involucres in small axillary cymes, their 5 congreen
spicuous bracts bright orange-scarlet. Mexico. B.M.
3tl73.
G.C II. ]9:81(3.— A handsome winter-blooming
plant, used for cut-flowers or for specimen plants.
;

A A.

Involucres
glands,

icithoiit

sometimes

Slem

B.

the

hitt

petaloid appendages to iJieir
glands or siibtending bracts

colored, petal-like.

lierhaceoiiH

leaves colored

:

<>)

sliruhby,

not

flesliy

glandnliform

stlpiih:-s

:

:

upper

inflores-

cence cymose.

pulch6rrima, Willd. (7;7. Poinsettihna,'Bviisi. PoinPoinsettia. Fig. 797. A
settia pulchfrrima, Grah.).
Ivs. ovate-elliptical to
shi*ub, 2-0 ft. high, branched
lanceolate, entire, sinuate-toothed or lobed, or panduriform, 4-G in. long, somewhat pubescent, becoming narrower, more entire and of the brightest vermilion-red
involucres greenish, with one large yellow
above
gland. Nov. -Feb. Moist, shaded parts of tropical Mexico and Central America. B.M. 3493. G.C. HI. 21:125,
193. — Sometimes cut, usually used for specimen plants
and in masses. A gorgeous plant. Varieties with white
and yellow bracts occur. Var. plenissima, P[ort.,basa
double series of bracts and forms a wider and higher
head. G.C. ITI. 5:17.
5. heterophylla, Linn. {E. pandurdia, Hort.?). Mexican FiKE Plant. Hypocrite Plant. Painted Leaf,
FlRE-ON-THE-MOUNTAIN. ANNUAL POTNSETTIA, Annual,
Ivs. ovate and sinuatenearly glabrous, 2-3 ft. high
toothed or fiddle-shaped, or some of them linear or lanceolate and entii-e, dark green, the upper bright red at
the base or only the tips green, involucral glands lor 2.
July-Sept. Eastern and central U. S. to Peru. Mn.
2, p. 53. Gt. 39, p. 105. — Easily grown in sunny places and
also in pots indoors. T\'hite and yellow variegated forms
are in cultivation in this country.
4.

:

;

795

Euphorb

a

marg nata

(/

:

heat, or placed in a ratlier

humid equable temperature

southward. They must not be over-watered or too densely
shaded, when they will soon strike, form handsome little
plants, often with leaves to the pots, and be very useful
for many purposes. For detailed points by professional
growers, see A.F. 11:285,457; 12:5.'^(;.

James MaoPherson.
The following is an alphabetical list of the names in
the American trade

BB.

:

Abyssinica,

20.

alcicoriiis, l'>.
.T.ntiquoruni, 12.
arborea, 32.
atropurpiirea, 20.

BeaumeHana,

23.

conrulcficens, 10.

CanarionsiK, 18.
candelahruin, 22.

Caput-MedusfB,
ceroiformia,
corollat;t, 2.

2G.

24.

<Jyparissias, 35.
dendroitles, 31.

dnipifera, 10.
echhnis. 23.
oros:i, 2G.

fidgfus, 3.
graiHlieornis, 13.
grand idcns, IG.
graiLdifoli.a,
Grantii, 32.

Havanensis,
hrematodes,

11).

heptagoaa,

Hermeiitian;i, 14.
hetorophylla, ;>.
Hyytrix, 27.
jacqid)iiipfh>ra,
lactea, 12, I'l.

Lathyris.

2K,

marailloKJi, 11.

marginata,

1.

meloforniis,
12.

20.

2.').

'

Moxicana,
Myrsinites,

nwre or

less fleshy or spiny, often cactusleaves S)n(ill, none or soon deciduous; insingle
volucres
or few together.

(S'ft'jH

like:

20.

3,

c.

Brandies short cylindrical, smooth,

Branchlets many, slender, pendu0. p6ndula, Boiss.
lous: Ivs. very small, opposite. S. Africa?
{E. rhipsalo)des, Lcm.). A tree,
7. Tirucilli, Linn.
ft. high, with many slender subverticillate ascendtwigs 4-8 in. long
ing branches
Ivs. 5-8 lines long,
few, alternate. E. Africa and India. — A striking plant.

20

;

37-

quill- or rush-

like, slender.

:

;
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Branches

CO.

fleshy, a spine on each side of every
leaf-scar, in a few the leaf I raiisformed

leaf or
into a third thorn between them.

Podaria

u.

{the projections hearing leaves
branches cyllndrir(tl
or

and spines)

distinct:

obsn/elely
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bert's Deutsche Garten Mag. 40:201.— A striking plant,
with the widest wings and longest spines of all.
A shrub, 3^ ft. high, with
14. Hermentiana, Lem.
many non-joiiitiMl, erect branches, their edges repanddentate aud broad, slightly concave faces, white-mar-

angled.
8.

Crown

spl6ndens, Bojer.

Stems 3—1

long,

ft.

almost

spines

an

%-l

in.

inch

op Thorns, Fig. 798.
thick, covered with stout
long, somewhat twining
:

branches few Ivs. few, on the young
to oblong-spatulate, thin, bright green,
:

growth, obovate
l-'2 in.

long;

iu-

volucres in long-peduncled dichotomous cymes, near the
ends of the branches, each closely suhtended by two
broadly ovate briglit red bracts, filaments f(»r]ved. Madagascar, flowering all the year, but mostly in winter. B.M.
2902. L. B.C. 18 riTl.i.-Coolhouse plant. The red bracts,
with green leaves on the sinuous spiny stems, are striking. It can be trained into ornamental forms.
9. neriifdlia, Linn.
Arborescent or shrubViy: stem
obtusely 5-augIed, 3-7 ft. or more high: the small mammiform podaria in rows, with short, dark colored, divergent spines
branches numerous, bearing obovateoblong, obtuse, thick Ivs., 3-.5 in. long at the siimmit
small, sessile cymes of greenish involucres in the upper axils. June, July. E. Indies. — Large Ivs. persistent
from autumn to spring. Cristate forms are in cult.
10. drupifera, Schum. & Thorn. (E. grand ifdlia, Haw.).
branches obsoletely 4-5Arborescent: stem terete
Ivs. terminal, obovate-cuneate,
spines small
angled
obtuse or refuse, .5-8 in. long: small cymes axillary, peduncled: capsule drupaceous. Guinea.
:

:

:

;

Euphorbia pulcherriuia (Xl-5).

797.

when young

bled

spines

;

lines long

2-2K

late or lance-spatulate, 3-5 in. long.

:

Ivs. lanceo-

Gabon

W.

river,

— Considered

one of the best.
15. Idctea, Haw. A shrub: branches erect; faces 1-3
in. wide, plano-convex, yellow and green striped; edges
snbcompressed, repand dentate; spines 2-3 lines long.
East Indies.
16. grindidens, Haw.
Tree, 20-30 ft. high and as
much as 3 ft. in diam.: branches slender, Yi-'Mixi.
Afr.

wide, numerous, erect-spreading, making a rounded
head in old plants faces almost plane angles deeply
lobed-dentate; spines 3-5 lines long, slender: Ivs. very
;

;

small, triangular. S.Afr. G.C. II. 26:721. — E. alcicomis,
Hort., is probably a form of this with flat branches.

Stem .3-7 ft, high, trian17. triangnliris, Hort. Par.
gular: numerous l)ranclies erect, with convex faces darlt
the
winged
angles
sharply
toothed and shortgreen
spined. S. Afr.
;

Growths or brandies

ivith 4 or more angles or
rarely o-migled.

EE.

Shrub or tree, 12-20
18. Canari^nsis, Linn.
with many 4-6-angled suberect
branches, as mucli as 3 in. thick,
angles snbentire;
from the base
Ivs. alspines 2 lines long, black
most none. Canary Islands. Gn.
.53, p. 46.
G.C. II. 20:629.
19. virdsa, Willd. (E. caruliscens, Haw,), A shrub as much as
15 ft. high, much branched :branches

ft.

high,

;

:

796.

Euphorbia fuleens (X

4-5- or sometimes 3-angled, 1 in,
angles lobed
thick, ascending
;

3'.i).

;

epidermis bluish spines strong,
4-5 lines long, black. S. Afr.
;

Low, cespitose: branches less
11. mamillbsa, Lem.
o
than an inch in diam. podaria elongated, conical,
spiral rows: Ivs. and spines small, soon deciduous.
less
DD. Podaria confluent into ribs: branches more or

m

:

s.

acutely wing-anghd.
Growths or branches S-angled (sometimes 4-angled.
especially on the main a:ris,atid in £. aletconus
flat).

E.
?
branches erectShrub, 8-10 ft. high
spreading, jointed; angles compressed, repand dentate,
the teeth 1 in. long; spines 1-3 lines long: Ivs, minute,
India, and naturalized in
ovate-spatulate or rotund.
for
other places, notably the W. Indies, where it is "sed
hedges. -Cristate forms are in the trade, as i. lactea
monstrosa? and E. ffaranensis cristala.
Fruticose: branches 3 in.
13. grandic6mis, Goebel.
wide; angles broadly winged, deeply lobed and sinuate;
colored. S, Afr, ^eulight
spines large, 1-2 Ln. long,
12.

antiqudmm, Linn. (H. Havanensis, Hort.

(a'c(ert,

Hort.'?).

:

20.

Abyssinica,Rausch. Stem

robust,

30^0

greenhouses
in. in

high, 9-14 ft, in
Iiranches few, 4-6

ft.
:

diam., dark green; angles

,5-8,obtuse but prominent; edges
reshort,
spines
undulate;
Ivs, minute, spatcurved
Abvssinia. Gn, 52,
ulate.
G.'C. III. 20:497,p. 106.
Cere us
Much resembles
:

Perucianus.
21. PSfirsdorJfii, Hort.
Trunk round, 1^2-2'.; in.

thick,

much

9-ribbed,

branched when old

;

798.

Euphorbia

splendens (X

spines

large, 4-8 lines long.
22.

candelihrum, Trem.

&

Elotzch.

Tree, 20-30

ft,

ahead 60-80 ft, in circumference: trunk short
branches 3-4-angled
and thick, densely branched

high, with

:

;

—

—

:
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spines short. Trop. Afr. — See E. TirncaUi for .some
plants sold under this name.
23. oHicinS-rum, Linn. Fruticose: branches 2K-3 in.
thick, 9-13-angle(l, deeply sulcate; edgesrepand; spines
red, divergent or deflexed, 1-1^ lines long: Ivs. minute.
N. Afr. R.H. 1875:336-37. -E. Beaumeriaua, Hook. &
Coss., and E. echinus, Hook. & Coss., are closely related species from the same region.
OCC. Branches ivUli spines, if anij, vet sftpular, hut in
the place- of Ivs. or hranehes

Like the last, but Ivs. nar30. R6gis-Jtibae, Webb.
involucral
rowly linear and bracts not dark purple
gland with 2 short horns. Teneriffe.
31. dendroides, Linn. A large, branching shrub, more
foliaceous than the two preceding: leaves linear-lanceolate, obtuse or acute; floral leaves yellowish, rhomboidorbicular, miicronate, glands truncate or semMunatc.
Mediterranean region. "R.H. 1887:100. Gn. 36, p. 203.
32. Grdntii, Oliv. Small shrub with lanceolate leaves.
large, long acuminate, ovate bracts and palmate glands.
E. Africa, This and the E. arborea offered by Blanc
probably belong in this section, though the E. Grantii
of American dealers may possibly be Synadenium
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D.

Spines not present.

Stem
C^put-Medilsae, Linn. Medusa's Head.
short, obconical, Heyhy: branches numerous from the
apex, soon declined around the main stem with their
ends erect,
in. or more in diam. G-12 in. long, covered
with depressed, keeled tubercles, each bearing a small.
glands of the involucre white,
linear-lanceolate leaf
rather conspicuous, the outer lip palmatifid. S. Afr.
L.B.C. 14:131.5. -Curious and rather rare. Var. m^-jor,
Ait. {E. Commetini,DC.),is a large, erect, unbranched
form, perhaps originating from branch cuttiugs.
24.

K

,

;

25. melofdrmis, Ait. Fig. 799. Globose or pyriform,
3-5 in. in diam., deeply 8-10-costate, the ribs obscurely
tuberculate on tlie almost acute angles, the sides transversely dark and light
green striped or wrinkled
when old: the few small
Ivs. and fls. at the deold
the
pressed apex
forked branches of the
subpersisinflorescence
A
tent but not spinose.
few small branches similar to the main stem usually present. S.Afr. L.B.
:

Euphorbia meloformis.

799.

DD.

C. 5:430. A. C4. 11:463. -A
very interesting and rare
plant in Amer. Best grown
only under glass. Often
mistaken for a cactus.

Spines formed of the steriJe

pi'<7

uncles.

;

Grantii, Hook.
ccc.

helorv the umbel alternate; glands oval
in the first species, in the others Uvo horned:
leafy herbs.

Lvs.

33. epithymoides, Jacq. {E. pohjchroma, Kern.). A
herbaceous perennial, a foot or more high, with oblong,
dark green leaves, floral leaves different shades of yellow at flowering time. May. Europe. B.M. 2258. — Growing in a tine, compact clump, uncommon in gardens,
34. robusta, Small, and Pilmeri, Engelm., are manystemmed perennials, the former from the Rocky moun-

tains, the latter

from

S. Calif., a foot high,

more

or less,

with small ovate leaves and roughened seeds. They
have been offered for sale, but have little cultural value,
35. Cyparisslas, Linn. Herb, perennial from root buds,
the short plume-like branches covered with spreading,
narrow linear, dark green leaves an inch long: seeds
smooth. Europe. L.B.C. 2:118. G.C. II. 22:469. Rept.
Mo. Bot. Gard. 11, pi. 50. — Cult, in old gardens for its
rnoss-like growth. Naturalized and a weed in east U.S.
Stems many, M-1 ft. high:
36. Natal^nsis, Bemh.
leaves crowded, narrow
umbel 3-5-rayed, head-like
linear-lanceolate, subcoriaceous. S. Africa.
37. Myrsinites, Linn. Perennial herb: many declined
stems covered with large, fleshy, glaucous, obovate or
ovate-oblong, concave, pointed leaves umbel 7-12-rayed
glands and flowers yellow. Europe.— A plant of old
gardens, good for rockeries.
:

:

26. cereii6rmi3, Linn. {E. erbsa, Willd.). Erect, 3 ft.
or more high, little branched: branches erect, with 8-13
Ivs. very small
tuberculate ribs
peduncles usually
with only one involucre, the sterile ones forming dark
colored spines 4-7 lines long. S. Afr. L.B.C 14:1.334.—
E. polygona, Haw., with more prominent and spiral
ribs, and E. heptigona, Linn., with 7-8 rilis and sulci
between them more obtuse, are closely related South
:

:

African species.
27. Hystrix, Jacq. A shrub, 2-3 ft. high, not ribbed:
podaria depressed: Ivs. 2-3 in. long, linear'; spines numerous, 1-2 in. long, erect-spreading. S. Afr. Jacq.
Hort. Schoenb. 207.

Stems herhaceous or ivoody, scarcely ever sXighthj

BBB.

fleshy-stemmed

inflorescence

:

nnihellatc

:

stipules none.
C.

l/vs. heJow the ionhel decnssate

:

toll herbs.

LAthyris, Linn. Caper Spurge. Mole Plant.
Fig. 800. Annual, 2-3 ft. tall
Ivs. long, lance-linear,
those of the intloresceuce ovate-acuminate
glands
short-homed
capsules somewhat fleshy.
Eu., and
naturalized in eastern U.S. Rept. Mo. Bot. Card. 11,
pi. 11. — Cult, in old
gardens.
Capsules sometimes
pickled. Seeds used as a purgative.
Said to drive
moles from its neighborhood (see Cornell Bull. 61:331).
28.

:

;

:

or.

I^vs. usitalhj clnstered at the eiids of thr

branches:

shrubs.
29. atropurpurea, Brouss.
A shrnit. .3-6 ft. high,
branched: the pale, glaucous grt-en, s|ireading or dm.iping Ivs. crowded at the ends of the brimclies, 2-3 in.
long; umbel H-lO-rayed
involucres surrcunderl by 2
large, dark purple, broadly ovate, obtuse, connate bracts.
March. Teneritre. B.M. .3.32L-Plants known as E.
atropurpurea and E. sa/nr/iiinea in America, and used
for bedding, are in part E. hffmatodes, Boins., a species
of Section A not widl knr.wn to botanists, and i>artly a
purplish var. of E. pulcherrima.
;

800. Euphorbia Lathyrib.
Seen endwise to show 4-rauked leaves.

Plants In fiilt. in Europe liut not in tho American trade:
Fleshy forius: E. anacanlha, Ait.— E. bupleurifdlia, JacQ.
Short, thick. sr-;dy stem, wit.li a cluster of largo leaves ftt tho
lop.-/?. 7.V>/(T/.Tlook. Near E,si.lciHlons.—^.JJm^*ii=E.Bojcri.
~E. ('aprusis, Hort.—
ctaiidi'-stina
J.ieq.
E. ennedfjona,
lIaw.= cereiformis, Linn. E. fhnbrtdta, Hort.? E.Foumiiri.
i'J'.

,

—

—

— ——

—

—

,
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Rebut, a Madagascar species near E. lopbogona, Lam.— _E. alabusn. Sims. J3.M. 'X-U.—E. oloiaerata, Hort.— £. helicothilr
Lem.=E. NivuUa, Buch.— £. imhricdla.ViM—E. Lemairrdna.
Boiss. Like E. grandieoruis, but spines mucll shorter.— i;.
lupkvr/ana. Lam. Peculiar club-sliaped stem, wilii large leaves
above and cristate stipules. .Madagascar.— £. macrugUli'ha.
Lem.— £. mainiUarls. Linn.— £. Mmilieri, Hort.—E pentuyona'.
Haw.— S.pwcartna, Ait.— i;./.;/n"/u(;f(, L.-nn., near lophogona.E. serpifurinis, Bciiss.=E. scopiformis.— £. srjwarrosa, Haw.—
f. stapelicefnrmis, Uort.—E. tetrd'/fina. Haw.— £). lithymaloidi'S.
Linn.
Pedilantlius tithymaloiiles.- T?. trigoim, Haw.— JB.
.

=

Jacq.— £*. or;jlopfigl(n)d':s, Brougn.
Shrubby or tree-like forms: E. balsainiffra, Xlt.—E. BerlheIdli, BoUe.— £. colletluldes, Benth.— i'. hnirHnlia. Lam.— £.
itlcllifera, Ait.—E. in'tsera, Benth. — .E. phn}icrhldcs. Teysman.
—E. punlcea, Swartz. O.C. IL I'f.'Sl'i.—E. resiniiera?—E. sci,tttberculdta,

lopendria, Don.

Herbaceous forms: E. Alcpp'ira.Unn. — E. C/inrwcias, Linn.

—E. Oka ma'Hilce, Linn. —E.falalia, L^inn. — E.geniculdtaA'Jrteg.
—E. helioscupia, Linn.— £. Iperacudiihre, Linn. Plant of east
U. S. coast region, rout furnisliiug one of the oflicinal U. S.
drugs.- £. Lagdscce, Spreng.- £. PardUas, Linn.— £. pilusa.
Linn. E. piluUfera, Linn.— i?. spiaosa. Linn.
Others not well known: E. Atnilia, Hort.— E. apht'ilhi.
Brouss.— J?. articuJdta, Hort.— £. auri^Ua, Hort.=E. Amelia? —
E. caput-odordta, Hort.— £. Cdpnt-Siiniiv, Hort.— i\ Cass'iitha
pendula, Kort.— E. coluhAna, Hort.— £. Codperi, Hor(.— E.
dentdta, H.ort.—E.

di' S/nHidna, Hort.— i?. erecta, Hort.— /^.
Hort.- ff. fuiidlis, Hort.— i?. gardfairafdlia, Hort.—
Hort.—E. HouUetidna, Hnrt.—E. Houlli:ti, Hort.
—E. Krdiisli, Hort.— K. Kraussiana?— E. eraliescens. E. Mey.—
E. longifulia, Hort.- A'. Mdngador, Hort.^E. Mogador, Hort.?

fiinbridta,

E.grdcilis,

seeded, globular berry, beariu^ the reraaius of the calyx
its top
B.M. 1447. Long cult, in
seeds edible.
Treated as an annual. Has attracted little attention since the introduction of Victoria. As far north
as Philadelphia it is hardy, sowing itself every seasoTi.
It is ferociously spiny.

on

;

China.

E. Aniazonica, Poepp.,

still

toria Regia.

advertised in eatalognes,

l. h. B. and

Wm.

is

Tir-

Trickek,

ETJR'f'CLES (Greek-made name, of no particular application).
Smaryllidacece.
Two south hemisphere
bulbous plants, allied to Hymenocallis and Pancratium.
Perianth-tube cylindrical, the segments oblong-lanceolate and nearly equal
stamens inserted in the throat of
;

the tube: Ivs. broad and stalked, with prominent curving veins and interlocking veinlets
tls. white, in umbels. Cf. Baker. Amaryllideee, p. 130.
E. sylv6stris,
Salisb. {E. Ainboinensis, Loud.).
Brisbane Lilv.
Scapes 1-2 ft., bearing an umbel of 10—40 handsome,
creamy white tls. (2 in. across). Ivs. round-cordate, with
a very short, blunt point. B.Jl. 1419, as Pancratium
Amhnhiet\>i('. B.R. 9:715, as Panrraiium Anstralasicum,
Lindl.
K.H. 1879. p. 450; p. 457 as A'. Australasica,
Loud. Malaya, Philippines, N.Australia. Grow in coolhouse, as f(jr Pancratiums.
L
B
:

H

EUSCAPHIS

elm).

(Greek, e» and scaplds, vessel; alluding
tu tile shape and the handsome color of the dehiscent
caiisule). t't'lastrdce<e. Ornamental shrub, with rather
large pinnate, opposite Ivs., small whitish tls. and attractive brownish red frs. in erect panicles, with shining black seeds. Monotypic genus allied to Staphylea,
but with upright panicles and the capsules divided to
the base into 3 dehiscent, leathery pods. It grows in
almost any good garden soil, but is only half-hardy
North. Prop, by seeds and greenwood cuttings under

trees,

glass.

species

Zucc. {E. Japonica, Di]>p.).
ovate-lanceolate, glabrous,
serrate, lK-3 in. long, each with 2 small stipules: fls.
perfect, 5-merous, small, in many-fld. panicles: fr. consisting of 1-3 pods, each with 1-2 seeds. May, June.
Jap. S.Z. 0(.
Alfred Rehder.

—E. Mauritdnia, Ij.—E. Morini, Hort. E. obtusa. Hort. E.
ornithopus. Jitcq.~E. Paroen.^is. Hort. E. piilclira, Hort. — AV
Pulletidna. Hort.— A. Rebutl, Hort.- 75. Eichdrdi. Hort.= E.
Kichardiana. E. Sahariensis. Hort. E. Sail Salvador, Hort.—
E. serpentaria, Hort.— A. vtpt;r\na, Hort.— A. Waltaiieasiii,
Hort-

J. B. S.

Norton.

EUPTfiLEA (Greek

ew, well, handsome, and ptehu
Tr'>rI(ode>tdri'lce(e.
Ornamental shrubs or small
with alternate, lon^-petioled, simple Ivs. aiitl
small fls. appearing before the foliage, resembling s<.>mowhat the alder in habit and foliage. Three species from
Himalayas to E. Asia, of which the half hardy Japanese
is

sometimes cultivated
it prefers somewhat
is prop, by seeds or by grafting on
;

moist situations and
their

own

roots.

& Zuce. Shrub or small tree, to 20
Ivs. long-petioled, usually rotmdish ovate, cuspift.
date, coarsely and irregularly dentate, slightly pubescent on the veins beneath, 2—1 in. long: fls. in small, axillary, peduncled clusters, polygamous-dicecious, apetalous; stamens and carpels numerous; fr. consisting I'f
many small winged nutlets, similar to the elm frs. .Ja-

staphyleoides, Sieb.

Shrub, to 10

ft.:

&

Ifts. 7-11,

pol^gama, Sieb.
:

pan, China.

S.Z. 72.

EtTRYA (Greek

Alfred Rehdek.

but of no application).
Terytstrcentidcece.
Perhaps 20 shrubs of southern Asia
and Malaya, with small dicecious fls., berry-likl? frs., and
simple, glabrous evergreen Ivs.: fls. in axillary clusfor

large,

ters, or rarely solitary; petals and sepals 5; stamens l.j
or less (rarely only ,")), .ioined to the base of the corolla:
ovary usually 3-loculeil.
The Euryas are allied to

Camellias, and require much the same treatment. They
are grown for foliage rather than for fls. Demand an
intermediate temperature and a peaty soil. Prop, by
cuttings taken from the tips of growiiig shoots. E. Jap6nioa, Thunb. (E. SiebokUi, Hort.), is the common
species, and is very variable. The variegated form of it
(known in the trade as .fi". latifolia variegdta) is one of
the best glasshouse decorative pot shrubs: Ivs, vari:ible
and irregularly
in shape, u.sually ovate-acuminate
toothed or notched, short-petioled, irregularly blotrlird
with white
fls. greenish white, in small, axillary clusters. Japan. V.M. 2.j:.5.
L. H. B.
:

ETJE'^ALE (mythological name). JVi/mphirtu-nr. One
I'u'luria
species, the Indo-Chinese representative of
Ktijia, from which it differs in having all the stamens
inner ones are sterile! and in the
very small flower, and in other technical characters. E.
fertile (in Victoria the

!6rox, Salisb., is the species. The Ivs. are 1—1 ft. across.
circular, purple and spiny-ribbed beneath, dark green

and uneven above: fls. small, prickly outside, the calyx:
reddish inside and the 20-.'!0 purple petals shorter than
fr. a small, manythe calyx lobes; stamens numerous
:

EUSTEfiPHXlS (Greek, referring to the climbing
LU'dcfv. Que or two Australian plants, bo-

h;iliit).

Lapageriu, but

tiinically rt-hited to

much

less

showy.

In habit, su^^gi-'stive of smilax {Aspnraijus medeoloides).
E. latifolius, R. Br., is a tall, half-twining, branchy
herb, more or less woody at tlie base, bearing alternate,
stiff, lineardanceolate, short-stalked Ivs. and small, axillary, drooping light blue tls. with spreading, ciliate
Ivs. 2-4 in. long,
fr. a dry l)erry
perianth segments
sharp-pointed: fls. less than 1 in. across. B.M. 1245.
Of easy culture, either in the glasshouse border or in
pots. Very useful for table decoration and for design
:

:

^^^'rk.

x^.

EUTACTA.

n. B.

Founii under Araacaria.

EUTEEPE (mythological name). Palmd.cerc, tribe
Slender, ereet, spineless palms, with solitary
or fasciculate, ringed caudices. Lvs. terminal, equally
pinnatisect; segments narrowly linear-lanceolate, long,
and gradually acuminate or ensifonn, membranaceous.

^l/vr-ce.

plicate, the thickened margins recurved at the base;
rachis and petiole 3-sided toward the base, convex on
the back, concave above; petiole elongated; sheath very
long, cylindrical, entire: spadix paniculately branched.

rachis "elongated: branches slender, gradually shortening above, usually scaly, thick at the base, erect-spreadspathes 2, coriaceous or membranaceous,
iwir, in fl.:
laui.-erdate, the lower one the shorter, split at the apes.
dorsally 2-keeled, the upper one symmetrical, split down
bractthe ventral side: bracts bordering the furrows
lets ovate-acute: fls. small, white, sessile in the furrows
about
8.
purple.
Species
fr. like a pea,
of the spadix
Trop. Amer. and W. Indies.
6dulis,Mast. Para Paoi. As sat Palm. Stem, 60-90
sheaths
ft. Ijii^h, b in. thick, flexu^us: lvs. spreading;
3_i,ioft.
petiole 1^2 ft.; bhule(>-9ft.; segments linear,
spreading, deflexed, HO-80 on each side, densely crowded,
28-30 in. long, ^.4-1 in. wide. Brazil.
;

:

;

:
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Stem

CABBArjE Palm.
oler^cea, Mast.
ft., scarcely 1 ft. in di;un. at Itase, attenuate
above, flexuous Ivs. arcuate-spreadiug, 4-6 ft. long, the
apex more or less deflexed; segments pendent, linearlanceolate, the upper 2 ft. long, 1 in. wide, many-nerved.
Braz.— Fig. 801 is adapted from Martins' Nat. Hist, of
Fig. 801.

fiO-100

:

Palms.

The Euterpes do not present any special cultural difficulties, being free-rooting and rapid-growing palms,
a night temperature of 05'' F., and abundant moisture,

being among their chief requirements. A good, turfy
loam, with the addition of about one-fifth of stable manure while in the compost heap, provides a suitable
From their habit of forming a tall, slender stem
soil.
without suckering fi'om the base, the Euterpes are
liable to become rather leggy specimens. When under
cultivation, and for trade purposes, it is advisable to
group 3 or 4 of the young plants together, thus producing a more bushy specimen. White scale is one of the
worst pests to which these palms are subject, and soon
ruins the foliage unless care is taken.
Seeds germinate in a few weeks if sown in a warm greenhouse, and
the young plants make better progress when moderately shaded.
w, h. Taplin.

EUTOCA. Now

referred to Phacelia.

EVAPORATING OF FRUIT.

While the domestic
operation of drying fruit has been yfracticed ever since
men looked beyond their immediate wants and stored
food for time of greater need, and while dried fruit has
long been an article of commerce, yet until a few decades ago only the most primitive niethods were used in
the drying process, and the industry, commercially, was
confined to a few favored regions in Europe. The modern industry is scarcely more than a quarter century
old. Its almost inconceivable growth in America in this
brief time is one of the industrial phenomena of the
epoch. Spurred into activity by the encroachments of
the American product in their markets, the European
producers, by the adoption of better methods, and by
governmental encouragement, have increased greatly
their output of dried fruit. And so, from an adjunct to
fruit growing for home use, drying fruit has become,
within recent years, one of the main branches of horticulture.

Fruit may be cured in the sun, or it may be cured in
drying machines, called evaporators. That cured in the
sun is called by the producer dried fruit
that in
evaporators, evaporated fruit. By far the greater part
of the world's product is cured in the sun.
Sun-drying fruit. — In countries having a sufficiently
warm and dry climate, as Greece and Turkey, and parts
of France, Spain and western America, fruit is dried
almost wholly in the sun. The fact that in these favored
localities the drying capacity is limited only by the acreage of sunshine, makes it certain that the proportion of
sun-dried fruit will alwaj^s be vastly greater than that of
evaporated fruit. Drj'ing fruit in the sun is a simple
process, but one hedged in by many little arts and
;

methods which

facilitate the work and improve the prodIn general, the process is as follows
the fruit is
graded, bleached by sulfur, if a light colored product
is desired, in the case of prunes dipped or pricked, and
is then spread on trays to be exposed to the sun. When
the drying process is finished the fruit is again graded,
in most cases put through a sweat, and then "finished"
in various ways, as by dipping or glossing.
Evaj>orating fruit. — There are hosts of styles of
evaporators, but all possess in common a chamber for
the reception of the fruit, through which a current of
warm air is forced, or the fruit is forced through the
air, or both, the object being to remove the aqueous*
matter from the fruit as quickly as possible, and the
principle being that warm air will absorb more moisture
than cool air. The saturated air must not remain in
contact with the fruit. Since different fruits exact different conditions, one should be able to change the temperature and velocity of the air current in the drying
chamber at will. To make the product homogeneous,
current and temperature must be equal in alt parts of
the evaporator. It is obvious that simplicity in the machine and economy in heat and in room are cardinal
virtues in a good evaporator. It Is the rule to start the
evaporation of largo fruits at a low temperature and
finish at a bigti one, but with liorries the reverse is true.
Some operators start tlieir ai>plcs high and tinisli at a
low temperature.
The following are definitions of the somewhat technical terms usecl in the industry: Bleaching is the prouct.

801.

Euterpe oleracea.

Stem 10 ft. high, swollen at the
base, ringed: Ivs. 9 ft. long, elliptical-obovate; segments
lanceolate, entire, glabrous, alternate; petiole 2 ft. long,
.scaly beneath, unarmed
rachis plano-convex below,
subtriaugular towards the apex. Grenada. B.M. 3874.
mont^na, R. Grah.

:

Jared G. Smith.
Euterpes constitute a small group of spineless palms,
said to include 8 or 10 species in all, Init of these there
are but 'S species commonly found in cultivation, namely
E. olcmcca. These are
fj. ediiliti, E. jnontana and

found under varying conditions in Central and 8uuth
America and the West Indies, and all three species are
valuable as food-producers to the natives of those counJU. ednlis grows in great quantities in the lowhxnds of Brazil, where it is known as the Assai Palm,
lowing to the fact that its seeds are macerated in water,
and by this means is produced a beverage known as
Assai. E. oleracea is tlie well-known Gabbagc Palm of
the West Indies, growing in the lowlands muir the
coast, while E. monfana is thoMoiiTitjun ( !abbago Palm,
and is frequently found at conHidera})le altitudes in the
same islands, and consequently does not attain the great
dimensions of E. oleracea.

tries.

:

EVAPORATINU
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EVERGREEN,

oess of changing the dark color of fruit to slighter hue,
or of preventing the discoloration
generally accomplished by Kulfuring. Bloaters are prunes which in
ilrying swell up to an atiuornial size
generally produced by fermentation in over-ripe fruit. Dipphnj is
the process of cutting the skin of fresh prunes to
facilitate curing.
The operation is performed by submerging the fruit in boiling lye. Cured fruit is sometimes dipped in one of various solutions as a "finishing" process. Drip is the syrupy liquid which oozes
from prunes in the process of evaporation; it generally
characterizes a poor prune or a poor evaporator. Frogs

Said .>f plants which do not shed all
their foliage at any one time, thereby remaining green;
or of leaves which persist for two or more years. In all
evergreen plants, the old leaves shed after a time, when
they become so overshadowed or crowded as to 1)0 of no
further use to the plant. The leaves of pines and spruces
persist for three to fifteen years.
In the popular mind "Evergreen" and "Conifer " are
the same, Ijut some conifers are deciduous, as the larches
and taxodiums. Moreover, in the tropics most trees and
shrubs are evergreen or nearly so. In the mind of the
gardener, evergreen and conifer are thoroughly dissoci-

are cured prunes having an abnormal shape
a conciition caused by curing unripe fruit, Pru-l;hirj is the process of puncturing the cuticle of fresh prunes. It is
done oy means of a machine, the essential part of which

ated,

;

;

;

is a board covered with projecting needles, over which
the prunes must pass. It accomplishes the same end as
lye dipping. Sizes is a term used to indicate the number of cured prunes it takes to make a pound. The
"four sizes" known in the markets are 60s-70s, 70s-80s,
80s-90s, 90s~100s. Sugaring is the formation of globules
of sugar on the cuticle of cured prmies. Sidftiring is
ft process cured fruit is
put through to give it a lighter
color. The fruit is subjected to funics of burning sulfur before being exposed to the sun or put in evaporators. Sweating is a process cured fruit is subjected
to before packing, in which it is put in a room at a high
temperature and allowed to become moist.

Curing different Mtifs. — Apples and pears are peeled,
cored, cut in rings or quarters, and sulfured, before
being placed upon the drying trays. The time required
for curing is about three days out of doors and six to
twelve hours in the evaporator. There is considerable
trade in apples called "dumplings," which are whole
apples peeled and cored. Double the time is required in
evaporating them, but the price is higher.
Apricots, peaches and nectarines must be fully ripe
before drying and without bruises. They are pitted, and

may or may not be peeled. If peeled, the operation is
done with machines or with lye, though the use of the
latter is considered a had practice. The fruit is placed
on the trays cup side up. About three days are required for drying in the sun and about eight hours are
required for evaporating. The cured product should be
of a translucent

amber

color.

Berries are seldom sun-dried for the markets. For
evaporating they are placed on trays in quantities of
from sixteen to thirty quarts, given a temperature of
about 175 degrees at the start, and are finished in from
four to five hours, at a temperature of about 100 degrees.
After being taken from the evaporator, they are piled
for sweating in a warm, ventilated room.
Pigs for drying must be gathered when fully ripe.
Some growers prefer dryiug in shade rather than in
Evaporators are seldom used. The fruit is not
sun.
allowed to dry hard, and before packing must be well
sweated. Usually, for "finishing," they are dipped in
salt water or syrup. The drying process requires from
five to eight days.
Prunes are allowed to ripen until they fall to the
ground. Before being spread on the trays they are
dipped or pricked in order to thin or crack the skin, that
the moisture may easily escape, and dripping be prevented. Sun-drying requires from one to three weeks,
while from sixteen to thirty hours are required for
evaporation. A thorough sweat prevents the sugaring
so common to this fruit. Before packing they are graded
in sizes. Dipping as a "finishing" process is practiced
by many producers. A good prune is soft, smooth and
meaty, with loose pit, and of an amber, dark red or
golden hue, depending upon the variety.
Grapes for raisins are sun-dried. They must be
picked when fully ripe, the bunches, and the berries on
the bunches, being sorted as the picking progresses.
The operation of drying must be watched with care.
The process requires from eight to fourteen days, during
which time the bunches must be turned at least once. A
sweat is given before packing. Raisins are graded into
half a dozen or more brands for the market,
I

U, P, Hedrick.

EVENING FEIMEOSE,

See (Enofhera.

and

in

works on gardening hundreds

of

greenhouse

plants are called "evergreen," which represents dozens
Evergreens other
of families besides the Coniferte.
than conifers are sometimes called "Broad-leaved
Evergreens." See Conifers.

EVERLASTING. A term applied to flowers or plants
which retain their shape and other characteristics after
being dried. Equivalent to the French word Immortelle
Revue Horticole, 1890, p. 521).
The m(jst important commercially of the flowers
which retain their form and color in a dried state are
the French Immortelles, Selichrysum arenarium.
(see

These flowers are used very extensively in France in
their natural yellow color, for the manufacture of memorial wreaths and crosses, which, being constructed
very compactly, are exceedingly durable, even in the
severest weather, and are exported in large numbers to
The flowers bleached white, or
all parts of the world.
bleached and then dyed in various colors, are also
shipped in enormous quantities, either direct to this country or through some of the large exporting houses of Germany. Approaching the French Immortelles in aggregate
value are the so-called Cape Flowers, Selicliri/sum
grandiflormn, which have reached an enormous sale
in this country within a few years, and have largely
supplanted the Immortelles on account of their silvery
texture and greater beauty every way. They are naturally white, but require bleaching in the sun to give them
the 'desired luster.

They come from

the Cape of

Good

mainly via Hamburg.
American and English
country gardens, Relichrj/sum bracteatum, is the only
one of these everlasting flowers grown to any extent in
America, and more or less extensive cultivation of them,
commerci.ally, has been practiced in this country, but
They come in
still a large percentage are imported.
white, straw and brown colors naturally, and take readthese, together with
ily to a variety of artificial tints
AnuiioliiKm ahttnm and the well known Globe Amaranth,
Gomplirena glohosn, are grown and used to a considerable extent by the country folk in the construction of
the many forms of wreaths, stars, and other Christmas
greens, which they sell in the city markets in large
quantities, but their sale by wholesalers and jobbers
for general consumption is very limited. Stalice incana,
cultivated or wild from the swamps of southern Europe,
and Gypsophila in several species are used to a considerable extent, and the sale of Statice especially,
which is popular in combination with Cape Flowers in
memorial designs, is quite an item with the dealers in

Hope, and reach

this country

The common Everlasting

of

;

florists' supplies.

Of the dried

grasses, the

Pampas Plumes of

California,

Gipierium argenteiim, native of South America, are the
only American production attaining any great commerTheir beautiful silky plumes, unapcial importance.
proached by any other horticultural product, are used
in enormoiis quantities for decorative purposes, and are
an importaut item of American export. They are used
mainly in sun-bleached st.ate, but more or less dyeing,
often parti-colored, is also done, Bromus briztrformis is
the most extensively used of the smaller grasses. It is
mostly imported from Europe, via Erfurt, but has been
grown in considerable quantity in Michigan. It can be
imported, however, including d'uty, for about 2.5 per cent
It is
less than it is possible to grow it in this country
handled in the natural state, Briza maxima, another
popular grass, is grown in Italy, whence it is shipped to
America, Philadelphia being the largest importing port.
Briza media, a medium sized grass, and Briza minima,
the flowers of which are as fine as saw-dust, are also

EVERLASTING
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handled in the same manner as Brlza maxima, very
little of the i^.muiima being used dyed, however. Phlexim
pratense, Stipa pennata, and various kinds of oats have
raore or less commercial value, being used considerably
in the manufacture of imitation flowers and straw goods,
but from a florist's standpoint, they are not important.
The most important commercially of the imported
grasses is the Italian wheat, the quantities used in this
<'.ountry for the manufacture of sheaves for funeral purposes being enormous, and increasing yearly. It comes
in many grades of fineness and length of stem. In this
country all attempts to cultivate it in competition with
the European product have failed.
Outside of wheat, it is generally true that the use of
dried grasses and flowers in this country is on the decline. The fondness of our people for fresh flowers, and
the abundance in which these are now offered, everywhere, at all seasons, is largely responsible for the decadence of the fancy for dried flowers. Another factor
is the artificial flower industry, which, in France particularly, Ijas attained a wonderful perfection, the materials being principally metal, porcelain, wax or cloth.
In Europe, especially in Germany, the grasses seem to
maintain their popularity, and it is to these foreign-born
people that a large part of the material imported here
goes.

A number of our native Composites — of the genera
Gnaphalium, Antennaria and Anaphalis — are called
Everlastings, and are often used in home decorations,
particularly in the country; but they have no commercial rating.
H. Batersdobfer.
EVODIA (Greek, p/ertsaTjf odor). Buthcece. Between
20 and 30 trees or shrubs of the Old World tropics, with
opposite, punctate, simple or compound Ivs. and small
fls., in terminal or axillary cymes.
Fls. unisexual; sepals and petals 4-5; stamens 4-5, inserted at the base of
a cup-shapi'd disk; stigma 4-lobed. Warmhouse evergreens. Prop, by cuttings of half-ripened wood.
E.
61eganB, Hort. from New Guinea, is a new plant re,

sembling Aralia elegantiasima.

Lvs. prominently 3is another new

lobed, undulate and crenate. E. form6sa
species int. 1900 by Sander & Co.

fXAGUM

(classical name, of no significance to these
plants). Gentiandcece. An oriental genus of about 20
species, including 3 kinds of herbs, treated either as
annuals or biennials, with 5-lobed fls. of lilac, blue or
dark purplish blue. Cult, in a very few greenhouses.
The genus has no allies in its tribe of garden value.
Herbs, dwarf and annual, or tall and paniculate-branching: lvs. sessile, clasping orshort-stalked
fls. small or
attaining 2 in. across, lilac, violet, blue or white, pedicelled or not, in forking cymes
calyx 4-5-parted, the
segments keeled, winged or flat and 3-nerved corolla
tube short; lobes 4 or 5, ovate or ol)long, twisted; stamens 4 or 5, attached to the throat, with very short
filaments.
According to "K.F."in Gng. 0:229, B. affive can be
:

;

;

grown in a greenhouse where the temperataire ranges
from 55-00° F. The showier indigo-blue i? macranfhum requires a warmer house. The color of the fls. of
.

W. affine varies according to the treatment. If kept in
bright, sunny quarters they assume a bluish lilac color;
in the shade, blue to deep blue. Plants flower in August.
If specimens in 5-in. pots are desired, sow in March of
the same year
for larger specimens, sow in August of
the preceding year. The plants must be kept in a cool
but not draughty greenhouse or frame in summer, and
shaded from fierce sunlight. The usual pn-cautions
needed for very small seeds should be observed. They
should receive their moisture from below, as overhead
;

sprinkling disturbs the sprouting seeds.
A.

Lu.s-.

tvUJi stalks

often ^f^in. Jong.

Lvs. nearhf or quite siaVcless.
B. Corolla lobes rounded.

A.

ZeylAnicum, Roxb.

Annual: stem 4-sided, branched

only above: lvs. becoming 3 in. long, strongly 3-nerved,
elliptic-oblong, acuminate, narrower than in _£-'. affine,
and tapering: fls. 1.^-2 in. across, in terminal, leafy
corymbs; sepals broadly winged; corolla lobes obovate,
obtuse. Ceylon. B.M. 4423 (sky-blue, with a dash of
purple). R.H. 1859, p. 238.
BB.

Corolla, lohes tapering to a point.

maerinthum, Arn. (A'. Zeyldnicum, var. macrdnihuni). Stem cylindrical, slightly branched: lvs. as in
E. Zeytanicum though perhaps more variable from
base to summit: fls. 2 in. across. In both species there
is a narrow ring of yellow at the mouth, to which the conspicuous clusters of stamens are attached.
Ceylon.
B.M. 4771 (deep purplish blue). G.C. III. 15:331. -The
best of the genus. The rich, dark blue is worth striving
for. Reintroduced by Sander & Co. 1899.
-^ ]yj
,

EXCCECARIA

sebifera.

See Sapium.

EXHIBITIONS

of horticultural products may be made
for either of two purposes, — to illustrate the subject or
thing itself, or to illustrate an ideal. As a matter of
fact, all Exhibitions of domesticated products are for the
latter purpose. If an Exhibit were made of what a species actually is — whether dahlia, peach or pumpkinhostility would be aroused, for in that case the incapabilities as well as the capabilities of the plant would be
shown. Exhibits are really made up of those selected

forms which most nearly approach an ideal. This ideal
be a commercial one or an artistic one. The commercial ideal is likely to be held up as the only one. It
is usually held dogmatically, and one who has another
ideal is a heretic. A so-called show plant, as a chrysanthemum or a dahlia, may represent only one of the
many possibilities of tlie species: and each of these possibilities may be worth the cultivating. It is a significant
fact that many of the commercial types are not the
most artistic or the most satisfactory ones. They are
usually those which are most certain to give uniformly
profitable results to the grower. The constant forcing
of these types on the public attention tends to popu-

may

them. The chrysanthemum admirably illus-trates
the extra-large show blooms are less
satisfactory and agreeable to most persons than freer,
smaller and m^ire individual blooms.
The Exhibition ideal in any fruit or plant has a powerful influence on the evolution of the plant. People breed
for that ideal. They discard those forms which contradict the ideal. Persons who care less for the formal
ideal than for variety, individuality and artistic merit
are amateurs in the best sense of the word. Skilled
amateurs usually deal with more varied and difficult subjects than the professionals or commercial growers. It
is remarkable how plants have been bred to the Exhibi*
tion standard. The practice of carding and dressing of
the carnation in earlier times has produced the hlghcentered, flat-bottomed carnation of today. In England.
the carnation ideal has been an entire or rose-leaf petal;
in America, the ideal is a moderately fringed petal. Perhaps the effect of the Exhibition ideal is nowhere so well
seen as in the custom of exhil)iting single blooms
it
has developed the individual flower rather than the
plant as a whole. The chrysanthemum, dahlia and camellia are examples. The Old World custom of showing single blooms of florists' flowers in holes in a board
or in sand — like so many heads in a pillory — enforces
larize

these remarks

:

:

the ideal of the single flower. Fortunately, this type of
Exhibition has had little popularity in this couutrv. A
comparison of the pictures of prize Exhibition subjects
in European and American journals would show some
interesting contrasts.
It would contrast single-flower
or single-specimen ideals with bouquet ideals iu fior
ists' flowers.

affine, Balf.

Stem

cylindrical,

branched from the base:

lvs.

1-2

1-lK

high, much
long, elliptic-

ft.

in.

ovate, faintly 3-5-nerved: sepals with a broail wing on
the back; corolla (^9 lines wide; lobc^s almost rounded
Socotra. B.M. G824. A. P. 13:1104. Gng. 0:229.
1883, p. 512. Gt. 32:1108, 0.0.11.21:005".

RH

In general terms, the entire plant is the unit, rather
than th(^ flower or fruit alone. The love of flowers is
enly the l)egiuning of wisdom. The love of plants is a
higher stage. It is pleasing that American Exhibitions
are more and more given to plants and to artistic displays.
The Old World Exhibitions, while emphasizing

,

EXHIBITIONS

commercial ideals should prevail.
A leading value of an Exhibition is to maintain a society.
The annual or periodical show keeps alive interest in the society, and thereby enables the society to
extend its beneficent work. The great displays made by
the American Pomological Society, the Society of American Florists, the American Carnation Society, and other
organizations, are excellent examples of the value of an
Exhibition in aiding to maintain a society with educational functions. This gives a suggestion for the local
improvement society: have an Exhiliition in spring and
fall.
Invite the professional growers to show their
specialties at the local show. It is well to make some
one plant or group of plants a central feature of each
show; and this plant should be shown in all its various
forms. Endeavor to interest people in plants themselves, even though they may not show the formal
ideals of the plant-breeder.
Good subjects for these
central features are the different fruits and vegetaVdes,
roses, carnations, chrysantheinuras, dahlias, gladioli,
spring bulbs, aquatics, hog plants, alpine plants, cacti,
orchids, poppies, sweet peas, violets, ferns, peonies, ornamental autumn fruits, wild flowers, bloom of hardy
shrubs, foliage or bloom of forest trees, and vines.
Aside from these technical uses of the Exhibition in
illustrating the progress of plant-breeding, the show
also may be made a powerful means of extending and
deepening the love of nature. In this guise it will
appeal to every person, not to horticulturists only. In
every school an Exhibition once or twice a year should
be made an adjunct of nature-study instruction. Such
an Exhibition should not stop witli plants, but include
all natural objects.
It should not be a technical horticultural Exhibit
and therefore. Its further discussion
is not germane to this work.
L. jj. B,
;

£X0CH6BDA

(from exo, external, and cJionle, a cord
suggested by the free placentary cords supposed to be external to the carpels). J^osdcece. Hardy
shrubs or small trees, remarkable for the structure of
or thong;

the

fr.,

which

is

composed

of 5 small,

bony

carpels, ad-

hering around the central axis in a star-like manner.
Allied to Spircea.
Prop, by seeds, cuttings and layers.
Seeds are produced only on old plants; cuttings root
slowly anil with difficulty; layering is best. Seed propagation is advisable when seeds can be obtained.

Peael Bush.
grrandifldra, Eindl.
known garden shnib, not often over

Fig. 802.
Well
6-8 ft., but somelanceolate-oblong,
whitish
times 15 ft.
Ivs. petiolate,
below, very strong toothed on strong shoots, but almost
entire upon the older parts, stipuled: fls. appear with
Ivs. in long, terminal racemes of 5 or 6 fls., pure white;
calyx deeply 5-cleft; petals 5, narrow, roundish and
clawed; staiiiens 10-15. short: fr. of 5 bony, 2-valved carpels joined to a common axis, each with 1 large, flatwinged seed. Apr., May. Central China. F. S. 9:951.
t^t. 17:1155.
R. H. 1896, pp. 324, 325. J. H. III. 31:183.
B.M.4795. A.F.6:343. Gng.5:97. G.C. II. 16:73; III.
7:613.— Open habit and -with thin, uninteresting foliage. Individual fls. of no value. Useful only in bloom,
when it is a dazzling white, the most brilliant shrub of
its season.
Can be kept in shape by pruning, but better
back of or massed with other shrubs. Thrives in any
:

good

soil.

Alberti, Kegel.

Of greater

vigor,

STATIONS

EXl'EKI.MEiXT

the single-flower ideal in florists' plants, are very rich in
displays of specimen plants of other kinds.
Every Exhibition should make its motive or animus
clear. The visitor should know whether it is the purpose to show florists' ideals, amateurs' ideals, or both.
The best Exhibition of any subject is that which shows
all its possibilities and merits.
The tendency is for the
amateur's ideals not to be seen at the shows. There are
fewer prizes for these ideals, and the amateur leaves his
choicest things at home. Yet the amateur is the conservatorof meritorious plants. He holds interesting and
artistic varieties and species decade after decade, and prevents their loss. It is the amateur who has kept the old
Laciniatum chrysanthemum against the changing moods
of the trade. Consider that the greater number of species
described in this Cyclopedia are known only to the amateur. Our horticulture would be poor indeed if only

darker

foliage.

5G!>

covered with spikes of pure white fls., 8-10 on a spike.
Becomes 6 ft. Turkestan. For its garden value, see

Gng. for Oct.

1,

1899.

a. Phelps

Wvman.

EXOEEHiZA

{exn, out, outside, rhiza, root; alluding
to the large aerial roots above the ground). Palmd.cew.

High -growing

palm,
with
straight, smooth stem, supported at the base by large
aerial, spiny roots: Ivs. large,
pinnate.
Allied to
Keutia, but distinguished by the irabricate sepals of the
sterile fls., the elongated, subulate fila-

h

ments of th e stamen s
hy the roundish-ovate
sepals of the pistillate fls. and by the
parietal
ovule.
In
Kentia the ovule is
basal and erect.

{Kentia
Often more

Becc.

"Wendlandi^ina,
exorr}t"iza,

Wendl.

than 60

high

) .

10-12 ft.
long: pinna? alternately arranged,
1-2 in. from each other, becoming
4 ft. long and 2 in. broad, 3-nerved:
spadix appearing below the Ivs.,
enveloped in thick, coriaceous,
boat-shaped spathes. Fiji Islands.
ft.

;

Ivs.

EXPERIMENT STATIONS
exist iu all the states and territories of the United States, and
in the Canadian provinces, main-

tained by the general governments. These constitute the most

extensive series of agricultural
research stations in the world.
In Alabama, Connecticut, New
Jer.sey and New York there is also
a station maintained in whole or
in part by state funds. The total
number of regular stations in the
United States, to the close of the
fiscal year, June 30, 1898, was 54.
The total income of these stations
was $1,210,921.17. In the work of

802. Exochorda grandiflora.
administration and inquiry, these
(XH.)
stations that year employed 669
persons, of whom 77 were horticulturists. In that year,
these stations published 406 reports and bulletins. The
mailing lists aggregated half a million names. Summaries of all these putjlications are published by the
Ofiice of Experiment Stations, Department of Agriculture, Washington, in the monthly "Experiment Station

Record.''
In the Dominion of Canada there are five ExperimenFarms. One of these is known as the Central Experimental Farm, and is located near the capital, Ottawa,
and serves the purposes of the two large provinces of
Ontario and Q.uebec. The other four are branch Experimental Farms, sites for which have been selected in different parts of the country, as follows
One at Nappan,
Nova Scotia, which serves for the three maritime
provinces a second at Brandon, Manitoba, which serves
the purposes of that large prairie province
a third
tal

:

;

;

Indian Head, N. W. T., which serves the purposes of the provisional districts known as the Northwest Territories of Canada
and the fourth is at
Agassiz, in the coast climate of British Columbia, and
meets the need of the latter important province. Thu
grant made for the maintenance of the fi.ve Experimental Farms has been $75,000 per annum until 1S99, when
this was increased to $80,000. At the Central Farm
there are six officers engaged in research, and two at
each of the branch farms, excepting at Agassiz, B.C.,
where there is only one. The publications relating to
the work at all the Experimental Farms are issued from
the Ccnl-ral Farm at Ottawa.
at

;

FABA. See

notched angles.
poor soil.

Vicia.

FABIANA

(after Francisco Fabiano, Spanish botanist). :Solandce<v. This group is a series of surprises.
It contains 16 species of heath-like shrubs from South
America. They are dwarf, erect, much branched, and J^.
imbricata has Ivs. suggesting an arborvita?, being scale-

The flowers
overlapping, and densely crowded.
resemble a heath in size and profusion, and their culture is the same as Erica. They belong to the same
family with the potato. The fls. are club- or funnelshaped, of 5 semi-cylindrical portions grown together
at the edges and crowned by a limb of 5 short, rounded,
spreading lobes. At present it seems to bo cult, only in
8. Calif, and the South. Abroad it is cult, under glass
in winter and put outdoors in summer.
Height 3 ft. Ivs. scale-like,
imbric&.ta, Ruiz & Pav,
Spring.
Peru. B.R.
imbricated
fls. sessile, white.
like,

:

:

25:59.

FAOllLIA (after Caspar Fagelius). Legnmindsce. A
fast-growing, twining subshrub from S. Africa, covered
with clammy hairs, and bearing all summer axillary racemes of pea-like fls. which are yellow, the keel tipped
Cult, outdoors in S. Calif, and abroad under
violet.
glass. The plant is allied to Cajanus, but is a genus
by itself, chiefly because its seeds are strophioled, pod
BwoUen, not flattened, and the 2 upper calyx lobes
nearly distinct.
bitumindsa, DC. Leaflets 3. B.R. 3:261, as Glycine,
showing

fls.

also veined with red.

FAGOPt'KTTM {beech wheat, from the likeness of the
Polygondcetf. Probably only two
species of Eu. and N. Asia. Quick-growing annuals,
with alternate deltoid or hastate Ivs., small honeyscented fls. in racemes or panicles, 5-parted calyx, 8
Btamens, 1-loculed ovary ripening into a floury, 3-angled akene.
fruit to a beech-nut).

escuUntum, Ma?nch.

Buckwheat (which

Fig.

see).

Lvs. large and broad, long-petioled
276, p. 186.
white, In panicled or corymbose racemes
akene
:

:

FAGUS

Useful in short-season climates and on
L. H. B.

Cripuliferw, tribe Fagd.ee<e.
Beech. Tall, deciduous, hardy trees, of noble,
symmetrical habit, with smooth, light gray bark and
clean dark green foliage, which is rarely attacked by inThey are among the most ornamental
sects or fungi.
and beautiful trees for park planting, and attractive at
especially
in spring, with the young foliage
(.-very season,
of a tender, delicate green, and the graceful, drooping
headsof the staminate fls. The American and the European species are much alike, but the first has the bark of a
lighter color, the head is broader and more roundish,
and the Ivs. less shining, but turning clear yellow in
fall, while the latter has a more ovate head and shining

(ancient Latin name).

foliage, which turns reddish brown in fall and remains
on the branches almost through the whole winter. It is
sometimes used for tall hedges. In Europe the Beech
is a very important forest tree, and the hard and very
close-grained wood is largely used in the manufacture
of different articles and for fuel; but it is not very durThe sweet nuts are edible, and in
able in the soil.
Europe an oil is pressed from them, used for cooking
and other purposes. The Beech prefers dryish situations,
and grows best in sandy loam and in limestone soil.
Prop, by seeds sown in fall where there is no danger of
them being eaten by mice, or dried after gathering and
kept mixed with dry sand until spring. The young
plants should be transplanted every second or third
year; otherwise they make long tap-roots, and cannot
always be ti'ansplanted successfully. The varieties are
grafted on seedling stock, usually in the greenhouse in
early spring
grafting in the open usually gives not
very satisfactory results. Five species occur in the
cooler regions of the northern hemisphere, all large, deciduous trees, with alternate, distichous, dentate or
nearly entire Ivs.: fls. moncecious, with the Ivs.; staminate in slender-peduncled, pendulous heads appearing
at the base of the young shoots
perianth 5-7-lobed;
stamens 8-13; pistillate with 3 styles, usually two in an
axillary peduncled involucre
brown,
ovate, triaufr. a
gled nut, 1 or 2 in a prickly, dehiscent involucre. The
species of the southern hemisphere, often included under Fagus (as F. betuloides and others), form the genus Nothofagus, which see.
ferruginea, Ait. {F. Americd.na, Sweet. F. atropuiiicea, Sudw.). American Beech. Figs. 803, 804. Tree,
to 80 ft., rarely 120 ft.: Ivs. ovate-oblong, acuminate,
coarsely serrate, silky beneath when young, with 9-14
l»airs of veins, dark bluish green above, light yellowish
green beneath, 2K-5 in. long
involucre covered with
slender, straight or recurved prickles,
in. high.
E.
N.Amer.,wcst to Wis. and Texas. S.S. 9:444. Em.
r4 F 8:125.
A.U. 12:711.
Var. Iatif61ia, Loud.,
with broader and larger, strongly touthed Ivs.
;

;

:

fls.

or

grain with regular angles.

:

%

sylv^tica, Linn. European Beech. Fig. 804.
ft., or rarely 100 ft.:
Ivs. ovate or
elliptic, remotely denticulate, silky beneath and
iliate wnen young, \Yith 5-9 pairs of veins, dark
green and glossy above, pale beneath, 2-4 in.

Tree, to 80

<

mvulucre with mostly upright ])rickles, about
M. and S. Europe to Caucasus. Fig. 804
the Ivs. of tbo American and European spe-

high.
")Dtr'xsts

A great number of varieties are in cultivation,
-which the following are the most remarkable: Var.
heterophj'lla, Loud. (var. a^^lenifolia Lodd.).
Lvs.
"eepl>
ut, often almost to the midrib, into narrow
A very graceful variety, forming a dense
and low, shrubby tree. Mn. l,p. Gt. P.<;. 3:163. Var.
pendula, Lod<l.
With long, pendulous branches, the
larger limbs mostly horizontally spreading. Gn. 55, p.
(

les
f

,

Fagus (erruginea {X3;i
Tatdricum, (Ja^rtn.
Indlv Wheat.
Duckwheat
(which see). More slender: Ivs. smaller and hastate or
arrow-shaped, shorter-petioled
fls. greenish or yellowish, in small, simple racemes
akene with wavv nr
:

G.F. 1:32. Var. purpurea, Ait. (var. atropvrpurea,
Fig. 805. Lvs. purple. A form with very dark
purple lvs. aud of compact habit is var. purpilrea Riversl, Hurt.
There are other forms, differing in the
267.

Kort.).

(570)

.

.

:

FAGUS

FELICIA

shade of purple, and also some with rosy pink variagated Ivs. Var. purpurea pendula, Hurt., has purple
Ivs. and pendulous branches, but is of slow growth.
Var. Zlatia, Spaeth, has yellow foliage. Less Important
varieties, but sometimes grown, are the following Var.
cristata, Lodd., with deeply toothed, curled, small and
chistered Ivs. of slow growth. Var. inclsa, Hort. Simi-

quiry, gave very fanciful figures an<l descriptions of it.
* * It is destined to be a peo]ile's plant, as one-

:

:

lar to

var.

heterophylla,

less

Ivs.

Init

deeply cut. Var. macropbylla, Hort.
Lvs. large, to 5 in. long. Var. quercoides,
Pers.

(var.

rjifrrcifolia,

With

Hort.).

deeply toothed and sinuate, rather narrow lvs. Var. tor-

^pY

ta6sa,

Hort,

form,

with

and

c

Dwarf
twisted

n t o'r t e d

branches and

small

lvs.

F. Japonica, Maxim.
Lvs. small, elliptic, erenate
involucre small,
slender-peduncled, halt'
as long as the nuts. JaSieboldi, Endl.
pan.—
Lvs. ovate, shortly acuninate, crenato, with
:

i'''.

9-14

pairs

of

vein:^

lower prickles of tho
involucre changing into
804.

Fagus ferrueinea
F. sylvatica

(left),

and

(X,\'()-

slender linear or
vate-oblong lobes.

ohf>-

W.

Asia to Japan.

Alfred Rehdek.

Both in Europe and the eastern U. S. the Beecli
forms extensive forests. It is to-day the common hardwood tree of Central Europe, particularly in Denmark
and Germany, raised as pure growth or mixture. It requires a loamy, preferably calcareous soil, shuns poor
sand and swamp, ascends to 3,500 ft. in the Alps; prefers north and east exposures, endures much shade,
protects and improves the soil, and produces large
amounts of wood per acre. The wood is heavy (sp. gr.
0.05-0.75) hard, straight grained, of close texture, not
durable. Beech is not used as building lumber, but is
extensively used for ordinary wooden ware, furniture,
wheelwright and cooperage stock.
-p. Roth.

FAIK MAIDS OF FRANCE.
nu nc u 111 s

a con ififo I i u

FAIRT LILY.

FANWORT.
FAEFUGIUM.

Double forms of Ba-

571

^-

half inch of the root will grow and form a good plant
the first season. It has survived most winters for the
past five years in Wasltington, D. C"
As associates in groups of bold-liabited plants, F. W.
Burbidge (Gn. -15, p. 321) suggests Polygonum- SachaUiii'iise,
VhiDiucropii Fortnnel and Modfjemia podophylla. For contrast with feathery and cut-leaved foliage, he suggests bamboos, aucubas, cut-leaved maples
and various ivies. For culture of Fatsias as greenhouse
Ijlants, see ArxJia. The two oriental species are unarmed. F. horrlda, from western N. Amer., is a spiny
plant cult, abroad. Siebert and Voss declare that most
of the plants sold as Fatsia Japonica are Aralia
spiuosa.
These plants like shade. Full sunlight for
an hour or two in early morning is enongh. They
should have a shelter-spot, where the wind will not
whip their foliage.

& Hook. {^IraUa pap>jrifcra,'B.oo]s..)
branches and young lvs. covered with

papyTifera,Benth.

Height 5-7

ft.:

or less deciduous down: mature lvs. reaching 1 ft. long, cordate, .5-7-lobed lobes acute, serrate ;
deep:
sinus very
fls. inconspicuous, white, in sessile^
B.M. 4897. A. P. 7:385.
globose clusters. Formosa.
Gng. 5:133. Gn. 45, p. 321.
stellate,

more

;

Jap6nica, Decne. & Planch. (Ard,l> a J'apSnica, Thunb.,
not Hort.? A. SieliohUi,liovt.). Lvs. downy at first,
Jap., China.—
finally sliining green: fls. in umbels.
Abroad are cult, forms with white or golden margins
and a form reticulated with gold markings.
-W". M.

FEATHER GERANIUM.

Chenopodium Botrys.

FEIJOA Sellowiana is considered a promising fruit
plant in 8. France. The frs. are about 2%, in. long, 2 in.
thick, and 4-celled. The flesh is thick, white, pulpy and
watery, with a sugary taste, resembling the pineapple
and the griava, and with a strong, agreeable odor. Int.
G.C HI. 24:451.
1890 from La Plata. R.H. 1898:204.
Gn.54, p. 208. OrdQt Myrihcert;.
FELtCIA (for Herr Felix, a German oflicial). ComMuch like Aster, from which it differs in having

p6sitce.

pappus

in one series, and in other technical
Forty to 50 herbs or subshrul)s in Afr.

bristles

characters.

.s'

Cooperia pedunculata.

See Cahomba.
See Seneeio Kconpferi.

FATSIA (from a Japanese name). Araliclcew. This
genus is doubly interesting as producing the famous
rice paper of the Chinese, and two superb rivals of the
castor oil plant in bold, subtropical effects, made by
large lvs. which spread out like fingers. Fatsia has 3
species of trees or small shrubs belonging to the Panax
series, in which the petals are valvate, while in the
Aralia series they are more or less overlapping, but the
sides affixed at the base. Within the Panax series,
Panax itself has the pedicel articulated under the
flower, while in Fatsia and Acanthopanax the pedicel is
continuous with the flower. Fatsia is distinguished from
the hardier and less familiar but worthy A'canthopanax
by the greater length and distinctness of the styles.
While Fatsias require more care in the North than the
hardy Aralias, their massive, subtropical appearance is
highly distinct. A perfect specimen is figured in Gardening 5:133, where W. R. Smith says of F. papyrlfera:
"This plant produces the beautiful substance known as
it grows to 10 ft. high, with a stem 4 in. in
rice paper
diam., full of white pith like the elder; in a full-grown
specimen the pith is about 1 in. in diam. It is divided
into pieces 3 in. long, and by the aid of a sharp instrument is imrolled, forming the thin, narrow sheets known
as rice paper, greatly used by the Chinese for drawing
figures of plants and animals, and also for making arti"

;

Until about 1850 the source of this substance was unknown to scientists. The Chinese, on inficial

flowers.

805.

Good specimen

of

Purple Beech

— Fa^ns

sylvatica.

var. purpurea.

amellddes, Voss, {Cineraria amelloldes, Linn. Aster
Thumb. A. Capetisis, Less. Agathtpa
Ness. A. amelloldca.
ccel^stis, Cass. B. rotundifolia
rotiiudifdllns,

,

FELICIA

PERN

Blue x^Iarguerite. Fig. SDG. An
old greenhouse plant, 1-2 ft., with roundish ovate opposite Ivs. and Uvrge, solitary heads of au exquisite
sky-blue. S. Afr. B.M.2i9 {us Cineraria amelloides).
A.P.13:G57. F.R. I;(i7-1. Gng. G: U9.-There is a varie-

yellow coloring matter, and C per cent of fixed and
volatile oils. As human food they are used in Egypt,
mixed with wheat flour, to make bread in India, with
other condiments, to make curry powder; in Greece,
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DC). Blue Daisy.

Grown
gated-lvd. var. (I.H. 8:29G).
easily from cuttings. Handled like a
spring
from
grown
or, 'if
Cineraria
cuttings for winter bloom, like a Chrysanthemum, but with more heat in the
An elegant pot-plant, and useful
fall.
for bedding in a protected place.
L J3. g.

;

;

FENDLfiRA
Augustus

;

(after

Pend

1

e

r,

a.

German

naturalist, botanical explorer of New
Mexico). Saxifratfdcecp.

;

Low, spreading

shrub,
opposite,

small,
with
greyish foliage, covered
in June along the slen-

arching branches
with graceful white fis.,
resembling in shape a
Maltese cross. Hardy in
New England, and growa welling best in
drained, sandy or peaty

der,

and sunny position.
handsome and
graceful plant for sunny

soil

A

very

rockeries or rocky slopes.
Prop, by seeds or by
greenwood cuttings unOne species
der glass.

from Texas

to

Mexico

taining nitrogen from the air by

allied to Philadelphus.
Pis. usually solitary at
the end of short lateral

branchlets

;

calyx lobes

806.

Blue Daisy— Felicia
amellodes {X}4).

seeds.
rupicola, Engelm. and Gr. To 4 ft. : Ivs. linear-lanceolate or linear-oblong, .'{-nerved, revolute at the margin,
fls. milky
greyish tomentose beneath, %-l in. long
white, 1 in. across; petals rhombic ovate, with distinct
claw, spreading; stamens erect. .Juno. G.F. 2:113.
:

M.D.G. 1899:231.

Alfred Rehder.

FENNEL.

Species ot Fceniciihtm (Unibelliferae), annuals or treated as such, used as salad or condimental
herbs. Native of S. Europe. The common Feuuel {F.
officincile, Linn.) is grown mostly for its young Ivs.,
which are used in flavoring, and also for its aromatic
seeds. Leaves sometimes eaten raw. Sow seeds in late
fall to ensure early germination in spring, or sow in
early spring. In any good soil, the plant comes to maturity quickly.

The Florence or Sweet Fennel is F. diilce. DC. The
bases of the crowded leaf-stalks are much thickened,
making a bulb-Uke enlargement above the ground. This
thickened base has an oval form in cross-section. Earthing-up blanches these thickened leaf-bases, and after
boiling they are fit for eating. A good Fennel bottom
may be 3 or 4 inches high. This is an Italian vegetable,
but is in the Amor, trade. Easily cultivated annii.al; matures quickly. Sow in spring, and later for succession.
Giant Fennel is cult, for ornament, and is described
under Ferula. Fennel Flower is a uanic <jf Nigolla.

FENUGREEK
Greek bay).

An

of root tubercles.

See Gilia

FERDINANDA

and petals

tt.H. 1891, p. 42.

means

M. G. Kains.

FENZLIA.

;

4; stamens 8:
ovary almost superior:
fr. a 4-celled, dehiscent
capsule, with flat, oblong

;

honey; in many
either boiled or raw, as an
oriental countries, to give plumpness to the female
human form. The plant is used as an esculent in Hindostan
as an early fodder in Egypt, Algiers, France,
and other countries bordering the Mediterranean. Formerly the seed was valued in medicine now it is employed
only in the prepsiration of emollient cataplasms, euemIn vetata, ointments and plasters, never internally.
erinary practice it is still esteemed for poultices, condition powders, as a vehicle for drugs, and to diminish
the nauseating and griping effects of purgatives. It is
commonly used by hostlers to produce glossy coats upon
their horses and to give a temporary fire and vigor; by
stockmen to excite thirst and digestion in fattening aniby manufacturers of patent stock foods as a
mals
flavoring ingredient. Fenugreek does not succeed upon
clays, sands, wet or sour soils. It yields most seed upon
well drained loams of medium texture and of moderate
fertility; most fodder upon rich lands. For seed production, potash and phosphoric acid should be applied;
for forage, nitrogenous manures. Deep plowing and
thorough harrowing are essential. Ten to 20 pounds of
seed should be used broadcast, or 7 to 10 pounds in drills
Thinning when the plants are 2 or 3
18 inches apart.
inches tall, and clean culture throughout the season
until blossoming time, are necessary for a seed crop.
The crop may be mowed, dried and threshed four or five
months after seeding. An average yield should be about
As a green manure. Fenugreek is
9.50 pounds an acre.
inferior to the clovers, vetclies and other popular green
manures of this country. It possesses the power of obaddition to

L. n, B.
{Trigonella Fmnitm-Oriecitm. literally

annual legume indigenous

to

western

Asia, cultivated and widely naturalized in Mcditerr.anean
countries; little grown in America. The seeds jire 1 or
2 lines long, brownish yellow and marked with an oblique furrow half tlndr length. They emit a peculiar
odor, and contain starch, mucilage, a bitter extractive, a

eminens.

See Podac\cenium.

FERN. The plants included under this name comprise an entire order, made up of several distinct families.
They include plants varying in size from a hairlike, creejdng stem bearing a few simple, moss-like
leaves, to tall trees 40 or more feet in height, with a
caudex or trunk nearly a foot in diameter. Singularly
enough, the extremes in size are both found in tropical
regions where most of the species abound. Most of the
ordinary native species, as well as the great majority of
those in cultivation, consist of an erect underground
stem or rootstock with leaves, often called fronds, clustered in dense crowns, or in the cases of creeping stems
with scattered leaves. The Pern plant represents the
asexual phase of growth {sporopliyte), producing its
spores normally in spore cases {sporangia. Fig. 807),
which are borne in masses (sori, Pig. 808) on the back
or margin of the leaf, or in a few cases
are grouped in spikes or panicles, or in
rare cases spread in a layer over the entire under surface of the leaf. The sexual
stage {gauietophijte) develops from the
germinating spore, and consists of a
heart-shaped prothallus (Fig. 809), which
bears the sex-organs {arcJiegones, female,
and anfherids, male) on the under surface. After fertilization in the archegone,
the egg develops directly into a young
Fern plant (Fig. 809). Many Ferns also
propagate vegetatively by runners or offsets, by bun)let-like buds, and in certain
species tlu^ tips of the leaves bend over
and take root, as in our common Walking807. Sporanleaf (t^amptosorus, which see).
gium or spore(Treat diversity has existed in the matcase of a Fern.
ter of the separation of the Ferns into
genera. Hooker, relying mainly on articharacters drawn largely from tlio sorus, recognized only about 70 genera, many of them heterogeneous groups of plants with little resemblance in structure, habit or natural aninities. .lohn Smith, relying
on stem characters, Presl on variation in venation and
hatiit, F(''e, Moore, and others, have recognized a much
ticial

:

.

FERN
greater

number

PERN

of genera, ranging

t'rora

loO to 250, or

even more. In tbe very unequal treatment by Diels
in Die Natiirlichen Pdanzenfaniilien (Engler- Frautl),
some 120 genera are recognized. A somewliat similar
difference prevails in regard to the number of species.
The Synopsis Filicum o£ Hooker
and Balier(1874), supplemented
by Balier's New Perns (1892),
recognizes some 2,700 species.
I

j

It is tlie too

have been described by German
and French botanists", and (2)
to mass under one name very
diverse groups of species from

distant quarters of the world —
from 8 to 10 species not infrequently appearing as a single
dot of a Fern.
so-called "variable species."
When we add to the number represented by these
two omissions the species recently described, the number of Ferns will approximate 4,000, and possibly exceed
that number. New forms are constantly coming in from
the less explored parts of the world," and within the
last few years several new species have been described
from the United States, including some from the better known portions.
Of this number some 200 species
are in occasional cultivation in America, but the species that form the bulk of the Fern trade do not exceed
two dozen. In Europe several hundred species have
long been in cultivation. Most of the species thrive best
in the insular regions of the trf)pics, the island of Jamaica alone
furnishing 500 species and Java
nearly 600.
About 105 species
are native in the United States,
representing some 35 genera; our
native species are so widely disti-ibuted
that not more tlutii
from 25 to 50 will be found within the limits of one state, and
the common species of the best

A Bonis

localitv

than

do

or fruit -

2"0.

The Ferns belong

to a

group of

spore-bearing plants, with vascu-

(woody) tissue
leaves; this group

in

lar

is

stem and

technically

known as the Pteridophytes, and
is composed of three orders; viz.,
Lhe Equisetales, including the
horsetails and scouring rushes;
the Lycopodiales, iucludiug the
selaginellas and the club mosses,
809. Prothallus of a
and the Fili- Fern, with a youne
or ground pines
cales, including the true Pei-ns and
frond arising.
their nearer allies.
The families of the order Filicales may be distinguished as follows
;

A.
B.

Spores of one sorl

Sporatigia with no
tissues of the leaf.

rinfj.

{iso.';poyou.'<)

r/.-^iinj

panicles.

Osmund^ceae. Flowering Ferns. Coarse swamp
Ferns developing copious green spores early in the
season: sporangia iu panicles at the apex or middle of
4.

the leaf.

DD.

Ring apical: sporangia usually

single

under a

scale, or in panicles.
5. Schizee^ceae. Upright or climbing Ferns with ovate
sporangia, which open vertically.

DDD. Sporangiii

sessile, either single
clusters of 3-6.

or touted

;'n

6. Gleichem&.ceae.
Terrestrial Ferns with firm texture
and usually dichotomous leaves
sporangia opening
:

vertically, in clusters of 3-6.
7. Ceratopterid^ceae.
Aquatic Ferns with succulent
foliage: sporangia scattered, with a broad ring: leaves
of two sorts, the sterile floating.

DPDD. Sporangia numerous, collected in definite
ti-rs

clus-

(sori).

8. Cyathe^ceae.
Mostly tree Ferns with sessile or
sbort-stalked sporangia in conspicuous receptacles,
opening obliqutdy (Fig. G32).

Polypodiaceae. Ferns with stalked sporangia (Fig.
burst transversely: sori covered with a
or sometimes naked.
This
family contains five-sixths of all the Ferns.
0.

807), whicli

membranous indusium

AA. Sj'orrs of two sorts: minute microspores and consfiicuoiis macros pores.
[Heterosporous.) These
spores develop into two sorts of profhalli, the microspores deveh'ping only antherids, and the macrospores only archegones.
10. Marsili^ceae.
Small plants rooting in mud, the
leaves either (iuadrifoliate or reduced to mere filamentous petioles
sporangia borne in oval conceptacles.
Often aquatic, with the leaves floating on the surface of
:

water

in j>ools or lakes.

Small or minute plants with tho
Salvini^ceae.
aspect of liver-worts, floating on the surface of pools:
sporangia in mostly spherical conceptacles.
11.

number more

not

D.

common tendency

in this worli (1) to fail to recognize many valid species which
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Leaves more firm, herbaceous or leathery.
2^>nff incomplete or rudimentary: sporangia in

cc.

froyn the hiterior

[Eti^poraiifjiate Ferns.)

The literature on the Ferns is very extensive, since
they have ever been attractive plants in cultivation.
Many of the species have been illustrated in elaborate
treatises by Schkuhr, Kunze. Hooker, Greville, Blume,
F^e, Mcttenius, Moore, and others. Our native species
have been illustratrd in the two quarto volumes of D. C.
Eaton, "The Ferns of North America." A valuable summary of the more common Fern species is found in Dr.
Christ's" Die Famkniuter der Erde" (1897), and the most
recent structural and morphological treatment is by
Sadebeck, in Engler-Prantl
"Die Natiirlichen Pflanzenfamilien." Schneider's "Book of Choice Ferns " is the
most Complete treatise on the species under cultivation.
A useful American horticultural manual is
Robinson's "Feras in their Homes and Ours."
:

L. M. Underwood.
handbook for the wihl species of
this ..-ouiitry is Underwood's "Native Ferns aud their
^li*^^-"
L. H. B.
Gro^\ing Hardy Ferns. — Our hardy Ferns till a place
in our North American flora very worthy of our careful
study and admiration.
They seem to require so
little care, and yet give such general satisfaction, and
there is such a variety — suited to every taste and condition—that no one need do without them. About 20

An

excollent

little

"

1.

Ophioglossiceae. ADDER's-TONorE Ferxs. Prothal-

lium subterranean, without chlorophyl; sporangia borne
in spikes or panicles on branches distinct from the
foliage leaves.
2. Maratti^ceae.
Coarse Ferns with sporangia on the
under surface of the leaf, arranged in circuLir or boatshaped receptacles prothalliuni above ground, green.
:

BB. Sporangia rising from an- epidermal eell, with an
elastic ring of peculiar cells, ivhich assist in
[Leptosposcattering the spores hi/ riipturing.

rangiaie Ferns.)
c.

-Leaves filmy.

Hymenopliylliceae. FrLirv Ferns. Sporangia attached to a thread-like receptacle arising in a cup at tbe
end of the leaf: ring complete, horizontal or oblique.
3.

useful native kinds are evergreen, including the Oregon Cliff-brake and CheiJanthes vest'ita of the southern
states. They are very easy of culture in our New England climate. About 20, like the Maidenhair, that die
down through the winter but have perennial roots, are
also easy to grow. In the general cultivation of these
hardy Ferns, plant them in a moist, shady situation,
with good drainage, and with about one-third leaf-mold.
Go to nature in selecting the Ferns. Yet it is a fact
that some of these Ferns, like Woodwa7-dia Virginica,
found growing so common in wet swamps, will thrive

FEHN
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are Pterin aquilina

planted with Poli/podinm valgare,
which nature plants among the rocks and on great
boulders well up the mountain side, thus proving to us
that it is not always necessary to plant in the same sitin our i^nTden soil

,

Osmundas, Dicksonia, Onoclea

sibitis and Aspidtum Noueboraeense.
in sunlight, give a moister situation

When

sen-

planting

and a heavier

A

light soil is preferif planting in shade.
able, but, except for the species with running rootstocks,

mulch than

uation as we tind them in the wild. As a rule, we get the
best results when planted in shade, yet there are some
exceptions, like Dicksonia, which is such a prominent
feature on our northern New England hillsides. Many
dreary places shut out from the sunlight may be beauother
tified by a clump of Ferns, and fill the place as uo
plant will do. The uative kinds will survive our New
England winters without covering, but they are all benefited by a mulch of leaves or boughs. Be sure that the
Fern border is protected from strong winds (Fig. 810).
Against the shady or half-shady side of a house is a
good spot, if there is no drip from the eaves. It is best
to select rather voung and small clumps when hunting
Ferns in the wild. When once established, tliese will
persist and thrive for years.
It is much better to move Ferns in early spring or late
autumn, when not in growth; but we may wish to plant
them in summer, when they are in full growtli. In this
latter case cut off all the new fronds: this will retard
evaporation, or keep the plant from wilting. Get the
roots into the soil with as little exposure to the air as
possible, and (with a very few exceptions) new fronds
will spring up, giving neaidy as good I'esults as if
planted in early spring. No doubt a great majority of
failures from planting when in full growth are due to
not cutting back.
Edward Gillett.

The soil may be enriched with any
is not necessary.
manure not given to heating. For species native only
of limestone soils, old plaster should be mixed with the
soih An application of any manure to Perns growing in
turf is apt to stimulate the grass to the crowding out of
the Ferns.
Following are notes, drawn from experience, on the
cultivation of some of the common native Ferns:
Adunifiim. pedafum prefers light, loose, rich soil in
cool, moist shade, with yearly mulch of leaves. Soil conditions are more important than shade. Where established in a wild state will endure the full sunshine coming with the removal of trees until soil conditions
change or it is crowded out by stronger plants.
Aspidtum acrosticholdes should be given shade both
summer and winter for best results, and in no case can
The plants will endure
sliade in summer be omitted.
sunshine for a few years but will not be thrifty, and will
eventually die.
Aspidium Boottl is found in a wild state in moist,
shaded positions, but will grow well in shade in quite
dry positions.
Aapidimn cristatum prefers moist to wet soil in
shade. It will not endure strong sunlight.
Aspidiuui GoJdianum. prefers deep, moist, rich soil
in coul shade.
Aspidinm. marghiaJe wants rich soil in rather deep
shade during the entire year, but will grow well in partial
shade, and endure even full sunlight, though not growing so luxuriantly.
Aspidliim Noveboracchse does best in rather moist,
rich soil in partial shade, but will endure full sunlight
with good soil conditions.
A^pidluin Theli/pferis prefers quite moist situations
with at least partial shade.
AspleHiiori angustifolium thrives on rich rather
moist soil in shade. Avoid complete removal of fronds
when i)la.nting in early fall, as this Fern quickly sends
up new fronds to the weakening of the following season's growth.
Care
Aspl>:iiium ebeueidti prefers partial shade.
must 1)6 taken to prevent smothering by leaves and to
plant where the least likely to be heaved by frost. It is
found most plentifully as a native on banks growing
with grass and other plants in partial shade. The
fronds are evergreen, but become discolored in severe
'i\^

^

weather.
^l splrninni FiJix-fannina

prefers rich, moist soil in

sh:ul('.

^[si'lenhmi montaniim does well in continual shade.
AspJcniiitn piniiatifidnm and A. Tricliomanes need

shade during the entire year.

Oamptosorus rliizophylhis in the wild state is found
cool, shaded j^ositions not subject to excessive
drought or moisture. It prefers a nioist atmosphere, but
this is not necessary. Avoid any covering of leaves.
Cryptoriramma acrostlchoides should bo grown in
shade. It will not endure much sun, at least not a
removal to a sunny position.
CiiMopferis fraglll^ should be planted in shade in
positions where it will receive no covering of leaves.
in

810.

Hardy Ferns against a house foundation— The
Ostrich Fern.

Many

species will thrive under other conditions than
those in which they grow most luxuriantly in a wild state,
and, in general, the species are tenacious of life wherebut as the beauty of Fern foliage is
ever placed
brought out only by luxuriance of growth it should be
the aim to plant only where such may be obtained.
Ferns are exceedingly easy to transplant, and with care
may be removed from native haunts during the summer, though it is always to the conservation of the
strength of plants to move them when dormant. In
planting Ferns, especially those of small size, the spattering of soil on the fronds by rain must be prevented
by covering the earth with material such as gravel or
moss for the smaller species and leaves for the more
vigorous. The smaller s|»ecies are easily smothered
with leaves, and some of the sti'onger, as Dicksonia and
Aspldinm Noveboraeense, do not endure coarse covering.
The evergreen species should preferably be given a
position shaded in winter, such as a bank with northern
exposure. The best species for planting in sunlight
;

The fronds die in early August in the drier situations.
It will grow in positions which become exceedingly dry
in midsummer. It forces well in a coolhouse.
Dicksonia

j^iJosiitscnla

prefers shady, moist situa-

tions where it does not receive any covering by falling
leaves of large size. Grows well in sunshine. May be
transplanted at any season, and takes kindly to heavy

enrichment.
Onoclea sensihilis prefers a rich, moist soil in partial
shade or full sunshine. It will also grow in shade.
Onoclea Sfritfhiopteris should bo given a rich, moist
soil with at least partial sliade. The fronds will "bum"
in fuuvo sunlight.
Osiiintula cinnamowea prefers moist, part-ially shaded
situations, but will grow well in full sunshine in rich
soil not exceedingly dry.
Oanniyida Clayioniana a native of low ground, both
,
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slunk. an<l sunshiiK-, but
rick suil only fairly moist.
in

will
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(.Mjually

wrll in

Osmunda rcyaUs

prefers a peaty soil in vrry wet,
l^oggy position in partial shade, but will j^row as \v<-II iri
full snusliiuo if soil is rich and not dry.
Pelkea atropurparea prefers rather dry positions in
partial shade, winter and summer, with soil not deti(M('nt
in lime. It will not endure heavy raulchini,^ Will <^y»\v
in full sunshine, but not to its full sizi.-. It may )h>
transplanted at any season.
Phegopferls I}ri/opferL<i prefers good soil in shadu nut
over moist or dry. Avoid coatin'ti; of Icavt-s. It i^ a
beautiful species and useful for planting ..nrockwork in
shade. The fronds die in August.
Phefjopd'ris liexacjonoptera needs good soil in shadr.
Fronds die down rather early.
Fhegopleris poJijpodloidi's prefers moist, shaded positions, but will grow in any good soil not (oo drs".
Tinfronds die down in late summer, espi_-riall\' in tin: dri^r
_

positions.

Polijoodiam ruhjare prefers good, light soil in well
drained but moist situations in shade, with no other plants
growing with it. It will endure very dry places, but
will be dwarfed.
Will also do well in full sunlight if
soil conditions are good. As a native it grows in" positions where it does not receive any yearly coating of
fallen leaves, and, wherever planted, should not be covered with coarse material. Plant perfectly evergreen;
height G-10 in.
Pteris aqulUna, to bo grown to perfection, should
have considerable sunlight, with moist, rich soil, kejit
cool and loose with a coating of leaves or other material. In such a position it should grow 4-5 ft. hi^di, with
other dimensions corresponding. However, it will grow
in almost any position. Although easy to transplant, it
is likely to do poorly until esta))lished.
It has strong,
creeping rootstocks, so that attention is necessary to
keep a healthy group within bounds. The earliest
fronds put forth die in late summer, but those of latf.^r
growth remain green until frost, so that with attention
to the removal of dead fronds a group will look well
until fall.

Woodivardia angustlfoHa wants a luoist situation! in
deep shade. Does well in moist peat north of a Itank or
wall. Will endure full sunlight in positions where it has
l>ecorae established, but will not grow well wiicn transplanted to sunny position.

F.

W.

Baiv(;l,av.

Culture of Tender Ferns. — To grow commercial
Ferns profitably, the first care should be to
the necessary number of properly built and
equipped houses, with a conveniently arranged workshop. The house which gives the most general satisfaction runs north and south. Have an even-span rooi,
with a fall to roof of G inches to the foot. Its benches
should be arranged to be about 7 fet't wide, with a L'linch path on either side. In an IS-foot house this will
permit of having a 7-foot center table, two .'Jia-foot si<le
benches and two 24-inch paths. Benches should not be
more than 3 feet above the walks, as this will bring
every part of the bench within easy reach, and will permit of every plant being in constant sight and easily
cared for, which fact is essential in the protitable cultivation of trade Ferns.
The width of house is innuaterial, but when houses
adjoin, a width of 27 feet has been found to be very
satisfactory, as this permits the constr^lction of three 7foot benches, two 24-inch paths, and two paths 2^2 feet
varieties of

secure

wide under each gutter.

Thorough provision should be inade for ventilation.
For a 27-foot house, a continuous row of ventilators of
at least 3 feet in width should be provided, with some
reliable apparatus for raising same.
Heating is the
next important consideration. Either steam or hot water will give equally good results if properly installed.
The safest way for the average grower is to give the
heating contract to some reliable firm. Water taps
should be so arranged that a 25-foot hose attached to
same will easily reach any part of the house. A 2o-foot
hose can easily be carried about without injuring either
itself or benches and plants; and iron pipe is of only
half the cost of good hose. In most Fern houses drip is
a source of great annoyance, and should be prevented
by the use of drii)-bars, by having a drip-groove plowed

D/i)

into the lieaders immediately under the ventilating sash,
and also by having a groove in sides of gutter plates.
This very slight additional expense will very soon pay
for itself by saving a gre;it number of plants, especially
when growing very small Ferns in houses, such as have
been transplanted from spore-]"tots into boxes. Ventilators sliouhl fit into a groove in ridge of house and be
hinged to the ridge. When ventilators are so arranged,
air, whi<-h is very <le,sirable on a good many warm,
rainy d:iys in the sumnjer, can be given without having
])lants in the houses sulfering from excessive moisture.
Burning of the foliage will also be avoided, as the plants
will at no time be exposed to the direct rays of the sun.
Ventilators hinged on header and opening on ridge will
always give trouble. No matter what kind of covering
is put over the openinir. if it efficiently excludes the
burning sun's rays it will also prevent the ingress of
air.

Propagating room should be provided for

;

and

in tlie

case of general trad(; Ferns raised from spores, it is a
very safe rule to •alculate on having from (30 to 70
square inches of room in the propagating frame for
every 1,000 plants di^sired. The propagating frame
h-i^t, wide, have sides 9 inches high, and.
should he
to insure an even moisture, its bottom should be covered to the thickness of 1 inch with fine cinders with
the fine ashes removed, whiidi make very clean and efficient drainage mtiterial. The frame should he covered
with light sash construct(.Ml with drip-bars, to carry olT
condensation.

V

r.

Shading of Fern houses shf)uld have close attention.
by the application of a suitable wash
on roof. The following composi-

It is best etTected

to the outside of glass

tion for a wash has given excellent results for a number of years: To 2 gallons of benzine or turpentine add
1 pint (or more, acc<irding to time the shading is desired to remain on houses) of litiseed oil, 5 pounds of

pure white lead anil <-nough whitening to make proper
thickness {which can very easily be ascertained by a])plying some of it to a piece of glass while adding tin'
whitening); thoroughly mix and apply to outside of
glass with a soft l)rnsh of the same width as glass.
This shading, liy the addition of more or less linseed
oil, may be made to stay on houses up to one year.
If
properly applied in spring, it will l>e jtist right during
sunnner,
days
of
and
the
fall
an<l
winter,
the hot
in

when more

light is grailnally required, the frosts gradually will have reduced the shading, thus admitting more
light at the necessary time.
Much time, annoyance ami ex]iensc will be saved bv

a careful arrangement of the workshop, orpottingroom,
a thing which in most cases is totally neglected. ]r
should be so built that potting Ijen<lies are about 3 feet,
aliove the floor and 5 feet wid(.'.
'^Fhey may be permanently constructed of substantial material, in order th:it
a ntimber of pots of different sizes can be convenientlystored, and that potting materi:d can be thrown from
cart or Avagon directly onto potting benches. By an improper arrangement of workshop great expense, loss
of time and material are iiifurred by having to handh^
material repeatedly in small quantities.

Propagation hij ]\feans of Spores. —To grow Ferns
from spores successfully, it is advisable to sterilize soil
on which spores are to be sown, which can best be done
lij subjecting it to a high temperature by means of
steam under a pressure of from 10 to 15 pounds; and
for this ptirpose a pi'operly e({uipped workshop should
be provided with a tight box about 3 by 3 by 8 feet or
larger if an uncommonly large number of Ferns is to
be grown. It should be fitted with a grating made of 2inch laths spaced one inch apart and pjlaced 2 inches
from bottom of the liox. This grating may be covered
with burlap, and if a :'4-inch steam pipe is fitted between
bottom of l)ox and gratin.g, and connected to highest
point of steam boiler (to insure getting perfectly dry
steam) we ;ire ready to sterilize the soil. After having
cooled olf. the soil is in practically the same condition
as before as far as moisture, friableness, etc., are concerned, and this cannot he said of soil that has been
This
sterilized by burning and by other methods.
steaming process will eJfectually destroy all forms of
life in the soil atid leave it for the use of spores alone.
In most localities, the water itsed for moistening spores

,
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impure and full of the spores of low forms of plant
which are very destructive to the prothalli of
Ferns. To prevent this, the workshop should be provided with a receptacle in which the water intended for
use on Ferns while in the prothallus state can be raised
to a boiling temperature, which will effectually destroy
all spores that may be present in the water.
This is
best done by leading a 1-inch steam pipe to within
inches of the bottom of the receptacle and turning on a
reasonable pressure of steam. It' boiled V2 hours before
intended for use, it will be cool enough to be applied,
and will bo pure. A Fern workshop should also be provided with a dry closet, having a number of shelves
about 12 inches apart, for storing Fern spores.
In beginning the cultivation of Ferns, it is advisabln
to purchase the spores from some reliable firm whi'-h
makes Fern-growing a specialty, until a sufficient luimber of stock plants can be grown to sup])ly spores for
home demand. Spores will do about equally well in pots
or pans. Pans 12 inches square and i incdies deep arc
used for that piirpose, as also are the G-inch common
tlower pots. The 12-inch pans should be supplied with
1% inches and the 6-inch pots with inches of coal cinders for drainage. Soil for sowing spores on is best
composed of five parts, in the proportions of two parts
good garden soil, two parts of finely screened peat and
one of sharp, clean propagating sand. Leaf-mold may
be used instead of peat, if easier to procure. This soil
should be thoroughly sterilizfd, as already directed. The
spore pots should be tilled with the soil to within K-inch
of the top; press firmly. The rest of the pots should
be filled with the same composition after it has been
passed through a screen of about ^a-inch mesh, then
made absolutely level, firmly pressed and thoroughly
watered with sterilized water. Three or four hours
after watering will be the best time to sow spores. The
spores should bo thinly scattered over the surface of
the soil, a quantity that cau be held on a surface of onefourth of a square inch being abundant to sow one 12inch pan. Spores should not be covered with soil. Immediately after solving, the sash of the propagating frame
should be tightly closed and kept so until spores show
signs of germination, when a small quantity of air
should be given and gradually increased, so that by the
time the first small fronds have made their appearance
they may have been sufhciently hardened off to have
tbe sash removed entirely. In sowing spores, great care
will be necessary to prevent them from getting mixed,
Fern spores being very minute and so light that the
slightest movement of air will carry them long distances.
While sowing spores, all spore pots should be
kept tightly covered. Being kept in a very close and
humid atmosphere after sowing, the spores should not
require any watering for one or two weeks, by which
time they will have sufficiently settled not to' be dislodged by a very gentle overhead watering, which
should be given whenever soil shows the least sign of
being dry. Sterilized water should be used until after
the first fronds have been formed. As soon as the first
little fronds have made their appearance, care should be
taken to weed out all undesirable varieties, which, even
with the very best of care,
will occasionally creep in.
A temperature of 05° F.
should be maintained in
the propagating house.
As soon as the first little
fronds are evenly formed
all over the surface of the
pot, the little plants should
be transferred in clumps
of four or five plants ea(di,
to well drained pans (Fig.
811) or boxes fine<I with
soil composed of one-half
811. A Fern pan.
rich garden soil and onehalf peat or leaf - mold,
finely screened. In transplanting, great care should be
exercised not to cover the remaining prothalli, but to
liavethem just level with the surface of the soil. The
clumps of plants should be kept as loose as possilde, as
this will give each individual plantlet a better chance to
n-rm the necessary number of rootlets, and it will, later

on, also be easier to separate the plants.
Boxes for
transplanting Ferns are most convenient when 4 inches
deep, 14 inches wide and 22 inches long. These boxes
will hold about 200 plants placed about one inch apart.
As soon as the little plants have formed two or three
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fronds each, they should be separated and transplanted
singly into boxes similarly prepared as before, where
they may remain until sufficiently strong to be potted
into 2- or 2^^4-inch pots.
Times of sowing Fern spores are the first weeks of
March, July and October. When making three sowings
a year, and allowing a sufiicientlj^ longer time for slower
growing varieties, a constant supply of plants will be
assured. In calculating on time of sowing spores of
commercial varieties of Ferns, it will be helpful to divide them into two classes, as some varieties are considerably slower of growth and will consequently have
to be sown earlier, in order to be ready for sale at the
same time as the more rapid-growing ones. The following popular commercial varieties will require from 9 to
10 months between times of sowing and potting. The
names are those which the plants bear in the trade:

.'1

Dondia aspera

A'liaTitam rujicatuni,
'

[^

variegatnm,

grandieeps,
Bansei,

imiltiiida,

caudata,
Doryopteris nobilis
Lastrea ari.stata,
"

dec'ontni,
]|

Fergusonii,
gr;tciUimum,

variegata,

chrysoloba,
op:i(.'a,

munduium,

Sieboldii,

tenermu,
Wiegandii,

Lygodium Japouicum,
scandens,

Cibotiiira Sehiedii,
regale,
Cyathea niedullaris,

Neijhrodium hirtipes,

i'yrtomium cnryotoideum,

Platyloma

Nei»hrolepis exaltata,

cordata compacta,

Fortunii.

Bri(]gesii,
falcMta,

f alcatum
Polypodium aiirenm.
Davallia tenuifolia stricta,
fraxinifolium,
Veitehiana, Polystiehum coriaceum,

Dicksonia (Balantium) antarc'
ticn.,

eU-

.,

setosura,
Pteris Victorije,

DnoJia aspera,

Tremula SmithiaBa.

The following trade

varieties will develop into plants
in about six months after

enough to be potted
sowing spores:

large

Adiantum pnbescens,
hispidulum,
Alsopbila australis,
(iymnogramnut calomelanos,

Pteris argyrfea,
Cretiea albodineata,
magnitica,
nobilis,

chrysophyha,
dcromposita,
Poniviana,
siilphnrea,
Ijom.'iria filiiitn,

;

gibba,

Kephrodimu

platyjjtera,
iininer.su]u cris-

tatura.

Nepbrodiuni molle coi-y-uibifenim,
Onj'-chium Japonieum,

hastata,
y

adiantoidea,
internata,
Sieboldii.

leptophylla,
Ouvrardii.

palmata,
serrulata,
cristata,
|]

nana,

Tremula,
Winisettii.

It should also be borne in mind, when calculating time
of sowing, that spores sown in the autumn will require
about four weeks longer for development than those
sown at other times of the year.
Fern spores are borne on the back or under side of

fronds. In some cases they are borne naked on under
surface of frond, while in others they are produced under a scale-like membrane or indusium. In some cases,
as in Pteris, the edge of the pinn?e is folded back over
the spores, while in Adiantums a small part of the leaflet is folded back over each little fruit-dot to serve as a
shield or indusium. Davallias form a small sack-like receptacle at the extremity of the pinnjp. The proper time
of gathering spores is when they assume a light brown,
rather dry appearance, or in the indusium-bearing kinds
wlien the indusium or shield begins to open. Spores
should Ite gathered on a dark day when the fronds are
slightly moist, as they will be better retained in that
condition, and will not be so liable to get mixed when
disturbed. Fronds, or parts of them, should be cut ofl"
entirely in most cases, put up in tight paper bags and
stored on shelves in a dry closet for a week, by which
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timp, in most cases, they will he suffleientlv dry to have
spores removed from them l)y rubbiug the frond in a
sieve which has about 1*0 meshes to the inch. When
thus separated from fronds the spores should be put up
in small seed-bags and placed in air-tight jars until required for sowing. Cared for in this manner, perfect
success has been invariably secured, even after keeping
spores for years.
Propagation by Otlu-i- M.'ans.~Somv. Ferns form
little plants at the ends of pinnie and of fronds, which
upon attaining to sutlicient size may be detached from
parent plants, planted into shallow, well-drained seedpans, and for a week or two left in the propagating
frame, where they will soon form roots, when they can
be potted. Among sucli are Adianfum caiidatam, A.
Edgeworthii, A. lanulafiim, vnr. doJabriformc Asj>lenium Belangerli, A. bulhiferum, A. salicifoliii}n C'l/mnogramyna schisopht/Ua var. gloriosa, Pol/is/ii-ftnm
angulare, vht. prolifc7-um, and nniny more.
A very useful decorative Fern is JYepliroIepis darallioides, var. furcans, and it will make a beautiful specimen plant in a comparatively short time. To grow large
quantities, the old plants should be cut back^ to within
i* inches of surface of soil and placed in a house
where a
bottom heat of 90'^ F. may be secured, when they will
soon form a large number of short, strong fronds. At
this time they may be divided into a numl)er of small
plants, potted off and placed in the same position as the
parent plants. A somewhat slower method is to plant
out a number of plants on a bench into 5 inches of soil,
in which soil the rhizomes, running over the surface,
will form a number of small plants, which may be detached and grown on.
A beautiful Fern is Adiantiiiu Farleijense, and it deservedly ranks as the greatest favorite among Fernlovers.
It is best propagated by division.
From old
plants, cut-off all fri.'nds down to the rhizomes, wash off
soil, cut rhizomes into pieces ^^-inch long, insert same
into well-drained Fern boxes about ?^-i-ineh apart, in
U'2 inches of clean, sharp propagating sand. Place same
in jiropagating frame in a temperature uf 70° F. In this

atmosphere causes parts of fronds of a great many
plants to turn black and to rot off, besides inducing the
development of almost incurable fungoid diseases.
In the selection and growing of stock plants, the careful grower should always be on the watch for types
which are most perfect in shape, in character of individual fronds, in coloring, freedom of producing spores,
and exemption from the attacks of insects and fungous
diseases. In a large number of Ferns a great difference
between the different plants of the same species will be
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apparent to the careful observer. Some plants of same
species have beautifully developed fronds, but are
carried on long, weak stems, which makes them unfit
for general use.
Others may be of compact, sturdy

,

,

,

position each little fragment of rhizome will form two
or three little fronds in about 15 or 20 days, when they
may be potted off singly into 2-inch pots and kept in a
temperature of 70° F. The soil best adapted to A. Farleyense is finely chopped sod which has been piled for
about sis months, with one-fifth well decomposed cow
manure added. To attain perfection in growth and coloring. A. Farleijense should l)e kept in a light, airy and
sunny house, in which every c<"»ndition of moisture antl
atmosphere can be kept under absolute control. In a
house of this kind, the greatly
admiretl and beautifully pinkish
_ ft
" " =
tint may be easily obtained and
fronds will be hardy and of good
substance.
temperature of 70°
F. is at all times desirable.
General Jieviarks on Fcr^i-•

A

grotring.— To grow Ferns such
as are used for jardinieres and
decorative work (Fig. 812}, an<l
mentioned in the two ] receding
lists, a temperature of no less
00° F. should be maintained
than
812. A (jood specimen.
at all times at night in coldest
weather, with a rise of temperature in the daytime of 10
or 15°. To keep Ferns in a healthy and growing condition, to prevent and to kill insect pests and diseases, a
proper condition of atmosphere should be carefully maintained at all times. Extremes in heat, moisture or dryness should never be allowed. On a warm, dry, sunny
day, when a great deal of air has to be admitted, much of
the moisture of the house is consequently carried off; it
will be of great benefit then to syringe the Ferns once
or twice a day, also to occasionally dampen floor of
houses. An excessively dry atmosphere induces the development of the very troublesome pests, thrips and
red spider. On damp and rainy days a saturated atmosphere should be prevented by supplying a little artificial heat, even if some air has to be admitted at tlie
same time. This slight expense of heating on damp
days will abundantly pay for itself by causing the
growth of strong, thrifty j>lants. An excessively moist

813.

A home-made Fern

case.

habit of growth, but with poorly shaped individual
fronds. In some individuals the coloring will be greatly
superior.
By closely studying all these points and by
continually selecting only the most perfect types of
Ferns from the 3'oung plants, we can in a few years
work up a very desirable and superior stock. The same
stock plants of the rapid-growing varieties of Ferns
should not be carried over for more than three or four
years, V)ut young and more desiralde plants sliould continually be selected and grown to take their places.
The stock should be shifted into larger pots when
ever necessary, and placed in a light, airy house, in
which all necessary conditions are under perfect control, and in which a temperature in coldest weather of
55° F. at night, with a rise of 10 or 15° in daytime, can

always be maintained. The house should be shaded
enough b.) prevent fronds from turning yellow.
Proper atti-nti(.m t(.» atmospheric conditions of stockhouse should never be neglected. Stock plants should
not be permitted to remain pot-bound for too long a
]>eriod of time, except with a few varieties, such, for
instance, as Alsophilas, Dicksonias, Cyatheas, Cibotiums, Pft/ris Trcinnla P. arr/i/recpa, some Davallias,
Poh/sticJnon cor/rttv'in/i, etc., whicli, if given too much
nourishment, will often be very slow in setting spores.
Insects which are most troublesome to Ferns are
thrips, red spider, scale and mealy bug. They are
mainly present in a too dry atmosphere. Thrips, red
spider and mealy bug are easily prevented by a properly moistened atmosphere, also by spraying of foliage
once a week with tobacco water. As tobacco greatly
varies in strength, every grower will have to determine
to his own satisfaction how strong to make his solution.
The preparation known as "Rose-leaf tobacco extract,"
has proved very efficient in destroying these insect
pests. To 50 gallons of water add one quart of the extract, and apply with some good insecticide sprayer and
a force pump.
Fifty gallons of this solution will be
enough to spray 100,000 Ferns in 2^4 -inch pots.
Bearing in mind the foregoing advice, the amateur
Fern-grower may determine the proper way in which to
raise his plants. He may not have a Fern house, but he
can have a tight glass box or Wardian case (Fig. 813).
just

,
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a zinc tray, to prevent drip on
the floor and to prevent too rapid drying out of the soil.
The top or roof of the box should be hinged, so that it
can be raised. In this miniature greenhouse many interesting Ferns can be grown. Lycopodiums and Selaginellas (which see) are treated in much the same way as

The bottom should be

Nh'HOl N. Brucknee.
Gkowest, Fkkns from Stores by the Am.vtei-h.Ferns may be raised from spores at almost any season
of the year, though the early spring months are best.
The shallow pans^'i in. deep ijy G in diameter, now sold
by pot manufacturers, we have found, after repeated
trials, best to sow Fern spores in. These should be filled
Ferns.

to within half an inch of the top with a mixture of sifted
peat, leaf -mold and silver sand in equal proportions, the
surface being made very flue and even. By sowing the
spores thinly we have found that they are not as liable
to the attacks of fung\is during the prothallus stage.
They should not be covered with soil, as in sowing seeds.
Each pan should be placed in a pot-saucer, and all the
water necessary to keep the soil moist should be poured
into the saucer and allowed to soak up through the soil.
This not only prevents the spores being floated into clusters, but probalily filters the water of any germs of low
forn>s of vegetaljle life which might prove in.iurious to

the spores during ^germination. After the prothallus
stage is passed this precaution is unnecessary; as soon
as the young Ferns begin to develop fronds, they may
be watered freely overhead with a fine rose. The pans
should be placed in a temperature of ().5° to 7.5°, in a

shaded position. Each pan should be covei'ed with a
pane of glass to keep the surface evenly moist, taking
care to remove the moisture which collects on the
glass at least twice daily but as soon as the spores have
germinated, which, in most cases will be in about ten
days, these should be gradually removed. A close watch
must be kept for fungus duringthe prothallus stage, and
if a pan should show the least sign of it, it should at
once be isolated from the rest and a little fine sulphur
dusted upon it
if this fails to check it the prothalli
should be at once transplanted to fresh pans of soil,
which usually cheeks it. The chief reasons for fungus
are sowing the spores too thickly, a too stagnant atmosphere after germination, and a dripping greenhouse roof
As soon as the young Ferns begin to make fronds, they
may be transplanted.
Edward J. Cannino.
FERN BALLS are the dried rhizomes of Ferns, imported from Japan. Dealers start them into growth, anil
sell them when the mass is well covered with its deli;

;

cate vegetation. To start them into growth, the balls
are drenched in a tub of water and then hung in a
warmhouse, not in direct sunlight. When the plants are
well started, gradually expose them to more light and
to a cooler air. Give liquid manure if they do not grow
satisfactorily. The species are mostly Davallias, oftenest

apparently D. buUata and D. Maritsli.

j^
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FEKNS, POPTTLAE NAMES

OF. Adder's Tongue F.,
Opliioglossum tnilgatum. BeechF., Ph'^ijojifcrls. Bird'sBladder F., Vysnest F,, Thamnopteris Nidus-Ai'is.
topteris. Boston F., NephroJepis cxaUata. var. BosfoniBristle F., Trichoma np^. Buokler'F. Drifoptfiris.
tria iir/ulari^.
Californian
Gold F., Gyninoijratunia
Chain F., Wwidu-itrdia.
Christmas F., Pohjstu-liiini
acro.^ticJi'iidcs.
Cinnamon F., (h)nniiiht cintiatnonnut
Climbing F., Lii'jndiitiH
Deer F., Lomariit.
Elk's
Horn F., riotiiccri nih ah-icorne. Female F., AspJeiiiiim
cH.-i/.s.

,

,

FUix-fiviiiiua
Filmy F., IlynximpliyUnm. Floating
F., Oeralopfrris.
Flowering F., Oxiiinndn ; somelinn-s
also Ainniirf.
Gold F., ijyiintoqriniinni
Grape F.,
BotnirhiiiiH.
Hart's-tongue F.,' Pln/Uih's .Sr.dnpnidri'um.
HartSord F., Lip/ndhaii piihiialnin
Holly F.,
Pohjstichfun Lntirh'ii^. Lace F., < '/'rHinifJns (ji-arlllima.
Lady F., J.^jiletdiim Pili.r-freiin mi. Lip F.,
Che.ihinlhrs. Maidenhair F., Adiiiiihim: more jiarticularly A. < 'iipiUiin- I'eiirrix .abroad and A pidniiim :il
home. Male F., Ihijoplirin Fili.r-nmx. Marsh F., Dn/optcrh Thtliiplerix. Oak F., Phrrptpferix DninjPrri x
Ostrich F., Mnlhurri,, l^truliriopln-ix. Pod F.,'(',rulf,p.
.

.

.

.

Icrix

thalictriiidi's.

</inianii'tn.

Royal

Otinclea xi-nsihilis.

Rattlesnake F., Buti-ip-hiinii \'ir< hyuitvdn rrt/alix.
Sensitive F.,
Shield F., Dripiptrri.s.
Stag-horn

F.,

See Platyceriuiii. Sun F., Phegopteris. Sweet F
abroad, various Dryopteri.
Myriea aspUnifolia
Sword F., Nephrohpis rsuHnla. Venus' Hair F., Ad

F.

;

"Walking F., Camptosnn
CapiUiisA'i'iieri.i.
Wall F., Poljipodium vulgare. Wal
rhlzoplii/Ilii.i.
Washington F.,
rue, Asphnium Ruta-mnraria.
allium

N

phrolepis eraltafa, var. Waxhingtoniensis.

FEREARIA

(Giovanni Battisti Ferrari, log-t-lG.:;
Italian Jesuit, botanical writer and collaborator with tl
celebrated artist Guide Keni). Iridilcem. There ai
7 species, all from the Cape of Good Hope, rarely groT
ing more than G in. high. They have a large, irrej
ular corm and very glaucous foliage, the lowest Iv
being long and linear, the re.st ovate, clasping, succe
sively smaller, and topped by inflated sheaths fro:

which emerge the oddest

fls.

imaginable.

These

ha-s

G triangular, spreading, crisped, petal-like

lobes, wo]
dull colors, as yellow, greei

derfuUy markeil with many
purple and brown. Eacli spathe contains several fls
and the fls. are united at the vei-y base, connivent an
cup-shaped l)elow the spreading lobes. The fls. last onl
from morning to afternoon of a single day, but there
Some are visited by carrion flie
a fair succession.
Only one species, F. iniduliita, is advertised at pre
ent, but the other G are doubtless of equal interes
The first is the oldest kind in cult. It was known
pre-Linnjean authors as Flos Indicits and Gladiolus li
dicux. E. S. Miller writes that thebulbs should be store
like Gladiolus in a dry, warm place, away from mice.
1

A. Fls. dull hrownisli purple.
upper Ivs. an
undulita, Linn. Stem stout, erect
spathes l>i,-2 in. long: fls. 2 in. across, largely dull pu
pie; anthers olilong, with parallel cells. B.M. 144.
:

AA. Fls, greenish.
L\'s. 2-;i, linear
fls. 2, "creai
uncinata, Sweet.
colored, edged with sage green," according to W. I
Endicott.
AA.\. Fix. dark jnirple.
fls. 3-4.
atrata, Lodd. Lvs. about 4, sword shaped
:

;

Other names are advertised by Dutch bulb growers, bi
are nut to be found in Index Keweiisis or Flora Capensi;
F. Oaiiarieiixis.ea'lestix, Cniichiflora. grandiflora. immaculot
lilincea and rosea. These c.in perhaps be accounted for undi
Tigridia,

where F. Pavoiiia belongs.

FERTILITY

y^^ jj

that condition of soils whic
makes rhem productive. The elements of productivit
are, a full sui:)ply of available plaut-food, a suitable an
continuous supply of moisture, good physical conditio!
of the soil, coupled with suitable seed and climate.
Land may contain vast quantities of potential nitr
gen, potash and phosphoric acid and other plant-foo(
and yet be unfruitful, — infertile. Most of the potenti.
plant-foo<i in the soil is lazy, not available in sufficiei
quantities in a single season to produce maximum crop
Average arable land which contains from 3, 000-4, 0(
liounds of nitrogen, an equal amount of phosphoric ac:
and f(jur times as much potash in the first 8 inches of a
acre, may p>roduce only 15 bushels of wheat per acr
wliicli retfuires, with the straw, but 24, 13 and 20 pount
Therefore, lar
of these three elements respectively.
may contain a great abundance of potential plant-for
and yet not contain enough of that which is availab
for a full crop. To make land more fertile, one or mo:
Usual
of the following means may be employed.
deeper and more thorough tillage should first be r
sijrted to, since most lands, l>y reason of careless farr
Superior tillage
ing, ci.intain much inei't plant-food.
almost certain to produce fruitfulness, and thereto:
should be resorted to Ijefore more expensive metho(
are tried. Tillage not only nuikes plant-food more avai
aide, lint it ini|irovcs tile physical conditions of the soi
tlieri-iiy making it more roiiifort.ablo for the plant;
may also assist in relieving tlie land of surplus wate
ami give to tlie soil the i)Ower of retaining large stori
of moisture by capillary action.
Moisture plays such an important part in productiv
iirss lliat it may be said to constitute its prime facto
<'la\' soils are usually composed of such fine partich
that water percolates tlirougb them slowly or not at al
The rainfall Ihen must either run off over the surtac
of soils;

\
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or remain to be evnporated. The aim should be t<. so
prepare the land by subdrainage, plowing and surfa.-e
tillage, and by introducing at least one i-ropof tap-rooted
plants in Ihc rotation, that the suridus water will lilter
through the soil in a reasonable time. Percolation of

rainwater through soils makes them more friable and

warmer

in spring, aerates the land, promotes beneficial
biological and chemical changes, and brings to the soil

the nitrogenous compounds contained in the rainwatt-r.
JSoils which are reasonably porous have the power of
retaining more moisture, and of giving it up to jilants
when needed to a greater extent, than either open sandy
or close clay soils do. Fertility, which results in fruitfulness, is governed very largely by the water and moisture conditions of the soil, andtliese, in turn, arelart^^ely
governed by the texture of the laud and the amount of
humus which it contains.
Legumes, used either as a harvest or cover-crop, promote fertility.
cover-crop of clovers planted August
1, and analyzed 64 days after planting, contained of
nitrogen, in roots and tops, per acre as follows:

A

Tops

AV,r>^s

T"f,u

Llis.

Ll,s.

Llis,

VI'}

'Mi

1 'if.

(53

-to

id:!
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Crimson clover
Red clover
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FERTILIZATION.

Tlie union of two sex-cells, n
and a. female cell, to form a new one capable
of growing into a plant.
The term was formerly used
to include the transfer of pollen to the stigma {e.g.,
Darwin's "On the Fertilization of Orchids by Insects "),
but this process is now generally distinguished as Pollination, which see.
In the
lower plants, fertilization can
be much more readily observed thau in the seed plants,
because in the latter it takes
place inside of opaque parts,
and therefore can be studied
only by the most careful mi<Toscopical methods.
The
niale celt

process of fertilization is here
described as it occurs in lilies.
In other seed plants it differs
in details.

The generative
81-4)

is

cell (g, Fig.

produced by the

pol-

grain before it leaves the
anther. It is usually lenticular, and placed at one end of
the grain. Its most important
part is the spherical nucleus,
which occupies the center.
When the pollen grain is conveyed to the stigma (.v. Fig.
815), the larger cell {t, Fig.
len

Clovers and other legumes may be used to fix and store
up the uncombined idtrogen of the air and to digest and
make available the mineral constituents of the land,
thereby greatly increasing the fertility of the soil.
Barn manures, when properly cared for and intelligently applied, not only furnish accepta])]e plant-food
hut humus as w^ell.
Fertility and high productivity
usually may be maintained many years by means of superior tillage, leguminous harvest and cover-crops, and
tho manures of the farm. In some cases a high state of
fiTtility can be maintained only by occasional apjdications of commercial mineral fertilizers, as phosphates
and potash, buttoo often expensive fertilizers have lieen
substituted for tillage, leguminous plants and barn

by food it abfrom the stigma, grows,
forming a long tube {pf, Fig.
815}, which traverses the narrow triangular canal (1, 2, H,
814), nourished
s<.)rl)s

Fig. 815) that leads down the
h.>ng style to the ovary.
In
plants the style is not
hollow. In this case, and often
when it has a canal, the pollen

many

numures.

tube pushes

Fertility may frequently be promottMl liy lii^ht applications (20 to 30 bushels per acre) of qui<-i\: linu^. Lime
may serve to make plant-food more available, improve
soil texture and correct acidity.
Its use is especially
recommended on clay and moist lands and in orchards
where the ground is much shaded. Applications of gypsum and salt are sometimes beneficial in maintaining
fertility, but they, as well as lime, usually act indirectly,
as the soil is seldom deficient
in these constituents so far as
^^5::^^.
/'^^^^^^~^^
as

the cells of the style, living
ou the foo<l it alisorbs. About
the time the tul>e begins to
815. Outline of a pistil of
grow (or later) the generative
Lllium Philadelphicum.
cell divides into two.
These Cut
lengthwise
ulmost
male cells, or sperms, migrate
through the center
s,
down the tube (pf, Fig. 815),
stigma on whicli pollen
grain, ;?, has been lodged.
which makes its way into the
The course of the pollen
opening between the inner intube, pt, is indicated by
tegument (i, Fig. BIG) of the
broken line. At the right,
ovule, penetrates the body of
1, 2, 3, -i, are cross sections
the ovule and enters the emof the pistil at the levels
Its
bryo-sac (A', f^ig. 81C).
indicated by the arrows
1, the stigma;
2, '6, tlie
direction of growth is deterstyle, show the trianguhir
mined by subst-fm<M's, probawhich
canal
leads into the
bly chiefiy the sugars, conthree chambers of 4, the
tained in tlie parts which it
ovary, in each chamber
traverses.
of which are two rows of
Natural size.
o\"u]es.
While the pollen tube has
been growing, the female cell
has been forming in the embrj'O-sac {JfJ, P'ig. 810).
The nucleus of this huge cell, originally single, has divided into two, these into four, and these into eight
nuclei, four migrating to each end. Then one from
each group advances toward the middle of the sac and
the two fuse into one (c. Fig. 81G). One group of three
(sometimes after dividing again and again, sometimes
only the original three) may organize cells at the antipodal end of the eml)ryo sac {A, Fig. Sift). In the
lilies, however, this does not go far, and two of the
three antipodal nuclei are seen to be already reduced in
They have no further
size and partially disorganized.
history. The group of three nearest the point of entrance of pollen tube accumulate the living protoplasm
about them and thus organize three naked cells. Two
of these (called synergidfe) usually begin to disorganize before the pollen tube reaches them, but may
persist until then or even later. In the lilies they u.sually disappear early. The third is the egg, or oosphere.
When the pollen tube enters the embryo-sac, its end becomes softened and bursts, permitting one or both of
the male cells to migrate from it. One male nucleus

are required
plantfood.
On high-priced lands,
especially those devoted to
horticulture, the soil should

they

l)emade and kept fertile — well
up to its highest productive
power.
Sometimes soils are rendered
unfruitful by the presence of
deleterious substances, as organic acids or alkaline salts,
or a superabundance of some
one or more of its usually useful ingredients, as water or
nitrogenous matter.
An excess of nitrogen stimulates the
growth of stalk and straw at
the expense of grain, or in the
orchard it tends to the forniation of wood rather than
to frnitfulness. The acidity
should be corrected by lime.
as noted above, the surplus
,
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its

section;
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water removed by drainage,
the nitrogenous matter reduced by the production of
such crops as are not harmfully affected by its superabundance, such as forage
crops which are prized for their foliage rather than for
their seeds, while the alkalinity may sometimes tie overcome by deep tillage or irrigation.
j
p Roberts.
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{^, Fig. 816) fuses with the nucleus of the egg ( 9, Fig.
and fertilization is complete. The other, heretofore supposed to he disorganized, is now said to fuse

potash and lime, contribute materially to the proper
growth and hardening of the wood, as well as the maturation of the fruit. The necessity for added nitrogen
it should be applied as
is, on the whole, much less
the need for it appears in the lack of vigor of the tree.
In the next place, it is safe to assume that the materials which furnish these elements or constituents in
slowly available forms are liable to be quite a.s useful,
except under special conditions, as those which nrt
quickly available, because the tree growing continuous!}
though slowly, is able to obtain from the gradually dissolving substances a sufficient amount for its daily
needs. Hence, as a rule, fertilizers for fruit trees may
include the less available and cheaper forms of con-

580
816),

with 'the endosperm nucleus {e. Fig. 816). The fertilize'd egg hegins at once to grow and forms the em-

;

stituents.

—

Apples and Pears. On soils of good natural character, the fertilization of apples and pears need not begin until the trees reacli the bearing period, when an
annual dressing of 400 pounds per acre of either of thc
foUowing mixtures should be applied in early spring,
and plowed in
JVo. 1.
One part, or 100 pounds each, of ground bonf,
:

—

acid phosphate and muriate of potash.
jYn.i?. — One and one*half parts, or 150 pounds, uf
ground bone, and one part, or lUO pounds, of muriate of

Part of an ovule of Lilium Philadclphicum.
i, r, inner integument, enclosing, except
narroworilice wliere the pollen tube, 7;^, enters, the
body of the ovule, which is chietly occupied by the
A, antipodal end of embi-yo
large embryo sac £.
sac witli three nuclei, one much <Usorganized. e, the
endosperm nucleus, just being formed by fusion of
two nuclei from the respective ends of the embryo
816.

Cut lengthwise;
at

.1

male nucleus, which has just migrated from
pollen tube and is about to fuse with ?, the egg
nucleus.
The synergidas have disappeared. Magnisac.

d",

fied 670

diameters.

bryo, while the endosperm nucleus divides and forms
cells in which food may be stored for the embryo when
it resumes growth at the time of germination.

Chakles Eeid Baknes.
There is one fact that has been
fairly well established by experiment and inquiry,
namely, that fruits, flowers and vegetables are benehted
by the intelligent application of manures and fertilizers,
and that, in the majority of cases, sucli application is
followed by profit. In the first place, these crops shoiild
be classified for purposes of fertilization according ti»

FERTILIZERS.

their period of growth, the first class including the perennial fruits and flowers, and the second, the annual flowers
and vegetables. Those of the first class differ from ordinary crops in tliat a longer season of preparation is

required, during which time the growth is vegetative
rather than productive, though upon this vegetative
growth depends the quality and value of the fruit or
flower obtained. The growth of both tree and frviit is
dependent, too, not only upon the food acquired during
its year of growth, but also upon that previou.sly acquired, and which has been stored up in bud anil

branches.

The tree fruits include apples, pears, i>eaches, plums,
cherries, apricots, etc.
It may be regarded as a safe
assumption that the fertility elements, phosphoric acid,

potash.
As the trees grow older, these dressings should be increased. While no definite rules can be laid down as
to the most profitable amounts to apply, the best growers
find that for mature trees it pays to use from 1,000 U>
In many cases nitrogen, in
1,500 pounds annually.
additiou to that contained in the mixture, should be
used, the kind and form depending, perhaps, upon the
relative cost more than upon any other one thing, the
minimum amount to be 20 pounds per acre, or an equivalent of 125 pounds of nitrate of soda. In many cases it
is possible to obtain the necessary nitrogen from tlio
growing of leguminous crops, as crimson clover and red
clover, though when these are used they should be
plowed down early in the spring, in order that their
growth may not interfere with the growth of the tree.
If they are allowed to remain until mature, they absorb
not only the food that may be necessary for the growth
of tree and fruit, but the moisture also, and thus they
frequently injure rather than improve the crop prospects. On poor soils, the necessity for fertilization is
naturally greater. In fact, on these liberal fertilization
— 500 pounds per acre — should precede the setting of
the trees, and be continued annually. On these soil.>^,
too, green manuring, as a source of nitrogen, can be
practiced with safety for a longer period than in thv

preceding case.
Peaches. — Peaches differ from apples and pears

The demands

in re-

for added plantfood are proportionately greater in the early life of the
their
more rapid
tree, and are different because of
growth, their early bearing, and the exhaustive character of the crops. On soils of good natural character.
however, the necessity for fertilizing is seldom apparent
until after the first or second year of growth. That is.
good soils will provide sufficient food for a normal development of leaf and wood, and any additional fertilization would have the tendency to unduly increase the
tree growth. On medium and poor soils, the setting of
the trees should be preceded by a fertilization, preferably broadcast in spring, and plowed in, with one or the
other of the mixtures recommended for apples and
pears, as follows
JVo. l.~One part, or 100 pounds each, of ground bone,
acid phosphate and muriate of potash.
JVo. k!. — Om' and one-half parts, or 150 pounds, of
grttund bone and one part, or 100 pounds, of muriate of
potash.
On the better soils, No. 2, and on the poorer, No. 1. »t
the rate of 400 to 000 pounds per acre, which should be
followed by the application of the more soluble fertilizers, immediately the trees begin to bear. The need of
nitrogen is often very marked, and is shown by a lack
of vigor of the tree. Nitrate of soda applied broadcast
in early spring has proved a very valuable form of nitrogen, since it is apprt>priated by the roots during the
early season, and if a sufficient abundance of the minerals is present, it enables a normal development of

spect

to

fertilizing.

:

FERTILIZKKS
leaf

FRSSENDEN

and branch.

Jf tlie' quick-actiniij: nitrofjenous ferapplied late, or if too large applications of
slower-acting nitrogenous materials are applied
early, the tendency is to provide for a continuous feeding on nitrogen, and thus encourage an undue development of leaf and branch, -which does not permit the
ripening of the wood before the beginning of winter.
Thus, on these s(»ils, in addition to" au annual application of the basic formula, from 100 to 150 pounds of
nitrate of soda, 200 pounds of acid phosphate and 100
liounds of muriate of potash should Ijc applied early in
the season and carefully worked into the soil.

tilizers are

the

Plums,

Cherries and Apricots.— The fertilizing
of these fruits, when grown on the different classes of
soils, need not differ materially from that recommended
for peaches under the same conditions, though cherries,
particularly, require, in addition, a relatively greater
supply of lime, which should be applied at the rate of
30 bushels per acre once in about live years, and thoroughly incorporated with the soil.

—

Small Fruits and Berries. Thesr, iu respect to
their general cliaracter, corn-spon<l more nearly with
ihe vegetable crops than with the cereal grains or fruits,
hence, in most cases, natural sources of plant-food artignored, and the more (juickly available materials, particularly nitrogenous and phosphatic, applied.
In the case of strawberries, it is desirable that the
soil in which the plants are set should be supplied with
soluble and available phosphoric acid
hence an application, broadcast previous to setting, of from 500 to 800
poimds per acre of the mixture No. 1, is recommended.
The nitrogen should also be in quickly available forms,
and should be supplied in sulficient quantities at time
of setting the plant to enable it to mature, and thus to
better withstand the rigors of winter. Hence, an additional application of 100 pounds of dried blood, or its
equivalent in nitrate of soda or ammonia, is advisable,
particularly on soils not previously well enriched with
organic nitrogenous matter. In the spring of the sea;

son during which the first crop is harvested, dressing
with a quick-anting fertilizer, rich iu nitrogen, is desirable, carefully applied between the rows, and preferably worked into the soil.
Raspberries and blackberries also require a soil well
enriched with the mineral elements, to insure an
abundant and strong growth of canes. The need for nitrogen, while apparent, is less marked than in the case
of the strawberries, and the slower-acting forms serve
a good purpose, provided they are not applied in too
great quantities, so as to encourage a large groTV-th of
which does not fully mature. An annual application of mixture No. 2 is recommended at the rate of 40U
to GOO pounds per acre.
Currants and gooseberries are less likely to need nitrogen than the other berry crops, Ijecause of the tendency to the development of mildew. In common with
the other crops mentioned, they should be abundantly
supplied with theminerals {phosphoric acid and potash),
and mixture No. 1 may be used at the rate of 500 to
j)lant,

1,000

pounds per

acre.

Grapes. — Grapes are more exhaustive than most of
the fruit crops, largely because of the larger total crop
harvested, and the special need is for phosphoric acid
and potash. These elements may be supplied by mixtures No. 1 or No. 2, and very liberal dressings are recommended—from 800 to 1,500 pounds per acre annually—after the bearing period begins.
Roses and other Flowering Plants. — In the growing of flowers and herbaceous plants, phosphoric acid is
particularly needed, and it has been demonstrated that
ground bone is one of the most useful forms from which
to obtain it, since it furnishes both nitrogen and phosgood mixture
phoric acid in slowly available forms.
for both the field and prepared soils may consist of four
parts of ground bone and one of muriate of potash, applied at the rate of four pounds per square rod, and
preferably worked into the soil previous to setting the
plants
the after application may be made in the fall
at the same rate.
Vegetable Crops. — Vegetables constitute a group of
plants distinguished from all others, both because of
their peculiar habits and of their purposes of growth.

A

;

Both having an important bearing upon

fertilization,
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they should all be supplied with an abundance of available food. Since nitrogen is the one element that more
than any other stimulates leaf and stem growth, its use
is extremely beneficial for all of these crops, and because of their relatively high conimercial value the
quantity of fertilizer may be greatly in excess of that
for the other groups. While a classification of these
crops is possible, a fertilizer of the following composition
may be regarded as a basic mixture for the entire

group

:

NitroffpTi

Phosplioric
Potusli

i-p
H<i

ii.r-id

10^^

The nitrogen should be derived in part from quickly
available sources, and the phosph».)ric acitl should be all
soluble or available, and the potash from nmriate.
This should lie applied in part I.iroadcast, and in part in
the row at time of planting, at the rate of 1,000 to 1,500
pounds per acre, and upon soils naturally poor, two or
three additional annual top-dressings with Tiitrate of
soda, at the rat(^ of fn.nn 50 tij 100 jtOTinds per acre, will
prove very serviceable.
Edward B. Voorhees.

FERULA

(possibly the stems wi-re anciently used as
Giant Fennel. This large
2 hardy herlis, which are, perhaps, the
tallest plants cult, for ornament in this large (but from
the garden standpoint unimportant) order.
They are
valued for the excessive fineness with wliich their foliage is cut, and their clusters of perhaps 40-50 umbels
of minute yellow Us. borne on st<nit stems, which rise
far above the foliage.
F. Tingitana, Linn., from N.
Africa, has Ivs. 4 times ternately pinnatisect, somewhat
glaucous. B.M. 7207. The common error that it comes
ferules).

L' itihellifrnp.

genus includes

from Spain goes back

to Morison, 1080. Lindley originated the false notion that this plant is the source of
gum ammoniac. F. communis, Linn., from S. Eu., has
deep green Ivs., with more linear segments and more
compact habit.
-^ ]\j

FESSENDEN, THOMAS GREEN, editor and
founded "The New Lugland Farmer"

author,

at Bosuntil his death. The present
"New England Farmer "is not the lineal successor of Fessenden's paper. Fessenden is chiefly noted as a satirical
poet, and he was more of a literary man than a gardener.
He was born at Walpole, N. II., was graduated at Dartmoiith College in 1790, aiid studied law. He went to
England in 180.'J, and there i)u]dished his humorous
poem, the "Terrible Tractoratiou." He settled in Boston
about 1804. In addition to "The New England Farmer,"
1771~18.'^7,

ton in 1822, and edited

it

he edited the short-lived "Horticultural Register," and
"The Silk Manual." He wrote "The Complete Farmer
and Rural Economist, ""The New American Gardener,"
and " The American Kiti'hen Gardener," three books of a
cyclopedic nature designed to cover the fields of agriculture, horticulture and vegetable gardening respectively.
They adhered very closely to the contemporaThese
neous English type of horticultural writing.
books profess to have passed through niany editions,
but they were little altered froin issue to issue. They
often seem to lack the enthusiasm of direct contact
with growing plants. Fessenden's time was one of general farming, and the view-point of gardening was mostly
that of the home or amateur. He lived before the days
of specialized farming on a large scale, and of commerDuring the greatercial horticulture and floriculture.
part of his editorship of "The New England Farmer"
there was but one other important American agricultural
paper. "The American Farmer," which was published at
Baltimore, beginning 1810. The most important contemporaneous American writings on horticulture of a cyclopedic nature were "The American Gardener's Calendar," by Bernard WMahon, Philadelphia, 180G, and
of John Gardiner and David
Hepburn, Georgetown, D. C, 1804. For a copy of "The
Country Lovers," Fessenden's once famous song to the
tune of Yankee Doodle, together with Hawthorne's
pen-picture of the man, and an account of his interesting life, see Duyckinck, Cyc. Am. Lit. 1 :595-599.
W. M,

"The American Gardener"

—

.
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FESTtrCA

(an ancient

name

of uncertain meaning).

(iramine(v.. Fescue Grass. Usually cespitose, perennial grasses of varying habit. Lvs. rather dry, harsh,
and usually narrow." Spikelets several, in dense or loose

and spreading panicles; empty glumes unequal, mostly
Spetlowering-glumes not keeled, pointed.
keeled
They are
cies about 80, in all parts of the world.
are
grasses,
but
some
pasture
permanent
essentially
useful for lawns and ornamental purposes.
glailca, Lam. {Fesfuca ov)n(f,\'dr. (/htuca, Hack.).
;

Blue Fescue Grass. A handsome, tufted, hardy perennial grass, with deep, silvery blue leaves resembling
the common Sheep's Fescue {Festiiea ovina), and by
most authors regarded as a variety of it. Lvs. very
panicle somewhat one-sided and
narrow, condnplicate
short: spikelets 3-8-f3d., with a short awn.— An attractive
plant for edgings or for contrast of foliage with deeper
colored plants. Often used also in hanging-baskets,
window-boxes and the rockery. It will grow almost anywhere if not too densely shaded. Propagated by division of the tufts.
amethystina. Host. {F. ov'iDa, x-ar. j>sannt}opinl".
Hack.). Avery prutty grass with violet-colored culm
and sheaths: lvs. somewhat thin and long, blue-green:
panicles slightly branched, small, often violet-colored:
spikelets short-awned, seldom awnless. Europe. — Usi.-ful as an ornamental grass in the garden for dry, surxny
:

places.

Propagated by division.

Various Fescues are used iu pastures imJ in lawn grass mixF. duriuscula, Linn. (Festuea ovina, var. duriusciila,
slender, densely tufted pereuiiiHl grass, 1-2 ft. high:
Hack.).
Panilvs. very ±iue, radical, closely resembling Sheep's Fescue.
Thrives on dry, sandy soils unfit for the growth
cle open, Eu.
of better grasses. It possesses some value as a lawn grass, but
if used for this purpose should be sown thickly and unmixed
rather slender
with other grasses. F. heterophylla. Lam.
perennial European grass, 2-4 ft. high: lvs. of two distinct
forms, the radical ones 3-nerved, narrow, hairj' and folded togetlier; those on the CTxlms much broader, flat, and 5-7-rilibed:
panicle large, open and nodding at the apex. Eu, It is an
excellent grass for woodland parks, where it is too shady for
the successful growth of other lawn grasses.
P. B. Kennedy.
tures.
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FETTICUS.

Another name

FEVERBUSH.

for C<>rn Salad.

See Fr»zoin.

FEVERFEW.

Chr'/saufhmnnti PnrfhcuiKnt

FEVER TREE

is

FEVERWORT.

Phu-knena jmhens.
Triosfm ,„

FIBER PLANTS are treated only incidentally in this
Division of Publications, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C, issues free publications
of the Oflice of Fiber Investigations.
work.

FiCTJS (ancient Latin name).
Urficdcpfp.
The Fig,
the India Rul>l)er Plant, the Banyan Tree and the Creeping Fig of conservatory walls belong to this vast and natural genus, which has over 000 species scattered through
the warmer regions of the world. Ficus has no near ally
iif garden value.
It is a genus of trees or shrubs and
climbers, with milky juice. In the common Fig the lvs.
are deeply lobod, Ijut iu )nr)St of the other species they
are entire or else tin; margin is wavy or has a few teetli
or an occasional small lolie. The lvs. are nearly always
alternate, F. hispida being th(^ only species of those described below which bus op]M)site lvs. The foliage in
Picus varies all the way from leathery to memliranous,
and is astonishingly variable in veniition, so that the
veins are very helpful in telling the species ajiart.
What the horticulturist calls the Fig, or fruit, is the fleshy
receptacle, while the fruit of the botanist is the seed inside (Fig. 817). hi the following account fruit is used
instead of receptacle.
The fertilization or caprification of the Fig is one of
the most surprisiug, interesting and conijdicateil clia))ters in natural history, and is of great practical imjiortance. See Fiij, where the culture of F. Carica is discussed.

The most important ornamental plant in the geniis is
India Rubber Plant {F. c hi.^ fit: a }, whivh probably

tlie

ranks amongst the 25 most popular foliage plants for
home use indoors. Its culture is given below at length.
This is one of the most important rubber-producing
plants. See Biibber Plants.
The Creeping Fig {F. jnmiiJa, better known a^repens
or stipnlatd) is one of the commonest and best climbers
It clings close and
for covering conservatory walls.
makes a dense mat of foliage, which Is abont as dark in
color as the English ivy. The plant has been cult, since
1771, but within the last quarter century has come to be
recognized as the best plant there is for its special purpose. Once in a long while it fruits in conservatories,
and the fruiting branches are very unlike the barren
ones. They stand out from the conservatory wall instead of lying riat and close. The lvs. of the barren
branches are less than an inch long
and heart - shaped, with one side
longer than the other at the base
and a very short petiole the lvs.
of fruiting branches are 2-3 inches
,

;

long, elliptic-oblong, narrowed at
the base, and with a petiole sometimes half an inch long.
Among the many wonders of the

genus Ficus are the epiphytal habit
of some, the huge spread of the
Banyan Tree (F. Benghalensis),
and the fact that some species ripen
their fruits under ground. Some of
the tallest tropical trees are members of this genus, and often they
begin life V»y climbing upon other
trees. The B^icus often overtops and
outlives the other tree, which may
be seen in ever}' stage of decay, oi*
may have entirely disappeareil,
leaving the giant climber twined
spirally around a great hollow cylinder.

The Banyan Tree sends down

some

of its branches (or aerial
roots) into the soil, these take root,
make new trunks, and eventually
produce a great forest, in which it
is impossible to tell the original
trunk. The Banyan in the botanic

817.

Young

Figs.

Showing how they
arise from the axils
of the leaves.

gardens at Calcutta sprung from
a seed probably dropped by a passing bird into the crown
of a date palm a little more than a century ago. The
main trunk is now 42 ft. in circumference
there are
;

232 additional trunks, many of them 8-10 ft. in circumference, and the branches extend over an area 850 ft.
in circumference, forming a dense evergreen canopy
through which sunlight never penetrates.
The Banyan
under which Alexander camped, and which is said to
have sheltered 7,000 men, now measures 2,000 ft. in
circumference and has 3,000 trunks. Other species
have the same method of propagation, but F. Benghalensls is the most famous.
The various species of Ficus are cultivated for fruit,
for ornament in greenhouses, and for shade outdoors in
the extreme South, as indicated in the key by a, aa, and
AAA. The shade trees are procurable from southern
Florida and southern California.

Index of names (synonyms
aurea,

australis, 7.
Bengh.alensis,

macT'oearpa,
'20.

(.'arica, 1.

elastica. 2
erecta, II

in italic)

and

glomerata,
Iiispida. 10.

11.

14,

macrophylla,

;

pumila,

infeetoria, 12.

18.
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C'tilf.

for fruit.

C^rica, Linn. Figs. 817, 821, 822. Height 15-30 ft.:
lvs. ll-H-lobed, the lol)es more or less wavy-margined
or lobed, and with palmate veins, whereas nearly all
sj)ecies mentioned below are pinnately veined
fr.
single, axillary, pear-shaped. Supposed to be a native
of C'aria, in Asia Rlinor.
Makes a fine pot-plant, and
fruits freely in northern conservatories. For culture,
see Fig.
I.
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AA, Culf. indoors for oruument, lantre

manner

'
>.

Rahifererf, not cUinhin'/.

Lender snrfarr of

L.

>i

mrirfij of Xn.

Lvs. attire or with ntanjins wavij,

n>>f

..'
;

lobrd.

F. iVerves mimcroiis, ~>0 pairs or so.
eUstica, Roxl>. Ini>ia Rubber Plant. Figs. 818,
21).
Lvs. .V12 in. ](>n^', shininj:, leathery, oblong h>
lliptie, with UD abrupt, dull point; nerves parallel, running at ncarl}^ right angles
'1.

from midrib

to

margin:

fr.

in pairs, sessile, in uxils of
fallen Ivs., covered at first
by a hooded involucre, when
ripe greenish yellow, V^ in.
long. Damp forests of trop.

Asia. G.F. 2:5-i7. — Becomes
100 ft high in tropics, Imt
bf f omes
unsightly under
glass it 8 or 10 ft.
Cult.
pi mts mostly have a single
stem but there is a growing
di nnnd
for compact and
111 \XM hing plants.
Var. variegita (var. tntrea, H<>rt.
is much less popular.
Lvs.
cii_amy white or yellow near
the edges. J. J). Eisele says
IS liable

to

fungous

dis-

This species is also
South as a sliade tree.
The nirrvation is very charis( s

grow

II

ifteiistic.

So,

also,

is

the

mdsome

rosy sheath which
young lvs., and
\\hu h soon drops off. This
li

m

1

is

r(

\(

t

>se3 the

BB. ITahif eliiiihiiuj or trailing.

Foryn of

('.

Var. minima {F. minima, Hort.) has smaller
The species is sonietinn.'S used for hanging baskets.

lvs.

cc.

Form

),irr<'Iij

shaped. Burma, Malaya, where it is a shrub, often
creeping or decumbent. L.R.C. 10:1540 (fruiting soon
after importation, when 2 ft. hii^di). Adv. 1895 by Pitcher
and Manda. Voss refers this, witii many other synoto

F. heterophylJa.
DD. Foli'ige

lvs.

Habitat unknown.
lvs. irregularly

tion beginning at the margin.
19:527. Int. 1897.

AAA. Cult.

W.

Var. varieg^ta, Hort.

Bull., has

marked with creamy white, the variega-

ouid<>')rs

in

C.C.

southern Flu

.

A.G.

22:185.

III.

and

Calif, for

sJiade, etc., hence often tall trees.

ArraugoHi'ut

of lvs.

usually opposite.

10. hispida, Linn. f. (F. oppositifdlia,V,^i\\d.). Shrub
or small trre
lvs. cnrire or toothed: fr. clustered on
old wood or leafy branches, hispid, yellowish.
Asia,
Trop, Australia.
:

r.
i>.

BB. Arraugeinent of Irs. alirruitlc.
Trxfure of lvs. nimtbruuous not leathery.
Lvs. tapering to a poi)i.f
base entire^ obtuse.
,

;

Lvs. 4-7 in.
(^'luster Fig.
11. glomer^ta, Roxb.
long
nerves 4-G pairs: fr. clustered on Icatless, scaly
branches, pear- or top-shaped, 'l^i in. thick, reddish.
India, Burma.— ''A (]uick-growing, evergreen shade
tree."— it'ca.s-oHcr. "A dense shade tree: lvs. have a
]teculiar metallic luster; small fruits, much relislied by
;

and

cattle

Lvs.

iii>.

childri^-n.
frith

ini

"— Francesehi

abrupt. sJioii
nolrhtd.

,

i>iate

<irii ni

aprx

;

base

nerves 5-7
infectdria, Roxb. Lvs. 3^o-5 in. long
fr. in axillary pairs, sessile, globose, ?^4 in. thick,
Trop. Asia, Malaya.—
whitish. Hushed an<l dotted.
Grows GO ft. hiu:h, ami is one of the best shade trees.
12.

;

|.airs

:

(T.

'Frxiure of Irs. leathery, not })ienibrf'tinus.
D.

Ciidcr surface of Irs. rusty.

rubiginosa, Desf.

Described

at

Xo.

7.

irarn.

f).
quercifolia, Roxb. The oak-leaved form is the typical one, but King includes F. hiimilis, Roxb., in which
the lvs. are serrate or nearly entire and not lobed. Lvs.
2-5 in. Jong, ^'thickly membranous;" nerves r)-7-pairs;
petiole 3'2-l in. long': fr. in axillary pairs, egg- or pea-

nyms,

Garden plant, with green, oblongand trailing haliit. Imperfectly known.

radlcans, Desf.

9.

acuminate

i::,

EE. Lvs. d<'eplij h'l-ed, not

notched at

of lvs. ohhoig-ariiiii i)ialc, slightly

ba se.

:

leathery lvs.

ovalr, ohtusr, unrqunUij heart-shaped
at base.

561. 717.

B.

;

Irs.

8. piimila, Linn. [F. stipuldta, Thunb.
F. ri'^pens,
Hort., not Rottl.).
Creeping Fig. Fig. 819. Prostrate or (dimbing shrub, clinging close to conservatory walls and then tiattened.
Lvs. more or less
2-ranked, on very short petioles, ovate, obtuse, entire or slightly wavy, rounded or cordate at the base,
often unequally; veins 7)rominent V)elow. Japan, China,
Ausfraiia. B.W.G(5:,7. K.li. 1891:448. O.C. II. 14:500,

ptionally great size.
JS'erves

rusty.

Irs.

]j<>u>i<j

Desf. {F. ausfrdlis, Willd.).
Lvs.
leathery, rounded or cordate at base, notched at tip: fr.
mostly in pairs, globular, 5-G lines thick, usually warty.
Australia, where it throws out aerial roots like the
Baayan Tree. B.M. 29H0. — The rusty color is a beautiful feature. Voss considers this a form of F. elastica.

girded as a stipule of

about 3 jyairs.
•T.
er6cta, Thunb. Extrashrub
ordinarily variable
to small tree, glabrous, pubescent, or almost strigose
Lvs. broadly ovate, obovutr
or elliptic (lanceolate invar.
Sieboldii), entire or with
liere and there a lobe, or
rather coarselydentateaVtove
the middle: fr. single or in
pairs, peduncled or subses818.
Leaf of Rubber Plant,
sih"', and either globose and
F.
showing venation.
not
stalked or pear-shaped
elastica (X>4).
Himaand long - stalked.
B.M. T.'i.'iO (where the lvs. look
layas. China, Japan.
rather leathery). ProcurahU- Tlirough dealers in Japanese plants.
FFF. IVcrri's ahout J }>iiirs.
Becomes a large, climbing
4. macrocarpa, Wight.
tree: lvs. o in. long, membranous, broadly ovate; petiole 2-2S in. long: fr. 1-2^^ in. thick, spotted, globose, in
cauline clusters. India. — This name was once adv. by
John Saul, who spoke of tin- plant as a shnib with

VF

F>idfr surface of

CC.

rubiginosa,

7.

1

it

of

;

Irs. not disIij.

Foliaf/r not vnriajafed {except in
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mosaic, oblong-oval, acuminate, dentate.
Islaudsof Pacific. P.S. 22:2273. F.M. 1874:124. -Int. by
Veitch about 1874. A warmhouse shrubby plant probably the most popular of the variegated forms of Ficus.
J. D. Eisele says it is readily prop, by cuttings of halfripened wood placed in sand in brisk bottom heat Also
cult, in S. Calif., where it bears tricoh.red fr.

fall frees

tiof

under these conditions.
B.

.

.

V'/rier/'iird.

Lvs. thin, membranous, light
0. Parc6Ili, Veitch.
.green, mottled with cream-white, more or less in the

I.D.
K.

14.

t'uder surface of Irs. n<d r)isty.

Stipules very large, rosy, inclosing tlir young
u-hen young and falling off afteryards.
elastica, Koxl:>.

Described at No.

lvs.

2.

Moreton Bay Fkj. Lvs.
macropliylla, Desf.
fr.
stipules 2-4 in. long
il-lii in. long, 3-4 in. wide
nearly globular, 9-12 lines thick, axillary, in 3's or 4*s,
on short, thick peduncles. Austral.— Much planted in
southern and middle California, where, however, it does
not perfect seed. F. von Mueller says it is perhaps the
15.

:

•rraiidest of

EK.

:

Australian avenue trees.

Stipules

)iOt

exceptionally large

deciduous

and

not rosy or

—

-
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FU:U!>

FK'l'S

Young

F.

?i'.y.

:

;

:

Yoiivg

FF.

Ba^v

G.

Ivs.

ofh-.^.

vot woolly.

norrowed.

Linn. (F. nitUJa, Thunb., and Hort., not
in. long; nerves .5 or
pairs; petiole
lines long: fr. sessile, in pairs, axillar}^ 4 lines thick,

17. retiisa,

Blume). Lvs. 2-1

yellow or reddish. Trop. Asia, Malaya. —A large evergreen tree with a few aerial roots.
Branches pale, smooth, furrowed
18. ailrea, Nutt.
lvs. 3-4 in. long, smooth, oblong, entire, narrowed but
fr. orange-yellow,
obtuse at each end, stout-petioled
globose, 4 lines thick. S. Fla. — Reasoner says it is a
handsome decorative plant for the florist, and that it
grows 60 ft. high. Chapman describes it as a small tree;
lie says nothing about stipules.
Tender in Santa Bar:

:

liara,

HH.

Stipules not glabrous.

Xot the Banyan Tree. Glabrous
throughout, except stipules: lvs. 4-7 in. long
nerves
about 4-6 pairs, not very prominent petiole 4-12 lines
long stipules 6-9 lines long fr. in crowded pairs, sessile, globose, smooth, yellowish red, 4 lines thick. Trop.
Asia, Malaya. — This species is greatly confused in
botanical literature with F. BeyujliaJensis, but F. Ivdica. does not take root from its branches, as does the
Banyan Tree. In recent writings F. Jndica is often
given as a synonym of F. Benc/halensis, but the distinctions here given are those made by King, in Flora
British India 5: 499 (1890). Tree grows' 50 ft. high.
tndica, Linn.

19.

;

;

:

;

GG.
H.

Base

Kerves about

..'

of lvs. rounded.

pairs

:

Don.

The

Once advertised for indoor ornament by Pitcher & Manda.—
F. carnosa, Hort. Advertised 1895 by Pitcher <fc Manda for indoors. F. GhauviHrii, Hort, In Europe this is said to be second only to F. elastica. Franceschi s.ays it has broader and
more oval lvs., and comes from New Caledonia, where it attains
60 ft. J. D. Eisele says that it has oval lvs. with creamy whitfveins, is strong-growing, and should be valuable for subtropical
gardening.— F. Cooperi, Hort., is cult, indoors from trop. Amer.
Advertised 1895 by Pitcher & Manda.— i^. Cunninghavii is a

new

Stipidea glahrous.

H.

Don, is a plant from S. Afr., never described b.v
plant in the trade is said to be F. eriobotroides.

F. Afzehi, G.

densely covered with wool beneath.

Pilmeri, Watson, Tree, 8-12 ft. liiKh, branching
petiole
Ivs. 3 in. long, 2-2'^ in. wide
near the ground
1
in. long
fr. in pairs, axillary, globose, ^2 in. thick.
Discovered on San Pedro Martin Island, northwestern
Mexico, 1887. — Perhaps the best adapted to severely hot
and dry places. Franceschi says it attains 30 ft.
16.

;i-6

—

lvs. 4-S in. long.

Benghal^nsis, Linn. Banyan Tree. Also written
Bengalensis. Young parts softly pubescent
nerves
prominent; petiole (>-18 lines long; stipules 9-12 lines
long: fr. in pairs, sessile, globose, puberulous, red.
20.

:

species of great size, producing aerial roots
introduced
by California E.xperiment Sration, and recommended by Reasoner Bros, for house culture in the South. Presumably
from Austral.— F. eriohotnAdes. Kunth & Bouchc. Habitat unknown. See F. Afzelii.— F. falcdta, Miq., is cult, but not advertised. A creeper with lvs. often of 2 forms, leathery, tes;

selately dotted and colored beneath. It is a form of F. punctata, with lvs. ol:>longor suhrhomboid, obtuse, not tapering below. India. Before No. 8 in the key.— F. Zttcirfa, Dryand. From
India, hut not described in Flora of British India. Advertised

1893 by John S.'iul for indoors. F. princeps, Kunth & Bouche.
Braz. Cidt. by Franceschi, who says it grows 60 ft. high and has
magnificent foliage, which is bronze and copper-colored when
young.— F. pyrifolia may be F. Benjamina, erecta, Fontanesii
or ndira. The name is advertised by Yokohama Niu-sery Co..

who

also advertise F. erecta.

w

ivj

Ficus ELASTK'A, or the Rubber Plant as it is known
all over this country, is perhaps the most popular and
satisfactory house plant that has ever been cultivated.
It is a plant for the million.
Some florists have several
houses especially devoted to the propagation and cultivation of this tough and thrifty plant. There are also
thousands upon thousands of young plants or rooted
cuttings from thumb-pots imported into this country,
especially from Belgium and Holland, for marketing
every spring. It is estimated that from 75,000 to 80,000
Rubber Plants were sold in America during the last
year. There are several varieties of the Eubber Plant, but
the true Ficus elastica is the best, both for growing
aiul for selling. It can be easily told from the smallerleaved variety, which is smaller and lighter colored in all
its parts, the stem being smoother, and the sheath that
covers the young leaves lacking the brown tint, which
often runs into a bright and beautiful Indian red.
The method of propagating now popular in America
employs old, bushy stock-plants, either in pots or tubs,
or planted out into a bed where the night temperature
can be kept from 60° to 7.5° F. As soon as the young
shoots are 5-6 in. long they are operated upon. An incision is made at the place where it is intended to root
the young plant, cutting upward on a slant midway between two eyes, making the cut anywhere from 1-2 in.
long, according to the thickness and length of the young
shoot or br.anch. A small wedge, as a piece of match,
is then inserted to keep the cut open. A large handful of
clean, damp, well prepared moss is then placed around
the branch to cover the cut and is tied moderately
firm with twine or raflia.
Some use a small piece o"f
charcoal for a wedge in the cut; others coat the two
cuts with a mixture of charcoal dust and lime. The latter practice, in the opinion of the writer, is beneficial in
that it expedites the callusing of the cuts and the root-

ing of the young plant after being cut and mossed. The
moss should b(! kept constantly nnjist, and the higher

The Creeping Fig on a conservatory
pumUa, better known as F. rcpens or F.

819.

Ficnis

wall.
stipulala.

about the size of a small cherry. Trop. Africa, India.
A tree, 70-100 ft. high, rooting from the branches, thus
forming accessory trunks and extending the growth of
the tree indefinitely. For an explanation of the confusion between Benghalensia and Indica, see Hooker's
Flora Brit. India 0:499, 500.
HH. Nerves about 8 pairs : lvs. 4%-7 x J-JJa in. long.
21. religridsa, Linn.
Peepul Tree of the Hindoos.
Petiole 3-i in. long
stipules minute
fr. in axillary
pairs, sessile, dark purple, }-i in. thick. India. On.
1, ji.
435. -Grows 100 ft. high, and the lvs., suspended
'on
;

:

their long, flexible petioles, rustle in the slightest breeze.

the temperature, within reasonable limits, the quicker
the rooting process goes on. The roots of the young
plant usually appear on the outside of the oval-shaped
hunch of moss. A complete out can then be nmde below
the moss and the young plant potted. The smaller the
pot at first the better. The leaves of the young plants
should be tied up in order that they may not be injured by coming in contact with one another or by lying
Hat on the pots. The young plants now require a gentle
bottom heat and frequent syringing, — a dozen times on
idear days. As soon as the young plants are taken from
the stock-plant, a little wax'should be put on the end of
the cut to prevent the milky sap from escaping. The
best time of the year to propagate and root Ficus is from
the first of January to M.ayr The European growers
never start much before the Christmas holidays; and
from then until spring they make all their cuttings.
The older method of propagating Rubber Plants is
still the favorite one abroad; it employs single-ejo cuttings. Sometimes, if the branches are very thick, only
one-halt the stem is taken with the eye and a single

FICUS
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leaf, tht- leaf bcini;

(.-urlerl up ami tioil with raffia, and
the small piece with the eye set int.i the propaKatiiij;
bed. This is a bed of sharp saud, or sometiuies of sand
and chopped sphagnum moss or hue cocoa-Hber. Frequently the single-eye euttinss are put at once into the
smallest sized tliumb-pot, with a mixture of very finely
ground potsherd and charcoal flllinp: about one-lialf thipot, and either soil or sand for the balance.
A small
stick is used to hold the leaf upriKht. These pots are
plunged into the propagating beticlies in either saud.

highly fertilised, an<l give ])lfnty of water. When rhe
jilants start into growth they will "be inclined to "break;"
that is, to make branches from the axils of many of the
leaves all along the stem. By this method handsome,
tree-shaped specimens of the Rubber Plant may be
secured I,iy the following autumn.
j- T7\r'RT'^

w

FIG

Carica, a native of Asia. See Ficus.
It is a warm-temperate fruit, although it will stand 10
to 20 degrees of frost under favorabh_-' conditions. It
was early introduced into North America, but excepting
on the Pacific coast it has never been more than an
amateur fruit. It has been known to fruit in the open in
Michigan without other protection than a high board
fence inclosurc, hut usually if grown north of Philadelphia the plants are lifted in early November, with
good balls of earth, kept in a dryish cellar over winter,
and planted out the next spring. From Philadelphia to
the C'aroliuas they may be bent to the ground and covered
with earth or iiine boughs. The fruit is borne on the
young wood, and often on young trees. This fruit is
really a hollow pear-shaped receptacle with many minute seeds (botanicallj'- fruits) on the inside it grows
like a branch from the side of the slioot. Inferior, runwild forms are frequent in the southern states, where
they are sometimes called "old num and woman" l)y the
negroes. Figs may be grown under glass, being planted
permanently in a border after the manner of hothouse
grapes. They usually bear better if the branches are
trained more or less horizontally. Two or more crops
may be expected in one year under glass. Eastern nuris

I''icus

;

serymen sell Fig trees. As early as 1S3.'J Kenrick ("New
American ()rchardist ") described 23 varieties. Popular
varieties for amateur cultivation in the east are Turkey,
White Genoa, P.Iack and Brown Ischia. In order to facilitate the ripening of the fruit in cool climates or tinder glass, it is a custom to dress the surface of the
nearly full grown Figs with sweet oil. As a dessert
fruit Pigs are usually eaten in the fresh state, in which
condition they are scarcely known to people in cno] climates. They are also cooked. The commercial Fig is
the dried fruit.
^20.

Ficus elastica, the Rubber Plant

of florists.

raoss or fiber, aii»l a steady bottom heat of from 75° to 80
is applied and kept up until the plants are routed. As
a rule, such beds are inclosed in a glasshouse, in or'

der to keep about them close, Avarm and moist atmosphere. Only ventilation enough to permit the moisture
caused by the evaporatitm to escape is allowed on thesirbeds. In this country, propagation by the first described
method can be continued nearly all the year round.
Prom experience of both methods, the writer can say
that the top -cutting and mossing process is bettor by far,
especially where i.)lenty of stock plants can be maintained.

After being shifted from the smaller size<l pots into
or -i-in. pots, the young plants will stand a great deal
of liquid manure as soon as they are rooted through or
become somewhat pot-bound. Many propagators plant
out the young plants from S- and 4-in. pots into coldframes after the middle of ]\Iay, or when all danger of
night frost is past. They do very well in the bright,
hot, open sun, but must receive plenty of water. After
being planted out in frames, they should be potted not
later than September, and for early marketing as early
as in August. The plan of planting out and potting in
the later part of summer or early autumn is a very practicable one, as the plants do not suffer so much from the
severe heat during the summer.
-^ j^ Stebrecht.
3-

Within recent years a much-branched or tree-shaped
Rubber Plant has attained a considerable degree of popularity. It is possible to produce such a
plant by topping it at any desired height while it is in
However, the best shaped
a free growing condition.
plants are obtained only by natural branching. In order
to induce Rubber Plants to branch freely without the
intervention of topping, it is necessary to keep the
plants dry and cool for two or three months in the
spring, in order to get them thoroughly rested. Then
plant them in a frame or in open ground that has been
style of

The Fig is propagated very easily from hardwood cuttings, as grapes are. Take cuttings in the fall, cutting
just below a bud. If wood is scarce, single-eye cuttings
may be used, being started preferably in a frame.
From cuttings, bearing plants may be expected in 2 to 4
years. New vai-ieties are obtained from seeds.
Various fruit books give directions for the growing of
Publications in California and of the United
Figs.
States Department of Agriculture discuss them. But
the only independent American writing seems to be
James T. Worthington's "Manual of Fig Culture in the
Northern and Middle States," Chillicothe, Ohio, 1869.
Althoutrh regularly copyrighted, it is a pamphlet of only
10 pages. It recommends the laying-down of the trees
in late fall and covering tliem with earth. This practice
gave better results than covering with other material,
or carrying the trees over winter in cellars, either in
tubs or transplanted from the open.
Incident to the commercial cultivation of Figs in California, there has been much discussion of the necessity
of capritication or fertilization by means of the Fig wasp.
The necessity for caprification, as well as the nature of
the process, was tirst established by Dr. Gustav Eisen;
see "Biological Studies on Figs, Caprifigs and Caprification " (Proc. Cal. Acad. Sci. Ser. 2, Vol. V. 189(1). In this
paper Dr. Eiseu demonstrates for the first time that there
are three distinct classes of edible Figs, those which
here have been termed Smyrniaca, Hortensis and Intermedia, and that some of these required capritication and
others not. Another point established by him was that
caprification was entirely a process of pollination, and
not due to the sting of the Fig insects, as had been
previously held hy certain investigators. In this and
other Fig work, the United States Department of Agriculture has taken an active part. Dr. Howard, U. S.
Entomologist, has done much towards introducing the
wasp. As early as 1890, H. E. Van Deman, then U. S.
Pomologist, introduced a few cuttings of the Smyrna
Fig and large quantities of the Capri, and these were
distributed in the Fig-growing sections of the country.
The Smyrna Fig was first hand-pollinated in 1891 by

Fia
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Dr. Eisen at Niles, Calif. The wasp was introduced
several times without success, hut the Department of
Agriculture took hold of the matter in 1898, and in 1899
succeeded in establishing the insect (sent from Algeria

Mission, Lower California, before 1710, and reached the
Alta California Missions soon after their establishment.
Vancouver found Fig trees at Santa Clara in 1792. At
the present time the Fig is cultivated in almost all parts
The tree stands a range of
of the state of California.
temperature of from 18° to 120° Fahr., and the only porto its growth are cerunsuited
really
California
of
tions
In the drier parts of the
tain cold or foggy districts.
Some
state it needs irrigation, as do other fruit trees.
of the old Fig trees in California are of immense size.
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hy Mr. Swingle) in Mr. Roeding's orchard at Fresno, Calif.
For further notes on Figs, see Bulletin No. 5, Division
of Pomology, U. S. Dept. of Agric.by Gustav Eiscu
(1897), Bulletin 20, new series, Disasion of Entomology,
Dept. of Agric, and various C^alifornia writings. A recent full account of Smyrna Figs, hy .J. Burtt Davy, is
in the Pacific Rural Press, Nov. 25, 1899.
l. H. B.

Fig Cultuke in the Carolinas. — Enthusiasm in regard to Fig culture in the eastern part of the country
has been very much dampened by the two or three
severe winter spells of late years. Several methods of
winter protection have been tried. A plan, which was so
successful in northern Maryland, of bending them down
and mounding with earth, will not do in North Carolina and southward. If the soil froze up and remained
frozen, as it does in northern Blaryland, it would be all
right. But here there is more warm than cold weather
in winter, and during the warm and wet sjiells the
buried branches simply rot, and are worse off in the
spring than those to which no protection is given. In
normal winters most varieties of Figs get aking very
well without protection, hut when the mercury drops to
10° or 12° above zero, even if the wood escapes, the
early crop is destroyed. When the trees are branched
in hush form from the ground, the best protection here
is to bend them down to the ground and cover thickly
with green pine houghs. If in standard shape and
kept pruned so, the best method of all is to thatch the
entire tree with corn stalks and broom sedge, placing a
thick layer of corn stalks upright around the body of
the trees, and tying them in closely at the top and banking the earth up against the butts, and then to thatch
every limb separately with broom sedge, tying as we go.
The trees come out in better shape from this than from
any other mode of protection. There is a great deal of
difference in the natural hardiness of the different varieties.
The Celestial is one of the hardiest. Doree
Narbus is reputed the hardiest in California, hut was
Next to Celestial comes the
outright
here.
killed
Brown Turkey, the Brunswick and Pegustrata. Adriatic is too tender to be of any use in North Carolina.
Station Smyrna, from the California Station, seems to be
almost as hardy as the Celestial. A few years ago
Brown Turkey Figs were plentiful in the Paleigh market at 75 cts. per bushel, but for two or three years past

hardly any have been offered.

y,r
p Massey.
Fig in California. — The Pig, anativeof southwestern
Asia, is one of the most ancient, beautiful and valuable of
all fruit trees and its more general culture in suitable districts of the United States is much to be desired. There
are several recognized botanical varieties of the Fig {Fici(.5 Cariea), of which the following can be noted
(1)
/'/cws Cariea, var. syh'ei^fri.'i, the wild Fig of Asia Mi,

r

The fruit of this
called the C.apri Fig.
kind is not edible, but the little Fig wasp {Jjlasldjiliin/a
paenes) breeds therein.
(2) Flats Cariea, var. i^imjrniaca, the true Smyrna Fig, which does not mature its
fruit unless the flowers are cross-pollinated hy band or
hy the friendly agency of the Blastophaga, which pollinating is termed caprification. {'.i) Ficus Carira ,var.
Iini-{i'}i.^is, the common
Fig of gardens and orchards.
Ficiis CVfricrt, var. intrrnudia, a ty])e of Fig which
-1
matures one crop, but needs cross-pollination for the
main, or second crop.
The last three of the above four botanical varieties of
Figs, especially the third, have become the parents of
many horticultural forms. The best drying Figs of commerce belong to the second class, Smyrniaca, while
nearly all of the fine table and preserving sorts are varieties of hnrleiisls.
Nearly all cultivated varieties of
Figs yield three crops, more or less distinct according to
the variety, the location and the season. The second
crop is the important one, but the first crop in some varieties is much esteemed for t.alile use. Ripe Figs can
he gathered in many ('alifornia I''ig orchards from late
in .Inly until rains and frost ilestroy the f rnit.
Figs have been grown on tlie PaciHc coast for much
more than a century. Trees were prol).ably at Loreto
nor,

I

)

commonly
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White

Adriatic Fig

It is not uncommon to see trees with trunks of more
than 2 feet in diameter.
One tree in Stanislaus
county is 60 feet in height, covers a circle 70 feet across,
and has a trunk that girths 9 feet. The great Banyanlike Pig tree at General Bidwell's, Butte county, illustrated in the Century Magazine for October, 1892, has
trailing or descending branches, which have taken root
at many places, and the whole group now covers a circle more than 150 feet in diameter.
l^arieties. — There are many horticultural varieties of
the Fig, probably not less than 150 distinct sorts in cultivation under innumerable synonyms. Their classificaThe
tion is by shape, color of skin and color of flesh.
pyriform or
shape is round or turbinate in some sorts
obovate in others. The skin varies in color in different
varieties from green, through pale yellow, buff, light
brown, reddish brown and purple, to black. The flesh is
it can
almost white, opaline, or various shades of red
be described as melting, spicy, juicy, coarse or even dry
in a few old sorts which seem but a few removes from
the wild. The size varies from sorts hardly as large as
a green-gage plum to others that sometimes weigh 4 or
5 ounces apiece.
The Fig most often planted in Cali;

;

fornia came from the old Missions, and is known as
California Black, a liardy and very pro<luctive sort.
ProjK'rly dried it is an excidlent Fig, but the dark color
renders it less marketable than the white varieties. It
is a very popular table Fig.
The white Fig most generally planted in California is the so-called "White Adriatic," which is the "Crosse Vcrte" of France and the
"Nebin.n"of Hogg. The best dried Figs yet produced
commercially in California are of this variety, which
does not need caprification.
There is a large and in^'reasing demand for California dried Figs, which are

FIG
not yet (.jual iu

.|iiality

t.u

tlic

sold at a lower prict-.
t'ollowinji; 25 varieties of Fit; are
tivated in California, and extensively

ground, to facilitate picking. Trees grown for drying
Pi;^s are headed higher, so that the ground can better
be kept smooth and clean, for the Figs are usmdly allowed to ripen and fall. Cultivation is necessary until
the trees comjdetely shade the i^^nauel.
Figs begin to bear early in California, often the second or third year. Some trees prove barren, or very
poor bearers, and nmst be replaced by others. Cuttings
for pro]i;iLCation should always be taken from well-matured wood of bearing trees. The tree appears to be as
long-lived as the olive, has very few insect enemies, ami

bi'

The

_

now

freely cul-

grown by tiie
AdriMtic (Grosse Verte), Agen, Angelique,
Black Ischia, Black Marseilles (Black Provence" or Reculver), Bourjassote Blanc, Brown Turkev. Brunswick,
nurseries

:

California Black, Oapri, Celeste (Celestine), Col di SiyDu Hoi. Gru^sale, Ladaro, Negro
Largo, Ronde Noire, Rond.- Violotte Hative, Royal
Vineyard, San Pedro, Smyrna. White Genoa (Groysu
Marseilles), White Is(dua, While JMarseillrs
IV-tite
Marseilles).
The California Ex[K-rinient Station has
grown at various places th(^ al:io\-e 2o varieties, and, in
addition, about
others, tlms testing a collection of
some GO sorls, and these have been widely distril)uted
for G or 8 years. The list ineludes Abondance Precoce,
Brianzola. Black Brogiatto, Beilona, Bordeaux, Brown
Ischia, Dalmatian, Doree Narbus, Rocardi, Rulirado,
Verdal Longe, 3 varieties of Smyrna, )sborne Priditi<\
Pastiliere and an especially tine variety, Hirta du Japon, a medium-sized, turbinate, dark iVnr])le Fig witli
yellowish white flesh and high qualitv. Tliis last named

nora Nero, Drap d'Or,

not subject to disease. The fruit in some districts in
some seasons ferments on the trees (''Fig-sour"). This
sometimes seems to come from over irrigation, sometimes from lack of vitality, and more often occurs with
very juicy and tender varieties.
Ca pri fi rat on — 'Y\\i.' problems connected with Fig
capritication have long been discussed, and the necessity for the process has been strenuously denied by many
writers.
But there is no doubt that Figs of the true
is

(

.'if)

i

(

Smyrna type cast their Figs unless caprified, for old
now growing in California and V)ear no crop.

Cases otherwise rejiorte'l prove ti' bo of some different,
or Jiorfrtisis, variety.
Fig capritication has l)een discussed in various pa|)ers iu the publications of the State
Board of Horticulture, by Dr. Eisi-n and others, in the
publications of the Divisions of Poinology and Entomologv, at Wasliington, and bv W. T. Swingle in Science,
O.'tober 20, 1899.
The true Smyrna Figs, whiidi jiri' nf seviTal varieties,
and doubtless capable of much im[)rovement, yield tw-*
crops, the first of which fails, because no pollen is then
obtainable from the wild or Capri trees. Both earlier
and later varieties of wild Figs than we now have are
needed by hm-ticulturists. Tlii^ wild Fig tiow jiroduces
three crops, but only one is useful for cajirihcation
the
others are bai'ren of pollen, but are necessary to maintain the Fig wasp. (.)nly 'SO <_'apri Figs are needed to
caprify a large Fig tree, so abundant are the insects and
the pollen in good seasons, and one tree of the wild Fitr is
sntfici(uit for one hundred Smyrna trees. The male of th(^
FiLT wasp is without wings, but the female has wings
and s;nv-Iike mandibles she cuts }irr wa>' through scales
which interlock over the apex of the half grown Smyrna
Fii,'.
She h>ses her wings in entering, dies in the Fig,
and is absorbed by the vegetable cells; if her eggs are
deposited they also perish, and the continuance of the
species (lepends upon thr)se individuals that remain upon
the wild Fig trees.
The whole story is one of the most
interesting known to entomologists.
Fig -drying in CciUforu ia Fig. 822 — Thf- foreign
methods so far as tested in California are not practicable under lalior conditions, and not entirely satisfac
tory in any case. Some growers let Figs fall from the
trees, picking such as shrivel on the trees without
droppiii>r
,,thers let all the Figs fall.
Picking is best
with the finer sorts. Allow the Figs to shrivel on the
trees; ]uck with great care, place on slat travs, bloom-

The Smyrna Fig was

first

;

;

hand-pidlinated in

and also for several seasons at Fresno,
producing Figs which when dried were of superior
quality. In 1809 Mr. Roeding's Smyrna Figs, cajirilied
by the little Pig wasp, bore a Fig crop. Several large
1891

at Niles

(

orchards of the true Smyrna Pigs, in various varieties,
and many Capri Fig trees are ready for colonies of this
useful Biastophaga, and it is hoped that a new industry
can now be developed in various ]>arts of California.
Propagatfon. — The Fig grows very readily from cuttings. Use -well ripened wood of the previous seas i
growth, cut at the joint, and give them the same ticat
ment required for grape cuttings. They will even ^,ro^\
from single-eye cuttings. Bottom heat is not neces ar's
in California, where the cuttings are set in the nuiser^
in December or January, and are ready for the orch-ir
in a year. In the eastern states, winter-made cuttings can be started with bottom heat, or in tin-

;

ei
t

1

open

air in April.

Budding is best done by the annular or rinu;
method so useful for the chestnut and walnut.
The Fig can be cleft-grafted, say in February in
California, but extreme care must be taken to
exclude the air. Seedlings are easily grown from
the fertile seeds of the imported Smyrna Pigs.
and from the few fertile seeds occasionally ap-

^

^
H

I

i

.

v^,fj

pearing in common varieties.
Planting, CuUiirt', e/c — The Fig tree in California requires much space, hence it is used as
an avenue tree, or if in orchard form other trees
are set between, to be afterwards removed. In good soil
Fig trees, like walnuts, should finally stan<l not less
than 40 feet apart.
Trees i,^rown
Little pruning is re<[uired for the Pig.
for table Figs an- headed litw, about 18 inches from the

.

trees are

variety, with Angelique, Early Violet. Brown Turkev
and a few others, is exeellent for Ikhisc enlture or forring. The best sources in France, Spain and Italy havr
been drawn upon for the various imi)ortatiMns of Figs
upon which these collections are based.
Acreage.— About 5,000 acres of land in California
have been planted in Figs, mostly in small traets seldom exceeding 20 acres. The leading Fig counties, as
far as area is concerned, are Los. Angeles, Santa Bar
bara, San Bernardino, Butte and I^re.sno, but the
counties of Alameda, Santa Clara, Solano, Sacramento,
Stanislaus, San Joaquin, Placer, Yuba, El Dorado and
Shasta contain some of the linest groves and specimen
trees.
The Snit/rna -/'/i/.s'. — Aft(U' many attempts, the tiiir
Smyrna Figs were introduced on quite an extensive
scale by the San Francisco Bulletin in IM82, by the late
James Shiun, and by George Roeding, of Fresno. From
these difl:Vrent importations. California bi--came we!!
stocked with both the Capri and Smyrniaca types. The
Fig wasp was obtained in July, 1801, by James Shinn.
but the locality was unsuited to its propagation. It
was again iiitroduced at various times by the United
States Department of Agriculture and by i\Ir. Roeding.
until it now seems to be fairly well estal)lished at

Fresno.
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FITTOXIA

Subsequent sweating and "processing" vary much as
prunes, raisins and otlier dried fruits. Exceeding
care, cleanliness and long experience are all-important in

spike; calyx segments linear-bristly; corolla tube slender lip long, narrow, shortly lobed at the apex.
Fittonia argyroneura (Fig. 823) and F. Verschaffeltii
are among the showiest and most satisfactory of tropical
trailing plants that are grown for their foliage. Heat,
moisture and shade are the main factors in their culture. They are standard plants in all the finer collections, and require a closer atmosphere than that of the
ordinary living room. They are chiefiy grown in wide,
shallow pans on wire frames filled with moss and peat,
some sand, and a little very finely rotted manure.

588
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the production of a higii-grade article.
The dried Fig crop of California is large, and increasing. In 1880 the total product was but 100,000 pounds.
In the 5 years ending with 1899 it was 14,945,000 pounds,
an average of 2,989,000 pounds per annum. White
Adriatic, Black Californian and to a small extent White
Marseilles were the varieties producing this amount.
Culture in the eastern states. — The culture of the
Kig in the northern and middle parrs of the United
States is extremely interesting, but is esseutially different from California methods, or even from those prevailing in the southern states. The tree is not hardy
enough to endure the climate excepting when grown as
a bush, and protected in winter, usiially by covering it
with several inches of soil. In the southern middle
states a heavy covering of straw or of evergreen
branches is often sufficient. The first crop of fruit is all
the
that can usually be expected in the extreme north
.second crop sometimes ripens in the middle states.
South of Virginia, many varieties of Fig are readily
grown in the open ground. The experiments of Berckuians, Massey, Normand, Keasoner and others plainly
show that the Fig is well ailapteil to a large area of the
southern states, but chiefly for table use— not for drying,
which seems to require a less moist summer atmosphere. The Fig cannot be carried far to market in a
fresh state, and therefore its extended cultivation to
supply local demands will long be profitable. Even in
California the fruit markets are with difficulty kept
supplied, and many large towns seldom have fresh Figs
on the stands.
Charles H. Shinn.

;

;

FIG. Adam's F. is Urusa paradisiaea. BarbaryF.,
(tprintia vulf/aris.
Devil's F., Argemone Mericana.
Hottentot's ¥., Mesembrijanthe7num edtile. Indian F.,
Opuntia vulgaris. Keg Y., Diospyros Kaki. Pharaoh's
F.,

Sycomorus

antiquoruni..

FIG-MAEIGOLD. Mesemlirnnnlhemum.

FILAGO Germanica, the Cotton Rose, is a cottony annual plant somewhat like Leontopodium, which
is now and then collected by tourists and dyed like immortelles. It was called Herba itnpia by the old herbalists, because a new generation of clustered heads rises
out of the parent cluster as if undutifully exalting
itself.
Fully described in botanies.
FILBERT. Old World
FILIPfiNDULA.

FINGEK GRASS.
FIORIN.

species of Coriilus.

See Ulmaria.
Species of Clilnris and Panicum.

AijTOstis stotonifera

and alba.

FIR should not be used to mean anything outside
the genus Abies, but popularly it includes many trees
known to nurserymen and others as Picea. Fir is also
used loosely and inaccurately to include conifers of
other genera.

FIRE-CRACKER, FLORAL.

See Brevoortia.

FIRE-ON-THE-MOUNTAIN.

I'Japhnrbia

helero-

pin/ 11a.

FIRE-PINK.

FIRE-PLANT

Sileiie
is

Vinjhiica.

A'uphorhia heteropliijUa.
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Fittonia argyroneura (X^i),

They can be trusted with the most conspicuous position,
as they are always on dress parade. They look well on
a corner, with the pan tilted up somewhat so that S(une
of the foliage may hang down.
It is a good plan to
place the pan on a small inverted saucer in a large saucer of water chiefly for the sake of a continuous supply
of moisture, but also to foil the slugs, which are about
the only enemies of these fine plants.
fine, large specimen can be quickly and easily secured by the use of a
number of small plants. As fast as tliey grow they can
be pegged down in their porous rooting medium. If a
specimen has to be neglected for a long while it can be
quickly renewed by covering w'ith a little soil the bare
portions of stem and pegging them down.
Fittonias are also amongst the finest elements in
"pyramids" or mounds along with Philodendrum. CisSits diseolor, Fpiscea eupreala, Ne]>hthytis and Selaginellas.
There is often a bare, unsightly space under
the benches that can be transformed into a tangle of
tropical creepers by the use of such plants.,
board
can be placed slanting toward the walks and covered
with rotten stumps, chunks of peat, and moss for the
plants to run in. The open borders near the "walks have
hardly good enough draintige. They can also be pegged
down in mossy coverings for tubs of palms, as they can
stand unlimited watering. On the whole, they are ideal
plants for tropical conservatories, and it would be hard
to overstate their merits.

A

A

A. Eabit erect ; height l'^., ft.
Linden {Gynniostdchyuin gigaytti^a Hort.}.
Subshrubby, branching stems reddish violet only between the joints, with 4 ranks of silky, white, erect
hairs
Ivs. opposite, elliptical, not notched at the base,
with 2 ranks of hairs, tapering more than in the other
species, dark, shining green
veins carmine-red
fls.
pale, with a reddish brown band in the middle of the
side and upper lobes, and a dark yellow spot in the middle of the lower lip. R.H. 1809, p. 180. I.H. 16:611.

gigrant^a.

,

:

FIRE-WEED. Kpilabium

ancinstifolium and A'rcc/i-

tiles li.ierarUi>lta.

FISH-GRASS. See Cabnmba.

FITTONIA

(Elizabeth and Sarah Mary Fitton, authors
if "Conversations on Botany," and friends of Robert
Brown). Acanthdceai. Three species of low-growing
Peruvian herbaceous perennials, valued for the brilliant
variegation made by red or white venation of their large,
heart-shaped Ivs. Fls. borne singly in the axils of the
overlapping bracts, which form a poduncled, terminal

:

:

;

AA.

TIabil trailing
n.

:

Veins

height about 6 in.
7-ed

and Eranthemam
rnhrovenosum, Hort. Jiranthemum

Verschaffeltii, E. C<irni. {Fittonia.

rnlironervam and

,

FI'I'TONIA

t^LORlCULTURE

rnbro-venlum, Veitch. i! ij iniuK^i.trh nam Verschaffeltii
Lemaire). Lvs. ovatu. iiotcluHi at the base, dull green,
(.»ften yellowish, veined earniine.
F.S. 15:1581.' I.H.
10:372. Var. P^arcei /^ and G, Pearcei,B.OTi.). Lvs.
light, bright green
veins light, bright carmine
Tinder

FLORICULTURE. The cultivation of plants for ornais known as Floriculture.
Tlie work is
limited largely to herbaceous or small jdants, and is contined for the most part to greenhouses and otlier glass
structures. In this country Floriculture did not assume
much importance until about 1825. Prior to that time a
number of firms were devoting considerable attention to
the work, but their field was so broad that they could
hardly be called florists. After the year named, affairs
generally were in a more settled condition, and thero
began to be a marked increase in all lines of business.
The eastern states were rapidly increasing in population and wealth, especially near Jioston, New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, and with this
increase came a demand for flowers.
Philadelphia was one of the first cities in which Floriculture assumed importance. This was due to the fact
that a great deal of wealth had accumulated there, and
the people therefore had time and opportunity to cultivate a love for the beautiful in the shape of flowers.
Philadelphia had advantages also due to climate and to the
active work of several horticultural societies which were
organized early, and did much to extend the interest
already awakened. Boston was also a center for Floricultural work, and many fine establishments were located in that vicinity. New York was behind most of the
other cities, largely because tlie time of her people was
very fully occupied with business affairs.
From 1830 to 1840 mm^h proL^ress was nuide in all
branches of the woj-k. Rapid iiiijtrovenient in greenhouse construction had been brou^^ht attout.aml many
facilities were afforded growers forlu-ating and ventilating their greenhouses, which materially aided in the
production of better stock. The change from flues to
hot water was the most important innovation of the period.
About 1850 other improvements which had a
marked influence on the industry were made in greenhouse construction. Chief among these may be mentioned the abandonment of jnovable sashes and the substitution of fixed roofs, the use of larger-sized glass,
and the bedding of the glass in putty instead of placing
the putty on the outside. These improvements may appear trivial at the present time, but they marked an important advance in greenhouse construction. In those
early days the principal plants grown for cut-flowers
V7erQ camellias, tuberoses, heliotrope, bouvardias, etc.,
and for bedding and for ornamental and other purposes,
fuchsias, geraniums and bulbs of various kinds.
By 1860 commercial Floriculture had assumed considerable importance.
Tlie establishments in the main,
however, were devoted to many diverse lines of work;
that is. the commercial florists of the time were required,
through the demands of the market, to grow not only
cut-flowers, Imt also plants for ornament and for bedding.
Things went on f<tr the most ]>art in this way
until after tlie civil war, when there began an era of
plant-growing, which continued until about 1868 or 1870.
At this tinie plants of all kinds were in demand in preference to cut-flowers, consequently many new establishments were started, and these devoted practically all
their space to growing ornamental stocdv.
The rose,
which had come into general use as early as 1850, was
rapidly superseding the camellia. Carnations were also
being grown to a considerable extent, and much attention was devoted to lilies and other bulbous crops, such
as hyacinths, tulips, etc. About this time violets began
to attract attenti<.>n, and the introduetion r>f the variety
Marie Louise gave an impetus to the work wliidi was
destined to have a luarked influence on an important
phase of Floricultural development.
About 1870 there was a noted increase in the demand
for cut-flowers, and in a short time this business assumed important proportions. Soon there was a rush to
change from the growing of plants for ornament and
for bedding to the forcing of roses, carnations and other
crops for the flowers alone. This demand for cut-flowers
had an important bearing on methods of culture and the
construction of houses, and it was found necessary in
many cases to modify existing methods and to change
the construction to suit the demands of the time.
During the past twenty-five years the demand for cutflowers has been constantly increasing, and, while the
same is true of plants, the demand for flowers has been

(

;

;

surface somewhat glaucous, Var. Daveana (F. Ddveana, Hort.). Once sold 1>y J. Saul. "Foliage with light
center, bordered very dark gn-en." I\Iuro robust than
the type and with veins of stronger red.
\'euis white.

B.

argyronetlra, E. Coeni.
Lvs, dark, shining green.
F.S. 1G:10G4. (4n. ;!(!, ]>. o'll and 2, \). ;!1'J.-The velvetiness of the upper surface of h\ I'er.schnffelfii- is due to
large, projecting epidermal cells with an apical nucleus.
Instead of these characteristic cells, F. anji/mupura has
small cells and conical hairs, whicli are partitioned off
and have tubercles at the base.
,

RoitEKT Shore and W. M.

FIVE-FINGER.

Putrnlilbi.

FLACOtTRTIA (Etienne

dp Flacourt. 1607-1660, GenFrench East India Co., Governor uf
Madagascar and author of a history uf Madagascar).
Bixdcete. This genus contains a spiny hedge and fruit
plant called the Rambustan or Governor's Plum. It is
a dense-leaved plant with purple fruits, grown onlv in
The whole order, with its 20 genera and" 16(1
S. Calif.
species, contains no plants of garden value except a few
Azaras and Aberia Caffra, another tropical spiny hedge
and fruit plant. Lvs. short-stalked, toothed lis. small,
dicecious, in small racemes or glomes
sepals 4-5, scablike, ciliated, overlapping; petals none; stamens many;
styles 2 to many
ovary 2-5-celled
fr. a lierry.
In
Aberia the sepals scarcely overlap. 7-'. Bumonfchi
L'Herit., the Governor's Plum, comes from India,
Malaya and Madagascar.
F. FRAxrESPHi and W. M.
eral Director of the

:

;

:

FLAG, /r (.9. Cat
Sweet

IE.,

;

Tail F.,

7V/>;;r(.

Acorns Cahonus.

Corn'E., Glad ioluR.
7 *w*.s Pseud-

Yellow F,

,

acorns.

FLAME-FLOWER.

Kniphofia aloides.

FLAX, As

fiber plants are treated only incidentally
in this work, the reader is referred to certain publications of the Department of Agriculture. Report No. 10
of the Office of Fiber Investigations contains 80 pages,
published in 1898. Farmers' Bulletin No. 27, published
1895, is a summary in 16 pages. Another summary may
he found in the Year Book for 1897. Flax is occasionally
cult,

for ornament, and

is

therefore described under

Zinnm.

FLAX,

False,

wiinn tenax.

is

Toad

FLEABANE.

C'lmeJinn.
P.,

New

Zealand

F.,

P/cm-

Linaria.

Erigeron.

FLEMlNGIA

f.lohn Fleming. Pres. Medical Board of
Bengal; author of "A Catalogue of Indian Medicinal

Plants and Drugs"). Lrgnminosip. This genus includes
two shrubs, cult, only in S. Calif, and S. Fla. Herbs.
subshrubs or shrubs of the Old "World tropics, erect.
prostrate or twining: lvs. mostly with 3 digitate leaflets.
rarely 1; stipules none: fls, red or purple and mixed with
yellow, in crowded racemps or panicles; stamens 9 and
i: pod short, oblique, swelled. 2-valved: seeds spheri-

al
cong^sta, Roxb. Shrub, somewhat erect: Ifts. broadly
lauceolated, the side ones2-nerved, middle one 3-nerved:
racemes axillary, dense, shorter than the leaf-stalks.
India. "Rich, ornamental foliage: fls. purple." — i^rancenchi.

F. strobililera, R. Br., has been introduced recently
It has drooping fascicles of white pink-striped

in S. Fla.

and large yellow bracts: lvs. simple, ovate, acute:
plant shrubby.
rls.

FLOATING HEART. Limnanthemnm
FLORA'S PAINT BRUSH
Finilia flammea.

is

a

.

common name

for

mental purposi.'s
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FLORIDA

proportionally greater. As a result of the increasing <lesire for tiowers, there have been developeil methods of
handling them which prior to 1870 were unknown. Tlie
best growers have found it necessar}'" to specialize in
order to keep pace with the demands of the trade tor tlie
highest grade of flowers, hence we have specialists in
rose-growing, carnation-growing, violet-growing, et(;.
The immense number of tiowers produced required
special methods for handling, and therefore there have

the only places capable of raising fruit, the rest of tho
arable land being so sandy and wanting in plant-food
that remunerative crops could not be grown on it excepting after it had been "cow-penned."
Such a soil, containing often over 90 per cent sand
and insoluble matter, at first sight would seem to be
absolutely worthless for Horticultural purposes, but
with the advent of the new Horticulture it becomes the
ideal soil.
have here a lodgment for plants iu
which occurs no material that will prove deleterious to
the crop, and all we have to do is to add to it the material that will cause the plant to grow to the necessary
size and produce fruit of the desired quality. Beautiful
thin-skinned oranges grow only on land properly fertilized and not on soil impregnated with great quantities
of organic nitrogen, i.e., fertile lands.
Circumscribed Areas. — In building up of the lanii
from the ocean bed, referring especially to peninsular
Florida, the wind and waves have sorted the particles
to some extent and have elevated various portions more
than others. The separation of the larger particles of
sand from the finer, with a porous substratum, has
produced what is called a"scrub." The railroad surveys
indicate that the maxim elevation in peninsular Florida
Thus it happens that, although this
is about 150 feet.
land is thirsty, it is rarely or never spent of its capillary
moisture. The areas of scrubs may vary in size from
few acres or even less to many thousands, but they analways sharply defined, having a specialized flora. The
soil in a hammock is of a finer texture and is not infrc([uently underlaid by clay. It often occurs that land of
this texture is only a few feet above sea level, or it may
be elevated and rolling, but is always covered with a good
growth of hard wood or of cabbage palmetto, or botb.
This class of land has long been desirable for Horticultural purposes, and is still regarded as valuable; these regions are more or less isolated, and vary in extent. Such
land usually contains sufficient fertility to raise several
crops of vegetables. Plat-woods land is usually level,
varying in fertility from 90 per cent of sand and insoluble
matter to that which will produce a crop of tomatoes.
This class of land comprises about nine-tenths of the
land of the Peninsula. With proper treatment it raises
good crops and is capaljle of remarkable improvement.
The characteristic plant of this land is the long-leaved
pine (PiiiKS palnstfis)
Horticultural Regions. — The foregoing discussion
relates to the state independent of latitude and climate.
The state is also divided into four regions, according fo
climate and latitutle: (1) western Florida, that portion
of the state lying west of the Aucilla river; (2) eastern Florida, that portion of the state lying between
the Aucilla river and a line drawn from the moTith of
the St. -Tohn's river to Cedar Keys; (3) central Florida,
that portion of the state lying between easteim Florida
and southern Florida; (-4) southern Florida, — includinLr
the counties of Brevard, Dade, Monroe, Lee, DeSoto
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been developed wholesale commission liouses, retail
stores, exchanges, auction sales, and other arrangements
for quickly disposing of stock. See Cnt-Flowers.
As already pointed out, the industry has assumed the
most importance near large cities, owing to the great
demand in such places for both plants and flowers. The
cities which now lead in the handling of stock of this
kind are New York, Chicago, Boston and Philadelphia.
The greatest amount of glass devoted to Floriculture is
found in New York, Illinois, Pennsylvania and New
Jersey, in the order named. There are now probably
not less than nine or ten thousand floral establishments
in the United States, representing a money value of
from twenty-two to twenty-three million dollars, and
giving employment to not less than fifteen thousand
people. The annual output from these establishments,
considered from the retailer's standpoint, is in the
neighborhood of twenty-five million dollars. Of this
amount from twelve to fourteen millions are annually
spent for flowers and the remaining ten or twelve millions for plants.

The rose is the most important cxit-flower grown, and
there are not less than six million dollars' wortii sold
every year in this country. This means an annual pr<tduction of fully one hundred million flowers. The carnation is the second flower in importance. It is estimated that there is sold annually fully four million
dollars' worth of this flower, representing a j)roductiou
of not less than one hundred million flowers. The viulet is third, with a production of seventy-flve million
flowers, valued at seven hundred and fifty thousand dolChrysanthemums are only a part-year crop, but
they represent a value of half a million dollars. Of miscellaneous flowers, such as lilies, hyacinths, tulips, orchids, etc., there are proliably between two and three
million dollars' worth sold annually. The varieties of
roses, carnations and chrysanthemums grown for flowers are constantly changing, but the varieties of violets
have changed but little in twenty 3'ears.
The number of plants sold, includingpalms, ferns and
bedding stock of all kinds, will probably exceed one hundred millions, estimating that the average sized pot for
the country as a whole is 3 inches, and the average
price 10 cents per pot.
To properly conduct the fine retail establishments iu
our cities, a large force of employes is required. These
establishments are carried on with every attention to
methods for attracting and holding trade. The stores
lars.

are models of elegance, and their methods of handling
the crops, such as having special decorators, show windows, fine delivery wagons, messenger boys, etc., makes
the business expensive.
As a rule, florists are such >)usy people that few of
them have time to write books on their specialties,
consequently the works on this indifstry can be coiuited
on the fingers of one hand. The first work of iniportance was Peter Henderson's "Practical Floriculture."
which was issued in 1807. New editions of this were
issued from time to time, but nothing further was published until 189.'{, when M. A. Hunt's "How to Grow *.'utPlowers" appeared. More recently we have Taft's "(Treeiihouse Management," which covers the wljole field nf
plant-growing under glass, and also the " Florists' Manual,"

by William

Scott.
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history

of Horticulture in Florida drites from the earliest settlements, and even prior to that period tlie aborigines carried
on a desultory plant growdng. The peculiarity of tlie sdil,
however, prohibited the extension of this work exci'|.t
in a few isolated places. It was necessary to introduce
commercial fertilizers before Horticulture could make
rapid progress in this stutc Up to the time of commercial fertilizers, it was thought that the hammocks were

We
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and Manatee.
Citrous Fruits develop best on hammock and flatwoods land, preferring the cabbage palmetto hammocks
or a hammock containing a mixture of palmetto and
hard wood. The lime {Gilrii,^ M'^iUeus var. alone dofs
well on the shell and coquina lauds of southern Florida.
The lemon Is the best stock for high flat-woods land.
For western Florida the Satsnma orange is the best variety. For eastern Florida varieties that mature their
fruit before Christmas maybe planted. In central Flor)

ida all the varieties of Citrus do well, especially toward
the south and in jirotecte*! hM-;dities. The followini;
sweet oranges do especially well iu southern Florida:
Centennial, DuRoi, Exquisite, Hart'^^ Late, Higley's
Late, Homosassa, Jafi'a, Madam Viuos, I\Iajorca, Maltese Oval, Nonpareil, Pars(ni P>rown, Pineapple and
Thorpe. Of the Mandarin .i;-ronp, — China, Cleopatra,
Dancy's Tangerine, -la]iau 'Pjingerine a.nd King. Of the
Bitter Orange group,- Phillii.s Bitter Sweet. Of the
Pomelos, — Aurantium, Hart, Josselyn, Seedless and
Walter. Of the Kin-Kans, — Marunii and Nagami. Of
the Citron group, — Lyman, Lemon and Orange. Of
Shaddocks,- Blood, "Forbidden Fruit" and Mammoth.
Peaches grow iu all sections, preferring hammock or
rolling flat-woods huid i>r even level tlat-woods land if
perfectly drained, but the varieties best adapted to

-
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vary considerably. Among those
adapted to western Florida we have Alexander, Early
Creura, Elberta, Florida Crawford, General Lee, Imperial and Powers' September. For eastern Florida,
Angel, Bidweirs Late, Colon, Ferdinand, Honey, Imperial. Oviedo, Taber, Triana and Waldo. For centra!
Plorida,-Angel, Bidwell's Early, Bidwell's Late, Idaggie, Peen-to, Waldo and Yum Yum.
For southern
different

regions

Floriaa,-An.i,^el, Bidwell's Early, Bidu'cll's Late, Maggie, Peen-to,
Yum, and others.
Plums, as a whole, are adapted only to western
eastern Florida, preferring hamniO(.dt and
Hat-woods land. Burbank does well in
the western section. In the eastern srctj.n,
Babcock, Botan and Burbank do mtII.
Pears.— Kieffer, LeConte and Smith
pears do well in western and eastern Florida on hammock or Jiat-woods land.
Grapes grow rapidly, but need careful attention to be
kept in good bearing condition for a period of years.
Hammock land is preferable for them. The native
varieties grow to an immense size and produce great
quantities of fruit with a minimum attention. Of V. roinndifolia, the Scuppernong and Thomas grow luxuriantly in all sections. Flowers grows well in western,
eastern and central Florida. Of the true Vitis section of
this genus, Cynthiana, Ives and Norton do well in western Florida; Cynthiana, Ives, Niagara and Norton do
well in eastern Florida
Cynthiana, Niagara and Norton in central Florida.

Yum

;

Kaki (Japanese Persimmon).— This

fruit

finti
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most congenial habitat on

their

scrub land. S"tl from pineapple fields contains a large
percent of sand and insi:duhle matter, — as hi,i,'h as 9b
per cent. The land must lie widl drained, free from any
standing water, even during the rainy season. The most
extensive pineapple area is located on the sand hills
near the coast. The character of the vegetation and
physical condition of these hills or dunes is essentially
that of the scrub land of the interior. The slat sheds or
pineapple sheds, which are constructed to afl'ord a half
shade, serve a good purpose in stnnmer as well as in

Citrus,

hardy varieties

Citxnis,

ouce productive.

Citrus,

now

productive

.

.

/

.

'^

.

Strawberries.

Pineapples

.

.

needs good

hammock

land or well drained high, or more or less undulating flat-woods land. It is i)etter adapted to western, eastern and central than to southern Florida. The
foUowine: varieties do well in western, eastern and
central Florida, and under most favorable circumstanci's
in southern Florida
Costata, Hyakume, Okame, Talier's No. V29, Tane-nashi, Tsuru, Yeddo-ichi and Yeniou.
Miscellaneous Tree Fruits. Under favorable conditions Jennings and Red Astrachan apples may be
fruited in western Florida; Santa Fe apricot in western
and eastern Florida. Figs do fairly well for homo use
and for canning nr candying in eastern and central
:

—

They n(^ed a ci>mpact, tine-textured soil. The
fruit more or less abundantly:
Ischia, Blue Genoa, Brown Turkey, Brunswick, Celestial, Green Ischia, Lemon and White MarFlorida.

following varieties

Black

seilles.

Mulberries will grow on hammock or good quality of
flat-woods land in all sections of the state. The following
varieties have given good crops: Downing, Hicks and
Stubbs. Pomegranates make a more or less ornamental
fruit. Acid, Purple and Sweet do well in western, eastern and central Florida. Pecans do best un low liammock land, especially in western Florida. They succeed
well in eastern and central Florida, but have not been
introduced into southern Florida sufficiently to permit
detinite statement.
Str.'^wberries. — The growing of this crop is controlled largely by eflicient and reasonable transportation.
If the crop cannot be placed upon the market promptly
The development of this industry is,
it is worthless.
therefore, coincident with that of eflicient and reasonProbably nine-tenths of
able railroad transportation.
the fields of the state are planted on moist flat-wnods
land, or what is locally known as gall-berry flats. Such
land is cleared and "thoroughly drained by means of
open ditches. On such land strawberries begin to ripen
in January and continue until May or June if properly
cultivated, though the season of profitable shipment
rarely extends beyond the middle of April. Especially
prepared refrigerator cars, so constructed that the ice
tank is filled from the outside, the water melted from it
carried off without entering the car, keeping the apartment occupied by berries dry and cool in transit, are
now carried by some railroads on express trains. The
plants are usually set out every year, in August, September and October, and bear a good crop the following
spring. The most successful strawberry growers continue to cultivate a portion of the old field to secure
new plants to be used the following fall for planting out
the new field.
Cloud, Newnan, Lady Thompson and
Wilson do well in western, eastern and central Florida.
38

Pineapples

winter.

In

summer

slats reduce the

the
of

amount

sunshine that reaches the
jilants and
c<)nse(iuently
the intensity of heat, though pronably not the total warmth. In winter they interfere with rapid radi
ation, which wnuld occur as the result uf a sudden freeze or of a
frost.
The slat shed is a simple
structure, the essential part of it
the rocif or covering, which
is made of boards or slats fastened
so as to leave an opening between
the hoards or slats equal to the
lieing'

space covered by them. These vary 824. Horticultural zones
of Florida.
in size from a common plastering
lath to boards 4 inches wide.
The
height of the covering above the ground varies from *i
feet to rarely more than 10. The most extensive fields
are located in southern Florida. Smaller areas have been
planted in central Florida
nearly all of these are protected by sheds, some of the sheds being so constructed
The islands
that the mof may be closed completely.
or keys underlaid with coraline breccia form one of the
most suitable habitats for this plant, while the low, fertile islands or keys are worthless for a pineapple plantation. Red Spanish is cultivated more extensively than
all the other varieties combined. It is a hardy variety, and
one suited to extensive planting with a minimum amount
of attention. For extensive culture Egyptian Queen,
Porto (Puerto) Rico and Ripley Queen do well generally.
Smooth Cayenne is promising, because not spiny. The
total amount of fruit produced annually varies consi<lerably, but has probably not exceeded 100,000 whole barrel
crates. This, however, is only a fraction of the possibility and probability of pineapple growing in Florida.
Bananas are cultivated only for local markets, but
form a source of considerable reA^enue to a immber of
plantations. The land best adapted to them is a low,
moist hammock or a bay head, especially such soil as
Bara<;oa (Red Jamaica),
is composed largely of muck.
Cavendish, Golden, Hart's Choice and Orinoco ("Horse
Banana") are leading varieties in southern Florida.
Guava. — The guava has attained considerable importance, though as yet it is not cultivated extenPlantations exist in various portions of the
sively.
state, but the greater quantity used in canning and for
jelly is collected from uncultivated or from originally
native growth. The native varieties grow well on an>
Fertile soil on coral
fertile soil that is well drained.
breccia is a favorite spot for the wild guava. The most
;
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desirable varieties are the common native gruava, "White
Winter, Cattley and Chinese. The native varieties yield
the bulk of the fruit used. The Cattley and Chinese do
well in central and southern Florida, while the Whito
Winter and native varieties grow to greatest perfection
in southern Florida.
Mangoes have not boon grown oxtensively for northern markets. The greatest dilliculty has been that of
securing trees of unquestionable value for setting out a
grove. Since the dilficulty in the way of grafting and
budding has been overcome, the groves will multiply
rapidly. Up to the present time the local markets have

and perhaps lilies, though the American florists sell
comparatively few tlowers cut from these plants in summer. Of hardy border \}Va.xii?i, the following are very
China asters, poppies,
rich in horticultural varieties
stocks, sweet peas, tropaeolum and verbena (all of
which are annuals), and the
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d(^manded more fruit than has heeu supplied them.
Well drained first-class Hat-woods land and fertile high
bammocks furnish good soil for mangoes. Apricot and
No. n (Apple) are favorite varieties. They are grown
mostly in southern Florida, though fruited in southern
|)ortions of central Florida.
COCOANUTS are confined to

southern Florida and along
the seacoast. While the trees continue to grow when
transplanted to the higher lands, they need the low,
moist lands of the coast for fruiting an<l for highest

development.

The Avocado Pear has entered the markets to some
extent. The soil should be like that for mangoes. Their
cultivation is coutined to central and southern Florida.
Vegetables. — There are several classes of soils upon
which vegetables are grown extensively; viz., hammock, flat-woods, the low islands around the coast, and
the marl or drained lands. The low hammocks, especially those composed almost exclusively of cabbage
palmetto, produce the largest crops and probably the
largest profits, while flat-woods laud is probably more
extensively cultivated than any other. In a general
way all the classes of land mentioned above are capable of growing most or all of the vegetables occurring in the markets. Certain vegetables show a general
preference for certain classes of land. A high hardwood hammock grows beans, beets, cabbage, cauliflower,
collards, eggplant, Irish potatoes, lettuce, watermelons,
muskmelon, onion, oki-a, English peas, pepper, radish,
squashes, rutabaga, tomato and sweet potato well;
though first-class flat-woods land grows cabbage, cauliflower,
eggplant, lettuce, watermelon, niuskmelon,
onion, tomato and sweet potato to greater perfection.
Low cabbage palmetto hammocks grow beets, cabbage,
e.auliflower, celery, cucumbers, lettuce, nutmeg
and tomatoes to best advantage. The low islands

melons
around

the coast have areas varying in size from a few sfpiare
rods to many acres in extent, — sometimes reaching a
mile in length of unbroken rows. The most important
crops grown on these islands are beans, eggplant, peppers and tomatoes. The marl or drained lands of the
southeast coast raise principally tomatoes, peppers,
eggplant and okra.
p jj_ Rolfs.
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infegri folia.

:

hollyfollowing perennials
hocks, pansies, peonies, phlox,
pyrethrum. Others of great importance are aquilegia, campanula ami eschscholzia, but
these are mostly less rich in
horticultural varieties. It has
been said that florists' flowers
:

are always propagated by cuttings or other asexual parts,
liut
this definition would exclude calceolarias and cinerarias, which come fairly true from
seed. In America the four most
important cut-flowers are the
rose, carnation, violet and chrysanthemum. Consult Floriculture and Cuf-flowem.

FLOWER

a
technically,
short stem carrying one or more
specialized leaves which bear
sporangia. The word is commonly applied to those flowers
whose sporangial leaves are
Section of a flower
protected and made conspicuof Corn-cockle.
ous by colored leaves. It is also
Showing torus, ovary,
popularly applied to these clusstyles,
stamens, and
ters of colored leaves even when
floral envelopes.
the sporangial leaves are wanting, as in hydrangeas, snowballs, chrysanthemums and
most "double flowers."
When most completely developed, a flower consists of
the central short stem, the lonts, to which the other
parts (leaves) are attached. The leaves, passing from
below upwards, are distinguishable into floral leaves, or
the sepals and petals and the sporangial leaves, or the
stamens and ca rpels. The numberof these parts is variWhen "double " flowers are prodxiced, the floral
able.
leaves usually are multiplied at the expense of the
sporangial ones. In Fig. 825 all these parts are shown.
The ovary, showing six ovules, sits on the torus or
receptacle. On the ovary are three styles. Stamens are
at the side. The sepals rise above the petals.
Bracts. — The leaves growing on or near the branches
of the flower cluster are usually difft^rent in form and
size from the foliage; they are called bracts. Note the
bracts on the carnation flower (Fig. .SfiG). Sometimes
they are bright-colore<l and are an atti-active supplement to the flower, being popularly looked upon as a
l)art of the flower, as in scarlet sage, flowering dogwood
Fig. 558) and poinsettia (Fig. 797)
In the arum family
(Fig. 70, 1.17, 1-lr),rn8, I'.U] a single huge bract envelops
:

;

.

(

FLORIDA SWAMP LILY.

Ser^

Crlnum Amn-lcutiain.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS. This term is considerably
used in England to include a group of plants that imml»er their horticultural varieties by tbe hundreds, and in
which the original species or types are no longer cultivated, or else cultivated merely for their interest as
prototypes.

even

less.

The list inclmles 40-50 grou])s of plants, or
In America the term florists' flowers is lit-

used, and is mostly restricted to certain cut-flowers
great importance to florists, without regard to
whether their varieties are numtjrons or not. Thus, the
<^alla lily, Easter liiy, heliotrope, lily-of-the-valley, Marguerite, mignonette, sweet alyssum and tubei-ose are of
considerable commercial importituce to florists, but they
are not extremely ]>rolific in varieties. Inasmuch as the
cut-flower trade has been greater than the iilant trade
in America, the American florist hardly thinks of the
tle

of

following plants as florists' flowers:" azalea, calceolaria, cineraria, fuchsia, geranium, gloxinia, pelargonium, primula, nor such old-fashioned favorites :is
.inemone coromiria. aiiricula, camellia, polyantlms and
ranunculus. The English writers often speak (if tbe
dahlia as a florists' flower, and sometimes also the
other very variable summer bulbs, as cannas, gladi<tlus.

826.

Flower

of

the

Strawberry.

Showing the

biiil-i

torus

the coutor.

in

827.
of

The ripened torus
the Strawberry,

the entire flower-cluster. When the bracts grow very
close to the torus they are almost indistinguishable from
the outer floral leaves, as in the strawberry (Fig. 827)
and hepatica (Fig. 834).
Torus.— The. torus is the short stem or axis on which
flower leaves are borne. It differs from other parts of
the stem chiefly in that, after the rudiments of the flower
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leaves are formed, tbe intervening parts grow very little, and so do not separate the successive leaves or circles of leaves. The torus is more or less broadened or
elongated to permit the suitable growth of the crowded

margin. In that case, w hen fully grown the calyx or
corolla appears as a single piece, whose free edge is
or less deeply lohed, according to the relative duration of independent development of the rudiments.
The calyx and corolla are sometimes united. This
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its

more

comes about in a similar way. Each begins to develop
independently
later the tissue between calyx and corolla shares in the growth and lioth are raised t>n a com;

mon

base.

The form

of the

mature

floral leaves

depends largely

on the relations of tbe flower to insects, which visit the

S1^.

Torus and fruit
Raspberry

of

leaves.
In the strawberry it is him^h, dome-shaped
(Figs. 820, 827); in the raspberry the torus remains
(S, Fig. 828) when the little drupes are removed; in the
rose it is urn-shaped, bearing the leaves on the edge and
inner face
in the mouse-tail it is much elongated.

flowers for nectar or pollen. The floral leaves are often
irregular and unequal, so as to form suitable landing
places, nectar glands, guides to the nectar, etc., — all devices to facilitate the proper transfer <>t pollen by the
visitors; e. g., the sweet pea and otlier i)a|)ilionaceous
flowers, most orchids, etc. (see PoUinnfion).
The color of the corolla and adjacent parts is due to
the presence in the cells of colored sap or special colorbodies.
In the latter case the pigment is sometimes
crystalline. It is not possible to determine without microscopic examination in which way the color is pro-

;

When

a number of flowers are cro\yded together their
leaves are developed from a common torus, as in sunflower and chrysanthemum and other members of the
OorapositiB (Fig. 829).
The common torus may be
broad and flat, with the flowers scattered over it, as in
Dorsteuia (Fig. 732) or evun hollow, as in the tig (Fig.
821), with the minute flowers on tlie nearly enclose<l
inner face.
Floral leaves.— The leaves id" the flower fonn two
series; the outer protective and attractive leaves, the
floral leaves, and the inner sporitiujinl leaves. Thefloral
leaves are usually distinguishable into an outer set, the
i-alyx, and an inner set, the corolla.
The calyx leaves,
when separate, are called sepals, and the corolla leaves
petals.
The sepals are more or less different from the
petals in size, shape and color. They are oftenest green,
and usually smaller and simpler than the petals. In the
bud they usually completely cover the inner leaves.
The sepals and petals oftentimes do not remain distinct
throughout their development, but each set grows as a
single piece; a fact which has been made the basis of
classification of the nngiosperms. Corollas of a single
piece are said to be gamopetalous (Fig. 830). The sepals
are more commonly inseparate than fhe petals.
The apparent union of the floral leaves comes about
generally in this way: On tlie young torus the rudiments of the sepals and petals arise as rounded knobs,
which for a longer or shorter time grow independently.
;

830.

A

gamopetalous

corolla of Eggplant.

duced. Most blues are due to colored sap; many yellows and reds to color-bodies.
The velvety appearance of many petals is produced by
the outgrowth of the surface cells into conical or domeshaped protuberances.
The odor of flowers is usually due to the presence of
volatile oils in the surface cells of the i)etals or sepals,
or both. These oils are present in snuill amount only.
They are sometimes found only on the outer face, or
onlv on the inner face, or they may even be restricted
to certain lines or patches.
Tlie sta}iiens. — ThG stamens commonly consist of two
parts, a stalk, the filatnenf, bearing a larger portion, the
anther (Fig. 831 ). The filament is usually rigid enough to sustain the weight
of the anther, but at maturity it is
sometimes so long and slender that the
anthers hang as by a thread (so in

829-

Section of a compositous head.

Showing the common

toriis at

e.

they develop independently until their growth ceases,
the sepals or petals are distinct, each one being separately attached to the torus. On the other hand, after the
leaf rudiments have grown independently for a time, a
zone of the torus, both under and between two or more
adjacent rudiments, may begin to grow, lifting them on
If

grasses). The filament is sometimes
so short as to seem wanting; the anther
is then said to be sessile.
The filaments are often united with one
another or w*ith the corolla by the
mode of growth already described. In
tbe latter case the stamens seem to
Only rarely
arise from the corolla.
are the stamens and carpels united.
The anther is the part of the stamen
which bears the spore-cases or pollen
sacs (sporangia). (The sporangia are
not always borne on stamens. In a few
831. Staminate
plants they are sunk in the stem of the
flower.) Of these there are commonly flower of Willow.
four, more rarely two or one. When Showing two stamens; their anthe anther was looked upon as a chajuthers are at a.
bered body, the sporangia were called
thecae, or cells. Thus in descriptive botany the anther
is said to be "2-celled" or "4-eelled." The sporangia are
partly free and partly imbedded in a mass of tissue
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which joins them, called the connective. This sometimes is extensive, and in a few plants is developed into
peculiar fitrms to aid in pollination, e. g., in salvias.
The sporangia at maturity consist of two or four
(rarely more) layers of cells, constituting a wall, surrounding a quantity of spores, the pollen. The inner
portion of the wall consists of a layer of
cells whose merahranes
are irregularly
thickened, usually in bands, so that in drying they warp the wall, rupturing it at the
weakest place. The lines of weakness are
nsnally definitely localized, so that each anther breaks in a regular way. (a) The rupture may run along the whole length of
the anther. In that case it commonly lies
at the junction of a pair of sporangia (the
left-hand groove in a, Fig. 831), wliich become confluent, so that the dehiscent anther
may seem to have only two sporangia, when
it really has
four.
The pollen is thus
emptied out practically at once, though the
may
begin
at the top and progress to
832. Anther ^^^^^1^
the base. Examples: lilies, grasses. {hjTho
of Azalea,
gjjQ^^^g. slit may be very short and gape widely, so
hiscence that a pore is formed through which the pollen is gradually sifted (Fig. 832). Examples:
by pores,
the heaths, (c) In some plants the line of
breakage is curved, and the flap, so released, bends outward on drying, lifting
like a hinged lid, and closing again in
dampness. Examples Mahonia, barberry,
:

cinnamon.

The

pollen spores are, at maturity, single cells, each with a rather thick wall.
which is often studded with bosses, or
points, or is variously ridged. In anemophilous X)lants {see PoUinafirni) the pollen is
dry and powdery in entornophilous plants
it is usually moist and coherent. In milkweeds and orchids the whole of the pollen
from each sporangium is held together in
a mass by interwoven threads (Figs. 149,
513). By the time the sporangia discharge
the pollen each spore h as begun a development which it completes on the stigma to
which it is transferred. See Fertilization.
;

,

833.

Pistillate

flower of
"Willow.
Showing one

<7rtr/>f!;.s. — The carpels are the sporangia!
leaves which occupy the center of the
compound
pistil; fi,stigflower. The number of carpels is very
™'''''
^^style;
variable. Usually they are fewer than the
*^' ^'^'^'^'
In most flowers the carpels
floral leaves.
are united one to another to form a structure known as
a compound pistil (Pigs. 825, 833, 835, 836). When the
carpels aro separate, each develops as a simple pistil.
Of these there may be one or many (Figs. 834, 837).
The pistil, if simple, first appears as a ring-like
ridge about the center of the torus. If compound, knoblike rudiments of the component carpels first appear,
but the growth early involves the torus between, giving
rise to an elevated circular ridge. This carpellary ring
gradually grows upward, partially or completely inclosing one or more chambers, in
which the ovules arise. At a time
whentheovules (which ripen into
seeds) were supposed to be comparable to the eggs of animals,
the larger chambered part of the
pistil in v'hich they are formed
was called the ovary, a name
which it still retains in descriptive botany. The pistil is often
prolonged above the ovary. This
part is the style.
An ovule is a fleshy sporangium,
jacketed by one or two (rarely
three) outgrowths from the base,
tl^®
integuments, which almost
834. Head of simple pisinclose the sporangium proper
Hepatica.
tils in
(nucelhis). Within the sporangium of the ovule, several (1 to 40) spores begin to develop. Of these, however, rarely more than on(^ ronches
maturity. This spore is never set free as tlie pollen
spores are. It therefore acquires no thick wall, and in a

section of the sporangium appears as a cavity withIt later
in the delicate tis'^ue which surrounds it.
beeomes the so-called embryo sac,
within which occurs the process of
fertilization

(which sec).

The ovules commonly

arise upon
ertain lines or ridges which project
into the pistil chamber, more rarely
upon the whole interior surface of the
ovary. These lines or ridges are called
835. Section across placentce. See Figs. 825, 835, 837.
the
compound
In a simple pistil there is usually but
pistil of Tulip.
one placenta (Fig.
In a

Showing

837).

central

compound

may be
fbree-^hamb^i^d ^'''^ ^^ *<? P^^^^^^ ^ 1-chambered
ovary
ovary,
or
the
may
contain
as
oyai-y.
many chambers as there are carpels
(Fig. 835). In the former case the placentae will project
inward from the wall of the ovary
in the latter they
will be aggregated at the center, from which
they may project outward into the chambers of
the ovary. When the ovules are numerous, the
placentje are often enlarged to form an adequate surface for their attachment, as in the
potato and tomato (see also Fig. 837).
In a considerable number of plants the
ovules arise upon the torus itself, a ring of
which grows upward, cup-like. From the
edge of this cup arise the floral and sporangial
leaves, the ovules developing on its sides or
base. The carpels then form araere roof over
the ovule chamber.
The style is sometimes slender and very
long (up to several inches; see Fig. 836);
sometimes short and thick (Fig. 833). Its
length and form are adapted to the means by
which the pollination of the pistil is secured.
In some cases the style is practically wanting.
Its interior is occupied by a tissue whose
cells are pushed aside and partly digested
by the growing pollen tube (see Fertilization). It is .not infrequently traversed by
a canal, a prolongation of the ovule chamber.
Some portion of the style, or when that is
wanting a portion of the outer surface of the
ovary itself, is adapted to the reception of
the pollen spores. This receptive surface, 835, q^^_
whatever its form or location, is called the pound pisstigma (Figs. 833,836). In many cases the tilofcatnip.
upper part of the stjde is enlarged into a Showing
knob or club-shaped or iobed portion, the
4- parted
ovary, lone
area of the receptive surface being thus instyl6.2stigcreased. In other cases the style is elongated,
^^^ '^^'
and the receptive surface is along line upon
one or more sides of the elongated style. In other cases
the style is much branched, as in the grasses, and these
branches constitute the stigma. At the time the pollen
is being discharged, the stigmatic surfaces are often
covered by a sticky secretion. All of these devices are
adaptations to insure the lodgment, adhesion and nutrition of the pollen spores (see Pollination).
pig^il

the union of the carpels

;

837.

Section across simple pistil of May Apple.
Showiuj;!; single placenta and ovules.

The stimulus resulting from fertilization often accelerates the growth of the pistil or causes it to resume
growth if it had ceased. The various changes in size,
texture, color, etc., result in the production of fruit.

Charles Reid Baknes.

FLOWER-DE-LUCE
FLOWER-DE-LUCE. TUo orii-ivi of tho Fleur-de-lis
of the French coat of amis is not known. By some it is
supposed to represent the head of a sj.rar, }>y others the
Hower of a lily. It has also he. n .hrived from the
points of a crown and from smrral anim:d forms, as
bees and toads. Apparently the Iris has nothing to do
with tho heraldic Fleur-de-lis. Tliis name as applied
to Iris is of later origin and iiL' a purely botanical significance, referring chiefly to 7. avnuanica. See under
'Fleur," Larousse, Dictionaire du XIX Si^cle, 8:450.
II.

FLOWEE-FENCE, BAEBADOES.
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For example, bi^gonias are not forced: wo
endeavor to protect tliem arnl to give thont thi' season
and the conditions under which they grow in the wild.
Carnations when flowered in the winter are forced, because we transpose their seasons. Chrysanthemums
blooming in Oct()her and November are m>t forriM] they
are only proterted. Sometinu's tiic Wi'vd Fon-iii'^ is used

plants grow.

:

IIasselbring.
PolnrJana pul-

Jiurriina.

FLOWER-OF-AN-HOUR.

FLOWEEING MAPLE.
FLY POISON.

Ilibl.srns

Triounm.

See Al.ntlloH.

See Zijgadenus.

FOLIAGE PLANTS. A term used to designate plants
which are grown for the general effect of their foliage
rather than for their flowers. The terra is indefinite.
In some cases, and niore correctly, it is used for plants
with unique or interesting leaves — usually colored — as
coleus, Rex begonia, peperomia, calathea, farfugium. In
other cases it is used to designate plants of full foliage
and graceful habit, — plants which are prized for their
general habit quite as much as for the characters of the
individual leaves. Of this latter class, ferns, palms,
grevillea, screw pine, araucaria are leading examples.
The latter class contains the most popular commercial
subjects, and they are much used in room and table
The plants are often rented for use in
decorations.
For the culture of Foliage
temporary decorations.
Plants, refer to the various genera.

FONTANfiSIA (after R6ne Louiche Desfontaines,
prominent French botanist, 1752-1833, director of the
botanical garden at Pari-s). Oledcece. Ornamental deciduous shrubs, with opposite, rather narrow, entire Ivs.
and whitish fls. in short, terminal panicles. They retain the foliage unchanged until late in fall, and are well
adapted for shrubberies, growing in any good garden
soil. F. Fortunti is nearly hardy North, F. phillyrceoides only half-hardy.
Prop, readily by greenwood cutalso by layers, by
tings under glass in early summer
Two species from
grafting on privet, and by seeds.
W. Asia and China. Glabrous shrubs, with slender,
fls. perfect
calyx h)bes and
quadrangular branches
stamens 2, exceeding the petals fr. a flat,
petals 4
winged nutlet.
Shrub, to
Fdrtunei, Carr. {F. Californica, Hort.).
15 ft.: ivs. lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, acuminate,
shining, quite entire, 2-4 in. long: fls. in axillary and
terminal clusters, forming a narrow, leaf)' panicle fr.
broad, oval or ovate, ^i-H in. long. May, June. China.
R.H. 1859, p. 43. — Sometimes united with the following,
to which it is superior by its more vigorous growth, the
darker and larger foliage, and by the greater hardiness.
phillyraeoides, Lab. Shrub, to 10 ft. Ivs. ovate-lanceolate or narrow-elliptic, mostly with rough, minutely denfls. almost lii<e the
ticulate margin, \%-2y^ in. long
former. W.Asia. L.B.C. 14:1308. Var. angustifolia,
Rehder (7^. nngustifoHa, Dipp.). Lvs. narrow-lanceo;

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

late or

oblong-lanceolate.

Alfred Rehder.

FORAGE PLANTS

are treated only incidentally in this
work, as they belong to agriculture rather than to horticulture.
They are mostly grasses and leguminous
plants, and have a very large special literature, much of
which can be obtained" free from the IT. S. Department
Write to the Diviof Agriculture, Wa.ihiugtou, D. C.
sion of Publications.

FORBIDDEN

FETTIT.

See C'drns

Decumaua and

a.F. 9:1G3.

FOECING.

The word Forcing

is

variously used.

Properly, it should designate the growing of plants
This distinoutside their usual or normal season.
guishes Forcing from the ordinary purpose of the glasshouse, which is to imitate the usual season in which

Its
>^-j^

838.

House constructed without

rafters.

ina very special sense, to denote the production of flowers
from bulbs or tubers in a very short time under the
influence of a very high temperature. Thus, the lily-ofthe-valley may be placed in a temperature of 90'^ or
above, and the large buds be forced to tlirow out their
flowers before the plant obtains a Arm foot-hold on the
soil.

A Forcing-house is a building in which plants are
forced; but the term has come to denote a simple glasshouse in which plants are grown only for sale, in distinction from private conservatories, or more elaborate
structures which are used for the display of plants.
See Greenhouse.

The Forcing industry in America is very large. Heretofore it has confined itself mostly to Cut-Flowers (which
see), but pot-plants, vegetables and fruits are receiving
more and more attention. The staple forced flowers are
the rose, carnation, violet, lily-of-the-valley, and various
bulbs. These are treated under their respective names.
Of vegetables, the most important Forcing .species
This is followed by tomato, cucumber and
Other vegetables are of very minor importance
as Forcing products. The growing of fruits under glass
is

lettuce.

radish.

—

FORCING

FORGING
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The plan should secure the greatest amount of
economy of space and of heating, and directness
and simplicity in every operation. The simple sash-bar
frame, without rafters (Fig. 8.38) is the most satlsfac-

tion.
light,

hot. Of itself, it is less liable to fluctuations. Theoretically, it is less expensive in fuel; but in practice, the
cost of running is found to <lepend more on the character of the particular system and the operations of the

fireman than on the

medium

itself.

When

properly

in-

as uniform in action as water, and it is
adapted to larger areas and to higher temperatures.
The ideal shape for a Forcing-house is probably in the
proportion of breadth to length as 1 is to 4 or 5. The
best houses are rarely less than 18 or 20 ft. wide, and
rarely more than 30 to 35 ft. From 400 to 500 ft. is considered to be the greatest profitable length. Houses of
greater length are now building, but they must be conParallel houses are often
sidered an experiment.
"nested "with good results, -the adjoining houses resting on a common wall. When the various houses are to
be used for one kind of crop, the partitions between
them may be omitted: a very large space may then he
covered with practically one house without the necessity
stalled,

840.

Uneven span

hill.

ft.

properly constructed. The side walls should
be low and the roof comparatively tiat. Usually there
Under most conditions,
is no glass on the side walls.
the house should run north and south, particularly if
even in span (Fiff. 839), but the lay of the land and the
location of existing features usually determine the direction. If the house runs east and west, or if it stands on
sloping land (P^ig. 840), an uneven or broken span is
usually advisable.
The widely different opinions respecting the merits and demerits of the different spans
are proof that each is good under certain circumstances.
It is the prevail
ing opinion that,
in broken spans,
the
lon.i^
r o o f
should be to the
south
yet some
of the best newer
houses have the
tory

is

of rearing a high roof.
The accompanying illustrations (Figs. 838-843) show
various current styles of American Forcing-houses. For
further discussion of glass houses, see GreenJwuse.

wide, on a side
Heated by steam.

Forcing'-house, 20

steam

when

L. H. B.

The Winter Forcing of Vegetables. — The growing
of vegetables undei glass for the winter
veloped wiiliin the past ten years to
large proportions. It has grown from
the small compartment in private
houses devoted to
a small supply of

market has

de-

;

span—

short
which

then very
steep — facing tlie
south (Fig. 843).
In America, all
Forcing-h o uses
heated
by
are
means of small
is

^'a'

wrought iron
-

pipes,

which

together

842.

fit

Lean-to lettuce house. 26

ft.

wide.

Hot water.

with

threaas. The old-time cast-iron flues may be employed
for conservatories, liut they are too bungling for Forcing-houses. They do not admit of sufficient modification
in lay-out to adapt them to the long and often crooked
runs of B^orcing-house establishments. The wrought-iron
pipes are heated either by steam or water. Each system
has its advocates, which means that each has its merits.
Steam is less costly to install, since less lupe is required.
It also admits of greater variation in the lay-out. Crooks
and obstacles are more easily overcome. In a large esetablisbment. the pla-^e may be heated up sooner. Hot
water gives a milder heat because the pipes are less

and radishes to entire ranges of modern houses,
in which are grown almost the entire I'st of tender vegetables. The special crops, however, are usually confined
to four, the nianag<-*ment of which is here discussed,
lettuce, radishes, tomatoes and cucumbers.
The Forcing of any winter crop is a mattnr of princilettuce

ples rather than practice, since local conditions have
everything to do with the methods of culture and the
kinds of vegetahles force<l. It frequently happens that
the same vetrelable is grown with equnl success in soils
of widely different character by different cultivators.
Skill in management and close attention to details are
the requirements necessary to success. Two fundamental elements, howe\er, are essential: heat and ligrht.
The former is needed by all crops the latter is almost
imperative wlien fruit is wanted. With such crops as
lettuce, radish, rhubarb and asparagus, in which the
vegetative part only of the plant is wanted, bright sunlight is not absolutely necessary but with such crops as
tomatoes, encumbers, melons and beans, in
which the fruit is the aim. no amount of heat will
prove asubstiruTe for sunlight in ripenine: the polb-n, which is often the critical factor in the results. Therefore, a
situation wdiere the maximum of snn
shine may be bad should be selected
if such crops are to be crown.
The construction of the house is not
a matter of the first importance. The
- quarter
three
span house perhans
Hot water
;

;

841.

Uneven span Forcine-house.

30

ft.

wide.

FORCING
furnishes :is nearly as possible the best condition for
forced crops.
However, an even-spun or shed-root
house prows Tnany crops to a hijj^h degree of perfection.
As to the inside arrangement of the house, the crops
to be grown will have much to do in tlie matter. Coolhouse crops, as lettuce, I'adish, and the like, are well
grown in solid beds; while heat-loving plants, as tumatoea, cucumbers, melons, etc., should be planted on
benches built over the pipes. This means that the cost
of building a greenhouse depends very mucii on what
crop one expects to grow. The saving in benches and
heat in houses devoted to cold crops is considerable,
while the ease with which such crops may be grown
recoTumends them to the beginner.
The best paying crops are probably cucumbers and
tomatoes; the most exacting, melons. The demand for
melons, however, is limired, and the cost of producing
good flavored, well ripened fruits in winter is high.
Having stated wdjat we conceive to be underlying
principles in the winter Forcing of all vegetables, we
may consider each of the important crops separately.
Let/nce. — The ideal soil for lettuce would be a well
drained gravelly or sandy loam, but with care in watering a soil of heavy texture may be made to produce excellent crops of the loose, open varieties. The heading
or cabbage lettuce is more exacting if a fine quality is
desired.
The first crop of letluce from tlie houses
should bo ready to use by the middle of Novemlier. For
this crop seed should be sown in Weptenibor, allowing
on an average from 6 to 8 weeks for the cro]) to mature.
A temperature of 55*^-00° through the dtty, with a drop
to 40° or 45° at night, will suit all varieties, but in the
case of the Invading varieties a rise of 5 to 10° at tlie
time of heading will finish off the crop more uniformly.
Hadishi'S require the same general treatment as lettuce and may be grown in the same house. As radislies
mature in about half the time lettuce does, the radisli
seed may be sown between the rows of yr)UTig lettuce
plants, and the product is out of the way when the lettuce begins to need the entire space.
Tomatoes being a hothouse crop, require a temperature of 75° by day, with a drop of about 5°-10'^ at
night. This is one of the crops which is dependent on
the sun, because the pollen must be dry and light in order to pollinate the pistils and produce fruits. The soil
for tomatoes may be on the heavy order, and contain a
large pr!>portion of fibrous loam, with well rotted manure. As to chemical fertilizers, the best results are to
be obtained not from those rich in nitrogen, but from potash and ]iIiosphoric acid, as these elements are largely
responsil>le for a slower growth of plant and fruit and
a firmer texture and higher flavor of marketable product.
To obtain a good yield of fruit through the winter
months, it will be necessary to pollinate each flower.
This may be done very rapidly. The pollen is jarred
into II spoon-like receptacle, and the end of the pistil is
touched with the accumulated pollen. As spring approaches and the sun becomes stronger, a simple jarring of the plants is all that is needed. As to training,
the single-stem method has been found to he the best,
as the plants can be set much closer and still allow
plenty of room to work around each one. This method
consists in the pinching out of all lateral growths.
Train the stem to a cord, and support the heaviest clusPlants from see<Is sown in
ters by strings (Fig. 844).
August will ripen fruits about the first of January, and
should continue in bearing until May. A succession
may bo had by growing fresh lots in pots or boxes to
The season of
take the place of exhausted plants.
forced toniatoes may be thus continued until the outdoor product fills the market.
Cucanibers are much forced in the eastern states.
Cucumbers are a very exacting crop, and need special
care in growing. The White Spine type is perhaps
more generally grown in this country than the long
Forcing cucumber of the Old World, which has been
grown and selected for its Forcing qualities for many
years. One of the reasons why the former is the more
generally grown is its adaptability to relatively nnfavorabl) conditions. It grows in the full sunliirht, is more
able to resist attacks of mildew and red spider, and sets
its fruit with more freedom than the Old World types.
One other reason may be that the people of this country

FORCING

—

FORCING

FORCING

become accustometl to the long, thin fruit of
the English varieties. The Engli.^li or forcing varieties

at least 5° higher than for cuciimbers. Hang the fruits
in slings (Fig. 845). Melons ripening in fall or spring
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luive not

require partial shade through their season of growth.
Seeds sown singly in Hincti pots in August will,
if tliey have no check,

bloom and set fruits in
December. The fruits of
the White Spine typo
re;icli

edible maturity 2

and often 3 weeks betore
the English type. Tlje
houses in which cucumbers are grown must bo
arrang-ed with heat below
the benches, as it is of
the greatest importance
that the plants make a
.':-\
rapid growth and receive
/
noeheck due to the cooling of the soil.
The
soil should be a good pasture
sod,

parti all}'

rotted,

and

mixed

with one-fourth the
bulk of leaf-moid and sand.
If there is dangerfrom damping -off of the vines at the

surface of the soil, the plants
be set in a handful of
sand, which will allow the
water to soak away, leaving
the stem of the plant comparatively dry. If the vines
are on a central bench, they
may be trained to a vertical
trellis made of wire, or, if on
side benches, to wires run
along the roof far enough
from the glass to hold the
leaves away from frosts. As
the flowers open, hand pollination will be resorted to if
the crop be of the White
>Spiue type. Pick a staminate
flower, strip back the corolla,
and insert the column of the
anthers into the pistillate

may

flower. The English varieties
are not pollinated, unless it is
desired to secure seeds.

3felons

most

are

certainly the

difficult of winter crops
handle.
The midwinter
ripening of the fruits requires
more painstaking care and
closer attention
tlian
any
844. Strand of winter
other crop. The plants, from.
Tomatoes.
seed - leaf to fruit,
must be grown in heat witliout the slightest
check. They should be planted on the bench
in a strong, loamy soil, which is retentive
enough to hold moisture at the roots but not
heavy enough to become sour. No shading of
the glass is required, but air should be given
freely on all days when possible. The plants
are trained as are cucumbers, except that the
(entral shoot should be pinched out as soon as
the phints are well established in the bench,
allowing 3 or 4 lateral branches to grow to the
height of 4 or 5 feet, when these in turn should
be pinched back. In setting the fruits, it is best
to wait until a nund»er of pistillate blossoms
are open on a plant and pollinate tliem at the
same time, as it of ten happens that if one fruit
starts into growth sometime before other Mowers are pollinated, the otherfrnits fail to set until the first one reaches considerable size.
Pollination is accomplished in the same manner as
with cucumbers, and should be done on sunny
days, when the houses are dry. Except during
ihe time of setting the fruits, the house should
ito moist and the leaves sprayed
frequently.
The temperature of the melon house should run

to

are

more

easily

managed.

Beans niay be easily forced in houses where cucumbers or melons are growing, using rich, rauist soil and
strong bottoni heat. They are usually grown in pots,
or 4 plants in a G-inch pot. They make a very rapid
growth, and the green pods are fit to use in from 8 to 10
weeks from the time the seed is sown. While growing
the plants should be sprayed with water frequently, as
they are very subject to attacks of red spider. Tiie bean
is self-fertile, and need not be pollinated (Fig. S4G)
Aspa^-agtis and Ji'hi(bayb are forcfd from old roots
brought in from the garden, and subjected to a gentle
heat. The crop is made from the material stored up in
the old roots, fewnewroots growing through the forcing
period. The old roots are thrown away after being
forced, and others brought in for the next crop. Both
these crops may be grown in out-of-the-way places,
under the benches, in corners of the potting shed, or in
fact anywhere where heat and moisture may be had.
One method of forcing i-hubarb is to grow it entirely in
the d:irk. This X-Toduces a very tender stalk with very
little foliage.
C. E. Hunn.
Forcing of Fruits. — The house best adapted for
fruit-growing is one running north and south, span
roof curvilinear, with ventilation both sides, top and
bottou]. It is important to be able to give a large quantity of air, especially for ripening the wood after the
growth is done. The next thing to be considered is the
borders. To produce high-class fruit, perfect drainage is
necessai-y. For very early forcing an inside border
will answer the purpose, but the most satisfactory way
is to have both outside and inside borders. A depth of
'3 ft. of prepared soil is sufftcient, with 9 in. of drainage
material on the bottom. Should there be a natural outlet for the drainage water, well and good, otherwise artificial means must be resorted to.
The width of the
outside border should be 15 ft. An outside border is
particularly advantageous for vines and peach trees,
which will last much longer in a healthy, vigorous condition if allowed a root-run outside the greenhouses. A
sod cut from the pasture, suitable for growing roses,
would be ideal for the borders. The writer does not
recommend making a border very rich, for too often
young vines are poisoned with food at the start, A
sprinkling of coarse crushed bone and charcoal should
be mixed with the soil. In the use of charcoal one
should be governed by the nature of the soil if the
soil is extra heavy, use charcoal more freely. A topdressing f cow-manure mixed with soil is a good thing
when starting a house. A medium loam, neither stiff
nor too heavy, answers the purpose.
The trees also may be grown in pots and tubs. One
advantage is that a special fruit house is not necessary.
Many a house is going idle during the summer months
!{

;

that would

Melon
in a sling,

grow

fruit to perfection.

Any

light house

FORCING
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with pleuty of air will f;row frnit satisfactorily. One of
themain pointHis in tiie watering. Should the trees get
too dry, or on the other hand saturated, the chances are
that the fruit will turn yellow and drop, but with good
judgment and a certain amount of care success is as-

ard Black Plamburg, which is easy to handle and a very
satisfactory variety. A companion to it is Buckland
Sweetwater, a white grape ripening at tlie same time,
though of second-rate quality. Its earliness, however,
makes it worthy of a place.
Muscat of Alexandria should have a house
to itself. To finish this noble grape to per~ s;;fection requires more heat than ordinary. It
can be grown with fair results in a mixed
\
^
house, but where there are three compartmeats for early, midseason and late varieties,
the midseason compartment should be planted

["^
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'

to IMuscats. Bladrestield Court is also a grape
of fine quality. Unfortunately it is difficult to
handle, although it is usually planted in a
house with such easily handled varieties as

Bench

of

winter Beans.

sured. The trees should be repotted every fail, as they
need so much water during the summer months that the
soil becomes depleted. However, one should be careful
not to overpot.
compost suitable for potted trees is a
fairly heavy loam, and say three parts of soil to one of
well rotted manure, with a little wood ashes and bone
meal worked in. Potted trees are interesting:, as tliere
can be a considerable variety of fruit grown in this way.
Fig^s. 847 and 848 illustrate the method of pruning.
(Jrapes.— In planting gnipe vines, 2-year-old canes
should be set. Plant the canes 3 or 3^^ ft. apart. There
is nothing gained by crowding, and in planting young
vines, cut them down to about 18 in., to insure good,
established vines from the bottom. There can be no
hard and fast lines laid down as to how long the vines
will bear proflrably.
With good treatment they should
be profitable for 15 or 20 years. A grapery should be
started with a night temperature of 45-50° F. and a rise
of 10° or 15*^ with sun heat in the day. The temperature
should be raised 5° every two weeks, imtil a night temperature of 65° is reached. After the grapes are set, a
nighc temperature of 70° will be the right thing. The
vines should be syringed three times a day until they
are started into growth
then twice a da}' until the foliage gets heavy, and thereafter once every bright day is
After the
all that is necessary, mornings preferrerl.
grapes commence to color, syringing should be stopped.
Foliage is another thing to be considered. VsWh. our hot
sun a fairly good covering is necessary. The shoots
should be stopped at the second or third leaf beyond
the bunch, and all laterals pinched at the first leaf.
The aim should be to have a nice covering of foliage
Grape
-over the house, but avoid severe crowding.
thinning requires good judgment. Always make it a
practice, if possible, to thiu the bunches all that is necessary the first time, as going over the bunches the secItunch must be so
ond time is not so satisfactory.
thinned that each berry has room to develop without
crushing. Water also plays a prominent part in finishing a crop of grapes. Wliile grape vines are moistureloving plants, it is poor policy to give them a heavy
watering after the grapes bes'in to color. If the plants
receive a heavy watering when the grapes start their
second swelling, it shonld be enough until the grapes
ripen, After the crop is off the treatment is simple
keep full air on top and bottom syringe the foliage
if red spider makes its appearance, and water the border when dry. Vines that are not intended to be started
until February or March should be pruned when the

A

Gros Maroc, Gros Colmar, Barbarossa, Mrs.
Prince, Alicante. For another view, see Grape.
Peaches and Nectarines. — Tha ^diM\.e depth
of border recommended for the grape vines
will be all right for the peach. These, also,
must have perfect drainage or the trees will
soon get into a sickly condition. The peach
and nectarine have a tendency to rank growth
when planted in the border. Care should be taken not
to make tlie border too rich. It is an easy matter to apply food when the trees need it. The writer has found
a light application of wood ashes two or three times in
the season a capital thing. Crushed bone is also benefi-

When

cial.

starting the house, a top-dressing of soil

and cow-manure, say two of soil to one of manure,
should keep the trees in a healthy condition. One important point in starting a peach house, especially early
in the season, say the first of January or earlier, is to
start easy. Nothing is gained by rushing. There are
numerous varieties of peaches and nectarines adapted

The following is a selection of the best that
the writer has grown under glass
Peaches, £arly —
Hale Early, Alexander, Condor, Mountain Rose, Haine's
Early; Mid season — Foster, Bellegarde, Noblesse, Oldmixon Free; Xrr/^ — Crawford's Late, Sea Eagle, Princess of Wales, Lady Palmerston.
Nectarines, .£'rrr/.(/ — Cardinal, Early Rivers, Advance^
to Forcing.

:

Lord Napier

;

3Iidseason — Improved Downton, Dryden,

y.

;

A

:

;

wood is thoroughly ripe. The canes should be brought
down and wrapped in burlap to keep the sun off them,
and then a matter of 5'^or ('° of frost in the house will do
no harm. In severe weather it pays to turn a chink of
heat in the house. As on all other fruits, there are many
varieties, but only a limited number of standard sorts.
For an early grape there is no better than the old stand-

Pot-grown Apple Tree

Pot-grown Pear
Tree in bloom.

847.

in bearing.

Byron, Elruge, Milton in(e — Chaucer, Newton, SpenTrees for planting
cer, Stanwick, Humboldt, Victoria,
in the house should be especially prepared for the
work. A year would be lost with such trees as are usu;
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For phuitiii? in the border,
oliere<l for sale.
choose fan-trained trees, 2 or H years old, providing
they have been properly transphuited. [See Prunhig.)
ally

shoot, if not needed, should be pinched, leaving
three or four leaves to develop the fruit. Trees that are
properly cared for during tlie summer mouths need
Prol>al»ly the hardest task
little pruning in the winter.
of all to the grower is thinning the fruit, but this must
be done. There cannot be any set number for a tree tt
carry. Judgment must be used in that respect. Nectarines can be cropped more heavily than peaches. Aftei
the crop is gathered, all the useless wood should be cut
away to allow plenty of light and sunshine around the
wood that is intended for the following season. When
the wood is thoroughly ripened it is in condition tc
stand zero weather. The temperature of peach house:^
can go down below zero without a bud being killed. In

The

not necessary to use any

fact, it is

artificial

heat until

starling tliehowse. Close thehouse down frosty nights;
open up in the morning before the temperature riset
much, and avoid exciting the buds. Sometimes one has
warm days during the winter months. On such days ii
is well to keep doors as well as ventilators open.
All the peaches and nectarines recommended for the
peach house are admirably adapted for pot work.
Other fruits may be added to these, as apples, pears,
plums, cherries, figs, apricots, etc. (see articles under these headings). The
following are some of the
best varieties the writer
has grown: Ph/ms — Golden Esperin, Jefferson,
Denniston SuperV), Green
849.

Azalea, received from Europe,

now pruned

for forcing.

Indoor peaches and nectarines, ^vith proper care, are
profitable for 10 years after plantinj?. The following
temperatures for the peach house are suitable for early
Forcing for the first two weeks, 40° by night and ;)0°
by day then a rise to 45° by night and 5o°or 60° by day,
with the sun, which should carry tliem until their bloomthen r>0° by night and 60° to 70° by day,
ing period
with sun heat after the fruit is set, a rise of 5° or 10°
on mild nights would be all right, with the day temperaPeaches delight in
ture correspondingl}' increased.
fresh air; therefore air should be given at every opportunity. Syringe the trees twice a day in bright weather;
after the fruit
hold off while the trees are In blossom
is set, syringe again twice every bright day, and once a
week with whale-oi! soap, using enough soap to just color
:

;

;

;

;

Gage, Grand Duke, The
Czar, Early Transparent
Pt^ar.s — Magnet, Princess,
Souv. du Congres, Louise
Bonne de Jersey, Pitmaston Duchess, Beurre Diel;
Favor^/);?/t^.s' —Williams
ite, Benoni, King of the
Pippins, Washington, King
of Tompkins County, Belle
Bisni;
de Pontoise,
;

Peasgood Nonesuch,
Lady Henniker, Thomas
Rivers, Alexander,
Cox
Pomona.
Wm. Turner.
Forcing Hardy Plants.
— An economical method
of obtaining large quantities of flowers in winextensively used
ter
:

by commercial
fur

cut

-

flowering

850,

Khododendron. received from Europe,
ready for forcing;.

is a good remedy for greenfly, spider,
and produces a fine, glossy foliage. It is better to
disbud by degrees rather than to remove a large quantity of foliage at once, whirdi would naturally cause a
check to the tree. Disbudding requires good judgment.

the water. This
etc.,

florists

and
plants.

flowers

Plants usually forced
are hyacinths, tulips,
Lilac pruned for forcing.
n arci s s vi s an d
other
Dutch bulbs, lily-of-the-valley, astilbe, dicentra, hybrit
perpetual roses, Deutzia gracilis, hybrid rhododen
drons {R. Sinensis, i.e.. Azalea molt is), and Ghent a za
leas, and lilacs. For other plants, see A.G. 14:402 (1893)
This mode of procuring flowers at small cost ha;
always been more or less in vogue among plantsmen
and of late years lias received fi*esh impetus, owing t'
the heavy deiuands for decorative plants at Easter. I
is not only an inexpensive method of getting flowers
but with most plants, after a little experience, the limi
of blooming can be easily calculated. The process ha
limitations, at any rate with our present knowledge o
the matter, inasmuch as, with the exception of "retardei
plants "and a few l)ulbs, it is not practicalde in hit
autumn and early winter. It is jiossililo. however, tha
by using "retarded plants," i.e., jilants held over thei
natural time of flowering by keeping them in coh
storage at a temperature sufiicii-'ntly low to preven
growth, this diflicnity may eventually be overcome. Es
cept, luiwever, with lily-of-thp-valley, which is admii
ably adapted to this practice, we know little of the pos
sibilitifs of this form of Forcing: it is hoped that othe
plants, equally useful, may be fronted in this way. 1
is evident that, on account of the cost of storage, bulk
plants could not be handled.
The requirements for successful Forcing are: (1)

FORCING
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good knowl.-dgeof the plants; (2) proper preparation
(3) a period of rest; and (4 proper care after the plants
are brought into lieat.
Ttiose plants force most easily whicli bloom in spring
and early summer. Late-blooming itinds, like Bhodtidtndron maj-imiini., Cletlira &ud it i/draiicjea paiiU-iilata.
var. grandi flora, i\o not give good results. No success
is
obtained with asters and goldenrod, unless they are
retarded. These points must be studied out bv the
grower.
Trees and shrubs should be specially prepared for
Forcing by careful cultivation for 1 or 2 years before
use. They can bo plauteil out of doors, with plenty of
room to develop, or th.-y can be grown in pots; the latter method being used with vigorous plants, which are
apt to run to growth without developing flower buds
Close pruning is necessary, and root-pruning is helpful
Grafting, which has a tendency to dwarf and hasten
maturity, is also used with strong growers. Sometimes
both growing in pots and grafting are emploved, as in
lilacs.
Query: Conld we learn anything in these particulars from the Japanese method of dwarfing plants?
A plant fit for Forcing must be compact, both top and
1

economy in space is essential, it is now possible
from the French, Dutch and Belgian nurseries
grown for this purpose. A few come potgrown, but most of them are from the open ground: very
little of this work is done in American nurseries. Figs.
8+9-851 showthemethods of preparing
woody plants for Forcing.
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ing cases in a cool pit until ready for use. Large plants
in tubs and boxes c;ia be covered with leaves and kept
nut of doors, but most plants should bo stored in a cool
''ollar, pit or frame kept at u temperature of 35^ F.
a
tenii>orary variation of 5° eitlier way dues no biirin. It
is well to delay this storage until as late in the season as
possible, but it must be done before severe weather.
;

roots;

to obtain

many

plants

Herbaceous plants should be

pre-

pared for Forcing with equal care, and
the process

may

ret|uire several years.

The removal of the flower buds and
growth, under high cultivain
close,
compact
clumps, apparently produces
the same results that pruning and grafting accomplish
for trees and shrubs. Fig.
8.52 shows the root-clump of
an herb prepared for Forction,

ing.

Plants that haveonce been
forced are commonly thrown
away. Itis generally cheaper
to buy new stock, but lilacs,
azaleas, etc., can be planted
out an<l will recover sufficient strength in 2 years for
852. Dicentra roots prepared
for forcinp;.
a second Forcing, or for
other use. Some species,
like yihi(rin(-m ph'rntitm, staphylea. colchic\im, etc, if
grown on in pots after Forcing, may be again forced, and
seem to do better the second year. This is lu-ohably explained by the fact that insufficient preparation was
given for the first trial, the first Forcing being really
''proper preparation " for the second Forcing.
Hardy plants must have a period ot rest for successful Forcing, the time required varying in different
species. One cannot tell, except by experiment, that
Paper White narcissus will force easily in November and
December, while the double Von Sion will not the individual equation it each kind is an element which nuist
be considered. There is a popular notion that freezing
will shorten the time for resting, or, at any rate, is conducive to the welfare of the plant. This idea doe.o not
seem to stand any practical test. After potting, do not
subject the plants to severe frosts 10 or 12° F. ), or else
the roots, now much exposed, may suffer. The large
buds of lilac and rhododendron may also be injured if
frozen hard.
Pot the plants as soon as they ripen their growth in
autumn, beginning in Septend.ier with herbaceous stock,
and continuing until severe frost. It is possible, but
not desirable, to lift some things after the ground is
frozen hard. Plants received from abroad are potted on
arrival, or, if furnished with a ball like azaleas (Fig. 8491,
they can be stored and not potted until Itrought into heat.
Dutch bulbs are boxed or potted as they are received,
and buried in the earth or piled in stacks and covered
with enough leaves and litter to exclude frosts, Lily-ofthe-vaJley, astilbe and dicontra are kept in their pack-

torL-mg Lily-of-Vallc3

8j3

in pots

Tbey can be stowed conipaclly, in several tiers
sary. It must be remembered that no growth

if necesis to be
allowed while stored; it is their period of rest, and this
must be enforced, Good ventilation must be given on
bright days and every precaution taken against an accumulation of moisture: if the plants are well watered
when put away very little will be required afterwards.
Dampness is most serious with evergreens, like kalmia,
and §uch things as Phlox suhiihtfa. This stock shnnjil
have the airiest positions, or it can be placed in shallow
frames 2 ft. deep, which are drier than deep pits. In
severe weaiher the pits are often covered with snow u
week or more, but the plants will not suffer if this !iappens but once or twice durinij: the winter. At such times
mice and squirrels will make trouble unless trapped or
poisoned.
Nothing except retarded plants, a few bulbs and one
or two kinds of prunus should be brou;.drt in before Ko-

venilter. December 15 to January 1 is as early as it i^
safe to begin Forcing most hardy plants; it will be found
that as the days lenL,^tlien the results will be more satisfactory. At tirst the plants must be kept cool, 45° F. or

Syringe twice a day until the buds swell:
after growth starts the treatment is the same as that

thereabout.

;

(

854.

Forced TriUium.

caii be put in a much
so desired. It is at this time that care
in handling, particularly in the matter of heat, makes it
possible to time the period of blooming so accurately.
but it is impossible to give any general rules to satisfactorily cover these nuitters.
A few plants, like lily-of-the-valley, can be placed di-

given greenhouse plants, and they

warmer house

if

p
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rectly in a Forcing-box or pots, ^^eneral]y made over the
pipes in the hottest house, whero ii tt-ntperature of bO° to
yS^ F. can be luaiutaiDed. Tliey are tirsc soaked in water
for a day or two and then Icept in this jieavy heat until
flower biHls are well developed (Fi?:. 8.18). Tulips, liya-

an d
otherhulbs,
c n th s
i

^

f--.-s.^.

'^^>

"N^

|\

sometimes

:/''

or lilac, can
also Ije hurried up in
such a box, but it is

entire, usually glabrous, grayish green and rather t
ovate or short-oblong, obtuse, 3-f)iii- Texas to N. Me.
Colorado.
Alfred Rehd

most
fr.

FORESTRY is the rational treatment of forests;
treatment nuiy vary with the object in view. Fc
may sul)serve various objects, giving rise to
classes oC forests: they furnish wood materials fo
ixvtii — tinpply forests ; they furnish a soil cover, \
prevents the blowing of the soib and formatit
sand dunes, or which retards the erosion and was

dangerous, and not
good practice; better

lasting
come with ordinary trea'tment.
and more
flowers

Trilliiims
^-;-«^k:^

(Fig. 854)

d various earlyflowering wild plants
may be forced with
satisfaction.

Although no rules
can be given for the
time required in Forcing, it is

knowledge

not hard to acquire
with even surprising
Nothing
exactness.
require
is likely to

more than three
mouths in houses
ranging from 45° to
55°

F^-i. e., after
bringing in from the

855.

Forsythia suspensa. vax.

pits.

A month

or six

is good time to
February
allow in
and March, but with the same plants and temperatures,
more time would be needed earlier; with the advance of
the season, the work is quicker and less uncertain.
There is great difference in plants. Rhododendrons (the
hybrids) require eight weeks or more, but one species
will often bloom in March, within twenty-four hours.
Plants like the rose, whicli must make a growth before
the buds form, take more time thau azaleas. The difference between dull and bright weather is an important
factor, Init with extra firintr, or the use of the Forcingbox, these matters even up, and the average time of
flowering is wonderfully even. In this work, a man with
good plant sense is most likely to succeed.

weeks

Sieboldi (X3'.2).

B.M.Watson.

FORESTlfiKA

(after Forestier, a French physician).
Syn. Adelia.
Otedeece.
Deciduous, rarely evergreen
trees or shrubs, with opposite, entire or serrate, generally rather small Ivs., inconspicuous yellowish fls. and
small black or bkiish berries
without much decorative
value, and but 7'arely cultivated. They cannot be grown
North, except F. aciimhiaia arnl F. lign^fr'nia, which
are tolerably hardy in New England. They grow in almost any soil, and are propagated by seeds and layers.
About 15 species in N. Amer.. from Illinois south;
also in Mex. and W. Indies. Fls. dioecious, apetalous,
with or without calyx, iti small, axillary elustt-rs in eai ly
;

spring, before the Ivs.
stamens 2-4: fr. a small,
mostly black, ]- or 2-seeded berry.
acuminata, Poir. [AdWta acumiuitta, lsi\Q\\x.). Deciduous slirub, to 10 ft. high, sometimes spiny, glabrous:
Ivs. slender jfetioled, ovate-ohlong or ovate-lanceolate,
remotely serrate, 'iy^-^ in. lontr staminate fls. in dense
clusters
idstiliate fls. in short panicles
fr. narrow.
oblong or cylindrical, falcate, .-irure. i„ in. Icng. W.
Illinois to Texas.
Michx. Fl. Ilor. Amer. L':225. B.B.
;

:

:

;

2:603.
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ligrustrina, Poir. [Adelhr llqfistnun, ls\\i-\\x. ). Deciduto
ft., pubescent; Ivs. elliptic-obovate t(.

Flowers

ous shrul),

oblong, obtuse, appressed-serrulate, about 1 in. long
lis. in fascicles
fr. sessile, short-ovoid, obtuse, ^i in.
Tenn. to Fla. and Ala.
:

:

iong.

F. Ndo-Mexicdna, Gray.

Shnd).

t..

10 ft.:

Ivs.

spHlbukiU',

al-

of

Forsythia suspensa, var. Fortunei
Natural size.

of the soil and regulates the waterflow, or which a(
a barrier to cold or hot winds, and exercises other
ticial

fion

influences on climate and surroumlings—
or finally, they furnish enjoyment
;

fori.'sfs

t
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and sportiutr elements in man, as game
serves and pcivks- luxury fo,r,ts.
Any two or all

esthetic

pre-

three
attained simultaneously in the same
for^
est
In the end, and in a more limited
sense, Forestry
IS the art and business of
making money from the growing of wood crops, just as agriculture
and horticulture
are tina ly concerned in producing
values from food
crops. Jn the economy of agriculture,
wood crops may
be grown on land which is too poor for
^
field crops.
Ihis art IS diTHled into two distinct
and more or
objec

s

may be
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with handsome, clean foliage, remarkably free from

in-

and remaining unchanged until late in
The upright forms are well adapted for the bordero
of shrubberies and the pendulous form for covering
walls, fences, arbors or porches. They grow in almost
sects or fungi,

fall.

less

^

independent branches, namely silviculture,
the techniand forest regulation, the Inisiness branch.
(Silviculture is a branch of the larger
subject arboriculture, and comprises
all the knowledge and skill
applied in
producing the wood crop, relying
mainly on natural sciences. While
horticulture and silviculture have both
to deal with trees, their object and
with
it their treatment of trees

cal branch,

are totally different: the
orchardist works for the
fruit of the tree, the landscape gardener for the

pleasing form; in both
cases the object is attained by the existence
of the tree and its single
individual development;
the forester is after the
substance of the tree, the

wood; his object is finally
only attained by the removal of the tree itself.
He deals with masses of
trees ratherthan individuals: it is logs in quantity
and of desirable
quality, clear of knots,
not trees, that he is work-

ing for; hence, his treat-

ment

differs from that of
the horticulturist. Since
bis crop takes many
years to mature, sometimes a century and
more, in order to carry on
a continuous Forestry
business, from which to
secure annual returns,

special arrangements peculiar to this business

must be made; these

ar-

rangements, naturally influencefl by the economic
conditions of the country, form the subject of
forest regulation.

The

horticulturist, as

such, is mainlyinterested
in the rational treatment
of such forests as have
a protective value, influencing climatic, soil

and water conditions
general and locally.
B. E.

FOEGET

-

in

Fernow.

ME

-

NOT.

Myosolis.

FOEStTHIA (after
William Forsyth, prominent English horticultur857.

Flowers

viridissima.

of Forsythia

Nat.

size.

ist,

director of the royal

garden

at
1737-180-11.

Kensington,

Oleacece.
Highly

Golden Bell.

ornamental, tree-flowering slirubs, with opposite,
simple or ternate Ivs. and showy yellow fls., borne in
great profusion along the slender branches in early
spring.
One of the showiest early-flowering shrubs,

858.

Forsythia viridissima

( .-x

}'rj

any kind of garden soil,, and are hardy North. Prop.
readily by greenwood and hardwood cuttings; also by
seeds. The branches of the pendulous form often take
root at tlie tips when touching the ground, and send
forth vigorous shoots, like some brambles or the walking-fern. Two species in China, much cult, in Japan, and
one recently discovered in southeastern Europe. Low
shrubs, glabrous throughout, with slender, quadrangular branches and opposite, serrate Ivs.: fls. 1-3, axillary,
pedicelled calyx and corolla deeply 4-lobed, lobes of the
corolla oblong, longer than the carupanulate tube
sta;

;

mens
with

2,

included

many winged

fr.

:

a

2-celled,

dehiscent capsule,

seeds.

suspSnsa, Vahl. Shrub, to 8 ft., but the branches
often lopping on the ground and taking root
Ivs.
broad-ovate or oblong-ovate, serrate, 3-4 in. long fls.
1-3, about 1 in. long, golden yellow, tube striped orangeyellow within
calyx about as long as tube
capsule
ovate, about 1 in. long.
China. S.Z. 3. -Two varieties
can be distinguished. Var. SiSboIdl, Zabel {F. Sieholdi,
I-)ipp.).
Fig. 85.5. Low shrub, with very slender, pendulous or trailing branches: Ivs. m'ostly simple, broadovate or ovate. B.M. 499.5. F.S. 12:12,5.3. Gn. 33, p. 563.
A.G. 13:9-1. G.F. 4:79. Var. F6rtunei, Rehder {F. For^Hnei, Lindl.). Fig. 856. Of more vigorous growth, with
upright or archinghranches Ivs. often ternate, ovate or
oblong-ovate; corolla with morenarrow and twisted segments. R.H. 1861 :291. ii^. .si(.5pcH.srt is an excellent shrub
for the margins of groups, because it finally rolls over
and meets the greensward. It can also be trained over an
arbor. Less common than F. viridissima, hut better.
:

:

:

;

:

intermedia,
Zabel (F. suspensa x viridissima].
Shrub, with slender, erect or arching branches
Ivs.
ovate-lanceolate, sometimes 3-lobed or ternate, coarsely
serrate, 3-4 in. long
fls. almost like those of F. suspensa Fortunei. Gt. 1885:1182 and 40; p. 397.-Often
confounded with forms of F. susp<?vsn. In foliage it
resembles much the following, which has the Ivs. narrower, always simple, usually serrate oidy above the
middle, with smaller teeth. It is as hardy as F. sus:

;

pensa and very floriferous.
viridissima, Lindl.

Figs. 857, 858. Shrub, to 10 ft.,
Ivs. oblong-lanceolate or

with green, erect branches

:

,

.
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lanceolate, always simple and generally serrate only
tis.
above the middle, very dark green, 3-0 in. long
about 1 in. long; corolla with rather narrow, twisted
calyx about
lobes of bright, somewhat greenish yellow
half as longas tube. B.M. 4587. F.S. ;!:2tfl. B.K. 33:30.
-Less hardy and graceful than the otbe species.
:

;

F.Enrop7:ea,Des.

&

Bald.,

from

AllKinia, h.is smjtll, ov.itc-

Alfred Rehdek.

laoeeolate, quite entire Ivs.

FOTHERGiLLA (after John Futhergill, eminent English physician, who introduced and cultivated many
new plants, ]7i2-1780). HainameHth'icea'. Hanly ornamental shrubs, with alternate, deciduous, simple, dull
green Ivs. and sliowy spikes of white fls. in spring witli
the Ivs.
the distinct foliage resembles somewhat that
of the alder, or more that of Hamamelis, and turns yellow late in fall. They grow best in moist, peaty or
sandy soil. Prop, by seeds, not germinating until tlu'
second year, or by layers, wliich take two years to root
the first species also by suckers and rootcattings. Two closely allied species in the
-3-^:^
Alleghanies
shrubs, with the
:

;

low
branches densely stellate-pubescent: Ivs.
tls. in terminal
stipulate, dentate-crenate
spikes, perfect, apetalous
calyx oamS.

m&ior, Lodd. {F. moniicola, Ashe. F. alnifdlia,
it/i'ijor, 8ims).
Bushy shrub, with upright branches
Ivs. broadly ohovate or roundish, oval, cordati
G ft.
truncate, coarsely crenate or undulate even to the b
sometimes nearly glabrous beneath, 2).;,'-5 in. lo
spikes Po-3 in. long, with 1-3 Ivs. at the base
stan
1^ in. long, white.
B.M. 1342. L.B.C. 10:1520.-']
species is superiorto the former on accountof its dei
pyramidal habit, larger Ivs. and showier fls.
:

:

Alfked Rehde:

FOUNTAIN PLANT. Amarantus

aalicifolius.

I'0UQUI£:RIA( Pierre Ed. Fouquier, professorof

m

cine at Paris).
Tamariscltceo'. Candlewood. F
species of plants from tlie deserts of Mex. and New
of which one is cult, in the larger rockeries of Calif.,
is interesting as being an example of an order far
moved from the Cactaceas in fis. and fr., mit reduce*
somethinsr of their habit by the desert. It is often c

M

:

y^

:

;

860 Fragana Virginiana
Showing the profuse rxmners,

by the Mexicans to make an impenetrable, spiny hed
The plant has small an<l comparatively few Ivs., bo
in clusters in the axils of tlic spines.

nel-sbaped tube

1 in.

or

Pis. with a f
long, and 5 spread

more

lobes.

spl^ndens, Engelni.

Fraeana

85j^

Coach-whip. Vine-Cactus,

Staff. Ucotillo. Shrub, 0-Ifl, or even 20
high, branching lujar the base
branches long, gr
furrowed, erect: Ivs. obovate, rounded at apex, wed
shaped at base, K-l in. long: intlor. racemose, thyrso
tls. scarlet or brick-red: stamens 8-12, exserted
se
u'hite, with a long fringe of sidrally thickened ha:
\\. Tex. ;ind Ariz, to S. (Jalif. A.G. l":!:750.
i'cb's

ChiJuentjis

:

stamens numerous, with tlie filaments thickened toward the end
caiisulB dehiscent.
'J-celled and 2-seeded.
GArdeni, Murr. {F. ulnifolui Linn, f. F CuroViiiu
Britt.). Low shrub, witli generally spreading branches,
to 3 ft.: Ivs. oblong or obovate, rounded or cuneate ai
the base, coarsely dentate above the middle, pulicscerit
and pale or glaucous beneath. l-'J in. Icjng spikes ovate
or oblong, 1-2 in. long, leatli-ss at the base
stamens
B.M. l.'J41. ti.K.
''a-Ji io- long, sometimes ].inkisii.
8:445. L.B (;. 16:1507.
pauuliite, 5-7-lolieil

;

:

.

,

:

FOUECEO'i'A.

F. Fr.ANOESCHi and W.
See Fiirrnva.

:

;

FOUR-O'CLOCK. See MlruhiUs J„hip„

FOXGLOVE.

Diailali.i.

M

.

FKAGARIA
FRAQAEIA

FUAGKANT

(Lutiu

i'nujrure, fratcraiice, from the
smell of the fruit). Bosiicecv. Strawbekry.
small
genus of low perennial herbs in the north temperate
zone and aiona; the American Conlilleran reffion. The

wliite below,

are painiately 3-foliolate and toothed, all from the
crown of the plant: fls. white or yellow, in corymbose
racemes on slender, leafless scapes, sometimes iackint;
stamens
calyx deeply 5-lobed and reinforced by 5
sepal-like bracts
petals 5, ohovate
stamens many,
short
pistils many, on a conical receptacle, becominf,'
small and hard akenes ami persisting on the enlarging
receptacle. The enlarged receptacle becc.mes pulpy and
edible in the Strawberry, or Fragaria proper, but it remains small in Duchesiiea. See Figs. 8i;(j, 827. Fragarias propagate naturally by means of runners.
The Fragarias are exceedingly variable. About 130
specific names have been applied to them, but there are
probably not more than a dozen forms which are dislinct enough to be clearly distinguished as species.
Bentham and Hooker would reduce them all to three or
four species- Of the true Fragarias, four species-types

musky

A

Ivs.

;

;

;

;

BAL.M
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blunt-toothed
tl. -clusters
forking and
long-rayed, the pedunciu short, soon lopping on the
:

ground; runtiers mostly appearing after the frnit is
gone: berry large and tlrm, dark-colored, more or less
in flavor, reinforced by a very large calyx or

hull.

Pacific coast region of S.

Amer.

A common

wild

Strawberry of the Pacific slope of N. Amer. is referred
to this species, l)nt it is a question whether it is identical with the S. American form.
Var. anaa^ssa, Hort. {F. anandssa, F. tiitcta, F.
calyciilatti, Duchesne.
F. grandifldra, Ehrh.J. Pine

Strawberry.

Common Garden Strawberry.

Taller

growing: lvs. larger and thinner, mostly lighter green
on both sides fr. larger, running into very many kinds.
:

Virginiana, Duchesne (F. lowensis and F. Illinoensis, Prince).
Scarlet or Virginian Strawberry.
Figs. 8G0, Stil, 8G2.
More slender: lvs. thinner, light
green above and below, the upper surface with sunken
veins: ti. -clusters small, with a few hanging fruits at.
the top of a rather long peduncle: runners usually appearing with the fruit: berry
small, light scarlet, globular or
oblong-conical, usually with a
constriction or neck underneath
the moderate-s,zed calyx or
hull.
E. North Amer. — Variable. The larger and more hairy
forms have been sejiarated as
var. Iltino^nsis, Gniy, but it is
difficult to define them from the
type; and the same is true of
the boreal forms, which have
been detached as F. Canadensis, Michx. A few early varieties of Strawberries, as Crystal
'ity,
seem to be wholly or
partly of F. Mrgiaiana origin.
<

UB. Lvs. normally shorter thun
fl.-cliistrrs :
tlie
akenes
iisualli/ >iot siDiken in the
flfsh oftlii' brrry.

v6sca,

Linn.

(

/'.

sfniperflo-

Duchesne). Alpine and
T u a L Strawberries.
Erect and dark green, only
sparsely hairy, the lvs. thin and light green as compared with the foregoing species, very sharp-toothed
rens,
I-" E R

PE

:

-cluster small, forking, erect
berry firm, small,
usually oblong-conical, the akenes very prominent;
hull spreading. Eu. — The American representative of
this species — common in woods N. — is tht.ught by some
to be a distinct species, and it has received the name
F. Aniprieana Britt. but it is doubtful if it can bo
separated.
See Figs. 8(33, 8G4. The true F. ve.sca is
thouglit to be sparingly naturalized eastward.
The
native plant often bears white fruit. The cult, forms
are rarely seen in this country, but the quality is high,
and they are dese^^ing of more attention in home
grounds. Variable in cult. There is a form with leaflets
reduced to one {F. monopliyUa, Duchesne, I^.IVf. ('.:!).
This type of Strawherry bears more continuously than
F. Chiloensis and F. S'lrginiana. The so-called Mexican or Everbearing Strawberry wliir-h has l)een introduced at times is F. Jlrxira-na, Schlecht., which is another form of the vescan type. Oti the Pacific slope, the
type possiblv mav be represented bv F. Californica,
Cham. ^ Schlecht.
tl.

:

,

861,

Fragaria Virginiana.

are interesting to the horticulturist as the pareots of
the garden Strawberries, — i''. Chi loensit^, the original of
F.
the ordinary cultivated Strawberries of America
Virginiana, which was early domesticated, and of which
some trace still remains in cultivated varieties F mos'•/mirt, the Hautbois, and F. vescn ,Xhe alpine and perpetual Strawberries, which ai-e little cultivated in this
country. Aside from these, the Indian Strawberry, or
Duchesnea, i^ cultivated as a basket and rock plant.
For a sketcli of the evolution of Strawberries, see Essay
25, Bailey's "Survival of the Unlike." The classical
work on Strawberries is Duchesne's "Histoire Naturelle
des Fraisiers." J7G6. See Strawherry
;

;

A.

.

True Stkawberries, hearing an
receptacle),

and

u'iih

a-

more

edible "berry" {or
or fefis npright habit:

fls. tvhife.

Lvs. normally overtopping the fls. and- fr.: akenes
mostly sunken i)i the flesh of the berry.
Chilo6nsis, Duchesne. Fig. 859. Low, but stout in all
its parts: ivy. thick, more or less glossy above, bluish
H.

;

moschata. Duchesne (F.

eldiior,

Ehrh.).

Hautbois.

Taller, usually dioecious, more pubescent, the calyx or
hull strongly refiexed from the fruit: berry dull red,
musky. Eu. Cult, forms rarely seen in Amer.

—

aa.

Duchesnea. RereptacJe
trailing:

less fleshy , tasteless: hahit

fls. yelloiv.

Indica, Andr. Neat trailina: plant with small obovate
crenate-dentate leaflets, solitary long-pedicelled tis.,
and calyx bracts toothed. India. Naturalized E. — Very
useful as a basket trailer.
j^ jj_ }>

FRAGRANT BALM.

Jfonarda didyma.

FRAME
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FRAXINUS

FEAME. Fi^. 865. A bos without permanent top or
is designed, when covered with glass or
other transparent material, as a place in which to grow
plants. When supplied with artificial bottom heat, the
frame is part of a hotbed; when supplied only with snn
bottom which

constantly kept in a greenhouse, especially if
planted in the open soil, where it can be freely ex
to light and air, without which the beautiful spots
petals are scarcely developed." His plate shows 4]
red spots near the base of each petal. L.B.C. 19
erroneously named F. .'^ovcJufoUa, has themidveir
bases of the side veins of the petals dark red. yy

FRASERA

(John Fraser, English botanist, coi:
published Walter's Flora
Cor.UMBO. Large, stout 1
all North American, and all but one far-western
single stem from thick, bitter, mostly biennial
opposite or whorled ivs., and cymose clusters o:
white, yellowish (jv bluish fls. which are commonly
spotted
calyx deeply 4-parted
corolla v
shaped, 4-parted, persistent.

in America 1785-90 and
liniana). Gentiamlcea'.

"^

:

;

A.

;

Lvs. in ivhorJs of

irhite-margir

4-0, tiot

specidsa, Dougl. Fls. greenish white or t
tinged bluish, dark-dotted
2 glands on
corolla lobe.— Cult, by D. M. Andrews, Boi
Colo.
:

AA.

Z/vs.

Height

ill

5'i'

or 3's, ivhite-mnrgined.

fls. whitish, dark-dotte
P4rryi,Torr. Lvs. opposite or in 3's: 1 no
d on each corolla lobe. — Int. 1891 by Orcutt
Diego.
BB. Height 3-Sin.: fls. hluish.
Ciisickii, Gray. Lvs. opposite: 1 gland reaching
near the base to near the middle of each corolla lo
Adv. 1889 by F. H. Horsford, Charlotte, Vt.
^_

B.

FKAXINELLA.

Fruit

864.

of

Americana.
heat,

it

is

Fragaria
Nat. size

Fragaria Americana
(See Pragraia, page COrj.)

863.

part of a coldframe.

The Frame may be

See Blctatnnus.

FRAXINUS (ancient Latin name). Oledce(v.
Hardy ornamental trees, with deciduous, opposite
nate, rather large lvs. an<.l small fls. in panicles, e
appearing before the Ivs. and greenish, or in the si
nus Ornus after or with lvs. and whitish in showy
cles
the winged fr. is insigniticant. They arevali
as street and park trees, and grow mostly into tall,
amidal or broad-headed trees, with rather light f
foliage, which turns yellow or dark purple in fall c
mains green, as in F. excelsior and Ornus. The A
seldom severely injured, though a number of in
and funtri prey on the lvs. and wood, of which two bo
:

of

any size, but the normal size is 6 x 12 ft., an area which
accommodates four 3xGft. sashes; and this 0x12 area is
understood when one speaks of "a Frame." See Hothed
L. H. B.

FKANClSCEA

I'-J ft.:

Included with Brunfelsia.

FRANCdA (Fr. Franco, Valencia, sixteenth century).
Saxifragdceiy?.
Three species of Chilean perennial
herbs, with turnip-like (lyrate) Ivs. and terminal, dense
racemes of white or pink fls. borne in summer. They
are interesting as having points in common with Crassulaceae, Rosacea, Galax and even Diontea. They grow
about 2 ft. high, and in the North could perhaps be wintered in a coldframe. Scape-bearing, glandular-pilose
or tomentose: rhi?;ome thick, many-headed: Ivs. glandular-dentate: fls. 1 in. across, as many as 36 in racemes
6 in. long: floral parts in 4's, rarely 5's; petals obovate,
clawed.
A. FIs. v'liite.

and a fungus attacking the lvs., are perhaps the
obnoxious. Most of the species are hardy North e;
those from tjje southern states, southern Europe
Himalayas of the sub-genus Ornus, F. Bnugeano
F. long ir its pis seem to be the hardiest. The Ashe
important forest trees, and the straight-grained
tough wood is much used for handles of tools, u
manufacture of carriages and wagons, for the int
finish of houses, and for furniture, for baskets and
for fuel. From F. Onias manna is obtained as an
dation of the trunk, and some Chinese species yieb
Chinese white wax. The Aslies grow in almost
moderately moist soil, F. nigra being somewhat
moisture-loving, while 7'\ oxycarpa F. Ornus, F. S
;

t

,

ramdsa, D. Don. Taller, woodier and more
branching tlian the others, aud distinguished
by pubescent inllorescence. Leaf-stalks not
margined: tls. smaller. Hardy at Washington,
D. C, according to J. Saul, "with spikcs"2 ft.
long and 1 in. thick.
AA.

FJs. umslhi jnnk.

Lea f-sta !/{.< hnxnll ,j ivuirird at the base.
sonchif61ia, Cav. Lower lobes continuous witJi
the broad margin nt tiie base of the leaf-stalk:
petals deep rose, dark-spotted. B.M. 'XW).
B.

It

BE. Leaf-s/aJks vot wviigcd at the hase.
appendiculata, Cav. Lower lobes distant from the
base of flic stidk: petals i>ale rose, rarely spotted. B..^I.
3178 (shows a white Jongifndin.'il band on petals). B.K'.
19:1645, where Lindley said (IH.'S.'t), "It thrives lietter if

^
SeS A Fran u
accommodates four sashes,

ana and F. eiispidata irrow well even

in drier situat

They are generally readily transplanted and irrowra]
when young. Prop. l)y seeds gatliered in fall and
immedintely, or stratified and sown in spring, cov
i

about

1

in. hi;,di

with good

soil;

sometimes remain

—
.

FRAXINUS

FRAXINUS

until the second year. The varieties and rarer
kinds are budded in late summer or grafted in sprinfc
on the seedliiitcs of any of the common species. About
40 .species in the temperate region of tlie northern heniis[.|jere south to Cuba;
about 35 of the species grow in
N. Amer. and nearly as many in E. Asia. Trees or
raaiit

shrubs, with odd-pinnate, rarely simple, opposite Ivs.
without stipules
fls. in panicles, dioecious or polygamous, with or without calyx or with calyx and a 2-(lparted corolla with generally linear segments; stamens
generally
ovary 2-celled
fr. a 1-seeded, winged
:

:

samara.

Americana,

leiiiificUolia, 17.

7.

longicuspis,

7.

njoiiophyllii,
2.

potamoplitla,
pu.bescens

'\.

Maiidschurica,

alha, 1.
Bosci, 0.

Buugeaiia,

]]'i

ufer-hud.s

Corolla d/ridcd
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hrowv or vcarh/ hl'fk.

to fin'

l)a.s<'

wlfh ratlipr

.staiiifus

:

Unig filaments.
3. longlcuapis, Sieb. & Zucc.
Slender tree, to 30 ft,,
with rufously pubescent winter-buds lfts. 5-7, stalked,
oblong-lanceolate, long-acuminate, obtusely serrate, almost glabrous, 2-4 in. long tls. in rattier slender, narrow panicles, to 4 in. long petals linear, aciite fr. oblanceolate. May. Japan.
Small tree
winter-buds
4. Sieboldi^na,
Blume.
mostly glabrous and often almost black lfts. 5-7, almost sessile, elliptic or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate,
serrate, usually pubescent along the miilrib beneath,
2-4 in. long
petals Hnearpanicles like tlie former
spatulate, obtuse
fr. oblanceolate.
May. Jap., Corea.
Small tree lfts. 7-11, ovate or
5. pubin6rvis, Blume.
ovate-oblong, acute or acuminate, serrate, pubescent on
the veins beneath, l^o-4 in. long
panicles less narrow
than in the former
petals small and caducous. Jap.
— Probably F. serrafifoJia, Hort., belongs here.
:

:

:

;

:

:

INDEX,
acumiTiHtH.

BH.
C.

,

,

U.

pTibiiier'\"is,

iri

1(1.

iiii,^ra, U-.

:

.'?.

].1.

ri'tnndifoUa,

in^il

:

1

(.'aroliiiiaiiu, VI.

N<>r(f-A miVnr,
(.)ret^ona, 11.

rvfa,

Ornus, 1.
panncsa, 0.

sanihiiriff.Iln.

KUl)pl.

7.

1(1.

:

srrratifc/itf.,
2, 17.

;

:

qiiadrangulat;!,,

epiptera, 7.
excelsior, 10.
flonhii.nda, 1 ai
suppl.
juglaudifolia, 7.
lanceolata, 8.

parvifolia,

!«.

U.

.'..

:

.Si'.'linldiana. 4.

Pennsylvanica, 9
platycarpa, 12.

simplicifnfia,
riridis,

l(i.

8.

CC.

Corolla

u-ifh

short

fiihr

:

a uthers at luosf sessile

.

cuspidata, Turr. Shruli or small tree, to 20 ft.,
lfts. usually 7, slender
with dark, reddish brown buds
stalked, lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate,
fls.
coarsely serrate, almost glabrous, l'.j-2 in. long
fr. spatulate-oblong.
fragrant, in 3-4-in. long panicles
Texas to Arizona and N. Mex. S.S. 6:260.
April.
Handsome flowering tree for temperate regions.
tl.

:

;

:

Fls. without rnrolla, appearing before the
I-:.

Ics.

Fls. dill riiins, with 1h>! calys piersisteut o}) tlic. fr.: milhi'rs lin-

ear or

liiicar-iiblovi/

:

lfts. r/rj;-

buds broioi. {Subgenus Lepta lix.
*;.
Fr. oblanceolate or lanceolate.
i>.
Braticlies and petioles glabrous
7. Americana,
Linn. {F. Nbra/'.
A)igll,i, i^lill.
iilba,
Marsh.).
erallij f>-7:

)

White Ash.

Fig. 867.

Tall tree,

t<^

120 ft.: lfts. generally 7, stalked,
ovate to ovate-lanceolate, entire or
denticulate, dark green above, glaucous beneath, 3-5 in. long
fr.
linear-oldong, with terete body,
'^^^ the wing not decurreut, 1% in.
long.
Froni Canada to Fla.
west to ]\Iinnesota and Texas.
377. — Very varialjle. Var. acuminata,
:

S.S. 6:268.

Em.

Wesm.

{F. acui)iin<ila Lam. F. epiptera, Michx. F.
Americana, vnr. glaura, Hort.). Lfts. dark green and
shining above, very glaucous and almost glabrous beneath, entire. Var. juglandifdlia, Relid. F.
higlandifolia, Lam.).
Lfts. less shining
r<\
^
above, usually broader, more or less pubes\
cent beneath, serrate at least above the
middle. This is the northern form, while
the former is more common in tiie southern
states.
Var. Albo-margin^ta, Hort. Lfts.
,

(

'".

866.

FIs

rifh

Fraxinus excelsior (X

y'3).

uijifx (uid corolla lyerfect

or polygfunons.

(Subgenus Ornus.)
B.

6mu8, Linn.

Wiiifer-buds grai/.

{F. floribi'mda, Hort., not Wall.).
Small tree, becoming 25 ft.: Ifts. generally 7, stalked,
oblong-ovate or ovate, irregularly serrate, rufously pubescent on the midrib beneath, 2-3^2 in, long: tls.
whitish, fragrant, in dense, terminal panicles 3-5 in.
long fr. erect, narrow-oblong, truncate or emarginate
S. Eu., W.
at the apex, about 1 in. long. May, June.
Asia. On. 48, p. 28n. — Var. latifdlia, Ait.(i'\ rotundi folia,
Hort., not Lam.).
Lfts. roundish ovate or broadly
ovate-oblong.
2. Bunge^na, DC.
Small tree, to 15 ft., or shrub:
Ifts. generally 5, stalked, ovate, obovate or roundish,
obtuse to short-acuminate, serrate, glabrous, l-l^^g i^long panicles to 2,^^ in. long, many-fld. fr. narrow-oblong, obtuse or emarginate. May. China. G.F. 7:.5.—
Var. parvifdlia, Dipp. Lfts. about 1 in. long, broadly
rhombic or roundish.
1.

:

:

39

edged white.
8. lanceolata, Borkh. {F. viridis, Michx.
in part. F. Pcn}isiflrd)iica, Y&r. lanceolata.
Sarg.). Green Ash. Tree, to 60 ft.: Ifts.
5-9, short-stalked, ovate to ohlongdanceolate,
irregularly serrate, green on both
sides, almost glabrous, 2-5 in. long
fr.

iyO

:

oblanceolate, with decurrent wing, hence
body margined, about T^w in- long. Canada
to Fla., west to Rocky Mts. S.S. 6:272.

DD. Branches, petioles (Did Ivs. beneath
pubescent, at least when young.

*-'

.

^""^^^
,

9. Pennsylvanica, Marsh. {F. pubescens,
Fraxinus
Red Ash. Tree, to 60 ft.: ifts. 5-9, Americana.
stalked, ovate to oblong-lanceolate, acumiXat. size,
nate, crenately serrate or entire, pubescent
beneath, .3-6 in. long: fr. linear-spatulate, about 2 in.
long, with somewhat decurrent wing. Canada to Fla.,
west to Dakota and Mo. S.S. 6:271. — Var. aucubaeJolia,
Hort. Lvs. blotched yellow, less pubescent. Var. Bosci,

Lam.).

).

FRAXixrs

FKAXIXrS

G08

F. rata, Hort., not Hose). Lvs. simple or 3-parted
usually incisely dentate. Var. monophylla, O. Ktze. {F
uionophylla, Desf.
F. simplici folia, Willd.). Lvs
simple, ovate, serrate, rarely with 1 or 2 small lfts. a
the base.
Var. ii6,na, Loud. (var. polemonii folia
compact, slow growing, dwar
var. g/ohosa, Hort.).
form with very small lvs. Var. p§ndula, Ait. Witl
])eudnIous l>ranches. One of the best pendulous tree;
for forming arbors and shady seats.

Hort. With dark green, shining foliage. Var. pannosa.
Hort. Similar to "the former, but Ivs. larger and narrower.
F. 2nsfaei(r?fdlla,Tori\). Tree, to
10. velutina, Torr.
40 ft., with velvety pubescent, rarely glabrous branches
Ifts. 5-9, sometimes reduced to 3 or even 1, siiortstalked, oval to lanceolate, entire or remotely serrate,
yellowish green, firm and thick at jnaturity, pubescent
or nearly glabrous beneath, 2-4 in. h>ng fr. spatulate,
with marginless body. Texas to Arizona and N. Mexico.
S.S. 6:L'G7.-Not hardy North.
(

A

:

:

EE.

:

:

pendulous branches, forming a graceful small weepiu^

:

tree.

(1:276.

Fr. eJUpf/r or hroailhi

'(.

s/'ahiJ<rf<\ ho,]

iriih th<- iviiig a

Carolini^na,
Lam.
Tree, to 40

/I

i;

Small tree, to 30 ft., witl;
18. potam6ph.ila. Herd.
Ifts. 7-13, stalked,
rather stout, upright branches
rhombic -ovate or ovate-lanceolate, serrate, acute oi
acuminate, 1-2,^^' in. long: fr. linear-oblong, Turkestan, Songariu.

romprrssed

:

urcii lul

phifi/carpa,
Michx.).
puliescent or glabrous branches
Ifts. d-7, striked, ovate or oblout;,
acuminate, serrate, rarel)'' entire, pubescent or glabrous beneath, 2-5 in. long: fr. 1-2 in. long, with pinnately veined wing, often o-winged. Virginia to Fla.,
west to Arkansas and Texas. S.S. 0:274-75.
12.

Water Ash.

(

F.

ft., witli

F. anunstifblia, Vahl, Allied to F. parvifolia. Lfts. oblong
lanceolate or lanceolate, serrate, to 3 in. long. S. Eu., >J. Afr.
W. Asia.— jP. an/iniala, AVats, timall tree, to 20 ft., with quad
rangiilar liranclies: lvs. simple or pinnate, roundish or roundColo., Utah. S.S. G:2iiG.—F.
ish ov:ite, IV- in.: fr. obovate.
urueatea, Loisel., is a v;tr. of F. rotundifolia, but in gardens
often other Ashes, especially varigated forms, are cult, undei
Allied to F. lanceolata.
this name.— i^. Berlandieriunn,
Tree, to 70 ft. lfts. 3-5, ovate or obovate, serrate, downy along
tlie veins beneath, to 4 in. long. Texas to Mexico. S.S. 6:273.—
F. Biltmoredna, Beadle. Allied to F. Americana. Tree, to 50 ft.:
iiranclies pubescent: lfts. 7-0, oblong-lanceolate, pubescent beneath, 3-6 in. lo7ig: fr. ll.j-2 in. long, emarginate, with oUiptic,

:

li\i.

without cahix

J'"'?s.

(onlif J^o.

J.?

//a.s-

a deciduous

DC

minute cuUjx): nnfJwrs rord'ite, rareli/ hroadly
ohloug: Ifts. generally more fhmi 7, nenrhj g!ahrous.
0.
i:\.

(

quadrangnl^ta, Michx.

rarely 120

ft.:

:

Suhge)ii(S Fraxinastrr.

J^raneJtes 4-angJed
Ifts. 7-11,

and

Buds brown.

parvifolia, Lam. (/'. Irntiscifolia, Desf.). Shrul
or small tree, to ]5 ft., with slender, often purplisl
branches: lfts. 7-13, sessile, obovate or obovate-lanceo
late, acute, serrate, 1-2 in. long: fr. oblong, obtuse oi
acute. W. Asia, S. Europe. Var. p6iidula, Dipp., witl
17.

Oregbna, Nutt. Tree, to 80 ft. petioles sometimes
Ifts. 7-0, almost sessile or shortglabrous at length
stalked, oblong or elliptic, acuminate, entire or obscurely and remotely serrate, light green, 21-2-0 in. long,
fr. oblong-obovate. with dethick and firm at maturity
current wing, about 1'..' in. long. Wash, to (..'alif. .S. S.
11.

itsuani/ u'iugcd.

Blue Ash.

Tree, to 80,
short-stalked, ovate to lanceo-

acuminate, sharply serrate, yello\vish
green on both sides, 3-5 in. long: tis. perfr. <^)blong, emarginate, winged all
around, 1-2 in. long. From Michigan to
Arkansas and Tennessee. S.S. 6:263.
late,

/-\^

fect:

I'lillill

D.

oc. Branches terete or nearhj so.
BJooiu dlcecions: rachis at tlte hasc of
Ifts. irilh thick rufous toincntuiu.

>.

^
--^

r
'^^i

nigra, Marsh. {F.samhnrifn/ia ,hu.u\. ).
Fig. 868. Tree, to 80 ft.: Ifts.
9-11, sessile, oblong-lanceolate, rounded at
tlie base, acuminate, sharply serrate, green
on both sides, dark above, 3-6 in. long:
anthers broadly oblong: fr. narrow-oblong,
with decurrent wing. From Canada to Virginia, west to Mo. "8.3.5:204-05. Em. 382.
14.

Black Ash.

15. Mandschiirica, Rupr. Tree, to 100 ft.,
with obtusely quadrangular branches and
dark brown buds: Ifts. 9-11, almost sessile,
Fraxinus
nigra.
ovate to oblong-lanceolate, sharply serrate,
pubescent or hispid on the veins beneath,
Nut. size.
3-6 in. long: fr. oblong-hmceolate, 1-1 ^^ in.
Manchuria, Corea, Saghalin, Japan.
long.
Valuable
tree of vigorous growth.

868.

Key

liD.

Bloom

of

perferf or poji/gainous : rachis icitliout run
spicuous rufoH.s totnentnni.
E.

Buds

hJack.

excelsior, Linn. Fig. 866. Tall tree, to 120 ft. buds
black: Ifts. 9-13, almost sessile, oblong-ovate or ovatelanceolate, acute or acuminate, serrate, dark green above,
16.

:

paler beneath, 2-5 in. long: fr. oblong, often eniarginate, about IK in. long. Eu., W. Asia. Many different
varieties are cultivated, some of the most distinct being
the following: Var. dlbo-marginata, Hort. Lfts. edged
wliite. Var. albo-varieg^ta, TT'jrt. Lfls. blntclied white.
Var. aiirea, Loud. With yellow branches. Var. ai^irea
p^ndula, Loud. With pendulous yellow bnuiches, but
a somewhat weak grower. Var. asplenifolia, O. Ktze.
{var. scolopendrifolia., Hort.).
Lfts. very narrow, almost linear. Var. crispa, Willd. fvar. alroinrcns^JlovX.,
var. CHCullata, Hort.), with very dark green curled and
twisted Ivs.; of slow growth. Var. diversifblia, Ai(, F.
heterophil lla, Vahl. /''. siinplirifolia /aria la fa. Hurt.
(

869.

Freesia refracta. var. Leichtlinii.

marginless body. N.

—

&

/'. diinorpha, Coss.
ra.rotin;i.
Dur. Allied to i'\ xiiuthoxyloides.
Slirul): lfts. 5-7, roundish ovato tc
'ihlong, creuately serrate, .^a^l in. long. N. Airica. Tender.— i^.
lipctala, Hook. i>o Arn.
lfts,
Allied to F. cuspidata. Shrub
5-7, elliptic or ovate, serrate or entire. ^•;'>-2in. long: ds. with ol)()vat,o iietals.
<^dif,, Mexico.
S.S. 6:261. Tender.— J*', flori
hunda,V^i\\\. .'VUied to F. longicuspis. Tree, to 40 ft.: lfts. 5-7
ovate-]anceol:ito, sorrati->, reticulate beneath, 2-4 in. long: pour
<des hirge, to l(t in. long; pet;ds oblong. Himal-iyHs. Tender.—
F. (rrt'i/)//. Gray. Allied to F, cuspidata. SnuUl tree: lfts. 3-7,
•

:

PRAXINUS

PRE ESI A

oblong-i.hovate, creiuitcly sen-ite. .,. ,;iitire, '^-1 in. loii«fr
hnear-obloiie, emarKi.Kitt.. S..S. U:-li-. <;.F. ::ir.l.~F.
Hook t. Allied to i liuuceOTii. Hhrub; Ifls. r,, almostMariesf.
sessile,
obOYate to ovate-lam-eolnte, entire or serrate acute 1-a in
.

',??'!

'^^\'y'\

\^^- ""'^-T^-

o^<:„cnrpa. Will.l. (F. ox'yphylla;

*
Bieb.). Allied to
F.parvitolia. Tree,
^

late, serrate,

pubescent along

t<.

00 ft.: Ifts 5-11 lanceo-

midrib beuoatli I'^.i-J in longprofunda, Busb.
Allied toF. Pennsylvanica. Lfts. 7-U, oblong-lane.eolate acuminate, entire, 3-C in. Ions, tomentoso beneath: fr. ^-'."4in Ioul'
with deeurrent -ft'lug. Ark., Mo.— 7.'. ra;()ocft)7)«, Regef ISl i d"
lfts. 3-7, oblong or obloiij,.-obov;ite,n.su:illyentirn ..l.tuse
1
n
long: fr. strongly falc;ite, with obovato not decurrent' win
Turkestan, Buchar.-J-'. Itiydi, Dipp. Probably only Tar ot
F. potamoplula, with d.arker green, broader and less acute
lfts.
Turkestiin.— J". rhi/ii-cliop/nHla, Hance. Large tree
buds large, thickly covered with rufous tomeni um Ift.s
.',
obloiig-obov:ite, remotely cr6nato-scrr,ate, 2-4 in. long
,
tis. perfect, arietiilous, with a calyx.
'
China.
(i'485—
fr oblanceohite, acute.

tlie

S. En.,

W. Asia.— J-,

:

i
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probable course of evolution auft degeneration in Freesia.s
is pictured in Unjj;. 7:197 and A. F. U:117y.
In the pursuit of either ideal, the yellow spots have been considered objectionable. The orij:,nnal stock seems to have
a trace of violet color, "which

sometimes shows

itself in

varyinj^ intensity, sometimes in spots or lines, sometimes in a suffused tint. Lately some fine effects are
said to have been secured with this minor color, but
it is doulitful if the violet hue will ever produce anythiufc of the first importance. Less important pictures
f Fieesi IS are iu Mn. 8, p. 87. A.G. ITio.'iD. Gn. 51. p.
^04
(y L
IIL 3:588; 19::J91, .392, 397. The writer has
not seen the older figures in Jacq. let. 241.
Redoute, Lil. t. 419 and Gt. 808. For garden
monographs, see Gng. 7:196, and Gn. 22, p. 94.

GP

F. rotundiliilia. Lam. Allied to F. Ornu.s. Sniiill tree, to
-5 ft.: lfts. .5-9, roundish or roundish obovate, irregularly
serrate. S. Europe.— i-^ Sogduoia, Bge. Allied to F. an
eustifolia.
Small tree
Iys.
often in 3's and riitbei
<'rowded: lfts. 3-5, lant:eolate, serrate, 2-4 in. long. Turk
I'.stan.
F. taiiiarisriJolia, Vahl. Allied to F. parvifolia
Small tree: lfts. 9-11, short-stalked, (.blong-lauccol:ite, seir ite
1-3 in. long. W. Asia.— /•'. Texmsis, S;irg. Allied to F. Amen
cana. Tree, to 40 ft.: lfts. 5, bro:id]y oval or ovate, rounde rr
acute at the apex, lK-2>2 in. long. Te-xas. S.S. 0:27(1.—/'.
jihrdsti, Nouv. Duh., i,s a var. of F. Ornns, but in g.ardens tl r
forms are sometimes cult, under this nume.—F. TiirlestdiiKii
C'arr.— P. Sogdiana.— 7-'. xnntlf.nilo'nU-s, Wall. .Shnib or sniali
tree, to 25 ft.: lfts. 5-9, oblon:^, crc)nil;ite-serr;ite, 1-2 in. long
Himalayas. Belongs to the .subgenus Sciadimthus, having perfect ai,etalous tts. with calyx.
;

—

1

n

Alfived Rehi.ek.

FEEfiSIA

(the author of this genus iieyer explained
the name). Iriddceir. Precsia.s (Fig. 8il!l) are amongst
the dozen mo.st popular bulbous plants for fall planting
and winter blooming, and next to the Chinese narcis.sus, which can he grown in pave water, they flourisli
iu home wiudows with less care than most other
bulbs. They have tubular lis., white or pale yellow,
borne in a pretty fashion that makes them amongst
the most highly individualized o( all garden plants.
The ;')-7 lis. are up^right and strung along a .jointed axis
which is suddenly bout back almost at right angles to
the vertical peduncle. (This habit i.s an accentuation of
that of Tritonia, from which Freesia is essentially distinguished by the 2-cut style.) Of the splendid and
almost numberless bulbs from the Cape of Good Hoiie
(inclLiding the iris, amaryllis, and lily families) Freesias are, next to gladiolus, the most poinilar, though
not so variable as Ixias.
This popularity is a growth
of the last quarter century or less, though Freesias have
been in cultivation since 1816 or earlier. Conservative
botanists now suppose that the Freesias are all originally of one stock, which species sliould be called -/*'.
ri'f facta.
The extremes of variation in form are shc'wn
in Figs. 8G'J and 870, from the long and slender tube of
var. alha to the short and broader tube of var. Leicliifhiii. One of the earliest pictures of the plant i.s that in
the Botanical Register for 181(i (Plate l.'io, as Tritnnifi
refrdc/a), a part of which i.s reproduced in Fl,g. 870 to
show the great irregularity of the corolla lobes at that
early period, and the straggling habit of the fls., some
pointing down and others iip. The colors in the plate
are unattractive, almost repulsive, being a sickly green
throughout, with a strong orange color on the tips of the
11 lower lobes.
The garden evolution of the Freesias has

proceeded along two lines. The greatest effort has been
expended to produce a pure white flower, and in the best
strains the white color is mostly associated with a
long and slender tube. The ideal of a yellow flower is
less popular, and is mostl)' associated with the shorter
and broader tube. In both cases the forms with straggling inflorescence and irregular corolla lobes have
been relentlessly suppressed. One may easily see how
strongly 2-lipped and gapjing were the iiowers of 1810,
and how strongly the tube was bulged ttpon one side.
Any tendencies toward such forms iu modern bulbs are
signs of degeneration or carelessness somewhere.
In
pedigree plants the lobes are beautifully rounded and
the flowers symmetrical. Perhaps the most charming
picture of the two prevailing ideals is Plate 347 of the

Garden, vol. 22, 1882. One of the earliest pictures ot
the short- and broad-tubed yellow type is that in L.B.C.
The
19:1820, published in 18.32' as Tri'tdnla odnrdta.

The following
are taken with
tiing

oi

changes

fron
A. Waugh's reviev
Freesias in Gng. 7:190
"As a florist's tlower the
white Freesias are most
valuable, the whiter the
:

better. The original type
of Fvi'i'sia refrdcid evi-

Freesia refracta.
it

wa.s

modern
alba at

ill

]s]ii,

wirli

Mowi-r of

v;i,

tlir Inl't.

dently had a strong tendency toward the yellow
color; this keeps turning
up Willi great persistence in F. refracta aJba. Tliere is
always a certain per cent of yellow mixture, even in thn
tinest strains. Sometimes it is only 2-3 percent; sometimes it is 50 per cent; usually it runs about 5-10 per
cent. The causes of this are not certain. A Californian
makes a quasi admission of the allegation that American grown stock shows roore yellow than the European

grown, and suggests that the strong sunlight of bis
state accounts for the tendency toward yellow fls. Experiments l>y V. A. Clark show^ that the yellow color is
formed imderthe direct oxidizing influence of sunlight.
In general it seems that the greater amount of yellow is
correlated with stronger growth.
Plants which grow
very vigorously show darker green leaves and more of
the peculiar sulfur color. White flowers are often, like
white leaves, a sign of weakness in the plant. This
makes it difficult to keep a stock of Freesias vigorous
and at the same time selected to a high degree of purity
as regards the flowers."
Freesias are much forced by tlorists, chiefly for cutflowers at Christmas. If cut when only 2 fls. are out,
the rest will open. They can be had in flower from
Christmas until June by successional plantings from
Aug. to Feb. For the best results the largest and highest priced bulbs should be planted as early as Aug. One
of th3 strontr points of Freesias, however, is that planting may be delayed longer than with many other bulbs.
Bulbs may be dried off gradually in the pots and kept
dry during summer. Repot; the larger bulbs will bloom,
but will not give so trood results as medium size imported
bulbs not previously forced.

FRITILLARIA

FKEESIA

610
lu the

home window

Freesias will flower in 6 weeks

Their fragrance is delightful.
Thej' are not so particular as the other important bulljs
about being potted long before they are wanted for forcing and stored in a cool place, where the tops are held
back while the roots develop. Be careful to have good
drainage. There is danger of overwatering until the
:ifter

growth

starts.

plants are in flower.

The wholesale production of Preesia bulbs is an important industry. The Channel Islands have long been
known as one of the most favored localities for growing
Cape bulbs. Freesias are comparatively little grown in
Holland. The centers of the industry seem to be shifting. The Bermuda Islands now have a small share of
the trade, and California has the largest share of any of
the American states at present.
inflorescence st raijgling
:
colors dull; spots prominent.

A. Fls. distincfh/ S-lipped

Fritillaries, hardy, bulbous plants, mostly low
growing and spring-blooming, with drooping or noi]
ding fls. which are often checkered or tessellated wit
dark purple and green, but some also have brighter colors
They resemble lilies in having drooping or nodding fls

the

but their anthers are flxed attliebase, while those of th
lilies are fastened on the back hut are free to swin
about. Lilies, too, have funnel-shaped fls., while Pritii
laries and tulips have bell-shaped fls., and tulip fls. ar
erect. Nearly all the Old World Fritillaries reserabl
tulips in having coated bulbs, while all the America

resemble lilies in having scaly bulbs. It i
a curious fact that the Cape of Good Hope, which ha
supplied the world with so many excellent bulbou
plants, has no lilies, tulips or Fritillaries.
By far the most popular kinds are the Checkered Lil

Fritillaries

:

reSricta, Klatt. Fig. 870. The original type no longer
in cultivation. Lvs. linear: spathe-valves small, oblonglanceolate, scariods.

AA. Fls. and inflorescence more nearly reijiilar: colors
purer; spots not prominent.
B. Tube typically long, slender and gradually narrowed.

Var. Alba.
var. odorata.

Lvs. and spathe-valves as in

Fig. 870.

BB. Tube lypically sitort, Iroud, suddenly constricted,

Color pole yellotc.

c.

Var,

may>r

Fig.

Leichtlinii.
int.

There

8G9.

a

is

subvariety

by Sutton.
Color

I'c.

hrifjht yellow.

Var. odorata. Lvs. broader and less rigid than in the
type: spathe-valves broader and more obtuse. Snbvarietie.s with various colors are liictea, lilacUia, formosa

and Klattectna.
riT.

Color orange.

Odorless, later than the rest and more

Var. aiirea.
uncertain.

Other kinds of less importance are crispa, tricolor, ^anthoThese names do not
purpurascens and xanthospila.
Bella is a variety highly
appear in American catalogues.
some.
praised by
"W, M.
spica,

FEEM6NTIA (after John Charles Fremont, distinguished western explorer, who discovered it in 184G).
Sterculidcew. Beautiful freeSyn. Fremonfodendron
flowering shrub, with alternate, rather small, palmatelylobed lvs. and large yellow fls. appearing in great profusion in .June. It is not hardy North, and in cool regions it should have a sunny and sheltered position,
preferably against a wall of southern aspect it prefers well-drained, rather dry soil, and dislikes, especially during the winter, an excess of moisture. Prop, by
seeds or by greenwood cuttings under glass in summer.
One species in California, allied to the Mexican Cheiranthodendron shrub or small tree, with stellate pubescence lvs. alternate, slender-petioled fls. solitary
on sliort, lateral branchlets, apetalous
calyx large,
deeply .^-parted, with .S small bracts at the base stamens .'3-connate toward the base into a tube fr. a ,5celled, dehiscent capsule with many seeds.
.

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

lvs. generally roundish
Cali£6rnica, Torr. To 20 ft.
ovate, cordate or rounded at the base, obtuse, 3- to .^lobed or almost entire, whitish or ferrugineous pubescent beneath, /^-l^vj'in. long: calj'x 13^-3 in. across,
deep yellow, with stellate hairs outside, villous at the
lobes orbicular
hase within
capsule densely beset
with hispid hairs, 1 in. long. S.S. 1:23. B.M. ."iSiil. Gn.
S.p..?."-]; 2fl:52.5.and33,p. 50(3. F. 8.22:2340. R.H. 1807:00.
I.H. 13:-!%. B.PL 17:13.
Alfred Rehdek.
:

:

;

FRINGE TREE.
FRITILLAEIA

Cliionrintliiis

(Latin fritillus,

to be a checker-board, hut

Lilidcea.

Virginicu.

commonly understood

may have meant

dice-box).

This genus includes the Grown Imperial and

871.

Common

Snake's-head or Checkered Lily.

{Fritillaria Meleagris.)

Faitlifully

redrawn from Besler's Hortus Eystettensis,
(Incorrect as to stamens and pistil.)
I61'.i.

published in

and Crown Imperial, Figs.

871, 874. The,se are the hare

and the most variable. Tl
one of the most characteristic plan
of old-fashioned gardens, but it has been banished fro
many modern gardens because of its strong f'Bt
odor. It is the most robust of all the species, and un
1897 was supposed to be the only one with its fls.
umbels, all the others being solitary or in racemes,
is a truly imperial plant, and rejoices the children eai
in every sjiring by its marvelous pearly drops of
tar, which seem never to fall. F. Meleagris, the mc
popular of the purple kinds, is the common Snake
Head or Checkered Lily, so called from the tessellati
of purple and green, which is prettiest when as sharp
and regularly defined as possible. This plant grc
wild in moist English meadows, and can be naturaliz
in large quantities in such situations. It is the or
kind that can he used for all the purposes mention
below and for cut-Hs. Other ancient inhabitants of E
ropean gardens are F. latifolia, lutea and Persicn,i
the last of which we are indebted to "Mr. Nicholas Le
est, the easiest to cultivate

Crown Imperial

is

m

.

FRITILLAHIA
a lover of

all

fair flowers,"

FRITl LLAMA

by whose "procurement
was secured through Turkey. All

"

Parkinson says, it
the remaining kinds are rarer.
As a rule, the kinds that are chiefly purple or green,
or mixtures of hoth colors, are dull, unattractive and
curious compared with the few kinds that have brilliant
yellow or red.
)E the duller and purple kinds, 2 of the
choicest, next to F. MtUtuji-is, are i\ lulipifoliu (whicli
IS flamed like a tulip and never checkered)
and F.
CnmtscJtatcensis, great masses of which in Alaska make
one of tho"suinmersights" remembered by the tourists.
The white in Fritillaries is perlia|)s alwavs more or less
greenish, and the white color in /•'. Melei'if/i-is is as good
as in any species.
By far the most brilliant of the
genus is F. r,-r„rra, which is also the most difficult
of culture. Next in brilliancy come F. hilr.i, mireii.
Mogoridgei ami piidicd, all highly individual and all
yellow, some checkered, others not.
The culture of Pritillaries is rather complicated, 'J
kinds capable of being naturalized, some cult, in borders, some in rockeries and others in pots.
The
frown Imperial, being exceptionally vigorous, requires
the deepest planting, richest soil and most room. Tlie
earth should be trenched. Well rotted manure may be
worked into the soil G in. below the bulbs and the bulbs
set on a level G in. from the surface of the ground. This
species has the largest Hs. in the genus. If possible it
should be shaded from the midday sun, as southern exposures are said to make the fls. smaller and shorter

reliable, but they help to give
groups iu this large genus.

A. BllJhs fHinrilU'd {i.e.
B.

G

I

a

E.

GIdiid.-i

Ghinds

I

.

2-14.

Subjioncra
ErFii]riij,AKi.\

MoNoroiH.x

rqmil.

NOTHoLIKIiix

ijqital,

DD. Glands short
Balhs scaly.

,\-\.

Rui.\<ji'et.\li'5i

Style undivided

B.

V.i-'A.

Therisia

BB. Slijle 5-ent,
C.

Capsules

aciitelg angled.
">•
saliiai-g
raee-

D. Fls.
ninse
DD. Fl.t. in nnihels
CO. Capsule ablaseh)

22-2.').
2(i.

GONIOCARPA

Petihum

angled ..27- .'10. Liliokhiza
INDKX.

.Vrmena,

Ui.

Libanotic'.T, 20.

.itropurpureu, 24.
anrea, 9.

liliafca,, 2S.

liiflora, 29.

MeleaKris, 1.
meleagr(jides,
minor. 11.

Camschatcensis,

,

.'^i.r.'ics

hnig

oh.^cnrr ....15-17. AMBLrKiux
cc. Gland.'i itnequal, proitihund
D. Glands hmg
18. Kokoi,k(iwl\
c.

cncc'iueu, '27).
elelphinensis,

the character of bulb, the kind of soil aud the conditions of shade. The lirst group contains F. hifhrra, liliaeea and plurinnm : the second /'. ritropurpiirea, rncrinea, laneeolatn parrifloru piidiea and recHi-ra. The
former grow in open fields in heavy clay soils: the latter in shady woods, in well drained soils, but F. pudlra
does not need as much shade as the others of its groui>.
and must have sandy loam and slight shelter. It is a
native of the sandy sage brush region, east of the Sierra
Nevada and Cascade Mts. The bulbs of the first group
are composed of thick, heavy scales attached to a thin,
rhizomatous base; in the second group the bulbs are of
one piece, and low-conical in form, their sides thickly
covered with small, round, white rice-like offsets. For
the first group Purdy recommends a rich loam, and a
slight shade to draw out the stems and prolong the
bloom; for the second group a light, loose soil, rich in
mold, a sheltered place and considerable shade. At
the best these are not profuse in their bloom. E. .T. advises that the bulbs of F. reciiri-a should be planted
with the least possible delay.
The key to the various subgenera given below is essentially Baker's in his monograph in Latin iu Jonr.
Linn. Soc. 14:2.t1 (187.5); it rarely happens that the
botanical and horticultural interests agree in using
such simple and obvious characters as those of the Ijiilb
and style. The nectaries or glands are less useful and

]

aud

dhfinct

DD. GI'UuU nhsrurr,
long
BB. Sti/le uitdirided.

In border cultivation the essential peculiarities are a
sheltered, shady site, early fall-planting, division every
2 or 3 years, and as a rule a warm, deep, sandy loan;,
which is not too cold or too retentive of moisture.
Bulbs of the taller kinds may be planted .1-t in. deep;
bulbs of the dwarf kinds may be set at half that depth.
As all Pritillaries increase rapidly by offsets, it is desirable to lift and divide the plants" at least every 3 years,
or the small bulbs will rob the big ones. For the same
reason Fritillaries are rarely prop, by seeds.
The dwarf and rare sorts require more care and deserve some leaf-mold in their soil. "E. J.," in Gn. 52,
pp. 242-244, says that such plants require an evergreen
carpet through which theymay spring, and recommends
Sedum Hispanicnm or its var. gin iiriiiii as the most perfect carpet possible, taking the least from the soil and
giving the least possible resistance to the plants below.
"Such carpets must of necessity be plants of very dwarf,
creeping growth, such as some of the smaller, mossy
saxifrages or aubrietias, that do not mind frequent disturbance and are easily replaced." For the principles cf
culture in rookeries and pots, see Alpine Gardois aud
Fritillaries, which include the bright-fld.
reeiirva and piidicn. are confined to the Pacific coast.
Ot these Carl Purdy makes 2 cultural groups, based on

a

EE. Gill mix iride

lived.

Our native

d

)i

pro}iii}i('iif, erjiial.

(

Bnlhs.

cuuled

,

.l-r„t.
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a sense of the natural

hdea.
;1U.

Elwesii, 14.

11.

S.

pallidiflora, 10.
:jl).

lanccnhita, 22,
latifolia,

Raddeana.

Oraneiisis, 13.

Imperiaiis, 2G.
Kanisehalcensis.
7.

12.

reC'urva, 27.

Jloggi-idgei,

'.i.

pudica, 17.
Pyrenaii'a,

s.

par^^t^nra, 2!}.
Persica, 19.
pluritlora, 21, 27,

20.

Ruthenir-a, 6.
.Sewerzowi, IS,
Thun!)PrKi. 4,
tubfcfornds, ",
talipifiilia, 1,5,
verticill.-ita, 4,

Walnjfwi.
Whittalh, 2.

,''1.

1. Meleagris,
Linn.
Figs. 871-S7:i.
Distinguished
2 by the glands 5-G lines long and stigmas
half as long as the style.
Typically 1-fld. England
and Norwav, through central Eu. to I'aucasus. Gn.
32:G2G; 47, p. 3:10; 52, p. 243. -In the Eng-

from No.

meadows whitish and purplish forms
are found which are more or less checkered.
The Dutch bulb-growers keep at
least 10 kinds distinct. The extremes of
color-range are (1) a greenish white, (2)
a sufficient degree of purple to make the
checkering as distinct as po.-isible, and (3)
an approach to yellow. Some kinds bear
2-3 lis. some are doul)le: some fls. spread
so widely as to be almost funnel-shaped.
Var. cont6rta, an old monstrosit}', instead
of segments free all the
lish

;

872.

Stamens

and

pistil of
Fritillaria

Meleaeris.

From

Flora

Daniea, sliow
ing the 3-cut
stigma, anim
portapt ciiar-

.

acter in
genus.

tliis

way,

and

a

shouldered

base, has the lower third
of the perianth united into
a funnel-shaped tube. The
5'ellow of some fls. is conjectured to be the result
of a cross with F. Jutea

made before Gerarde's
time, say 1G30. In England the species flowers toward the end of
April. It is the best "all-round "species,
2. Whittallii,
Baker. Height 1 ft.:
stem 1-fld.: Ivs. linear, glaucous fis.
checkered green and brown. Mt. Tau:

rus.

Int. 1893.

Gren, & Godr. {F. delphinensis,
3. tubseformis,
Gren. I. Distinguished by the glands .3-4 lines long and
very short stigmas. Alps. Baker gives the same color
range as for F. Meleagris, but "D.K.," in Gn. 32, p. 537,
regards as the typical color a purplish brown, faintly
marked with yellow, belonging to a plant that fls. in
.luly. However, the most desirable form is var. M6ggridgei, Boiss. {F. Moggridgei, Hort.), with its bri,ght
yellow, checkered inside with bright red or reddish
brown. This is a dwarfer form from the maritime Alps_
with wider Ivs. (G-9 lines), longer stigmatic cusps, ap.
preaching F. liitea, and essentiallv yellow-fld. G.C. II
13:532. Gn. 18:244. P.M. 1880:405. -It blooms in mid.
April. Var. Burniti, Planchon, bright plum, checkered

.

7-0. latifolia, Willd., and its allies F. lutea, Mi
aiirea, WchotC. These three names may be t;
as representing: the 3 well-marked type.s of color: F.
folia representing the extreme of dark purple and g
without yellow F. aurra, at the other extreme, b
essentially yellow, the checker marks smaller and i
sharply defined, and the colors of the brightest
Infea an intermediate form, essentially yellow,

has a broadly bell-shaped, smaller tl.,
even earlier and has smaller glands.
4. verticilUta, Willd. F. 1 eur a ntl) a .F'lsch.). This and
No. 5 are distine:uished from Nos G-10 by the greater
height of the former and their Ivs. curled at the tips
stems often 1-, sometimes
into tendrils. Height 1'.; ft.
2 5-fld.
fls. white or yelfow, never checkered or spotted.
greenish yellow

which

:
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.

;

and F.

is

(

;

:

:

greenish, and with the purple checker-marks dulh
color and not so sharply defined and regular. In
sense the pictures may be referred to the types as
lows
B.M. 8o3 and 1207 to F. lailfolla; B.M. 15:
F. lutea; B.M. 7374, R.H. 1S78, p. 287, Gn. 42:807,,
TIL 28:3r)7, and probably Gt. 840, Fig. 1 (not seen bi
author) to F. aiirea. F. latifolia represents the exti
width of Ivs., and F. aurea is said to differ in ha"
the lower Ivs. often M'horled. All these grow }^high. One of the most anciently cultivated of allF.
:

promiscuo
aries is F. lutea, which is found
mingled with the wider-leaved form, both wild and
At present the most popular of the three is proh
F. aurea, which began a new era of prosperity a
1894 with its reintroduction by Leichtlin. All flov
The Dutch bulb-grower;
in the T'aucasns region.
vertise 10 varieties of F. latifolia.
10. pallidifldra, Schrenk. Allied to 1
12, but with more numerous, broader
and larger fls. Height 6-15 in.: Ivs. ^
Hs. 1-6. Siberia. B.M. 6725 (green, w
few dark purple spots). Gt. 1857:209.
1880, p. 215. G.C. II. 19:573. -"Paleyell
\'<i ii Tubergen.
<

1

11. meleagroides,
Patrim.
{F. tiu
Height 1-2 ft. stem very slet
Ledeb.
mostly 1-lid. Ivs. .3-6, narrowly linear:
dark purple, spotted green; anthers a1
the length of the filaments. ^Y. Sih
) .

:

:

B.M.

3280.

Height 1-1^2
12. Pyrenaiea, Linn.
mostly 1 -fid. Ivs. 6-10, linear, glaucous
dark pur].de, spotted green anthers
fifths the length of the filaments. Pyrei
B.M. 664, not 952 or 1216.
13. Oran^nsis, Baker.
Height 1-1}^
lower Ivs. lanceolate: upper Ivs. linear
dark purple, obscurely checkered gi
Mt. Gran. G.C. II. 1:!:3,1L
14. filwesii, Boiss. Lvs. 5-0: fls. gi
flushed purple on back and tips, not cl
:

;

ered. Lycia.
a<-iHopetala

B.M.

15. tulipiiblia,

6321, erroneously,

Bieb.

One

r

of the cho

and daintiest kinds. Very distinct. Fo
glaucous blue: fls. resembling a tuli
shapje, and with a chalky look out
Height 2-8 in. stem 1-fld. Ivs. 3-4, elli
:

:

nerveless, lV2-2x'2in. long:
solitary,
inside rusty brown-purple,
checkered, outside dark glaucous
streaked with the same purple. Cauc!

concave,

B.M.

5969.

Arm^na, Boiss. Height 6-12

16.

874.

Crown Imperial— Fritillaria

B.M.

Imperialis.

308::!.

;

;

;

form is cult.
Waluj^wi, Kegel. Probably belongs here, as

yeilow-fld.
5.

its Ivs.

have tendrils. It is the only kind that is Hilver-white
outside and crimson-brown spotted white or yellow inside. Turkestan. Gn. .'j2.11.'i/.
C. Huth6iiica,Wickst. Heighn-2ft.
stem l-;t-fld. Ivs.
6-20: Ms. livid purple, obscurely checkered. Caucasus.
:

:

:

lvs. 4-5,

tawny yellow.

— In

the type the Ivs. are numeranthers barely half as long as the tilaments:
style no longer than the ovary, but in var. Thunbergii
(F. TJinnhenjil, Miq.) the upper Ivs. are often sparse
anthers as long as tlie filaments
style ^%-Z times as
long as the ovary. G.(j. II. ]:J:532. It is doubtful if the
Altai Mts.
ous, 20-40

in.

lower lanceolate, uppe
ear: fls. between funnel- and bell-shi
purple,
dark
not checkered. Armenia.
6365. J.H. 111.35:83. Var. fusco-ltltea, P
1-fid.

pudica, Spreng. Lvs. 3-6, lower ones strap-shi
often opposite (while in F. fidiplfolia and Annma
are alternate), upper ones linear: fls. pale or darl>
low, rarely purple, never checkered. N. W. Amer.
I3:13;i.
R.H. 1895, p. 229. G.C. HI. 10:403. J.H
32:295. Mn. 4:49. — The stamens (as in Nos. 14 an
are nearly as long as the perianth. "Deep orangt
low, fragrant." I'aii Tubergen
17.

18.

Sew6rzowi, Prgel.

Height

1-1^^^ ft.

:

lowes

lorate-lauceolale, 1 in. wide, often opposite, uppe]
lanceolate, 6-7-nerved, 3-4 in. long: pedicels 3-6
long: fls. 6-10, green, not checkered, but with i

purple spots outside; filaments purple; anthers g

.

:
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Turkestan,

(it.

700.

B..M. U371.

FRUIT-iiROWlNii
(i.e.

.J.ll. III. :iO::iIO.

III. 1:4,-.?.
;

:

:

Libanotica, Baker. Closely resembling Xo. 19, but
with 0-30 strongly odorous fls., pale lilac, with darker
vertical veins; stamens a third shorter than the perianthers purplish. Palestine, rocky and shady
anth
parts of jMt. Lebanon.
20.

;

21. pluriflora, Torr. Height 1-1'., ft.: Ivs. ,s-12, lowest often opposite, oblanceolate, the rest narrower;
fls. rosy purple, not checkered.
Calif.
(a central band of purple down each
Pale reddish I'urplo." \'an Titbcrff<;ti.
22. lanceolata, Pursh.
This and Nos. 2:i-2.'i are natives of W. N. Amer., and grow 1-1 'o ft. high. Stem
l-:j-fld.
Ivs. 4-10, lanceolate, whorled; fls. pale purple,
mostly distinctly checkered
Var. gracilis, Ilort., dark

(t.C.

4-12-tld.

III.

segment).

annuals, found chiefl}^ in West Indies. ]Mex. and Brazil.
Lvs. opposite: spikes opposite, terminal
fls. perfect,
3-bracted
calyx tubular, 5-cleft, hardened and spiny
crested in fr. F. Floridana, IMoq., has been advertised
for sale only rareh' in America.
It is cult, abroatl.
Height 1-3 ft.: Ivs. linear to oblong: spikes 2 in.
long or more: lis. white and woolly, set off by small
blackish bracts. July-Sep.
B.M. "2003, as Oplolh,-r,i
:

PSrsica, Linn. Robust, 2-:i ft. high
Iv.s. 40-0(1,
Slaticous, linear, 4-C in. long, (j-'J lines wide
raceme
Hs. small, bell-shaped, slightly odorous, lilaclO-oO-Hd.
purple, sometimes chalky outside and lined with purple
but never checliered; stamens a tritle shorter than the
perianth. Orient. Fls. end of April or beginning of
May. B.M. l.TOT. Var. minor, Sims, B.M. !Hi2 (excimling synonymy), has smaller lis. ami anthers barely exserted.
19.

raceme

6i:i

:

21:2.'{

—''

:

purple.

Stem n-20-fld.: Ivs. about
23. parvifldra, Torr.
linear: Hs. [lurple, suffused green, not checkered.

0,

;

Floridana

-^y

FKOG-BIT
:

in

America

harts MorsKS-ra

is Lii.

ohi/tiii

:

abroad

^]

_

ffi/dr

iitx.

FROST. The hoar Frost which
dew.

An

object cools

at

injures plants is fro/.iii
nightfall and the moisturi-

upon it, forming dew. If the temperature then falls below' the freezing point. Frost results. Frost is a local phenomenon. It ordinarily occurs
in the lower places where the cold air settles; also when
the sky is clear, since radiation of the earth's heat is
then more rapid. It occurs in still ni,glits when currents
of air of varying temperatures are not set in motion.
Frosts must Ije distinguished from freezes. The latter
are wide-area disturbances. They are associated witli
storm centers. They often occur over a wide range.
They frequently accompany high winds. Frosts can often
ije prevented, but freezes are usually beyond the con-

of the air condenses

trol of

man.

l\'s. 4-12 in 2 otcoccinea, Greene. Stem 1-4-lld.
fls. yellow
and scarlet.
3 whorls at niiddlo of stem

is prevented when the temperature is not allowed
below the freezing point. The temperature is
usually controlled by inilirect means. The greatest ijiiniunity is to be expected ^vheu an artificial cloud can be
spread over the area. This cloud prevents the radiation
of the earth's heat, and thereby prevents the rapid fall

checkered.

of temperature.

Linn. (Imperiitlix connulta, Dum.
('our.). Ckown Imperial. Fig. 874. Height 2-3 ft. Ivs.
numerous, crowded, ascending, }..-! in. wide, highest
often in whorls of 8-10: fls. end ot March. B.M. 194

ally

24.

atropurpiirea, Nutt.

Stem

1-0 Hd.

:

Ivs. 12-20:

dark i)urple obscurely checkered with green.

— Said

Frost

Hs.

Recent.

to rival J'\ recurva.

2:1.

:

:

20.

Imperialis,

:

Gn. 40, p. 101 and .52, p. 243. A.G. 13:4.KS.
1215.
R, B.20 190. — There are single and double forms in yellow
red,
and
kinds with foliage striped white, and Willi
and
gold. The Dutch growers also advertise Aurora, Maxiraus, and William Rex, red; Sulphureus, sulfur yellow:
and Crown upon Crown. American dealers add Couronne
Orange and Red Slagzwaard. Var. longip^tala, Hort.
Formore than a century F. JiH/irrial/.s has
(.TU. 56:1247.
been the only species in cult, with fls. in umbels, but
MaxLeichtlin writes to (i.F. 7:177 (1897), that J-'. 7i'«</-

and

:

deriiiii belongs to the same group, blooms earlier, and
has straw-colored fls. of a different form from F. Imperitilis, and adds: "This is likely to cause a revolution
iu the Imperialis strain when once it has been carefully
hybridized."
This has stamens only a little
27. recurva, Benth.
shorter than the perianth, while in the next 3 species
tliey are only half the length of the perianth. Utterly
distinct from all other Fritillaries by the color of the
fls., which are bright red outside without a trace of purple, and brilliant yellow inside, spotted with red.
Height 6-24 in.: stem 2-8-fld., purple, mottled green:
Ivs. (i-12, lower ones in whorls of 3-4, linear, ascending:
Calif. B.M. 0204. Gn. 18:257.
fls. narrow, bell-shaped.
Var. pluriJldra, Hort., is perhaps the best strain.

Height 0-12 in.: stem 1-6-fld.
Liudl.
between funnel- and bell-shaped, whitish,
veined green, not checkered. Gt. 1871:715.
stem 1-2-fld. Ivs.
29. biflora, Lindl. Height 6-9 in.
4-8: fls. same shape as in F. liliacea, pale purple, suffused green, scarcely checkered.
30. Camtschatctosis, Ker-Gawl. Mostly writtenA'am/schateeiisis and variously misspelled. {L'lliinii C<iiitlstem
sc/i«Yct'H.se, Linn.). Bt.ai-k Lily. Height 0-18 in.
Siberia, Alaska to
Ivs. 10-15, dark purple.
1-3-fld.
Calif. Gn. 25:432; 52, p. 242. F.S. 12:1232.
F. citrina is cult., but little known. SeeGn. 52, p. 24:i.
W. U.
FR(ELtCHIA (J. A. Fro^lich, physician of Ellwangen,
28. liliacea,
Ivs. 9-15: fls.

:

:

t

:

monographed Gentiana,
cea\

1796, died 1841).

Amnnt

to fall

The

basis of this artificial cloud

is

be injurious. The actual heat of the fire counts for
nothing except in the immediate vicinit}'. (Joiupounds
which contain much tar are usually eflicient. (.)f home
resources, damp straw or hay, loose manure, pruniugs of
It is essentrees, and other litter are among the best.
tial that the piles be com|>aratively small and rather
numerous. On level lands it is best to have these piles
on all four sides of the area at a distance apart of not
more than 10 to 30 feet. On somewhat steep slopes the
piles may be placed on the upper side, since there usually is a slow current of air moving down the hillside
which will carry the smoke over the plantation. The
piles should be as wet as possible and yet burn. Usually
B^rost occurs in the latter part of the night. It is important, therefore, that the smudges be kept up all night if
full protection is secured. It is best for a man to sit up
and devote himself to the business. Brush [dies made
of dry trimmings are ineflicient for Frost protection.
Moist' litter of some kind which burns very slowly
should be mixed with them. Of late years various prepai-ations of petroleum and tar have been perfected for
the making of smudges, and when one has large areas
to protect, these are the most efficient and economical
luaterials to use.
In small areas. Frost

may lie prevented by sprinkling
the plantation with water at nightfall. Any device
which keeps the air in motion will also tend to prevent
Frost; hut such devices are impracticable except on a
very small scale. In cranberry bogs Frost may be prevented by completely flooding the plantation.
Frosted plants may be recuperated by keeping them
cool and rather dark for a day or two and syringing the
tops with cold water. Do not let the sun strike them
while thev are frozen. Extract the Frost very gradually.
Farmer's Bulletin 34, of U. S. Dept. Agric, has 24
pages devoted to Frost.
L. H. B.

FKOSTWEED,

ScUinithennim raiwclenxr.

iiti'i-

Eight species of woolly or hairy North American

usu-

smoke, but if the smoke carries with it a large
amount of vapor of water, it will afford a more complete
protection. The best material for making the smokecloud is somelbing which will burn with a slow, smouldering fire and affonl quantities of smoke. ]\Iaterials
which burn quickly niit only afford little smoke, but they
are likely to cause upward currents of air which may

FRUIT-GEOWING.

Treated under

PoiHo/oj/i/.

FUCHSIA
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FUCHSIA

FtrCHSIA (Leouard Fuclis, ir.(ll-i:.(;5, German professor of medicine, and a botanical author). OH'it/nlceif.
Sixry or 70 species, the e;reater part in tropical America,
but three or four in "New Zealand. Tliey are very variable in obaraf'ter. The common Fuchyias are known
to us as small herbs, but some of them are shrubs in
their native countries. I'\ e.rcorticata of New Zcaiand,
is a tree 30-40 ft. high \Yh.ereas I^'. v roc mu hens, i)t the
,

,

summer.

After flowering, the plants may be
if they are to be bio
but it is usually more satisfactory to si
new lot each year from cuttings. However, one o
old and large specimen plants, in tubs or large
may be a desirable addition to the conservatory,
plants may be cut back severely, and the young gi
which is thrown out will give profuse bloom. S
from full sunlight, keep the atmosphere moist, sy
if insects become troublesome, and give a rich
Most of the Magellanica types maybe left in the op
the South if protected with mulch. There are Fu
hedges in S. Ireland and parts of England belongi
late

cool

and comparative!}'- dry

again

;

this type.

l_ pj_
One of the great merits of the Fuchsia is that
the strong an<l robust-growing t3''pes make exei
outdoor decorative plants in summer, and are espei
adapted for shady and half shady places whert
other plants will answer. This is particularly tr
plants which have been kept over winter and have
trained into large bush plants or standards. Aft€
tirst year, they make line specimens, and they c;
"vopt and used in this manner and for these puri
for many years. They can be stored in a cool g
bouse, light cellar or any other cool, out-of-the
place, where hydrangeas, oleanders and such
is wintered, leaving them in their pot-bound,
dormant state all winter, giving just enough moi
to keep them alive.
The latter part of March or th
ginning of April in the North, the plants can be st
into growth, and as soon as root action begins the
be repotted or retubbed, using rich, open loam,
plenty of good drainage, and can remain in those
or tubs for another year. When in bud or bloom
quent application of liquid manure is very bene!
Fuchsias are great feeders. They flower best
])Iunged with their pots or tubs iu the ground outd
and can be left out until very late in the season, as
are nearly semi-hardy, and stand a little frost wii
serious injury.
,;.^i|t. by H. A. Siebrec]
.

:

speciosa.

Fuchsia

(

X

,

same country, is a weak, trailing herb. The tls. are
showy calyx-tube prolonged beyond the ovary and
;

petals
bell-shaped to tubular, with 4 spreading lobes
sometimes 5, or in some species wanting stamens
style long-exserted, the
usually 8, often exserted
stigma prominent: fr. (seldoTu seen under glass} a
Of the many species, less than
1-loculed soft berry.
half a dozen have entered largely into garden forms.
;

-1-,

;

;

Tlie

common garden

.Uii'ir/laiiicti

.

kinds have come mostly from J^\
This species was introduced into (ireat

l-iriJain from Chile in 1788, or altout that time.
It is variable in a wild state as well as in cultivation, and plants

subsequently introduced from South America were so
distinct as to be regarded for a time as distinct species.
Even at the present day some of the forms of 7*^
ai-e commonly spoken of as species, so
differ from the type.
As early as 1848,
aud varieties — mostly mere garden formswere known and named Porch er, "La Fuclisia, son HIstoiro et sa Culture"). The Fuchsia reached the height
of its popularity about the middle of this century. At

i\[ii(!''Uani(:a

much do they
n41 species

f

the present time it is prized mostly for w^indow gardening and consei-vatory decoration. The garden forms of
tlie present day are with difficulty referred to specific
types. The long-tubed or so-called speciosa forms are
jirobably hybrids of F. Magellanica and F. fiihioi.'i
(Figs. 875, 870). Others are evidently direct varieties
from the stem types. There arc many full double forms.
For the history and the garden botany of the Fuchsia,
see Hemsley 'in the Garden 9:284 aud 11:70; also
Watson, the Garden .'3o:74.
Fuchsias are amongst the easiest of bouse plants to
grow. The essential points are to have vigorous young
the plants bloom better if
phints and not to overpot
the roots are somewhat confined from the time that the
plant reaches tlie required size. Any garden soil is
suitable. Give the temperature of an ordinary living
room, or that required for geraniums. Fuchsias grow
readily from seeds, when these are obtainable, aud
blooming plants should l>e secured in loss than a year.
They are commonly grown froni slips, or cuttings, of
the nearly matured growing wood. Make the cuttings
of one or two joints — preferably two.— allow two leaves
to remain, but snip them in two to check loss from
evaporation, and insert half their length in sand or
waslied gravel. ]n four or five mouths Idoonjing plants
sliould be obtained. For fall bloom, nuike cuttings in
spring. For spring bloom, take cuttings in early fall or
;

Various Eatin names of horticultural forms occ
the trade, but the following represent all the impo
botanical types in cultivation in this country:
rdl.a, n.

FUCHSIA

FUCHSIA

Var. grAcilis F. i/rarllix, Lindl. J<\ iln-iixsiita flrah
Very slender and Kraccful, tlie H.s. druoping ou very
loug pedicels: tube slender, Dearly as long as the narrow, spreading lobes Iva. narrow, strong-toothed Chile
(

)

:

B.B.

10: 8i7; 13:1052.
B.M. 2,107. Gn.55,p. 74.
2, p. 18C.
Possibly a distinct .species.

—

With

Mn'

Ilugellanini may be classed /'. romlliKa
Hort., F. JSxoniensis, Hort. ((!.(;. If. 20:5(3.1), J<\ ,'lt',/i(ns',
/'.

eocchica is much more graceful than any of the varieties
of F. Magi'/lanica, flowers even more freely, and is
readily distinguished by the almost sessile leaves with
broad bases, and the hairy twigs and petioles; further,
its foliage turns of a bright crimson when about to fall."
-J. J>. U'x.h;,-, B.M. 574(1. Probably Brazilian.
BB.

i'obj.r-loiJie thiire
th rire or innre the. Jcuglh of flic loh''^:
i,ri,as j'oiiifcd,
trig or ijiiifc os long as t]i<'
cahj.r lobes.

Bkcarfdni, Hort., 7''. /.•//(7/./ Hort.', and others.'
.Some of these are probably hybrids with I'. Mai/elI'axt.,

J''.

,

laiiU-a.

The short-flowered Fuchsias arc less popular than
formerly, but many varieties are now in cult. i)f this
set the Storm King is a representative.
specidsa, Hort. /''. 7i//6rid(( Hort. ), Figs. 875, S70.
The greater part of present-day garden Fuchsias are of
the long-tubeil type shown in the illustrations. These
are probably hybrid derivatives of F. Magdlanica and
F. fiilgens. Amongst the named sorts every gradation
2.

(

,

found, from the short-tubed Storm King to the
Karl of Beaconsfield with fls. :i in. long.
:!.
coccinea, Ait. Not known to be cult, in America,
and inserted here for the purpose of clearing up tlie
synonymy of F. cocciiieii. This species appears to liave
been introduced before /''. 3[agelhinicti and it was
named F. coccinea by Alton.
.Magellaiiieu however,
will be

,

F

,
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4. fulgens, I\[o(;. & Sesse.
Stem somewhat succulent,
glabrous, often red-tinged: Ivs. large and coarse, cordate ovate, soft, small-toothed
tls. iti terminal, leafy
clusters or racemes, the red long-tubular calyx-tube 2-3
:

jn.longand very slender at the base; the
calyx lobes short and
pointed, greenish at
theti|),uot very widely spreading; petals
deep scarlet, pointed;
stamens only short
exserted, Mex. B.M.

B.R. 24:1. Gn.

:{801.
fjo,

p. 75.

R.H. 1881:150

A

(var. puniila).—
brilliant plant, some-

times seen in choice
conservatory collections.
Evidently a
parent of the /^. speciosa tribes.
5.

triphylla,

Linn.

877.
Low and
(18 in. high),
pubescent: Ivs. often
in 3's, small, oblanceolate, petiolate,

Fig.

bushy

877.

Fuchsia triphylla (X

dentate, green above and purple pubescent beneath:
tls.
'.2
iu. long, in terminal racemes, cinnabar-red,
the long tube enlarging towards the top; petals very
short; stamens 4, not exserted.
8t. Domingo, West
Indies. B.M. 0795. Gn. 41:839. I. H. 43, p. 94. -Known in
botanical collections and sparingly in the trade. The
species has a most interesting history, for which see
the citations made above. Upon this plant Pluraieifounded the genus Fuchsia in 1703, giving a rude drawing of it.
Upon Plumier's description and pictun^
Liumeus founded his i^. triphyUa
Blumier's figure i.s
so unlike existing Fuchsias that there has been much
speculation as to the plant which he meant to portray.
No Fuchsia was known to have four stamens or to be
native to tije West Indies. In 1877 Hemsley wrote of it:
" The iigure, however, is so rude that noltod}', 1 believe,
has been able to identify it with any living or dried
plant. Possibly it is not a Fuchsia cit all in the sense of
the }>resent applicationof the name, for it is represented
as having oul}^ four stamens."
But in 1873 Thomas
Hogg, of New York, secured seeds of a St. Domingo
I

.

Fuchsia which turns out to be Plumier's original, thus
bringing into cultivation a plant which had been unto science for 170 years. It came to the attention
of botanists in 1882. For a discussion of further confusion in the history of this plant, see Hemslev, G.C. II.
18.p.2G3-4.
6. corymbiflora, Ruiz Sz Pav.
T;dl but weak grower,
needing support when allowed to attain its full height,

known

Ivs. large,
therefore excellent for pillars and rafters
ovate-oblong and tapering both ways, serrate, pubescent:
tls. deep red, hanging in long brilliant corymbs; calyx
tube 3-4 in. long and nearly uniformly cylindrical, the
petals
lobes ]ance-acu7ninate and becoming retlexed
deep red, lance-acuminate, about the length of the
calyx lobes; stamens length of the petals. Peru. B.M.
Var. d,lba,
4000.
F.J. 1841:l(;i.
Gn. 11:58; 55:1203.
ITort., has white or nearly white calyx-tube and lobes.
:

;

876.

Theresa, a form

of

F uchsia

speciosa

{K%).

"usurped its name and spread it to every garden in the
kingdom, whilst the true plant lingered in botanic gardens, lastly surviving (greatly to tiie credit of the Ba.xters, father and son) in that of Oxford alone."
The
species

was

rediscovery

forms of F.

lost from its introduction in 1788 to its
in an Oxford garden in 1867; meantime
MagelJanica ])assed as F. cucclneu "F.
.

F.S. (1:547.

Gn. 55 :1208 — A very handsome plant, but

not common.
AA. Floirers erect.
7.

arbor^scens,

shrub

:

Sims

(

Ivs. lance-ol.)long

F. syringwfbJut

and

,

Carr.

entire, laurel-like

) .

:

A
fls.

pink-red, small, with a short or almost globuhir tube.
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calyx
an eret^t terminal naked lilac-like panicle
lobes and petals about equal in length. Mex. B.M. 2G20.
— Little grown, but excellent for winter flowering.
in

;

8.

procumbens, Cunn. Trailing Fuchsia. Trailing

Queen. Trailing: Ivs. alternate, small S-.^ in. across |,
Us. solitary and axiUary,
cordate-ovate, long-stalked
apetalous, the short calyx tube orange and the rertexing
obtuse lobes dark purple, anthers blue: plant dicecious.
N. Zeal. B.M. Gl:;9.-A very interesting little plant,
suitable for baskets.
(

-2

:

Species which are not known to be in the Amer. trade -.ive F.
ampUdta, Beuth. Fls. liirge, scarlet, long-tnl>ed, drooping.
Compact, with
Colombia. B.M. 08o9.— J^. bacUldris, Liiidl.
short-joiuted branches: Us. very small, tlaring-muutheil, rosy,

droopmg. Mex. B.R.

18:

U80.— .f.

long, sleuder, drooping, ludry, red,

B.R. 27:70.— F. Ztonu'/i/ayia, Hort.
drooping red fls. of the specios.u

cortZi/oi/a,

Beuth.

Fls. 2 in.

on very long pedicels. Mex.
Garden hybrid willi long
t>-pe.

F.S. Ii»:li)'.i4.— /'. iiia4-G in. long, pink-red,

Largest-tld. Fnch.sia
crdntha, Hook.
in large, drooping clusters. Colombia, Peru. B.M. 42?,:i.—F.
microphylla, RBK. Dwarf, sm;tUdvd., with deep red, small
axillary,"" drooping fls.: pretty. Mex. B.R. 1.5:120^1. —F. scrm^/Fls. long-tubed, speciosa-like, on dnnipfoUa, Ruiz & Puv.
ing pedicels from the axils of the wltorled Ivs., ijink, witli
greenish tinge: handsome. Peiai. 'Q.'MAVI'i.—F.siinplicicaiiJi.s,
Ruiz & Pav. Lvs. usually in 3's, entire: fls. crimson, long and
slender-tulied, in drooping clusters: resembles F. corymbifera.
Peru. B.M. 50itG.— i^. splendcns, Zucc. Shrubby, hairy: ri,s,
drooping, with a short, thick red tube, short, greenish lobes
and petiUs, and long-exserted stiimens. Mex. B.M. 4082.
;

L. H. B.

FULLER,

ANDEEW

S.,

horticultural writer, was born

on August '6, 1«28, and died ;iMay 4, 189(1,
athishomeatRidgewood, Bergen county, N. J. Fig. 878.
When quite young he removed with lils parents to Barre,
N.Y., wd:iere his fatlier tilled a small farm. At the age
of 18 he went to Milwaukee, Wis., wdiere he worked at
the carpenter's trade, and became particularly skilful in
the construction of greenhouses, and built a small one
for himself on a city lot. Here he brought together a
in Utica, N.Y.,

them out

as premiums to its subscribers, in consequen
of which they have been widely known as the "Tribu;
strawdjerries." It was during this period that Full
wrote his first book, the "Strawberry Culturist." In tb

work he brought together and systematized all th
was known aljout the subject at the time, combined wi
the results of his own practical experience. The pri
ciples underlying scientific strawberry culture, as wt
as tlie practical hints and directions for carrying on tl
work in the garden and field, are given in so thorouj
and admirable a manner that even now, after 4U yea
since tliey were written, it would be difficult to irapro^
upon them. Realizing the necessity of having rao
ground for experimentation, and in order to escape tl
noise and turmoil of the city, he bought a large piece
land near Ridgewood, N. J. This, wdien he moved on
early in the sixties, was little more than a barren wast
but under bis constant care it was not long before it d
veloped into one of the most charming homes and inte
esting and instructive garden spots in the countr
Almost every species and variety of ornamental trees ar
shrubs hardy in the locality were represented, and h
collection of sniall fruits was the most complete in tl
country. These furnished him uuequaled means ar
material forobservation, studyand identification, the r
suits and accounts of wdiich be made known in the clea
concise, convincing style for which his writings have b
come famous. A. S. Fuller was an indefatigable worke
physically as well as mentall3^ Immediately after tl
publication of the "Strawberry Culturist,"hecommenc(
workiugonthe"Grape Culturist." This was followed 1
the "Small Fruit Culturist, ""Practical Forestry,"" Pro
agation of Plants," and the"Nut Culturist." The last
them he was fond of calling his "monument," as he d:
not intend to write another book, and so fate decided th
it should be.
He died a few days after he had fiuisht
his manuscript, and never saw the completed book,
which he was perhaps more proud than of any other <
his works, yet in the history of horticultural literatu
his "Small Fruit Culturist" will, no doubt, occupy tl
foremost rank. It was more instrumental in the deve
opment and building up of the great industry to whi(
it is devoted than any other book written before or afte
and in any land. It w^as translated into German ar
published in Weimar in 18r»8. His books contain but
small part of his writings. His editorial and other conti
butioiis to the "American Agriculturist," to "The Rur
New-Yorker." of wliich be w'as part owner for a time, tl
" New York Sun," of which he was aiJ:ricultnral editor fi
20 years, "American (iardeniug" and other periodica
i

<

(

would fill hundreds of volumes. He was also editor
the "Record of Horticulture," I86G-18G7. While Mr. F\~
was principally known as a horticulturist, there w:
hardly a branch of natural science to winch he had n
devoted more or less attention. His entomological Cf
lection, especially that of coleoptera, was one of tl
most complete iu the country; his mineralogical ar
<

ler

archeological collections contained

many

rare

spec

mens, and his horticultural library was one of the mo
complete in the United States. Personally, Mr. Full
was a charming man, liberal and hospitable almost to
S78.

Andrew

S. Fuller.

varied collection of plants, the care of whicli foundeil
the nucleus -of his later attainments and renown as a
horticulturist. While he lived in Milwaukee he married
Miss Jennie Crippen, who survives him. They never had
any children. In 18."^5 they moved to Flushing, LA.,
N.Y., wdien William R. Prince offered Mr. Fuller the
jnanagement of his greenhouses. But his ambition did
not allow him to remain long in the employ of others,
and in 1857 he removed to Brooklyn, N.Y., and engaged
in grape and small fruit oultui-e, which were then iu
their infancy. Here he gave particular attention to the
improvement of the strawberry by cross-fertilization
and selection of the best of the many thousands of seedlings raised by him. The most famous of these were
Brooklyn Scarlet, Monitor and Colonel Ellsworth, the
first of which was generally recognized as the highestflavored strawberry in existence'at the time, although
too soft for market. The entire stock of ;iOO,000 plants
was purchased by the "New York Tribune," which sent

fault. He was a man of striking personality, of decidi
character and opinion, and an implacable foe to sha
and deceit. In whatever he undertook he was always
leader, never a follower
he was always on the looko
foriiew grounds to traverse, and nothing made him ha
pier than wdien a new problem presented itself for sol
tiou, but as soon as it was solved his interest in
ceased. During the later years of his life, althougli
good liealth, Mr. Fuller left his place but seldom, but
his earlier years he traveled considerably, and took
active and leading part in the meetings of the Anieric;
Pomological Society, the American Institute FarmeT
T'lub, the Fruit-Growers' Club, and many kindred s
cieties, of which he was an active or honorary membt
;

;

F.
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f It

M. Hexamer.

m 11^, smokp).

common Fumitory,

/•'.

Tliis genus includes ti
ofiU-iuiiUs, formerly hold in gre

repute for various ailments, but now practically ba
ished from medical practice. Seeds are still rarely so
to those who have faith in old physic gardens. T
plant is fully described in our commonest botanies, ai
has a large literature, which is especially interesting

FUMARIA
who

those
it

is

As an ornamental plant,
by Adlumiu. The t^euus gives name

delij^ht in herbals.

far surpassed

to the

family

J'^iiiKiriaceir.

FUMITORY.

rii>Harl<i offichutih.

FUNGICIDE

(seo SpratiitH/} is a material u.scd to destroy fungi or to prohibit their Kt'^J'^vth.
The leading
Fungicides are materials which contain sulfur or copBordeaux mixture is the chief Fungicide in use at
Iter.
the present time. It is a mixture of )duti vitriol (sulfate
of copper) and lime, in water. The usual formula is

Copper sulfate

11. s.

Lime
Water

-1

11. s.

;j.>jU yids.

The copper sulfate is dissolved in the water, and milk
of limo is added. In spraying large areas, it is better tn
]irepare
stock solutions for the Bordeaux mixture
rather tliau to make each batch in the quantities called
for by the formuia. The sulfate of cop[>er may be put
into solution and kept in this condition indefinitely,
ready for use.
simple method is to dissolve 40 or 50
pounds of sulfate in as niany gallons of water, pulverizing the matei'ial and hanging it in a coffee-sack in the
top of the barrel. A gallon of water, therefore, means a
pound of sulfate. The lime may also be slake<l aud
kept ia readiness for use. Slake it into the creamy condition familiar to masons, cover lightly with water, an{|
then close the b()x or vessel to prevent tlio water from

A

evaporating. When making the Bordeaux mixture,
pour the requisite quantity of the stock sulution of sulfate of copper into the barrel, and then till the Itarrel
half full of water. Now add the lime (which should be
diluted with water) stir, and add enough water to satisfy
the formula. In orderto test whether the sulfate has been
neutralized by the lime, a little ferrocyanideof potassium
may be applied to the mixture. Place a spoonful of the
Bordeaux mixture in a saucer or plate, and add a drop ot
the ferrocyanide. If a red color appears, the mixture
needs more lime. If the test solution is added directly to
a tank or barrel of the mixture, the color reaction is likely
to be lost in the mass. An excess of limo insures th<^
safety of the mixture.
Tlie Bordeaux mixture is used for many pnrasitic fungous diseases. It ia not only inimical to fungi, but it
adheres to foliage and stems for a long time. Best results are secured when it is applied before the fungus
has become established. Bordeaux mixture is usually
more satisfactory when it has not stood long.
The sulfate of copper is the active Fungicidal ingredient of the Bordeaux mixture, but if applied alone, in
water, it is very caustic to foliage, and it does not adhere long. For the treatment of dormant trees aud
shrubs it may be very useful, since itcanbeused strong,
aud is thereby very destructive of fungi. Fur dormant
wood it is often used 1 lb. to 10-15 gallons of water.
The greatest competitor of Bordeaux mixture is a
mixture made by dissolving carbonate of copper in ammonia and then diluting the solution with water. It is
sometimes used on ornamental plants and nearly rip^
fruits, since the Bordeaux mixture renders them untidy.
On^ounceof copper carbonate will be dissolved by 1 pint
orlessof very strong ammonia. This concentrated liquid
can 1)6 kept indefinitely. When to be used, dilute with
8-10 gallons of water.
Dry sulfur is a Fungicide. It is sometimes dusted on
plants in glasshouses for surface mildews, and it is
much used in California vineyards. It is oftenest
used as a vapor in houses. If smeared on the heating pipes, the fumes will give a perceptible odor in
the house, and will prevent the mildews of roses.
cucumbers, and other plants. The sulfur must not
be burned, for the fumes of Imrning sulfur are fatal
to plants.
L. H. B.
,

FUNGUS
class

(plural, Fion/I: adjective,

known

as

/'0)f/n(/.^

).

The

all

those plants which are popularly

mushrooms

or toadstools, puffballs, rusts,

Fungi includes

G17
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smut, molds and mildews. These, however, form but
There are many
a small part of the total number.
others which are inconspicuous, like the yeasts, or
which are of no special economic importance and hence
have escaped popular notice. All the parts of a fungous

plant are seldom seen. That part which is usually exposed to view, and which is popularly designated as a
Fungus, is merely the fertile or fruit-bearing part of the
plant. A mushroom is the friiit of a Fungus. The vegetative part, that which supplies and elaborates imiterials for the growth of the plant, and which, in a way,
corresponds to the roots and leaves of higher plants, is
hidden away in the gronnd, in decaying wood arid o1her
organic matter, or within the tissues of other living
plants upon which tlie Fungus feeds.
Both the vegetative and the fruiting part of all Fuiigi,
excepting some of the yesists, are made up entirely ot"
microsco[dc threads, which are verymuch branched and
divided into elongated cells by crosswalls at irregular
intervals. These threads are called hyphje. The vegetative hyph* considered collectively are
spoken of as the mycelium or spawn of
the Fungus in the
same sense in which
we speak of the roots
of a tree.
In the lower Fungi,
such as molds and
most of the parasitic
species, the
is

mycelium

comparatively sim-

ple,

consisting

much

-

of

branched

threads which course
through the nutrient
material upon which
they grow, or, in the
case of parasitic Fungi,

either

among

cells, or, as

on

the

ndldews,

surface

of
their hosts.
At the
fruitiEg time many

the

threads
grow out
from the substratum

and air.
These threads remain
simple or
become
branched like the
trunk of a tree, and

to the light

spores at
879. A Fungus.
ends of the
A iiiildeT\', showing the mycelium
threads or branches.
in the lejif tissue ond the hantrExamples of these
sporp liearing
threads,
int,'
plants are the blue
Mu<-li nia'niiJieil.
mold on jam, etc.,
the common bread mold, an<l nearly all the Fungi
which form spots or a white coating on leaves. The mycelium of toadstools and other hii.d'ier Fungi is of much
greater extent and more highly developed than that of
the molds. It is often seen as a cottony weft forming white patches on posts and lioards exposed in dam].,
dark places. It can always be found on sticks and on
decaying leaves in the woods. The white threads in
Perhaps the
tire-fanged manure are also mycelium.
best known form of mycelium is the spawn in bricks,
spawn."
In na"mushroom
as
known
commercially
ture the mycelium of these plants often forms strands
as much as an eighth of an inch in thickness. It grows
for varying periods of time, sometimes for years, in the
ground, in decaying organic materials, or in fallen and
standing trunks", etc., until it is ready to fruit.
The fruit of these plants is not formed from a singh-,
erect thread, but of many hundreds of threads which
appear above the substratum as a thick bundle or as a
tuberculiform mass. The threads increase in length an<l
send out many branches which become closely interwoven, gradindly building up the fleshy umbrella-like
bodies, or the hard shelving masses, which we know as
toadstools, mushrooms, etc. The spores are borne on the
lower, protected side of the fruit bodies on gills or
spines, within honey-combed pores, or directly upon the
smooth, lower surface.
All Fungi grow on living or dead organic matter.
They have no chlorophyll, and hence cannot assimilate
finally bear

the

-

carbon from carbon di-oxid.

jj.
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A Funtfus 13 a plant of very low organization consist
ing of one or more cells multiplying its kind by cell
division ami Vjy spores. It contains no green substance
(chlorophyll), and grows either as a saprophyte upon

present and preventing access of others, that they w
keep unattacked, — that is, sweet and edible. Substanc
can be easily inoculated by introducing the germs,
mold into potatoes, rust into a tree, or yeast in
dough. The number of kinds of Fungi is high amoi
the thousands, and new species are being found eac
month, but they are so small that only specialists c:
understand the microscopic differences that separate oi
kind from another. Many Fungi have certain forn
which are assumed in the cycle of life, and in this th<
resemble insects -with their larval, pupal and iniai
stages. This polymorphic nature has made the stu(
of the Fungi very puzzling. While a few of these plan
are poisonous, and many destructive to life, the greate
majority are scavengers, reducing the waste produc
to simpler and harmless forms. We could not get
well without this minute and humble race of plants.
For further discussion, see Diseases.
BVRON P. Halsted.
;

<

FTJNKIA (Ludwig P. Punke, 175o-1807, and H.
Funk, 1771-1839. German naturalists). Lili&cew. Dj
Lilt. Plantain Lily. Five or six Japanese perenni
herbs, producing attractive clumps of foliage and inte
esting blossoms. Fls. in terminal racemes or spike
white or blue perianth funnel-form, C-parted and mo
st
or less irregular, the lobes not widely spreading
i

;

;

mens 6, the filaments filiform, the anthers long-obloi
pod oblong and angled, many-seede
and versatile
splitting into 3 valves (Fig. 884); seeds flat and blac
winged at the apex. Monogr. by Baker, Jour. Lin
Soc. 11:3«6. See also, Mottet, R.H. 1897, p. 114.
Punkias are hardy and of the easiest culture. The
dense stools or clumps of foliage are in place aloi
walks or drives and in the angles against buildings,
continuous row along a walk gives a strong and plea
T
lug character. I\Iake the soil rich and deep.
clumps improve with age. The large-leaved kinds gr(
vigorously in moist, shad}^ places. Of some varieti
:

880.

Colonies of the rust

Funeus on

the leaf of a

hoUyhock.
non-living organic matter or derives its food directly
from another living organism, and is then a true paraFuugi are very common, and range in size from
site.
the large hard-shell Fungus upon logs and the puffball and toadstool in the rich earth to the delicate
moulds that infest bread and other foods, and the still
more microscopic forms that produce fermentation, as
yeast in dough and other species employed in makSome of the toadstools are very richly
ing beer.
tinted with red, yellow, brown and even blue, and a few
are dr'adly poisonous, as tlie "death cup" and the "fly
agaric," which grow upon the decaying organic matter
in shaded places. Others are wholesome, and are grown
as articles of food, the leading species of which is the
More highly prized
inushvoom, Agai'U'us campt'stris.
still is the truftie, which is produced under ground and
hunted by hogs, which find them by their odor, and even
muzzled hogs are trained to unearth them.
Tine of the parasitic species, ergot, infests the heads
of rye, changing the grains into much enlarged horny
purplish masses called "spurred rj'e" because of the
resemblance of the fungous grains to a cock's spur.
This is extreuiely poisonous, and when eaten Ijy live
stock with the hay or grass has been known to destroy
whole herds. Tiiis Fungus furnishes one of the most
I\[any other
valuable iii the wliole long list of drugs.
fungi grow in the heads of grain, the most conspicuous
f>eing the corn snmt, which changes the whole ear
possibly into a large mass of dark sliiue when wet, and
This dust is the myriads of
brown dust "wlieii dry.
spores which the Fungus produces to secure its reproduction. Jn a similar manner other smuts destroy the
oats, wheat and very many kinds of gi-asses and other
]>l.iuts.

The rusts are similar Fungi which thrive upon the
juices of plants and produce patches of orange or yellow
upon leaf or stem, the discolored portion being usually
swollen and the skin more or less broken.
There is another group of Fungi known as the mildews, and these usually produce a fine wdiitish coating
to tlie diseased part, due to the fine stalks that come
from the surface of the plant and bear the spores.
Fungi love warmth and moisture for their greatest
activity, and tliej'efore they are more in evidence in
Tuidsuramer when wet weather prevails than at other
times. The spores are so snmll and light that they float
in the air, and it is only wdien substances like canned
goods have these spores excluded by first killing those
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The dead

Colonies of a
I

Fundus on

a

issue s,.ni(-timcs tidls oul.

plum

leaf.

Ii-:i,vine

a shot-

hole rlTerl.

Bloom in sumni
the Ivs. are strikingly variegated.
Foliage is killed by frost. Prop, by dividing the clum
some si)ecies produce seeds freely, and seedlings can
grown readily if seed is sown as soon as ripe.

.

.

PUNKIA
A.

FIs. white, ascenrlinr/

:

FUKCR.KA

(l.-hrin-t

smaller one

rtrij

liii'<)r,

tri/Ji

a

hivi<h:.

:

:

Hort.

(F. (irainliflurn

Zucc), has very long and large fls. (i.C. HI.
maerdnUia Hort., probably belongs here.

,

Sieb.
4:].j:f.

&
/'.

,

AA.

Fls. hlne or lihte, more or le.s
noddinij : hraet 1.
B.
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foliage, as in other Funkias. Petiole 2-;( iu. long; blade
(ordate-o\'at(% 4-5 in. l<.)ng
raceme y-j ft. long on astern
tls.
or scape 1 ft. long
pale lilac, funnel:

subcordata, Spreng. (F. lilhn, Sweet. F. liUifldi-a,
Hort. F.jiii>ijiiira, Hort., at least of some. F. macrdiitlm, Hort. 7''. <«)(/ (Wi(, Hort.. not Sieb. I. Pig. 882. Lv.s.
large, broadly cordate-ovate, with a .sljort, .sharp point,
green, many-ribbed
fls. lar^e, -t-i; in. long, with an
open bell-shaped perianth, waxy white, the base o£ the
tnbe surronnded by a broad bract
spike short, the
bracts very prominent. — The commonest species in old
yards, and an excellent plant. The tls. liave an orangelike odor. Chimps of foliage grow 12-'J0 in. high. B.Jl.
1433, as HeineroealUs Japonirtt

Var. errandiflora,

;

.

eU

d

nr

:

shape, P.j'in. long, the segments lanceolate
and ascending and half as long as the tube.
— Excellent. Generally cult, as F. Sieholdiana, an<l many of the pictures of that
name probably belong here, as, apparentlv,
Un.38,p.79; A. G. 11:157; A.P. G:;!22. Itis
probable that the garden synonyms cited
under _/'^. SiebohJiajia are usually applied to
[tlants uf F. Fori iDtr'i

ovata, Spreng. {F. vir^riilea, Sweet.
F. ]anreoJ(}t<i, Sieb.).
Pigs. 883, 884,
Lv.s. broad-ovate, 5-10 in. long
885.
as.
and half
wide, usually tapering to
the petiole, but sometimes subcor(Uite
raceme long and lax: fl. witli
a yhort, slender tube and suddenly expanding into a bell-shape, 1/-0-2 in.
long, nodding, deep blue.
P.M. 894, as HemerociiUi.
aertdea.
Mn. 1:73. —The''
:

Lvs, glaucous.

SieboldUna, Hook. (F. Sieboldii, Lindl. F. ijlaiiea.
Hort. F. l^inensis, Sieb. F. cuculldia, Hort. F. (jlint-

commonest blue-tld. species
known as F. cff-

usually

rxha. F. ui<fr</i}t(ifa Sieb.,
is a form
with white-bor,

dered

Ivs.

Spreng.

lancifolia,

(.f.

Ja-

Hort., of some). Lvs.
lanceolate to narrowly ovatelanceolate, the blade G in.
or less long and 2 in. or
less wide
raceme lax, Gslender
10-fld., on a tall,
stem: Hs. l.^-o iu. or less
long, the tube slender and

p(Jji/tf/,

:

gradually enlarging upward,
pale lilac. Var. 41bo-marginata, Hort. {F. dlho-nxir(jinatii. Hook., P.M. 'M\
has the lvs. edged white.
Var. undulata [F. nndnlaht,
Otto A; Dietr.) is a form
with undulate white-margined lvs.
Graceful. Fls.
smaller than those of F.
ovata

—

F. aurea,

forms of

Hort.,

\'ari<>us

vrtrii'^atfd
V''.
spt'fics,

—

883. Funkia ovata ^X 1-j}.
"bears tall seupes
of pale blue ^^."—F. gigantt^a,
Hort.,has"lnTigspikesof blue rts."— i^. warf7/??a^a, Hort. =F. lan-

ridta, Hort.,

cifolia. var. allta-ni;trginata.— J*'. tardifldra,}lort.='^.—F.unit:it-

/(Uff,Hort.=F. lan'-ifoUa v:ir.— F. rariegdta, Hort.=variecate<.i
fonns of various s])ecifs, usually of F. ovata or F. lancifolia.—
F. viridis-inan/hiafa, Hort., is proliably a fovui of F. ovata.
L. H. P.

FURCRiEA

(Ant. Francois de Fourcroy, 1755-1809,
Syn., Fviircroifa Foui-crcea, Furcroya, Furarcfji.
At)>in-iiiruldc^-ir. "About 17 species of succulent
desert plants from tropical
America, particularly I\lexico, some with spiny folitige
like Agave, others with minutely toothed margins like
Pescliorneria. They occasionally bear immense loose
panicles of greenish white
tls.,
suggesting those of

chemist).

cSscens, Hort. F. corddta, Sieb.). Differs from the last
iu the metallic blue color of the less cordate Ivs., in the
inclined bluish or pale-tinged, luore slender-tubed and
smaller Us. (which do not rise above the foliage) and in
having only one small bract at the base of the fl. P>.]M.
3063. B.R.' 25:50. h.S.C. 19:lSi>9, as ff<^nieroca(Iis Sieboldtiana. There is a form with the body of the leaf
yellowish white and the edge green. L. G'J.— Lf. blade
and petiole each 1 ft. long, the foliage therefore overtopping the Hs. The plant usually cult, as F. Sie,

holdiana

is

probably F. Fortunei.

Fbrtunei. Baker. Differs from F. SleboJdiana in having smaller Ivs. and theiacemes much overtopping the

,

Yucca fihf hioitosa, which
are known to every plantThe
lover of the North.
perianth of Furcrfea is whitin
ish and wheel-shaped
Agave greenish yellow, funnel-shaped.
The filaments
in Furcrfea have a cushionlike swelling at the base,
;

is absent from Agave.
Furcrsea is cultivated much
in the same way as Agave,

which

Old capsule

Funkia ovata.

Nat.

of

size.

)

,

FURZE

FURCR.EA

G20

except that the Furcrjeas are given more beat and water.
F. ijigantea has a very pretty variegated form, which
makes a useful pot-plant.
As a rule, Furcra-as bear fruit not more than once, an<l
However, they
then die without producing suckers.
produce while in flower an immense number of bulbels,
impossible to
prupugation.
It
is
which may be used for
sav at what size or age tlie plants will bloom, (irown
On the other hand,
in pots, they may take a century.
plants from bnlbels iiave been known to flower at 3 years.

spines, 12 ft, long or more, erect, not drooping.
tenderer than the other kinds.

Leugtli of Iva. 5-0

(.'C.

It

ft.

elegans, Todaro. Lvs. 4-5 in. broad at njiddle, 3
above base, rough on the back; prickles large: pedu
cle 20-25 ft. long. Mex.
i

r-.'C.

E.

Length

of tvs. 2-3

ft.

Prickles iisnaUij large-sized.

r>.

Panicle reaching 10-12

ft.;

branches slightdj

compound.
Cul)6nsis, Haw. Lvs. 3-4 in. broad above middle, 1
in. above base, the tip convolute; prickles large, d
tant, hooked: peduncle 5-0 ft. long. Odor of tls. fair
This and P. gigantea are widely spread in trop. Am(
and often cult, in the Old World. They are the olde
Var. in^rmis, Baker,
in cult.
All the rest are rare.
spineless. B.M. G543. F. Lini.hni, Jacobi, has vari
gated lvs. I.H.21:lSb.

EE. Pa}iich reaching

hrirncJies copiously

-iO ft.;

compound.
Lvs. a trifle longer and narrower th:
P. Cubensis, 2-3 in. broad: fls. sweet scented. Int.
Franceschi, 1900.
tuberdsa, Ait.

in

1

i)L>.

Prickles middle-sized

pubescens, Todaro. Baker does not say that the Iv
are not convolute at the tip, nor does he distinguish tj
lvs. from those of P. Cubensis, except in the smalle
It is presumably the only species
sized prickles.
Pedunc
FurcriX-a (iroper with a pubescent ovary.
scarcely longer than the lvs. panicle 5 times as long
branches copiously compound. Tro
the peduncle
:

;

;

Amer. B.M.

7250.

AA. Textur>' of

Funkia ovata.

885.

(.Seepage 019

Texture of J vs. firm : .'</il nes iisunJh/ present, deJii'id :
no minute tiwfh on uiunjiii. (Fii rmva proper.
B. Trunlx S-4 ft. Jo)uj
sjyines (it>se)it.
gigant^a, Vent. Lvs. 4-G ft. long, 4-6 in. broad at
middle, 2K-3 in. above base, usually without marginal
spines, rarely with a few near the base: peduncle '2Q-iU
ft. long: odor of lis. strong.
Trop. Amer. Naturalized
in Mauritius, Madagascar, India. B.M.'2250. G.O.III.
2;l:227.
R.H. 1857,pp.20G, 207. Var. variegElta, Hort.,
has variegated lvs.

A.

.-

BB,

Trun): uoiie or
c.

I/i'7i(/th

^Itort

of h'S. 12

:

spines

ft.

or hwre.

altissima, Todaro.
A recent and little kuown species
iiamed at Palermo, Italy. Francesclii writes that it has
hardly any trunk
lvs. bright green, with very few
:

: spines absem
[Subgenus Ma-zlia.)

B. Trunk :'>-' ft. high: lvs. glaucous.
Bedinghausii, K. Koch {P. Roezlii, Andre. Yaa
Parmentieri, Roezl. Pwzlia regia, Hort.). Lvs. 3middle, 1 in. above has
ft. long, 3-4 in. broad at
permanently glaucous on both sides, very rough on tl
15-20
Mex. R.B. 1803, p. 32^
ft.
high.
back: inflor.
18!).").
R.FI. 1887. p. 3.-,3
1H83, p. 133 (full history).
p
408,409. B.M. 7170. Gn. 52, p. 197. G.C. III. 9:489.
;

BB.

Trunk

finally 40--jO

longseva, Karw.
ad,

presi'iit.

and ivavy

lvs. flcxlhte

mi}n(te teeth on margin,

the

Mex.

&

ft.

high: lvs. not glaucoi

Lvs. 4-5 ft. long, 4-."
above base, the roughness

Zucc.

>

narrowed to 2 in.
only on tlie keel:

l);ick

B..^I.

5ol9.

F.

rURZE.

G.G.

II.

inflorescence 40

1

(

Ion

10:053.

FKAxrESCHi, G. W. Oliver ami

rirr,

ft.

]iarticiil;n-ly

f^,

Pn

n',,<ri,s

.

"W.

M.

:

GAILLARDIA

(personul name).

Conijio^iiip,

About

purposes we ntay rely on seed st)wiDg, as this involves
0\
less labor, but the cuttings tnake the better plants.
iinnujifiont and its many varieties are garden forms of

a tlozen American lierbs (larj^ely of Atlantic N. Auier. ).
witli alternate, simple, more or less toothed, punctate
Ivs. and solitary yellow or red, showy heads: ray lis.
usually neutral, often with 2 or more colors or shades;
disk Us. mostly purple, the styles with slender hispid
branches involucre with two or more rows of leafy scales.
Gaillardias are popular and worthy garden plants. There

t<

;

(n-isUtfa.

.

Great improvements have been introduced

in late years.
Some of these are highly colored and of
extraordinarily large size, many of the tlowers measuring 4 to 5 in. across, as in the variety named Jas. Kelway. Another class has quilled florets 6^. fisftilosa)^ of
which Buffalo Bill is an excellent sample — a large, pure
Vivian (Irey is also a reyellow, with maroon disk.
markable and most distinct variety, with clear yellow,
fringed rays and disk of the san^e color.
Cult, by .T. T;. Kellet;.
(

two types, — the annual forms, which are derived
from O. piilchella and 0'. n<«fj/.vocZo», chielly from the
former; and the perennials, which issue from G. aristfita.
The species are variable and contusing.
Amongst Lardy perennial plants, Gaillardias are
conspicuous for profusion and duration of flowers. A
constant succession is produced all summer until very
late in autumn. They produce a most gorgeous effect
]More(.ver, they are highly recomin beds or borders.
mendable for cut-flower purposes, as they last for a long
time in water, and can tie
are

gathered with ample, self-supThey thrive
porting stems.
open, well
best in light,
drained soil, and should have
the full benefitof airand sun.
In heavier or in moistureretaining grottnd the plants
are often winter-killed. The
perennial forms are propagated by division, seeds or
cuttings in August or September; also by root cuttings in
Seedlings do
early spring.

A.

Annual GaUhtrilia^

fls.

:

nornidU

ij

iiio^ll

rt'tL

ij

amblyodon. Gay. One-2 ft., erect, leafy, hirsute: Ivs.
oblong or spatulate, sessile and auriculate, entire or
nearly so: lobes (orteeth) of the disk corollas short and
obtuse: rays numerous, brown-red or maroon throughout their length. Tex. F.S. 21:2149. — Somewhat cult,
amongst garden animals, and worthy.
pulchella, Foug. Erect, branching, 12-20 in., soft-puIvs. obloijg, lanbescent
:

ceolate or spatulate, rather
soft, nearly sessile, either
entire or the lower ones
lyrate-pinnatitid
lobes of
disk hs. acute or awned
heads 2 in. across, the flat
rays yellow at top and rose:

purple

at

Ark. and

Itase.

La. to Ariz. B.M.
as G. bicuhir.

Var. picta, Gray (G.plcta
Hort.).

*s^

Ili02, .l.jol

.

The comform under

Fig. 886.

mon garden

having larger heads
and of various colors. fj.lM.
:i3ll8.
R.H. lS.i2:20. In one
form (IV. fistidoxn, G. tiihiicult.,

Josa, G. Lnreii.^iana, ffort. ),
the ray florets and sometimes
the disk florets are enlarged
H. 1881, p. ;!77; 188.5:l.i(l.

AA.

887.

Gaillardia p

The form known
reiiziana (X

and tubular. Fig.

Ptrviiiiiitl Gaillardias.-

fls.

887.

K.

vannallij ijdlair.

G. liilctf, G.inuj-imn,
&nAG. prrhniix, Hort.). Erect, 2-3 ft.: Ivs. rather
thick, lanceolate or oblong, sometimes spatulate, varying from entire to sinuate pinnatifid: lobes of disk coheads 3-4 in. across, the flat rays
rollas acute or awned
vellow, or in cult, varving to red (particularly at the
i.asel. r^lainsW. B.M.'2940. B.E. 14:118(1. Gng. 2:345.
— This is the common perennial Gailhn-rlia of gardens
icult. under nniny names). Blooms the first year from
seed.
From G. palcJieila it is distinguished by taller
growth, firmer Ivs., yellower heads, and less attenuate
lobes of the disk fls. but it is practically impossible to
distinguish the two, except that one is annual and the
other perennial.
L, H. B.
aristata,

Pursh {G.

(innulilliira

,

:

;

GALACTIA Greek, (/n^o, milk; some kinds said to
have a milky juice). Let/amindsa'. Perhaps .50 species
of prostrate'or twining perennial herbs or erect shrubs,
widely scattered. They are of the sn)allest hort. value,
and are chiefly disting.uished by the calyx lobes, 4, entire, acute: fls. in racemes, or the lowerones clustered in
the axils: pods linear. Two kinds, once :m1v. by E. GilI

lett.
886.

Gaillardia pulchella, var. picta

(X

A.

li-.il.

Leaflets

J.

Prostrate, glabrous: stems matted,
Ifts. elliptic, often
usually branching, 1-2 ft. long
notched at tip: fls. 4-10, reddish purple: pods slightly
glabella, Jlich.

therefore, if we are in posnot reproduce the parent
session of an extra good variety, we must resort to
the other modes of propagation, though for general
;

:

pubescent.

(C21)

Dry. sandy

soil.

X.Y.

to Fla,

B.B.

2

::'.3.5.

—

:

GALANTHL'y

(iALACTIA

622

Illliottii,

Lfts. elliptic-oblon^', notched, pubes-

Natt.

cent beneatli
soil.

.

:

tls.

white, tiny:ed red

pod

:

silky.

Dry

S.O-toFbL.

GALANTHUS (Greek, vrdl; floa-er). AmaryUiddcea.
Snowdrop. The ilowers of .Snowdrops G. niculi.^, Fig.
amongst the smallest and daintiest of our com(

888] are

mon hardy

I\Iuch
cultivated spriug-bloomiiiff bulbs.
sentiment attaches to them, and in many an old-fashioned garden tliey are the earliest flowers of the newyear. They often bloom in early Marcli, before all tlie
snow has gone. Their pendulous white flowers, with
the "heart-shaped seal of green" dear to Rossetti, hold
a unique place in the afi'ections of lovers of gardens.
Snowdrops are amongst the very few flowers in nature
in which the greea color is decidedly attractive to our
senses. At first sight the fls. seem to have '6 large
white petals, inclosing a green and white tube with
6 tips, but a second glance shows that the parts that
function as petals are the outer segments of t!ie perianth, while the 3 inner ones, with tht^ir 2-lobed tips, are
not grown together, but overlap slightly, forming a
rather crude but stiffish tube. It would be interesting
to know whether the green marks have any i-elation to
calyx tips. Each plant has a globose coated bulb, 2-3
ivs., grows 6-9 in. high, and bears usually only 1 flower,
which emerges from a spathe. Behind the perianth is
a globose green body, which is the ovary.
In a congenial spot, mitist, cool and shady, the
plants increase satisfactorily, and sometimes, without
any care whatever, form a bed from which literally
thousands of flowers maybe picked at what is, perhaps,
the most desolate and wearisome moment of tlie year.
For aflne picture of Galanthus, naturalized in the grass,
The leaves are linear and channeled,
see G.M. ^-4:184.
and in dark, shining masses make a rich, quiet effect.
They come out with the fls., attain their full growth
later, and commonly die down in midsummer or fall. A
fine large bed of Snowdrops is more to I)e desired than
many novelties, rarities, or any individual plants of
indifferent health and vigor. The bullis are cheap, and
(

)

be

should

quantities.

ordered in lilieral
In purity, modesty

and simplicity', Snowdrops have
perhaps no peers among hardy
spring-blooming bulbs other than
squills, grape hyacinths, and the
glorj^-of-the-snow (Chionodoxa)
Crocuses are more
cheerful and more

autumn-flowering kinds, representing many Latin
names, as Cf.'/o&rcjj.s/.s, Corcijren.si.s, HeglncB Olga^, are
usually weak-growing plants. However, much is hoped
from G. OilU-icus, especially by the florists, who have
bitlierto found no Snowdrop that could be profitably
forced for Christmas. Doubleness seems to add nothing to the beauty of Snowdrops. So far it seems to
have affected only the inner segments of G. nivalis and
Yellow Snowdrops are also practically
O. JiJJtvcsli.
unknown in America. In these the heart-shaped spot
:ind the ovarj' are yellow instead of green.
Of these,
(>. fJaresri^iis is said to have brighter markings than G.
lllti'HCOlS.

October kinds must be grown in frames, for the leaves
will not ripen in the open. The fall-flowering forms are
mostly Grecian, and they all show a white line in the
channeled face of their leaves. G. ^linrlis flowers in
the writer's garden, at Elizabeth, N. J., in a mild January, and G. Elwesii is even earlier. Among the choicer
kinds are G. Imperafi, G. IkarUe (very distinct, Scillalike Ivs.}, G. WhiffalU and G. MeJviUei major, quite
the finest forms of G. ntvah's. For general culture no
form of Galanthus is so universally satisfactory as G.
nivalis.
The writer has had diappointing results with
G. Fosteri, and cannot see that G. Ca-ucasicus, var.
viaximus, is any great gain in size.
The yellow markings on Snowdrops are signs of degeneracy. Among the flowers each season, though more
frequent at some times than others, will be found those
with light colored markings and occasionally some white
oTies, but these plants show lack of vigor. In G. FJwe.'<ii
Ihe spathes are sometimes 2-fld. instead of one. All the
fall-flowering kinds are rather delicate and decidedly
costly, and promise nothing for forcing.
<?. EIivi-rH
would be best for gentle forcing. The fall-flowering
kinds are probably all forms of G. nivalis, including
G. OJ'jir which Baker keeps as a distinct species.
.

J.

An

era of

terest in

began
,//i3

new

in-

Snowdrops

about

Lsy.j,

with the introduction
fe^ of the "giant" kind
ElweRil, Fig.
(G.
889), but those who
do not care for "large
violets" will be likely
to cling to the small
Snowdrops,
Nevertheless, G. EJwesli is
very distinct, and
should be the first
choice

kinds

if

any large

are desired,
to secure the
best forms the connoisseur should buy
imported bulbs of its varieties. The only kinds known so
far to ]M)ssess a patch of green at the base of the inner
segments are O. Elivesii ami Fosicri. Considering that
there are only 2 main types in this genus, niralis and
JOlivcsn the pirofusion of L:i.tin names {especially since
1888, tliedateof Baker's "Handbook of the Amaryllidere")
is rather trying, except to the connoisseur who, unlike
the general pulilic, is chiefly interesteil in the largerflowered forms anil the novelties.
There are several types of minor importance. The

The Snowdrop

Galanthus

nivalis.

and

N. Gerari',

Index of names accounted for below;
Byzantinus,
Cassaba, 5.

Fosteri,

]2.

nivalis,

0.

1,

Ki'tinditiorris, 11.

ochrospihis.
plicatus, 10.

Cili'^iciis, 2.

Ik.-i.ria-', 8.

robiistvs.

('orcyrciislfi, I.

hni.icrati,
latifolius,
inaxiiniis.

Cuueasiruis,

(-irjeeus,
4.

Elwesii, r>.
Erithra', 5.

brilliant plants, with
larger and more variously colored flowers.
;k^

\^ JJ

The Galanthus is a true winter flower, and one of the
few kinds of bulbs which grow naturally in partial shade,
and suli'er by actual baking of the bulbs. They are
found naturally in northern exposures, and eonditionii
similar to these inure to their welfare in gardens. The

A.

;!.

7.

li.

5.

unguicvlatiis,

5.

WhittalUjK

4, 11.

Lrs. meri'lif channeled, not pJaited.
IVid/h

B.

Base

(.'.

1.

ti.

nivalis, Linn.

f}l'fvs.

sin<fll,S—i lini's.

of Ivs. not very narroiv.

Common Snowdrop.

Bulb G-12 lines thick

:

basal sheath split

Figs. 888, 889.

down one

side

lvs.glancous,finally 6-9in. long: outer perianth segments
olilong, G-12 lines long
inner segments green only at
the sinus. Feb., Mar. Pvrenees to Caucasus. R. H.
1880, p. 148. G.M. 34:154. G.C. II. II :237. Gt. 48, p. 2;'>2.
There are large-fld. and double forms. Var. Corcyr^nsis
and others flower in Nov. At least 2 varieties have yellow instead of green markings. Var. re£16xiis has outer
segments reflexed. G.M. 34:ir).5.,
;

CC.

i?ff.S'^

of Ivs. very narroiv.

Less robust than Fosteri, with
Ivs., which are narrowed gradually from
the middle to a very narrow base. Green color as in
nivalis.
Bulb ^^ain. thick Ivs. whitish beneath; outer
segments oblong, 9 lines long, 3-4 lines broad: stamens
more than half as long as the inner segments, Mt. Taurus, in ('ilicia, where it fls. Nov. to Mar. Int. 1898. See
G. C. 111.21:214.
Pictured in G. C. III. 23:79. A. F.
13:1137. Gng. 0:244. F.E.I1:282. Gt. 48, p. 228.
2.

Baker.

Cilicicus,

much narrower

:

Pit.

of Ivs. wedinm, 6-9 lines long.
Foliatjv modvrutvhj glaucoys.

Width
0.

,

1'.

Oxtvr segments of perianth

1:^-15 lines lung.

Imperiti, Bertol. Fls. larger than in G. nivalis;
outer segments more spatulate. Naples and Genoa.
This and Cancasicus are regarded bv Baker as subspecies of nivalis. G.C. II. 11:237. G.M.34;ir)5.
3.

GALANTHUS
Outer

DLt.

UALAX

.sryinenfH 9-12 linev lonij.

623

ments nearly 1 in. long stamens rather shorter than
the inner segments
green color occupying half the
outside of the inner segments. Island of Nikaria (the
:

Baker {F. I^edoutei, Rupr.). Lys.
Umg, mostly 9 lines broad; outer setcments
oblonj^-spatulate, with a very narrow claw.
Fls. later
than nivalis. Caucasus. Van Tubergen seems to cataCaucasicus,

4.

finally )S-H in.

logue var.

mAximus

In

Vi'rij

seynn'Hfs iri/Jt Johi'^
or crispetl.

G. C.

0.

ra/li/'r i<prt'a>Ji

also

form

II.

als"

Fbsteri,

Baker

13:506.

"ti the ton-er

Resembles

they are three-fourths as long.

a Si.

Gn.

52, p. 36]

half of the inner

latifolius in foliage

and

AA.

AsialMinor.

Int. 18K9.

.34:154.

Lvs. idniti'd, the edges prrninnenflj/ ndled ha-k,

only near tJie sinus.
M. Bieb. Bulb larger than in nivalis:
outer segments oblong from a very narrow base, very
convex on the back, 9-12 lines long, wide-spreading or
even reflexed inner segments green in the upper half,
with a white edge. March, April. Crimea. This is
ninch confounded with G. ('aHrasirxs. Ct.C. II. 11:236.
B.R. 7:r,4r). B.M. 2162. G.iM. 34:i:.5.
11. grandiflorus,
Baker {O. mdj-imns, Baker, not
Velatowsky).
Possibly a hybrid between plicatus and
some form of nivalis, remarkalde for its robust habit
and green color, extending more tlian half way down towards the base of the inner segments. Int. 1893. Se^G.C. 111. 13:354, 656. See also <>\ Canntsicns, var.
maximus, No. 4.
(j'reen color

B.

plicatus,

:

a
in

Tubergeu advertises

Cassaba

III.

ments are short and erect, and smaller than in Elwesii.
Also the stamens are not more than half as long as the
inner segments, while in nivalis, Elwesii and latifolius

10.

narrower tube than
any other species. Van
vars.

GC

See

Int. 1893.

Elwesii in flower, but the apical lobes of the inner seg-

narrowed suddeulj' just
below the apical lobes,
which are square and
much larger thauiu f^os-

They

330.

X'.

segments.

G.M. :U:]5-i.—
The inner segments are

teri.

49.

<;r

:

148.

and

ijlaucoiis.

0. Elwesii, Hook. Giant Snowdrop. Fig. 8Sf). Bull.
larger and tls. more globose than in nivalis: outer segments oblong-spatulate, 9-15 lines long, 6-9 lines broad
inner segments green in the lower lialf and also aronnd
the sinus. Jits, of Asia
Minor. B.M. Gir.G. R.H.

1880, p.
U: 230.

classical Ikarial.

of this species, but consult No. 11.

CO. FoJuiije
1'.

;

(A. F.

Gn-i-n ru/nr

BB.
12.

oho

on /he Imrvr holfn' tlw inner
segments.

Byzantinus, Baker.

Intermediate between plica-

tus ami Elwesii.
" Lvs
in. broad," which
seems
hardly possible, glaucous on J)Oth sides, especially beneath margins distinctly and permanently recurved;
outer segments oblong, convex on back, 9 lines long, 4
lines broad, apical lobes somewhat reflexed and crisped:
stamens njuch shorter than inner segments. Int. 1893
'.'>

;

See G.r.

111. ];{:226

W. M.
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Galanthus nivalis and Elwesii.

The upper fls. are G. niralis. The lowest one is O. £hcesii'
The middle fls. are a variety of G. Elwesii.
3:471. Gng.5:180 Gt. 48, p. 225. Gn. 55, p. 20G) ochroBpilus, unguiculatus (G. C. III. 17:361), and Erithrae, or
Whittalli (Gn. 57, p. 45), which has the largest Us. G.
rofiustiis, Hort., seems never to have been* accounted
for by Baker.
It n\ay perhaps be O. A'lwesii, var.
robustus which is a trade name. It is broad-lvd. and
.

glaucous.
HD.

Inner segments with

lobes not

spreading or crisped.

Graecus, Orph. Very near Elwesii, but differing as
above and in the smaller fls. and narrower OTiter segments- April. Chios.
6.

Width

BBB.

of Ivs. greatest, D~12 lines.

Green color only near the sinns.
D. Colored on both sides of the inner segments.
Ivs. lorate,
7. latUdlius, Rupr.
Bulb 1 in. thick
bright green
outer segments ohlong-spatulate, 6-9
lines long
inner segments green around the sinus, inside and out: anthers suddenly narrowed to a sharp
point, while in nivalis and Elwesii they are gradually
narrowed. Caucasus, where it fls. in May. G.C. II.
0.

:

;

;

11:237; 15:404; 1868:578.

Gt. 48, p. 229.

Colored on only one side.
8. Ik^riae, Baker.
Resembles Foster! in foliage, and
Elwesii not in coloring but in the square, crisp lobes of
tbe inner segments, which tend to recurve. Outer segDD.

40

(Greek, gala, milk; alluding to the whiteness of the flowers). Diapensiaeeiv. Galax lvs., witli
their lovely shades of red or bronze, furnish some of
the most artistic decorative material for Christmas.
The diapensja family has only 6 genera, and all of them
are monotypic or nearly so. The family seems to be
nearly crowded out in the struggle for existence, and its
geographical distribution is interesting. Galax is distinguished from the other genera by the corolla 5parted, with entire segments
stamens connate with
the spatulate staminodes
anthers 1-celled
style
very short. The plant has long been cult, in hardy borders and rockeries for its beautifully tinted, persistent
Ivs. and its slender spikes of fls. borne in July. The
plant grows about G-9 in. high, and is native to themountains of Virginia to Georgia. J. B. Keller recommends
a northern aspect in the lower part of the rockery,
where the plants can have shade and moisture. Prop,
liy division.
Galas is usually called "Coltsfoot."
aphylla, Linn. Galas. Rhizome perennial
lvs. all
from the root, heart- or kidney-shaped, crenate-dentate.
often tinged with red or bronze, with radiating nerves
and slender petiole, sheathing at the base. B.M. 754.
("t.F. 5:605.
"Aphylla" means '"leafless," referring to
the scape.
^'^ j\j
:

:

:

:

The use of Galax leaves for decorative purposes in a
commercial way dates back only to 1899, when they
were introduced to the northern florist trade hy the
writer, who had experimented with them for several
years before that date, sending to hospitals and individuals. The reports received fully justified the introducer in advertising the leaf widely as a florist's decorative material for making wreaths, crosses, and in
fact all designs for which ivy leaves up to that time
had beeu employed almost exclusively. To-day Galax
leaves have to a great extent taken the place of ivy
leaves, being less expensive, easier handled and kept,
and furnishing long, wiry stems. The brilliant bronze
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leaves supply a color long needed in this class of work.
inch or less to
sizes of the leaves vary, also, from
5 inches in diameter, further extending their usefulness.
for
extensively
leaves
are
now
used
Galax
green
iSuialJ
bunching with violets, taking the place of the violet
leaves. One of the features of the holiday season in
Boston is the fakir with his stand of violets bunched
with green Galax. They coiue in again and are used the
same way at the first touch of spring, when the early
trailing arbutus or "Mayflower " appears on the street.
They can be arranged to cover much more space than
the ivy leaves, and do not have to be wired, as is the
case with the latter. The keeping qualities of Galax are
remarkal'le, and they are now used the year round from
cold storage. Outdoor designs, as in cemeteries, will
keep fresh and bright for months if not dried out, but
otherwise require no care. A favorite arrangement of
Galax leaves is to place them loosely in a small vase,
where they will retain their bright colors and shape fnr
weeks even in a close, warm room, though most of the
leaves are used, commonly with flowers, in designs
made up by the florist. As a Christmas decoration
they stand preeminent, and tlieir general good qualities mentioned almve cause them to iie used throughout
the year, more, perhaps, than an}' other decorative green,
ferns possibly excepteil.
In Philadelphia a few seasons ago an enterprising
young woman introdiiced a novel and taking innovation
in the shape of potted Galax plants for society dinners.
Small, brilliantly colored green and bronze Ivs. were arranged in tiny pots, specially designed by Messrs.
Sackett & Company, and placed at each plate, to be carThey were also
ried away by the guests as souvenirs.
sold through one of Philadelphia's leading merchants
by thousands. The larger cities, Boston, New York,
Philadelphia and Chicago, use the largest quantities,
though many of these are retailed again to smaller cities
and towns all over the United States and Canada, and
there is a large export traile now established in them,
mostly to Germany and the Netlierlands. In 1899-1900,
about 70 tons were sold.
The area over which Galax is collected extends from
Virginia to Georgia, and is so vast that there is no danger of exterminating the plant by collecting the leaves,
even if it were injured thereby, which does not seem
to be the case. It is not practicable to grow the plants
for the harvest of leaves, at least in America, the process beijig too expensive. Under cultivation they would
perhaps not average one perfect salalde leaf per plant,
as a speck or wormhole renders the leaf unfit for decorative purposes. In Europe Galax has been tried with
varying success under glass, the leaves Ijringing a very

%

The

sepals and petals siuiilar, lanceolate, yellowish; lab
in the throat, interior portion purplit
S. B.R. 20:49. P.M. 14:49.

lum pale yellow
Mes.

D'Escagnolle&.na, Reichb. f. Stems terete, taperi
both ways: lvs. lanceolate, pointed: racemes termii
sepals and petals similar, ascendir
and drooping
narrow, yellowish; lip funnel-form or nearly bell-for:
fluted, with a rose-purple blotch on the lower lin
:

I.H. 34:22 (1887).

Brazil.

Qakes Ames,

GALllGA

(Greek, r/a?rt, milk
supposed to increa
the tiow of milk). M/eijutn'mbsa?. Ot 109 names of sf
cies in this genus, onl}'^
are now retained, most of t
rest being referred to Tephrosia. The 2 plants me
tioned below are hardy herbaceous perennials of t
easiest culture, about 3 ft. high, with odd-pinnate h
and pea-shaped fls. of purplish blue or white. They
not require frequent division, make bushy plants, aj
bear in July and Aug. many dense, axillary and tern
nal racemes of fls., which are useful for cutting. See^
of Goat's Rue are still offered abroad among misc*
laneous agricultural seeds, but the plants are litt,
known in this country.
:

i

A.

Leaflets lanceolate

stipules broadly lanceolate

:

Goat's Rue.

oJiicinMis, Linn.

Height 2-3 ft.: 1ft
mucronate: fls. purplish blue. Eu., W. Asia. Var. All
or tllhiflora is commoner in cult. Gn, 50, p. 2G9.— Aros
colored variety is sold abroad also a dwarf, compac
;

lilac-fld. varietj^.

AA.

Leaflets lanceolate

stipules broadlij ovate.

:

orientalis, Lam. Foliage and stipules larger: fls. pu
plish blue, nodding: pods pendulous.
Caucasus. B.J
2192.
B. R. 4:326.-"Height2K-4ft. rootstock cree
:

ing: stem simple."

J. B. Keller.
J.

B.

Keller and W. M.

GALIUM

(Gallon was the name of a plant mentiont
by Dioscorides as used in curdling milk. G.veri<m
used locally abroad for this purpose). 2ii(bid.(:e(r. Be
STRAW or Lady's Bedstraw, because of the legend th
one of these plants was in the hay on which the mothi
oi Christ rested.
This genus contains 150-250 specie
widely scattered in temperate regions, mostly weed
often harsh to the touch, but frequently beautiful
their regular, mathematical habit, caused by the whorh

high price.
Galax aphylla is a beautiful ground-covering plant,
specially adapted to the Rhododendron border, where
the soil and situation alike are suitable to its growth,
an delights in shade and a cool, moist, peaty loam. Its
charms are far better known in England, however, than
at home.
The leaves, when full grown, are always
bright green, the brilliant bronze shades appearing
later when the plant ripens and the frosts begin. Then
when they are exposed to the direct rays of the sun the
alternating freezing and sun action cause the leaves to
turn in a shorttime, though sometimes this occurs to an
extent before any freezing weather. In dense shade they
always remain green. In spring, when the sap l)egins to
start, the leaves often turn green or dingv again, and
eventually die down the second season.

Haklan

p.

Kelsev.

GALEANDRA
(ire(r,

(Greek tor hehvet and sla wen). Orrhld
trihe Windete.
A genus of deciduous epipliytes.

Lvs. distichous, membranaceous: lal)ellum infundibuliform: sepals and petnis equal, spreading: column erect,
winged; poilinia L>. Cultui-e as for Eulophia.

Devoniina, Lindl. Stem erect: Ivs. linear-lanceolate,
sheathing at base: sepals and petals lanceolate, reddish
l>rown, with green margins; labellum whitish, veined in
fronl with crimson.
From the banks of the Rio Nigro
B.M. 4010. I.H. 21:17(J. A. P. 6:009.
Batieri, Lindl.
lvs. lanceolate:

Stems
racemes

sulicylindric, nearly fusiform:
terminal, drooping: lis. large;

890.

Whorlcd

foliage of a

Galium Aparine.

arrangement of the

lvs.

A

Bedstraw— the
Nntnral

native

si/.o.

few plants are

slightly us(

abroad in carpeting rockeries, but G. Mollugo is
standard plant with many florists who have a har(
border Their delicate sprays of minute white flowe

.

:
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are used to lighteu the efVect of bouquets of other fls.,
notably sweet peas, which cun hardly be arranged with
their own foliage, and which in large masses are inclined
to look heavy and lumpy. Gypsophilas, which are used
for the same purpose, bloom later. They have an equal
iiiflriity of detail, which baffles the eye to comprehend.
The botanist's analysis of all this misty delicacy and
airy grace is "fls. in axillary and terminal, trichotomous
cymes and panicles. " He also declares that the Ivs. are
really opposite, the intervening members of the whorls
being stipules. Fig. 8'.)0. Galiums are annual or perennial herbs, with 4-angled, slender stems and small,
white, green, }'elIow orpurple lis. corolla wheel-shaped,
4-lobed: stamens 4 styles 2. The following are perennials from creeping rootstocks, with white fls. in terminal panicles.
A. Lrs. ill t/'.s' ; frnit hairy.
;

:

Height

boreMe, Linn.

'j-lj.j

ft.:

stem rather

firm,

erect and slightly liranclied: Ivs. lanceolate or linear,
3-ribbed, scarcely rough at the edges, often 1 in. long:
petals with very short, incurved points. Native.

AA. Li'^.

fi\

lit 5'.s n/-6''.s- .

.sj/(0'-)/7i f>r

slifihtfif (jru

uHjatvd

.

Stem 1-3 ft. long, more or less
Molliigo, Linn.
liranched; Ivs. obovate to oblong or linear, more or less
rough at edges, always terminated b}' a little point petals aliruptly narrowed into a relatively long point. — This
is known in some places as "Baby's Breath," although
that name is also given to Gypsophilas (which seel.
:

Eu. Perennial.

GALPHlMIA (anagram

of Malpighia). Malpi(jhu\an order of almost no horticultural value. This genus includes a yellow-tld. shrub cult, in the e.xtreme
South, and valued for the exceptional length of its flowering season. The genus has a dozen or less species,
mostly IMexican. Shrubs or subshrubs Ivs. opposite, slightly glaucous on both sides or beneath, entire or obscurely toothed, glandular at
the margin or base of blade or at the tip of the
leaf-stalk; racemes terminal: fls. yellow or red<lish.
O. riifida, probably a recent species, is
Three or four other
cult, by E N. Reasoner.
kinds are rarely cult, under glass abroad.

(e(e,

:

GALTdNIA

Francis

(after

(_ialton,

the

rtis-

tmguished anthropological writer). Giant Summer Hyacinth. One of the few Cape bulbs that
are practically hardy. This fine [ilant grows 'i-'>
ft. high and produces racemes 9-12 in. long of
white, funnel-shaped, pendulous tts. in .July or
later. The plants should be heavily mulched if
lef toutdoors where winters are severe. In favored

may be

left for several

localities the bulbs
with increasingly better results.

years

Largo clumps

are desirable. They have been suggested for
cemetery planting. The genus differs from hyacinths mainly by its more numerous and flattened seeds.' The other 2
species are inferior to the
following, which ^^as introduced by Leichtlin in
the early seventies, and
now holds a ]>ermanent
place in horticulture. The
plants prefer a rich, open,

moist

GAMOLEPIS (Greek for mtitrtl acales; referring to
the involucre). CompAsiUe. About a dozen S. African
herbs or small shrubs, somewhat allied botanieally to
Chrysanthemum. Lvs. alternate and mostly
pinnatisect: peduncles I-headed, the heads bearing 1 series of yellow, pistillate r.ays, the disk fls.
perfect: akenes without pappus, wingless and
glabrous.
annua. Less. (6'. ^^'ki/^^-.s, DC). Fig. 892. Annual, of wiry growth, a foot or less high, very
tloriferous: Ivs. pinnate or pinnately parted, .'j-7
lol.)es or leaflets on either side of the rachis and
the leaflets entire or lobed involucre nearly or
quite urn-shaped, the scales joined more than
half their length:
briijht yellow or
fl. -heads
orange, J.i in. across. — Hardy or half-hardy.
Of
easiest culture from seeds in sunny places, and
most excellent for ribbon bonlers and for low
:

mass

Continuous bloomer.

effects.

GARCtNIA

y^

soil

b_

L.

thicker, and edible segments of form and ar-

rangement

cindicans, Decne.

j-j_

Garcin, who lived and dllected
ill India, and wrote in the eighteenth century).
Gtittiferw. This genus includes the Mangosteen,
which is declared by some connoisseurs to be one
of the rarest and most luscious of all tropical
fruits; also the Gamboge Tree, whose resinous
.iuice yields a well-known ytignient ami purgative.
The Mangosteen is cultivated in the West Indies;
the Gamboge Tree is also cult, in S. Fla. It is a
broad-leaved tree of slow growth. Tlie Mangosteen is about tlie size and shape of an orange,
with rind considerably
(

lil<e

an orange.

(////-

It

those of
is

bril-

ft.

colored outside
with rich purple. The
persistent stigmas and
calyx lobes are seen in

long
scape often 4 ft.
high: racemes 12-20-fld.;
fls. fragrant, F.S. 21:2173.
1872:1099
G.C. 1871:380

said to suggest something between a grape
and a peach. Number-

iiciiitlnis

<-

<!

l>

<J

<

(I

i'

it

ii

liantly

,

Bulb
Baker). Fig. 891.
large, round, coated: Ivs.
lorate

-

lanceolate, 2^2

Fig.

:

:

and
p.

II.

32.

15:273.

R.H.

P.G. 3 :101.

GAMBOGE.

The

less efliorts

1882,

flavor

is

are said to

have been made to nat-

A. G.

uralize this tree in the
tropics without success.

17:281.

Garviiiiti

893.

See under

Summer Hyacinths.
Galtonia candicans.

891.

The successful ripening
of this fruit

under glass

GARDENIA
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'consummate achievemeut
is usually regarded a
the art of gardening.
Mangostina, Linn. JIango-steen. Fig. S'X',. Heiglit
petals 4:
Its. 7-8 in. long, elliptic: lis. reddisli
20 ft
in. indium. B.JM. 4847. L.B.C.y:845. P.S.
fr. about
•

;

2H

G.C. II. 4:(i.:7.
Mortlla, Desr. Gamboge Tree. Height 30-50 ft. Its.
more tapering at both ends: tls. yellowish: fr. resembling a Morelio cherry in size and shape.
-fv. JI.

22:2:ir,'J.

:

The Mangosteen is a native of the Malay peninsula
and archipelago. It is cultivated, and bears fruit in
some parts of Ceylon and in a few spots in the Madras
Presidency, but no success has been obtained in its cultivationiu other parts of India. DeCandoUe, In his " Origin of Cultivated Plants," says: "Among cultivated
plants it is one of the most local, both in its origiu, habitation and cultivation." In the West
Indies it is successfully cultivated in
Trinidad and Jamaica, but only iu
spots -where the climate is moist, hot
and fairly equalile all through the
for instance, in the Jamaica
year
Botanic Gardens it bears good crops of
fair-sized fruit at Castlefon, in aval;

conducted on a smaller scale than thosQ oC agricu
and by more intensive methods. Gardening and
culture are really synonymous terms, but, by us
horticulturist is supposed to have a more ext
training and wider range of activities than a gar<
I\Ioreover, the word Gardening now suggests nn
the private, homelike and personal point of
whereas the most distinctive feature of America!
ticulture is the immense commercial importau
fruit-growing on a greater scale than that of Old
Gardening, and a marked emphasis of the profes
side of a fruit-grower's work. The history and d
sion of Gardening are, therefore, set forth in this
under Horticulture. Large private places are
divided into Fruit Garden, Kitchen Garden and F
Fruit-growing is the same as Pon
Garden.
(which see). Kitchen-Gardening, iu its widest se]
the same as Vegetable-Gardening {which see), o
more learned word, Olericulture; but the expn
Kitchen-Gardening is now less common, and gen
indicates the private and uncommercial point of
and
Truck-Gard
Market-Gardening
whereas
(which are practically the same) are now the
words used for the wholesale aud commercial s:
Vegetable-Gardening in the U. S. Flower-Garden
third primary division of Gi
'

ing, is the same as Ploric
which see). Under Oman

Gardening and Landscape Gf
ing are explained the two dif
points of view in the use of
and flowers for
i

own sakes

or

grouped for a
effects, the n
or pictui
conception beii
like

forth

under

scape Gardenin
the artificial or
ly decorative

under

Ornar

Gardening- Ai
being the only
try where cut-fl
are commercially more important at presen
the trade in potted plants, a special article
voted to Cut-flowers in this work. Other d
ments of Ornamental Gardening are treat*

der Greenhouse Management, Alpine Gi
including Rock Gardens), Aquatics (inc!
Trees, Shrubs, Herbaceou;
ennials and Annuals.

Bog Gardens),

GARDENER'S
rar. rariegafa,

The Mangosteen—

893,

Garcinia Maneostana.

on the north .side, with a mean temperature of 7G°F.
and an annual rainfall of 113 inches, whereas attempts
grow it liave failed at Hope Gardens, in the Liguanea
plain of the south side, with a mean temperature of 72°
and an anuual rainfall of 52 inches. Experience in
Konthern India \s much the same; it will fc^ow oiily in
valleys,— not in the open plains. In England the tree
has been grown in hothouses and the fruit ripened sucley

cessfully.

The Gamhoge Tree

is much more widely distributed,
throughout India, Ceylon, Malaya and

As one might

expect, its cultivation

is

easy, as

it

stands a considerable amount of variation of moisture
it has become naturalized in some
parts of the wetter districts.
s^^^ Pawiiktt.

and heat. In Jamaica

GARDEN

and

correspondent of Linnteus). Mulncicea
includes the Cape Jasmine, a tender shrub 2-6 ft
with thick, evergreen foliage and large double,
Camellia-like, fragrant tls. It blooms from May tc
in the South, where it is often used for hedges,
hardy as far north as Va. In the middle of the a
the Cape Jasmine was considered oneof the finesi
shrubs in cultivation, but with the waning popula
Camellias the doom of tlie Cape Jasmine as a con
tory plant was sealed. The Camellia has a greater
of color, and has had hundreds of varieties, wt
scented rival has had barely a dozen. The flowers
Cape Jasmine have never been so perfectly regi
those of a Camellia, and the plants are very sub
insect enemies. Their bloom is successional rath(
close, and large plants are therefore not so sh(
Camellias. They are considerably grown abroad f
fls. in early spring, young plants a season or two
ing used for best results. The variety with vari
foliage is dwarfer and weaker growing. The true'
cal name of the Cape Jasmine is G. jasmino
name almost never used in the trade. "Cape Jas
itself is one of the most remarkable cases of the i
of an erroneous popular name. Thesinele-tld. foi

ton, S.C., a

to

Siara.

I

GARD£NIA(afterAlexander Garden, M.D., of CI

of the choicest
tropical fniits.

native

Arundo

P'icta,

One

beiUiS;

GARTER.

and PJniIaris arundinaceo

GAKDENING.

The word Garden

etymologically means an inclosed space, and Gardening is, therefore, distinguished from agriciilture by being carried on within an inclosure of some kind instead
of in the open fields, (iardening operations are usually

2

.

.

UAKDEMA

CARDKNIA

iutrodaced much later than the double, and lias always
I)eenles3 popuUxr. The earliest picture ot: a living jdant
with single tly. was published in 1820 in B.R. 44!>. fclome
tine plants still known to the trade as (iurdenias are
now placed in the allied genera Rand ia and Mitriostigma.
These two genera have a many-celled ovary, while that

BBD. t'dhjx spathe-like
Thunb6rgia, Lhm. f. Lvs. broadly elliptic, acute, with
pairs of glands along the midribs Us. 3 in. across, pure
white; corolla lobes 8, overlapping. S.Afr. B.M. 10(J4.

of Gardenia is l-celle<l.
The calyx in Gardenia i.s often
Tubular, in Mitriostigma 5-parted, in Kaiidia various.
The testa of the seeds is membranaceous in Randia;
in Mitriostigma rather fibrous.
Gardenias are obtain;d>le chietly tbrongh southern and Californian dealers.
'ape Jasmines are also handled by inii»orters of Japanese plants, who sometimes offer seeds also. (! luvida
was probably introduced by Reasoner, and O. lioth(

.

manni by Franceschi.

For the true Jasmines which
the olive family, an<l are often trailing
plants), see Jasminnni.
O. florida and G. radicans have long been figured separately,
aud cm- nurserymen still teep the names distiuet. The only
^lifference which DeCandoUe records is that G. florida is more
shrubby and erect, with elliptical Ivs. acute at both euils, growing spontaneously in China and cult, in Japan, wliile G. radicans has a stem that takes root, lanceohite Ivs., and is a native
ot Japan. Both plants, DeCandolle wi'ote, were cult, in India
and at the Cape. Ellis founded the genus upon a double rid.
specimen, which he figured in the Phil. Trans. Roy. S"c. Lond.
in 1701. In 1810 Sims pictured a double form in 11. M. lst2 witli
tliese remarks: "In the way that Gardenia radiran.s is treated
in our stoves, the stems show no disposition to put t'ortli roots;
but probably would were they suffered to come in contact with
the earth. It is doubtfiil whether it has ever been seen in tliis
country, or even iu China, with a single flower. There is a
great affinity between this species and Gardenia florida, from
which it ditfers very little, except in. the lesser size of its How<Ts and leaves, which last are narrowed at both extremities.
The flowers have nearly the samefragrant sincll, iind tlie idant,
ilowering more freely and being more easily propagatnl tlian
(tie true Cape Jasmine, it lias of late much taken the place ot'
this last, and is frequently sold for it." Before 1820, Sir J.
Smith wrote in Rees' Encyc: "The original iilea and cliar;n*ter of this genus are taken, from G. florida, commonly called
'Cape Jasmine.' This was first brought to England by Capt.
Hutchinson (of the Gfodolphin Indiamaii). who, about the middle of tlie last century, met with a bush of it in full flower,
somewhere near the Cape of Good Hope, probaljly in a culti\'ated state. He brought the whole plant in a pot to England.
* * * Mr. Gordon, the nurserjTiian, having obtained layers
from the tree, propagated it so successfully tliat he is said to
have gained more than 500 I. by the produce. It is now fre([uent in our gardens, treated as a stove plant, though it chiefly
f

belong to

requires heat in the early spring to make it bloom, being at
other times a hardy greenhouse plant. The flowers are tlie size
and aspect of a double Narcissus p'>e(iciis, with a sweet and
veiT powerful scent, resembling the flavoiir of ginger. They
turn buff as they fade." From the above e\"idence, and from
the pictures cited below, it seems clear that if the trade names
distinft
'/, Fortunei, florida and radicans really represent
varieties, the only single distinction that can be made is in
\\idth of foliage; Fortunei having Ivs, '2 in. wide, florida 1-V
in., and radicans ?'2~1 iii- wide.
I!

Corolla tube ci/JindrlvaJ.

A.
B.

Cahjx.
C.

jasminoides, Ellis.

Thunb.

).

ivith.

Sihs on
(G.

5 loyxj teeth.
the calyx.

florida,

Linn.

O. rad'icdiis,

Cape Jasmine. Discussed above. For pictures

of double forms, see B.M. 1842 and 2627 and B.R. 1:7:{
single, B.R. 6:449 and B.M. 3341); normal and variegated foliage, R.H, 1864, p. 30. China. Var. Fortuniana,
UimW. {G. Fort unei,nort.). B.R. 32:43. F. 8. 2:177. R,B.
23:241. In 1893 John Saul advertised G. c unellUrflnra
in addition to G. rai-7'irai)<i, G. florida and vars. -m^jor
Mulmajestica. G. Sinensis ijraudiflbra of Berger's catalogue perhaps belongs here.
;

CC.
liicida,

Rosb.

Rihs not

prt-si

Buds resinous

:

)it.

1\'8.

oblong

:

stipules

the mouth, unequally
lobed.
India, Burma, Luzon. — The calyx teeth are not
and thus the calyx
Jessamine,
decurrent, as in the Cape
does not have the ribbed look.
annular, variously divided at

EB. Cahjx tuhular,witli C> verij short teeth.
amcena, Sims. Differs from all here described in having numerous strong spines nearly V^ixx. long, -which are
fis. subtermiaxillary. Lvs. oval.^acute, short-stalked
nal
corolla tube 1 in. long, longer than the lobes, which
are 6, obovate, white, with margins incurved enough to
show the rosy back. India or China.
:

;
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:

— " Dwarf-growing."— 7'''raHC''.s'':7(/,
AA.

and tcide-thronfed
and broad.
Very distinct iu foliage and

Corolla tuhe short
B.

Fls. 3 in.

lonij

Rothminnia, Linn. f.
Lvs. with pairs of hairy glands along tbe midrib:
calyx ribbed, with 5 long teeth, equaling the short,
cylindrical portion of the corolla tube
corolla tube
rather suddenly swelled, riblied
lobes 5, long-acuminate, whitish, spotted purple in the mouth.
S. Afr.
B.M. 690. L.B.C. 11 :10.'.:b-"Fls. pale yellow. "-/^raxti.

;

:

ceschi.

BB.

lUs. i\^ in. long and broad.

glohoaa, Hochst. Lvs. oblong, short-acuminate; leafstalk nearly 3-5 lines long
ds. white, inside hairy and
lined pale yellow; calyx small, with 5 very short teeth;
corolla tube wide at tbe base and gradually swelled
lobes 5, short-acuminate.
B.M. 4791. F.S.
H. Afr.
9:951.
:

;

G. citriodiira,

Hook.^ Mitriostigrna

axillare.

Hook. — Kandia maculata.

—

(/.

Sfanleydna,
"^y

^[

Gardenia jasminoides (the true Cape Jasmine) has
again become very popular, even suggesting its popularity thirty years ago,

when

its

wax-like, fragrant blosof tbe lead-

soms were highl}'^ fashionable. Then several

ing tlorists erected special houses for it, in order that they
might flower it in the winter season. The writer had
charge of one of these houses. The attempt to bloom
them in midwinter was, however, only partly successful,
for it is against tbe nature of the plant to force it into
bloom before the turn of the sua in, say, January, li
the plants have been well established the previous summer and are well set with flower buds, they can be successfully forced into bloom in a sunny greenhouse, giving them stove heat and frequent syriugings with tepid
water. The plants will be entirely covered with their
great blossoms. To grow and prepare such plants, cuttings with two or three joints or eyes of well-ripened
wood should be made in December or January, puttint;
them into the propagating bed of sharp sand, with
abottomheatof not less than 75°, and keeping closeuntil
callused. Then air can be admitted. After rooting, they
should be potted into small pots and grown on until tho
middle of May, wlien they can be planted out into a coldframe or old hotbed, into a rich, sandy loam, giving them
the full sun and treating them the same as Firn.^ elastica
is now grown. Abundance of water and frequent syringing are essential. Finch the shoots, so as to make the
plants bushy and branchy. In the latter part of August
or beginning of September the plants should be potted
into 5-, 6- or 7-inch pots, according to their size, then
placed either in a hotbed with gentle bottom beat or
in a house where a moist stove temperature can be
maintained until the plants are well rooted. During this
period they should be slightly shaded, after which the
plants can be hardened off and put into their winter
quarters. Put in a cool greenhouse where Azaleas or
Camellias or otlier Now Holland or Cape stock is wintered, until their time for forcing into flower arrives, iu
the early part of the new year.
There is considerable difference between the large-leaf
or Fortuniana variety and tbe common G. jasminoides.
While the same treatment will answer for both, and the fl.
of the former is much larger, it is not so protitable for
commercial purposes as the ordinary G. jasminoides.
There is also a difference between these and the variety
known as G. rad/rans, and its variegated variety, radicans fol. var. These plants grow much dwarfer, and
their habit is more radicant or flat or prostrate in
growth. Their foliage is myrtle-like and the flowers are
much smaller and are less valuable. These, however,
make good flowering (dwarf) pot-plants under similar
treatment. The variegated form is cultivated in great
abundance in Japan, in the gardens in semi-tropical
sections. None of the other varieties is of much commercial importance, and they have value only in botanical collections.
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GARDEN LEMON.

rather dense, staminate 2-12 in. long, often branc
fr. globose, silky toment
pistillate 1-3 in. long

See under Caruynis Melo.

:

GARDdQUIA

betoiiicoide3

=

(?<'t?ro>/F??rt

Mijxicana.

New Mex.

53, p.

GARLAND FLOWER
HedychiHiH coronarlnm-.
rum.

GARGET.

in the South sometimes

means

Often means Daphne Cneo-

GARLIC [Allium sativum, 1,1x111,). Hardy perennial
bulbous plant, closely allied to the onion. It is native
It lias flat leaves, and the bulb is
of southeru Europe.
composed of several separable parts or bulbels, called
These cloves are
cloves.
planted, as onion sets are,
in, spring or in fall in the

South. They mature
mer and early fall.

in sumIf the

may be

necessary to break over the tops
to prevent too much top
growth and to make the
soil is rich, it

sometimes
done with onions. This is
done when the top growth
has reached normal full .size.

bnllis better, as is

The cloves

are usually set
i-G in. apartin drills, in ordi-

nary garden soil. The bulbs
are used in cookery, but
mostly amongst the foreign
population. Strings of bulbs
braided together by their
tops are common in metropolitan markets (Fig. 804).
L. H. B.

PEAR.

GARLIC

See

Crata'vo

GARRYA

(after Nicholas

secretary

Hudson

Bay

of

the

Company)

Including Fadyenia.

Ornamental

iiiicece.

p. 258.

449;

m

Thur6ti, Carr. (G. elliptica x Fadijau). Shrub
15 ft.: Ivs. elliptic to elliptic-oblong, at length gL
and glabrous above, whitish tomentose beneath, 2-

PJiijtoJacca decandra.

(xarry,

B.R. 20:Hj8G. Gn.

33, p. 562; 5
-This is the handsoi
257;
55,
species, and stands about 10° of frost (sometimes
in a sheltered position.

Calif, to

Corever-

green shrubs with opposite,
entire Ivs., with
the small greenish white or
yellowish fls. in catkin-like,
often pendulous spikes, and
with dark purple or dark
None of the
blue berries.
species is hardy North, but

long: bracts remote, ovate-lanceolate, with usually
in each axil; spikes shorter than those of the foi-i
Originated in France. R.H. ]
fr. ovoid, tomentose.
p. 17; 1879, p. 154,155.

Hook. (Fadyenia Hookeri, Griseb.). Shru
Ivs. elliptic to oblong, acute or mucromdate, g
tomentose beneath or almo-st glabrous at length, 2Imig: bracts oblong-laneeolate, remote: fr.tornentose. Jam
Cuba. — tf. Frhnonti, Torr. Shrub, to If) ft.: Ivs. ovate t(
long, acute, glabrous on both sides, yellowish, green, 1fr.
long spikes dense, 2-5 in. long, with short bracts
G.

1.")

Fddyeni

ft.:

;ibove.

:

:

II. 15:431.— G. m
ovate to oblong-o
glabrous above, ^illous-puheseent beneath, 2-5 in. long: S]
dense and short: fr, sessile. Mexico.— G. Veatchi, Kel
Spreading shrub, to 8 ft.: Iv.s. elliptic-ovate to elliptic-ob
acute, yellowish green, silky-toraentose beneath, 1/^-25
long: spikes dense, 1-2 in. long: fr. sessile, usually silk
mentose. Nevada to Calif, ami N. Max.— Var. flavescens, C
& Evans (Ct- flavescens. Wats.), has the Ivs. smaller, Ic
petioled and less pubescent it is the more northern forn:
hardier. Species named for .1. A. Veatch, botanical explor

celled,

Ore. to

glabrous.

phylla. Beuth.

<'alif.

Shrub, to G

ft.:

O.C.

Ivs.

:

Cedros Island, Lower California.

GARUGA

Alfred Rehde

(native name).

Burseracew. This inch
a deciduous East Indian tree, reaching 00 ft.,
cult, in S. Fla. and Calif, for its fruits, which
the size of a gooseberry, and are eaten raw, but ch
pickled. The genus has 6 species in tropical J
Amer. and Australia. Tomentose trees: Ivs. crowdi
tips of branches, alternate, odd-pinnate; Ifts. oppo
subsessile, serrate fls. polygamous, panicled; calyx
shaped, 5-cut; petals 5, inserted on the tube ot th
lyx above the middle: ovary 4-n-celled; ovules in p;
drupe with 5, or by abortion I-.3, stones, which are v
kled and finally 1-seeded.
pinn^ta, Roxb. Lvs. nearly villous; Ifts. obtusely
nate. India and Malaya.— Also cult, abroa^d tinder g
:

GAS PLANT.

Consult Dicfamnus.

petioied,

G'

.

\'eafchi, var. flai^e.scem^,

and also G. Fremonti,V7hUi\i
are the hardiest, can probably be grown north to New

894.

Geu-Hc, as strung

foi

market-

York in sheltered positions,
while the others are hardy
They are well
only South.
adaptedfor evergreen shrubberies, and the stamiuate
plants are especially decorative in early spring with the

showy, pendulous catkins, which in G. ('Jll/dica attain
to 1 ft. in lengtli and often bloom in midwinter.
The
Garryas thrive well in a well-drained soil and in sunny,
sheltered position; in England they are often grown on
walls.
Prop, by seeds or by cuttings of half-ripened
wood under glass also by layers and sometimes by
grafting on Aucuba. About 10 species in W. N. America
from S. Oregon to S. Mexico, west to W. Texas. Shrubs
with exstipulate Ivs. fls. dioecious, apetalous, 1-3 in the
axils of opposite bracts on elongated, often drooping,
axillary spikes; staminate fls. with 4 sepals and 4 stamens, pistillate with 2 sepals and 2 styles and a 1celled ovary: berry 1-2-seeded, rather dry.
elliptica, Dougl. Shrub, to 8 ft.
Ivs. elliptic to oval;

:

:

oblong, olitnse or acute, usually undulate, glabrous
above, densely tomentose beneath, lM-3 in. long: 3 fls.
in the axils of short and broad, pointed bracts; spikes

GASTfiRIA (("Ireek, garter, belly; referring to
swollen base of the fls.). Lilidcece. About 50 speci
greenhotise evergreen succulents, allied to Aloe,
native of South Africa. Rather small plants, nt'
acaulescent, with usually elongated leaves, crowdt
2 ranks or a loose rosette. Elowers with a rosy ve
cose, curved tube and short, suberect, greenish
ments, about as long as the stamens and pistil. Sc
species are proliferous on aborted peduncles. Hyl
are frequent between the species, and with other ge
of the tribe. Gasterias flower in winter. For culture
Aloe.
A.

Z/eavrs

/<ipfri iig

grud\(alhi

the poi)it,
S-.sidcd.

to

convex or cimra rr/y

con<

verrucosa, Haw. (Aim' vermrusa, Mill.). Lvs. in
straight or at length twisted ranks, narrow for thi
nus, dull gray, verv rough, with small white tuber

Cape.

B.:\I. 837.

Haw. (Aloe carindfa, Mill.). Lvs. at le
spreading in every direction, an inch or more bi
mostly inequilaterally 3-sided, dull, greener, the grf
protuding tubercles coarser and more separated.
carm&,ta,

1331 (except left-hand leaf).

excavata. Haw. Like tlie last, but without raises
DtuibtfuUy distinct from the next. (

berclrs.

glabra, Haw. (Aloe (/Idhra, Salm-Dyck.
A.
var. subgldbra)
Lvs. larger, green, some
glossy, some of the coarse, remote, pale dots pc
tently elevated. Cape. B.M. 1331 (left-hand leaf ).

<

ndt<f,

.

acinacifdlia, Haw. (Aide arinacifdlia).
Lvs.
green, more elongated, somewhat glossy, the scati
pale dots not raised. Cape. B.M. 23(>9.

,

.

.

UASTERIA

(tACRA

pulchra, Haw. {Alot^ pnh-hra ,Ji\ei\.]. Lvs. sometimes
purplish, uurrower and lousier, the rather coarse, pale
dots not elevated. Cape. B.M. 705.

written (TauUier). Ericdeeir. This includes the \\"intc'rgreen and some other ornamental low aromatic plants
with alternate, evergreen lvs., white, pink or scarlet,
often fragrant fls. in terminal or axillary racemes or
solitary, and with decorative, ben-y-like red or blackish
fr. G. prociitnhe)is is fully hardy North, "while the other
N. American species need protection during the winter;
they are well adapted for borders of evergreen shruliberies as well as for rockeries, and in suitable soil they
are apt to form a handsome evergreen ground-cover.
Most of the foreign species can bo grown only South or
as greenhouse shrubs. SoTne have edible fruits, and an
aromatic oil used iu perfumery and medicine is obtained from G. jirociinihens and several Asiatic species.
They grow best iu sandy or peaty, somewhat mtnst soil
and partly shaded situations. Prop, by seeds, layers or
suckers, division of okler plants, and also by cuttings of
lialf -ripened wood under glass. About 90 species in the
warnu.'r and sulitropical regions of Asia, Australia, and
in Amrricii from Canaila to Chile. Erect or procumljent
shrui.)s, rarely small trees, usually hairy and glandular:

nitida,

Haw. {Aide

n'ltidn, Salra-Dyek).
Lvs. Ki''^''n,
j^lossy, short, deltoid, verj- thick, the coarse,

more or less

pale dots not elevated, and the margins nearly stuootli.

Cape. B.M. 2304.
A A.

LrifCf's

H'l/h

pit

}ii'(irhi

nilbl

tH(ir</i )is

,

uhrni'fhi

pi'inl.d or ,narr»iH,fe.
n.

Leai'<:S str>l/>-s]Hl pr>l

,

Onr nr hnlh

manjiua

vnrc, the

f,,r.'s

fl.lt

<n-

rON-

fn:qai:nllij d"i{blid.

intermedia, Haw. ( (?. verrucb.'ia, var. hifi'miciUa ).
Lvs. "J-rauked, more rounded on the back than usual in
the group, and some of them tapering as in fcrrnrnsu
gravish, rough, with numerous pale tubercles. Cape.
B.M. 1322 (as Aloe Untjua).

6cab6rrima, Salm-Dyck {G. inii'rm^-din var. f/.-^/n'rrlG. vtrrnco.'ni var. scab^- rriiini
AIne srahe'rriin'i i.
Lvs. thinner, less concave and tapering, often swordshaped, very rough, with coarse white tubercles.
,

mii.

,

Haw.

.

{G. denflculdta,

petioled, roundish to lanceolate, mostly serrate
in terminal panicles or axillary racemes or solitary;
calyx 5-])arted; corolla urcoolate, 5-lobed; stamens IC:
ovary superior fr. a o-(.'elle<l, <hdiiscent capsule, usuall\'
enclosed by the fleshy and berry-like calyx.
lvs.

:

fls.

Haw. Aide

dlsiichu,
Thuub. ^i. liiKjiia, Thunb. A. luxjiiif^rmfs, Mill.].
Lvs. somewhat cmcavo-convex, from apple-green becoming dull gray, evanescently pale dotted, smooth,
disticha,

G29

:

procumbena, Liim.

rough -margined. Cape.

WixTERiiiiEEx.

BoxBEKKV. I'ARTKiDiiE
ing up erect l)ranches to

Cheokekbekkv.

Steni creeping, SendI'caring toward tinend 3-8 <lark green, oval or olio^-ate, almost ^dalirons
lvs., 1-2 in long, with ciliate teeth
fls. solitary, nodding; corolla ovate, w^hite, about ^4 in. long: fr. scarlet

Var. conspurcita, Haw. {G. mnspurcitfa. Haw. Aide
Lvs. with less roughened
conspurcdfa Salm-Dyck).
margin, the numerous, more I'ersistent. I'ale dots not
,

I'-EicKV.
.".

in. hii;h,

:

elevated.
var. n'rni.-usit)
Var. verrucdsa {Aide
Lvs. roughened bj' the persistent elevation of some of
the more remote greener dots.
liiiijuifth-ittis.

Canada to (fa.,
.ru!v-Sei)t.
19GG. L.B.C. 1:82.

.

Lvs.
Var. angtil&.ta, Haw. {Aide foii/iddta, Wilb!.].
nearly flat on lioth surfaces, one or 1m. tli margins acutely
doubled.
sulcMa, Haw. [Aloe stilcdtK. Salm-DyckK Lvs. very
concave, with angular, cnnspicu<")usly elevated and
mostly incurved margins, the green dots sometimes protruding. Cape.
nigricans. Haw. {Aide vlgricaiis. Haw. -.1. InK/na,
var. crassifdl/>i ). Lvs. plano-convex, rather turgid, from
dark green with pale dots becoming: uniformly purplish, smooth, the occasionally doubled margins very minutely roughened. Cape. B.M. H38 (as Aloe lin'jwi. var.
crossi folia
1

Var. subnigricans, Haw. {G. sfdni'iijricans. Haw.).
Greener, the sparse dots somewhat elevated and the
margins rough, especially below.

west to Mich.

D. 73.

B.;\I.

Shallon, Pursh. Low shrul>, to 2 ft., with spreading.
hs. roundish-ovate or ovate,
Lrlanilular-hairy Ijranches
cordate or rounded at the Iki^c. serrulate, 2—1 in. long
corolla
ris, noddint,', iu terminal ami axillary racemes
ovate, white or pinkish: fr. ]iurp]ish black, glandular.
'olunibia to Calif.
Brit.
Iiairv.
i\lav, June.
Called
B.M. 2843. B.K.
"shallon" or "salal" bv Indians.
:

:

;

(

17:1411.

L.B.C. 14:1372.

Slinib.to
ft., sometimes promunbent,
lvs. orbicidar to oblon<^, /4-^^ in.: 11. solitary, white cr
Zealand,
Tasmani;i.—
campaiuilate.
N.
C. corrinra, HBK.
piuk,
Slirnb, to 2 ft., hairy: lvs. ronu'lisli ovate, about 1 in.: fls.
s]ender-]H-diceIled, in elon^'ated, spcimd racemes; coridlaovate,
R.H. 1S4!): ]S1.— G. fcrniginea, Tham. &.
pink. Veiieziuda.
Small sbndi. rnfously hiiiry lvs. ovate or oblonK.
S'dileelit.
1-2 in.: Hs. almost like the former. Brazil. B.M. 4G97.— tV.
Shrnl) or small tree, glabrous: lvs. elfragrantissiiiiri, "Wall.
liptic to lanceolate, 2bj-:;bj hi. lou^: racemes axillary, erect,
shorter than tin- ]\s, enrnda, \vliii(" rjr pinki.sh. gloliular ovate.
G. antlpoda, Forst.

'-*

liairy:

:

;

BB.

Leitves

.s

ICO rd -shaped,

Himalayas, ('e.\!nn. E..M. :>:is4.-(7'. mnnuiularo'ides,]:). Don.
((?. Nininnvlarin
DC). Procuml'ciit branches deiisely vn-

turgid, polished.

,

Lvs. 2-ranked. 2-e<lged, narrow, long,
biconvex, dark green, with nuuierons rather large, often
confluent pale blotches, the margin denti<-ulate next the
apex. Algoa Bay.
maculata, Haw. [Aide maciiluta Thuub. A. ohligno
Haw.). Lvs. obliquely 2-ranked, occasionally 3-edged,
often twisted, broad, with confluent pale blotches, the
margin entire. Cape. i^.M. l'7!t.
picta, Haw. (6^. and A. B'nvitdtiu). Lvs. spirally 2
ranked on an elongated stem, somewhat purplish, broad,
from biconvex becoming concave, smooth-margined or a
little roughened near the middle. (_'ape.
marmor^ta, Bak. Lvs, spirally 2-rauked. often 3edged. uarrow, elongated, smooth, entire or the lower
partly rough-margined, highly polished, coarsely palemarbled. Cape ?
Lvs. spreading in all directions,
parvif61ia, Bak.
mostly 3-edi:ed, very short and thick, duller green, with
planifolia, Bak.

,

less confluent, small, pale dots,

elevated.

Cape.

GASTONIA

Palmata.

GASTRONllMA. A

which are often slightly
V^y\. Tkelease.

See Trercsi.i.

section of Ciirfaufhus.

Kalni after Dr. "GaulQuebec, whose name was really

GAULTHfiRIA (named by
thier," a physician iu

.

:

foLislv hairv: lvs. orbicidar to ovate, ^->-l in. long:

fls.

solitary,

Himalayas. G.C. II. 22:4.^7. P.F.G. 2:li;4.-6'.
nratifdlia, Gray. Procutabent. with ascending and sparingly
liairy branches: lvs. ovate, acute, 1-Po in. long: fls. solitary,
rampannlate: fr. scarlet. Brit. Columb. to Ore.— (3. p>/rolo'ide.s.
Hook. f. & Thorn, ((t. pyroln^t'olia, Hook. f.). Low shrub, sometimes procumbent, almost glahrous: lvs. elliptic-obovate, about
p2 iu. long; racemes few-tid., axibury. Himab, Japan.
ovate, white.

Alfked Rehder.

GAtTEA

(Creek, superh). Onnrirdrece. This includes
several herbs which are distinct in appearance, bur
scarcely possess general garden value, though they are
pleasant incidents iu the hardy border of those who like
native plants.
The bio. no ascends the slender racemes
too slowly to make the pbnits as sJiowyas possible. The
best kind is G. Lindheiuicri, which has white fls. of
singular ajipearance, with rosy calyx tubes. Gaura is a
genus of 2()-2o species of annual and perennial herbs
conlined to the warmer regions of X. Amer.: lvs. alternate, sessile or stalked, entire, dentate, or sinuate: fls.
white or rose, in spikes or racemes; calyx tube deciduous, obconical, much prolonged beyond "the ovary, with
4 reflexed lobes; petals clawed; stamens mostly 8, with
a small scale-like appendage befiu-e the base of each
filament; stigma d-lobed, surrounded by a ring or cuplike border: fr. nut-like, .3-4-ribbed, finally 1-celled, and
1-4-seeded. Cauras are easily prop, by seed. They prefer liirbt soils, and the seedlings can be transplanted
directly into

permanent quarters.

.

:

:

GAZANIA

GAL'KA

630

fh-

IL'i'jhf ' ((.:

A.

GAZANIA

>rlnt''.

(after Theodore of Gaza, ];J0.V1478. tran.sC'otnpusitce. This
lator of Aristotle and Theophrastus)
group contains some of the finest of the subshrubby composites from the* 'ape of Good Hope. They have an astonishing range of color,— pure white, yellow, orange, scarlet,
and the Ijacks of the rays are in some cases rich purple,
.

Liniheiineri, Eri;;rlm. & (Jray. Lvs. huireulat.-, with
H f(^w WJLVV teeth iiiid recurvi'd luar^niis. '[\^x. (i.W.F.

R.H.

2::.

ilSjl:41, au.l Ib'.T, \k

A. RrhjJit 1

fl.:

:^'.iL'.

fU. rosu, iin-uhuj

to sr.irirf.

coccinea, Nutt. Lvs. numerous, Umceolati- ti) liin'ar,
fr. -t-si<ied.
ri'paud-deiiticulate or entire: tls. iu spikes
:

W. M.

Tex.

GAYLUSSACIA

(after

J.

(iaylussac,

I.,

eminent

Syn. Adiiarin A'ricdvcfP,
tribe l-^accinie(e. Evergreen or deciduous shruljs with
alternate, sbort-petioled, entire or serrate lvs., white,
i-ed, or reddish green lis. in lateral rat'euies, and blue or
black mostly edible fruits. The deciduous species are
hardy North, but are of little decorative value, while the
vergreen species, all, except the half-hardy G. brachy'(•>((, inhabitants of the S. American mountains, are
often very ornamental in fuliage and fls., but tender and
liardly cultivated in this country. They ixi'ow best in
peaty or sandy soil and shaded situations. Prop, by
seeds, layers or division; the evergreen species hy cutrings of half-ripened wood under glass. -See also I'ar'inium for cult. About 40 species in N. and 8. America,
rlosely allied to Vaccinium, distinguished by the 10'•elled ovary, each cell with one ovule.
I'Vench chemist;

died 1830).

.

,

•

A. Xc.s. rverijrei'ii, ohfiiseh/ serrate.

brachycera, Gray. Low shrub, with creeping and aslujuding stem and spreading angled glabrous branches:
racemes short, with
lvs. oval, glaVjrous, >2-l in- long
few white or pinkish Hs. fr. black. May, June. Pa.
to Va.
B.M. 928. L.B.C. 7-J'AH (as I'ar'cinium huxifolium
:

:

)

AA.

Lrs.

ih '

I

'] (((.>>(.<

B. Fl.'<. in loosr racfines:

,

eiitir'.'.

corolla cawpanulate.

dum6sa, Torr. tt Gray. Shrub, to 2 ft., with creeping
stem and almost erect, somewhat hairy and glandular
liranches
lvs. obovate-oblong to oblanceolate, mucronate, shining above, leathery, 1-2 in. long: fls. white or
pinkish
bracts foliaceous and persistent
fr. black,
usually p)ul)escent, rather insipid. May, June. Newfoundland to Fla. and La. B.M. HOG (as Vaccinium).
:

:

;

fronddsa, Torr.

&

Gray.

Blce Huckleberry. Dax-

(!I,p:berry. Tajs^gleberrv. Shrul), to 6 ft., with spreading, usuiUl}'' glabrous branches: lvs. oblong or oval-

ohovate, obtuse or emarginate, pale green above, whitish
l»eneath, membranaceous, 1-2 in. loTig: Us. slender-pedi'•eiled
corolla broadly campanulate, greenish purple:
fr. blue, with glaucous bloom, sweet.
May, June. N.
H. to Fla., west to Kv.. preferring moist, peaty soil.
;

Km.

2:451.

G.C III- 7:r*8(l.
& Gray. Slirub,

:

FJ.s. in slwrf, sessile

racemes: corolla orate.

resinbsa, Torr.

S^ (Jray.
Erect shrub, t(. 3 ft., resinous
lvs. oval or oblong-lanceolate, mucronuyellowish green above, pale beneath, 1-lK in. long:
lis. short-pedicelled, nodding, reddish: fr. I)lack, rarely
white, sweet. May, June. Newfoundland to Ga., wpst
to Wis. and Ky., preferring san<lv or rocky soil. Em.

when young

:

late,

451.

B.M. 1288

(as Vaccinium).

O.F.WKhf^YaceiintnnX^^iim.
ti)al>rous shnili. to

:t

ft.,

&

T-i-.^zil.

:

:

:

.

A. Color of hauls ijrlloic.
BaijH not spotted: heads 3 in. across,
uniildra, Sims. Stems spreading 6-12 in. or more from
a center: lvs. varying as mentioned above. The woolliness also varies greatly: sometimes the whole plant is
snowy white
sometimes the whiteness is confined to
the under sides of the lvs. B.M. 2270. L.B.C. 8:795.The involucre is woolly, according to Harvey, but the
jticturcs cited do not show it. This and G. rigens have
sliort stems, with branches alternately leafy, while G.
oinntifii, Pavotiia and pygma-a liave little or no stem,
and the lvs. radical or tufted at the ends of the short
B.

;

liranches.
r;B.

h\n/s sp>otied at base: heads 3 in. or more ac7'0SS.

pinnata, Less, Lvs. commonly pinnate (some simple);
lobes oblong or linear in several pairs: peduncle longer
than lvs.: involucral scales acuminate, particularly the
inner ones. Harvey names G botanical varieties.
a A.

Color of
n.

Schlci-ht.

KvrTt,'TPeii, nsuallv
witli cllij.ii,-, i-ntire lvs. ami red tis, in

S'-ciind. rn;tny-l).]. r;i.rriiies.

:

frame.

t(. 4 ft., with
somewhat
pubescent, spreading branches: lvs. obovate to oblong,
acuminate, membranaceous, 2-4 in. long Us. white or
pinkish: fr. finally black, insipid. May, June. N. and
S. Carolina.
Harlan P. Kelsey writes of this species
"Shrub 2-0 ft. high; very local in a few counties in
southwestern North Carolina, though common in these
stations. Locally it is known as 'Buckberry,' a name
given by the native mountaineers from the" fact that
deer feed on the very abundant clustered fruit in late
summer. The berries are much used for pies and jams.
and have a most peculiar and pleasant acid flavor, unlike any other Vaccinium.
It promises t(j be a valuable
addition to our garden fruits."

ursina, Torr.

r-iB.

and even azure-blue. Their foliage is often densely woolly
beneath, and the range of form is amazing. Speaking of
"Frequently all the lvs. are
O. Uiiiflora, Harvey says
(piite simple; in other specimens some lvs. are deeply
in our var. pinnata, which
and
the
rest
simple,
."Mobed,
grows intermixed with the other varieties, the upper
lvs. are quite simple, the lower either 3-lobed or pinnately 5-7-lobed, all on the same branch!" The group
is also remarkable for the spots near the base of the
rays of 6^. Paeon ia and some others. These markings
suggest the eyes of a peacock's tail. The plants are
also remarkable for their behavior at night, when they
close their fls. and turn their foliage enough to make
the woolly under sides of the lvs. more conspicuous. The
genus has 24-.'i0 species, which are herbaceous, mostly
])erennial, rarely annual, with short stems or none: lvs.
.(u-owded at the crown of the root, or scattered along the
involucral scales in 2 or several rows, cup-like
stem
akenes wingless, villous
pappus in 2
at the base
series of very delicate, scarious, toothed scales, often
hidden in the wool of the akene. Harvey in Flora Capensis 3:471. N. E. Brown in Gn. 47, p. 288.
Gazanias are now rarely met with in some of the oldestFew of the more
fashioniMl tiorists' establishments.
prominent firms keep them now, and they may be said to
cultivation
practically
out
of
in
America. All the
l>e
kinds described below are old garden favorites abroad,
particularly G. rigens, a common bedding plant, cult, for
nearly a century and a half, but whose precise habitat
has never been ascertained. Importers are urged to
procure (from the Cape if necessary) the other kinds
recommended by Brown, at least the jierennial sorts,
which are G. JKrineeefolla, siibitlata, hmgiscapa, uniftora, var. JeucoJcena (exceptionally woolly on both sides
of the lvs.), rigens, var. purpurea, armerioides and
eiespitosa. These are presumably equally desirable with
the older sorts, though not necessarily of the same ease
of culture. G. mont^na, Spreng., anew species, may be
expected in American trade in 1900. It has yellow fls.,
and is figured in Gt. 48, p. 584. Of the annual kinds
Brown recommends G. BurcheUia, Lichtensteini and
tenuifolia
Gazanias are amongst the most conspicuous
and characteristic of the subshrubby composites at the
Cape, being brilliant objects in the sandy wastes. They
are said to be of easy culture in our cool greenhouses,
and are commended for summer use in the borders of
those who can keep them under glass in winter. They
can be rapidly prop, in midsummer by cuttings made
from the side shoots near the base and placed in a close

l!,

K.

iiOitll'.

li.H.

Al.FKIOl)

1S4,"):1^S.'..

HUHI'ER.

(.'.

Jirads

orange

heads 3

in. or

:
rays spotted
more across.

at

base

Lrs. mo.^lhi entire and sjialolate.
sol }na rki ne/s eonla i ui luj broioi.

J>ii

rigens, R. Br. Stems short ami densely leafy or diffuse, laxly leafy, with ascending branches: lvs. sometimes si>aringiy piunatitid, i. e., with <tnly 1 or 2 side

:

GAZANIA
B.M. 90 shows a head of scarlet
markings of brown, black and. white.
iobes.

cc.

Basal

niarl-lngs without

GENISTA
rays, with basal

Lr.'i. }/tosf?if

monograph by Baker

in Flora

Capensis

(j:ii5-7i;

(189(.;-!t7).
hrr>ir>t.

spl^ndens, Hort. Fig. 895. Hybrid, said to resemble
O. uftifhrra in habit but dwarfer and ni<jre compact, (')f
the kinds in common cult, it is nearest to G. Pdvonia
in coloring of Us.
BB.

Latest

G31

jiiiiuate.

Peaoock Gazania. B.R. 1:.35 shows
brown, white, yellow and blue, which are

Pavdnia, R. Br.

markings of
marvelous in design and precision of execution.

Invo-

lucral scales short, the inner broad, acute or snhjicute.

Rochensia, Ker. Lvs. i^htbrous, basal ones narrow,
few-rihljcd: stem-sheath loose and swelling: fls. 1-2 in.
across; ])erianth tube shorter than the spathe; segments with a nectary at the base. B.M. 598 (not 072, as
stated in Index Kewensis), where the whole plant is a
trifle over 8 in. high and the l^s. imrple. with a dark red
eye, the hitter surrounded by a pah- blue cinde.

GELSEMIUM

(from an Italian name of the true Jessubelongs to a different order). LoganitU'ei''.
A genus of only 2 species, the typical one being the
'aroliiia Yellow Jessamine, our native woody twiner of
the South, which climbs on trees and Ijears shining evergreen foliage and a profusion of axillary clusters of
briglit yellow, very fragrant, handsome fls., 1 in. or
more long, in early spring. Lvs. opposite, membranous,
the leaf-stalks joined by a transverse stipular line:
calyx 5-parted; corolla open funnel-shaped, the 5 lobes
broad and imbricated in the bud; stamens 5; anthers
arrow-shaped; style slender; stigmas 2, each 2-parted,
lobes linear: ovary 2-celIed
pod oval, flattened contrary to the partition, 2-valved, many-seeded
seeds
winge<l. The cymes of the Chinese species are terminal
and trichotomous, of ours axillary, 1-3-fld. Reasoner
considers ours one of the best of southern vines, and says
''Not cult, to the extent it deserves. Will grow on any
land, rich or poor, wet or dry. Quick-growing, and for
several weeks in spring literally covered with its lovely
fragrant yellow flowers." It is somewhat grown for
winter bloom in northern conservatories. Preparations
of the rhizome and roots are common in drug stores.
Properties nervine, antispasmodic, sedative.
8emp6rviren9, Ait. St. purplish: lvs. small,
lanceolate or ovate, acute or subcordate at the
base, short-petioled. Mar., Apr. Margins of
swamps and rivers. Va. to Fla. A double-fid.
form is advertised.
-^ ]\[
niine, whitdi
<

:

:

GENlPA(Brazilian name). Bahidcecp. This

West Indian shrub allied to the
Cape Jasmine and handy known to American horticulture. Genipa and Gardenia are
includes a

hard to separate. Small trees; lvs. with short
or no stalks, opyiosite, large, leathery, obovate
or lanceolate, shining
cymes axillary, fewdd.: fls. white to yellowish; calyx limb bellshaped, truncated. or 5-toothed; corolla salvershaped, limb twisted to the left, 5-parted
stigma club-shaped or l>ilad: ovary 1-celled:
placentas 2, almost touching each other in the
axis: l)erries edible.
:

;

895.

Gazania splendens (X

Va)-

AAA. Color of heads white above.
pygmaea, Sond. Lvs. spatulate, entire. Kays white,
striped purple beneath. Gn. 47:1011. I.H. 43:*5:j. B.M.
7455. Var. maculata, N.E. Br. Rays pale creamy white,
with a blackisli spot at the l)ase. reverse strii)ed dull
purple. Var. sup6rba, N. E. Br. Rays white, unspotted,
reverse striped bluish. This species is very unreasonable about its involucral scales, which may be short or
long, sometimes cup-shaped at the base, and again almost free. This upsets one of the most important features of Harvey's key.
"W'. ^,l^

GEAN.

Prnnits Aviinn.

GEIGER TREE,

ConJIa ^ehesteua

GEISSORHiZA

(Greek words alluding to the coats of
the bulb, whic4i cover it somewhat like overlapping
tiles).

Iridcteeae.

Al)Out 30 species of Ixia-like, half-

hardy Cape bulbs, which are dormant from Aug. to Nov.,
and are usually flowered under glass in spring and early
summer. The spathe-valves art- all green and membranous at the tip, w^hile in Ixia the outer spathe-valve is
^hort, brown and notched at the tip. The genus has a
wide range in habit and in color of fis., I'ut these plants
to Ixias for general culture.
The following species is advertised in some of the
Dutch bulb catalogues that are printed in English.

are

clusiifblia, Griseb. Shrub on maritime rocks
lvs. 4 in. or less long, black when dried,

of Cuba, etc.

:

obovate, glabrous corymbs short-peduncled: calyx limb
corolla glabrous: berry ovoid.
5-cut
:

:

GEN t ST A (ancient Latin name). Legutninosce. Ornamental low shrubs with small ileciduous or half evergreen lvs., showy j'ellow ds., generally in terminal
racemes or clusters, appearing profusely in spring or
summer, and followed by small, insignificant pods. None
of the species is ciuite hardy North, but O. tinctoria,
Aiiijlica, Ger>tianica and some other European species
will do well in a sheltered position or if somewhat protected during the winter, while the others are more
Tliey are well
suited for cult, in southern regions.
adapted tor covering dry, sanely banks and rocky slopes,
and for borders and rockeries. They grow in any welldrained soil, and like a sunny pjosition. Prop, by seeds,
sown in spring, also by layers and by greenwood cuttings under glass. About 80 species in Europe, Canar..
N. Afr., W. Asia. Allied to Cytisus, but without callose
appendage at the base of the seeds: branches usually
striped, sometimes spiny: lvs. entire, alternate, rarely
opposite, simple. sometimes 3-foliolate: fls. yellow, rarely
white, style hardly curved; calyx 2-lipped. with the upThe Genista of florists is
per lip deeply 2-parted.
Cytisus.
A.

presumably inferior

Color of

fls.

monosp^rma, Lam. {Betclma
Shrub, to 10

ft.,

white.

monosperwa, Boiss.).

with slender grayish branches, almost

/

—

.

—

=

,

GENISTA

GENTIANA

simple orrarelyS-foliolate, generally
linear or linear-spatulate, silky: lis. white, fragrant, in
short lateral racemes; corolla silky ralj^x piirph' pod
Spain, N. Afr.
broadly oval, 1-2-seeded. Feb. -April.

polygalaefdlia, DC. Erect shrub, to G ft., with somewhat silky branches: Ivs. spatulate-oblong, glabrous
above, sparingly silky beneath, M-?^ in. long: fls. in

632

GO.

leafless: Ivs. small,

;

B.M.

:

/•'//.

glahrods or nearJij

so, S-20-seeded.

many-fld. slender racemes
standard and wings glabrous, keel silky: pod oblong or narrow-oblong, almost
glabrous, 3-G-seeded. May-July. Spain.

683.

;

Color of fh.

AA.

Tivujs

B.

Pod

0.

sfrijx-'l,

Ifrllow.

-not

wtn<j<;il.

glohiiJar, iixlehiscenf

,

l-.^^roled.

Similar to the
sphaBrocdrpa, Lam.
former, )>ut lower and less silky, almost
leafless: fls. yellow, very small, in nucorolla glamerous panicled racemes
brous. May, June. Spain, N. Afr.
;

cc. Pod oval to liitertr. diliisvrnf.
Pronches ahno.-^f Inr Hrs.-^ at f/nir>'ri inj
sea>!0)i or Ivs. vcrij snin!/ and .siorr<'.

D.

PJs. in terminal heads, svs.^Ue.

E.

tinctdria, Linn. Dyer's Greenweed. Pig. 89G. Erect
shrub, to 3 ft., with striped, glabrous or slightly pubescent branches: Ivs. oblong-elliptic or oblong-lanceolate,
almost glabrous, ciliate, %-l in. long: racemes manvfld., panicled at the ends of branches: corolla glabrous:
pod narrow-oblong, glabrous or slightly pubescent, 6-10seeded. June-Aug.
Europe, W. Asia: naturalized in
some places E. B.B. 2:271.

Var. pl6na, Hort. With double fls. Var.virgata, Mert.
Koch O. rirgdta.yViUd., not Link, not Lam. G. cld-ta
Wender.
Of more vigorous growth, to G ft. high:
pod 3-6-seedcd. Southeast Eu.
A:

(

)

.

umbell^ta, Poir. Erect shrub, to 2
with rigid branches, forming a
dense bush: Ivs. simple or 3-folio)ate,

da:arf, procumbent shrith.
Dwarf, procumbent or ascending:
cuneate, oblong or obovate, dark green and almost

or linear -lanceolate, silky,
1^-% in. long; corolla silky, over J^in.
long: pod linear-oblong, tomentose, 2-;!seeded. April, May. Spain.

mose toward the end of branches: pod linear,
;1-8-seeded. May, June. M. and S. Eu., W. Asia,

feet,

lanceolate

FU.

EE.

racemes, pediceUed.

in

ephedroides,

DC. Erect shrub,

with rigid branches

tori ft.,

:

fls.

:

small; standard

much

pod oval, 1-seeded,

brous above, silky beneath:

shorter than keel:
April, May.

silky.

fls.

Ivs.

gla-

axillary, 1-2, often racesilky,

BB. Ta-igs broadly 2-iringed.
sagittMis, Linn.

Ivs. sessile, sim3-foliolate, linear, almost glain many-fid. terminal r:icemes,

or

ple

brous

FF. Fls. axillary:

pilosa, Linn.

(Cyfi.'<iis

sagittdlis, Mert. &: Koch),

Dwarf, procumbent, with ascending or erect, mostly
simple branches: Ivs. ovate to oblong, villous: fls. in
corolla glabrous
terminal, short racemes
pod linearoblong, silky. May, June. Eu., W. Asia.
G. alba, Lam.=Cytisus allnis.— G. -J/idrcff*ift,Pmssant=Cytisus sooparius, var. Audreanus.— G. Amjllca, Linn. Spiny
:

;

to 3 ft., sometimes pr<:ii'uml)ent, glabrous: Ivs. oval to
racemes few-fld. M. Europe.— W.
linear-oblong, bluish green
J Kxd/itica, Ten. Allied to G. tinctoria. Dwarf, diffuse: Ivs.
elliptic, obtuse, glabrous: fls. in racemes. Italy.
S.B.F.It.
2:266.
G. aspalatholdes, Lam. Low, spiny shrub: Ivs. simple
or 3-foliolate
fls. 1-3, axillary, forming loose, terminal ritcemes: pod many-seeded. N. Africa.— G. Canariensis, Linn.=
CytisusCanaricnsis.— 6^. c«U(//(Yf?is,Linn.=Oytisns candicans.—
(}. c?«ia, Wender. —G. tinctoria, var. vir^ata.— (?. Hispdnica,
Linn. Allied to Gr. Germmiicu. Dwarf, silky: fls. in head-like,
shortracemes. Hardy in western K". Y., flowering after the middle ofMay. A spiny plant with oblong Ivs. L.B.C.1S:17.38. R.H.
1«S8:36.— (?. jibtc/'a, Lam.^Spartinm jujifenm.- G. Maderensis.
VVl-)b.=Cytisns Maderensis.— (";. of«;«, Waldst. & Kit. Afliedto
(r. tinctoria. To 1 ft.,-\vitb ascending or erect branches: Ivs. ovate
to lanceolate, villons: pod villous. S.E.Eu. L.E, C. 5:482.O, poliigahvfbiia, Hort., not DO.— Gr. tinctoria. O. prostrata,
Laiu.^Cytisus decunibens.— (r. racemusa, Hnrt.=C'ytisiis racemosus.~6^. radiata. Scop. Erect shrub, with opposite rigid
branches: Ivs. simple or 3-foliolate: fls. in 3-6-fld. heads: pod
oval, silky. S.E.Europe. B. M. 2260.— G. 7i'c^a??(fT, Nichols.
(.T.
monosperma.— G. scarivsa, Viv.^G. triangularis.- G. sapdria. Lam.— Cytisus scoparius. G, ,'^(7^i'r('(.'fl, Hort. not Linn,—
(_T.
tinctoria.— G. triaiKjii/iiris, Willd. Thvarf, witli ascending
or procumbent tri.angrilar lira-ndies, glalirous: Ivs. obovate to
lancetdate, with tr;msparcnt niargin: lis. in short racemes.
Italy, S.E.Eu. L. B. <\ 12:113.') (as G. sr-nriosa).- G. virgata,
Willd., not Ijam., not Link, nor I)C.=G. tinctoria, var. virgata.
slii'ub,

Sardinia, Corsica.

:

DC.

.ffitn^nsis,

Shrub, to

slender branches
linear, silky:

fis.

Ivs.

:

G

ft.,

with

simple,

small,

forming

loose,

axillary,

terminal rai-emes, fragrant; keel shorter
tht^ standard
pod glabrous atmaturitv, oblique-oval, 1-2-seeded. June,
July.' Si.-ily, Sardinia. B.M. 2074.

than

:

Pro H'-lirs

I.)!'.

Irs.

Iraffi,

[niiJn

trifJi

consjiirnoiis
.sound i nx's

rlr(jata

<j.

sfiirrrhj lea f/f]
E.

y^m\ ^
'^^^^^'.UsAT

Sj'iiti/.

Erect

shrub, to G ft.,
spines: Ivs. simple,
rarely 3-foliolate, oblong to obovate, almost glabi'ous fls. in numerous terminal racemes along the branches;
corolla glabrous, over ^^ in. long,
fragrant: pod linear, densely silky,
nianv-seeded. Spring. N. Africa.
B.R.'5:3GS.
f^rox,

1

Poir.

many

with

stout
:

Germdnlca, Linn Erect or
ascending spiny shrub, to 2 ft.,
witli villous branches: Ivs. elliptic.

oblr)ng, ciliate:

fls.

small, in 1-2

in.

long racemes: pod oval, vill'ius.ffwseeded. June, Julv. M. and S. EuEE. jYot spiny: Jvs.ahraiissiniplc.
F.

o.
896,

Dyer's

weed — Genista

Greentinctoria,

^

'

Fls. in raerines: rrrri

sln-iihs.

Frt. rilloas or silh;j. l-l-sr.did.

virg§,ta, Link. {Spdrfium i-in/dinn^, L'Her.). Shrub, to 8 ft., with
sU'nder branches: Ivs. lanceolate to
elliptic, silky-villous,

?-.i-^.j

in.luui;':

in numerous short. .3-()-fld. J'acenies; standard and
keel silkv: pod oblong,
1-3-seeded, villous. JMay, Julv.
"
fls.

Madeira." B.M. 2265.
£16rida,

Linn.

Erect shrub,

to

6

ft.,

with glabrous

striped branches
Ivs. spatulate-oblong or lanceolate,
silky beneath, ?;j---^in. long: fls. in <lense, many-fld.
racemes; corolla glabrous ]mh1 olilong or narrow-oblong,
silky, 2-4-seeded. April-July. Sjiain.
:

:

:

—

,

Alfked Eehdee.

GENTIANA

(after Gentius, king (if lUyricum, who is
said to have discovered the tonic value of these plants).
(icntiandcea'. Gentians are amongst the most desirable
of alpine plants, and of blue flowers in general, but
they are generally considered difficult to establish. The
genus is the largest in the order, and from a garden
point of view the most important. About ISO species,
widely scattered in t€*mperate and mountainous regions.
('hiefly perennial herbs, rarely annual or biennial, often
dwarf, dilTuse or tufted, sometimes erect and slender,
or even tall and stout: Ivs. opposite, mostly sessile:
fls. blue, violet, purple, rarely dull yellow or white; floral
jiarts typically 5, rarely 4-7.
The Blue Gentian, celebrated by tourists in the Alps,
is probably mostly the stemless tientian, G. acaulis.
This was brought to English gardens so long ago that
all record of its introduction is lost. It is by far the
most popular kind in cultivation. This species is by
.•^ome split into .5 distinct species, of which G. angnstifi'lia of Villars (not I\[icliaux} is nearest to the Gentianclla of English gardens.
It has been so much modiflcd
in cultivation that it now lias stems 4-f> inches higli. and

:
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the rootstock is so stoloiiiferous that the plant has to
be cut back every year wlien used fur edgings in EngIn France it is easily grown in a comlish gardens.
post of one-half humus or leaf-soil and oue-hulf good
mold,
to which maybe added a little sand. Corvegetable
revon writes; "It can be multi])lied by means of offsets,
but it is infinitely better to raise it from seed, and, in
doing this, it should not be forgotten that the seeds of
this group of Gentians are very tedious, and, more especially, very capricious in germinating. I have sown seeds
of G. acaulla, some of which did nofc germinate for 12
months, while others (which 1 must say were more recently gathered) germinated in a few weeks. The seedlings should be potted as soon as possible and while
they are very young. They will begin to flower in about
3 years from the time of sowing, rarely sooner." Except
G. Andrewsil, O Sapovurut. and G. intheynja and perhaps a few others. Gentians do nitt thrive as well in
America as in England. Our seasons are trjo hot an<l
dry. Whenever possible, give a damj^ atmosphere.
It is rash to generalize on (rentian culture, because
some plants are tall, others dwarf, some found onm')untains, others in lowlands, some in moist soil, others in
dry lands, while s^tme like limestone and others cannot
endure it. The annual kinds are of interest only to the
expert. Alpine jdants in general are unique in rei[uiring an extremely large water supply, combined with extremely good drainage. Another ditflcult problem is to
keep the plants as cool as they are on the mountains
without shading them more than nature does. Gentian
seeds are small, and in germination slow and uncertain.
They should be sown as soon as gathered, for the thorough drying out of small seeds is, as a rule, soon fatal.
Gentians are difficult to e.stablish, and dislike division
of the root, but are well worth patient years of trial, for
they are very permanent when once established. Naturelike alpine gardens are one of the latest and most refined departments of gardening, and Gentians are one
of the most inviting groups of plants to the skilled
amateur. Consult ^ //)/«« Gardens.
There are several Fringed Gentians, but ours G. erinita, Fig. 897) is perhaps the most beautiful of ti-entians,
and one of the choicest and most delicate of American
wild flowers. It has been proposed as our national flower,
and, while sought after less than the trailing arbutus,
it is in even greater danger of extermination in certain
states because it is a biennial, and because it has never
been successfully cultivated. Seeds of G. critiitii have
long been advertised by one American dealer, but at the
Cornell Experiment Station these have never been germinated. The Fringed Gentian is, however, firmly rooted
in American literature, and from the time of Bryant's
ode many tributes in verse have been paid to its unique
beauty. The daily unfolding of its squal-e-ridged and
twisted buds has been watched in thousands of homes.
By the artists its blue is often considered the nearest
approach to the color of the sky, but it must be confessed that a shade of purple often appears in the older
,

.

(

for the same positions
verna- : others are G. JJavariin
or}tata, Pijrenaica, £iiid pinnila.

The Gentian enthusiast should hasten to procure a
copy of "The Garden " for Aug. 24, 1895, which contains
Correvon's fine cultiiral monograph of Gentians translated from R.H. 189:i, p. .')25, and 1894, p. 42. Correvon
cultivates his Gentians at Geneva, Switzerland. The
writer of the present article has searched (.'orrevon's
monograph for facts concerning season of bloom, habitat and cultural directions, which are scattered below.
Correvon makes 4 cultural groups of Gentians

whose
I. Tall Gentians for general culture: species
roots are more or less stout, which are of relatively easy
rockwork
culture, and therefore suitable for borders,
i»fen,- others
and landscape gardening. Typical plant,
are G. affinis, alha, Anilrewsii, asclepiadea. Bigelovii,
Bwrseri, Gruciata, dcciimhenx. Fetisoiei,geHdii, Kesselringi, macrophylla, OUvleri, Pneumonantlie, Porplujrio,
Saponarla, sceptrnm, septemfkla and Walujeiei.
being
II. Loiv-groivhirj Gentians: species whose roots
less stout are adapted to rockwork, and for the open
Inprovided.
ground only when a special compost is
cludes G. aeaulis and the species into which it is some-

C

times divided.
species with sessile flowers
III. Tufted Gentians :
growing little above the level of the ground, and suited

Typical

intl>niiilii

,

idaiit,

G.

Uregana,

,

IV. Jiare Gentians: species which cannot be grown
without some special knowledge and practical experience. Typical plant, G. pnrpnrca; others are Cr. r/7/»/»,
Fralichii, punctala, and presumably all the rest.
The two most popular Gentians in American cultivaThese are,
tion seem to be G. aeaulis and And rrii'sii
perhaps, followed by G. Crueinln, piihrrnhi and tiap,<naria. The plant which King Gentius km^w is probably
G. lutea, the root of which furnishes the Gentian of drug
stores.
From the same sources comes the liqueur cucordial called "Gentiane."
those marked with an asterisk (*)
Index of names
appear in American trade catalogues; t!ir r<-st are cult,
abroad. The plants are perennials and nHninlain-loving.
unless otherwise stated.
.

:

aeaulis,
affiais,

"iilba,

*Cniciata,
Diuarica,

fil.

adsci'ntli>ris,

?,.

au.l 11.

alpinii,

psendn

2-.

anijnlofi", iH.
*.'in(.nistifolia,.52aiid

'JO.

Puemijn-

-

nanthe, 2:i.
prostrata, 25.
puben.lla, 41.

frigiila, 0, 10.
Fro4i<liii, 18.
(-laniliiii, 43.
geliibi, 11.

.Vi.

^Audrewsii,

4'J,

Pneuainnantln',
Porphyrio, 31.

;j.

rfctonso, 16.
Fortnni, 27.

7.

aljriila. Ill

Paniinnica,
*Parryi, 'M.

45.
50.

*decumbens,

'J!!.

iraaiila, 50.

_

;:sl.

*;LSclepiadea, 10.

Bigclevii,

imbrii-ata,'17.

''puii'-f:',t;i,

tl.

incaruata,

puri.iiin-.a,
Pyr(-n:tir;i

,

8.

interin..'dia, S.

brrrbatii, It).
liavjirica, 40.

Kochi;iH:i,

37.

*Uiiearis,

2;i.

rubra,

Cr!^'.s7„('/,21ana22.

*Newberryi,

3.8.

scrr;il;i,

8,

14.

lli.

Tlini,wxii,l.

Olivieri, 30.
*l (n-Kaaii, 4".
c.niata, :)2,

*Cbisii, .'.4.
corditolia, 28,

*crmita,

44.

Moori-rot'tiini.-i, 13.

ocbroleuca,

5.

*.Sap..iiaria, 21.
*scabi'a, 26.
*si'i-i.lnmi, 34,
*spiitriiiti(bi, 28,

*lnte:i, 1.

*macropbyl]a,

I,"i,

24.

*quiiifiufttt]i;f, 17.

cumpcs^tris, 12.
<'arpatica, 4li.
cilijita,

4.

<iuln'i"rfl'na. 17.

5;j.

Karroo,

30.

Bursr-ri, 2.
*ralyc.isa, 3.'..

trilbira, 33.
vt-riia, 48.

A. Cnh/j- spathe-lll:r,s]dit in tiro.
B. Ci>ior of fls. gritoivixli.
('. F'inn nf ciridia iriirrl ^s1i,i prd ...
CO. Form of rorothl ,1 iih-siia prd at

1

.

lutea

,

hud

ieitsi in

BB. Color of
least

2.

Burseri

.'I.

decumbena

hlnr or pnrpl,', ol

fis.

at, ore.

Corothi ptoifid
Corotlo nut iituil,d.
II. Antlirrs irruirn luurtltrr

f\

('('.

Anthers

i.D.

Al. rulil.r

t

ului lu r

ish udlitr.
distinet
II I e

punctata

'
8.

alba
ochroleuca

9,

irigida

in.

algida
gelida

,

ur grnui'

ruiisiile

:

]i,d

sta ll:ed

re. Sti/le none or

ri.

rif

sliorl: eu/wiiile

.I'tallced.

2

ft

9-12 in
6 in. ur l.ss.
of cuti/.r tungir Ihuii the

cu li/x tnjje
EE. Loln'S of cuhjj: shorter tliun
ealijx tube.
Y.

b.

purl iun a ud

fis. ijriroirisl(,

r. ,St

Height
iiD. Height
L.i.D. Height
E. Lobes

purpurea
luhra

Pdus.

r,

Color of

-'i.

4.

free

n-ith u

usuailil
B.

D.

flowers.
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as Cirou]! II.

tin-

Lrs. laneeolatedineur

FF. Lvs. ovatedaneeolate
BB. Color of fls. bine or piirpli'.
c. Corolla not plaited.
hose of
J,. (Jlands found at tlie

II.

llie

filaments.
12-

E. Ceihjj- 4-eut

EE.
i)D.

Gahjx 5-cut
Glands not found

b'b

campeatris
MoorcroStiana

at the base of

the filaments.
E.
F.

Fringed Gentians: ealgj-4-cut.
Capsule raised on a distinct
stalk.

Apex

of lobes fringed, tlie
H. crinita
sides less so
lobes not fringed,
isG. Apex of
b". ciliata
base fringed
FF. Capsule on a very short stall-.VJ. serrata
(;.

.

:

.
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Not fringed

EE.

EE. Capsule sessile.
F. Anthers groivn together: style
distinct: seeds winged.
G. Calyx 5-cut, the lobes longer
42. Pannonica
than the calyx tube
GG. Calyx entire, truncate, indis43. Gaudini
tinctly 5-lohed
TV. Anthers free: style usually
not distinct: seeds notxvinged.
G. Lvs. 6-l'2 in. long: calyx 5-6-

calyx 5-cut : coIV ith a sharp

:

rolla lobes tipped

n. quinqueiolia

point
cc. Corolla plaited.
D. stigmas 2, ahvai/s disfhirf.

Capsules

E.

finaliij

raised mi a

distinct stalk.
F.

Anthers permanently groivn
together.

as long as the corolla .18.
GG. Cahjx one-half or one-third as
long as the corolla.
19.
H. Seeds not at all u-inged
HH. Seeds slightly ivimjed.
20.
r. Fls. open
21.
n. Fls. closed, blue
HHH. Seeds strongly winged.
22.
I. Fls. closed, purple
22.
II. Fls. open
G. Calijx

Anthers

FF.

G.

GQ.

Froelicliii

asclepiadea

Pneumonantiie
Saponaria

-44. macrophylla
lobed
GG. Lvs. inuch shorter: calyx 445. Cruciata
lobed
DD. Stigmas contigiious, rather
funnel-shaped, the margin crenate-fimbriate.

E. Anthers free: style distinct.
p. Calyx pellucid, veiny.

Andrewsii

FP.

linearis

G.

free, at least finally.

Nnmher
Number

of corolla lobes lo..2\.
of corolla lobes 5
{rarely 4).

H. Calyx 4-lobed
HH. Calyx 5-lobed.

25.

Pyrenaica

prostrata

.

pendages

29. aifinis

Lvs. not distinctly rough
above or at margins.
J. Seeds not at all ivinged

III.

Form

corolla

of

corolla lobes
of
ovate, often broadly so.
1j. Fls. solitary.
31. Porphyrio
M. Fed uncled'

Not peduncled

3li.

omata

LL. Fls. in clusters of S-5 or

more.
M. Lvs. lanceolate-linear..:',?,, trlflora
oblongMJI. Lvs, ovale
to
lanceolate.

Height

N.

;2—i

34.

ft

NX. Height 9-12

sceptrum

in.

Calyx

ovate,
0.
lobes
about as long as the
calyx tube
35. calycosa
no. Calyx
lobes
linear,

moderately or much
s h orfe r
than the
calyx lube
30. Parryi
JJ. Seeds winged {at the base
in Kurroo ; in Higelovii
icings narrow, fhiefcish)
K. Height ii~S in. : fls. spotted.
L.

Pedicel

^2

in.

long

or

more
T-L.

37.

Kurroo

Pedicel very short, praeficallif absent
38. Newberryi

KK. Height 'l^'J ft.
1j. Fls. in cr dense spike
39. Bigelovii
iAj. Fls. 1-few or several.
M. Appendages
conspicuous, soinid Imcs nearly
as long as the corolla
lobes

40.

Oregana

41.

pubenila

MM. Appendages only ha! fas
long
lobes

vema
Bavarica
pumila
acaulis

angustifoUa

Kochiana

Clusii

alpina
Dinarica

Fls. in dense, umbel-like cymes
1. liltea, Linn.
corolla 5~6-parted; lobes oblong-lineur, acuminate; anthers
Prop,
style none. July-Sept. Eu., Asia Minor.
free
only by seed. Sow seed in Nov. ineoldfraine. Seedlings
;

—

;

appear the following March and April. In May and June
prick them out under a coldfranie, and in Aug. transfer
young plants to pots, where they should be kept until
needed for permanent outdoor use. Be very careful
never to break the roots. Sometimes cult, abroad for
corolla mostly
Lvs. 7-nerved
2. Burseri, Lapeyr.
6-cut; lobes ovate-oblong, acute; anthers connate; style
distinct. June, July. Pyrenees. — Ciilt. like 1.
:

30. Olivieri

Form

fiiM.

.

Carpatica
imbricata

medicine.

lobes

linear-oblong

KK.

40.
47.

.

Lvs. distinctly rough above
2i3. scabra
{hispid-scabrous]
II. L-vs. distinctly rough at the
margins (scabrous).
J. Lobes of calyx shorter than
27. Fortuni
the calyx tube
jj. Lobes of calyx as long as
the calyx tube.
K. Corolla lobes ovate, acute,
a little longer than the
much cut appendages. .28. septemfida
KK. Corolla lobes oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, thrice as
long as tJie rnueheut apI.

K.

Calyx leafy
Seeds winged

GG. Seeds not ivi^iged.
48.
H. Lvs. ovate
49.
HH. Lvs. obovate
linear
50.
HHH. Lvs.
EE. Anthers connate: style short .51.
p. Fls. spotted.
52.
G. Color sky-blue
53.
GG. Color violet-blue
pp. Fls. not spotted.
G. Corolla- broadly hell-shaped.
54.
H. Sise of fls. large
.55.
HH. Sise of fls. small
GG. Corolla almost cylindrical .56.

as

the

enrolla

3.

deciimbens, Linn.,

f.

(G. adschidens, Pall.).

Lvs.

linear-lanceolate, margins scabrous: tls. blue; corolla
narrowly obconical, toothed between the lobes; lobes 5,
ovate; anthers connate, finally free. Himal., Sib. JuneAug. B.M. 705, 723. -Cult like 1.
4. purpiirea, Linn.
Lvs. ovate-oblong, 5-nerved: fls.
purple above; corolla tube yellowish, club-shaped; lobes
mostl}' 6, obovate-suV)rotund, one-third the length of the
tube. "Aug., Sept. Eu. L.B.O. 0:583 shows a rich, dull
purple, with no trace of blue. — Compost of sphagnum
and heath soil. Be careful not to break the roots.

One of 5 or
5. rubra, Q\dAT\.{G. Thomasii ,Cj\\\-Ah.).
more natural hybrids between 0. lutca and some species
of the section Coelanthe, which includes O. punctata,
purpitrea, Pannonica, and Hurseri : lis. purplish outside.

Swiss Alps.

Lvs. 5-nerved
calyx 5-7-cut
punct^ita, Linn.
corolla tube bell-sbaped lobes ovate, muticous, one-third
the length of the tube; anthers finally free. Middle Eu.—
The spots are not arranged in any definite order. This
belongs to the section Ccelanthe, in whitdi the seed has a
wing of the same color, while the next 5 species belong
to the section Pneumonantbe, in which there is no wing,
or it is of a dilferent color.
Cult, like 18.
0.

:

;

—

Alba.Muhl. St. stout: lvs. a<'uniinate, with a claspIngbase: fls. inaterminal head, with single or clustered
ones in the upper axils; dull white, commonly tinged
yellowish or greenish; corolla resonibling G. Saponaria,
but more bell-shaped and open; lobi-s ovate, short, little
if at all spreading.
Low grounds and mountain meadows, N. Amer. B.M. 1551, erroneously, as G. ochroIcuca.-Gnlt. like 20.
8. ochroleiica, Frod.
St. asconiling: lvs. ovate-lanceolate and oliovati': ils. in crow<lod leniiinal, nearly sessile, leafy cymes; corolhi yellowish white, club-shaped.
7.

;

IJENTIANA
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connivent at tln' api-x. N. Amer. Not B.M. 1531 or lOfil.
Var. intermedia, liriseb. G. intermedia, Sims, not L. B.
C. 3 :21B) may he a hybrid between this audC Andre wsii.
It resembles O. orhroieuca in having calyx lobes of
unequal lengths, but as long as or longer than the calyx
lube, and free anthers it resembles G. Aiidreiexii in the
tinge of purplish blue. B.M. 2303. Var. incamita.Griseb.
(O. incarndta, Sims). B. M. IS.'JG from Carolina is not
cult. These forms are not considered worthy of varietal
rank in Gray's Syn. Fl.

jianiculately much branched: inflorescence more 07)en
.alvx half the length of the broader corolla. B.B. 2 :615.
B.M. 3496. -Very pretty.

9. frigida, H.-enk.
Lvs. spatulate-Iinear, obtuse: lis.
or 2 at the top, sometimes a few in the upper axils;
calyx not laterally cut, and half as long as the corolla or
more; calyx teeth Lanceolate, a little longer than tlio
calyx tube; corolla club-shaped, plaits not cut. Carpathian Mts.; also N. Amer. This is the true type of
G. frigida, which is not in cultivation, but is inserted to
make clear the differences between G. ahjida of Fallas
and of Steven.

short

(

,

:

63^

18. Froelichii, Jan.
Stems short, almost tufted: fls.
blue, solitary, i)eduncled, nearly as long as the stem:
corolla not sjxitted. Very rare in Alps, limestone rocks.
— Easily grown on rockwork in compost of equal parts
of sphagnum, heath soil and vegetalde mold. Half-exposure to sunlight.

asclepiadea, Linn. Stem strict: calyx teetli very
corolla
fls. in spike-like racemes, dark blue
club-shaped calyx one-third as long as the corolla: seeds
not winged. .luly-Sep. S. Eu., Caucasus. B.I\I. 1078.
19.

1

—

Algida, Pall., not Stev. {G. frUjida, \-o.v. dhjida,
Griseb.). Lvs. lanceolate-linear: lis. 2-5 at the top and
distinctly pedicel led calyx laterally cut and one-third the
length of the corolla; calyx teeth linear- lanceolate,
hardly as long as the calyx tubo and sometimes only
half as long; corolla between club- and bell-shaped;
plaits cut with a few crenate teeth. Altai Mts., E. Siberia, N. Am. Gn. 17, p. 343, same as Ofn. 27, p. 81); 4H,
p. 146, and N, 2:00, Pig. 93. -This grows 4-5 in. high,
has nuraerOTis stems and fls. nearly 2K in. long, whitThe writer
ish, with blue spots in longitudinal lines.
has not seen Gt. 100(J.
10.

;

:

;

;

143, and' 54, p. .39.-The white-fld. form is excelShade or half-shade, and moist, deep soil rich in
humus.
20. PneumonAnthe, Linn.
Stem erect: fls. dark blue
in a cyme-like raceme (the top fls. opening first); e.v-

Gn.48,p.
lent.

roUa club-shaped; lobes ovate, acute, mucronate, much
longer than the appendages.
Aug. -Oct.
Mountain
marshes, Eu., N. Asia. Var. guttata, Sims, is dotted
white. B.M. 1101. — "Requires a i-ool, deep, spongy soil,
rich in humus.
Dislikes lime, ;irid prefers sandy soil.
Does remarkably well when planted on margins of ponds
or brooks. Prop, by seed or division." Correvon.
21. Saponfi,ria, Linn. {G. G(itesha^i,WQ\t,., not And.).
ii.\RKEL or S'').\pwoRT GENTIAN.
Stem ascending: fls.
iigijt bine, club-shaped; calyx lobes linear or oblong,
nn^stlv as long

fts

the calvx tulie

;

corolla lobes short.

11. gSlida, M. Bicb. (G. dlnida. Stev., not Pall.).
Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, 3-nerved: tis. few and terminal,
or many in the upper axils, jteduncled; calyx teeth
linear-oblong, acute, nearly as long as the calyx tube or
shorter than it; corolla rather bell-shaped, yellowish
white, its lobes broadly ovate, twice as long as the calyx
and twice as long as the lacerated plaits. June, July.
Caucasus. Not P.M. 7:5, which is O. septeinfida,Yiir.
cordifolia.—" Light, deep, cool soil and full sunlight."
Correvon.

dark purplish
Annual
f1s.
camp§stris, Linn.
calyx 4-cut; corolla nearl}- b'.)wl-shaped, crowned;
anthers free; style none.
Annual, 4-10 in. high: fls.
13. MoorcroJtiana, Wall.
Hinial.
pale bhie; calyx 5-cut; corolla funnel-shaped.
B.M. 6727, where lis. are shown as pale purple.
12.

:

l)Iue;

14. crinita, Prcel. Pig. 897. Fringed Gentian. Biennial: erect, branched, 1-2 ft. high: lvs. lanceolate or
<»vate-lanceolate, acutish, from a rounded or subcordate
corolla lobes wedge-obovate
partly clasping base
seeds roughened by scales or needle-like projections.
Moist woods and meadows. N. Amer. B.M. 2031. D.275.
G.W.P. 19. Mu. 4:161. B.B. 2:013. -The ribs of the
calyx (made by the decurrent lobes) are one of the minor beauties of this plant, and are probably more pronounced than in the other Fringed Gentians here described.
Perennial: stem ileiuose, scarcely
15. ciliita, Linn.
branched: lvs. linear, obtuse: corolla lobes obovate-oblong: seeds smooth. Dry limestone soils. Eu. Not B.IM.
639,whichis G. .-iej-nf/rt. — Hardly 3 per cent of Correvon 's
seedlings have flowered. He recommends a heavy, compact soil which is almost clayey, and full sunlight.
:

:

{G. barbSta, Frffil. G. deti'msei,
16. serrata, Gnnn.
Griseb. O. detonsa, var. barbdta, Griseb.). Annual:
stem erect, branching, 3-18 in. high lvs. linear or lancelinear: corolla lobes oblong or spatulate-obovate, fringed
around the apex and sides or sometimes either part
nearly bare. Wet lands, Ural and Altai Mts., Caucasus,
N.Amer. B.B. 2:614. B.M. 639 erroneously as <?. ((7'"/a.
— No plants appear to be advertised as G. serrata. G.
barbata is a trade name abroad.
{G. qainqnefibra, Hill, La17. quinquejolia, Linn.
marck and others). Annual: height 1-2 ft., the larger
inflorescence thyrplants branched: lvs. 3-7-nerved
bright blue;
fls.
soid-paniculate
clusters 3-5-fld.:
calyx one-fifth or one-fourth as long as the narrowly
N. Amer. Probably the form
funnel-shaped corolla.
Height 2-3 ft..
in cult, is var. occidentMis, Gray.
:

:

:

897.

Fringed Gentian— Gentiana crinita (X K).

broad, roundish, erect, little, and often not at all longer
than the 2-cleft and many-toothed intervening appendages. N.Amer. B.M. 10.39. — (Hooker is probably wrong
in referring this picture toff. ^Hrfrews it, though the calyx
lobes in the plate are not narrow enough. ) Cult, like 20.
22. AndrewBii, Griseb. (ff. (7(ites6«?i, And., not Walt.)

Closed, Blind or Bottle Gentian.
ascending:

fls.

Fig. 898.

Stem

purplish blue; calyx lobes lanceolate to

—

:

GENTIANA

GENTIANA

ovate, usually spreading or recurved, shorter than the
oalyx tube; corolla lobes entirely obliterated, the teeth
at the top being supposed to be the remains of the appendages often found between the corolla lobes in other

Lvs. oblong-lanceolate
34. sc^ptrum, Griseb.
fls.
dark blue; corolla club-shaped: seeds winged on one
side according to Grisebach, but Gray says not winged.
Aug., Sept. N. W. Amer, — Cult, like 1, except that it
requires half shade and a rather peaty soil.
35. calycdsa, Griseb, Lvs, ovate: fls, dark blue, commonly solitary, according to Gray; corolla oblong-funn(d-shaped appendages triangular-awl-shaped, laciniate
or 2-cle£t at the tip. N. W. Amer.
Lvs. somewhat glaucotis, ovate
36. Pirryi, Engelm.
to oblong-lanceolate: fls. purple-blue, appendages nar2-cleft.
row, deeply
N. W. Amer.
37. Kurrod, Royle. St. tufted, as high as 7 in.: lower

636

species, Julv,Aug. Moist places,
N. Aiuer. B. M. 6i21. D. 273.
B.B. 2:61B. Gn. 27:477. L.B.C.

9:815 erroneously as O. Saponaria. — A white-fid. form is
For culture, see 211.
cult.

;

linearis, Frcel.((?.;'.'.-('»f;o-

2.3.

Pneumotiiinfhe, Schult.). Stem
strict, 1-2 ft. high: lis. blue, 1-.5
in the terminal cluster; corolla
narrowly funnel-shaped lobes
erect, roundish ovate, obtuse, a
little longer than the triangular, acute, entire or 1-2-toothed

lvs. lanceolate, upper linear: fls. blue, spotted white
inside, 1-3 on a stem; corolla bell-shaped. Himal. Gn.
17:224. B.M. 6470. Var. brevidens has shorter calyx
lobes. J.H. III. 30:3,

;

appendages. Bogs, N. Amer.
B.B. 2:617.
Stem
Linn.
24, Pyren^ica,
tufted, about as long as the fl.
l\-s, with
a cartilaginous, scabrous margin: fls. solitary, dark
I'lue
corolla funnel- or nearly
liowl-shaped. May, June. Eu.,
Asia Minor, B.M. 5742. -Very
distinct and dainty. Cultivated
;

Closed Gentian
Gcntiana Andrewsii.

like 48.
An2,1,
prostrilta, Hsenke,
nual, dwarf: Ivs. white-marsolitary, the parts usually in 4's

:

D. M. Atidreicx.

fls,"

Oregina, Engelm, Height 1-2 ft.: lvs, ovate: fls,
blue
corolla broadl}' funuel-shaped, over 1 in, long,
lolies short, roundish. July, Aug. N. W, Amer.
About 1 ft. high lvs, oblong41. pubSrula, Michx.
40.

:

lanceolate to lanceolate-linear: fls, blue; corolla openfunnel-shaped, l>2-2 in, long; lobes ovate, N, W. Amer.

;

K.

Bunge, Stem erect, leafy: fls, dark blue,
clustered: corolla bell-shaped, E.Asia, G. Forfmii is
Var.
considered a variety by recent authorities.
26,

38. Nfiwberryi, Gray. St. 2—t in, high: lower lvs, obovate or spatulate: fls, pale blue, white inside, greenish
dotted; corolla broadly funnel-shaped, N, W, Amer,
St, 6-16 in, high, equally leafy
39. Bigelovii, Gray,
to the summit: fls, purple; coroUamoreuarrowly funnelform and smaller than in 6f^, «/^/'/>;(.S'. July, Aug. N. Mex.
B.M. 6874. —"Soon forms large clumps, often with 40-50
stems from a single plant, each bearing 10-20 bright blue

:

-

blue,
fls.
gined
corolla salver form, in fi-uit inclosing the capsule,
Amer,, Asia,

:

scS.bra,

B.B. 2:615.
42. Pann6nica, Scop, Ijower lvs, broadly elliptical, 5nerved, margin scabrous; upper ones ovate-lanceolate,
calyx 5-7-cut
corolla
3-nerved
fls, purple a.bove
leathery; anthers connate at first, finally free, Eu,
habit
with
the
Natural
hybrid
of
43. Gaudini, Thorn.
G.'purpnri'ii, but the membranous corolla of G. pitiictafa:
tls, rosy violet,
Eu.
44. macrophylla. Pall. Lvs. lanceolate, distant, very
spreading: internodes Tinequal: fls. dark blue, July,
Aug, B,M, 1414, uot L,B,C, 3:218, -Cult, like 1.
45. Cruciata, Linn. {Crucidta vert iciUdta, Gilib,), Lvs.
ovate-lanceolate, crowded, erect-sptreading; internodes
equal: fls, dark blue, Jtme-Aug.
Eu,, N, Asia, — Cult,
like 1. Limestone and full sunlight.
Lvs. obovate: fls. dark bine (as
40. Carpitica, Kit.
arc the next 4 species); corolla funnel-shaped. Carpa;

:

BuSrgeri

is

advertised by

Yokohama Nursery

Co.

Ijvs, rather distant, ,'i-nerved
r6rtuni, Hook,
terminal tls, rather clustered; corolla Iribes blue, spotted
white; outside of tube green; plaits blue, terminated by
;i-toothed appendages, much shorter than the criroUa
lobes, China. B.M. 4776, F,S, 9:947. I.H. 1:36, -Now
thought to be a variety of G. scabrit.
27,

:

Lvs. lanceolate ("ovate," Grisedark blue, in head-like cymes;
corolla club-shaped,
.July-Oct, N,
calyx lobes linear
Asia, Orient, B.M. 1229 and 1411) (lK>th purple outside
and dotted brown within; the lobes of the latter spotted
L.B.C. 1:89, Gn, 54, p, 37,
P,M, 8':51, Not
white).
F,S. 8:765,
28, septemfida. Pall,
Inich), 3-5-nerved: tls,
;

Var. cordifdlia, Boiss, {G. eordifdllii, C, Koch), has
heart-shaped lvs,: corolla tube greenish white outside,
unspotted within; lobes narrower, unspotted. B.M.
6497.
P.M. 7 :5, erroneously as 6', r/c??V?//.— The name
septemfida is misleading, as 7-lolH-d corollas are very
Cult, like

rare.

1,

20, aJfinis, Griseli, Tjower lvs. obovate-oblong; upx^er
lvs. lanceolate, acutisli
tls. dark bhie, in racemiform
:

cymes; calyx lobes otdong-linear corolla narrowly obNorthwestern Amer, Gn, 46, p, 77, and
conical, open.
48, pi, 139, B,B, 2:615 (where corolla lobes are pictured
erect, but said to be spreading).— Cult, like 20.
;

30,

Fls, dark blue, in imibel-like
corolla narrowly oliconical
plaits triangular,

OlivUri, Griseb,

cymes

;

;

nearly entire, .T^^ne-Aug. Mountain pastures, Asia, By
recent authority referre<l to G. rh'rnndwH^. — CuH. like 1.
Porphyrio, J. F, Gmel. {G. inii/iistifdiia, Michx,,
not Vill.), Lvs, narrowly linear: tls, blue, somewhat
brown-dotted (also a sni>w-white variety with a greenish hue outside); corolla funnel-shapecl
anthers connivent but never connected, Julv, Aug, Moist pine
barrens, N. Amer. B.B, 2:018, -Cult, like 20,
31,

;

32, ornita, Wall,
Ijvs.
broadly linear
(Is. blue,
streaked
calyx lolies siircading
corolla veiitricosc
lobes very short, spreading.
Hinial, B,M, 6514,
G,C,
:

;

;

;

n. 20:396.
33,

trifldra. Pall,

club-shaped,

Stem

E, Siberia,

erect

:

lis,

dark blue

orolhi

thian

i\Its,

—

Little

;

known,

imbricata, Frcel,
Lvs. acute, margins scabrous,
corolla lobes
(the next 3 species with smooth margins)
subrotund. June, July. Limestone rocks, Alx'S, — In
this and the next 3 species, the corolla lobes are usually
crenate, half the length of the tube, and 6 times the
length of the plaits, "Eastern and granitic Alps."
Correvon. Cult, like 49.
48. v6rna, Linn,
Tufted: stem angled: lvs, ovate or
ovate-lanceolate: fls. solitary; calyx membranaceous;
corolla nearly bowl-shaped; lobes ovate, obtuse. Apr.June. Eu., Caucasus. B.M, 491. L.B.C. 1:62. K,H,
1859, p. 250, Gn, 48, p. 139. G.C. II. 24:373. Var. alita,
Griseb. (G. antiiMsa, M. Bleb.), is taller and has the
nerves of the ventricose calyx prodticed into wings.—
Kockwork, in a compost of heath-soil, finely crushed
47.

:

granite, and ^•cKetable mold, with full sunlight.
49. Bavirica, Linn,
Calyx lobes lanceolate: corolla
funnel- or nearly bowl-shaped; lobes obovate, obtuse:
ovary sessile: seeds not winged. May-Aug, Cent. Eu.
F,S, 7:651.
L.B.C, 13:1256. J.H, "ill, 35:,585, Gn.
15:174 (poor). — The pictures cited all show a salvershaped corolla. "Eequires a soil that is peaty, or at the
very least porous and cool, well drained, and capable of
retaining an abtmdant supply of moisture, although it
may be fully exposed to the sun. In the alpine garden
here we grow them in pTire sphagintm moss on a wall
facing due south, but the plants which we raise for sale
a]-(' grown in ]>ots in a conqiost of sph:iguum, heath-soil
and sand. Finest of Group 111," Corrcvoii.

GENTIANA
no. pilmila,

Jacq.

Stem

GEONOMA

ralyx lobes linear:
June, July. Tyrolese and

li-t-aii^Med

corolla lobes ovatej acute.

:

Cariuthian Alps.
;">!.
acaiilis, Linn.
Gentianella. 8temless Gentian. By the botanists uf contineutal Europe this is
often split up into the -4 or 5 fitlluwinfj; sjiecies. The
plants that Linnaeus ha<l in mind w^Vf. in-()!ial)ly mostly
For pictures uf (/. ai'du'jis in its
Clusii and Koohiana.
widest sense, see B.M. ry2. (.I.C. III. Lj:'j;i(;. Gn. 48, p.
U(i, and 5-4, p. :t!*, ami P.S. :23:24'21, Avhere a more detailed
account of the -1 following species is given.
r.2. angnstiJ61ia, VilL, not Michx.
Stoloniferous: Ivs.
linear-oblung, narrowing towards the base, glistening
above
lis. spotted with s])rightly green;
calyx lobes
more or less spreading, oval, abruptly contracted at thr
base. May, June. Limestone rocks, Alps.— Considered
liy
'orrevon tlie handsomest species of the whole genus.
:

(

KocMana, IN.-rr. & Song. Lvs. large, flat, thin,
spreading, oval or broadly oblong, light green
calyx
lobes oblong, limp, more or less contracted at the base
and separated by truncate sinuses; corolla with 5 blackish green spots on the throat. May, June. Gommon in
pastures on granitic Alps. — Dislikes lime.
.".4.
Song.
Lvs. lanceolate-acute,
Cliisii, Perr. and
leathery
ralyx lobes pressed closi:;
Hs. dark lilue
cjroUa,
not
contracted
base,
against
at
and separated by
acute sinuses. May, June. Limestone rocks, Alps.
.';!.

:

:

;

Stem almost wanting
Irs. small,
alpina, Vill.
glistening, curving inwards and imbricated, forming rosettes which incurve at about the middle: Hs. dark blue.
May, June. Granitic Alps. — This and G. Korhiaita "require a compost of one-third crushed granite, one-third
5.1.

:

G37

Several of the members of this extensive genus of
small-growing palms are useful for the greenhouse,
though most attractive while in a small state, from tho
fact that Geonomas soon begin to form a stem, and
when aged become rather scantily furnished specimens.
These i:)alms are by no means difticult to grow, and do not
require a very liigh temperature, their natural habitat
being the mountains of Gentral and South America,
some of the species being found at an altitude of over
4,000 feet above sea level. Geonomas form part of the
undergrowth on their native mountains, and are said
never to appear in the open country rinsheltered by trees
of larger growth; therefore, shade is necessary for them

when

cult, under glass.
The old practice of growing Geonomas in a very light,
soil does not seem to be the only method, for excellent results have been secured by growing them in a
good loam, well manured and well drained, giving an
aliundance of water and a night temperature of 00°.
lied spiders and thrips are the most troublesome insects
to which these plants arc subject, and both of these
posts multiply much more rapidly if the plants are kept

peaty

warm and dry.
The most useful species from a commercial point of
view is G. iTi'iedeliaua (G. gracilis),whU-h reminds one
Those
of Cocos WeihlfUlana, but has longer teallets.
marked thus (*) are cult, under glass in the North
those marked thus (t) are cult, in S. Calif, only; the
others are cult, indoors North and also in S. Calif., exThe
<M?pt G. Spixiana, which is cult, only in S. Fla.
picture of G. Sp/xia>iii below is adapted from Martins'
work on palms.

too

;

iieath soil, and one-third vegetable loam, and shimld 1m'
planted on rockwork half exposed to the sun."
fis. dark
50. Dinirica, Beck. Lvs. broad, thick, erect
blue. Alps of 8. and E. Austria.
:

The following

are trade

names

Perhaps a var. of

o£ (Icnl-iniis imt suf-

alji'Oiid

ficiently desi-rilied tor insertion al'o\<.':
Piieunioiiiiiitlie.

I-'ls.

A rrmicnsif!, l-bjrt.
Kapek-on blue. See G.
'./,

Xaturally hybrid, interII. 20:40.— (r. C'}iarpenti?ri Tliom.
mediate between luteaand piinctata: corolla spotted red: calyx
Grisebach does not say whether the corolla is not plaited,
anthers always free, and style none. Alps, above Engadine.—
St, erect, tall: tls. deep blue. China. Gt.
<i. Fetisowi, Kegel.
10G9.— G. Sceugsti, Haiism.=(T. Kummerianii,.- ''. Ki'sselrimji,
Regel. Height about 8 in.: tls. -whitish, dotted violet outside.
Turkestan. Gt. 10S7. -- G. Kmn me rlnna, Sendt. Hybrid liet ween
lutea and Pannonica, Fls. vellowish.- (r. WfilUr/ilanr/. Heigbt
«-12 in.: tls. (dear bhie. — t?. WnJvj<hr!, Regel & Schmalh. Fls.

(_'.

.

Ti-cut.

whitish, dotted pale blue.

GENUS,

pi.

Tui-kestan. Gt.

GENERA

(i. e.,

1140.

JcimJ), is a

"W. M.
term used in

natural history to designate a group of species. As with
species, so the Genus is an indefinite conception, varying
with the author. The chief value of the conception is
its

use in aiding us conveniently to arrange and name

plants and animals. The name of the Genus is the first
of the two -w^ords in the name of the plant thus, in Brasthe Genus, and
.sica
oleracccf, Brassica designates
oleracea the particular Brassica of which we are speaking. It is impossible to trace the origin of the genusconception in natural history, but it is usually ascribed to Konrad Gesner (Zurich, 151G-15Go). l_ 2;_ g_
:

GEONOMA

("Wittstein gives this ponderous explanation: 'MIreek, f/t'0*(o»'o,s, skilled in agriculture: for this
tree puts forth buds at the apex of its stem which become new trees''). I^ah)if}ce<e, tribe Are <:ea'. Slender
spineless palms with ringed, reed-like stems lvs. terminal or alternate; blade entire, 2-lobed at the apex, or
more or less pinnatisect; segments acuminate, l-nerved,
with the margins broadly recurved at the base; rachis
acute above, convex on the hack; petiole nearly cylin-

899.

:

concave at the base above; sheath tubular;
spadices ascending or recurved, simple, forked or paniculately branched, slender or stout, often colored
spathes 2, often deciduous before tlowering, or obsolete,
the lower cue partial, truncate, concave, the upper compressed or fusiform: fls. borne in the furrows of the
spadix, at length partially exserted, when in 3's the
upper one pistillate: cells* of the anthers twisted: fr.
small, globose, black.
Species about 100. Tropical
America. For G. Gliieshreijh(id.na, see Calyptrogyne.
Jared G. Smith.

A
A.
B.

tall

Geonoma

palm, as

Lvs.

it

si)Np!i.'.

Spixiana.

grows in the

tropir-s.

J-lohed at the aper.

Cioieate-ohtdiinohite,

riistij,

ivinentose.

drical,

;

Spixi^na, I\rart. Fig. 899. Stem slender, solitary, 6-9
ft. high: l.dades 3 ft. long, liifurcate one-fourth of their
each lobe lanceolate-acuminate, divergent.
length,

Western

Brazil.

BE.

Cuneate-ocate, 'plicate.

Sedmanni, Hort. Low, 1-3 ft. high lvs. all alike, the
first 2 in. long, the later ones 10 in. long, short-petioled,
triangular, with broad, scarious margins* blade featherveined Central America.
:

and metamorphic regions. At its base the land has
attained an average altitude of less than 200 feet.
From the summit of this ridge or terrace, formerly the
primordial sea-beach, stretches the metamorphic region
— the red clay or cotton belt— rising gradually toward
the nortliwest until the Piedmont escarpment is reached
— another low hill range on the southern side of and
parallel to the Chattahoochee river valley. The height
of this escarpment varies from 1,000 to 1,500 feet. Beyond this ai-e tin- Ap])alacliian foothills and then the
tiary

Lcs. phtnaie.

AA.
B.

GEOEGIA

GEONOMA

638

Basal leaf-segments narrov;

the

upper ones

ih-

broadest.
*acaulis, Mart.

Acaulescent

:

Ivs. long-petioled, 3-4

blade uneq-ually pinnatisect, 22-25-nerYed on
high
each side basal .segments 4 Hues -wide, spreading, the
middle and upper erect-spreading at an acute angle,
^-4 in. wide, the apical very wide. Central Brazil.
ft.

;

;

EB.

Broad and narrow segments
nteriii

I

i

i

rregidii

rlif

nijted.

Blade of leaf 6 ft. long : petiole 1 ft. long.
c.
tPohlitaa, Mart. Stem 12-15 ft. high, slender, densely
segments very unequal,
ringed, columnar or reedy
and
linear-lanceolate, falcate-acuminate, few-nerved
Trop. Brazil.
in. long.
lG-20
intermixed,
many-nerved
:

cc. Blade 2-Syi ft.: petiole 4 in. long.
t^legaus. Mart., var. robusta, Dr. Stem (J ft. high.
segments rarely 3, usually 5-7, 1:i-4 lines in diani.
nerved, 10-14 in. long, some 4 lines wide, intermixed
with broader, m,any-nerved ones, all long, falcate-acuminate. Central Brazil.
:

BBB.

Leaf segnunils

all alil;e (except the connivent

apical ones).
c. Alternate, remote, linear, scurfij.
*Eiedeliina, H. Wendl. (ff. gracilis, Lind. & Andre).
Habit of Cocos Weddetliana, the whole plant sparsely
covered with caducous, brown, shining scales petiole
slender, 1% ft. or more long, terete below, flattened
above rachis triangular, bisulcate above Ivs. spreadsegments 10-12 in. long,
ing, drooping at the apex
about 9 lines wide, linear-acute, elegantly recurved, the
2 terminal ones connivent. Brazil. I.H. 21:169.
:

:

:

;

cc. Eeptidistant: petiole half as long as the blade.
Schottiana, Mart. Stem 9-15 ft. high, \-l}i in. thick
Ivs. recurved, spreading; petiole half or more than half
segments about .35 on eaeli side,
as long as the blade
10-12 in. long, two-fifths in. wide, equidistant, linear or
linear-lanceolate, very long acuminate. E. Brazil.
:

;

The following .^re imperfectly descri1>ecl, but are in the trade
imperialis. Linden.— *(?. princeps, Ijinden.— *Cr. Fynecrtidna, Kort. Belongs under A. Oneof thesmallestlvs. measures
28 in. long by 10 in. at tlie broadest. Hasnot flowered yet, and the
genus is therefore uncertain. R.H. 1898, p. 202. G.C. III. 23:258.
F.E. 10:886. (J. siJccwsa, Barb.-Rodr.
:

*(?.

Pear and melon belt.
Fig and citrus belt.

—

Jaeed

Ct.

Smith,

W. H. Taplin and W. M.

GEORGIA, HOETICULTTJRE IN,

Fig. 900.

The

900.

Georeia, to

show

horticultural reeions.

cli-

matology of Georgia is unique. Latitude and altitude
combine to exaggerate the four and one-half degrees
covered by the state from south to north into at least
ten, thereby embracing an extraordinary range of climate. In something less than 300 miles a transition is
eflfected from a subtropical to an almost boreal vegetation.

Proceeding northwestwardly from the coast, the country rises gradually until it culminates in the Blue Ridge,
the highest peaks of which (in Towns county, on the
Tennessee line) stand a little more than 5,000 feet high.
Intermediately may be found as varied a climate, and
consequently as extended a range of horticultural production, as can bo met with in a journey of a thousand
miles due liortb and south, in a region of normal elevation, such as the Mississippi valley.
Measurably the geology of the state corresponds with
its elevation and consequent climatology, and is not complex except in the extreme northwestern portion. Two
formations — the tertiary and metamorphic— cover ninetenths of its area. The Sealslands, andcoastforashort
distance inLand, are alluvial or quarternary, and here
the vegetation is of a subtropical character — ]}almettoes and live-oaks on the islands and pines and hammock growth inland, together with the citrus, tig and
olive families, where cultivated.
Sliglitly beyond the tide-w.ater limit begins the vast
sweep of the pine forests, known locally as the "Wiregrass Region," which extends inland some 100 miles, on
an average, covering nearly the whi>le of the tertiary formation. A range of low s.and hills, about 300 feet high,
extending diagonally across the state, separates the ter-

mountains,

in

very irregular formation, their spurs

ra-

diating in all directions.
In extreme northwest Georgia the surface dips in a
general way toward the Tennessee river valley (elevation 700 feet), interspersed, however, with a chaos of
mountains and coves, with a complex tangle of geological formations, from lower Silurian to eocene.
The prevailing natural growth of the tertiary is yellow pine — that of the metamorphic region hard woods,
embracing nearly all of the North American species,

oak and hickory predominating.
All this has been a necessary preface to a division of
the state into separate horticultural areas, which correspond in the main with its geological features, and
may be classified as follows
;

Currespondimj Geological Divisions.
Quarternary Formation
Fio ANO CiTEUS Belt

Horticultural Areas
1.
2.
3.
4.

:

Pear anu Melon Belt
Pbaoh anii (4RArE Belt
Apple A.N'ii CUERRT Belt

Tertiary Form,itioii

Met:imorphic Formation
Tennessee Dip

citrus
1. The Fill and Citrus Belt. -In this zone the
family does not thrive indigenously, nor is it planted for

commercial purposes. Yet oranges and lemons live and
bear unprotected, though latterly sub.iect to iu.iury from
frost. It is the h(Oue of the Ogeechee lime, and formerly
l)oth indigo and the olive fl<.urisbed on the Sea Islands,
but their culture has been for nuiny years abandoned.
Figs grow to perfection. About the ports -especially
Savannah-heavy trucking is fidlowed for the northern
market — idiiefly potatoes, strawberries, cabbages, celery,
tomatOf-s. onions and peas.

V

a

GEORGIA

GERANIUM

2. The Pear and MeJon. neJt.-ThQ sandy soil of the
tertiary is especially ada]>ted to the melon and the oriental
pear — the former over its entire area, the latter mainly
in the southern part.
These form two of the leadinji^

horticultural industries in this section.

melon

is

The Georgia
extensively shipped and\Yidely known through-

out the continent.
Zymotic blight has of late greatly
checked the pear industry, and discouraged the grower.s.
isolated
locations,
In
wherever there exist well defined
elevations above the surrounding country — islands, possibly, of the tertiary sea, prematurely uplifted— they
have been converted into vast peach orchards of hundreds of thousands of trees — in the Marshallville aud
Fort Valley district (the birthplace of the Elberta)

running into millions.
Japan plums also thrive iu the "Wiregrass," and are
now attaining considerable commercial importance.
Figs yield abundant er<tps throughout this zone. Most
of the Labrusca type of grapes and all of the .Estivalis
type succeed admiral)ly in the elevated portions and are
beginning to be extensively cultivated; but the Scuppernong Vitis rofundifnJla) is the typical grape of the
section.
The strawl terry does only moderately well —
frequently summer-scalds. All blackberries thrive, but
(

raspberries are not generally successful.
But the " Wiregrass " is the home of the sweet potato.
Here the pumpkin yam and Georgia yam attain their
highest perfection.
3. The Peach aud Grape Belt.— It is an anomaly that
while the metamorphic region, with its red clay soil — especially on the Piedmont escarpment — is the home of
both the peach and the grape, most of the great commercial orchards of the state are located in the "outcropping peach districts " of the tertiary. Cheaper lands
and earlier maturity are the cause. Yet naturally the
metamorphic region is peculiarly adapted to peach and
grape culture, and it was here that both attained their
first development in this state.
More species of grapes
and a greater number of varieties of each species will
middle
attain perfection in
and Piedmont Georgia than
in any one region of America east of the Rockies —
sweeping assertion, but facts sustain it. Labruscas,
Vulpinas, ^Estivales, Rotundifolias — all seem eqiaally to
thrive
but prices are poor, and grapes are everywhere
giving way to peaches, with apples on bottom lands,
although this is not an apple region.
Japan plums usually do not do so well as iu the "Wiregrass." Native plums are not protitable — even the Wild
Goose is unsatisfactory. Pigs are uncertain, and in the
northern portion of the zone require winter protection.
Strawberries and blackberries are excellent, and raspberries quite successful in the Piedmont area and northward.
Gooseberries and some currants do well in certain portions of the mountains, but not south of the escarpment.
4. The Apple and Cherry i?c?A.— Apples do not do
equally well throughout the entire division styled the
"Tennessee Dip." Yet in many localities, especially in
the mountain coves, they thrive as well as iu western
N. Carolina or Vermont. This is notably the case in
Pickens, Gilmer, Murray and Fannin counties, which are
famous for their apples. Cherries, especially Morellos,
form a safe crop here, and, in general, most of the horticultural productions of a much higher latitude find a
;

place.
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See Chenopodium Butrys.

GERANIUM (Greek, rr<nie; from the resemblance of
the fruit to a crane's bill). GeranideecE. Crane's-bill.
Generally herbaceous plants, usually caulescent
Ivs.
simple, alteruate or opposite and nnich lobed, sometimes
almost radical; fls. regular; sepals 5, imbricated; petals
o; stamens 10, in two rows; anthers 10; seed when ripened
separated from the ovary and with its awn bent sinuously. The genus Erodium, its nearest all}', has but the
inner row of stamens furnished with anthers and the
awn of the seed is bent spirally. The Geraniums of
common speech are classed in the genus Pelargonium.
having at the side of the pedicel a distinct narrow tube
and zygomorphic fiowers. The genus Geranium has
over l.jO species, found in the temperate zones particularly of the northern hemispheres, vta-y few in the
tropics. Valued for the border or rockery, and the roots
of some, as G. maculafum find use in medicine on account of their astringency. Thrive well in ordinary
garden soil, and are propagated Jiy seeds and division of
:

,

roots.

The following is an alphabetical list of species
varieties described below:
album, 17, 18,
arKentenm, 1.

Armenum,

fjore pJeno,

10.

Backhousianuiit ,4.

Balkanum,

21.

5.

erianthum,

13.

A.

Fls. rrd or
S/"h(yi:'

B.

ri- rif

14.

pratense.

9.

Richardsoni,

20.

Robertianum.

G.

3.

s.-mgiaineum, 6.
Sibiricuni, 21.
sylvjiticum, 21.

macrorrlii/.mn, 7.
macidiituTn, 14.
phieura, 10.
pl;itypetalum, 8.

t'inereiim, 2.
f'Olliinim, 11.

Endressi,

plenum,

0.

Iberiemn, 8.
incisum, 13.
Lanrastriense,
Lou'hsii. 11.

4.

and

tuberosum, 21.
Wallichianum,

IG.

jil Ilk.

d ira

rf.

arg6nteum, Linn. Silvek-leaved Crane's-bill.
Ivs. almost radical, on long petioles,
About
in. high
.l-T-parted, with 3-fid linear lobes, both surfaces hoary:
peduncles almost radical, 1- or 2-fld.: tls. large, pink,
with darker veins; petals emarginate. Middle of Juneto
Aug. Carnic Alps. B.M. -W-t. L.B.C. 10:948. -One of
Often acts as a biennial in
the best for the rockery.
X. E.
Gkav Crane's-bill. Like G. ar2. cin^reum, Cav.
(ffiifeiini
but 2-tld. aud paler in color: Ivs. not as hoary
in appearance. June, July. Pyrenees.
Roberti^num, Linn. Herb Robert. Red Robin.
.3.
Ivs. thin, ovate-orbicular, 3-5-parted.
About 9 in. high
with 3-fld pinnatifid lobes: peduncles slender, 2-fld.:
June to Oct. Amer., Eu.,
bright
crimson.
fis. small,
Asia and N. Afr. B.B. 2:341. — For the rockery, and deOdor disalights in a moist soil and some shade.
1.

'A

:

,

:

greeable.

Stature

BB.

Armenum,

1

ft.

or more.

{G. Packhou.'^id.niim, Regel ?).
About 2% ft. high Ivs. radical, upright, orbicular, with
lis. about 1^ in. across, inclining to a dark
5 deep lobes
crimson. All season at irregular intervals. Armenia.
R.H. 1891, p. 3.50. — A very vigorous and floriferous species. Sometimes growing 4 ft. high.
4.

Boiss.
:

:

AboutlS in. liigh Ivs. opposite,
5. flndressi, J. Gay.
pepalmate, 5-lobed, upper ones 3-lobed, serrated
duncles axillary, 2-fld.: petals entire, fringed at base,
light rose, darker veined. Summer. Pyrenees. — Among
the best for the border, and useful for cutting.
About 1^-2 ft. high, with stem
6. sangnineum, Linn.
Ivs. all petiolate, mostly 7occasionally forked, erect
peduncles lon^.
parted, witla 3--5-lobed linear lobules
:

Insect and fungous affections have to be combated in
all parts of Georgia, just as elsewhere (except in certain portions of the mountains, where neither are as yet
introduced). Growers are generally learning, however,
the value of the spray pump.
The San Jos*? and other scales have invaded the state,
especially in the so\ithern portion, where some twentyodd counties report infestation. But they are being iutelligently combated, for the most part, and it is hoped
that they will be steadily held in check.
The main trouble with the Georgia fruit-grower
(aside from pear blight and the premature blooming of
peaches) is the curculio. Thousands of dollars are annually spent in "jarring" for this pest, but it still remains a serious menace.
Hugh N. Staknes.

GEORGINA, A synonym
in the form of
in German
41

of Dahlia,

which

still

lives

"Georginen," the popularname of Dahlias

:

:

:

mostly 1-fld. fls. very large, blood-red. June to Aug.
Eu. — One of the best species in cult.
Var. Lancastri^nse, Hort. A dwarfer form, smaller
and with less deeply lobed foliage. Fls. lighter in color.
veined purple.
7. maoTOrrhlzum, Linn. A large-rooted species, about
IM ft. high, with a stem suffruticose at base: Ivs.
smooth, round, basal ones 5-lobed, cauline 3-lobed.
petals
calyx inflated
toothed and often colored red
spatulate aud blood-red in color. I^Iav to July. S. Eu.
B.M. 2420.
:

:

;

:;

.

AA.

IMricum,

8.

UERARDIA

GERANIUJI
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FIs. blue or violet.

'

From
Ibekian Crane's-bill.
stem erect and leafless below, above diCav.

1-lHft. high
chotomously branched, villous: Ivs. opposite, 5-7-parted,
fls. 1 in.
with deeply cut lobes and toothed lobules
July, Aug.
across, in showy, open panicles, violet.
Iberia. B.M. 138G.
Var. platyp^talum G. platiiiiefa him Pisch. and Mey.
:

:

)

,

(

Slightly shorter tlian the parent, with Ivs. less deeply
fls. deeper and richer in
lobed and lobes less pointed
color, and also larger.
:

Meadow Ckane's-bill. About
9. prat^nse, Linn.
Ivs. mostly
high, with an upright round stem
hand-shaped, with 7 lobes, each deeply rut peduncles
mostly 2-fld., drooping after flowering fls. large, blue;
petals entire. June, through Aug. Eu.-Var. !lorepl§no.
Not as tall as parent. Very numerous deep blue fls. in
clusters. June and July, and often again in fall.

•il-itt.

:

:

;

— One of the showiest in its season. Should be cut
back before seeding, to induce second bloom.
12. Frtmontii, Torr. About 1 ft. high, sometimes subupper Ivs. 3-5-cleft, lower ones 7-cleft,
aca\ilescent
with 3-fid or incised lobes: fls. light i)urple.
Eocky
Mts. Kecontly introduced. Blooms all summer.
About 1 ft.
l.l. inclaum, Nutt. (C eridntlium, Lind.).
high, leafy branched: Ivs. finely cut: pedicels conspicuously glandular-pubescent: petals with stiff white hairs,
inner surface purple, about 1 in. wide. Ore.— A hardy
species well worth growing. Not perfectly hardy near
Boston.
Wild or Spotted Ckane's14. maculitnm, Linn.
:

BiLL. Fig. 9U1. The common American species, about
basal Ivs. long-petioled,
U^-ft. high: stem angular:
deeply y~.5-parted; stem-leaves opposite, shorter petioled: p>eduncles 1-.^, inflorescence often unbellate: fls.
petals woolly at base.
1-1 >2 in. broad, rose-purple
June, July. N. Amer. G.W.F. 3. B.B. 2:341. -Showy
native species should be more in cultivation. Grows
best in somewhat wet places. Var. plenum, a doubleflowered variety of deeper color.
1.5.
Kichardsoni, Fisch. & Trautv. About IK ft. high
Ivs. thin and terminal, lobe of the uppermost Ivs. longer
than the often greatly reduced lateral lobes: pedicels
conspicuously glandular pubescent: fls. large, reddish
purple; petals with long white hairs on inner surface.
Colo, and west. — Stems and young growth tinged with
;

;

red.

Of prostrate trailing
Wallichiinum, D. Don.
Ivs.
stem and Ivs. covered with silky hairs
deeply
toothed lobes
light green, 5-parted, with
fls.
large, purple, borne sparingly all summer. Himalayas.
B.M- 2377. -For the rockery.
16.

habit

:

:

:

AAAAA. Fls. white.
17.
18.
10.

Ih^ricum, var. album. A white-fld. var. of No. 8,
maculitum, var. album. A white-fld. var. of No. 14.
pratSnse, var. album. A white-fld. var. of No. 0.

Richardsoni. This species (No. 15) in its native
is usually white, luostly roseate-veined.
Siberian Ckane's-bill. A
21. Sibiricum, Linn.
slender, somewhat forked plant, villous, 1-2 ft. high:
peduncles slender, usually 1-fld.
Ivs. deeply 3-.5-parted
June through Aug. Sifls. very small, dingy white.
B.B. 2:341.—
beria, and naturalized near New York.
Another form under same name, with brick-red fls.,
20.

habitat

.

:

said to be in cultivation.

A^i

<j.

fls.

Balkanum, Rort.

on radical stems,

A

hardy plant, with fragrant foliage:
dark magenta. June.— G. syh

1 in. across,

About

2 ft. high, with a soft-haired, upright,
round stem; Ivs. 5-7-parted. lobes oblong, deeply toothed: fls.
purple or violet. June, July. The common wood Geranium of
Tuberous-rooted, 9-15 in. high,
(?. tuherbsuin, Linn.
Eiirope.
witti stem at base naked: Ivs. many-lobed, linear and serrate;
large,
violet.
May. S. Eu.
pedicels 1-2-fld.: fls,
i'dficam, Linn.

—

G. N. Lauman.
Gerarde, 1545-1607, perhaps the most popular of the herlialists). Scrophularidcetv.
Hardy annual and perennial herbs, all American,
and mostly of the Atlantic states, with yellow or rosy
purple fls., in late summer and autumn, the latter color
rarely varying to white: Ivs. mainly opposite: calyx 5toothed or cleft; corolla bell- to funnel-shaped, broad
throated, 5-parted, the 2 posterior lobes often smaller
and more united stamens commonly more or less hairy
anthers more or less approximate in pairs: capsule globose, 2-grooved
seeds usually angled, loose coated.
The first 3 species described below belong to a section
These
in which the roots are more or less parasitic.
plants are therefore rather difiicult to cultivate, and are
6'. tetntifolia is offered I'y
(tfl'ered only by collectors.
one dealer, the seeds presumably gathered in European
gardens.

GEKAKDIA

Geranium maculatum

901.

(X^^s).

(after

John

;

Fls.

AAA.

fhlr'k hliir.

nimost black.

:

phaeum, Linn. About J ft. high, with upright,
Ivs. 5-7-lobed and
short-haired stem, glandular above
peduncles l-2-ri<l.
petals spreading,
deeply toothed
obovate, unequally notched and often with a small spur,
very dark blue, almost black, with white spot at base of
each petal. May, June. C'ent. and western Eu. — A good
border plant.
10.

:

:

AAAA. Fh. purple

:

in

various shades.

U. collinum, Steph. (G. Londesii, Fisch.). Height
stem angular and slightly decumbent: Ivs. pal2-'.i ft.:
mately .'^-parted, deeply divided and cut: petals entire,
purple, with a tinge ofviolet. June, July. Eastern Eu.

A.
n.

/'7.^.

l/ellow.

Corolla pubesceut outside

:

biennial or annual.

Pediculiria, Linn. Pubescence partly glandular and
viscid, especially on the pedicels and calyx, while in the
next 2 sj)ecies there is no glandular puln'scence. Lvs.
1-2 in. long, all pinnotifld.
N. Am.

—

—

(JEKAKIHA

0.

Ee'iijld

J-0

:

perennial.

ft.

quercifdlia, Pursh. Stem at first glaucous: lower Ivs.
in. loug, 1-2-pinnatitia
upper Ivs. often entire.

:i-5

Cult,

:

<

ft.

Fls. rosy

iuilor.

racemose

^ain. long.

Low

:

Ivs.

1

^^-4 in. lonj;.

JJciylif I

Hel^dit

II.

1 ft.
l.ram-hing, paniculate:
Ivw. rjiostly narrowly linear: corolla
:

or dry ground, X.

BB.

Uei'jht J-.J

Am.

:

H§nderBOni, Hort.

Lvs. velvety green
fls.:; iu. l-nig,
Probably <if garden
:

brilliant scarlet, in a large truss.
origin.

ft.

linifdlia, Nutt.
Perennial: Ivs. erect,
linear, 1 line wide: calyx teeth minute

very narrowly

corolla 1 in.
long. Low pine barrens, N. Am. Not cult.. Imt said to
with
Pfu/sfenioti
a
parent
be
pidi-hetlus of G. hybrida,
Hort. Int. by Haage & Schmidt, 1899. The poor cut in
;

S.H. 2:485 seems nearer l*entstemon than Nerardia.

GERMANDER.

cardin&lis, Lem. (G. m a 't-<ln I Ji a, Hort.)
Stem 0-12 in.
high, stout and hairy
Ivs. large, cordate-ovate, crenate-dentate, petioled
lis. red, tubular, hairy, slender
(2-.'-i
in. long), the upper lip ]irojecting and the lower
one almost wanting, borne in a terminal, more or less
flatcluster. Nativity unknown. On. 42:874.
G. Duvali,
Hort., is evidently only a slender form of this species.
:

piirj'lc i-orehj lujnj'niij to ivhiti-.
B.

tenuifdlia, Vahl.

by T. D. Hatfield.

oi-ren.
.

laevigata, Kaf.
Not glaucous:
»ak barrens, etc., N. Am.

AA.

Lv^.

A.

Hi'hjhf 1-2
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the plants watered until they show signs of goiug to
rest.
As they are naturally an under^-ro^vtli, a liglit
shading will be beneficial in the hottest weatin-r.

Dry woods, N. Am.
CO.

,

GEUM

Corolla (jlahrniis f>n(side

BB.

.

W. M.

longifldra, Hort., is a small-leaved species, with drooplong-tubed nicotiana-like white fls. Gn. 3M:044.—
The botanical position of this plant is in doubt. It is
not the G. lovgi flora HI^K., which is purple-fld., nor
G. longl flora, DC, wbich is Achiyncm's hmqiflora. By
some it has been confounded with Jsoloma longifoliion
in;r.

,

Decne.

See Tencrlum.

AA.

GESNfiRIA (Conrad Gesner,

Zurich, 1510-1505, celebrated naturalist, and considered to be the originator of
tUe idea of genus in taxonomy). Oesnerdcece. Sometimes written Gesnera. More than 50 herbs of tropical
America (chiefly Brazilian), with simple, opposite Ivs.
and showy tubular fls. in terminal short panicles or
fascicles.
Calyx campanuhite, 5-parted
corolla long,
straight or curved, more or less veutricose, the base
often distinctly swollen or gibbous, the limb mostly
shallow-toothed and nearly regular ur bilabiate
stamens 4, didyuamous (in pairs uurlcr the upper lip);
style 1, long
glands on the disk in the tl. Handsome
warmhouse plants (mostly tuberous) allied to Achimenes. Gloxinia, Isoloma and Streptocarpus. Some of
the Gesnerias of the trade belong to Nn?gelia, which differs, amongst other things, in having an annular or
ringed disk rather than a disk of distinct glands.

Lrs.

rirlihj ralvn.O, at lea^t

underneath

L^opoldi, Scbeidw.
Compact stem erect from tbfi
large, depresf;ed tuber, thinly hairy: lvs. verticillato in
4's, broadl}' ovate-acuminate, more or less une(jual at
base, dentate, green above and purple beneath tis. longtuliulur, thinly hairy, the loljes nearly e(pia!
lij^ht scarlet, in a rather loose, umbel-like cluster.
Nativity not
recorded. F.S. 7:704-5. Gn. 53:1170.
:

:

;

;

;

Donkelaeri^na, Lem. {G. JtonJceJnrii, IJnok.}. Stem
often 2 ft. tall
lvs. large, cordate-ovate, <-renate, hairy,
^'reen and purple-tinged above and purple beneath
fls.
tubular-campanulate, the rounded lolies nearly equal,
:

:

(lull

;

L.

H.

F>.

are tuberous bulbous, or rhizomatous
They are natives of tropical S. America and
plants.
Mexico, and all have aperiod of rest corresponding with
the dry season. The stems rise directly from the rootstock. They are clothed with opposite, mostly heartshaped, sometimes ovate, leaves. They are densely hirsute
the hairs often are brightly tinted, giving them a
sheen like the plumage of birds, so that they are quite
as much admired for their handsonae foliai^e as for the
dowers. Tlio inflorescence is generally a branched
corymb, and the flowers are tubular-labiate, with the limb
rarely flattened, as in Achimenes.
Gesnerias are not
nearly as popular as they once were, probably un ac('ountof the transitory character of their corollas, which
are continually falling, lasting but a day or two. The
roots must be kept in a moderately warju place, such as
would suit Gloxinias. They should be kept in the pots
in which they have grown, and be watered about once a
week during the resting period. It is a mistake tt* suppose the roots can bo kept in dry sand and still retain
their vitality. When the roots show a tendency to send
up stems is the time to start them, picking out the advanced ones first. In this way a long season can be secured. They need a ligJit .s(,)il to start with, aliout equal
parts leaf-soil, loam and sand, aiid should be placed in a
moderate temperature. Very little water will be required
until they are well started. If it is desired to increase
stock, smaller bulbs may be boxed off, and cuttings
made of surplus shoots. Seeds are produced rather
freely, and some good hybrids are in cultivation. As
they advance in growth, larger pots will be needed, and
a little stronger soil, — the mixture diviiled into four

Gesnerias

;

They will take
adding well-decayed manure.
abundance of water and some liquid manure when comparts,

ing into bloom. If neatly trained they make handsome
specimens. Their beautiful foliage is liable to be
spoiled by impurities or sediment in water, so that we
avoid overhead syringing, particularly as they develop.
After blooming, a good liglit place should be given, and

I'dTffd

red, 2 in. long, hanging from long jjedicels in a
panicle. Variable. Colombia. P.I\1. 5070.
K.B.
F. 1853:241.

21:97.

Exoni^nsis, Hort. Hybrid
lvs. velvety, with red and
purple hairs: fls. bright orange-red, in close clusters.
refiilgenB, Hort. Hybrid; lvs. cordate-oval, red hairy:
fls. deep red or vermilion. — One of the best.
:

G. cinnabar'lna. Liiifb, is a N;cg':'li:i.— (/. (iaateinaJi-nsis.
Hort., "a free grower and liloomer, tis, orange," was once offered hySim\.— (j.ja.sminifldra.'H.ort./^i\i^. of tlie purestwbite,
freely produced, lieantiful," once offered by Saul.— O. obldnea.
Hort., fls. orange, offered once by Saul. <i. rr>l>usta, Hort.,
"vermilion, beantifidly spotted and tigered." offered once by
SaTil.
G. zehr'ina, Paxt., see Nfegelia. The (iesncrias are much
confused by hybridizing and breeding.
l_ jj_ g

—

G£UM (Greek, ijcuo, to have a taste referring' to the
roots). Bosdeed. This genus includes some tine hardy
border and rock plants, some of which are valued for
their bright red fls.; some for their pure yellow fls.;
others for their long plumy fruits. Herbs, with a per;

stoloniferous
root-lvs.
ennial rhiz<"nne. sometimes
crowded, odd-pinnate, the alternate h.tbes often smaller,
terminal ones largest stem-lvs. few, mostly of 3 Ifts.
:

;

or bract-like:
jNIore

than

.'-iO

1-2 in. across, solitary or corynd>ose.
species, mostly in temperate and frigid

fls.

regions.

The ydumy kinds

are
G. Chilocnse

all

contained in the subgenus

the best species, and in the
in doultle forms.
gardener
writes that "inferior forms show scarcely any duplicity."
Geums are of easy culture, and are prop, by division or
seed.
It is said that they hybridize freely if grown
together. The dwarf kinds are suited only to the rockery. CoiTevon, of Geneva, Switz., writes that G. reptan.'i
is one of the best of the rockery kinds, and needs full
sunlight. For G. trifloruni he advises half exposure to
sun and a light, moist soil. G. rivale grows naturally in
marshy places.
Sieversia.

gardens

A.

is

is

A

commonly seen

PluDii/

Genms:
B.

c.

style in fruit lomj

Th.

and plumose.

yellow.

Plants spreadiny

hi/

runners.

Root-lvs. interruptedly pinnatifid
r6ptans, Linn.
petals obcordate.
Eu.
fls. erect
upper lvs. 3-lobed
styles are pretty.
45:950.
—
The
purple
Gn.

:

:

;

.

GILIA

GEUM
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cc.

Plants not spreading by runnfrs.
D.

M

oot-lt'S.

pinnaiifid.

Calyx lobes entire, while those of
reptans are often 3-cut at apex. S. Eu. G.C. II. i:!:-425.

montinum, Linn.

Gn.

4.-.,

Indian Gherkin

Rnot-lijs. kidney-sliaped.

iiD.

radiatum, Jlichx. Very hirsute. Root-lvs. 2-.5 in.
broad: stem l-.5-fld.: bractlets minute. Mountains of
N. C.-Int. by H. P. Kelsey.
>7.s. bright red,

unmixed

leith yelloir.

c. Lateral lobes of Irs. minute.
3coccineum, Sibth. & Sm., not Hort. "Stem-lrs.
root-lys. lyrate, the terminal lobe largest, corlobed
Bithynia."
date-reniforra: lis. erect. Mt. Olympus in
The above is an exact translation of the entire description given by Sibthorp and Smith, Flora Grteca, t. 485.—
The chances are that all the plants in the trade under
this name are really G. Chiloense.
:

cc. Lateral lobes of Ivs. 1 in. long.

ChiloSnse, Balb. ((?. ciccineuiii. Hort., uot Balb.).
"Stem-lvs. 3-parted, laciniate; root-lvs. interruptedly
lyrate, pilose: terminal lobe rotund, somewhat 3-lobe.d,
crenate: lis. panicled carpels villous." The above is a
literaltranslatiouof B.R. 1C:1348, where theterminal lobe
Chile. B.R. 13:1088,
is shown to be 21^ in. each way.
45, p.
and under 1099. L.B.C. 16:1:527. Gn. 14;15C
:

;

R.H.

284.

1890, p. 305,

and

1881, p. 309, all erroneously

as G. coecineuin.

Var.miniatum, D.K. {G. minidtum, Robt. Parker), has
about 2 shades litrhter in color. A robust form growing 2-3 ft. high, easily prop., and fls. from Apr. to end
of July. Gn. 38:772, where it is supposed to be a hybrid
of (?. Chiloense, var. grandiflorum x G. avre-um, which
is a rulnist many fld. form of G. tnontanuin, or else of
G. Chiloense x G. urbanum.
Var. grandifldrum, D.K., is an improved form. "The
double-fid. form of this seems to be a more general
favorite, the blooms lasting longer, though I think they
lis.

lack the elegance of those of the simple form. They
begin to expand soon after May and are produced until
Oct." D.K., in Gn. 3S, p. S99.
Fl.1. ehiefhj

BBE.

dull red, mixed with yellow.

softly hairy Ifts. very numerous and crowded, deeply cut: fls. 3 or more on long
peduncles; calyx purple, as long as the petals. Coulter
says the petals are erect. Arctic Am. L.B.C. 17:1609.
Woolson.
"Fruit showy all summer."

triJldrum, Pursh.

AA.
E.

tings under glass.

GHEKKIN. A

p. 285,

BB.

ing a pleasant flavored kernel, resembling the hazel in
Sparingly
taste and largely used by the Chileans.
grown in California. Prop, by seeds or by green cut-

J\^ot

Low,

long

Style jointed

:

and plumy
and bent in

in fruit.
the middle.

Fls. purplish orange.
rivile, Linn. Root-lvs. lyrate; stem-lvs. few, with 3
lobes or Ifts.: calj-x brownish purple; petals purplish
orange. N. temp, regions. Var. album is also sold.
C.

cc.

Fls. golden yellow.

plant, which P. W. Barclay says is offered by collectors, and prefers a moist,
sunny place. B.B.2:221.

macrophJUum, Willd. Eastern

BE. Style not jointed, straight.
Edssii, Seringe. Slightly pubescent above scape 1-3styles glabrous. Colo., arctic regions. — Fls. large,
(hl.
:

:

ijright yellow.
G. atrococclneum, Hort.,

may be

a typographical error for

G-.

atrosanguineum.- G. atrosanyuineum, Hort., is presumably a
form of G. Chiloense, with darker fls. tlian the type, and sold
mostly, if not entirely, in its double condition.— <?. .Jain'inlevin-,
Thiinb., is sold, but little known. St. flexuose, hirsute: Ivs.
.^-5-lobed, hirsute: fls. erect, yellow; petals as long as the calyx:
Japan.
fr. hirsute, .awned, recurved.
^y jj

is

w.

GIBB, CHARLES, Canadian

A. Taylor.

The Burr

small Cucumber.
Cucumis Angxiria

horticulturist,

or

West

and au-

thor of important works on Russian fruits and other

hardy trees,

was born

at

Montreal .June

29, 1842,

and

died at Cairo, Egypt, March 8, 1890, while returning
from a collecting trip in China and .Japan. In 1872 he
brought to Montreal the flrst canned fruit exhibited in
Canada. His farm at Abbotsford, Province of Quebec,
contained the best collection of hardy fruits, trees and

ornamental slirnbs in Canada. His trip to Russia in
1882 with Prof. J. L. Budd, the subsequent importations,
his second trip to Russia, and his various publications
on hardy trees make part of a chapter of great interest
and signiflcance in the history of American horticulture.
His travels w^ere extensive. His chief works are "Ornamental and Timber Trees not Natives of the Province of
(Quebec" (a comprehensive list of species of possihle
value for Canada), "Report on Russian Fruits," "Hasty
Notes on the Trees and Shrubs of Northern Europe,"
"Russian Apples Imported by the Department of Agriculture, Washington, in 1870" (an elaborate comparison
of Russian opinions and American experience), "Nomenclature of the Russian Apples," " Of Translating and
Rendering into Euphonious English Unpronounceable
Russian Names, also Throwing Out Synonyms," and
"Fruits for the Cold North." For a fuller account, with
portrait, see Annals of Horticulture, 1890, 287-290.
W. M.
GIDEON, PETEK M., pioneer pomologist of the
northern Mississippi states, 1818-1899, resided since
1853 on Lake Minnetonlia, Minnesota, and devoted his
efforts to the production of apples of sufhcient hardiness
to withstand the climate. He was born in Ohio. He afterwards lived in Illinois. From boyhood he seems to
have been possessed of the idea to raise seedling fruits.
He was one of those rare individuals who sets a distinct
ideal and strives for it throughout a lifetime in spite of
every adversity. These are persons of strong and unwills.
They often antagonize their fellows; but their works are usually beneficent. Gideon
conceived that the amalgamation of the Siberian crab
and the common apple would give the perfect apple for
the Northwest. His seedlings were numerous. Several
of them have been named and disseminated, and are of
But his greatest achievement, the Wealthy apvalue.
This variety is
ple, was of pure Pyrus Mains stock.
now one of the standard apples of his geographical region, and it is gaining favor elsewhere. It is a boon to
Even when in poverty, it is said that
the Northwest.
Mr. Gideon spent his last dollar to buy the seeds from
which this apple came. He was instrumental in distributing 10,000 apple seedlings in Minnesota, and some of
these are now attracting attention. His work was wholly
empirical, yet he did so much and continued his work
for so long a time that the results have contributed to
the knowledge of plant-breeding. Probably no other
American has labored so long and devotedly for the attainment of a specific ideal in the apple. Portrait and
eulogies will be found in The Minnesota Horticulturist,
Jan.. 1900.
L. H. B.

compromising

GlLIA (Philipp Salvador Gil. Spanish botanist of the
latter half of the eighteenth century, collaborator with
Xaurez). Polemonidee(v. American herbs, mostly of
western North America, of nearly 100 species, as the
genus is now understood by most botanists. Fls. small,
of many colors, the corolla funnel-form to bell-shape or
stamens 5, inserted
sometimes salver-form, 5-lobed
near the base of the corolla tube, the filaments usually
naked: ovary 3-loculed, with axile placentfe, the stigmas
3 (or sometimes 2). r4ilia is a very polymorphic genus,
;

GEVUiNA (from the Chilean name). Also written
Gnevina Protedcece. One species, G. Avell^na, Molina
(.Syn., Quddria helerophylla,Ru.\z & Pav.).
Chilean
Nut. Chile Hazel. An evergreen tree, with large,
alternate pinnate, dark green, glossy Ivs. and white,
hermaphrodite fls. in long, axillary racemes. Fruit aliout
.

the size of a cherry, coral red

when

ripe, the seed

hav-

now (Syn. Fl. 2, pt. 1, suppl. throws
Leptodactylon.
Collomia,
Liiianthus,
Jjeptosiphon,
Navarretia, Hugelia, Ipomopsis, Feuzlia. In this conception, Gilia is defined as follows
"Fls. naked, not ininto wliic'h (!ray

)

:

.

GILIA

GILIA

volncellate
calyx partlj- berbaceous, scarious below
rbe sinuses; lobes narrow and acute; corolla salverfoma or funnel-form to campauulate or almost rotate
;

;

643

A

4. congesta, Hook.
foot or less high, erect or
spreading, tufted
lvs. mostly 3-7-divided into linear
divisions: corolla white, the oval lobe.s nearly as long as
the tube: calyx teeth long-pointed, nearly equaling the
corolla.
smaJl-tid. species growing from Wyo. W.
:

A

BB.
'.

in c/o.sw heads, hut more or les.s scattered :
or if capitate, the heads -not lea fi/suh/cnded.
Plant perciiuial : seed on I if I in it locale : fls.
small.

Fls. not

').
d^bilia, Wats.
Two in. or less high
lvs. oblong,
entire or 2-.'^-lobed, petioled: fls. solitary and nearly sessile, the purple corolla
in. long, the tube exceeding
the calyx. 8. Utah. — Offered by collectors.
:

%

Plant annual: seeds more than 1 to the locale:
corolla distinctly tubular, but relatively small.
1).
Inflorescence cajntate.
G. capitata, Dougl.
Fig. 90.3.
Plant 18 in. to 2?o ft.
tall, the stems long and nearly straight lietween joints:
tls. about /oiu. long, in <lense, nearly globular heads,
which terminate long, naked stems; corolla lubes lunceiinear, acute
lvs. cut into very unequal linear lobes.
Calif, and Ore. B.M. 2(;98. B.R. 14:1170.
old favorite.
There is a white form (var. alba). There is
also a var. major.
CC.

:

-An

7. lacini^ta,
Ruiz & Pav. Much like the last in
botanical characters, and possibly a form of it
lower
and much more slender, the leaf-divisions mostly very
narrow (usually almost thread-like), the heads smaller
or the fls. sometiiues even scattered. Chile. — The tine
foliage and compact habit make this species an excellent
garden plant.
;

Inflorescence mixed, capitate on the main branches,
scattered on the others.
achilleeefdlia, Benth. Fig. 904.
Stout (2-3 ft.) and
very branchy and bushy, the early main branches terminating in large, dense heads, but the later, finer
growth bearing scattered fls.: lvs. small, with short,
linear lobes or teeth: fls. large, violet or purple-blue,

DD.
902.

Gilia erandiflora

(

8.

filaments not bearded at base
seeds wingless
herbs,
or a few suffniticose."
Several of the Gilias are popular garden annuals or
biennials (a few pereiiniul).
They are of the easiest
culture, being vigorous, bai'dy and floriferous. They
are mostly dwarfish, and are excellent for low masses,
•^dgings or rockeries. Seeds may be sown where the
plants are to grow. Any good soil will suit them.
Following are the names in the American trade:
:

a-chilleffifolia, 8.

coronopifolia,

nggregata,

:

10.

Lepfosiphon,

debilis. 5.

liniflora, 12.

alba, 6, 13, Iti.
iindrosjtcea, 14.

densiflora, 13.
dianthiflora, 10.

linifoUa, 13.

aurantiaca,

I'occinea, 2.

dianthoides, 10.
elegans, 10, 11.
Fenzlia, 16.
grandiflora, 1.
kybridns, 15.

Colloraia,

Jpomopsis,

11.

10.

'jureus, 15.

capitata,

6.

carmineus,

congesta,

15.

1, 2.

4.

lac'iniata,

10, 11.

miernuth;!,

minima.

13, 14,

[15.
15.

3,

Navarretia,

3.

7iivalis, 9.
rosea, 9, 15.

sanguiiiea, 10.
speeiosa. 16.
trifoJor, 9.

7.

Lvs. normally alteruafc, (')Uire or pinnaiely cut or
divided [lower h\s. simiefimes opposite).
FJs. in dense heads, which are subtended hi/ h'ufji

A.
B.

in
c.

volaeres

Foliage entire or at least not much parted.

1. grandiflora. Gray [CoJlbmia grandi flora. Dougl.).
Fig. 902. Erect, with minutely pubescent reddish stems,
1-2 ft. high; lvs. linear-hiuceolate or oblong, narrowed
below but scarcely peticded, entire, acute: lis. many, in
dense terminal heads, Imff or salmon color, redder inB.M. 2894.
side, 1 in. long.
Plains. W. of Rocky Mts.

B.R. 14:1174.— This and the next are interesting anUseful as bee plants.

nuals.

More
2. cocclnea, Gray {Colli>mia roceiitcu ,'Liii^\\\w.)
slender: stems not red: lvs. narrower (mostly linear},
somewhat cut at the ends: fls. smaller, slender-tubed,
yellow or buff outside and brick-nd inside. Chile. B.R.
.

19:1622.
CC.

Foliage pinnatehj parted or compound.

minima.. Gray {jVavarref i a minima Nutt.) Dwarf
lvs.
and tufted (3 in. or less high), nearly glabrous
tis.
white, the corolla
needle-like, pinnately parted
scarcely exceeding the white-hairy calyx. In arid dis3.

,

.

;

:

tricts,

Dak. W.

903.

Flower

of Gilia capitata.

(X2.)

904. Gilia achilleafoUa.

GILIA

GILIA
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capsules large.
the corolla lobes oblong or obovate
W. Calif. B.M. 5939 (showing only capitate inflorescence). -An old garden plant. Fls. vary to white and
:

rose.

B.B. 20:1091. -Common old garden plant, and
worthy. Fls. scentless.
11. aggregata, Spreng. (Jpom6psis elegans, Lindl.).
Differs in mostly shorter stature and more slender
habit, with redder (sometimes white) fragrant fls., with
acute and refiexing corolla lobes. Neb., south and west.
B.E. 15:1281. — Probably not in cult. The fls. are fiery
A very show>scarlet or sometimes nearly white.
west.

biennial.
ii's. opposite, entire,

AA.

12)

Foliage very

B.

or,

if

alternate (as in Nn.

palmately parted.
Ivs. cut into thread-like or
linear divisioyis.

fine, the

Corolla rotate-bell-shape, with a sliort, flaring tube.
liniildra, Benth. ((?. ^inirtjid, Hort.). Fig. 906. Ten
lower Ivs. mostly
to 20 in. high, diffuse and branchy
opposite, but the upper alternate, all palmately divided
to the base in needie-lilie or spurrey-lilie divisions: fls.
rather large for the size of the plant, the corolla white
or blush, nearly rotate, the thin lobes obtuse. Calif,
B.M. 5895. — A useful tufty garden annual. The name
liniflora is meant to designate the resemblance of the
fls. to those of Linuoi tenuifolium ; but some catalogue
malser, evidently thinking that the name meant linearflowered, and was therefore inappropriate or an error,
has changed the name to G linifolia, under which name
it is known in the trade.
c.

12.

:

.

00.

Corolla salver-form, tcith a filiform and elongated
tube (Leptosiphon).

(Leptosiphon densiflirus,
hairy: Ivs. with
rigid
divisions: fls. in rather
many flliform
close heads, lilac or white, K-?4 in. long; tube of the
corolla scarcely longer than the leaves; lobes of the corolla spreading, obtuse, often dentate, nearly or quite as
long as the tube. Calif. B.M. 3578. B.R. 20:1725.Comraon garden annual. The white-fld. form is known
as var. alba, Hort.
13.

Benth.
Erect or even

densifldra,

Benth.).

strict, 1-2 ft.,

somewhat

905.

Steud. (Leptos)phoii androsdceus.
14. andros&cea,
Benth.). Much like the last, but the tube very slender
beyond the calyx and leaves: fls. 1
exserted
much
and
in. long, pink, lilac or white, in rather close heads, the
corolla lobes ovate-acute and entire, much shorter than
the tube, 12-18 in. Calif. B.M. 3491. B.R. 20:1710.
Fig. 907. Tufted, 8 in. or less
15. micrintha, Steud.
high, the stems most leafy near the top: ivs. short, fascicled: fls. with an exceedingly slender thread-like tulie
which is 1-lK in. long, and projecting prominently
above the upper fascicles of Ivs., the corolla lolies
color range very wide, — from
spreading and obtuse
purple to lilac, red, yellow and white. Calif.— A popu-

Gilia tricolor..
Natiir.'il

size.

;

DDD.

Inflorescence scattered or loosely cyuiulose.

Benth. Fig. 905. A very diffuse, twiggy
grower,
high, sparsely pubescent: Ivs. few on
the full grown plant, small, witli many short, very nartls.
comparatively
row or needle-shaped divisions
large {%m. long or nearly so), nearly or quite bellahaped, the corolla 2-3 times tlae length of the calyx
color of the roundish lobes violet and passing to whitish
at the base, of the throat brown-purple and of the tulxyellow. W.Calif. B.M. 3463.
B.R. 20: 1704. -One of
the coraraonest of garden annuals. There is a whitiform {G. nlvillis, Hort. ) and a rose-colored form {G.
rdsea, Hort.). Thrives with the least care, and is always a profuse bloomer.
9.

and important bedding plant. Forms of it are known
as Leptosiphon aureus, earmineus, hybridus, and rolar

tricolor,

2-2i._; ft.

:

;

ccc.

Plant hiennial: seeds

feir or ntauy in eaeli loenle:
large aud long -tubular, red {nivnhig into
white forms), the corolla very much surpassiii'i
fls.

the subulate calyx lobes.

{Ipomopsis.}

{Ipom6psis tUcgans, Poir.
/. auranthiea and /. sangninea, Hort.).
Standing
Cypres.s. Stem strict and unbranched, sometimes
ft.
high, very leafy
Ivs. pinnate, the divisions needle-like
and about 1 in. long: tls. many, ly^ in. lung, long-trumpet-shape, borne along the sides of the summit of the
stem, the calyx inconspicuous amongst tlie short bractIvs., the corolla scarlet or pink-red and dotted and yellowish within, varying to orange, its loljes obtuse or
nearly so and flaring. In dry soil, S. Car., south and
10.

coronoplfOlia,

Pers.

Gilia liniflora

:

BB.
16.

(X y

Gilia micrantha

Foliage of entire (but narrow)

diantholdes, Endl.

(Femlia

(X

J-j).

Ivs.

dianthifldra, Benth.).

Fig. 908. Tufted, fJ in. or less high: Ivs. narrowly linfls. I-I/.2 in. long, lilac or purple, with
ear, opposite
yellowish throat, the flat-spreading lobes denticulate or
:

.

.

GINSENG

a ILIA
nearly frinfred. S. Calif. B.M. 4876. R.H. 1805:10.A choice littlo annual, excellent for edgings and rockwork, benrins: a profusion of pink-like lis. The ds.
sometimes vary to white
(Feuzlia alba, Hort.]. A
large-fld.

form

O. speciosa.

GILL

is

l_

CoH(7t'r(F, tribe Tdiece. One
tree, witli wedge-shaped Ivs., fls. small and mostly
diae-cious.
Pistillate d. solitary, the single naked ovule
ripening into a drxipe. Staminate fls. in slender, loose

catkins.

called

j-j_

X.prfa
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GfNKGO(Chinese name).

^
Glc-

clioma

GILL£NIA(a German
of the seventeenth century, Amoldns
iillenius). i?o.s(")c('«r. Twi>
i-^ast American perennial
herbs, with 3-fnliohit«nearly sessile Ivs. and
|>iiYsi(_'ian

<

Gilia dianthoides.

yu«.

The Fenzlia

of gardens.

long white or rose-tinged narrow petals, which artmore or less unequal, 10-20 included stamens, 5-toothed
calyx, and 5 2—t-seeded pods: tls. many in loose, terminal clusters in summer. To this genus Britton has
recently given the naiuo Porf era utliKS [Porter's ffoicer,
in honor of Dr. T. C. Porter), because Adansun had
r>

earlier made a genus Gillena. The species are G. trifoliita, Mtench (Bowman's Root), in rich woods from N.
Y. to Ga. (Mn. 8:120. B.M. 489}, and G. stipulacea,

American Ipecac), with a more southern range.
The former has ovate-oblong serrate leaflets luid small,
Nutt.

f

mostly entire stipules: the latter has lanceolate deeply
incised leaflets and leafy incised stipules, and is more
pubescent. Glllenias are excellent, graceful plants for
the mixed or hardy border. They are hardy and of easy
ulture in any good soil. 2-4 ft. tall. They propagate by
seed and division.
"[^
jj p
•

910.

GILLYFLOWER down to Sliakespeare's time usually
referred to what we n<iw call the carnatinn, DUiHtlnis
Cari/ophtfUun, also known as clove pink. Since Shake-

Ginkgo

fruit

and seed.

Natural

{SaUshtiria

size,

adimitifolia
Smith).
(iiNK<:iO. Maidenhair Tkee. Kfav Tree. Figs. 909, 910.
A tall, sparsely branched, usiially slender tree, attaining a height of (iO-80 ft.: Ivs. ;V;1, clustered, fan-

Linn.

biloba,

,

shaped, divided at summit, with thickened margin,
striated on both sides with numerous ]>;irallel vc-ins: fls.
dioecious
niale catkins slender, stalked
females on
long footstalks, in ]>riirs, of which one usually aborts:
fruit a drupe, consisting of an acrid, foul-smelling pulp
s\irrounding a snioolli, angular (.>val, cream-colored, thinNortliern China.
F.S.
shellcd, swei-t-krri!ob-d nut.
10, p. no. G.C. HI. ,":2f;.'. ^iV,"!. G.F. 1:17.'. A. G. 12:208.
Gng. 0:194.
Introduced to America early in the century, and generally successful on good soil in the eastern states as
far north as eastern Massachusetts and central Michigan and along the St. Lawi*ence river in parts of
Canada. Of special value for solitary planting to secure
picturesque effects. Considerably planted in Washington, D.C, where it is growing in esteem as a street tree
because of its upright habit and freedom from insect
injury. Easily propagated from seed, stratified in auSeveral
varieties by budding and grafting.
tumn
;

;

;

horticultural forms arc recognized, iu'duding Jur'niiata.
peuditla and va ririjutu
The foul odor uf tlie ripe fruits, which continue to
mature and drop during a period of some weeks, constitutes the chief objection to the species as a street
tree, or near dwellings, and suggests the advisability of
propagating from staminate trees by grafting or budding, for planting in such locations. Tlie kernels, which
have a sweetish, slightly resinous flavor, are highly
esteemed for food in China and Japan, and are gathered
from fruiting trees in Washington for such use by

Chinese laundrymen.
to be pronounced witii a hard
in the orient, but in Euirlish a soft U shouhl
lie used.
Tlie name is often spelled Gineko, but the
other spelling is iireferable because Linna-us spelled it
so in The generic name.
'SS'. A. Taylok.

The word (ginkgo seems

initial

909.

Ginkgo.

speare's time Gillitlower has usually meant either wallflowers or stocks, as explained under Chcrla ufJius and

Matfhiola.

GINGER.

Zhu:ilh<

offirhidJc.

Wild Ginger.

G

GINSENG

{Pi)nax

,jin}uptrfdli>n)i

,Unu. P.

Gin:iev(j,

AritUa quhiqiiet'dlia Decne. A:. Planch.) is to
the" Chinese more than quinine or any other drug is to
Americans. Aw its name Panax implies, it is a panacea, being employed for all the ills that flesh is heir to.
:\[eyer.

Though

,

credited" with stimulatiiiL'. aromatic, alterative.

GINSENG

GLADIOLUS

carminative and tunic properties, the root is with us
seldom used except iis a demulcent. The reverence in
which it ia held, and the high price that it commands in
China, led to extensive search for a suhstitute, which
resulted in the discovery in 1710 of American Ginseng,
Panax quinque folium, near Montreal, Canada. This
root was favorably received by the Chinese, and soon
became an important article of export. During the past
40 years the price of American Ginseng has advanced
nearlv TOO per cent, but owing to the energetic hunt for

ber and December, as the corms can he kept dormant by
It is common for
the simplest kind of cold storage.
florists to hold some corms in a cool place until August;
4-5 in. deep, and
rich
soil
in
boxes
of
plant
them
then
keep the boxes outdoors until frost. After frost-time
the corms are brought into acool greenhouse, where they

646

the root, to the destruction of forests and to the gathering of plants at improper times, the wild supply has
greatly decreased. With the advancing prices and the

diminishing supply came experiments in Ginseng cultivation, most of which failed through ignorance of the
plant's peculiarities. The seed ripens in .Sept. If dry it
will not germinate imtil the second year, but if fresh and
properly kept nearly all the seeds will germinate the first
season. The soil must he a light, friable loam, free from
stones, etc., rich in humus and well drained; the plants
must be well supplied with shade and moisture. Cultivated Ginseng already commands a considerably higher
price than the wild root, and, though no returns can be
expected from a plantation until it is .3 or 4 years old, the
industry is found to I>e profitable by th*; men that have
given it careful attention.
Ginseng beds can be located in orchards, gardens, or
woods, where the roots may remain without danger of
deterioration for several years after they first attain
marketable size. The roots are so valuable that they
are likely to be stolen, and beds should, therefore, be
placed where they can be guarded.
j£_ (^, Kains.
For further information on Ginseng, send to Div. of
Publicati(ms, Dept. of Agriciilture, Washington, D. C,
for Bulletin No. 16 of the Div. of Botany, revised by
M. G. Kains in 1808, or consult Kains' Ginseng, its cult.,
etc.,

Orange Judd

Co., 1890.

^y, jl.

GLADiOLUS

(diminutive of Latin (jladlus, a sword,
from the shapeof the Ivs. of the first-described species).
friddcea?. Gladioli are amongst the most popular of all
garden plants, and particularly of the class known as
summer-flowering bulbs, ranking in popularity with
cannas, dahlias, lilies and iris, and having probably
no other rivals. They are also the most important, commercially, of all the "Cape l)ull)s.''
About 140 species of cormous herbs, which bear lilyform fls. in spikes at the summit of a scape. Fl. more
or less tubular, the tube usually'- funnel-shaped (enlarging upwards)
segments 0, more or less unequal,
strongly narrowed or even chiwed at the base, the upper
ones often hooded or roofed over the oi>ening or mouth
of the flower; stamens 3, iiiserted on the tube; stigmas
H, on a long style
ovarv 3-loculed. Fig. 911. Monogr.
by Baker, Iride0e,pp. 198-220 (1892).
About 15 of the species are natives of Europe and
western Asia. A few have been discovered on the mountains of tropical Africa. The larger part of the species
are South African, however (Cape Colony and Natal),
and of these species the habitat is not mentioned in the
following synopsis. The Europe-Asian species are little
cultivated in this country. Some of them are hardy.
The S. African species, variously hybridized, have
[liven rise to the numerous and excellent g'arden strains.
There are semi-double forms.
p,
j^ pj

flower vi'ithin two months. New corms form above the
old one, and bloom the next season (Fig. 912). Cormels
or "spawn " also form on offshoots: these bloom in two
i)r three years.
L, g;^ ^

AA.

From

the

commei-dal point

of view.

The culture of Gladioli is very easy, and can be conducted under nearly any of the conditions suitable for
potatoes. Gladioli succeed best in a sandy loam which
For successful commercial
is retentive of moisture.
culture it is essential that such soil conditions are obtainable. Planting should be commenced as early in the
spring as the proper working of the soil will permit.
Such preparation of the soil as puts it in a loose, friable
condition will answer. Probably the ideal soil is a sod,
fall plowed and then most thoroughly worked in the
spring. Strong, fresh stable manure should be avoided.
If soil is not sufficiently rich in plant-food it Is best to
use all strong manures on a previous season's crop of
some other kind. Anj^ complete fertilizer is beneficial
when thoroughly worked through the soil, at the rate of
The ground being preGOO to 1,000 pounds per acre.
pared, it should be furrowed 4 in. deep and from 24 to 36
If fine,
in. apart, according to method of cultivation.
round bull>s are to be grown, and the stock for planting
exceeds \}-2 in. in diameter, it will be necessary to place
the bulbs right side up in the furrow by hand, either in
single or double rows 2 in. apart. Bulbs of lesser size
can be scattered as evenly as possible along the furrow,
with an average of 10 or 12 to the foot of furrow. Clean
culture throughout the growing season is essential.
Cutting the spike of flowers is a help to increasing the
size of the bulbs. Four months is sufficient for the
growth and maturity of the bulb. To harvest, loosen the
soil and lift the bulbs by their tops, and lay on the
ground to dry off and ripen. Should weather permit

;

:

THE CULTURE (.»F GLAI)r(.)LI.
From the amai<'i{r''s jiolnt of vieiv.

I.

"a.

The essentials of Gladiohis culture ran be told iu a
sentence: the corms shouhl be plantiMl as early in
spring as the soil can be fitted
they flower the same
season in July and August, and can he stored over winter in any cool, dry cellar that will keep potatoes. Late
spring frosts do not penetrate the .soil deep enough to
hart the early planted corms. The b!(^oming season can
l>e easily prolonged until frost by successive plantings
from April to July 4. Tlie flowers are excellent for
cutting, and last a week in water. Some varieties need
staking, but stakes are objectionable on general principles, even when neat and slender.
Seedlings are easily
raised, and the process is described in the next paragraph.
Gladioli are easily forced to fl(»\ver in Noveni:

911.

Parts of a Gladiolus flower.

they can be entirely ripened out of doors. Cut the tops
off close to the bull), pulling off the old bulbs and roots,
and place in thin layers in crates and store in a cool,
<lry place.
If circumstances require, the tops can be
trimmed off at once on lifting, and the bulbs taken under
cover for cleaning and drying.
Gladioli are increased in three ways
(1) by natural
division from the parent corm; (2) by seed; (3) by the
snuiU corms growing at the base of the new corm.
:

GLADIOLUS
In the first method all tliut is necessary is to separate
the conns growing from the original, either ^\'hen cleaning in the fall or before planting in the spring.
When seeds are sown, the seedlings should all produce comis of flowering size in 3 years. Seed should be
planted very early in the open ground on rich, sandy
soil and not allowed to suffer in the least for lack of

GLADIOLUS
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The latter strains have probably been largely proself -fertilized seed of European and American varieties, themselves the product of natural selection, thus carrying to their progeny the objecticin of a
weak and degenerate parentage.
duced from

The work of Dr. Van Fleet, of New Jersey, was carmore for scientific than commercial results, and

ried on

reaped a deserved success. However, the writer has
found that the offspring of a pure species is less stable
than that of well-balanced cross-bred varieties, the
former system handing down few varieties of permanent commercial value, though they are in themselves
valuable as parents for the foundation of new strains.'
The best work of a semi-professional character, in the
opinion of the writer, has been done by T. 8. Moore, of
Indiana, who has spared no trouble or expense in procuring choice material upon which to build, and with

As to G. crueutif.^ (a strain of
reds), the writer thinks that little is to be gained by its
use, as we have too many reds already.
Its roots tend
in this climate to early and rapid degeneration.
The writer believes that the beauty of the individual
flower is the highest ideal, though vigor of ]dant and
vitality of variety are also necessary. He regards the
Gladiolus as a cut-flower rather than a garden plant, and
believes higher satisfaction is gotten from cutting the
spike when the first Imil opens than from leaving the
flowers to open outdoors.
A new strain of great interest is composed of the hybrids of the (r. Pajiilio, var. major, a most interesting
species in whi<di the under color, a unique shade of blue,
is overlaid with dull terra-cotta.
In seedlings raised by
the writer these colors have separated, producing the
juost beautiful heliotrope and clematis blues and rich
velvety purples, colors quite unknown in the older sec.satisfactory results.

911.

Gladiolus corm erowine above the old one.
Als;()

slmws

(/(.rmels.

tions.

At the end of the hrst season's growth the
uioistnre.
H'orms of the seedlings will be the size of peas, and can
be stored under the same conditions as large eorms.
The second season plant the corms as if they were garden peas. Some will bloom the second year, and all
should bloom the nest.
Increasing stock by the small corms or bulblets is the
most common method, and the one by which a variety
The small corm is but a cutting or eye,
is perpetuated.
and can be stored in bags, boxes or other suitable re'eptai^les and kept from frost. It is a help to sprouting
if the corms are not allowed to dry out during the pe-

They should be planted like 1-year seedmaking blooming bulbs the first and second year.
E. H. CrsHMAX.

riod of rest.
lings,

AAA.

From

the Atne^'icayi hijhridlzer' s point of vietc.

The garden evolution

of Gladioli in general is explained at length below. The writer has been asked to
present the American share in this interesting history.
Some ten years ago, when the writer began, under the
inspiration of Luther Burbank, bis own work in hybridization, the best American-grown stock available
was the Hallock collection of some 400 named varieties
of Gandavensis and about 100 of the earlier Lemoine
hybrids, all of European origin. After trial, the writer
placed them all in mixtures.

About this time Luther Burbank began to offer a few
named varieties, hut shortly afterwards sold his whole
stock, the collection ])eing now in the writer's hands.
This collection, in the opinion of the writer, is the best
strain of Gandavensis. The varieties were largely of
variegated types, with man}' of unique markings and
peculiar form. Burbank had given particular attention
to varieties calculated to withstand the hot, dry winds
of California, and had originated several with specially
stiff petals, quite distinct from the ordinary types. The
peculiarity of the flowers blooming around the spike
like the hyacinth was also his contribution. All of his
varieties are now grown in mixture by the writer with
the exception of a white variety, which promises to be
distinct and valuable for some time to come. However,
the vitality of Burbank's strain is remarkable, and in
the opinion of the writer it is greater than that of all
the other strains of so-called American hybrids which
constitute the principal stocks of commerce on this
cmtinent.

Another strain likely to be presented soon is the product of the old species G. dracocephnlKS. The. flowers
of the hybrids are covered with minute dots similar to
those of the species. The species and its hybrids have
exceptional vigor and vitality.
Gladioli are most adaptable to all soils, providing
reasonable assistance is given. Clean, saxidy loam is
preferable, fertilized at least every »jther autumn with
well-rotted manure, which is carefully covered below the
depth of planting. Before spading or plowing the
ground it is well to dress freely with fresh, hardwood
On heavy clay use leached ashes freely, and
ashes.
cover deeply all "the green vegetable refuse and leaves
that have been partially rotted under the manure pile
Alsi.i fill in the trenches
since the previous autumn.
with sand or loam. In swamp muck and vegetalile deposit, a mixture of sand added yearly is all that is
needed, the trenches being filled with sand at planting.
Cold, springy swamp lands with the water half filling
the trenches at planting, have given perfect satisfaction
with blooming bulbs, that have Iteen developed on the
other soils. Water should be freely used during the
moderately with blooming
season of active growth
stock before budding in order to ripen the plant; then
again freely before the buds show color and until after
blooming. Full exposure to the sun and air is necessary
for the best results.
;

H. H. Groff.

II.

THE KINDS OF GLADIOLI.
draonoephalus, If.
tloribimdus, 23, 20.
FrcebeU. 31.
Gandavensis, 27.
grandis. 3.

purpureo

Brenchleveusis, 21
Bride, 2Q.
Byzantinus, 13,

Leichtlini. 16.

segetum, 14.
sulphurens, 10.

cardinalis, 17.
Childsii. 30.

Nauceianus,
nanus, 26.

alatus,

il.

angustus,

5.

atroviolaeeus,

7.

biflonis. 8.
blandiis, 22,

CoMUei.

Lemoinei,

2S.
20,

20.

rersicolor,

32.

3.

riniiJu-S, 11.

vittatus, 11.

Watsomus,

Other Latin names are in the trade
mostly or wholly garden forms.

—

5.

tristis, 4.

Turicensis,

oppositiflonis, 24,
Papilio, 15.
psittaeinus, 20.

12
concoJor, 4.
crispiflnru^, 6.

9.

r;uuosus, 26.
Saundersii, 18.

trimacvlatus.

Milleri. 25.

Natalensis,

26.

communis.

auratus

21.

Quurtinianas,

1.

but thev are

Few of the original species of Gladioli
I. Specie.^.
are in cultivation in their pure form. "When grown at

)

.

:

GLADIOLUS

GLADIOLUS
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to be in

because of
all, they are prized chiefly as odditins, or
The following species are
their botanical interest.
trade
American
in
either offered at the present time
or are parents of modern garden forms
:

equal.

stem
Watsdnius, Thunb. Corm small, globose
slender, 18 in. or less, with 1 long, narrow-linear and
fls. 2^, in a lax
stiff leaf anil 2^3 short, sheathing Ivs.
:

1-sided spike, 2 in. or less long, bright red, the wideB.M. 4.50.—
spreading segments oblong and acute.
Little known in this country, but offered by the Dutch

growers.
AA.

Fl. short and

segments
unequal.
aUtus, Linn.

open, the tuhe short or scnrcelij any:
very promiiiently claired, iisuolly

:

;

{

lus proper.

Lvs. linear

(K
c.

(<?. tii'MM/«s,

Klatt).

or less wide)
in j^os. 9, 10.

in.

— except

sometimes

so.

Low:

Ivs.

very narrow: fls. 3-6, nearly erect, the slightly
curved tube nearly or quite an inch long, whitish,
the 3 lower segments with a purple central blotch.

3-4,

BB. Leaves ensiform (}4in.or more broad,
or flattish).

and

flat

Under- or body-color essentially purple.
commvinis, Linn. Stem 1)4.-2% ft.: Ivs. 3-4,
ft. or less long: fls. 4-8, small (1% in. long),
segments bright purple
with a curved tube
(flesh-colored in the var. carneus), nearly equal
in length, all connivent or touching (making
the, 3 lower ones long-clawed
a narrow fl.
seeds broad-wmged
and with a median line
France, Germany. B.M. 86, 1575. -Hardy Little known in cult, in this country.
c.

1

;

,

)

:

Byzantinus, Miller. Fls. more and larger,

13.

AAA. Fls. of medium length, with a funnel-shaped
tube, which is flaring at the top: segments narrowed below, but not distinctly clawed. GladioB.

Hornem.

vittitus,

11.

12.

Small, the stem only i-S in. high,
and slender Ivs. 3-4, linear and rigid: fls. 3-4 in a lax
spike, the curved tube J-iin. long, the perianth bright
red and often strongly veined; segments very unequal,
the 3 lower tongue-like and protruded, the others obovate or nearly orbicular, all of them differently colored
592 (the var. NamaB.M. 58G
toward the base.
quensis)
2.

DDD. Color {under color) white or nearly

:

1.

in

Europe. One of the best of the genus.
Stout, but low: Ivs. 3-4 the
10. sulpMreus, Baker.
blade short and somewhat ensiform: fls. 6-8, large, the
curved tube 1}4 in. long, soft bright yellow; upper segments oucuUate, the 3 lower ones small. Mt. Kilimanjaro. Gn. 38:762(?)

Fl. with a long, slender, cylindrical curved tube,
which is enlarged in the middle: segments nearly

A.

the Amer. trade, but attracting attention

plant more rolmst, segments more spreading at
maturity, although the 3 upper ones are contiguous, dark purple, the 3 lower
ones with a prominent white
seeds winged.
median line
B. M.
Mediterranean region.
.(J
Little known in
:

874.

Perianth-segments acute.

Stem
grAndis, Thunb. (G. versicolor, Audre).
Ivs. about 3, linear or nearly
slender, 2 ft. or less
fls. 6 or less, 3 in. long, with a
terete, strongly ribbed
curved tube segments nearly equal, oblong-lauceolate
and cuspidate, as long as tlio tube and twice longer
than the stamens, recurved and often wavy, yellowish
or creamy, tinged and striped with purple-brown
seeds winged. B.j\I. 1042.
4. tristis, Linn. Very like the last: fls. 2-4, somewhat
smaller
segments shorter than the tube and not twice
longer than the stamens, acute, yellowish white with
purple or brown pencilings, or (in G. concolor, Saiisti. j,
almost white or uniform yellow. B.jM. 272, 1008. G.F.

— Hardy.

gardens.

3.

:

:

;

:

;

8:75.

Small
5. angustus, Linn. {O. trintacnlHtus, Lam.).
and slender species (10-20 in. tall) Ivs. 3-4, very narsegments
white,
the
oblong
row fls. 2-0, long-tubed,
shorter than the tube and the 3 lower ones with a characteristic purple median line ending in a heart-shaped
mark. B.M. 602.
:

;

segdtum,

14.

Ker.

Differs

from G. Byzantinus in having
globular (not winged) seeds,
and in the flaring or spreading
segments of the bright purple,
Canaobovate-obtuse sepals.
ries and I\tediterranean region.
B.M.719. — Hardy. Little grown.
Early.
15. Papilio, Hook. Stem 2 ft.
Ivs. about 4,
or often more
rigid, 1 ft. or more long: fls. 612, with a curved tube, pale purple or lilac, yellow in the throat;
:

segments obovate and
hooded, l^i in. long, the lower
ones very narrow below and
upper

marked

w^ith

B.M.

556,5.

white in

cult.

blotches.
ries to

i;!r

red-brown

large

— Handsome.

Va-

CO. Periantli-srgmenls obtuse.
D.

Color 'purple or violet.

crispifloruB, Herb. [G. imbricdtus, Linn., var.
crispifldrus. Baker). SteTU 1-2 ft., rather slender: Ivs.
2-3, sometimes Kin. broad: fls. 4-10, the tube 3>t in.
6.

long and curved, the segments obovate (1 in. long),
crisped or wavy on the edge, dark purple, more or less
marked with white and red: seeds winged. E. Eu. and

W.

Asia.

— Hardy

or nearly so.

7. atrovioliceus, Boiss.
Stem 1-2 ft. high: Ivs. .T,
closely ribbed, linn: fls. few, the tube /?. in. long and

curved, the obovate segments 1 in. long and dark purple
or violet-blue: seeds globose. "W. Asia. — Hardy or
nearly so.
Dwrirf (1 ft. or less): If. single,
8. 'bmeirug, Klatt.
very narrow: fls. 2-3, tlie tuhe nearly straight, tlie oljlong segments twice as long as the tube, lilac.
DD. Color essentially yellow or orange.
Strong, 2-4 ft. Ivs. .3^, rigid,
9. Quartinianua, Rich.
sometimes nea,rly ensiform: fls. 4-9, in an open spike,
large, the narrow curved tube 1)2 in. long; upper segments hooded, the others smaller and more or less reflexed, bright yellow or yellow flushed and feathered
with scarlet. B.M. 0739.
G.O. III. 24:467, and Gn.
55:1225 (var. superbus)
Mts. of Trop. Afr. — Not known
:

ro.

Under- or bod y-colnr essentially

red [No.

'^0

muy

be

sought here).

Stem about
Leichtlini, Baker.
Ivs. about 4, 1 ft.
2 ft. tall, terete
a curved
long
fls. 6-8, large, wdth
tube 1^4 in. long, crimson and yellow;
16.

:

:

upper segments obovate and connivent, 3 lower ones much smaller and
acute, spreading, red at tip but yellow

and minutely red dotted below.
17.

cardinillis, Ciirt.

Tall:

fls.

many,

nearly erect, bright scarlet, the tube
13-2 in. long and nearly straight; upper
segments loug-spatulate (2 in. long),
scarlet, the 3 lower ones shorter and
narrower, with a largo white blotch.

B.M.

135.

Saimdersii, Hook, f About 2 ft.
Ivs. 4-6, strongly ribbed and stiff: fls.
6-8, large, bright scarlet, the tube 1 in.
to IJi in. long and curved ; 3 upper
18.

.

913.

Gladiolus

Gandavensis.
(X'A.)

segments long-spatulate, uniform scarconnivent (2 iu. long), 3 lower smaller, white
and spotted. B.JM. ,5873. Gn. 12:83. -Hand

let,

l.lotidied

)

(U,ADIOT,rS
OCC.

Piidei--

ULAUCIUM

or body-color essciitlnllii neUoic.

dracoc6phalu3, Hook. f. Stem stout, 2 ft. or less:
Ivs. 3-4, rather tirm: fls. 3-(J, of medium size, yellowish
green, the tube (2 in. or less long) curved; upper sc't;raents elliptic-oI)Ovate and more or less hooded, yellowish and closely striate witli purple, the other segraeuts
much smaller and reflexing, mostly green and purple
19.

B.M.

spotted.

5884.

20. paittaclnus,
3 ft. high, stout

-Odd.

Hook. (G.

Reinw.). Stem
rather rigid
tls. many
and large, with a curved tube nearly or quite 2 in. long,
rich yellow but thickly grained arid (.iverlaid with red
(particularly about the margins of the segments); upper segments obovate and hooded, the lower much
smaller and reflesing. B.Jl. .3032. B.R. 17;1442. L.B.C.
18:1750. — One of the leading parents of garden Ula:

iV^a/a/f'fi.si.s-,

Ivs. aliout 4,

:

64!)

did much to improve the Gandavensis type by repeated
selections and breeding. By Herbert and some others,
Gandavensis is considered to be an offspring of G.
p^ittaeinus x opposiliflorun. C. Brenchletjensis is one
of the Gan<lavensis tribes.

Lem6inei, Hort.

(G. Gandaven.tis x purpnreoPig. 914. A modern race characterized by
highly coloretl yellow, red and pturplish fls., purple28.

ourotn.^).

blotched on the lower segments, witii
a more or less bell-shaped form of
corolla — the segments broad and heavy
and the upper ones horizontal or
oi
strongly hooded.
Grown by M. Le
moine, Nancy, Prance, and first shown
at the Paris' Exhibition of 1878.
Gn,
17:220; 30:554. R.H. 1879:3.30.

//yi/
I //
''^ji
'

//''

™ '^

-f"-

f
'

dioli.

21. purpfireo-aiiritus, Hook. f.
Ivs. 3—4, short: Us. 10 or

Stem 3—t

ft.,

very

slender:

more, primrose-yelcurved tube less than 1 in. long;
segments obovate, not widely spreading, the lower ones
with a purple blotch.
B.M. 5944. G.P. 2:89. — Handsome. A parent of modern Gladioli.

low,

medium

OCCC.

in size, the

Under- or Jwdy-cojor
muij be

{Forni.^ of

irhifo.

.iuu(jlit

Xo.

1,'

here.)

Ait. Stem 2 ft. or less tall
Ivs. usually
few, white and red-tinged, the curved tube l^i in.
oblong
all
or oblong-spatulate and flaring or recurved, some of them red-marked in the throat.
Variable. Sometimes pure white (B.JI. 648), and sometimes flesh-color (B.M. 045).- An old garden plant.

bWnduB,

22.

4:

:

fls.

long; segments

Stem short (1 ft.), producing
23. Jloribiindus, Jacq.
from near its base Ivs. usually 4 fls. 12 or less,
large, white tinged with punk, the slightly curved tube
2 in. or less long; segments obovate or .spatulate, obtuse, wide-flaring, red-lined. B.M. (110.
fls.

:

24. oppositiJldrus,

Herb.

:

Much

like the last, but

fls.

more numerous and snuiUer, in a distichous (or 2-side(l
spike, white, sometimes marked with rose. B.Jl. 7292
G.C. 111. 13:291. Gn. 45:903. -A very handsome plant
growing 3-0

ft.

high, and producing spikes 2

ft.

long.

.Stem 12-20 in.
Milleri, Ker-Gawl.
Ivs. about 4
fls. rather large, 4-5, nearly erect, milk-white, the tube
2 in. or less long and nearly straigljt
segments oblong
and nearly acute. B.M. 032.
25.

:

:

;

n. J3i/brid>i. — The garden Gladioli are hybrids of various kinds and degrees. Of many, the parentage rs so
confused that it cannot be made out. However, there
are four main lines of development or divergence, represented in the late-flowering Gandavensis, Lemoinei
and Nanceiauus, and the early-flowering Golvillei. An
important article on the hvbridiziug of Gladioli, bv
Robert T. Jackson, will be found in G.F. 2:88. -Some o'f
good
the points of merit of the modern Gladiolus are
constitution; good substance or texture of flower; brilliancy and definiteness ol: color; large size; long spikes
(20-25 blooms).
Fls.
26. C61villei, Sweet (/7. cnrdiiinlis x trislis).
open or flaring, with oblong-acute segments, scarlet,
with loug blotches at the base of the lower segments
early-flowering
spikes short. Hardy south of Washington with some protection.
R.H. 1895, p. 289. It.C.
111.12:90. Gn. 28:520; 34:0,s0; 50, p. 00. -The oldest of
the garden forms.
Runs into many types and strains. The modern
white-flowered type, represented by The Bride, is best
known in this country. Small forms are known as (?'.
nanus. Some forms are known as G. fhiribnudus.
:

:

914.

Gladiolus Lemoinei Ion the rieht). and G. Nanceianus.

Nanceianus, Hort. (G. Lemoinei x G. Saundersii).
Fig. 914. R<ibnst. with very large, open-spreading fls.,
the two side segments widely flaring and sometimes
measuring 0-8 in. from tiyt to tip; upper segment long
and upright. First exhibited by Lemoine, the raiser, in
1889. The finest race, characteristically is full-open arid
large fls., in brilliant shades of red and purple. Gn.
41:840. G.C. HI. 13:131.
Fls.
30. CUldsii {G. Gnndaren.':!.^ y Soundcr.'^ii].
similar to G. Lemoinei in shape and color. Origin;ttefl
29.

b>' i\lax

Leichtlin,

Gennany.

:

Another form of early-flowering Gladioli is known as
G. ra»)e.s'?<.s'. Past- (issue of G. enrdi noli ^ and ofposittflorus), but it is probably no longer jiossible to distinguish these two groups.
27. Gandavensis, Van Houtte IG. p.iittaeinus x cordinalis). Fig. 913. Upper segments nearly or quite horizontal or hooded, the colors in bright shades of red and
late-flowred-yellow, variously streaked and blotched
;

spikes long. The commonest old-time tvpe of
R.H. 18-10:141.
gard'en Gladiolus.
F.S. 2:84 (1840).
P.M. 11:27. — First oft'ered to the trade by Van Houtte,
Aug. 31, 1841. M. Souchet, of Fontaineideau, France,
ering

:

Froebeli, Hort.,
derxil. var, .^li perhHS.
31.

32.

is

G.

Gandnnnxis

x G.

tSaiin-

Turic^nsis, Hort., is of like parentage. G.P. 3:89.
the last are the work of Prcebel&Co., Zuare of recent origin.
j^_ p[_ g

-This and
rich. They

GLADWIN.
GLASS.
is

Iris fretidissima.

The important

snli.iect

of greenhouse glass

treated under Grtenlioiise Glass.

GLASSHOUSE. Any

glass structure in which plants
growti, particularly one which is large enout.'h X'>
admit the operator, it is a generic term. See Gr<en-

are

JioHse.

GLASSWOET. Sulteornia.
GLAUCIUM (name refers to glaucous foliage). Papueeri'irfiT. H.ikned Poppy. A dozen or more herbs of S.
Eu. and W. Asia: annuals, biennials or occasionally per-

-

;

GLAUCIUM

GLEDITSCHIA

few of which are grown for their large poppyand glaucous-bhie foliage. Sepals 2: petals 4:
stamens many: ovary with 2 (rarely3) cells, the stigmas
miter-shapetl, the fruit becoming a long silique-like

by seeds sown in spring, about 1 in. deep, they should be
soaked in hot water before being sown; varieties and
rare kinds are sometimes grafted on seedlings of 6. triacanthos in spring. About 10 species in N. America,
Asia and Africa. Lvs. alternate, abruptly pinnate, often
partly bipinnate on the same leaf or wholly bipinnate,
fls. polygamous
both usually on the same tree
calyx
pod compressed,
lobes and petals .3-5, stamens 6-10
indehiscent,
1-many-seeded.
mostly large and

650
eunials, a
like

fls.

capsule: Ivs. alternate, lobed or
dissected. Glauciums are low,
branchy herbs, often somewhat
succulent, with large fls., mostly
yellow or orange, but varying
to red and purple. The fls. are
usually short-lived, but they are
borne in rapid succession. They
are well adapted for foliage effects in borders or edgings. Of
easy culture in any good soil.

They prefer an open, sunny
Mostly prop, by seed,
the perennial kinds by division; however, the perennials
are short-lived, and usually had
best be treated as biennials;
situation.

Iiut
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they should be grown from seed.
lilteum. Scop. ({?./-^)iwfw.DC.). Fii^^s. ni5. niG. Stems
stout, 1-2 ft., pubescent
radical Ivs. 2-pinnate and
fls.
hairy, the upper clasping and sinuate-pinnatihd
generally solitary, on long stems, 2-3 in. across, yellow
or orange. Eu. — Sparingly naturalized E. Perennial or
biennial; sometimes grown as an aumial.
comiculitum, Curt. {0. phceniceum, Gaert. G. rubrtim, Hort.
Lower: radical Ivs. pinnatifid, pubescent,
the upper ones sessile and truncate at the base: fls. red
or purplish, with a black spot at the base of each petal.
Eu. — Mostly annual. G. Fischeri, Hort., is probably a
;

:

)

form of

.

this.

X/.

GLAZIOVA.

See Coi OS insignis

GLilCHOMA.

H. B.

.

See Nepcta.

GLEDtTSCHIA (after Gottlieb Gleditsch, director of
the botanic garden at Berlin; died 1780). Syn Gleditsia. LeguminbsiB. Honey Locust. Ornamental deciduous trees, often with large branched spines on trunk
and branches
branches spreading, forming a broad
graceful rather loose head, with finely pinnate foliage,
generally light green and turning clear yellow in fall;
the greenish fls, appearing in racemes early in summer
are inconspicunus, but the large, flat jiods are ornamen:

,

:

;

:

A.

Pod

thin

ailed : Irs. pitinafe ivith more than
12 Ifts., or bipinnate.

- IV

triacdnthos, Linn. Honey or Sweet Locust. ThkeeTree, 70-140 ft., usually
Fig. 917.
with stout simple or liranched spines 3-4 in. long: lvs.
Ci-S in. long, with pubescent grooved rachis
pinnate
with 20-30 Ifts., bipinnate with 8-14 pinnpe; Ifts. oblonglaneeolate, remotely crenulate-serrate, %-\Vi in. long:
fls. very short-pedicelled in lM-3 in. long, narrow ra-

THORNED Acacia.

;

cemes:

pod 12-18

in. long,

slightly falcate and twisted
at length. May, June. From
Pa. south to Miss., west to
Neb. and Tex. S. S. 3:125,
12(3. — Var. in6rmis, DC. Unarmed or nearly so, of somewhat more slender and looser

A^ar.
Bujoti, Hort.
Bujoti phidula, Hort.).

hal)it.
(

<!.

With slender, pendulous
branches and narrower Ifts.
Jap6nica, Miq. Tree, 60-70
ft., with
somewhat con
pressed, often branched
spines, 2-4 in. long: lvs. 1012 in. long, with grooved and
slightly winged, puberulous
rachis, pinnate with lG-24
Ifts., bipinnate
with 8-12
pinnje Ifts. ovate to oblongnearly lanceolate, obtuse,
entire or remotely crenulate,
lustrous above, 3^4-2 in. long:
fls. short-pedicelled, in slender racemes: pod 10-12 in.
long, twisted, bullate, with
the seeds near the middle;
pulp acid.
Japan, China. 917. Gleditschia triacanthos.
G.F. 6:1G5. — Var. purptirea,
(XK.)
Eehd.{ G. Sini'>i^is,xviY.pi(rpurea, Loud. G. coccivea, Hort. G. Sinensis, var. orietitaUs, Hort.). Lfts. broadly oval to oblong-oval, obtuse
or emarginate, ^--l^- in. on the pinnate, smaller on the
bipinnate lvs.
;

£6rox, Desf.
Tree, with compressed, large, usually
iiranched spines: lvs. with grooved, almost glabrous
rachis, usually bipinnate; pinnte 6-10, with many lfts.
Ifts. ovate-lanceolate to lanceolate, acute, minutely and
remotely crenulate, %-iy^ in. long. China. Often cult,
under the name G.maenicantJia, Sinen.^isYar. Japonica
;ind horrida and usually referred to G. Sinensis, but
seems more closely allied to G. Japonica. Var. ii4na,
Hort., is a shrubby, often less spiny form.

AA.

Pod

thick

-

u-alJed

:

lvs. jyinnate, icith

4-12

lfts.,

nnrii/ b/pinnate.
Sinensis,

Lam. Tree,

to 40 ft., with stout conical often

branched spines: lvs. 5-7 in. long, with grooved pubescent rachis, and 8-18 lfts.; lfts. ovate or oblong-ovate,
916,
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or acute, crenulate-serrate, reticulate beneath,
\{-2 in. long: fls. distinctly pedicelled, in slender racemes: pod almust straight, thick, 4-7 in. long, 1-1 ^-i in.
oI)tuse

(X^:i).

tal and the fertile tree is therefore to be preferred
for planting.
G. iritiniydlio^ is a useful native.
G.

Japonica and G. ferox are almost hardy North. They
are very valuable trees for park jdanting and for avenues, and make almost inipenetral)le hedges if planted
thickly and pruned severely. The eoarse-grained wood
is durable and strong.
The pulp of the pods of G. iriacanthos is sweet when fresh, hence the name Honey
Locust, but becomes bitter at length
in Japan it has
been used as a substitute for soap. The Gleditschias are
of vigorous growth and thrive in almust any soil. Prop.
;

broad.

China.

6'. aquatica, Marsh. (G. monosperma, Walt. G. inermis.Mifl.,
imt Linn.). Water or 8\\"AMe Locust, Tree, to 6it ft. with
inostly simple spines: lvs. i-iimate, with r>lS ovatc-obloag.
'renulate It'ts., or bipinnate, with G-Rpinna^: pod thin, elliptic, 1-seeded, \-Z in. long. From Oarolin;i south, west to Texas.
S..S. '.!.:VXl-2'A.—il
aiistrdlis, llomsl. Tree with large spines:
lfts. very oliliijiic, oblong, eroiiato leathery, shining: pod with
coriaceous w.-dls, A-^ in. long. S. CliiiKi- — o'. Ca.^}>ica, l^esf.
AUw] to G. triui-nnthos. Ia's. pinnate with rJ-20 ovate, crenubiti- b'ts., or bipimiate withO-Spinn;e: pod tliin, pnlpy.to 12in.
long.— (r'. Fontani'si. Spach.^G. macrac:intlia.— (r. hvrrida
.

GLEDITSCHIA
Wa]d.=G. Sinensis.— G. matraeantha.

GLORIOSA

Allied to G Sinensis; spines and Ifts. Kenerall,v larger: pod 4-6 in. long, Hin
broad, often almost cylindrical. Cliiua.

Desf.

Alfred Eehdek.

GLEICHfiNIA (W.

A

Gleic)ie)ii(tce<T.

P.

genus

Von

Gleiclien. 1717-1783).
of about 30 species of ferns

from the tropical auil south temperate zones, growing
naturally iu dense thickets.
The leaves fork, often
several times, and the family is characterized by dorsal
sori composed of a few nearly sessile sporangia
these
are surrounded by a broad transverse ring, and open
;

The species after the third are often catalogued under Mertensia, aname which, because used for
a genus of Howers, must give way to Dicranopteris if
they are separated and placed in a distinct genus, where
they probably belong.
vertically.

Ultimate lobi'S smalt, rouiidisli.
Sorus of S-i sporangia, superficial.
rnp6stris, R. Br. Lobes rounded or obtusely quadrangular, the margins thickened and recurved, somewhat glaucous beneath. Australia. Var. glauc^scens,
Moore, has Ivs. of thicker texture, which, when young,
are very glaucous on both sides, contrasting with the
A.

B.

reddish purple stalks.

Lobes ovate or rotund, with the

Swz.

circinita,

chides pubescent
ultimate pinnules

when young
long.

1 in.

ra-

3-5 times forking, the
Austral., New Zealand.
;

Var. speliincae, Hort. {G. speliuirce. R.Br.). Lvs. pendent but not curving pinnules curveil inward, forming small cavities.
Var. semivestita, Lal)ill. (G. seniirestlta, Hort.), differs in its close and very erect habit,
and flat, deep green piunEe. Var. M^ndelli, Moore (G.
MindeUi, Hort.). More robust and compact than the
type, with flat, thicker and glatioous lvs. Gn. 51, p. 472.
;

BB.

dic4rpa, R.Br. Lvs. 2-4 times forked, with the lobes
strongly arched, rotund or narrow, with the under surface rusty-hairy. Australia.

AA.

atrosangTiinea.Tei.ism. & Binnend.((?. coco (iifn, Hort.,
Veitch).
Stem slender, becoming 2-3 ft. high: Ivs.
3-4 in. long, elliptic, acuminate at both ends; sheaths
purplish, pubescent, closely clasping the stem: lower
Howerless bracts di.stant, brown, 6-9 lines long: upper
and flowering bracts crowded, red fls. \% in. long;
corolla yellow, tubular, thrice as long as calyx. Borneo.
B.M.6f;26.
^,
:

•

ji

GLOBE AMARANTH.
GLOBE FLOWER.

intimate lohes pectinate

sori
:
the rei)ilets.

c.

glailca,

Leaf, after

Hook.

first forlang,

hipinnate.
ft.

in

length
rachises with rtisty scales
piunie 4-8 in. long,
with closely placed entire segments, glaucous beneath.
;

See TroUiu^.

GLOBE HYACINTH.

Consult J/N-sraW.

See SpiTraJca.

GLOBE THISTLE.

i^^,r

GLOBE TULIP.

Eclonops.

See CalochoHns.

GLOBULAKIA (the flowers in small, globular heads).
GJohulariAcew. Aliout a dozen species of Old World
herbs, subshrubs aud shrubs, with small blue fls. mostly
in glolmlar heads.
Lvs. from the root, or alternate,
leathery, entire or with a few sharp teeth. Probably the
commonest and best

species is G. trico.satifha. which
thrives at the front of well-drained borders, but is particularly showy in the rockery. For this and G. vulgaris
aud its forms, J. B. Keller advises rather moist but
well-drained soil and partial sha<le. Prop, by division
or seed.
A.

Udrdij hi'rharcous plants

ahitui G~12 in. high.

Boot-Irs. 2-nerred.

B.

trichosdntha, P'isch. & Mey. Height
in.: root-lvs.
spatulate, ;]-toothed at apex stem-lvs. obovate or oblong,
mucronate, sessile. July, Aug. Asia Minor. Syria.—
"Lvs. turn blackish purple in fall."— Woolson.
;

near the middle of

Primary branches elongate, 2-3

GompliTfiw.

GLOBE MALLOW.

Sorus of J sporangia concealed in slipp.'r-shajH'd
lohcs.
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discovery of this plant is generally given to P. W. Burbidge, but in G. ('. 11. 18:407 Burbidge gives the honor to
Curtis. Por culture, see Atpinia.

BB. Iioo(-Ivs. 5-nem'd.
vulgaris, Liuu. Height 8-12 in.: root lvs. obovate,
petiolate, nearly entire, apex entire, notctied or mucrouate: stem-lvs. lanceolate, sessile.
S. Eu.. Caucasus.
July, Aug. B.M. 2256.

;

China and Japan.

Leaf with fan-sltaped divisions.

cc.

flabellata, R. Br.

ascending, 6

in.

mate divisions

or

AA.

Al^pum, Linn.
Lvs. 2-3 times forked, the divisions

more

long, elliptic-lanceolate
Australia.

linear.

;

ulti-

longipinnata, Hook. Branches of the lvs. repeatedly
dichotomous pinna? up to 2 ft. long, 3 in. wide. Trop.
America.
AAA. LTltimate brayiches with a pair of forked pinner:
leaf stems zigzag, repeatedly dichotomous.
;

dicll6toma, Willd.

"With a distinct piair of pinnie arising from the base of the forked branches
segments
not decurrent. Tropical regions generally, but several
species have been confused here, as in manv of the
widely distributed species.
l. M. Underwood.
;

GL6BBA

(JIalayan name). Sdhnnindee^p. This genus, which belongs to the same family with the cannas
and ginger plant, contains some herbaceous conservatory plants with rhizomes and habit of canna, and a
singular floral structure. Only one species is known to
be cult, in America. This is known to the trade as
G. coccinea, which is really G. atrosangui>iea figured
at B.M. 6626.
Index Kewensis is clearly in error iu referring G. coccinea to G. nlbo-hracteata, as is plain from
G.C. li. 18:71. Veitch introduced in 1881 a plant under
the provisional name of G. coccinea, as it was supposed
to be a new species, but the next year it was identified
with G. atrosangninea
This plant was highly piraised
in 1893 by -John Saul, who said substantially: "Plants in
bloom the greater part of the year: stems much crowded,
12-18 iu. long, gracefully arching on all sides: tis. scarlet and vellow, in dense racemes." The credit for the
,

.

Tciidfr suh.sJiruh.

Lvs. oliovatf -oblong, mucronate or

.^-toothed at apex.
Mediterranean regions.— Cult, in S.
Calif, by Franceschi, who says it is covered with l3s. all
Also cult, abroad under glass.
-^^ j^j

winter.

GLORlOSA (Latin for (jJorious). Syn., Methonica.
Lilid-Cnr. Three tropical species, all African, and one
also Asian. They are tall, weak-stemmed plants, supporting themselves by means of tendril-like prolongations of the alternate, lanceolate or lance-ovate lvs.
fls.
many and showy, long-stalked, borne singly in the axils
upper
lvs.
perianth
distinct
of the
of 6
long segments,
which are undulate or crisped, and reflexed after the
:

;

manner

of a Cyclamen, variously colored; stamens 6,
long and spreading, with versatile anthers: ovary 3style long, and bent upward near the base.
loculed
Odd and handsome plants, to be grown in a warm house.
They are not diflicult to grow. The brightest fls. are
produced in sunlight. The plants grow from tubers.
These tubers should be rested in early winter, and
The plants bloom
started in pots in January to March.
When potting the old tubers.
in summer and fall.
offsets may be removed {when they occur) and grown
separately for the production of new plants. The tubers
may be cut in two for purposes of propagation. Let the
plants stand near a pillar or other support. Give freely
of water when the plants are growing. In this country
they are sometimes bedded out in summer. W. E. Endicott cultivates Gloriosa outdoors in summer at Canton,
Mass., and fi.nds that the plants so treated are not much
inclined to climb and flower as freely as under glass.
In Florida, they may be grown permanently in the open.
Success with Gloriosa depends on having strong bulbs.
;

Consult BuVjs.

OLOKiOSA

GLOXINIA

Segments {or petals) much crisped,
Climbing Lily. Stem 5-]0 ft. high:
segments ,'M in. long and less
vs. ovate-lanceolate
than an inch wide, opening yellow, but changing to
yellow-red and deep scarlet. Africa, Asia. B.K.1:77.
R.B. 23:12L
<:Jn. 38:784.

the Ivs. also have become marked with gray or white.
The color of the original Gloxinia speciosa was apparently a nearly uniform i)urple. The modern races hare
colors in white, red, purple and all intermediate shades:
some are blotched, and others are fine-spotted or sprinkled with darker shades. It is probable that the larger
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A.

8up6rl)a, Linn.

;

1

AA. Segments soyneivhat uniltihitc, but not crisped.
simplex, Linn.(0. vin'scens, Lindl. O.Pldntii, Loud. ).
KIs. opening yellow, and remaining so in shade, but be<oming deep yellow-red when exposed to the sun; wider
than in O. superba, barely undulate and wavy, and not
l)[-<donged or hooked at the end as in the latter species.
Africa. B.M.2539. Var. grandinbra, Nichols. {Metlwnica
lirandifldra, Hook.), lias lis. 8 in. across. B.M. 5216.
(;. Ahysslnica.'RicXi., said In be the largost-fld. species, seems
not to be in cult.
L. II. B.

GLOKY OF THE SNOW.

Fanciful

name

for Chiono-

doxa.

GLORY PEA.
GLOXINfiEA,

See Clianthus.

Name

(Siuningia) and Gesneria.

GLOXtNIA.

given to hybrids of Gloxinia
See Oloxinia.

The genus Gloxinia was founded by

L'lleritierin 1785(named in honorof P. B. Gloxin, abotanist of Strassburg) upon O. maculata of Brazil. Early
in this century a related Brazilian plant was introduced,
and it attracted much attention: this plant was named
(jloxinia speciosa by Lo<ldiges in his Botanical Cabinet
In the same year it
in 1817, and it was there figured.
was figured by Ker in the Botanical Register, and
also by Sims in the Botanical Magazine. Sims wrote
that the plant was "already to be found in most of
These
the large collections about town [London]."
writers refer the plant to the Linnjean class Didynamia,
Imt Ker also suggests that it may belong to the Campanulaceae. This Gloxinia speciosa was the forerunner
and leading parent of the garden Gloxinias, plants which
are now referred to the family Gesneraeete; but it turns
out that the plant really belongs to Nees' genus Sinningia, founded in 1825 on a Brazilian plant which he
named S. Helleri. All our garden Gloxinias are Sinningias, but to gardeners they will ever be known as
<iloxinia; therefore, we will trace the evolution of them
here.
Gloxinia has no tubers: Sinningia has. Gloxinia has
a ring-like or annular disk about the ovary: Sinningia
has 5 distinct glands. The Sinningias are either stemless or stem-bearing, with a trumpet-shape or bell-shape
r)-lobed and more or less 2-lipped corolla, a 5-angled or
r)-winged calyx, 4 stamens attached to the base of the
corolla, and with anthers cohering at tlie tips in pairs,
and a single style with a concave or 2-lobed stigma.
Tlie garden Gloxinias belong to tlie subgenus Ligeria
(subgenus of Sinningia), which has a short stem or
trunk, and a broad-limbed bell-sliaped flower.
The true Gloxinias are not florists' fiowers, and thev
are little known in cultivation. They jtre apiiarcntly not
in the American trade. The old G. /iidcnhifa is figured in
the Garden .'19:801 (p. lili-l), and it is jircbably to be
found in choice collections in the Old World. It produces knotty rootstocks, which, as well as the leaves,
may be used for propagation. It is also figure<l in B.M.
HOI. G. glahrdta, Zucc, from Mex., is the G. glabra,
*

llort., AcMmenes glox hi ia' flora, Forkel, and Plvrfopoma
gloxinifJorum, Plaust. It is a steiniiiy ]dant, with white
ll^. with yellow-spotted throat.
(B.i\l.4430, as G. fimbriula, ITort.) Plectopoma is now referred to Gloxinia. A
few forms of this were once offered by Saul, but, with
the exception of P. gloxlniflormn, they are probably all
garden forms.
The garden Gloxinias (genus Sinningia) are nearly
stemless plants, producing several nr many very showy
bell-like fis. each on a long stem.
Gloxinia sjtrriosa
originally had drooping fis., but the result of contiuue<l
breeding has produced a race with fis. nearly or quite
erect (Figs. 918, 919). The deep bell of the Gloxinia
is very rich and beautiful, and the erect ])Osition is
a decided gain.
Tlie fis. also have l)een increased in
size and number, and varied in shape and markings
;

918

Gloxinia of the

florists

part of the evolution in the common greenhouse Gloxinia is a direct development from the old G. speciosa,
but hybridity has played an important part. One of the
earliest recorded series of hybrids (1844:) was with Sinningia guttata wYiich is a plant with an upright stem
and l>earing rather small spotted fis. in the axil.s of the
Ivs. (B.R. 13:1112). The issue of this cross showed little effect of the S. guttata, except a distinct branching
habit in some of the plants (B.R. 30:48). It is possible,
however, that S. guttata has had something to do with
the evolution of the spots on the present-day flower,
although the original G. apeciosa was striped and
blotched in the throat. The student who wislies to trace
some of the forms of garden Gloxinias may look up the
following portraits
B.M. 1937, speciosa itself
B.M.
,

:

;

var. albiflora; B.I\[. 3934, var. macrophylla variegata
B.M. 3943, var. Menziesii; F.S. 3:220, Zeichleri
(hvbrid); F.S. 3:2(i8; F.S. 4:311. Fyfiaua (hybrid);
F.S. r>:G10; F.S. 10:1002; F.S. 14:1434-0; F.S. 10:1699
and 1705; F.S. 17:1708, 1772-1770; F.S. 18:1840, 1878,
1885,1918-19; F.S. 19:1955, double forms; F.S. 21:2164;
F.S. 22:2324. I. H. 42: .39, 41. Gt. 47:79; Gt. 48, p. 80.
(hi. 15:108; 43:909; 52, p. 268.
B.II. 1840:301, TeuchIcrii; R.H. 1848:201, Fvfiana; 1877:70, variabilis; R.H.
For florists' plants, see A.F. 11:7; A.G.
1883, p. 248.
There are many Latin-made names
14:49; Gug. 0:83.
of garden Gloxinias, but the plants are only forms of
the G. speciosa type.
One of the commonest current
trade names is G. crassifalia, a name applied to some of
the best and largest-growing strains.
There are double forms of Gloxinia, in which an outer
but shorter corolla is formed. These forms are more curious than useful. Gloxinia (Sinningia) has been hybridized with <Tesneria; and the hybriil progeny has been
called Gloxinera (G.C. III. 17:145, Fig. 22).
l. h. B.

32(10,

;

Gloxinias are general favorites with most people.
large tubular and richly colored blossoms, together with their soft, velvety green leaves, make a
gorgeous display when in fiower. Being natives of tropical America, they require stove temperature during their
growing season. Though they may be grown so as to
flower at almost any season of the year, yet they are
naturally summer-flowering plants, and do best when
treated as such. They are propagiited by seeds, or by
cuttings ma<le of leaves or stems. S*-'eds are preferable,
unless one wislies to increase some v<*ry choice colored
variety, when it is best to propagate by leaf cuttings,
Tlieir

;.

GLOXINIA

ULYCYEEUIZA

medium sized leaves with a small
portion of leaf-stalk attached (Fig. 629, p. 423), These
inserted in an ordinary propagating bed, where,
if kept rather on the dry side, tliey will soon root and form
tubers, when they may be ]iotted and grown on. Seeds
should be sown in a warm temperature early in February, in pans or shallow boxes containing a finely sifted
mixture of peat, leaf-mold and silver sand in about equal
proportions. The seedlings will begin to appear in about
ten days, when great care must be exercised in watering, or they will "damp-off," as gardeners tenu it.
In
fact, success with these pilants throughout the year delargely
upon
the
pends
care exercised in watering. Even
in their most active growth the water .always should be
given from the spout of a watering can, taking care not
to wet the leaves, though they like a warm, humid atmosphere daring their growing season. As soon as the
seedlings can be conveniently handled, thej' should be
potted singly into thumb pots and grown on rapidh",
using in subsequent .shifts a mixture of tv^-o parts leafmold, 1 part good fibrous loam and 1 part peat. The
plants must be well shaded from sunlight and placed in
a position free from draughts.
The seedlings should
begin to flower by the middle of August, when they
should be given an abundance of air. After flowering,
the leaves will begin to mature, when water should be
gradually withheld. As soon as the leaves have all
ripened off, the pots should be stored away in some convenient place for the winter, in a temperature of about
15°, giving Just sufficient water to keep the tubers from
shriveling. Towards the middle of February the tubers
will show signs of starting into growth. A batch should
l»e started at this time, choosing the tubers which appear most active, and the remainder should be held back
for another month; this will give a much longer pieriod
of blossoming. The tubers should have all the old soil
shaken off: and be potted again in clean, well drained pots,
using sizes Just large enough to accommodate the tubers,
the compost being the same mixture as Ijefore recom-

'arefuUy grown, Gloxinias are particularly free from
insect pests or fungous diseases, and the same tubers can
Edward J. Canning.
As Gloxinias are essentially tropical plants, they require a temperature of GU° (night) if started early; yet
seedlings raised during summertime do splendidly when
planted in coldframes. When a select collection is desired, it is customary to plant hundreds of seedlings in
frames for tLe summer. A large majority of these will
bloom, from which a number of the best is selected. In
connection with this method of cultui-e, it is interesting
to note that nearly all the plants which fail to bloom are
strong growers, making grand specimens the following
season, and the majority of them will be x^'^rple -flowered. The more upright-growing plants of red and pink
shades are the first to bloom; and curiously, also, the
latest plants to start of any age are generally the best.
Although cultural directions usually insist on care in
watering so as to avoid wetting tlie foliage, we have
never been careful to follow these instructions closely,
except when the plants are coming into bloom, but we re-

using partly matured

may be
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be grown for several years.

alize that it might be detrimental in moist, dull weather.
The greatest objection we have to wetting the foliage is
on accuunt of sediment from the water making a deposit on the bright, hairy foliage, taking away the luster

which

ffives such a healthy and effective appearance to
well-bloomed plants.
t. D. Hatfielu.

GLYCfiRIA.

"

Kef erred

to

Puuivularia.

GLYCINE

{Greek for i'(cce?j. L'.'guntiyidsce. Perhaps
15 or 20 species in tropical Asia, Africa and Australia,
mostly twining vines. The Glycines are allied to Dolichos, Vigna and Phaseolus: the cult, species are distinguished by small and hairy fls. in short axillary racemes;
stipules very small and free from the petiole: leaflets (3)
large and thin: seeds short or globular and pea-like. In
this country Glycine is known only in the Soy Bean, G.
hispida, Maxim. (Fig. 19.5, p. 137), which is an erect,
liairy annual from Japan and China. It is also kno\ni as
the Soja Bean, Coffee Bean and Coffee Berry. It grows
2-4 ft. high, making a rank, bushy herb, and bearing
axillary clusters of small hanging, hairy pods, with constrictions between the seeds. The seeds are nearly globular, pea-like, usually white (c,Fig. l!il, p. 130). In China
and Japan the beans are much used for human food,
but in this country the plant is grown fur forage, having begun to attract attention about 23 years ago. The
beana maybe vised as a substitute for coffee; and for
this purpose the plant is often sold. The Soy Bean, in
the form in which we know it, seems to be unknown in a
wild state. It is probably a domesticated form of Glycine Soja, Sieb. & Zucc, which is wild in Japan. These
two species are united by some authors and separated
by others (see Franch. & Sav. Fl. Jap. 1:108. Maxim.
Bull. Acad. St. Petersb. 18:398). For purposes of perspicuity and definition, they may well be kept separate
in the books. The Soy Bean has also been separated as
a distinct genus under the name of Soja ispida, Mcench
but this disposition is now mostly given up. For the
economic merits of Soy Beans, see various experiment
station reports; also Farmers' Ball. 58, U. S. Dept. of
Agric. It lias been recommended as a drought-resisting
li

crop.

Glycine was once applied to W istaria. It is sometimes
used for that genus at the juesent day in foreign lists.
L. H. B.

919.

Modem

Gloxinia blooms

VX

They should be given but little water until
root groiAi;h commences. As soon as the pots are

mended.
active

they should be shifted on at once into
the pots they are intended to tlower in. as frequent
shifts would more or less damage their leaves, which
have a tendency to cling round the sides of the pots.
The first batch should come into flower in June. When
filled Tvith roots,

GLYCYRKHiZA (Greek, Sirept root). Legunrinbsa
Licorice, also spelled Lit^uoKicE, and Lickoeice. This
genus contains the plant whose roots produce the LicorSeeds in pods are listed by a few
ice of commerce.
dealers with miscellaneous agricultural seeds. The
genus has about a dozen widely scattered species of
perennial herbs, often glandular: Ivs. odd-pinnate; Ifts.
of indefinite number, rarely 3, entire, with minute glands
or teeth: fls. blue, violet, white or yellowish, in axillary
racemes or spikes, which are peduncled or sessile.
gUhra, Linn. Height 3-ift.: Ifts. ovate, subretuse.
subglutinous beneath; spikes peduncled. shorter than
the Ivs.: fls. distant; pods glabrous, .^4-seeded. Summer and autumn.
W. M,

.

.

,
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roots of Glycyrrbiza, a native of southern Europe and central Asia, are used extensively by druggists; in America by brewers and manufacturers of
plug tobacco; in Turkey, Egypt and France to make
cooling drinks. Our supply — more than one and a half
million dollars' worth in 1S99— is derived mainly from
Spain, Portugal, Italy, Turkey and Russia (Transcaucasia), the roots from Spain and Italy being considered
best, and those from Turkey poorest on account of their
bitterness. The soil for Licorice must be deep, mellow,
moist, rich and free from stones. Plants are usually set
in rows, 3 ft. or more apart, and not less tliau 1 ft. asunder. After the plants have covered the ground, they
are allowed to shift for themselves for 3 or 4 years.
Harvesting is primitive, the roots being exposed by the
plow and pulled by hand. Large quantities of roots are
thus left to produce a succeeding crop or to overrun the
field as weeds. One ton to the acre is considered a fair
yield; I.O cents a pound an average price. In America
the only fields worthy the name are in California, where
Licorice is not considered very paying. Experiment and

The

experience
begun.

witli

it

however, but

are,

little

more than

M. G. Kains.

GLYPTOSTROBUS.

See Taxodiuw.

GMfiLINA (after one of five distinguished German
I'erheudcea'. Eight species
botanists named Gmelin).
of E. Asiatic and N. Australian trees and shrubs, bearing yellow or brownish irregular fls. sometimes nearly
2 in. across.
A very few plants may be cult, in Euroin America only in S. Fla. and
The genus produces a fancy timber
similar to teak, which is a product of the same order.
Vitex and Clerodendron are better known congeners.

pean warmhouses, and
S. Calif,

outdoors.

Spiny or not:

shoots tomentose: Ivs. opposite, entire,
toothed or lobed: tls. in panicled cymes, tomentose at
least while young; corolla tube slender below; limb oblique, D- or 4-lobed; stamens 4, didynamous.
A. Lvs. becoming 9 in. long, Gin. wide.
arborea, Roxli. {G. J^heedii, Hook.}. Unarmed tree,
sometimes attainirigGO ft., deciduous, flowering with the
young Ivs.: Ivs. conlate-ovate. India, IMalaya. B.H.
4395.
Cult, only in S. Calif, by Franceschi, who keeps
<?. Rheedii separate.

AA.

Zc.9. M--?/'2

'>'.
,

,

dia, Ceylon.

Leontopodinm and EeUehry-

See

sum.

There are various native Gnaphaliums, but they
are not in cultivation. G. Uinatam of gardeners is Helichrysuni petiolatum

GOAT'S

BEARD

genus Tragopogon,

is

to

usually Spir(p<, Aninru.^: also tlie
which the Salsify or Oyster Plant

belongs.

GOMBO, Gumbo,

in

Strohihxnthes.

Coptic trifolia.
i.r

(

)kra.

See Hibiscus esculcntus.

GOMPHRfiNA (name

suggested by Gromphrmua.
Pliny's name for some Amaranth, supposed to be derived from gntpho, to write or jjaint; alluding to the
highly col'ired or "painted" foliage). Amarantacec^.
This genus in(dudes the (-Jlobe Amaranth, a common
everlasting flower of easy culture. It is also known as
Bachelor's Button, though two other utterly distinct
plants (Centaurea Cija^iiiti and li'annnculus acris) have
the same popular name. The flower-heads are an inch
or less in diameter, globose, of many colors, and chiefly
remarkable for the showy bracts, which hide the true
flowers. In a family remarkable for brilliant foliage this
genus seems to be the only one valued for everlastings.
Nearly all the other everlasting flowers of importance
belong to the Composit;«. Gomplirena has about 70 species, mostly in the warmer parts of America and Australia, but the Globe Amaranth is widely dispersed
throughout the tropics. Herbs erect or prostrate, pubescent to villous, with or without a leafy involucre:
fls. short or long, white or colored: bracts short or long,
concave, and keeled, winged or crested on the back. For
culture, see Aiinnal.'i and JJ re rla sting Flowers.
glob6sa, Linn. Globe Amaranth. Bachelor's ButHeight 18 in. or less: Ivs. elliptic to obovate, the
largest 4 in. long, 1% in. wide, tapering to a petiole.
July. B.M. 281.5. R.H. 1890, p. 522. P.R. 1:333. The
following names of horticultural varieties indicate the
range of color
vars. dlba, aiirea, carnea, nana comalba), purpurea, striata, viol^cea. Dwarf and
pacta
compact forms are likely to be associated with any color.
There is a narrow-leaved form of this species which
Voss calls G. Haageana, Kl. [G. anrantidc-a, Hort. G.
coccitw'i, Decne.), which has lanceolate Ivs.. often fi
times as long as broad. Tlie Ivs. are rarely >2 in. wide.
R.H. 18.14:161. All are easily grown annuals.
Q. gnaphalio^dfs, Vahh See Pfaffia.
\^ J^;,

ton.

:

=

(

_

GONANIA

is

a typographical

error in

some nurserv

catalogues for Gonania.

GONGORA

Don Antonio

Caballero y Gongora,
Includes Acropera. Orchid (ic e(F
tribe I'dndecr, suhtribe Cyrtopodihp.
A small genus
of plants with curious spotted fls,, not common in cul1ivatii>n, and of little value except for collections. Distinguished from the other members of the subtribe by
being epiphytic, having the dorsal sepal adnate to the
column, and by its many-fld, raceme. Dorsal sepal erect,
spreading, thus appearing to spring from the base of the
column; lateral sepals spreading or reflexed from the
base of the column, wider petals small, adnate to the
base of the column; labelluni continuous with the column, narrow and fleshy, with 2 thick lateral horned or
aristulate lobes, and a central one which is saccate or
even folded, forming a vertical plate
column erect
or ascending, not winged: pseudubulbs suloate, sheathed,
bearing I or 2 large, plicate Ivs.: fls. borne in a long,
loose, pendent raceme arising from the base of the
pseudobulhs.
Gongoras are extremely free-flowering, and grow
easily in a mixture of sphagnuiu and peat, with a litthcharcoal added for drainage. During the growing season
they require plenty of water, and brisk heat. In the
winter tliey re(]uire little water, but sliould be kept in a
moist atniospb(-re in a cool, shaded liouse. They grow
well witli 'attleyas, or in a temperature of 00° in winter
and 80° in summer. Some growers prefer to use fine
fern root i)acked tightly and for a top finish a little fine
moss found in damp meadows, instead of sphagnum.
whicli in this climate is quick to decay.
(after

;

:

GOAT'S FOOT. Oxalis Caprina.
GOAT'S RUE. See Galcga.
GOBO. See

GOLD THREAD.

Bishop of Cordova).

long.

Asi^tica, Linn. {G. pan'indra Pers., a typographical
error for G. parvifdiia Roxb. ).
Shrubby, sometimes
spinescent: Ivs. ovate or obovate, entire or lobed. In-

GNAPHALIUM.

GOLDFUSSIA. Included

Bin-dock-.

GODETIA. Included

in

iUnothera.

GOLDEN CHAIN. Lnhurmiw
GOLDEN CLUB. Omnfimn.
GOLDEN DEWDROP.

vuhjare.

Fanciful

(

name

for Bio-anta

Plunru-ri.

GOLDEN FEATHER.

See Chru.Kantln'mum parlhc

a.

Jjiitcyal

sepals ovate or oblong, truncate.

7iioi<l<'.^

truncita, Lindl. Pseudobulbs deeply furcate
lateral
sepals roUuul, obUtng, truncate, the upper one ovate,
keeled; petals minute, ovate; sepals and petals pale
straw color, sp<Utetl with purple base of labelluni compressed in the middle, 2-horned
apex ovate, caiiidicu:

GOLDENROD.

Sniidogo.

GOLDEN SEAL.

I/j/draslis.

;

GOLD FERN.

:

Gi/>nHogn(w»,a

late.

P,.H. 31:.n(;.

:

.

.

GONGORA
AA.

Lateral

F!s.

JigJtt

GOUDYEKA

broad, ovate, pointed.
sepia hrown : ovanj niurJi i)ici<rved.
galeata, Reich, f. {^f(txillllria gahdfa, Lindl. Armpera Loddigc'^ii Liinil. ). Pseiulobulbs ovate-conical,
clothed with membranous scales
Ivs. broadly laueeolate, it in. lon^: racemes drooping;, 0-8 in. long, with (1-12
pale sepia brown fls. dorsal sepal galeate petals small,
oblong-truneate; labellum 3-lobed
lateral lobes inrtexed, middle one saccate.
The plants bear several
short, rather large-fld. racemes. Aug. Mex. B.M. 35G3.
L.B.C. 17:1645.
B.

;

sepa}.-<

;
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lowish, 3 lines long; tube a little wider at the middle and
angled, constricted at top, pilose within from the middle
to the top; lobes a. third as long as tl
tube, ovate, cordate, twisted t'l the right in th
bud stvle 2-cut.

,

:

:

GONIOPHLfiBIUM. A subgenus

of Polypodium, with
by some regarded as a genus. For

anastomitsiiii,^ \eiiis;

;

G. snhi'

iirii-nlal mil

,

see

Polypodium

;

BB.

Fls. yellow: ovary someivliat iucitrr<'d.

Armeniaca, Reichb.

f. {Acrojunt Ari»cu)aco, Lindl.).
PseudobulLis ovate, sulcate, 2-lvtl. raceme lodse, bearing many yellow Us.
sepals ovate, rounded, apiculate,
the lateral ones oblique; petals one-half as long as the
column; labellum tleshy; apex ovate, plane, acuminate,
base tuberculate, crested. B.M. 5501.
:

:

AAA. Lateral sepals lanceolate
B.

to

ovafc-laueeolate.

Fls. ehoeolate-hrotvn, spotted.

GONI6PTEEIS

(Greek, angled fern).

Polypodielcea;.

A

genus of tropical ferns allied to Phegopteris, with
naked rounded sori and the lower veinlets of contiguous
segments or lubes united. By some placed under Polypodium.
crenata, Presl. Lvs. ]-2 ft, long, on stalks nearly as
long, with a leniiinal iiinna:' 0-8 in. lou^, often 2 in. wide,
and 4-8 similar laleral idnno?; margins bluntly lobed
sori near the main veins. Cuba and Mexico to Brazil.
L. M. Underwood.

GOOBER is a commoner name in the South than
rVan\it," wbieh is tlie universal name in the North.
For culture, see Peanut; for botanv, see Ai-achis,
"

atropurpiirea, Hook. Pscudobulbs oblong-cylimlrical,
deeply sulcate, 2-lvd. Ivs. about 1 ft. long, fane latf.
subplicate: racemes numerous, '2 ft. long, bearing
chocolate-colored, spotted tls. about 2 in. in diam. n largins of the sepals revolute; i)etals small, twisted at the
apex; labellum 4-hornetl at the base; apex folded s<
to form a vertical triangular plate.
This species is the
most common in cultivation. It is nearly always in
flower during the suunuer. Trinidad. B.M. 3220.
:

m

:

BB. Fls. yellow, spotted.

quinquen^rvis, Ruiz & Pavuu [G. maciilLtfa, Lindl.).
deeply furrowed, 2-lvd. Ivs.
broadly lanceolate, 5-plaited: racemes many, 2 ft. lon^;,
with numerous yellow Hs. spotted with dark red: latt^ral
sepals re Hexed, meetiii.^^ in the back; petals small, linearoblong, from the luiddle of the column; lip -l-horned at
base; apex folded, tapering to a setaceous point. A
curious plant, much resembling G. atropiirparea except
Pscudol.Killis ovate-oblong,

in color
PJ:101t;.

BBB.

and form

uf

tls.

;

Mav-Au^^

Fls. dull red-purph' spdlid,

B.M.

witli

a

3C)S7.

B.R.

yclloic lahel-

lii ifi.

Reichb. f. G. warutilfa, var. tricolor, Liudl.).
Pseudobulbs ovoid, 2*^^ in. long, deeply furrowed: l\"s.
ovate-oblong, acuminate, about 5-riI)ljed, G in. hmg: raceme slender, pendulous, lax-lid., G-10 in. long: pedicels with ovary lM-2 in. long, speckled like the rachis
fls. about 2 in. long: dorsal sepals lanceolate, with revolute margins, tip recurved; lateral sepals ovate-lanceolate, with revolate maririns, dull red-purjde, with a pale,
stout midrib: free portion of the petal spreading, upcurved, lanceolate, speckled
labellum golden yellow,
base cuneiform saccate, truncate in front, with an awu
on each side, apical part broadly funnel-shaped, with a
spurlike, slender, speckled tip, gibbous behind: column
slender, speckled. B.M. 7530. B.R. 33:(59.
G. fusccita, Hort. {Acropera fuse.ita and luteola, Hort.) has
been cidt. for many years, but uo deseriptiou is available.
H. HASSELBniNO and "Wm. Mathewp.
tricolor,

(

:

,

GONIOMA (Greek, (jo)iia, angle, corner; the corona
cornered near the top). Aj>oeyndeeep. A monotypic
genus containing a South African shrub. John Saul, of
Washington, D. C, spoke of it as having racemes of
double white fls., borne on the point of every shoot, and
suggesting the Cape Jessamine by their form and fragrance. He probably had some other plant in mind, for.
according to DeCandollo, Gonioma has yellowish fls..
only a third of an inch long, borne in cymes which are
shorter than the Ivs.. the Ivs. being P4-2 in. long. Saul
also advertised Taheri}ce7nontava Caniellievflora ploio
Glory of the Day," which may have been a variety of the
common Tc(herricemontana coronaria. Gonioma differs from Tabernaemontana in having the ovules arranged in 2 series instead of an indefinite number of
^^

series,

Ceimassi, Regel ).
Ivs. opposite or the upper ones in
3's, oblong-lanceolate, entire, leathery, 4-G lines wide:
cymes small, terminal, S-lO-fld. fls. salver-shaped, yel-

KamAssi, E. Mey.
Height 16-20 ft.:

(Tal}en}a'}>iO)iti}i>a

:

42

GOODIA

(after

found the plant

in

Peter Good, who
N. S. Wales). Li -

giDninosiP. An Australian genus of 2
species of shruljs, with pea-like fls.,
chiefly yelk)w, Iiut with reii markings.
Both specit's haA^e hnig been cult, in

a few conservatories abroad, but the
pubescent species is now forgotten
and the glabrous one, in America is
cult, chiefly in S. Calif, outdoors. Under glass these shrubs are treated like
Cape heaths or Australian hardplants.
The genus has no
near allies of garden value. It belongs with 4 other Australian genera
to the sul.i-trilie Bossia?a, in which
stamens
the lvs. are mostly simple
coalesced into ashealh, which is s]ilit
above: seeds stro['biotate. From these
4 genera (b)odia differs in having; H
leaflets, and ils racemes terminal or

wooded

:

opposite the lvs. insiead of axillary.
A. Schnltheis writes that Goodias
are occasionally seen in florists' win-

dows in America. Wm. Watson, of
Kew, says the fls. are very fragrant,
and remain on the plant a long time.
He adds (G.F. 2:244): "Probably this
if taken in hand by the florists, would prove quite as useful for
spring flowering as the popular Cy-

plant,

iisns raceinnsns.''^
lotifolia, Salisb.

"latifolia,"

but

Often misspelled
the

name

means

Glabrous shrub deB.M. 958. J.H. HI.
29:484. — Likely to be confused with
Ar(iyrolobtnm Andrewsianutn, belonging to the Crotalaria subtribe, in
which the seeds are not strophiolate.
In Argyrolobium the 3 leaflets are
digitate and the stipules, bracts and
A.
bractlets small but persistent.
Andrewsianum has sparsely silky
lvs. In Goodia the 3 leaflets are pinnately arranged, and
the stipules, bracts and
bractlets very evanes-

"lotus-leaved."
scribed above.

cent,

w.

:\j.

GOOD- KINGHENRY. Consult
Clienopodi inn

_jf
'^'^

GOODYERA (after
John Goodyer, British
botanist,

who helped

Johnson

in bis edition
of Gerarde's Herba!

920.

Goodyera pubescens.

GOODYERA

GOOSEBERRY

This genus includes the
Orchiddceo', tribe Nevltihv.
Rattlesnake Plantain and a few other dwarf terrestrial
are cult, chielly tor
which
orchids of minor importance
inches liigh,
their variegated foliage. They grow a few
Al.out 2.t species.
with scapes 8-15 in. high at most.
dense
Lvs. radical, usually reticulately veined: fls.
the back
or loose spikes; labellum saccate; anther on
of the column.

immense English varieties were derived, with a crying
need for better table varieties, practically nothing has
been done to improve the natives. Our natives have not
been improved primarily because the American people
have never acquired or cultivated a taste for the fresh
fruit of the Gooseberry. In England the fruit of many
of the large, fine-llavored varieties is used uncooked.
In America the fruit of the Gooseberry is thought of
only in connection with pie (tart) or jam, and when
transformed into these food products, flavor, while of
some importance, is but a minor consideration. The
claim tliat English Gooseberries are less palatable than
the natives is quite true, wdien passed upon from
The best cooking apples are not
this standpoint.
usually ]^rizcd in the raw state on the table, and
vice versa. The point is this — and it is worth making—that there are dessert Gooseberries and also
culinary Gooseberries. We should keep the classes
distinct, and work for the production of varieties
with the vigor of our natives and quality and size
of fruit of the best European. Houghton was produced nearly 70 years ago, and Downing from
Houghton seed, grown by Charles Downing, about
40 years ago (see Bailey," Evolution of our Native
Fruits "), These two varieties represent the American type, although it is possible that Downing is
the result of a cross between Houghton and some

G56

m

Hiirdi/ iinlh-c plaiitx.

A.

ii-ifh a short tip.
Rattlesnake Rl.vntain. Fig.
pub^scens, R. Br.
veins netted,
'.120.
Lvs. ovate, deep green
outline
white: scape stout: sj.ike dense, ovate in
of
before anthesis: tis. globular, whitish; beak
stigma short, obscure. Aug. N. F. to Fla., wesi
Mn.
1
:474.
B.B.
to Mich, and Minn. L.B. 0.1:1.
2:^. F.S. IS:!.""".?. A. G. 12:281 and i:i:.'52n. Should
be grown in ordinary loam mixed with pine needles
and dry pine twigs. Not well suited for green-

LabeUum

B.

stronglu inflate],
;

house

cult.

LabeUiim sacratc,

BB.
(J.

Beak

of the

witli

ii»

cloih/ated tip.

stigma shorter than

its

body.

ripens, R. Br. Lvs. ovate to oblong-lanceolate;
veins dark: spike l-sided: bdiellum with a re-

curved
1,

L.B.C.

tip.

plate

Var.

1.

20:l!iS7.

ophiodes,

the commoner form
broadly marked lvs.
is

rr.

B.B. l:47-t. Rhodora,
Fcrnald (Fig

of this

species

as long as or longer than the stigma.

Beak

(G. pulieseens. var. nOnorj.
Lvs. broadly ovate to oblong-lanceolate; venation
exceedingly variable: scape slender; sjiike loose:
fls. white; labellum less saccate than in
B.BI. 2.n40.
tip straight.
G. repens
L.B.C. 10:9r)2. Rhodora 1, plate 1.
Confused by tradesmen with the next.
-Should be planted out in a rockery
in shade, the roots being firmly placed
tesselita,

Lodd.

;

among dead

pine needles and

loam. Referred by Index
ensis to G. pifbeseeus.

Kew-

European variety. The habit of the plant partakes
somewhat of Eiiropean characteristics. Downing
is the more popular.
Site and preparation of soil. — The largest and
finest native bxishes are found upon rich bottom
Moist, but not soggy, clay loams give best
results. No amount of fertilizing will bring sandy
soil into condition suitable to the Successful culture of the Gooseberry anywhere in this country

lands.

excepit,

perhaps, along the north Atlantic and north

Pacific seaboards. Good results have been secured
in the Lake Ontario fruit region on reddish, calcareous clay. In such situations the
fruit does not drop easily, and the
plants are usually free from mildew,
tin the east and west coasts the aspect
or lay of the land is of less importance
than in the interior. In the mid-conti-

.^^^

nental region a sharp, north
slope on a cool, clay loam ridge
is essential to the fullest success. A clover sod turned under
M6nziesii, T indl. Plant rather
and thoroughly worked up is an
large: veins netted: spike somewhat
excellent preparation for the
1-sided. Western U. S. to northern N.
Gooseberry plantation. A heavy
Kng.
B. B. 1:475. -Advertised by
preparatory application of barnDutch dealers.
yard manure may tend to make
the soil too porous and too easTender exotics, eiitt. ^f}nh
.\A.
ily dried out. If applied the seaB. Lvs. ivith a whitish midwin.
son previous to setting the
Goodyera repens, var. ophoides
veliltina, Maxim. Fls. whitish, tinged
plants,
and the land is cropped
Spike denser ttian cominnn.
r.)se. Japan. F.S. 17:1779.
with potatoes, it will be left in
good condition to receive the Gooseberries.
BB. Lvs. ivith white, netted veins.
Gooseberries, particularly the English kinds, will enSchlechteudaliina, Reichb. f. {G. Jap6nica, Blume).
dure more shade than most fruit plants, provided the
Lvs. ovate:
In general appearance like O. tessetafa.
Good results are often secured by
soil is suitable.
spike loose: fls. white. .Japan. — Once advertised by
planting in rather densely shaded city gardens. Where
Pitcher & Manda.
prevail,
special attention should be
conditions
these
O. Dawsoni/ina and O. discolor. See Hferaari.i.- r?. rjverjiaid to maintaining an open head, in order to discoureieola. See Pbysurus.
Oakes Ames.
age the growth of mildews.
Planting and training.— The Gooseberry vegetates at
GOOEA NUT is a name for the Cola.
a low temperature. It should, therefore, be planted as
GOOSEBEERT. The Gooselierry and the currant are
soon as the ground can be worked in spring. A better
two of the hardiest types of bush fruits. Tlie native forms
plan is to plant early in autumn. It maybe transplanted
range far north into British America (see Bibes). Seedsuccessfully as early as August 15 south of latitude 42
lings of these are also very hartl;-. English varieties are
degrees, and north of that line from September 1 up to
comparatively tender. The (.looseberry appears not to
the beginning of frosty weather. When set out late in
have been cultivated for more than HOO years. There
autumn, the surface of the ground should be thoroughly
was, however, a remarkable increase in the number of
uiulchcil with straw or manure.
The English varieties
varieties in England between 1(150 and 1750. The Goosegrow somewhat larger than the American type, and reberry became a favorite fruit with the Lancashire weavcpiire rather more space. The plants arc variously disers, who should be credited with this great developtanced, according to the inclination of the grower; 0x3,
ment. Miller, 1731, says it would be useless to attempt
5x3, and 4x4 ft. apart for garden culture are the coman enumeration of varieties. In America the Gooseberry
moner distances at which the plants are set.
has been a neglected fruit. With wild forms in abunThe training of the Gooseberry is exceedingly simple.
The aim
dance, types greatly superior to those from which the
It bears most freely on 2- and 3-year-old wood.
FiBB.

Labeltum seareeti/ saemargin involute.

eate,

GOOSKUKKKV
should be to keep acontinaous supply of vif^orous shoots.
As they become enfeebled, cut them out. Encourage
spurring by cutting back when a variety indulges in
a rambling liabit, like Josselyn
(Red Jacket). In the East, it is
recommendtMl to thin the bead to
lessen tlie tendency to mildew.
This is prol)ahly gnod advice, but
in the West it does not apply
with the same force
rather cut
out the weaker branches, and prevent mildew by other methods.
Thin, also, to facilitate fruit picking. Prune to encourage upright
;

berries without receiving much punishment in return.
berries cluster along the lower side of tbr hearing
branch. They are best removed by elevating and steadying the branch with one hand while the other hand rapidly removes the berries, working from the base upwards. Picking costs between 1 and 2 cerjts per qmirt —
EnglisJi Gooseberries sliould be
usually l}i cents.
marketed either in (juart boxes or in r)-i)Ound Climax

The

l»askets.

American varieties are nearly always pickeil green,
and are usually called for in considerable quantities for
stewing, jam making or for canning. These are shipped
Beach, in Hull. ]U, N. Y.
in 10- and 20-pound baskets.
FjX\). Sta., gives the following reasons for marketing
i"<.isel.jerries in the green condition: " 1 The hard, green
fruit is not as easily injured in picking and packing as
the pulpy ripe fruit, and it will stand transportation
better.
(2) The fruit that is allowed to ripen on the
bushes is exposed longer to attacks of sunscald and
mildew, and should long-continuod rains follow a period
<)|drought, the ripening fruit is liable to crack and
spoil. (H) The ripening of fruit is an exhaustive jirocess,
ivi>n\ which the tree is partly relieved when the fnjit is
marketed grt'cn. (4) The jiroceeds from the green fruit
usually comjtare favorably with tlie proceeds from the
)'i|te fruit, although the largo Englisli varietitiS sometimes bring the highost prices of tlio season."
Gooselierries are very ]talatahle if canned just before
reaching maturity. Sugar shouhl be used in the pro(

972.

Ribea Grossularia
bloom. Nat. size.

in

923.

Leaves
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(i()Osi;i!i';j;i;'i'

of Ribes Grossularia.
Natural size.

(

)

portion of on(^-third to one-half pound to each quart of
berries. When treated in this way. Gooseberry pie may
be enjoyed at any time during winter. Gooseiierry jam
is indulged in to a considerable (^xtent by residents of
Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota and Dakota. Wild berries
are gathered and largely used for the purpose, their
aromatic acidity givijig a spicincss to the finished prod-

growth, when cultivating varieties like Mountain Seedling and Houghton. The bush form, with several stems,
is to be preferred to the single stem; plantations last
longer in bush form, and are more productive.
Tillage and fertilizing. — in the east and west coast
climates, and in the lake region, clean culture may bigiven; but in the interior, mulching witli strawy manure or barnyard litter is better than luulching with
Cool, rich soil constitutes an essential to success.
soil.
Good results have been obtained by the use of coal
ashes as a mulch. This is, of course, only an amateur's
method, and not feasible on a commercial scale. Tlie
(4ooseberry is grown with a fair degree of success between young orchard trees on the loose soils bordering
the upper waters of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers.
The practice is not to be commended from the standpoint of the welfare of the orchard. Gooseberries are
also erown between grape rows -a practice hardly to be

coTumended, Practice only shallow tillage.
Picking, marketing, and conserving — Picking Goosthirries is an uncomfortable and generally uncongenial
.

best native varieties, as a rule, are those
most completely armed with thorns. A little practice,
however, will enable a dexterous picker to secure the
o.-fupation.

The

926.

Ribes oxyacanthoidea
in

net

bloom (X

which

is

Leaves
t-hoides.

j-j.)

notably wanting in that

Ribes oxyacanNatural .size.

of

made from

culti-

vated types.

and

— Practically, there

Type's
of Gooseberries in cultivation.
iiar)'e/(c.?.

are two types

Figs. 022, 923),
1. The European (Bihes Grossnlnrifi
characterized by stocky, upright growth, light-colored
spines, thick, glossy Ivs. and large, variously colored fr.
The plants are less hardy than our natives or their hybrids, are affected by our hot summer suns, and are
very susceptible to fungous troubles, prominent among
which is mildew. The New York Experiment Station
Crown Bob {Fig.
recommends the following varieties
red, large, round, of good quality. Industry (Fig.
024)
nearly
round plant
025), Lancashire Lad; fr. dark red,
Prince Harry; one of the largest,
prolific, healthy.
green, good quality.
,

:

;

;

2. Americans, and hybrids between European and
American species, usually classed with Americans (Figs.

Industry, one of the
English Gooseberries.
Nearly natural size.

925.
924.

Crown Bob, an EngGooseberry (X^).

lish

926,927,928): Ivs. thinnerthan ini?. (?ro.i5H?<rf?-ia/ leafstalks hairy, spines borne singly, fr. small, reddish
green, shading off to purple. Pale Red may be considered a good type of the species. Varieties: Champion
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928.

An American Gooseberry (X

partakes largely of European characteristics. Downing
is the most widely planted of all Gooseberries in America
(Fig. 929); fruit medium size, oval, green; plantupright,
vigorous, healthy, productiye. Houghton, uii old favorPearl;
ite; fr. small, round, dark red, good quality.
almost identical with Downing, of which it is a seedling.
Josselyn; fr. large, red, oval; plant vigorous and prolific.
Another promising native type is J?. CijMOshati,
represented by the Mathews, of Iowa origin.
PropiK/afion. This is effected in three principal ways.
The Gooseberry does not "strike" very
(!) Cuttings
readily from cuttings. Native varieties root more freely
than English types. The cuttings may be taken in the
fall, as soon as the wood is ripened.
They should be
7 to 9 in. long. They may be set in the ground at once,
or tied in bundles and burietl in the ground, or stored in
a cold cellar over winter. The collar must be cold —
almost down to freezing point. Fall-set cuttings should
Ije planted obliquely, so that the heaving of the ground
will not throw them out. Set cuttings in nursery row
3 feet apart and give clean culture.
(2) La^'ers: Propagation by layering is tlie common nursery practice. For
this purpose, plants 5 or G years old are used. They
should be vigorous and healthy. They should be cut
back severely in tlie autumn or early spring. This encourages a dense, bushy growth. The layering is done
by plowing a furrow ai^ainst the row on each side aud
forcing the branches down by throwing soil directly on
top of the bushes. In moist regions a comparativel}''
small amount of covering is necessary. In dryish regions .5 or 6 inches of soil is necessary. In the fall the
soil is renjoved and the rooted branches separated from
the parent bush, leaving buds for the production of
shoots the following season; or, the entire plant may be
taken up and divided. (3) Root-cuttings: Native Gooseberries may also be propagated by cuttings of the rootf^.
The plants are taken up in the fall witli all roots possible. The latter are cut into 2- or 3-inch lengths and

—

:

''i>)

— Ribes

oxyacanthoides.

Diseases. — The Gooseberry, as a rule, is affected se
ously by only two plant parasites, mildew and leaf-sp«
The former attacks the English varieties, while the h
ter is the chief fungous enemy of American varieties.
Mildew {Sphcerofheca Mors-Uvaj)
This is the bu
bear of English varieties in America. It has done mo
to discourage the cultivation of this type than anythii
else. This fungus attacks shoots, foliage and fruit,
covers the affected part with a gray, frost-like coatin
This turns to a dirty brown lat(-.r on. It is a surfac
growing parasite, and the web-like covering may
peeled from the fruit in its early stages. The ends
the shoots and younger leaves are attacked first, cau
ing the bush to take on a stunted appearance. Rem
dies for mildew: (1) Sanitary: circulation of airsecur
by a favorable site, good drainage and proper trainin
{'2) Fungicides: {a) Potassium sulphide, liver of sulph
] nz. to 2 gals, water.
Spray 4 or 5 times, at intervals
C. or 8 days, beginning with the unfolding of the leave
(h) Bordeaux mixture may be used with good resul
for the first two applications. It stains the fruit whf
applied after the fruit is half-grown, (c) Dilute copp
sulphate, 1 oz. to 15 gals, water, )nay be used throug
out the season.
Leaf-spot (Sepforia I^ihis): This disease attacks t]
leaves only. It produces numerous small brown, irreg
larly shaped spots or patches on the Ivs. This spottii
causes a premature dropping of the Ivs., often befo
the fruit is fully developed. Remedy: Spray early
the season, and again after harvesting the fruit, wi
Bordeaux mixture.
Injurious Insects. ~{1) The imported Currant won
The larva of a saw-fly attacks the foliage soon aft
fruit sets.
The attack is first made on the low
leaves.
From this point the worms work upward
the bush, stripping the leaves in their line of marc
The worms are exceedingly voracious, and will defolia
a bush in 2 or 3 days. The mature insect is a saw-fl
which deposits its eggs on the under side of the lea
Usually two broods occur during the season. Treatmen
Spray with arsenical poison early. Bordeaux mixtu
and Paris green may be used in combination for t'
early spray.
For tlie later spi'ays, fresh powder
hellebore, at the rate of 1 lb. to 50 gals, of water,
effective. The grower should not wait for the inse
to make its appearance, but should ward off danger
soon as the leaves appear by spraying with Bordeai
mixture and Paris green, which will adhere to tl
foliage and be on the spot when needed.
Other i
jurious insects are the Gooseberry fruit worm [Epoch
C(inadensls), wliich burrows in the green fruit, causii
it to drop.
Remedy: Destroy infested berries.
2. Currant borer {Psenoce-rus
Ti
supernotatus)
larva of a moth. Eggs are laid near the tip of the car
down the center of which the larva tunnels. Infest
canes are readily detected. They should be cut out ai
burned. San Jose scale aud four-lined leaf-bug a
sometimes injurious. When a plantation is infested
the former it should be thoroughly treated with whs
oil soap mixture in winter, diluted kerosene on sunshii
diiys in spring, or, in bad cases of infestation, it w
]trobal>ly be wisest to root up and destroy the busht
Kerosene emulsion is used against the fourdined bi
with .success,
:

<

:

929.

packed

Downing Gooseberry.

in boxes of earth, wliich a.re stored in a cold cellar. In spring the pieces of roots are planted innursery
rows, covered with 2 inches of soil. English varieties
are not readily propagated by this method. When singlestem plants arc desired, they should he grown from cuttings. In order to discourage sprouting tendencies thf
buds above the roots should be removed — disljudded.
Layer plants are best for producing the husli form of
plant used almost exclusively in America.

j^^^ cj^,„

GOOSEBEKEY, BAEBADOES.
GOOSEFOOT.

Sco Pereskia.

Vernacular for Chmopodilim.

:

GOKDONIA
GORDONIA (after James Gordon,

GRAFTAGE
iin

English nursery-

Doming6nsis, Linn.
glalirate, with

man; died

1780). Ternstrcemittreiv. Ornamental trees
and shrubs with alternate, simple, rather lar^e. deeiduous or persistent Ivs., axillary, showy white tls. and a
woody capsule. Only G. pabesoens is hardy north to

Mass., while the others are cultivated only in subtnipical regions. They all liave very handsome shining
foliage, and produce their large white ds. even on rather
small plants. They gi'ow best in a somewhat moist,
peaty or sandy soil. Prop, by seeds, layers or catlings
from half-ripened wood under glass. Aliout 15 species
in the S. Atlantic states and sulitrop. and trop. Asia.
Fls. solitary and axillary toward the (^nd of tlio branches;
sepals and x>etal3 5, rarely mor<'; stamens nuincrnus:
capsule 5-celled, dehiscent witli 2 or many usuallv
winged seeds in each cell.
P. J. Berckmans writes that a large tree in the Bar-

tram garden, near Phihidelphia, was long supposed to
be the only living specimen of G. pnhpscens. All other
specimens in cultivation are believed to have been
propagated from the Bartram tree, which has lately
died. All efforts since 1790 to rediscover this tree in the

Simth have

.

failed.

tical,

tai»ering towards the
nate. West Indies.

GOUMI.

Lvs. usually 1^-2 in. long, ellipserratures
veins
capsule winged, emargi-

lilunt, distant

margin

A.

See Ela^n.jnns.

In England, a generic name for species of
(kicurbita (which see). In America the (erm is used to
designate those cucurliitous fruits which are hardshelled, and are used for ornament or for the making of
domestic utensils. The Gourd of history is probably
Lagenaria. In the northern United States, the small,
liard-shi-lled forms of Ciimrbita Pepo (var. ocifera) are
ommoiily understood when the word Gourd is used.

The Gourds

in tiie

Amer. trade are referable

species as follows:
Anaconda, La'jrnaria

vv.l-

oaris.

Apple-shaped. CJ ucurb
Fepo.
Eicolur. Cacvrbita Pepo.
Bonnet. Luffa.

Ha

'

Lagenaria vtilgari s
'nloiiuinte, (Juciirhita Pepo.
,

iMpper, Lagenaria vulgaris.

:

ererijri'cii.

Lasidnthus, Ellis. Loblolly Bay, Tree, to 00 ft.,
usually shrubby in cult.: Ivs. obovate-lanceolate, narrowed into a short petiole, crenately dentate, dark green
and shining above, 4-6 in. long: tls. long-pedicelled,
white, 2-2,^2 in. across; petals oblong-obovate; stamens
short: capsule ovate. July, Aug. Va. to Fla. and Miss.
S.S. 1:21.

B.M.

668.

an6mala, Spreng. Large shrub: Ivs. oblanceolate, narrowed into a very short petiole, entire or serrate, dark
green above, 3-6 in. long: fls. almost st-ssile, creamy
white, 2-3 in. across; petals roundish <jl>ovate. Nov.
S.China. B.M. 4019 (as Po///.';/>o/v( (ixiljaris). B.M. 2047
and B.R. 4:349 (as Camellia axillaris).
G. Javdnica, Rolliss. See Seliiina Noronhre.

Alfred Rehdek.

GORSE.

Ulex.

Uwropams.

I>ipsaire(jus.

(Juciiinift

saccus.
Dish-cloth, Luffa.
Egg, Egfi-shape.

dip-

Pe:ir-shap6cl.
(Fig. 507).

Gucurbild Pi'po

Serpent or Snake (nut Snako
'aciiudier, which is a Oncu(

I

An-

Orange,

Gacurbita

Liujcaaria

,

vulgaris

Trirhusaat/ies.

Sponge, Luffa.
Spoiin,

Gucumis

Latjc-iL'iria vut-

garis.
K;ig. Luffa.

;iTid

guria.
Hedg&ho(^, Gucumis dipsaceuti.
Hercules' Club, Lagenaria
vulgaris.
Mate Gourd, small form of
Lagenaria vulgaris.
Mof.-k

Pepo.
Oraiiga, Oacurbita I'vpo.
Ostrich Et,'g, Cucinni.s dip-

mis;

Cucurbits,

Pepo.

Go o seller xy,

Cucnrhita

Onion-shaped,

Powder Horn,

CiLhi^y.i'Ah

to their

s-aceas.

(fi-i'is.

Foliage deciduous.

AA. Folia ijc

;

:

GOURD.

Bottie-sbaped, Lauenarla vui-

pub6scen9. L'Herit. ((?. AUamdJia, Sarg.). Shrub or
tree, to 30 ft.
Ivs. obovate-oblong, narrowed into a short
petiole, sparingly serrate, bright green and shining
above, glabrous, turning scarlet in fall, 5-6 in. long:
Hs. short-pedicelled, pure white, about 3 in. across;
petals roundish obovate, with crenulate margin, concave: capsule globular. Sept., Oct. Georgia, but not
found again since 1790. S.S. 1:22. G.^V. P. 47. Mn.
G:20L Gng. 7:107. M.D.t;. 1899:25.-(.)ne of the few
trees that iiower in autumn.
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L

ig'^naria vulgaris.
Lagenaria vul-

.Sug;i:rTrou)ili,

garis.

Tashkent. Gacurbita Pepo.
Turk's Turban,
Gucurbita
Pepo.

Vegetable Sponge, Luffa.
Wax (jfourd, Benincasa ct-rifera.

Pepo.

L. H. B.

GRAFTAGE comprises the process and operation of
inserting a part of one plant into another, with the intention that the part shall grow on the foster root, together with all the questions which arise in relation to
the practice.
It is a comprehensive or generic term,
w^hereas firaftinr/ is a specific term designating merel}'
the operation.
The term Graffage (analogue of the
French greffage) was proposed by the present writer in
1887.

Grafting is one of the oldest of the arts of plant-craft.
probable that the real art of grafting has held more
or less as a professional or class secret in the ancient
world, for the writers seem to have only the vaguest notion of its possibilities and limitations.
Vergil writes
Preston's translation)
It is

(

But thou shaft lend
of rude arbute unto the walnnt free,
tlie unfruitful plane sound iipples bear.
Chestnuts the beech, tlie ash blow white with the pear,

GOSStTIUM (name

used by Pliny, probably from the
Arabic).
Malvdcea'. Cotton (which see).
Probably
not more than a dozen original species, although more
than 100 have been described. The species which have
produced the cultivated Cotton are now much confused.
Two or three species are in the trade for ornamental
purposes
G. Davidsonii, Kellogg, from Lower California, a woody plant with handsome yellow but rather
small fls. (1 in. long), and small cordate, mostly entire
Ivs, G. Stiirtii, F. Muell. A shrub of several feet, more
or less marked with black dots
Ivs. broadly ovate,
entire: fls. large, purple, with a dark center.
L. H. B.
GOUANIA (Antoine Gonan, 1733-1821, professor of
botany at Montpelier, France}. Jiliitui iti}cea:. This genus includes the "Chawstick " of .Jamaic;i, a rapid-growing, shrubby vine, with pretty heart-shaped Ivs.. grown
sometimes for ornament in the extreme South. It is
suitable for screening unsightly objects. The stems are
chewed in the West Indies. Tooth brushes are made
from the frayed ends and tooth-powder from the pulverized w^ood. The genus has about 30 species of shrubs,
sometimes tall climbers, tendril-bearing
branches
:

:

:

long and slender
Ivs. alternated, petiolate, penninerved, entire or dentate
fls. in clusters, arranged
along axillary and terminal, elongated peduncles
disk
5-lobed; style 3-fid: capsule with 3 indehiscent berries.
:

:

;

(-Jrafts

Shalt bid

And, under the elm. the sow ou acorns

fare.

have been a popular misconception that
any kind of plant will grow on any other. Pliny asserts
that the art of grafting was taught to man by nature.
Birds swallow seeds, and these seeds, falling in "some
cleft in the bark of a tree," germinate and make plants.
"Hence it is that we see the cherry growing upon the
It

seems

to

willow, tlie plane upon the laurol, the laurel upon the
cherry, and fruits of various tints and hues all springing from the same tree at once." This, of course, is not
grafting at all, but the implanting of seeds in earthfilled chinks and cracks, in which the plants find a congenial foothold and soil. But tlie ancients have left us
abundant testimony that genuine grafting was employed
with success. Pliny describes a cleft-graft. He gives
several precautions: the stock must be "that of a tree
suitable for the purpose," and the graft must be "taken
the incision or
from one that is proper for grafting
cleft must not l)e made in a knot; the graft must be
from a tree "tliat is a good bearer, and from a young
shoot;" the graft must not be sharpened or pointed
"while the wind is blowing;" "a graft should not be
used that is too full of sap, no, by Hercules! no more
than one that is dry and parched;" "it is a point most
;
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religiously observed, to insert the graft during the
moon's increase."
The accompanying cut (Fig. 0.30) reproduced exact
size from Robert ^^harrock's "History of the Propagation and Improvement of Vegetables," 1672, shows various binds of grafting in vogue over two centuries ago.

Following

is

tht.-

literal

explanation of the plate

y.
n.
/.

The shield fut out for the fitting the disbarked
The same shield put into the stock.

square.

A

variation of the forenientioned way, by cuttingoff the
upper p;irt of the oblique square, and binding the
lower part down upon tlie shield,
The shield so put in to Ije bound xip.
Another vaidatiou by slitting the bark, that the bud and
leaf may stand forth at e, and the bark slit be bound
down upon the shield.
A cross cut for inoculation.
The same cross cut lifted up, in this figure soraewh;it
too big.
The shield cut off to he put therein.
The shield put in.
The cut of eyon or stock for whip-grafting.
The cut of cyon and stock for shoulder-grafting.
The cut of the cyons and slit of the stock for grafting
in the cleft.
The stock set for ablactation or approach.
The cyon of tlie brancli for the same operation.
The branch that is to he taken off by eircumposition.
The branch that bears up the moid to the disbarked
,

o.
€.

:

h.
('.

k.

OOT'l.
rl.

X.
w.
1 2.
3.

place.
4.
5.

6.

The branch of a carnation to be laid.
The joynt where the slit begins.
The next joynt where the slit is propped

open, with

a

piece of a carnation leaf put in.

Herein are seen the germs of

the grafting practices
of the present day, together with some practices of
layering. Sharrock treated the whole subject of grafting under the head ^of "Insitions," and here he minutely de-scribes the cleft-graft, and speaks gf it as
"the common way of grafting." The practice which we
now know as inarching or grafting by approach, he signiticantly calls "Ablactation " (that is, sucklivg or iceani)ig).
Now^ that so much is said about the proper and
careful selection of cions, it is interesting to read Sbar"Good bearing trees arc
rock's advice on this subject
made from Cyons of the like fruitfulness. *" * Cyons
are best chosen from the fairest, strongest sbuits, not
from under shoots or suckers, which will he long ere
they bear fruit, which is contrary to the intention of
grafting." Bat we have seen that Pliny gave similar
advice before the Christian era, — which is only another
illustration of the fact that most of uur current notion'have their roots deep in the past.
The chief office of grafting is to perpetuate a variety.
It is employed in those cases in which plants do not hear
seeds, or in which the seeds do not come true or
are difficult to germinate, or when the plants do
"
not propagate well bj' cuttings or layers. It I3
/
also employed to increase the ease and speed of
r /
multiplying plants. A third office is to produce
^^j
some radical cliange in the nature of the cion,
as rendering it more dwarf, more fruitful, or
otherwise changing its habit. A fourth general
office of grafting is to adapt plants to adverse
soils or climates. An example is the very
general use of the peach root in the south\^'i
ern states upon which to work the plum,
as the peach thrives better than the plum
t^
in sandy soils. The practice in Russia of
Ml
^--orking the apple on roots of the Siberian
crab is an example of an effort to make a
j-j
U
plant better able to witiistand a very se}~\\
vere climate.
In common practice, the effect of the
['
stock on the cion is rather more a mechanit\.
ical or physical one than physiological or
chemical. Tlic infiuences are very largely
]{_]'
those wbicli arc associated with greater or
less ffrriwtli. As a rule, each part of the
combiui'd plant— the stock and cion —
maintains ils individuality. There are certain cases, Jiowever, in which the cion
seems to partake of the nature of the
stock
and others in which the stock partakes of the nature of the cion. There are
recorded instances of a distinct change in the
flavor of fruit when the cion is ytut upon stock
p'
wbicii bears fruit of very diff(U"cut character.
I
There are some varieties of a]iples and pears
/
which, when worked upon a seedling root, will
tend to change the habit of growth of that root.
Examples are Northern Spy and Whitney ap- 931. Stick
pies, which, when grafted on a root of unknown
of buds.
parentage, tend to make that root grow very
(X ^l
all

:

/(

fl

|i"

H
v

Sharrock s illustration

c»30.

The Exemplificafioa
a.

b

b.

of

of

the

modes

of Graft nf,

1572.

tlw Operations hy the Fii/nrr.

Denotes the ordinary cuttingof tliehark for inofnI;i,tinn.
The sides of the bark lifted up for the putting in »>t the

shield,
f. The shield taken off with the bud, which lirs iindec
stalk of the leitf cut off.
In. The shield put into the stoc-k 1o he houml up,
d.

The bark cut out in an fililnni; sijujire, iccording
other usual way r.f inficuhition.

;

Iif

'

tlu.i

to an-

'
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deep

in the soil.

All these instances seem to be special
cases, or exceptions to the general rule that each part
maintains its individuality. Reasons for this change of
natiire in these cases have not been determined, and in
most cases such results are not to be [H'cdicted. The
most marked effect of stock on the cion is a dwarfing intluence. Dwarfing may bo expected whenever the stock
is of a smaller stature than the cion. The most familiar
example is the dwarf pear, made by working the pear on
quince stock. Supplying a plant witli a slow-growing
root is only the beginning of the making of a dwarf.
The plant must be ke]it dwarf by sul'sc<[ucnt pruning
and other care. It is significant that tliere is comparatively little demand for large-growing forms of woody
plants, whereas there is a great denuuid for dwarf

forms.

Extended experiments on plants which are not commonly grafted have thrown considerable light on tinpossible mutual influences of cion and stock. The researches of Daniel (whose latest contributitm couiyirises
nearly all of vol. 8 of Aim. Sci. Nat. Ser. 8, Botany,
1898) show that the stock may have a specific influem-c
i)U the cion, and that the resulting characters may l)e
hereditary in seedlings.
These experiments, as alsithose of Viichting, have thrown much light on the physiology of grafting and the variation induced by it, Init
they will not modify the practices of horticulturists nor
greatly change our ideas respecting the results to lie
obtained from accustomed operations. Experience has
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olianging the tree into a different variety. Sometimes
the buds are inserted in limbs which are two and three
years old; but it is usually preferal)le, if the tree is of
some age, to cut back the tree somewhat heavily the
[revious season or the X'revious spring, in order to get
a growth of suckers into which the buds may be set.
Third-rate stocks are sometimes set in nursery rows
and budded the following July in western nurseries.
The cutting from which the buds are taken is known
to budders as a stick (Fig. 9'dl). In early spring Vmdding, this stick is the last year's growth of the variety
which it is desired to propagate. Later in the season
the stick is the twig which is grown during that season.
Not all the buds on the stick are strong enough or good
enough for budding. The budder will usually discard
the weak ones at the top and at the boTtorn, unless he is
very much pressed for biuls, as may be the case with
new or rare varieties. If the stick is taken late in the
season the leaves will be on; but these are cjuickly cut
off to prevent too much evaporation from the cutting.
About one-fourth of an inch of the leaf-stalk is left to
serve as a handle to the bud.
The ordinary operation of l.mdditit,^ is that which is
shown in the illustrations. It is known as shield-biulding, from the shape of the removed bud. With a thinbladed, sharp knife, the operator slices olf the bud by
placing his thumb beni-ath the bud and making a deft
and quick stroke of the blade. Just under the bud he
cuts a little into the wood. Some budders afterward remove this bit of wood; but this is not essential. If this
wood is somewhat hard and dry, or if it carries some
pith with it, it may serve to dry out the bud or to prevent intimate contact with the cambium of the stock. In
ordinary operations this truncheon of wood is not removed. Most budders cut all the buds on a stick before
they insert any of them but they are allowed to hang to
the stick by their upper or lower ends, being snipped off
by the knife as fast as they are needed (Fig. 931).
The stock is first prepared by removing all the leaves
and twigs from the area which is to be budded. In the
t-ase of nursery stock, it is customary for a boy to strip
tlie lower leaves of the stock a day or so in advance of
;

bud on the north side of the stock in order that
be shaded from the hot sun.
T-shaped incision, just through the bark, is made

set the
it

may

A

The cro.sswise incision
the ojjerator takes his
incision which he
makes, he gives it a deft turn to right and
left and loosens the flaps of the bark, so
that the bud can easily be inserted. The
l)ud is now taken from the stick and
shoved into the matrix underneath the
bark until it is entirely within the cleft
(Fig. tW3). A lioy follows and tiesthebud,
making 4 or .5 deft turns and holding the
strand iiy covt-'ring the lower end underneath one of the turns (Fig. 934). No wax
or other cc)veringis used. Any soft strand
may be used for this ir)Ur[)ose. It was the
old custom to use bassw'ood bark, which
was taken in the spriTig from the inner
lay(^rs of the bark of the basswood tree.
on the stock (Fig. 932).
ally

made

knife

first.

from the

is

usu-

As

last

was then macerated in water
and afterwards pounded to make it soft,
^'arn is also used. At the present time
raJHa is universally eniplc>yed. This is the
stripping of an oriental palm, and it can
be bought in the market at about 20 cents
l>er pound, and at that price is cheaper
than home-made materials; it is also better. It is customary to lay it on the ground
or in a damp place over night in order to
soften it and to allow the operator to flat94Q.
ten out the strands. This raffia is cut in Bark-£raftinE.
the length to suit before the tying is begun,
and the bunch of strands is then held underneath the
belt or carried in a box. For budding, the operator prefers a small, thin-bladed knife, with a rounded or
Tills niaterial

thumb-shaped cutting surface (Fig. 935).
When budding is performed late in the season, the
bud does not throw out a shoot until the following
sjiring. It merely grows fast or "sticks "to the stock.
Two or three weeks after the setting of the bud, the
bandage is cut so that it will not restrict the swelling of
the stock.
If the stock grows very rapidly, it may he
necessary to cut the bandage before that time. Nothing
more is done with the tree until the following spring, at
which time the whole tree is cut off about one inch above
the bud. This one bud now throws out shoots and makes
a very heavy growth, being impelled by the strong root.
During this first season of growth a peach tree will attain the height of four to six feet, and be ready for market in tbe fall. If the bud is set early in the spring
it will throw out a shoot the same season
but ordinarily
it would not make the growth in one season that the bud
does in the other case. Spring budding in the open air
is rarely employed in nursery practice.
It is sometimes
;

939.

Cleft-grafting of an old tree.

tho buddiiij::. If the Htrijipiug is done tliree or four rlays
or a week before the Imddiiig, it will .sometimes cause
the bark to set and, tliorefore, infertrrc with the 0]>eration. Nursery trees are usually budded iisueartlu^ ground
as the operator can work — not more tli;in
or 'A iiicjios
above the surface, in most oases, the budder |.rc'fers to
'_'

used in the top-budding of established plants. In all
budding practices, it is important to keep down the
suckers from the stock.
In the South a peach tree may be large enough in
•Tune, if the seeds are planted in February or March, to
^^be budded. The bud will grow the same year, and by
'fall will make a salable tree. This operation of budding
in early summer on stocks which grow that year is
known as .Juiie-budiling. As a rule, .June-budded trees
are smaller than fall-budded trees; but they can be obtained one year sooner.
There are many other kinds of liudding. Rome of
these will be found in American writings.
None of
these other styles of budding, however, is of commercial importance in this countiy.
GRAFTiNfi proper is the operation of inserting a twig
or a woody ciiui into a stock. The kinds of grafting are
very many. Few are described here. They nniy be classified in respect to the place or position of the cion on
the stock: root-grafting, or the insertion of the cion in
the root of the stock; ci-iiwu-grafting, or the insertion
id' the cion at the crown
surface of the ground
stemgrafting, or the insertion of the cion in any part of the
nuiin stem or trunk; (o]i-grafting, or the insertion of
the cion in the top or branches of tbe plant.
Grafting
may again be classified in respect to the maturity of the
cion: dormant wood grafting; and softwood or herha;

{
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i'eou9 grafting, in

which tho cion

is

GRAFTAGE
taken from green or

L^rowing wood.
It is

customary to classify grafting in respect to the
way in which the union is made. Tliere are three

general types in cdinnion use in this country:
cleft-grafting, whip-graftin.t;, veneer- grafting.
Ch-ft-grafting consists in splitting the stock
and inserting a \vedgo-sha]>e ciou into the cleft,
[t is employed only in ratU<:r large stocks, preferably in those which are an inch or more
in diameter. The stock is cnt off, and it
is split with a knife made for the purpose. Tbe cleft is then lield open by
a wedge and the cions are inserted in
the side of the cleft in such position
that tho cambiums of the stock and
cion are in contact (Fig. 93G). The whole surface
is then securely waxed in order to prevent evajior ition and to protect the wonnds from the sun
(I ig. 937). Cleft-grafting is performed in early
spiing. The cions are taken some time previously
tiom the last year's shoots. They are stored in tincellar or other cool place in order that they may
be perfectly dormant. It is customary to cut them
of three buds' length
but if the shoot is very
long-jointed and if the variety is new or rare, and
the wood therefore scarce, they may be made of
one or two buds. The wedge-shaped part should
be somewhat thicker on the outside in order that
it may be clasped tightly in the cleft {Fig. 93S).
It IS customary to have one bud near the top of
the wedge. Altbout^h this bud is covered with
was, it is themostliki.dy to i,'row, since it is nearest
the source of food supply and is less injured by external conditions. Itpushes through
the wax. It is customary to insert
two cions in all stocks, even though
only one branch is desired. By inserting two cions, the chances of
success are doubled, and the wounds
heal better if a twig grows on each
side. After a year or two, one of
the cions may be cut off if desired.
941.
There are many kinds of graftingWhip
wax. but the one which is most
£raft.
serviceable for applying with the
hands in the open air is made by melting
together one pound (by weight) of rendered tallow, two parts of beeswax and

/^

;
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then put away for future use, and will keep indefinitely. When used, the warmth of the hands will cause
it to soften.
The hands should be greased to prevent it
It is

from sticking.
Cleft-tcrafting is the method usually employed in the
top-grafting of fruit trees, as apples, pears, plums and
cherries. Old peach trees are rarely changed over to a
new variety. If they are, budding is employed, as already suggested the limbs are headed back so that new
:

944.

Grafting knife

(.>

.secured in which the buds may be set. It is inipurtant, in all top-working of fruit trees, to keep down
the suckers which spring up around the cion, and which
sometimes completely choke it. In changing over the
top of a fruit tree, all the leading branches should be
^'rafted (Fig. 9:i9). It is well to stand at some distance
from the tree and make a mental picture of how the
tree will look when the new top is secured: the grafts
should be set in approximately a radius from the center
of the tree. It is rare that the stock should be larger
\\<M.)d is

than two inches in diameter where the cions are set. On
some of the main branches it will bo necessary to graft
side branches lower down in order to till the tf'p and to
afford footholds to pickers and prnners. It will require
from three to four years to change over the tree to a
new variety. Each year a little more of the original top
is removed, and the cions take more and more of the
space.

Bark-Crafting (Fig. 940) is a most excellent method
of grafting fairly large limbs, since it does not injure
the stock so much as the cleft-graft. The cions are cut
thin and inserted between the bark and wood. The bark
is securely bound to hold it tight, and the entire surface
This method is called
is waxed, as in cleft-^rafting.
crown-grafting by the French and English.
Whip-grafting is employed in the nursery and on very
small stocks. It is not used in top-grafting except now
and then on small limbs. The pictures sufficiently illustrate how the work is done.
The cion and stock should

be of approximately equal

Each is cut off in a
slanting direction, and a
split or tongue is made near
the middle. The same shape
is given to cion and stock
size.

(Figs. 941,94'J). The oI)j,-ct
of the tongue is to hold the
it
parts together securely
also presents more contact.
bound
to
then
cion
is
The
by
stock, preferably
the
means of waxed cord. If the
irraft is above ground, the
;

wounds should be thoroughly waxed overthe string. If
graft is lielow ground,
the tie will bp all that is
necessary: the moist earth
packed around the wound
will prevent evaporation and
protect it.
The chief use of the whipgraft is in root - grafting,
tiie

942. Root-graft

long cion (X

with
^;i^

..^^

943.

Tree grown from a long-cion

root-eraft.

four parts of resin. The melted liquid is poured into a
pail or tub of water, when it immediately hardens. It is
then pulled until it is light-colored and develops a grain.

which

is

employed

chiefly

945.

Veneer- grafting-.

on apples and mostlv at the
West. .In the East, o'ther things being equal, budded apIn the
ple trees are preferable to root-grafted trees.
West, however, it is necessary to have apple trees on
not
stocks
are
seedling
roots of known hardiness. The
of known hardiness, even though the seeds have come
from the hardiest varieties. It'is therefore customary
to use cions 6 to 12 in. long, grafted onto pieces of roots
'2H-^ in. long (Fig. 942). The graft is set so deep that
only the top bud of the cion projects above the surface.
of root acts as a nurse, and roots may start from
tlipcion itself Fig. 94H). When the tr^e is transferred to

The piece

I
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the orchard, the original root may be cut off iu case it is
althoxigh this is not done if the
not very vigorous
union seems to be good and the foster roots are strong.
This root-grafting is done in winter (Dec. and Jan.
preferred) the grafts are stored in clean sawdust, sand
or moss in a cool cellar, and are set in nursery rows in
the open early in the spring, after the manner of grape
cuttings.
The waxed string, with which the whip-grafts are
tied, may be made by dropping a ball of yarn into the
melted grafting wax which is spoken of above, in five
minutes the wax will have penetrated the ball, but the
strand can readily be unwound. The best material for
This is strong
this purpose is No. 18 knitting cotton.
enough to hold the work together, and yet weak enough
so that it may be broken in the liands without cutting
the fingers. It will ordinarily decay during the year, and
thereby not interfere with the growth of the tree. If the
grafting is done in a room at a living temperature, the

sometimes grafted for the novelty of having more than
one variety growing on the same root. Probably most
herbaceous plants can be grafted readily, with the exception of the endogens,
which do not lend them,7 l

664
;

;

j''^^

selves to the operation,
although there are in.stances in wliich grafting has been made suc\n
cessful on them.

.\*^\B.i

order to succeed with an
herbaceous cion, it is
necessary that the room
be rather close and moist
in order that evaporation
may not be very rapid.
One should endeavor to
secure the general con-

which obtain in a
good propagating house.
The temperature should
be kept rather below the
normal for that species
taken
until union has
ditions

place. It is usually best
to cover the union with
moss or some other material in order to protect
the wound and to check

Best reevaporation.
sults are secured when
the cion is firm in texture, as also in the case
of herbaceous cuttings

947. Inarchine the branches of

two

The kind

plants.

of

graft

.

946.

Veneer- graft in fr.

waxed string should be soft enough to stick to the stock
without being tied. Four or five turns are made around
the union. Waxed Manila paper, cut in narrow strips,
is also much used; also single strand cotton "chain" or
warp-thread, either waxed or not waxed.
Any sharp knife with a handle large enough to b(i
grasped readily is useful for whip-grafting. The Jilad<!
should be thin, and the steel of best quality. Th(!
handle should also be strong. Fig. 9J:4 shows a common
form of grafting knife. Good shoe-knives may be used.
V'eneer-</raf ting. — This style of grafting, which is
considerably used under glass with fancy and ornamental plants, consists in simply champering the surfaces of cion and stock and applying the one to the
other (Fig. 945). The cion is bound tu the stock by
raftia or other material. If the graft is in the open the
wounds are thoroughly waxed but in the liouse they
may be covered merely with moss. This style of union
is used with herbaceous plants, as well as on liard
wood. Sometimes the stock is severed at the point <ff
union, as in Pig. 045 but in other cases it is not severed nor headed back until the cion has taken hold
(Fig. 940). In the latter case, the stock is not injured
in case the graft does not grow.
Herbaceous (frafihuj. — Pelargoniums, chrysanthemums and other soft-wooded greenhouse plants are
;

;

is

of

importance, although it is customary to use the
veneer-graft cions, since there is less injury to the stock
and the outer .surfaces are easily applied to each other.
The cion ordinarily consists of one <>r two joints, and it
the leaves are large, they are cut in two, as in the making of softwood cuttings.
Inarching — In those cases in whirh union takes
place with much dilHculty, it is possible to eliect tinconjunction by allowing the cion to grow fast to the
stock before the cion is severed from its own roots.
The plant which it is desired to have grow on the
stock is bent over to the stock, the surfaces of the two
are exposed so that the cambiums may be pressed close
together, and the two are tlien bound until union takes
place. In some cases a tongue is made in
both the cion and the stock, much as in
&
whip-grafting, so that the surface of contact
is greater and the parts are held together
When the cion has bemore securely.
come thoroughly established on the stock,
the cion is severed from its own root and
the top of the stock is cut olf. This inarching or grafting by approach is also used in
the greenhouse when it is desired to transfer the whole top or the whole branch of one
less

plant to another. The illustration (Fig, 047)
shows such a case. Inarching is seldom

employed in this country in a commercial
way.
Inarching is sometimes employed to unite
two branches into one for the purpose of
making a specimen fruit grow larger. If,
for example, a twig of an apple tree is inarched into a limb just back of a fruit, the
extra food supply may cause that friiit to
grow larger, and a finer specimen may bo
ol)tained. This use of the graft is employed
only for the imrpose of securing extra fine
specimens for exhibition or other purposes.
Bri'hie-f/rafting. — 'Woundi^ or girdles may
be bridged by cions, as in Fig. 048. Trim,
the edges of th(^ girdle to Ihe fresh, firm
tissue, in sort cions wiiirh are whittled wedgeshape at each end. draw bandages around
the trunk so as to hold the free edges of the
bark and the ends of the cions, and pour
melted wax over tlie work. This operation
is ])erfornied in si>ring, with dormant cions.
Prevent the buds from throwing out shoots.

i:^
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If the cions are

placed close together, they will soon
unite along their sides and make a continuous covering
of the wound.
Lit era Inn'. — For further discussion of the whole suhject of grafting, the reader is referred to current works
on fruit-growing
also to the two American special
hooks on the subject— Fuller's "Propagation of Plants
and Bailey's "Nursery-Book." In English work, "Baltet's "Budding and Grafting" is standard. It is an Eng;

'

lish

version of "L'Art de Grefler.'

GEAM,

or

CHICK PEA.

L.

B.

II.

Civer arletinnm.

GEAMMANGIS

{(.tV^-.k^X^, grain iiui :
perhaps referring
Hs.). Orchiih'icece, tribe Winden'.
of Muda;i^ascar and Java. Pseudobulbs
short and thick, witli fidiage-leaves only at their summit, hence not enclosed in the leaf-sheaths: fl. -clusters
from the base, many-dd., pendulous: tls. not spurred;
middle sepal strongly concave, lateral sepals somewhat
sac-shaped at base, free, spreading petals ascending,
somewhat different in form and color; lip IMobed, with
erect lateral lobes and recurved middle lobe
column
slender, wunged. Nearest Cymbidium, differing cbietly
in having the foliage-leaves only at the end of the

markings of the

to the

Species about

i,

;

;

pseudobulb, and tlie rostcUumcrcscrnt-shaped {in Cymbidium it is triangular). From (.Jramuiatdpliyllum (which
see), Graiuniangis diifers in the att;u_'hmcnt of its pol-

masses and in the position of its foliage-leaves.
Best cultivated in baskets hung near the glass, whero
the light is most intense. The plants can also be grown
successfully in pots placed near the glass, or fastened
to blocks, but in the latter case they must be given moru
len

water.
Elli-sii,

Keichb.

f.

(

Gra»unaioph(iUiim

E 11

i

.s-

>

i,

Pseudulnill)s T-11 in. long, each bearing ,')-*!
Ivs.: Ivs. l.^o-2ft. lung: sepals yellow, elegantly marked
with dark transverse lines; petals and lip pale pink, the
latter with a strong mid-nerve. Summer. Madagasca]-.
Lindl.).

B.M.
G.

5170.

Huttoni,B.

Psemln-

f.).

iu. long, elongated, o1j<i\<miI,
Ivs. iiipaii's, (J-y in.lmig, ^-'J-'.j in. wide, dark green, rori;Labout
10-tid.,
drooping:
sepals ohnvate, itraceme
3-.'>

(.eous
ciu-ved, light
:

large, not obviously spurred; sepals

and petals nearly
equal, sprea<ling; lip comparatively small, with margin
entirely free, 3-lobed, with erect lateral lobes; column
slender. Allied genera are Grammangis and Cymbidiuni.
from both of which Grammatophyllum differs in having
the pollen masses each borne upon an appendage of the
stalk, while in the two related genera they are attached
to a common stalk without special appendages.
The fow species in cultivation are such infrequent
bloomers that the flowering of a fine example is something of an event. They are propagated from pieces of
the pseuddbulbs. The plants are best grown in goodsized and well-drained pots filled with peat, and need
considerable water while actively growing. They should
be alloweil to rest occasionally. Season of bloom and
further cultural details with each species.
T. H. Keakxev, Jr.
Cultivate Gramniatophyllums in shallow perforated
pans three-fourths filled with broken potsherds. The
solid part of the potting material should be of fern
fiber packed very tight and thin. Place near the strong-

under lightly shaded glass. Keep a temperature of 70° to 95° in the growing season.
Give
plenty of water while growing. They need a hmg season of rest, without water, in a shaded house, in a temperature of 50° to 55°.
-^^j^ Mathews.
est sunli;j:ht,

A.

Pseudobitlbs

V'jrij

long, coniparativeJij slender.

Bpecidsum, Blurae (G. Sanderiduuni, Hort.). Letter
Pseudobulbs 0-10 ft. long, slender, flexuons:
Ivs. 2-ranked, 1-2 ft. long: flower clusters open, sometimes
ft. long from the base of the stalk: fls. numerous,
in. in diam., elear yellow, spotted with deep red])urple.
Winter. Malayan region, notably Java. G.O.
111.7:2117; 14:15; 22:145,147; i;!:l.
B.M. 5157.-This
magnificent plant, one of the very largest of its family,
has l>een well-named the "Queen of Orchids." A hug*^
individual growing on a tree in the open at the Bo
tanical Garden of Buitenzorg, Java, has the following dimensions diameter of whole plant, 18 ft. collar about tintrunk of the tree formed Iiy the closely interwoven roots
7*2 ft. in diameter, 2*2 ft. thick, and over 3 ft. high:
llower-clusters (appearing at the same time) 50-00, each
2 ft. or moi-e in length and bearing 70-100 flowers. And
it must be rememhered that this liuge plant is an epiphyte! Temperature, especially soil temperature, should
be carefully regulatecl in growing this plant. Owing to
the brighter light, it does better in American than in
European hothouses.

Plant,

:

&H. (CymhirUum Hiittom, Hook.

bulhs ot a single iiitoruude,
greeu:

60-")

browii outside, streaked transversely inside with
ehutolate color; lip greenish, witli chocolate stripe'^. Jinie.
Java. B.M. 5670.
T. H. KEAiiXi-:v, Jk.

GRAMMANTHES

{Grei^.k.lclti'r-f longer; the petals of
the full-colored varieties with a darker mark like a b-tter
V, whence also the name of the synonymous genus \'<niunthes).
Crassuldceie.
This genus includes a small.
half-hardy, annual, succulent plant, with thit-k, tlesljy
Ivs. and yellow fis., which grows about.
in. high ami
All the 9 speis used for edgings, baskets and pots.
cific names are now referred to one, G. gentianoides. Beside the type, 4 botanical varieties were recognized in
Flora Capensis 2:331 (18G1-2). Calyx bell-shaped, semi5-tld.
corolla tube as long as the calyx; limb 5-G-lobed:
carpels 5-0, many-ovriled, Avith awl-shaped styles scales
;

:

minute, and evanescent: follicles many-seeded.

DC

Glabrous, somewhat glaucous:
gentianoides,
branches forking: stems rigid, filiform: Ivs. opposite.
yellow, or creamy white, ami
distant
lis. orange,
marked as above described. Capo. B.M. 4007 and 0401.
F.S. 5:518. The type (var. v6ra, Haw.) has Ivs. ovateoblong
limb of corolla ttvate-obloug. a third longer
than the stamens. Var. chloraeSlora, Haw., has Ivs. oblong or linear: lis. a little larger; limb of riiroUa ovat-'lanceolate, twice as long as the stamens.
"\v. ]\I.
:

:

A.\.

;

P.'<'-iiil"?ninis

i'dIij

n.

gramma,

a line or
streak, and phi/lloii, leaf; probably referring to tlie
A
Orcliiddceir, tribe Vf'nuh'iC.
parallel leaf-veins).
small genus of perhaps 8 or 9 epiphytic species, of which
about half are well-defined, inhabiting the islands
from Madagascar to the Philippines and New Guinea.
The genus includes some of the largest and showiest uf
cultivated orchids. Roots numerous: stems or pseudobulbs many-leaved
Ivs. long, ribbon-shaped, thick,
evergreen: racemes long-stalked, loosely many-tid.,
Hs.
springing from near the base <>f the psemlnlmlb

(Greek,

:

:

rat I >:>'?;/ .short
at SKiiDnit.

and

fliiclc,

leafii

Fls. greenish or jjellotcish, spotted with hroivn.

FenzliELnum, Reicldt. f. (<?. Measuresittnum Hort.).
Lvs. 4-0: fl. clusters sometimes 15 at one time, each
over 5 ft. n>ng and containing over 60 fls.: sepals and
petals narrow, cream color to greenish j-ellow, tipped
and spotte<l with brown and purple; lip streaked with
purple. A]">r. Island of Amlioina. Philippine Islands('?).
J.H. III. 29:123. G.:\I. 34:334. -The fis. are smaller and
the spots fewer and smaller than in Rumphianum.
,

Kumphianum, Miq. (C. Gnilehni IT, Kriinzlinj.
PseudobuH's 0-8 iu. long, ovoid or fusiform: Ivs. 1-2 ft.
long: raceme nodding or hanging, 3-4 ft. long from tho
base of the stalk: fis. often 30-35, 3 in. in diameter,
green outside, green blotched with brown-pur])le within
sepals and petals similar; lip purple-veined, downy.
^lolncca Islands, Borneo, New Guinea, and ?) the Philippines. B.M. 7507.— A large, showy species.
;

(

BB.

GEAMMATOPH'S'LLUM

c<>)n/ia

FU.

hroioi, streaJ^ed with green.

multiflomm, Lindl. Lvs. 3—1: fl. clu.sters nearly 2 ft.
long. Sunnner. Philippine Islands. P.M. 0:217. — This
very desiral'le species has not yet found its way into
American trade. It is easily grown, either in a pot filled
with a well-drained " compost of heath soil and potsherds,
or merely fastened to copper wire and hung from the
roof.
G. EUisli,

Hurt.=

Lindl. ^Ovammangis

?-(r-. lei-ictxun,

GRANADILLA.

Hurt.—

ElUsii.— G. indetermindl
-p. H. EJEARN-EY, Jr.

suit Passiflora.
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GRAPE. The Grape

is probably the oldest of domesIt is probable that wine was made from
brouglit into cultivation. It
species
was
it before the
seems to have been cultivated at the dawn of history.
Its product was certainly no rarity in Noah's time.

ticated fruits.

ments
black

finally

failed

because of the incursions of the

rot.

countries, North America is richest in species
These species range
of Vitis (see the article Vitis).
from ocean to ocean and from the British possessions
to the tropics. The species which has been most
improved is Vitis La bru sea of the Atlantic slope,
although it seems to possess less native merit
than some of the southwestern species-types. Of
this species are the Concord and Catawba types
{Figs. 949-9.51}. To some extent it has been hybridized with Vitis vinifera (as in Agawaiu, Lindley, Barry, and others of E. S. Kogers' varieties),
and with native species. Already a number of
the popular varieties represent such wide departures that they cannot be referred xjositively to
any species. Of these, Delaware and Isabella
are examples. The second most important species,
in point of amelioration, is Vitis cestivalis, from
which several of the best wine Grapes have
sprung (Fig. 952).
The Post-oak Grape (Vitis
Liiisecomi, or V. (vsiivalis, vur. Livsecomi) of
the SoiTthwest, is one of the most promising species, and already has given excellent results in
hybridization.
See Figs. 953, 9.54.
V. rotundifoUa of the South has given the Scuppernong
and a few less known forms. Beyond these species, there are none which have given varieties
of great commercial importance, although considerable has been done in improving them. Some
of the best of the wild species are practically
untouched there is only a compi^ratively small
area of our great country which has yet developed large interests in Grape-growing
the
<.irape-types of a century hence, therefore, may
be expected to be very unlike the present day
varieties. For an extended sketch of American
Grape history, see "Evolution of Our Native
Fruits." The American Grape literature is voluminous. Fifty authors have written on the suhject. Yet there is very little of this writing which
catches the actual spirit of American Grapegrowing
this fact, together with the intrinsic
intricacy and diversity of the subject itself,
wise to devote considerable space
makes
it
seem
Niugara; b, Brighton
to the Grape in this Cyclopedia.
Whi le the native Grape was being ameliorated in the
The Grape of history is the Old World Vitis vinifera,
East, the Old World Vitis vinifera was becoming esthe "wine-bearing Vitis," probably native to Asia. The
paramount use of the Grape always has been the protablished on the Pacific slope. In fact, \'itis vinifera
duction of wine. A subsidiary value is the production
has there run wild. The phylloxera and mildew are not
of raisins; and another is the production of fruit for
native there, and the climate better suits the species.
the dessert and for culinary uses. Great efforts were
The Pacific coast viticulture, therefore, is of the Old
World kind. Wine is the leading revenue of the Grape.
made to introduce the cultivation of the European Grapo
into the American colonies, but the efforts resulted
now know that the phylloxera or root-louse can be
in failure. It was not until the latter part of the presevaded when the vinifera Grape is grafted on native or
ent century-- that the chief causes of this failure beresistant stocks, and the mildew can be combated by
came known the depredations of the phylloxera and
fungicides. Of late years, therefore, new efforts have
mildew, — and even then the causes were discovered
been made to grow the wine Grape in the eastern states,
largely because these enemies had made incursions into
and in the southern latitudes some of these experiments
the vineyards of Euro]>e. In the meantime, one or two
promised well for a time. However, so great attention is
of the native species of Vitis had been ameliorated, and
required in order to produce a satisfactory product as to
American viticulture had become established on a
discourage the growing of vinifera varieties in the open
unique and indigenous basis, and the fruits are grown
in the East.
Vinifera types will always be special
to eat rather than to drink.
So fully did the early
Grapes in the East, adapted only to particular conditions,
American ventures follow Em-opean customs thnt thfi
for it is not to be expected that they can compete with
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;

:

;
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were usuplanted on
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they are on the
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themore easily grown and cosmopolitan native varieties.
Under glass, however, the vinit'era varieties thrive below
;

a special discussion is given to this branch of the subject.
The greatest development of tlic native ("Irape industry has taken place in New York and LUiin, bordering
lakes and large streams.
These areas are the lower
Hudson river valley the region of the central-western
New York lakes the Lake Erie region of New York,
Pennsylvania and Ohio.
There are also important
Grape interests in Ontario, Michigan, and other northern
parts. There is considerable interest in Grajie culture
in the cooler parts of Georgia and Alabama, and thrre
are enlarging areas in the country extending from the
Ozark region southward. Nearly all the country, e-xeepting the northernmost parts, raises Grapes, but in
most cases the growing of them cannot be said to be
extensive eno\igh to be called an industry. Although
the Grape sections of the North hug the water areas
and the land, therefore, is often steep, all Gr.ape growers
prefer nearly level laiul. The Old World plantations
are largely on very steep lands
such lands, by virtue
of their warmth and drainage, are thought to give an
extra quality of wine. These ideas were brought to this
country, and many of our early vineyards were planteil
on terraced slopes. But we grow Grapes for a different
purpose from the Europeans, and land is cheap and
labor is dear. Old World methods cannot lie followed
in the American commercial lUantatious.
The ideal bunch of Grapes is one which is of medium
size for the variety, ccimpact. unil'ormly develciped and
ripened throughout, containing nu small or diseased
berries, and with the bloom intact.
A very dense or
crowded cluster is not the most desirable, for all the
berries cannot develop fully, and the cluster is not easily
handled when the fruit is eaten. Fig. 9ri."> slmws a clu.ster of good shape and com|iactness
Fig. '.iriU is too
broad and irregular Figs. ',i."i7 :ind 'J'lH are rather too
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Priming and Trahiing.~A Grape vine is pnmed io
order to reduce the amount of wood (that is, to thin or
to limit the amount of fruit), and to kc-ep the plnnt
\Yithin raanaffeable shajie and lidniid.^. A vine is traintd

;

;

;

;

;

dense and compact.
is

The American Grape is essentially a dessert fruit. It
eaten from the hand. There are several manufactured
products, but, with the exception of wine, they are
yet of minor importance.
Americans are net a winedrinking people, and wine
is a secondary output of
the Grap^e in the eastern
states, although there are
many large wine-cellars in
New York an<l Ohio, and
tile product is of excellent

Unfermented

quality.
grape juice

is

a product

which deservedly
ing in

is

grow-

popidarity.

The

lack of secondary domestic
uses of the Grape is one
reason for the very serious
gluts

in

the

However, one

markets.

with
an<ither, the protit on a
good vineyard may be expected to exceed that on
the staple farm crops.
951,

Champion, one

early

-

but of

of the
season Labruscas,
poor quaUty (X '^.i).

year

The American book

liter-

ature of the Grape is nearly as large as that of all

tile tree fruits combined.
Probably 100 books, counting the various editions, have
been published in North America since Adlum's volume
in 1823 (see "Evolution of Our Native Fruits." pp. 117126). The earlier books were^founded lai-gely on European practices. The leading current works are: 'Bushberg Descriptive Catalogue and Grape (irowers' Blanual;" Mitzky's "Our Native Grape;" Fuller's "Grape

Husmann's "American Grape Growing and
Wine Making." For the Pacific slope. Husmann's
"Grape Culture and Wine Making in California," WickCulturist:"

son's"California Fruits," and Eisen's "Raisin Industry"
guides. Detailed discussions of pruning
and methods of training are contained in "The Pruning-Book." A standard European monograph is Fot-x's
"Cours Coniplet de Viticulture."
are current

952.

Horticultural product
seedline: of

of Vitis

aesCivalis— Ondtrdonk,

Herbemont

i-\''K).

keep it off the ground, out of the way of thn
to so arrange tht fruit that it will' be well
In order to understand the
exposed to light and air.
pruning of Grapes, the operator must fully grasp this
Fruit
is
ot
icnod of tlie present seaprinci})le:
home
sou, wlilcJi arisiS from wood of the previous season. To
illustrate
A growing shoot, or cane of 1809, makes
buds. In 1900 a shoot arises from each bud; and near
the base uf this shoot the Grapes are borne (1 to 4 clusters on each). This is shown in Fig. 959. The 1899
in order to

workmen, and

:

shown

The 1900 shoot bears 4 clusever}' Vtud on the 1899 shoot may
in 1900, only the strongest of
these new shoot.s will bear fruit. The skilled Grape
grower can tell by the looks of his cane (as he prunes
it, in winter) which buds will give rise to the Grapeshoot

is

ters of Grapes.

at

the top.

While

produce shoots or canes

producing wood the following srason. The larger and
stronger buds usually give best results; but if the cane
itself is very big and stout, or if it is very weak and
slender, he does not expect good results from any of its
buds. A hard, well-ripened cane the diameter of a man's
the ideal size.
vine
to be mastered is this:
should bear only a limited number of clusters, — say
from 30 to 80. A shoot bears clusters near its base; beyond these clusters the shoot grows into a long, leafy
cane. An average of two clusters may l>e reckoned to a
shoot. If the vine is strong enough to bear 00 clusters,
30 good buds must be Itft at the annual pruning. How
much a vine should be allowed to bear will depend on
the variety, distance apart of the vines, strength of the
soil, age of the vine, system of pruning, and the ideals
little

finger

is

The second principle

A

GRAPE

GRAPE

tlie grower. The Concord is one of the strongest and
most x>roductive of Grapes. Twelve to 15 lbs. is a fair
crop for a mature vine; 20 lbs. is a heavy crop; 25 lbs.
An average cluster of Concord
is a very heavy crop.

any time. These are usually weak and are removed,
tSpur pruning is
l>ut now and then a strong one arises.
now rarely used except in Grapes grown on arbors or
cases
it
is
necessary
to have a
in
which
under glass,
On arbors it is best to carry
long, permanent trunk.
one arm or trunk from each root to the top of the framework. Each year the lateral canes are cut back to spurs
of two or three buds. The pruning of glasshouse Grapes
is discussed under Grapes under Class.
The current systems of pruning renew to a head — or
to the main trunk — each year. The trunk of the vine is
carried up to the desired height— to one of the wires of
the trellis — and one or more canes are taken out from
The object is to keep the bearing
its top each year.
wood near the main trunk and to obviate the use of
spurs. This type of pruning is illustrated in Fig. 961.
Tliis engraving shows the head of a vine seven years
old, and on which two canes are allowed to remain after
each annual pruning. The part extending from 6 to ^
and d is the base of the bearing cane of 1892. In the
winter of 1H92-3, this cane is cut off at d, and the new
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of

will wei^^h

l^-l'-i lb.

The vine may be expected

to carry

from 30 to GO clusters; and the annual pruning will leave
from 15 to 30 buds.
Since the bearing wood springs from new cnnes, it
follows that the fruit of the Grape is each year borne
farther from the main trunk of the vine. Observe that
the fruit of wild vines is borne beyond reach when they
climb over thickets and trees. It is a
prime object of the Grape-grower to
obviate this difficulty. The third principle in the pruning of Grape vines is
tliis: The bearing irooil sliou/d he kept
flu 0)iqnutJ ttioik oi kiad of the
iiif
When one
tane is sending
out fiuit bearing
shoots,
another
shoot 19 tiUen out
I

om mar
mam tiunk
f

1

head
f

ruit-be ar ing

shoots

953.

Hybrid of Vitis Linsecomi and
Grape derivative— Husmann {Y

to

the
or
furnish

for

the

;

Fig. 960 illustrates this.

e,

is

left

to

make

the bearing

Tlie horizontal part is a perwill supjmse tliat it grew in

We

It bore two or
In 1891 a shoot grew upward.
three clusters of fruit. In the fall it was cut back to a,
two buds being left to supply the shoots of the sncceedThis short branch is nowcalird a spur. Only
itig year.
one shoot was wanted for the next year, l)ut two buds
were left in case one should be injured. In 1892, a
liranch grew from one of these buds: it bore fruit: in
the fall it was cut back to b. In 1893 a shoot will grow
from one of the buds, e. Thus the sjiur elongates year
by year, becoming a forking, comi)lie;ited, stul)l)y Ijrancli.
A"f ter a few years it may become weak
the grower sees
tliis, and if a new shoot should start from the main arm
near the base of the spur, he encourages it and cuts off
all of tlie old spur; tlius he renews back again to the
main vine. Shoots from adventitious or srcondary buds
are likely to s]»ring from the main arm or tlie spur at

1H90.

:

wood

of 1893.

was too weak to
leave for fruiting. It was, therefore, cut away. The old
stub, h, f, d, will be cut away a year hence, in the winter of 1893-4. In the meantime, arenewal cane will have
grown from tlip stub o, which is left for that purpose,
f,

Hybrid of Vitis Linsecomi and an arstivalis
shoot— Hermann Jaeger (X ^--i).

''

next year; and the other or older cane is entirely cut
away'after the fruit is off. That is, the wood is constantly renewed; and the new shoots which are to give
bearing wood the following year are called renewals.
There are some systems of Giape training which renew
back to the root every year or two, and these have been
but every system of Grape
called renewal systems
pruning must practice renewal in one way or another.
An old system of renewal was by means of spurs.

manent arm or branch.

cane,

Another cane sprung from

but

it

off

and the old cane, h d, will be cut olf just beyond it,
between c and f. In this way, the bearing wood is
The wound a
kept close to the head of the vine.
shows where an old stub was cut away this winter, 1892while b shows whereon© was cut off the previous winter. A scar upon the back of the head, which does not
show in the illustration, marks the spot where a stub
was cut aw;iy two years ago, in the winter of 1890-1.
This method of pruning can be kept up almost indetinitely, and if care is exercised in keeping the stubs
short, the head will not enharge out of proportion to the
growth of the stock or trunk.
There are two coinm(m styles of training in use in the
northern states, but each of them practices essentially
the system of renewals which is described in the last
.'{,

jviragraph. One style of training carries the tnink only
to the lowest wire of the trellis. Tlie canes usually 2
in number— are tied horizontally on the bottom wire, and
the bearing shoots are tied, as they grow, 1o the two
wires above (Fig. 962). This is anupriijJit sijsfnn. The
other style carries the trunk to the top wire. The canes
are tied on tlie top wire, and the bearing shoots bang.
This is the droophig or Eniffhi system. If the shoots
run out on the top wire by clinging to it by tendrils,
they are torn loose, so that they will hang: this is a very
necessary practice. There is controversy as 1o the comparative merits of these systems, which proves that

—
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Eaton.

C-irupe cluster.
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be greater. Seeds produce new varlfties, and th<y aro
used only in an experimental way.
The commercial propagation of Grapes is done by
means of hardwood cuttings. These cuttings are taken
in the winter from the trimmings of vineyards.
In all
ordinary cases they are made of two or three buds'
length, preferably three (Fig. 963).
They are cut as
soon as the canes are trimmed, tied in small bundles,
and these bundles are then buried half their depth in
damp sanil in a cool cellar. By spring the cuttings will
be more or less callused. The cuttings are planted in
the open on the approach of warm weather.
A loose,
loamy soil is selected, and it is well and deeply prepared. The cuttings are inserted imtil only the ujjper
bud stands at the surface of the ground. These cuttings are placed li to 8 inches apart in rows, and the
rows are far enough apart to allow of Iiorse cultivation.
These cuttings may give plants large enough for sal©
the following fall; but it is usirally preferred to let the
plants grow two years before they are put upon the
market. In such cases it is customary, in many of the
best nurseries, to transplant at the end of the first season. When wood is scarce, the canes are sometimes cut

has merit. It is probable that tin- upright system
better for the slender or shorter varieties, asDelaware, aud also for those whose shoots stand erect, as
Catawba. The Kniffin has distinct merit for stron.ir-growing varieties, as Concord; it is also cheaper, since it
requires no summer tying.
Crape-training is a very
special subject; it is discussed at length, with many
illustrations, in "The Pruning-Book."
One- or 2-year-old vines are planted either in the fall
or early spring. At planting, the vine is cut back to 3 or
4 buds and the roots are welt shortened. If all the buds
start, the strongest one or two may be allowed to grow.
The canes arising from this bud should be staked and
allowed to grow through the season: or in large plantations the first-year canes may be allowed to lie on the
ground. The second year this cane should he cut back
to the same number of eyes as the first year.
After
growth beiTiQS in the second spring, one of the strongest
shoots should be allowed to remain. This cane may be
grown to a single stake through the second summer. At
the end of the second year the cane may be cut back to
the bottom wire of the trellis, if upright training is to
K'AQh.
is

t)e employed.
The cane iut\y be strong enough at this
time to be made the permanent trunk of the Kniflin
training, but in most cases the trunk is not carried to
the top wire until the third year.
The main pruning is performed when the vine is dormant. Tlie ideal time is Januarv and February in the
Xorth, although the work is often begun in November
if the area is large.
Pruning in spring causes the vine
to bleed, but bleeding is not injurious. But late pruning
interferes with tillage, and the buds are likely to be injured after they are swollen.
Summer pruning is now
practiced only to the extent of pulling out suckers and
weak shoots, and even this is not always done. Heading-in the vine in summer is likely to start side growths,
which are useless and troublesome.
Propagation. — The Grape trrows readilv from seeds

95S. Massasoit.
957. Moore Early.
which may be kept over winter and germinated in the
house early in the spring. They may be even planted
in beds in the open, but the proportion of failures will

959.

Fruit-beanntJ of the Grape.

to single eyes.
In this case about an inch of wood is
left on either side of the Imd. Single-eye cuttings are

nearly always started under glass, preferably on the
greenhouse bench. If they are started in February, they
will be large enough fortransplanting in a well-prepared
seed-bed very esriy in the spring. Crcen wood cuttings
are sometimes used in the summer time with new and
rare varieties, but they are not in general favor.
In
California, rooted vines of one year are ]iref erred; and
in soil in which cuttings root readily, they are sometimes planted directly in the vineyard.
The Grape is easily grafted. Because of the flexible
nature of the vine, however, it is customary to make the
graft below the surface of the ground.
An ordinary
cleft-graft is the one which is usually employed. The
whole vine is cut off 4 or 5 inches below the surface, and the gi'aft is inserted in the same fashion as in
apple or pear trees. The surface may then be waxed or
covered with clay or other material, to keep the water
out of the cleft, although if the earth is firmly packed
around the graft and no water stands, the union may be
perfectly satisfactory without any cover (Figs. 9Ct-i-5).
Vines of any age may be grafted. It is important that

-
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the cions be perfectly dormant. These cions are taken
and stored in the same way as cuttings. The grafting
should be done very early in the spring, before the sap
starts. Grafting may also be done
late in the spring, after all danbut, in
ger of bleeding is over
that case, it is more ditlic-ult to
:

keep the cions dormant, and tingrowth is not likely to be so great
daring the first season. Vineyards which are composed of unprofitable

varieties

may

be

changed to new varieties very
Vinitera
readily by this means.

960.

Pruning

to

varieties 'can als.i be grafted on
our coinnion pliyllexiTa-resistaut
stocks by the same nietboil. Almost any method of grafting can
be employed upon the Grape vine
if the work is done beneath the

spur.

surface.

Discuses. — The Grape

is

amen-

The most
able to many insect and fungous attacks.
serious ditticulty is the phylloxera, which, however, is
practically unknown as an injurious pest on tlie
native Grapes. On the vinifera varieties it is exceedingly serious, and it is working great devastation in many of the vineyards of the Olil
World and of tlio Pacific coast. The most practicable means of dealing with this pest is to graft
the vinifera vines on native or resistant roots.
The mililew and black rot are the most serious
The mildew [Peroiioof the fungous enemies.
spora viticoia) is the more common form of rot
in the North. In the South the black rot (Lcvstadia Bidirellli) is very ssrious. Both these diseases cause the berries to decay. They also .attack the leaves, jiarticularly the mildew, causing the leaves to fall and preventing the Grapes
It is the mildew which has
from maturing.
worked such havoc in Eurepeau vineyards. The
mildew is most seriens cm t!iin-lea"\-ed and smooth-

and on the young growth, where it makes
sunken, discolored areas, and where it interferes seriously with the growth of the parts. It is not so easily
controlled as the mildew and the black rot. Careful attention to pruning away all the diseased wood and
burning it will help in controlling the disease. Before
growth starts, spray the vines, trellis and posts with
clusters

strong sulfate of copper solution. After the leaves open,
use the Bordeaux mixture.
In Grape houses the powdery mildew Uncimda spiraUs) often does serious damage. It als<_) occurs in the
open vineyard, but it is usually not serious thare. It
appears as a very thin, dust-like covering on the leaves.
It sometimes attacdcs the berries, causing them to remain small or to crack. This fungus lives on the surface, and is therefore readily controlled in Grape houses
by dusting with flowers of sulfur or by the fumes of
(

evaporatcMl sulfur.
For further discussions on Grape diseases and difficulties, the reader should consult the bulletins of the
experiment stations, publications of the Department of

Agriculture at Washington, books on economic entomology, and Lodeman's "Spraying of Plants."
I'arietifs. — Of the native Grapes, fully 800 varieties

Uprigtit system of

Grape

training.

the winter pruning, all the top will Vie cut away except two canes
near tlie center; these tw-o will lie laid down in opposite directions
on the liottom wire for the next season's fiaiitiiig.

t\.t

leaved varieties, as the Delaware. It causes yellowish patches to a[ipear on the leaves, with frost-like
colonies on the under sides. It causes the berries to
decay with a gray and finally a brown rot, the berries
usually remaining small and firm but not greatly
wrinkled. The black rot causes the berries to become
very hard, dry and shriveled, and the epidermis is covered with minute pimples (Fig. 9611). The treatment
for both these diseases is the same — spraying with Bordeaux mixture. In regions in whiidi the diseases have
not been very prevalent, it is usually sufficient to liegin
the spraying after the fruit has begun to set, and to
spray two or three times, as the case seems to require.
When the diseases have been ver)' prevalent, however,
it is better to begin before the buds swell in the spring.

have been named and described. IMany foreign varieties have been introduced. Yet, in any region the nuni
ber of useful commercial varieties is usually less than
a dozen.
Of the American Grapes (those aside from
viniferas), the Concord is the cosmopolitan variety.
Others of great prominence are Worden, Niagara, Catawba, Delaware. For the South, consult Munson's
article, lielow.
For the Pacific viniferas, consult Wickson's account. Iteli'w. Following are notes on varieties
by Ralph Bush, of the old firm^of Bush & Sons, Bushberg, Mo. Tills firm was established shortly after the
civil war by Isidor and Ralph Bush, father and son. In
the early seventies the firm became Bush & Son &
Meissner, by the entering of G. E. Meissner. The recent deatli of the elder Bush and Meissner has left the
finn in the hands of Ralph Bush & Sons. It is this
firm which iiublislies the Grape manual already mentioned. In that work and in Mitzky's "Native Grape,"
great numbers of varieties are described. Mr. Bush's
remarks on varieties of Grapes, made for this occasion,
.ire

as follows

:

In infested vinesards.

"The planting of vineyards, both for market and aniaur purposes, is on the increase. The inclination in
|ilanting tends more towards quality than to quantity:
that is, from the many inquiries and oi-ders, the main
question seems to be the adaptation of the variety to
the soil or the purpose. In former years the planter,
without question, would order so many Concord, Hartford, Ives, Elvira, etc.. and in rare cases, one or two of
a better variety. Now there is no demand whatever for
riartford, much less f,,r Ives and Elvira, while the
lilanting of even the C.uie.ir,! is on the decrease. The
i.'enerar tendency around tlie great lakes is still to plant
(he Catawba, and it certainly thrives very well. In
many pari s of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee

the fruit, where it makes a hard, sealiby patch.
It^
most serious work, however, occurs on the stems of the

as also the
the Noali and Niagara are in great demand
lielaware, Norton Virginia and Cyntliiana for wine
river, as
Ohio
purposes.
the
section
south
of
the
In
also ill the western st.ates, such kinds as Moore Early,
Moore Diamond, Brighton, Worden, Cottage, Niagara,

I

Head

9&1.

Showing'

tlie

of a vine.
system of taking out

tlie foliage and diseased lierries
should be raked up and burned in the fall.
The anthracnose or scab {SphanJoiim inii/n'li innn) is
a very serious fungous ilisease. It is inosf a|ip:ii-ent on

;
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and many of the Rogers IiTl>ri(ls are now planted. In
the southern states, from Texas to Georgia, tlie Niagara.
Herbemont, Cunningham, as also Norton Virginia and
Cynthiana, arc most frequently wanted."

L

11

B

Grapes in the North. — Seeking a proper In
oatiou for Grapes in the northern states east
(t the Rocky mountains, one should make a
distinction between Grapes planted for commercial purposes and those planted for domestic use. If for the former, the climatic
conditions must be so perfect that a crop can
be depended on each season with the same certainty as the appearance of the tax collector
or the annual interest on the mortgage. If
for the hitter, the chances may be such as to
give a yield of Grapes three ye'ars out of five,
which is better than no (4rapes at all. Any
section in which dent corn has a liberal season
in which to mature is a practicable place for
a household vineyard, provided the early
ripening varieties are selected. For this purpose, for black or deep purple, may bo suggested Moore Early and Worden. During the
past three years the Canii>bell is often favorably mentioned. I-^or white or pale green, the
Green Mountain, sometimes called the Winchell, and for red the Brighton, are good
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area is the difference
bet\veen the conscientious and the careless packer. If
there was ever any reason for such an idea as the
(jualityof fruit beiny: influenced by location, it was probably due to the inexperience of some outside planter,
which led him to pnt up too much or too little wood, and
imperfect ripening; of tlie trnit was the result. The conclusion was jumpod at that the difference was due to a
lieavendiorn blessing- of location, instead of good judgin

all

that

varieties.

The best

location for a commercial vinetlie shores of our lakes or large
rivers. The advantage of such locations is
due almost entirely to protection from late
and early frosts. i)uring the early development of the Grape industry, many loose ideas
were prevalent that certain spots within the
different Grape zones had some sjiecial magic
of sunshine, or temperature, or draught of
'"•
air. or alchemy of the soil, that gave" such
3-bud cut- superior quality of truit. Tlie earljci- vioeyards at Hammuud^port. X. Y., wen- ]ilaiited
tine of
upon steep liillsiilis — so ste.'p tliat tej-rai-es
Grape.
were sometimes formed, wliich uinde cultivation and harvesting expensive.
8u(di Ii:ica1ioiis were
probably considered su])erior to all olhers hocause
some one had seen Grajies gro"\vn in similar locations
along the Rhine. It was also said that tlie west bank
of the lake was superior because the Gra}ics recei\"ed
the morning sun.
Henry ). Fairchild, a picmeer and
progressive vineyardist, in time iiroved the foolishness of the idea by planting a vineyard on the east
side of the lake, where the lay of the land made cultiva-

yard

is

along

(

tion

sun.

more easy and the Grapes received the afternoon
In later years, when the Grapes from either shore
reached the market, no consumer
could tell whether the fruit ri'ceived
the moriiiug or afternoon sun.
The
lirst vineyards planted in the Lake
Erie belt were at Brocton,Chautuaqua
county. The industry clung about
that initial location many years, for
it was a popular belief that "there was
some special current of air passing

966.

Grapes ruined by black

rot.

luent in prunini."
is thi.' coniuion thin;:: for writers to
lay much stres
on "southern slopes" and "sunny
slopes, ''but in most cases they have said so because
some one has said so before them, and not because they
spoke from experience. Scarcely an acre of the 25,000
planted to vineyards in the Chautauqua belt but faces
the north, and is in full view of Lake Erie, as the seats
of a theater face the stage.
There is one feature of location upon which much
stress must be laid, even in the lake zones, and that is
opportunity for frost drainage. It is a well attested fact
that the cold air settles in the bottom of a valley; therefore, the bott'im of a ravine is usually C'dder in frostv
nights than the hillside. It often happens that a late
spring or early fall frost will injure Grapes in the lower
location, and not on the slopes. This is a factor that
jilanters of all fruit should observe.
There has l.ieen as much nonsense written about the
best soils for Grapes as there has been about best location. One has a vineyard planted on the gravel of what
was once the beach of Lake Erie, when it had a higher
level than at present. His neighbor across the road has
a vineyard planted on a very stiff clay, which was once
the bottom of the lake. One gets just as large yields
and just as line quality of fruit as the other. The only
difference is that the former, being on the gravel, is able
to work his soil earlier than the latter
bis fruit
ripens earlier, so that he is able to borrow all of the
iiei,ghbor's harvesting tools.
Another neighbor has a
vineyard extending across tioth clay and gravel, and
lie would not sell one acre cheaper than another.
In
commercial planting, the period of protection from
frosts should I'O broad enough so that the difference in
ripening from gravel or clay should not make a difference of success or failure. For domestic planting.
the gravel wmld be preferable. The soils of which most
.serious warning should be given are those containing a
very liberal supply of available nitrogen. All ex]ierienced
fruit-growers know of the impossibility of early fruiting
of trees or vines which are nu\king a rampant growth.
There is mi fruit so easily intoxicated by nitrogen as
the Grape. Long-jointed canes are always to be avoided.
Besides being less fruitful, a riotous growth of Grape
vine is far more liable to mildew and to other diseases
than those of sol}er growth. One of the surprises in the
t

;
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Cleft-graftinR
the Grape.

from the

965.

Cleft-grafting the Grape.

the lake at that special point that did not
pass elsewhere. Now there are more than 25.000 acres
of vineyard planted between Silver Creek and Harbor
Creek, and the yield of that area for the season of 1S99
v\'a3 about 7,000 car loads.
The only marked dift>reuce
43

hills to
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development of the Chautauciua Grape zone is that some
of the so-called poor IhikT has given vhieyards as productive as any,-hind that i)reviously had bt-en ^iven
over to sheep pasture, hriers and mulleins. This land
was poor in nitrogen, liut no doubt had a fair supply
of available potash and phosphoric acid, whicli Grapes

of the dead-furrow
When the plow is set to cut a furrow 8 to y inches deep, the dead-furrow will have about
the required depth for planting. If the ground is stubble,
l>low the whole held, and then lay out rows by striking
;l double-furrow.
IMuch care should be exercised to have
the rows perfectly straight and to plant the vines straight
This has a practical use, besides appealing
in the row.
to the professional pride of all good farmers.
If the
plants are not straight in the row, the posts cannot be
set straight; and if the posts are not straight the wires
composing the trellis will bind on tbe posts which are
out of line, and they cannot be easily tightened in
spring.
No. 1 vines, of one season's growth from cuttings,
are much to be preferred to Nu. 2 vines of the same
young plant, stunted in growth
period of growth.
either by constitutional reasons or accident, has a
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most require.
In preparing land for vineyard jilanting, it is m-cessary
on tht- importance of first removing
all trees, stumps and large rocks, for when the trellis is
put up all tillage of the soil will he in a straight line and
favorite way of disposing of boulders is to
one way.
to lay great stress

A

A

967.

One-year-old No.

1

Grape vine.

ShowiDg how

it

shonld be pninod

handicap that usually follows it all through life. For
the same reason, avoid planting 2-year-old plants, as
often they are the second season's growth of what was
a cull the year before. Cull plants and cull men are seldom worth the cost of reformation. Spring planting is
universally followed in the North. It should be completed by the last of May. Some vineyards planted
during the last half of June have developed into good
production, biit it was due to the grace of favorable
weather and soil. Fig. 967 rei:)resents a fair No. 1 Grape
vine. The few roots at d c should be trimmed, as well as
the main body of the roots shown by segment of circle e f.
The pruning facilitates planting, and the removed parts
would make no root growth of value if retained. The
stem of the vine can be cut back to two or three buds, as
shown by a h. Six quarts of well pulverized fertile soil,
well packed about the roots, will hold the plant in place
and keep it moist until the furrow can be tilled by plowing, if on stubble, or by frequent harrowing and cultivating if on sod. During the first season, all cultivation
necessary for conservation of moisture should be given.
If no tilled crop is planted, this tillage can be done by cub
tivating or harrowing crosswise alternately. But little
hand-work in weeding will be required. Whether some
lioed crop be planted between the rows the first season
is a question of profit for each vineyardist to decide. It
adds something to the exj.iense of cultivation. It is generally no detriment to the growth of the Grape vines.
After the first season, the ground should not be planted
to other crops.

The general appearance of an infant vineyard at or
about the middle of the first season's growth is shown
Lay great stress upon the importance of a
in Fig. 908.
vigorous and even growth during the first and second
If such is not attained, many years will be
years.
required for the vines to recover, and sometimes they
never reach the standard of a good vineyard. Even vines
planted after the second year to fill vacancies require
constant coddling to bring them up to the average. In
the spring of the second year the shoots or canes of the
previous season's growth should be cut back to three or
four buds, and the canes should be thinned out according to the vigor of the vine — one cane for a feeble
growth, and three or four for a decidedly vigorous
growth. In all other respects, the second year's management should be a repetition of the first.
In the spring beginning the third year will come the
most considerable expense of the undertaking— that
There are many forms of
of putting lip the trellis.
bury Ihem about twenty inches dt-rfier tiian oiio tliinks
necessary, for they have a vexatious way of overcoming
the power of gravitation and creeping out of their
graves. The real reason for this apparent freak is the
compacting of the soil in later years. If any open ditches
should cross the line of the Grape rows, thej'^ should be
supplied with tile and the ditch filled so as to make long
"bouts" possible.
Short rows and frequent turning
should be avoided as much as possible. Turning nt the
end of a row is lost labor, and the thiie it occupies
would enable a team to cultivate over a hiiiMh-O'l feet
straight ahead.
The rows in nearly all the commercial vineyards are
9 feet apart, and the vines are planted 8 feet ajmrt in
the row.
This makes 005 plants per acre. If the land
is sod, plow into narrow lands, so that the center of the
dead-furrows are 9 feet apart, and iilant in the Itottom

some of them so peculiar that
special trellises must bo constructed. There are three
popular styles of Grape training in the commercial Grape
fields of the North: Knifim system, as practiced in the
Hudson river valky; the High Renewal system, as
training Gi'apes, and

practiced ahuitz: Lakes Keuka, Oanandaigua and Seneca;
and the 'hautauqua system, as practiced along the Lake
Erie valley. It is impossible to say whicli of the three
is preferalde.
A man's preference usually depends on
how he was brought up — like his politics and religion.
In horti<-ultural meetings, advocates of the various systems argue the merits with much partisan fervor. It is
clear to me that the essential point to be attained in any
system is to hang up the viiu's so that fruit and foliage
can ol)tain the greatest amount of air and sunshine, all
of whi(di can be secured by several methods. The
fv.ninion form of trellis may be illustrated by a high
(
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^imuld be strung on the wiuflward side
the post; that is, on the side from which
rhe prevailing winds come. This is very
important when the wind is blowing at 30
to 40 miles an hour, and the vines have
•^ails of many square feet of foliage, and
perhaps three and four tons of fruit per
acre. The staples shoiild be of the same
gauge of wire as that used in barbed wire
fences, but about one-half inch longer, unless the Grape posts should be of hard
wood, like locust then fence staples will
'if

t:i^-'Jl'^iS4

;

long ennngh. The bottom trellis wire
usually placed from 2S to ,'!2 inches
from the gnuuid. Owing to the arm sys-

tie

is

••Oj:^""

4^^%

-^^X^'

tem of pruning

-%i^^

9oy.

wire ttnce, as
t-mits the

shown

A

vineyard

in Fig.

in

*dC}i^]

its first

summer.

but rhe Kuillin systt-ia

bottom wire.

The vineyardists

of the Chautauqua (irape bt- It hare
tieveloped a mode of pruning and training of Urapes
which has many features peculiar to that district. The
trellis is made of two wires, of No.
or Xo. 10 gauge,
and chestnut posts. The posts are from
to 8 feet in
length, and cost 1 cent per lineal f<n,it at tlie raih'oad
station. In later years, since experience has shown Imw
important air and sunshine are in ripening tlic fruit,
(.-irapipost'^
S-foot posts arc most eomniuuly used,
should be somewhat heavier tlian those cumniDnl}' used
for wire fence — from one-third to one-half larger — ami
the heaviest should be sorted out for the end posts, for
these bear the strain of the wire.
An experienced
farmer need not be told that they should be sharpened
with a true lead-pencil tapfr, exot'pting the crooked
"Qes, which should be so beveled as to c<.>unteract the
I'rook in driving.
The usual distance apart for the posts in the row of
'irapes is one post to every three vines, ur, in other
words, 27 feet, and for ease in stretching the wire, they
should be in as straight a line as possible. The posts
are driven, but a hole should first be made by an unusually large crowbar with a bulb near the lower end.
After the posts are stuck into the holes, they are most
conveniently driven by the operator standing in a wagon
which is hauled through the row by a horse. A fair
weight of maul is 12 pounds, and it requires a good man
to swing one of that size all day.
Iron mauls are commonly used because they are the cheapest, but one with
an iron shell filled with wood "brooms " or frays the top
of the post less than the iron maul. Eighteen inches is
a fair depth to drive the posts on most soils. If the proprietor delegates the driving to another man. he would
better direct that 20 to 22 inches be the proper depth.
for to the man swinging the maul the jiost seems deeper
than it really is.
A vineyard should have a break or an alley at right
angles to the rows as often as every -"lO Grape vines, for
the purpose of dumping Grape brush and shurtening
the trip when hauling fruit. If the vineyard is in fair
thrift, longer rows will give so much brush as to be inconvenient in hauling out.
The end posts should not only he the largest of the
lot, but should also be well braced.
The most common
mode is the "hypotenuse brace," consisting of a stiff
rail or a 4x4 scantling 12 feet long, with one end
notched into the post about midway between the two
wires, and the other end resting on the ground against
a 2-foot peg of about the same size as the end post.
The wires (two wires in the Chautauqua trellis)
l_i

the lieight

in the

Chautauqua Grape

the lower trellis wire
is permanent.
The upper trellis wire is,
ill many instances, raisud as the vineyard
'-nies to maturity. The first year of fruiting it may not be more th;tn 24 inches
;il">ve the lower wire, and year by year be
r^iised to MO and 32 inches. It is not advis.ilde to go more than 36 inches apart without putting in a middle or third wire.
Each spring many of the posts will sag,
^::^
and the u]qier wire will be slack, and many
-e;i>f tlie braces will Ije out of place.
All of
_
these faults should be corrected just before tying up the canes in spring.
A large part of the pruning is done in the
winter months — some I'eginningin the fall soon after the
crop is harvested. Two grades uflaliorcan be employed
in this operation- the skilled and the unskilled.
The
man of skill, or the expert, goes ahead and blocks out.
He stands in front of a vine of far more tangled brush
than that seen in Fig. 002, and, at a glance, tells liy a
JLidgment ripened by much observation, just how many
Imds are required to ballast and not over-ballast the
vine for another year. As the expert stands before the
vine making the estimate, he might be likened to a man
weighing a ham with steelyards, pushing the weiglit
backward and forward, notch by notch, finding the point
of balance. The expert, with his pruning shears, makes
a dive here and a hinge tliere, a clip at the bottom ami
a snip at the top, and with a few more seemingly wild
passes all wood is severed from the bearing vine, but
the ntimber of buds desired to give finiit another year
are left.
The unskilled help, who receives possibly a
dollar a day less than the expert, follows the expert,
cutting the tendrils and other parts of the vine that are
attached to anything bxit the trellis. The next process
is " stripping" the brush, and it is one involving brute
force, ragged clothes and leather mittens. If the laborer

y65.

I'tdt,

tif

Illustrating the bracing of the

end post

in a fence or trellis.

does not put on a raggt.-d suit, he will be apt to have
one before he is done with his job. There is a little
knack even in doing this work to the best advantage.
The dismembered vines still hi.ug to the upper trellis
and often cling with considerable tenacitj-, and a particular jerk or yank, more easily demonstrated than de-
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most effectual
between the rows.

scribed, is

to land the brusliou the

ground

The next operation is to haul the brush to the end
of the row. Many tools have been devised for this purpose, some of them involving considerable expense. It
one
is now the general practice to use a simple pole
a little larger than would be used to bind a load of l"gs,
and not so large as required in binding a load of hay.
It may be a sapling about 4 inches at the luitt and
23^ inches at the top, and 10 to 12 feet long. The small
end is to be hold in the right hand, and the butt end to
horse is hitched to this
be pushed along the ground.
pole by a rope drawn through an inch hole about 4 feet
starting at the end
from the butt or ground end.

—

matter. Grapes, like most other fruits, are influenced in
character by difference of location. There are many
more Concords sold than any other variety, yet by the
fastidious Grape eater it is thought far inferior to many
other varieties. However, as it is the sort the public
most want, and is a good yielder, it is probably the most

A

When

it stems that the straight pole would not
gather any brush at all. It is a question of catching the
first wad, and all the rest of the brush will cling to it.
At the end of the row the brush is hauled to a convenient pile, where it is to be burned, and is dumped by
letting the end of the pole held in the hand revolve over
towards the horse. If the pole hits the horse, the operator will see that there is not enougli stretch of rope between the pole and whiffletree, and more must be
provided.
Tying is done by women, boys and girls, and cheap
men. The tying materials are wire, wool-twine, ratha,
willow and carpet-rags. The horizontal arms, at the
lower wire, are more or less permanent, and they
are loosely confined to the wire, always by string or
willow. The vertical canes, which are fastened to the
top trellis, are now counnonly tied with annealed wire
of No. 18 gauge, and cut in lengths of 4 inches. 1 ho
economy in using the wire is the despatch in tying, and
the fact that the work can be done on cool days when
light gloves are necessary. The use of wire has been
strenuously opposed by x>eople who have never used it.
The objection has beeii that the fine wire would chafe
the cane so that the cane would break and fall from the
trellis.
Such instances occur rarely, and when they do
it is so late in the season that the tendrils of the vimare ample to hold it to the trellis. The cane should be
tied to the windward side of the wire for the same reason that the wire was stapled on the windward side of
the post. In using the wire tie, the operator stands on
the opposite side of the trellis from the cane, and follows the movements as illustrated in Figs. 970-973.
This operation puts on the wire with the fewest number
of movements, binds the cane snug to the trellis, and
makes a loop that falls from the trellis on the following
season, when the cane is torn away.
The tying wire

of the row,

970.

Tying with wire.

The

first

movement.

should be thoroughly annealed, so tliat it can l.)e easily
bent and give no springy reaction after being worked.
This wire is also useful in tying thorny shrubs to a
trellis when a mittened hand is necessary to iiohl the
branches in place while the other Iiand makes the tie.
To recommend varieties is a difficult and personal

971.

The second movement.

For the past few years many have
profitable to plant.
wished that all their Concords were Niagara, for the
reason that the yield of the latter has been good and the
crop brought at least ten dollars per ton more when sold
in l>ulk. Perhaps this condition is only temporary. The
Catawba is of excellent fiavor; it is latest to ripen and an
excellent variety for storage. When placed in good cellars, and an even low temperature is maintained, but
not low enough to freeze, this variety will keep in good
shipping condition until the last of March and first of
April. Those are standard commercial varieties in New
York and Ohio. Worden is excellent for a near-by market, biit does not stand long journeys well.
Blany fruits are better picked before fully ripe, of
whicli the pear is a conspicuous example. Grapes have
not tliat characteristic, for no maturing development
goes on after the fruit is harvested. As soon as the full
ripening period has been reached, the clusters should be
gathered by carefully cutting and placing in trays which
hold from 25 to 35 pounds. The care in handling should
almost equal that taken with eggs. After picking, the
fruit should be placed in a fruit house built upon the
principle of an ice house, but so arranged as to give free
access to the cooling night air, and to be closed each
morning to protect from the lieat of the day. By such
means the temperature can in time be worked down to
40°, which checks excessive evaporation, thereby keeping the stems green and the fruit plump. This is the
ideal method, but is far from being attained or even
sought in n\any large commercial districts. The practice is far more closely observed in the Lake Keuka
(N. Y. )and adjacent lake districts than in the Chautauqua
district. In the former locality many Concords are stored
in this manner and shipped in fine condition during November and December, and Catawbas during the balance
of the winter. In the hitter district the fruit is sent almost direct from the vine to the consumer. This directness means haste and carelessness that is much to the
detriment of the Gi-apes when they reach the market.
From 1803 to ]S09 the price of Grapes steadily declined, an<l with tlie decline came a casting about for
means t<) economize in harvesting. One of the ways developed towards that end has been to require that the
woinau wlio x>acks should increase her daily output from
80 9-pound baskets to 200.
The woman fulfilled the
requirements without working any harder in one cas'than the other. The increase is at the expense of qual
ity of packing, which at first was at the expense of the
consumer or shipper, but in the final outcome resulted
in less demand for tlie Grapes.
The public may be
fooled part of the time, but sooner or later smart prac-
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tices will come back to the point f r'oiu which they started
Grapes dosij^ued for shipment are
like a boonieraujj:.
packed in climax baskets. The size prevailing in the
Keuka district are "poncys,' havinj,^ a gross weight of
In the Chautauqua district the
less than tive pounds.
size.

The reason

ing a high percentage of acreage can prevent such gluts,
provided the over-supply or under-cunsumption is not
such that all the available markets in the country are
not glutted, a state of affairs that is liable to hapyjen at
mid-harvest, when double the numl)er of cars is forced
on the market.
The total shipments from the Chautau(|ua district for
.seven seasons have been as follows:
iYo. of Cars
isu'A
1S!I4

;i,hi()

Isii:.

:),L'(io

IS'Kl

4,().')IJ

ISIIT

('i,<^(*0

li.fiOl)

ISSIS

7,000

isilli

A. B. Clothier, of Silver Creek, X. ^'., -ivos the following as the expense of planting and devt^loping an
acre of Grapes:
Plowing And marking an acre of land
$3 Of)

Number

of plants, 8

ft.

x9

ft.,

005.

Cost

12 10
1 50

Cost of planting

Number

of cultivations first season, 7. Cost
Cost of cultivation second season
Number pounds of wire for U wire trrlHs. 000 lbs.;
st.iples.Glbs. Cost
Number posts for trellis. 202; iiunilicr braces, 20. <.\ist..
Cost of putting up trellis

Cost of acre of Orapes, exclusive of bind

972.

The

third

muvcment.

dustry has received little attention compared to that
given in the Keuka district. There has been no opportunity for the blending of several juices, for tlie reason
that the Concord is so nearly the universal variety
planted. But another industry — that of bottling Grape
juice as it comes from the press — has lately been established, and promises considerable development.
The methods of marketing Grapes are of great variety.
During the season of ls;);{ and 1894 there was formed in
the Lake Keuka district and adjacent lakes a cooperative marketing association composed of producers. This
association was incorporated and otlicered by its own
members, and represented over three-fourths of the production of that district. The plan Avas to maintain prices
more evenly and to secure a better equalization of supply and of markets. This association was abandoned
after two years' trial. The failure was not due to excessive cost in selling nor want of integrity of the ol^cers.
but to inability "to pull togetlier,"' and a desire of each
producer to be independent, lnqdng to do a little better
for himself than the association could do for him.
The Chautauqua district has had two periods of cooperative shipments, aud each of longer iluration than that
of the Keuka field.
The rirst was for the seasons of
1892, 1893 and 1894.
The plan was resumed again in
1897, and continued through the seasons of 1898 and
1899. For the season of 1897 the association represented
about 85 per cent of the acreage of the district beginnintr
at Silver Creek, N. Y., and continuing ti.' Harbor Creek,

comprising about

22 80
14 14
3 00
$70

.">!

S. y. Crissey, of Fredonia, N. Y., horticultural editor
of the "Grape Belt," without going into details, puts
the total cost of an acre of vineyard at from $75 to $80,

for such distinct customs is due to the demands of the
markets to which the Grapes are shipped, t^hipments of
the Keuka section go to the Atlantic cities, and those
from Chautauqua go to the west.
In the Lake Keuka district of western New York there
are a number of wine cellars invohing large capital,
two or three of which make excellent champagne. This
industry began at Hammondsport in the sixties, and
several varieties of Grapes were planted solely for wine
purposes, but the quality of the fruit was not good for
table use.
In the Chautauqua district the wine in-

Pa.,

7 00
7 UO

which practically agrees with tbat of Mr. Clothier.
These are men of experience and wide observation, and
their estimates

and

may

be considered to be representative

reliable.

Clothier gives the following estimate for the cost
of labor for an acre of Grapes in bearing, per season:
IMr.

Cost of pruning, pulling brush, tapping posts, righting
braces, stretclilng wires, tying ot vines, and cultivation per acre
Cost of picking into crates, 4 tons of Grapes
Cost of hauling to station and loading in car,
Grapes

$12 00
4 50
4

tons of
4

$20

Oil

51

>

Mr. Crissey's estimate is a little higher, making cost
under the same conditions to be $23.
As to the yield of an acre of tlrapes in the Chautauqua
belt, the variation is great. A vineyardist who has any
expectation of standing in line with progressive men

2r>,000 acres.

These associations, no doubt, serve a good purpose in
giving a moro even distribution of fruit in different
markets. When there is no concert of action the market
of a certain city may be poorly supplied to-day and an
advance of prices follows, a 'state of affairs quickly
known to all shippers, with a result that everyone, trying
to benefit by such an advantage, will consign to that marand a
ket, making an aggre,i,^ate far beyond the demand
sharp decline of prices will follow. A union represent;
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The

tie

complete.

should expect to have a rc-c-oi-d of 4 tons of Con(;ords
per Licre. This is more thuii the uvera^^e, hut unless a
man can exceed the average in any line, there is small
chance for him to succeed.
As to prices, the variation during the past seven years
has been greater than that of the yield. Grapii-s have

than $10 per ton, and at more than $1;'..
than the latter, it is risky for the seller to
be too contideut of a much higher price for any great
length of time; and if less than the former, the buyer
would better secure his supply as soon as possible. An
average price is, say, $12.50. This gives a gross income
fur a 4-ton acre of Concords as $50, and a net income
from $27 to $30. Be it remembered that this is for
Grapes in ci'ates. The cost of packing 4 tons of Grapes
in H-pound baskets, including baskets, "would be fr.-m
$28 to $30. The prices for Concords in crates or baskets
vary so much that it may be advantageous to sell in
either way. A man with a small vineyard and a large
family would pack in baskets, when another who had to
pay all his help or who found help scarce would sell
by"the ton in crates.
John W. Spencer.
The region south of the
Grapes in the South.
38tb degree north latitude has in it more native species of Grapes than all the world besides. This alone
would lead one to suppose the South naturally adapted
to vineyard culture. Yet New York, Ohio and California up to the present far excel it in vineyard area, although only three or four species are native in these
states. The cause of this is that diligent experimenters and originators have produced varieties of good
marketable value adapted to those regions, from natives
of those regions, or hybrids of natives with hardiest

been
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When more

—

In the case of California, the vinifera
foreign kinds.
varieties are mostly grown because the climate and
other conditions are so similar to those of the native region of the vinifera. But the South has chiefly planted
the northern and foreign varieties which succeed but indifferently in nu)st southern localities, and has neglected
almost entirely its native varieties until quite recently.
Now experimenters have shown that most excellent and
very successful varieties of all colors and seasons can
be and have been produced by selection and hybridization of some of the large, line-fruited varieties.
While the foregoing predicts by actual existence in
practical market vineyards in a number of localities in
the South what is in store for the South as a whole, the
present state of Grape culture in the South at large is a
different affair. Information gathered from best sources
throughout the South shows that Grape culture is a very
small industry. It shows that the leading varieties cultivated in the northern sections of the South aro Catawba, Concord, Delaware, Early Victor, Elvira, Ives,
iVloore Early, Moore Diamond, Niagara, Norton Virginia,
Perkins, Worden, Wyoming. Favorable mention is made
of America, Beacon, Brilliant, Campbell Early, Gold
Coin, Green Mountain, Laussel, Ozark, Presl3^
East of Texas and south of Tennessee, the following
are chiefly planted: Brighton, Champion, Concord, Delaware, Diana, Diamond, Elvira, Goethe, Hartford, Herbemont, Ives, Missouri Reisling, Moore Early, Niagara,
Norton Virginia [Cynthiana], Perkins, Worden. Of the
Muscadine class for wine: Flowers, James, Mish, Scuppernong, Thomas. Favorable mention, of varieties testing, is made of Brilliant, Bertrand, Carman, Fern, Gold
Coin, Jaeger, Laussel, Marguerite, Superb. In the southwestern section, west of the 9Gth meridian, are cbiefl.y
planted the Herbemont, Jacquez [Black Spanish, Lenoir], Niagara and Golden Chasselas, iMalaga and some
other vinifera varieties near the gulf coast and in
western Texas under irrigation. By several who have
had them under trial for several years favorable mention is made oC Bertrand, Brilliant, Carman, Fern, Jaeger, Laussel, Marguerite, Muench, Neva, Perry, as furnishing successful table and wine Grapes for this region.
For Georgia, Professor Hugh N. Starnes gives me the
following notes
"Leading varieties in order named:
Ives, Concord, Niagara, Delaware, Moore Early, (foethe,
Lindley, and for wine Norton Virginia, Scnppernong
:

and Thomas.
"General distance 10 x

10; Delawares 8x8; Rotnndift. apart.
Single stake spiral method of training chiedy used, and either spur renewal or cane renewal pruning employed, according to circumstances.
folias 30

Some growers employ trellises instead of single stakes,
using either one ortwo wires and adopting the und)rid]a
Kniffin or low wire arm spur Kniffin system of training, according to circumstances.
See Bulletin No. 28,
Georgia Experiment Station.

"Very

little

wine

is

now made

in this state,

and that

i-;

nearly all claret from Norton Virginia, Ives or Concord.
In southern Georgia a poor article of Scuppernong wine
is made, but it is not adapted to trained palates — too
loxy. Delaware and Goethe blended are sometimes used
to make a very good Rhine "wine, and when properly
handled sometimes produce an excellent article. Goethe
must, reinforced with 20 per cent of California brandy.
makes a good pale sherry; yet it is diflicult to sell winn
liere profitably. When it can be sold at all, prices range
from 50 cts. to $2 per gallon, according to the grade.
Grape vinegar, while generally regarded as inferior to
cider vinegar, will bring about 25 or 30 cts. at retail and
20 cts. wholesale, and at these figures is more profitable
tlian wine.
"When sold fresh the Grapes are generally shipped in
refrigerator cars in 10-pound baskets to different northern points. Later shipments take a southerly direction
Sometimes the regulato Atlantic and Gulf seaports.
tion 6- or 9-carrier peach crates aro used for shipping
Grapes, but are not as satisfactory as the 10-pound sepaDelawares are generally shipped in 5rate baskets.
pound baskets. Returns are uncertain. They vary from
1/2 cts. per lb. to 5 cts., according to circumstances.
Sometimes as high as 10 cts. is realized on very early and
very late shipments or with choice Grapes, but this is
seldom. Distilleries pay three-fourths of 1 cent per pound
delivered, or gather and pay ^2 cent per pound. If only 1
ton per acre of Grapes is the yield, the gross return {and
also the net return) per acre would thus be from $10 to
$15. This is more than cottonordinarily nets. With two
tons per acre of Grapes, which is not an enormous yield,
the return would be $:!0 per acre delivered at the still.
To those who have no scruples in regard to so disposing
of their crop, this is probably the most profitable method.
There are local stills in almost every county.
"There is not much encouragement now for Grape raising in Georgia, and vineyards are annually being destroyed by hundreds of acres. Some planting, however,
is still going on in southern Georgia, in the "wire
grass" country, where the industry is still found profitable by reason of the fact that the northern market may
be entered ahead of competition, and also that insects
and fungous pests have not yet put in an appearance in
that region." See Georgia.
Phintinfj, Training, e^c— The vines of the true
southern Grapes, sucli as Herbemont and the Post-oak
(xrape hybrids, are planted 12 to 14 feet apart, inrows9 ft.
apart, while such northern varieties as are planted are
set 8 feet apart in row. The Muscadines, such as Scuppernong, are mostly grown upon arbors about 7 feet
high and rarely or never pruned, although trained on
trellis, as are other Grapes, and, pruned early in fall,
The culture is
after leaf -fall, succeed excellently.
mostly with the plow, turning first away and then to the
rows, hoeing the space along the row not reached by the
plow. The trellis mostly used is the 3-wire trellis
first wire at 18 to 24 inches from the ground, and the
others successively 1 foot apart, above the first. The
training is generally an indifferent attempt at the Kniffin system, and no system is generally carried out.
Some pinch back the loading shoots once, few twice.
Some use single posts and spur-prune. A few have
made the Munson canopy trough trellis of 3 wires, and
rejjort most favorably of it.
Fungicides are used successfully by some. Others
plant only such as Ives, Norton Virginia, Moore Early,
Perkins, and some other varieties not subject to rot and
mildew, so as to av.dd spraying. They also avoid,
thereby, having Grapes of the finer qualities, and get
only the lowest prices. From such mostly come the report that Grape culture with them is unprofitable. So
it should be, as such Grapes in the market have the
effect to de))ress prices on all kinds of Grapes, as any
gritwer knows. In the moister parts of the Si.>uth, black
:

downy mildew and

ripe Grape rot are very prevaexcepting the ripe rot, are readily overcome
by the Bordeaux mixture spray properly applied.
Few growers in the South use fertilizers in their
vineyards. Some use barnyard manure, but the more
intelligent use cotton seed or cotton-seed meal in connectiim with ground bone, kaiuit and soluble phos
rot,

lent, but,

phati-s.

(;rape
Market iiHi

GRAPE

inid Profits -The crop is raostlv marketed
fresh iu the local or iic-ar-by markets, as the ordinarr
.

freight and express rates will not permit profitable returns on the varieties mostly grown. But it has been
demonstrated that flue Grapes that will carry well can
easily be grown in the South, and, when liauil'led in best
manner iu neat liaskets, are i|Uite profitable.
There are a few established wineries in the .South,
which use Ives, Norton Virginia, Hcrbemont, LeNoir!
and some of the Scuppernong and other Muscadine varieties.
The chief ciimplaint of wine-growers is that
legislation brought about by the prohibition movement is
adverse and often entirely prohibitive. In consequence,
some have bottled the juice fresh under some sterilizinii
process, but the people are not yet educated up to the
use of this excellent, healtliful, nourishini; beverage,
yet the demand for it is growing, ami may be largelv
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collections of the leading E\iropean varieties were introduced, and state aid was secured for the promotion of
viticulture. The first raisins were shown in 18i)3, and a

considerable wine product was attained soon after, but
the sale of it was attended bymany disappointments, and
discouragement ensued. In the latter seventies the wiminterest was revived by better demand for the product,
and a new propaganda for extension on better lines and
with more suitable methods and better varieties, was
earnestly taken up. Again the .state granted funds liberally, and the agitation resulted in vine planting and
cellar construction iu the valleys and foothills alf over
the state. The prociuct increased more rai)idly than the
demand for it. and the quality of much of it was success-

%!/^

increased by enterprising makers.

Reports collected fromall parts of the South state the
way from nothins; up to 1*L"0 per acre,
sometimes higher, and it is clearly eviilent that the in-

profits all the

telligence and enterprise of the planter is the chief element in controlling profits. Of course, localities, soils
and varieties play important parts, but an intelligent
grower would not select poor locality, sitnatiim, soil and
varieties to start with, just as he would not pursue poor
methods in the conduct of the business. As an illustration, the writer knows perst^ns who liring to the Denison
Tex. ] market, a place of 20,000 population, Ives and Perkins Grapes in bushel baskets, getting, by hard work,
about one cent a pound, while others bring in neat ypound baskets, carefully packed, Delaware, Brilliant,
Diamond, Niagara, Rommel and others of like good
qualities, and get from 30 to 50 cents per basket the
season through, with brisk sales and no grumbling.
It maybe said, in conclusion, that the South prcimises
everything to the wide-awake, intelligent Grajie-grower,
for its capabilities are unlimited in the production in
quality and season when no other section competes
with it, and it has vast markets at lu)nie and iu the
great cities just north of it.
T. V. .'Mrxsos-.
Grapes on the Pacific Slope. -The Grape industries of
are
California
established upL'u the success of the vinifera species. There are two wild species in the state,
\'itis Californira and V. Arizoiica, hut by a p'.>pular
error the term California Grape has been often iised to
indicate the Mission Grape, whicli was introduced from
their earlier establishments in Lower California by the
p.adres, who entered the territory now comjn'ised in the
state of Califi.trnia in 1769, to extend their missionary
work among the aborigines. This iMission Grape has
never been fully identified with any variety now grown
in Europe, and whether the padres broui^ht it to America
in the form of seeds or cuttings is not known. The difficulty in identifying it has led many to consider it a
seedling, but it is just as reasonaltle to h-dd that it \vas,
two hundred years ago, an esteemed variety ^^hich was
displaced in the course of viticultural progress by better
varieties, and its survival at the California Missi(.tns is
due to its isolation from that progress. It was this Grape
which was fomul in California by the early American
settlers, and very large areas of it were planted, but for
the last thirty years it has decreased in favor rapidly,
being displaced bymany other varieties of su|)erior value
for various purposes. These varieties are abiiost wholly
of the vinifera species.
The native American varieties
and their improved offspring thrive iu California when
given suital>Ie situation and culture, but they do nrit
I

meet any encouraging market demand.

A very few pack-

ages glut the San Fraticisco market for their kind, while
the vinifera table varieties are selling in large quantities.
Only a few individuals give any consideration to
,\tuerican varieties for wine, and none of them are suited
for raisins. The only attention given to the American
species is in the use of some of them as phylhtxera-resistant roots, upon which to graft the vinifera varieties, as
is done in France; and California experience is a close
reproduction of French results in this circumvention of
the insect. It seems ]">ro].->able, although some districts
are still free from invasion, that in the end all our vinifera vineyards will be ttjion American roots.
Grape-growing upon a large scale began in California
verv soon after the American occupation. In the fifties.

974.

The common short-pnjnine system used

for

the

Vinifera Grape in California.
Lii^se;-fully inipt-iu-liiMl.
and disappointments wer«
encounti.-rii-d. ami the area of wiue Grapes was
largely reduecd hy alKindonnient, by tbo advancenient
of the phylloxrra ;uid l)y tlie inroads of a peonliar disease wliii'h has ball It'll effort to dt.'tei'mine its cause.
though thon.-^ands of acres have been s^Yc]>t away by it.
Even the lessened wine product found most acute trade
issues to meet, which were temporarily overcome h}
growers* cooperative effort until the constantly shrinking

ai;:ain

production met an advancing demand, and protitabh'
prices for wine Grapes were again secured. This fact
has again stimulated interest in planting, even with
the greater investment required by resistant roots, and
the century closes with a renewal of contidence which
bids fair to again extend the wine industry of the state.
The raisin interest of the state did not attract wide
attention tmtil about 187o, but it advanced with grt^at
rapidity until 1894-, when a product of 10:i million pounds
was reached and a decline of value below the cost of
]troduction ensued. As events have proved, this decline
was largely due to lack of proper system iu marketing,
for a period of loss and depression has been followed by
return to prices yielding a profit through control of thtmarketing by a coo]>crative association of the growers.
This experience came just in time to save the raisin
interest from large sacriliees. and points the way to
future nuiintenauce. The shipping of table Grapes from
California to the markets of the eastern states has
reached an aggregate of about a thousand car loads on
several different years, and is one of the fixed features
of overland fruit shipment. The area of Grapes in California in ll'dO is aI>out 140.000 acres: one-seventh tabhGrapes, two-sevenths raisin Grapes and four-sevenths
wine Grapes, as nearly as can be estimated.
The Graj>e has a wider range of adaptation in CaliIt endures all elevaf.-.rnia than any other single fruit.

which commercial fruit-gi"owin,g is carried: it
the most intense valley heat if amply supplied
with water by irrigation. It accepts all fertile soils, but
is most protitable upon light, deep, wanu loams, both
All varieties which
in the valleys and on the hillsides.
will bear well with such treatment are grown with low
stumi's and very short pnining, which discards nearly
all of the previous season's growth. Only a few varieties
are given longer canes and the support of a wire or a
tions to

thriv(.'S in

high

'^take.

:
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The training of tlje vinifern Irape is very imlike that
of the native Grapes. The stdcks are kept to low, strong
stumps, and the bearing slioots are not trained or are
tied to stakes. Trellises arc not used. Fig. 974 shows
3 epochs in the eonnnon stylo of pruning, the right-hand
figure representing the mature vine.
Though huudreils of varietius of vinifera have lifcn
introduced from Europe and Asia diu-ing the last half
century, only a few have survived cultural and couiiuercial tests and are now planted. For raisins the prevailing varieties are White Muscat of Alexandria, and the
Muscatel Gordo Blanco and the Malaga, with the Sultana
and Thompson Seedless for seedless raisins for table
Grapes, in addition to the foregoing, the Flame Tokay,
Emperor, Cornichon, Black Malvoise, Rose of I-'eru.
Black Hamburg, Chasselas varieties and Verdal are
chiefly grown, though, of course, a miich larger list prevails for local uses. In wine Grapes there is naturally a
larger list to meet local reciuirenients of soil and climate
and to produce the various kinds of wine.
Acceptable varieties for dry wines are:
Red (Claret and liurijundii) .—?Ant[i.nde\, Cariguan, Mataro,
Mourastel, Petite Sirali, Petit Bouscliet. Alicante Bouschet,
Grenaehe, Valdepeuus, Cabernet Simvignoii, St. M.icaire, Beclan, Mondeuse, Blue ElbUng, Refoseo, and Barbera.
White iSavterne. Hock, etc.).— -SemiUon, .Sauvignou Blanc
and Vert, JohaunisburK Riesling. Franken Riesling, Tr.-tnnner,
Chasselas Dore{tiutedel), Chaucbe Gris, Burger, Folle Blanche,
Feller Szaeos, tTreen Hungarian, Palomino, "Wliite Pinot,

clusters, weighing from 20 to ,10 pounds. Started there
as a matter of luxury, it has become of late years a
matter of profit, and vineries of large extent have been
erected for commercial purposes. Probably this work
has been retarded hero by the introduction of the many
very excellent varieties of our native Grapes, so easily
grown in the open air and so constantly improved by
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:

Thompson

Seedless.

Varieties for sweet wines are
Ports. — JXission, Jlalvoisie, Grenaehe, Trousseau.
Sherry and Madeira. — Mission, Palomino, West Wliite Proliiic, Verdelho, Feher Szagos, Sultana, Thtmipson Seedless.
Antjclicn, Muscat, etc. — Muscat of Alexandria, iMiiscatella,

Furmint (Tokay wine).
In regions of the Pacific coast north of California,
vinifera varieties are less widely grown, and locations
meeting their requirements must be selected with much
care and circumspection.
The ntimber of varieties i.s
much smaller than in California, as there is no ju-oduct
of wine or raisins, but of talde (4rapes only, and they are
almost wholly early ripening kiritls, which can mature in
the shorter growing season at the North. On the other
hand, the American varieties are widely grown, the
Concord, Delaware, Moore Diamond, Bloore Early, Niagara and Worden being most favoraldy reported.
E. J.WlCKSON.

Grapes Under Glass. — Under glass, the European varieties alone are used. This species, ('//os vinifenr is
the vine of the ancients, and is indigenous to the more
salubrious parts of eastern Asia and southern Europe.
It is referred to in the earliest mythological w^ritings of
ancient Egj'pt and thence on nuinberlcss occasions, notably in the Bible and the Now Testament. The story
of the spies from the promised land, with its generous
illustration, has excited the admiration and perhaps
questioned the credulity of many of us. It is only faij-,
however, to state that the size of the clu.ster there represented has been amply borne out in recent years.
The type i'ifis vinifera, if there ever was a tyyte. has
become so merged and modified by cultivation in different climates and countries tliat it is difiieult to trace it
at the present day.
Over 2,000 varieties have lieen described, covering the widest range in size, color, texture
.and flavor, general appearance and quality.
For disparity of size, we have the diminutive Black Corinth, from which the Zante currants are prepared, and
the giant Gros Colraan, now extensively grown for commercial purposes under glass in England; and for contrast in color we have the beautiful Rose Chasselas and
the pink and white Frontignans and Muscats, with
their superb qualities and flavors, growing by the side
of the blue-black Alicante of thick skin and coarser
texture, but valuable for it.s late-ki-einng quality
and
worth more than all the others put tngrther, we have
the Black Hamburg, coml>ining all tlic good qualities,
and easy of culture.
Probalily in no branch of horticulture is the gardeners' skill more generously rewarded than in Grapegrowing under glass. In Engl.-md it has been an essential fe.aturo of horticultural work for more than a cen,

hybridizing with the European, and undoubtedly this
work will yet result in a much closer approach to the
standard of European quality.
The essential difference between American and European kinds is that in the American the pulp separates
from the skin, is usually tough and more or less acid, so
that it is disagreeable to remove the seeds, while in the
European the pulp adheres to the skin, is tender and
sweet throughout, and the seeds are easily removed.
European C-irapes, when wfU grown, are valuable and
agreeable for the uso of invalids, and, undoubtedly, in
the judgment of tlie majority of people, surpass in
(quality an.v other fruit gro^vn.
The subject of Grape cultivation under glass may be
ilivided under several heads, as follows
The, HousesThe Bonier; The Vines; The Fruit.
:

The IToK.';,'.';. — These are mainly of two forms, spanroof and lean-to, with occasional modifications between.
Unless one has ample time and a desire to study their
construction, it is better to have plans and estimates
furnished by professional builders.
Span-roof houses are adapted to large places with
spacious grounds, and particularly when an ornamental
effect is desired. On account of their exposure on all
sides, they reciuire very careful attention, especially if
used for early forcing of Grapes. Where early work is
not desired, or for use without artificial heat, their disadvantage is not so apparent. Houses without artificial
heat, known as cold graperies, were in earlier years in
more general use than tliose with heat, but have about
disappeared with the introduction of the modern economical heating apparatus, and the very great advantage in the use of "the same, if only 'to a limited
extent.
Lean-to houses, on account of their snug construction
and protection from northerly or prevailing winds, are
especially desirable for early forcing of Gr.apes (Figs.
97.J, DIG).
Often a stable or other building can be
utilized for the north side, but generally a wall of brick
.u- stone is erected for this purpose.
Such a wall can be
covered on the outside with Ampelopsis tricuspidata, or
Crimson Rambler roses, producing a beautiful and ornamental eflect.
good house, on a small scale, can be
made of hotbed sash (Fig. 9/GI.
Foundations for the other three sides or for a
span-roof vinery can be constructed of masonry or wood. Masonry is preferable,
tho conditions of requisite heat and
moisture are very destructive to wood
work, especially near the ground
With masonry, piers are
erei.'ted, starting from solid
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tury, resulting in fruit of a finer qualilv aiol flavor than
tJlat grown in tlie ,,],eu air. and very nrten enornien^

The

975. A good lean-to Grape house.
roots run through the wall to an outside border.
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feet Ix^twucu, and opposite each space a vine
is to be planted
iuside tliu house, as hereafter (hscribed. Strong' capstones, thick enough to come sliLchtly
above the surface of the border and about ly inobes
wide, are then laid from pier to pier. On such a foundation a superstructure can I»e erected with some confi-

prepared manure, one part old plaster or mortar, and
one part of ground bone, all to be well composted together, will meet all the requirements. If the subsoil is
claj-, a foundation of old brick and mortar is very desirable to insure drainage.
The border above this should
be from 2 to 3 feet in depth. No trees or shrubs should
be permitted to extend their roots into it, a very comnion cause of trouble, and nothing whatever should lie
,Lrr<>wn on it, although the temptation to try a few melons
'ir SI. me lettuee is often too great to be overcome, and

uf

::;

For the base of the sxipt-rsitructure masonry is
preferable, about 18 inches in hci;^lit bcin^; necessary
before the ^^lass work be^'iiis.
boliuw wall, constructed
of hard brick and cement, is desirable, and openintc^
should be left fur veutilatiuu. The upper surface of
these walls should be covered with cement.
If constructed of wood, the same general plan shoxild be carried out, using the most durable kind only.
Aside from its durability, masonry lias an advantage
over wood in being a better equalizer of temperature,
and the heavy back wall of a lean-to house can be made
of great value for this purpose. The general plans of
the superstructure are shown in the illustrations. It
should present as much glass surfaor as possible. The
frame can be of iron or wood, as prL-fn-rcd, Light, heat
and moisture are the great toatures desirrd, also a generous supply of air under favorable conditions.
The
glass should be of good equality, otherwise blisters will
burn the foliage and fruit. Small ventilators covered
with wire gauze should be built in the foundation walls,
and large ones at the upper part of the house. Ventilation should always be free from a draft or sudden
draft is just as unpleasant
change of temperature.
to a sensitive vine in a house as it is to a human being,
and if subjected to it disease is sure to follow, mildew
l)eing the lirst evidence; and yet a generous supply of
air is a prime requisite in growing Grapes under glass,
especially during the ripening period. Previous to that
time the lower ventilators should be very carefully used,
some growers never opening them until the Grapes begin to color, and the new growth and foliage are somewhat hardened. More or less air is always admitted
around the glass in a very eiiuable manner and thence
to the upper ventilators.
The modern beating apparatus, consisting of a boiler
ia an adjacent pit for heating water, vith circulating
pipes throughout the house, as shown in illustrations on
(jveenliouse, is a very perfect and economical supplier
of heat, and it should be erected by a practical builder.
A little heat at a critical time will often save a house,
full of Grapes, and, while it can be dispensed with, its
advantages are very material.
It is possible to fruit Grai'cs in benches in pots, removing the pots when the fruit is past, and using tinhouse for other purposes (Fig. 977).
dence.
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'Hie Border.— K good border is of great importance, as
no permanent success can be olitained
without it, and probably the ditference
between success and
often lies here than in

feature.
It is a good plan to c
vineries so that their bord

be somewhat elevated abo
surrounding ground, as
drainage is thus secured
good drainage is imperi
^

975).
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provided the material is well decomposed. A
mixture of six parts good loamy turf from an old
pasture or piece of new ground, and one part of well
rich,
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Even-span house, with the vines plung^ed

in pots.

these pro])ably do a mininmm of damage.
In such a
border, if properly supplied with water, the vine roots
will remain at home, and not go wandering off into
trouble. Where extra early work is not desired, no attempt should be made to keep the frost entirely out of
the border during the winter, as this is apt to result in
a heavy, sodden surface in s])ring. It is better to spade
it up roughly just before winter and cover with a good
coat of manure, permitting the frost to enter the ground
some inches. In the spring it is dug over again and,
when raked (.ff, presents a rich, lively STirface. The inside border is to be covered with a coat of well-rotted
manure, and spaded np and well watered at the time of
starting the vines. For miilseason work, from February
If) to March 1 is the proper time to do this in New York
state, the inside border carrying the vines nicely until
fhe rtutside border is in sli.ape a month or more later.
Then withorit hard forcimr early Grapes can be brought
in by the last of June or duly, and the later ones through
the following two or three months. It is much better to
store late (Jrapes in modei'u Grape rooms, where they
can be kept fresh and plump for several months through
the winter, than to attempt extra early work by starting
vines in heated borders in November an<l December.

The r/jT.^. — The amateur shr.uld purchase tliese from
some nurserymaTi of establislKMl reputation. Vines 1 or
2 years old are better tlian older ones.
For supporting
the vines, light cast-iron liraidvots are secured to the
rafters, and these supjtort wires running lengthwise of
the house about 1.5 inches from the glass, and to these
wires the vines are tied as fast as they grow. The vines
are to be planted inside the bouse about a foot from the
front wall and about 4 feet apart, placing one opposite
each opening in the foundation as before described. It
is not desirable to plant them along the back wall of a
lean-to house. They should lie cut back to two or three
buds near the ground, and when these start the stronge-^t shoot only is selected for training and the others
rubbe<l otf. As this shoot advances it is tied to the wires,
and it may reach the limit of the house by July 1, or
jierhaps not until September 1, depending on the care,
the vigor of tlie vine, and the border. Once there, the
end is pinched and the cane continues to strengthen and
increase in size and store up material in the lateral
buds until the end of the season, when it is taken down
and pruned to one-third its length, laid on the ground
and covered from the sun for the winter. Care should
be taken that mice do not eat out the buds, as once out
they can never be restored. In the spring of the second
year, or as soon as it is desired to start the vines, they
are tied up again, and the terminal shoot a2:ain trained
to the top of the house, where it is st<ip]>ed as before.

GRAPE

GRAPE

fniit appearing on this shoot should be removed.
lateral shoots that start out each way below the terminal should be thinned to about 12 or 15 inches apart
on each side. This is an important feature, especially if
we adopt the spur system of pruning, which we will tirst

which the system takes its name. It often becomes
several inches in length and quite ungainly. This spur
system of pruning is represented in Figs. 978-980.
In the other system of pruning, known as the "long
rod" or "long cane" system, a new cane is grown
from a bud near the ground every year as
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The

consider, for we are now establishing our vine for a
long term of years, and it is desirable to have it symmetrical with the side shoots, and fruit evenly distributed over its entire length. An example of a well balanced vine is given in the illustration of the Muscat
Hamburg.
few clusters of fruit may be taken from
this part of the vine this second year, and the laterals
should be pinched at two eyes beyond the cluster, and as
they break pinched again through the season. As soon
as the leaves fall, the vines are again taken down for
pruning. The terminal should be shortened about onehalf and the side shoots cut back to a bud very close to
the main stem, when it goes through the winter as
before.
At the beginning of the third year the terminal
again goes to the top of the house without fruit, when
it is stopped and the laterals are allowed to bear as before, say not more than one pound of fruit per foot of
the main stem.
We now have our vine established to
the top of the house, and the only pruning in after years
is to cut the laterals each year close to the main stem.
A bud will nearly always be found in the first oneeighth inch, sometimes several of them. When these
start, the strongest is selected and the others rubbed
off, unless one is desired for training to the opposite
side to fill a vacancy there. When the vines attain full
strength, two pounds of fruit per foot of main stem can
be grown, but heavy loads require great care. Too
heavy a load causes shanking, and then all is lost. The
stems of the berries wither and the fruit turns sour before ripening.
Rigid pinching of the laterals is very
important. Commence at the second joint beyond the
cluster, or about IS inches; froni the uiain stem, and

often as desired to replace the old one,
which is entirely removed. It is often desirable to do this. If the vine is well established, this new cane can be fruited its
entire length the first season, the laterals
being pinched, as before described. It
will produce finer fruit, but it is not as
safe with a heavy load as an old cane.
An ample supply of water judiciously
and freely used, particularly at the time of
.starting the vines, is an absolute necessity.
It should not be applied in the
liousp, however, during the period of
blossoming, as a dry air
is advantageous for the
transfer of the pollen
for fertilization.
An important feature
is thinning the cluster.-and establishing the loa<l
a vine has to carry. This
requires experience and
judgment. As a ruin,
about one-half the clus-

A

ters should be

removed
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— oftenmore — care being
taken to balance the load
spurs pruned.
evenly on each side. This
should be done as early
as the general form of
the clusters can be seen,
except with the Muscats and other shv setting kinds,
when it may be well to wait for the berries to set, as
some clusters set perfectly while others fail.
Thinning the berries should be attended to promptly,
selecting cool days and mornings for this work. Close
growing kinds, like Alicante, cannot be commenced on
too early after setting, and it is much better to crowd
this work than to have it crowd the operator. In manv
varieties one-third to one-half the berries have to be
removed. Experience is the only guide in this. A
pointed stick is very useful with the vine scissors, acd
never touch the chisters with the fingers.
Tying up the shoulders of the clusters is necessary to
permit a free circulation of air and light, otherwisethe
interior may decay, and, once started, the cluster is soon
gone.
The principal diseases or troubles to guard
against are mildew and red spider. The remedy for the
former is sulfur, and for the latter moisture.' Mildew
is generally brought on by a sudden change of temperature. A vigorous condition of the vine has much to do
in resisting it. Red spider will almost always appear in
the hot weather of July and August if the vines are
allowed to become too dry.
Thrips are sometimes very injurious, but can be controlled with nicotine, which, if properly applied, will
not injure the fruit. Tlirips and red spider, if not taken
in time, multiply rapidly, iind "an ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure" in these cases.
Perhaps, in a general way, the most important requisite

of

all is

work.

a large

This

is

amount

of enthusiasm

and love

for the

necessary to insure the continued care

and culture requisite to permanent success.
The Fruif Var'wfiea.—X'^. said before, very many

va-

but })roIiably not <.ne-half of these are in
active cultivation at the present time. Varieties are
adapted to localities, soils, climates, etc. Perhaps 50
have been grown under glass in this country. Of thesr
we will consider a few of the more prominent.
The Black Hamburg is more extensively grown and
of more value for this purpose tlian all others put
together, because it meets the requirements of the ordi
nary cultivator, and will stand abuse and neglect and
still give fair results better than any
other kind. H
rarely gives very large clusters, but is afz'ee bearer, sets
rieties exist,
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A

Pruning

long or old spur

is

to spurs.

shown on the

left.

pinch thereafter as fast as new shoots break and show
a leaf. Pinch early and often. It has been said that a
good gardener can carry the summer prunings from a
large vinery for an entii-e season in his vest pocket.
Some require a wheelbarrow. At the place where the
laterals start, a spur s<.nn forms on the main stem, frnm

perf(.f'tly,
I

will

ndcr bettor

carry heavy loads and matures early.

<'an'

the appearance and improvement

in
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GRAPE
quality
best.

is

It

remarkable, and it can be made as good as the
the variety with which tlie novice begins.

is

Many houses consist entirely of Bhick Hamburgs. and
many that do uut would give far liuttor satisfaction if

G81

amberFoster Seedling is a beautiful
colored Grape, with large clusters and berries sometimes Iiat>Ie to crack. Madresticld Gonrt Muscat is a

midseason,

they did.
is the best of the whitr variegeneral cultivation. It requires a higher temperature and longer season than the Black Plamburg
to come to perfection, and will keep longer after cutting
than that kind. Wlicn well grown and ripened it nuiy
be taken as a standard of quality. See Fig. 980.
Muscat Haml>urg is a black Grape, pruhably a cruss
between the two above named varieties, and presenting
marked characteristics of each. It has beautiful tapering clusters of tine quality.
Barbarossa is a good variety for those amldtious to
grow large clusters, and when well grown is of fine
quality. It is a lato black Grape, requiring a long season
to ripen well, but repays for the trouble by keeping
thereafter for a lung time. Clusters frequently grow to
8 or 10 pounds in weight, measuring al.iout 21 inches
eacli way, and tliey have been gntwn tu more than
double this weight.
Other large-growing varieties are the White Nice
and Syrian, the latter of which is said to be the
kind thattbe spies found in the land of promise. Clusters of 20 to ;!0 pounds weight are common to these two
coarse-growing kinds, but their quality is so poor that
they are now rarely grown.
Grizzlv Frontignan is a beautifully mottled pink Grape
— quite a deep pink sometimes — and has long, slender
clusters. In quality and flavor it is unsurpassed by any
other Grape, and it ripens rather early.
Royal Muscadine is an early white Grape of fair quality
and good habit; frequent in English houses.
Gros Colman, a large black Grape of fine quality and
a late keeper, is now growu largely for commei-eial purposes in Eui^land and sent to this side to supply our
wants in this line in spring. The berries frequently
measure 4^4 inches around, and it tlierefore requires
early and severe thinning.
Alicante is a black Grape of very distinct character,
seeraing to depart somewhat from the vinifera type,
very juicy, and of fair quality. It has a very thick skin,
and' is about the best for long keeping.
Lady Downs is another late black Grape of good
quality, but not adapted to all localities. Rose Chasselas,"a small red Grape, is the earliest and very beautiful. Trentham Black, the earliest black Grape, lias small
clusters, but lartre. soft berries quite like Alicante.

Muscat of Alexandria

ties for

981. Floret of June-grass.

Showing
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Floret of a Grass irye). Maib eulart,'eJ.
hOb, stamens.
((, stigmas
cluuie and pak-t
;

:

raiflseason Gr.ape — fine in quality, but also inclined to
crack. This trouble can often be controlled by twistingor slitting the stems of the clusters, thereby checking
the flow of sap.
Many other popular varieties are described in various
works devoted to Grape culture.
For other notes on Grapes under glass, see the article

on Foreiinj.

GEAPE-FEUIT.

0.

See CUm.'!

GEAFE HYACINTH.
GBAPE, SEASIDE.

Ji.

DUNTNING.

Pecumana and Pomelo.

:3[iisrar: hotnjoldes.

Corrolohn urifera.

GRAPTOPH'S'LLUM (Greek words referring to the
variegated foliage). Ac-anthaceip. .-Vn oriental genus of
about 5 species "of tender shruljs, one of which is cult,
in a very few American conservatories for its variegated
foliage. 'and is said to be very popular in India and
through the tropics. No two I'vs. are marked esactly
alike. but the yellow color is near the midrib rather than
at the margins! The genus is close to Thyrsacanthus, but
in Thvrsacanthus the Hs. are not so distinctly 2-lipped.
Lvs. opposite, entire (in one species spiny-dentate ).
often colored: fls. reddish purple, wide gaping, clustered
either in a terminal thyrse or in the axils; corolla tube
inflated above; upper lip with 2 short recurved lobes;
lower lip 3-cut; stamens 2. For culture, see Justicia.
980. Muscat of Alexandria.
Bearing on spurs (as explained in Fit's.

hort^nse, Nees {G. pMum, Griff. Jusiicia pMa,
Linn.). CAiJio.\TrRE Plant. Height finally t)-8 ft. Its.
:

si'S.
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acuminate, irregularly markeil with yellow along
the midril): fls. crimson, in axillary wliorls; corolla pubescent. Habitat! B.R. ir,:1227. Lowe -t.";. (B.IM. 1870
shows a variety with reddish brown coloring).

perfect or imperfect, destitute of true calyx or corolla.
Between each Jloral glume and flower are usually 2
Stamens
(rarely 3) minute hyaline scales (lodicules).
pistil 1: ovary 1-celled,
H (rarely 1, 2 or more than .'!)
styles 2 (rarely 1 or 3), usually plumose:
1-ovuled
fruit (grain or caryopsis) seed-like, often enclosed by
the palet and its floral glume. Seed erect, closely covered by the thin pericarp; embryo small, on one side of
Figs. 981-98-t show the
the base of the endosperm.
structure of various Grass florets.
Perennial Grasses, such as those commonly grown for
meadow, p)asture or lawn, produce large numbers of
sterile shoots that bear leaves froiu very short stems,
but no flowers. There are ]uany widely different plants,
which in piopular language have the name "grass" attached to them, such as knot-grass, rib-grass, cottongrass, sea-grass, eel-grass, sedge-grass, scorpion-grass,
but these do not belong to the family here under consideration. Neither are the clovers and their allies, or the
sedges and rushes, to be called Grasses. No other
plants are truly entitled to this name, excepting those
answering to the description above given.
The plants mo.st likely to be mistaken for Grasses are
the sedges (Cyperacese), of which there are large numbers in great variety frequently found on wet land. The
t)est popular way to distinguish Grasses from sedges
is this: the leaves of sedges are arranged on 3 sides
or angles of the stem, wdiile on Grasses they are found
on 2 sides, alternate and 2-ranked. In making use of
this test, care must be taken to select well grown, erect
stems. Most sedges have solid stems and most Grasses
have hollow stems. To learn to distinguish pl.ants of the
Grass family is easy, but to discriminate between spe-

C82
elliptic,
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GRASS (Graminece). Annual or perennial herl>s
(some bamboos woody), mostly tufted or decumbent,
rarely climbing, often creeping and rooting at the base.
Trne roots fibrous. Stems (culms) simple or branching,
usually hollow (wheat), sometimes solid (maize) between
the nodes. Leaves springing from the nodes, alternate,
in two vertical rows on the stem; the sheaths closed

cies is difficult.

Among the species most commonly known are timothy, red top, June-grass, orchard-grass, meadow foxtail, the fescues, oat-grass, sweet-vernal, quack-grass,
Bermuda-grass, sugar cane, chess, and the cereals, such
as w'heat, barley, rye, oats, rice, .sorghum, Indian
corn. In number of species the Grass family occupies
the fifth place with 3,500, while the compositoa, legumes,
orchids and madderworts are larger. In number of individuals, the Grasses excel any other family. Seed plants
are arranged in 200 to 220 families, and of all these the
true Grasses are of greatest importance to man; in fact,
they are of more value as food for man and domestic
animals than all other kinds of vegetation combined.
None of these families is more widely distrilmted over
the earth's surface, or is found in greater extremes of
climate or diversity of soil.
The species are very numerous in tropjical regions,
where the plants are usually scattered, while in a moist,
temperate climate, though the species are less numerous, the number of plants is enormous, often clothing
vast ;u-eas. "NVhei-e soil is thin or moisture insufficient,
the Grasses grow in bunches more or less isolated.
Plants of one section of the family Panicaceae predominate in the tropics and warm temperate regions, while
plants of the other section, Poaeea?, predominate in temperate and cold regions.
Overstocking dry grazing districts checks the better
Grasses, destroying many of them, and encourages the
Intter weeds which multiply and occupy the land.
Grass extends its domain by running rootstocks, by
liberating seeds enclosed in "the glumes, which are
caught liy the breeze, by some passing animal, or the
nearest stream
the twisting and untwisting of awns
bury some of them in cracks, crevices or soft earth.
In case a growing stem is thrown down for any reason,
several of the lower nodes promptly elongate on the
lower side and thus bring the top into an erect position.
Each sheath supports and holds erect the tender lower
portion of the intcrnode, whore it is soft and weak; it
also |H-otri'ts the young branches or panicles. Thrifty
blades of irasscs'suitahl.- f(U- pasture and lawn elongate
from tlic lower end, S" that when the tips arc cut off
the leaves do not cease Ut elongate, but renew their
length. When exposed to sun or dry air, the blades deveIo]i a thicker epidermis, and, bv shrinking of some
of the delicate liulliform cells of the upper epidermis,
they diminish their surface as they roll their edges inward 10- bring them together, like closing an open hook.
When the plant is in flower the minute and delicate lodi-
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o[

a Grass (rye), containing

many

flo\vers.

Iiut usually split down one side in maturing; ligule a thin tongue-like growth at the ape.K of the
blade entire, parallel-veined, commonly long
sheath
and narrow
a 2-keeled membr.-UHnis ]:)ro|)liyllum (or

when young,
;

;

always standing lietween eacii branch and the
axis.
Spiitelets in panicles, racemes or spikes,
usually consisting of 2 (rarely 0, l,or more than 2)
chaffy empty glumes at the base of a short axis (rachilla), which supports one or more Jloral gbnnes, in tlii'
axil of each of which is commonly 1 Hower.
l<Mowers
leaf)

main

(

GRASS

(-itJASSES

become distended just in time to spread flie
glumes and liberate the stamens.
Grasses are not so much employed for ornameutin.homes as their merits warrant. By selecting, some can
be found suited to eyery \yeek of tlie growing
season
though many of them are in their prime during June'
the month of roses. Wild rice (Zizania) is fine
for rich
soil m the margins of ponds, and masses of
reed grass
for deep beds of moist muck. For massing
or for borders the following and others are statelj':
Arimdo Vocules
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GRASSES, POPULAR NAMES

OF.

There are few
Grasses which hold coinmnndiug positions as specimen
plants, although the agricultural yalues of Grasses
are
transcendent. Some of the commoner yernacular Grass
^

names are giyen below, with references to the proper
genera: Animated Oats, ^ccHf/. Artificial G., sometimes used for certain forage plants, as sorghinn, but

also leguminous plants, as cloycr, lucerne, sainfoin.
Awnless Brome G., 7;/.ohi/.s- hn-nius. Beach G., Ammnpliilu iireiiai-ia.
Bear G., unusual name for r"i(cca
filameiilos,!.
Beards., A,iilivj,<Hi,.n
also Pol iipogon
Monspelieii.us.
Bengal G., Setarin Jlrilica.
BentG.,
;

Bermuda

Agrostis.

G., f'.<;))-(o/a i><(r///?o,i.
Blue-eyed
G., Sisifriuchiiim. Blue G., >...(. Blue JointG., Calamagr.Kstis Caniideiisis.
Bog G., Ciir,.r. Bristly Foxtail G., ,Srtiirif: wiiijiiii.
Brome G., B.-omus. BuHalo
G., IJiirhh,;- d,irt,iloiihs.
Canada Blue G., Pmi
pnsso. Ca.aa.ry G., Plniluris Cni.i ri. ii.^is. Cat-tail G.,
riih'Kiii pniteiise.
China. G., Bah m, rin nirea. Citronella G.. Andropogoii Surdii.':. Cotton G., Eriophonnn.

mm-

Couch G.,

Agr.ipi/niiii

ri-petis. Crab G., IJIcnsine and
Creeping Bent G., Agrostis stoloDog's Tail, Ciino.iums cristafus.
Deer G., Ii'he.ri„ rirgiiiiru. Dog's Tail G., Ciinns^
urns. Eel G., Vallisiwrin spirall.-:. English Eye G..
Loliiim perrniie.
Esparto G., ,s'///'.( ^iiaoi.ssima.
Feather G., Stipa peniiulu. Feather Sedge G., A ndrop.
"goii sitceharoides.
Fescue G., F:sfiii-a. Finger-comb
G., Jlociijloeteiiii(m. Finger G., Ciiloris. Fowl Meadow
G., Poa seroti>ia. Fly Away G., ^Igrostis ..<((/,,,(. Fourleaved G., Paris ,iu,idril.dif<. Foxtail G., Ahr,„;;irus
pratt'tisis.
Golden To-p G., Lomarrlia aurea. Guinea
G., Pa/iicuiH jtiiin iilnriDii ; also erroneously used for
Andropugnii JfaUpinisis.
Hair G., Agrostis seahra.
Hare's Tail G.. Loguriis oratas. E.a.ssockG., PescJiampsia c^rspitosa. Herd's Grass in New En-land is timothy
[Pliltiim praliiisi I: in Fennsylyania, Fiorin {Ai/rosti's
riilgnris).
Holy G., TPn r.:chh„j l„n;oUs. Hungarian
P<i)iiri,},i .iinigid}!,:!,'.

>iifrra.
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Staminate spikelet of a Grass (maize).
florets, one of whi.Oi (witli tliren .stamens)
1, 1, empty ghuues;
2, palets. Enlareed.

Showini: two
is expanded.

L',

nax, A. eonspifua, maize, pampas grass, Eulalia. rilibon grass, Aiidroporioii fvruiosifx, A. Hahjieiisis. Axperella HyutrLr, Tripsacum.
For glaucous blue-green,

use Eliimus aniKiriii.s, I'\'stiic<i i/hiiica and Poa ciesia.
For potting and liorders, there are striped yarieties of
Dactylis, Anthoxauthum, Alc.pecurus, UoIcks hiiiatux,
H. mollis, Poa trifialis, P/ileiim prdfeiisc: and others
may soon be produced. For taiile decoration nothing
is better than the elegant, airy panicles of large numbers of wild Grasses, stich as species of Poa, Koeleria,
Eatonia, Panicum, Faspalum, Eragrostis, Mulilenbei-gia,
Bromus, Festuca, Agrostis, Deschampsia, Uniola, Briza,
Ciniia pendida. For large halls and exhibitions, what
surpasses sheayes of wheat, barley, rice, oats or any
of the wild Grasses f For decoration, Grasses should be
cut before ripe, dried in the dark iu an upright position,
and maybe used in that condition or dyed or bleached.
For paths, nothing is more pleasing than strips of well
mown lawn.
Drainage keeps out sedges and encourages tlie better
Grasses; manure and irrigation help the best Grasses to
choke and diminish most weeds. Enough has already
been done to show that rich rewards are sure for him
who patiently and intelligently attempts to improye
Grasses for any purpose whateyer by selection and
crossing. Quack-grass is excellent for holding emliaukments
AnntiophiJa arenat-ia for holding: driftintr
sands. The Grass family furnishes its full quota of
weeds, among them qnack-grass, crab-grass, chess.
June-grass, sand-bur, stink-grass.
Turf-forming Grasses are those that spread freely by
creeping rootstocks, such as June-grass, quack-grass,
Bermuda-grass, Rhode Island bent and red-top, while
most others are more or less bunchy. Fur northern
regions not subiect to seyere droughts, sow Rhode
Island bent and June-grass both, or either one alone:
for northern regions, which are liable to suffer from
dry weather, sow June-grass and plant Bermuda-grass.
These two on the same ground supplement each other in
(litl'erent kinds of weather, securing a green carpet during eyery part of each growing season. -^ ,y
Beal.
;

Crested

G., ISetiiria Ilolica.

Italian

Eye

G.,

Loliam

Itn/iciim.

Japanese Lawn G., Zoijsia pn>ir/,ii.:. Job's Tears G.,
(^Jir. Johnson G ., .1 iidropogon Ra "jt, iisis. JimeG., Po.i
/'rfii.:iisis.
Kentucky Blue G., P'ja /ir,if, nsis. Large
Quaking G., Jh-iio nni.rii„,i. Little Quaking G., Brisa
oiiiior.
Love G., J-Jragro.^fis il.gaiis. Lyme G. of upI

holstery

is I>,srli,iii>psia

(.7.s'yvY,..s(r.

MartamG., Jm-

iii,,pliila
orvoaria. Meadow Foxtail G., Alo/'. rums
pralriisis.
Myrtle G., Aronis Vahtimis. Oat G.,
ArrJ/f^liatlierirm a r. nor, ,i to :
als(-)
yaricus spe'-ies of
Ayena. Orchard G., Boctiilis glomrroia. Palm-leaved
G., PaiiicKM siilcaliiiii.
Pampas G., Gijnerinm. Pepper G., Xf/)/(?/»m , a.lso Pi 111 I a rid globuliffra.
Plume
G., Bria>ifliiis
Pavi'iinir.
Pony G., Oalamagroslis
sfrirtu. Fur-pleBent G., Calaiiinrilfo hreripilis. Quack,
Quick, or Quitch G., Agrn/H/rinii repens.
Quaking G.,
Briza.
Eattlesnake G., Bri-a maxima. Eay G., Loliiim pereinu-.
Eed Top G., Agrostis vulgaris. Eeed
G., Ariiiido, Bomhoo,
Eeed Bent G., Calamagrostis.
Reed Canary G., Plmloris arinidiiiorea. Eescue G.,
Broiinis niiinhad,.s. Rhode Island Bent G. Agrostiscaniiia.
Ribbon G., Pliahiris o rundiiiai-ro yar.' variegolo.
Eough Bent G.. Agrosfis sr,,hro. Eoughish Meadow G.,
Poa tririalis. Eough- Stalked Meadow G., Poa trivialis.
'Rye G., Ldliiiiii perenne.
Sa.ni G., Calaaiovilfa lonoifolia.
Scurvy G., CooJiharla offioiualis. Scutch G..
Capriola Bocti/loii. Seacoast BentG., Agrostis coarrtata. Seneca, G. JlierorTil,, a lorealis. Sesame G., Tri/,sacum. Sheep's Fescue G., Festuca orina. Silk G.,
Ag,;'stis soolira Silver Beard G. And ropog on argent ens.
Sour G., local name tor Rumoj- Aoetosrlla Squirrel-tail
G., n,-rd,^uin.
Star G., C ilVifri'-hi: : also locally for
Hiipo.ris and Alelris.
Striped G., Plialaris arandina::io, var. rarii'gata. Sweet-scented Vernal G., AntJioxaiitliiiir I'd'ii-oliitii. Tall Meadow Oat G,, Arrhenatlierum
rlatius.
Tickle G., Agros/is seahra.
Tea.r G., Coi.r
Larlir,ima-,T,ihi. TexasBlueG., Poa araciinifera. Timo,

,

,

.

.

.

thy, Plii, I'm.
Tufted Hair G.,Bi:soloimpsia oespitosa.
Ya.nilla. G., Hiiroidiloo bor,alis.
Viper's G.-ScorsonWhite Bent G., Agrostis alha. Whitlow G.,
Praha, r'specially D. reriia and Saxifraga tridortijlit, s.
Wood Meadow G., Poa nenioralis. Woolly Beard G.,
Eriantliiis. Worm G., Spig,lia: also ,^,duni album.
,ra.

Yellow-eyed

G.,

A'l/ris.

Zebra

G.,

.^^islanlhlls

Sin-
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GEASSWORT.
GRATiOLA

GEAY, ASA

See Cerastium.

(Latin, grace or faror, from

reputed

its

hi^aliu^ qualities). KSarophHhn-i(ii:e(P. This genus contains au unimportant trailing annual, wbieii grows wild
in wet, sandy places from (Quebec to Fla., and beais
yellow fls.. half an inch long, from June to September.
G. aiirea, Muhl.,was once offered by collectors. It is a
glandular plant, with Ivs. lanceolate, entire or remotely

denticulate,

and 2
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(Fig. 985), botanist and naturalist, was
born in I'aris, Oneida county, N. Y., Nov. 18, 1810, and
died in Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 30, 1868. His father
was a tanner. He studied medicine, but never practiced it. He early became interested in botany, and
entered into correspondence with Dr. Lewis 0. Beck
and I)r. John Torrey, both of whom -were well known
liotanistR of the time. In 1833, Gray became assistant
to Torrey, who held the chair of chemistry and botany
in the Kew York College of Physicians and Surgeons.
From this connection dates his serious botanical work.
His first book, the '^Elements of Botany," appeared in
1^36. To the schools, however, he became best known
through his "Lessons, "which first appeared in 1857. To
the last revision of this book, in 1887, he gave the name
Elements of Botany," thus reviving the title of his
effort. The "Botanical Text Book "first appeared
in 1842: it went to a sixth edition in 1879. From the
first this work was accepted as the highest authority
on the subjects which it treated; and it is to-day the

maiden

.^^^ex^

"

model for the formal presentation of morphology and
taxonomy. Gray is further known as an author of text)0( ks iu the admirable books for youth, "How Plants
ttow," 1858, and "How Plants Behave," 1872. Gray's
xts at once became standards, and have done more to
ike botany teachable iu the schools than any other

They are expressions of the older or
ical method of presenting plant subjects, as contra.sted with the newer ideals which first introduce the pupil to biological or life problems. They

merioan works.
1

will always be known as having marked an epoch
in the teaching of botany in America.
Gray was chiefly known for his taxonomic and
descriptive work with plants. It fell to his hand
to review the North American flora. The western

unknown botanically. The
collections of government surveys and of individuals went to him for study. His publications on
this new flora are voluminous and critical. He also
reviewed the floras of many of the Pacific islands
and of Japan. His most ambitious work was the
"Synoptical Flora of North America." This great
work began to appear in 1838, at which time he was
country was largely

985.

Asa Gray

at 76 years.

cult.ina few American <-oDservatorios. For cnlture and
for distinctions from allied genera, see JJertolonia under which name most of the varieties are still known.
,

gTittita,

Triana

{JBerfaldniir. f/itttdfa,

Hook.)

.

Caules-

cent, erect: branches obtusely 4-angled: petioles long,
densely scurfy-powdery; Ivs membranous, 5-nerved.
rotund at base, slightly scurfy above and spotted, under
side and calyx scurfy-powdery, cyniesterminal, severalAd. Int. 1805, and first described'at B.M.5r,24 as B.f/iittata, where the Ivs. are shown with fairly well defined,
donble. lonjiitudinal rows of ronndish pink dots. F. S.
16:1696 is probably a copv of B.M. 5524. (See, also, (It.
Var. sup6rba, Plurt.,
1865, p. 385, and B.H. 1 86*5, p. 225.
I.H.26:359 (1870) is siiown, with more and larger reddish purpli.i spots, whirli are less regularly arranged.
)

Var. Legrelle^na {B. LeqrcUeitiKi Van Houtte). An
alleged hybrid ol)taineil by Van Houtte and fiy^nred in
F. S. 23: 2407. Ooigneux refers this plate to Gmrrsia
guttata, but no fls. are shown, nor have the Ivs. any
spots. The nervp.s are outlined in white, and somo t-.f
the cross veins for short distances. Var. Alfred Bleu
is brilliantly spotted and lined with liright red, (be
nerves boldly outlined, the cross veins interrnptedly
outlined. I.H. 41 il.'! 1894). Var. margarlt^cea. Nicliol»on (B. marqai'itiirea Hort. W. l-*>nll:=,S'-''i/''/-//*7 witrSo*- TK '. ^[oii. I'lian. 7 5.^7.
garitncea. F.S. 16 :1(;97)
,

(

,

.

:

a junior author with Torrey. After having passed
to two volumes, comprising the orders from Ranunculaceaa through Compositfe, the work was discontinued until, in 1878, be published the Gamopetalj-e after Composite. In 1884, he published the
families from Caprifoliaceffi through Composite.
The necessity of studying the wealth of new material resulting from the extension of the national domain made the completion of the work impossible
in the interim. The work is still in progress by
Gray's successors.
Gray's most widely known systematic work is
the "Manual of the Botany of the Northern United
States," which first appeared in 1848, and which he took
through five editions. The sixth edition, from the hand
of Sereno Watson, Gray's successor iu taxonomic work,
appeared in 1889. From the first it has been the standard flora of its region. In 1868, Gray supplemented
the manual by the "Field, Forest and Garden Botany,"
which was designed as an easy introduction to the commoner wild and cultivated plants. Gray regarded this
as his poorest work, j^et it met a need and has been
deservedly popular. It has been our most acceptable

siccount of cultivated plants. It lacks the critical spirit
of his other works, and the accounts of the cultivated
])Iants were drawn largely from literature, rather than
from the plants themselves. Working chielly with taxonomic questions, Gray found little interest in plants
wliii-h, l.iy domestication, have been made to vary to the
confusion of the old specitic Vtounds. Yet it is remarkable how accurately he indicated the species which
have been chiefly concerned in the evolution of garden

forms, and how comprehensively he covered the field of
the domestic flora. A revision of the "Field, Forest and
Garden Botany " was ma<le in 1895.
In liis view of species, Gray accepted the dominant
]']nglish ideal as held by the Hookers and by Bentham.
Species wei'O large conjunctive groups: be tended to
make fnw rather than numy. There were indications of
a j-evolt from this point of view in the later years, but

GRAY

GREENHOl'SE

his personality and influence |ireveutcd any great defection. At the present time, tLe pendulum seems to have

swung to the opposite extreme. Species are small disjunctive groups: authors tend to make many rather
than few. It will probably he a decade or more before
the species-ideal swings back to the middle point, where
only a pendulum can rest.
Gray was a philosophical naturalist. He was one of
the tirst of the great American naturalists to espouse
the main argument of Darwin's "Origin of Species."'
in this respect ho stands iu bold contrast to his great
colleague Agassiz. Gray's intluence was the greater
because he was known to be a pronounced theist. He
entered the conflict whicli arose between organic evolution and theology, and did much to heal tlie schism.
His writings on the evolution controversies were published in two voUiraes, "Darwiniaua" and "Natural
Science and Religion."
Gray was a constructive philosopher, as well as a
His essay ou the "Relations of the Japanese
critic.
Flora to that of North America," was one of the first
masterful attempts to explain the principles of the distribution of species. This essay stands for the following
conceptions: that species have one origin; that distribution over the earth is due to physical causes; that
the origin of the north temperate flora is circumpolar.
One who is unfamiliar with the points of view of his
time cannot catch the full significance of these conclusions. They are now accepted, not challenged. Into
philosophical discussions of cultivated plants he made
few excursions, although his paper on the running
out of varieties has become a standard; and in his
many reviews he made occasional contributions to this
field"

Asa Gray was a lovable man.

He was

gentle, quiet,

sweet-tempered; intellectually he was keen and penetrating.
Both by his personality and his teaching, he
exerted an incalculable influence on American botany.
and, indeed, on American biological science. In Europe
he became a representative of what was best in American science. Harvard College, in which he held a professorship from 184:2 until his death, became the Mecca of
every American botanist. Here be built up tbe most
important herbarium and botanical library in the New
World. He was the master of American botany.
I^rav's writings were voluminous. He was known as
iiue of the most skilful of American reviewers and biographers. His scattered untechnical writings wex"e
republished in two volumes in 1889, by Professor Sargent, as the "Scientific Papers of Asa Gray." See the
''Letters of Asa Gray," 2 vols., 1893. by his widow. Jane
Loring Gray.
L. H. B.

GREENHOUSE.

In

America the word Greenhouse

is

used generically for any glass building in which plants
are grown, with the exception of coldframes and hotbeds. Originally and etymologically. however, itmeans a
house in which plants are kept alive or green: iu the
Greenhouse plants are placed for winter protection, and
The evolution
it is not expected that they shall grow.
of the true Greenhouse seems to have begun with the
idea of a human dwelling house. At first larger Avindows were inserted; and later, a glass roof was added.
In early times it was thought best to have living rooms
above the Greenhouse, that it might not freeze through
the roof.
Even as late as 1806, Bernard McMahon,
writing in Piuladelphia, felt called upon to combat this
idea. The old or original conception of a Greenhouse as
a place for protecting and storing plants is practically
extinct, at least in America (Fig. 9SC>).

Other types of plant houses are the conservatory
which see), in which plants are kept for display: the
forcing-house (see Forcing), in which plants arc forced
to grow at other times than their normal season: the
stove or warmhouse
the propagating pit. Originally
the warmest part of the plant-house, that part in which
tropical plants were grown, was heated by a stove made
of brick, and the house itself came to be called a stove.
This use of the word stove to desis-nate the warmest
part or room of the range is universal in England, but
in America we prefer the word warmhouse (and this
word is used in this Cyclopedia). Originally, hothouse
was practicallv equivalent to stove, but this term is
I

;

6srj

used in this country, and when used it is mostly
applied generically in the sense of Greenhouse.
It will thus be seen that there is no one word which
is properly generic for all glass plant houses. The word
glasshouse has been suggested, and it is often used in
this work; but there are other glass houses than those
used for plants. It seems best, therefore, to use the
word Greenhouse for all glass buildings in which plants
are grown; and usage favors this conclusion.
The long, low Greenhouse range, of the type which
we now know in our commercial establishments,
probably had a different origin from the hi^h-sided
Greenhouse. The glassViouse range appears to have developed from the practice of protecting fruits and other
little
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plants against a wall. In European countries, particularly iu England, it is the practice to train fruits and
other plants on stone or brick walls, in order that they
may be protected from inclement weather and receive
the greater sun heat which is stored up in the masonry.
It occurred to Nicholas Facio Duilhier to incline these
fruit walls to the horizon so that they would receive the
greater part of the incident rays of the sun at right
angles. He wrote a book on the subject of "Fruit-Walls
Improved," which was published in England in Jij99.
Facio was a mathematician, and he worked out the
principle of the inclined walls from mathematical considerations. Such walls were actually built, but according to the testimony of Stephen Switzer.who wrote in
1721, these walls were not more successful than those
which stood perpendicularly. Certain of these walls on
the grounds of Belvoir Castle, and over which grapes
were growing, received the additional protection of
glass sash set in front of the inclined vralls and over
the vines. In addition to this, flues were constructed
behind the wall in order that heat might be given. The
construction of huUow heated walls was not uncommon
The satisfactory results which followed
in that day.
this experiment induced Switzerto design glass-covered
walls.
The "glasshouse" which he pictured in the
"Practical Fruit-Gardener" 1'^31 represents a Greenhouse .S^2 ft. wide in the clear, Fig. 987. At the back of
this house is an inclined heated wall on which the
grapes are grown. Three and one-half ft. in front of
this, a framework is erected to receive the sash. There
are 3 tiers of openinirs or windows along the front, the
two lower ones of wiiich are for window sash, and the
upper one is vacant in order to provide for ventilation
and to allow space to receive the lower sash when they
are lifted up. The whole structure is covered with a
roof or coping. Switzer declares that the introduction
of these covered, sloping walls "led the world" to the
"Improvement of glassing and forcing grapes, which
was never done to that Perfection in auy Place as it is
upon some of the great Slopes of that elevated and
noble Situation of Belvoir Castle." Johnson, in his
"History of English Gardening," cjuotes the remarks of
Switzer!^ and makes the statement that the use of these
walls "led to the first erection of a regular forcing structure of which we have an account." The immediate outcome of these covered walls seems to have been the
le3n-to Greenhouse, and from that has developed the
double-span glass range of the present day. Long before Switzer 's time plants were forced in a crude way,
even by the Romans, mostly by being placed in baskets
or other movable receptacles, so that they could be
placed under cover in inclement weather; but the im1

provements

of Facio

)

and Switzer seem

to

have been
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make low glass ranges
for plunts, particularly in England.
It was about the beginning of the nineteenth century
that great improvements began to be made in the glasshouse. This new interest was due to the introduction
of new plants from strange conntrieb', the improvement
of heating apparatus, and the general advance in the
art of building. The ideals which prevailed at the opening o the century may be gleaned from J. Loudon's
"Treatise on Several Improvements recently made in
Hot-Houses," London, 1805. One of the devices recommended bv Loudon will interest the reader. It is shown

Location, Plans^ Grading, Foundations, FrameworJ:
Glazing and Painting, Plant Tables, Ventilation, Heat'
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Xof«^'o«. — Greenhouses which are intended for use
garden should be placed, for convenient attendance, within the garden inclosure or
along its boundary. A good location for the garden
will usually be found the best one for the Greenhouse.
A conservatory or Greenhouse designed for a private
place, where specimen and blooming plants will be kept
for the pleasure of the family and entertainment of
visitors, should be attached to the dwelling or located as
in connection with the

Switzer's glasshouse, built on an inclined wall.

Fig. 988.
The bellows is used for the purpose of
forcing air into the house, that the plants may be supplied with a fresh or non-vitiated atmosphere. "By
forcing the air into the house, once a day or so, double
the quautit}' of air which the house usually contains"
can be secure<l. The house could be "charged." The
tube leading from the bellows is shown at h: it discharges ate. Curtains run on the wire, /; the curtain
cord is at f.
All commercial structures are now built on the
plan of the long, low glass rauge, with very little height
at the eaves. The taller glass structure-s, if built at all,
are used for conservatory pui poses or as architectural
features. The general tendency of the building of glass
structures is towards extreme simplicity (Fig. 1005).
in

In the extreme South, lattice-work buildings are sometimes used for the protection of plants, both from light
frosts and from the sun (Fig. 989). The heating which
is now employed in this country is of three different
kinds: hot water under very low pressure or in the open
tank system; hot water in practically closed circuits;
and steam. Hot water under low pressure is an old-time
idea of heating, and is not now popular in this country except for conservatories and private establishments. The heavy, cumbersome pipes are not adapted
to laying over long distances and Tinder varying conditions. The commercial houses are now heated by
means of wrought-iron pipes, which go together with
threads. The comparative merits of steam and hot
water in these wrought-iron pipes are much discussed.
For large establishments, particularly those which are
on various elevations, and which are likely to be changed
frequently, steam is preferable; and, on the whole, it
seems to be gaining in favor for commercial establishments. It requires no more attention on the part of the
operator, when modern heaters are used, than hot water.
However, the merits of one system or the other are
very largely those of the individual establi.shment and
apparatus, and the personal choice of the operator (see
Forcing).
The special American literature on Greenhouse construction and management will be found in the following books; Leuchars'"PIot-Honses,"1850; Henderson's

1731.

near as possible in a well-kept part of the grounds. A
conservatory does not require a full southern exposure.
Most decorative plants thrive as well or better and continue in bloom for a longer time if kept in a house having plenty of light, but so located as to receive but little direct sunlight. Large ranges of glass adapted to a
variety of purposes are generally kept separate from
other buildings. In parks the location should be near a

main entrance.
The location of a range of glass for commercial purposes, where the elements of expense and profit are to
have the

first consideration, is of great importance.
chief items which determine the desirability of a
suitable location are the adaptability and value of the
land, cost of fuel delivered, ample and inexpensive
water supply, and proximity to a market. The top of a
bleak hill or the bottom of a valley should both be
avoided. Level land, or that having a southerly slope, is
the best.
Plans.— y^hQH asite for the proposed Greenhouse has
been decided upon, full plans should be made before
commencing to build. The plans should embrace not
only the glass, which is required at once, but should
provide for the largest increase which can be anticipated. In this way houses can
be erected which are convenient
to work and have a good appearance, with small extra cost
for building only part at a time

The

Attention should

be given to

the special peculiarities of the
location, like the exposure to
the sun, grade of ground, shape
of lot, and best location for the
heating apparatus. Each compartment should have the proper form of house and exposure

"Practical Floriculture," lirst ed., 1869; Field's "Greenhouse as a Winter Gnrdr-n," 1809; Hunt's "How to
Grow Cut-Flowers, "189J; Taft's "Greenlionse Construction," 1893; Bailey's "Forcing Book," 1897; Taft'g

"Greenhouse Management,"

1898.
L. H. B.
Greenliouse Constructiou. — For convenience, this subjcct may be considered under the following heads; i.e..

938.

Loudon's device

for charEing-

a Greenhouse with

air.

1805.
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to the light

adapted

to the plauts for

OKEENllOUyE
which

it

is

inexpensive wall of rubble stone work or of concrete
is all that is needed in the ground. The part of the wall
showing above grade may he of plain brick or faced with
.stone, to correspond with the construction of other
surrounding buildings. A good substitute for these
masonry walls is found in the use of cast-iron
posts in connection with double boarding. A
removable base at the ground line, which can
readily be renewed, adds very much to the
value of this construction, making it durable
and satisfactory. It has been quite extensively adoi'ted by florists in houses for
commercial jmrposes and for small and inexpensive G reenhouses. It is recommended for
such houses.
Frame work. — The construction best
adapted for conservatories, park houses and
Greenhouses, and for private places where
th e in] proveni en ts are desired to be permanent
in character and attractive in appearance, \»
the combiuation of iron and wood. In this
system, the main frame which supports the
weight and strain is of iron or steel, wood
being used in the frames for the setting of
the glass, and to form a non-conductor, of
great advantage in the heating of the house.

Tided.
It will readily l)e seen that to locate and plan a range
of pUiss to the be^t ailvantage requires skill and experience.
In a communication recently received by the

ysy.
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The iron work in this style of construction
usually consi?its of cast-iron sills capping
the foundation walls, wrought-iron ratters
setting on the sills, about 8 feet apart and
running from sill to ridge, furming the side post and
rafter in one piece, cast-iron gutters, and angle-iron
purlins between the rafters, all securely bracketed and
bolted together, forming a complete framework of
metal, light, strong and durable. The wood used consists of light sash bars for the setting of the glass,
sashes for ventilation, and doors. Tliis woodwork being
entirely supported by the metal frame, and not being
used where it will be continually wet, will be found as
durable as any other material, and for many reasons
belter adapted for the requirements of a Greenhouse
roof. This combination system of metal and wood constrnction has been extensively adopted by florists and
large growers of cutdlowers, though generally with the
cast-iron post style of foundation. The first cost is
somewhat increased over an all-wood construction, hut
in view of its greater durability and saving in repairs.
it will be found in the end
the better investment. In

lattice-covered Plant-house.

writer from a superintendent of one of tiie must important botanic gardens in the country, it was reniarketl
that'"wheu the architect prevails, tLe gardener falls.''
It is also true to a greater degree than in almost any
other class of buildings that the beginner or amateur
who undertakes to plan and construct his own (.ireenhouse is likely to pay well for his experience, and will
at least sympathize with the "lawyer who pleaded his
own cause and found he had a fool for a client." This
is perfectly true, as many know to their cost. To pUiu a
Greenhouse satisfactorily the designer must have :t
practical knowleilge of the requirements. To meet this
increasii]g demand, specialists can be found, known as
"horticultural areliitects," -who devote their entire
time to this braneli of work.
Gr(idiu(/. — 'Vhe fioor of the Greenhouse should be a
few inches aljove tlie outside grade. As most (.ireenhouses are necessarily built low to aceonnnoihite the
plants, a small terrace around them adds to the elevation and the good appearance of the
usually be best to keep the floor of a
one level. When the variation in the gr
is not too great, the floor line should
point of the grade. In the case of a
house, the floor line is sometimes madi
same as the natural grade, but such
rangement is to be avoided when posFor locations on a hillside, the diff
apartments may have different floor k
with necessary steps between

them.
All the sod and loam should be
removed from the space to he
covered by a Greenhouse, and all

the filling necessary made with
subsoil. The latter should be laid
in thin layers and each wet down

and thorouchly tamped.
Loam
used for filling under a Greenhouse is apt to become sour, and
will continue to settle for a long
time, causing much trouble and
annoyance.
Foundations. — Too much care
cannot be given to the preparation
of good foundations. Th^-se are
usually of brick, but may be made
of .stone or concrete.
The brick
walls take up less room in the
house than stone, and are usually
less expensive. The foundation walls should be extended
down to a point below the frost line, generally 3 or 4 feet
deep, and are usually raised about 2 feet above the grade.
44

'0.

Even-span curviHnear Greenhouse.
With cast-irou piping.

angle-iron plate is substituted for the gutter, so framed
as to allow the snow and ice to slide over it, keeping
the roof entirely clear from such accumulations, which

,
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tlarken a bouse in the cold "winter weather, when light
is most needed. Theduuljltj-huarded side.s,\vLen erected
with care, are warmer thau ordinary masonry wiiUs.
Oast-iron g;utters are provided to collect the rainwater from the roof. By exposing the inner side of
these gutters to the heat of the house, they are kept
free of ice in the winter. ISmall metal clips fastened
with screws are used to connect the wood sash bars to
the cast-iron gutters, angle-iron plates and purlins.
This method of securing the sash bars in phice is very
convenient in case of repairs, and ren<lers the structure
practically portable. A careful examination of any old
Greenhouse will show that the parts of the frame which
decay first are those pieces of wood which are joined
together, for water penetrating the joints soon destroys
the wood. This trouble is largely avoided bj' arranging
the frame so that each piece of wood is fastened directly
to the ir(»n frame instead of to another piece of wood.
Joints between wood and iron do not rot the wood, the
latter being preserved by the corrosion of the metal.
The curvilinear form of house (Fig. 990) is ornamental and particularly well adapted for conservatories,
palm houses and show bouses of all kinds. It is preferred for vineries and fruit houses, as the form allows
the canes to be supported on the line of the roof without a sharp bend at the plate line. The light in a
curved house, being admitted at different angles, is
better diffused and more natural than when reflected
throngh a long pane of straight glass. The cost of a
curved roof is slightly greater in the construction, but
the arched frame is stronger and will keep its shape
better than a house with straight lines, thus largely
compensating for the extra cost. For s^^ecial purposes
and locations, special forms of frames may be used.
Good forms of commercial houses are shown in Figs.
991, 992. The latter is the most popular form for the
forcirig-honse.
For small Greenhouses and those adapted for the use
of amateurs, a frame made chiefly of wood will be found
quite satisfactory. An improved method of framing is
to use small rafters of wood from 5 to 8 feet apart, with
cast-iron brackets at ridge and plate; these rafters are
connected by light angle-iron cross purlins, and the
latter support very light sash bars spaced for glass
between the rafters. The ridge is usually supported by
gas pipe posts, and when the rafters are of considerable length additional supports are placed under their
centers, instead of darkening the house by rafters of
greater size. In this way the roof can be made as light
as the metal construction first described, and will nearly
approach it in durability and finish. Details of construction of wooden houses are shown in Figs. 993, 994.
It is generally admitted that the so-called "sash bar
construction " is not the best or lightest method of construction, but as the absence of most of the framing
reduces its cost so that it is the cheapest to build, it
remains a popular method of putting up a commercial
Greenhouse. Circulars showing the various methods
adopted by the dealers in Greenhouse material
can readily be obtained by applying to them.
The best wood to use for Greenhouse
framework and plant-beds is undo^^btedly
cypress.
In purchasing this lumber,
care should be taken that only that
grown in the states bordering on
the Gulf of Mexico be se

market there are three grades of cypress
lumber, and it is important to know which to select.
The best grade is known as "firsts and seconds," and
calls for lumber with a small amount of sap on the
edges and occasionally a small sound knot. This is the
quality which should be ordered for all the framework
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lected. This will be found
of a dark red or brown
color, quite soft and easily

worked.

There

is

an

In the

make the mabe a waste in
cutting up this quality of from 10 to 20 per cent. The
second grade is known to the trade as "selei^ts." This
name indicates that it has been graded so that one face
of each piece of lumber is of about the same quality as
the "firsts and seconds," the other face generally being
largely sap. This quality is only fit for outside boarding in Greenhouse construction; it lias tuo much sap.
The cost is usually about live dollars per thousand less
than the best grade. As it looks to the inexperienced
eye almost the same as the best grade, too much of it
finds its way into Greenhouse structures.
Such sap
lumber will not last more than from two to five years.
Too great care cannot be exercised to avoid its use. The
third grade of cypress lumber is termed "cutting up,"
and is so called because it embraces all the pieces which
have imperfections, such as large knots, splits, etc.,
which bar them from the better grades, Tliis is a good
quality to purchase for base boards and plant tables, for
by cutting out the sap and objectionable knots it will be
found satisfactory for these purposes. The "cutting
up " grade costs about ten dollars less per thousand than
the "firsts and seconds." The percentage of waste in
cutting up will be somewhat greater than in the other
grades.
of the roof, sash-bars, etc.
In order to
terial entirely free from sap there will

Cypress lumber which has been in use for gutters,
sash-bars, plates, etc., in Greenhouses where high temperatures have been maintained is still, after many
years, apparently in as good condition as when first
used. Owing to the porous texture of the wood, the
paint, when applied, sinks in and does not make as fine
a coat as on some other woods, but because of this fact
the paint adheres to the wood better and lasts longer.
Glazing and Painting. — OvUinnry sheet or window
glass is in general use for greenhouse glazing. It in
better to use only the thickness known to the trade as
"double thick." This weighs from 2-i to 26 ounces per
square foot. The thickness known to tlie trade as
"single thick" weighs only about 10 ounces to the
square foot, and is entirely too frail for the purpose.
There is very little difference at present in the quality
of the imported French or Belgian and the American

_

in-

ferior variety of cypress

growing farther north
which is light in color,
hard and springy, and apt
be shaky. As the latter
variety is cheapertban red
gulf cypress it is frequentto

ly used by those who do
not know the difference, to
the serious detriment of
the work and the loss of
reputation of cypress for
such purposes.

:-quarter-span Rose- or Carnation-house.
Cast-iron piping.
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of most of the glass of American
luaniifat'ture is about 2 ouuces greater per foot than
the imported, ami therefore proportionately stronger.
This greater strength is of considerable importance in
the additional security which it affords from damage
caused by that enemy of the florists, the hail storm.
There is a great difference in the quality of the glass
made by different manufacturers in its adaptation to
Greenhouse use. This ditTerence is caused chiefly by

the joints, nor does it provide any means of escape for
the condensed water from the under side of the glass,
which is a very serious objection. In ordinary glazing,
where each light laps over the one below, the condensed
water passes through the joints to the outside, forming
a perfect remedy for this trouble. The difference in
the cost is very slight, if anything, provided the work
is equally well done, as the value of the putty omitted
is fully offset by the extra cost of the caps.
The painting of a
Greenhouse roof is a
very important part of
the work. Owing to the

tjla-ss.

The

weij,'iit
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extremes of heat, cold,
dryness and moistni't; to
which it is exposed, the

yy2. Even-span Houses.
Heated with water in cast-iron pii

the quality of the material used io the glass, making it
more or less opaque, and in the number of small knots,
causiog lenses, which concentrate the sun's rays ind burn
the foliage of the plants. This last defect in the glass

cannot be wholly guarded against, as the product of a
factory does not always run the same, so that any favorite brand cannot be fully relied upon in this respect.
The lenses which burn will be found in all the different grades of glass, firsts, seconds and thirds, with
little, if any difference, the grading being done chiefly
for other defects, such as affect the value of the glass
for window purposes. For these reasons, in selecting
the glass for a Greenhouse, it requires experience to
decide what make of glass it will be best to purchase.
It will be well to purchase from some one who makes a
specialty of furnishing glass for Greenhouses, or call in
the aid of some friend who has had experience in building, and can give intelligent advice.
The second quality of glass is usually selected for the
best Greenhouse work. The standard widths are from
13 to 16 inches, and lengths vary from 16 to 21 inches.
A favorite size is 16 by 24 inches. This is about as large
as it is practical to iise double thick glass, and makes a
roof with comparatively few laps.
It is not safe to purchase fourth quality of glass or
the so-called "Greenhouse glass" frequently offered by
window glass dealers, as both of the grades contain the
culls and lights only fit to glaze cheap sash for market
gardeners, and is of doubtful economy even for this
purpose. Rough plate or ribbed glass is not adapted
for a Greenhouse roof. It not only obscures the light,
but is so brittle that the breakage is greater than with
the double thick sheet-glass. It is also very difficult to
set it so as to make a tight roof on account of the uneven lines of the ribbing. Recently a few conservatories
have been glazed with thick, polished plate-glass, making very handsome roofs, but rather expensive.
To set glass properly in a Greenhouse roof, it should
be bedded in the best putty on wood sash bars and
lapped at the joints. The bars should be spaced accurately, so that the glass will fit the rabbets with not
over one-sixteenth of an inch allowance, and the panes
of glass should lap each other not more than from oneeighth to one-quarter of an inch. Zinc shoe nails fasten
the glass best, using from 4 to
to each pane, according to the size of the light. No putty should be used on
the outside of the glass. A comparatively new system
of glazing has been adopted by some florists, in which
no putty is used, but the glass is placed directly on the
rabbetsof the bars and the ends of the panes are butted
together and held in place by wood caps fastened to
the sash bars. This system does not make a tight roof,
allowing considerable "water to enter the house through

conditions are decidedly
different from ordinary
buildings.
Three-coat
work is the best. The
priming coat on the wood
work should be mostly
oil, and, us far as possible, the material should
be dipped into a tank of
paint.
Iron and steel
framing material should
be primed with a metallic
paint.

pt;

The priming

coat

should 1)0 applied before
the material is exposed to the weather. The material
of the second and finishing coats should be pure linseed oil and white lead. Experience has shown that
this material is the best for this work. The color should
be white, or a light tint of any desired shade may be
used, but no heavy color should be adopted which
requires coloring matter in place of the lead in the
mixing. Each coat sliould be applied thin and well
rabl)ed out. While the appearance may not be quite
as fine when the work is first done, the paint will not
peel off, and will last longer and form a better protection for the structure than when it is put on in thick
coats. It will also form a good base for repainting, and
this should be done in a similar manner. It is economical to repaint a (xreenhouse every two years, and generally one coat will be sufficient.
Plant T((bJes. — Stages for plants in pots or raised
beds for planting out usually cover the entire area of a
Greenhouse, except the walks, and their cost constitutes
a considerable proportion of the expense. Palms are
usually grown in solid beds or in pots or boxes sitting
on the ground. Many vegetables are grown in solid beds
near the ground level. Roses and carnations are usuAngle-iron frames supported on
ally in raised beds.
adjustable tras pipe legs, with slate or tile bottoms, form
the best plant tables (Fig. 995). Wood bottoms, vvhich
can be readily renewed, are frequently substituted, saving a part of the first cost. When the table supports are
of wood care should be taken that they are not fastenpd

933.

Details of gutter.

Details of ridee (B)

and cave

(Cj.

against any part of the framework of the house, unless
iron brackets are used so as entirely to separate the

woodwork.
TV*(^7(7/(dn. — No Greenhouse is complete without a
good ventilating apparatus. About one-tenth of the roof
should be arranged to open or close for ventilation,
though this percentage will vary according to theform
of house and the purpose for which it is used. It is not
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desirable to open all the veDtilators in a long house with
one set of apparatus, for frequently one end will not
need as much ventilation as the other end, or may be
affected by the wiud forming a current lengthwise of
the house. To avoid this a Greenhouse 200 feet long
should have ^ or i sets of apparatus, which can be operated separately. In all Greenhouses of considerable

the thoroughness of the annealing. Glass is annealed
by passing through a series of ovens, where it is raised
a high heat and then gradually cooled, whatever
toughness and elasticity the finished product may contain being due to this process. The thickness of glass
varies, not only with grades
(single and double thick},
but also more or less within
the grades, and even with
different parts of the same
pane. Single thick glass is
too thin for use in Greenhouses, and in selecting any
glass for such a purpose it
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width, it is desirable that ventilation should be provided
on both sides of the ridge, so that tlie ventilation can be
given on the "leeward" side, which will prevent the
wind from blowing directly into the house.
Real huj. — The success of the florist, gardener or
amateur in the management of a Greenhouse depends
largely on the satisfactory working of the heating apparatus. Tliere are two systems of Greenhouse heating
which, when the apparatus is properly installed, are
economical and satisfactory; viz., liot waterand steam.
The open-tank hot water heating has more advantage
in its adaptation to general use than any other, and is
so simple that its management is readily understood bj'
any one. It is practically automatic, and is capable of
maintaining an even temperature for ten hours without
attention. Low pressure steam heating is well adapted
to large commercial ranges, and to large conservatories
in parks and private pUxces, where a night attendant can
be kept in charge of the fires to turn on and shut off
steam from the radiating pipes as tlie changing outside
temperature may require. Tiie heating of Greenhouses
to the best advantage under the varying conditions of
climate and interior requirements, demands, like the
desii^fiinij: of Greenhouses, the services of an experienced sptc-cialist in horticultural work.

Lord & Burnham

Go.

Greenhouse Glass. — The selection of glass for Greenhouses, and the nature of the imperfections which render it undesirable for such use, are questions which
have received much attention from horticultural writers,
and which have brouj^ht forth a variety of ans\V(n*s.
Three qualities are essential in all glass to be used in
first, minimum of obstruction
second, strength sulficient to withstand
the strain of winds and storms, especially hail
and
third, freedom from defects rendering it liable to burn
plants grown under it.
It is an established fact that plants thrive best under
a clear and transparent glass, which lets through the
greatest possible percentage of the sun's rays.
This
includes all the solar rays, calorific or heat rays and
actinic or chemical rays, as well as the colorific or light
rays. Clear white glass of the grade known as "single
thick" (12 panes to the inch) lets through from 60 to 70

Greenhouse construction:

to solar rays

;

;

995.

Details of iron-frame benches.

per cent of the sun's rays, common green glass of the
same thickness, 52 to 5(3 per cent, and "double thicl; "
(8 panes to the inch) common green glass from 50 to 52
per cent. This percentage is reduced by other colors,
dark blue glass letting through but 18 per cent. In connection with the matter of tint, it should be noted that
some glass, especially clear white glass purified with
arsenic acid, or that in which a large amount of potash
is used in proportion to the amount of lime used in
manufacture, becomes dull after long exposure to the
weather, the dullness being occasioned by tlie efflorescence of salts contained in the glass. Before this disintegration has proceeded too far, tlie crust or efllorescence may be removed with muriatic acid.
The strength of glass depends upon its thickness and

to

should l»e examined pane by
pane, and all showing
marked variation in thickness, either between panes
or in different parts of thipaue, rejected.
pane of

A

varying thickness is much
more liable to breakage from
climatic changes or sudden
shocks than one which is
uniform in this regard.
Fi'om the foregoing state-

ments

it will be seen that, in
general, the ordinary double thick green glass is best,
996. Burned areas on a
as regards both tint and
Begonia leaf.
strength, green glass being
less liable to change in tint than white, and the double
thick being the stronger grade. By green glass is meant
simply the ordinary sheet glass, the green color of
which is only noticeable when looking at a cut edge.
The idea has long been more or less prevalent that
such visible defects in sheet glass as the so-caller]
"bubbles," "blisters " and "stones," produce a focusing
of the solar rays passing through them, thus burning the
foliage of plants grown under glass containing these
defects (Fig. 996). This view has been held by glass
manufacturers and horticulturists alike, and seemsiiot to
have been publicly contradicted until 1895 (Bull. 95, CorTi*^ll University Agric. Exp. Sta., p. 278).
In view of the
erroneousness of this theory, it is rather remarkable
that it should have gained such prevalence. Nearly all
bubbles and blisters are thinner in the middle than at
the periphery, being thus concave rather than convex
lenses, and actually diffusing the rays of light passintr
through them rather than producing destructive foci.
While it is true that sand stones or knots in glass may
produce foci, these points of focus scarcely ever exist
more than a few inches from the surface of the glas.'*,
and consequently these defects can do no damage when
occurring in roofs several feet distant from the growing plants below.
The only full and complete series of experiments on
this subject in this country (conducted at the Cornell
University Agricultural Experiment Station, the Physical Laboratory of Cornell University, and a glass factory in Ithaca, 'New York, but yet xmpublished) shows
the true cause of the burning by glass to be the
variation in thickness of the entire pane, or portion of same, thus causing a prismatic or lens-like effect (Pig. 9',)7), which causes a more or less distinct
focussing of the sun's rays at distances varying from
5 or
feet to 30 feet, or even more, from the glass.
This defect usually occurs along the side or end of
the pane, and is not visible to the eye, but may be
easily detected by the use of the micrometer caliper or
by testing in the sunlight. It may be found in all kinds
of glass, and is caused by a reduction of the upper or
pipe end of the cylinder from which sheet glass is made,
by the glass blower, to facilitate the removal of the
"cap" or neck end of the cylinder, by which it is at-

tached to tiie pipe while being blown. The defect, as
before stated, is one which may be found in all grades
and qualities of sheet glass, of both foreign and domestic manufacture.
The fact is well known that differences in the thickness of spectaide lenses, which are
imperceptible to the eye, may produce sufficient refraction tu nuiterially vary the direction of rays of light
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passing through suck lenses, and it is not difficult to see
that the same effect may be produced by similarly imperceptible variations in the thickness of sheet filass.
That this is the case has been conclusively shown by
the series of experiments before mentioned. These also
show that burns on plants, caused by defective glass
roofs, occur in lines and not in isolated spots, burns
of the latter description being usually the result of a

two or more boilers are used, and are so arranged that
any of them can be cut off', the danger from this source
will be greatly lessened. The use of two or more small
boilers will also be found much more economical than
cue large one during the fall or s]irin^. when it will he
far cheaper to m;uiuain afire iu one of the small l.ioilers
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irregular pane of glass.

tissue, due to carelessness
matter of ventilation, humidity of the atmosphere and water, and temperature of Greenhouses,
rather than to defects in the glass of roofs.
If, therefore, it is not possible to obtain glass of uniform thickness with certainty, it may be found cheaper
and often fully as satisfactory to purchase the lower
or common grades of double thick glass, using in the
roof only those panes which show, after testing iu the
sunlight for foci, an entire lack of the prismatic character which makes them dangerous to plants grown under
^liem.
J. c. Blaik.
Greenhouse Heating. — In all seniDus in which the
temperature drops below the freeziu'^ point, it is necessary to provide some artificial means for heating (.TreenNearly all modern structures are warmed
houses.
either by steam or hot water, althoui^h hot air flues are
occasionally used.
While hot water is preferred for
small ranges of glass, as it can be depended upon to
furnish an eveu degree of heat when left for a number
of hours, steam is more commonly used for extensive
plants, as the cost of piping the houses is much less
than when hot water is used.
Steam boilers require
more attention tlian hot water heaters, but when there
is more than 10,000 or 12,000 square feet of glass, it is
best to have a night fireman and watchman, and the
extra expense can be made up by the saving in the cost
of fuel, as it will be possible to use a lower grade of
coal. Under these conditions the cost of running a steam
plant will be as low as with hot water, but in small
houses, where hard coal is used, and the tires receive no
attention for six to eight hours during the night, hot
water heaters will be cheapest to operate, and will be
most satisfactory. See, also, the article Forcing.
As the various flowers and vegetables grown under
glass require different temperatures, the piping of
Greenhouses has to be varied accordingly. Thus, although it may vary from M to .1'^ for different varieties of
the same species, our common plants require the following night temperatitre
violets and lettuce. 45 to 50^;
radishes and carnations. 50 to 55'^; roses and tomatoes,
fiO'^; cucumbers and stove plants. 70'^.
Bc(7cr5. — Whether steam or hot water is used for
heating, the best boilers for houses with less than 2.000
feet of radiation are of cast iron, but for larger houses,
especially when steam is used, boilers of a tubular pattern are commonly preferred. Although it is not usually
practiced, it will be safest and often cheapest in the end
if two or more boilers of medium size are used instead
of one large boiler of the same capacity as the small
ones combined. When only one boiler is used it might
result in the loss of all the ]dauts in the house if any
accident should happen to it in severe weather, while if
in the
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than in a large 'Hic.
In selecting a Iiuiler,

it is always desirable to have ono
sufficiently large to aff'ord the necessary heat without
forcing the fire, as this will not only give more satisfactory results. Ijut will result in the economy of fuel and
labor, and will prolong the life of the boiler.
Boiler
makers generally use some definite ratio between the
size of the grate and the amount of fire surface in the
hoiler, but tliis varies with the size of the boiler and the
efficiency of the fire surface. In small hot water boilers,
with very effV'ctive fire surface, the ratio between the
two is frec[uently as small as 1 to 15, while in larger
boilers it is often as great ns 1 to 1^5, and even more
where hard coal is used and the boilers have constant
attendance.
For small Greenhouses it is desirable to
have the grate sufiiciently large to pennit of leaving the
fire without attention for eight to ten hours in the severest weather, while for a large range of houses it is
customary to employ a night fireman, and a grate much
smaller proportionately cuuld be used. In steam boilers
the capacity is generally rated at about 100 square feet

of radiation for each horse-power; and an average of
about 15 square feet of fire surface is considered equivalent to a horse-power, it being customary to estimate
that 12 square fet-t in large boilers and 18 feet in very

small ones will equal one horse-power. Thus, in ])oiIers
medium size, an area of 10 square feet of grate will
answer for 250 square feet of heating or fire surface,
and this will be sufficient for nearly 1,700 feet of radiating surface, where st(.'am is used; and*, as hot water
requires about two-thirds more radiation, a boiler of the
of

will answer for from 2,800 to 3,000 square
feet of hot water radiation. In using the above figures
for small boilers that will not have attendance during
the night, it is generally advisable to make an allowance
for this of about 25 per cent, and, when a boiler is required for 1,000 feet of radiation, select one that would
be rated at 1.2.50 feet.
For large ranges, tubular steam Ixfilers will generally
be more satisfactory. Good results will be secured
from those either of fire-tube or of water-tube construction, and many prefer them when hot water is
used; but when tubular boilers are used for hot water
heating, althoui^h good results may be secured when
a regular steam boiler is employed, it is advisable to

above size

have them made without

a steam dome, and to have the
entire shell filled with tubes f I^Mg. 998). As a rule, these
boilers will be less expensive than cast-iron boilers, and
if properly cared for, will be nearly as durable.
During the past few years a large number of coil
boilers have l>een constructed for hot water heating.
These boilers are generally from 4 to (3 feet long, and are
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Horizontal tubular boiler for hot water.

pipe, varying in size from 1 to
inches in diameter. Imt when constructed from 1-inch
pipe they are not very durable, as the pipe itself is
comparatively thin, and wherever the threads are exposed it is ([iiickly eaten through. There is also more
trouble from the "boiling over of the water than when
larger pipes are used, and when boilers are constructed
of i-inch pipe it is necessary to have either an elevated
expansion tank or to run it as a closed system. In
making the boiler the pipes are cut of the desired
length^ usually of 5 or 6 feet, and the ends are connected either bv return bends or by manifolds, so as to

made from wrought-iron
2
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form a number of vertical coils, each containing from
six to ten pipes. The upper ends of the manifolds are
joined at the front end of the heater and connect with a
flow pipe, while the lower ends of the rear manifolds
are joined to the returns. As a rule, the grate is of tlie
same width as the coil, and from one-half to two-thirds

ference whether the pipes run up-hill or are given a
slight downward slope, and the former arrangement may
be used where it will best suit the conditions. In casii
the pipes are carried under the benches, and it is impossible to sink the boilers much below tlie level of the
coils, it will be well to have the flow pipe run verticallv
from the boiler to a height of 8 or 10 feet (Fig. 9SJ9), and
then branch and run horizontally along the ends of the
houses, taking off the supply pipes for each and dropping them below the level of the benches.
It is often desirable to have some or all of the flow
pipes overhead, as this will greatly improve the circulation and will aid in preventing cold drafts of air upon
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as long. Although a l)ox coil is much cheaper than a
cast-iron heater, when we add to its cost the expense for
grate, doors and other fittings, and of bricking it in, the
amount saved will not be large, especially as the coil

Some make use of a single large flow pipe
each house. This is located upon the posts, a foot or
so beneath the ridge, and carries the water to the farther
end of the house, where branch pipes connect with the
coils, but a better distribution of the heat can be secured
in houses more than 10 feet wide if two or more pipes
are used. These can be upon the ridge and purlin posts,
and it is often desirable to have one upon each of the
wall plates. The number and size of these flow pipes
will depend upon the width of the houses and the size
of the coils that they supplj'. The amount of radiating
surface in the flow pipe itself should be added to that in
the coil, in determining the size of supply pipe that
will be required. For long houses it will often be necessary to use one or more 3-inch pipes, but ordinarily 2inch or 2>2-inch pipes distributed upon the posts and
wall plates will give the best results.
The size of pipe used for the returns will depend upon
the length of the coils and their height above the boiler.
as the pipes for elevated short coils may be smaller
than those of considerable length that are below the top
of the boiler. Ordinarily 2-inch pipe will be desirable
for coils more than 75 feet in length, and will be preferable to a smaller size when they are only 50 feet in length,
if the flows are under the benches and the lowest part
of the coils are below the top of the boiler. For short
coils, pipes as small as 134-inch may be used where they
are somewhat elevated, but for ordinary commercial
Greenhouses l>2-inch pipe is better up to 50 to 75 feet,
and 2-inch pipe for all other's, as, while small pipe furnishes the most effective radiation, the increased frictiori
impedes the circulation.
If a single large flow pipe is used, it is often desirable
to have one or more of the returns elevated upon the
purlin posts and wall plates, but ordinarily the radiating
surface should be distributed upon the walls {Fig, 1000).
and under the benches in houses where, as is now generally the case, there are walks along the side walls. In
houses in which it is undesirable to have bottom heat, all
of the pipes may be upon the walls; and this is also the
usual arrangement when solid beds are used, except in
wide houses, in which case a portion of the returns may
be upon the sides of the beds, beneath the walks, or
elevated upon the purlin and ridge posts. The pipes in
the coils may be connected at their ends either by means
of manifolds or by tees and close nipples, but in either
case provision should be made for the expansion of thu
the plants.
in
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boilers are, as a rule, not more than one-half as lasting
as cast-iron boilers, must of which are complete and require no brick work or trimmings.
Hot Water Piping. — 'Modern hot water heating systems do not differ particularly from those in which
steam is used, except that larger sized pipes are required
to afford the necessary radiation. Formerly 4-inch castiron pipes were used in the piping of Greenhouses, but
as the joints are packed with oakum, cement or iron tilings, they frequently give trouble by leaking, and it is
much more difficult to make changes or repairs than
when smaller wrought-iron pipes with screw joints are
used. Owing to the large volume of water in the pipes,
the circulation is necessarily quite sluggish, and it is not
easy to secure the high temperature in the water that
can be obtained from smaller pipes. Another objection
to these large pipes is, that it is not possible to carry
the flows overhead, as is often desirable.
When the flow pipes supply a number of houses, or
if the heater is at some distance from the Greenhouse
to be warmed, it is best to start from the boiler with one
large pipe, or with two pipes leading out from different
sides of the boiler, rather than to carry independent
If tliere are several houses to l)e
Xtipes to each house.
heated, it is advisable to have the heater located at the
north end or side of the houses, as near the center as
possible, and carry the flow pipe along the ends of the
houses just over the doors, although, if necessary, they
may be beneath the level of the doorways. From this
main pipe one or more supply pipes can lead into each
of the houses. The size of the main feed pipe, as well
as of the branch pipes, sliould be in proportion to the
amount of radiation that theysupply; and, in determining the amount that can be handled by pipes of different
sizes, it is advisable to use somewhat larger supply
])ipes when all of the radiation, l.)otli flow and return,
is under the benches than when the tlow pipes at least
are overhead.
similar allowance should be made when
the boiler is partly above the level of the returns, as
compared with a system in which the radiating pipes are
a number of feet above the top of the boiler, since in
the latter case a much smaller supply pipe will suffice. In
a general way, tlie following sizes can be used as supply pipes: 13'2-inch pipes for 75 to 100 square feet of
radiation; 2-inch pipes for 150 to *J00 square feet; 2^-2inch for 250 to 350; 3-inch for 400 to GOO; SM-inch for
GOOtoSnO; 4-inch for ], 030 to 1,200; and 5-inch for 1.500
to 2,000 square feet of radiation.
The supply pipes
shoTild, if possible, rise vertically from the heater to a
point higher tlian the highest point in the system and
then should have a slighti fall, say 1 inch in 20 feet, so
that there will be no opportunity for the pocketing of
air in tlie pipes.
It will, however, make but little dif-
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which may be done In the case of vertical coils
by running them partly across the ends of the houses
and in the horizontal coils by the same means, or by
placing the header at the lower end of the coil and a
foot or so lower, and connecting it with the ends of the
pipes by means of nipples and right and left cUs.
pipes,

i

-
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of the pipes are under the benches t.r upon
the walls, a single large pipe may be used as a flow t.j
supply all (if the ethers in the eoil, or two or more of
the pipes of the same size, as the returns may be used as
flow pipes. These pipes can be so arranged that they
will each supply one or more returns, or they may connect with a header from which all of the return pipes
start.
Care should be taken to give all of the return
pipes a slight fall, and it will be best if this is only
enough to insure their being kept free from air. It wiil
be safest to give the smaller pipes a slope of one inch in
15 feet, but 2-inch pipes, if carefully graded and securely
supported at intervals of 10 feet, will give good results
if the fall is not more than 1 inch in";!l) feet.
This is
often of considerable importance in long houses where
it is not possible to sink the heater so as to give the
returns a fall of 1 inch in 10 or 15 feet, as is often recommended. It should be understood tlnit better circulation
can be secured when a return pipe has but a slight slope
if suflicient to keep it free from air, with a vertical drop
of the return pipe at the lower end. than when the coil
has a much greater fall in running from one end of the
house to the other, if this brings the lower end of the
coil down to about the level of the main return.
The
circulation in a eoil fed by an under-bench flow will be
quite unsatisfactory when the lower end of the coil is
below the top of the heater, if it is connected at its own
level with the return pipes from other coils, that are
considerably higher, and especially if they are ted by
elevated flow pipes. When overhead flow pipes are used,
the slope of the returns will necessarily be toward the
heater, but when the pipes are all under the benches
the slope may be in either direction, and if connected at
the end nearest the heater it will be necessary to run a
return pipe of the same size as the su]i]dy pipe. b:i.-k
from the farther end of the house, unless there are a
number of houses in the range, when a main return pipe
can be run across the farther end of the houses, to which
coils can be connected.
If a eoil is nunle up of two or
more pipes of the same size, a part of which are flows
and the others returns, it \vi\[ be advisable to run all of
these pipes down hill; although, if there are only one or
two flow pipes, and the lower end of the coil is considerably above the he.ater, a good circulation can be
secured if the flow pipes run up hill to the farther end
and are brought back with a downward How. The downhill system, with a flow pipe running to the farther end
of the house, has two advantages, as it does away with
the necessity of air valves, or other openings for the escape of air, except at one point, which should be the
highest in the system, and it provides for a somewhat
more even distribution of tlie heat, the farther end of
the houses being fully as warm as the end nearest the boiler.
Where there is a large range
of houses and overhead pipes are m»t desired, the difference in temperature that
^N^
can be secured at the two ends of
c>^Y^^
the houses will nt>t be marked if
the coils are connected with
the main ^^'i^ pipe at the
end nearest the boiler,
and are ,i<.^ined with a

will lessen Ihc dailgiT uf the boiling over of the water
in the system, and make it possible to sc-cnre a higher
temperature in the water of the coils than when the

When

all

main return pipe passing along the farther
end of the houses, and
if the coils upon the
walls are carried along
the ends of the houses
to the doors.
For all hot water
heating plants an expansion tank is necessary (Pig. ilflO).
This
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tank is not thus elevated. Trouble from the boiling of
the water in the heater is most likely to occur when
the flow or return pipes are too snuxll, and when the
Are surface in the boiler is composed of small, wrought
iron pipes or drop tubes. When there is a proper adjustment between the size of the b lilcr and the railiating surface, and tlie return connections are of snllicient size, there will be little danger from it.
Estimating Hot Water Hadialion. — Owin^ to the
great variations in temperature and the difl:erences in
the construction of Greenhouses ami in their exposures,
it is impossible to give an explicit rule regarding tin
amount of radiation to be required under all conditions;
but experience has shown that, in well-built houses,
any desired temperature can be secured, for various
minimum outside temperatures, when there is a certain
ratio between the amount of radiating surface and the
amount of exposed glass ami wall surface, supposing, of
course, that there is a prO[ier adjustment bi'tween the
size of the boiler and radiating surface, and that tbisystem is so arranged as to give good results. Thus,
when a temperature of 40° is desired in sections
where the mercury does not drop below zero, it will be
possible to maintain a temperature of -45° inside tinGreenhouse when there is 1 square foot of radiating
surface to 4% square feet of glass. Under the same
conditions, 50° can be secured when there is 1 foot of
pipe to i of glass, and 55°, (iO°, 05° and 70° can be obtained when there is, respectively, 1 square foot of pi]ie
to each 3'-., 3. 2U and 2 square feet of glass.
For outside temperatures slightly under or above zero, there
sle.uld be a proiHtrtionate in<.-rease or decrease in the
amount of pipe used, and if the houses are poorly constructed, or in an exposed location, it will be desirable
to provide increased radiating surface.
Under the best
conditions the temperatures mentioned could be obtained with a sliglitly smaller amount of radiation, but
the greatest economy, so far as both coal consunipfi<ni
and labor are C(uicerned. will be secured when the

amount

of radiation reciennn-niled

is

mining the amount of (-xposed glass

nsi.-d.

In detei-

surf;n-e, the

nnm-

of square feet in the i-eef, ends and sides of tlie
houses should be added, and to this it is al\va\s well te
add one-flfth of the exposed wooden or other wall surface, and if this sum is divided by the linmber which
exiiresses tlie ratio between the area
lier

tlie amount of radiwill give the number
of stpiare feet of heating
pipe to be retpiired. The

of glass ai}d
ation,

it

measurement
wrought - iron

unit of
'

f

pijie

is

the in-

terior diain

"7
:

tool.

Carnation house. 100 x 23

may be made from heavy galvanized sheet-iron,
riveted boiler iron tank may be used. It should be

or a
con-

nected with the heating pipes, but the point of connection will make little difference, although when the
downhill system is used, if the \<\^'? leading to the expansion tank starts from the highest point of the system it will make the tise of air valves tinnecessary.
The tank \w\\\ be located only slightly above the highest point of the system, but it will be best placed at
le.ast 10 to 15 feet higher, as the elevation of the taid-c

ft.

6 in.,

piped

for

hot water.

eter. while its radiating surface is <leterniined by its outside circumference and, although it will vary slightly according to the thickness of the pipe, it is customary to
estimate that 1-inch pipe will afford abotit .34-1 square
feet of radiating surface per linear foot, whib;- 1^4-, 1^-2-,
2-, 2^2- and 3-inch pipe will supply, respe^'ti^"ely, .434,
.497, .621, .759 and .91(3 sipiare feet of radiation for each
foot in length of pipe. The best results can be secured
;

only
ells

when

the pipes are in straight runs.

The use

of

and tees should be aveitpHl whenever possible, but
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they must be employed, special hot-water fittings
should be secured.
In conservatories with high side walls, it is desirable
on
to place the How pipes at the plate and the returns
if

Pigs. 1001, 1002 and 1003
illustrate the lay out of pipes for water in a carnation,
rose and violet house.
Hot Water Under Pressnre. -In some large Green-

the wall or uuder the

tables.

houses the hot water systems have been placed under
pressure by closing the expansion tank. To prevent any
danger of the blowing up of the system, a safety-valve,
with a weight set so as to allow the water to escape before the danger point is re.iched, is attached either to the
tank or expansion pipe. The system being completely
closed, the water as it warms is placed under pressure,
and steam cannot be formed. This makes it possible to
raise the temperature of water in the coils quite a number of degrees higher than when an open tank is used.
As there is even more danger from an explosion of a
system when the water is under pressure than when
steam is used, care should bo taken to see that the safetyvalve is in good working order, and that it is set at a
l)oint well below the danger limit.
When water is carried under pressure, it permits of
the use of smaller flows and returns, and a considerable

where 50°, 00° and 70°, respectively, are required.
Fig. 1004 illustrates piping for steam in a rose house.

3

Heating hy J^Zhcs. — Where fuel is cheap, and when
either a low temperature is desired in the house or the
outside temperature does not drop much below the
freezing point, hot-air flues may be used, but while the
cost of constructing them is not large, the danger from
fire is so great that they are not always economical. A
brick furnace is built at one end of the house, and from
this a 10- or 12-inch flue is constructed to carry the
smoke and hot gases through the house to the chimney,
which may be at the farther end, or directly over the
furnace, the flue in the latter case making a complete
circuit of the house. When the houses are more than
00 feet long, it is advisable to have a furnace at each
end, and the flue will then extend only to the center of
the house and return to the end from which it started.
The flrst 30 feet of the flue should be of fire brick, but
beyond that it can be constructed of sewer pipe. While
either hard or soft coal may be used, the best results
will be secured with 3- or 4-foot lengths of hard wood.
Where the temperature does not drop more than 10 or 12°
below zero, a temperature of 40° may be maintained in

reduction in the amount of radiating surface. On the
other hand, it is less economical in fuel than the open
system, and requires rather more attention. The pressure
system cannot be recommended for use under all conditions, and it will generally be best to have the piping
adapted for all except the most severe weather, and then
to have it so arranged that the system can be closed, if
it becomes necessary to do so in order to maintain the
desired temperature.

—

Piping for Steam. The
lieating pipe.s for use with

arrangement of th
steam need not be
unlike tiiat above described fi>r hot water
except that smaller flow and return pipes

When

there is but one or
well to use over
licad flow pipes, a.s a rule only
one being retiuired in a house. '^
A 2-inch flow pipe will be suf(icient for 400 square feet of
are used.

two houses

it is

]

i

radiation,

and

2}'2-, 3-, 3}-2-

and

.^

4-inch supply pipes will an- -,"
swer, respectively, for 700,
1,000, 1,400 and 1,900 square
For long
feet of radiation.
houses it will be best to use
IH-inch pipe for the coils, but
1002.
l-inch pipe will answer for
houses 100 feet or less in length. The coils should, of
course, run down hill, but if overhead supply pipes are
not used the connection may be made at the end of the
house nearest the boiler and the return pipe may be
placed underneath the coil. In order to prevent the
water from backing up in the coils it is desirable that
they should be at least 18 or 20 inches above the level of
the water in the boiler, while 3 or 4 feet would be even
better.
There should be an automatic air valve at the
lower end of each coil, and, in order to regulate the
amount ()f steam, a shut-off valve should be placed in
V)Oth flow and return p)ipes.
Unless there are several
coils in each house it will always be well to have valves
upon a numlier of the pdiies in the coils, so that all but
one or two can be cut otl' if desired. To x>revent the
water from being forced out from the boiler when the
steam is turned into the houses, there should be a check
valve in the return pipe near the heater.
The amount of radiation which will be required to secure any desired temperature will vary to some extent
with the amount of pressure that is carried in the boiler,
but, as a rule, this is not more than Ave pounds, and often
no pressure at all is used. It will ordinarily be best to
have the radiation sufficient to furnish the temperature
desired in ordinarily cohl weather without carrying any
pressure, and then by raising tlie pressure to from li\'c
to ten pounds secure the heat that is needed during cold
[

waves.
In determining the amount of radiation for a steamheated house. 1 square foot of pipe will luiswer for
square feet of glass, when 40° is ilesired, and tor 7, Sand

Rose house,

150 x 20

ft.,

piped for water.

a house 20 feet wide with one circuit of 12-inch sewer
pipe. Care should be taken that the flue in no place is
in contact with woodwork, and that there is a gradual
rise in the flue from the point where it leaves the furnace to where it enters the chimney.
j_,_ g,_ Taft.

Greenhouse Management. — Persons usually learn to
grow plants under glass T>y rule of thumb. Such knowledge is always essential, but better and quicker results
are obtained
learned at the

if

underlying truths or principles are

same time. Even

if

no

better results in

plant-growing were to be obtained, the learning of principles could never do harm, and it adds immensely to the
intellectuid satisfaction in the work. There is no Anierii-an writing which essays to expound the principles of
Greenhouse management, although there are excellent
manuals giving direct advice for the growing of various

The best single recent American
book in this line is Taft's "Greenhouse Management,"
which brings together in one volume concise directions
for the growing of the leading kinds of Greenhouse
subjects. There are two kinds of principles to appreclasses of plants.

in Greenhouse niaiiagement. — those relating to
the management of the plants themselves, and those
dealing primarily with the management of the house.
The flrst principle to be apprehended in the growing
of plants under glass is this
JSaeh plant hna its o\n
sriiKon of hlooni. Every good gardener knows the times
and seasons of his plants as he knows his alphabet,
without knowing that he knows. Yet there are many
failures because of lack of this knowledge, particularly

hend

:
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among amateurs. The housewife is always asking how
make her wax-plant bloom, without knowing that it

thick rhizomes always signify that the plant was obliged,
in its native haunts, to carry itself over an unpropitious
season, and that a rest is very necessary, if not absolutely essential, under domestication. Instinctively, we
let bulbous plants rest. They usually rest in our winter

to

would bloom if she would let it alone in winter and let
it grow in spring and summer.
What we try to accomplish by means of fertilizers, forcing and other special
practices may often be accomplished almost without
ftfort if we know the natural season of the x>lant. Nearly
all Greenhouse plants are grown on this principle.
We
give them conditions as nearly normal to them as possible.
Wc endeavor to accommodate our conditions to
the plant, not our plant to the conditions.
There are
some plants which it is possible to make bloom in abnormal seasons, as roses, carnations, lilies these we
may force (see Forcing). But these forcing plants are
few comv»ared with the whole number of Orccnhouse
species. The season of normal activity is the key to the
whole problem of growing plants under glass yet many
a young man has served an apprenticeship, or has taken
a course in an agricultural college, without learning this

aTid
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bloom in our spring and summer, but some of them
which some of

the Cape bulbs,
Nerines, are exa
pies
su

—

rest

mm e r
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and
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principle.

The second principle from the plant side is this: 'Flic
(/renter part of the growth i^houtd be DuuZe before the
plant is expected to bloom. It is natural for a plant lirst
to grow: then it hUxjms and makes its fruit.
In the
great majority of cases, these two great functions do
not
simultaneously,
at
least
their
full
denot proceed
to
gree. This principle is admirably ilhistrated in woody
plants.
The gardener always inijin-sses upon the apprentice the necessity of securing*' wtdl ripened wood "of
Azaleas, Camellias, and the like, if he would have good
tiowers. That is, the plant should have completed one
cycle of its life before it begins another. From immature and sappy wood only poor l)loom may l)e expected.
This is true to a large degree even in herljarHiins plants.
The vegetative stage or cycle may be made shorter or
longer by smaller or larger pots, but the stage of ranid
tjrowth must be well passed before the best bloom is
wanted. Fertilizer applied then will go to the probut before that time it will go to
duction of flowers
the production of leaf and wood. The stronger and better the plant in its vegetative stage, the more satisfac;

it will be in its blooming stage.
Closely like to the last principle is the law that elierking growth^ so long as the plant remains healthi/, inIf the gardener
duces frnilfulness or florift'ronsiiess.
continues to shift his plants into larger pots, he should
not expect the best results in bloom. He shifts from
pot to pot until the plant reaches the desired size; then
he allows the roots to be contiued. and the plant is set
into bloom
Over-potting is a serious evil. When the
blooming habit is once begun, he may ajiply liquid manure or other fertilizer if the plant needs ir. The rosegrower or the cucumber-grower wants a shallow bench,
that the plants may not run too much to vine.
Most pJa})fs demand a paiiicidar season of inactivity
or rest. It is not rest in the sense of recuperation, but
it ia the habit or custom of the plant.
For ages, most

tory

1003.

Violet house with water heating.

plants have been forced to cease their activities because
of cold or dry. These habits are so tixed that the plants
must he humored when they are grown under glass.
Some plants have no such definite season'^, and will grow
more or less continuously, but these are the exceptions.
Others may rest at almost any time of the year; butmost
plants have a definite season, and this season must be
learned. In general, experience is the only guide as to

whether a plant needs

rest; hut bulbs

and tubers and

100-4.

Rose house, 150x20

ft.,

piped

for stea

Tlie naturnt habitat of the plant is significant to the
culfirator: it gives a suggestion of the treatment undtr
u'hich the plant will be likehf to thrive. Unconsciously
the plant-grower strives to imitate what he conceives to
be the conditions, as to temperature, moisture and sunlight, under which the species grows in the wild.
We have our tropical, temperate and cool houses. Yet,
it must be remembered that the mere geography of a
plant's native place does not always indicate what the
precise nature of that place is. The plant in question
may grow in some unusual site or exposure in its native
wil Is. In a general way, we expect that a plant coming from the Amazon needs a hothouse; but the details
of altitude, exposure, moisture and sunlight must be
learned by experience. Again, it is to be said that plants
do not always grow where they would, hut where they
must. iMany plants which inhabit swamps thrive well
on dry lands.
The upshot of all this is, that the habitat and the
zone give the hint with this beginning, work out the
proper treatment. Examples are many in which cultivators have slavishly followed the suggestion given by
a plant's nativity, only to meet with partial failure. Because the Dipladf-nia" is Brazilian, it is generally supposed that it needs a hothouse, but it gives best results
in a coolhouse. Persons often make a similar mistake
in growing the pcpino warm, because it is Central and
South American. Ixia is generally regarded in the
North as only a glasshouse subject because it is a Capo
bnlb. yet it thrives in the open in parts of New England,
when well covereil during winter.
The best method of j>rnpagat>on is to be determined for
rule, qtUcker results and
but, as a
storkicr phnits are obtained from
cuttings than from seeds. Of necessity, most Greenhtjuse plants are
LT'>wn from cuttings. In the great
majority of cases, the best material
fur cuttings is the nearly ripe wood.
In woody plants, as Camellias and
orhers, the cutting material often
mav he completely woody. In
herbaceous plants, the proper ma:

terial is stems which have begun
Now and then better
to harden.
seeds, even with perennials,
secured
from
results are

as in Grevillea

Coming, now,

and Impatien.'s Sultani.
some of the principles which underlie

to

the proper management of the house, it may be said,
first of all, that the grower should attempt to imitate a
natural day. There should be the full complement of
there should be periodicity in
continuous sunlight
From the lowest temperature before
temperature.
dawn, there should be a gradual rise to midday or later.
;
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a rule, the night temperature should be 10-15° Fahr.
below the maximum day temperature in the shade. A
high night temperature makes the plants soft and tends
to bring them to maturity too early. It makes weak
stems and flabby flowers. The temperature should
change gradually: violent fluctuations are fatal to good
results, particularly to plants which are grown at a high
temperature.
In Greenhouse cultivation, every plant is to receive in-

and bottom of t!ie soil; and in pots it takes place from
all sides.
Water on a rising temperature. This advice
is particularly applicable to warmhouse stuff. Watering
is a cooling process.
The foliage should not go into the
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dividual care. In the held, the crop is the unit: there
we deal with plants in the aggregate. In the Greenhouse, each plant is to be saved and to receive special
There should be no
care: upon this success depends.
vacant places on the Greenhouse bench; room is too

night wet, particularly if the plant is soft-growing or is
warmhouse subject. Water sparingly or not at all when
evaporation is slight, as in dull weather.
In all Greenhouse work, see that the soil is thoroughly
comminuted and that it contains much sand or fiber.
The amount of soil is small: see that it is all usable.
In the garden, roots may wander if good soil is not at
hand: in pots they cannot. The excessive w^atering in
Greenhouses tends to pack the soil, particularly if the
water is applied from a hose. The soil tends to run together or to puddle. Therefore, it should contain little silt or clay. The gardener's praca

tice of

adding sand

to his

Greenhouse

soil is

thus explained.

1005.

Ranee

of

modern commercial Greenhouses.

valuable. All this means that every care should be taken
to so arraui:ce the house that every plant will have a
Patient
to develop to its utmost perfection.
hand labor pays with Greenhouse plants. Tlje work canTherefore, the garnot be done by tools or by proxy.

chance

dener becomes

skilful.

Every caution should be taken
from hecoming diseased or from

to prevent the ]>JanJs
being attaclied hi/ in-

The greater part of insect and fungous troubles
Greenhouse are the result of carelessness or of
mistakes in the growing of the plants. Determine what
diseases or pests are likely to attack any plant; discover under what conditions these diseases or pests are
sects.

in the

then see that those conditions do not
house sweet and clean. Destroy the afwhenever
practicable. Then if trouble come,
fected parts
apply tlie fungicide or the insecticide. Remember that the
very protec-tion which is given the plants, in the way of
equable conditions, also protects their enemies: therefore, it is better to count on not having the difficulties
than on curing them. If diseases or pests have been
troublesome, make a complete change of soil or stock
before the next season, if practicable. At least once
every year there is an opportunity to rid the place of
Many gardeners carry their troubles year by
pests.
year by trying to fight them, when they might succeed
by trying to avoid them.
The higher the temperature and the more rapid the
growth, the greater the care necessary to insure good results. Plants grown under such conditions are soft and
juicy.
They are easily injured by everj' untoward circumstance, particularly by drafts of cold air. Let a
likely to thrive:
arise. Keep the

draft of cold air fall on cucumbers or ra].>id-growing
roses, and mildew will result in spite of Bordeaux mix-

ture and brimstone.
In dork weather, grow the plants slow. If given too
much heat or too much water, they become soft and
flabby, and fall prey to mildew, gi-een fly and other disorders. A stocky plant is always desirable, but particularly in the dull weather and short days of midwinter:
at that time, take extra precautions in the management
of the house.
Watering plants under glass requires more judi::ment
than any other single operation. Apply watrr u-Jtcn the
plants need it, is a gardener's rule, but it is difficult to
apply because one may not know wlien they need it.
Yet, if the srar<lener will put the emphasis on the word
need he will at least be cautioned; novices often apjdy
the advice as if it read, Apply water when the plants
will stand it.
Water thoroughly at each a pplieiiHon.
Mere dribbling may do more harm than good. Many
people water too frequently but not enough. Remember
that in benches evaporation takes place from both top

Ventilation is employed for the purpose of
reducing temperature and of lessening atmospheric moisture. Theoretically, it is employed
also for the purpose of introducing chemically
fresh air, but with the opening and shutting
of doors, and the unavoidable leaks in the
,^
house, it is not necessary to give much thought
to the introduction of mere fresh air. Ventilating reduces the temperature by letting out
warm air and letting in cool air. The air
should be admitted in small quantities and at
the greatest distance from the plants in order
to avoid the ill effects of drafts on the plants. Manv
small openings are better than a few large ones. Ventilate on a rising temperature.
Most plants require shading in the summer under
glass.
IShadiiig is of use in mitigating the heat mart-

than in tempering the light. A shaded house has more
uniform conditions of temperature and moisture. If
plants are grown soft and in partial shade, they are
likely to be injured if exposed to bright sunlight. Sunscahling is most common in spring, since the plants are
not yet inured to bright sunshine and strong sun heat.
The burning of plants is due to waves {not bubbles) in
the glass. It shotild be said that, other things being
equal, the larger the house the easier is the management of it. It is less subject to fluctuations of temperature and moisture. In the "nesting" of houses, one
house protects the other from the weather. A good
commercial American Greenhouse plant is shown in
Fig. 1005.

L. H. B.

GEEENS, CHKISTMAS.

The Christmas Greens industry has developed to an enormous extent within a
few years. 8ome twenty years ago, when florists began
to use lycopodium, a dozen barrels were all that was
itsed in a single season in many of our lower cities.
To-day the output in the United States is probably
nearly 200 tons about 40 car loads.
The materials now used, mentioned in something like
their oi'der of commercial importance, are holly, lycopodium (also known as bouquet green, ground pine,
club moss, etc.), mistletoe, laurel, and cedar clippings.
Other articles of similar utility are wdld smilax, hardy
ferns, needle pines, outdoor palm leaves, Florida mos^.

—

galax leaves and leucothoe sprays
these all come
from the South.
Lycopodium is one of the oldest and commonest of
decorative materials.
During seasons of long continued "Indian summer," a surplus is frequently gathered by careless pickers and dum{)ed on the market.
:

The choicest picked stork being obtainable only through
the re;j:ular and well established trade channels, such
sources are usually the only ones in case of early snow
storms, which prevent the gathering of it. Choici
stock from eastern Vermont, northern New York and
Pennsylvania has been usually handled in large sugar
barrels, tied in carefully arranged bunches, weighing
perhaps one-half to one pound each. These bunches arc
packed in the barrels in layers, with roots toward the
center.
The quantity is always limited and the price
'27> to 35 per cmt
hi^lier than the Wisconsin and Michigan stock. Lycopodium, as handled in the West, conie>
almost entirely from northern Wisconsin, and is gath
ered from tho north end of Lake Michigan, in the vi

:

.
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ciuity of Sturgeon Bay, west nearly to St. Paul.
Tlie
green belt iu that state auuualty moves northward as
the country becomes settled and as the woods and
swamps are depleted. Tins plaut seems to thrive best
in moist, shaded localities, andwbeu plucked out by the
roots, as is done when gathering, is not replaced by new

impossible herbs, are often impressed into the service.
The really good Pot-herbs are comparatively few, however. Probably the best are dandelion, spinach, nmstard
{various species), endive, chard, beet-top and k:de.
The following plants have been more or less u,^r<l as
Pot-herbs

growth of its kind. More open situations and drier
ground produce lycopodium of a lighter and yellowish
and consequently of less decorative value. Indians
pick the best green, but are unreliable when exact dates
must be met. The average season's output from Wis
consin is perhaps 35 car loads, or 150 to 200 tons.
The use of holly in a commercial way has grown from
a very small beginning to its present proportions witliin
fifteen years. Until the last six years most of the bolly
was handled by wholesale seedsmen and florists. "\Yith
in that time the sale of holly has been taken up by the
produce commission bouses in large cities, thereby tre
bling the volume, but reducing the quality. Delaware and
Maryland furnish the best stock of what is known as
eastern holly, while Tennessee and some other parts of
the South ship what is usually an inferior quality.
Holly is almost always packed in uniform cases 2 x x 4
Freezing, while packed in cases, damages it but litft.
tle, provided the holly be allowed to thaw out in a very
cool and preferably dark place, where the temperature
is not allowed to exceed 45° F. If, however, frozen holly
is shipped in warm express cars, the foliage may turn
color,

LI

black in a night.
English holly has occasionally been imported into the
United States and into Canada, but never satisfactorily
commercially. The eastern cities use mistletoe from England and France, broughtoverin fast steamers. The hurries are much larger than those of the American mistletoe,

which grows chiefly in Tennessee, Kentucky, Arkansas,
Texas and New Mexico. It is usually shipped in crates
of about 112 pounds, and the sultry quarters on shijiboard often cause the loss of the leaves. The western
states use probably not more than 8,000 to 10,000 pounds
of American-grown stock from the localities named. It
Mistletoe
is also shipped in other kinds of packages.
very liable to damage from frost.
Cedar clippings are now but little used during the
holiday season, but on other occasions, where open air
decorations are desired, they are frequently )uade into
roping or wreaths. Laurel from Maryland and Virginia
is mostly used in eastern states.
Wild smiiax, in light cases, usually in three sizes, is
shipped by express mostly from Alabama and Georgia.
It is as liable to injury by freezing as mistletoe, but is
not damaged if allowed to thaw out gradually before
removal from the case. About $10,000 worth is used
is
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Buck's-horn Plantain, Plantago Coronopus.
(.'allfornia Pepijertiritss, Brussica Japonica.
Canlooii, C'ljuara Cdrdunciilus.

Chard, Beta ru.lfjarh.
Chervil, Anthriscus Cerefolluiit
Chicory, Cichoriuiii Iiityhits.

Chinese Amaranth, Amaraniiis Oangetlciis.
Chhiose Artirhoke, Stadnis Sleboldl (i'. affinls ox S.
Chin.'se

(';iM,;ier', 7.'nvN.s(Va

(..'hini'S(^

t.';ilil>;i;:e,

J.'ni.ss.'ca

tiiberifera)

Fc-Tsai.
Chuicasis.

(Jhiuose ^l^^^^turJ, IJratifiica jiuicca.
Chives, Allitnii SchoenoprasHm-.
Corn SalaJ, Vah'n'anelia olUoria.
Cress, LepiO.ium sativa.
jNlcadoTv Cress, Cardamine pratensls.
Para Cress, t^pilanthcs oleracca.
Ujilaiid

Other

(_'i'ess,

JJarbarca mUgnn's and prcrcox.
Cresses, as

so-r-alled

]'i.-«:ldiii III,

Lcpidium

Lcpidium

Chilciisc,

Lepiduirn

Yirginicinii, Senrbicra piniiatifida,

Xdsdn'tiinii Indicuni, Oijnandropsis pcntaphiilla.

Dandelion, Taraxicum officinale.
Dock, A'^(nu/x, several species.
Endive, Cirliuriuni Badicia.
Glolie Arlielmhe, Ci/nara Scohjinus.
Good King Ilmry, < 'hi'ncpnilinni Borius-Henricxis.
Gooset'oot, <.'liciiojHidi)tui mostly C. album.
Ice Plant, Mescinbri/aitthciiiuin crystallininn.
Italian t_'orn Salad, VaJerianeUa crlocarpa.
Kale, Brassica oleracca.
Lettuce, Lactvca {especially the wild species, soniG of
are eKcellent).
,

^Ialal>:i.r

is'iixhtshade,

BascUa alba and Basella

whieh

rubra.

^histard, Braf^si<-ii speries.
Nastnrtiiims, Troiurolu ms.
Orarh, Atrijdix Iwrtmsi.^.
Parsley, Caruia Pctrosclinum.
Pepper-grass, Lepidiuni species.

Pigweed, Amarantus species.

Pokeweed, P/n/folarca d^rrnnlra.
Quinoa, Ch'/nnjnidi in,i.

Rocket

(Jiiinixi.

Sala<l. Bri'cti .sutira.

Rnsella, Ifibi-scus iSabdariffa.
.Salad-Burnet, Fortcriuiii Sangulsorha.
Sorrels, varions, Oxalls crcnaia. O. tctraph>/Ua.
Spinach, Spinacia oleracca.
Tnberous-Rooted Chinese ^Mustard, Brassica napiformis.
Turkisti Rocket, Bnnias oricntatis

Turnip, Bras-'iica Rapa.
Winter Purslane, Montla pcrfoliata.

— Pot-herbs are wanted

at the earliest possibletherefore, often grown
iu hotbeds, frames, or in greenhouses
see Spinach,
C?'?^(fre.

moment

in the spring.

They are,

i

annually.
Eight million hardy ferns were recently offered by
one wholesale dealer in Christmas Greens. These ferns
are largely gathered in Massachusetts and Michigan,
Among the newest and most artistic materials for
Christmas decoration are galax leaves and leucothoe
sprays, which are here figured and are elsewhere fully
described. Galax grows in the mountains from North
Carolina to Georgia, and nowhere else iu the world.
For further particulars concerning this industry, see
American Florist 14:598-600 (189S). For the artistic
side of Christmas decoration, see illustrated articles Ity
F. Schuyler Mathews in American Florist S-ASi and
••:^^3.

J. c.

Vaughax.

This term
or POT-HEKBS.
generally applied in America to any Pot-herb,

GEEENS, EDIBLE,
Greens
that

is

is to

say, to

any greeu herbage which

is

cooked and

served separately from the other principal and secondary dishes of a square meal. The term Greens is usually used for the mess of cookery which is brought to
the table. It is not so often applied to the plants growing iu the garden.
In the garden, perhaps, they are
herbs — Pot-herbs — though this term is not so much employed as it conveniently might be. Greens are served
early in the spring, when the appetite craves anything

which tastes like out-of-doors.
All sorts of plants are used as Pot-herbs. Almost anything which shows a succulent growth in the spring is
Turnip tops, potato
likely to be tried by somebody.
leaves, pig-weeds, purslane, and many other apparently

Dandelion, Mustard, etc). They must be succulent
and tender. It is necessary, on this account, that they bo
quickly grown in loose, very rich, well-drained soil, with
plenty of water. Specific directions for the cultivation
of the varions plants will be found under the several
'I'-^ads.

p_ _Y.

GEEENWEED.
GEEGORIA.

Waugh.

Geni.sla tinctoria.

See Bourjht.sia.

GEENADIN or GEENADINE. A type of Carnation.
GEEVlLLEA (Chas. F. Greville, once vice-president
of the Royal Society uf England, and a patron of botany).
Trees or shrubs, of nearly 200 species, mostly
Australian, of which one is everywhere cult, in this
country as a decorative pot-plant. Fls. small, perfect,
mostly in pairs in the clusters or racemes, apetalous,
the calyx with 4 recurved parts; stamens of 4 sessile
anthers borne on the sepals; style 1, long and curved:
Ivs. alternate, of many forms: fr. a follicle, with 1 or 2
winged seeds.
Prolecicetf:'.

robiista, Cunn.
Stlk Oak. Fig. lOOG. One of the
most popular of all fern-leaved pot-plants, and easily
grown from seeds (which are imported in large quantities). ^Vhen young (from 2-5 ft. high) it makes a most
graceful subject. In glasshouses it is not grown to

large size, and, therefore, little is known of the great
size which it attains in its native forest. According to
Von IMueller, it is "indigenous to the subtropical part of

—
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East Australia, rising to 150 feet, of rather rapid growth,
and resisting drought to a remarkable degree hence one
of the most eligible trees even for desert culture, though
naturally a sylvan plant. The wood is elastic and durable, valued particularly for staves of casks, also for
furniture. The richly developed golden yellow trusses
of flowers attract honey-sucking l)irds and bees through
;

lvs. entire or serrate, 3-7-nerved
stellate pubescence
fls. yellow or rarely purple, in axillary, few-fld. cymes or
terminal panicles
petals 5, with pits or glands inside
stamens indefinite
drupe I-4-stoned.
at the base
G, Cdifra, Meissn., from Natal, was int. by Reasoner
bushy
plant,
with
pink
star-shaped fls.
Bros, in I89I. A
borne during most of the year. G. denticul^ta, Wall.,
Under this name
from India, was never described.
Reasoner cultivates a plant "resembling a mulberry in
growth, which bears enormous quantities of acid drupes,
about the size of cranberries; used for pickling."
-

:

;

;

:

George Grey, once Governor of
Sapinddcete. A monotypic genus, containing a small tree from Natal, which bears
^%5-^s~^ large pikes of pendulous, 5-petaled, scarlet fls.,
and is cult, outdoors in S. Calif, and abroad
under glass in many botanic gardens. In R.H.
1394:252 the plant is shown at its best, with a spike 6
in. long and 2-3 in. wide, containing probably over 100
tls., each three-fourths of an inch across. In France this
tree flowered from the end of autumn throughout the
winter.
The long-exserted stamens with reddish purple anthers make a striking feature. The structure of
the fls. is so peculiar that Harvey referred the genus
doubtfully to the saxifrage family. In European greenhouses Greyia is a shrub requiring full sunlight,
thorough ripening of the wood and a season of rest
before flowering. In Natal it flowers in August or September, which is early spring there. Europeans recommend a sandy loam. Prop, by seeds or by cuttings from
half-ripened wood.

GRfiYIA

(after Sir

Gape Colony).

^iS'.

^

Sutherland!, Hook. & Haw.
Small tree, with thick,
lvs. clustered at the ends of the
naked branches
:
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Grevillea robusta

several months of the year.

(X

}6)-

Rate of growth in
in 20 years. In Ceylon it attained a
stem-circumference of 5 ft. in 8 years." In California
grown in
and S. Fla. it is a valuable lawn tree.
the open, it will stand some frost. As a glasshouse plant
it is grown almost wholly from seeds, and is used in its
young state as the plant becomes old, it loses its
leaves and becomes ragged below. It thrives in the temperature suited to geraniums or roses, and it stands
ft.

When

;

much hard usage and

neglect. It is popular as a window
subject. Best results with Grevillea are usually secured
by raising a fresh stock every year, from seed sown late
in winter or in spring. The following winter or spring
they will be in 4-G-in. pots, and will be in their i^rirae.
The young plants need frequent repotting to keep them
Grevillea rohiisfa has come to be
in good condition.
generally known as aflorists' plant within the past ten
years.
Lvs. twice-pinnatifid, the ultimate divisions
narrow and pointed and sometimes lobed, pubescent.
B.M. 3184. A.G. U:115. A. P. 4:413. -In the West

Indies the plant is
shape.

much grown, and

to desired

comes golden

it is often trimmed
In exposed places the foliage be-

in cast.
in the Amor, trade, but followportraits of other species: O. acaiithifiiUa,

There are no other Grevilleas
ing are

a(;eessi>)le

B.M. 2Si)7. — G. aljuistris, Mei.ssn. (G. alpiua. var.,
Lindl.). B.M. 51)07. R.H. 1SS7:1U8. KM. 2^:U',. — G. annuUfera, Muel!,
B.M. G087. G. arertdna, R. Br. (G. canesr-ens.
R.Br.). B.M. :ilH5.~G. nsplenifdlia, Kma\^t. B.M. 7070. R.H.
Cunn.

1882, p. 245 (as G. lonr;ifolia).-6'. BOolcini, R.Br.
B.il, f.870;
G.G. III. 10:15.— G. Cdh'iii. K.Br. B.M. ?A:v.;.~a. canesrevs,
R.Br.^G. ixxQn'M-Ux. G.ericlfhJia, R.Br. B.M. G:iG!. tV. fancic-

—

ulata, R.Br.

B.M.

<il05.

—

—

JJiUiana, Muell.

<V.

B.M.

i:i2-i.— G.

Hookeridna, Mfissn. B.iM. G879.— O. iidricdto, Moissn. B."M.
mY3.—G.junij'cr)aa, R. Br. (G. sulphnrea, Cunn.). G.C. II.
2G:4G9.— (7. Unrdris, R.Br. B.M. '2001.-(V. lonnifdUa, R.Br.=G.
asplenifolia.— 6'.

7/i«rr<i.v^'/?/.s,

Muell.

B.M. 5915.-6^.

Prc'issri,

—

Meissn. B.:M. 5s;i7.-C.V.j:'N/t7/r7i'r/. Moissn. B.M. r-^dlQ. O.pvnicen; R.Br. B.M. mdS.— G. rastnarinifu/la, Cunn.
B.M ri!i71'
G.C. II. 5:529, (?. sericeff-, R.P.r. (G. dul>ia., R.Br.). B.M. 3798,
-G. suhifnlrra, (!iinn.
G. juniporinii.
G. Tlicleiiiainil.dna
Hue^'. R.H. 1882:450.

—

—

=

L. H.B.

GRfiWIA (Nohemiah Grew,
autlior of a

of
of

Coventry,

ir,28-S2.

work on anatomy
plants).
Tiln'tceir.
little known plants slightly cult, in

This includes two
S. Kla.
in the

A

geiuis of about

warinrr

[tarts

f>r

IH)

tlie

of trees and shrubs
Old World, often having

spof.ir^s

;

;

The seeds are copiously

produced aud germinate readily.
Victoria, 20-30

branches, 2-3 in. long, orbicular, ovate or oblong, deeply
petiole 9-12 lines long
cordate at base, toothed
disk
cup-shaped, with. 10 marginal teeth, each crowned by a
peltate gland
stamens 10 ovary laterally 5-lobed, 5cciled
ovules numerous, in 2 series in the inner angle
of the cells: fr. capsular, 5-valved
seeds albuminous
B.M. G040. R.H. 1894:252. G.C. II. 19:625. J.H. III.
;

:

;

:

30:101.

GRIFFfNIA (after William Griflin, who brought these
plants from Brazil). AwarijlUddct'fe. Seven species of
Brazilian bulbs, with distinct foliage and fls. about
2^2 in. across, which are more or less tinged with lilac
or rose.
Like many other genera of the amaryllis
family, bulbs of flowering size are too costly for general use. Lvs. iisually petioled, and with a very broad
blade
perianth tube none or very short the 3 lower
segments narrower than the \ipper
ovary 3-celIed
stigma capitate, rarely 3-fld: umbel (>-]5-fld. GriSinia is
distinguished from many other genera by its 2 ovules,
which are basal and collateral. See Baker, Araaryllide^e.
As there seems to be no recorded American experience with these fine bulbs, the following English experience is taken from W. Watson's article in The Garden
"GrifRnias are called stove plants. They do
50, p. 209
not always thrive under cultivation, luit where they do
they are strikingly ornamental. Herbert states that in
Brazil they are buried 8 inches deep in strong loam, the
scape and leaves rising to the height of 2 feet, whereas
in our stoves they rot when potted in strong soil. He
recommends light peat and sand for them. But they
thrive when planted in fibrous loam three parts, leafmold one part, and a good sprinkling of silver sand.
'J'he bulbs should be partly Iniried and the pots carefully
drained. During winter the plants rest and require no
water. They should be placed on a dry shelf in a warm
or intermediate house and kept there until about March,
when growth recommences and the flower-spikes push
up.
The plants ought 1o lie at their best in May,
though they do not appear to flower at any definite time
under cultivation. They may be made to Jlower in winter by forcing, but tlie prolialde result of this is the
sickening of the bulbs. The lvs. are deciduous, new
ones being developed along with the flower-spikes, as in
the liippeastrums. The plants require moderate supplies of moisture, both at the root and overhead, and a
light position. They do not rijien seeds under cultivation, but may be ]>ropagated by means of offsets from
the bulbs."
:

;

:

:

:

GUAVA

GRIFFINIA
hyacintllina, Herh. Bulb globose
Ivs. G-9 in. long,
2-3 iu. broiid, rounded at the base to a channeled petiscape 1-2 ft. long
peilicels
ole as lung as the blade
stamens much shorter than Iho
none or very short
:

:
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g^a repens. Groundnut, Apios an<l Panax; also Old
World name for peaiuit or goober {Arachis). Ground
Pine, Liicopodiuin. Ground Pink, Phlox subulata.

iSti(jma capitate,

A.

GROUNDSEL.

:

Seuedo.

>>ee

Bac-

Groundsel Tree.

:

segments.

B.R.

Upper segments

cJtari.^ Ini

(as -1 tnaryllis hiinrinili ina.
tinged blue, lower ones nearly white).

if'-liu

.

GRUMICHAMA.

Var. maxima, Gn. 50, p. 'JOB, is probIII. ;h:H71.
ably the best garden form. Called "Blue Amaryllis" in
some catalogues.

J.H.

AA.

liiii

2: 1(53

GRUMlLEA.

GUAIACUM

Eugenia

Brasilicnsi.^.

All refeired to P.-^ijcliotria.

West Indian name).

Zygophylgood drug sture, and
the tree which produces the resin used in medicine has
a hard, heavy wood, used for blocks and pulleys, lulers,
etc. It is cult, to a very slight extent in S. Calif, and
in tropical Fla. for ornamental value. The genus has
8-10 species of trees or shrubs, mostly tropical Amerilvs.
can, and all have hard wood and abundant resin

Sli'jina disdiifdif o-ctil.

hlcva'.

Ivs.
Blumenivia, K. Koch <t Bouche. Bulli ovoid
4-5 in. long, cuneately narrowed to a petiole, shorter
than the blade: scapo G-8 in. long: pedicels .^o in. long:
stamens as long as the perianth. B.M. 5666 (veins rosecolored). R.H.'"1867:3'J. Gn. 50:1083 (veined and flushed
with rose).
:

I

native

<.iuaiacuin is kept in every

:

Ifts. 2-14, entire:
opposite, abruptly pinnate, leathery
peduncles borne in pairs between the deciduous stipules, 1-fld.: fls. blue or purple: sepals 4-5, deciduous,
petals 4-.1, broadly obovate
stamens S-10,
unequal
inserted in the shurt, inconspicuous disk.
:

GKINDfiLIA

(Prof. Hieronymus Grindel, of Riga and
Dorpat). CoiHpiUit'V, This genus contains 2 plants from
which a Iluid-extract is obtained that is used externally
against poisoning by " poison ivy." They are hardy plants
sometimes cult, for their showy yellow fls., which are
A genus
II2-2 in. across and borne freely all summer.
of about 14 species of American herbs, sometimes
shrubby, of coarse habit, mostly natives of the U. S.
west of the Mississippi. Lvs. sessile or partly clasping
heads terminating the
and usually serrate and rigid
branches. The plants uften have a sticky balsam, especially the heads before and during flowering, whence
they are called "Gum-plants" in California, particularly
G. robu-sta, which is the common one. The 2 species described below have roots that are perennial and shortThese plants are also
lived, but sometimes annual.
wholly glabrous, and have Arm or rigid leaves.
Griudelias are of the easiest culture, and are prop, by
division, cuttings or seeil. O. squan-osa is hardy in the
East: G. robustn is sold in Calif. They are best for
J. 'SV. Manning
wild places and trying situations.
says that G. sqnarrosa grows freely in all soils. J. W.
Keller writes that it does best in a light, open, mndcrately rich soil. In Califi>rnia it is comiuou on dry hills.
According to John S. Wright, both species grow in salt
marshes and on alkaline soil, being indiscriminately
gathered for medicinal purposes. The extract is also
tonic and sedative, and is used in asthma. The rays are
numerous, sometimes 30, about ^2 in. long.

;

;

oificinS-le, Linn. Middle-sized or low tree, inhabiting
arid ^tlains from the Fla. keys t" X'mezuela. Lfts. iu
pairs, evergreen, a quarter to half an inch long.

GUAM, ISLAND

OF.

See Ladronrs.

:

GUAVA

(species of Psidluw, which see). Fig. 1007.
The Guava, in its various species, is so easily cultivated
and spreads so readily from seeds that it is almost a
weed in tropical countries. In Florida and other sections near the trojiics it is at home, and succeeds admirably on any soil nut t<>o wet. It usually bears in its second year from seed, or after frosting down, hence if a
winter passes without seriously damaging the tops, a
considerable amount of fruit is produced the succeeding
summer and autumn. The strictly tropical species and
varieties are the lifst for all purposes, and make the
finest of .icily and i)reserves. The Cattley and the Chinese are now cultivated in Florida; when dormant they
will stand a temperature as low as 2'2'^ F. The foliage of
these two sorts is very ornamental, being a rich, glossy
green, not unlike that of Camellia Japonica.
The Guava is most readily propagated from seed, but
is quite variable, hybridizing so easily that to secure a
certain line variety recourse must Vie had to grafting or

gquarrdsa, Dunal. Shrubby, branched from base. 1-2
outer akenes usually squarely truncate and
high

ft.

even

:

at

summit

robiista, Xutt.

and more rigid:

B.M.

1706.

Gum-Plant. Herbaceous: lvs. larger
akenes all, or some outerones, 1-tuothed

or bordered'at the summit. Fls. throughout the Califur-^^ jj_
nian winter. Collected stock is offered.
(after Franc Griselini, Venetian botaIncluding l}t'cost>:a
middle of eighteenth century
Corndce<v. This 'includes a tree and a shrub with large.
eult.
iu the South, and
rarely
foliage,
glossy, laurel-like
nearly hardy at Washington. A genus
of 8 species of trees, shrubs or climbers from New Zealand. Chili and Brazil,

GRISELINIA

nist,

with

)

lvs. alternate,

leathery:

fls.

.

.

often inequal-sided,

minute, in glabrous or

pubescent racemes or panicles.
littorMis, Raoul. Tree, 30 ft. high: lvs. ovate or iil'long. wedge-shaped or narrowed into a petiole: veii.s

obscure beneath.

New

Zealand.

Forst. f. Shrub. 10-12 ft. high: lvs. obovate
or oblong, verv unequal at the base: veins distinct beneath. New Zeal. Not cultivated here. Var. macrophylla (G. macropJiffUa, Hort. is a large-leaved form.
G. IticiJa is prized "in Europe for apartments. Showy.
liicida,

)

Requires shade and moisture.

GROMWELL.

LilJiOspermum.

GROUND CHERRY is PlnisaJis: in the Old World
Prunus OhauuTcerasKS. Ground Hemlock or American Yew, is Taxus Cauadvnsis. Ground Ivy. Xcprfa
Gtechoma. Ground Laurel. Old World name for £!pl-

1007.

propairatiug from

Cattley Guava.

cuttinirs.

Grafting

is

performed after

the us\ial methods. Propagation by cuttings is difficult,
but possible, and the best results seem to be bad from
half-ripened -wood, using bottom heat in a frame or
Large cuttings are occasionally rooted in the
house.
open ground, after the same method of rooting figs or
willows. If grown from seed, the young plants should

GUZiMANIA

GUAVA
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sraaH, and kept growing in pot;^
pprmanent setting in the orchard, as
the plants in open ground do not transplant well. Rooted
cuttings, of course, sliould be treated the same as seed-

be potted off

when very

wanted

until

for

ling plants as to

tiiial

handling.

should be provided fnr. A liberal covering of leaves or
held in place by brush or branches, will generally
keep them from harm. Apply the covering in December
and remove early in spring. Prop, by division. Seeds
are also employed, and they can now be readily se-

litter,

soil, sandy or clayey, rich
or poor, dry or moist; but they will not live in a bog.
is
apt to be rank and the
growth
On too rich soil the
This fruit tree is as easily
quality of the fruit Injured.
grown under sheds as is the pine-apple in Florida, and
when thus protected is certain to bear al>undantly, even
well out of the tropics.
e. N. Reasoner.

cured.

of Mexican origin). StercuUdcece.
Seven or eight tropical American (one also Javan)
wliite,
pink or yellow fls. in shortwith
small
trees,
peduncled, axillary cymes. Petals 5, often 2-parted:
stamens 10, united into a tube or column, some of them
sterile; styles5: fr. a Sdocnled nut the size of a lilbert:
Allied to Tlieobroma. but that
Ivs. 2-ranked, serrate.
genus has a berry-like fr., entire Ivs.. fascicled or solitary fls., and a different staminal column. G. ulmifolia,
Lam., the "Guacima" of Mexico, is offered by Franceschi. Itbecomes a large tree: branchlets powdery:
Ivs. ovate to oblong-lanceolate, somewhat pointed, oblique at base, powdery beneath when young but becoming glabrous: nut nearly globular, with 5 furrows. The
tree is said to yield medicinal preparations.

31:531.
14:589.

Guavas grow well on any

GTJAZtJMA fnamo

GUELDER ROSE.
GUERNSEY LILY.
GUEVtNA.

See Viburnum Opulus.
JVeriyie

Sarniensis.

:

:

Gn.45,p.21; 50, p. 45.5
54, p. .385.
G.C. III.
G.F. 8:55. — The crown of lvs. sometimes measures from 25-35 ft. across. This is the better species.
ChiUnsis, Lara. (G. scdbra, Ruiz & Pav,). Not so robust, the lvs. smaller and less spiny, and the fl. -spikes
R.H. 1802, p. 310
less tall: fls. reddish.
1894, p. 397.
Gn. 49, p. 151.
G.C. II. 20:425; 111. 8:005, -Longer
;

;

known

in cult.

Thrives in drier soil.
L. H. B. and

GUTIERRfiZIA

J. B.

Keller.

(personal name).

CompdsilcB. About
18 species of herbs or subshrubs, often resinous, all
American, mostly western N. American. They are much
branched from the base, and have narrow, entire lvs.
and clusters of small yellow heads.

Euth^mi£e, Torr.

&

Gray.

More

woody

or less

at base,

seldom over 1ft. high: involucre turbinate, 2 lines long:
rays and disk-fls. each 3-9: akenes silky-pubescent;
pappus of about 9 chaffy scales. N, W. N. Amer.

GUZMANIA

See Bactrls.

GUINEA HEN ELOWER.

(A. Guzmann, Spanish naturalist). BroAbout 70 tropical
Includes Caragiiaia.
American Bromeliads, of which several are fairly well
known ornamental glasshouse sul>jects. They closely
resemble the erect-growing Tillandsias, but differ in
technical characters: fls. in a simple spike-like terminal
cluster, tubular, the outer segments or calyx oblong and
obtuse, the inner orpetals shorterthan the tube; anthers
inserted on the throat of the tube, and united by their
edges around the style. Grown in the warmhouse, along
with Billbergia and Tillandsia, which see for culture.
Many species are cult, in
Closely allied to ^Echmea.
fanciers' collections in the Old World. For G. plcta,se&
Niduhtrium. For G. Ijef/reUiana, nee Uohenbergia. G.
rosea, a name which has appeared in the Amer. trade, is
probably an iEchmea. Monogr. by Mez, DC. Monogr.
Phaner. 9 (1S9G).

meUdcece.

FritiUaria Meleagris.

GUIZOTIA

(after Guizot, the celebrated historian).
Ooinp6.si((i^.
This genus has 5 species of annual herbs
from tropical Africa, one of which has some economic
interest from its oil-producing seeds. Neither this nor
closely allied genera have much ornamental value. The
plants have yellow heads, about 2 in, across, with 8
broad, 3-toothed rays and aleafy outer involucre, Seeds
can be obtained by the pound from S, Fla., and they are
listed among miscellaneous agricultural seeds in a few
of the largest European catalogues. The plant is cult.
in India for the oil.

Abyssinica, Cass. {G. olcifi'ra, DC. W'rbe.'^hta sativa,
Roxb.). Lvs. opposite, lanceolate, clasping, remotely

B.M.

:

:

See Gcviitua.

GUILIELMA.

serrate.

manic^ta, Lind. Stem thick and very short, the
crown of lvs. rising from the ground petioles
blades becoming 5 to
often as tall as a man, prickly
10 ft. across, orbicular in general outline, variously
lobed, crenate, furrowed and channeled along the great
veins fls. green spikes dense and tapering, often more
than 1 ft. in diani. and 3-4 ft. tall. S. Brazil. I.H.
titanic

GUM TREES.

CoroUa

A.

1017.

See Biicalyplus and Acacia.

lingulata, Mez
sph'iidens, BoucIh^.

{or segments)
(

purple or red.

Garagudta

ling^dd-ta, Lindl.
C.
livgtildta splendens, Hort.).

0.

Epiphyte
lvs. many, lanceolate or ensiform, 1% ft.
spike becoming drooping,
remotely toothed
showily red-])racted: expanded fl. about as long as the
long-pointed bracts, the tube yellowish and the limb
blue-purple. W. Indies, Cent. Amer., and adjacent S.
Amer. B.R. 13:10(18. F.S. 11 :1091. -Handsome. Viir.
cardin^lis, Andre {Caragudfa en rd in ril i s Andre) Bright
scarlet: verv showy.
Columbia. I.H. 27:374. R.H.
:

GUNN:£RA

Ernst Gunner, 1718-1773, was a Swcdi^^h Itisliop and botanist, and wrote a local flora).
HaloraffCtccd.'.
The little family Haloragacese comprises
about 100 widely scattered and heterogeneous species in
(J.

genera. In the northeastern states are the aquatic
genera Callitriehe, Proserpinaca, Hippuris, Myriophyllum. These com])risu small and mostly inconspicuous
plants. In tlie Australian region are the endemic genand there remain Serera Loudonia and Meionectes
picula, tiunnera, and Haloragis, with very wide and disjointed distributions.
Gunnera has perhaps a dozen
known species in S. Afr., Abyssinia, Java, Tasmania,
Hawaii and S. Amer. In general appearance the Gunnoras are wholly imliko our native haloragaceous plants.
The Ivs. are gigantic and more or less orbicular, radical
fls. perfect or imperfect, small, packed in a great
eob-like spike
petals 2 or none
calyx none, or with
2-3 lobes
stamens 1 or 2
ovary I-loculed, bearing 2
filiform styles
f r. a drupe. They arc perennial herbs,
and with protection the two folh»wiiig species may be
grown even in some of our northern states.
Gunneras are perhaps the noblest of all lawn foliage
plants.
To produce satisfactory effects, rich, moist
ground is indispensable. The plants must never suffer
for want of water. Full exposui-e to sun is advisable,
but they should be sheltered from severe winds, else
the leaves will be damaged. Ample winter protection
;

:

;

;

:

;

:

long,

:

,

.

1883:12.

Corolla {or segments) ^rhitc.
Pav. (G. frdgrans, Hort., at least in
part. G. grdndis, PJort., in part. G. maculdtn, Hort., in
part. G. monostdeJtjief, Rusby),
Lvs. several to many,
broad and more or less recurved, entire on the edges,
usually shorter than the stout, erect spike: lowerbracts
green streaked with black, upi>er ones red-tinged: coL.B.C.
rolla white. W. Indies. Cent. Amer., S. Amer.
5:402. F.S. 9:918. B.M. 5220. -Interesting because of
its combination of green, red and white. Some, at least,
of the horticultural plants which pass as G. fragrans
belong to ^Eehinea ehnruea, Baker {Oanistrum Lindeiii, Mez. IV'idHlilrinni Lindeni, Rcgel).
This species
is further mentioned under Nidularium.

AA.

tricolor,

Ruiz

Sz

Devansayina.Morr. (Oaragvdfa Prravsaiii\iia,M.ovT.).
Lvs. about 20, narrow linear or ensiform, I)ro\vn-striped
on the back: fls. white, in a dense, oblong spike, the scarlet bracts oval. Equador.

GUZJIAMA
AAA.

GYMNOGRAMMA

Corolla {or segments} ut'llon\

MelinJnis, Reffel {CaranuAfa Mclinfiiih,
strap-sh:\[ieil.
rta.

g[-eeii iibovo

yellow, subtended by

and Imiwii-t
oblon;,'

red

Guiana.

habit, agreeing in

I\Ion-.

iuti'il
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).

Lts.

hciifath

:

Freneh
L. IL B.

l)i-aels.

GYMN6CLADUS

(Greek, nake,! Imnicli; referring to
the naked branches, which in winter are destitute of
twigs). Leuiiminosre.
genus of 2 species, one of
which is a scarce native tree, the Kentucky Coffee Berry,
so called because its seeds were used for coffee west of
the Alleghanies before and during the Kevolutionary
War. It is a desirable shade tree for city streets, and is
especially interesting in winter. It is a clean, stout tree,
bright and graceful in appearance and free from disease,
growing from 30-Utf ft. high in cultivation, and not leafing out until tlie middle of I\Iay, after the other trees
are in full foliage. It is thornless and has coin]>ound
foliage. Grows with erect divisions. making narrow, pyramidal head.
Branchlets very stout and destitute of
spray: tis, white, dicecious or polyganiotis, in terminal
racemes: pods long, hanging. Grows naturally in bottom lands and richest soils. May he planted in any soil,
but thrives best in deep, rich, or rather hnniiij soil!
Prop, by seeds and cuttings.

A

Canadensis, Lara. G.'^ZiioVa, C.Koch). Kentuckv Coffee Tree. Fig. lOOS. Height in the wild, 75-100 ft.: Ivs.
large, twice pinnate with 4-7 pairs of partial leaf-stalks,
each partial leaf-stalk with ."i-lL! ovate, acute Ifts., e.xcept
the lowest of 1 1ft., 1-,'i m. long, standing edgewise. Racemes m.any-fld. and elongated, nearly white, terminating branches of the season; staininate clusters 3-4 in.
long; pistillate 10-12 in., and com]iact: ovary sessile:
pods C-10 in. long, that, scythe-shaped, dark reddish
(

tlie possession of naliod sori, which
extend along the veins in various lines. A large numl)er of tliH species are coated on the under surface with
a white or yt-ilow waxy powder, wliich has givt-n tho
uanii^s nf (ii.ld Fmisitr Silver Ferns. Two species occur
in the West, the "Uchlrn-back " of C'alil-V.rnin, and a
species less common fnnn Arizona and other parts of
the Southwest. Over 80 species of wide distril)Tition
have been included in the genus, which Ijy many is divided into a series of natural genera. The name Gymnognnnnia itself is pro])al)ly not tenable.

INDEX.
aroiirophylla,
aarea. 6.
''alonielanos,

hispida, 1.
Ijaiirhcana,

9.

ehrysophylhi, 4.
deeomposita, 7.
elegantissima, 'J.

Peru\'i;iiia, 9.
pu]<-hella. 11,
srliizopliylla,

(Jnder surfdcvs of

A.

Li'S. pcntayoniil,

B.

siilphiirea, 5.

Tartarea,
Tatarica.

4.

iiianiiifica, 8.

8.

10.
10.

triangularis, 3.
Wfifteuhatl in 71 a,
11.

-

Irs. not

powdery.

hairy on both sides.

1. hispida, Mett.
A low plant, 5-8 in. high, with pentagonal, palmate Ivs. 1 in. or more either way, densely
covered on both sides, but especially below, with striK'ose hairs. Has been incorrectlj'" referred to G. Ehrenbergiana. Tex., Ariz., Mex. — Hardy.

Lrs. iyiauguJar-Janci'ohitf, naJced ; ultimate seginents nu rroii:.
2. scbizophylla, Baker.
Lvs. 18-24 in. Ions
pinnatifld, the stalks, rachises and divisi'iDs
the ultimate segments finely
cut. A comparatively recent
introduction; very graceful in
cultivation.
Jamaica. A. G.
18:121. G.F. 2:533. A. F. 10:
BB.

I.H.

827.
417.

.-{1

a n t s
Bull.), has
rachises.
e

I

e q

.rv22.

^.h^.

48,

elegantissima

Var.
i

s

i

in

<i

.

reddish

AA. Under surfaces

p.
{(r.

Il<irt.

W.

brown

iritli

irax-

powder. {Gold ntid
iSllver Ferns.)
B. Poirdrr yelloiv: lrs. ahout
as broad as long.
3. trianguUris. Kaulf.
Fig.
Lvs. 2-5 in. wide and
1009.
long, on stalks G-12 in. long,
dark green above. Ijelow deep
golden yellow, or occasionally
white
lower pinnre much
larger thau the others, dellilce

r^>S^
"^^^^wiyA

:

1009.

toid
the upper lanceolate.
Calif, to B.C. Gn. 48, p. 444.;

Gym no era m ma

triangularis

[

X\;).

A

white powdered variety with a viscous upper surface
and coarser cuttings (var. viscbsa, D. 0. Eaton) is found
in S. Calif.

BB.

Powder ydlow:

Jrs. I'Diceotate,

several

fi>iies

as

long as broad.
c.

Li:s. scarcely

more

tlian h/pi nnate.

Lvs. 12-18 in. long, with
chrysophylla, Kaulf.
blackish stalks and rachises, the segments slightly pinnatifid at the base: powder golden vellow. W. Indies to
Braz. R.H. 1856:201. G. C. 'ill. 23":373. -Often considered a var. of G. caJonietano.<'. Var. Lauche^na (G.
Lauchedna, Hort.), has triangular lvs. except in its subvariety ffigantea. Gn. 48, p. 437. — By many this species
is considered a variety of 6*. caJomelanos.
4.

1003.

Gymnocladus Canadensis— Kentucky
Coffee Tree.

CC.

Early summer.
brown, hanging unopened all winter.
S. Ontario to Penn., Tenn.. Minn., Neb. and Indian
Terr. S.S. 3:123, 124. R.H. 1S97, p. 191. B.B. 2:2tH.
G. Chinhisis, Baill.. with smaller,
rauoh tliiclcer pods, is not cult.

more numevou';
^\

Ifts.

and

Phelps Wyman.

GYMNOGRAMMA

Uue; referring

(Greek,
Also written Gi/nuiogninnue.
An unnatural aggregate of plants of very dissimilar
the soril.

to
Poli/porlidcetr.

fo

rpiadripi nnate.

Lvs. 0-12 in. long, 7-10 in. wide, delG. atlrea, Desv.
pinnnp deltoid, 2-;i in. wide at base, the ultimate
divisions cuneate.
Madagascar. — By some this is referred to 6^. argeniea, Mett., a similar fern with white
toid

a nal-ed

Lvs. tripi))naf/fid

sulpb^rea, Desv. Lvs. G-12 in. long on chestnutbrown stalks, the pinn.T long", tapering, less than IS in.
wide at base, the pinnules compact, with 3-7 divisions;
powder sulfur-yellow. \V. Indies.
5.

;

powder.

:;

GYNANDROPSIS

GYMNOGRAMMA
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Lvs. 1>^ ft. long, 1 ft. broad,
7. decomp6sita, Baker.
deltoid, quadripinnato or even 5-pinnale; pinnro close,
lanceolate, with the ultimate divisions linear and 1nerved: powder rather scanty. Andes. P. R. 2:25. G.C.
III. 11:365.

P.1874, p. US.

BBB. Powder white:

lvs. lanceolate.

Segments acute.
Stalks and rachises nearly
8. calom61ano3, Kaulf.
black: lvs. 1-3 ft. long, with lanceolate piunje; segments
often with a large lobe-like auricle at the upper side of
D.

thebase. West Indies to Brazil. A. G. 14:303. -Themost
variable species of the genus. G. magnifica, Hort., is
probably one of the many garden varieties. Var. chrysophylla is here considered a distinct species. (See No. 4.)
DD. Segments ohluse, rounded.
Lvs. 6-12 in. long, 3-5 in. wide,
0. Peruviana, Desv.
with dark chestnut-brown stalks; pinnae somewhat regularly pinnatifid on both sides below. Mexico to Peru. By
some considered a var. of (?. calomelanos. Var. argyrophylla {G. ai'gijropJiyllu, Hort.), is silvery on both sides.
Lvs. 9-18
10. Tartarea, Desv. (G. Taidrica, Hovt.).
in. long, 2-5 in. broad, with closely set pinnae, tapering
gradually to a point; pinnules scarcely divided or cut,
mostly merely crenate. Trop. Amer. from Mex. south-

ward.

DDD. Segments fan-shaped or wedge-shaped.
Linden. Lvs. 6-12 in. long, 4 in. wide,
the lower piuiue much the largest; pinnules imbrica,ted;
texture rather tiiin. Venezuela. Var. Wettenhalliana,
Moore {G. WetiiiuhalUiina, Hort.); is a garden variety,
with pale sulfur-yellow powder.
See Dictyogramma Japoniea.
Q. Japonica.
L. M. Underwood.
Gold and Silver Ferns are amongst the choicest and
most distinct of all ferns in cultivation, by reason of the
beautiful golden or silvery powder that covers the backs
of the fronds. The best Gold Pern is G. ehrysopln/lla
the best Silver Pern is G. calomelanos. Unfortuiiiitely,
however, these fine subjects scarcely thrive anywhere
but in a warm conservatory. The finest Gold or Silver
Fern will present an unsightly appearance if syringed
or watered overhead, as the water carries off the farina.
Moreover, many a fine specimen is spoiled by overwatering at the roots in winter time or directly after repotting. The Gold Fern shown on Plate XI, which was
considered one of the finest specimens of Gymnogramma
ever raised in America, a plant that had been carefully
kept for many years, was destroyed one winter by over-

n.

pulcli611a,

watering.

growing

In the

summer

time,

freely, there is little

when these

ferns are

danger of over-watering,

always provided the drainage be thorough. In the winter
Gold and Silver Ferns should have a drier atmosphere, and less water will sTiffice. Plants in small pots
should be lowered into a pail of water. Do not soak
them again until they show indications of di-yness.
Large specimens should never be watered with the hose
always use the watering can. A critical time with Gold
and Silver Perns is after repotting, and many promising specimens are ruined as a result of premature
watering at this time. When the plants are well established and the roots have taken fresh hold in the new
soil they will need more water.
Gold and Silver Ferns like a drier atmosphere than
the majority of ferns, particularly in winter. Hence
they should not be placed on low benches. Elevate them
in some way so that they can get the warmer and drier
Young specimens should be
air of the conservatory.
placed on shelves or brackets near the light. Older
plants mo,y be set iipon a large inverted pot or fern pan.
A plant grown from spores shows its true character
early. A year's growth produces fine little ferns, in 2
or 3-in. pots, with fronds 4 or 5 in. long, the youncr ferns
being 2 or 3 in. high. Another year's care will give
jiandsome specimens a foot or more high.
The first thing to do with Gold and Silver Ferns is to
give them a special place where they can receive special
care. For potting a light mixture is desirable. In the
Old World, loam is usually not recommended, but for
large specimens the writer has had best success in using
2 parts of fibrous loam, 1 part peat broken or chopped

good sized pieces, and 1 part leaf-mold, with a little
sand and some charcoal to keep the soil porous. These
ferns can hardly have too much light, and need slight
shade only in summer. In winter the night temperature
should be 55° to 60°, with a day temperature h"^ to IC^
higher. Be sure to give these ferns a drier atmosphere
and less moisture at the roots in winter than in summer. However, the plants must not be allowed to get
in

too dry.
The writer prefers to grow large specimens in pans
rather than in pots, as the roots have more room to
spread. Surface rooting can be encouraged by a light
mulch of chopped moss, some fine peat and sand.
Keep the crown of the plant a little elevated. It
is necessary to have plenty of drainage.
good potting
soil for young plants consists of 2 parts peat and
Repot in February, before tbe young
1 part sand.
growth has started. If repotting is delayed too long
the young fronds will be injured.
Robert Shore.

A

GYMNOP^TALUM
ti)eece.

A

{Greek, nalccd petal).

Cneurhi-

genus of 6 species of tropical oriental vines,

of

which one, G. Cochinchinense, is cult, chiefly for its ornamental gourds. It is a tender perennial plant, and is
said to have small white fls. borne in late summer and
autumn. It is advertised only in the largest seed catalogues, under the name of Scota)itlnis fnbiflonis.
Scotanthus was formerly thought to be a closely allied genus, differing only in the staminate fls. possessing
bracts and 3 bristle-like rudiments of an ovary, while
the staminate fls. of Gymnopetalum, by the old definition
have no bracts or minute ones, and but 1 rudiment of an
ovary. The latest monograph of the Cucurbitacea> is by
Coigneaux in DC. Mon. Phan. vol. 3, 1881. He includes
Scotanthus in Gymnopetalum, and distinguishes G. Cochinchinense from the 5 other species by the following
characters; fls. m<mcecious, white; calyx teeth long lineai--awl-shaped
calyx shortly villous, not tomentose;
lvs. ovate, angled or slightly lobed: fr. 10-ribbed.
;

Cochinchinense, Kurz (Scofdntlius tubifldnts, Naud.).

Musk-scented: stem mxich-branched, slender, grooved,
creeping or climbing, S-T}^ ft- long: lvs. about 1^-2^^
in. long, 1-2 in. wide: fr. bright red, ovoid, rather acute
at the base, produced at the apex into along point which
withers and remains, 2 in. long, more than 1 in. thick.

GYMN6PTEIIIS. See Acrostichum.

GYMN0SP6IIIA (Greek, naked seeds; because in
some species the seeds have no false coat, or aril). Celastrdce(e. This includes a pretty evergreen
cult, in S. Calif., and suitable for hedges.

spiny shrub,
A genus of
about 60 species of shrubs or small trees, growing in
warm regions branches often spiny: lvs. alternate,
without stipules
fls. in small, forking cymes; aepals,
petals and stamens 4-5, the last inserted underneath the
style 2-3-lobed:
disk, which is broad, wavy or lobed
capsule obovoid or nearly globose: seeds 1-2 in each cell.
G. serr^ta, from Himalayas, is cult, at Santa Barbara,
Calif., from seeds sent to J^\ Franceshi by the Botanic
:

:

;

Garden of Rome.

GYMNOSTACHYUM stands as a good genus, but for
the trade forms, see Fittonia.
GYMNOTRIX.

^exi

Pennisetum.

GYNANDR6PSIS (Greek words: the stamens look
Cappariddcem.
if they were borne on the ovary).
This genus includes a tender annual plant with 5-7 leaflets, and flowers resembling the spider flower, orCleome.
It is known to the ti-ade at present as a Cleome, but
Gynandropsis is distinguished by having a long torus
(or receptacle), which is produced into a slender body
(or gynophore) which is elongated at the middle, and
as

the pistil to which the filaments are united.
Oloome has a short torus, which often has an appendix
on the back. Stamens about 6 in Gynandropsis: in
Cleome 4-6, often 10. Gynandropsis has about 10 spel)oars

cies,

3-7:
tire

found in (he warmer parts of the world. Leaflets
fls. white or purplish; sepals deciduous; petals enor crcnulate, obovate, with a slender claw: seeds

GYNANDROPSIS

GYNERIUM

kidney-shaped or orbicular, compressed, with a wrinkled
or tubercled coat. For culture, see Oleome.
speciosa,

DC. {Cledme

vety towards the top:
acuminate. Mex.

specldsa,

Ifts.

5-7,

HBK.).

Rather

vel-

subserrulate, oblong,

W. M.

GYNfiKITJM (Greek, woolly stigmas). Oraminerr.
This genus was until 1897 held to include the Pampas
Grass {Gyneriam argenteuni), which has long been considered the finest of all tall, plumy grasses, as also the
most important, commercially, of all ornamental grasses.
Plumes of Pampas Grass are shipped in large quantities from California to Europe, and are dyed various
colors.
In nature the plumes are silvery white, with
varieties ranging from rose to carmine, violet and purple.
They are often 2-3 ft. long. Pampas Grass is grown commercially only in California. The plumes are not collected in South America or shipped therefrom.
The
plumes of the male plants are much inferior to those of
the females, and California growers exercise the greatest
care to allow no male plants in the plantation. In this
country the plumes are sold chiefly to persons of foreign
birth. {'^QQ Everlastings .) As a border plant, the Pampas
Grass is not perfectly hardy in the North, the best substitute for it being Mrlanthiis Havennce
Hortic\ilturally. Pampas Grass is not to be compared with the Giant
Reed {Arundo J)onax), as the two things represent two
different types of beauty. The Arundo is valued for its
bold habit, of which the tall, reedy stems are an important feature, while its plumes are wholly incidental, being smaller than those of the Pampas Grass, and often
not produced before the northern frosts.

Gng. 5:89.
A.G. 14:323. F.S.
p. 489.

G.C.

III.

p.

179.

12,

26:0.54.
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III. .15:43.

None

of the following varietal names have botanical
probably are fairly distinct hortiand so far tbey have appeared only in
connection with the name Gynerium.
Var. monstrdsimi is perhaps the most robust, and var. nanum
(which grows about 3 ft. high), the dwarfest. Tlie
others here mentioned are supposed to be the samtheight as the type.
slender form with narrower foliage is var. 61egans, with Ivs. a fourth of an inch wide

rank,

but they

culturally,

A

.

The plumes

of

Pampas Grass and

of

Uva Grass

((?.

saccharoides) are both sold in London, and are presumably distinguished in the trade, XJva Grass is too tender
to be grown even in southern California. In England
Pampas Grass is generally hardy, while Uva Grass is
known only to a very few hothouses. Uva Grass is the
original species of G3merium, and is now considered to
be the only species in that genus, the Pampas Grass
having been removed in 1897 to the new genus Cortaderia.
Pampas Grass should henceforth be catalogued by nurserymen as Cortaderia argentea. Uva Grass should be
tried iu southern gardens, as also another plant said
by critics to be far more beautiful than either, namely.
Cortaderia juhatay which is chietly known to the trade
as

Gynerium

arcuato-nebiilosiini.

years.

The popular name "Pampas Grass "is now unchangebut the plant does not grow on the pampas or vast

able,

grassy plains of South America, but in the mountains.
"All the evidence tends to show that it is confined to
the neighborhood of water courses and to depressions
where there is a constant and suflicient supply of
underground water." The manner in which this misleading name became fixed is explained by O. Stapf,

Kew,

in his

excellent

monograph

of

this

group

378,390 (1897). In this place Stapf
gives 5 species of Cortaderia, and another is added in
B.M. 7607. In S. America the Pampas Grass and some
of its allies are called Cortadero
hence the generic
name Cortaderia. Cortaderias are widely distributed in

G.C.

III. 22:358,

;

S.

America.

Cortaderia argentea, Stapf (Gynerium arginteum,
Nees). Pampas Gkass. Fig. 1010. Grows in individualized, large, thick tussocks
rhizome very short
culms biennial, 3-6 ft. high, excluding the panicle Ivs.
sheaths increasing in
mostly crowded at the base
length from the base upwards from 2 in. to 23-2 ft., sevsexual
eral to many times longer than the internodes
dimorphism of the spikelets slight (apart from the
genitalia)
spikelets 3-6-fld., theuppermostflorets more
or less rudimentary. For habit sketches, see R.H. 1890,
:

:

:

;

:

:
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Pampas

Grass.

bigh. R.H. 1862, p. 150. It has subvarieties with white striped foliage, var. elegans-niveolineatum, and spotted with white, var. elegana-niveovittatum. The preceding varieties, except where notea,
have the height of the type and white plumes. Tht^
next four varieties difi'er from the type iu having colored Illumes
vars. rbseum, violiceum, purptireum and
carmineum, the names indicating the different colors.
Varieties with white-stripe<l foliage are album varieg^.tum and Stenackeri Soliis varieg^tis. Varieties with
yellow-striped foliage iwc aureum variegatum and Wesserlingi variegatum. Var. Eoi des Roses was said by
John Saul to have foliage striped with rose, but others
describe it as a rosy-plumed variety.
When advertised nn<ler Cortaderia, these names
should all have the feminine endings, as monstrosa, etc.
.5-7 ft.

:

Pampas Grass can be grown in sheltered spots as far
north as Rochester, N. Y., if well protected in winter. A
box well filled with dry leaves, hay or straw, and inverted over the clumps, will generally keep them from
harm. Perfect specimens can be obtained only in light,
rich soil, with moderate moisture, at least in the early
stages of growth. Prop, readily by division in spring, or
by seeds, w^hich may produce flowering plants iu 2

of
in

1010.

and stalks

Cortaderia 3ubS,ta, Stapf (Gynlriiim juhdtum, Lem,
G. arcuatn-nehnJosum, Hort. ).
Differs from Pampas
Grass in the rather laxer, more gr^iceful plume, with
longer, more flexuous, nodding branches, somewhat
smaller spikelets, more delicate glumes, and in the
longer, very slender staminodes of the pistillate fls.
The plume is lavender-colored, and the plant has been
killed by a temperature of 3*^ F.
Grows in a dense
tuft, perennial, but with biennial culms: spikelets 3-5fld.
The plume is 1-2 ft. long. B.M. 7607. G.C. III.
26:658. Gn. 55, p. 93. R.H. 1885, p. 200.
Gn. 15, p. 179.
Int. by Lemoine, of Nancy, France. Probable synonyms
are G. roseum Kendlateri and G. argpnteuni carmAna-

tum JRendJateri. F.S. 20:2075. — Not so well
the other two species.

known

as

Gynerium saccharoides, Humb. & Bonp. Uva Grass.
Rhizome creeping: culms x>erennial, 12-30 ft. high: Ivs.
rather evenly distributed over the culm, those near the
base gradually withering away, leaving the stem naked
4-14 ft. above ground: sheaths nearly equal (except the
lowest), about 6 in. long, slightly longer than the internodes: sexual dimorphism of the fls. very conspicuous:
spikelets 2-fld. B.M. 7352. — Essentially a more tender
plant thau the Pampas Grass.
J. B. Keller and W. M.

;
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GYNERIUM

The growing of Pampas plumes for profit in California has been carried on for over 25 years.
Pampas
Urass was introduced into the United States about 1848.
In the northern states it is frequently planted on the
lawn in summer, and upon the approacli of cold weather
transferred in a tub to a cellar for winter protection.
In California, a hill will sometimes attain a height of
20 ft., a diameter as great, and a weight of 2,000 pounds.
.Such plants would be quite inconvenient for our northern friends to handle in the cellar.
Plants are easily produced froKi seed, but as the sex
and variety are very uncertain, stock is usually increased
by dividing the female plants, the plumes of which are
much more beautiful than those of the male. The growing of Pampas Grass on a connuercial scale dates from
1874, when the diit'erence in sex was discovered.
In 1872 the writer sowed seed which in two years gave
several hundred plume-bearing plants. Even then the
\-ariations in color and fineness were very marked.
In 1874, it was found that by pulling the innnature
plumes from the sheaths and e-xposing them to the hot
sun the naale plumes would hang heavily like oats,
while the female plumes would become fiuffy. and light
and airy. In November, 1874, samples of the female
plumes were sent to Peter Henderson & Co., New York.
Three hundred were ordered at once, and the following
day instructions were receive<l to double the order and
send by express. This was the first lot of good plumes
ever sent east from California, ami was the beginning
of the present Pampas industry. The writer's plantation was increased each year until 1889, when it comprised about 5,000 hills. There were a number of other
extensive plantations in the neighborhood of Santa
Barbara. The crop of 1889 was estimated at 1,000,000
plumes. The demand has been good, but the prices have
never been as high as at the beginning of the industry.
The first prices were $200 per 1,000 plumes. The decrease in price was gradual until 188G, when sales were
slow .at $30 per 1,000 plumes. Some of the growers did
not harvest their crops that year, and destroyed their
plants. In the fall of 1887 plumes were in demand at $40
per 1,000, and in 1888 they were scarce at $50 and $60
per 1,000. The following spring there was an increase
in acreage. Since then the industry has had its ups and
downs, and the price has ruled low for several 3'ears,
the present prices being $13.50 and $14 for flrst-elass,
and $8 to $9 for second size.
Pampas Grass should be put on the best valley land,
and set 10 by 10 feet apart. Before planting, the ground
should be deeply plowed and put in llrst-class condition.
In selecting stock, divide only female plants that pro<luce the finest white plumes. Young hills produce the
best plants. From old hills the best plants are obtained
around the outside, those in the center of the stool being
mostly worthless unless planted in large clumps. Some
plumes will be produced the first year after planting.
They will not be first-class, but are worth saving. The
second year, if well grown, they should produce 80 to
150 plumes to the hill.
Not all plantations will yield
this much. The third and fourth years there will not be
much change in the yield. As a plant gets older the
plumes are larger but the yieM is less. After 8 or 10
years a quantity of dead matter will have accumulated,
and the hills should be trimmed or burned.
The appearance of the pluraea is a signal for great
activity among those who have large fields.
The grass
should be so trimmed early in September, before
the plumes appear, that each hill will be easy
of access. Young plants ripen their plumes two
or three weeks earlier than old ones, and some
varieties are earlier than others. It requires exi^rcise of judgment to pick the plumes at the
proper time. They are generally ready when they
are exposed from the husk a few inches and have
a fluffy look. It is well to try a few at this stage,
and if they cure well at the stem end when dry
they are all right, but if they do not become fluffy
at the stem end they have been picked too young.
If the plume looks dark and seedy at the top
when cured, it was too old when picked. Some
varieties, especi.ally those producing very long
plumes, should be allowed to remain somewhat
longer on tho plant than those of the short-plumed

QYNUEA
varieties. By trying a few of each variety, the time of
ripening can soon be ascertained.
Some varieties are
pulled from the husk in the field; others have to be
hauled to husking benches, where the husk or sheath is
removed. Some planters husk them like corn others
use a knife set in such a way as to split the husk without injuring the plume. When the husk has been split
a quick jerk or strike on the table will extract the
plume. The plumes are then taken to the drying ground
and evenly spread in long rows. This ground should be
niade smooth and free from any trash that is liable to
adhere to the plumes. Clean stubble ground is the best.
The plumes are left on the ground three days and two
nights to cure, and are turned and shaken once each
day. They are next packed away as broadly and .smoothly
as possible on shelves in a dry building, where they
should lie ten days or two weeks, or until the stems are
thoroughly dried, at w^hich time they are ready for
market. They are packed in two grades the first-class,
having plumes 20 inches long and over, clear of stem
(sometimes as long as 45 inches), is packed in cases that
measure three-quarters of a ton and contain 3,000 plumes
second class stock is packed in cases of the same size)
the plumes being 17 to 2C inches long clear of stem, and
(1,000 in each case.
If shipping by express, the writer
uses bales of about 2,000 plumes, covered with canvas or
burlap and some light strips of wood at the corners. If
the plumes are packed smoothly and evenly they will
withstand heavy pressure. Careful all-round cultivation
is necessary to produce good plumes. About three-quarters of a million plumes are grown at Santa Barbara at
the present time.
The best market at present is London, the nexi Hamburg. Berlin, Denmark, New York and Philadelphia
take a few. Pampas plumes are colored in London. In
America the pure white plumes give the best satisfaction.
:

:

Joseph Seston.

GYNtTKA (name

refers to the tailed stigmas). Comp6sitip.
Twenty or more herbs (rarely somewhat
shrubby) of tropical Asia, Africa and Australia. Lvs.
alternate, entire or lobed, numerous; heads discoid, the
Horets commonly all fertile, not very showy. The Gynuras are attractive glasshouse herbs, usually requiring
a moderately high temperature. Genus allied to .Senecio
and Cineraria.

aurantlaca, DC. Velvet Plant. Stout and branchy,
2-3 ft., with almo.st succulent stems, densely clothed
with violet or purple hairs: lvs. large and soft, ovate,
jagged-toothed, hairy, short petioled or the upper ones
clasping, overlaid with iridescent purple: heads in a
terminal cluster, yellow or orange. Java. I. H. 28:430.One of the handsomest of recent foliage plants. In
winter it may lie grown in the conservatory or warmhouse, but in the summer it may be bedded out in a
warm and protected place. It grows rapidly, and makes
a most satisfactory display of colored leafage. It is
readily propagated by cuttings in the house, as gerani-

ums

are.

Other species, b^it not known to be in the Amer. trade, are:
O. aiinadata, Cass. fG. ovalis, DC. Cac.ili.a ovalis, Ker.).

-jM J£f

^'^

1011.

Gypsophila muralis.

OYNURA

GYPSOPHILA

Only

slightly Yillous: Ivs. oval, entire or repand, green both
sides: As. yellow, fragrant.
China. B.R. 2:101.— G. hicolor,
DC, 2-3 ft., of looser growth than the above, glabrous: Ivs.
lance-ovate, somewhat downy, short-petioled, deep-toothed or,
pinnatifid, green above and purple beneath: fis orange. Moluccas.
B.M. 5123. O. ovalis. DG.=Q. aurieulata. (?. sarinentdsa, DC. Climbing, with purple glabrous stems: Ivs. narrow, ovate to lanceolate, acuminate petioled, remotely small-

—

toothed, green and

Malayan

Is.

B.M.

—

purple-ribbed.

Warmhouse

7244.

plant from

L

H

B

GYPS6PHILA

[gypsum-loving, because it likes cal<*areous soils).
Caryophylldcece. European and Asian
herbs, bearing a profusion of small Us., and useful for
mist-like effects in mixed borders and
as trimming in bouquets.
There are
perhaps (iO species. Sepals 5, united
below, but the calyx naked at the base
(not bracted, as in some related genera) petals 5, clawed, very small, usually white: styles 2: pod 4-valved: Ivs.
:

small, entire, opposite. Very branchy
or spreading, slender herbs, with scant
foliage when in bloom. Of easiest culture, in open, rather dry places. They
are desirable for rockwork. They make
an excellent effect as filling amongst
shrubbery; also good for covering unkempt places with a mass of delicate

bloom.

Hardy.
Plant annual.

A.
1012.

Gypsophila
eleeans.

Natural

size.

when

1-lK

ft.

:

Ivs.

linear,

Eu.— Makes

spurry like

a dense

little

6699. Gn. 47, p.
for rockw'ork.

BB.

Lvs. long

:

705

422.-Of creepinghabit; excellent
plant glabrous or -nearly

so.

paniculita, Linn. Baby's Breath.
Fig. 1013.
Diffuse and rather tall-growing {2-^ ft.), forking: lvs. linear-lanceolate, the largest 3 in. long, but becoming
smaller towards the inflorescence, sharp-pointed: fls.
white, very numerous: pedicels 2-3 times as long as the
calyx. Eu.— A very popular plant, especially for use in
the trimming of bouquets. A most graceful subject.
Stems stiff and wiry, therefore excellent for cutting. A
picture of its use in

arrangement will

floral

be found in A. P. 6:340.
acuti£dlia, Fisch. Very
like the last, but the
plant greener, the lvs.

narrower {indistinctly 3nerved) and the pedicels
scarcely longer than the
calyx.
Caucasus. — G.
paniculata seems sometimes to be cult, under
this name.
Fisch.
[G.
Hort.
Lower
than G. paniculata, glaucous-green
lvs. linearStdveni,

glaitca

)

,

.

:

murilis, Linn. Fig. 1011. Very diffuse and branchy, mostly with shorter
joints than G. elegann, of finer appear-

ance
small, rosy;

B.M.

:

fis.

mound

well grown.

^legans, Bieb. Fig. 1012. Repeatedly forked-branched,
glabrous: Ivs. sessile, the uppermost linear, the lower
oblong or spatulate: fls. white or sometimes (G.rdsea,
Hort.) rosy; 1 ft. Caucasus. — Much cult., andhandsome.

lanceolate and carinate,
mostly radical fls.
rather larger, white, the
panicles
smaller than
those of G. paniculata:
petals shorter than the
calyx. Caucasus.
;

ripens,
trailing

Linn.
or

Stems

prostrate,

ascending at the ends,
not glaucous
lvs. lin:

B.

ii'S. short, spatulate

cerastioides,

D.Don.

:

:

plant pubescent.

Low, densely pubescent

:

Ivs.

pubescent, the radical ones long-petioled, the others
spatulate or obovate, obtuse or nearly so: fls. large (often
in, across), white or lilac, pink-veined. Himalayas.

%

sharp-pointed, glabrous
fls. rather large,
white or rose, the petals 1013. Gypsophila paniculata.
about twice longer than
the sepals and the pedicels usually much longer. Alps
and Pyrenees. B.M. 1448. —Best adapted to the rock
t^O'L. H. B.
ear,

AA. Plant perennial.

'

;

H
HABENARIA (Greek, a rein or strap; referring to
the shape of parts of the flower). Orchiddcece, tribe
Ophrydece. Rein Orchis. Terrestrial leafy herbs, retubers usually undivided,
sembling orchis in habit
rarely lobed; fls. in terminal racemes or spikes, rarely
solitary; sepals subequal, free or cohering at base,
erect or spreading; petals usually smaller, often 2-lobed
lip spreading or drooping, long- or short-spurred at
base, its blade entire or li-o-fid; column very short, sesglands
sile
rostellum usually 1-toothed or lobed
naked; anther cells parallel or divergent: capsule ovoid
or oblong, erect.
The lateral lobes are sometimes
fringed, giving the flower a graceful appearance. Species about 400, very widely distributed in temperate and
tropical regions.
Few species of Habenaria are of much horticultural
importance, especially in this country. Some of the exotic kinds enjoy some favor as stove plants in England,
while there are a number of hardy North American species which can be recommended for outdoor cultivation
in boggy places. U. Susannae, caniea, milifnris and
:

;

;

until after flowering. These
Bletia in their requirements.

Habenarias are much

like

The most popular

species at present seem to be B.
ciliaris, fimhriata and jii.sy/corfes, but these give a very
imperfect conception of the beauties of the genus, although in the opinion of the writer, M. ciliaris is'tbe
showiest orchid in temperate North America. The native species are procurable through collectors and
dealers in native plants; foreign species through Dutch
bulb growers; and H. radiata through dealers in Japa-

nese plants.

Index of species described below:
Elwesii,

bifolia, 29.

blephariglottis,

Bonatea,

15.

braeteata,
carnea, 6.

Hookeriana,

einnabarina,
conopea, 1.
eonopsea, 1

10.

!).

'Ad.

elegans. 32.
A.

psycodes,

:

lip

of lip cutire

3-parted
:

3.

5.

jnisilla, 11.
radiata, 21.

iutegra, 7.
lacera, 23.
leucophjiea, 22.
Ipucostac-hys, ll.
lon^ecalcarata, 16.
militaris. 11.

Fls. 'purple

Segments

B.

peramcena,

30.

Hookerii, 30.
hyperborea, 31.

20.

ciliaris, 8.

eristata,
dilatata,

4.

17.

gracilis, 33.

24.

chlorantha,

nivea, 13.
obtusata, 27.
odoratissima, 2.
orbienlata, 28.

38.

finibriata,

gigantea,

19.

rhodocheila, 12.
Susannae, 17.
tridentata, 25.
"Unalasclief'nsis,34.

virescens, 26.

stems leafy,
bracts nearly equaling
:

t])e

flowers.

con6psea, Benth. {Gyninadenia conSpsea, R.Br.
G. conopea, French authors).
Deadman's Fingers.
Fls. violet-purple to flesh-colored, rarely white, fragrant,
medium-sized spur longer than ovary, sometimes twice
as long. June, July. Europe, N. Asia. — Tbere is an H.
eonopsea of Reichenbach dating from 18.54, whereas
Bentham's dates only from 1S80.
1.

;

2. odoratissima, Franch. [Gymnadenia odoratissima,
A. Rich.). Fly. intensely red-purple, aromatic, only half
as large as in the preceding; spur shorter than ovary.
May, June. Europe.

BB. Segments of lip toothed.
peramcena, Gray. Rather tall: fls. large and showy,
violet-purple
middle segment of lip 2-lobed. July,
Aug. N. J. to Va. and 111. B.B. 1:466.
3.

;

Segments of lip deeply and copiously fringed.
iimbri^ta, R. Br. Fls. lilac, rarely white, fragrant;
petals laterally toothed.
Summer. New Brunswick to
Mich, and Mts. of N. C. A.G. 12:152.
G.F. 10:483.
BBB.
4.

B.B. 1:4G6.
psycddes, Gray. Three ft. or less high: fls. many,
much smaller than in fimbriata, lilac, rarely
July, Aug.
Newfoundland to Minn.
and high mountains of N. C. B.B. 1:466.
5.

crowded,

white, fragrant.

AA.

Fls.pinlc throughout

:

Ivs. all radical.

6. carnea, N. E. Brown.
Fig. 1014.
Lvs. dull green,
spotted with white
fls. few, loosely clustered, light
pink, fading nearly white; lip large
spur over 2 in.
long.
Fenang. G.C. III. 10:729. Gn. 47:1005. G.M.
36:642.
G.F. 4:487.
R.B. 21:44.J.H. III. .33:319.
This species, one of the most beautiful of the genus.
is apparently not yet in American trade.
:

;

AAA. Fls. orange.
Color orange-yellow throughout.
c. Lip uearhj or quite entire.
7. Integra, Sprcng.
Two ft. or less high, leafy: fls.
small, crowded.
July.
N. J. to La., near the coast.
B.B. 1:403.
B.

1014.

Habenaria carnea.

Other East Indian species are best grown in a moderately warm house, needing good light and a fair amount
of water.
It is recommended to repot them after the
resting season in a compost of peat, moss, loam and
crock dust, with the tuber resting upon the crocked up
bottom of the pot and the growingpointjust beneath tlur
soil. They should then be given a good supply of water

CO.
8.

ciliaris,

Lip fringed or laeerate.
Yktj.ow Frtnoep Oechts.

R. Br.

Fig.

Fls. crowded, brilliant orange; petals fringed at
pcx; sjiur about twice as long as lip; lip long-fringe*h
Au-^. Eastern U S.
B.M. 1668. B.B. 1 :464.-A striking species.
lOl.'i.

(70fi)
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HABENARIA

HABENARIA

SraaUpr: fls. much smaller; petals
9. cristita, R. Br.
spur little exceeding the lip. Julv.
merely toottu-d
N. J. to La. near the ooast. B.B. 1 :464.

lobes of lip, especially central one, tubular towards
base. S. Afr. C. C. III. 17:743. -Cult, like 2>(6-a [/rajidi-

VU7

;

flora.

Petals

DD.
BB.

Color clnnahar-orange

Hie sepals red- spoil t'd

,

E.

outaidt.

AAAA. Fls.
petals:

ivifh

?'iJ

Jfiddle lube of

F.

brill'uDilly colored.

i,'ri^enisli

:

\

1:465.
23. Idcera, R. Br.
Rvooed Ohchts. Smaller: fls.
greenish yellow; spur iM>r equaling ovary. June, July.
Scotia to Ga. asid Mu. B.B. 1 ;465.

Nova

Lip merelp toothed or

CO.
D.

i^?.s-.

>yi

or

T'Tt.

Fls. nearly er/naUiig or exceeding bracts: spur
long and slender.
E. Lvs. 1-2 near base of stem.

;

Lvs. 3 or more.
Leafy: fls. greenish: lip only
slightly exceeding petals, with 2 lateral teeth and a
Range of preceding. B.B.
nearly basal wart. July.
EE.

26. vir6scens, Sprencr.

Ieuc6stachys, Wats. Usually
lvs. several
tls.
and stout
many, rather large. Idaho to Ariz..
Oalif. and Oreg. Mn. 6:81. — Nearly
its

:

1

:464'.

Lip

CCC.

dilatata, but distinspur greatly exceed-

D.

ing the sepals.
CC.

;

B.B. 1:463.

14.

H,

spur often white.
Fls. greenish
B.B. 1:463.
S. to B. C, Eu.

lip

:

guished by

R. Br.

:

25. tridentita. Hook. Fls. greenish, loosely clustered;
wide at apex, 3-toothed spur incurved. July, Aug.
Newfoundland to Minn., Fla. and La. A.G. 12:153.

entire.

nivea, Spreng. Lvs., except
tls. nu1 or 2 lowest, bract-like
merous, loosely clustered, small;
spur very slender. Summer. Del.
to Ala. B.B. 1:462.
13.

related to

incon-

urh shorter than the conspicuous bracts
spur sac-shaped, sJiort.

24. hracte^ta,

Color pure white.

;

fls.

:

Summer. Northeastern U.

greenish yelloic.

tall

sligJttly lohed

.•^jiivnoiis.

;

Lip

lohes of lip deeply fringed.

Cray. Four ft. high or less: fls. large,
wliitish or greenish, fragrant; petals erose; spur exceeding ovarv. -Tulv. N. Y. to ^linn. and Ark. B.B.

helmet-shaped
lip varying from
deep rose-pink to cinnabar and
madder; spur dull yellow. China,
B.M. 7571. — Not in Amer. trade.

Q.

All

FF.

22. leucophaea,

Nearly
12. rhodocheila, TTance.
related to militaris, but tls. fewer
and subcoryml.iose; petals almost

E.

and slender.

oitire, the others fringed,

Japan.

fls.

F'ls. wTiife to grevii

long

lip)

radi^ta, Spreng.
Petals exceeding sepals; spur
whitr, ahout erjualing the ovary. Aug., Sept.

21.

Reichb. f. {H. pnReiohl>. f.). Bluish ghuu-ous

AAA.AA.

Spur

EE.

green sepals and-

numerous; lip scarlet, tritid, mid
lobe bifid; spur long and very slender, greenish white. Cochin China.
R.H. 1888:396. J. H. III. 33:53. G.
M. 36:436. -The author says of this
iine plant: "No English soldier can
boast a jacket of a deeper scarlet
than the lip of our plant." Not in
Amer. trade.

or parted.

lohes of Up) entire.
:

:

11. militaris,

silla,

:

20. chlor6,ntha. Spreng.
Lvs. clasping
fls. not exceeding bracts, greenish. Mascareue Islands.

Small
stem leafy
lip 3
10. cinnabarlna, Rolfe.
lobed; spur straight, nearly equaling ovary. Madagascar.— Not in Amer. trade.
:

7iot cleft

Spur sac-sliaped

ottire:

inconspicuous.

fls.

Large Irs. all basal.
E. Leaf solitary.

obtusMa, Rifhards. Spike loosely-fld. fls. yellowSummer.
lip detlexed; spur about equaling lip.
Across B. Amer., south to N. Y. and Col. B.B. 1:461.
27.

Lip fringed.

:

green;

blepharigl6ttis, Poir.
Fls.
1015. Habenaria
much as in ciliaris, but somewhat ciliaris,
or Yellow
petals slightly erose at
smaller
Frinered Orchid.
apex; spur about 3 times as long as
lip. July. Newfoundland to N. C.
aud Minn. B.B. 1:465. Mn. 8: 113. -One of our finest
natives.
CCC. Lip u'parted.
15.

Lea ves

EE.

2.

;

Sj'Ur

F.

much cxeerding ovary.

Torr.
Lvs. orbicular, lying on the
numerous, loosely clustered, greenish lip
July, Aug. A*cross B. Amer. and Minn.
mountains of N. C. B.B. 1:461.
20. hif61ia, R. Br. Butteefly Orchis. Lvs. oblong:
fls. white, with tij'S of spur and lip greenish, fragrant in
the evening. May, June. Eu.
28.

orbicul^ita,

ground:

fls.

;

white, obtuse.
t(.)

10.

longecalcar^ta, A. Rich. Lvs. all radical: fls. 1-3.
middle lobe of lip narrow, lateral

large, long-stalked

;

ones broader, unevenly fringed; spur twice as long as
ovary, with pedicel. July, Aug. India. B.M. 7228. — Not
in

Amer.

;

Amer. trade.
BB.

Petals

Lip deeply
cleft

Hookeriana. Gray

DD.

Large
E.

lvs.

SpiJce

several above the base.

commonly dense.

petals, obtuse
hyperhdrea, R. Br. Fls. greenish
and slender spur all about e(|ually long. Summer.
Northern U. S. to Nova Scotia and Alaska. B.B. 1:462.
31. ^legans. P.oland. Large lvs. all on lower part of
stfm: fls. nunuTons, small, greenish: sepals 1-nerved,
Vancouver Lshmd to Calif.
all alike; spur fliiform.

i)iio

2 lohes or segments.

few, large,
fls.
Elwesii, Hook.
Erect, leafy
greenish yellow; petals cleft almost to base into long.
lip
smooth, the
slender, sickle-shaped, hairy segments;
segments long and slender. India. B.M. 7478. — A re:

markable species.
19. Bon^tea, Reichb.
fls.

;

lip

greeyiislt yelloic.

3-lohed or 3-parted.

or parted

18.

Stout, leafy:

Lvs.
{R. Uookeri, Lindl.).
oval, t;Jt"vnte or orbicular: fls. greenish yellow; lip
B.B.
and
Iowa.
Nova
Scotia
to
N.
J.
acute. Summer.
1:461.
30.

31.

Color partly orudioVy green, or
c.

D.

Spur about equaling ovary.

FF.

trade.

Susannae, R. Br. {H. giganthi. DonK Stem tall,
stout, leafy; tls. 3-5, very large, fragrant
broad, fanshaped side lobes of lip deeply fringed; midlobe tongueshaped, entire; spur more than twice as long as ovary
and pedicel. India. Malava. China. B.M. 3374. G.C. III.
16:279. J.H. III. 29:226.-This and the preceding are
among the largest-fid. and showiest Habenarias. Not in
17.

EE.
r.

33.

{BontVea speciosn, Willd.).
rather large, light green and white
f.

;

gracilis, S.

Spihe commonly loose.

Spur
Wats.

short, sac-.ihaped.

Three

long, many-t^d.: fls. greenish
aud sepals. Ore. and Wash.

;

ft.

hiirh or less

:

spike

spur about equaling

lip

.

.
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SpKv not sac-shaped.

FF.

white or greenish
about equal; spur slender, barely
Unalaska to
Summer.
than
lip.
twice
longer
to nearly
Calif, and Utah.— Near H. elegans, hut more slender,
with a longer and more open spike. It is referred by
34. Unalasclic6iisis,
sepals, petals and lip

some

to the

Wats.

Fls.

;

genus Herminium.

dilatata, Gray. Fls. greenish white; lip widened
spur about as long, incurved.
or even auricled at base
Suinmer. Cooler parts of N. Amer. A.G. 12:153. B.B.
1:4(>2.— More slender and narrower-leaved than M.
35.

;

hyperborea.

Kearney, Jr.

X. H.

HABEKLfiA

(after a professor of botany at Pesth,
who died in 1831). Oesnerdcece. This includes a dainty
little hardy herbaceous perennial plant, which is tufted
and bears in spring a few scapes 4-6 in. high, with 2-5
nodding, violet-colored, 5-lobed, tubular fls., each about
Only 1 species is known,
1 in. long and 1 in. across.
and it is found wild only in a few miles of a single valley in Thrace, where it abounds on the southern slope of
the Balkans on shaded schistose rocks. Only 4 species
of Gesneraceje are found wild in Europe, and 3 of them
The allied
are said to be confined each to one spot.
genus Raraondia has the same habit and is equally deThe corolla of Haberlea has a conspicuous
sirable.
in., and
tube, which is thrust out of the calyx nearly
5 lobes, 2 of which are much smaller than the others,
while in Ramondia the flower seems to be wheel-shaped,
with 5 equal petals, because the corolla tube is very
short and inconspicuous and the lobes deeply cut.
Haberlea has 4 included didynamous stamens and a
bell-shaped calyx. Ramondia has exserted, equal stamens and a wheel-shaped calyx. Haberlea was int. to
cult, about 1881 by Leichtliu, and few, if any, of our
skilled amateurs know the plant. It is not advertised in
America. For culture, see B-amondia.

^

Ehodop6nsis, Friv. Clothed everywhere with soft,
vs. 2-3 in. long,
spreading hairs, except the corolla:
obovate- or ovate-oblong, obtuse, coarsely crenate, thick,
leathery, few-nerved; calyx 5-cleft; corolla pale lilac.
1

B.M.

6651.

W. M.

HAEKANTHUS.

Included in Elppeastrnm.

Celt is occidentaUs.

or

TAMARACK. ZarU

form

riHS, see

freely;

JSuphane disficha.

A. Leaves thin or membranaceous
Spaihes and perianth segments spreading.
multifl6rus, Martyn {H. ie^iuifldrus, Herb. R. Kdlhreijeri, Baker}.
Bulb globose, 3 in. or less in diam.:
Ivs. 3—4 on a short, separate stem, the petiole short and
sheathing, the oblong blade 6-12 in. long, with 6-8 veins
each side of the midrib: scape straight, 1-3 ft. high,
green or red-spotted: umbel often G in. in diam,, conB.

taining 30-100 fls., which are usually blood-red, with
linear 3-nerved segments twice or more as long as the
red filaments long-exserted, bearing prominent
tube
yellow anthers. Trop. Africa. Variable. B.M. 961,
L.B.C. 10:912; 20:1948 (erroneously as H.
190.J, 3870.
puniceus). P. S. 1:58; 23:2.377. I. H. 26:354. Var. sup6rbu3, Hort., is an improved brilliant-colored form.
Kdtherinae, Baker. Bulb globose, 2-3 in. in diam.:
Ivs. 3-5, on a short, separate stem, appearing with the
fls., with a short, spotted petiole, the blade oblong, 9-14
in. long and 4-6 in. broad, the lateral veins 8-10: peduncle 1 ft. tall, spotted toward the base: umbel sometimes
9 in. in diam., densely mauy-fld.
fls. bright red, 2-2>2
in. long, the lanceolate reflexing segments little longer
than the cylindrical tube
red filaments exserted. S.
Afr. B.M. 6778. — Name spelled both Katherinm and
Katharine, even by Baker but the former spelling is
the original. In cult, the Ivs. become "about 3 ft. in
length and of a bright j^ale green color— apple-green, as
it is usually called — and the venation is more strongly
marked than is usual in H. mtiUiflorus, H. cinnaharinus and other allied kinds.
Burbidge, Gn. 49, p. 160,
;

:

;

;

^'

with figure.
Lindeni, N.E. Brown.

Lvs. 6-8, in 2 ranks, arising
solid rootstock, nearly or quite evergreen;
petioles long, winged; blade 10-12 in. long and 3-5 in.
wide, long-ovate, lanceolate or ovate-oblong, acute, the
base rounded or subeordate, with a longitudinal fold
either side of the midrib scape IK ft. tall, arising from
the side of the lvs., flattened on one side, more or less
spotted: umbel globular, 6-8 in. in diameter, with 100
or more scarlet fls. opening in succession: fls. 2 in.
across, the tube
in. long, the lobes longer and linearlanceolate and acute.
Congo. G.C.HI. 8:437; 13:483.
I.H.37:H2; 40:172,Pig. 1; 41.P.18. Gt. 46, p. 217. G.M.
.36:220. J.H. III. 28:73. -Handsome.

from a thick,

:

HABROTHAMNUS is all referred to Cestrum. JT.
fasciciiIulus^C. fasciruhiOim ; IT. elegans and H, cocclneus eJcgans^C. elegans; JT. jVeicelli^C. jycweUi.
HACKBEERY.
HACKMATACK,

and

until they do form, the bulbs will
probably not need repotting. Separate the offsets when
growth is beginning. In this country they are sometimes flowered in pots plunged in a warm, protected
border, blooming in summer and fall. For H.toxicaally

%

Anx'-ricana.

Spathes and jyerianth segments erect or ascending.
Bulb nearly globular, 2-3 in. in diameter: lvs. 2-4, from the bulb, the petiole one-half the
length of the blade, the blade 6-12 in. long and 2-4 in.
broad, oblong, strongly undulated, the main veins about
on each side the rib: scape 6-15 in. tall, spotted: umbel globose and dense, .3-4 in. in diameter, bearing many
scentless, pale scarlet, yellowish red or rarely white fls.
1 in. long: perianth tube cylindrical, shorter than the
lanceolate 3-nerved segments: filaments red, 1 in. long.
BB.

H.EMANTHU'S

{Mood flower).
Amarylliddce-r.
Blood Lily. Between 30 and 40 African bulbous plants,
of which the greater part are natives of the Cape region. Fls. showy, often numerous, in umbels; perianth
straight and erect, with a short, cylindrical tube
segments longer than the tube, narrow, equal; stamens 6,
;

inserted in the throat of the perianth, usually exserted,
the anthers versatile; style filiform and erect, on a 3loculed ovary: fr. berry-like, indehiscent. The fls. are
red or white, on a solid scape, which is little, if any,
longer than the cluster of root-lvs.
they lack the
corona of many amaryllidaceous plants. Monogr. by
Baker in Amaryllideffi, 1888 but the S. African species
are revised Ijy him more recently in Flora Capensis,
vol, 6. See, tilso, Flora Trop. Africa, vol. 7.
Heemanthuscs, like most Cape bulbs, are summer- and
autumn-flowering
or, when started indoors or in
frames, blooming in spring or early summer. The fls.
often precede the Ivs. The foliago is usually largo and
luxuriant, and the scape is often handsomely colored.
The fls. are sometimes as much as 2 in. across, and produced in great ball-like heads nearly or quite a foot
through. Yet the species are essentially curiosities in
this country. The culture given Ncrinc suits them well.
Their season of growth is usually not more than throe
or four months, and the remainder of the year they may
be laid away in the pots. When growing, give plenty of
rather weak liquid manure, keep in an intermediate or
warm house, and when in bloom keep them somewhat
cooler. Avoid overpotting. Prop. I)y offsets, which usu-

puniceus, Linn.

S. Africa.

B.M.

1315.

:

;

;

AA. Lvs. thick

and

fleshy.

Bracts and fJs. white.
dlbiflos, .lacq.
Bulb or tuber compressed sidewise,
with thick, 2-ranged scales: lvs. 2-4, appearing with the
fls., nearly erect, obtuse, 6-8 in. long and nearly half as
broad, narrowed to the base, green and glabrous, but
ciliate on the edges: scape less than 1 ft. tall, pale green,
l)earing a dense, globular umbel 2 in. in diameter: fls.
'^ in long, the linear segments much exceeding the tube.
8. Africa.
B. M. 12.39. L. B. C. 7:(;02. Var. puh6sceiia,
Baker, has lvs. hairy above. L.B.C. 8:702. B.R.5:3S2.
JT. CldrJxci, Hort., is a hybrid of this species and <'.
B.

coccineus
BB.

J>racfs

and

fls.

red.

coccineus, Linn.
Bulb compressed sidewise, 3 in. in
diam., the scales many, thick, 2-ranged: lvs. 2, suberect,
Ungulate, reaching 2 ft. long and 8 in. broad, narrowed
to the base, green and glabrous, not ciliate: scape 6-10

A

—

:
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compressed, mottled
bracts large and thick,
ascending and forming a cup, in which the red fls. are
borne; tls. 1 in. long, with linear segments and a short
tube. S. Africa. bTm. KIT.'i. L.B.C. 3:'2i0. Wir. coarct&tus, Baker, has smaller Ivs. and shorter bracts. B.R.

in, tall,

3:181.

:

-Odd

plants.

Lvs. oiliate on the margins, 1 ft. or
tigrlnuB, .Jacq.
less long, spotted on the lower part of the back; scape
in., red-spotted: umbel dense, 2 in. or less in diani.:
bracts shorter than in the last (not over 2 in. long),
bright red: tls. 1 in. or less long, with very short tube.
'
S. Africa. B.M. 1705.
l H. B.

an oblong raceme which is 1-3 in. long. G.C. HI. 19:85.
— Int. in ISOU liy Mrs. T. B. Shepherd, who says that
there are 5 or mure racemes iu a bunch.
BB. IVerves few, IS.
Q. Us. red, in glotmlar heads.
laurlna, K. Br. Tall shrub, attaining 10 ft.: lvs.
iu. long, 3- or 5-nerved,
often sickle-shaped, on
long petioles
fls.
in a

referring to the blood-red under
surface of the lvs.). OrcJiidilccir'. A genus of 4 species
of terrestrial orchids, known to the trade chieliy as
Goodj'era. They are really dwarf stove foliage plants,
and are to be cult, like Antectochilus. In Htemaria the
lower lip is swelled above its base into a wide claw and
is provided with a pouch-like sac at base, and a blade of
2 divergent lobes; in Ooodyera the blade of the lip is
small and not clawed Both genera belong to a large
group in whicii the lip either has no spur or sac, or if
the latter is present, it is included between the sepals;
while in Anoectochilus the lip has a protninent sac or
spur projecting between the lateral sepals.
The leaves of H. disrnjor are green above and red below. It is, however, not nearly so brilliant as Jlo'maria
Dawsoyiiana, which has the same red color beneath, and
In both
is beautifully netted above with red or yellow.
species a dozen or more small fls., chiefly wliite, are
borne on a densely hairy scape. Alfred Rehder writes
that these plants seem much easier to cultivate than
Anoectochilus. He has succeeded in growing Ana'Ctcchilus only underhand glasses, but has grown Htemaria without a hand glass in large, shalli>w pans, witli
the rhizomes creeping in sphagnum.
A.

JLi'S.

not nttted-relned ahoiw

discolor, Ltindl. {Good i/era discolor, Ker.). Blade of
lvs. olilong, 3 in. long. '^4 in. wide. China (Brazil, according to Loddiges).
L.B.C. 2:148. B.M. 20.5. B.K. 4:271.

— John

Saul's plants had white longitudinal markings.

AA. Lvs. IriUianlhj netted-veined above.
(C Ddivsonii, Boxall. A»a:ctovh}lii!<
DatvsoitidiiiiS, Low).
Blade of lvs. elliptic, 3 in. long.
IHin. wide. Burma, Philippines. B. M. 7480 (^eins of
2 lvs. blood-red; of the other almost wholly yellow)
John Saul says "golden purple" veins.

Dawsoniina,

.

H. Hasselbking.

HAIEBELL

or

HAREBELL,

Campatiiila rotimdl-

folia.

HAKEA
botany).

sliglitly cult,

The genus

von Hake, German friend of
A genus of Australian shrubs,
indoors abroad and outdoors in S. Calif.
too polymorphous and uuimportant to be

(after Baron
Pvotvdciir.
is

described at lengtli here. Ninety-five species are fully
described in English, with an elaborate key in Flora
Australiensis 5:4S9 (1870).
A. Length of lvs. 1-3 iiiclies.
pugrionii6nnis, Cav. Height usually 2—t, rarely 8 ft.
lvs. all entire, terete, smooth, rigid, 1-2 in. long:
few, in axillary, sessile clusters. L.B.C. 4:353.—
Franoeschi says it is an odd plant, which at a distance looks like a pine and has whitish fls.

:

globular head, lK-2

in.

from which the
numerous showy white
1

or

in.

more in every direction.
Blooms in the C'aliforuian winter. B.M. 7127.
II. 23:149. -Called
.Sea LTkchin on the Riviera.

(t.C.

CO.

Fls. pinh, iu long
racemes.

Lvs.
uliclna, R. Br.
usually linear-lauceolate
or linear, pungent, 4—8

prominently 13-nerved beneath: perianth and pedicels glabrous fr. rarely above ^2
in. long, with a short,
in. long,

:

straight lieak.-

The

foli-

age resembles the Euro-

^^

pean furze.

]\j_

HALfiSIA (Stephen
Hale, nil 7-1 01, author
of a famous w^ork on
"Vegetable Statics").
Mohrodhidro)!.
Syn.,
1

Styraedceec.

Silver

Bell. Snowdrop Tree.

The common

Snowdrop

Tree {R. tetrdptera) is a
hardy, small-sized
tree, which is covered
with a bewildering,
cloudy mass of small,
snowy white flowers,
l)orne about the middle
fine,

May, before the foliage of the tree appears.
The genus has only 4
of

species, and is exclusively North American,

place the Japanese
Halesia tetraptcra.
hispida iu the genus
var. Meehani.
Pterostyrax by reason of
the subterminal inflorescence and .smaller and fleshii r
fruit. Small trees and shrubs, more or less stellate pubescent: lvs, rather large, membranous, ovate-oblong,
acuminate, more or less denticulate, slender-petiole<l,
deciduous, light green: inflorescence lateral: fls. snow
white, bell-shaped, drooping, on slender pedicels, in
fascicles or short racemes along the whole length
of the branches, borne in the axils of lvs. of the
calyx obconical, slightly 4-8preceding year
toothed, adiiate to the 3-4-celled ovary; corolla bellshaped, epigynous, 4-5 cleft or parted
ovary
nearly to the base; stamens 8-lG
2—t-celled, 4 ovules in each cell: fr. a
drupe, dry, oblong, longitudinally 2-4winged, tipped with the style and minute
calyx teeth.
The common Snowdrop Tree, R. tetraptera, is found in woods and along streams,
but thrives in almost any good soil.
Its habit is round-headed, irreguhar and
somewhat pendulous, rather light and twiggy. It is
adapted to shrubberies and lawns in almost any position,
but prefers a somewhat sheltered place and a welldrained, rich soil. It is easily transplanted. It often
grows in bush form, hut may be grown as a tree when
cut to one shoot and given ample room. The flowers
if

we

II.

;

:

1016.
A_i.

Halesia tetraptcra (\

Length of
B.

jyerves

lvs.

4S

'..V

in.

many.

lvs. flat,
Tree or tall shrub
moltiline&ta, Meissn.
long, with many very fine nerves: fls. pink, in
:

Ci-8 in.

l-i)

thick,

stigmas project

HfflMARIA (Greek,
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Prop,
are rather short-lived, except iu var. Meehanl.
most commonly by layers, also by root-cuttings in spring
and autumn; and by seeds, which should be kept constantly moist, as they rarely germinate until the second
year if allowed to dry. E. diptera is hardy as far north
us Philadelphia, but of doubtful hardiness farther north,
though it may become acclimatized. Thrives best in a
cool, deep loam. Prop, by seeds, which should never bo
allowed to dry, and by grafting on II. tetniptera.
small tree or shrub
tetrdptera, Linn. Fig. lOlG.
Lvs.
8°-10', whose Hs. resemble those of a snowdrop.
ovate or ovate-oblong, finely serrate, dark green ami
stellate-pulx^scent
begreen
and
pale
glabrous above,
low, 2-4 in. long: fls. in lateral clusters of 2^; corolla 4-lobed, 1 in. long: ovary 4-celled: drupe ellipVa. S.
soidal, longitudinally 4-winged, l-lja in. long.
and W. B.M. 910. Mu. 5, p. 194. S.S. 6:257. C4ng.
M.D.G. 1899:352-3. Var.
2:247. A.G. 14:211; 18:438.
MeShani, Sargent {ir.l/tv;(OHi,Hort.). Fig. 1017. Habit
round, bushy and more
type,
wholly unlike that of the
upright, from a distance looking like an apple tree, 12
ft. high.
Has thicker, rugose, dark green lvs., on young
plants glandular serrate, and smaller, more numerous
fls with short calyx-tubes and cup-shaped corollas, without the narrow base. Seems barren, but is not a hybrid. Growth smaller.
G.F. 5:535. Gng. 2:247.

HAMAMfiLIS (Greek, liama together, and m.elor\
fruits and flowers at the same time).
apple or fruit
Ilamanieliddceo!.
Witch Hazel. Hardy ornamental
shrubs or small trees, with deciduous, alternate, shortpetioled lvs., yellow lis. in axillary clusters, appearing
late in fall or early in spring, and with capsular fruits.
Valuable on account of their blooming at a time when
hardly any other shrub outdoors is in flower
well
adapted for shrubberies of compact, bushy habit and
with handsome foliage, turning bright yellow, orange or
purple in fall. It thrives best in somewhat moist, peaty
and sandy soil. The Japanese species likes a more
sunny position than the American, and is less moistureloving.
Prop, by seeds, which do not germinate until
the second year, or by layers; rarer kinds also by grafting on seedlings of R. Tirfiiniana in spring in the
greenhouse. Three closely allied species in eastern N.
Amer. Cliina and Jap. Lvs. stipulate, crenate-dentate; fls. in short-peduncled, nodding, axillary, few-fld.
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,

:

;

;

,

diptera, Ellis. A small tree or shnib from the South
not easily distinguished from S. tetraptera. The lvs.
are larger, ovate, green on both sides, coarsely serrate
and downy: fls. white, on long pedicels, in racemes of
2-4, more showy than those of 11. tetraptera ; petals 4,
ovary 3-celled drupe with
nearly distinct, 1 in. long
2 large opposite wings and 2 obsolete. Early June.
S.S. C:259.— Plant not so large as of H. tetniptera:
lvs. larger and fls. more showy.
:

:

S. connnbbsa, Nicli.— Pterostyrax coryTnbos:i.— H".

hispido,

Mast.=PterostyTax liispida.— J/, parviilbra, i\Iiclix. Much like
H. tetr.aptera, but slirubby, with smaller tls. and 2.winged fr.
Ga. and Fla.
A. Phelps Wyman.

HALIM0D£NDE0N

(Greek, salt tree

;

referring to

Legumindaa^.
habit of the plant).
A
genus whose sole representative is a hardy deciduous
shrub 4-10 ft. high, growing in the dry, barren salttields of Siberia. It is characterized by the small, equally
pinnate lvs. ending in sharp, stinging spines, and composed of 1-2 pairs of clean Ifts., and by the rather large

the maritime

rose-purplish

fls.,

in 2-3-fld. lateral fascicles

old nodes at the base of the

from May-July.

from the

summer

shoots, appearing
prickly,
In cultivation the shrub

The branches are whitish and

with small petiolar spines.
is very hardy, enduring both drought and cold, and,
while it thrives in sandy soils, it succeeds, also, in
saline or alkaline. The rosy fls. and the airiness of
the fine lvs. make it very ornamental. It is propagated
by seeds, layers and cuttings, or may be grafted upon
the cominon Ijaburnum, upon Caragava arberescens,
or Colutca arhorescens.

argfeteum, Fisch. Salt Tree. Lvs compound; Ifts.
spatulate or long-ovul, mucronate, blue-green, more or
less pubescent: fls. irregular, papilionaceous; calyx
cup-shaped, with 5 short teeth; petals of nearly equal
length; standard orbicular, with the sides turned backward; Iteel obtuse, straight; stamens diadelphous, unequal: ovary stipitate, few-ovuled: style filiform: pod
inflated, ovoid, hard, depressed in the seed-bearing portion, G-7in. long; seeds oval, sub-compressed. B.M. 1016.
R.H. 1870:30, as II. speciosum.
^, Phelps Wyman,

Witch Hazel, Hamamelis Vire;iniana.
Showing flowers and friiits. Natural size.

1018.

clusters,

perfect

;

calys

petals

4-parted;

linear,

4,

fr. a dehiscent,
stamens 4, very short
crumpled
woody, 2-celled capsule, with 2 shining black seeds.
The seeds are shot out with considerable force. Occa:

;

sionally writers spell the common name Wych Hazel,
but there seems to be little historical reason for it.
Witch, as used in Witch Hazel and Witch Elm, is probably allied to weak, referring to a drooping or straggling
habit.

Virginiina, Linn. Fig. 1018. Shrub or small tree,
attaining 25 ft,
lvs. oblique and cordate at the base,
obovate, coarsely crenate, pubescent on the veins beneath, 4-0 in. long; petals bright yellow, K-% in. long
fr. surrounded by
calyx dull brownish yellow inside
the calyx to one-half. " Sept., Oct. Canada to Fla., west
to Neb', and Tex.
Em. 472. S.S. 5:198. B.Bl. 0G84.
L.B.C. G:.')98. A.G. 11:657 and 17:771.
Jap6mca, Sieb. and Zucc. Shrub or small tree, to 30
ft.: lvs. roundish to oblong-ovate or obovate, sinnately
crenate, prominently veined beneath, glabrous or pubescent, 2-4 in. long: petals :'.iin. long, yellow; calyx lobes
revolute, puirplish or yellow inside: fr. only at the base
:

;

:

HALLfiEIA (Albrecbt v.m Haller, 1708-1777. Swiss
physician and naturalist, iiiid professor at Gdttingen).
Scropkalarideetr.
About
sjjecies of shrubs from
Africa and Madagascar, one of which is cult, indoors
abroad and outdoors in ,S. C'alif. H. liicida, Linn., grows
4-6 ft. high, has op[>osite, ovate, acuminate, st'rrate lvs.,
and axillary clusters of about 6 reddish, tubular fls., each
about I in. long. The fls. are bulged on one side, with 2
short teeth in one lip and 3 in the ()ther, and sometimes
yellowish at the base. Stamens 4. didynamous, exserted.
B.M. 1744. — Sometimes called African Honeysuckle.

HALOPHtTUM.

See

rf„pl„i,Iii)f,n,i.

surrounded by the calyx.

Feb.-April.

Japan. -There

are 2varieties. Var. arb6rea, liebd. II. arhorea Mast.).
Lvs. larger, usually more roundish and of firmer texture: peVals golden yellow; calyx deep purple inside^:
of more vigorous growth.
B.M. 6659. K.H. 1891:472.
{

,

-

.

HAMAMELIS
G.C.

1:187 and

and

HARRIS

G.M. 34:94.
Var. Zuccariniina, Aril. Kew. Lvs. smaller and thinner:
petals canary yellow; caly.'; pale or brownish yellow inside. G.F. 4:257. Uu, 17, p. 251.
Alfred Eehder.
11.

l.-,:20.-,

9:247.

III.

HAMfiLIA (Henry

Louis Duhamel du Jlonceau,
prominent French botanical author). liubiAThis yeuus oontaius a tender shrub with large
clusters oi: scarlet-orange Us. much prized in Fla., and
recently urged for northern conservatories under the
name of ".Scarlet Bush." About 13 species of tropical
and subtropical American shrubs, glabrous or pubescent: lvs. opposite or in whorls of 3-4. petioled, ovateoblong, acute at both ends: tls. in terminal, 2-3-forking
cymes, yellow, reddish or scarlet, with pedicels short
or none; corolla tubular or almost bell-shaped, about
5-ribbed
limb with 5 short lobes
stamens 5
ovary
1700-17S2,

cecs.

;

:

;

berries snudl, ovoid, 5-lobed. many-seeded',
lloffmania is distinguished by its 2-3-celled berry.
ITamcUa 2''(itens, a native of the West Indies and S.
Florida, along the coast, a beautiful and almost unknown
plant, should become a favorite in greenhouse culture.
The Its. h.ave a purplish hue at some seasons of the
year, and the fls. are of a bright orange-red color. In
Florida it must surely become a favorite for open-air
planting, as it is there rarely killed down by frost, and
when it is it sprouts up readily from the root, and blooms
the following summer. It is in bloom for many months,
and without doubt could be forced at any season.
With age it becomes a "woody shruli, 5-12 ft. in height.
The lis. are succeeded by handsome black berries,
which are retained a long while.
5-celled:

A.

Fls. scarlet-orange

:

AA.

Fls. orange-ijeJlow

:

,

R.rrtiisa, Benth.,

HAEDHACK.

distinct ideas.
lie

:

e. N.
is

lie grown under glass part or all of the year.
For
example, in this Cyclopedia ]ilants are spoken of as
hardy as far nortii as Wasijington, I). C., New York,
Boston or Montreal, meaning that the plarjts are not
killed by the \\'inters at these places. In its widest
sense, "hardy " indicates resistance to all kinds of unfavorable conditions. Thus, while all the common geraniums are tender plants, one variety may lie hardier
than another liecause it withstands intense heat and
drought and general neglect. In general, howe^'er, the

\inc[ualitied word "hardy" indicates that the ]ilant is
able to withstand the winter of the given place.
>See
the avticAos Border and Landscape Gardening. Smaller
divisions of the subject of Hardy Plants are discussed
under Alpine Gardens (including Rock Gardens) and
Aquatics (including Bog Plants).

HARICOT

Campanula

rolundifolia

(French name for Phasenlus vulgaris).

Same as Kidney Bean of the English. It is the common
Atarden bean of America, as distinguished from the
Windsor or Broad beau, the Lima bean, etc. See Bean.

HARlNA.

See Wallichia.

HAEDENBfiRGIA

£r]genia hulhosa.

Countess of Har-

(after Franziska,

calyx teeth and by the k(.'cl. which in tlie 2 species described below is nnu'h shorter than the wings. Both are
cult, abroad under glass by those who are skilled in
managing Australian woody pilants. The species first
mentioned is cult, outdoors in Calif. the second was
once otfered by John Saul, of Washington, D. C. These
3Ionograph in
plants can be trained into bush form.
Flora Australiensis 2:246 |lb64).
;

:

pods

flat, u-itJi

drij

pulp inside.
or even 4 in.

monophylla, Benth.
Lfts. usually 2-3,
long, obtuse, varying from broadly cordate-ovate to narrowly lanceolate: fls. less than ^™ in. long, in 2's or
rarely 3's, as many as 35 in a raceme, and the upper ra-

cemes often forming a terminal panicle: p"d flat, with
dry, pithy pulp inside. B.2:,s4. B.Jl. 263, 21i;9. L.B.C.
8:758 and 26:19411. B.R. 11:944 and 16:1336. R.H. 1896,
p. 431. R.B. 22:169. — Hasniany synonyms. The fls. range
from white through rose and purplish to pure violet,
i'ut are never distinctly blue. Var. alba is cult.
:

HARPALITJM.

.S'yunvi.ns.

All referred to Helianlhus.

HARRIS, JOSEPH

denberg. sister of Baron Huegel, a well known traveler.)
Leguiiii}ids<r.
Three Australian twining herbs or subshrubs, with long racemes of small lis., ranging from
white through pink and rosy purple to violet-blue, often
with 1 or 2 green or yelhiwish sinits on the standard.
The genus is told fr<-'m Kennedyatiy the different habit,
smaller, more numerous, ditferently colored lis., short

leaflets soUtaru

HARLEQUIN FLOWERS.

Aplopapp-AS.

HAEBINGEE OF SPRING.

AA. Leaflets 3 or 5

many

must

Reasoxer and W. M.

HAPLOPH'fLLUM. See Bnla.

A.

covers

useil to distinguish plants that can
cultivated outdoors the year round from pilants that
It is

:

corolla tubular,
Woods of Peru.

HAPLOPAPPUS

cult.

of the 2
^x. 31

HAED HEADS. Coitaiiren nigra.
HARDY PLANTS. The word "hardy"

sphserocdrpa, Ruiz &Pav. Lvs. in 3's, oblong, hirsute
c^'mes disposed in terminal panicles
distinctly 5-cornered; berries hispid.

on both sides

synonyms

Spira:a tomentosa.

HAREBELL.

herries globular, X)nrple.

an anomalous species nut

is

All other names in this genus are
species described above.

hcrries ovoid, llael;.

pS.tens, Jacq. Lvs. typically in 3's, rarely 2-5, more
or less villous-pubescent: cymes 2-3-forked, disposed
in a pedunculate, terminal umbel. B.]M. 2533.
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22:1862 and 26 :G0. R.H. 1882, p. .344. .J.H. HI. 30:361.
The fls. are said to have the same size, color and structure as in S. monophijlla but in cultivation the blue or
violet-blue form has probably lieen most |>opular.
Var.
41ba is cult.

pod

turgid, u-illiout pilli or pulp.

Comptoniina, Benth. Lfts. 3 or 5, and in the latter
case the side ones in 2 opposite pairs, which are not distant as in other 5-leafleted members of the tribe: fls. in
pairs or clusters of 3-4 along the racemes. B.R. 4:298,

(Fig. 1019), agricultural

author,

was born June 29, 1828, in the village of Shawbury,
England, and died at his homo at Moreton Farm, near
Rochester, N. Y,, Nov. 18, 1892. His father and forefathers for several generations were farmers; it is,
tlierefore, but natural that he should have inherited a
keen interest in everypertaining to
rural life. From early
yiiuth he showed a remarkable fondness for
investigidion and experimentation, in the

thing

pursuit

of

which he

tound gratification by
his study of agricultural chemistry with
GilJlessrs. Lawes
bert, on their famous
experiment farms at

&

Kuthamsted.
It was
during this period that
lie laid tlie foundation
his future usefulness in the cause of
iif

rationjd and scientific
ai:riculture and hortiIn the year
culture.
1849 he came to Amer-

1019.

Joseph Harris.

and soon become
one o£ the foremost and most relialile writers for the
His "Walks and Talks on the Farm,"
rural press.
which appeared in the "Genesee Farmer" in 18G4-65,
attracted gener.al attention, and in 1866, when the
"Genesee Farmer" was purchased by the "American
ica,

Agriculturist," Jlr. Harris joined the editorial staff of
this paper and continued his " Walks and Talks " in each
number up to 1876. After an intermission of eight years.

,
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he resumed them again until the increasing demands of
his seed business upon his time prevented liim from
continuing them. In all there were 171 chapters. It is
to be regrelted that these "Walks and Talks "have never
been publislied in book form, as they constitute a decidedly unique feature in ouragriculturalliterature. These
articles were written in the form of conversations i,vith
the "Deacon," who was his neighbor and one of the oldest
farmers in the town, and not, as has often been supposed, a tictitious character. They are narratives of
actual experiences on the farm, and talks about things
that occupied his thought for the time, and have, therefore, an intensely practical character throughout. He
lets the Deacon state that farming Is a poor business,
and then patiently talks him out of it, and convinces him
that the only farming that pays is "high farming," making a garden of the entire farm. He cherished the idea
that the intelligent farmer must put his questions to
the soil and not to his neighbor, and then have the
patience to wait and read the answers when they come.
He had an abiding belief in manures and clean land,
and in all his writings he earnestly endeavored to impress upon his readers that the real source of fertility
must be looked for in the stores of plant-food lying
dormant in the soil, and that tillage, underdraining and
thorough cultivation are the means by which we develop
and render this plant-food available, and that the real
basis of success is faith accompanied by good works.
His books, "Harris on the Pit;," "Talks on Manures,"
and "The Use of Nitrate of Soda" are all of the same
practical stamp. His last book, "Gardening for Young
and Old," as its title indicates, is intended as a guide
for the boy and his grandfather at the same time, but
with the mental reservation that it should be principally
for the young folks. Mr. Harris realized the need of
more gardening and better gardeners, and had strong
faith in the promising future of seed-growing in this
country. In the development of these industries he saw
bright opportunities for the boys, because they were
young and could afford to wait, and especially because
they would be more liable to adopt new processes. In this
work he makes a strong plea for a more general cultivation of flowers, losing no opportunity to convince the
reader that the beauty of flowers elevates the tastes, and
their cultivation gives health and pleasure. These and
similar sentiments pervade all his writings, and may
well serve as a keynote to bis life's aim. Whatever
work he undertook he di<l with a full heart and convincing earnestness. His writings and teachings have left
an indelible impress upon legions of cultivators of the
soil, because he was sound in principle and honest in his
convictions. In summing iip his life-work, it is safe to
assert that no one has done more in this country to
dignify rational and profitable agriculture and horticulture than Joseph Harris.
jr_ j/f_ Hexamer.

HARTWfiGIA fTheodor Hartweg collected in Mexico
for the Horticultural Society of Lon<lon, and found these
genus of 2
plants near Vera Cruz). Orchidacae.
species of tender epiphytic orchids from tropical Amer-

A

growing about afoot high and bearing purple fls.
The genus has the habit of Epidendrum, section Amphiglottis, but differs in having the labellura saccate at
the base, in which respect the genus approaches Ponera however, Ponera has a very different habit. IT.
purpurea v7SiS once advertised by.Tohn Saul. Rest them
Growing temperature
in a coolhouse Oct. to Mar.
ica,

;

should be G5-90^.
purpilrea, Lind. Lvs. solitary, leathery, ovatedanceoequally terete with the stem, many times shorter
than the thread-like peduncle; tls. small, purpip; sepals
acute, a little larger than the petals; limb of the lip
white at the base, callous. Hex.
late,

H. gemma, Reichh. f. "This is a most lovely gem," wrote
Reichenbueli. ;ind "muoli better than its predecessoi-." Gemma,
therefore, does not me;ui "twin," as sometimes stated. Lvs.
solitary, semi-terete, thick, acute, channelled, hlotclied with
blackish violet: fls. amethyst-purple, in a small, 1-branched
panicle; odd sepal acute, obtusely strap-shaped
etmal sepals
oblong-acute. Cent. Amer.
;

HARVEST BELLS.

O'^niiava

Pncumouavthe.

HASSOCK GRASS.
HASTlNGSIA

Consult X>e5c/ia?npsta.

Hastings, promoter of CaliTwo bulbous plants of the
Pacific slope, with white or greenish fls. in many-fld.
perianth segments distinct, each
panicles or racemes
obscurelyii-nerved; stamenstj; style short. Hastingsias
have strong, nearly naked stems, arising from a scaly
[S. Clinton

fornian botany).

Lilitlced'.

:

bulb: lvs. thick. The two species are offered by collectors, but they are little known in cult. Treatment as
for Camassia. H. Alba, Wats., is 2-'A ft. high: lvs. ^^in.
raceme simple or nearly so, 1 ft. long,
or less wide
densely fld., the fls. Hiu- or less long, white or greenish
white; stamens equaling the segments. N. Calif, northward. H. bracte63a, Wats. Bracts narrow and nearly
equaling the fls., which are larger than in the other, and
white; stamens half as long as segments: lvs. longer.
:

Oregon.

l. H. B.

HAW, or HAWTHORN. Consult Cratcegus.
HAW, BLACK. Viburmim prunifolium.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS, HORTICULTURE

IN.

Fig.

1020. The group known as the Haw^aiian or Sandwich
Islands is located about 2,100 miles from San Francisco,
in a southwesterly direction. It lies between the parallels 18^ 5U' and 23° 5' north latitude and between the
meridians 150° 40' and 160° 50' west longitude.
Area. — The five most important islands have an area
of about 6,200 square miles, or rather less than that of
Massachusetts, and extend about 380 miles from northwest to southeast.
Climates. — It is hardly possible to speak of the climate of Hawaii as the whole group is sometimes called)
for there are so many different climates in this small
The extent of the rainfall, fcr example, which
area.
forms so important a factor in the horticultural conditions of a country, is decidedly different in different regions and even in localities within a few miles of eacli
other. To understand the climatic conditions, it is necessary to recall that these islands are of volcanic formation, their central parts and the larger part of their
area being occupied by rugged and high mountains,
with valleys lying between the ranges and narrow
plains near the coast. Being in the path of the northeast trade winds, the windward side of the islands receives an abundant rainfall throughout the year, while
the southwest shores are comparatively dry. Thus, at
Honolulu, on the southwest shore of Oahu, the annual
rainfall averages about 38 inches, while that of the city
of Hilo. on the windward side of the island of Hawaii.
measures 12 feet. Even within a very narrow range, as,
for example, the limits of the city of Honolulu, there is
great variety of rainfall, certain localities receiving frequent rains throughout the year, while others only two
or three miles distant practice irrigation constantly.
Some of the great sugar-cane plantations depend wholly
upon the natural supply of water, while others could
not grow cane at all without their expensive systems of
artesian wells and irrigation.
Similarly there is a great variation in the temperature
in different parts of this small but important country.
but exceedingly slight variations with the changing seasons. The windward side is cooler than that which is
sheltered by the mountains, but in no part of the islands
is the heat so intense as would be expected from their
location within the tropics. Only rarely, in the hottest
Again, the
localities, does the mercury rise to 90° F.
variation in elevation fmm sea level to many thousand
feet gives a like variatiun in temperature, so that some
of the mountains of tlie largest island are covered with
snow during a part of the year. In short, so far as climate is concerned, the Hawaiian Islands offer all that
could bo asked for great and diversified horticultural
(

industries.

Horticultural, Districts. — Only a small percentage
of the total area of the country

The

is

suitable for cultiva-

portions are, in general, the plains
along the coast and the valleys among the mountains.
By far the larger part of such lands is now occupied by sugar-cane plantations, which are to be
found on every important island of the group. There

tion.

tillable
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Hawaiian Islands

some extensive coffee sections on the island of
Hawaii, particularly the district of Kona, whose coffee
has established a reputation for peculiar excellence of
flavor. There are no large areas devoted to horticulture,
but perhaps the most important horticultural regions,
at the present time, are on tiie islands of Hawaii and
Oahu. Some of the elevated lands of Maui help to supThe main
ply the Honolulu market with potatoes.
horticultural areas are designated on the map by the
letters A. B. D, E.
Present Status of HoKTiouLTL'r.E.— As will be senn
from the foregoing statomeuts, horticulture is as yet
quite undeveloped. Almost all the scientific effort and
investigation in agriculture (using that term in its
wider meaning) have been devoted to sugar-cane, for
until recently the sugar planters' experiment station
has been the onlj' agricultural institution in the islands.
There is, however, some considerable variety of horticultural products, and the cultivation of some of these
has assumed commercial proportions. Among the latter
in the field of pomolo.gi' is the banana, of which there
are many dift'erent varieties in the country. Some of
these grow wild in the woods, as do also oranges and
limes.
Bananas and a few pineapples are the only
fruits grown to any extent for export, though the people are awakening to the horticultural possibilities, and
some are planting other fruits. The export of bananas
for the year 1898 amounted to 70.000 bunches, aud the
home consumption, though no record is taken of it,
would doubtless be found considerably greater. These
are raised chiefly by the Chinese, but there are also
white men in the business who, by their superior skill.
produce a finer fruit.
The oranges are seed.—.gs almost without exception.
but some of these are. in the writer's opinion, well
worthy of propagation, having a flavor which many preThe
fer to'that of the fruit imported from California.
island of Hawaii produces most of the home-grown
the
islands
oranges in the market, but the gardens of all
have their orange trees.
Grapes for the Honolulu market are grown for the
most part by the Portuguese within the limits of the
city. The Isabella and the Concord are the only two varieties that have succeeded thus far, but there can be no
are
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doubt tliat this is due merely to the lack of scientific
and persistent effort. Peachf s thus far have failed, and
They, however, do not
possil)ly for the same reason.
take any decided season of rest. Grapes are pruned
twice per year frequently — in fact usually — and are
made to produce two crops per year. Among the other
fruits which are much esteemed are the cocoanut,
papaya (Cayica Piipay<i) alligator pear [Persea grafis.sinia), mango, fig, guava, lime, and other tropical
and subtropical fruits. Apples have been grown on the
Iilgher elevations of Hawaii, but plums, pears and apricots have not yet been made to succeed to any extent.
Vegetable gardening is conducted chiefly by the Chinese, who grow most of the commoner and more easily
managed vegetables. These are marketed from house
to house in baskets, balanced on a pole over the shoulder. The taro (Colocasia), which when manufactured
into "poi " forms the chief food of the natives, is also
now grown chiefly by the Chinese.
In floriculture, asters and carnations and a few other
flowers are produced by the Portuguese and natives in
the vicinity of Honolulu for sale in the flower market,
which consists of the open sidewalk lined with Hawaiian
men and women sitting against the buildings sleeping
These "leis" (lays) are
or smuking or making "leis."
solid wreaths of flowers, which, according to Hawaiian
custom, are thrown aboiit the shoulders of friends departing on a voyage. This is mentioned here sincrmore flowers are probably sold in this form than in any
Many plants, such as carnations, violets,
other way.
pansies and the like, when grown on the lower lands,
are cultivated in boxes raised some distance from the
ground, for the ground temperature seems to be rather
Hawaii is not
too high to produce the best resxilts.
,

quite so much a "land of flowers" to-day as in years
gone by, for in recent years a most devastating pest,
commonly known as the Japanese beetle, has driven the
rose and other plants almost completely out of cultivation. This, which Is the most important insect enemy
to horticulture, has been combated with its natural
enemies iu the way of fungi, and, ttough still a serious
pest, its numbers are not so great as formerly.
Landscape gardening may be mentioned, since it bear';
Much money has
so close a relation to horticulture.

HAWORTHIA
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been spent in the "improvement" of liome grounds, and
some architectural gardening is to be found, but naturalistic landscape gardening is, as 3'et, in its infancy in
the islands, thuugh nature furnishes so many excellent
types.

Possibilities of Hortioulture. — There can be no
doubt that the climates and the qualities of the soils
are such us to give to this country a very brilliant future in the production of varied and superior horticultural produces. The amount of available land, however,
is limited, since the lari^-er tillable tracts are already
used in the production of sugar-cane, and will probably
remain so occupied. Still there are a good many small
areas admirably adapted to horticulture.
Then, too, the matter of market is one which must be
considered, since for all articles which cannot be
shipped on a six days' voyage, the cultivator is limited
at present to but one city of about 30,000 inhabitants
and another good-sized town. Again, the highly developed horticulture of California lies between Hawaii and
the great American markets. These home towns, however, are likely to double and treble their present population during the next few years, and while there are
to-day many tons of fruit and vegetables imported from
California on every cold-storage steamer which arrives,
there does not seem to be immediate cause for alarm
regarding the market. An outlet for fruits and vegetables during the winter season is hoped to be found in
California, and a clony of American settlers is now developing this trade.
Many minor industrips are being tried, such as the
cultivation of the vanilla bt-an, various fiber plants, the
castor oil bean, and the like, and doubtless some of these
will prove valuable additions to the agriculture of the
country. The future of Hawaiian horticulture is not an

easy subject upon which to prophesy at the present
time, but one upon which many greatly interested in
the country's welfare are now thinking. A government

experiment station is greatly needed to aid in the solution of some problems connected with the subject.
J. E. HiGGINS.

HAWKWEED.

Bin-arium.

Various

species

of

Latest monograph, Baker, in Flora Capensis, vol. 6
1896-7.

albicans, 25.
altilinea, 23.

arachnoides,
aristata,

34.

19.

reticulata, 22.
retusa, 19.
rigida, 3.
i-ugosa, 10.

marginata,

attenuata, 7.
coarctata, 6.
concava, 16.
cuspidata, 20.
cymbcefolia, 16.

eymbiformis,
expansa, 3.
faseiata.

Reinwardtii, 5.
Reinwardtii viriOix,

Icevis, 25.

limpida, 23,
major, 9.

'2'i.

aspemla,

hybrida, 13.
Icemgata, 25.

25.

Margaritifera,

16.

scaVn-ii, 4.

9.

mirabilis, 17.

subulata,

mucronata,
pnmila, 22.
Radula, 12.

tessellata, 14.

Radula
reeurva,

8.

23.

torUiosa,

aspprior,

[o.

10.

11.
2.

trl^mgiilaris,
tnrgj<ia. 21.

viscosa,

15.

1.

1.

herbacea, 22.

(Aspect of Apicra.)

Foliage on an elongated stem.

A.

B.

IjVS. concave,
C.

vever coarsely whioe-dotted.

Arrangonent

of Jvs. S-rankcd.

(Aloe viscosa, Linn. A. triangularis,
Lam. Aplrra vischsa, Willd.). Lvs. broad and short,
densely imbricated, appressed, with spreading apex,
minutely scabrous or viscidly punctate. B.M. 814. — In
the type the leaf rows are vertical, but several marked
varieties occur, in some of which they are prominently
1.

viscdsa,, Hixv^.

spirally twisted.
2. tortubsa, Haw. (Ali^e torfiibsa, Haw.).
Lvs. more
elongate, less crowded, not spreadiug at apex, in strongly
B.M. i;i37 (as Aloe rigida).—
twisted rows, scabrous.
Varies into several named forms.

Arrangement of Irs. many -ranked: stem shorter.
Haw. (R. expdnsa, Haw. Aide rigida,KeTGawl. A. expdnsa, Haw.), Lvs. spreading or recurved,
somewhat attenuate, scabrons on the back. L. B. C.
CO.
3.

rigida,

15:1430.
4. 8cS,bra, Haw. (Aloe sccihra, Schult. f.).
Lvs. suberect in a shorter rosette than usual, thick and rather
obtuse, nearly plane above, both faces rugose-sca-

brous.

Hawksbeakd.

BB. Lrs. mostly biconvex, wJiite-dotftd.

(A. H. Haworth, an English botanist
of the beginning of tlie century, who wrote much and
well on succulents). Lllldcecc-, tribe Aloine(je. Acaulescent or short-stemmed succnlents: Ivs. mostly rather
small, crowded in short or less commonly elongated rosettes: fls. white, ros5'"-striped, with somewhat irregular
spreading limb, the style and stamens included. Cape
region. Cultivation and propagation as for Aloe, Gasteria and Apicra, to whicti the genus is closely related.

Reinwardtii, Haw. (Aloe JRe'/mvardtii, Qa\m-Dyck).
Fig. 1022. Lvs. erect, often plano-convex, inflexed at
apex, very acute, somewhat veined beneath, the back or
both faces with numerous elevated white tubercles in
more or less evident rows.
6. coarctata, Haw. (R. Reinwardtii
viridis, Aide
coarctdta Schult. f.). Lvs. thicker, clearer green and
more succulent, strongly biconvex, the back with a few
scattered, scarcely elevated whitish dots.

Crepis are

known

as

HAW6RTHIA

5.

,

AA. Foliage in a compact
rosette.
B.

Margin

of lvs. not horny.

Shape 2 vs. lanceolate.
^'1 sped
so n) e wh at of
Aloe ]iu)nil(S.)

0.

(

u.

The

lvs.

coarsely white-

titbcrculate.
7. attenuata, Haw. (Aloe
attenndta, Haw. Apicra at/enudta,^^'ind.). Lvs, thick,
attenuate, rigidly spreading,
rather concavo-convex, scabrous or often white-dotted
above, the back with the
white tubercles mostly in
transverse rows. B.&J. 1345
(as Aloe Ratlula).
8.

1021.

Hawaiian vegetation.

Showing the Royal Palm as

it

grows

hi

Honolulu

iasci6,ta,

Haw. (Aloe

fa sc idia, Salm-Dyck.
Apicra fascidfa, Willd.).
Lvs. more turgid, suberect,
merely acute, not scabrous,
the large white dorsal tubercles confluent in rather distant transverse bands.

)

.

HA-\VORTHIA
Haw. [H.

HECHTIA

Duval. AUe margariiifera, Burm. ). Lvs. turgiil, si.ireaiUnfr, merely acute,
both faces with scattered coarse white tubercles, which
often turn green on the upper surface. P.U. 57. Varies
into several named forms.
9.

margaritifera,

.

uu'tjcr,

DD. The lvs. less conspicuousli/ ivliilf'tuhirculalc.
10. nigdsa, Bak.(..lWc;-?((;d.s'(t, Salm-Dvck. H.Kdduln
asph-ior) Lvs. long attenuate, spreading, plano-convex,
both faces with irregularly placed, rather coarse green.

ish tubercles.
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DD. The Irs. rrecto-spreading, pointed, smooth.
cuspidata, Haw. {Aloe ciispidt'tta, Schnlt. f.). Lvs.

20.

stout, rather amrave, entire, nearly erect, the aetulose
apex ob.scurely longitudinally or reticulately striate and

sometimes truncate, but very obliquely
21. tiiririda,

so.

Haw. {Aide

turgidn, Schult. f.).
Lvs,
small, spreading, very turgid, acute, entire, longitudinally striate.
22. reticulata,

A

Linn.

Ap}cra

Haw. f.4 /()t'n'/uv(/(i/n. Haw. A.pumila,
DC. A a^-achno'ides reticiildta.

herbiicea.

.

.

Willd.}.
Lvs. as in the last, or
slightlv ciliate on the angles, the striations anastomosing. B.M. i;U5. L. B.C. 14:1354.
23.

R.

retfri(ti(ta,

Haw. {R. mneronata, H. limpida and
Haw. Aloe altilinea, Schult. f
Lvs. en-

altilinea,

aristittii.

.

) .

tire, aristatLdy

pointed, longitudinally striate.
24. arachnoldes,Haw.(.4/()f ff?-ar7()iok7e(/., Mill. Ap\cra
araehno'ides, Willd.
Catevala- ar<ieh)io'idea. Medic).
Lvs. more flattened-triquetrous, aristately pointed, the
angles ciliate-toothed. B.M. 750.

Margin and

BB.

keel of Irs. horny-bordered.

25. Albicans, Haw. (^. la, -is, Haw.
Aloe la:vigdto,
Schnlt.
(fthicans, Kiiw. A. ma rgin(ita,Lian\. Ap\cr<i
albicans, \\\\\d.).
Lvs. broad, 3-sided, acute, entire,

A

.

smooth <tr with
B.M. 1452.

a

few dorsal tubercles, white-borderedWilliam Trelease.

HAWTHORN. See CraU rgus.
HAWTHORN, EAST INDIAN. IHaphiolepis orata.
HAZARDIA (Barclay Hazard. Californian botanist).

1022.

Co)Hpt'sitir. This includes a small Californian subslinib,
with silvL-'ry lea\'es and peculiar, not pretty, heads of fls.,
borne in Au.i,nist. It is suitable for rockeries nnd bedding out, but there are better woolly-leaved plants in
cult. The genus has about 4 species of stout, tomentose,
deciduous shrubs of the islands off the coast ot Calif.:
heads white-tomentose, numerous, in large cymose panicles, which terminate the branches; rays 5-8, neutral,
very short, ligulate or irreguhirly 5-toothed or lobed,
pale yellow changing to brownish purple. In 1887 K. L.
(.Treenemade this new genus, remarking that it differs
from Diplostephium mainly in habit, the paufity, re-

Havvorthia Reinwardtii.

subuUta, Bak. {Aloe subuldta, Salm-Dyok). Like

11.

the preceding:, but the scattered or rugoselj' confluent
tubercles very small, whitish.

Radula, Haw. {Aide l-^adxla, Jacq. Ap)cra J\ilIjvs. shorter, the white tubercles finer.

12.

diila,'\\i\ld.).

Cape.
13. h^brida, Haw. Lvs. short, more turgid, the upper
face somewhat rugose, the lower with scattered gret-n
tubercles. Cape

duced

size, and diiferent cohir of its rays. It also lacks
the tuft of hairs characteristic of the style-tips of Co-

rethrogyne.
det6nsa, E. L. Greene. CorelJn-ogt/nc detonsa, Greene).
Lvs. of tirm texture, 3-5 in. long, ol)ovate-obIong,
coarsely serrate; uppersurface of older lvs. partly divested of the white tomentjuni which covers all other
parts of the plant.
F. FiiANOESCHi and W. M.
(

?

Shape

of lvs. orate to ileltohl, ^iuecitlenf, )iot ixberoftmi aonuu-hut
ciilate. spfeaJi)ig, (he rosette

CC.

elongated.

15. reciirva,
ciirva .'SVilld.

Haw. (Aide recurva. Haw.
,

Ap)cra

rr-

Lvs. entire, scabrous beneath, the smooth

upper surface longitudinally pale striate. B.M. 1333.
16. cymbifbrmis, Haw. (-ff. co)?c(^i'«, Haw. Aloe ci/mhifSrmif!, Haw.
A. ci/iubcvfdlia Schrad. ^l/))c)-<i ci/uibirfdlia^ Willd. ). Lvs. entire, smooth, rather obtuse, longi^

tudinally striate.
ceo.
D.

Shape

B.M.

S02.

of lvs. cuneatelij prismatic, pellucid.

striate apex.
mirabilis, Haw. {Aloe niirabilis. Haw. Ap}era
mirdbilis, ^XiUd.). Lvs. ciliate-dentimlate on margin
17.

and keel, sparingly tubereulate beneath. B.M. 135-4.
18. asp6rula, Haw. {Aide a spth-ula, Sch\\]t. f.].
Lvs.
entire, finely scabrous,
19. retiisa,

Haw. {Aloe

Catev{ila rctusa,

B.M. 455.

reti(sa,

Medic).

Coriiltis.

Chilean Hazel

is

Gevuina

Brunella.

HEART'S EASE.

Old Engli^^h narae for Pansy, Viola

tricolor.

HEARTSEED or BALLOON VINE. Cardios}>crmum
HEATH, HEATHER. The common Heather of Old
World literature is a hardy plant, Calluna vulgaris.
The greenhouse Heaths are from the Cape of Good
Hope and Europe, and belong to the genus Rrica. Fur
St.

Dabeoc's Heath, see Dabaeia.

HEATING

17;e lvs. erect, ohliquehj truncate, with deltoid, jyale-

Willd.

See

HEAL-ALL.

Haw. (Aloe

ievseUdta,Sc]ixi\t.t.). Lvs.
acute or acuminate, setosely denticulate, scabrous beneath, the smooth upper surface with pale lines anastomosing in squares.
14. tessellktSL,

HAZEL.
Arella)ia.

Linn. Ap'icra retu.^n,
Lvs. entire, smooth.

is discussed under Greenhouse Reatino.
Constraedon and 21anage)ne)it

HEBECLfNITJM.

All referred to

£upatorium.

HfiCHTIA (J. G. H. Hecht, who died in 1S37). Bromeliacea:. A genus of 15 species of Mexican succulent
plants, one of which is perhaps cult, in a very few fanciers' collections of tender plants for its dense rosettes
of recurved spiny lvs., which are purple above from the
middle to the tip and silvery beneath. The genus is distinguished by having dicecious tis. The fls. have no decorative value, being one-third of an inch across, white, in

A

HECHTIA

ilEDERA

small sessile, axillary, yellow-bracted heads, borne at intervals of an inch or so on a very slender scape 2 ft.
long. Give perforated pots and hi?li temperature. Mon.
I>y C. Mez in DC. Mon. Phan. 9:543-551 (1896).
glomer^ta, Zucc.(-S". Ghieshrechtii, Lem.). Lvs. 10-18
in. long, rigid, leathery, 9-12 lines wide at base, narbracts
rowed gradually to the sharp-pointed apex
corolla 3-lobed nearly to the
sheathing, acuminate
ovary 3-celled. B.M. 5842. I.H.
stamens 6
base

gentle bottom heat will hasten
the open ground in fall
the development of roots considerably; also increased
by layers and by seeds. The slow-growing forms, especially the shrubby ones, are often grafted on cuttings of
strong-growing varieties. Two species in Eu., N. Afr.
calyx 5-toothed
and Asia. Fls. perfect
petals and
stamens 5: ovary 5-celled: fr. a 3-5-seeded berry. Many
Araliads have been described formerly as species of
lledera which are now referred to other genera. A good
popular monograph is Shirley Hibberd's "The Ivy
A
Monograph, comprising the history, uses, characteristics, and allinities of the plant, and a descriptive list of
all the garden Ivies In cultivation." London, 1872.

rlG

:

:

:

;

10:378, — Soil

of chopped moss, old

manure and

charcoal.

HEDEOMA

(Greek, sweet smell). Lahidtic. AmekiThis is a plant of no ornamental
butthe
seeds are offered by our nurserymen to
value,
those vrho cultivate the plant for its medicinal oil, which
is commonly sold in drug stores. It is claimed to be offensive to mosquitoes, and the plant can be easily natuIt is common in woods and
ralized in dry, sandy spots.
along roads. The genus has about 10 species, all American. The PeuTiyroyal of the Old World is Mentha Piilegiiim, sometimes cult, for its lvs. and tops, which are

-AN Pennyroyal.

used as culinary herbs.
pule^oldes, Pers. American Pennyroyal. Annual,
r>-18 in. high: stem very slender, much branched, pubescent
lvs. opposite, ovate to oblong-obovate, sparingly serrate in the upper portion, mostly obtuse at the
apex and narrowed at the base, K-1?^ in. long: fls. in
axillary clusters; corolla purple, 2-lipped, the lower one
3
with "large lobes. .July-Sep. B.B. 3:10G.
:

H£DEHA

(ancient Latin name of the Ivy). AraJldcem. IvY. Ornamental evergreen climbiug shrubs, with
alternate, entire or palmately 3-5-lobcd, long-petioled
iv3., inconspicuous greenish fls. in terminal, peduncled
umbels, appearing in fall, and black, rarely yellow, red
or whitish berries. Somesmall-lvd. forms may be grown
North if protected during the winter, but most of the
larger-lvd. and variegated forms are too tender north
of tlie mi<ldle states. The Ivy is a very valuable plant
for covering walls, rocks, trunks of trees and trelliswork, and sometimes climbs very high. It may also be
used for covering walls in cool greenhouses, for screens
in drawing-rooms and for hanging baskets. It is a popular window-garden plant, enduring many uncongenial
ronditions and thriving without briglit sunlight. In shady

;

;

;

:

Helix, Linn. Ivy. English Ivy. Fig. 1023. High
climbing or creeping: lvs. usually 3-5-lobed, dark green
above, pale or yellowish green beneath, — those of the
flowering branches entire, generally ovate: calyx with
minute teeth; calyx, pedicels and tips of young branches
covered with grayish white stellate hairs: fr. black,
sometimes yellow. Eu., Canaries, N. Afr., Asia.—
very variable species, of which more than 60 varieties
are cult, in European gardens. Some of the most remarkable are the following
Var. Algeri^nsis, Hort.
Lvs. roundish or broadly ovate, entire or slightly 3-lobed,
a variegated form has the
rather large, bright green
lvs. edged yellowish white.
Var. arbor^scens, Loud.
Not climbing, forming an erect,
{If. arhorea, Hort.).
low shrub: lvs. ovate to elliptic, entire. This variety is
gained by using fl.owering branches for propagation.
There are also some variegated forms, as Silver Queen,
with silvery variegated lvs. Var. aurantiaca, Andre.
Lvs. rather small, ovate or triangular-ovate, entire or
3-lobed, the middle lobe often with few coarse teeth,
greyish green; fr. orange-red. R.H. 1884:84. Var.
Canari^nsia, DC. Lvs. large, roundish ovate, entire or
slightly 3-lobed, bright or yellowish green, to 8 in.
broad, those of flowering branches often broader thau
long. Canaries. Tender. Var. C^vendislii, Hort. (var.
))ian/tiidta tnlnor, Hort.).
Slow-growing, with rather
small dull green lvs., edged creamy white, striped red
or pink in fall. Var. chrysoc^rpa, Ten. {H.chrjjsocdrpa,
Walsh. H. poetdrmn, Bertol.). Lvs. rather small, usually 3-lobed, grayish green: fr. yellow. Var. conglomerata, Hort. Slow-growing: lvs. crowded, small, entire
or 3-lobed, undulate. R.ll. 1890, p. 103. Var. cren&ta,
Hort. {U. vitifblia and H. digituta iidva, Hort.). Similar to var. digitata, but lobes shorter and broader, crenate at the margin, light green. Var. deltoldea, Hort.
Lvs. rathersmall, bluntly deltoid, alniostentire, blackish
green, changing to dull purplish bronze in fall. Var.
digitita, Loud. Lvs. rather -small, deeply palmately
lobed, with narrow lobes and prolonged middle lobe.
M.D.G. 1897:220. S.H. 2:237. Var. Donerail6nsis, Hort.
Lvs. small, usually 3-lobed, with rather short, spreading
lateral lobes: of compact growth. Var. grdcilia, Hort.
Lvs. rather small, with broad, short lobes, dull green,
bronzy in fall. Var. Hib6rnica, Koehne (II. Scotica,
Hort.). Lvs. large, with short and broad lobes. Var.
lob^ta m^jor, Hort. Similar to the preceding, but lvs.
somewhat smaller, more deeply lobed and lobes narrower. Var. macul^ta, Hort. {H. latifdlia mnnd(ita,
Hort.). Similar to var. Hibernica
lvs. spotted and
striped yellowish white. Var. Mader6nsia varieg&.ta,
Hort. Similar to var. Canariensis: lvs. not or slightly
lobedj edged white. Tender, G.C. II. lo:G57. Var.
marginS-ta, Hort. Lvs. broadly triangular-ovate, irregularly bordered yellowish white, striped red or pink in
fall: of somewhat slow growth. Var. margin^ta rubra,
Hort. (vars. triroJor, elei/anlissiina CulUsi, Hort.).
Lke the preceding, but edges of lvs. becoming red in
fall. Var. marmorata, Hort. Similar to var. Hibernica,
but lvs. irregularly blotched yellowish white. Var. palmita, Hort. Similar to var. digitata, but lobes broader,
and middle lobe not much prolonged. Var. rhbmbea,
Arb. Kew. (If. rhonihra, Sieb. & Zucc). Lvs. rather
small, generally broadly ovate, entire or slightly lobed,
those of flowering branches elliptic or rhombic-ovate,
narrowed toward the base. Japan. Var. rll6mbea-varieg^ta, Hort. //". sulniiinyiniila, Hihherd. H. Jap6»ica
viiriegdta, Tlnrt. H. Jcpoiiica argentea^ Hort.). Lvs.
like those of tlie preceding, but with narrow wliite margins. Var. sagittifdlia, Hort. Lvs. rather small, with
triangular middhi htbo and short, blunt lateral lobes,
:

;

:

,

1023. Hedera Helix (X ';i).
FurDi with white-ribbed leaves.

jilaces under trees it makes a handsome evergrecTi carpet, and is also often used for borders of shrubberies or
flower beds. It grows in almost any soil, but best in a

somewhat moist and rich one, and in shaded positions.
The climbing or creeping branches do not flower; fls.
are produced on erect, bushy branches, appearing on
high-climbing plants only. Prop, by cuttings of
half-ripened wood at any time of tlie year in llie greenhouse or in frames, or, in more temperate regions, in
old,

(

HEDERA

HEDYSARUM

dall dark green.

Var. variegita, Hort. Lvs. lighter
greei), edged and blotclied yellowish white.

Koch (ET. Iiwgiurn)na, Hoi-t. U. eoridcea,
Hihherdl. High climbing, hut usually less high thati
the common Ivy. Lvs large, broadly ovate, cordate
Cblchica, C.

almost entire, rarely slightly 3-lobed, bright green, of
firm texture, those of flowering branches generally ol)long-ovate: calyx lobes triangular-ovate, conspicuous;
calyx, pedicels and tips o{ young branches coated Willi
golden yellow scales: fr. black. W. Asia. Var. dentita, Hibberd
//. di'ntttia, Hort.).
Lvs. with remote
small teeth, ot somewhat thinnertexture. G.M.30:y8H.
Var. purpurea, Hibberd. Lvs. purplish.
(

Alfred Eehdek.

HEDGES.

Living greeu fences are nsed for two distinct purposes — defense and ornament.
Ornamental
Hedges maybe rendered defensive by stretching tightly
2 or a strands of barbed wire through the center of the
Hedge. So far, no plant has yet been tested that meets
all the requirements of the farmer for a truly impassable barrier, although the Osage orange {itaelura aurantiaca) possesses more recommendable features than
any other hardy tree. This tree, however, is not hardy
in the northernmost states. Next to this, perhaps, ranks
the honey locust (GJedilscliia triacnntkos). with many
warm admirers and advocates. The hawthorn of Europe
(Gratmgus Oxi/acantlia) may not be planted in this
country with any chance of success, owing to fungous
enemies, and all of the large-sized thorny shrubs fail in
important characters. A perfect thorn Hedge requires
unremitting care, and must conform to an established
rule, the most important being entire freedom from
weeds and a systematic pruning. The preparation of
the soil tor a Hedge consists in thoroughly plowing and
cultivating an area 6 feet wide and the length the Hedge
is proposed to extend.
If this space should be fertilized
and cropped the year previous to planting, regetatiou
will be greatly accelerated. The plants must be shortened, both top and root, and set 9 inches apart in a
single row. The double row, as formerly advised by
some growers, is now practically obsolete, and justly
so, being difficult to cultivate and preserve free froni
weeds. A trench or furrow is opened through the center
of the cultivated strip of a suflicient depth to admit the
roots without bending
In setting, the soil must be
made lirm with the aid of a rammer, a practice unexcelled tor aiding growth, and. indeed, preserving plantlife after removal. Pruning is simply an annual necessity from the first, excepting when the Hedge is intended to he plashed, and even in such cases, after the
laying process, pruning must never be omitted during
summer. This work is greatly accelerated and consequently cheapened by shearing when the plants are
young and tender, say during the month of July. As to
the best outline, a plain triangle, or what may be more
sightly, the curvilinear or tTOtiiic arch, is desirable, and
a flat top is to be discouraged, as a body of snow lodged
on the latter invariably injures the symmetry and beauty
of anyHedsre. The ornamental Hedge proper may be
either evergreen or deciduous, and yet in the so-called
(_'alifornia privet {Llfiti^tntm. ovaltfolhim) are united.
to a certain extent, both conditions. Taking into consideration its almost faultless character for the purpose,
we may assign it a prominent position at the head of the
list.

Among

evergreen plants, the Norway spruce
{Picea excelsa) succeeds most satisfactorily. For a combination of cheapness and general utility, the American
arborvitaa (Thuja occidciitali.i) may be placed next,
although for decided beauty nothing can supplant the
strictly

common hemlock

(T.?«(7rt Cannilensis). The number of
available deciduous trees and shrubs suitable for Hedging is so extensive that to specify even a few is unnecessary. Flowering shrulis may, however, claim preference, and such attractive species as Cij'lonia Japonica,
Pi'utzia scabra, some of the spireas, viburnums, etc.,
may be employed with good eifect. Species of Berberis
are occasionally used with marked success, especially
the purple-leaved variety, although rather formal in
character. The most serious annoyance to the Hedge
grower is the presence of unwelcome woody vines, such

as poison ivy {J?JnfS

Torimrlrndrou),

Jixipo.n

evergreen

honeysuckle (Lonicera Japonica),
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and the only
persistently remove them by hand as soon
etc.,

remedy is to
as discovered. The attacks of insects liiay be treated
similarly to those which injure our trees and shrubs,

The charming little Mcrbc.ris Thuiili.-nji is a model of
lieauty and utility, owing to the brilliant autumnal
tints
of its foliage and abundant crops of scarlet fruit. Other
good plants for special uses are Russian mulberry,
Rhamnus, and Li,j,„trum /bnta.
j,-,^,,,^
Hoopes.

HED'tCHIUM

(Greek, siceef snoic; the large white fls.
Hi-ihimindcete. Butteuply Lily.
UiNOER Lily. Garland Flower. Something like 25
tropical Asian erect, leafy, rhizomatous herbs allied to
canna and ginger. Pis. in a terminal spike or thyrse;
stamen 1, with a 2-loculed anther surroumling the style;
staminodia sometimes present; flower-tube slender, witll
six divisions, one of which is enlarged and lip-like.
Hedychiums are strong-growing plants, very ornamental, both in foliage and in flower. They are essentially fall bloomers, although they may be made to
bloom more or less continuously under glass. After
blooming, gradually dry off the rhizomes, and let them
rest for a time. Pot them up in spring or early summer, and give them rich soil and plenty of water and
an occasional supply of liquid manure. The rhizomes
may be divided every two or three years. They need
an abundance of water. In fact, the pots may be set
halt their depth in water, and .ff. coroniirium 'is often
immersed until only the crown is emersed. The common white-flowered species is U. coromrrium. This requires warmhouse treatment for best results, although
it often flowers well when plunged in a warm,
halfsh.ady place in the open. The species do not stand frost,
but they may be left out in the South if well protected.
The flowers are very fragrant; in fact, their odor may
be too heavy for a small room.
are sweet scented).

A.

Fls. white.

coronirium, Kcenig. Three to 5 ft.: lvs. canna-like,
green, pointed: fls. very large (S-i in. across), longtubed, pure white or the lip sometimes blotched green,
ilie 3 outer segments narrow, the lip large and erect
and more or less lohed. India. B.M. 708. L. B.C. 6:507.
— Handsome and worthy. Needs warm quarters. Said
to have been sold as J//;nis»m cariurfolia, but that
name belongs to a wholly different plant.
AA. FJs. yclloir or red.
flivum, Roxbg. Fls. large, orange; corolla tube cylindrical, a'a in. long; segments spreading, the outer ones
linear, acute and an inch or so long, the lip very lart^^e
and rounded, refuse; stamen not exserted. India.
B.JL303y (and 2378 ()•

Gardneriinum, Roscoe. Tall: fls. light yellow, odd,
short-stalked in the terndnal spike, but" the red filament
long-projected beyond the segments; lip oval and short
.l-toothed, the other segments narrow: fr. red and
showy. India. B.M. 6913. B.R. 9:77i. J. H. III. 32:239
(in fruit). G. C. III. 11 :176 (plate erroneously labeled
//. fovoH«r/?(»i ). — The best of the genus, and hardier
than

if. coionariiiDt.

coccineum, Buch.-Ham. Fls. rather small, scarlet, the
filament h.mg-projected; lip nearly or quite entire: rt.bracts conspicuous. India. L. B.C. 8:70,'.
L
B

H

HEDtSAEUM

(Greek tor sweet smell
Ler/umijiosir.
Two or 3 Xurlh American herbs, and about 00 in the Old
AVorld. Perennial herbs or subshrubs, w-ith odd pinnate
l\-s., and often showy racemes of red, purple or white,
]

.

small pea-like fls. calyx 5-cleft, the teeth nearly equal.
Standard obcordate or obovate keel nearly straight and
longer than the wings; stamens 9 and 1; t'r. a flattened
jointed pod. Very closely allied to Desmodium, but the
latter genus has 3-foliate lvs. Many of the Iledysarums
are attractive border plants. Tliey are of easiest culture
in a light and open, well-drained soil. Give a sunny
place. Hardy. Prop, by division and seeds. For the
Sainfoin, sometimes known as IT. Onobrychis, see 0»o;

;

hnjehis.
A. Fls. normalhj red [varying to white).
coronarium, Linn. French Hon-etsuckle. Perennial
or biennial, 2-4 ft. tall, branchy. An old gar-len plant

HEDYSARUM

HELENIUM

with red, fragrant fls., crowded in axillary spikes or
racemes: Ivs. with 3-7 pairs of elliptic or roundish,
somewhat pubescent Ifts. Eu. Var. Album, Hort., has
white fls.

to the higher cost of seeds and the frequently low percentage of germination, and partly from the fact that in
a young state this palm is by no means a rapid grower.
In regard to hardiness of foliage, it is fully equal to the
Kentias, and for gracefulness and symmetry of growth
will compare favorably with any of the commercial
species. In S. Calif, it is cult, outdoors.
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AA. Fls. -HormaUy purple (varying to white).
Hardy perennial of angular,
multijugura, Jlaxim
straggling growth, 2-5 ft. high, very showy, and worthy
of general cult. Fls. violet or puiplish magenta, with
yellow blotches, in racemes 8-18 in. long, all summer:
Ivs. 4-G in. long, containing 6-12 pairs of grayish green
oval, small Ifts. Mongolia. Gn. 53:1170. G.C. III. 18:8,
9. -Of recent introduction. Very fine for rockwork.
Erect or
boreile, Nutt. (3. Americdiniin, Britt.).
half-decumbent herb, simply or nearly so, 1-3 ft. Ifts.
5-10 pairs, glabrous, oblong or oblanceolate Hs. violetpurple, varying to white, the calyx teeth ovate-acute and
shorter than the tube. Labrador and northern N. England across the continent.
Mack^nzii, Richards. Much like the last, but somewhat pubescent: fls. larger, calyx teeth awl-like and
acuminate, and longer than the tube. Colo. N. and W.
L. H. B.
:

:

HEDYSCfiPE (Greek, sireet corerinr;). Palnu'teea;.
Umbkklla Palm. This includes one of the many palms
known to the trade as a Keiitia, and resembles that
genus in habit and foliage, but is distinct in flower. In
Kentia the fls. are arranged in 4 ranks, and the ovule is
fastened at the bottom of the cell, while in Hedyscepe
(and its cultivated allies, Kentiop.sis, Veitchia, Nenga,
Archontopha;nix, Rhopalostylis and Dictyosperma) the
fls. are spirally arranged in the branches of the spadix,
and the ovule is fastened at the side. From the allies
above mentioned Hedyscepe is distinguished by the
following characters: staminate Hs. with narrowly lanpisceolate sepals, 9-12 stamens, with long filaments
tillate fls. with petals like the sepals and valvate at the
apex. As a house plant, IT. Canterburiiana is dwarfer
and more spreading than the two Howeas, and has a
lighter shade of green.
3. Canlerhuriiuna, a very handsome palm, is the only
species belonging to the genus, and, like the important
Howeas (or Kentias of commercial horticulture), is only
known in a wild state on Lord Howe's Island, where it
;

Canterburyana, H. Wendl. & Drude {Kentia Canterbury ci>i.a,F.U\x^].\.). Umbrella Palm. Fig. 1024. Tall,
spineless palm, with a thick, stout caudex: Ivs. terminal, dense, equally pinnatisect, the numerous segments
linear-lanceolate, acuminate, the lower nerves recurved
at the base, rather remote from the margin; racbis
arched, recurving: spaaix with a short peduncle, and
thickened, Hexuose branches; areolae lax: fls. medium:
fr. ovoid, large. R.H. 1873, p. 218. F.R. 1:85. The illustration (Fig. 1024) is adapted from IVlartius.
Jared G. Smith and W. H. Taplin.
HEf^RIA (commemorative of Oswald Heer, Swiss
botanist). AfeJaatomacea'. Includes Heierocentron. According to the latest monographer (Coguiaux, DC.
Monogr. Phaner. 7), the genus has 6 Mexican and Central American species. They are herbs or shrubs, erect
or prostrate, with opposite membranaceous pinnately
nerved (rarely 3-nerved) entire Ivs., and white, rose or
purple irregular fls. in panicles or rarely solitary. Not
to be confounded with Centradenia, which has winged
stems, unequal-sided Ivs. and calyx teeth small and
much shorter than the calyx tube. Stamens 8, very unequal, the 4 Jarger ones with long appendages or connecovary loculed
petals 4. — Warrahouse plants,
tions
requiring the culture of Centradenia, but grown chiefly
for the fls., whereas Centradenias are grown also for
foliage. H, r6sea, Triana (Haterochttron Ji/exicamim,
Naud. 5". rd:^''H)it, Br. & Bouche) is the only species
A foot or more high, with 4-angled
in general cult.
(but not winged) stem: Ivs. elliptic, obtuse or acute,
fls. bright rose, in a large, terminal
pinnate-nerved
panicle, showy. B.M. 51G6. I. H. 3:97. Var. 6,lba, Hook.,
is a white-fld. form.
l_ jj_ g
:

:

,

:

HELENldPSIS. See

Heloniopsis.

HEL£WITJM

(possibly the author had in mind Helenus,
the son of Priam, but he left no record of the applicatiou
Sneeze Weed. About 25
of this name). Compositte.
species of hardy annual and perennial herbs, bearing
yellow fls. from early summer to late autumn. Only tlie
perennials are in cultivation.
Stem erect, usually
branching above: Ivs. alternate, narrowly to broadly
petiole
lanceolate, entire or toothed, glandular-dotted
and stem sometimes winged: heads solitary or corymbose, yellow or brownish.
The genus closely resembles Helianthus, but differs
in having elongated, often top-shaped fruits, which are
never compressed and ore usually silky villose; while
the fruits of Helianthus are generally more or less 4sided and are smooth. In Helenium the receptacle is
;

naked; in Helianthus
subtend the florets.

it

bears paleaceous bracts, which

Heleniums thrive best in a rich, moist soil, with
sunny aspect, and are propagated by seeds, cuttings or
ii

All the species are very easily grown, the odIv
serious difftculty being a white aphis which sometimes
attacks the roots. If plants look unhealthy they should
be lifted, washed with an insecticide and reset in anew
place. The commonest species in cult, is IF. cnttumnale,
but perhaps the most valuable species for general planting is S". Hoopesii, which is one of our earliest blooming
composites, and Is also desirable for the border or for
cut-tlowers.
//. Hoopesii, BoUniderii and autnmnnh
will give bloom in succession from May-Oct. The first
two are also attractive when grown in pots, but they do
not flower from seed the flrst year, either in pots or in
the open.
A. Stevi an<l branches winged.
division.

1024.

Hedyscepe Canterburyana.

is known as the "Umbrella Palm" from the recurving
habit of its foliage. It grows at a greater altitude tlian
the Howeiis, not appearing below tlie 900-feet level, aiid
from tliiy it may be inferred lliat asli;i:htly lower te.iiperature is more suitable for this palm; but in a general way
the same conditions as those required by the so-called
Kentias will give good results with this subject, namely,
anight temperature of G0° to 02° F., moderate shadiTig
throughout nearly tlie whole year, plenty of water, and
a rich and rather heavy soil. These palms respond
freely to generous treatment. As acommerciEi] palm, IJ.
Canterhurijaua is not very popular as yet, partly owing

B.

l^isk ycUow.

autumn&le, Linn. [H. grandindrum, Nutt.). Fig.102.5.
Stem 2-6 ft. high, roughish, leafy: Ivs. mostly toothed,
smooth: heads l-U^' i"- across, numerous, borne at the
end of short, very leafy stalks: rays drooping, 3-cleft.
lemon-yclIow to rich orange
disk yellow. July-Ori.
;

,

,

UELENIUM

IIELIANTHE.MU.M

Moistplaces,Can.toPla.aiulwesttoB.C.andAriz B M
On. 29:r,:j:l; 55:1L'1G. A.W. 12:082. G.C. ill!
2994.
10:433. -Very showy. It has distinct merit for tlie
bacli
of borders, but is more appreciated in Europe than in
America. There are several garden forms: v.ar. pilmilum is 1-2 ft. high, a very free bloomer, and ia largely
grown forcut-Howersin some places; var. grandiSIdrum
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H. Doualasu, Hort. =M(niolopia major.— if. tenuifolium
Nutt. Annual. A wned in tlio s(,ulliern Atlantic and soutliwestern states. Stem S in. to 2 ft. hiKli, very k-afy: Ivs. thre.-idlike, entire, sessile, often wliorled. Va.,Fla., west
to Mo. and
'^'^'^-

S.

W. Fletcher.

HELIANTHfiLLA

(Greek, resemhUiig Heliunthus).
CoinpusiUd. Eleven species of hardy perennial herbs
from North Amer., with showy yellow Hs. borne in autumn. The species described below is advertised by a
western dealer in native plants. Stem commonly unbranched: Ivs. mosily scattered and sessile, linear or
lanceolate, entire: heads solitary or few, with yellow
rays and a yellow or brownish disk. The single species
in cultivation is easily grown in a variety of soils, and
is propagateil by seeds or by dividing the rootstocks.
Heliauthella belongs to a group of genera distinguished from Heliauthus by having the fruits laterally
compressed instead of thick an. obtusely angled.
Other cultivated genera of this group are Actinomeris.
Encelia and Verliesina, which are distinguished fron)
one another by combinations of IVuit and pappus charI

acters.

quinquenervis.

Stem 2-4

Gray.

high,

ft.

nearly

smooth:

Ivs. njostly opposite, 4-9 in. long: beads 3-.o in.
long-st.-ilked, solitai-yor a few below iu the a.xils
ivs., with an involnci-e of large, leafy bracts

broad,
of the
rays pale yellow,

:

Kockv Mts.
S. W. Fletcher.
HELIANTHEMUM (Greek for i»« floirer). Cistdeeie. KouK Kusi.;. SuN KosE. Erostweed. Herbs or
long.

I'.j in.

.Jnue-Sept.

subshrnbs in temperate and warm climates of C)ld and
Worlds. The species are confused, and eslimates
of their numbers vary from 30 to more than 1(10. Fls.
opening in tlje sun, mostly yellow, usiuilly in terminal
clusters; petals 5, soon falling; stamens nuiny ovary

Xew

:

imperfectly 3-loculed,

numerous seeds
stems hard and n)ore or less woody
Ivs.
containing

;

style 1
small, linear or oblong, entire, often grayish.
:

Helenium autumnale.
Commonlj 1 no yn as Sneezeweed.
1025

sup§rbum are unusually

var

1

\

us

f,Ti

tum

ai

I

m

1

irge-fld.; var. stria-

_)on and gold disk,
\Mth jellowiajs variously striped
and splashed ^-ith rich crimson.
This should be distinguished from

J.H.

1

IS a

1

III. 31:293.
the striped forms oi IT, nndifloyuin.

BB.

hrowii or purplish.

Z>/.s7l

Aug.

Wet ground,

Calif.

S.H.

See

Cisliis.

Sweet's "Cistine,"B"

(

1H2.';-1830,

1-2 ft. high, stout, somewhat
pubescent
Ivs. oblong to ovate-lanceolate, the lower
obovate: heads connnonly 3 in. wide: rays often 1 in.
long: flower-stalKs thick, hollow. June-Sept. Low
ground, N.E. Calif. Gn. 29, p. 191. R.H. 1S91, p. 377.Sometimes grown as H. {/rfnidil'lorus.

Boldnderi, Gray.

Stem

:

Lower

li's

.

toolln"l

:

lifiid^ ii\imcro}t^

,

London

)

is

the monumental work on these plants. See, also, Nicholson in Gu. 2C, p. 420, for a running account of the gar-

den forms.
Canadfinse, Slich.v.
Fkostweed. Diffuse, 2 ft. or
less high, caulescent
Ivs. oblong, linear, or oblanceolate, nearly sessile:
ds. solitary or 2 together, 1 in.
across, bright yellow, the sepals bairv.
In rockv and
sandy soil, Me. to N. C. and Wis. G.W.F. 29.-Sold by
collectors.
The later axillary branches produce small

apetalous

fls.

Usually less than
ft. tall, promats
Ivs. linear-Ianceolale
or
at the base of the plant, small, hoary

Chamaecistus, Mill.

1:373.

cc.

themums are evergreens or nearly so, forming low mats
of herbage, and bearing a prolusion of tls. in hot
weather. They are especially adapted for rockwoi k and
borders. They thrive in rather poor soil. Although the
following species are fairly hardy in the North, they
profit by a protection of mulch, ri-op. mostly by division; also by seeds and by cuttings of half-ripe wood.

:

Lis. all t'n/tre: Juads solitayg or few, loiig-stalked.
Bigelovii, Gray.
Stem 2-3 ft. high, nearly smooth:
upper l\'s. narrow to oblong-lanc folate, lower spatulate:
heads commonly l'.2-2i.2 in. broad: rays !?.iin. long:
0.

flower-stalk slender.

:

Helian-

i'or)/inl>osf

.ihorl-.-iliill.-ed.

nudiSlirum, Nutt. Stem 1-3 ft. high, roughish, leafy:
lower Ivs. spatulate, toothed
heads l-lVain. across:
rays wedge-shaped, drooping, yellow, brown-purple or
striped with both colors. July-Oct. I\loist soils, N.('.
to Pl.-i., west to III. and Tex. — A garden form, var.
grandic^plialum striatum, has fls. over 2 in. across.
:

cumbent,

1

forming

broader, numerous

:

beneath but green and

hairj' above: fis. normally yellow,
in loose, more or less nodding racemes, on hairy pedicels. Eu., N. Afr.,
Asia.
This is the commonlv
cult, species, running into maity forms. It is much less
grown in this country than in Eti. It is an excellent

—

W.

rockwork plant. There are dontjle-dowered forms; also
forms with red and copper-colored fls. The following

names occurring in trade lists are to be referred to this
species-group: aiir/u.^tifdl'Kin dlb<i-pJe>in, airrdiileapleiio, croceitm, cnpr^niiu^ gyandiflnrum h n.'iso/>ifdlinin
Jiiteit plhio, m'/UiI'iJe, purpureti-pleuu, rlinduntltcvmw
,

,

,

rJtoddiitJiuni,

variuhi (e vidijdye.
,

ocymoides, Pers. (11. Ahiarrense, Dun.
Chtiis Ah
Sims). Shrub, 2-3 ft., twiggy, nearly erect,
hoary-pubescent: Ivs. ojjposite, linear.oI)long or spatulate, the tips recurved: fls. bright yellow with a purple
eye, I^oin. across, in corymbose clusters. Spain and
Portugal. B.M. 5621. — Little known in this country.
(iarren.ie,

AA.

Sleti) inul

bynu-Jtes vot

iri}i(p:d.

Hodpesii, Gray. Stem 1-3 ft. high, stout, slightly tomentose \\-hen young, but soon smooth, branching above
into an umbel of several to many tls.
Ivs. thickish, entire: heads usually borne singly on long stalks, commonly 3 in. wide
rays but slightly drooping; disk
yellow. Ma3'-Sept.
Rocky Mts. — A very tine border
plant, and especially valuable for cut-fls.
:

:

46

Hardy

in England.
formdsum. Dun. (Cisttts for-mfisiis. Curt.). Spreading, much-branched, tomentose, but becoming nearly or

quite gla];)rous with age

:

Ivs. elliptic to

lance-obovate.
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short-stalked: Bs. large (2 in. across), yellow, with black
Portugal. B.JI. 264.
eye, on slender, hairy pedicels.
Gn. 2U:4G6; 53, p. 131. U.M. 34:240. -Perhaps the most
The
rockwork.
for
Excellent
showy of the genus.
branches are erect, reaching 3-4 ft. Not hardy North.
umbellatum, Mill. Diffuse, 1-2 ft. tall: Ivs. small,
linear or linear-lanceolate, revolute on margins, more or
less viscid: Hs. umbellate or wliorled, white. Eu.

week after the plants appear they are thinned to 18 in
xiiounds of the seed will sow an
asunder. From 4 to
Cultivation is the same as for corn, except that
acre.
when the plants reach a height of 3-4 ft., the inferior
a

L. H. B.
the sun, and antluis,
atlowerj. Voinpusilte. Sumflower. This genus includes
the common annual SuiiHower, and about 1.3 hardy her
baceons perennial plants, rather coarse in habit, with
yellow Hs., which are mostly large, numerous and borne
Altogether there are about 80 species,
in autumn.
mostly N. American. Lvs. generally opposite below and
alternate above, but this is not a constant character:
heads pedunculate, solitary or corymbose, terminating
disk-Hs. perfect, yellow, brown
the stem or brarches
or purplish, with a tubular 5-limbed corolla; rays neutral, yellow. The genus is very variable, and there are
also many natural liybrids hence the species are diffiThe old notion that the Hower-heads
cult to delimit.
follow the sun from east to west has recently been suOstantiated tor S. aiiiiiiiis. (See Botanical Gazette, vol.
29:197.) Garden monographs are found in Gn. 27, p. 00;
4,5, p. 372; 49, p. 320 and 5:5, p. 146.
Sunliowers are of the easiest culture, and are adapted
Tbey are seen to best advantage
to a variety of soils.
when planted inmas3es,rati]erthan assolitary specimens,
and should be given plenty of room, being gross feeders.
Most Sunflowers, especially //. aniiiiux, are too coarse
to be harmonious near the house, but find an effective
setting in the background, against the shrubbery bor<ler. A few species, however, especially H, oygydlis and
U. debilis, are worth growing for their foliage alone.
The annual species are prop, by seeds or cuttings; the
perennial chiefly by division. All varieties of B. miilliflorus root readily from both soft and hardwood cuttings.
The double forms rarely produce fertile seeds
and must be prop, by division. The seeds of annuals
may be planted directly in the border, but it is best to
start tliem indoors in March. Perennial kinds, particularly forms of H. mullil'loruH, should be taken up in
late fall or early spring, every two years, and the rootstocks divided and replanted; otherwise the roots will
ramble away, and the fiowers will deteriorate. All
thrive in a light, dry soil; but II. annuus and H. f/iganteus may be used to advantage for drying nudarial
spots. Sunflowers do not thrive in very shady places.

HELIANTHUS

(Greek,

/iWi'o.s-,

:

;

•S.

W. Fletcher.

{H. annuus) are cultivated extensively
in Russia, Inilia and Egypt; less widely in Turkey, Germany, Italy and France. The seeds from the largeseeded variety are sold upon the streets in Kussiaas we
do peanuts, except that the}' are eaten raw. The smallseeded variety is ]>referred for the manufacture of oil.
When cold-pressed, a citron-yellow, sweet-tasting oil,
considered equal to olive or almond oil for table use, is
produced. Tlie resulting oil-CLike, when warm-pressed,

Sunflowers

edible tluid, which is used for lighting, and
woollen dressing, candle- and soap-makdry slowly, become turbid at ordinary
temperatures and solid at 4° F. For stock and poultry
feeding, and for other purposes. Sunflower oil-cake is
about equal in value to that of flax- and cottnn-seed.
The cake is largely exported by Russia to Denmark and
Sweden, and to some extent to other European markets.
Sunflower stems and heads tnake anexcellent paper, and
the stems furnish a tine fiber that compares favoraVily
with silk. Tliey are, however, generally used for fuel,
since the abr>ve industries have not been develoiied.
Sunflowers grow readily in many soils, but best results are olttained upon light, i-ich, calcareous or alluvial land, well supplied with moisture and unshaded by
trees.
White, clayey and poor soils are unfavorable.
Preparation of the soil should be thorough
deep fall
yields a

les.s

in such arts as
ing.
The oils

;

plowing followed by spring harrowing being preferred
to spring preparation. The seeds are generally sown in
drills running north and south, 30 in. apart, 9 in. asunder in the drill, and 1 in. deep. Sometimes they are

tratisnianted from nursery beds

when

4-0 in.

tall.

About

1026.

i-Ielianthus debilis.

Nearly half

size.

flower heads should be retnoved, leaving only 4 or 5 on
the principal stem.
In windy climates hilling is sometimes necessary to prevent blowing down.
On some farms the roots are harvested as they ripen
and placed upon floors or movable pole racks to dry.
Upon larger areas they are cut to the grouml when most
of the heads have ripened and piled, heads up, to cure.
Tbe former method insures a much higher grade oloil,
and is therefore preferred. Every effort is made to prevent fermentation, either in the heads or in the pile of
seeds, since this injures the (.|uality of the oil. When
thoroughly dry the heads are either placed on racks or
piled, face downward, on a floor and beaten with flails.
The seeds are then spread thinly, shoveled over occasionally, and allowed to become perfectly dry before being sent to the mill. Tbe average yield is about 50
bushels to the acre. The percentage of husks ranges
from 40 to 60; and the oil from 15 to 28. As a general
rule, 100 bushels of seed will yield 33 bushels of kernels, 100 bushels of kernels fi"om 280 to 320 gallons of
oil

of both qualities.

Russian Sunflower, a large-seeded variety, producing
a single head, grows 8 ft. tall, nut is less esteemed for
oil production than the siwall-seeded varieties.

.

.

.

.
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In America the Sunflower industry may be said to
have hardly commenced, there beiiiiL: at present but two
well-developed markets for the seed.
]\]
q_ Kains.

INDEX.
doronieuides,

;in^Tslifoliu.s, 5.
niiuiius, 1.

urgophyllus,
iitrorubens,

7.

l';iUlonii<His.

mollis, 17.
inuHirtnrns.

IG.

gigauteiis, l:i.
grosse-sernitiis, ID.
hirsiitus, 21.

2.

rigidus,

20.

1,

II.

urtcvali.s, 4.

imiiiilus. 18.
U.

]a>tiHonis, li).
I\Kaximiliain, 14,

.^trumosus.

ileeapetiilus. 11.
(lebilis, 3.

Mlssuuricn^is.

tuberosiis, 15.

cucinncrifo litis,

'J.

9.

trachelituiiiis, 2

ij.

AiimiaJ.-i

:

hmg-petiohd:

h-s.

disk broivn or purplish.
SI fill crrfl, stout si III {lie
bnincJiintj above

v..

,

Sz

Gray. SiLVEiiY-LEA\ED Sunft. hii:li. soft grey, with a

dense, silky pubescence, especially the upper t)ranches.
Otiierwise like D. annuus, into which it seems to vary
under cultivation if the seedlings are not constantly
selected for their silky character. Texas. The var.
Tesana, Hort., -which does not differ bolanicully frmn
K. 11.
tin- tvpe. is an attractive form of this species.
1857, p. 431. Gu. 12, p. 280; 27,p.G7; 55, p. 147.
3. d6bilis, Nntt. (//. curumerifdlius, Tott. & Gray).

GrCUMBER-LEAVED SUNFLOWER.

Fig. 1020. St. 1-4 ft.
high, hairy throughout: branches often mottled with
Ivs. 1-4 in. long.
jiurple 01' white, each onebearin;j: a ti.
t)vate to triangular, generally with a cordate base, thin,
glossy, irregnhirly toothed or entire: fls. 2-3 in. wide,
on slender peduncles. July-Sept. Fla. to Texas and

or

annuus

I

argophyllUB

westward, (i.e. III.
Gn. 49:1004. -This
needs a sandv soil.

Gr.44. p. 571. B.M. 743.2.
one of the l.est f.>r cut-tis. It

17:107.'
is

Stem

diffuse, slender, hrnnr'hing freely from the huse....
I'erennials by creeping roofstocks: his. sessile or shortpetioled.

r.ii.

A.\.

argopbyllus, Torr.

flower. Stem usually 4-5

:

divaricatus. 12.
.\.

2.
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Disk

B.

C.

?>.

debilis

brorv7i or pjirjdisJi

linear, entire {exerpt
4. orgyalis
the lower) sessile

l/VS.

,

anguatifoUus
QC. Li'S. oi'aic to broiid-Jiinceohtte,

mostly toothed,

iior-

roived at the ha.se into a
iringed petiole

i'>.

rigid us

(f:^

atrorubens
BB.

Disk yellowish.
Stem S}nooth

the

beloir,

c.

branches often sllgli/li/
rough or pubescent
D. Lvs. pale beneath

8.

laevigatus

strumosus
10.

DD. Ijvs. green, on both sid-sA

1

12.
O'j.

Stem rough or hairy
D.

grosse-serratus
decapetalus
divaricatus

beloir.

Rootstocks thickened into one or more fleshy
^'^. giganteus
tubers

U. Maximiliani
i:..

tuberosus

DD. Bootstocks all slender.
E.

Lower
with
base

EE.

Ics. sessile or

clasping

a

17

doronicoides
mollis

18.

pumilug

]fl.

Lower

shorl-

Irs.

petioled.
P.

Stem 1-J

ft.,

not

branching
FF.

Stem usually over
S

ft.,

branchiug.19. laetiflorus
20. Californicus
21. hirsutus
22. trachelifolius

Cobimon Sunflowei;. Stem 3-12
annUTis, Linn.
roii^h-hairy, often mottled: Ivs. 4-12 in. lonir.
broadly ovate, acute, tlie lower cordate, coarsely serrate,
rough on both sides: t3s.3-() in. wide in wibl specimens.
often 14 in cult. Julv-Sept. Minn, to Tex., west to
Wash, and Cal. Gn. 27;p. 68. Gt.i:i,\).9b{iis B.lenticularis). B. R. 15:1265 {as B. Ienticularis).-A valuable
economic and ornamental plant. The Ivs. are used for
1.

'

ft.,

fls. yield a vellow dye. the seeds furnish an
and are used for food. It is ffrowu for food chiefly in
Russia. H. annuus has long been in cult, as au ornamental, and has varied into many distinct forms. Common varieties are: V;ir. Californicus, very large and
double; var. citrinus, with primrose-colored rays (Gn.
49,p.327i; var. globdsus fistulosus, having enormous
^^lobular heads; var. nanus fl. pi. (Globe of Gold), dwarf
Russian Giant,
and double, valuable for borders
var.varie10-12 ft. high, single, grown mostly for seed
attracespecially
not
but
g4tus, with variegated Ivs.,

'^M

':

fodder, the
oil

;

;

tive.

1027.

Clump

of

Helianthus orgyalis.

Fig. 1027. Stem 8-10 ft. high, strict,
4. org-yalis, DC.
smooth, very leafy: Ivs. 8-16 in. Ions, slightly rough,
ilrooping: lis. numerous, lemon-yellnw. Sept., Oct.
Dry plains, Neb. to Tex. and westward. Gn. 27, p. 67;
5j,"p. 147. P.R. 2: 146. -This species has distinct and

.
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attractive foliage, which is not at all coarse.
grown plant wiTl produce spikes of fls. nearly 4
5.

angustifblius,

A
ft.

Swamp Sunflower.

Linn.

well
long.

Stem

rough:
ft. higl), siiiiple or branching above, slightly
Ivs. 2-7 in. long, .somewhat tufted, drooping, with rolled

2-6

edges, smooth'or slightly rough: fls. 2-3 in. wide, few
or solitary. Aug. -Oct. Wet land, N. T. to Fla., west to
Ky. and tes. B.M. 21151.
St.
6. rlgidus, Desf. (H. Missouriensis, Schwein.).
1-3 ft. higli (rarely 5-8 ft.), strict, sparingly branched,
rough or hairy: Ivs. (i-12 in. long, obloug to ovate-lanceolate, firm, thick, rough-hairy, entire or slightly
toothed: fls. 2H-Hn. wide, showy, long-stalked; raysnumerous, about VA in. long; disk sometimes yellow at
lirst, turning brown. Aug.-Oct. Mich, to Tex. and west
afroriihevs) B.M. 2020 (as IT.
to Col. B.R. 6:50« (&s
dUfusus). B.M. 2068 (asZT. atrorubens). Gn. 27, p.«8.After II. decapetalxs this species is one of the best
perennial Sunflowers. It varies under cultivation chiefly
in the direction of doubling and in lengthening the
blooming period. Some of the best garden varieties
are aestivalis, grandiflbrus, semi-plenus and Miss Mel-

3

.

.

lish.

atrSrubens, Linn. Purple-disk Sunflower. St.
Ivs. usually thin, sometimes hoary behigh
neath
fls. about 2 in. across; rays few (10 to 10),
rarely over 1 in. long; disk dark red. Otherwise like
H. rlgulus, to which it is interior. Va. to Pla., west to
Ohio and La.
Stem 2-5 ft., simple or
8. laevigatus, Torr. & Gray.
branched above: Ivs. 3-6 in. long, lanceolate, smooth,
1-1
fls.
1, in. broad, few or
entire or slightly toothed
solitary; rays C-!0, usuallv less than 1 in. long. Aug.Oct. Va. to N. C.
7.

2-5

'

.

ft.

:

:

:

/.:'i'i/,Vlyl

rough above:

fls.

Tnany, cymose, 1-3 in. broad.

Ang.-

Oct. Pa. to Mo., south to Tex. — Passes into if. g'igraniews.
Stem 2-5 ft. high, brancbed
11. decap6talus, Linn.
above: lvs. 3-8 in. long, ovute-lanceolate, sharply serrate, thin, rough above, finely pubescent beneath
fls.
2-3 in. across, numerous; rays
generally njore than 10, in spite
of the speciflc name. July-Sept.
Moist soils, Quebec to Ga., west to
Mich, and Ky. O. C. XL l(i:(i01.:

Under

cult, it has given rise to the
horticultural var. multiflorus {B.
multifldrus, Hort.). Fig. 1028. B.M.
Gn. 27:476,
227. G.C. 111. 10:421.
pp. 71,74; 45. p. 373. Gt. 43, p. 554.
Gng. 3:83. F.R. 2:413. The many
garden forms of var. midtiflorvs
difter mainly in the extent of doubling, season of blooming, habit of
plant and size of fl. Among the
best are: Var. fibre pUno and var.
grandifldrus,
almost completely
double; var. major, fls. larger than
common var. maximus, very large,
single fls. with pointed rays; Soliel
d'Or, with quilled florets, like a
Cactus Dahlia. Multiflorus varieties are the most popular of perennial Sunflowers, and deservedly so. If the double forms
are grown on poor soil, or are
allowed to remain for several
years without being divided,
;

they become single.
12. divaric&.tus, Linn. Fig.
1029. Stem 1-0 ft. high: lvs.
sessile, rougli above, pubes-

cent beneath, standing out
nearly at right angles to the
stem
fls. few or solitary, 2
:

Dry woodlands, Can.

i^^1029.

Helianthus divaricatus.
in.

across.

July-Sept.

west to Neb. and La.
Indian Potato. Stem 3-12

to Fla.,

ft.
13. gigant^us, Linn.
high, stout: lvs. 3-7 in. long, lanceolate, very rough,
serrate or nearly entire
fls. usually several, lK-3 in.
broad, mostly long-stalked; rays ]0-20, barely 1 in.
long, cupped, pale yellow
seeds smooth. Aug.-Oct.
:

:

Wet ground, Can.

to Fla.,

B.M.

west to Neb.

D.

7555.

subtuberdsus, Bourgeau. A northern form
with unu'^ually fleshy roots, which were formerly collected by Indians for food. Hence "Indian Potato."
165.

— Var.

14. Maximiliani, Schrad. Stem generally 2-4 ft. high,
sometimes 8-10: lvs. inclined to be trough-shaped: fls.
on short, densely pubescent peduncles rays 15-30, generally \%, in. long, deep yellow. Otherwise like E. gigaiiteus, of which it 1=^ probably the western form. Aug.Oct. Dry plains, west of Mississippi river.
15. tuberdsus, Linn.
Jel^.usalem Artichoke. Stem
5-]2 ft., braneljed above, lvs. 4-8 In., usually ovate,
acuminate, serrate, rough above, finely pubescent berays
neath: fls. several or numerous, 2-3 in. across
12-20: seeds pubescent.
Gn. 27:68. B.M. 7545. -Frequently cultivated for its edible tubers. See Artichoke,
;

;

JerusaJi'w

Stem 3-7 ft. high: lvs. 4-8 in.
16. doronicoides, Lam.
long, ovate oldong, narrowed towards both ends.rousti
r;iys
fls. numerous, in loose panicles
12-20. broad.
Otherwise as I/, bvtifolius. Aug., Sept.
Dry soils, Ohio to IMo. B.M. 2778 (as H. piihesci^iis).

on both sides

17. m611is,
1028,

9.

Helianthus decapetalus. var. multiflorus.
(See species Xo. 11.)

stramosug, Linn.

St.

.'i-7 ft.

high, usually branch-

ing, often glaucous: Ivy. 3-8 in. long, ovate-lanceolate,
rough above, entire or toothed
fls. 2U-4 in. across;
rays 8-15, 1-1% in. long. July-Sept. Open W(iods,Can.
to Ga. and west to Wis. and Ark.
Vai-. mOUis, Torr.
Lvs. downy beneath. 1-1, I\I. 3(),S0 {ns II. ntnllifi,
(fc Gray.
:

Lam
10.

.

)

grbsse-serrattis, I\Iartens. St. 6-10 ft. high, very
lvs. long-lanceolate, slender-petioled.

smooth, glaucous:

hoary

;

:

Lam. Stem 2-5 ft. high,
when young

stout, very leafy,

lvs. 3-5 in. long,
ovate-lanceolate, wliite-pubescetit or rough on upper
side: fls. solitary or few, 2-3 in. broad; rays 15-2.->.
July-Sept. Barren soils, Ohio to Ga., west to la. aud
Tex. Gn. 55:1212.
18. piimilus, Nutt. Stenwough and hairy throughout:
tls.
lvs. only 5-7 pairs, 1-4 in. long, ovate-lanceolate
few, sbort-peduncled. Eastern Kocky Mts. and adjacent

villose, at least

:

:

plains.
19. Igetifldrus, Pcrs.
high, leafy: lvs. 4-10

Showy Sunfowek. Stem

4-8

ft.

long, ovate-lanceolate, more oi
less serrate, rough on both sides: fls. several. 2-4 in.
in.

.

HELIANTHUS
Ijroad,

short-perluncled

;

HELICODICEROS

rays 15-25, about l'~

in.

long,

showy. Prairies, Iiid., III., Wis. Gn. 45:1)00. G.m!
desirable Heliiintlnis. The garden form //.
Sl:204.
xemipleiiiis is better than the type. Kesenible,s tall-growforms
of
ff. rUjidiis, but di.ek yellow.
ing

—A

Stem :i-8 ft. high. Ivs. lanceoside.s: lis. loosely paniculate. Calif.
of the plants grown under this name are a garden form of n. anitiiuv.
CaUf6rnicu8, DC.

20.

late,

rough ou both

723

heads small and juimerous, wbite. — Cult, in S. Calif, by
Franceschi. Australia; sometimes grows 20 ft. high.
AA. Lvs. ovale or broader : border and vase plant.
petiol^tum, DC.
(Gnaphctlium lanaturn, Hort,),
Tender perennial, cult, for its long, woolly stems and
woolly lvs., either as an edging in ribbon borders or as

— Most

Stem 2-1 ft. high, densely hairy:
ovate-lanceolate, thick, very rough, pubescent and
pale beneath: fis. several, 2-:t in. across.
July-Oct.
Dry soils. Pa. to Ga., west to Wis. aud Texas.
21. hirsiitus, R;if.

Irs.

22. trachelifdlius, Mill.
Resembles strumosus, but
stem and H. -stalks usually rongh-hairy and Ivs. thinner,
green on both sides. Aug., Sept. Dry soil. Pa. to Wis.

S. "W. Fletcher.
HELICHE'i'StIM (Greek fors»n and gold: referring

to the liower heads!.

Gompnsitce.

iijn.,JiJUchri/sum.

Nearly 31)0 Old World herbs or shrubs, mostly African
and Australian. Some of them are grown for everlastings, being, with Helipteium, amongst the most important plants for that purpose.
Easily grown as hardy
annuals in any garden soil. Fls. of two kinds, the outermost ones with pistils only: involucre dry and chafflike, the stiff overlappingscales glabrous, often colored:
heads large, terminating the branches, normally yellow,
but now varying into luauy colors in long-cultivated
forms.
A.

Ijvs. o'blong
B.

or narroir

Heeds

i/fowii

;

for ^verhii<fhigs.

In rgr, si'/lhn-i/.

bracteitum, Andr. Fig. lO.'lO. Stout annual, 1'^-:! ft.
somewhat branched, the terete stems nearly or
quite glabrous: Ivs. many ami rather large, oblong- lanceolate, narrowed to a short petiole, entire, green:
heads terminating the branches, 1-2'^, in. across, yellow
or orange, the short and obtuse involucre-scales inibi-icated. Australia. — Perhaps the iimst important single
everlasting fi. grown in this country, particularly for
bold or heavy design work. It is very variable, particularly in color. The heads are pure white in var. ilbum,
Hor't. {H'.(Ubum,Hort.
H. nifeiiin, Gmh. B.JI. 3857);
scales tipped with red in var. bicolor, Hort. {JSIiclir;)sum
tall,

Lindl. B.R. 21 :1S14|
dark scarlet in var. atrococcineum, Hort. (ZT. atrociicciiiriim, Hort.) dark bloodred in var. atrosanguineum, Hort. {H. atrosanguiiieum,
Hort.).
The forms wdth ^-ery large heads are often
known as R. mao-dnthunt Hort. The doulde forms are
often known as iT. 7}ioustrdsi{n) .Hovt. Other portraits
of this species will be found in B.R. 24:58.
R.H.
()('oo(oc,

;

;

,

1851:101.

BB.

1030.

Reads medium

to

small, hi eJusters.

c. Color yellow or or(i)ige.
aren^rium, DC. A foot or less high, herbaceous: Ivs.
plane, white-woolly, the lower ones oblong-obovate and
long-attenuated into a petiole, the upper ones linear-lanceolate and acute: heads globular, in compact little corymbs, bright yellow. Perennial, in sand. France.— Apparently not cult, in this country. See Everlasting.
orientWe, Gaertn. (Gnapliitrium. orietitctle, Linn.).
Stem simple, 1)-^ ft, or less tall: Ivs. oval-oblong to lanceolate, obtuse, sessile, ratlier small: heads bright yellow, small, globular, in corymbs. S. Eu. to Asia Win or.—
Much cult, in Mediterranean regions, but little known
in this country.
apicuIMum, D. Don. Perennial, 1-2 ft., tomentose,
leafy below: Ivs. lance-spatulate, the base more or less
spatulate: heads ?2 in. across, in small heads or clusters, orange-yellow, the scales sharp-pointed. Australia.
—Little known in this country.

cc. Color white or nearly so.
grandindrum, Less. Perennial, somewhat woody, decumbent at the base
Ivs. crowded near the base, sessile, obovate to oval or oblong, obtuse, w^oolly on both
sides
heads hemispherical, in corymbose clusters,
:

:

glossy, cream-color, iiiu. across.

narrow-linear

(

Kin.

S. Afr.

Ivs. very small,
Tall, upright
or less long), the margins revolute:

diosmaefolitun, Sweet.

:

Hclichrysum bractcatum

Uue

(

X

/a)

of the clioicest everlastings.

an ornament in lawn vases lvs. petiolate, ovate and
broad at the base, obtuse: heads (not often seen in
cult.) in branched cymes, the involucre scales obtuse,
cream-white. S. Afr.— An old garden plant. Prop, by
cuttings from stock plants carried over winter.
:

TT

r

p

HELICClDEA. See BiUhergia.

HELICODtCEROS

{Greek, spiralhj J-homed) Ardcea'.

The extraordinary phmt shown

.

known

as
the "Hairy Arum " and sold by the bulb dealers as Arinn
crinlfum. ^Yheu in flower it has a disgusting odor,
whii'h attracts carrion tiies and bright green insects, as
uncanny as the plant itself. The plant is the only species in its genus, the hairiness of the spadix being a
very distinct character. Helicodioeros and Dracunculus
are alike in having few ovules, which are fastened at the
top and bottom of the cell, but in the latter the starainate and pistillate fls. are close together, while in the
former they are separated by a sterile portion. Arum
differs from both genera in having the ovules fastened
in 2 series at the side of the cell. The lvs, of Arum are
spear- or arrow-shaped, while in the other two they are
in Fig. 1031 is

pedatelycnt. Latest monograph in Latin by Engler in
D.C. Mon, Phau. 2:004 (1879).
This plant is wortli growing once, since it is one of
the great curiosities of horticulture. It may be secured

.

HELIOTROPIUM

HKLICODICEROS

72-i

from bulb ticklers in the fall and flowered under glass
in
in the spring. It is a most vile-smelling plant when
The plucky artist who drew the aeconifull flower.
his
of
panying picture of this arum wrote at the bottom
drawing, "Air 'em."

HELIOPHILA

[Gv^eVi, sun-loving).

CruclfercB.

This

genus includes a blne-Uowered half-hardy annual, that
grows about 3 in. high and is advertised at present only
in the very largest catalogues of flower seeds. The
genus contains about 61 species of annual and subshrubby perennials, natives exclusively of S. Africa.
There are no near allies of garden value. The dehiscent pod is an important character of the genus. Other
important generic characters are pods sessile or pedicelled, 2-cclled, 2-valve(l: seeds in a singlo row, often
winged. The racemes are long and leafless, and the fls.

Latest monograph

yellow, white, rosy or sky-blue.

in

English by Sonder in Flora Oapensis 1:35-54(1859-60).
For general culture, see Annuals.

The plant in the trade is known as U. arahioldes,
Sims, which Sonder refers to H. pildsa, Lam., var. inclsa, Sonder. R. pilosa is a very variable species, with
stem 6-24 in. high, erect or diffuse, simple or unbranched
from the base: lower Ivs. often opposite, the rest alternate: fls. normally sky-blue, with a yellow center, but
the natural varieties include lilac and yellow. The typical IT. pilosa has a stem that is rough with spreading
hairs: Ivs. hairy, either oblong or linear, entire or sometimes lobed near apex, cuneate at base: pods linear,
erect or spreading. Var. incisa, Senders, has Ivs. linearcuneate, o-cut at the apex, rarely 5-cut, the lobes linear
or acuminate. B.M.496.
W. M

HELIOPSIS

(Greek, like the sun). CompSsitcp-. About
hardy herbaceous plants, bearing numerin autumn, and all native to N. America.
They are all perennials except one, and that is not cultivated. They are not common in gardens because of the
more attractive forms in Helianthus. R. Imvis, var.
Pitcheriuna, however, deserves wider popularity. Heliopsis has no pappus, while in Flelianthus the pappus
has 2 awns. In Pleliopsis the rays have pistils, but may
be fertile or sterile. In Helianthus the rays have no
10 species of

ous yellow

Helicodiceros muscivorus (X

1031.

1c.

musclvorus, Kng, (R. crinltiis, Schott. A nun criultum. Ait. Dracuncidus crin'itu.'i, Schott). Fig. lOiU.
spalhe-Umb purple, covered with purple
Height IK ft.
hairs. Corsica. B.R. 10:y.31. F. 8.5:445.
W. Jl.
:

HELICdNIA

(Mt. Helicon, in

Greece,

seat

of

the

Muses), ticit'oniitdceie. Foliage plants allied to Musa.
Perhaps 25 to uO species in tropical America. The plants
are grown, in a warmhouse along with Alocasias, Anthuriums and Calatheas: the directions given for the
cultivation of Calathea apply very well to Helicouia.
Under the name of Wild Plantain or Balisier, IT. Bihui
is cult, outdoors in S. Fla. and along the Uulf of Mex.
It is an evergreen shrub rivaling the bananas in foliage
and scarlet and black tlower-sheatbs. E. N. Eeasoner
classes it among plants that sprout up readily in tlie extreme South if killed by frost, and recommends it as a
house plant for the South.
From ^lu'in, Heliconia differs chiefly in having a dry,
often dehiscing,

3-locuk'(.l, li-seeded fruit.

Fls. in clus-

subtended by bracts afterthe way of
free or soraewbat joined to the
staminodium
stamens
corolla; corolla short-tnl.)ed

belowthe
Musa; sepals

ters

Ivs.,

3, linear,

;

1:

.5

;

and striking, often beautifully marked;

Ivs. large

stems arising from a strong rnotstock. Various species
have been introduced into cult., but the fwllowiug are
the only ones a[ipearing in the Amer. trade.
Bihdi, Linn. Balisier. Wild Plantatn. Becoming
10-15

ft. tall,

Stem erect, loosely branching: heads
pistils at all.
yellow, long-stalked, borne in loose terminal or axillary
panicles: Ivs. opposite, petioled, 3-ribbed, oblong-ovate
to ovate-lanceolate, coarsely toothed. For culture, see
RcUantJnis.
Ivs. 3-5 in. long,
Stem 3-5 ft. high
Isevis, Pers.
thinnish, smooth on both sides or roughish above: fls.
July-Oct.
long-stemmed.
in.
broad,
numerous, l}4-'2.%
Open places, Can. to Fla. west to 111. and Ky. B.M. 3372.
Var. Pitcheriuna (R. PitcJieridna, Hort.). A dwarf,
more branching and bushy form, 2-3 ft. high, with a
spread of .3^ ft.: fls. produced much more freely than
One of the best
ill the preceding and a deeper yellow.
hardy plants for the perennial border, being especially
planting
in dry places.
valuable, for cutting and for
Int. 1895 by Pitcher &Manda. A. 0.16:323. F.R. 2:259.
sc&,bra, Dunal. Differs from R. lo'vis chiefly in being
rough throughout: upper Ivs. sometimes entire: heads
few, often solitarv. Dry soils, Me. to N. J. and west to
Mo. .J.H. 33:359. "B.R. 7:592 (as//, canescens). -Fixsse^
:

,

into Irevis.

HELIOTROPE.

banan!i.-like: Ivs. oval or oblong-oval, long-

petioled, transversely ribbed, the blades 15-5

ft.

fls.

g.

w. Fletcher.

See Reliotropiutn.

long:

blossom sheaths very large, scarlet and black, the lis.
red or orange. W. Hnlies and S. — A most striking plant,

HEUOTROPIUM (heliotropic turning to the sun)
A widely spread genus in warm regions,
;

.Bonigiii'^ccir.

but rarely seen in glasshouse collections. It is naturalized in the Old "World troiiics.
aiireo-striita, Hort. Perhaps a form of the precedinir:
Ivs. beautifully stri])ed along both midrib and transverse
veins with golden yellow stems striped with yellow and
green: leaf-limb ovjil-acuniiintte. I.H. 2!) liiij 42, p.
289 (where a list of the best kinds will be found). 8.TT.
2, p. 133. F.R. ;J:493. -Very handsome. ,_Tbe best known

of

kind.

Citnissiiricu)u,h\im.) native to the S. Atlantic states,
with white fls. and oblong or lineiir Ivs.; also a naturalized species (R. Inilicinii, Linn.} with bluish scented
fls.
and lance-ovate rugose Ivs. The florists' Helintropes seem to be derived from 2 species. H. Pertivi^num, Linn., is perhaps the leading species. Fig. 103-.
Lvs. oval or oblong-lanceolate, very veiny, not conspicuously narrowed at the base: fls. small, in a close cyme,
the corolla lube little Ioniser than the calyx. Peru. B.M.
141. — Vanilla-scented.
H. corymbdsura, Ruiz & Pa^'-

:

;

Hort., is of the general style of the last, but
the rib and veins are marked with pink. Var. rubricaulis,
Hort., has more red, the petiole beini; brii^ht vermilion.
li.H. I89(':36 (where a review is made of tlie species).
illiistris,

R.B.21,

p. 69.

C4n. 52, p. 359.

angustifolia, Hook. Dwarfer: Ivs. lone: and Tiarrow,
1?^-2K ft. long, 3-*" in. wide, green: ils. yellowish green,
d-lO in each red bract. S. Amer. R.IM. 4475. j^ j^ 3

more than 100 species. Herbs or rarely shrubs, with
small flowers in terminal, forking r4usters and alternate simple leaves: corolla short funnel-form or salver-shape, the throat mostly open (sometimes constricted)
stamens 5, attached to the tube, not exserted,
the filaments very short: ovary 4-loculed and splitting
;

two 2-loculed nutlets) when ripe, surmounted bv a simple style. There is a Heliotrope (E.
into 4 nutlets (or

,

.

II'KLU)TH(J1'1L'M

IIELIPTERUM

{[I. grandiflorum^ Don), lias longer and relatively narrower Ivs., which are tlistinclly narrowed to the basie,
tlower-clusters larfjer and more open, tls. nearly twice
larger and the corolla tube nearly twice longer than the
calyx teeth longer and narrower. Pc-rn. Ij.M.
calyx
1GU9. Narcissuy-scented. Many of the large-trussed ami
large-flowered garden varieties are apparently of this
species rather than of the former; or possibly the two
Originally both species were violetare hybridized.
flowered, but the colors are now in various shades of
purple, and there are
white-Howerod forms.
^(7'^^Sii^r''Ii^^>?J^'j
IV
H.Voltaireanum.Hort.
occurs
our trade^"^ -^'^
lists.
It is a compact
garden form, said to be
a hybrid. I'.iM. ]fJ, p.
;

W^mrW0mx
wV^

m

100. Another species,
H. Europaeum, Linn., is
rarely seen in old col-

lections,

p^irticulai'ly

South, and it is sparingly naturalized. It is
a

hoary-downy

herb

G-]8 in. high, with longpetioled oval Ivs., and
white fls. in scirpioid

racemes.

^ H.

B.

The Heliotrope

is

a

warmth- and sun-lov1032.

Heliotropium Peruvianu

ing plant, preferring a

rich, light soil, good
drainage and plenty of
needs to lie kept growing, and suffers more
than manj^ other plants from becoming dry. It wilts
easily, and should never be allowed to lack for moisture
in soil and air. Quickly becoming pot-bound, it requires

water.

It

frequent shifting.
The Heliotrope strikes readily from terminal cuttings
of the tender shoots in al>out eight or ten days. Florists
root the cuttings in pure sand. Cuttings should have
a temperature at night of about 50'^, with 5'^-10° of
bottom heat. They should be kept from flagging by
careful watering and shading as needed.
When the
cuttings have formed roots about hiilf an inch long, they
should be transplanted to small pots or shallow i>oxes
of light soil, placed where they will have a nii^ht temperature of about GO*^, sheltered from, currents of air,
watered and shaded as needed until established.
The Heliotrojie may also be grown readily from seed.
These should be sown in shallow tiafs in light soil, in a
temperature of about 05°, covered lightly and kept nicely
moist. When well up they may be treated as cuttings.
For forcing, the Heliotrope should have a good exposure to the sun, a temperature of about GC^ at night.,
rifh soil, good drainage and careful watering.
The
plant is preferably grown in benches in
inches of
soil. A plant easily covers an IS-inch square.
In the open ground plants should have a sunny situation and moist soil. Here it covers a space 2^-^ ft. square,
anit attains a height of 2-,'-! ft. They should not be set
out till danger of spring frosts is past.
The plant is comparatively free from diseases and insect pests. Cuttings and seedlings are sometimes destroyed by the damping-off fungi, and under conditions of neglect, plants sometimes become infested with
Sometimes
mealy-hugs, aphides, or the red-spider.
plants are ruined by a disease known among florists as
the "black rust," an ailment similar to or identical with
that affecting the Verbena. It usually appears on plants
in an enfeebled condition, resulting from being potbounii,from sour soil or over-potting, followed by too
low temperature, as well as from other causes. Badly
diseased plants should be destroyed. Others are sometimes benefited by syriiigings and waterings with fie^^h
and tolerably strong tobacco tea, in place of the nsu d
waterings. Repotting and occasional applications of
weak manure water, with perhaps a higher tem[>eratiire, will also be found helpful.
Erxest Walkek.

use as a border plant and for bedding,
being a universal favorite, it usually forms p>art of the
stock in trade of florists who do a local business, rank-

Apart from

its

r.'ij

ing next to the (b:runium as a pot-plant for spring
For cut-flowers in winter it is equally popular,
but its lasting qualities when cut are uucertaiu. Successful growers assert that for best results, strong
trade.

stems and good keeping qualities, it should l)e grown in
a moderately cool, airy house.
Some of the best the
writer has seen were grown in a house suited to violets
;ind mignonette, in which the temperature seldom rose
tooO^F. at night.
Stout, soft cuttin;;s make the best ]dants, and root,
easily in a temperature of GO'^F. From the time they are
inserted, suflicient water must be given to prevent wilting. A propagating bed is not required. Ordinary flats
will do — the medium half-leaf soil aud sand.
They
must be well shaded for a week or so. They are very
liable to the cutting bench fungus, and should be potted
or boxed off as soon as rooted, which should he in ten
or twelve days. Any light soil will do, aud it need not
be rich for the first shift.
For winter flowers, cuttings may be taken in July and
treated as above. Some of the plants among the springbatch with straight stems may be grown along for
standards by taking out the side shoots until 2 ft. high.

These make handsome drooping specimens. By pruning about midsummer they ntay be kept in good condition for years. Stock intpnded for spring cuttings is
better grown continuously in pots, as the plants lift
badly in the autuum.
The plants do not lift well. The writer prefers to
grow a few left-over bedding plants for stock. Cuttings
struck in June or July and grown continuously indoors
make the best plants for winter flowers. Tall young
plants may be grown into standards by taking out the
side shoots until they reach 2 or 3 feet in height, and
then letting them branch out. Shifted along, they make
large specimens in 12-inch pots, and may be kept in
good condition for years by judicious pruning, topdressing and the use of numure water.
Heliotrope is extensively used as a bedding plant, is
a favorite in window-gardens, and is much grown by
Mocists for cut-flowers. The ease with which it may be
grown either in pots or the garden, the color and
fragrance of its dainty flowers, and the continuity of

bloom, have

con-

all

tributed to make
general favorite.

it

a

There have been
numerous garden varieties and a number
hybrids

of

—

white

;ind the different tints

of blue predominating. Floral catalogues
rarelj^

ever,

mention, how-

more than G-8

Madame

varieties.

de Blonay has for
years been a favorite
white, while Queen
of Violets is perhaps
of
the
the finest
blues. Chieftain is a
Albert
lighter tint.

Uelaux

is

a variety

with golden variegated foliage,
but

variegated

Helioundesirseedlings double forms
occasionally appear.

tropes
able.

are

Among

They have no special
merit, and are seldom
perpetuated.
T. D. Hatfieli..

HFT fPTFRUM
(Greek for

siiii

und

Helipterum Mang-lesii
known as Khndunthe.
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.

Generally

i('i)if/;

said to

to the

light-plumed pappus).

refer
C"iiip(''si((c,

Including

AcroclUtinm and L'lfnhhithe About 50 species in Australia and S. Africa, of which a few are cult, as ever.

lastings or innnortelles (see EvevJastings).

The

cult.

,

HKLIPTEKL'M

HELLEBORUS

kinds are annual herbs (or grown as such), of easiest
cultivation in any garden soil. Fly. mostly perfect, with
5-toothed open corollas: akenes woolly, bearing a pappus of many plumose bristles: involucre glabrous, obovate or top-shaped, silvery or rose-colored: plants
mostly glabrous. This and Plelichrysnm are amongst
the most important of everlasting flowers.

such), erect or with a decumbent base, the stems somewhat branching
lvs. (and stems) white-tomentose,
linear or lance-linear, pointed, alternate: heads small,
oblong, yellow, in a dense corymbose truss. Australia

/:

A.

Reads

large, many-flou-ered.

Lvs, broad.
Manglesil.Muell. [Bhoddnthe Mdnglcsii, Lindl. Jtioccurdia Mnnglc^ii, Voss). Fig. lO;!!.!. Neat glaucous annual, 12-18 in. tall, with very sieuder, long pedicels,
bearing pretty nodding heads: lvs. thin, oval orelliptic,
clasping: involucre silvery-chaffy, the ray florets originally clear, handsome pink, but now varying to wbite
(R. alba, Hovt.), and to dark red {R. atrosanguhiea,
Orumm.). Var. macul^tum (i?. wacjf^fUa, Drumra. Rocrdrdla M'tnnIrsH, var. viaciitnta, Voss), is usually
larger, with shorter lvs. and involucre flecked with red:
rays pink or white. Austral. B.K. 20:1703.— A cliarniing plant, and one of the few everlastings which retains
much of its grace and beauty after being dried. There
aro double-fid. forms, i.e., those with all or nearly all
Excellent also for pot culture.
the florets ligulate.
Seeds of the mixed vars. are sometimes sold under tbe
B.

name

Rhoda)ilJie varhtfi.

BB. Lvs. linear.

rdseum, Benth.
clini/nti

{Acro-

rosciim,
Elook.
rdsca, Vorrs).
Antujal, 1-2 ft.

Eodcdrdia
Fig.

10.34.

high, glabrous, with

many

strict

simjile branches
from the crown, each stem
terminated by one large
head; lvs. numerous, alternate, small and linear:

rays

many, pointed, bright

:

B.M.5350.
corymbinbrum, Schlecht. {Roccdrdla corymhifldra
Voss). Annual, lower than tbe last, more branchy: lvs.
broader: heads 2-6 times larger, top-sbaped, in small
corymbs, the prominent rays white. Australia.
L. H. B.
HELLEBORE. See Relleborus.

HELLEBORUS

(ancient name of H. orientalis, meaning unknown). Ranunculdcea?. Hardy herbaceous perennials, about 8 species, natives of Europe and western
Asia. Erect, with large palmately divided lvs., the basal long-petioled, the upper sessile and sometimes reduced to bracts: fis. large, "white, greenish, red, purple,
or yellowish; sepals 5, broad, petal-like, mainly persistent; petals small, tubular, furnished with claws; stamens many
carpels 3-10, sessile, forming leathery,
many-seeded capsules, dehiscent at the apex.
All the kinds will thrive in ordinary garden soil, but
for the best results use a soil of rich loam and coarse
sand, with a top-dressing of rotten niauure. A moist,
welt-drained, partially shaded situation is preferable.
The species may be planted in shrubbery holders, and
in rockeries, or if wanted for cut-flowers they should be
planted in beds. An important point is not to disturb
the plants when once established, as they are very sensitive to frequent changes of location.
All the species
bloom before spring arrives; a few mild days in December or January will bring out the buds of H. tiiger varieties, and the others are not far behind.
Tbey are
easily forced under glass. Strong plants should betaken
up into large pots and gradually inured to a warm temperature. Blossoms may thus be brought forth at any
time desired in winter. Prop, best by division in fall or
spring; but if seeds ujature they will germinate well
if planted immediately in pans or in rich, open ground.
Seedlines should bear flowers the third season. Monographs by J. G. Baker in G.C. IT. 7:432 (1877 and by
Thos. Moore in G.C. H. 11:431 (1879).
;

A.
viridis,

Zivs.

dying annnaUy

,

thin.

Stem scapose: rootstock creeping: I
8-12 in. broad, on petiole 0-10 in. long; 6eg-

Linn.

basal leaf
raents 7-11, oblong, acute, sharply serrate
fl.-stem
hardly exceeding the basal leaf, bearing 3-6 fls. and
large, leaf-like bracts: fls. large, yellowish green; sepals broadly Oblong, obtuse, spreading: capsules about
style
4, as long as the sepals, transversely ribbed
erect.
Eu. Nat. in eastern states. G.C. II. 25:553.—
Not so much used as the other species here given.
:

;

Var. purpurdscens, Waldst. & Kit. Differs chiefly in
the central leaf -segments being deeply palmately cleft,
and the fls. mtich tinged with purple, especially on the
outside. Hungary. B.M. 3170.
AA. Ijvs. evergreen, coriaceous,
E.

I'lower-stem never more than once forked:

fls. 1

or

2.

niger, Linn. Christmas Rose. Fig. 10.3G. Steraless:
rootstock short, black: only 1 leaf somewhat irregularly
petiole
divided into lobes, toothed on the outer half
5-7 Inches long: flower-stem simple or once branched:
fls. very large; sepals white, or flushed with purple:
capsules 0-8. Rocky places, Eu. B.M. 8. Gn. 55, p. 13.
Var. angU9tiE61ius, TTort. (var. minor, Kovt.). Plant
and leaf similar, but fls. small. Very pretty. G. C. 11.
21:85, and 111. 21:19.
;

Var. alti!6Iius,

Hayne

(var. mdjor, Hort.

Viw.mdxi-

Hort.). Petiole reaching 1 ft. in length: fls. the
largest in the genus, 3-5 in. across, and often several
on same stem. Gu. 14:142; 48:1021. G. C. II. 20:C93.
A. G. 11:03.
n?H.s-,

1034.

Helipterun

roseum

1U35.

(.-.

Helipterum Humboldtianum (X ^u).

pink (or varying to whito in //. dlbuvi, Hort.). Anstr;il.
li.M.4801.— A very serviceable and handsome [dant,
AA.

Heads small,

clutitrred.

BB. Floiver-sfeyn forhrd e or 3 times:
or many.

'.

fhnnb(.ddlid)ia, Voss).

{IT. Sditfnrdii

Fig.

KKi.'j.

,

Hook. Jion-drdia

Annual

(or cult, as

several

orientalis, Lara. Stemless; short creeping rootstock:
1 radical leaf, 7-n-lobed
segments G in. long, >2-- !"
broad, acute, serrate in the outer half, pubescent, with
strongly raised veins beneath petiole 1 ft. long: flower1

;

Humboldti^num, D(

fls.

;

,

.

HELLEBOKUS
stem over

HELWINGIA

forked above, 2-0(1(1., large, leafsepals roundish, imbricated, white, purple
purple edges, spreading: capsules oblong,
the sepals, transversely ribbed: style erect
Asia Minor, tin. 47, p. l^G. — There are nu-

1 ft. liigh,

like bracts;

beneath and
shorter than
orincurved.

merous varieties of

this beautiful species.

c. PiirptC'fJd,

varu'lUK.

Var. C61cHcus, Kegel.
Stem purple-spotted, quite
glaucous: 1 leaf to each flower-stem Hs. 3-U ou a stem,
deep bright purjde, both inside and out. Asia Minor.
B.M.45S1 (a» Jl. atrurubeiis). Gt. 1860 :29:i. Var. Colohicus-punctatus, T. Moore. Fls. deeper plum-purple,
more glaucous, e.xquisitely mottled inside with innuraer-
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Var. gutt^tus, A. Braun.
Glabrous, green stem:
sepals green outside, white within and elegantly spotted
with purple crimson dots. Caucasus region. — Two allied hybrid forms are named: Commerz Benarv and
Albin Otto. Gn. 1G:189, f. 4.
Var. antiquorum, A. Braun. Glabrous, green mottled
stem: lis. as invar. Olijnipicus, but more imbricated,
maintaining the i.)LdI-shaped form. B.R. 28:o4 (as B.
nrieuta/i.^, Lindl. j. Gu. 1U:189, f. S.

:

ccc. Green-fid, variety.
Var. CaucaBicus, A. Braun. Lvs. very glossy; segments more oblong than in the type, often 3 or 4 in.
hroad
sepals round, pale green, mufh inilirieated.
:

Caucasus

I'egion.

K. C. Davis.

HELMET FLOWER. Am

4%llC,...

*///

I

ih

y

t'oiijii )i/he.'!

and Sen

tellaria

HELONIAS

(Greek,
sivamp-lovinr/).
Lilineea:.
SwAMF PiNK. Tills genus includes a rare hardy pi-rennial bulbous plant whicb grows in bogs from northern
K. J. to N. C, and is sold by dealers in native plants.
In very early spring it bears a hollow scape 1-2 ft. high,
crowned by a raceme 1-3 in. long, composed of perhaps
30 pinli or purplish fls., each 3:jin. acro.ss, 6-lobed, and
with G blue antliers. The genus has probably only one
species, the other plants called Heloniiis being largely
referred to other genera, whicli are diKtinguisbed in
Britton and Brown's Illustrated Flora 1 :;il"i9. The genus
is placed by Britton and Brown in JMelantbacoa^, an order included in the Liliaceae by Benthiim and Hooker.
Helonias has a short, stout rootstock like a leek. The
allied Heloniopsis is also in the trade.

bulUta, Linn.

Swamp

Fine.

Stud Pink.

Lvs. sev-

eral or numerous, thin, dark green, clustered at the base
of the scape, G-Lj in. long, %-l in. wide, with flne parallel nerves: scape stout, bracted below.
Apr., May.
B.M. 747. L.B.C. 10:9G1. B.B. 1:402. -Int. l)y H.P.

Kelsey.
Helonias, which is perfectly hardy, is so easily propagated by division that it is hardly worth while to grow

1036.

Christmas Rose, Helleboms Niger iX^Q.

On. 10: ISO.
of all the Hellebores.
able dark dots.

f. 8.

— One of

the haiidsomesr

Var. Abch^sicus, A. Brauii. Much like var. Colchlcus,
but differing in having 2 or more Ivs. to a Hower-stem.
Caucasus region. Gt. 18GtJ:49G {as I{. Caucasicus, var.
Abchasicus, Kegel).
V"ar. atr6rubens, Waldst. S: Kit.
Only 1 leaf on a
flower-stem, trhiljrous, thinner in texture than in the
rest of the orieTitalis group: segments narrow; tls. 2-4
on a stem; sepals dark purple outside, greenish purple
within. Hungary. R.H. 1805:2:^1.— A connecting link
between the viridis and orientalis groups.

Var. riibro-purpureus, Hort. (H. atropurphn:a, Hort.

).

Aseedling of

var. atrorxihe- n s ^v^ith bold foliage and purple tlower-stenis: tls. spreading, deep purple. Characters well fixed aud very handsome. Gn. lG:iy9, f. 1. R.H.

1884:504.

Furple-fld. hybrids of the varieties of H. orienla]i-< are
found in the trade under the following names: Var.
elegans; var. iridescent; F. C. Heinmnann, tls. very
large, imbricated, deep purple and niottied
Fran Ireue
Heinemann, tls. rose-purple outside, greenish white,
with dark lines and dots inside; Grefcheii JJciyienunn)
red-fld., strong grower; I/ofgarten-Iiifipeclor Hartwig,
fls, rose-purple without and greenish within; Apotheker
Bogren, rose-purple, very large.
;

CC.

JVlute-fhl. varicfii's.

Var. Oi^mpicus, Lindl. Glabrous
fls. small,
but
spreading, very numerous; sepals green on outer sur28:.")8.
face, white within.
Bitliynia.
B.R.
— Hybrids
closely allied to this liave been given the trade names:
Willy Schmidt and Prof. Dr. Schleicher.
;

from seed. Under cultivation, also, it seems to rarely mature perfect seed. It multiplies itself rapidly from offsets, a single plant often providing a dozen others in a
season. It is found growing in dense shade and also in
the full glare of the sun, always in wet sphagnum bog
in the latter case, while in the shaile it sometimes
spreads to dry ground. Although one of the showiest of
all American bog plants, it is comparatively little known
here, though better in England.
It makes an elegant
pot-plant.
Haklan P. Kelsey and W.

M.

HEL0NI6PSIS (Greek, like Helonias). Zilicicecv.
This includes an herbaceous plant resembling our
swamp pink, Helonias htilldta, in the color of its fls.
and stamens, but the fls. are larger and fewer, and the
lvs. nnn)erous and tufted. The style in Heloniopsis is a
conspicuous feature, being long and red, tipped with a
purple undivided stigma, while in Helonias the style is
very short and 3-cut. Bith genera are separated from
numerous allied genera by the septicidal dehiscence of
their capsules. The fls. are bell-shaped, drooping, deep
pink, G-lobed, with G red filaments and purple-l'lue stamens. The genus has about 4 species. The following
grows in the mountains of Japan at an altitude of 2,0007,000 ft., and is presumably hardy. It was once offered
by John Saul, of Washington, D. C.
Jap6iiica, Maxim. Rootstock short, stout, with long
root fibers
lvs. oblanceolate, persistent, green tinged
purple: seeds small, very numerous, with a conspicuous
tail at each end. B.M. G98G.
:

HELWlNGIA

(after G. A. Helwing, 166&-1748, a
of Prussia)
curious deciduous shrub, remarkable for
the reason that the small, inconspicuous greenish fls.
are borne in clusters on the midribs of the lvs. at about
the center of their upper surfaces. Of not much decorative value and therefore rarely cultivated, but interesting on account of the unusual position of the fls.; ten-

German clergyman, who wrote on the botany

Araliiieea'.

A

,

HELWINGIA

HEMEROCALLIS

It seems to grow in any soil that is somewhat moist. Prop, by ^'reenwood cuttings under glass.
FJs. dia^cious, shortin Jap. and Hima].
species
Two
pedicelled, with obsolete calyx, 3-5 petals and stamens
and 3-4-celIed ovary: fr. a berry-like, 3-4-seeded drupe.

adds that IT. Dnmortierii, auraiitlacn veir. major and
IT. rufilans difler from all others in the fls. being reddish brown outside, which is very marked iu the bud.
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der North.

Jap6nica, A. Dletr. [B. rii^cifldra, Willd.). Bushy
shrub, 3-5 ft. high: vs. petioled, ovate or elliptic-ovate,
acuminate, serrate, stipulate, lM-3iu. long: tls. in June,
the sturainate generally with 3, the pistillate with 4
petals. Jap. S.Z 86. A. G. 13:8.
A. Phelps Wyman.
HEMEROCALLIS (Greek, heautiful hijday: I^ecause
the blossoms close at night), Lilidcecp. Yellow Day
Lilies. This genus includes the Lemon Lily If. fla ra
which is one of the hardiest and most delightful of all
herbaceous perennial plants. It easily ranks among the
50 most popular plants for the home garden. All the
blue and white Day Lilies belong to the genus Funkia:
all the yellow and orange Day Lilies belong to Hemerocatlis. The Yellow Day Lilies have narrow, grass-like
foliage, and their flowers have wider funnels. The blue
and white Day Lilies have very broad foliage, which is
not at all grass-like. The flowers of Funkia are borne
in racemes; of Hemerocallis in corymb-like panicles.
Hemerocallis has only 7 species, all of which are cultivated. The plants are all remarkably free from enemies.
and need no protection of any kind, even in the severest
winters. The roots are bundles of tieshy tubers, and are
sometimes classed with bulbs in catalogues of nurserymen. Small plants will flower freely the first year.
Clumps can often be left undivided for 4 or 5 years
without a loss in size or number of flowers, but as a

A.
B.

Intitr

seijiiicitf.s

fra>jr(inf.

7^/.?.

of periantJi firm: veins not joined h^

cross veins: color yellow,

I

Blossoms in June.

c.

ilava, Linn. Lemon Lily. Pig. 1037. Lvs. 18-24 in,
long, (3-8 lines wide scapes longer than the lvs. corymb
0-H-fld.: pedicels 12-24 lines l<mg: tube 0-15 lines long.
Europe, temperate Asia. B.M. l\i. A. G. 17:437. Gn. 48.
In some important works on gardening the color
p. 400.
is erroneously given as orange.
:

:

—

)

(

0(.'.

blossoms

in July.

Thunbergii, Baker. "Except for its later flowering,
Thunbergii does not differ materially from flava.''
Baker, Lvs. 0-7 >2 lines wide: corymb loose, 8-10-fld.,
with 1 or 2 fls. lower down tube nearly 1 in. long: fly.
lemon-yellow, opening widely, 3 in. across; segments
membranous, crisped. Japan. Int. 1890. — Rare. R. B.
Whyte writes that the fls. are not nearly as large as
those of H. flava, appear in June, and that U. Thnnbergii differs from all others in having the upper 6 tu
10 in. of the scape thickened and flattened.
:

Inner segments membranous and ivavy at the
margin : a few veins joined.
tube and pedicel long : color
Lvs. '3-3 lines tvide

BB.
c.

•

fls.

of

yellow.

{U. graminea. And., not Schlecht. H.
Lvs. ]5-18 in. long, darker
Schlecht.).

minor. Mill.
graminifolid
green than in the other species: scapes about as long a-^
the -VS.: corymb 3-G-fld.: pedicels 3-24 lines long.
,

July,
CO.

Aug. N.Asia.

B.M.

Bvs. G-S linrs wide

873.

tube very short
orange.
:

:

color of

fls.

Dumortierii, Morren {II. rhtilans, Hort.). Height
scapes hardly as long as
l}2-2 ft.: lvs. ]2-J5 in. long
the lvs,: corymb 2-3-fld.: pedicels 3-0 lines long: fls.
2-2K in. long, while they are 3-4 in. long in all the other
inner segments 5-G lines wide. Jap. B.H.
species
2:43. Gn. 31:589. — //. SicboldH is now practically abandoned as a trade name. The yellow-fid. species of this
name is H. Dumortierii the blue-fld. species pictured
in L. B.C. 19:1809 aud P.M. 5:25 is Funkia Sieboldii.
Var. ilore pl^no {H. dtsticha pleno, Hort.) is less cu»t.
This species is the earliest to blossom, R.B. Whyte
:

;

;

ItV-^r

considers B. 7'uiilans distinct.
ccc. Lvs. S-12 lines wide.
Color of fls. orange : tube S-0 lines long.
aurantiaca, Baker. Height 2^-3 ft.: lvs. more than
tls. bright orange, open12 lines wide: corymb G-8-fid.
ing less widely thau any other species. July. Jap. or
E. Siberia? — The type was introduced to cult, in 1890 and
has rapidly given way to var. mijor. Baker, introduced
1895, which is largerin all parts. Lvs. 12-18 lines wide:
tube 9 lines long: fls. when expanded 5-0 in. across.
Julv-Sept. Jap. G.C. in. 18:71. Gn. 48:1041 and 50.
J.H. III. 31:157. A.G. 18:179. -Closest to Dup. 17.
mortierii, from which it is chiefly distinguished by its
much larger, later and more reddish fls. and longer
D.

1037.

Lemon

— HemerocaUis

Lilies

flava.

:

general thing all robust-growing herbaceous perennials
should be divided every second year. In old clumps the
roots often become firmly matted near the midtUe, and
the wasteful competition between the too-numerous

weakens the vitality of the plant. Next lO R.
flava, the ohtest garden favorites among the Yellow Day
Lilies is JI. fulva, sometimes called Brown Day Lily, and
erroneously iu souie catalogues the Lemon Lily. H.
fidva is a taller pla.nt, with later and orange-colored fis.
roots

and wavy inner segments.

Within

five

years a

new

species, G. anravfiaco has come into great prominence,
and its var. major by some connoisseurs is; considered the
finest of all Day Ijilies. As a rule, double forms are not
as popular as the types, and for the writer they Inck the
simplicity and delinite character of the single flowers.
Yellow Day Lilies have a wholesome fragrance. The
individual flowers are short-lived, but there is a good
succession. The plants thrive in almost any garden soil,
but are most luxuriant along the borders of ponds or
moist places, and in partial shade. The flowers are excellent for cutting. Plants prop, by division.
R. B. Whyte gives the succession of bloom at Ottawa,
Canada, as follows: H. Dmnorficrii, June 4; minor,
Middendorfli and TJuinhrrffii, ,~\\\ne 11
rufilmis, Judq
18: fiilua, Ju\y 2\ aurandaca va.r. major, Jn]j ^•, fnlva,
var. Ktvanso, July 23, and diKiiclia fl. pL, July 30. He

tube.

DD.

Color of

yellow

fls.

:

[tube 5-6 lines long.

^

;

,

Middendorfli, Triuit.
spelled.

&

Height 1-Pv.ft.:

Mey.

Name

variously mis-

lvs. 15-18 in. long, 8-12 lines

wide: scapes about as long as the lvs.: corymb 2-4-fld.:
inner segments 9-12 lines wide.
pedicels almost none
:

Amur region.

Gt. plate 522.

AA.

R.H.

1897, p. 139.

Fls. nol fragrant.

£ulva, Linn. //. dislieh<r, Don). Lvs. 18-24 in. long.
9-15 lines wide: corymb 0-12-rtd.: fls. orange; pedicels
shnrt
inner seL,'ments with wavy margins, with numerous veins joined by cross veins. July, Aug. Eu.,
temperate Asia. B.M. 64 (central band of white). Mn.
193.
Var. KwAnso {JI. Kwaiiso, Hort.), the
5, p.
"Double Orange Lily. "blooms longer than any singlefld. form, according to Meehan.
Gt. 500. It has a sub(

;

IIE.MEHOCALLIS

HErATICA

variety tvith variegated Ivs. Var. il6re pleno, Hort., is
sbowu ju F.S. 18:1891, T\'ith a red spot on the middle of

of his death about L'CGOO copies of the book are said to
have been distributed. It was written in an agi^iegate
of 100 hours, when the author was working IG^hours a
day, largely at manual labor. At the noon intervals and
late nt night he wrote this work lying on his back, with
a pillow under his head. The secret of its success, and
of the author's, was the invention of new methods
adapted to operations on a large scale. The second edition in 1874, and the third in 1887, are both thorough revisions.
"Henderson's Practical Floriculture," lSd8, was an
epoch-making book in commercial tioriculture. Cp tc^
this time most works on fiower-gardening had been
written for the amateur. This point of view is necessarily the commoner one, and Henderson's contribution
to it was "Gardeninc: for Pleasure,'' lS7o. In the compilation of "The Handbook of Plants," 1881. he was largely
aided by C. L. Allen, and in the second edition, 18"JU, by

ejudi

se-meut. Gn.

R.H.

48. p. 401.

variegata has a stripe of white
each leaf.

HEMIC'J'CLIA {Greek.

18'j7. p.

l:.;9.

Viir.

down the middle
•^^

se})n-circuh.ir;

of

jj^

referrioj? to

the scar or furrow oq the seed). EnphorhiitL-ea:. Thi^
includes a spreading tree, attuinin,^ a height of 40 ft.,
which is cult, la S. Calif, b}' Fraiicesclii, wiio values it
for its "beautiful holly-like Ivs. and red fruits." The
genus hna about 9 species, natives of India, Ceylon and
the Eastern Archipehxgo, with no near allies of garden
value. Trees or shrubs: Ivs. alternate, petioled. entire,
leathery when full grown: tls. dia'cious; petals none;
sepals of stuminate tls. 4-5, the inner often larger and
somewhat petal-like: fr. a globose or ovoid, indehiscent
drupe: seed by abortion, usually solitary. H. Au^tralasica is told from the other 2 Australian species by its
very short filaments and glabrous ovary.

Lvs. broadly ovate to
Atistral§.sica, I\luell. Arg.
ovate-oblong, obtuse, l^-n-'i in. long, finely veined below: fr. neai'Iy ^> in. long, very smooth, red and succulent, enclosing a stone.

HEMIONITIS

(Greek,

«('(/'/;

the plants erroneously

A

genus of
supposed to he sterile). P<>{ijpodii)re(p.
tropical ferns, with copiously netted veins and naked
Eight or 9 species occur in
sori following the veins.
the tropics of both hemispheres. The plants are dwarf,
Wardian
cases by a few fanciers in
and are grown in
the Old World. For culture, see Fei>ii>.
ff. palmata, Linn. L\-s, palmate, 2-6 in.Tvii.le, with;' nofirly
equal triangular divisions, tho^se of the sterile lvs. less ainite;
surfaces pubescent. W. Indies, Mex., S.Amer.— ^. elegans, Dav.
Lvs. 4-10 in. wide, with n, broad siuus at the base and 5 long
slender, lanceolate divisions: plant smooth. Mex. Gf.F. 4: 18j.

L. 31. UXDEKWOOD.
(Greek, wUli half a roof; referring to
sori). Vnafhii dct'ie. A trenus of tree ferns of the tropics,
with round or semiglobose sori and an inferior indusium, consisting of a scale which is often indi.stinct and
deciduous. Some 20 species occur in both hemispheres.
For culture, see Ferna.
H. Quianensis, Hook. R;i("his slightly sr-aly nml hisfdd: lvs.
hi-tripinnate, tlie secondary racbis distinctly winged, es]irci;diy
at the upper portion: sori few in each segment, usuully _'-4;
indusium ciliate and often lobed. Yar. Parth/a', Hort., is the
form commonly in cultivation. British Guiana. I. H. il4:'Jsi},
— jj. Lindeni, Hook. Lvs. pinnate, tlie pinnre distant and

HEMITfiLIA

W.

J. Davidson. "Garden and Parm Topics" was issued
18.S1., and in the same year appeared "How the Farm
Pays," a stenographic report of conversations between
Wm. Crozier and Peter Henderson. It is claimed that
nearly a quarter of a million copies of iiis various works
have been sold. His seed business was founded at New
York in 1865. Lately more than 'JOO.OOO copies uf the
various catalogues have been distril>uted annually.
Few men, if any, have done so nun.-h to simplify ami
improve methods of handling plants for commercial
purposes. His greenhouses were an object lesson to
many visitors, his methods were widely copied, and bis
business successes were the goal of ambitious niarketgardi-ners and florists, among whom he was for many
years the most commanding figure. PTe was a frequent
contributor to the horticultural and agrn-ultnral magazines, and during his forty-two years of business life is
supposed to have written or dictated at least 175,000
letters. Two-thirds of these letters wero written with
his own hands, and he always replied promptly to inquiries about methods of cultivation. A self-made man,
simple and abstemious in his habits, he was a tireless
worker. He combined in a high degree the faculties of
growing plants and of business ability. His mnstery of
details was complete. His books are exceptionally readable, his powerful personality appearing through every
pa:^^e. The records of his personal experience are practical, ingenious and fertile in suggestion. An account
of his life is published in a memoir of 48 pages by his
son. Alfred Henderson.
-w, jj_

in

slightly stalked, G-12 in. long, 1-1^4 in. broad, the base ti-nn<-;it<-'
or wedgp-shaped
sori in --3 ii-regulav hues ne;ir the uuiri^in,
:

Venezuela.

LH.

-12:46.

L_

]\X_

Undkrwood.
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HENFREYA.

See Asystasia.

HEPATICA

from the shape of the leaves).
HEPATirA. J.ivek Leaf. A genus of

Bain<>iculai.-><i

{Jirrr-llkc,
.

species, natives of the
temperate
zone.
north
3

HEMLOCK in Old World literature is what we call
Poison Hemlock, an umbelliferous herb named Conimn
maculaium.

By Hemlock. Americans mean Hemlock

Spruce, an evergreeu tree, Tsitr/a CdtiadeimL^.

HEMP. Common Hemp
see).

Bowstring H., see

texiilis.

;

.'^afira (which
Manilla H., ^l/'fya

CoinxiJ-i.^

is

^'a?/^<>r(t^/<f.

Stemless, low perennials:
lvs. 3-lobedand sometimes
ap]iearing after
toothed
the flowers and remainiuLf
green over winter: scapes
I-fld., with an involucre
of 3 small sessile lvs. simsepals
ulating a calyx
jietal-like, white, pink or
akt^nes shortpuride
Fig.
lieaked, pubevcent.
1038.
The plants prefer
shade, but do fairly well in
open places. They should

Sisal H., Ag/rve rigida, var. Si.sa/<nia.

;

A

proliferous form of the
also the thick-leaved
p<'r^)nu'.'^ ;

HEN-AND-CHICKENS.

English daisy, i>'r///.s
rosettes of Cotyledon, used
as Echeveria.

in

HENBANE. Huoscyamus

carpet-bedding and known

uiger.

,

HENDERSON, PETER

(Plate X.). ]S22-]SnO, marketgardener, florist, seedsman and author, was born at
Pathhead,near Edinhurs:!), Scotland, in 1S22. and died in
Jersey Citv, Jan. 17, 1890. He was trained in CUd World

methods of gardening, came to America in 1843, worked
under Geo. Thorburu and Robert Buist, and in 1847 began business in Jersey City as a market-gardener, with a
capital of $500, saved bv 3 years' hard work. He continued to live there until his death. The publication
of "Gardeninsr for Profit" in I8G5 marks an era in
It was the first American book
devoted entirely to market-gardening, and it helped to
induce many persons to enter the business. By the time

American horticulture.

:

remain undisturbed from
year to year, iu rich, welldrained loam. Well suited
to the Tiorth or east slope
of a rockery. Plants kept
in pots in a coldframe until mi-tlwinter will quickly
bloom at any time desired
if removed to a wnrm room

or greenhouse. Prop, by
division or seed.

103S.

Flower

of

Hepatica-

Katui-al size.

triloba, Choix. [Bepdtica Hepdtica, Karst. Aneiy^bne
A. friJnha, Hort.). Scapes 4-6 in
Ri'pdtica, Linn.
lobes of lvs. obtuse: fls. "^o-l in. across; sepals oval or
:

HERACLEUM

HEPATICA
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second edition (Georgetown, 1818) contains 3i8 pages.
It includes "A Treatise on Gardening, Ijy u citizen of
Virginia." This occupies 80 pages. Tlje copy owned
by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society possesses
this manuscript note: "This treatise is by John Randolph, of Williamsburg, father of Edmund Randolph,
Secretary of State during tlie administration of Cieneral
Washington." Robert Manning writes that this note
may have been made by General Dearborn. A third
edition was published at Washington in lb20, and con-

^^

tained 308 pp

.

^i

HERACLfiUM {named for Hercules, who used it in
medicine, according to Pliny). Ombelllfera'. This includes 3 hardy herbaceous plants sometimes called Giant
Parsley or Giant Cow-parsnip. They are not suited for
general gardening, but are sometimes grown in wild
gardens or parks, or as single specimens on lawns,
where a very bold and striking object is desired. They
are coarse herbs, gx-owing 5-6 ft. high, with broad foliage, wliich is their chief beauty. According to J. M'oodward Manning, they are adapted to all soils, but prefer
a rich, moist soil, and hence do well at the edge of running water. Manning adds that these plants should
never be allowed to go to seed. J. B. Keller writes
that if these plants are grown on an open, sunny lawn,
they should be liberally supi'Iied with water at all times.
Prop, by division or seed. The genus Heracleum has
50-70 widely scattered species and no near allies of
garden value.
A.

Plants perennial,

lan^um, Mich. Lvs.

trisect, tonientose beneath; segpetiolulate, rotund, cordate, lobed leaflets of the
iovolucel lanceolate: fr. oval-orbicular. N. Amer., W.
Asia. Mn. 4, p. 104.

ments

:

villdsum, Fisch. [H. giganteum, Fisch.). Height 8-12
lvs. sinuate-pinnatitid, sharply serrate, acuminate,
woolly-tomentose beneath; leaflets of involucres short,
bristlj', deflexed; umbels sparingly rayed: fr. elliptic,
ciliate, woolly on the back.
G.C. III. 3:437 and 20:271.
— Keller says thefls. are nearly white, and borne in Aug.
and Sept., in denser umbels than those of ^. Sibiricum.
ft.:

The flowers nf Hepntir'a droop
and close at night.
oblong, obtuse.
Earliest spring. Eastern U. S., Eu.
and Asia. B. M. 10. B.R. r^:2S7 (nn M. Amrrirana).
White, blue and pink-fld. ferais have lieeu fixed in
cultivation, and aro known as var. dlba, Hort.
var.
caeriilea fl.-pl., Hort.; var. rilbra fl.-pl,, Hort.
On.
20:448. G.C. 1873, p. 645 (var. 7narmoraf a, Moore).
;

acutiloba, DC. (fl". triloba,
mone ariitUoba, Lainson. H.

var. acuta, Pursh. AveBritt.}. Fig. 1039.
Much like //. triloba, but with the lobes of the lvs.
ovate and acute, occasionally the lateral lobes 2-cleft
rarely the middle one)
akenes slightly stipitate.
I

ari'ifa,

;

Eastern U. S.
angulosa, DC. (Anemo)ie angulh.^a, Lam.).
Plant
tufted as in the other Hepaticas, hairy: lvs. 3-5-lobed,
lobes often serrate: involucre near tlie fl. toothed:
tls.

lari,^e,

.^518.

blue, wliitish or reddish.

G.C. 1865:698.

Gn.2G,p.25.

Hungarv. B M
p; q
1) wis

HEPBURN, DAVID, was joint author with John Oardiner of the second American book on horticulture. This
was published at Washington, D. C, in 1804. The name
of Gardiner appears first on the title page, but it may
be inferred that the practical experience in the book is
almost wholly Hepburn's. Pie had had 40 years of experience in gardening, half of the time in Enirbuid and
half in America. He was employed by General J. Mason
for 6 years on Mason's Island, Georgetown. He had
also been employed by Governor Mercer. The book was
well made for the time. It s a lOnio, and contains 201
pages of practical directions. The calendar style is
used. The first part (TOO pp.) is devoted to the kitchen
garden. The second part consists chieflv of "Fruits,
l-'lowers, and Shrubs" (H2pp.).
This is followed by a
few pages on hops, hothouses and greenhouses. The

1040.

The Goose Tree

of the herbalists.

HERACLEUM

HERBARIUM
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AA. Plant biennial.
Sibiricum, Linu.
Lvs. scabrous to hirsute,
pinnate or deeply pinnatifld; se^menta lobed or
puliuatcly parted, serrate: petals about equal:
fr. subrotund-oval, deeply notched at the apex.
Eu., N. Asia. — Keller says this bears yellowish
green Us. ia July and Aug.
^y j^j

HERB.\ IMPIA

of the old he balists

is

Fihujo

Germanica,

HERBALS. Hooks on plants, published fron.
the foui-tceiith to the middle of the eii^hlcenth
century, were largeiy written frum the iiu-diciual
point of view, and were ofteu called llerbals.
The scientitic point of view of plaiit-knuwled^'o
dated from 1753, when Liiniicus
Species Plantaruni." Of the heris probably read most at
the present time. Mis style ischally, quaint
and personal. One of the notions accepted by
the early herbalists was that of the vegetable
lamb, which is pictured in this work under
Cibolium (Fig. 470). Another idea that fascinated these worthy plant-lovers was that of the
barnacle goose tree. Fig. 1040 is reproduced from
a book by l>nret, 1605, and shows liuw the fruits
that fall upou dry land become "Hying birds,"
while those that fall into the water become
"swimming fishes." Other conceptiuns of this
goose tree are reproduced in the Gardeners'
Magazine 35:749 (ISOLl). Almost every large library possesses a few Herbals, as Matthiolus,
Bauliiu, Ij'Obel and Fnchsius. ThelargestcoUection of Herbals in America is the one given by
the late E. Lewis Sturtevnnt to the Missouri
Botanical Garden at St. Louis.
is conveiiii-ntly

published bis
balists,

"

John Gerarde

HERBAEIUM. A

collection of

'^^^•'V'iM.

m%

dried plants

named and arraui^ed. Every horwho takes delight in his profession

systematically
ticulturist

should have an Herbarium, as it increases im1041. A corrjmon method of mounting Herbarium specimens.
mensely the value and pleasure of bis work.
Every amatenr, nurseryman and florist is hereby
strongly urged to make a collection of dried specimens
folded newsfKiiier page. E;udi newspaper l';ige, with its
inclosed specimen, is then placed between "driers."
of the plants in which he is particularly interested, it
These are larire pieces of felt paper, a kind which is
need not be expensive nor consume mucb time, and the
is
and
easy.
even
plant
simple
An
Hermore alisorbent than blotting paper. A hundred
process of drying a
driers cost a dollar. Put a board on top of each pile and
barium is like a reference library, and is equally invalweight it with stones. Siiift the driers daily for a
uable.
week or so, and then at longer intervals, until the speciUnfortunately, lovers of cultivated plants rarely care
mens are wholly dry. A better way of drying plants,
for pressed specimens because they are so lifeless and
piarticularly in a small way, is to use a frame press
colorless. Yet there is no surer way for a nurseryman
(to be purchased of dealers in botanists' supplies), proto keep his stock true to name than by making an Hervided with cords and straps for tightening the bnnclle
barium. There are many universities and colleges in
and giving the requisite pressure. Specimens are disAmerica where botanists are glad to verify the names
couraging looking oi.ijects wflile in press, but when they
of plants for the sake of the duplicate specimens. This
are carefully prepared and properly mounted on stanis one of the most practical and useful ways in which
The undard size paper 11.^^ x IG'^' in. ), with neat labels giving
botanists and horticulturists can cooperate.
the name, locality, habitat, date and collector, they not
necessary waste in time and money caused by confused
only become attractive but are of great scientific vahip.
nomenclature and confused labels is one of the difficulThe finer and more artistic quality in Herbarium
ties of a large collection of growing plants.
work differs only in the degree of care bestowed at
Even in the largest nursery of hardyplants specimens
days
in
late
spring,
of
every
stage of the process. Some of our elementary
in
two
can be taken by one man
botanies give full instructions for making an Herbaeverything that is in characteristic condition at that
rium. See, also, the "Horticulturist's Rule Book." Hertime. Three hundred specimens can be secured in two
For the
baria are notably poor in cultivated plants.
days in our best nurseries. Even after the spring rush
critical study of garden plants, an Herbarium is a neis over there is time to get mostof the important springcessity. The sheets are kept in heavy manila paper
flowering plants in flower or fruit, and from that time
folders or covers, each genus by itself. The regulation
two or three hours a week is enough to keep up with
size for this genus cover when folded is iH^xlGVo iti.
the procession of flowers. Sometimes interest can be
glad
to
do
all
Lay the sheets tint (Fig. 1041). Take pains to select
aroused in a young student, who will be
specimens which show flowers, leaves and fruits; and
the work for the sake of duplicntes.
herbs should show the roots.
Use merchandise ta£;s or acheap substitute in the form
Walter Deane.
of pieces of paper about 7 in. long, 1 in. wide, with a
Dean of I\lanHerbert,
177S-]S47,
near
one
HEB.BERTIA
(Wni.
longitudinal slit a little more than 1 in. long
chester, distinguished botanist, author of "Amaryllidaend. Pass one end of this piece of paper through the
Iriddcc(r.
Seven
cete," and ardent lover of bulbs).
slit, and draw it close about the stem of the plant, leavspecies of American bulbous plants, with fugitive blue
ing plenty of room for the trade name of the plant, tlie
procurspecies
is
One
borne
Rummer.
or liinc fls.
in
date, and the color of the flowers. It is very useful
able through Dutch growers. It grows less than a foot
also to nild the height of the plant, and anything else
hitrh. The bulbs may be started in coldframes. The
that is not likely to show in a dried siiecinien. WIipu a
genus is distinguished by the complete absence of a
basketful is gathered, place each specimen between a
{

.
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perianth tube. The showy outer segmeuts are about 1
in. long, and obovate, tbe inner ones about as long as
the stamens. For culture, consult Biilb.'^ and Tigridla.

Mou. by Baker,

Iridea-, 1892.

pulch§lla, Sweet. Bulb globose, ,^-2 in. thick or more;
tunics brown: Ivs. about 4, linear, plaited, 3-6 in. lon^

spathes \\i

in.

claw spotted

long: outer segments
Chile.

lilac.

lilac,

boundaries. The hardy border is the unit in most planting of herbs. See Figs. 1U42, 104G. A rockwork Herb
border (Fig. 1047) is often useful in the rear or at one
side of the premises. Fill some of the corners by the
house (Fig. 1048). In remote parts of the grounds, balfwild effects may be allowed as in Fig 1040 A pond or

with a white

B.M. Wmi.

HERB LILIES. Alstnxmerio
HERB OF GRACE. Rnta graveoUn^.
HERB-PARIS.

Paris quadrifolia.

HERB-PATIENCE.

HERB -ROBERT.

See

Rinuf^j:.

Geranium

HERBS, An Herb is
Jt may be
each year.

liober/ia

num.

to the ground
annual, as bean, candytuft, \ig

a plant

which dies

weed; biennial, as mullein, parsnip; perennial, as burTo tbe gardener, however,
dock, foxglove, rhubarb.
the word Herb is ordinarily synonymous with herbaceous perennial; and he usually has in mind those particular perennial Herbs which are grown for ornament,
and which remain where they are planted. Goldenrods,
bleeding heart, sweet william, hollyhock, daffodils are
examples. To many persons, however, the word Herb is

synonymous with Sweet Herb, and

suggests sage and

it

tansy.

Herbs have two kinds of values, — their intrinsic merits
as individual plants, and their value in the composition
or the mass. It is usually possible to secure both these
values at one and the same time. In fact, the individual
beauty of Herbs is enhanced rather than diminished by
exercising proper care in placing them. Planted with
other things, tbey have a background, and tbe beauties
are brouglit out the stronger by contrast and coujparison. It is quite as important, therefore, to consider the
place for planting as to choose the particular kinds of
plants. The appreciation of artistic effects in plants is
a mark of highly developed sensibilities. Happily, this
appreciation is rapidly growing; and this fa-ct contributes to the increasing popularity of landscape gardening
and ornamental gardening. Some of the best effects in
Herb planting are to be seen in the wild, particularly
along fences, roads arid streams. In interpreting these
native effects. The planter must remember that Herbs
are likely to grow larger and more bushy in cultivation
than in the wild. He should cover the bare and unset-mlj plates about the b rders
of his pUce(rig 104_')
He ma>
dl as a b ick
utilize 1 ruck ci a
He may hide
ground (Pig 104
the ground line -iboutii st(}-i^

w

^^
>

'•

)

1042.

An

informal Herb burdcr,

Some of the commonest Herl)s
handsome when well grown and well placed. (See
1045.) Always plant where the Herbs will liave

1044) or along a fence.

are
Fig.

relation to

something

handling of the place.

—

to the general design or
This will usually be about the

else,

1043.

Planting against a rock back-ground.

pool, even if stagnant, often may be utilized to advantage (Fig. 1050). A good Herbout of place may be worse
than a poor Herb in place. But when Herbs are grown
for their individual effects, give plenty of room and
good care: aim at a perfect specimen (F"igs. 1051, 1052).
For further hints on related subjects, see Landscape

Gardeuiiig; also Ijorder.

L

H B

Herbaceous Perennials prom the Landscape Arthitect's Point op View, — No clear definition can be
drawn between herbaceous perennials, biennials rnd annuals, between Herbs and woody plants, for there are tender Herbs that would in a warmer climate become
shrubs or even trees, biennials that become perennials
from stolons or offsets, and annuals that become biennials from seed germinating late in the season. Strictly
speaking, however, herbaceous pereuniitls are plants
having perennial roots with tops that die to the ground
annually, such as the columbines, larkspurs, dny-lilies,
peonies, and most sedges, grasses and ferns. It is customary, however, in publications relating to this class of
plants as well as in actual use, to include closely allied
species with evergreen foliage, such as statice, j'ucca,
sempervivums and certain pentstenions, together with
plants having more or less woody and persistent aboveground stems, such as the snffruticose artemisias and
the evei-green creeping species of phlox, veronica,
vinca, the iberis, the helianthemums, and many alpine
plants, while most bulbous-rooted plants which are true
herbaueuus perennials are separately classified and
grown as l)ulbs.
Herbaceous perennials are an exceedingly important
element of landscape, for they predominate in the mat
of grassy or sedgy plants, covering dry or wet open
fields and in the surface vegetation under woods and
shrubby thickets, either as a grass crop, composed of a
comparatively few species cultivated for economic purposes, or as a wild growth made up of many species.
The most attractive of these native plants are being
cultivated and improved more and more from year to
year for ornamental purposes, and are planted in the
tlower garden, in artificial plantations of shrubbery and
in the wild garden. It is to such natives and to exotics
of the same class, which are cultivated for a similar
purpose, that reference is to be made hereafter.
Fifty years ago nearly every well-to-do family maintained a tlower garden, in which there were from 50 to
150 species and varieties of herbaceous perennials, and
there -wore few of the humbler families that did not
have a dozen or more species established about their
homes. Such plants were distributed by exchange
among neighbors and w^ere propagated and offered at
retail by dealers, wdio, however, gradually allowed their
stock of plants to run lower abandoned them altogether,
until many kinds dropi>ed out of cultivation or were
neglected in favor of the tender "bedding oufplants
that were brought suddenly into favor by the displays
at the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition.
There has been, particularly during tbe h\st 15 years,
such an increasing interest in herbaceou^i perennials
that there are now offered in the catalogues of American

HERBS

HERBS

nurserymen and collectors of native plants, nearly
and varieties, exclusive of tlie many j^ardea forms tliat are distinguished cbiefly Ijy the color of

secured by using large quantities of a few sorts than by
using ii few individuals of many kinds, (.iroups of different species sho\ilU be selected that will give from
[leriod to period during the flowering season ett'ective

3,000 species

tbeir flowers.
In use, the species and varieties of lierbuceous perennials may be broadly separatt-Ml jnin tbree group;s.
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and dominating masses of foliage and color, and all
other plants of the garden which appear at the same
lime sboidd be made subordinate to these. (Consult,
also, the article Harder.}
Herbaceous perennials are propagated by divisions
and from otfsets, cuttings and seed. Some kinds, as
dictamnus and papaver, may be propagated by root
cuttings. The exotic species of gardens and many of the
more readily grown natives can beobtained in wholesale
quantities from nurserymen. A few exotics and a very
large number of attractive native species can be procured in wholesale quantities from collectors of native
plants, many of whom also offer nursery-grown plants
of the best natives and of a few exotics. The attractive
native plants in any region can be transplante<l with
little difficulty if they are collected with a good sod of
earth aljout the roots.
Wakren H. Manning.

The Culture op Herbaceous Perennials. — A good
number of the herbaceous perennials in cultivation are
exceediugl}' easy of cultivation, ihriving well in any
moderately rich soil of suitaljle physical condition, and

1044.

One may hide
Herbs

the eround line with

or Shrubs.

First, plants for the garden that require the favoral)Ie
<:onditions of a highly cultivated ground, and careful
attention to attain perfection and to jiersist and increase
from year to year. This would include many exotics.
some luitive species and most of the horticultural varieties. Many of such species which would find a congenial
place only iu the garden have attractive flowers which
are so fugitive that they can only be enjoyed on the
plant. Other species which are suitable to cut flowers
from can hardly be grown in the tlower garden in sufficient quantity to liberally meet the tloral retiuirements
of the home, and they should be grown in quantity in
the kitchen garden or in a special cut-flower garden, for
their crops of flowers. Included among plants of dithcult cultivation with fugitive flowers are the rock or
alpine plants, many of which are offered in European
catalogues but few of which will thrive here, and for
such as will succeed more favorable conditions are usually found in a well-drained border than in an artificial

rockery.

Second, plants for the shrubltery, having aggressive
habits, which make them rather objectionable in the
tlower garden, but fit them to withstand successfully the
crowding of shrubs. This class of plants will give variety and prolong the flowering season of sbrul) borders
about lawns, and would be made up chiefly of stronggrowing natives and a few of the more persistent
exotics.
Third, plants for the wild garden, including the species that require for success some one of the many
special conditions prevailing in uncultivated or uucultivable land, or which are so rampant as to require
the restraint that some one of these natural conditions
will provide.
This class of plants would be made up
chiefly of natives and a few of the more persistent r-xotics,"and they would be used to enrich groups of native
plants

enduring our winter cold, and changeableness and summer lieat and drought. There are, liowever, other species wLich do not grow well in our American climate,
except during more moderate seasons or when j)laced

Whether the
wliere the climate is locally modified.
plants one desires to grow be easy or difficult of culture,
one should aim first of all for a luxuriantgrowth, forany
time or labor saved by poorly preparing the soil, or any
money saved by the use of weak or stunted plants, will
be regretted later. Unless it is intended to imitate the
effect of certain barrens in nature, a garden without
luxuriance is lacking in an essential quality.
The vu-eparation of ground forplantingconsists, in the
order of their importance: in making the soil by openness and flneness suitable for root penetration to a depth
of from IS in. to 2 ft. in providing underground drainage at a depth of at least 2}4 ft. in making the soil sufficiently fertile; and in making the surface soil not liable
;

;

to

"baking."

Depth and physical condition of soil are very important,
and should be one's first care. If the season is short and
work must be rushed, it is better to omit the manuring
and to devote all one's energy to securing a deep feeding
area for the roots and a fine pliy sic al condition of the soil.
In the hardy border the roots of plants are able to penetrate far more deeply into the soil than they do usually
This vigor
in a wild state or inordinary field culture.
of root growth reaching to good depth, as compared with
that of equal vigor but nearer the surface, gives not
only greater endurance of drought but aids the plant to

f

J

'

'f '^

A

'^

^^

meadows, streams and ponds and
These are attractive
and do grow successfully under

underwoods,

in

on hedges and poor

soil.

plants that will
all these conditions without special cultivation,
and many of them may be already on the ground.
If every plant in a group of natives is watched
for at least a year, it will be found that many are
so attractive at one season or another that they
will be retained and developed in beauty by the
gradual removal of the less desirable kinds, for
which others thataremore desirable maybe substituted. (See also the article Wild Garden Dig.)
In arranging plants in new plantations, or in
raodifving existing plantations in gardens, lawns
or woods, much more effective landscape compositions and more agreeable color effects can be
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endure changeableness of weather, and particularly adds
There are many plants which are
to its hardiness.
hardy only if protected until the roots are thoroughly
established. This is more often noticed with trees and

I
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;
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of soil tend to make plants in general less hardy, but
usually a great abundance of plant-food should be
given, especially for the hardier species, with vigorous
constitutions and long season of growth. Many plants
having a season of rest in late summer do best in soil
not overly rich, especially if the position be moist.
A loose and open surface soil prevents baking after
rains and waterings; saves some of the labor necessary
to keep tbe soil open and friable; allows the growth of
many smaller, finer-rooted orcreeping plants which cann jt grow well in a stiff' soil permits the sowing of many
mniials in the border. Many low-growing plants are inlured on clayey soil by having the under surfaces of the
lea\es coated with soil by spattering of rain. A clay
soil may be made more loose by the addition of manures, sawdust, coal ashes, sand or almost any suchmatnnal. A light, fine mulch should be kept on the surface
of a clay soil.
The points to be borne in mind in planting should be
he\lthy plants, careful planting and sufficient thickness
of planting. Plants should be obtained which have not
been stunted, as a weakened plant will never make as
good a specimen as if rightly treated from the start.
When plants are received from the nursery they may
be heeled-in if necessary, but every day plants are left
where they have no root-bold on the soil is an injury to
them, in proportion to the suitableness of the weather
for root growth. If plantsraust remain any considerable
length of time before being placed in their permanent
position, it is best to plant them in reserve ground, and
to remove them when desired with balls of earth.
Symmetry of top growth is to some extent, at least, dependent on symmetry of root growth, so that by careful
planting the roots not only become more quickly and
strongly active, but give us hope for a more symmetrical plant than can be obtained by careless planting.
The proper way to place a plant in tbe ground is equally
to distribute the roots about the plant, leaving the
tips pointed downward, and then to tinu the soil sufficiently abont the roots.
A perennial border shoiihl be planted rather thick, so
that when in foliage it shall appear as one mass. Any
showing of soil between plants is not only unnatural,
but destroys the beauty of the border as a whole.
Vi''infcr Protection of Herbaceous
Perennials. — The
protection of species not reliably hardy may be accomplished with any material suitable for keeping out
The
frost which is not naturally too moist or close.
material should preferably be heaped over the crown of
the plant, to shed part of the rain as well as to prevent
quick changes of temperature, or to wholly exclude frost,
as the plant may need.
Tbe material to be used will be decided by the plants

A mixed Herbaceous

border.

strou^^-rooted plants which ;ire able to peuetate deeply
into the subsoil, but the same applies to herbaceous
plants, except that it is usually necessary to loosen the
subsoil to ensure penetration by their tiner roots to a
satisfactory extent. It is not necessary to make the subsoil equal in richness to the upper portion, but it should
preferably be mixed with a portion of the surface soil.
The tine roots are the feedini? roots and the surfaces
of the soil particles are their feeding ground, so that in
raakin,^ the soil particles smaller the feeding surface in
the soil is increased, thus allowins: for more roots and
making available a greater part of the plant-food in the
soil. A tine physical condition can usually be ol)taine<l
by turning tbe soil over a few times. No soil should be
turned or handled when too moist to crumble, as the clay
in the soil is quick to become puddled, and therefore
impervious to feeding roots.
Underground drainage is necessary, since roots cannot grow in soil filled with stagnant water. Where the
natural subsoil drainage is not sufficient, artificial means
should be used. Unless the drainage is good many
plants will be injured during the rainier seasons or
killed during winter.
Plants that are not firmly established are often easily killed by excess of moisture
about the roots during their dormant season; for instance, many bog plants otherwise perfectly hardy will
winter-kill if planted late in the fall. A
further fact showing the effect of water

on dormant roots is that many plants, if
cut down low enough in the fall to allow
water, as from melting snow, to reach the
root through the hollow plant stems, will
often be entirely rotted by spring. Thus,

when

it is necessary to destroy goldenrod the dry stems can be mowed in late
fall with a sharp scythe. The vulnerability
of the root to water coming through tbe
plant-stem may be easily seen by comparing in the spring roots of corn, the stalks
of which were cut at different heights the

previous full.
The subjpctof feeding plants

in

general

is treated at some leng'^h under Fprfilisers and Ftn-tilKn, which see. In the hardy
border no large amount of coarse or highly

fermentable material should be used. The

enrichment of the soil should, if possible,
be made while preparing the border, and
any rertilizers used should be well mixed
with the
stable

soil.

manure

Even
is

if a

liberal

available,

it

amount of
is

well to

use some potash or phosphoric acid in
connection with it. A llirbt top-dressin£r of manure given
in the fall will keep up the fertility of the ^oil and afford
a slight winter protection, which is appreciated by even
the hardiest plants. Over-richness as well as poverty
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and by the presence or not of mice or other vermin,
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during the winter, and if
mice are present they may
be killed or driven away by
placing a few drops of carl)on bisulphide in each hole
found. (This is also a good

way

to

rid

oldframes of

Plenty of venshould be given at
tlie time, as the gas evaporated is destructive to vegetation. As the j;as is heavier than air, it sinks for the
these pests.
tilation

most part down the holes.)
If, however, mice are not
troublesome, there is no
better material for keeping
out cold and shedding water
than straw. Nature's plan
for plant protection is to use
the foliage and stems of the
plants themselves, the whole
grouud surface being covered as tlie weather grows
colder with siuM-essive coatings of snow, which protection again grows lighter as
spring approaches. This is
still the ideal winter protection for plants, but snows
are likely to disappear in
midwinter, and mice are well
1049. A tame-wild corner, Asparagus and Boneset,
adapted to live under nature's laws. Wliere mice are
plants have been separated into their present number
troublesome a light material may be made by composting
of varieties or forms mainly by continual propagation
leaves, manure rakings from lawns, greenhouse waste,
by seed and plant selection, and such may be satisweeds not in fruit as pulled during the season, and the
factorily increased by seed. An example might be taken
like.
The material should be earthy enough to keep
in the hollyhock, although, it a group be left to resow
mice out, and loose enough to permit of easy removal in
itself, or no seed selection be maintained, it will soon
spring. It should also be loose enough not to hold too
become mainly composed of single-fiowered plants by
nuich water in winter. Sawdust and charcoal are exreason of their greater seed production. In general,
amples of such material. Most of the plants that are
propagation liy seeds is satisfactory for all established
largely cultivated need no protection, but all herbaspecies and for such varieties and forms as have been
ceous perennials, unless they are evergreen or easily
thoroughly established either b\' nature's slow processes
smothered, are benefited by a slight covering to protect
the soil from alternate freezing and thawing. When
or by man's continual selection.
the plants are everg:reen a covering to supply shade is
JSeed-sowing is not, however, always an easy way to
often desirable. Otlier plants, such as Ilrl/'tntlius deincrease many of our garden plants, as there are often
capetalus fl. pJ., really need protection, not to exclude
a few small items necessary to know concerning a
frost, but to lessen considerably the severity of the
species before success can be assured. Seeds of some
winter. Still others, as many of the lilies, are best
perennials remaiudormant for alongseason after sowing,
covered to the exclusion of frost. In general, the plants
and. in general, they are very much slower in starting than
we endeavor to grow which need complete protection
annuals. Some require more heat than others to germihave crowns below the surface, and so may be covered
nate, while others require a very cool soil. INIany plants
with any amount or kind of material. AVhen it is debrought into cultivation from foreign countries ormilder
sired to thorouglily protect crowns on the soil surface,
parts of our own land do not produce seed which will
Hats may be first placed over the crowns before adding
remain sound over winter in the soil, nor do seedlings of
the protection.
Late
all hardy perennials withstand the colder season: for
fall plantings should,
instance, Papuver orie>ifaJis, a hardy plant itself, proin almost all cases, be
duces a great quantity of seed which germinates readily
protected to some ex
as it falls, luit the seedlings will not survive the winter
tent, since plants are
unprotected.
less hardy when poorly
A general rule for seed sowing would read: Sow the
established in the soil.
seed when ripe, and then maintain .such conditions of
and moisture as the seed would receive in
temperature
Propagation of Hcrthe native habitat of the plant.
hnceous Perennials.—
Native American plants not from decidedly milder
The methods of propaparts and many foreign species may be easily increased
gation most used are
sowing of seed when ripe in the open ground.
bv
by seed, by plant diviAmong such might be included rudbeckia, aquilegia.
sion, and by cuttings.
coreopsis, moTiarda, asters (perennial), delphiniums,
Propagation by seed
digitalis, Ditni/hus barhafn.'i, and phlox, all of w^hich
is generally not of use
will bloom the following season.
for the perpetuation of
Plants generally have one or rarely two particular
horticultural varieties,
seasons for blooming, and unless of sufficient size and
though to a varied exsuitable condition when that season approaches they
tent with dift"erent spewill wait for its recurrence before showing flowers; so
cies any variety tends
tliat
to reproduce its varieby sowing seed early in tlie spring and giving good
cultural attention to the "plants, we may expect to tlower
tal characteristics more
many plants naturally blooming late in the year, or such
perfectly the longer it
"
as are somewhat fiori'ferous at nearly all seasons for inbecomes esta>>lished as
stance. LoheVni rnrdinali^ and otlier lobelias, many naa variety.
However. 1048. A rear corner, embellished
tive asters. GaiUardia aristnfa, BeJhs perennls, etc.
some of our garden
with weeds.
''
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the

The proi:)EigiLtiou ol plauts by
separation of a larger clump of roots aiul crowns iiitu
smaller plants, in the case of plauts having l.uds on
the roots, thia division may be carried further, and
small pieces of the root used to grow other plants.
The separation of plants as practiced in the garden is
not usually so much fur the purpose of increase as tu
avoid over-crowding of roots and crownis, with loss of
vigor to the plant; "for instance, a plant of iris having
been undisturbed for a number of years, becomes a
tangled circular mat of rootstocks, which in the center
cannot find room to grow, and so the plant appears as
a large clump of roots, throwing up foliage only on
the outer ring. The period during which a plant may
remain in any one place without needing separation will
vary with the vigor of growth of the plant in each position; for instance, a group of plantain lily in a favorable
situation will need separation every two years, -while
However, the
in a poorer place it might remain four.
average length of time for a few typical species may be
Belh's perenni^, pompon chrysanthemums,
given thus
and other strong-spreading, shallow-rooted and easily
established plants do best with yearly separation Phlox
helianthus,
maculuia and monarda every two years
asters and many of the compositje and PJiIox di:rif.<;.sii(ii.
about every three years; ConvaUaria uiajalis and many
spring-liowering bulbs every four years; while such
plants as peonies may be left for a longer period.
la general, better flowers are obtained from a plant
with but one crown than \Yhen two or more are left, but
unless the new growths are crowding out the central
portions or are themselves too numerous to make a vigorous growth possible, division is not necessary. In
fact, many plants require a l)etter estaVilishment in the
soil than can lie given by transplanting or than they can
([uickly obtain, and such are best undisturbed until quit<i
over-crowded. The question is whether by dividing a
plant better flowers and foliage may be obtained than by
allowing it to become more thoroughly established.
The time of the year for separation will vary as to the
blooming season of the plant; that is, for early -blooming
plants late summer or early fall, and for late-blooming
plants either late fall or spring, preferably the latter, as
many otherwise hardy plants are either weakened or
killed if disturbed in the fall.
Propagation by cuttings is rarely useful for the amateur, in the case of herbaceous perennials, but it is an
important commercial method. Plauts may be oI)tained
from almost any plant having foliage stems by taking a
short piece of the growing wood with a bud, eitherlateral
or terminal, and placing the lower end in moist sand or
other material suitable for root growth. It is usually
necessary to have the lower end of the cutting a node of
division is sijiiply

the stem, and to make the temperature of the material
in which it is placed higher than that of the atmosphere
(which is the relation of the soil and air in sunshine),
and to diminish the evaporation from the exposed parts
of the cutting by uiaintenance of a moist atmosphere

:

;

;
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A

healthy clump

of Joe

Pye Weed,

and by removal in part of the foliage on the cutting.
Some experience will be necessary to kuow the best
temperatures for sand and atmosphere and the most
desirable degree of ripeness in the wood to be taken, as
they will vary somewhat with species. In general, any
cutting of growing wood will form roots in moist sand
at a temperature suitable for vigorous root growth of
the plant. The increase of plants by cuttings has the
advantages of being rapid and of allowing the perpetuation of any variation noticed on a portion of any plant.
See Cn/tijge.
Whichever method of propagation is used, selection of
stock for increase should be practiced. If by seed, then
the best seed from the best plant should be taken. It is
considered by many growers that seeds borne the least
number of nodes from the root tend to produce dwarfer
and earlier-blooming plants, while the opposite is equally
certain. All plants vary, and often the seeds which will
produce the most striking variations are the slower to
germinate and weaker as seedlings, but any mistreatment of young plants is apt to be against any desirable
improvemeut. The double tlowered
and highly colored forms of our garden plants are generally the results
not only of intercrossing of species or
selection, or both, but of intense and
perfect culture.
A poor, starved
plant may not retrograde itself, but
it is apt to produce seed which will
vary to suit its location.
lu propagating by divifiion, the aim
should be not OTdy to secure vigorous
plants but to select for increase such
plants as appear to be the best. Cuttings also should be obtained from selected plants — and the more so since
the method is rapid.
F. W. Barclay.
The Most Popular Kinds.— If uU

hardy herbaceous perennials were divided into 3 groups, based upon their
popularity, the tirst group would perhaps include 10-12 kinds, the second
:!0-.50,
and the third would be too
to list in detail. Several of
largest dealers in these plants
were asked for such selections, basing
their judgment on actual sales and
general experience. Replies were received from Ellwanger & Barry, J.
Woodward jManning. and the Shady

numerous
tiie

1050.
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Nursery Co. These reports agree as to the most
popular hardy herbaceous perennials. These are anemone, hollyhock, larkspur, iris, pcuny, phlox. The next
4 favorites are columbine, poppy, riulbeckia and sunflower. These are probably the 10 most popular plants
of their class in America. To fill out the list to a dozen,
one might choose 2 o£ the following 10: Camparuila,

The following are desiralde for dry situations, but are
not as hardy in this respect as the preceding:

Hill

ill

.sj)ying.

Hrpatica,

j.Ethionenia,
Anemone C'uruliniana,
aeiiHirosH,
Pulsutiila,

chrysanthemum,

coreopsis,
dicentra, eulalia,

dianthus,

Bloom 'niQ

A.

737

Daphne

hemerocalpyrethrum. The following
of 12 is selected on a different principle by W. (.'.
ICgan, who writes that a bed

iris i)uinihi,

Lotus i-orniculatus
Saxifratxa,
Pci.ny,
Phlox (creeping).

'i-i'astiuni,

t

t'unkia, giiillardia,

Ihi-ris.

'neoruni,
Erj'sinjum,
(

lis,

AA. Bloonihn/ In mimmer.

list

composed

of

the

following

from

produce flowers

will

early spring to late fall in
the following order: Phh>x
lily-of-the-valley,
sabuhtta,
bleeding heart, iris (German

and Japanese), peony,

Anthcmis,

tJultonia,

Aquilegia,

(-iyijsopbihi,

Areiiaria,

Hebopsis,

Aster anieUus,

Hicrai.-inni,

'anipaniila,
(oronilla Iberica,

Inula,
Iris (iernianica,

(_'ytisus,

Dietamnus,

Ononis,
PvrftbnimTchihnti'hewi,

Erynginiii.

Statice,

<

AAA. Blooming

spur, platycod on, phlox (tall),

rudbeckia Oohlen Olow,
hirdia,

gail-

Boltottia lafisij Katun
sunflower. In the South
the 12 most popular
kinds would make a
very ditTerent list. P.
,

that the following are
hardy at Augusta, Ua,,
and are probably most
1052. A good subjectpopular in the South:
Yucca filamentosa.
Canna, carnation, chrysanthemum, dahlia, violet, verbena, (lernian iris, Japanese iris, funkia, helianthus, phlox, hollyhock.
An analysis of 4 northern lists gives the following
The agreement
^3 as favorites of the second rank.
would have been much closer if bulbs, grasses and
sutishrubs had been excluded;

Mmianla,

Oaillardia,

Achillea.

Aconitum,

lEiiothera.

tTerjiniuin.
(xypsopliibi,

AlyssiuH,
Asclepias,
Aster,

Ranunculus,

Helloborus,

8ediam,

Astilbe,
Boltonia,

Heuchera.

Silene,

Hihisous,

(Campanula,
Dicentra.
Dietamnus,

Iberis,
KnipUoti.-i,

SpirFp;i,
Statif^e,

Digitalis.

TroUius,
Veronica,
Vinca.

Lobelia,
Lyclmis,

W. M.

Selections for Special Pukposes. — The following
intended to be suggestive, not complete (not

lists ore

them in Amer. trade)
1. For shathj pi ace.<i.— Only those which really need
shade are here mentioned. Other important kinds succeed in full sunlight and also in partial shade.
all

nf

:

Hepatir.-i,

sjdvestris,

Ourisin coccinea

AA. Requiriuij parii

Phitycoiion.

Dcsniodium,

Sedum.

and (O't phic. s. ~]m the following sul)groupw those marked with astarC (hunand the treatment

For

3.

}iioi.sf

)

indicated; the otliers will also thrive witli a less degree
of nu:)isture

Near

A.

the ivaler^s edge.

Monarda didyma,

Acorus,

Anemone Apennina,

Myosotis,

Polygonum amphiluum,

ri^uilaris,

SjiL-halinensi'

Virginiana,

*Ranuni-ulus atiuaticus,

*Butomus,

tluitans,

*Calla palustris,

hederaceus,

Oarf'X riparia.

Typha.

Iris pseudacorus.
Iffivigata,

A

Moist

A.

Achillea Ptarmica

ground.'^

Helenium.

pi.,

tl.

Aconitum,

Lobelia,

Anemone

alpina,

Lythrum,

palui.'Lta.

Mortensia,

Phlox divaricata,
Podophyllum Emodi,
Polygon a tum.
Polygonum.

*Arenaria Balearica,
Aris;em;i,

Arnica,

Arundo,

Primula.
PyTethruin nliginosum,

Astilbe,

Boltonia,
*{.'ardanune prateuse

^Saxit'ra^a riviilaris,

fl.pl.,

uiiibrosa,
^'irgiuieusis.

(;indon(i,
<_'iinicifuga,
*<;'orydalis solida,

Spii-a:.a,

Trillium,

Dodecatheon.
Funkia,

For

TroUius.

and edgings. -The following are

earpefs

[lore or less

(stiff soil).

A.

Blooming

in

spring
Heuehera (spring

to fall)

Ac tea.

Liparis,

^thionema,

Adonis,

Lychnis fulgens,
Haageana,

Ajuga.

Uteris.

Alyssum,

Omphalodes

Arabis,

Lotus corniculatus,
Phlox amcena,

Anemone Apennina,
"

Caroliniana.
rauuuculoides,

"

Lucilia?,
vr-rna,
si)eetabilis,

ArisiT^raa.

Orchis

Arneliia eehioides,
Arum Italieum,

Phlox divaricata,

"
raaculatum.
Calypso (moist),
Goodyera,

Ramon-lia,

Ranunculus aconitifolius
Saxifraga,

Halienaria,

Tiarella,

Helieboms,

Trilliiini.

endure ex2. For dry ^Zaces.-The following will
tremely dry locaHons, and are therefore desirable for
naturalization. They can endure neglect and drought:
Alyssum,
Autennarla,
Asclepias tuberosa,
Carlina
Cheiranthus alpinus,
Dianthus arenarius.

all

low and dense:

.<^hade.

f

etc.,

O'^lnothera.

"oT-onilla varia,

Corydalis,

4.

Horraiuum PjTenaicum,

Geranium Ibericuni,
Helianthemum,
Linum,

Cenlauroa dealbata,

A. J^equifhig deep shade.
Oortnsa Matthioli,
AueiTione alpina,

dichotoma,
nemorosa,

Eulalia,

Cassia.
(

aafnmn.
Erorii\ini,

"allirhoe,

<

Platycodon.

Heleiiiiim.

in

Aster,
Calandrinia,

Berckmans writes

.1.

Yucca.

Euphorbia coroUata,

lark-

Armeria (spring

reptans,

to fall).

sul'ulata,

Asperula.,

Auhrietia,

Polemonium,

Daphne,
Erysimum,

Viola covnuta (spring to
fall).

AA. Blooming in summer.
Hieracium,
Achillea Olavense,
Arenaria.,
Aster alpimis,
Campanula (dwarf),

Dianthus,

Saponaria.

Sdene

acaulis.
alpestris,

Ehsabethte.

AAA. Blooming in aufumn.

Lralia.
\i-hillea aurea,

Ceratostigma Larpenta?,

Erinus alpmns
Genista sagittahs,

Armeria

Heliantbemum,

Erodium',

Tunica Saxifraga,

Linaria,
Reseda glauca.

Helianthemum,

Viola cornuta.

Heuehera,

'

Silene .Shaftro,

,

.

:
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5.

-In the following lists
summer, and 3 for autumn:
A. Bloonung in spring,

1

ciit-flowers.

spring, 2 for

HERBS, POT.

Omphalodes,
Papaver (1-2),

Anemone

Peony,

sylvestris,

PUox

Hesperis
Heuclaera

divaru-ata,

(1-2),

Pyretlirum

(l-;i).

^

,

.,

.

,

T(-liih,-it(/liewi

(1-3),

Ilieris,

Ranunculus

Lupinu.^ (1-2),

(1-2),
Spirasa (1-2),

Myosolis

Viola odorata.

Lychnis Viscaria,
(1-2),

AA. Blooming in summer,
GypsophiLi,,
Heuierocallis,

Anthericum Liliastrum,
Actuilegia,

See Herbaceous Peren-

See Greens.

HERBS, SALAD. See Greens and Salad

Primala,
Pyretlirum liyLriduiii

(1-2),

HERBS. ORNAMENTAL.
nials.

jEthionema,
Alyssum,

Astute (r-2),
Centaurea montana*
Doronicum

stands for

HERCULES' CLUB.

Plants.

Aralia splnosa. Also Zanlhox;/-

luni Clava-Herculis.

HERMODACTYLUS (Greek, Mercury's fingers; from
the arrangement of the tubers). Iriddcew. Snake'sHEAD luiS. This is a hardy tuberous plant closely aliitd
to Iris, the fls. purplish black and green, of a quaint and
peculiarly attractive beauty. The plant is procurable
from Dutch and Italian growers. The genus differs from
Iris only in the 1-celled ovary with 3 parietal placenIris has a 3-celled ovary.
tae

Campanula,
Centaurea Rutlieniea,

Iris,

Cheiranthus,
Clematis,
Delphinium,
Dianthus,

Rudbeckia,
Tlialictrum,

tuberosus, Salisb. {Iris tuherosa, Linn.). Tubers2-4,
digitate, 1 in. long; stem 1-fld., 1 ft. or more high
Ivs.
2-3, glaucous, 4-aDgled, 1-2 ft. long: outer perianth seg-

Trollius,

ments

Erynginm,

Valeriana,
Veronica.

;

Liuaria,

:

Statice,

Eupliorbia,

AAA. Blooming in autinnn,
Heuchera
Lilinm

(2-3),

Anemone

Japonica,

Anthemis

.J.

(2-:il,

Lyclinis Flos-cuculli,
"
vespertina,

tinctoria (2-3),

Arenaria graminifolia.

Phlox paniculata.

Aster,
Boltonia,
Cedrouella,

Platvcodon

(2-3),

Polygonum

atBne,
f.„spid;itum,

"

Centranthus,

mum

suffruticosa,

••

Chrysanthemura

maxi-

p^rethrum ulisinosnm.

(2-3),

^

•

i

,.. ,\
^-""'

e

Coreopsis (2-3),

|'^1^^'^

Gaillardia (2-3),

Senecio (2-3),
Stokesia (2-3),
Viola cornuta (2-3).

Heleniura (2-3),
Helianthemiini (2-3),

^^''Z^^

6. For hold effects. — Thfi following have striking and
characteristic habit, and are desirable for prominent
positions as single specimens or as exclusive groups.
Some are foliage plants, the flowers being inconspicuous or not to be counted upon. Tall means 5 ft. or more;
the others are of medium height, 2—i ft.

A.

Flowers inc/denfal.

Acanthus,

Fei'ula,

Arundo

Guimera (tall),
Heraeleum (tall),
Polygonum (tall).

(tall),

Banihoos,

Elymos

(tall).

Erianthus,
Eiihilia,

BB.

Anemone

Medium
Fnnkia.

Japonica,

Lisiubiria,

Clematis recta,
Dictamnus,

Symplij'tuni (variegated),
Viicf.'a.

7. For forcing and greenhouse decoration. — Th^ following are good subjects for potting. Helleborus and
Saxifraga can be forced for Christmas. Those in the tirst
list can be forced for Easter. Those in the second list
are desirable for indoor decoration between Easter and
the burst of spring outdoors:

A.

For

forcing.

Lychnis Flos-cacaUi,
Lyelmis Viscaria,

Arab is.

Saxifraga,

Astiltie,
(

'heiranthus alpinus.

Dtantlius,

Peony,
Polyy;i>iiatum

Funkia ( variesated
Heuchera sanguinea,
)

Pri ni iil a,

multillo[

rum

Spira\a.

For indoor

Acorns gramiiieus,
Aster alpinus,
Aubrietia,

face without pain. Its staminate
fls. have their parts in 3's or 4's and the filaments hare
one gland at the base, while in S. ovigera the floral
parts are always in 3's and there are two glands at the
base of each filament. JT. sowra^ has peltate or cordate
Ivs. 7-12 in. long and 4-G in. wide.

which grows about 2 in. high and produces inconspicuous greenish fls. in summer. It makes a dense mat of
moss-iike foliage, which turns a deep bronzy red in winter. It is much used in carpet-bedding and to a less extent in rockeries and for edgings of hardy borders.
for covering graves. It thrives in the
makes a solid covering, and is by some
regarded as one of the most valuable of hardy trailers.
Prop, by division or seed. Grows wild in England, and
is kept in many large collections of hardy plants.
The genus has 8-23 species, which are widely scattered, but all grow in sandy places, chiefly near the sea.
It has no u'-ar allies of great garden value, but 2 species
of Paronychia are cult, for the same purpose and are
easily told apart by general appearance. Herniaria and
Paronychia are alike in their 5-parted perianth and 2
stigmas, but in Herniaria the segments are blunt, while
in Paronychia they are hooded near the apex and have a
horn or small sharp point on the back near the apex.
Herniaria is composed of annuals <tr perennials with
roots nf sh(.rt duration, and they are all much branched,
Ivs. oppotrailing pl.'ints, either glabrous or hirsute

poorest soils,

:

alternate or clustered, small, entire: fls. minute,
crowded in the axils; sepals, petals and stamens

Iberis,

AA.

moves hairs from the

Recommended

Bamboos,

Aly^snm,

:

HERNIARIA (Greek; supposed to cure hernia or
rupture). lUecebrdeeiv. Herniary. Rupture-wort.
This includes a hardy herbaceous perennial plant,

Helianthus orgj^alis,
Rudbeckia Golden Glow.

Crambe,

fruits. The genus has 9 widely scattered
species of tropical trees: Ivs. alternate, entire, ovate or
fls in a loose panicle, the extreme
peltate, 3-7-nerved
branches terminated by a 4-5-bracted involucre. Of
the 3 fls. in an involucre, the central one is pistillate
and sessile, the lateral ones starainate and pedicelled.
H. sonora, Linn., from India, is much used in Europe
for subtropical bedding, and produces a juice that re

egg-shaped

:

Tall.

Bocconia.
Cephabaria,
Cimieifuga,

(Francisco Hernandez, physician to
Philip II of Spain, traveled in West Indies 'lo93-lG00,
and wrote on natural history of Spain). Laurucea^.
Jack-in-a-Box. This includes H. ovtgera, a tree from
Mauritius, which grows 40 ft. high, and is cult, in 8.
Calif, by Franceschi, who says it has light green, glossv
Ivs. with a red spot in the center, and large, whitish,

Lvs. ()-7 in. long, 4M-6 in. wide, obovigera, Linn.
fr. an egg-shaped drupe,
long, acuminate, palminerved
borne on a stalk and obscurely ribbed.

AA. Flowers more or less conspicuous.
B.

Apr.

N. Gekaki).

HERNANDIA

(1-:)),

Achillea (2-3),

Aconitum

2 in. long, dark purple; inner ones green.
B.M.53I. F. 8.11:1083. G.C. II. 23: (i72.

site,

decoration.

'>

Hepatica,
Myosotis,
Phlox amnpua.

Campanula

"

Dodecatheou,

"

rept.nns,
suIhiIm ta.

J.

L>.

;

seed solitary.

Kei.leh.

glabra, lAun. Lvs. idiovate. rareiy orbicular, glabrous
except a few hairs at eilges, which are usually recurved;
fls. in a leafy spike or the lower ones at considerable
intervals. July, Aug. Eu., Asia.
w. M.

—

.

HESPEKANTII.V

HESPERANTHA

HESI'EKOCIIIKON'

(Grock, en-iiuuj fluiver).

HESPEROCHiRON

Iridiicea-.

bull)s, 3 of which ai-e profrom Diitc-h i^^rowors. They belong to the Ixia
much
inferior
and
are
to
Ixias for general cultivatribe
tion, but have fragrant flowers, opening at evening.
The genus is still nuu'e closely allied to Geissorhiza, and
differs only in ha\'ing longer style-hranclies and spathevalves always green instead of sometimes brownish
above. The corms are ^^ in. thick or less: Ivs. 2-5: fls.
'J-10 in a lax, distichous sxiike; inner segments white;

Twenty-six spocius of Capt'
cLirablo

outer ones red outside.
i\[on.

by Baker

in

(Greek, hrxp,

709

originally evening, but here western, i.e., in t lie direct ion of the setting
sun, and Clilrou, a centaur distinguislied for his knowledge of plants; hence "Western Centaury," these plants
being at first placed in the Gentian family). UydrophyJIAcea'.
genus of 3 species of northwest American
,•,!<,

A

tufted perennial herbs with scapes bearing solitary^
rather large whitish fls. The nearest allied genera of
garden value are Pbacelia and Eniinenanthe, which are

F(*rculture, see /j'/« and_Z>?(/&s.
and in Flora ('apensis,

lridea>, 18'J2,

vol. G, 189(i-7.

I\>lut(/e liainj.

A.

pildsa, Ker.

Corm

gloliose

Ivs.

:

'1,

linear,

erect,

strongly ribbed, 3-0 in. long: nutei- segments claret-red.
B.M. 1475 (outer segments speckled with color).
AA.
B.

falcita, Ker.

segments

Folitt/ji'

itti/

Li'H. spn'tlilltK/,

Corm

claret-reil.

hith-]j.

.:-:!

in. hnnj.

l\s, "2—4. lanceolate;
H.3I. ."iiiij, as jxnt fatcati/.

coTiic:

rl,

/-

(.

outer

J'>llfJ.

^aminifdlia, D. Don. Corm gli>bose: Ivs. '?,-'>, linear:
H. M. }'2~t7i, as Orissocuter segmeiits reddish brown.

HESPEKIS

(Greek, eveiiiiig, same root as vesper
more fragrant at evening). Crucifera'. This includes the Dame's Kocket, a vigorous, hardy herbaceous perennial plant, forming clumps 2-:J ft. high,
branched from the base, and covered with showy termi;

flowers

nal pyramidal spikes of 4-i)etaled flowers, resembling
stocks. The colors range from white through lilac and
pink to purple. The douljle forms are most popular.

Kockets bloom from June to Aug., and have long been
gardens. J. B. Keller writes: "The ordinary single forms are not worth growing in the border,
hut may be used in wild gardens. The double Rockets
are considered ann>ngst the best hardy plants, being
very productive of bloom and extremely useful for
cult, in cottage

cutting."

The genus has about 20 species in Euroiie, Asia Minor
and Siberia. Herbs, biennial or with a stem that is perennial at the base, pilose, the hairs simple, forked or
stem-lvs. usually s|)arse, ovate or oblong,
glandular
lis. in loose racemes, often
entire, dentate or lyrate
fragrant; petals 4, long-clawed: pods long, linear, cylindrical
seeds numerous, winged or not. The genus is
allied to the stocks, but has a somewhat different habit
and the hypocotyl incumbent not accumbent.
:

:

:

matronilis, Linn. Rocket. Sweet Rocket. Dame's
Violet. Dajiask Violet. Fig. 105.'!. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate. '2-3 in. long, toothed: pods 2-4 in. long, straigllt,
nmch contracted between the seeds. En.. N. Asia.
Escaped from gardens in Eng. Gn. 53, p. 293 and 4!». p.
339 (a lovely garden view).
"\V, :\[,

Dame's Rocket

1053.

HESPEROCALLIS

(Greek, eveniiifi heaiitii}. Liliih'ete.
This genus of only one species belongs to the
plants
of the Lily family, of which the
group of desert
I'ucca filumeiilnsit is the best hardy type. It is
a native of Colorado, and is also said to grow in Calif,
and Mex. Franceschi writes that the large, waxy white
or greenish tls. are very fragrant, and tliat the bulb
should be deeply planted in perfectly drained soil.
This genus, like Yucca and Cordyline, has an indefinite
number of ovules in each cell, while in Dractena the
ovules are solitary and in Dasylirion 3 in each cell.
Hesperocallis bears its tls. in an unbranehed raceme,
^vhile the other genera nanu'd here bear their fls. in
Other important
panicles.
All have woody stems.
generic characters of Hesperocallis are the funnelshaped perianth and the loculicid;il dehiscence of the
capsule.

common

stem stout,
undulita, Gray. Bulb large, corm-like
lvs. linear, fleshy, keeled, 3-6 lines
ft. high, .5-8-rtd.
wide, wavy margined: fls. lK-2 in. long; segments 5-7nerved.
:

1-2

:

or

Sweet Rocket

Hesperis matronalis (X

)-.j).

very distinct in color of fls., general appearance and
cymose inflorescence. It is still doubtful whether Hesperochiron is in the right order. Dwarf, stemless perlvs. entire, spatulate or
ennials or possibly biennials
obhing
fls. purplish or nearly white, with parts normally'in 5's, rarely in 6's to 7's; style 2-cut; capsule 1celle'd, loculicidal, 15-20-secded: seeds minutely netted
or wrinkled. Procurable through Californian specialists
:

:

and

collectors.

A.

Corolla lobes shorter than the

tiitie.

Califdrnicus, Wats. Lvs. numerous: corolla somewhat
oblong, liell-shaped. Hills and meadows. B.K. 10:^3:!
(as Xicotiona iiano
)

AA.

Corolla

lolies

longer than Ihe tube.

corolla nearly
pUmilus, T. C. Porter. Lvs. fewer
wheel-shaped; tube densely bearded within. Springy
:

and marshy grounds

in

mountains.

w. M.

.

HLUCHEKA

HESPEKOSCORDU-M

740

Heterospatha belongs to a group in which the stigmas
are eccentric or lateral in fruit. Other important generic characters are the 6 stamens with versatile anThe plant is procurable
thers and the 1-celled ovary.
from importers and from S. Fla.

Consult Broduva.

HESPEROSCORDTJM.

HETEKOCEINTKON.

See Beeria.

HETEROMELES is included in Photinia.
HETEROPAPPUS (Greek, two kinds of pappus)

Com-

.

This includes a plant that lovers of our native
Asters and Boltonias should not neglect. It is a hardy
herbaceous perennial plant that bears azure-blue asterlike ds. in summer. The seuus is closely related to Aster, having the habit of the Asters of the section Cali-

i>6sitce-.

meris. The plant in the trade is known as Calitneris
Talnrica. Heteropappus is closely related to Boltonia
and is not far from Callistephus, which contains the
China Asters. The chief botanical distinction resides in
the pappus, which in the large group containing Callistephus and Aster is composed of numerous bristles arranged in one or more series, while Boltonias and Heteropappus belong to a group in which the pappus is
anomalous. lu Bultonia it is composed of very short,
somewhat chaffy bristles, with the addition usually of
2-4 awns not longer than the akene. In Heteropappus
the pappus of the rays is composed of very short, somewhat chaify bristles, while in the disk-fls. it consists of
numerous slender bristles arranged in 1 or 2 series.
Heteropappus is a genus of 2-4 species from Japan
Ivs. alterand China. Herbs, erect, branched above
nate, entire or coarsely toothed: heads in loose irrt^gurays
lar panicles or solitary at the tips of branches
white or sky blue. See Caliuieris.
:

:

Stem
hispidus, Less. {Calimeris TntdHca, Lindl.).
r(»ughish: Ivs. linear, acute, pubescent: branches spreading, usually unbranched and bearing 1 head: involucral
scales acuminate, hirsute, herbaceous, not white-margined. Japan. Sandy places of Mongolia.

HETEROPHRAGMA

(Greek, an odd kind of capsule).
Uiijnonidce(B. This includes a tropical tree that is very
It grows 30-;50 ft, high, with 0-7
rare in cultivation.
leaflets, which are 7-9 in. long and about 5 in. wide, and
swelling tubular 5-lobed Ms. 2 in. wide and densely
woolly outside. The plant was once offered in this
country as Bigiionia adenophylla, bat Bignonia belongs
to a tribe in which the dehiscence of the capsule is septifragal or septicidal, while Heterophragma belongs to a
tribe in which the dehiscence is loculicidal.
Heterophragma is a genus of 3 species of trees from India and
Africa.
Lvs. opposite, arge, pinnate
tls. rosy, yellow
or orange, glabrous or touientose outside; calyx irregular, 3-5-lobed during anthesis: capsule long, cylindrical
or compressed, falcate or twisted, loculicidally 2-valved;
septum Mat or 4-angular; seeds winged on both sides.
adenophyllum, Seem. Signdnia- adeyiophf/UayWall.).
Leaflets broadly elliptic, pubescent when mature
Us.
brownish yellow, densely woolly
capsule cylindrical,
twisted, 1-3 ft. long, 1 in. wide, resembling a cork screw.
:

elMa, Scheff. Tall, unarmed; lvs. terminal, iong-petioled, e<iually pinnatisect; segments numerous, lanceolate, narrowed at both ends, acuminate, 1-nerved, margins thickened and recurved at the base rachis round on
the back, flat on the face; sheath short, fibrous, swelled
at the base: spathes 2, the lower 2-crested, the upper
;

much

A

longer.

very worthy palm.

HEtrCHERA (Johann Heinrich von Houcher, 1G771747, professor of botany at Wittenberg). iSaxifragdeeie.
This includes jff. san^tfrnt^a which probably ranks among
the half-dozen best plants with small, red flowers. It is
very desirable for the hardy border, where it blooms
from spring to late fall. It is also useful to florists for cutAll the Heucheras resemble
flowers and for forcing.
<fur dainty wild flower, the Bishop's Cap (Mitella) in
their habit, as they have a tuft of heart-shaped, 5-9lobed, crenate leaves, from which spring a dozen or so
slender scapes a foot or more high with small lis. borne
in panicles, giving a delicate and airy effect.
Heuchera belongs to a group of genera including Mitella and Tiarella, in which the ovary is 1-celled. In
Heuchera the petals are 5 or 0, and entire; in Mitella5.
Heucher:*.
3-fld "r pinnatifid; in Tiarella 5 and entire.
Mitella 5 or 10
Tiarella 10. The caphas 5 stamens
sule of Heuchera is inferior, 2-beaked; in Mitella suin Tiarella superior, compressed.
|)erior, not beaked
Heuchera has about 20 species, all North American and
ranging from Mexico to the arctic regions.
The attractive and petal-like portion of -H". sanguinen
is the calyx, the petals being small in all Heucheras
(often shorter than the calyx).
The other species are
attractive by reason of their general habit, and particuH. sanguinea cann-"
larly the graceful, open panicle.
into prominence about 1884 and is now, according to.l.
B. Keller, one of the most popular of hardy perennials.
The others are procurable from the largest dealers in
native plants and from western collectors. They range
from 3 in. to 3 ft. high, averaging about l'^4 ^^-t ^^*^
bloom in summer, having greenish white or purplish
fls.
J. B. Keller writes that almost any good garden soil
suits them, and that they are not particular as regards
exposure to sunlight (though an open situation is preferable), and that they look well in borders, rockeries,
separate beds and elsewhere. Prop, by division or seed.
;

;

;

A.

Stamens and

included {or in S. puhescens
scarcely exserted).

sfijles

B.

{

:

Scapes hairy.

Inflorescence a panicle.

c.

:

D.

C'(h/x not prominently ohlique,

nearly

India.
E.

HETEROSMlLAX

{Gre<jk, another kind of Smilax).
This includes an ornamental climber with the
habit of Smilax, but the perianth is undivided (instead
of 6-parted, as in Sraiiax) and the mouth is minutely
dentate.
It resembles Smilax in having dioecious tls.',
borne in umbels and tendril-bearing stalks. The genus
contains o species of woody climbers from India, Malaya, China and Japan
lvs. 3-;)-nerved
fls, small or
verv small. Latest monograph in Latin in DC. Mon

LiliAcece.

:

Phan

:

1:41 (1878).

Jap6nica, Kunth. Lvs. with stalks aliout 'oin. long,
blades about 4-5 in. long: staminate fls. unknown. Japan, where it is cult, for the roots, whicli are used in
medicine.

HETEROSPATHE

a different kiudof .ywfhp)
A genus of only
1 species, native of the ^^mall island of Amboyna, tlic
Dutch headquarters in the East Indies. It is "said by
Sander and Co. to be a rare and highly ornamental palm,
with graceful, spreading habit and pinnatisect leaves,
the segments being long, slender and tapering.
Its
nearest allies of garden value are Verschaffcltia ami
Dypsis, in which tlie stigmas are Itasilur in frnit. while
Palnidci'ie.

(Qr<'i:k,

Also written Jletfiro.spatha.

Margin

sangruinea,

of lvs. pointed,

Engelm.

i.e.,

the lohes equal or

so.

with distinct

Coral Bells.

teeth.

Crimson Bells.

l-l^-o ft.: scapes pilose below, glandular pubesfls. typically bright red, but in horticultural
varieties ranging from white through pink and rose tn
dark crimson. New Mex., Ariz. The best pictures arc
B.M. G!!29, Gn. 20:403. Others are Gt. 45, p. 577. I.H.
43, p. 334. Mn. 8. p. 75. A. G. 17:201. R.H. 1898, p. 431.
R.B. 22,p.240. S.H. 2:120. G.C. III. 4:125. P.G. 4:35,
Var. alba (77. dlha, flort.) has pure white fls.. and was
int. about 1890 by Haage S: Sehmidt.
Var. spl^ndens,
int. 1898 by the same firm, has dark crimson lis. Var.
robusta, or" grandiflora, Hort., according to J. B. Keller.
is an improvenumt on the type, the bells being larger
and the color brighter. Var. hjbrida ("Rosy Morn")Hort., according to D. M. Andrews, is "more robust
than the type, foliage deeper cut and the divisions more
pointed: fls. rnsy pink." Andrews adds that var. ^Iba
comes true from seed.

Height

cent above:

EE.

Margin

of

lr.<;.

irilh

rmiatlons merely acute

or

blunt.

pub6scens, Pursh {fZ. rlhifdlia, Fisch. & Ave-Lall.l.
Height 9-12 or 15 in.; scapes densely glandular pubescent, at least above.
Rich woods, Mts, of Penn. to N.

.

HEITIIKKA
H.B. 2: 179. -"Rvori^rcen .foliage marble.1
\vUh broTizy red."— WdoLsoh.

r.

DD. Calyx, prominent} ij
hispida, Pursh. FTei^'bt 2—1
to Idaho. B.B. 2:lbO.

nrn-sliape<l, niany-lobed, lonientnse; an
tbers 10, in 2 whorls: floral Ifts. 2-3 in.
long, elliptic-lanceolate. Brazil.

<'bJiqi<e.
ft.

Woo<ls,

oc. Inflorescence a spike.

\'n.

HEXtSEA (Greek, six equal things:
because the attractive and bright colored
of the flower are 0, and of equal
Orehidacew-. Should have been
written Hcxisia. This includes a small
epiphytic plant which John Saul once
advertised as "bearing profuse panicles
if brigbt verniili(m flowers twice a year."
The genus ludoiigs to a subtribe closely
related to Epidendrnm but with different
poilinia.
Stems terete or angled, witb
usually 2 Ivs. at the apex of each annual
growth. New growths arise in the axils
of the Ivs., the entire stem being thus
njade up of long, fusiform, apparenily
superimpo.sed pseudol)uIbs, with 2 Ivs.
at each node.
Lvs. few, narrow
racemes terminal, the short-peduncled furnished with overlapping, leathery scales:
fls. orange or purple; anthers semi-glo-

]>arts

'^".--

Height ]0-24Park westward.

size).

cylindrica, Doupl.

Yellows ti mi.'
B.R. 23:11124.
BB. Seapr.-i not hnirij.
r. Inflonsrence a loose panicle

ill.

parvif61ia, Nutt.
Hex. to Muiit.

Height M-2

•

ft.

00. Inflorescence drtiser, sptcafe.

Height 3-G

bracte^ta, Ser.

AA. Sta>ne)is

and

sfiife.s

at least at
B.

Len<jlli of

iu.

Cob:>.

nnirh exserteil,

tir.^l.

cahjx

.'>-')

lines.

:

Heiglit 8-15 in.:
rub^scens, Torr.
scape usually lealiess, glal)rous or somewhat scabrous margin of Ivs. ciliate.
;

New Mex.

bose

Nov.
BB. Length of calyx l%-3 lines.
Americana, Linn. Alum Root. Height

2-;{ ft.:

to

ill.

more or

ft.;

H. HASSELBRlN'i.

Michx. Height
scape mostly

Rocky

I\l

A

sepalous, 5-toothed or 5-cleft, sulitended by an iuvolucel of narrow
bracts; corolla usually cainpanulate.
showy, of 5 distinct petal.-^; stamens
united into a 5-toothed column ovary
r.-loculed, bearing 5 styles
fr. a dry,
more or less dehiscent capsule. Between 150 and 200 species. Plorticultnrally, there are four general groups
of Hibiscus — the annuals, the perhardy
ennial
border herbs, tbe
shrubs, and the glasshouse shrubs.
The calture and treatment vary with

The following names are seen in trade cat
alo^es but not in Imlex Kewensis. H. pur
purdseens was advei'tised isuy, liy H. Corre
von, Geneva, Switzerland. Plants in Ameri
can trade are not yet large enough for identi
lication.— if". ir/i('(}ffr^ was found in the Soutl
.some years ago, and Thomas Meehau, wIk
has not examined it closely, says it looks lik<
a form of H. Canadensis with variegated

:

:

'

W. M.
Brazilian name

This includes the tree
that produces the Para rubber of comfiJuphorbificeee.

these groups.

genus contains 11 species
from Brazil and Guiana,
furnishing the milky juice called caout-

Afnca)n's.

chouc:

a/ietiiona-flonn

merce.

INDEX.

Tlie
of tail trees

af'uleatus,

Ivs. alternate, long-stalked, tbe
3 leaflets entire, feather-veined, mem-

coccineus,

!

1

unbtaris,

8.

Diiiiintus, 21.
rilosclieutos, 9.

m utabi li s
Snppl.

.

pa'Oniflorvs,

!?•.

paliistris. 9.
raiivnciilceflorus,}:'..

7.

Rosa-Siuensis.
Jioselta,

rosens,

0,

nijjrr, YA,
::.

Siiwnsis. 1*1.
speelosus, 7.

I-'-.

Su!i-riol>irrus. 21,
Syria'"-us, 11!.

fi'le/ens, 21.

fiilfiidus, 21.

Hamabo,

'J^

3.
n.

Sabdarilt;^.
i:

4.

granditloms,

Srp

list.

jn/rjnirens, 13.

frute.r. VA.

Hibiscus vesicariusH. Africanus of gardens.

'•.

Cooperi, 21.
Orimsoi) Kvf,
Denisoiu. 20.

eseulentns,

1054.

in.

/^/^')/,s', -21.

:\I;niiliot,

caHestis, VA.

elatiis, l."*.
i'le<jaittissinn(s.

Ajier-

Rubber Tree. HefghtGOft.: Ifts.
membranous: staminate fls. with buds
narrowly ovoid-conical and disc small,
lOAN

i:i.

chrysantlii'S, IS.
cisplatiinis. I'.i.

possibly be cult, under

South

13.

('abfoniirus. 11.
calvcinns. ]S.
raenrlheflurus.!?'
cunniKatiis, 21.

glass for its economic interest in a few
botanical collections. It was once advertised by Reasoner Bros., Oneco, Fla.
The common "rubber plant," extensively
cult. North as a house plant, is the East
India Rubber Plant, Ficas elastiea.
Brasili6nsis, Muell. Arg.

Lropoldii.

].

birolnr. VA.
hrlUlantf^sliniis,

the 3 leaflets, loose panicles, 5-toothed
or 5-lobed calyx, and 5-10 stamen.s, the
tilaraents united iu a column under the
rudimentar}- ovary. The nearest ally of
garden value is Jatropha, in which the
fls. have petals, while Hevea belongs to
a group in which the petals are lacking.

may

tastf'cnrjnis. 11.

H.

alrond>nis.

branous or leathery: fls. small, monoecious. Important generic characters are

This plant

name). Mol-

Mallow. RoseJIal-

Aicsif

Malva, the species widely distrilmted
in temperate and tropical countries.
Herbs or shrubs, or even trees, witb
parted.
Ivs. palraately veined or
Parts of the fl. in 5's; calyx gamo-

Va. to Ga. and Tenn.
B.B. 2:179.
CO. tSeape thinly covered with yniniite
(jlandalar hairs.
micrintha, I>ougl. Height 1-2 ft. Calif.
B.R. 15:1302. R.H. 1898, p. 431.

the

.

(old Latin

]io|ymor]")bous genus, allied
L<'W.
to (.TOss\|dum, Abutilon, Althsea and

places,

HfiVEA (from

Height G-H
stem branched, forming

:

HIBISCUS
vt'ivea

leafless.

series.

1

ranging front

spindle-shaped, many-grooved internodes: Ivs. in pairs, 2-4 in. long,
'A
lines wide, channelled, notched.
ma. I!.M.70;n. G.M. ;i7:10.

with tony, soft Jtairs.
1-3

s,

bident^ta, Lindl.

scape leatiess orwitli afew small

villosa,

specie

^^exi(o to Guiana.

EBB. Lengili of calyx l-l}-i lines.
Scape vilUnis, i. e., densely coverrd

C.

pollinia 4, in

;

l'''our

less glandulur-birsute. Dry
or rocky woods, Ont. to La. and Minn.
B.B. 2":17;). K.H. 1898, p. 4:.!l.-"Has
mottled foliage."— 6= (7/f/^
Ivs.,

741

lili-iisrrs

12.

14.

tiliareus. li;,
tofns alines, i:;.

Trionnm,

2.

heterophyllus, 17
im-anns. 10.

vesicarius,

Krnnr.'.-inus. 21.

zehrinus. 21.

^'iolacens,

I.

V.\.

A.
B.
1.

HIBISCUS

HIBISCUS
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Plant

blooming late the
under glass.

A}tnuals.
lou-

and

diffuse.

Flower-ofTrailing Hollyhock.

vesica.rius,Car.(iT.,-lfr(Cfb(HS,Hoi-t.).

AN-HOUB.

Bladder Ketmia.

Fig. 1054.

A foot

or 2 high, bushy-spreailiiig, the

0.
all

first

year

if

the seeds are started

aculeitus, Walt. Not very stout, 2-0
over but not tonientose nor whitish:

ft. tall,

Ivs.

hispid

roundish

mam

branches beconiinK prostrate, usually hispid-hairy: Ivs.
i-5-parted, the upper ones 3-parted, with the middle
somelobe much the largest, the lobes linear-oblong or
times widening upwards, coarsely notched, the root-lvs.
undivided: tls. solitary in the upper axils, openingwide
across,
in the sunshine but closing in shadow, 1-3 in.
sulfur-yellow or white, usually with a brown eye
much
becoming
calyx
and
the
fr.,
in
pedicel elongating
inflated. Cent. Afr.-An interesting annual, blooming
thrivfreely throughout the hotweatherof summer, and
ing in any open, warm place. Seeds are usually sown
where the plants are to stand. Excellent (or rockwork.
usu2. Tridnum, Linn., to which the above species is
and
ally referred, has much wider and more spatulate
or
relatively shorter leaf-lohes, which are round-toothed
E
Afr.
and
En.
I'rom
S.
lyrately lobed: Hs. smaller.
M. 209. — Sometimes a weed about cult, grounds.
;

BB. Pliiiit niosiiy fall, strict and stout.
SabdarifSa, Linn. (II. Bose'Ha, Hort.). Jamaica Sorrel. liiisELLE. Strong, 5-7 ft. high,
nearly glabrous, the stems terete and reddish:
3.

root-lvs.

ovate and undivided, the upper ones

digitately 3-parted, the side lobes sometimes
lobes lanceolate-oblong and creagain lobed
tls. solitary and almost sessile in the
nate dentate
axils, much shorter than the long leaf-stalks; cah\
and bracts red and thick, less than half the length ct
;

:

the yellow corolla. CUd World tropics.— Widely cult, in
the tropics, and now grown somewhat in S. Fla. and S.
Calif, for the Heshy calyxes, which, when cooked, make
an excellent sauce or .lelly with the flavor of cranberry.
The green seed pod is not edible. The.iiiice from the
calyxes makes a cooling acid drink. Thrives in hot, dry
climates.
I'ScuJentus,
{Ahrliii'JseJius
Linn.
1. e3cul§ntu3,
Moench). Okka. Gumbo. Mostly strict, 2-6 ft., the
stems terete and more or less hispid: Ivs. cordate in
outline, 3-5-lobed or divided, the lobes ovate-pointed
and coarsely toothed or notched: fls. solitary and axillary, on inch-long peduncles, yellow, with a red center:
fr. a long ribbed pod (5-12 in. long), used in cookery.
Trop. Asia. — For culture, etc., see Cilini. A large-fld.
form (var. speeiosiis, cf. H. JIanilwt) in Gt. 43, p. 023.

mostly grown as harder plants.
These plants are late summer and fall bloomers,
hollyhock-like
fls.
They send up new, strong
with
shoots or canes each year. Many of them are perfectly
hardy in the N., but even these profit by a mulch
covering. Others are tender in the N., and the roots
should be taken up after frost and stored in a dry,
warm cellar. Keep them just moist enough to maintain life in them. l\lany times the roots of these herbaceous species are set in large pots in the sjiring,
and they then make most excellent specimens. All the
species require a deep, rich soil and i)leuty of water.

aa.

Perennial

B. Foliage green and itsatrlli/ glahrous.
MAnihot, Linn. Tall and stout (3-9 ft.), glabrous
or hairy: ivs. large, palraately or pedately 5-9 parted
into long and narrow oblong-lanceolate dentate lobes:
involucre bracts oblong-lanceolate, falling after a time
(as does the calyx)
fls. large (4-9 in. across), pale yellow
sometimes wh te ,with a purpjie eye capsule oblong and
hispid. Old World tropics, and spontaneous in S. states.
B.M. 1702; 3152 (Ivs. more cut). S.H. 2:203. -This is
apparently the Sunset Hibiscus of the tratle; also the
t^ueen of the Summer Hiljiscus. lu botanical works, FT.
Man/hot is said to be an annual, l)ut as known to horticulturists it is a jierennial. For a discussion of this
point as related to the limitations of the species, see G.
C. UL 22:249; (in. 53, p. 127 (and plate 1157). Botanically, the species is allied to//, esciilenliis. Not hardy in
the open in the North, but the roots may bo taken up
in the fall and carried overwinter in a warm, drycellar.
In the middle states and South, it niiiy be expected to
survive if well mulched. Grows readily from seeds.
.".

:

(

i

1055.

Hibiscus Moscheutos {X

]

Iterhs,

)

:

or roundish-ovate in outline, 3-5-lobed or -parted, llie
sinuses often rounded and enlarging, the lobes angled
or toothed and blunt
fls. 3-4 in. across, yellow, with
purple in the base. S. Car. south.— Not hardy North.
:

Green and
7. coccineus, Walt. (//. speeidsns, Ait.).
glabrous throughout, 3-4 ft.: Ivs. palmately lobed, or
the lowest and sometimes all of them palmately compound, the divisions long-linear-lanceolate and remotely
toothed
fls. very large (5-0 in. across), rose-red, the
petals obovate and conspicuously narrowed at the base;
column of stamens verv long. Ga. south. B.M. 300.
Take
:8K0:2:i0. -Not hardy North.
R.H. 1858,p. 575
:

;

up roots and store

in cellar.

ft., strong-growing,
Cav.
Four to
glabrous: h's. rather small, usually hastate (2 short
lobes at base), the middle lobe ovate lanceolate or triangular-lanceolate, long-acuminate, equally crenatetoothed: involucre scales linear or awl-like, nearly or
quite halt as long as the calyx: fls. 3-5 in. across, white,
blush or pale rose, purple-eyed. Wet places, Pa. to
Minn, and south to the Gulf. B.i^L2385.-A hardy and
fine species. Forms occur with Ivs. not lobed.

8.

milit&ris,

BB.

Poliage

soft-wJi ile-lomentosi

linus

0)1

beneath and some-

loj),

Lvs.vot lobed {or onlii slightly so).
0.
Moechetitos, Linn. (//. ;)(i^(.Wi(,s', Linn.). Fig. 1055.
Strong-growing, 3-5 ft., the terete stem pubescent or
tonientose: Ivs. mostly ovate, entire in general outline
or sometimes shallowly 3-lobed at the top, blunt or crenate-toothed, very soft-tomeutose beneath but becoming
9.

.

,

HIBISCUS

HIBISCUS

nearly or quite glabrous above, the long petiole often
joined to the peduncle; involucre bracts linear, nearly
or quite us long aa the tomentose calyx: tis. very large
(4-7-8 in. broad), light rose-color (or v^'hite in var.
albus), with a purple eye: capsule glabrous. Marshes
along the coast from Mass. to Fla. and west to L. Michigan. B.M. 882. B.R. 17:14G3; 33:7. Mn. 2:161. Gng.
2:227.
E. ro.seus, Thore, of Europe, a rose-colored
form, is considered to be a naturalized form of this
American species. R.H. 1879:10. — One of the best of
the Marsh Mallows, thriving in any good garden soil. Of
Blooms in Aug.
easiest culture and perfectly hardy.
and Sept. The foliage is strong and effective. The
most generally cultivated of the hardy herbaceous
kinds. The form known as Crimson Eye (clear white
with a crimson center) was introduced 1894 by Wm. F
Bassett & Son. It was found in a swamp in New Jersey.
There is some question, however, as to whether it is
specifically the same as //. Mos'-lwntoH. The tls, are
pure white (except the center), expand wide, and the
The carpels are more attenuate.
ivs. are bronze-tinted.

seedling stock. Nativity uncertain, but probably not
Syrian, as Linnii?us supposed
probably native in
China. To this species belong such trade names as
H. purpurens, M. specidsus rkbcr, H. ranancuJirflorus
H. tbhis dlbus, H. Leopoldii^ M. pa'onifldrii.'^, II. c<i:le.^iis, n. iHoldceas
IT. anemonfefldrus, IT. afrurubens,
II. btcolor, H. CO ynellce fibrils, H. eleganilssimus, etc.
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:

,

14. Ham&.bo, Sieb. &Zucc. A Japanese species offered
by importers but not yet tested in this country, and

probably not hardy south of the southern-middle states
6-10 ft. high, closely pubescent: Ivs. roundish, with nn
abrupt short point, irregularly shallowly toothed, white
:

Much like H. MoAcheiitos, and
10. inc&.nus, Wendl.
sometimes passing for it in the trade: Ivs. smaller and
narrower, ovate-lanceolate, not lobed, serrate-toothed:
fls. sulfur-yellow, with acrimson eye.
S. Car. and south.
— Seems to be hardy in the North with a mulch protection.
ft., the stem
11. Californicus, Kell. Strong growing,
terete or slightly grooved above, more or less pubescent: Ivs. distinctly cordate, ovate, shallow-toothed and
involucre bracts
not lobed, dull ashy gray beneath
hairy: corolla white or rose, with a purple eye, 3-5 in.
Gray
regards this
across: capsule pubescent. Calif. —
as a form of 0. lasiocarpus, Cav. (var. occideyifdiis,
portrait of H. lasiocarpus will be found in
Gray).
G.F. 1:426. Although the name J7. Californicus is common iu the trade, it is a question howmueh of the stock.
Certainly some of it is R. Moi^if any, is this species.
cheutos. From JI. MoscJieiitos this species is told by its
cordate ashy-tomentoso Ivs. and hairy-ciliate involucre
liracts.
The plant known to the trade as H. Califortii."".

:

A

rus

hardy.

is

CC.

Lvs. stroughj lobed.

Tall and stout (3-8 ft.), the
terete reddish stem becoming glabrous: Ivs. large, 3lohed, the lobes ovate-acuminate or ovate-oblong-acuniinate, the side ones widely spreading, blunt-toothed
or even again lobed: fls. very large (6-8 in. across),
white or rose, with deeper eye. Ga., Fla. west. — Aside
from the large fls. and lobed Ivs., this is very like H.
Moscheiilos. It is doubtful if the true If. gra)tdifh:>rus
12.

is

grandifldrus, Michx.

in the trade.

AAA.

Shruhs, hardy

in the ?rorlh {or in

IJic

middle

staie.'i}

Syriacus, Linn. (AJfhrp^a frhtex, Hort). Shrubby
Rose of Sharon. Figs. 1056, 1057. Shrub.
6-12 ft. high, much branched, nearly or quite glabrous:
Ivs. rather small, short-petioled,
strongly 3-ribbed, triangular- or
rhombic-ovate, mostly 3-lobed
and with many rounded teeth or
13.

Althea.

notches: fls. solitary in the axils
on the young wood (late in the
season), somewhat bell-shaped,
2-3 in. long, rose or purple, usupod
ally darker at the base
:

short,

splitting

Asia.

B.M.

(var.

sj9eo''o.s7(5,

— One

of the

into

83.

5

valves.

R.H. 1845:133

with double

commonest

fls.).

of orna-

mental shrubs, and hardy in Ontario. It is immensely variable in
character of fls., the colors ranging from blue-purple to violetalso
red, flesh color and white
There are
of
fall doul)le forms.
forms with variegated Ivs. Colored plates of some of the double-fld. forms will be
found in Gn. 52:1150. The species thrives in any good
soil. Prop, by seeds, by cuttings of ripened wood taken
in the fall, and named vars. by grafting on the common
Capsule
Hibiscus Syriacus.
1056.

;

1057.

Hibiscus Syriacus

(XK)-

tomentose: involucre of scales united at the base: fls.
solitary in the upper axils, large, yellow, with a darker
base.

AAAA.

ShrifJ'S of glassliouses, or permanenflij
out in the far South.
B.

15.

Lrs. hoary beneath.

eld. funi,(}. Don). MounIndian tree, now introduced in
Ivs. round-cordate, short-cuspidate, entire;

elktus.Sv^avtz (Pa n'f turn

tain Mahoe.
S.

Calif.:

planted

a West

HiBiscas

HICKORY-NUT

involucre deciduous (with the calyx), 8-10-toot.hed: fls.
then
4 in. long, opening primrose color in the morning,
changing, as the day advances, to orange and deep red.
the
yield
others,
prohably
-This species, the next, and
Cuba bast, used for tying cigars and for other purposes.

growth, on peduncles which exceed the petioles, bright
rose-red, 4-5 in. across, with a projecting red column of
stamens and pistil. Asia, probably China: now distributed in warm countries, and one of the best known
old-fashioned conservatory pot-plants. B.M. 158. I.H.
29:441. G.C. III. 2:.529. Crn. 53, p. 127.-It is now im-
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Lvs. and shoots medicinal: wood durable.
Linn. {Paritinm fillnceum., Juss.).
IG. tiliaceua,
Hound-headed tree 20-:!0 ft. high: lvs. round-cordate
and short-auuminate, entire or obscurely crenate; intls.
volucre persistent (with the calyx), 10-toothed
2-3 in. long, yellow. Old World trupi<-s. but naturalized
recently
by
in the W. Indies and at K»^y West.-(.)ffered
Reasoner. Kvergreen. Sprouts from the base if frozen.
:

BB. Lvs. nsniiUy green

sides.

hoIJi

17 heterophyllus, Vent. Tall shrub oE Australia, int.
in S. Calif., wliere it is a free and showy bloomer: nearly
glabrous: lvs. varying from linear to lanceolate and
elliptic-oblong and from entire to 3-lobed, 5-fi in. long,

usually serrulate and sometimes white beneath: tls.
large (3-4 in. long), white, with a deep crimson eye, the
calyx tomentose: capsule hairy.
18. calycinus, Willd. (U. chrysanlhns, Hort.). Small
shrub from S. Africa, and sparingly known in this
country: pubescent: lvs. long-stalked, round-cordate,
somewhat 3-5-angled and 5-7-nerved, crenate, hairy or
velvety: fls. on axillary peduncles which are shorter
than the petioles, large, yellow, with a dark center: invokicre bracts 5, bristle-pointed: capsule tomentose.
-To be grown indoors, but may be planted out in the
summer with good results. Probably valuable for perniiiuent planting in the extreme S.
Bushy, .3-5 ft.: stems gla19. cispUtinus, St. Hil.
brous but prickly: lvs. deltoid-lanceolate or deltoidovate, S-lobed, coarsely toothed, sparsely hairy on the
veins: fls. solitary, 4-5 in. across, light pink, with darker
color in the eye and sometimes darker on the margins.
Brazil {this side the Platte river, whence the specitic

name}. R.H. 1898:480. Gng.

7:50.

— Little known in this

country. It is a late fall bloomer, and may be planted
out in summer. It seeds freely, and these, sown as soon
as ripe, will give blooming plants for the following fall.

Handsome.

Knowles & Weste. Tall shnib, with heart-shaped 3-lQbed
and large, solitary, cream-colored, red-veiiied tis. Madag.
B.M. 3!)30. The plant figured under this name in Gn. .53:1164 is
l>robably a form of H. Rosa-Sinensis.— if. rnutdbilis, Linn.
Tree-like or tall shrub: lvs. cordate, 5-angled, toothed, downy:
tig. axillary, opening white or pink but changing to deep red by
night: involucre bracts shorter than calyx. China. Cult, in
tropical and subtropical regions. Recently introd. in S. Fl;i.
under the name of Cotton Rose and Confederate Rose.— if.
schizopetalus. Hook. f. Allied to H. Rosa-Sinensis: tis. pendupronl,
lvs.

lous, the recurving petals beautifully cut, the invohiere none,
the fruit long and bearing glabrous seeds. E. tropical Afr. B.
M. 0524. F.S. 2:J:2397-8. One of the handsomest of the genus,
—EC. spUtidens, Fras. Shrub, 12-20 ft., soft-tomentose, prickly:
lvs. cordate-ovate, palmately 3-5-7dobed: tls. very large, rosfred. Austral. B.M. 3025. B.R. 19:1629. Handsome.— -ff. .Suro?ti/nsis, Linn. Trailing, with palmately 3-5-parted lvs.: Us. yellow: involucre bracts with odd nail-like spines. India, bvu
widely distributed.
G.C. HI. 9:529. ~i/. venicstus, Blume.
Very like H. mutabilis, but involucre bracts broad. Java. B.

M. 7183.— ^,

Small glasshouse shrub, flowersmall, glabrous: lvs. thick and rather
stiff, slender-stalked, elliptic-ovate, entire or obscurely
crenulate, acuminate, dull green: tis. terminal, large,
white, 4-5 in. across. Nativity unknown, but int. from
Austral. P.M. 1870:232.
good greenhouse plant, re20.

inu:

mensely variable. Forms are double-tid., and others are
orange, yellow, bright red, magenta, and parti-colored.
Var. Co6peri, Hort. (JI. Vooperi, Hort.), has narrow
white-marked lvs. and distorted scarlet tls. Tradenames
belonging to tliis species are H. brllliantissimns, II.
carmiiidtus, H. chrysdntJiits, H. fiilgidiis, H. hUf/ois.
R. kenneshiiis, R. liitens, S. minidtas, H. sub-violacens, R. si'br'inits. Sibisois liosa-Sinensis is a summer-flowering shrub which always attracts attention.
It is often plunged in the open with other subtropical
stuff.
It is easy to grow in ordinary potting soil. In
winter keep it slow by witliolding wiiter and keeping in
a temperature not above 50*^. Xn spring head the plants
in and start them up to get the new wood on which the
flowers are borne. Give plenty of water when growing,
and syringe frequently. Prop, readily by softwood cuttings in spring, or by hard cuttings in fall.
H. Archeri, Hort., is a liylirid of H. Rosa-Sinensis and H.
schizopetalus, raised by A. S. Archer. Antigua, West Indies.
Much like H. Rosa-Sineusis. Fls. red. Gn. 55:12!^!.— H. Cam-

U(7ic)5M5,

undetermined trade name.

l_

jj_

g_

D6nisom, Burb.

when very

—A

quiring

warm

temperature.

HICKOEY-NUT.

Notwithstanding the high esteem
in which the nuts of several species of Hickory have
been held since the settlement of America by the white
men, but little progress has been made in their domestication and improvement.
Out of the 9 or 10 species
recognized by botanists, not more than 3 or 4 have been
found sufficiently promising from an economic standpoint to justify conspicuous effort at amelioration. Of
these the Pecan (R. Pecan) stands easily first, followed
in order of apparent value by the Shagbark {Little
Shellbark), JT. orw^rt.
the Shellbark (Big Shellbark),
R, kiciniosa, and the Pignut, R, glabra. The Pecan
differs in its requirements of soil and climate from the
other species, and is described separately under Ptcau.
For the botany of the Hickories, see Ricoria.
In flavor and quality of kernel the Shagbark is
esteemed by most Americans as the choicest of native
uuts, though in these respects the Shellbark is but little inferior to it.
The thinner shell and larger proportion of kernel have given the farmer precedence over
the latter in most cultural efforts; though the thrifty
growth, symmetrical form and luxuriant foliage of the
latter render it one of the most handsome and useful of
native trees for roadside or lawn planting. Tlie Shagbark has the broader area of natural distribution, being
found in localities throughout most of the United States
to the eastward of the Great Plains, except on the lowlands of the South Atlantic coast and Gulf states. The
Shellbark is mainly confined to the vailey of the Mississippi and its larger tributaries, extending eastward,
however, into eastern Pennsylvania and western New
York.
The Pii,mnt, which is similar to the Shagbark in area
,
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Hibiscus Rosa-Sinensis

(

,-

l-.'j).

E,6sa-Sin6nsis, Linn. {R. Sineu.-^is, Hort.). Chinese Hibiscus. Shoeblack Plant. Pig. 1058. Inglasshouses a shrub 3-8 ft. high, but reaching 20 ft. in subtropical regions, glabrous: lvs. rather large, thin and
shining green, broad-ovate to lance-ovate, somewhat
tapering to the base, acuminate, coarsely and unequally
toothed: involucre bracts linear, free, as long as the
calyx tube: fls. solitary in the upper axils of the new
^1.

of distribution,

much

inferior to the others in quality,
in this respect,
and has disclosed at least one variety of distinct cultural merit.
As the Hickories, other than the Pecan, are slowliut

is

shows wider variation than either

;

lII0KORY-XL"r

HICKORY-NUT

growing species at best, they should uut
be planted on other tliari fertile soil. The
Shellbark is native to river bottoms, and
requires richer land than the others, which
endure a rather wide range of soil characteristics, provided there is suflicient depth
and good drainage. Deep, well-drained,
fertile loams, either of sandy or clayey
nature, are acceptable to all the species.

Propagation. — AW the speciesare propagated by seed. Planting is frequently done
in autumn, but, to lessen the destruction
by rodents, is more safely done in early
spring. In such case the freshly gatliered
nuts, after removal from the hulls, should
be stored in slightly dauipened sand during the winter, or stratilied, as other tree
seeds.

Uniformity of growth

is

promoted

by planting nuts where trees are to stand,
as the transplanting process in ordinary
seasons is accompanied by a considerable
loss.
If trees must be transplanted, it is
probably best to transplant annually in
nursery rows, in rich soil, to promote
growth of fil:»rous roots and to lessen the
shock of final transplantation to the per-

:

;

manent location.
The propagation of the Hickories by
budding and grafting is exceedingly dillicult, even the most experienced propai^^ators of woody plants failing to secure more
than a small percentage of success. Most

third,

Ninuprous

app:ireutl\"

have been

brought t<>
notice, but those thus
far discovered have
given little evidence of
cultural value. The most
important are the Is'ussbaumer and McCallister nuts, which are
described under Pef:((n.
Varieties. — In consequence of the dilliculty with which the Hickories are propagated by budding and grafting, few nurseries offer other than seedling trees.
Several choice varieties of Shagbark have
been described and named because of
desirable el uiract eristics, however, an<l
several of these have been propagated
in a small w:iy by crown-grafting on established trees.
Grafted trees of one vari'dy, the Hales, can be obtained in small
numl)ers at one or two nurseries. No varieties of the Shellbark have been offered
by nurserymen. The illustrations (Fig.
1059) are adapted from the Nut-Culture

.

commonly

riiivor of
productive-

natural Hickory hybrids

Arnold Arboretum, recommends the use
of the Bitternut
ff ininhna) as a stock,
growing seedlings in boxes 4 in. deep for
one or two years, until of sutHcient sizkfor grafting.
Under this plan the seedlings should be transferred to pots in the
autumn and taken into the greenhouse
about January 1. He advises side-grafting
these close to the collar. As soon as the
roots begin to start, the grafted trees in
pots must be plunged in sphagnum to the
top bud and left until March to callus-

Bulletin of the U. S. Dept. of Agric.
The more important varieties are the
following:

practiced, has

been found to succeed.
One promising method of root-propagation suggested by Fuller consists in the
"turning up or exposing at the surface of
the ground of side roots, severed from the
parent tree." Their lower extremities are
left in place for one or two seasons, until
a distinct top has been formed through
the agency of adventitious buds on the exposed portions. Though a slow and expensive process, this is probably more certain than any other method yet developed.
In some instances, where the tops of trees
have been killed, the varieties have been
perpetuated through this practice by
promptly turning up and staking roots
that were yet alive.
Phiiiting should be done in autumn, or
as early in spring as the ground can safely
be worked. An abundance of rich soil
should be used in the holes, as much of
the success in transplanting depends upon
a prompt and vigorous root-growth.
If
clean cultivation cannot be practiced, a
heavy mulch should be applied, and be
maintained for several years, until the
tree is well established.
After this, little

fourth,

;

fifth,

kernel;
ness.

pensive.
One of the most successful propagators
of woody plants, Jackson Dawson, of

Root-grafting, as

size

plumpness and

growers favor cleft crown-grafting in the
spring, on established stocks of tlie same
species. The operation is performed just
as stocks are starting into growth, using
dormant cious with terminal buds and
mounding up to the top bud with fine earth.
As the stocks are in condition only for a
few days, the process is uncertain and ex-

{
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care is needed, except to guard against
the attacks of leaf-eating insects.
Produclion and 6''.st'. -Large quantities
of yhagbarks are consumed in our cities,
but the supply is mainly from the forests.
In some sections, choice second-growth
tribes have been preserved along fences
and roadsides, and these are usually
found to yield larger crops and finer nuts
than the forest trees. In portions of southeastern Pennsylvania there is a large production of nuts from such trees. In that
section the nuts are marketed in the form
of kernels free from shells, for use by
ronfectioners and bakers. The cracking of
the nuts is done by women and children on
tlie farms, this work constituting a dr-mestic industry of some importance at certain seasons. As the use of Shagbarks in
cooking is apparently increasiiig, it is important that trees oearing choice nuts shall
be preserved and cared for. The characteristics that determine
commercial value are
IJrst, cracking quality
second, thinness of shell

rarely

ShahbarK:

C"r//.s.— Conn.

A

smorith nut

kenifl
(it
nietliiim size, slit^litly compressed
yilnrnp, light in color and of good quality: sliell
thin; cracking Q\iality good.
;

Purer. -P-A. A medinm-sized angiibir nnt,
broad at the Ti;ise, but having a long and
moderately thin; crackint: quality good: quality good.
_E//')^— Conn. <")t medium size, compressed,
kernel
.ingnlar, ovate, with prominent tip
jtlump flavor mild and pleasant: shell thin:
crai'king quality good.
Hales {Hale's Paper shell). — Is. J. Large,
quadrangular, slightly compressed, with apecidiar wa\'y surface: kernel rather deeply corrugated, but plnnip and of good qnality, retaining its sweetness for two years or raore
shell thin and of fair cracking quality. The
Hales nut is the first named variety of Hickory,
having been described and illnstrated by A. S.
Fuller in "The Rural New-Yorker'' in 1870.
It is probably the only sort now obtainable at
The original tree bears a fair
tlie nurseries.
crop annually, and numerous younger trees
grafted from it are now in bearing.
Jackson.— Ohio. A compressed oval nut of
large size: kernel large, plump, and of excellent
qnalitv: shell thin; cracking quality medium.
r.'itlier

sliariibasal point; shell

:

;

:

8a
1059.
1.

Forms

of Hicoria ovata.

Ovate form. 2. Long-ovate
6, 6a.. Meriden. 7. Jack-

form.
son.

8.8(7.

Milford. Xat.size.

Fig.

io.'>a.

:

;

HICKORY -NUT

HICORIA

Leaming.-Uo. A large nut of fine Havor and exeellent craoking quality, the kernel coming out in unbroken^halves.
-^.-.'..i.
Meriden. — Conn. Large, ol.lnng, (impressed: kernel large
and of good quality: shell rathei- tlii k, but cracks well. Fig,

mostly edible nut. The Hickories are
enclosing
amoDfr the most beautiful and most useful trees of the
American forest, and are all very ornamental park trees,
with a straij^ht, sometimes high and slender trunk and
a large, graceful, pyramidal or oblong head of generally
light green foliage, turning from yellow to orange or
orange-brown in fall. They are hardy North except i/".
Pecan, aquatica and mynsticceformis, but II. Pecan
thrives rarely in Massachusetts in sheltered positions.
Most of the species have heavy, hard, strong and tuugh
wood, much valued for many purposes, especially for
handles of tools, manufacture of carriages an<l wagons,
also for making baskets and for fuel. The nuts of some
species, as //. Pecan and K. ovafa, also //. laclniata and
some varieties of U. glabra and R. alba are edihle, and
are sold in large quantities, mostly gathered from the
woods, though in later years orchards of improved vaA large number of insects
rieties have been planted.
prey upon the Hickory, attacking the wood, foliage and
fr., for which see the Fifth Ann. Rep. of the U. S.
Entom. Com., p. 28.'!i-329. There are also some fungi,
causing sometimes an early defoliation of the trees.
The Hickories generally grow best in rich, moist soil,
but some, especially H. glabra, R. alba and H.
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compressed ovate nut, medium to largo
Milford.—Mnii^.
in size, with large, plump kernel of excellent quality: cracks
well: one of the best nuts yet brought to notice. Fig. 1050.

A

a

ovala, grow equally well in drier localities. They are
of rather slow growth, and difficult to transplant if taken
from the woods; therefore the seeds are often planted
where the trees are to stand, but if grown in the nursery and transplanted several times when
young, trees 6-10 ft. high may be transplanted
successfully. Prop, usually by seeds stratified
and sown in spring in rows about 3 in. deep;
named varieties may be grafted in .spring in
the greenhouse, on potted stock of R. minima,
which seems to be the best species for this purpose, veneer- or splice-grafting being usually
emploved sometimes also increased by rootgprouts. For futber horticultural advice, see Hlckory;

nnt and Pecan.
There are about 10 species of Hickory, all in E. N.
America from Canada to Mexico. Branches with solid
pith: Ivs. alternate, without stipules, with 3-17 serrate
Ifts.
lis. mona'cious, apetalous, appearing with the Ivs.
staminate Hs. in axillary, slender, pendulous catkins, each
stamens, borne in the axil of a 3-lobed
fl. with 3-10
:

bract; pistillate fls. in a terminal, 2-10-fid. cluster or
spike, consisting of a 1-celled ovary enclosed by a 4-

lobed involucre: fr. globular to oblong, with a husk
separating into 4 valves and a bony nut, incompletely
2-1-celled.
See also Rep. Missouri Bot. i^ard. 7, p.2842, pi. 1-23. and Rep, of U. S. Dept. of Agric. Oiv.
of Poraol. Nut-Culture (I89fi), cited below as U.S.N.C
(the first number referring to the plate, the second and
third to the figure).

Scales of buds valvate, 4-6 : fr. with winged siUurei!;
nut usuallij thin-shelled : Ifts. 7-2S, usualhj falcate.
B. Nut wosfhj elongated, almost terete: hiisk thin,
splitting to the base: kernel stveet.
Pecan.
Pec6,n, Britt. {Cclrya olivwformis, Nutt.).
Fig. lOGO. Tall tree, to 170 ft., with the branches pubesbark deeply
cent when young
furrowed, grayi.sh brown: Ifts.
oblongstalked,
11-17, short
lanceolate, acuminate, serrate

A.

:

1060.

FoliaR^e and pistillate flowers of Hicoria Pecan.

medium to hirge in size: kernel
fine quality: shell thin and of good cracking quality: tree regularly produ*dive.
Woodbourne. Pa. LouK.compresspd ovate, large and smontli
kernel tender and of very liigli quality: shell rather thick, but
Rice.— Ohio. Angular, ovate,

plump, bright and of

—

doubly serrate, tomentose
and glandular when young, usu-

or

ally glabrous at len.g-th, 4-7 in.

hjng: staminate catkins almost
sessile
fr. 3-10 in clusters or
spikes, oblong, 1^2-3 V^ in. long;
nut ovoid or oblong, smooth,
brown, irregularly marked with
dark brown, 2-celled at the
itase; kernel sweet. Prom Iowa
1061. One form of Pignut
;ind Ind. south to Alab. and
H. glabra.
Tex.; also in Mexico. S.S. 7:
Natural size.
3;{8-39.
A. (-J. 12:273-75. U. S.
N.C. 1,8, 9. -This species is the most important as a
fruit tree, an i many named varieties are cultivated in
the southern states, but it is tender North. The wood
Is less
valuable than that of the other species. Hybrids of this species are known with R. minima, alba
:

crju-ks well.

Of the somewhat numerous sweet-flavored forms

i^iONUT:

found

in this species, the tollnwing <<uf ;i.t least lias been deemed
worthy of perpetiuilioit bfi-anse ul' its delicate rta\T)r, tliin shell
and excellent cracking quality.
Bracki'lt.
Iowa. Roundish compressed, sinontli :ind of ii^rnyish color, medium to large in si/.e: kc ncl plnnip, sweet and u
delic'te flavor: shell very thin, a,nd ca.s ily freed from the kernel

—

Wm.

HICORIA

(from

its aboriiLcina!

a. Taylok.

name) Syn.,

J ut/landdcem. Hickory. Hardy ornamental

Cih-i/a.

trees, with
tureen

rather large, deciduous odd-pinnate Ivs.. small

isli rts.,the staminate ones
in conspicuous pendulous
racemes, and with rather large, green, deliiscent friiits

—

,

HICOKIA

HTCORIA

nod lacinioso, for which see Rep.
20-23 and Gug. 2:2'26. See Pecan.

Mo. But. Oard.

7. pi.

Carya

myrisiica'fonni^
(
Tree, to 100 ft. with dark
Nutt.). Nutmeg-Hickory.
brown bark, broken iuto appressed scales: If ts. 5-11,
short-stalked or almost sessile, ovate-lanceolate, the
uppermost much larger and obovate, serrate, scurfy-pubescent beneath when young and with bi'own scales
above, at length dark green above, silvery and lustrous
beneath, 3-5 in. long: staminate catkins peduucled: fr.
generally solitary, shortovoid or obovate, about Wi in.
long; nut ovoid, reddish brown marked with irregular
spots and stripes, thick-shelled, 4-celled below; kernel
sweet. From S. Car. to Ark. and Mex. S.S. 7:342-43.—
A very decorative species on account of its handsome
foliage, but not hardy North.
myristicaeSbrmis,

BB.

Britt.

Nut usttaUn as broad as

long roinpres.st>d
irregidarly oitgfed or reticulate surface,
shelled, 4-ceUed bi'loiv : kernel bifter.

aquAtica, Britt.

,

wlfii
t}ii)i-

Water-

{Canja aqudfica, Nutt.).

HiCKOKY. BiTTKR Peoan. Uyually small tree, rarely to
100 ft., with light brown bark separating into long, thin
Ifts 7-13, sessile or short-stalked, lanceolate,
long-acuminate, finely serrate, yellowish tonientose when
young, glabrous at length fr. 3-4, ovoid to broadly obohusk thin, splitting to the base;
vate, l-ly-2 in. long
nut obovate, much compressed, irregularly angled and
From
ridged, diill reddish brown; kernel very bitter.
Va. to 111., south to Flu. and Tex. S.8. 7:344-45.

plates;

.

;

U.S.N.C. 12, 7-8.
minima, Britt. {Cariiaai/idra, Nutt.). Bitter Nut.
Swamp-Hickory. Tree, to 100 ft. bark grayish brown,
broken iuto thin scales: young branches and petioles
:

ovate-lanceolate to lanceolate-acuminate, densely serrate, pubescent when young and glanfr. 2-3,
dular, almost glabrous at length, 3-6 in. long
broadly obovate or subglobose, winged from the apex to
husk thin, splitting somethe middle, ^4-13-2 in. long
what below themiddle; nutslightly compressed, roundinto
a short point, irregularly
ish, abruptly contracted
glabrous:

Ifts. 5-9,

1063.

Hicoria glabra, var. microcarpa— the false Shag;bark.

;

;

AA. Scales of buds imhricafe, more than 0: fr, not or
nut u.sh<i Hi/
sUijhtJii iringcd at the sutures :
4-erll<d

thl'e/.--sh, ttrd,

cate,
B.

iJie iqiperi)ii>st

Bvils snnfj],

bcJoir

l<irger

'^i-'^fjn. tong:

:

and

If/s. .:-!>. nnf
falg'.nerallifvhnvatr.

thin

hu.s],-

:

nut sjightl g

or not angled.

glabra, Britt. (Cart/a porc)na,l>lutt.). Pignvt. Figs.
1001, 1002.
Tree, occasionally to 120 ft., with usually
dark gray fissured bark and slender, glabrous branchlets
Ifts. 3-7, almost sessile, oblong to oblong-lanceolate, long-acuminate, sharply serrate, almost glabrous,
:

3-6 in. long: fr. usually ovoid or obovate, the sutures
usually slightly winged toward the apes and the busk
splitting mostly only half way to the base; nut usually
brownish, not angled kernel mostly astringent. S.S.
very hand7:352-53. A.G. 11:386-7. U.S.N.C. 12, 5.
some park tree, with rather imrrow-oblong
head and slender, often pendulous branchlets, especially in the following var. A very
variable tree, and the following varieties
are considered by some botanists as distinct species.
;

-A

niicroVar. microcarpa, Trel. {Cariia
Bark more
cdrpa, Nutt.). Figs. 1003-6.
glabrous,
often
or less shaggy: Ifts. quite
somewhat broader: fr. subglobose husk
splitting
nearly to
the base; nut grayish
or whitish, angled.
rather thin - shelled,
often broader than
kermd sweet.
long
;

;

From

Quebec

to

Mich., south to Fla.
A.G. 11:381-88. 1, 2,
5, 8, 10.
4, 6.

Characteristic g:rowth of the Pignut Hickory.

U.S.N.C.

— Often very

12.

dis-

Hicoria glabra.

Probably 77.
boreah's, Ashe, be-

Quebec to Minn., south to
kernel bitter.
valuable
Em. 226.
Fia. and Tex.
S.S. 7:340-41.
park tree, with handsome, rather In-oad head, growing
in cult, more rapidly than other Hickories.

longs to this variety.
Var. Odorata. Sarg.
Similar to and often
united with the former. Bark fissured,

1062.

reticulate

;

-A

tinct.

H. glabra. io65. Twip of
var. microcarpa.
Hicoria glabra,
var.
microcarpa.
Xtitural size.

1064. Fruit of

the false Shagbark.

:,

JIICORIA

HIERACIUM

Uts. generally broader, ovate or oblonj?not sha^uy
ovate, glandular: t'r. more ovoid, splitthi.i^ almost to
the base; nut gray or brownish, slightly angled. S. S.

latter name by some is applied to the preceding. Figs
10G7, 1068. Tree, occasionally to 120 ft.: Ifts. generally
5, sessile, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate, densely fimbriate, pubescent and
glandular when young, glabrous at length,

748
:

7-:j54 (partly).

Var. villosa, Sarg. {H. pallida, Ashe).

Bark deeply fissured: ifts. 5-7, hairy along the midrib
beneath and the rachis cohered with tufts of hair: fr.
subglobose to ovoid; nut brown, thick-shelled. Mo. to
S.S. 7:r{.-.r>. G.P. 10:305
Del. and Ala.

fr. subglobose, about V/-i-2}^
4-G in. long
in. long; nutwhite, oblong to broadly obovate, 4-angled
kernel sweet. From Quebec to Minn., south to Fla. and Tex. IS.S.
7:340-47. Em. 217. U.S.N.C. 10.
A. G.
387, 3; 388, 11. Gng. 7:51.
11:380, C,9
A.F. 14:.339. — Next to Pecan the best as
a fruit tree, especially for the northern
states, where Pecan is not quite hardy.
Several named varieties are in trade, of
which probably var. MaJesi, Hort., with
large, thin-shelled nut, is the best known.
An ornamental, often very picturesque
tree; the stout branches forming a rather
broad, usually somewhat open head.
:

;

;

H.

Carofinee-septentriondlis, Ashe.

Allied to
fr. smaller: Ifts. 3-5, oblong-lanceoglabrous.
N. C. to Ga.
H. Mexicana,
Eiieelm. Tree, with shaegy bark and tomentose-pubeseent Ivs.: fr. depressed, with rather
thick husk and broad, sharply 4-angled, white
nut. Mex. The only species not native to the
U. S.— -ff. Texana, Le Conte. Similar to H.
Pecan, but Ifts. broader, less falcate, almost
sessile; nut smaller, much darker, "with some~
what rough surface; kernel Ijitter. Texas.

H. ovata:

—

late,

_
Alfred Kehder.
,

.^^„

Twigoi;;{:
Hicona
.

ovata.

HIDALGOA {''after the Mexican Hidalgo"). Syn.,
ChMdsia. C'omp6sit(e> This includes a tender herbaceous vine, allied to Dahlia, with scarlet fls. about
2.H ill- across, introduced in 1899 by John Lewis Childs,
under the name of Childsia Wercklei, or "Treasure
Vine." Hidalgoa is closely allied to Dahlia and Coreopsis, but differs from both in the large, fertile akene of
the rays and in the sterile disc-fls., the styles of which
are entire or very shortly 2-lobed. Only 2 species were
hitherto recognized, both from Central America. From
these _ff. Wercklei differs in its more compound Ivs.
and much larger heads. Suitable for cool, shady verandas.

1066.

BB. Bud:^ large,
(;.

Wercklei, Hook. (Ch'ildsia Wercklei, J. L. Childs).
Tall, woody at base, much branched, climbing by petiIvs. opposite, pinnately ternatisect, lK-2Vo in.
oles
long, 2 in. wide, the teeth tipped reddish brown: petiole
l>2-2 in. long, coiled at base: peduncle axillary, as long

Habit of the false Shagbark.
H. glabra, var. microcarpa.
l-i-l in. lonij:

not shaggy :
outer hud-scales foU'nig in aiihinin:
separating quite to the base.
pc/ioli's

fomenfose
Inisk

as the Ivs., 1-tld.
ravs about 10. Costa Rica. B.M.
7(J84.
J.L. Childs' Cat. Rare Flowers, etc., 1899, p. 1,
with colored plate. A.C 20:570.
\y^ ji.
:

nut mujh'd; kernel siteet

branches and

Bark

:

:

not

HIERACITTM iGreek,ahaivk the ancients thought
that hawks sharpened their eyesight by using the sap
of these plants). Co)npositce. Hawkweeds. Over 250
species of hardy herbaceous perennials, mostly native
to Ku. and S. Amor., some of which are bad weeds in
,-

dlba, Britt. {Cartia fnmentdsa, Nutt. Not to be confoiujiled with 0. alOa, which is ff. ovaia). Mockernui.
Big Bud Hickory. Tree, rarely attaining to 100 tt.
Ifts. 7-9, almost sessile, oblong-lanceolate, long-acuminate, usually finely serrate, glandular and tomentose

beneath, very fragrant when crushed, 4-8 in. long: fr.
globose to pear-shaped, iVs-S in. long; nut light brown,
globular to oblong, slightly compressed, angled, narkernel small,
rowed toward the apex, thick-shelled
sweet. Blass. to Ontario and Neb., south to Fla. and
Tex. S.S. 7::;50-51. l\8.N.C. 1:2, l-ii. Eni.2l2L;.
;

/I

Vnjht
nj: hr >nh<
glabrous or /'ithrs<-ent : husk vc
rating l» Ihr- basr : outer hnd-s,
through lJi.e winter.

irk sha

Nut.

Big or

B<.)T'r"M

1

H. arnm/}n)la
Shellbakk-Hi(.'K(iry. King

lacinidsa, Sarg. {fJari/a snJrDta ,^1111.

TUppel).

a I'd petioles
thick, sepa'Irs pei-sisti tig
1

,

ocea><ionally to 120 ft.; hranehlets
orange-red: Ifts. 7-0, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, serrate, pubescent when yonng, usually glabrous at length
4-8 in. long: fr. generally oblong, 2-3 in. long; nut yellowish white, oblong, but sometimes as broad as long,
slightly compressed and oliscurely 4-angled, pointed at
both ends; kernel sweet. N. Y. to Iowa, south to Tenn.

Tall

tree,

and Ind.Terr. S.S. 7:;!48-4;). U-S.N.C. 11.
ovita, Britt, {Oarya diha, Nutt.). Sha<:bark-Hick(u;v.
Also Little SHELi.BAKK-HirKoiiv, although the

1068.

Fruit of Hicoria ovata, the Shagbark Hickory.

Natiir:d size.

Tlio .'ross-.seotion is to slinw structure, not to
sliow a good hortit'iiUnral fruit.

the eastern slatt-s. Ijvs. often toothed, but never deeply
lobed
heads usually small, loosely i>aniculate or rvmose, rarely solitary: rays truncate, 5-toothed at tlui
:

apex

:

seeds angular.

The genus pusses

into Crepisi

—
;

HIEKACU
from wnich

miM'KASTKr.M

-M

distinguished by liuvin^' stiiT, usually
brownisli, rarely white pappus, aud ulilouj^ or columnar
The
seeds.
cultivated species bear in summer and autumn a succession of small yellow or orange-colored
it

is

There is oue white-fid. species,//", tiivale. They are
often woith growing in rockeries and waste places, but
care should be taken to prevent thera from crowding
out more desirable plants. //. vllloaum is the most desirable species. Hawkweeds will grow in almost any
soil or aspect. They are propagated chielly l>y dividing
the stolons, or by seeds, and if left to themselves will
soon form a dense mat of herbage over the poorest of
soils. The Old World species are much confused.
lis.

A.

FJowcrhiii sfrtu

h-afh's^i

or

u-itli

in a rosvl/t at bn.sf

<>f

/-.'

/r.s\;

Jrs. niostlu

.s/cin.

Scapes unhrandied above, brariin/ l)iif a .single head.
Linn.
JIouse-eak Hawkweed.
Stem
slender, 4-12 in. high, stoloniferous, densely hairy
throughout: Ivs. entire, oblong or spatulate, narrowed
B.

Pilo36lla,

into a petiole: fls. 1 in. broad, pale yellow, sometimes
striped or tinged with red or puride.
Commonly tlowers

—

the whole season.

yards and fields.

Int. from Eu. and common in doorOnt. to Pa. and Mich.

Scapes hranched above, hearing

BB.

c.

Basal

Irs.

sevt'ral to

mam/

heads,
eoarsehj (oofJird.

vulg^tum, Fries (//. umln-dsam, Jor<l.). Stem l-.'l ft.
high, slightly glaucous: basal Ivs. 2-5 in. long, oblong
to lanceolate, acute at both ends, petioled, petioles usually

pubescent. July-Sept. Int. from Eu.
cc.
D.

Basal

Ivs. entire

Ljab. to

N. J.

Rattlesnake Weed.

Stem

l-'.i

.

:

cult. land.

aa. Flowering stem Jeafi/, at least below.
B. Stem branchinji front the ba.^r.

ramdsum, Waklst. & Kit. Lvs. ovate to lanceolate,
narrowed at the base, toothed, hairy on margin and
beneath; lower lvs. petioled, upper ones subsessile.
July-Sept. Eu.
nivale, Proel. White Hawkweed. Differs from B.
ramositm chiefly in having white fls. and glaucous, somewhat leathery lvs., which are not hairy on the margin.
A white Hawkweed is advertised and, according to Uray,
only white-fld. species

in the

genus.

Tyrolesp

Alps.
bB. Strm unbra nehrd
c.

ft.

high,

Whole plant

b(-l<nv.

silky-villo^r.

viUdsum, Jacq. Shaggv Hawkweed. Stem 1-2 ft.
high, often 4 ft. under cult.: basal lvs. oblong-lanceolate to lanceolate, narrowed at the base, finely toothed;
stem-lvs. sessile, the upper half clasping: fls. lH-2 in
across, Dright golden. June-Aug. Eu. Gn. 40:91)4.
The silvery foliage and showy Hs. of this species make
it more desirable for the garden than any other Hieracium now in cultivation. It is easily kept from spreading.

Plant smooth or slighlh/ pubescent.
Canad^nse, Michx. Stem l-o ft. hii^h, slender;

stiff: lvs.

boreaiis,

Roem.

<t

Schult. {B. odorcita, Wahl.).

nilla Gkass. Holy Grass. Seneca Grass
SCENTED Grass. Rather slender, smooth, ]-2
Ivs. short:

June, Julv.

HIPPEASTRUM

lvs.

ft.

high:

in.

long.

Hastings.

B.dfnmnnia.

HIMANT0GL6SSUM.

All included in Orrhls.

some

[hnighl or horse and star, from

fancied resemblance in H. eqnestre, perhaps of the
HQuitant lvs. and the star-shaped corolla-opening).
AmarifUiddceo'. Includes Babranthus. From 40 to SO
tropical American bulbous plants, now much hybridized.
Closely allied genera are Amaryllis, Orinum, Sprekelia,
Brunsvigia, Zephyranthes, Lycoris, Sternbergia, Vallota, which see.
The Hs. are large and showj", two to
several being borne on a stout, hollow, lealiess scape;
perianth tube evident, often long, dilated in the throat;
segments erect-spreading, nearly or quite equal; filaments (ii) distinct, often with small scales between.
The Hippeastrums are usually known in gardens
under the general name of Amaryllis; aud their culture
is given in full under that name.
Many of them are
noble garden plants, but the high price of the l)ulbs
prevents them from becoming popular, although they
may be grown easily from seeds. Most of the species
were first described in the genus Amaryllis, but that
genus differs in its solid scape and al>sence of scales
between the filaments.
Very many of the names in trade catalogues are of
horticultural forms; and many of them cannot be referred positively to any of the original species. For the
Belladonna Lily, see Amaryllis: for Atamasco Lily, see
Zephyranthes; for Josephine Lily, see Brunsvigia For
Ainavyllis airrra, see Lycoris; for A. Candida, see
Zephyro nlh< s: for A. formossissima, see Sprekelia;
for A. giii(rnl>'if,^ee Brunsvigia; for A. longifolia, see
Crin}im: for^l. latea, see Sternbergia; for ^4. JYerine,
see jYerine; for A. orirntalis, see Brunsvigia ; for A.
ornata, see Crinum; for A. speriosa or purpurea, see
Valloia. Latin-form names which do not appear in the
following account are very likely to be horticultural
forms.
.

INIiEX,

Ai'kermanni,

:',

major,

reticulatum,

6.

;i.eiiminatnm, 12

.Maraneusi.'^,

Albert!

miniatum,

0.

aiilii.'imi, 2.

ritriuum,

12,

erocatuni, 12.
equestre, 6.

ignescens.

ovate-oblong to lanceolate, acute, serrate, sessile, the

Stee

T.

Va-

Swekt-

panicle brownish, spreading, 2-4
Eu., N. Amer. B.B. 1:1:12.

t'ulgiduin. 6. 12.

cc.

hairy, the

tains the fragrant Vanilla Grass, the sterile shoots of
which are woven by the North American Indians into
small mats, baskets aud boxes. These retain their fragrance for years. It is a genus of 13 species of aromati<perennial grasses with creeping rootstocks, flat leaves
and contracted or open panicles, found in temperate and
frigid zones. The spikelets are 3-fld., only the terminal
H. perfect. Vanilla Grass is not a good forage plant, as
most animals dislike it. The seed seems to be nowhere
obtainable, and only one American dealer advertises
plants of it. The odor is like that of the common annual
sweet vernal grass, A)ilhoj-ayi.lha)n. odnratam, but is
more powerful. Hierochloe is closely allied to Anthoxanthum, but is distinguished by the 3-fld. spikelets and
rather loose panicles, Anthoxanthum having 1-Hd. spikelets and contracted panicles.

HIGGtNSIA.
ft.

i

:

this is the

l-.'i

(4.

high, slender, smooth or nearly so: Ivs. 1-4 in. long,
obovate to spatulate, subsessile
fls.
in. wide,
^-*-'
bright yellow. Aug., Sept. Dry woods, I\Ie. to Ga. and
and
IIJ,'!.
common
west to Man.
Neb. O.
—A
plant in
woods. Advertised by one dealer in native plants.
i>n. Lvs. mostly spatulate to oblong, green-veined.
aurantlacum, Linn. Orange Hawkweed. Stem (> in.
to 2 ft. high, slender, somewhat hairy: heads ^^-1 in.
across, short-stalked, orange to orange-red. June-Oct.
Nat. from Eu. by roadsides and in fields, Ont. to Pa.—
A bad weed if allowed to spread. It Is worthy of being
established in high and dry parts of a rockery, where
few other plants can grow.
prae^ltum, Vill. (/7. stolonifernm .Bcs'^.)
Plants usustem 2-3 ft. high,
ally spreading very rapidly by stolons
slender, glaucous, hairy at base; basal lvs. entire:
heads %m. across, in an open cyme, bright yellow.
June-Sept. Nat. from Eu. along roadsides in N. Y.

sometimes troublesome in

Stem

Grondvii, Linn.

upper oval or ol)long, broadly sessile, the lower obovat«
to spatulate, narrowed into a short petiole: tls. Vj-i'.j in.
wide. Sandy soils, (Jan. to Fla., west to Mo. and La.
S. W. Fletchek.
HIER6CHL0E (Greek, hoJ,j grass; in northern Euro[)e it is scattered iiefore churches on saints' days).
Also written Bievehloa. Graminew. This genus con-

or verjf flnelif toothed.

l/vs. inostiy obovafe to ovale, /'firplc-rvi iied.

vendsum, Linn.
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upper with clasping hiist^; tls. 1 in. across. June-Aug.
Dry woods, N. S. to Pa., west to K. C. and Ore.

6.

.Jolinsoiii. 14.
Leopoldi, H'.

x,

Vl.

Rcezli,

7.

6.

rutUum,

12.

piirdiuum, 5.
platypetala, -.
procerura, 11.

solandriiioruTn,

psittai'iiuim, 4.
pidi-lierriniuui,

strlatiffilium,

piilvernlentuDi, VI.
pvrrni'lironra, 6.
KcgiiKP, 11.

suljl>arbatnm,
vittatuni. \?>.
Walter!, fi.

spathaceum.
splemlpiis,

stylosnm,

1.

*3.

6.
7.

8.

VI.

:

.

HIPPEASTRUM

HIPPEASTRUM

The fcenus divides itseif into the narrow-leaved (Ivs.
common garlinear) and broad-leaved sections. All the
which
den sorts belong to the latter section. The species
parents
been
are chiefly known in cult., or which have
species
some
In
below.
o£ hybrid races, are contrasted
the flowers precede the leaves.

base, the 3 Inner ones narrower than the outer; stamens
Mexico to Chile and Brazil.
shorter than the perianth.
B. M. 305.— An old garden species, one of the best for
winter and spring blooming. There are several garden
forms and hybrids, with larger and better fls. Var. spltoden3,Trutf.,R.H. 1895:578 (var. \Vdlt<;ri.Wittin.,Gt.i4.
1418), is larger in all its parts, fls. red, and the pedicels
are longer. Var. fdlgidum, Hort. (not IT. fnlriidum

(50

slender.
A. Perianlli liihc 4-5 in. loiKj, rerij
solandrifldrum, Herb. Bulb ovoid. 3-4 in. in diamthe lls,,l-2
eter, with a sliort neck: Ivs. appearing with
somewhat Battened,
ft. liuig, 1-2 in. \v\i\r, lilunt: scape
2-3 ft." tall, bearing 2-4 declined greenish white tls.
perianth tube cvlindrical. nearly as long as the obovate
1.

segments; stamens not exAmer. B.M.2.573; 3771. L. B. C. 12:1200.
in gardens, but is
I. H. 3.5:.'J8. -Apparently little known

sometimes
serted.

i>urple-rii)bed

S.

the parent of hylu-ids.

AA. Perianth lube

Kliort iusuallij not

lonq)
Throat constrieted or clo^id
»',
^lie/ma 3-pai

more than

1 in.

B.

2.

aulicum, Herb.

Lii,y-of-i

hii
t<

a

lit'

1

or collar

d

Bulb ovoid.

Hi-P^LirE

Herb.), has brilliant orange segments margined witli
white. Var. ignfescens, Hort., is deep clear scarlet, witli
white throat and white bars on the segments. Var. major, Hort., has very large, bright orange fls., with a green
central star. B.R". 3 234. H. l/uzU, Rcgel, E. jJ'jrriichronm, Lem., I. H. 11:420, and U. .'<i'alh(lceiim, Sims.
B.M. 2315, are regarded by Baker as forms of this species. There are donble-fld. forms.
Bulb nearly globular, with
7. reticulitum, Herb.
ith the tls., rather short
short neck: Ivs. appearing
and broad for the genus, being oblanceoate, 1 ft. long and 2
in.
broad, thin and
bright green
scape
:

:

3-4 in. in diameter, witli
a short neck; Ivs. (J-l), 1-2
ft. long, 2 in. broad, bright
green, the end blunt or
nearly so, appearing with
scape scarcely
the tls.
longer than the Ivs.. stout,
terete, usually bearing 2 large red tl
which the segments are green at the base:
segments 5-(J in. long, the 2 upper inner ones
much broader than the others, all of them
obovate and somewhat pointed; corona in the
throat green; stamens shorter than the perianth filaments red. Brazil. B.M. 3311. B.K.
(1:444.
(It. 4.'). p. 417. — One of the best, and
common in the trade. The form known as
var. platyp^tala, Lindl., B.R. 12:103«, with
broader petals and more robust habit, is in
the trade.

:ibout 1 ft. tall, nearly
terete, bearing 3-G tessellated or checkered
Hs. 4-5 in. across: fls.

mauve

bright

:

or pur-

ple-red, with cross lines
:ind bars of crimson,

segments obovate
and much narrowed below
stamens shorter
the

;

than the perianth, declined.

M.

S. Brazil.
B.
Var. striatifdl-

1)57.

ium, Baker, has still
broader Ivs., with a

;

white keel or stripe. B. M. 2113. B. R.
G. C. III. 4:477.- Handsome.
Blooms normally in late summer. Offered

5:352.
in

3. Ackermanni, Hort., is a garden hybrid,
with large crimson tls. The var. pulch^rrimum, Hnrt., with crimson, green-striped tls,,
is

:

American catalogues.
styldsum,

8.

Herb.

{Amaryllis Mo-

raiirnsis, Ker (I'awl).
Bulb globular, 3
in. in diam., with a short neck and pale
Ivs. 4-0, mostly appearing
coverings

best known.

:

psittaclnum. Herb. Bulb .3-4 in. in diamlong neck: Ivs. with the fls., G-8,
liglitly glaucous, becoming nearly or quite 2
sca[)e stout, 2-3 ft. tall, bearing a
ft. long:
2-4-tld. umbel: perianth segments 4-5 in. long,
oblong and acute, undulate, the edge crimson,
the main part green but crimson-striped;
stamens much shorter than the perianth. S.
Braz. B.R. 3:199. L. B. C. 13: 1204. -Apparently little known in cult., liut it has been
a parent in hybridizations.

with tlie fls., bright green, becoming
nearly 2 in. wide: scape 1-2 ft., bearing

4.

eter, with a

CO.

or flesh-colored fls. 4 in.
perianth tube Vi in. long
segments oblong-acnte, less than 1 in. wide,
tawny pink or flesh-red stamens somewhat e.xserted, the style much so (whence
the syieciflc name). Guiana and Braz.

:}-8

light red

across

B.M. 2278.

much

cult.,

after the ds. are gone,

long and 2

in. broail,

narrowed

becoming

'Tnbe of perianth very short {or

DD.

2

to the

.•^efireelij

1069.

BB.
0.

American
modern spotted hybrids.

(dfered in the

also a parent in the

Thrnal

md

trade,

and

eonstrieted.

SHijnia eojiilah' nr onlif ohxenrelil luhed.
IJ.

'J'nlic

equ^stre, Herb.

of periaiilh }i-] in. lone/.

Baribadoes Lily. Bulb globular,
producing offsets freely, with brown
scales and a short neck: Ivs. (i-8, developing fully after
the fls., 12-20 in. long and becoming about 2 in. wide,
narrowed to the point: scape 1-2 ft., terete, glaucous:
ds. 2-4, 4-5 in. across, tlie green tube 1 in. long, the
segments ob.ivale-iH.inteil, lirigbt red with green at the
6.

2 in. in diameter,

9.

)

ft.
:

;

across,

any ).

Reginse, Herb.
Bulb globular, 3
in. in diam.: Ivs. developing after the
1,,
tts.. 2 ft. long and l!.2-2 in. broad, green:
scape 10-20 in., bearing 2-4 red deidined fls.: perianth
segments 4-5 in. long, obovate and acute, the lowest
innermost one narrowiu", all bright red, a large whitish
tube sonudimes nearly or quite 1
star in the throat
stamens shorter than the perianth. Mex. to
in. long
Peru and Braz. B.M. 453. — An old g.arden plant, still
Amaryllis
much cult. Ihere are donble-fld forms
A llierti, Lem., l.H. 13:498, Baker considers to be one of

Hippeastrum vittatum

base scape nearly
terete, 13-2 ft. t:il], glaucous, usually bearing 2 spotted
fls.: perianth segments 4-5 in. long, oblong but much
narrowed at the base, acute, greenish yellow and much
spotted with red, not striped, the lowest inner segment narrowest
stamens declined, shorter than the
perianth. Pern. P.. JI. 5(i45. — A handsome species, with
ds. (i-7 in.

B.R. 9:719. -Apparently not
but it has been a parent of

hybrids.

5.

until

;

;

Sfi(;ma eapitafe.

pardinum, Dombr. Bulb globular, 2-3 in.
in diameter, with a short neck: Ivs. 5-7, ajipearing with the ds. but not fully developed

:

;

;

:

these.
10.

L^opoldi,

Dombr.

Biilh globular, 2-3 in. in diam.,

with short neck
Ivs. with tiie fls. or nearly so, often
2 ft. long: scape stout, l>.2-2 ft., nearly terete, bearing
about 2 large, very regular and parti-ccdored fls., measuring 6-7 in. across perianth tube without any corona
or constriction at the throat; segments obovate, 2 in.
broad, the lower half dull crimson, th(! tips greenish
white, the intermediate p.art bright red, with a forked
white mark at the base of each, and a green-white throat
stamens declined, mostly exceeding the peri.anth, the
fllaments white; style exserted. Pern. G.(!^. 1870:733.—
:

:

.

HIPPEASTRUM

HOFFMANXIA

one of the best. Aiiparently not in the
Amer. trade, but it has been used in hybridizing.
11. prdcerum, Lem. {Amarijllls Rdijiwri, liook. f. ).
Bulb ovoid, with a neck 10-12 in. long, on the apex of
which — as on a trunk — the drooping, curling, buff-edged
Ivs. are borne (the Ivs. 10-20 in. long): scape 12-18 in.
high, 2-edged, green, bearing 2-3 horizontal pale lilac
segments oblunceolate, acute, not
tis. 4-5 in. across
throat without a star
1 in. broad
stamens much
shorter than the perianth
stigma capitate. Brazil.
F.S.
20:2077-8.
11:408.
B.M.
5883. On. 45:939.J.H.
One of the most distinct of the genus. In the Amer.
Sometimes called "Blue Amaryllis" and "Emtrade.
press of Brazil." Plant out fur late summer or fall
bloom, in a warm, sunny place. Keep bulb dry until

American lists: H. ddveniun, Kerb. Belongs to tho narmwIvd. section of the genus: Ivs. linear, glaucouy: ds. 2-G, aljont.
2 in. long, yellow or red, on sieuder pedicels, the segments oli-

Distinct, aixl

:

;

;

;

late spring.

long-linear and acute;

stigma ^-parted. Cliile. B.M. 112')
B.R. 10:K4U. A form with p;de yell()w Us. is var. piillidus, Herb
L.B.O. l^ilim.—H.pratcitb'e, Buker. Also liuear-lvd.i fls. 2-b
bright scarlet, the very short tal->e willi sina.ll scales in the
throat, the segments 2}4 in. long; stigma capitate, Chile.
B.R. 28:35.— i/. rbscmii. Baker. L\-s. narrow-linear, glaucous,
1ft. long, with the fls.: scape G in. high, hearing 1 or 2 small
briglit red fls.: stigma it-parted. Cliilc,
Latin-form trade names to he a<'i'oiintc<l for; atrosaiiouineMm, cardindlis, crocca, delicdia, fonnosu. (Iiylij-id), Graviinr
(Craveana, Gravesiana, (iraveana), J^nn/rni, macrdntha, rcf ulg<rns, riibis

{hyhritX), rilJjra

stri<'(t<(.

Wil/iaumii.

L

JJ

B

HIPP6PHAE (Greek, Jiorse -kill in 'J alluding to th.which arc somewhat jjoisonous). Eli'.injndccit
This includes the Sea Buckthorn, a hardy European
and mid-Asian shrub valued for its clusters of brigiit
orange-red berries about the size of a pea, which persist all fall and winter. It also has the silvery or gray
foliage which makes several members of this family
useful in tine landscape effects. This family has only 2
other genera, Elaaagnus and Shepherdia (including the
Buffalo Berry). Hippophae and Ela?agnus have alternate Ivs. and 4 stamens, but the former has unisexual
and mostly dioecious fls., while the latter has hermaphrodite fls. Shepherdia has opposite Ivs., 8 stamens and
dioecious fls.
Hippophae has 2 species of shrubs or
small trees: branches often spiny, covered with minute
stellate hairs, as are ail the young parts: fls. borne at
the base of small lateral branches; staminate ones in
catkins, sessile in the axils of 2 deciduous bracts; filaments none; pistillate fls. pedicelled, solitary in the
axils of Ivs.; perianth top-shapc<l, in 2 divisions: ovary
1-celled, 1-ovuled; style large, club-shaped.
In order to secure a good setting of berries, one or two
staminate plants should be placed near every group of
a dozen pistillate ones. When the shrubs are without
berries the expert nurseryman can distinguish the twrt
sexes by the more upright growth of the staminate and
the more twiggy growth of the pistillate plants. The
redder the berries the better for ornamental purposes.
The berries are somewhat poisonous, but are eaten by
birds. Though essentially a seashore plant, it is easily
cult, inland in common garden soil, and thrives even in
barren, sandy lands. It inhabits cool moving sands and
the alluvium of torrents. When grown abroad to hold
shifting sands it makes a straggling, stunted hush 2 ft.
or more high. Under favorable conditions it may be
grown into a ti'ee 20 ft. high. The suckers may become
The numerous
so numerous as to be trouldesome.
spines which terminate the branches and the interlacing
stems suggest its use for hedges. It is propagated by
layers, suckers, root-cuttings and seeds.
Sea Buokthokn.
Swallow
rhamnoides, Linn.
Thorn. Lvs. appearing before the fls., grayish green
above, silvery green below and scattered with reddish
scales below: fls. yellowish, borne in clusters of 2-3 in
j\Iay
fr. berry-like, orange-yellow, acid, maturing in
G.i\I. 37:791.
Gn. 49:1050 (with a fine colored
Sept.
plate and thorough appreciation bv W. Gohlring), and
;

berries,

stigma markedJi/ 3-parled.
Bulb nearly globular, 2-3 in. in
12. riltilum, Herb.
diam., stoloniferous, with short neck: Ivs. 6-8, elongating after flowering, bright green, 1 ft. long and an inch
or more wide: scape as long as the Ivs., somewhat comCO.

pressed, glaucous, bearing 2-4 red lis.: perianth tube
^4 in. long, green, wdth a minute crown in the throat;
segments oblong, acute, crimson and green keeled
stamens shorter than the perianth, the tilaments red.
Braz. B.R. 1:23. L.B.O. 15: 1449. -In cultivation chiefly
knovTn in the var, fulgidum, Baker {H. fiUgidion,
Herb.), which is in all parts larger, deep crimson, tbe
3-5 in. long.
B.R..^3:22a.
tl. -segments
B.M. 1943, as
AiHarfjUis minicita ; 2475 as U. sjiJtbarbcltitin.
Var.
crocatum. Baker, is as large as var. I'nlgidnni, except in
which
are
smaller,
with
undulate
segments,
its Us.,
safB. R. 1:38.
Var. citrlnura, Baker, has
fron-colored.
bright yellow fls. Var. acuminatum, Roem. (A. and fl,
Pis, pink and segments acute.
piilveriileHfa)
B.R.
7:534; 14:1188. L. B.C. 5:484. B.M. 2273.
;

.

Fig. 1069.
Bulb globular, 3 in.
13. vittatum, Herb.
diam. Ivs. 6-8, usually appearing after the fls., bright
green, 2 ft. long: scape often 3 ft. high, bearing 3-0
horizontal or declined striped "white-edged fls. 4-5-in.
across: tube about 1 in. long, with an obscure crown or
crest at the throat; segments obovate-oblong and acute,
1% in. or less broad, the under color whitish but overlaid with red stripes, the keel white; stamens shorter
than the limb. Peru but once thought to be S. African.
B.M. 129. G,C. HI. 24: 119. -The commonest speciestype in Amer. gardens, now cult, in many forms.
It
seems to have entered freely into hybrids, and some of
the forms now passing as S. vittatum are perhaps mongrels. The double red feathery stripes on each side of
the more or less irregular-edged segments distinguish
this species from its congeners.
ill

7.31

:

;

:

.54,

p. 396.

H.

salicifblia.

silvery scales.

D.Don, has larger

Nepal. Not

cult.

HOBBLEBUSH, Vihumum
HOES.

See

1070.

Hippeastrum Johnsoni (X

}i).

vittatum.

The three following Hippeastnims are offered
48

in

Dutch-

densely r-oated wilh
p_ "WyMj^n.

^

lanlanoldes.

Toot.^i.

HOFFMANNIA
U. H. Jahnsoni, Bury. Fig. 1070. Fls. deep dull red,
each segment with a white stripe down the keel. A very
profuse bloomer, and withstands much abuse. It is the
most popular single Amaryllid in this country, and is
particularly prized for "window-gardens. It is the oldest
hybrid, having been raised by one Johnson, an English
watchmaker, who, in 1799. crossed ff. JRegi}ue with H.

lvs., less

(Georg Franz Hoffmann, 1760-1826.

professor of botany at Gottingen). Including Gampyiobotrys and Higqinsia. Hitbi'iicea'. About 15 tropical
American herbs or shrubs, with opposite or verticillate
lvs. and small white, yellow or red fls., cult, for the very
showy foliage. Corolla tubular, with 4 (rarely 5) oblong
or linear obtuse lobes; stamens 4: ring-like disk about
the 2-3-loculed ovary: style tiliform, the stigma 2-lobed.
The Hoffmannias require warm temperature, although
they may be plunged in the open in the summer. Well
grown specimens are also adapted to the decoration of
wnndow-gardens and living rooms. Propagated by cuttings.

Hoffmannias are very showy foliage plants.

v

HOLLYHOCK

HOP'F-MAXXIA
A.

Fl. -clusters on

HOLBCELLIA

loiuj atalks.

iCiimpijlobdfrys (liimlnr, Hook.),
A)jout 6 in high, but lopping over the side
of the pot or pan and making a mat, slightly hairy, the
branches purplish: Its. short-petioled, oblong-oliovate.

Hemsl.

discolor,
Fig. 107L

I>ot.

(Frederick Louis Holboell, once Supt.
(Jopi.-nbageu)
Bcrheridufcn'. This genua

'.-iard..

.

contains a tine shrubby clirul>er, which is uufoi-tunately
inferior in hardiness to Akehia quinata, the latter being
<tne of the best of all hardy vines. Holbcellia resembles
Akebia in having digitate Ivs., edible, oblong, indebiscent berries and an indefinite number of ovules. It differs in having 6 sepals and 6 minute petals, while
Akebia has 3 sepals and no petals. Both genera have
free stamens, while those of Stauntonia are monadelphous. Holbcellia has only ] species. Generic characters are: fls. purple or greenish, mono?cious; sepals
petal-like; staminate fis. with rudimentary ovaries
fls. with 6 very small, sterile stamens.
surprised with the "discovery" of the
strange imrple fls. of Akebia will be interested in the
Hs. of tlolbceiiia. These are also purple or vary to greenish white, and the staminate fls., which appear later, are
highly fragrant. The plant should be tried outdoors in
(i,

;

pistillate

Any one who was

the South where an evergreen quick-growing climber
is desired, as it makes annual shoots 10 to 12 ft. long,
and the foliage is distinct and beautiful. For the cool
greenhouse it is too rampant and produces too few fls.
Iatif61ia, "Wallich. Leaflets commonly 3 or .^, but very
variable in form and number. Himalaya.s. B.R. 32:49.
K.H. iyilO:r!4S. On. 8, p. 54S, and 14, y':w:).
y^ jj-_

HOLCUS

(Greek,

this plant with the
flesh). Gramhtece.
nial tufted grasses

draw out an old fable crediting
power of drawing thorns from the
About 8 species of annual or perenfrom Europe and Africa. The only
io

;

species cult, is a forage grass of poor quality but capable of growing well in dry soil. Its nonrest allies of
garden value are Avena and

Deschampsia, from which
Hoiimannia discolor (a

1071,

A

it

differs as follows: spikelets
falling oft' whole, and glumes

';i).

loose-growing sprig.

with

no

or

minute

awns.

entire, satiny green

Avena and Deschampsia have

Iicnratli

the

:

above and rich li^ht imrple to ^reen
small, red, in recurving racemes, on red
Mex. B..M. 4r.;!0.— Excellent little plant.

lis.

peduucies.

reMIg"ens, Hemsl. Much like the former, but twice or
as large, the Ivs. sessile and almost succulent, n;irniw-obovate, with many parallel veins rnnniug from the
midrib to tlie margin, the under surface pale red or
wine color and the upper surface dull green, with iri<lescent sha<les of purple and brown: lis. 1 in. across,
pale re<l. I\Iex. B.M. 3;UfJ as Uujg'in^ia refKfijots. — X
most beautiful plant.

more

AA. 7'7.-c/;/,s7er.s- cnxvJcd In tin- nxil^.
Ghiesbreghtii, Hemsl.
Half shrnbhy, 2-4 ft. tall,
nearly glabrdus: stem acutely 4-angled
Ivs. usually 1
tt. or less long, oldong-lanceolate-acuminate, entire, the
short winged petiole somewhat (h.M-iirrent, very strong]
veined, pui'ph'-red ben eat
and dark velvety green
above: lis. V(dlow, with a rrd s)M.t in the center. Mex.
B.M. b:\><-A as Uifjuiusnt O'Jnrshnrht i l.H. ,S:279. as a
Campyiobotrys.— A form with liiindsonu'ly mottled Ivs.
i.H var. varieg^ta, Hort.
(l.ll. :.;0;41)S(.

glumes decidedly
awned and the empty glumes
floral

i-emaiu on the plant

when

the

florets fall.

Meadow

Linn.
Perennial, 2-.'l
ft. high: Ivs. downy: panicle
greenish or tinged purple.
Eu. A variegated form is cult.
abroad for ornament.
laii&.tus,

Soft Gkass.

G. T. Hastings.

HOLLY. Consult

Ilex.

;

li

i

.

Hemsl. Shrubby, strong-growing, glabrous,
branches obtusely 4-angled and somewhat fleshy:
round-ovale and abruidly acuminate, entire,
plicate with arched nerves, glabrous, purple-red beneath
and dark rich green aliove
Ms. vellow, sessile.
Mex.
H.M. .VJ80, as a Higginsia.
reg^lis,

(lie

ivs. large,

;

Kimii'isia
MH\Y tr(ipic;d
ijiarlili.'d

liivzll,

Hr.rt., is <les<"rilied as

iihnit, witli

with white."

diirk lironzy

"a very

lieautiful

leaves. stre;d;,>(l

><niil.
1

TT

.-ind

P

HOHENB^RGIA

(personal name).
nro„><'r><)r„v.
referred to .Echniea, but the latest
monographer (Mez, DC. Mouogr. Phauer. 9) retains 17
species under this genus.
The genus differs from
.Echmea in technical Moral characters, the jietals )it.-iMir
(igulate, lis. always scssil(^ :ind small, etc. H. Legrelliana, Baker, is by Mez retVrr.'d to ,T^]clnnea {^E. Latjrv/Specie.s

commonly

Mez) and by Benthani A; Hooker to l^ortea". it
has also been referred to Ortgiesia. It is a stmng Billbergiadike plant, with 7-112 strong, entire, brown-scaly
Ivs. ;ind a simple dense spike of red fls. standing 4-7 ft.
Moral bracts serrate.
bigh
L^rngnay.
For IT. frrnitjiiivii. s'-e ^-Ji^\-]i mea
Warinhouse.
tt
lio.na,

:

.

i

HOLLY, SEA.

£]r>jngium.

H0LLYH0CK(.4Z///a'a rosea
which see). Figs. lU72-i. The
Hollyhock is an old garden
favorite, full of
sentiment
and association with
a distant past, and
only the ravages of
a dire disease have
robbed it of the proud
l)Osition itheldaniong
garden flowers during the middle of the
present century. A
plant of strong, vigorous growth, noble
aspect, and of the
most o r n a m e n t a
1

rharactov, it must
not be neglected or
ignored, for we can
ill

dispense with

its

stately beauty.
Before the ravages of
disease there were in
existence large collections of named varieties. and tlie

i_.

lio<d^

Holly-

was then one

<d"

io72.

The Hollyhock.

.

HOLLYHOCK

HO-MERLi.

the most important ot Howcrs. Withia recent years, too,
either from loss of virulenco or through preventive
measures, the disease haviug been somewhat controlled,
collections of named varieties are again being formed,
but, in the light of his own experience, the writer be-
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Enchantress, yellow; Ochroleuca, light yrlh.w; Qurcn,
silver-rose
Venus, white
Psyche, hivnidrr. Figs.
1^45 and 24(5, vol. 1, show guwd placing of Hullyhocka.
;

;

A. Heriungton.

HOLY GHOST PLANT.

P<'rhteria eUifa.

HOMALANTHUS

(application obsrure).
Enpjwrhi^
This genus imdii.lrs a small Australian tive or
tall shrub cult, in 8. (.'atlf. lor ils copper-colored foiliige.
It is probably sli-hily <Milt. abroad under glass
like Euphorbia pulclwrr'nim
'Dir ^m'uus contains 5-8
species of Malayan and Au>ti-alasiaii trees or shrubs:
<)rr,.p.

.

wide. curjjT, IValher-veined ratls. applalous;
disk none; calyx of
2-parted; stamens (i-i30 calyx of pistillate

ivs. alternate, stalked,

:

cemes terminal:
staminate
ris.

lis.

2-3-fld:

;

ovary 2-celled.

The genus has no near

allies of garden value, and the
are insignificant, being borne in racemes which consist mostly of staminate fis., with a few pistillati- fis. at
the base.
fis.

Leschenaultiinus. A. Jnss. [TT. jxymlifnJiji.-i, T<. (Irah.
i.'ai-iiinhiiinf p(>j>nli fofi lint liviiwv. ]. Lvs. l)roadIy ovatetriangular or rhomboidal, glaucous, 2-4 or even ti in.
long, with stalks of same length: racemes 1-4 in. long.
India, Malaya, Australia. B.M. 2780.
,

1U73.

Semi-doiible Hollyhock (X

'

one can get the best and surest results by
raising plants from seed of a good strain. This may be
sown at any time during the early months of the year.
Sow in pots or puns and place in a warmhouse to assist
germ.iQation. Pot the plants singly as they develop, and
keep them growing freely but sturdily in a cool, airy temperature, remos'ing them to the open air as summer advances. It' well grown, the plants should be in 0-in.
lieves that

During the latter part of summer
pots at this time.
they may be planted out where they are to bloom. As
Ftollyhocks demand liberal treatment, their permanent
spot should be well prepared by deep dig.ging, at the
same time working in a good quantity of rotted manure.
Plant 'S ft. apart ami firmly, and should the fall months
l)e dry, give water f rei]uently, tis suffering from drought
predisposes plants to attack of disease. The following
spring the plants will grow vigorously, and the only attention, needed is co]dous watering during dry spells.
The flowers will appear from July onwards. The Hollyhock is a hardy perennial, and if it en.ioys an imniuuity from disease, will spring up and dower each year.
Should disease appear, however, root the plants out and
destroy by fire and make the m-xt pUuitatimi on a new
site
some distance
removed. Thorough

HOMALOMfiNA (Greek, equal filumen(s). Ardceo'.
Also written Romalonemn. This genus includes some
tendfr foliage plants, variegated after the fashion of
thiMvell-knowu Dieffenbachias, and the rarer Aglaonenia
and Sidiisraatoglottis. It is probable that the plants seldom produce fiowers or fruit in (.-ultivation. They are
known to the trade as Curnu'ria, which is now regarded
as a section of Homalomena in which the spathe has a
distinct tube and the Ivs. are either glabrous or jiilose,
while in the section Euhomalomena the spathy has an
indistinct tube, and the lvs. are always glaltrous.
The genus has about 15 species, natives fd' tropical
Asia and America: robust herlis, with a thick rhizome:
stem short or none; lvs. ovate- or triangular-cordate, or
lanceolate, nerves reaching the margin, petiole mostly
long and sheathing. Important generic characters are:
stamens distinct
fr. included within the ])ersistent
spathe
ovules anatropous, adnate to the sejita. For
culture, see Dieffenhachia
fjatest lyionograph by EngIcr inDC.Mon.Phan. 2:332(1879). The species described
below belong to the subgenus C'urmeria, with 3 other
species, and all are Aujerican; the other 10 species arc:

:

.

Asian
Pitcher and
pohlii, a rare

with funbe expected to hold the
disease in check, if

may

better

Perhaps
to use

A.

AA.

'it is

increase speciallyflne
varieties, this can be
done easily by cuttings formed
from

Double Hollyhock (X

These

^3

should be taken off and potted singly in small pots in
sandy soil and kept close in a shaded coldframe.
A few fine named varieties obtainable in the trade at
present are
Brennus, crimson Ettie
Apollon, rose
Beale, flesh pink; Mrs. Barron, rose-pink, and very
beautiful
Diadem, rich yellow
Her Majesty, rose
:

;

l,Sit5

Cnrineria Lrofinds

Lv^. irrcijuJarhj

hJofc}ir>l.

Lvs.

ivitJi

midrib bordered

ivitli

white.

pictur^ta, Kegel {Curmeria pirfurdfa, Linden & Andre). Lvs. with petiole and midrit) pilose: petiole 4 in.
long: blade 10-12 in. long, 8 in. wide. (_'olombia. l.H.
'^-_
20:121. — Blotched only near the midril).
jj^

am-

moniacal
carbonate
of copper.
A diseased leaf is shown
in Fig. 880.
If the
stock keeps healthy
and it is desired to

offshoots.

in

Lvs.
Wallisii, Hegel (Curmh-ia WdUusil, IMast.).
glaltrous throughout, the base obtuse or acute, not
notched; petiole IK in. long; blade 5 in. long, 2-2S
in. wide.
Colombia. tl.C. II. 7:108. B.M. 0571 (midrib
outlined in light color ). I. H. 25:303. R.H.1878,p. 193.The blotches are pale yellowish green, becoming greenish gi'ay.
Xone of tht- pictures show a white-bordered
leaf with golden Ijlotclies. as one dealer aJ\'ertises.

applications are made
early and to the under sides of the Ivs.;
but if Bordeaux mixture is
used,
the
plants look very untidy.

advertised

no further information.

spraying
gicides

Manda

and costly plant, of which the writer

;

;

;

;

HOMERIA (application uncertain). Iridnr,',r. This
includes a half-hardy bulb, which can be set out in
spring, and bears orange-colored fis. in summer. It is
allied to Sparaxis, requires the same culture, and the
bulbs, which are dormant from Aug. to Nov., are prospecies, all
curable from Dutch dealers. A genus of
from the Cape of Good Hope. It belongs to the Morsea
tribe, in which the fis. are stalked and more than one to
a spathe, and the style branches placed opposite the
stamens. It differs from Iris and Mor;>^a in having style
branches furnished with terminal stigmas not overtopping the anthers. Nearer allies of garden value are
Tigridia, Herbertia and P>rraria. fr^nn all of which

HORSE-RADISH

HOMERIA

754

Homeria differs in the 2 petaloid stigmatose crests at
the ends ot the style branches. Homeria has 6 nearly
equal perianth segments, which at the base are united
into a cup. Monogr. by J. (i. Baker in Handbook of the
folIrideffi, 1H92, and Flora Capensis (i:2G (1890-7). The
lowing characters successively delimit S. colliua from
in
blotched
not
segments
perianth
the others species:
the middle: tlw. large: spatbes 2^2-3 in. long: Ivs. not
banded down the middle. W. E. Endicott writes that
S. coUina does well when treated like Ixia, as described
by him in this work.
C'urm tunicollina, Vemt. {Morl^a coUhi<f Thunb.)cated, globose, ''^-l in. long: the only long leaf is linear,
stem bearing
rigid, 1S2-2 ft. long, overtopping the tls.
1-4 clusters of tls.: perianth segments IM-IK in. long,
HI. 4: 1G3.
lOIJ.S;
G.C.
B.M.
in
typically bright red, as
Var. aurantiaca has a slenderer habit and yellow-clawed,
bright red segments, which are narrower and more
acute than the type. B.M. 1G12. Var. ochroletica has
BM. UO'A.
the habit of the type and pale yellow fls.
It is probable that var. aurantiuca is the only form in
which the species is cultivated.
,

;

HOMOCELTIS, a name in the Amer. trade, is a misspelling of HomoioceUis. P. J. Berckmans writes that
seeds of Eomoci'llis Japonlca were distributed some 20
years ago by Uen. Wm. Browne, then a professor at
the Georgia State University. These trees were injured
in Georgia by the severe cold of February. 1899. Reasoner writes that it is a fine, deciduous tree, with the
appearance of an elm or hackberry, and makes a dense
top. It has not flowered in Florida.
Uomoioceltis aspera, Blurae, is Aphanavihe aspcm
(which see), and this is the only Homoioceltis in Japan.
Some, at least, of the stock known as B. Japonica (and
sometimes called also CeUis Buvidiana) is Aphanantlie
a spent. In Aphananthe, the secondary veins are straight
and end the teeth of the Ivs. in Celtis, they are curved
and form loops along the margin.
;

HONESTY. Lunaria annua.

HONEY

LOCUST.

Buckle, Lonirt-ni.

HOOKERA. Apart
HOP. See

Glrditsehia triacanthos.

Honey-

Honeywort, Cerinthe.
(A

BrodUea.

Iliinnihis.

HOP HORNBEAM.

See Osfrija

.

Kop, Wild, Bryonia

dloica.

HOPLOPH^TTJM. Several Bromeliads have been described under this name, but the species are now referred to Achillea, Balophijtnjn of one trade catalogue
is apparently an error for Hoplophytam.

HORDEUM (Latin, heavy ; because barley bread is
Grarn'uiece. This genus includes the
Barley {M, aativum) and the Squirrel Tail Grass (//.
jiihatum), the latter a meadow weed obnoxious in the
West, but sometimes cult, for ornament in the East and
abroad. Its head of long spreading awns is ornamental,
but the spikelets separate too readily to make the grass
particularly desirable. Hordeums are erect, annual or
perennial grasses, spikelets in 3's, sessile on opposite
sides of the notched rachis, empty glumes narrow and
In
long, forming an involucre around the spikelets.
these characters it resembles Elynius and Asprella, but
faet
them
by
the
that
each
separated
from
spikelet
it is
is but 1-fld., while in the others the spikelets :ire2-maiiy
fld. See Barley.
heavy and firm).

jubitum, Linn. Squirrel-tail Grass. Wild Barley.
Erect, simple, usuidly smooth and gIal»roi.is, 10 in. to
2 ft. high: Ivs. ]-.") in. long, only the central spikelet in
each cluster perfect: awns of empty glumes 1-2M in.
long, spreading. In dry soil, northern U. S. and Canada.
B.B. 1:229. R.H. 1890, p. 488 (poor).
G. T. Hastings,

HOREHOUND.

HORMINUM.

See Marruhiunu

See Salvia.

HORNBEAM. Consult Carpinus.
HORNED POPPY. Glaucium.
HORSE, in combination with other names of plants,
usually signifies something large and coarse, not necessarily eaten by horses.

HORSE BALM. CoUlnsonia.
HORSE BEAN. See 17cm Faba.
HORSE CHESTNUT. ^(:q J^sculus
HORSE MINT.

See Monarda.

HORSE-RADISH

(Fig. 1075), the well-known condiso much with roast beef and oysters, is a
the natural family Cruciferae, to which belong
cabbage, turnip, wallflower, stock, charlock, mustard.
and many other vegetables, fiowers and weeds. It
comes to us from Great Britain, where it is thought to
have been naturalized from some more eastern European country. It is often found growing wild in moist
locations, such as the margins of streams, in cool woods
and damp meadows, and, in some places, notably in the
state of New York, is troublesome as a weed. Foibotanical description, see Vochlearia.
The root is perennial, fleshy, whitish esternnlly, pure
white within, conical at the top, cylindrical, and, unlike
the tap-roots of parsnips, is abruptly branched below.
When bruised, it emits a volatile oil of strong, pungent
odor and hot, biting taste. If eaten before this oil
evaporates, it "is highly stinmlant, exciting the stomach when swallowed, and promoting the secretions, especially that of urine. Externally, it is rubefacient. Its
chief use is as a condiment to promote appetite and invigorate digestion; but it is also occasionally employed
in medicine." (U.S. Dispensatory.) As a table relish,
the consumption of Horse-radish is increasing, and
greater attention is being paid to its cultivation than
formerly.
Under the old methods,
profitable returns were often obtained,
but under the new, profits are generally highly satisfactory where enemies
are not very troublesome. The season of fresh-grated Horse-radish runs
almost parallel to that of oysters, with
which the root is most frequently eaten
in this country. Ungrated roots are,
however, kept in cold storage for
summer use, since roots dug at that
season have an unpleasant taste.
Horse-radish will do well upon almost any soil except the lightest sand
and the heaviest clay^, but a deep loam
of medium texture and moderate richness, well supplied with humus and
moisture, "will produce roots of the best
quality and the largest size. In dry
soils the roots will be small, woody and
deficient in pungency; in wet, small,
succulent, strong-tasting. Drainage is
essential, and so is a fairly open subHard suT)soil induces excessive
soil.
branching of the root. Applications of
nitrogenous manures should be rather

ment used

member of

light,

commercial

fertilizers

rich

in

potash being given the preference.
Rolfs recommends a mixture containing 10 percent potash, 7 per cent phosphoric acid. 4 per cent nitrogen, 000
pounds drilled in per acre. A heavier
deeply ^
and
application
broadcast
plowed under, it is believed, would

m

give better results, since the shaft of
'
the root is less likely to become unduly branched when the food is below 1075, Good root
instead of above and around it, espe- of Horse-radish.
cially when the sets are placed horizontally. A wee.ler should be used after the harrow
periodically until the plants arc an inch or so tall.
Thorough preparation of the soil is essential.
Since Horsi;-radish rarely produces seeds, cuttings

:

,

[lORSK-KADISU

HORTICITLTURK

are mado from the roots, not less than oiie-fnurth of an
inch thick and 4-5 in. long (Fig. 1070). To facilitate

large-end up, the upper end is cut off
If set small-end up
square and the lower ol)Uque.
no growth may result. In horizonthis
special cutting is
tal planting
Root - crowns are
unnecessary.
sumetimes used, but since these
develop a large number of roots
too small for protitablo grating,
they are employed only for increasthe

jilanting

ing stock.

The land having been prepared,
shallow furrows are laid off 30 in.
apart and 2-5 in. deep, accordiuj^
tuthe method of planting. Sets are
planted horizontally, vertically, and
at all intervening angles, the large
ends being made to point in one
direction to facilitate cultivation
and digging. The angle is a matter of choice, good returns being
obtained in each. The usual distance between sets is about 12 in.
Cultivation is given after every
rain, or once in 10 days, until the
Ivs. shade the ground.
Double-cropping

is

common

in

Horse-radish growing, early cabbage, turnip beets and other quickmaturing plants being used. The
sets are dibbled in 2-4 weeks after
first crop, vertically, 18
in.
asunder, between the rows of cal)hage, wliich are not less than 2 ft.

the

apart. One management answers
for both crops until the first is removed, when, after one cultivation,
the Horse-radish usually takes full

Root cuttings of
Horse-radish (X i-y).

1076.

Deep burying of the sets at the time the
first crop is planted is also practiced, the object, as in
the first case, being to prevent the appearance of the
former until the latter is almost mature.
Horse-radish makes its best growth in the cool autumn, steadily improves after September, and, not being injured by frost if undug, is usually left until late
l)efor6 harvesting with plow or spade.
Storai^e in pits
is best, since the roots lose less of their crispness, pungency and good appearance than if stored in cellars. In
trimming for storage, the lateral roots are saved and
buried for next season's planting. Exposure to air, sun
and frost robs the roots of their good qualities and injures their vitality.
The insect enemies of this plant are those that attack
other members of the cabbage family, the harlequin
bug being the most dreaded. JRemedies are the same as
for other pests of this group of plants. Only two di^<nases have been reported, and these are seldom troupossession.

blesome.
In the neighborhood of cities, especially where 03'"sters
are cheap, this crop is generally profitable, the usual
retail price being 10 cents per pint, freshly grated, but
without vinegar. This quantity weighs a scant halfpound. The cost of growing per acre is about as follows: Cuttings (10,000(7/) $2), $20; fertilizer (1,000 lbs.)
$17.50; cultivation (G times). $6; rent of land, $5; plowing, wear of tools, etc., $3.50; setting roots, at ;J0 cents
per 1,000, $3
total, $55.
marketable crop varies
from 3,000 to 6,000 pounds, which may sometimes be
sold as high as 5 cents per lb. for first-class root, and
'*% cents for second grade.
Usually, however, prices
seldom rise above 4 cents and 2 cents for the two grades.
Under good cultivation, the proportion of No. 1 to No. 2
root is about 1 to 1 by weight.
Lower prices may rule
ill well supplied markets, and higher in poorly furnished,
andwhensold in small lots to retail graters, even 7 cents
;

may be

A

obtained.

jj^

HORSE-RADISH TREE. Moringn

HORSE SUGAR.

q_ Kains.

pterijgosperma.

Sijmplocos tlnctorin.

HORSETAIL. Equisetum.

.

HORSEWEED.

Cuirin.-<n,r>a.

HORTICULTURE {horfn^ a garden, originally an inclosure; cnl/nni, to c;ir-i- for or to cultivate) Horticulture
is the growing uf fiowcrs, fruits and vegeta))les, and of
plants for ornament and fancy. Incident to the growing
(tt the plants are all the questions of
plant-breeding,
variation of plants under domestication, and the bearings and applications of many biologic,;d and physical
si'iences. Prinia.rily it is an art, lint it is intimately connected with science at every point. From a,i;riculture it
has no definite boundary. It is, in fact, a dcpurtnieut of
agriculture, as forestry is; for agriculture, in its largest
meaning, is the l.)usiuess of raising products from the
land. It is customary, however, tu limit the word agriculture to the growing of grains, forage, bread -stull's,
textiles, and the like, and to the raising of animals. In
this restricted application it is practicallj'^ coordinate, in a
classiticatory sense, with forestry and Horticulture.
Etymologically, agriculture is the tending of the fields
{(Kji'i, field) or those parts which, in earlier times, lay
heyond the fortified or prot(M_-tcd inclosurc, or at least
more or less remote from the residence; Horticulture
was concerned with the area within the inclosure. Equivalent to Horticulture in etymology is gardening
(Anglo-Saxon ijfjrdaUy to enclose, to which the verb to
gird is allied). By custom, however, f/aAvit'/f and garth'iiiiig denote more restricted areas and operations than
are implied in the term Horticulture. The word para<lhe is connected with the idea of an inclosure and a
garden. Early gardening books of the Cyclopedia type
are sometimes known as paratlisir. Parkinson's famous
Paradisus, or account of "a garden of all sorts of pleasant flowers," was publitslied in Entcland in 1029.
The only demarcation between llortimilture and agriculture is the line of custom. Sweet potatoes are usually considered to be a horticultural crop in North
America, particularly in the northern states, but round
or Irish potatoes are iisually classed as an agricultural
crop. Nor is there a definite division between Horticulture and botany. The science of plants is botany yet some
of the most signiticant problems relating to plants — their
response to the needs of man — are ordinarily resigned
by the botanist to the horticulturist. Horticulture is a
composite of botanical and agricultural subjects.
But Horticulture is more than all this. It is a means
Plant-forms and plantof expressing the art-sense.
c(dors are as expressive as the canvas work of the
painter. In some respects they are more expressive,
since they are things themselves, with individuality
and life, not the suggestions of things. The painter's
work excels in its power to suggest, and in its condensed portrayal of expression. But the essentials of a
good landscape painting often can be presented in an
This effort to plant what
artificially-made landscape.
the artist paints is modern. It is strictly not Horticulture, althoui^h Horticulture is contributory to the results, as paint-makina: is contributory to painting.
Landscape making is fundamentally a fine art. In this
work it is treated under Landscape Gardening
Horticulture divides itself into four somewhat coordinate branches (Annals Hort. 1891, 125-130)
Pomology, or the growing of fruits;
Olericulture, or vegetable-gardening;
Floriculture, or the raisin.u' of ornamental plants for
their indiviilual uses or for their products;
Landscape Hurticnlture, or the growing of plants for
their uso in the landscape (or in landscape garden.

;

ing^).

In the world at large, floriculture is the most important as measured by the number of people who are interested, and t)y tho number of species of plants whii-h
are grown see FlorlcaJtnre). In North America, pomol(ttry is the most important in respect to commercial
supremacy. North America is the great fruit-growing
country of the world (see Pinnology). Relatively speaking, vegetable-gardening is undeveloped in the New
World. Landsc'ape Horticulture and landscape s^ardenUvj; will appeal to a constantly enlarging constituency
with the growth of culture and of leisure and the deepening of the home life.
Strictly speaking, there are few horticulturists. The
details are too many to allow any one person to cover
(
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the entire range. It is only those who look for princiFractitiouers mu-st
ples who survey the whole field.
Consider
confine themselves to rather close bounds.
that no less than 25,000 species of plants are in cultivaConsider the
tion, each having its own requirements.
great number of species wliich are actually on sale in
North America, as registered in this Cyclopedia. The
most important species vary immensely, the named and
recorded forms often running into the thousands; and
each of these forms has particular merits and often pa-i-Consider that the requirements
ticular requirements.
are likely to be different in any two places, and that the
plants are profoundly modified by changes in conditions
Consider the vagaries of markets,
or in treatment.
which are ruled by questions of fancy more than by
questions of necessity. There is probably no art in which
the separate details are so many as in Horticulture.

Of Horticulture there are two general types, — that
which is associated immediately with the home life,
and that which is undertaken primarily for the gaining
of a livelihood.
The former is amateur Horticulture.
Those things are grown which appeal to the personal
tastes: they are grown for oneself. The latter is commercial Horticulture. Those things are grown which
the market demands: they are growil for others. In all
countries, commercial Horticulture is a relatively late
General agriculture is usually the primary means of earning a living from the soil. For the
most part, Horti'-ulture comes only with the demand for
the luxuries and refinements of life
it does not deal
with what we call the staples. It is not the purpose of
development.

:

this sketch to trace the general history of Horticulture.
If one desires such outlines, be should consult the Bohn
edition of Pliny's "Natural History;" Loudon's "Encyclopsedia of Gardening;" G. W. Johnson's "History of

English Gardening ;" Amherst's "History of Gardening
in England ;" Sieveking's "Gardens, Ancient and Modern;" Jager's "Gartenkunst und Garten, sonst und
jetzt ;" Hiittig's "Geschichte des Gartenbaues ;" the
historical chapters of Andre's "L'Art des Jardins."
For the histories of cultivated plants, see DeCandoUe's
"Origin of Cultivated Plants;" Hehn & fStallybrass'

"Wanderings

Plants ahd Animals from their first
of Plants."
In North America there was little commercial Horticulture before the opening of the nineteenth century.
There were excellent home gardens more than a centui'v
ago, in which many exotic plants were growing; yet, in
proportion to the whole population, these gardens were
isolated. The status of any modern tirae is accurately
reflected in its writings. It may be well, therefore, to
bring in review the lead'ing early horticultural writings of
this country. Few studies have been made of our horticultural history. The best is the introductory sketch,
by liobert Manning, in the "History of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society," 1880. For its field, Slade's
"Evolution of Horticulture in New England," 1895, is
interesting. In a still narrower field, Boardraan's "Agricultural Bil>liography of Maine" is critical and invaluable. The chapter on "American Horticulture," by Alfred Henderson, in Depew's "One Hundred Years of
American Commerce," 1895, presents the commercinl
side of the subject. Another fragment of the history is
presented in the writer's "Sketch of the Evolution of
our Native Fruits," 1898. Histories from several points
of view are presented in the "Florists' Exchange" for
March 30, 189.>; and the writer has incorporated parts
of his own contribution to that history in the sketch
of

Home;" Pickering's "Chronological History

which follows.

The

earliest writings

can plant.

This picture is here reproduced (Fig. 1077)
exact size, to show the style of illustration of three
hundred years ago. Jacques Cornutus is generally supposed to have been the first writer on American plants.

His work, "Canadensium Plantarum," appeared in 16;i5,
and it al.so had pictures. One of the earliest writers oii
the general products and conditions of the northerij
country was John Josselj'n, who, in 1672, published a
book entitled "New England's Rarities discovered in
Birds, Beasts, Fishes, Serpents, and Plants of that
Country," and in 1G74 a second volume, "An Account of
Two Voyages to New England, made during the years
l(i;j8,

166;J."

l)y

specific accounts of

plants, together with pictures of a few of them.
for example, the pitcher plant.
He mentions the
plants which had become naturalized from Europe.
There is also a list "Of such Garden Herbs (amongst
us) as do thrive there, and of such as do not." Thits
list, the earliest record of the kind, is here transcribed
as,

:

Cabbidge growes there exceeding well.
Lettioe.
Sorrel.

Parsley.
Mai-ygold.

French Mallowes.
Cher^'el.

Burnet.

Winter

Savorj'.

Summer

Savorv.

Time.
Sage.
Carrats,

Parsnips of a prodigious

Red

size.

Beetes.

Radishes.
Turnips.

Pur slain.
Wheat.
Rye.
Barley, which
Oats.

commonly degenerates

into Oats.

Pease of all sorts, and the best in the World I never heard
of. nor did .see iii eight Years time, one Worm eaten Pea.
Garden Beans.
Naked Oats, there called Silpee, an excellent grain used iiisteed of Oat Meal, they dry it in an Oven, or in a Pan upoo tin.'
fire, then beat it small in a Morter.
Spear Mint.
Rew, will hardly grow.
Fetherfew prospereth exceedingly.
Southern Wood, is nu Phiut for this Country. Nor
Rosemary, Nor
;

White Satten groweth pretty
Lavender Cotton. But
Lavender

well, so

doth

not for the climate.
Penny Royal.
Smalledge.
Ground Ivy, or Ale Hoof.
Gilly Flowers will continue two Years.
Fennel must be taken up, and kept in a warm Cellar all Winter.
Housleek prospereth notably.
Holly hocks.
Enula Campana, in two Years time the Roots rot.
Comferie. with white Flowers.
Coriander, and
Dill,

is

and

Annis thrive exceedingly, but Annis Seed, as also the Seed of
Fennel, seldom come to maturity the Seed of Annis is com'
monly eaten with a tly.
Olai-y never lasts but one Summer, the Roots rot with the
;

Frost.

Sparagns thrives exceedingly, so does

Garden vSorrel, and
Sweet Bryer. or Eglantine.
Bloortwort hut sorrily, but
Pit.tience,

on American plants wore

The "Rarities" gives

many

and

EntiUsli Roses, very pleasantly.

physicians and naturalists who desired to exploit the
wonders of the newly discovered hemisphere. The
earliest separate writing is probably that of Nicolo
^lonardes on the products of the New World, whifh was
published in Seville in parts, from 1505 to 1571. The
completed treatise was translated into Italian, Latin.
English and French. Monardos is now n-meinbered to
us in the genus Monarda, one of the mint tribes. He
wrote of the medicinal and poisonous plants of the

PoTupions, tliere Ite of several kinds, some proper to tin<'ounli-y, they are dryer then our English Pompions, and bet
1i:'r tasted;
you may eat them green.

West Indies, and gave pictures, some of them fantastical. His picture of tobacco is not greatlv inaeeurate.
however; and it has the distinction of being probablv
the first picture extant of the plant, if not of any Ameri-

Tuckerman comments as follows on the above lists:
"The earliest, almost the only account that we have of
the gardens of our fatliers, after they had settled themselves in their Ncir England, and had taraed its rugged

Ity the West Country men called Kenning Wort,
grows b\it slowly.
Wuschata, as well as in England.
Dittander, or Pepper Wort, tiourisheth notably, and so dntli

Celandine,

Tan.sie.

Musk Mellons

are better than our English, and

Cu'-umlters.
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lL]nii;lish liusbundry.
What with
coasts to obedience
their garden beans, and Indian beans, and pease ('as
^ood as ever I eat in Eny,land,' says Hiitj;-;j;inson in 1029)
their beets, parsnips, tnrnips, and carrots four turnips,
parsnips, and carrots are botli Ijigger and sweeter than
is ordinary to be found in Enghind,' says the same reverend writer); tlieir cabbages and asparagus, — both
thriving, we are t<dd, exceedingly; their radishes and
lettuce; their sorrel, parsley, chervil, an<l marigold, for
pot-herbs; and their sage, thyme, savory of l)uth kinds,
clary, anise, fennel, coriander, spearmint, and pennyroyal, for sweet herbs, — not to mention the Indian pompions and melons and squanter-squaslies, 'and other odde
fruits of the country, — the tirst-named of which liad got
to be so well approved among the settlers, when Josselyn wrote in l(i72, tluit, wliat he calls 'the ancient NewEngland standing disli' (we may call it so now!) was
made of them; and, tinally, their pleasant, familiar
Howers, lavender-cotton and hollyhocks and satin ('we
call this lierbe, in Norfolke, sattin,' says Gerard; 'and,
among our women, it is called honestie') and gillyHowers, which meant pinks as well, and dear English roses,
and eglantine,- yes, possil)ly, hedges of eghmtine,—
surely the gardens of New England, lifty years after the
settlement of the country, were as well stocked as they
were a hundre<l and fifty years after. Nor were the tirst
planters long behindhauil in fruit.
Even at his first
visit, in 1(139, our auttior was treated with 'half a score
of very fair pippins,' from the Governor's Island in
Boston Harbor; thougli there was then, he says, 'not
one apple tree nor pear planted yet in no part of the
countrey but upon that island.' But he has a much better account to give in 1G71
'The <|uinces, cherries,
damsons, set the dames a work. Marmalad and jn-eserved damsons is to be met witli in every house. Our
fruit trees prosper al)undantly, — apple trees, pear trees,
quince trees, eherry trees, plum trees, Itarberry trees.
I have ol)served, with admiration, that the kernels sown,
or the succors planted, produce as fair and good fruit,
without grafting, as the tree from whence tliey were
taken. The countri.\v is n-jdenished witlt fair ami large
orchards. It was uttirmed by one Mr. Wooleut (a magistrate in Connectiout Colony), at the Captain's niesse
(of which I was), altoard the ship I came home in, that
he made five hundred hogsheads of syder out of his own
orchard in one ycur.'' — \'i>i(a(/e.s, p. 189-90. Our barberry bushes, now so familiar inliabitants of the hedgerows of eastern New England, should seem fmm this
to have come, with the eglantines, from the gardens at
the first settlers. Barberries 'are planted in most of our
English gardens,' says Gerard." Relics of Josselyns
time still persist in old apple trees in New England
(Fig. 1078). The foregoing lists and remarks sliow that
the colonists early brought tlieir familiar home pUmts to
the new country: and there are many collateral evidences
of the same character. There was long and arduous experimenting with plants and methods. Several things
which were tried on a large scale failed so completely,
either from uncongenial conditions or for economic reasons, that they are now unknown to us as commercial
crops amongst these are indigo, silk and the wine grape.
The histories of these things can be traced only as a
refrain is cotemporary writing.
Indian corn, tobacco
and cotton early became the great staple crops.
The Indians cultivated corn, beans, pumpkins and
other plants when America was discovered. They soon
adopted some of the fruits which were introduced by
the colonists. William Penn and others found peaches
among the Indians. Orchards of peaches and apples
were found in western New York by Sullivan's raid
agaiustthe Six Nations in revolutionary times. Josselyn,
Roger Williams, Wood and others speak of the corn
and squashes of the Indians.
The word squash is
adopted from the Indian na^me, sqKonfersqiin.sJi fi.sknlnaqiim^lt, or isqoutersqi<asJt.
C. C. Jones, in his "History
of Georgia," in describing the explorations of De Soto,
says that before reaching the Indian town of Canasagua (whose location was in Gordon county, Georgia),
DeSoto "was met by twenty men from the village, each
bearing a basket of mulberries.
This fruit was here
abundant and well flavored. Plum and walniit trees
were growing luxuriantly throughout the country, attaining a size and beauty, without planting or pruning,

to

;

r.)t

which could not be surpassed

in the irrigated and wellcultivatrd gardens of Spain." For critical notes on the
plants cultivated by the American aborigines, see tJray
and Trumbull, Amer. Journ. cd' Science,' vol, 25 (April,

(August).
"Fruit-growing among

I\[ay), vol. 'Hi

Alabama

in

tin- Indians of Georgia am!
the early history ot these states,'" writes

Berckmans, "is dem<mstrated" l)y the large quantity of
peaches which the Indian traders of the early colonial
period found growing in the Creek. Cherokee and Choclaw villages. It is ou reconl that Indians often made
long trips to other

tribt-s for

ex<dianging various articles

'

:

;

,

1077.

Earliest picture of an American plant.
^bjuardes. I.'n I.

of their making, and tlius tin- seed from those peach
trees was undouijfedly procun-d from the Florida Indians, who, in turn, y)rocured these from the trees
])lantcil by the Spanish explorers. Tlic i)e**uliar typ<' of
'Indian peaches," found throughout the South and rcr-ognized by the downy and si ripnd fniit and purple
bark on the young growth, ^\';ls iiitroduf rd from Spain and
gradually disseminated by the Indians. Apple-growintr
was quite extensively carried on by tlie (.'herokee Indians in the mountain regions ni (4(-orgia. Alabama and
North Carolina. The trees beiui^ all seedlings, as grafting was likely unknowm to the Red Man, vestiges of old
a])ple trees iiriginally planted by these denizens of the
South are still ocrasionally found in upper Georgia.
Fifty years ago a hirge collertiim of apples was introduced into cultivation, and to-day nutny of the best
southern winter ajudes owe tliei^' origin to the Indians,
who procured the first seeds from traders."
One of the earliest glimpses of plant-growing in the
New World is an account in the Philosophical Transactions of the Rr.yal Society, early in the eighteenth
century, by Chief Justice Paul Dudley, of Roxbury, neor
Boston. In the Abridgement of the Transactions are the
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following notes, amoiif^st others, under the date 1724:
"The plants of England, as well those of the fields
and orchards as of the garden, that have been brought
over into New England, suit very well with the soil, and
grow to perfection. The apples are as good as those of
England, and looK fairer, as well as the pears; but they
have not all of the sorts. The peaches rather excel

was not invented till this century). These gardens
were of two general types: the unconventional personal
garden, without form but not void {Fig. 1079), in which
things grew in delightful democracy; the conventional,
box-bordered, geometrical garden, in which things grew
in most respeetful aristocracy. (Plate XIV.) There
were many interesting and elaborate private gardens in
the colonial days. One of the earliest and best was that
ot Governor Peter Stuyvesant, of New Amsterdam (New
York, near Third Avenue), known as the "Bouwerie,"
where 40 or 50 negro slaves, and also white servants,
were kept at work. "The road to the city had been put
in good condition, and shade trees were planted on each
side where it crossed the Governor's property." The
Bowery of these degenerate days has lost the Eden-like
features which distinguished its illustrious progenitor.
Excellent gardens were attached to the residences of
wealthy perso7is by the middle of last century, and probably earlier, and they were said to have been encouraged by the example and precept of Washington. There
are records of many large and meritorious collections of
plants a century and more ago. William Hamilton's
collection at Philadelphia was one of the best, and it
contained a large collection of exotics. It flourished towards the close of last century, and was broken up in
1828. William Jackson began "a highly interesting collection of plants at his residence in Londongrove," Penn-
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sylvania, in 1777.

1078.

ReUc

of colonial

days

— apple tree at 250 years.

those of England, and there is no trouble or expence of
walls for thera; for the peach trees are all standards,
and Mr. Dudley has had, in his own garden, 700 or 800
tine peaches of the rure-ripes, growing at a time on one
* * * The peach trees are large and fruitful,
tree.
and commonly bear in 3 years from the stone. « * *
The common cherries are not so good as the Kentish
rherries of England; and they have no dukes, or heartcherries, unless in two or three gardens." It was reported that people of "late years have run much upon
orcliards." The product of these orchards was chiefly
cider. " Some of their apple trees will inakeG, some have
made 7 barrels of cider: but this is not common; and
the apples will yield from 7 to 9 bushels for a barrel of
cider: a good apple tree will measure from G to 10 feet
in girt." Dudley mentions a hloomless apple, and "the
tree was no graft." In common with otlicr new countries,
New England astonished persons with the luxuriant
growth of the plants. "An onion, set out for seed, will

About 1800 Joshuaand Samuel

Pierce,

East Marlborough, Pa., "began to adorn their premises
by tasteful culture and planting," and by the establishment of an arboretum of evergreens. The most famous
botanic garden which North America has ever had was
John Bartram's, established at Philadelphia in 1728. It
contained a great collection of native plants, and some
of the trees are now amongst themost valued landmarks
of the city. Bartramwas a skilful farmer and gardener,
and his sons, John and William, inherited his tastes
and continued the garden. The elder Bartram was
probably the first American to perform successful experiments in hybridization. Bartram's house (Fig. 1080),
built by liimself, is still one of the sights of the environs
of Philadelphia, and the site of the garden, with many
of the old trees standing, is now happily a public park.
Bartram's cousin, Humphry Marshall, established a botanic garden at West Bradford, in Chester county, Pa.,
in 111?'. John Bartram's name is preserved to us in the
moss Bartramia, and Marshall's in the genus Marshallia,

A

parsnip will reach to
rise to 4 feet 9 inches in height.
S feet; red orrice [orach] will mount
feet; white orrice 8. In the pastures he measured seed mulleu 9 feet
"2 inches in height, and
one of the common thistles above
H feet." Record is made of a pumpkin vine which grew
unattended in a pasture. It nuule a single stem which

"ran along over several fencfs, rmd spread over a large
piece of ground far and wide." "Fron) this single vine
were gathered 2G0 pumi)kius; one with another as large
as a half peck; enou^^'h in the whole, to fill a large
tumbrel, besides a considerable number of small and
unripe pumpkins." Indiim c-jrii was "the most prolific
grain." Mr. Dudley did not accept the notion that the
mixing of com is due ]a the intermingling of the roots,
l>ut thought Ihat it was brought about through the
agency of the wind. He also noted that the bop and the
running kidney Itean twine in opposite directions oi\
their support.
The colonial ornamental gardens were unlike our own
iti the relative poverty of ])lants, in the absence of the
landscape arrangement, in the rarity of greenhouses, and
the lack of smooth-shaven lawns (for the lawn mower

1079.

An

old-time garden.

applied to small Oomposita:' of the eastern states. The
Elgin botanic garden, near New York, was established
in 1801 by David Hosack, a man of great learning and
of the keenest sympathies with rural occupations. He
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now remembered in the interesting gunus Hosackia, one
of the Leguiuinosie. A botanic
established at
:j:arden wa3
Charleston, S. C, about 1804,
and one iu IMaryland about the
same time. The Botanic Gar14

den at Cambridge, Mass., was
begun in ISO."), an institution
which, together with tbe Professorship of NaturLd History
Gambriilge, was founded
;it
hirgely through the eOorts of
the Massiudiusetts Society fur
Promoting Agriculture. The
society subscribed $500 for
the purpose, and raised more
hy subscription.

Early General WRrTiNos.

— The

progress of Horticulmay be traced in the
books devoted to the subject.
The earliest writings did not
separate Horticulture from
agriculture.
The only work
exclusively devoted to agricultural matters which appeared in America before the
Revolution seems to have
been the "Essays upon FieldHusbandry," begun in 1748
and completed in IT.l^, by Rev,
-hired Eliot, of Killingworth,
Conn., grandson of the fiiinous
apostle Eliot. (See Eliof.] "There are sundry books
on husbandry wrote in England," said Eliot, in his preface. "Having read all on that subject 1 could obtainyet such is the difference of climate and Method of
.Management between them and us, arising from Causes
that must make them always differ, so that those Books
are not very Useful to us. Besities this, the Terms of
Art made use of are so unknown to us, that a great
deal they Write is quite unintelligible to the generality
of New-England Readers."
Just at the close of the Revolution, J. Hector fit. John's
"Letters from an Amrrican Parmer " appeared, although
''the troubles that convulsed the American colonies had
*
*
*
not broken out when
some of the * « *
letters were written." For a period of twenty-five years
following the close of the war the condition of our agriculture, and of all Ami'.rican institutions, was minutely
unfolded to the world through the writings of many
travelers, English and French, who made inquisitive
journeys into the new country. Strickland, an English
traveler, wrote in 1801 that "land in America atfords
little pleasure or profit, and appears in a progress of
continually affording less.- * * * Land in New York,
formerly producing 20 bushels to the acre, now produces
only 10. * * * Little profit can be found in the
present mode of agriculture of tliis country, and I apprehend it to be a fact that it affords a bare subsistence.
* * * Decline has pervaded all the states." There is
abundant evidence, including a painstaking inquiry
made by Washington, to show that agriculture was at a
low state at the close of the century. It was in striking
contrast to its status a hundred years later, notwithstanding the lugubrious writings of the present time.
There was early development of the garden desire in
the South as well as in the North. In South Carolina
appeared the earliest American horticultural book of
which we have any record. This book is no longer extant, and it is known to this generation chiefly or wholly
from tbe following page in Ramsay's "History of South
Carolina," 1809: "The planters of Carolina liavc derived
so great protits from the cultivation of rice, indigo (see
Indigo) and cotton that they have always too ranch
neglected the culture of gardens.
The high price of
their staple commodities in every period has tempted
them to sacrifiiie convenience to crops of a marketable
quality. There are numbers whose neglected gardens
neither afford flowers to regale the senses, nor the vegetables necessary to the comfort of their families, though
Lhey annually receive considerable sums in money for
ture
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some illustrious exceptions of persons wlio cultivated
gardens on a large scale, both for use and pleasure. The
first that can be recollected is Mrs. Lamboll, wdio, before
the middle of the eighteenth century, improved the southwest extremity of King street [Charleston], in a garden
which was richly stored with flowers and other curiosities of nature, in addition to all the common vegetables
for family use. She was followed by Mrs. Logan and
Mrs. Hopton, who cultivated extensive gardens in Meeling, George andKiug streets, on lands now covered with
houses. The former reduced the knowledge she had acquired by long experience and observation to a regular
system, which was published after her death, with the
title of 'The Gardener's Kalendar;' and to this day regulates the practice of gardens in and near 'harlestown."
Ramsay records that Mrs. ]\Zartha Logan was the daughter of Roliert Daniel, one of the last proprietary governors of South Carolina. "Mrs. Lo^an was a great florist, and uncommonly fond of a garden. She was seventy
years old when she wrote her treatise on gardening, and
died in 1779, aged 77 years."
The opening of the nineteenth century may be taken
as a convenient starting point for a narrative of the
evolution of American Horticulture. At that time Hor<

ticulture

began

to attain

some prominence

as distinct

general agriculture, and the establishmpnt of
l>eace after the long and depleting war with England
had tnrneil the attention of the best citizens afresh to
the occupation of the soil. The example of Washington,
in returning to the farm after a long and honorable pubHis agrilic career, no doubt exerted great influence.

from

cultural correspondence was large, and much of it was
published at the opening of the century. His porrespondence with Arthur Youn2: and Sir John Sinrlair will be
found in volumes published in London in 1800 and 1801,
in Alexandria in 180.'^, and in Washington in 1847. Details respecting the management of his plantations comprise vol. iv. of the Memoirs of tlie Long Island Historical Society, 1889.
It was not until 1700, however, that an indigenous and
distinctly agricultural treatise other than Eliot's appeared in America. At that time, the Rev. Samuel
Deane, vice-president of Bowdoin College, published his
"New England Farmer, or Georgical Dictionary," a cyclopedic work of the state of American agriculture.
This passed to a second edition in 1797. and to a third in
In 1799 J. B. Bordley published in
1822. (See Deane.)

Philadelphia "Essays and Notes on Husbandry." Other

i
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As early as
early works need not be mentioned here.
1785, Varlo's "New System of Husbandry" was printed
remarkable
book,
in Philadelphia. It is in many ways a
and it was written by a man who had had remarkable
experiences. He was not an American, and the work
first appeared in the old country; but Varlo had lived
in this country, and was in sympathy with the American
The book contained a "Farmer's and Kitchen
people.
Garden Calendar." In 1792 there appeared anonymously,
from Burling-ton, New Jersey, the third edition of Arthur Young's "Rural Economy," which excellently displays that noted author's catholicity of view. He argues strongly for experunents and for the establishing
This book first appeared in
of agricultural journals.

raised by Wm. Prout on that piece of ground now occupied by the navy yard, at the city of Washington." H.completed his life in England, becoming a voluminous
author upon political and economical subjects. ( See Coblif'tt.)
It is interesting to note, in connection with this
dispute about the turnips, that the kohlrabi was introduced al)out the s;i.nie time, and Deane says of it in

7G0

London, in 1770.
At the opening of the century, Sir Humphry Davy
had not illumined the science of agricultural chemistry,
and men were even disputing as to what the food of
plants is. The "burn-baking" or "devonshiring" of the
land— burning the sod and scattering the ashes over the
and in 1799 James Anfield — was still recommended
derson's " Essay on Quick-lime as a Cement and as a
Manure," was given an American edition in Boston. It
is easy to see from these facts that the fundamental
conceptions of the science of agriculture were vague and
crude a century ago. Near the close of the last century,
Deane wrote that "the alarming effect of tlie present low
state of husbandry is, that we are necessitated to inij>ort much of our food and clothing, while we are in;

capable of

making proportionable remittances

V^_

in the

produce of the

soil, or in anything else."
book on a horticultural subject known to
have been puVjlished in North America, excepting Mrs.
Logan's, was an American edition of Marshall's "Introduction to the Knowledge and Practice of Gardening,"
Boston, 1799. The first indigenous horticultural book
appeared in 1804, "The American Gardener," by .John
Gardiner and David Hepburn. It was published at
Washington. This book had an extensive sale. It was
revised by "a citizen of Virginia," and republished in
Georgetown, D. C, in JHlS. A third edition appeared in
1826. [See Rephurn,) This book was followed in 280(3 by
Bernard M'Mahon's excellent and voluminous "American (.Tardener's Calendar," in Piiilad^^lphia. This work
enjoyed much popularity, aud the eleventh edition appeared as late as 18nT. For fifty years it remained the
best American work on general gardening. M'Malion
remembered in the Mahonia barberies, was an important

The

earliest

personage. He was largely responsible for the introduction into cultivation of the plants collected by Lewis
and Clark. These early books were calendars, giving
advice for the successive months. They were made on
the plan then popular in Euglaud, a plan which has such
noteworthy precedent as tbe excellent "Kalendarium
Hortense " of John Evelyn, which first appeared in 1604,
and went to nine regular editions. Other early books of
this type were "An old gardener's 'Practical American
Gardener,' "Baltimore, 1819 and 1822; Tborburn's "Gentleman's and Gardener's Kalendar," New York, the third
edition of which appeared in 1821
Robert Squibb's
"Gardener's Calendar for the States of North-Carolinji,
South-Carolina, and Georgia," Charleston, 1827.
The first indigenous book written on the topical plan,
treating subject by subject, was Coxe's fruit book, 1817;
the second appears to have been Cohbett's "American
Gardener," published at New York in 1819, in London
;

in LS21, and which passed through subsequent editions.
This William Cobbett is the one who edited the federpaper in Philadelphia known as "Peter Porcupine's
Gazette," and whose attack upon Dr. Rush's treatment
of yellow fever brought against him a judgment for
damages, and which decided him to return to England
in 1800, whence he had come, by way of France, in 1792.
In London he again took up i>olitical writing, and in
1817 he retreated to America to osr-.ape political penalties, and resided upon a farm on Long Island until 1819.
He kept a seed store in New York in 1818, aud we find
Grant Thorburn disputing with him in the "Evening
Post" as to which sold the better rutabaga seed at one
dollar a pouud, Cobbett, it seems, claimed to have been

alist

the introducer of this vegetable, also known as the Russia turnip, into this country
but ThorVmrn retorts thnt
*'in the year ]70(; a large tiehl of these turnips wm.s

—

Two

1081.

old-time flowers Hollyhock and
Crown Imperial.

1797, that "whether this plant, which has but nowly
its way into our country, is hardy enongh to bear
the frost of our winters, I suppose is yet to be proved.''
It was recommended to l)e grown as a biennial, which
accounts for Deanc's fear that it might not pass the
winters.

found

Fessenden's

"New American

Gardener," made upon

the topical plan, appeared in Boston in 1828, and went tn
various editions
and from this time on, gardenin^r
books were frequent. Some of the leading early authors
are Thomas Bridgeman, of New York
Robert Buist.
of Philadelphia, and Joseph Breck, of Boston.
;

;

Flower-Books and Floriculture. — The first American book devoted wholly to liowers was x'Jrobably Roland
tureen's "Treatise on the Cultivation of Flowers," Boston.
1828. Edward Sayers published the "American Flower
(larden Companion," in Boston, in 18.'38. From 1830 to
lyf'O tliere appeared many of those superficial and fashionable books, which deal with the language of flowers,
and which assume that the proper way to popularize
botany is by means of manufactured sentiment.
Green's book on flowers deserves a paragraph, since
it enables us to determine what were the leading ornamental plants in that early day {1828}. The full title of
the book is "A Treatise on the Cultivation of Ornamental
Flowers; Comprising Remarks on the Requisite Soil.
Sowing, Transplanting, and General Management: with
Directions for the General Treatment of Bulbous Flower
Roots, Greenhouse Plants, etc." It comprises only GO
pages. The introductory pages give general directions;
then follow two annotated lists, one of annuals and biennials aud the otherof greenhouse plants. These lists
are interesting, also, for what they do not contain. All
the plants which they mention are here set down:
ANNUAL AND BIKNNMAL
AltlKPH fnitex,

Alnnmd,

FI^OWEKS.

(\-i,t.a.lpa.

I>>>uljle-n<i\vfrinj^,
Amixr;i.Titlius .superlmfi,
Ain;ir;intlins tri<'olor,

Cherry, Doiihle-flowerins,
Clirysaiithemutn Indicum,
Clematis, Austrian {G. in-

Animiited

teqrifolia),
Clettira,

i

);its,

Aster, China,
Aiiricula,
Azalea nuiliflorH,

Box,
Rwrot,
Ciintevlmry Bell,
lirier,

;

<

';ini;i.ti"n,

<":(,ssi;i

.Ma.ryl.iiidic.i.

Columbine,
Convolvulus,
Oorchorus Jajionicus,
Croeus,

Cupids

Car, or jMonk'a

(Aconitum).
Duhlia.

Rood

,

,

,
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ANNI'AI,

AND BIENNIAL FLOWKRS— Oo^UtrtWerf.
Geranium,

Daisy,

]V[usk

Dwarf Bfisil,
Eeg Plant,

Myrtle,
Narcissus,

Nasturtium,
Passion Flower,

Eupatoriiim, Blue,

Euphorbia
Fiiiliug

Latiiyris.

Beauty,

<>r

Morning,'

Bride {Scatilosu),
Fir

{Pmus

balsujin-a),

Foxglove,
Fringe Tree,

Geranium (Pelarsjoniinii),
Garden Angelica,

Purple Hj'acinth Bean,
Roses,

Pose
Rose

themiiin).

Hollyhock,
Honeysuckle,
Hyacinth,

Acai'ia,
ciilored Ilibiscvis,

Rudbeckia.
Scarlet
Scarlet

Hydrangea,

('a'-ulia.,

Lyrhnis {L. Chalcc

doiiica).
Siberian ('rab.

lee Plant,

Impatiens Balsamina,

Snow-l>all Tree,

Iris,

Lagerstrosmia Indiea,
Laurel, Broad-leaved
)a ia

I'artlienium,

PopT>y,

{Xenin

Golden Everlasting

PiBony.
Pea, Sweet,
Peach, Double- flowering.
Pink,
Perennial Sunflower, di.mhlc,
Polyanthus,

Py ret brum

Glycine, Oluster-tloweriiig,
Golden Coreopsis,

Snowberry,
[Kal-

Spiee-wond{7yfiJ(ru.s' Benzoin),

Spiderwort [Tradescantia)

)

Laburnum,

Spiraea,

Larkspur,

Syringa, or

Lilac,
Lily,

StrawberryTree( £'.(u/iy ;>( //&
Sweet Bay (LaiiriiN nohilis),
Sweet William, or Poetic

Lime

Mock

Orang-',
)

Plant

peltatuifi)

[rodoplyll

nii-

Pink,

,

Lyehnadia {Phlox),
Mezereon {Daphne

Tulip,
Mi'ze-

A'^enetian

Suniai-,

Tree,

renin).

Mountain Ash,

Violet, b)u.>

I'ra-r.

GRKENIIOUSE PLANTS
Lilies of the valley,

Ranunculuses,

Anemones,
Single and Double
Wliite Lilies.
Roses,

Tuberoses,
Persian Iris,

.Mignouetti'
Verli.'UN.

tt ifoliata,

or Sweet

Vervain,
Jouciuils,

Fuchsia coceinea,
Cobiea scan<leus,
Camellia .laponica, or
nese Rosi',
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of the c^lt-tlower interest, and the growth within th»ilast few years of the greater love of |ilants themselves.
Palms and decorative plants are now almost necessities,
where 50 years ago they would have been the luxury
of luxuries. "There has been a radical change in the
character of the Howers used for cut-tlow(.-r purposes,"

Jai);

Myrtles.

These lists are much less ample than those of M'Mahon, over twenty years earlier, but they may be supposed to include the popular and most easily grown
things. They will be suggestive to those who
wish to make "old-fashioned gardens." M'Mahon's
list was evidently largely compiled from EuroGreen says that the first list
pean sources.
(strangely called "annual and biennial flowers")
contains "such plants, shrubs and trees as are of
easy cultivation, generally hardy." The second list
comprises "a few different sorts of greenhouse
plants" "which are commonly grown in rooms."
The first American book to be devoted to a

wrote Alfred HenderMon in 1895.

"Fifty years jigit,
camellia flowers retailed freely for a dollar each, and
during tlie holidays Pliiladelphia used to send thousands
to New York florists, getting $.300 per 1,000; while rosea
went begging at one-tenth these figures. Now, the rose
is queen, and the poor camellia finds none so poor to
do her reverence. * * * * I confidently believe that
the time is not far distant when we shall compete seriously with the foreign grower in the production of new
varieties of roses." "William Scott, of Buffalo, makes
the following comments on tendencies in tioriculture:
"About the year 1880, tulips and narcissuses began to
be forced, and during the next 15 years immense quantities of these bulbs were imported annually from Holland. As the methods of forcing were perfected themarket became overstocked, and, although large quantities are still forced for the winter and spring months,
they are not now in tlie same favor as formerly, and the
rose, carnation, violet, lily-of-the-valley and mignonette
are still the favorites.
)rchids are not yet the flower
for the million, but there is a yearly increasing demand
for them, and at present the showy orchids, such as the
('attleyas and Laelias, are far short of the demancL
As their cultivation is more generally understood, we
look for a very steady increase in the number grown,
and are confldent that the supply will not soon exceed
the demand. Within tlie past 5 or fj years a marked increase is noticeal.ile in the use of jilants to adorn tlie
home, and the demand is for an expensive class of
plants, — palms, dracenas, araiicarias and ferns being
among tliose mostly used. Now few homes with any
pretension to luxury or even comfort are without a few
fine plants scattered through the rooms, and many (ff
our modern houses are pro\'ided with either a bay
window or small conservatory for the accommodation of
plants." See Cnt-Floivers and FlorieitUiire.
(

Early Pomologtcal WiiiTrNOS.— It is in the pomology
writings that North America has made the greatest
contributions to horticultural literature. William Forical

special flower was Savers' book on the dahlia,
Boston, 18110, which appeared only a year later
than Paxton's well-known book in England.
Sayers' book also included the cactus. The next
special flower book seems tc» have been Buists'

"Rose Manual." Phi]adeli>hia, 1S4^, although a
sentimental book on the "(c^ueen of Flowers" had
appeared in the same city in 18-11. Buisfs book
went to at least four editions. It was followed by
Prince's in 1840, and ))y 8. B. Parson's "The
Rose: Its History, Poetry, Culture and Classification," 184G. Parson's book went to a revised
edition.
Of later-date flower-books there are
several of importance, but it is not the purpose
of this history to trace more than the beginnings
of American floricultural writings.
In 1838 appeared a book in French in New
Orleans. This was Lelievre's "Nouveau Jardinier
de la Louisiane." It was a small book of 200
pages, with a calendar and brief directions for
the growing of vegetables, fruits and flowers.
Singularly enough, a French book also appeared
at the other extreme of the country.
This was
1082. Example of the earliest illustiations of American fruits.
Provancher's "Le Verger-Canadien," published
Esopus Spitzenburg, figured by Coxe in 1817.
in Quebec in 1872.
eyth's excellent "Treatise on the Culture and ManageThe writings clearly portray the tendencies of the
ment of Fruit Trees " appeared in Lonih)n in 1802, and it
floricultural interests. — from the formal-flower ideals of
was widely read, "an impression of l.nOO copies (of the
the dahlia and camellia to the enormous development
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Garden," New York, 1S4(); Jaques' "Practical Treatise
on the Management of Fruit Trees," Worcester, 1849
Goodrich's "Northern Friiit Culturist," Burlington, Vt.'
Cole's "American Fruit Book," and others!
1849
Barry's "Fruit Garden" appeared in 1851.
Of these pomological books, the first place should be
given to those of Coxe, Kenrick, Manning, Downing,
Thomas and Barry. The influence of Downing's "Fruits
and Fruit Trees of America" probably has been greater
than that of all others in extending a love of fruits and
a critical attitude towards varieties. Begun by Andrew
Jackson Downing— perhaps the fairest name in American horticultural literature — it was continued and revised by the elder brother, Charles, after the untimely
death of the former (see Downing). Reminiscences of
;

F^^-"

'.'C

Downings are shown in Figs. 1083-1. Most of these
works were largely compilations. A notable exception
was Manning's "Book of Fruits." In the introductory
remarks to the volume is the following statement":
"There is one circumstance to which we venture to call
the attention of our readers— that while some recent
works on pomology are compiled from earlier authors,
or from information derived at second-hand, the writers
themselves seldom having the means of observation in
their power, we have in these pages described no specimen which we have not actually identified beyond a
reasonable doubt of its genuineness." It was Manning
who chiefly made known to Americans the pears of the
Belgian, Van Mons. He was one of the most careful
observers and conscientious writers amongst American
the

1083.

One

ot the old

Downing

test apple trees.

in 4to having been sold in a little, more
than eight months." An American edition, b3^ William
Cobbett, appeared in New York and Philadelphia in
1802, and in Albany in 1803, and an epitome of it by "an
American farmer," was published iu Philadelphia in
1803. The first American pomological book was William
Coxe's"View of the Cultivation of Fruit Trees," published in Philadelphia in 1817, a work known to students
of horticultural literature for the uniform completeness
and accuracy of its descriptions. A feature of this
first etlition),

excellent work are the many woodcuts of varieties of
fruits, Althouf^h not answering the requirements of the
present day, they were considered to be very good for
the time and for a new country. One of them is here
reproduced (Pig. 1082) to show the style of workmanship. Coxe had 100 woodcuts of apples. fi3 of pears, 15
of peaches, 17 of plums, 3 of apricots, 2 of nectarines.
This makes 200 engravings, which would be considered
liberal illustration even at the present day.

James Thacher's "American Orehardist" appeared in
in 1822, and the second edition at Plymouth in
The first edition was also bound with William
Cobbett's "Cottage Economy," and the double volume
was issued in New York in 182-i as "American Orchardist
and Cottage Economy." "The Pomological Manual, "New
Boston
1825.

York, 18B1 (second edition 1832 1, is a compilation of
descriptions of varieties, by William Robert Prince and
William Prince, son and father respec-

pomologists.

The awakening pomology of the region west of the
Alleghanies found expression in Elliott's "Fruit Book,"
1854, whose author wrote from Cleveland, and which
went to a new edition in 1859 as "The W'estern Fruit
Book." with the preface dated at St. Louis; and Hooper's "Western Fruit Book," 1857, written at Cincinnati.
Dr. John A. Warder was a guiding spirit of the opening
W^^st.

In America, no crop has been the subject of so much
book writing as the grape. Counting the various editions, no doubt a hundred books have appeared, being
the work-of at least fifty authors. Since the American
grape is a product of our own woods within a century,
the progress in grape-growing has always been ahead
of the books. Most of the books are founded largely on
European advice, and therefore are not applicable to
American conditions. In general pomology, the books
seem to have had much inlluenee upon fruit-growing;
but in the grape the books and actual commercial grapegrowing seem to have had little relation one to the

William Kenrick's "New American Orchardist " was published in Boston
in 1833. The eighth edition appeared in
1848. Like all early works, it devotes
most of its space to varieties. Robert
Manning, whose son of the same name
is the secretary of the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society, published his
admirable "Book of Fiiiits," at Salem, in
1838, being aided by John M. Ives. Upon
the death of Manning, Ives publislied a
second edition in 1844 under the title of
"The New England Fruit Book," and a
tively.

third inl847as"The New En-land En.,k
of Fruits." Downing's "Fruits and Fruit
Trees of America" appeared in 1845 in
two forms, duodecimo and octavo, although both issues were printed from
the same type. One issue of the octavo
form contained colored idates. Thomas'
"Fruit Culturist," which isknown in siil)sequent editions as "The American Fruit

appeared in 1846.
Other
pomological writings which appeared
before 1850 are Sayrrs' "Annn-ican Fruit
<rarden
Companion," Boston,
1839
" Orchard ist's
Hoffy's
(.'ompanion,"
Philadelphia, 1841; Brid/,a-man's "Fruit
("lultivator's Manual," New York, 1845;
Floy's American edition of George Lindley's "Guide to the Orchard and Fruit
('ulturist,"

;

1084.

The

fruit

house

of

Charles Downinc.
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the right point of view.
The earliest separate grape
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have more nearly caught

book was published

Washington

in

in 18'J3, by the prophetic Adlum,"A Memoir
on the Cultivation of the Vine in America." This went
second edition in 1828 (see Adliim and Plate II).
Before this time (180G), S. W. Johnson had devoted
much space to the grape in his "Rural Economy," published at New Brunswick, N. J., and he pnblislied tinfirst pictures of grape training (Fig. 1085),
Adhim'^
book was followed in 182(3 by the
"American Vine Dresser's Guide,"
by the unprophetic Dufour. This
work also gave pictures of grape
training, one of which is reproduced
to a

in Fig. 1086.

grape

im

chief and proper end of the apple. Of his thirty chapters on fruit-growing, (loxe (1817) devotes nine t<.
cider, or 42 pages out of 25;{. John Taylor's single epistle devoted to horticultural matters in the sixty and
more letters of his "Arator" is upon "Orchards," but it
is mostly a vehement plea for more cider. "Good cider,"
he says, "would be a national saving of wealth, by expelling foreign liquors; and of life, by expelling the
use of ardent spirits." In Virginia, in Taylor's day, apples were "the only species of orchards, at a distance

The larger part of the

literature

appeared before

the close of the Civil War, although
the lareer part of the development
of the subject has taken place since
that time.

General RE^tAUKS on
Growinu. — Horticulture,

Fruttin

its

commercial aspects, was nothing
more than an incidental feature of
farm management at the opening of
the century, lu fact, it is only in
the present generation that the tield
cultivation of horticultural crops
has come to assume any general importance in tlie rural economy of
the nation. And even now, horticultural operations which are projected as a fundamental conception
of laud occupation are confined to
few parts of the country. It is still
the original or first couce]>tion of
the farmer's boy, when he proposes to occupy land of his own,
that he raise grain and hay and
stock, and add the fruits and other
horticultural crops by piecemeal.
It is only in particular parts of the
country that the farmer starts out
with Horticulture as a base, and
with grain and stock and hay as
accessories
and even in these
places, the best horticulturists are
still drawing their practices
and
the reasons for them from tinoperations of general mixed agriculture. There was practically only
one general horticultural commodity, at least in the northern states.
a hundred years ago, and that was
the apple. Pears, peaches, cherries, quinces and some other fruits
were common, but there was little
thought of marketing them. Even
the apple was generally an accidental crop. Little care was given
the trees, and the varieties ^eri'.
1085. The earliest American picture of Grape training (1806).
few, and they were rarely selected
with reference to particular uses, beyond their adaptafrom cities, capable of producing sufficient profit and
bility to cider and the home consumption.
comfort to become a considerable object to a farmer.
Thacher, writing from Plymouth in 1821, says that
Distilling from fruit is precarious, troublesome, trifling
"the most palpable neglect prevails in respect of proper
and out of his province. But the apple will furnish
pruning, cleaning, and manuring round the roots of
some food for hogs, a luxury for his family in winter,
trees, and of perpetuating choice fruits, by engrafting
and a healthy liquor for himself and his laborers all the
from it on otlier stocks. Old orchards are, in general,
year. Independent of any surplus of cider he may spare,
in a state of rapid decay; and it is not uncommon to see
it is an object of solid profit and easy acquisition." As
valuable and thrifty trees exposed to the depredations
early as 1647, twenty butts of cider were made in Virof cattle and sheep, and their foliage annoyed by caterPaul Dudley
ginia by one person, Richard Bennet.
pillars and other destructive insects. In fact, we know
writes of a small tuwn near Boston, containing about
of no branch of agriculture so unaccountably and so
forty families, which ma<le nearly 3,000 barrels of cider
culpably disregarded." Were it not for the date of
and anotiier New England town of 200
in the year 1721
Thacher's writing, we should mistake this picture for
families, which supplied itself with "near ten Thousand
one drawn at the present day.
Barrels." Bartram's Cider Mil], as it exists at the presIf one may judge from the frequent and particular
It was not until well
ent day, is shown in Fig. 1087.
references to cider in the old accounts, it does not seem
into the present century that people seem to have e^too much to say that this sprightly coinmodity was held
caped the European notion that fruit is to be drunk.
in greater estimation by our ancestors than by ourThere are evidences that there have been several
selves. In fact, the cider barrel seems to have been the
marked alternations of fervor and neglect in the plant;

;

7G4
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of apple.s since the

tii'.st

settieinpiit vt thu countrj'.

Early in the last century there ajipenrs to have been a

abundance of the fruit; but in 1821 Thacher de•dared that "it i.s a remarkable fact that the first
planters bequeathed to their posterity a greater number
of orchards, in proportion to their popuhvtiou. than are
now to be found in the old colony," aiul he attributes
the decline in orcharding largely to the encroachment
^'reat

and adaptation without our knowing it. By far the
greater number cf the apples of the older apple-growing
regions of the country are indigenous varieties, and the
same process is now operating in the Northwest, where
the American seedlings of the Russian stock are proving to be more valuahle than the original importations.

tion

of the "poisonous liquor" of the later times. Under the
inspiration of Thacher, Cose, Kenrick, Prince, Manning,

and the Downings, orchards were again planted, and we

now in another period of decline in the East,
following the decay of these plantations.
Apples were carried far into the frontiers by the Indians and probably also by the French missionaries, and
the "Indian apple orcliards " are still known in many
localities even east of the Mississippi {see also, AppleAt the opening of the century, the
.seed, JoJinrjij).
Early Harvest, Newtown Pippin, Swaar, Spitzenbex-g.
Rhode Island Greening, Yellow Bellefleur, Roxbnry
Russet, and other familiar apples of American origin
were widely disseminated and much esteemed. Apples
had begun to be planted by settlers in Ohio before ]800.
In 1817, Coxe could recommend a list of "one hundred
kinds of the most estinuible apples cultivated in our
country;" and in 1825 William Prince oflered IIG varieties for sale — at 'M% cents per tree — of which 17 were
set aside — after the fashion of the time- as particularly
adapted to the making of cider. Of these 116 varieties,
In 1872,
111 were considered to be of American origin.
Downing's list of apples which hud l)een fruited and
described in America, had swelled to l8oG varieties, of
are just

which 1099 were of known American origin. Of this
great inventory, probably not over a third were actually
ill cultivation at any one time, and very many of them
are now lost. Yet the apple is still our most important
fruit, and 878 varieties were actually offered for sale by
tlie nurserymen of North America in 1892.
There has been amost noticeable tendency towards the
origination of varieties of apples in this country, and
the consequent exclusion of varieties of European origin. As early as 1700, cions of American varieties were
sent to England. Before the Revolution, ajtples were
exported. The origination of indigenous varieties was
of course, an accidental one, and was a necessary result
of the universal method of growing apple trees directly
from seeds, and top-grafting them in case they should
turn out profitless.
critical study of American Horti<mlture will show that all species of plants which have
been widely cultivated in this country have gradually
run into indigenous varieties, and. the whole body of our
domesticated flora has undergone a progressive evolu-

A

1087,

Bartram's cider

mill,

a

relic of

the last century.

said that the apples were placed in the circular groove
in the rock and crushed by means of a weight rolling over
them. The juice ran out the gutter at the farther side and
was caught in a rock-hewn cistem.
It is

Pears were amongst the earliest fruits introduced into
New World, and the French, particularly, disseminated them far and wide along the waterways, as witnessed by the patriarchid trees of the Detroit river and
portions of the IMississippi system. John Bartram's
Petre pear (Fig. 1080) is one of the patriarchs of the
last century, although the tree is not large. The first
book devoted exclusively to the pear was Field's, published in 1859. The Japanese type of pears had been
brought into the country from two and perhaps three
separate introductions, early in the fifties, but they had
not gained sufficient prominence to attract Field's attention. From this oriental stock has come a race of promising hybrids with the common pear, represented chiefly
by the Kieffer, Le Conte and Garthe

ber.

Peaches were early introduced
New Worhl by various
and they thrived so well
that they soon became spontaneous,
Nuttall found them naturalized in
the forests of Arkansas in 1819, and
the species now grows with all the
lustirious abandon of a native in
waste and forest lands from Georgia
and the Oaroliuas to the westward
of the Mississippi. There is probably no country in the world in
which peaches grow and bear so
freely as in the United States. The
old Spanish or Melocoton type is

into the
colonists,

now

1086. Dufour's picture of Grape training (1826J.
Patterned after the South- European fashion of employing mulberry troos

the most popular race of
peaches, giving rise to the Crawfords and their derivatives.
Of late years there has been a
conti-action of the original peach
areas, an<l many good people have
thought that the climate is growing uncongenial, but it is only the
natural result of the civilization of
the countrv and the change in
methods of' Horticulture. Peaches
had never been an industry, but
the orchards were planted here and
to
for supports there as very minor appendages
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the general farming. For generations insect pests were
not common. There were no good markets, and the
fruit sold as low as 25 cents a bushel from the wagon Viox.
In fact, it was grown more for the home supply than with
au idea of shipping it to inarljet. Under such conditions,
it did not matter if half the crop wiis wormy, or if many
trees failed and died each year. Such facts often passed
almost unnoticed. The trees bore well, to be sure; but
the crop was not measured in baskets and accounted
for in dollars and cents, and under such conditions only
the most productive trees left their impress upon the
memory. The soils had not undergone such a long system of robbery then as now. When the old orchards
wore out, there was no particular incentive to plant
more, for there was little money in them. Often tlie
young and energetic men had gone West, there to repeat
the history perhaps, and the old people did not care to
set orchards. And upon this contracting area, all the
t)orers and other pests which had been bred in the
many old orchards now concentrated their energies,
until they have left scarcely enough trees in some localiA new counties upon which to perpetuate their kind.
try or a new industry is generally free of serious attacks
of those insects which follow the crop in older communities. But the foes come in unnoticed and for a time
spread unmolested, when finally, perha])S almost suddenly, their number becomes so great that they threaten
destruction, and the farmer looks on in amazement.
The orange is another tree which has thrived so well
in the new country that the spontaneous thickets of
Florida, known to be descendants of early Spanish introductions, are confidently believed by residents to be
indigenous to the soil.
The progress of the plum in America nearly equals
that of the grape in historic interest. The small, spontaneous plums, known as Damsons,

is now fairly launched upon an experimental career
whose promise lies with the coming century.
The grape of America is of two uulike types, — the
natives, which comprise all commercial outdoor varieties in the interior and eastern states; and the vinifera
or Old World kinds, which are grown in California. The
native types have been developed witliin tlje century.
The oldest commercial variety is the (Jatawba, wliich
dates from 1802. Tlie cosmopolitan variety, the Concord, which first fruited in 1840. A full review of the

TGi

is made in "Evolution of dur Native Fruits."
There was no comnirrcial strawl)ei-ry culture in
America, worthy of tlie nanjc, until the introduction of
the Hovey (Pig. 10881 late in the thirties. This and the
Boston Pine were see<llings of C. M. Hovey's, Cambridge, Massachusetts. They first fruited in"]8HGand
1837, and from them have descended most of the
garden strawberries of the present day. These were
seedlings of the old Pine type of strawberry, which is a
direct descendant of the wild strawberry of Chile. The
Wilson, or Wilson's Albany, which originated with -John
Wilson, of Albany, New York, began to attract attention about 185G or 1857, and it marked the beginning of
the modern epoch in American strawberry growing. In
the middle West, strawberry growing was given a great
impulse by Longworth and Warder.
Raspberries were grown in the last century, but they
were of the tender European species, of which the Autwerps were the common types. This type of raspberry
is now almost wholly superseded by the offspring of our
luitive red and black species, which first began to im)>res3 themselves upon cultivation about 18G0.
The blackberry, an indigenous American fruit, first

history

commended

New

tlie

itself to cultivation with the introduction of
Rochelle or Lawton, towards the close of the

the offspring of introductions from
Europe, were early abundant in New
England.
Plum culture has never
thrived far south of Mason and Dixon's
line or west of Lake Blichigan, except,
of course, upon the PaciHc coast and
parts of the far southwestern country.
There are climatic limitations which
more or less restrict the area of plum
growing, and the leaf-blight fungus,
black-knot, and fruit-rot have added
to the perplexities. In this great interior and southern area, various native plums, offshoots of several indigenous species, have now spread themselves, and they have already laid the
foundation of a new type of plum culture. The first of these novel plums
to receive a name was that which we
now know as the INIiner, and the seed

Ar-

from which it sprung was planted by
William Dodd, an officer under General
.lackson, in Knox county, Tennessee,
in 1814. The second of these native
plums to come into prominence, and
the one which really marks the popularization of the fruit, is the Wild

.

".'."''A

Goose. Some time before 18.50, a man
shot a wild goose near Columbia, Tennessee, and where the carcass was

thrown this plum, Adonis-like, sprung
forth. It was introduced to the trade
about 1850, by the late J. S. Downer, of
Pairview, Kentucky.
Over 200 named

plums are now
them are widely

varieties of these native

described, and

some

of

Hovey Strawberry.

disseminated and deservedly popular.

1088.

In the South and on the plains, these
natives are a prominent horticultural
group. The complexity of the cultivate'"

ifagazine of Horticulture, August, 1810.

plum

flora is

now further increased by the introduction of the Japanese or Chinese type, which first came in by way of California in 1870. Finally, about 1880, the apricot plum,
or Prunus Simonii, was introduced from C'hina by way
of France; and the American plum industry, with no
less than ten specific types to draw upon, and which
represent the entire circuit of the northern hemisphere,

The

original picture of the

Original

size,

variety of blacKbery of which
we have any record was the Dorchester, which was exHorticultural Society
before
Massachusetts
hibited
the
fifties.

The

first

named

in 1841.

The dewberry, a peculiarly American fruit, first appeared in cultivation early in the seventies in southern
Illinois

form

under the name of the Bartel, which is a large
common wild dewberry of that region. It

of the
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was first brought to the attention of the public in 1870.
The following year the Lucretia, the most popular uf
dewberries, was introduced into Ohio from West Virf<inia, where it had been found wild some years before
l»y a Union soldier.
The history of the gooseberry in America recalls that
of the grape. It is a characteristic fruit of England and
the low countries, and it was early introduced into
America. But, like the European grapes, the gooseberries were attacked bv a fungous sickness which rendered

Cape Cod was the first cranberry-growing region, which was soon followed by New Jersey, and
later by Wisconsin and other regions. The varieties now
known are over a hundred, and the annual product from
tame bogs iu the United States is nearly 800,000 bushels.
until about 1850.

—

The Nursery and Seed Business. It is impossible
to fix a date for the beginning of the nursery business
in America. Trees were at first grown in small quantities as a mere adjunct to general farm operation.';.
Governor John Endicott, of the Massachusetts Colony,
was one of the best fruit growers of his time, and hp
grew many trees. In 1044, he wrote to John Winthrop
as follows: "My children burnt mee at least 500 trees
this Spring by setting the ground on fire neere them ;''
and in 1648 he traded 500 apple trees, .3 years old, for
'250 acres of land. The first nursery in Maine is thought
by Manning to have been that of Ephraim Goodale, at
Orrington, established early in the present century.
Other early nurserymen of Maine were the brothers

Benjamin and Charles Vauglian, Englishmen, who
settled at Hallowell in 1796. The first nursery in South
Carolina was established by Jolm Watson, formerly
gardener to Henry Laurens, before the Revolution. In
Massachusetts, there were several small nurserymen
towards the close of last century, amongst others, John
Kenrick, of Newtown, whose son William wrote the
"New American Orchardist," published in 1833, and
which passed through at least eight editions. The trees
were generally top-grafted or budded, sometimes in the
nursery and sometimes after removal to the orchard.
Deane writes in 1797, that "the fruit trees should be allowed to grow to tlie height of 5 or feet before they are
budded or grafted." Stocks were sometimes grafted at
the crown, and even root-grafting was known, although
is generally said that this operation originated witli
in 1811.
It is probable, howover, that the root-grafting of last century was only grafting at the surface of the ground, and that it had little
similarity to the method now in vogue. One of the new
trees ahundred years ago wastlte Lombardy poplar. John
Kenrick had two acres devoted to it in 17U7; and Deane
writes, in 1797, that "the Lomlmrdy poplar begins to be
planted in this country. To what size they will arrive,
it

Thomas Andrew Knight,

and how durable they

will be in tliis country, time will
does not mention it in the first edition.
1790.
The tree is said to have been introduced into
America by William Hamilton, of Philadelphia, in 1784,
although Mr. Meehan writes that he remembers trees
fifty years ago that seemed to be a century old.
Manning quotes a bill of sale of nursery stock in 1799.

discover."

1089.

From

The

original picture ot the

Houghton Gooseberry.

the Hortir-iilturistfor September, iy08.

Original

size.

He

showing that the price of fruit trees was 'SS% cents
each. With relatively cheaper money and with much
better trees, we now buy for one-third this price.
Deane speaks of raising apple trees as follows: "The
way to propagate them is by sowing the pomace from
cydermills, digging, or hoeing it into the earth in autumn. The young plants will be up in the following
spring
and the next autumn, they sliould be transplanted from the seed bed into the nursery, in rowi?
from 2 to 3 feet apart and 1 foot in the rows, where the
ground has been fitted to receive them." Nothing is
said about grafting tlie trees in the nursery.
But the first independent nursery in the New World,
in the sense in Avhich we now understand the term.
seems to have been that established by William Prince
at Flushing, Long Island, and which was continued
under four generations of the same family. The founder was Wiiliam Prince. The second Prince was also
"William, the son, and author of the first professed
American treatise upon HorticuUure, 1828. The third
generation was William Robert Prince. He was the
author of "A Treatise on the Vine" (18:{0), "The Pomological Mfinual" (1831), an<l "Manual of Roses " (1846).
In' the, first two he was aided by his father, the sec;

their cultiration precarious. An improved form of tlie
native species must be introduced, and this was accomplished by Abel Houghton, of Massachusetts, who, from
the seed of the wild berry, produced the variety which
now bears his name. This variety began to attract some
attention a little previous to 1850, although it was not
planted freely until several years later (Pig. 1089). Prom
seed of the Houghton sprung the Downing, still the

most popular gooseberry in America, although Hought(m
is still much ^rown from Philadelphia south; and our
gooseberry culfure is, therefore, but two removes from
nature. With tlie advent of the Bordeaux mixture and its
related specifics, however, the English gooseberries are
again coming to the fore. Hybrids of the English and
American types, as in the Triumpli or Columbia and thi^
(x])ri'tr--d to liecDnie more popular
special markets, Imt the Americans
will probably remain in favor fur geiK-ral market purposes.
The cranberry, most unique of American horticultural
products, was first cultivated, or rescued from mere wild
bogs, about 1810. Its cultivation began to attract attention about 1840, although the difficulties connected with
the growing of a new crop did not begin to clear away

Chautauqua,

for

ni;iy Ik-

homo use and

This William Robert Prince is the
distinguished the types of the prairie
strawberry into the two species, Fragaria JllinoensU
and F. louH'ttsis. From a large catalogue of William
Prince second, published in 1825 — and which contains,
amongst otlier things, lists of 116 kinds of apples, 108

ond
(Hie

William.

who

first

pears, 54 of clierries, 50 of plums, 16 of apricots, 74
of peaches and 255 of geraniums-the following accoimt
is taken of the founding of this interesting establish(.f
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ment: "The LinuaMiu Ciarden was commenced about the
middle of the hist century by William Prince, the father
of the present proprietor, at a time when there were
few or no establishments of the kind in this country.
It oripcinated from his rearing a few trees to ornament
but tinding, after the Hrst efforts had
his own grounds
been attended with success, that he could devote a por-

ness and writing, had great inlluence on American
Horticulture in its formative period. As we have seen,
he distributed seeds of the Lewis and Chirk expedition;
but Landri'th is said to have shared these seeds, and
also those c(.tlli.'cted by Nuttall.
Those were days of
the enthusiast ic exportation of the seeds of Amcricati

tion of his lands more lucratively to their cultiv ti-tion
for sale than to other purposes, he commenced their cul-

The devehi])mpnt of the seed trade is coincident with
the development of the postal service. Burnet Landreth
writes that "it was not until 1775 that the New York
city post office was tirst estnblisheil, the mail passing

;

ture more extensively, and shortly after published a
catalogue, which, at that early period, contained several
hundred species and varieties, and hence arose
the lirst extensive fruit collection in America."
The elder Prince died in 1802, "at an advanced
age."
Amongst the nurseries which were prominent
from 18:20 to 18H0 were Bloodgood's, Wilson's,
Parmentier's, and Hogg's, near New York Buel
and Wilson's, at Ailiany; Sinclair and Moore's,
David Thomas, a man of great
at Baltimore.
character, and possessed of scientific attainments,
horticulturist of central or westearliest
was the
ern New York. His collection of fruits at Aurora,
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plants.

;

upon Cayuga Lake, was begun about 1830. His
son, John J. Thomas, nurseryman and author of
the "American Fruit Oulturist," which tirst appeared in 184t>, died at a ripe old age in 1805,
and in his removal the country lost one of its
most expert, systematic and conscientious pomolTh* nursery firm of Parsons «t Co., on
ogists.
Long Island, was founded in 1838, and is conin distril)uting
It was instrumental
tinuing.
fi:reat quantities of fruit and ornamental stock at
1091. Greenhouse front.
a formative time in American Hurtii-ulture, and
WiMi tilass lights and door of tdass at tho end, to be 7 fcpt hiiili,
it was a pioneer in several commercial nietliods
Xi in length by 12 in bre;uUli.
Briidi foundalinii
feet hieh, half a funt
of propagation of the more difficult ornamental
of wldfh to be xindertiround. — Robert Squibh, Gardener's Calendar,
t'luirleston,
distributor
of
Japanese
IS'JT.
S. C.
stock. It was the chief
plants in the early days. Between 1840 and 1850
once every two weeks betwr'cn New York and Boston.
arose the beginnings of that marvelous network of nurIn 1775, a througii mail was esi.al)lished by Postmaster
series, which, under the lead of Ellwanger & Barry,
Franklin between Boston and Savannah, the letters beT. C. Maxwell & Brothers, W. it T. Smith, and others, has
ing carried by post riders, each man covering 25 miles.
spread the name of western New York throughout North
Previous to that date, sixty days would frequently pass
America. In 1857, Prosper J. Bereknians, who had then
without a mail from Virginia." Landreth estimates that
been a resident of the United States seven years, rewhat
is
there
foundation
of
are now nearly two hundred seed firms in the
Georgia,
and
laid
the
moved to
United States publisliing and distributing descriptive
now the best known nursery in the South.
seed catalogues.
The first American seed house. David Landreth's, in
Philadelphia, was established in 1784. The second was
Gkeexhouses. — The first glasshouse in North America
John Mackejohn's, 1702; third, William Leeson, 1794;
was probal)ly That erected early in last centTiry in Bosfourth, Bernard M'Mahon, 1800, all of Philadelphia. In
ton, by Andrew Paneuil, who died in 1737. This passed
1802, Grant Thorburn's was established in New York.
to bis nephew, Peter Paneuil, who built Fanpuil Hall.
exist
under
The first and last of these businesses still
The greenhouse which is commonly considered to be the
the family names. JM'Mahon did a large business in extirst one built in the country was erected in 17f.>4 in New
porting seeds of native plants, and it was through his
York, for James Beekman. A picture of this, from
work that many American plants came into cultivatitm
Taft's" Greenhouse Construction," is shown in Fig. 1000.
plants
American
seeds
of
in Europe. His catalogue of
Glasshouses were fully descrit)ed in 1804 by Gardiner
in 1804, for the export trade, contained about 1,000 speand Hepburn, and in 1806 by M'Mahon, but these authors
cies of trees. her)>s and shrubs. He also announced at
do not state to what extent such structures existed in
America. In Doctor Hosack's botanic garden, 1801, extensive glasshouses were erected. Compare Figs. 98G,
987.
Fig. 1091 shows one of the earliest American pictures of a greenhouse. It is copied, full size, from
Squibb's "Gardener's Calendar," Charleston, S. C, 1827.
Fig. 1092 shows the first greenhouse in Chit*Lgo, as illustrated in "American Florist." Note the small panes, and
the sash construction. This was built in 1S35 or 1836.
With these pictures should be compared the modern
greenhouses as shown in Fig. 1093; also in the pictures
in the articles on Greeyihouse.
These early houses were heated by fines or fermenting substances. The use of steam in closed circuits
began in England about 1820. Hot-water circulation
although it drove
i seems to have been a later invention,
out steam heating, until the latter began to regain its
supremacy in this countrv twenty or twenty-five years
ago. The""New England Farmer " for June 1,1831, con1764.
tains a description of hot-water heating for hothouses, a
1090. One of the earliest American greenhouses.
matter which was then considered to be a great novelty.
Most of the early houses had very little, if any, glass
that time that he had "also for sale an extensive variety
in the roof, and the sides were high. It was once a
of Asiatic, South Sea Islands, African and European
fashion to build living rooms over the house, so that the
seeds of the most curious and rare kinds." "The prices
roof would not freeze. In the "modern " coDstniction of
shall be moderate, and due allowance will be made to
the greenhouse of M'Mahon's day, 1806, he advised
those who buv to sell again." M'Mahon, through busii;

49
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that "one-third of the front side of the roof, for the
whole length of the house, be formed of ^lass-work,"
and in order that the tall, perpendicular sides of the
house should have as "much glass as possible," he said
that "the piers between the sashes are commonly made
of good timber, from G to H or 10 inches thick, according

glasshouse, amateur flower and vegetable growing has
acquired a new impetus, and the business of the retail
florist has grown amazingly in the recent years.
Some idea of the increase of the demand for plants
may be obtained from the sale of flower pots. A. H.
Hews, of Cambridge, Massachusetts, whose ancestors
began the manufacture of pots before 17Go, reports that
for a period of twenty-two years, from 1788 to 1810 the
accounts of the sales of pots "cover about as many pages
as we now often use in one day; and the amount in
dollars and cents does not compare with single sales of
the year 1894." He also compared the sales for T8G9 and
1894 and "found the increase as ten to one; or, in round
numbers, 700,000 flower pots in the former year and
7,000,000 in tlie latter; and if the same factory can in
1920, twenty-five years later, produce and sell 70,000 000, we shall verily be living in a land of flowers."
C)ne of the earliest greenhouse builders was Frederic
A. Lord, who built his flrst houses, according to Taft,
in Bufi"alo in 1855, and who, in 1872, entered into partnership with W. A. Burnham, at Irvington, on the Hudson. In very recent years a new impetus has been given
to glasshouse building and work I)y the establishment of
the agricultural experiment stations and the extension
<jf horticultural teaching in the colleges.
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1092.

First

greenhouse

in

Chicago (1835 or

1836).

of The windows for the
* *' * the bottom
or G feet;
sashes must reach within a foot or 18 inches of the floor
of the house and their top reach within 8 or 10 inches of
the ceiling. The panes in the roof should be G inches
by 4, this size "being not only the strongest, but by
zuuch the cheapest, and they should lap over each other
about half an inch." But the sides or"front lights must
be made with large panes of glass." Many or most of
the early plant-houses had removeable tops, made of
sash. On the change from the old to the new ideas,
Alfred Henderson writes as follows: "The first published advocacy of the lixed-roof system was made by
Mr. Peter B. Mead, iu the 'New York Horticulturist,'
in 1857. Before that, all greenhouse structures for commercial purposes were formed of portable sashes, and
nearly all were constructed as 'lean-to's,' with high
back walls, and none were connected. All were separate
and detached, being placed at all angles, without plan
or system. Then, too, the heating was nearly all done
by h(U-izontal smoke-flues, or manure fermenting, although there was a crude attempt at heating by hot
water by soine private individuals as early as IS'S'd.
The flrst use of heating by hot water on anything like a
large scale, however, was in 18o9,when Hitchingsvfe Co.,
of this city, heated a large conservatory for Mr. William
Niblo, of New York; and yet for nearly twenty years
after this time heating by hot water was almost exclusively confined to greenhouses and graperies on private
places, as few professional florists in those days could
afford to indulge in such luxuries. All this is changed
now. The use of steam, hot water under pressure, and
the gravity system of hot-water heating are almost universally in operation, the hot-air flue having been relegated to the past. The best evidence of progress is in
the fact that the florist has not waited for the tradesman, but has brought about these improvements himto their height."

glass sashes

"The width

maybe

o

HoRTicuLTUKE IN CALIFORNIA. — California Horticulture is in the main patterned after the South-European
types, and to this extent it originated from SpanishMexican sources. The Horticulture of California's high
mountain valleys approximates more closely to that of
colder regions, while the Horticulture of the Pacific
slope, north of California, becomes more and more different from the South-European types, but still has
many characteristics of its own separating it sharply
from that of the Atlantic slope. The first horticultural
experiments in California were at the missions of the
Peninsula iBaja or Lower California), where 22 missions
were founded between 1G97 and 1797. Here the Mission
Fathers introduced the date palm; also oranges, lemons,
limes, pineapples, bananas, olives, figs, pomegranates,
peaches, quinces, plums, apples, pears and grapes.
They shipped to Monterey and the northern missions
large quantities of dried figs, grapes, dates and peaches.
The Upper California missions received seeds, cions,
etc., from those of Lower California, as well as from
Mexico. The first of these missions was established in
17G9 at San Diego by the Franciscans, under the leadership of Father Junipero Serra, whose name visitors to

self."

Much

attention was early given to the slope of the
order that the greatest amount of sunlight might
be obtained. Early in this century the curvilinear roof
carae into use, as the various angles which it presents
to the sun were supposed to catch the maximum number
of the incident rays. The sides of the house remained
high, for the most part, until near the middle of this
century. All this shows that the early glasshouse was
modeled after the dwelling or other buildings, and that
it had not developed into a structure in which plants
were grown for commercial purposes.
The modern commercial forcing-house, with direct
roof, low sides, and heated by steam or hot water in
closed circuits, is mostly a development of the last thirty
years. Its forerunner was the propagating-pit of the
uurseryman. If anything is lost in sunlight by adopting
a simple roof, the loss is more than compensated by the
lighter framework and larger glass.
In the forcinghouse, all architectural ambition is sacrificed to the one
desire to create a commercial garden in the frosty
months.
Lettuce, cucumbers, tomatoes, carnations, violets,
and various other plants are now grown as crops under
glass roofs, whilst a generation ago they were generally
not forced at all for market or were grown mostly under
frames. With the simplifying and cheapening of the
roof, in

>c:i
1093.

Interior of a

modern commercial ereenhouse—
Carnations.

the California State Building at tlie World's Fair will
recall in connection with the great date palm from the
Mission Vallpy of San Diego. This palm was raised
from seed which .Junipero Serra p]ante<l about 1770.
Twenty-one missions were founded by the Franciscans,
the last one in 182:!, and at all but one or two of them
there were important collections of the fruits of south-
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oranges, lemons, pomegranates,
wine grapes, and also apples, pears and peaches. Early
in this century the mission of San Gabriel bad over 2,000
fruit trees, and others had more than a thousand. Fig.
1094 shows the yard of San Juan Capistrano Mission, as

pages.

existed in 1880. There are also some traces in California of the fruits of the few early Russian settlements.

Francisco, 1883. "Grape Culture, a Handbook for California," T. Hart Hyatt. San Francisco, 1S70.
"Orange
Culture in California," Thomas A. Garey,
rarey, San Francisco
1882.
Contains appendix on grape culture, by L. J.
Rose. "Orange Culture," W\ A. Spaldini^. Los Antjeles,
Calif. "The California Farmer," established in January,

era

figs,

it

With the American occupation and the immigration
from the East, came the eastern American types of
fruits, and the state is now the seat of a wonderfully
varied fruit culture, although the small fruits have nut
yet attained that prominence
which they enjoy in older

1884.

"The
"The
1890.

"Olive Growing," Pohndorff, San Francisco
"Olive Culture," A. Flamant, San b'rancisco, 188?!
Olive," Arthur T. Marvin, San Francisco, 1888.
Raisin Industry," Gustav Eiseu, San Francisco
"The Wine Press and Cellar," E. H. Rixford, San

countries.
Details of the early Californian
Horticulture
are
L^iven for this occasion by

Charles

Howard Shinn. The

first official

horticultural re-

ports from California appeared in the second part of
the United States Patent
Office Report for 1851.
lu
this report, Mr. A. Williams,
of San Francisco, presented
statistics from the Horner
Ranch, near the Mission San
Jose, Alameda county, where
800 acres were planted in
vegetables and the crop of
1851 sold
1200,000.

for upwards of
The crop of pota-

toes, onions, beets,

and

turnips

tomatoes was

134,200
bushels. The same report
noted an onion weighing 21
pounds, and at the Fair of
XS'i'.i the committee on vegetables reported a "white tlat
turnip" weighing 33 pounds,
a squash that weighed 121
pounds, and a tomato weighing 5>2 pounds. Thus early
10^)4. One of the early California Missions, which were the early promoters of HortiCalifornia began to boast of
the mammoth productions of
culture on the western coast
San Juan Capistrano.
her soil.
The first official
report printed in California appeared in a document is1854, ami maintaining a spasmodic existrnci^ for a numsued by the Secretary of State for 1852. The capital then
ber of years, printed the first poniol()y;ical ami hortiemployed in " fruits and orchards " was given at $3(J0,910.
cultural reports of committees, etc. "The Rural Press"
The market-garden interests were surprisingly large;
was established in 1871, in San Francisco, and still conamong single items were "4(30,000 pumpkins, worth
tinues. "The Rural Californian," of Los Angeles, still
$10,000;" upwards of 5,000,000 pounds of onions, "worth
in existence, was established in 1877. "The California
$180,000;" 30,000 bushels of beans, "worth $72,000."
Fruit-Grower," commenced in 1888, and still survives
Santa Barbara county reported "1,370 barrels of olives,
(1900). "The California Flnrist." first issued in Santa
worth $27,500." Horticultural statistics are continued
Barbara, then in San Francisco, be;ran in i\lay, 1888, and
in the reports of the state Surveyor General. In Decemstopped in April, 188!). "The California Cultivator," of
ber, 1853, the State Agricultural Society of California
Los Angeles, established in 1H84. still published. "The
was organized, after a successful exhibition in San
Pacific Tree and Vine, "of SaitJose, established in 1882,
Francisco, where almonds, tigs, olives, walnuts, and
still published.
many other fruits, as well as vegetables and Howers,
California is now a horticultural wonderland; Imt its
were shown. Fairs were held in 1854 and 1855, but were
illimitable plantations are depressing to the man of
not officially reported.
The state began to publish the
snuill means and non-commercial ambitions, or to those
proceedings of the agricultural society in 1858, when its
"who would grow for the discriminating personal market.
membership was 856, and annual reports have continued
Difficult climates develop the highest type of the amatill the present time.
teur.
The California Horticultural So
ciety was organized April 5, 1881; in 1883, the State
Periodioals.— Whilst the periodicals of any subject
Board of Horticulture was established. Reports of
are supposed to chronicle all the tieeting events of the
these bodies and of the state fruit-growers' conventions
days and years, and tu embalm them for future generahave appeared annually or biennially since 1882. The
tions, it is the most diflicult thinti; to remember and reState Viticultural Commission was organized in 1881,
cord the journals themselves. Many horticultural jourand its reports continued until 1894. Upwards of one
nals have lived and died in this country without having
hundred octavo volumes represent the official output of
attracted the attention of a single library or collector of
California since 1858 in lines of Horticulture, including,
books. They germinated in the rich soil of expectation,
of course, the California Experiment Station reports.
bloomed in the dewy morning of enthusiasm, and collapsed when the sun rose. It is probably no exaggeraAmong the special California horticultural literature,
are the following: "California Frnits." E. J. Wickson,
tion to say that 500 horticultural journals have been
first edition, 1889; second edition. 1891;
started in North America. There are about 40 in the
third edition,
flesh at the present moment. The "JIassachusetts Agri1900. So many changes and additions have occurred in
this book that all three editions will be found very usecultural Repository" was started in 1793, and this was
ful ia libraries. " California Vegetables." E. J. Wickson,
the first agricultural journal in the country, but it was
1897.
as late as 1821 that a horticultural department was
The only book on this subject that has yet appeared (1900).
added to it. The first journal to devote any important
"Gardening in California," Wm. S.
extent of its space to horticultural matters was tho
Lyon, Los Angeles, 1897. This is a small volume of 156

—
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established in Boston in 18:^2, and which was one of the chiet instruments
Horticultural
in the organization of the Massachusetts
Society. Its tirst editor was Thomas G. Fessenden, author of the "New American Gardener," a book which appeared in 1828, and passed through at least six editions.
The "Horticultural Register and Gardener's Magazine,"
established in Boston in 1835, and edited by Fessenden
and Joseph Breck, and "Hovey's Magazine," were probably the tirst distinct Horticultural periodicals. The
former, although a magazine of more than ordinary
merit, did not persist long. The latter was founded by
called the
C. M. Hovey and P. B. Hovey, Jr., and was
"American Gardener's Magazine and Register of Useful
and
Horticultural
in
Improvements
Discoveries and
Rural Affairs," a journal which, in the third volume, became the "Magazine of Horticulture," and which enjoyed an uninterrupted existence until 18G8, thus covering a third of a century of the most critical and interesting period in American Horticulture.
The next important journalistic venture was A. J.
Downing's "Horticulturist," begun in 184G, and con-

periodical was the "California Culturist," the first number of which appeared in January, 1859. This ran through
four volumes, and it records the marvels of the first
era of modern fruit-growing upon the Pacific slope. The
"California Horticulturist" was established in 1871, and
ran through 10 yearly volumes, when, in 1880, it was
merged into the "Pacific Rural Press," which is still
in active existence. The current periodical literature
calls for no comment here, except to remark that pomology—the one distinctive feature of American Horticulture—has no journal devoted to its interests.
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"New England Farmer," which was

vicissitudes for some
represented, in line of descent, by
"American Gardening." It has been published in Albany, Rochester, Philadelphia and New York. The first
seven volumes were edited by A. J. Downing; the
eighth and ninth by Patrick Barry, the tenth by Barry
the eleventh to fourteenth by J. J.
and J.J. Smith
Smith; fifteenth and sixteenth, by Peter B. Mead; seventeenth and eighteenth, by Mead and G. E. Woodward.
Later it was continued by Henry T. Williams, in New
York, until the close of 1875, when the "Horticulturist"
was united with the "Gardeners' Monthly," of Philadelphia. This latter magazine started January 1, 1859, as a
quarto, but became an octavo with its second volume.
It continued until the close of 1887, when upon the
death of its publisher, Charles Marot, it passed into the
hands of "American Garden," New York. It had a long
and useful career under the editorial management of
one of the most accomplished and conscientious of

tinued under
thirty years,

many changes and

and

still

;

American horticulturists, Thomas Meehan, whom all
The
the younger generation has learned to love.
"American Garden," itself was a continuation of the
"Ladies' Floral Cabinet." In November, 1891, "American Garden" absorbed "Popular Gardening," which was
established at Buffalo in October, 1885, and the combined journals became known as "American Gardening."
With the issue of September, 1893, the journal passed
into the hands of the present owners, and the magazine
type of American Horticulture ceased to exist. The
"Philadelphia Florist" completed its first volume in
1852-3. The subsequent volumes (at least three) were
known as the "Florist and Horticultural Journal." It
was a very creditable monthly magazine, with colored
An early journal in the new West was Plooper
plates.
and Elliott's "Western Farmer and Gardener," Cincinwith plates colored by hand.
pomological journal was probably Hoffy's
"Orchardist's Companion," a quarterly, established in
Philadelphia in 1841, and edited by Dr. Binckle. It was
a pretentious qaarto, with colored plates, of which only
one volume was issued. This was followed in 1860 by
the "North American Pomologist" by Dr. Briiickle, an
Other early hortiabler publication than the other.
cultural periodicals were "Western Horticultural Review," Cincinnati, 1851 to 185.'i, edited by John A. Warder; "American Journal of Horticulture," later known
as "Tilton's .Journal of Horticulture," Boston, 18G7 to
1871 {9 vols.), edited in its last three years by the
younger Robert Manning; "Western Pomologist," Des
Moines, Iowa, and Leavenworth, Kansas, 1870 to 1872,
nati, Sept., 1839-1845,

The

first

by Mark

Miller, Dr. J. Stayman, and others. The first
attempt to establish a weekly, after the pattern of the
great English journals, was "Garden and Forest," which
appeared in New York in 1888, under the management
of Professor Charles S. Sargent, of Harvard University.
Unfortunately, this fine journal came to an end with 1897.
It stands as the highest type of American horticultural
journalism. Probably the first journal devoted to any
particular fruit or plant was Husraaun's "Grape Cul-

turist,"St. Louis, 1809 to 1871.
On the Pacific coast, the earliest distinct horticultural

America has never been favored with horticultural
annuals to the extent to which England and other countries have. The first attempt of the kind seems to have
been Woodward's "Record of Horticulture," edited by
A. 8. Fuller, which appeared in 18GG and 18G7. The next
venture was the "American Horticulttural Annual, "New
York, for the years 18G8, 18G9 and 1870, under the general editorial care of Dr. CTOOrge Thurber. The attempt
was not made again uutil the present writer established
"Annals of Horticulture," in 1889, and which was is,sued
for five years, the last volume containing an account of
the Horticulture of the Columbian Exposition.
Horticultural Societies. — The year 1785 saw the
establishment of two agricultural societies, the Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture, and the Agricultural Society of South Carolina. These were followed
in 1792 by the organization of the Massachusetts Society
for Promoting Agriculture. It was not until 1818, however, that the first horticultural organization came into
existence, the New York Horticultural Society, now,
unhappily, extinct. It expired about 1837. The second,
organized in 1827, was the Pennsylvania Horticultural
Society, which is still in vigorous existence. The third,
according to Manning, was the Domestic Horticultural
Society, organized at Geneva, New York, in 1828, and
which was the forerunner of the Western New York
Horticultural Society, the latter having continued for
40 years, and which now enjoys the most energetic and
influential

membership

of

any similar society

in the

Union. The next organization was the Albany Horticultural Society, establi.shed in 1829, but which expired
long ago. In 1829, also, the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society was organized, an association which, in the
char.acter of the men who have been members of it
and in the service which it has rendered to the advancement of rural taste, stands without a rival in the country.
The American Pomological Society was organized in
1850, through a union of the North American Pomological Convention and the American Congress of FruitGrowers, both of which were established in 1848. The
Congress of Fruit-Growers was a meeting held in New
York on the 10th of October, 1848, at the call of the
Massachusetts, Philadelphia, New Jersey and New
Haven Horticultural Societies and the Board of Agriculture of the American Institute of the City of New
York. The Pomological Convention held its first meeting on the 1st of September in Buffalo. The American
Pomological Society is undoubtedly the strongest organization of pomologists in the world. A. J. Downing
wrote in 1852, that "within the last ten years the taste
for horticultural pursuits has astonishingly increased
in the United States. There are, at the present moment, at least twelve societies in different parts of the
Union devoted to the improvement of gardening, and
to the dissemination of information on the subject."
At the present time there are over 500 such societies,
and the average attendance at the meetings cannot be
less, in the aggregate, than 15,000. From a careful estimate which f made in 1891, I concluded that the aggregate attendance for that year at the national, state, provincial and district societies "probably exceeded 5,000."
There are now at least ten national societies devoted to
Horticulture or some branch of it. The most gratifying
feature of this movement towards organization, however, is the establishment of great numbers of local
societies, florists' clubs, and the like, which sustain the
interest in horticultural pursuits and foster pride in
the personal surroundings of the members. All this
great body of societies is proof enough that there is a
rapidly expanding and abiding love of Horticulture in
America, and that it must increase with the increasing
amelioration of the country.

;
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Stations
AND Colleges. — Cloyely
Experiment

associated with the aims of
the societies iu the general
extension of education, are
tlje experiment stations and
agricultural colleges. These
institutions are the result of
agitations in the agricultural
These agitations
societies.

began

over

years ago.

one

Most

hundred
of the ex-

periment
stations are
founded upon the Federal
law

known as the Hatch Act,

which received the President's signature March 2,
1887.

There are now 05 ex-

periment stations in the
United States. There are a
dozen scientific bureaus and
divisions connected with tlie
Department of Agricultuie
three of
at Washington,
which directly concern tbr
horticulturist: Divisions of
Pomology, Vegetable Pathology and Entomology, and
might be added the
Division of Gardens and
Grounds. The work of all
these stations and of tht^
agricultural bureaus and di1095. A modern
visions is condensed and
epitomized in the "Experiment Station Record," a
monthly publication of the Department of Agriculture.
The writings and teachings of the horticulturists in
the colleges and experiment stations will, in time, bring
our horticultural activities into proper relationships and
perspective. These men will arrive in time at judicial
conclusions on the dispiited points. It is only those
persons who have some taste and leisure for study and
reflection who can do this.
Persons who are intensely
absorbed in one commercial pursuit usually exalt that
pursuit out of all proportion to its relative importance.
to these

CoM^iEKCiAL Transportation. — The rise of the great
commercial movement in horticultural products may be
said to have taken place since the civil war. The first
important invention to usher in this era, aside from improvements in transportatiun, was that of canning perishable commodities. The method originated with a
Frenchman in 1795, but it first became an assured and
recognized success in this country. The inauguration
of the process dates from 1825, when President Monroe
signed patents to Thomas Kensett and Ezra Daggott, to

them in an improvement in the art of ])j-eservKensett appears to have canned various products
somewhat extensively as early as 1819. At the present
protect
ing.

time, the Uuited States outstrips other countries in the
variety and extent of its canned goods.
Over 20,000
factories iu North America now employ towards a million hands, directly or indirectly, during the canning
season. For a sketch of the development of the canning industry, see an article by Edward S. Judge in

"One Hundred Years of American Commerce."
Drying fruit for market by fire heat began to attain
some prominence about 18G0, but the advent of the
Alden drier about 1870, and the Williams and others at
about the same time, brought in the modern "evaporated" product, which is now an inseparable adjunct
"f the fruit trade. In the East, the most important region of evaporating establishnienis is western New
Vork, particularly Wayne county, although California
far excels other areas in the output of similar products.
The exportation of fruit has lately assumed large
proportions. The first record known to the writer of the
shipping of fruit across the ocean occurs in the correspondence of John Bartram, from which it appears that
as early as 1773 apples were shipped to England in
"great quantities." In 1821. 68,643 bushels of apples

were exported.

The modern apple export trade is
begun with the shipment of five

generally said to have

commercial apple orchard,

in clean tillage.

barrels from Boston to Glasgow in 1845 under the auspices of one Buchanan, a Scotchman. The first heavy
exportations were made about 1880. In the season of
1880-81 the total shipment of apples from North America
to Europe was 1,.328, 806 barrels. The subsequent lieavy
years of the earlier period were as follows: 1888-89,
1,407,409 barrels; 1891-92, 1,450,336 barrels; 1892-93,
1,203,538 barrels; 1894-5, 1,438,155 barrels.
California
green fruits were first shipped to Europe in 1891, but
the first public shipments were made the following
year. Fresh grapes from the East were first shipped in
1H92 from Chautauqua county. New York. Florida hrst
shipped oranges to Europe in the fall of 1892, and California early in 1893. The cranberry was first put upon
the European market in 1893. The first shipment of
fresh peaches across the ocean from the East appears to
have been made in 189:1, when a consignment of Dela-

ware peaches was made to Ambassador Bayard

at

Lon-

don, but the attempt was only partially successful. The
Canadians have recently made careful experiments with
transatlantic shipments. The annual value of fruit exports from the United States (including cider, vinegar,
canned and preserved fruits, nuts, and all green fruits)
is about five million dollars' worth. The largest single
item in this airgregate is fresh apples, comprising one
and one-third million dollars' worth.
Unfortunately, there are no statistics of American
Horticulture. Various horticulturnl incjuiries were included in the schedules of the Eleventh Census 1890)
only a few bulletins of summaries were published. The
American Cranberry Society makes a yearly summary
of the output, by means of correspondence amongst its
members. Tlie apple exporters have records of the
transatlantic apple trade. The Treasury Department publishes summary statistics of imports and exports. But
beyond this, there is little statistical measure of our
horticultural wealth, except figures which are gathered
now and then for special areas from transportation companies. Tlie Twelfth Census is giving attention to the
matter.
A summory history of the fruit trade was written by
(

John W. Nix for Depew's "One Hundred Years of
American Commerce," 1895. "One hundred years ago
the fruit merchant, as such, did not exist in this counSome of the larger importers occasionally received,
among the other articles of an assorted Mefiiterraoean
cargo, a few half casks of dried prunes, currant'^, raisins, or grnpes, but beyond these even the luxurious
(lid not aspire. It was some years before even so simtry.

;

brought to town in

pie a custom
season by the neighboring farmer became at all general
with the old New York grocers." The first bananas were
imported into the United States in 1804, but "it was not
until 1830 and later that the importation o" foreiga fruit
was considered seriously." "In 1832 there arrived at
New York by sailing ship the first cargo of oranges
as selling native fruit

Sicily. Lemons followed almost immediately, and
the Mediterranean fruit trade became a recognized interest from that time." The fruits came to be sold
largely by auction. About 1805 the wholesale commission business bad "come to be a generally recognized
feature of the fruit trade, many of the Italian growers
* * consii^ning tbeir fruit directly to American firms."
"About 1880, tlie third and last change in the methods
governing the Italian fruit trade began with the establishment here of representatives of several of the large
Italian houses." "Prior to the civil war and for several
years afterward, the small fruits of New York, New
Jersey, Long Island and Delaware were the only competitors of the foreign fruit. * * * Such was the
condition of affairs in 1867, when the first consignment
of green fruit from California was shipped by express

from

New

York."
L. O. Thayer, editor of "Cold Storage," New York,
estimates that there are in the United States (in 1000)
920 cold stores, excluding 300 used exclusively for meat.
Of this 920 he says that 700 are fitted for the" storing of
fruits, produce, eggs, butter, etc. The capacity of tliese
700 is sometliing like 35,000,000 cubic feet, or a yearly
capacity of 980,000,000 pounds. He also says that there
are aliout 220,000 refrigerator cars in use in this country; of this number about 50.000 are used for transportation of perishable products and the remainder for
meats. Almost every cold store works to its fullest capacity at least nine months of the year. In Canada
there are 40 cold stores, about 30 of them being fitted
for butter, etrgs and produce. Their capacity is about
to
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200,000 cubic^feet.

Conclusion. — The one most significant thing in
American Horticulture is the fact that it is American.
methods, varieties, implements, are unique.
species of plants which we cultivate are often
peculiar to ourselves. This is particularly true in the
fruits, for the native wild species have given us our
Ideals,

Even the

grapes, raspberries, blackberries, dewberries, mulljerries, cranberries, some gooseberries, many plums, some
apples, and various minor fruits. In other esculeijts, it
has given us the pumpkins and squashes, Indian corn,
beans and Jerusalem artichokes. Our native fiora has
enriched the flower gardens of our own country and of
the world. An inquiry made in 1891 showed that 2,416
species of the United States and Canada had been introduced to cultivation. In that year, 1,929 of these species
were actually in the trade, and 1,500 had been introduced
into England. Even when the species are of Old World
origin, the varieties are American in most of those
types which have been long cultivated here. Very few
Old World apples and peaches are popular in North
America, and the number in pears, plums and other
fruits is constantly decreasing. The American carnation
is already of a different type from the European. One of
the strongly American features of our Horticulture is
the great proportionate development of the cut-fiower
industry; but the last few years have seen a relative
increase of pot-plant and decorative-plant demands.
These divergencies are likely to increase rather than
diminish. The tendencies which differentiate our Horticulture from that of the Old World will also differentiate
the Horticulture of each geographical area of our own
country, thereby giving each area the varieties and the
methods which are best adapted to it.
The second most significant thing in our Horticulture
is its strong commercial trend.
This is [larficularly
true of fruit-growing and cut-flower-growing, which
have developed on a large-area basis (Figs. lOO.'i, 1095).
The flrst horticultural interest in this country was the
amateur or home-garden type. That type is'not dead,
and it will not die so long as hearts burn for the outof-doors and souls long for beauty and for the solace
of nearness to nature. Amateur or personal Horticulture is increasing with great rapidity. It is a part of
the ripening of the home life and the acquiring of

Persoiial gardening is intellectual employment.
The amateurs are the chief buyers of horticultural
books. Yet, for all this, the prevailing note in American
Horticulture is commercialism, and this note is the
stronger the farther one goes from the Atlantic seaboard. Both types of Horticulture will increase. They
are not incompatible, but complementary. Both are
necessary to the greatest public weal. The commercial
type will always be the aspiration of the comparatively
few: it is coming more and more to be a profession.
The personal or amateur type will be increasingly the
hope of the many, for every person who has a home
leisure.

wants a garden.
Another important feature of our Horticulture is its
living literature. Persons may care nothing for books;
yet the literature of any subject is the measure of its
ideals. Persons may say that the books are theoretical
and beyond them; yet good books are always beyond,
else they are not good. There is no use for literature if
it does not inspire and point to better things. We measure the aspirations of any time by its writings. Whether
the fact be recognized or not, the literature of our Horticulture is an underlying force which slowly dominates
the thoughts and ideals of men. A book is a powerful
teacher. It states its propositions, and is silent; and
in the silence its lessons sink into the fiber of the mind.
More than GOO books have enriched American Horticulture. Many of them have been poor, but even these may
have challenged controversy and have done good. The
early books were largely empirical and dogmatic.
Downing, for example, in 1845, says that tillage makes
better orchards, and he cites cases; but he does not
give reasons. He does not mention nitrogen, potash.
soil moisture, chemical activities.
He does not even
mention plant-food in connection with tillage. The horizon has widened since then. Men do not take up things
actively until they know the reasons. The poor farmer.
not know^ing reasons for anything, has no inspiration
and goes flshing. Thirty years ago, Colonel Waring was
the apostle of deep-plowing; yet one should plow neither
deep nor shallow until he knows why. Our literature
has been singularly devoid of principles and analysis.
The great writer is he who catches the significantmovements and ideas of his time and portrays them to inspire
bis reader. Henderson first cauglit the rising commercial
spirit of our vegetable gardening; his "Gardening for
Profit" is the greatest American vegetable gardening
book, even if somewhat out of date as a book of practice.
The book of principles is now needed by the vegetablegardener. American pomology has several strong names
amongst its writers. Most of these writers have sacrificed fundamental things to varieties. The first sustained
effort to write on fruit-growing from the point of view
of underlying principles was by Charles R. Baker, who
in 1800 published his "Practical and Scientific Fruit Culture." But the time was apparently not yet ready for a
book of this kind, and much of the discussion lacked
vital connection with the orchard. The book was too suggestive of the study and the compiler. Coxe, KenricU,
Manning, Downing, Thomas, Warder, Barry, Fuller,
are significant names in American pomological literature.
In floriculture there have been many excellenl
treatises, but there is not a single great or comprehensive book. In recent years, the making of horticultural
literature is passing more and more from the workintr
horticulturist to the specially trained student ami
writer.

The great development of American Horticulture, as
compared with European standards, has been in fruit
growing and its accessory manufactures, and cut-flowers
Its landscape planting is also a strong featxn*e, an<l
is increasing rapidly. Its cemetery planting is probably
the best in the world. In America, also, the development
of agricultural tools and appliances, and of spraying fur
insects and diseases, have reached their highest d^
velopment. Other characteristic features of our Horticulture are its youth, and the vigor with which its scopiis enlarging.
l, h. B.

HOSACKia {David Hosack, professor of botany an<l
in New York; author of HortusElginensis, 1811
died 1835). Legnmindsir. Herbaceous plants, of which
3 species were once advertised by collectors of northmedicine

HOSACKIA

HOTBEDS

west American plants. The genus contains about 30 species, all American and almost wholly contined to the Pacitlc slope. Herbs or rarely subshrubs: Ivs. pinnate, with

many l£ts. stipules minute and gland-like, rarely
searious or leafy: tls. yellow or reddish, in axillary umbels which are peduucled or not. The gonus is closely
related to Lotus, liut the calyx teeth are shorter than
the tube: keel obtuse: Ivs. usually with numerous Itts.,
none of which are like stipules, while Lotxis has calyx
lobes usually longer than the tube, a rostrate keel and
5 or 4 lfts.,of which 13 or 1 are stipule-like.
The 2 species Brst mentioned belong to a section in
which the pods are shortly acute, linear, many-seeded,
2 to

:

but taper from
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inches at one end to 9 or 10 at thn
other, so as to lit the side boards.
The plauk fur portable Hotbed frames may be held in place by means of
stakes, or iron rods or bolts may be fastened to the ends
of the side pieces so that they can pass through the
holes iu the ends of the frame, which can then be fastened by keys or nuts. As supports for the sash and to
hold the sides of tli^^ frame in place, cross-strips of
1.5

straight, glabrous: Hs. and fr. not reHoxed
peduncles
long. The third species belongs to a section in which
:

J

the pods are long-atfenuate upwards, incurved, ]iul)espeduncles short or none: 11s. and fr. retlexed.
cent
Monogr. by Watson iu Bot. Calif. 1:133.

njv^

:

Stout, 2-3 ft. high, nearly glaIfts. 9-l"p, thickish
brous
stipules searious, small:
bract below the umbel
calyx teeth short
pod thi<-k:
tls. greenish yellow or purplish.
B.R. 23:1977.
bicolor, Dongl. Glabrous: Ifts. 5-9: stipules searious,
small: bract usually none or small calyx treth half as
iiod slender
long as the tube
Hs. yellow, the wings
often white. B.M. 2913.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

decumbens, Benth.

Silky or woolly, with appressed
1
ft. or more long: stems heruml)elg less dense: stipules glainl•^- jj
like: pods pubescent.
hairs: stems ascending,

baceous:

1097.

Hotbed with movable frame.

Benth.

crassifdlia,

Ifts. ,5-7

:

HOTBEDS. These are low glass structures that arr
generally heated by fermenting vegetatjle substances,
such as stable mamire, although tire lieat is <.iccasioiially
applied, steam, hot water and Hues biMtig used. 'I'lieir
usual place is some spot sloping to the si.iuth. whei'e
they are protected by buildings, everi::reen screens or
board fences, from the north and wesr winds (Fig. l(lliii).
The frames are made either of planic or tioards and m;iy
be portable, or built in place, the former being tal<en
down and packed away except when needed.
board fence G feet higli,
it will also serve as a
and sa^h when they are
will answer best for this
so to the north.
as

A

ti:^lit

as a wind-break, is desirable,
support for the shutters, niats
removed from the bed, and it
purpose if it inclines a foot or

When movable frames (Pig. 1097) are used they are
generally constriicted of 2-inch plank, the side pieces

board 3 inches wide are sunlc into the upper edge every
fnet, and another strip with a width equal to the thickness of the sash is fastened on vAf;e to the center of
its side.
Frames of this size require a slightly deeper
mass of heating material than wuuhl be necessary for
larger frames, and when they are to be used during the
winter, it is well to excavate to the depth of 214 feet,
and for a space 2 feet longer and wider than the frame,
and after the hole has been tilh-d with heating material,
the material sliould be well trami)ed down. The franje
is put in phice and manure is then banked about it.
For pernnment frames, rough 1-iuch boards may be
nsrd, alt-hnngli L*-inch plank will be found far more
durable. Stoiir, staki-s should be driven into the ground
aJii'Ut 4 feet apart, where the north line of the bed is to
lie locati'd. These should projri'tal)nve the surface from
12 to l.") iuclies, and should be bnarded up from a point
just below tlie level of the ground, so that the stakes
will be ou the north side of the frame. A second row of
stakes should then be driA^en at a distance from the first
row equal to the length of the sash, which is usually H
feet, althoui^rh other lengths are sometimes used. The
south wall of the fraute shouhl then be boarded up so
that it will be 5 or
inches lower than the north wall.
after which Ihe end should be closed and cross-pieces
should be fitted, the same ns for the portable sash. To
prevent frost from working into the frame, soil should
I.)e taken from the inside and IjaTiked against the boards
.'t

outside, si> that it will reach two-thirds of the way to
the top of tin.' frame, and wlu-n the bed is ready for use,
3 or 4 inches of liorse manure shouhl be spread over
this. The frame should be placed about 3 feet from the
fence, and if other rows are needed, there should be
tlleys abutit 7 feet wide between them.

—

Hotbed S'l sJi
The size that has been found most
s-itisfactory for Hotbed sash is 3 by 6 feet, as wJien
1 \rger
than this they are not readily handled by one
.

man. "While pine and other native lumber maybe used;
L^l-ress is generally preferred, as it is much more durnl le and costs but little if any more than clear pinp.
The sides and tipper ends of the sash are made from
by iK-iuoh strips, grooved to receive the glass, while
the lower end is about 1 by 5 inches. The center strips
For glazing Hotbed sash, single
irp 1 by 1^2 inches.
treugth 10 by V2 glass is commonly used, as three rows
f this size will fill a sash 3 feet wide. While double\

trength glass will be less easily broken, the increased
weight is an objection to its use. The sasb shonld retwo coats of paint, and after tlie glass, which may
be either lapped or butted, has beeu set, it should be
given a third coat.
31a fs and Shuffers. — For covering the frames on
cilJ nights during the winter and early spring months,
straw mats are often used, although those made of burlap are generally preferred. The burlap may be either
siugle or doubled, or it may be stuffed with straw, excelsior or other materials. Quilted mats filled with combination wool are very warm and quite durable. During
(.("ive

1096.

The

Hotbed sheltered by a hedge.
macs have been rolled off.

stratv

heing from 9 to 12 feet and the ends 6 feet in length, to
receive either three or four ordinary sash, which are
3 by 6 feet. The north side of the frame is made 15
inches wide, while the south side is but 9 or 10 inches,
thus trivine: a slope to the south, which will permit the
water to run otf and favor the passaa:e of the sun's rays
through the glass. The end pieces are
feet in length,

the winter,

wooden shutters

are also desirable to place

over the mats, as they assist in holding the heat, and
by keeping the mats dry, aid in preserving them.
Heatinq Material for Hotbeds. — To provide heat for
the beds decomposing horse manure is generally used.
While a large amount of straw is not desirable, the
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presence of nrine-soaked bedding with the manure to the
extent of oue-third its bulk is not objectionable, as it
will lengthen the heating period of the manure. Unless
straw is mixed with the manure, it will be well to add
forest leaves to the amount of one-third to one-half the
amount of the manure. The heating material should be
forked over and placed in a pile 5 or 6 feet w'de, 3 or 4

1098.

Hotbed

in cross-section.

feet high and of any deyired length. If the manure and
straw are dry, it will be well to moisten them with a fine
spray. In case there is but a small amount of manure, it
will be bestto usewann water.thoughin all cases the soaking of the manure should be avoided. Within four or five
days the giving off of steam will indicate that iieating
has commenced. The pile should then be forked over,
working the outer portions into the center.
The amount of heating material that will be required
for a Hotbed will vary with the crop, as well as with the
location and season. For zero weather, there should be
at least 18 inches of heating material after it has been
well packed down, and 24 inches will be desirable in
midwinter in the northern states, while 6 or 8 inches
may answer where only a few degrees of frost are expected. For 18 inches of manure, the excavation .should
be made to a depth of 28 inches below the level of the
south side of the frame, and 31 inches below that of the
north side. After the manure has warmed through for
the second time it should be placed in the excavation,
spreading it evenly and packing it down with the fork,
but leavinsr it for a few days before tramping it. Care
should be taken to have the corners well filled, that an
even settling may be secured. After the manure has
again warmed up, it should be thoroughly tramped.
The bed is then ready for the soil, which should be
quite rich and contain a large amount of sand and
humus, a compost of decomposed pasture sods with onethird their bulk of rotten manure being excellent for the
purpose. The thickness of the soil should vary from 5
to 7 inches, the greater depth being desirable for radishes
and other root crops (Fig. 1098). When boxes of plants
are to be placed in the beds the depth of soil need not be
more than 3 inches. For a few days the bed will be quite
warm, but when the temperature of the soil has dropped
below 90° the seeds may be sown or the plants set out.
In severe weather the mats and slintters should be
placed on the bed at night and should be removed in the
morning. When the

sun
bed

is

shining, or
is

should

if

the

very hot, it
be ventilated

I>y raising (Fig. 1099)
or slipping down (Fig.
the sash, the
1097)

amount

1099. Ventilating

banked up with

the Hotbed.

soil or

manure

,

depending

upon the season and
the condition of the
bed. By the middle of
the afternoon the sash
should be closed and
the covering should be
replaced before night.
When used in the winter time, the Hotbed
should be either sunk
in the ground nr well
so as to kee|) out the

frost.

—

Pipe-lien fed ITothpds.
F\r
Hotbeds are generally
from 10 to 12 feet wide, witli a span rof.f. A Hntl)ed of
this size would require two lines of G-ineh sewer pipe as
flues (Fig. 1100), with furnaci^s in which wood can be
burned at their lower ends. In order that a good draft

it is advisable to have it upon a side-hill
sloping to the south. When hot water is used for heating Hotbeds, a 2- or 2J^-inch wrought-iron pipe is placed
just beneath the ridge as a flow pipe, with one or two
2-inch pipes upon each of the side walls, the number
varying with tin- season and the crops to be grown (Fig.
1101).
Steam may be used in the same way, but the
pipes should be one or two sizes smaller.
In the northern states the use of Hotbeds for growing crops during the winter months is not advisable, as
better results can be secured in greenhouses, which will
not be very much more expensive to build, and will be
more durable besides much easier to handle, but in the
spring Hotbeds are very useful for starting vegetable
and bedding plants, as well as for growing lettuce,
radishes and other vegetables. In the South fire Hotbeds answer very well for use in the winter for growing plants for the truck garden, as well as for forcing
vegetables, but even there the simply constructed greenhouses are more satisfactory.
Coldframes differ from Hotbeds only in lacking artificial heat, as they depend entirely upon the sun.
The
surface of the soil should be from 6 to 12 inches below
the glass, and a large amount of plant-food should be
provided. Coldframes are often used for wintering halfhardy plants, and for starting and growing plants in the
spring, after danger from severe frost is over.

can be secured,

Management of Kotbeds. — lt the weather is mild during the latter part of February, the manure can be procured and prepared for use so that the Hotbed may be
started about the first of March. If properly constructed

1100.

Fire Hotbed.

they will provide heat for two months, and can then bo
Way as a coldframe, thus making it possible to take off two crops in the spring. Although it is
not often practiced, they may be used in the fall for
growing a crop of lettuce or other vegetables, which can
be matured before the first of December.
If a greenhouse is not available for starting the plants,
seeds of lettuce, radishes, cabbages and other of the hardier plants may be sown in the Hotbed in the spring as
soon as it is ready, in rows 4 or 5 inches apart. When the
first true leaf appears, the radishes should be thinned
and the other plants transplanted to about 2 inches.
Later on, the lettuce plants should be placed about 8
inches apart each way. If the weather is so cold that
the bed should not be kept open, the seeds may be sown
and the first transplanting may be in fiats or boxes,
which can then be placed in the beds. Aside from proper
ventilation, covering and watering, the beds should be
occasionally weeded and the soil stirred. About the first
of April, tomatoes, cucumbers and similar plants may
be started. As soon as one crop is taken off another
should be placed in the beds, and by deepening the soil
they may be used during the early summer for growing
cauliflower, tomatoes and cucumbers.
l, r. Taft.

used during

HOTfilA. See Asfiibe.

HOTTENTOT BREAD.

Tcsfudinaria eJcpJiantipcs.

HOTTCINIA (Peter Hotton, 1G48-1709, professor at
Leydcn). Prhiiitlacecr. Featherfoil. A genus of two
species of aquatic plants, the only aquatic members of
the primrose family. They are suitable for small
aquaria.
The European species is procurable from
dealers in aquatics; the American one can be gathered
in shallow, statrnant ponds from Massachusetts to
western New York and south to Florida and Louisiana.
The European plant, H palustris, Linn., is an herb with
creeping rootstock, wdiorled, leafy branches entirely
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submerged and alternate, pinnatuly dissected Ivs., the
divisions numerous aud liriuar. From the center of the
whorl of branches a single loaHess flower-stera rises
out of the water in summer, bearing a raceme with several whorls of 3-5 or G handsome, pale purple tls., ap-

HOUSE LEEK. Semper ri cum
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leclorum.

HOUSE PLANTS

(Figs. 1102-1104) are those plants
which can be grown iu the ordinary rooms of dwelling
bouses. They may be hardy or tender; but only such as
are suitable for tliis purpose will bo considered here.
In the living rooms of the modern well-built house,
plants must contend against dilTiiuiltics wliirh did not
exist in the less carefully e(|uipi)ed dwellings of fifty
years ago or earlier. The pres!.'ut methods of heating
and lighting, by gas or kerosene lamps, not electricity,
produce a dry atmosphere which is inimical to vegetable
growth. In houses lighted by electricity, and heated by
any system Avhich introduces fresh air in abundance,
this matter is not so troublesome. Too much heat and
dry air are harder for plants to endure than insulhcient
Ijght, but it is also lack of light which makes it so
ditHcult to grow flowering ])lants in bouses. Dust
and insects do harm, but these dilJiculties can be

overcome.
For the above reasons it is important to select
House Plants which are adapted to resist a dry atmosphere, a high temperature aud inadecjuate light.
Such examples can be found among certain tropical
plants wnth coriaceous leaves and small stomata,

what the florists call foliage plants, e. g., ru)>ber
trees, palms, etc. These make the best foundation
upon which any successful system of growing plants
in houses can be built. Flowering plants can also be
used, but they should be introduced from time to
time, each in its proper season, when about to bloom
or in bloom, and not considered a part of the permanent arrangement. After flowering they should be removed their function is not unlike the use of cutflowers, but they last longer and are not much more expensive, while they largely increase the attraction of
the wdndow^-garden.
The best rooms for plants are those which get the
most sun, and the best positions are those nearest the
windows, where there is not only more light but more
fresh air. A large palm, fern or rubber wdll grow in an
entry or poorly lighted corner, but the best place is that
which is best lighted. Plants do well in a kitchen, the
moisture from the cooking helping tbem materially it
is by no means a bad hospital for unhealthy specimens.

""

1101.

Hutbcd

(or forcing-house)

heated by hot water.

:

parently with
actually with a short corolla
tube below the lobes. Tiiu plauts root in the mud or
float, and the Hs. are about three-fourths of an inch in
diameter. Stamens 5, inserted on the tube of the corolla:
capsule subglobose, with 5 lateral valves
seeds nu5 petals, l>ut

;

merous. The American plant, H. inil^ta, Ell., has
spongy stems and clustered peduncjes, which are partly
above water, inflated, jointed, the lowest joint 2-4 in.
long aud sometimes 1 in. thick, the others ]-3 in number and successively shorten-: lis. small, in whorls of
2-10 at the joints. B.H.2:r)8n.
Neither species is advertised. Like all aquarium plants, they are interesting,
but they have no horticultural value otherwise. Both
plants are called Featberfcil and Water-violet
the
American also Water-feather and Water-yarruw.

;

;

H0ULLI:TIA

(after rii)ullet, French gardener).
OrAbout 8 species of ejiiphytic, pseudobulbous
from South America, allied to Stanhopea, aii<l
blooming in summer. Pseudobulbs conical, 1-leaveiI:
Ivs. lanceolate, plicate: sepals and petals usually nearly

rhlddcece.

orchids

equal : labellum continuous with the clavate, arcuate
•'olumn: pollinia 2, on a long caudicle.

odoratissima, Linden.
Sepals and petals reddisVi
labellum white, with two crimson appendages
midway of its length. Columbia. G.C. \\. 24:777. Var.
Antioquiensls, AndrtS (//. Ai)tioqitei)sis, Hort.), has
labellum white, tinged yellow. LH, 17:12.

brown

:

Brocklehurstlina, Lindl. Fls. 5-8, about 3 in. across,
brownish red, dotted with J)rown-purple; sepals oblong,
obtuse, the lateral ones slightly uuitfMl at base; petals
narrower, obovate; labellum yellow, thickly dotted with
brown-purple; from its lower half two linear appendages have their origin. Braz. B.M. -li)72. P.M. \.f-A'J.
R.R. 1885:492.
picta, Licden & Reichb. t. Fls. (i-lD; soitals oblong,
brownish, unspotted above, tessellated with yellow below; petals similarly cohn-ed; labellum yellow, spotted
or dotted with brow^n-purple or red-purple, the end hastate: apex recurved, pale yellow veined Avith crimson.
Colombia. B.M. G305.

Linden & Rci<dib. f. fl. cJiri/sdiifha, Lind.
Andre}. Fls. about 2 in. across; sepals aud petals
yellow, blotched inside with brown-purple
labellum
yellow, dotted with crimson. Colombia. G.C. II. 18:437.
^^•18:71.
Cakes Ajies.
Wallisii,

(

&

1102-

Pot-plants in the window.

;

HOUND'S TONGUE.

<~'ll)foi/?oss:inil.

Sometimes a plant-room, not a conservatory, can be set
aside for this purpose exclusively. If this is done in
the basement, and it is possible to get good light, satisfactory results are obtained. The floor can l>e made of
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concrete and water used without stint. In such a room
plants can be grown and brought into the living rooms
when in their best condition.

In rooms in which plants are kept, any device by which
the atmospheric moisture can be increased is desirable:
oilcloth on the floor, or a floor of porous tiles; a zinc
tray, in which the pots can be set and surrounded with
moss; saucers under the pots, the pots being raised
slightly to prevent the roots of the plants standing in
the water which runs through. By these aids not only
can plenty of water be given to the roots, but there will
also be some opportunity to sprinkle the leaves, while
the evaporation of surplus water will dampen the air.
The Japanese porcelain pots are not only ornamental
but useful; the glaze prevents undue evaporation from
the sides, and the legs hold the pot well above the water
which may collect in the saucer: they are in every way
fixcellent. AVnoden tubs are serviceable for large plants
or for any which are likely to be exposed to frost, either
before or after bringing into the house. Plants should
never be overpotted, but the larger the bulk of earth the
easier it can be kept uniformly moist; from the wider
surface, too, there is more evaporation. For these reasons it is sometimes a good plan to have window boxes
in which several plants can be grown; or the boxes can
be filled with moss in which the pots can be plunged.
All pots, tubs or boxes for growing plants should have
holes in the Ijottom through which water con pass freely.

Plants growing in the open air should be lifted
and potted two weeks or more before bringing into the
house, not only before frost but before the nights are
cool.
Keep them at first in a cool, shady place, gradually accustom them to the sunlight, and carefully avoid
all drafts.
Do not give too much water at the root:
some wilting is unavoidable, and cannot be prevented
heavy
watering.
Give one good application when
by
they are first potted, and sprinkle the foliage and surroundings in the middle of the day. After they are
established, keep them out of doors, on the piazza or
porch, until there is danger of frost, but try to bring
them into the house before the furnace fires are lighted.
A period of rest is natural to all plants. Amateurs
often make mistakes in trying to force plants to grow
all winter in the house after a vigorous growth in the
npen ground all summer. Such plants should be rested,
kt-pt cool at first and water withheld, but never to such
an extent as to shrivel the w^ood. No rules can be given
for watering, the most important detail of plant-growing.
Water must be given as it is required, a knowledge to
be gained from experience only. This may be once a day
or once a week, twice a day or once in two days. The
smaller the pot and the more vigorous the growth, the
oftener it will be required. In hot weather and in dry
rooms more water is needed than in cool rooms and on
damp, cloudy days. It should always be given in sufficient quantity to pass through the hole in the bottom of
the pot: here it can remain an hour or more, and part
of it will soak up, back into the pot, but the surplus
should be taken away with a sponge, unless the pot has
legs or it is a plant like calla, English ivy or some ferns,
which are uninjured by an over-supply. Water given to
the foliage of House Plants in the form of spray is alflorist.

ways

helpful.
Insects, dust

some

1103.

Much

A

window-garden.

trouble is likely to come from the use of unsuitable potting soil. Procure it from an experienced florist,
or make it yourself of equal parts rotted sods, old leafmold, well-decayed cow manure and clean, sharp sand;
discard tea leaves, chip dirt, and the decomposed remains of dead stumps. The soil should always be moist
when used, not too wet and never dry: it should Immade firm, not hard, and a good space loft between tbo
surface and rim. Large pots should be drained with
potsherds and moss. The best time for potting is just
before the plant begins to grow; the next best is just
before growth ceases, thus giving the plant opportunity
to establish itself in its new quarters before it stops
growing. It is not always easy to do this propeidy at
home, and large and valuable plants should be sent to a

to

House

and sometimes fungous pests are troublePlanis, due largely to insufiicient water-

ing and lack of ventilation. The best remedy is frequent
washings with warm water and a sponge for plants with
large leaves. All plants can be easily cleaned at the
kitchen sink or in tlie bath tub, or advantage can be
taken of a mild day, and the work done in the yard with
the hose. The forcible application of water will remove
most insects, but if scale appears it must be taken ofl
with a stiff brush. Whale-oil and tobacco soap are too
rank for house use; fir-tree oil and Gishurst's compound
are less obnoxious. They can be used when the plants
are washed with spongf or brush. The florists' preventive
against greenfly is impracticable: enough tobaccosmoke
to harm him would not be tolerated. The red spider can
be driven off by spniying with an atomizer, if discovered in time. Siime plants are not attacked by insects, but are injured by dust, e.g., the rubber-tree.
Dusting when dry is better than nothing, but washing
is best. If fungous diseases appear, the plants should be
isolated, giving a chance to recover, or be thrown away.
Ventilation is an important factor in keeping House
Plants in good condition. Open the windows on bright
days: the fresh air is moist and therefore grateful, and
will do no harm, even if the plants are near the glass,
so long as the sun shines and discretion is exercised.
The night temperatui-e need never exceed 50° F., and
a drop of 5° or even 10° is not likely to do any harm.
Precautions must be taken to exclude frost; the blinds
must be shut and the curtains pulled down on cold
nights. A layer of newspapers between the plants and
the windows is a protection in extremely bad weather,
or a large kerosene lamp can be allowed to burn all night
near the plants.
A list of suitable foliage plants for the house: Ficus
eJristica, the rubber plant; 1^\ religiosa, the peepul tree,
and most of the other strong-growing evergreen species.
JAvistova Sinensis, Corijpha australis, Chammrops
F<yytn)H-i RJid I^hapis Japom'va, all good fan-palms (the
first is the best)
Pluvnix renlhx.ita P. rupicoJa and P.
Viinarlensis are the best date-palms, ^t-aforthia elcgann^,
Jlowea Belmoreana, Kenila Forsieriana, Areca Baiteri,
A. rubra and Cocos Weddelia tia are all good palms, but
require more care than the fan and date-palms. Cycas
n-vohda the sago-palm, CurruJii/o recur vata,Aspi(lhira
liirida, P<i})daiius ntili's, the screw pin-^, P. Veiichii,
Pliormiiim U'-iia.v (New Zealand flax), Gyperus alternifolia, Papyrus ant iquoi-uw ,Cordy\ine (Dracieua), Ago-vt
;

,

,

:
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Americana

HOVEY

(tbe century plant), Pittospo-

V"
\/*>V
•

rum, GrevUlea rohitsta, EuRlish ivy, all
do well in ordinary rooms. Daphne odora,
Laurestiuus, Olca fragrans and orange
tree are both liowering and foliage plants,
but require a cooler room than any of the
preceding varii.'ties.
Good rtowering plants ure.l^a7t'rt Indlca
and OameUia Jupotiica, liotb of which
should be kept in a cool room when not
in bloom. Calla and begonia boUi do
well. Chrysnnthemums, cyclamens, Chinese and English primroses, freesia, ixia,
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oxalis, fuchsia, maliernia, euphorbia, heliotrope, pelargonium and lily-of-the-valley
can be broaglit into the rooms when in
flower, and last a reasonable time in good
condition. Hyacinths, tulips, narcissus and
crocus, if potted in October, kept covered
up out of doors until cold weather, stored
in a cool cellar until the middle of January
and thcTi brought into warm rooms, will
give Howers: a succession can be maintained by brjniring them into warmth at

intervals (see Bulbs).

HOTJSTdNIA

(Dr.

Wm.

p,

jj

WATsrix

Houston, of the

early part of the eighteenth century). Miihiiice'C.
About 20 North American small
herbs or subshrubs, with pretty white,
blue or purple tls., some of the species occa^.ionall>
cult, in wild gardens and rockeries.
Parts of the ds. in
4's, tbe coi'oUa gauiopetalous and funnel-form or salverform stamens and styles polymorphous stigmas 2
capsule opening near the top: Ivs. small, opposite. A
moist, partly shaded place is to be recommended for most
Houstonias, because their flowering season is thereby
prolonged and the plants retain their foliage much
longer than in a drier and sunny position. Collected
plants are not difficult to establish. Prop, by division.
The following perennial species are offered by American
dealers.
A. Stamens or sf/i/inas coiispieuonsJij exserfed.
;

:

;

Tufted, .3-12 in. high, bearing offsets, glabrous or pubescent
radical Ivs. ovate or oblong,
short-stalked: tls. in late spring or summer, the corolla
funnel-form, light purple to white. Canada to Texas.—
Var. loug:i£61ia, Gray, 3-G in. high, thinner-lvd. and
mostly glabrous
Ivs.
oblong-lanceolate to linear.
%-l}4 in. long. Var. teiiuif6lia, (-Jray, is slender and
diffuse, 6-12 in. high, witli almost tiliform branches and
peduncles: stem-lvs. linear. This species and its forms
purpilrea, Linn.

:

:

grow well in dry, open places.
AA. Stamens or stigmas little or not at all exserted.
cseriilea, Linn. Bluets. Innocence.
Quaker Lady.
Fig. 1105. Little tufted perennials, 3-0 in. high, the stems
glabrous: radical Ivs. spatnlate to obovate, hairy, shortpetioled, the stem-lvs. small: corolla salver form, the
tube much exceeding the calyx lobes, varying from blue
to white, with ayelloweye. B.M. 370.
D. 233. Charming little plant in grassy places in the northeastern states
and southward in the Allegheny region. Excellent for
rockwork and grassy borders. Early spring. In gardens, may be treated as annual or biennial.

—

serpylliE51ia, Michx. Extensively creeping
radical
Ivs. orbicular to ovate-spatulate and abruptly petioled
corolla rather larger than that of I£. cferulea, deep violet-blue (often white). Va., southward. Early spring.
:

J. B.

HOVfiNIA
dam).

Kellek and

L. H. B.

David lloven, Senator of AmsterWiamndcec^. Ornamental shrub or small tree,
(after

with deciduous alternate, long-petioled Ivs. greenish
inconspicuous lis. in axillary peduncled cymes, and with
small globular frs. on reddish, fleshy and edible peduncles.
It grows into a small, round-headed tree, with
handsome somewhat shining foliage, and thrives best in
sandy loam, but is not hardy north. Prop, by seeds,
also by root-cuttings and cuttings of ripened wood under glass. One species in Himal., China and Japan.
Without stipules; calyx lobes, petals and stamens 5,
style 3-parted: fr. 3-celled and 3-seeded, indehiscent.
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An

attractive

of Pandanus
Beeonia and Wan

corner

dering

Jew

diilcis, Thunl>. (//. in'vgnali.s, DC).
To 30 ft.: Ivs
cordate-ovate or ovate, acuminate, serrate, almost glabrous, 4-G in. long: cymes many-fld. S.Z. 73-74. B.M.

2360.

A.G. 12:80.

Alfred Rehder.

HOVEY. CHAKLES MASON (Fig. HOG), horticultural
journalist and nurseryman, was born in Cambridge,
Mass., Oct. 26, 1810, and died there «ept. 2, 1887. He is
best known as editor of the "Magazine of Horticulture,"
which had an uninterrupted existence from 1835 to 1868.
It was founded as the "American Gardener's Magazine,"
by C. M. Hovey and his brother, Phineas Brown Hovey.
In its third volume (1837) it changed its name, and continuously thereafter was known as the "Magazine of
Horticulture," and was edited by Charles M. Hovey
alone. It enjoyed the longest period of prosperity of
any American horticultural journal. It is a record of
the budding stage of New World horticulture. It was
modelled after Loudon's "Cardener's Magazine," although its spirit was essentially American. Essays,
records of current events, reviews of books, descriptions of varieties, were prominent features. It had
very few illustrations. Mr. Hovey was author of the
"Fruits of America," issued in parts from 1852 to 1856,
completing two volumes and making more than a begin
ning on a third. Its purpose was to give "richly colored
figures and full descriptions of all the choicest varieties
cultivated in the United States." The volumes contain
more than 100 colored plates. Handsomely printed and
bound, these volumes are a fine type of the amateur's
art-book of varieties.
Mr. Hovey was also nurseryman and seed merchant.
Until 1840, his grounds at Cambridge are said to have
comprised only an acre, but at that time his premises
were greatly enlarged. His epoch was a time of knowl-

HOVEY

HOWEA

edge of varieties. Straightway he began assiduously
to collect varieties, until he exhibited pears, apples and

Howea's nearest cultivated ally is Liuospadix, from
which it is distinguished by the following characters:
staminate fls. with very numerous stamens, the anthers
erect and fastened at the base; pistillate fls. with no
staminodes ovule erect, -ff. BeJmoreana is the more
popular of the two species, and as a house plant may be
readily told from U. Forsteriana by the more nearly
erect position of its leaf segments; those of M. Forsteriana are more pendent. Howeas are erer-t, spineless
Ivs. terminal, nupalms, with stout ringed caudex
merous, dense, equally pinnatisect: segments narrow,
acuminate: spadices 2-3 ft. long, solitary or 3-5 from 1
spathe, thick, cylindrical, nodding orpendulous: peduncle long, compressed at the base: spathe solitary, as
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camellias by the hundreds, and plums, grapes, chrysantberaums and many other things by the score. These
things were shown before the Massachusetts Horticul-

:

:

long as the spadix, cylindrical, 2-keeled toward the
apex, longitudinally split: bracts bordering the channels; bractlets scaly: fls. sunk in the deep furrows of
the spadix, the staminate nearly an inch long; fr. 13^ in
long, olive-shaped.

Belmore&:na, Becc. {Kentia Bi'tmorectna, F. Muell.)
Fig. 1107. Described and distinguished
above. B.M. 7018. R.H. 1897:256 and p. 257; G.C. HI,
8:75. T.H. 21:191. A. G. 13:141; 10.345. Mn. 9:25.-Var,
variegita, Hort. Adv. 1895 by Pitcher & Manda.

Curly Palm.

Forsteriana, Becc. [Kevtia Forsterictyia, F. Muell.)
G.C.ITL8:75 and 533,
or That<'h Leaf Palm.
S.H. 2:53. A.G. 1G:34(J. A.F. 4:505; 14:701.
Jaked G. Smith and W. M.
The two species of this genus are beyond a doubt the
most popular and also the most satisfactory palms in
the trade for decorative work in general, and in consequence of the great and growing demand, are grown by
tens of thousands in the large nurseries. There does
not seem to be any record of either of these species having borne fruit in cultivation in this country, and the
trade, therefore, depends on imported seeds, which are
gathered in immense quantities on Lord Howe's Island,
iisually shipped from thence to Sydney, N. S. W., and
from the latter port to either London or New York.
This long voyage is a severe test of the vitality of such
seeds, and frequently results in faulty germination, the
average of germination seldom exceeding 50 percent,
and is often much less. Two heavy shipments of
Howea seeds are made each year, the first installment
arriving in February or March, and the second in September or October. Many growers favor the autumn
shipment of these seeds as giving the best results. The
seeds should be sown at once on their arrival, the practice followed by large growers being that of broadcasting the seeds on a side-bench in a warm greenhouse on,
2 to 3 inches of light soil, then covering them with 1
inch of the same compost, watering liberally and keeping up a bottom heat of about 80°. Under such treatment some of the seeds may germinate in two months,
but others in the same lot mny not start for eight or

Flat

1105.

Bluets— Houstonia caemlea 1X^2)(See Houstonia, p. 777.)

tural Society, which was the center of horticultural
He raised many seedlings.
influence of the country.
Thuya Hovi^yl is still prized as a garden conifer. His
greatest contribution to horticultural varieties was tbe
Hovey strawberry, which first fruited in 183f>, and
which is generally regarded as the starting-point of
American commercial strawberry - growing (see Fig.
1088). For many years this berry was the standard of
market excellence. Mr. Hovey continued to grow it and
cherish it until the end. The writer remembers with
what enthusiasm he expatiated on its virtxics Jiut a very
few years befori_i his death. Mr. Hovey was long an active member, and for a time president, of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. He was one of the active
projectors of the liuilding whi(di gave the Society a new
and more commodious home. The history of the society
records that, when the project was in doubt, "the perseverance and determination of the president of the
society and chairman of the liuilding committee, Charles
M. Hovey, triumphed over every hindrance, and carried
the work on to success."
portrait of Mr. Hovey will be found in the lirst volume of the "Fi'uits of Americn." Another occurs in
"Gardeners' j\lonthly" for 188(1 (frontis7>iece) and
"American Garden, " Nov., 1887; and a reduction of this
appears in Fig. IIOG.
L_ jj 3

A

HOWEA

(named for Lord Howe's Island, where these
grow). Also written Hoiwia. Pah/iclcea'. A
genus of only 2 species, known I0 the trade as Kentias,
and certainly ranking among the G most popular palms
for house culture. They have the habit of Kentia, but
their fis. differ widely. Howea belongs to a subtribe in
which the fls. in each spadix are attached to the stem
between the bases of opposite ivs., while Kentiabelongs
to another subtribe in wliich tlir lis. are attached at a
lower point. Also Howea has symmetrical staminate fls.
with rotund sepals, while in Kentia the staminate fls.
are not symmetrical, the sepals being small and acute.
2 species

Hovey
nine months, tvoin which it will be seen tbnt the operation extends over a considerable period of time. The
seedlings should be potted into small pots when the
first leaf is expanded, kept moist and given a night
temperature of 05°, the greenhouse in which they are

HOWEA

HUMATA

being moderately shaded. In three to four
months the young plants shuuld be ready for shifting
into ;i-ineh pots if properly eared for; from this timy
forward they do not require a higher night temperature
than 00°. The Howeas are not very particular in regard
to soil, a rich, light luani answering very well for them,
but a very stiff soil may bo improved by the addition of
one-fourth part of peat, and in all cases a reasonable
proportion of fertilizers may be used to advantage.
Scale insects are the most troublesome the grower bus
to contend with, and should be removed as rapidly as
possible, else the foliage will he permanently disfigured.
Of the tw^o species referred to, 11. Belmoreatia is perhaps the greater favorite, being more compact ingrowth
and extremely graceful in foliage, a plaiit of this species of a given age usually carrying a greater number
of leaves than one of 11. Fomteriana of the same age,
and the leaves having more leaflets than those of the
latter species.
The seeds of the two species are very
similar in appearance, though those of H. Belmoreana
frequently average a larger size, and while those of the
last named species require about three years to mature
on the tree, the seeds of H. For^teriana ripen in about
twelve months. For house culture by amateurs, see
Pal^n^W. II. Taplin.
placed

11.

17:741.

— A handsome

treatment given

to 11.
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species, requiring the general

carnosa.

imperiaiis, Limll.
Lofty climber, with puberulent
stems and foliage: Ivs. elliptic or linear-oblong, obtuse
but with a sli<irt point: fls. immense {'2-3 in. across),
leathery, dull purple, somewhat pubescent near the white
crown, the segments triangular-acute: nn]bels drooping
on long peduncles: follicles 9 in. long. E. Indies.

HOYA

(Thomas Hoy was once gardener to the
of Northumberland).
Am-lepiaddcece. More
than 50 tropical Asian and Australian climliing or
trailing evergreen shrubs, bearing thick, opposite
lvs.,and odd, often showy fls. in umbel-like clusters.
Corolla rotate, 5-lobed, thick and more or less waxy
crown of 5 thick and depresse
in appearance
fleshy appendages: pollen-masses 10, short, fixed by
their base in pairs to the 5 glands of the stigma;
follicles acuminate, smooth: stems twining, or climbing
by means of roots.
Hoyas are summer-blooming plants, of comparatively
easy culture. They need an intermediate or warm temperature. Let them rest or remain very slow in winter
(50° in a dryish place), but start them into growth to-

Duke

:

wards spring. In the sunnucr they are sometimes
plunged in the border, but better results are to be expected, as a rule, by keeping them in pots in the conservatory. In their growing and blooming season, give
plenty of sun and air. They propagate by cuttings of
the top growth in spring, and also by layering. The latter method is particularly adaptable to H. carnosa and
other species which climb by means of roots. A. P.
Meredith advises as follows: "For compost, use fibrous
loam, lumpy (or coarse) in two parts, to one of leafmold, using charcoal pounded fine, brick dust, or lime
rubble

if

procurable, instead of sand.

found doing well in loam and sand.
use weak liquid manure."

They

When

growth

L. 44.

globulosa, Hook. f. Hairy: Ivs. elliptic-oblong or longoblong, acuminate, rounded at the base, the midrib very
stout, the petiole an inch or less long: fls. pale straw or
cream color, the star-like crown-segments white, with
pink at the base, borne in dense, globular umbels: follicles a foot or more long. Sikkim.
F,M. 1880:406. G.C.

of the

Howea Belmoreana.
most popular of all paluis.

B.M. 4397. F.S. 4:.39.t-4.-A noble Hoya. requiring very
soil and a rather high temperature.
Although
naturally a very tall climber, it can be made to flower
in pots when 3 or 4 ft. high.
rich

AA.

are often
in

A. Plant dhfincUij cJimhing.
camdsa, R. Br. {H. Motoskei, Teijsm.). Wax Plant.
Twiner, and attaching itself to support by means of
roots; ordinarily grown as a pot- or tub-plant, and reaching 5-8 ft. high, but growing twice and more this height
when it has the opportunity: glabrous: Ivs. succulent
and shininfj;, ovate-oblong, acute, short-stalked, entire:
fls. whits with pink center, fragrant, in axillary or interpetiolar umbels, the crown-segments very convex, and
spreadiog into a horizontal star. Trop. Asia and Austral. B.M. 788, as Asclepias carnosa. A.G. 18; 34. — The
common species, and often seen in window-gardens.
After the bloom is over (in summer) keep the plant in
a cool place in order that it nuxy remain half -dormant.
In late winter or spring, start it into growth. Do not cut
off the spur which remains after the fis. pass, for this
spur bears fls. again. The Wax Plant is easy to manage,
and it improves with age. Often trained as a permanent cover for a glasshouse wall. In the South, it is
nearly everblooming. There is a form (var. variegata)

with handsome variegated Ivs.

1107.

One

Plant (railing or nearly

erect.

Slender, bushy,
b611a, Hook. (H. Fdxloni, Hort.).
1-2 ft. high, pubescent: Ivs. an inch long, ovate-acute,

%

in. across,
very short-stalked, somewhat recurved fls.
pure white, with very short and half-acute lobes, the
crown-segments boat-shaped and violet; umbels fewIndia.
B. M. 4402. F.S. 4:399.
fld. and short-stalked.
J.H. III. 3.5:.5. — Handsome little species; scarcely climb:

ing.

HUCKLEBERRY.

L. H. B.

See

Vaccinium

;

also

Gaylus-

sacia.
of La., who collected in
Compihiitie. This includes one of many woolly
It grows a few
collectors.
herbs offered by Californian
inches high and hears fls. with 20-30 yellow rays. Six
species of herbs, perennial, biennial or annual, all Cali-

HlffLSEA (Dr. G. W. Hulse,

Calif.).

fornian, glandular pubescent or woolly: Ivs. pinnately
lobed or toothed: fls. large, solitary, yellow or purple;
involucral bracts free, narrow; style branches obtuse:
pappus of 4 hyaline, lacerated, chaffy scales. Monogr.
by Gray in Bot. Calif. 1:3S5.
nina. Gray. Stems depressed, leafy at summit: Ivs.
pinnatifid or incised, petiole long-margined: peduncle
1-2 in. long: involucral scales in 2 series: rays 20-30.

HTJMATA (Latin, of the earth ; referring to the creep
ing habit of the rhizomes). Folypodiacea. A genus of
ferns related to Davallia and sometimes included with

HUMATA

HYACINTHUS

that genua, with small, thick, deltoid Its., with the inor reniform, attached by a
broad base and free at the apex and sides. Some 20 species are known, mostly from the East Indies. For cul-

makes an excellent arbor or screen plant. Recent Europieau literature mentions a var. aureus, with yellow foliage. The Hop grows readily from cuttings of the shoots,
which spring from the crown; also by seeds, but the
latter do not reproduce the particular varieties or
strains. As a field crop, the Hop is not a horticultural
subject, and is not discussed here.
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dusium tough, suborbicular
ture, see Davallia.

Tyermanni, Moore {DavdJlia Tyennanni, Baker).
Bear's Foot Fern. Rootstock wide-creeping, densely
covered with linear white scales; Ivs. 4-G in. long, dellower pinniB largest, the lowest
toid, 3-4-pinnatifid
pinnules ouneate-oblong or deltoid; sori at the base of
the ultimate lobes less than a line broad. Central China.
G.C. 1871:871.
L. M. Hnderwood.
;

(after

Lady Hume).

Compdsita.

This in-

cludes a half-hardy biennial Australian plant, growing
ft. high, cult, for the grass-like beauty of its
5 or

The
large, loose, "much-branched, drooping panicles.
genus has no near allies of garden value. It belongs to
a group of 6 Australian genera which have no pappus.
Huraea has nothing of the typical beauty of the common garden composites, since it has no rays. Its fls.
are exclusively tubular and hermaphrodite, 1-4 in a
small head. C)"ther important generic characters are the
narrow involucre with scarious or petaloid, non-radiating bracts. Three, at any rate, of the 4 other species
are shrubs, with ds. iu dense corymbs and involucral

bracts rigid or petal-like, while in U. eler/ans the bracts
are thin and scarious.
Sow seed from July 1 to Sept, 1. Keep young plants
during winter in very cool house in preference to frames,
in northern latitudes, on account of losing so much foliage through damping. In spring, or when signs of growth
are taking place, repot into larger pots, using a good, rich
loam, which has had plenty of manure. They are gross
feeders and growers, requiring plenty of water and
good feeding. Good plants in 10-in. pots are very or'namental for conservatory or piazza work. The young
plants need plenty of light and air, and should be kept
nearly dry during the winter. In spring they should
be started into growth gradually, and successively repotted until an 8-in. pot is needed. They should not
he syringed except when growing rapidly in warm
weather. In June the plants can be placed in a subtropical bed that is shielded from high winds, and staked.
The foliage has a peculiar and agreeable scent.

elegans, Smith. Lower Ivs. ovate-lanceolate or oblong,
acuminate, stem clasping or decurrent, G-10 in. long,
brownish red,
tls. variously described as
^^'^^nkled
IT. dlhida, Hort., is prepink, ruby-red and rose.
form
this
species,
and should
whitish
fid.
of
sumably a
I'lerefore be called var. albida. R.H. 18fj2, pp. 9-10 and
:

I:S95, p.

450.

a.

1'.

"bop."
A.

Plant hearing haps ,—llie
enhirging in

Japan.

G.C.

II.

24:716.—

Int. to

general cult, in

and now one of the most popular of all climbing
herbs. It is a very quick grower, plants 10-20 ft. long
coming from seed sown in early May. It is very easy of
Var. variegitus,
cultivation, and often seeds itself.
Hort., is the most popular form. Gng. 1:241. A. P.
variously
streaked
and splashed
foliage
is
8:489. The
with white. Seeds of this variety will give a large percentage of variegated forms, and the plants usually
show interesting variations. H.Japonicus is more popular as an ornamental vine than H. I/upitlus, because it
grows so quickly from seeds, and also because it has
such interesting variegated forms; but H. LfUpulus has
a distinct charm in its great hanging Hops, i^ jj_ b_

HUNNEMANNIA

(John Hunneman, English friend
of botany, d. 1839). Papa.eer(tee(e. This includes a tine
yellow-tld. herb closely allied to the California Poppy
{Eschscholzia)andof the same garden value. It is treated
as a hardy annual. The genus has but 1 species, a native of Mexico, and agrees w^ith Eschscholzia in having
much-cut foliage and spreading lobes of the stigma, but
differs in having separate sepals instead of the peculiar
hood-like calyx of Eschscholzia, which covers the young
flower like a candle extinguisher. The only other genus
in the Hunnemannia tribe is Dendromecon, a shrub
with entire ivs., separate sepals and 2 erect, stigmatic
lobes. For culture, see A^inuals.
pefumarisef61ia. Sweet. Lvs. triternately divided
fls. 2 in. or more across
duncles solitary, terminal
B.M. 3001. — Sold as
petals 4
stamens numerous.
Giant Yellow Tulip Poppy.
-^^ jj.
:

:

;

;

In our

trial

grounds during

1898, this

was one

of the

showiest and most satisfactory plants in over 400 trials.
The seed was sown early in May, and by the middle of

July the plants were covered with their large yellow
Jlowers, and they were never out of flower until hard
frost.
The plants have a bushy habit and beautiful,
feathery, glauctms foliage. The flowers have wavy borders, and at times stand tip like tulips.

W.

Meredith and W. M.

HtTMULUS (old Latin name). Urticdn're. Hop. Two
or three twining vines, with rough, opiM)site, palmately
lobed or divided Ivs. and dioecious tls. in axillary clusters. Staminate lis. with 5 erect stamens and 5-parted
calyx, in little drooping, tass<d-like racemes: pistillate
lis, with an entire calyx or perianth closely investing
the ovary, which bears 2 long stignuis, the lis. in pairs
under large overlapping bracts, the whole making a
cone-like catkin which, when becoming very large, is
a

Japdnicus, Sieb. & Zucc. Annual (or at least treated
as such): foliage very like the last, but usually more
deeply cut and not less than 5-lobed: catkins not glandular.
188G,

HUMBLE PLANT. Mimosa pad ica.
HtlMEA

AA. Plant not hearing hops, — the pistillate calkin not
greatly enlarging in fruit.

HUSK TOMATO.
HYACIHTH.

F.

Deeee.

Phi/salis.

See Byacinthus, below.

HYACINTH BEAN.

See Dolichos.

HYACINTH, GRAPE.
HYACINTH, WATER.

HYAClNTHUS

See Muscarl.
See Eiehhornia.

(name from Greek mythology).

Lili-

Of Hyacinths there are something over 30 spethe great part South African. Others inhabit the
Mediterranean region, and from this source come the
rM)mmon garden Hyacinths. From related genera, Hyacinthns is distinguished by the funnel-shaped or bellsliaped flower, the throat not constricted, the lobes
shorter than or at most not much exceeding the ttibe,
the G stamens attached to the tube or throat and the
filaments thread-like or dilated at the base. Bulbous
plants with only radical lvs., and fls. in a raceme or
itcew.

jti.'^fi

llaf/'

calkin greatli/

fntil.

Liipulus, Linn. Common Hijp. Native to Europe and
.Vorth America, and long ciilt. for the hops, which are
used in the brewing of beer; it is a perennial herb:
shoots often grow 2.5-30 ft. long in the season: roughhairy: Ivs. ovate or orbicular-ovate in general outline,

deeply 3-lobed (sometimes 5-7-lobed), or the upper
ones not lobed, margins strongly and uniformly dentate, petioles long: staminate Us. in panicles 2-G in.
long: hops (mature pistillate catkins) oblong or ovoid,
loose and papery, straw- yellow, often 2 in. or more long,
glandular and odoriferous. — Native along rivers and in
thickets in the northern states, and southward in the
AUeghanies and Rockies. Mur-li cultivated for Hops, and
extensively run wild from cultivated plants. The Hop

<'ies,

spike. The common Hyacinth is
(Fig. 1108), with 4-8 thick green

orient^lis, Linn.
8-12 in. long,
bearing an
stout,
K-i/iin. wide:
in. tall,
elongated and dense raceme: perianth about 1 in. long,
the tube usually ventricose or swollen, the lobes oblong-spatulate, as long as the tube, in many colors, often

H.

lvs.

scape 8-18

double in cult

B.M.

995.

F.S. 23:2399-2400.— The Hya-

HYACINTHUS

HYACINTHUS

extensively grown in Holland for export to this
cinth
and other countries, and consequently is commonly
known as the Dutch Hyacinth. Tlie Roman Hyacinth
(Figs. 1109-10) is var. Albulus, Baker (U. lilbnhis, Jord.
S. liomAnuSy Hort., not Linn. is smaller and slenderer,
Ivs. narrower, very erect, lis. fewer, earlier, white or
blush, the tube cylindrical and .scarcely ventricose, the
segments narrower and usually proportionately sliorter.
Central France, and perhaps in the Mediterranean region. Much used for early bloom. The Hyacinth has
been cultivated for some centuries, and it shared some
of the early popularity of the tulip in the Netherlands.
E. orienialis is wild in Syria, Asia Minor, Greece and
Dalmatia. For a picture of a Plyacinth bulb, .see Fig.
288, Vol. I.
Other species are sometimes seen in the gardens of
the curious, particularly H. amethystinus, Ijinn., Spain,
France (B.M. 2125. Uu. 47, p. 147|, and H. azureus,
is

) ,

Baker (B.M. C822. G.C. .HI. 21:1'.»1, var. giguiitcus),
Mediterranean region. The former is slender and graceful, with light blue fls. in short racemes, standing nearly
fls. small, nodding, bell-shaped,
or quite }i ft. high
There is a white-fid.
with short teeth-like segments.
:

foim.

The

Good
latter

form of

for rockeries.

:

in the njiddle states.

is

if. cilialns,

Jtuscari)
glaucous Ivs.:

I'iuth (or

Hardy

by some considered to be a
Looks like a (irape HyaCj'rill.

species

4-8

in. tall,

with strongly canalicu-

fls. blue, fragrant, in a dense spike
Distinguished
long, tiibular, with small teeth.
from the genus Muscari by the perianth segments being
Hardy in middle states.
tlariug instead of incurved.
H. fastigiatus, Bertol. (//. Pok^oI^U, (lay) is a Corsican
species, which is hardy in southern New England. It is
a delicate species, with very narrow Ivs., scape 3-5 in.
fls. few, in a loose
high and shorter than the Ivs.
cluster, %-}'i in. long and light blue (a wdiite form), with
oblong-lanceolate segments longer than the tube. B.M.
iiC63. Hyacintlius liomiiiins, of Linmeus, is not the H.
Jfnmanus of horticulturists (which is the Roman Hyacinth, H. orienfalis, var. al-

late,
1

in.

:

bulus). Linnseus' species is a
blue-white, scilla-like plant (see

B.M. 939)

S. cdvdicavs

.

is

now

referred to Galtonia. For general cultural notes, see Bidbs.
L. H. B.

Culture of the Hyacinth.

— The

perfection of the flower
largely ui>on the
strength of the roots, and as
Hyacinths make all their root
growi:h in the fall, the bulbs
should be planted early, — say
from the beginning to the middle of October. Any good gar-

depends

soil

provided

suits,

The

drained.

it

occupied by
during the
some pure old

been

other

plants

summer,
cow manure,

well worked
recommended. Horse
manure should not be
in, is

used.

should be
inches deep (to
planted
the bottom of the bulbs)
and very uniformly, to in-

The bulbs

1108.

Common

or

Hyacinth.

Dutch

sure simultaneous flowering. The ground having been
prepared as above, perhaps the best way is to remove 3
or 4 inches of the soil, level the bed carefully with the
rake and set the bulbs in it 5 or 6 inches apart each
way, pressing them in firmly, and then covering them
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When

ing should be removed and
the balance when danj^er

from

late

frosts

past.

is

Unnamed Hyacinths in separate

can be bought

colors

when grown in
solid color or in

cheaply, and

masses of

design beds, they
very rich display.

make a

Pots. — For this
purpose large, solid bulbs
I<^orciiig in

should be selected, and potted singly in 5-iuch pots in
a rich compost of loam, leafmold and some sharp sand.
A few pieces of broken pot
being placed in the bottom
for drainage, the pots should
be filled lightly, and the
bulbs pressed into the loose
soil till only the apex remains above the surface.
The pots are then buried to
a depth of 8 or 10 inches in
tlie open ground for seven
or eight weeks, till the roots
are developed fully and the
sprout is al>out Wn in. above
the bulb. "When taken inside
thf'V should be kept in subdued light, at a temperature
of about 50°, until the sprout
has assumed a vigorous
Florists who
force large numbers for winter decorati<ins, settliem un
9. Roman Hyacinth.
der the greenhouse benches
for about two weeks, and
then force them in a temperature of 70°. A gmiter heat
than this attenuates the growth and weakens tlio color.
Syringing with water twice a day is recommended, and
as the flower-spike develops weak manure water is helpful.
The slower Hyacinths are forced the finer and
more lasting will be the bloom. Bulbs wanted in flower
for Christmas should be potted in September, and for a
succession later, at intervals as desired. Single Hyacinths are handsomer and force better than tlie double,
although a few of the latter may be recommended. The
fullowing are among the best adapted for forcing and
most largely grown by American florists:

green color.

Single Blue

is

inches. If the soil is naturally stiff it may be lightened by the addition of
some sand, and if the beds

that had been taken out.

soil

\Yinter sets in, the beds should be covered witn 2 inches
of dry litter or coarse manure. As soon as the shoots
appear above ground in the spring. 1 inch of this cover-

:

China-blue.
Charles Dickens. Dark noreelaiu.
Czar Peter. Light blue.
King of the Blues. Dark blue.
Leonidas. Clear blue.
Queen of the Blue.s. Lit:ht blue.
BaroTi vau Thiiyll.

ground

should be carefully prepared by spading to a
depth of 20 inches, so that
the roots may pass straight
through it to their full development of 12 or 16

have

evenly with the

Porcelain-blue.

Regulu-s.

DocBLE Blue

:

Charh^-^ Tiickens. Dnrk blue.
Lilac-blue.
\i.\.ii ypeyk.

SiNtiLE

White

:

Alba siiperbissima. Pure -n-hite.
Baroness van Thuyll. Pure white.
Grandeur ;\ Jlerveille. Blush-white.
La Grandesse. Pure while.
L'lnnocence. Pure white.
Madame Vanderhoop. Pure white.
Mont Blane. Pure white.
Pai:s de rEurope. Pure white.
Double "White
La Tour d'Auvergne. Pure white.
Prince of Waterloo. Pure white.
:

Single Rep

:

Charles Dickens. Pink.
Gertrude, Bright pink.
Gigantea. Bright rose.
Moreno. Waxy pink.
Norma. Delicate waxy pink.

Robert Steiger. Crimson.
Sultan Favorite. Salmon.
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DouBLi;

Red

Roman

:

Bouquet Tenure. Crimson.
Noble par Merite. Deep ros3.
Single Lilac
Haydu. Lilac-mauve.
:

SrNTjLE

Yellow

:

I'lo.
Pnre yellow.
KiDg of the Yellows.

Deep yellow.

Double Yellow:
Goethe.

Bright yellow.

Miniature Hj-'acinths, or "Dutch Romans," are smallsized bulbs of the ordinary Dutch Hyacinths. They are
excellent for growing in groups in bowls, pans or flats,
planted clo.se together and treated just like the large

Hyacinths when grown in pots.
Culture ill Ghn^ses. — Some of the single Hyacinths
be grown very satisfactorily in water. Spi^cinl
glasses for the purpose can be bought from the seedsmen. They should be filled with pure water and the
bulb so placed that its base barely touches the water.
They are stored in a dark, cold closet or cellar till the
roots are developed, and then brought in to the light.
An airy, sunny situation and a temperature of about
60° regularly maintained will insure the best results.
The glasses should be kept filled by adding water occasionally as required. The following varieties are especially suited for glasses:

may

Charles Diekeus. Pink.
Lord Macaulay. Deep rose.
Mina. Pure whtte.
L'lnnocenee.

Von

Pure white.

Schiller. Dark red.
Lilas. Litiht blue.

Grand

Boman

Charles Dickens.

Blue.

Baron van Thuyll. Deep blue.
PlimsoU. Fine blush.

I^Ir.

* dieli.sque.
Yellow.
iMoreiio. Deep rose.
Sir.
Mansfield. Sluuve.

Wm.

— Instead of one large truss from
each bulb, the Roman Hyacinth produces three or four
smaller but more graceful flower-spikes. The bulljs arrive in America in August, and by successive pottings
they may be bad in flower from November till May.
They require the same forcing treatment as the larger
Hyacinths, but three or four bulbs may be planted in a
pot. The florists use wooden flats instead of pots, setting the bulbs close together, 40 or 50 in a flat. By reason of its beauty and exquisite fragrance, its earliness
and easy culture, the white Roman Hyacinth is the most
popular of our winter-blooming plants. Several millions of these bulbs are grown annually by the florists
of our large cities for winter cut-flowers.
JlijacintJts.

H

The Propagaticm of
y acini hs.—V^Wh the exception
Roman Hyacinths (which come from the south of
France), the world's supply of Hyacinth bulbs is produced in Holland. The soil and climate of that country
seem to be peculiarly suitable for bull>-growing, which
of the

has been one of the leading industries' there for 200
The bulbs intended for next year's market are
planted in October in carefully prepared, richly manured
land, and protected over winter by a thick covering of
recil or litter.
The flowers are cut wlien in full bloom
in the spring. By July the bulbs are fully ripened, and
years.

Hyacinth.
are taken out of the ground by hand, dried, cleaned and
assorted into three grades of quality, according to size.
Early in August they are ready for shipping. Overgrown or unshapely bulbs are reserved for propagating.
As soon as these are taken out of the ground, three
deep cross cuts are made with a sharp knife in the bottom of each bulb. They are then set out, bottom upwards, and covered with loose soil for two or three
weeks, during which time the cuts open out and the
wounds are healed. They are then taken up and kept
spread out on tables in storehouses till October, when
they are planted out. When lifted next June nothing of
the parent bulb remains but dry skins, on the edges of
which from 20 to .30 offsets are fastened. These bulblets are picked off by hand and planted out in the fall,
just like large bulbs. This process of planting in fall
and taking up in summer for a two months' rest is repeated for four or five years, till the bulbs have attained
to marketable size. Another method of propagating is
to hollow out the bottom of the bulb smoothly to a point
in the center. More offsets are obtained in this way,
but they are smaller and take a year or two longer to

reach maturity.

New varieties are obtained from seed, but such a degree of perfection in form and color has already been
obtained that it is seldom a seedling is produced that
proves superior to existing varieties of the same color.
.Some new varieties are obtained by encouraging any
tendency to change of color or form which may be
shown by the standard sorts. In this way the single
blue Charles Dickens has been changed to single red
and to double blue, and again, very recently, to double
red, till we have four varieties named Charles Dickens.
Last year's catalogue of a reliable Dutch grower contains 'ZiQ named Hyacinths.
j. m. Thokburn & Co.

HYBRIDS are the products cf crossing between speOf late, the word Hybrid has been used by some
writers to comprise all crosses, whether between species
or varieties. The justification of this usage is the fa«t
that there are no hard and fast lines between varieties
and species, and therefore that hybridism in the old
sense is incapalde of exact delimitation. The opponents
to this usage, however, contend that so long as it is customary to speak of species and varieties as different
classifjcatory categories, it is equally allowable and useful to speak of Hybrids as between species and of crossbreeds as between varieties
moreover, historical custom favors this usage. Common-language terms rarely
if ever express absolute or ideal truth: they grow up by
custom. Whenever new ideas and discoveries render
them inexact, it may be quite as well to invent new
terms as to give new and technical meanings to old
terms which are thoroughly established in literature.
The word Hybrid lias always been a specific
term, and it were a pity now to make it a generic one,
particularly since there is a well established generic
term. The generic word, both substantive and verb, is
c^o.s'.s.
Specific kinds of crosses are Hybrids, between
species; cross-breeds, between plants of the same species
half-hybrid, between a species and a variety of
another species
bigener, between plants of different
cies.

;

;

;

::
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genera. There are teehuical terms to designate the
various kinds and decrees of crossing.
It was formerly held that inability to make fertile Hybrids is proof that the forms are distinct species and
contrariwise, that plants which make fertile crosses are
of one species. Hybridization has also been made a test
of genera. These notions are now given up, for crossing and classitication belong to two unlike categories of
Species and genera are not entities in themfacts.
selves, but are mere artilicial groups made by men for
their convenience when writing and speaking of living
things. Crossing is a biological phenomenon.
that is, they
Hybrids are unusual facts in nature
are rare compared wdth the whole number of plants.
On the other hand, cross-breeds are usual. Most Howers are so constructed as to favor cross-pollination.
Tross-breeding is one of the prime means of imlucing
slight variations and of invigorating a type. Upon the
variations which arise from crossing and other means,
natural selection operates in the production of new
forms. But it is signitlcant that these new forms usually come about slowly and grailually. It is the desire
of the cultivator to ])roduce new forms quickly and of
pronounced distinctness. He therefor(? employs crossing between unlike types, or species, lioping thereby to
secure wider departures. In nature, the cross-breed is
the beginning of a process of breeding: it starts off the
Man is often tempted to look upon the Hyvariation.
brid as the end. If the products of a given cross are
not to his liking, he throws them away and tries again.
The most expert plant-breeders, however, now hybridize
to get a "break, "and thenceforth depend chiefly on selection to realize their clear-cut ideals, particularly in seedpropagated plants.
To man Hybrids are of no value unless they can be
propagated. By seeds they usually vary immensely: it
is difficult to "fix" them so that "they will come true.
By cuttings or layers or division, however, the character
of the parent may be propagated with practical certainty: the original plant is divided, and the parts are
put on the market. Nearly all commercial Hybrids are
of plants which are thus propagated by asexual parts
Kieffer pear. Hybrid grapes, Wilson blackberry, Wild
Goose plum, cannas, roses, begonias, anthuriums. fuchSince the Hybrid
sias, pelargoniums, rhododendrons.
is variable when propagated by seeds, continued selection, or plant-breeding, must be employed to lix and establish a desirable type.
It is thus seen that hybridization rarely gives rise to
dominant horticultural seed-races, btit rather to an individual plant which may be disseminated l:>y some divisional means of propagation. The seeds of Hybrids —
as of the modern cannas — may give rise to good varieties, and they may not; but these new varieties are, in
their turn, usually propagated by means of asexual parts
if they are to be kept true.
Practically there is no certainty in hybridization.
Rarely can a man picture to himself an ideal variety,
and then by means of hybridization produce it. He
hybridizes plants which possess some of the characteristics of the desired or ideal variety, and then takes his
chances.
True plant-breeding sets an ideal, and then
reaches it by working along certain definite lines. It
seeks first to secure a variation in the desired direction
this may be secured by means of crossing, change of
soil, modification of food supply, and other changed conditions. It seeks, then, to preserve or augment the form
by means of definite selection.
Fund.amentally, there are no laws of hybridization.
Every Hybrid is a law unto itself. By the study of many
examples of hybridization, one is able to construct an
average of probabilities as to what will or what will not
occur in a given case but the given case may contradict
all the probabilities without apparent cause. Hybridization is an empirical subject.
One can not tell what species will or will not hybridize
except by trying. Hundreds of species have been tried,
and for them the knowledge is more or less exact.
Plants hybridize most freely which are the subjects of
nuieh care and coddling: tlie orchids are the best examples. In these groups. Hybrids are chiefly fanciers'
plants, valuable often only liecanse they are Hybrids or
are rare and curious.
One cannot tell beforehand
;

;

:
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whether the products of any hybridization will be exact
intermediates, or in what way or degree they will carry
over or blend the parental characters. As a rule, the
closely akin the species, the more perfect will Tie
the blending or amalgamation of the two. See PoUina-

more
tion.

The literature of hj'bridization is extensive but scattered. The standard text isFocke's "Die Pilunzen-Misclilinge,"18Hl. The possibilities of hybridization as a factor
plant-breeding are presented in many aspects in
the "Hybrid Conference Report" of the Royal Horticultural Society, London, 1900. There are special books de
voted to orchid Hybrids (see Orchids). In North America
there has been little fundamental writing on the subject.
See an excellent paper by Swingle ejid Webber, YearBook of the U. S. Dept. Agric. 1897; papers in American Gardening, 1899, pp. H97, 413, 431 ; Bailey's "Plantin

Breeding," 1895.

L.

ij.

B.

HYDRANGEA
vessel
ce(r.

site,

;

(Greek, lii/dor, water, and aggeion,
alluding to the cup-shaped fruit), ^axifragfi-

Very cirnamental deciduous shrubs, with oppf>simple, rarely lobed, petioled Ivs. and small, white,

bluish or pinkish fls. in coryndis or panicles, bearing
usually marginal sterile lis., with enlarged showy sepals, or in some varieties all the tls. are sterile and enM.pavintlarged
fr. a small, insignificant capsule.
lafii is the hardiest of all, but H. arhorescens, JJ. radiaUi
and H. Bretsclineidi'ri are also almost hardy North,
while II. ijvercifolia and petiid'ifis require at least a
very sheltered position and 77. Imrtensis, velutina, inrolncrata and vlrens are still more tender, and can hardly
be grown outdoors North except when well protected and
sheltered. They grow best in a rich, porous and soniewhat moist soil and thrive well in partly shaded positions, but flower more freely in full sun if they only have
sufficient moisture. All Hydrangeas are well adapted
for borders of shrubberies, and II. panirnlata and hortfusis, especially the varieties with sterile fls., are very
showy as single specimens on the la\\T]. In warmer clim.ates the latter is sometimes used for ornamental
heilges (see G.C. III. 24:337 and 4.56); but it is not
hardy in the North. These and also most of the
other species .should be pruned in fall or early spring,
and the branches of the previous year cut back to 1-3
pairs of buds, according to the growth of the branches
and the desired size of the panicles; if only slightly
pruned the panicles will be many but small. Sometimes
they are cut back every year almost to the ground and
produce then enormous panicles, which, however, usuallv need artificial support and lack the gracefulness of
E. paniculata, var. granless severely pruned plants.
difjora can be grown in a small standard tree; for this
purpose vigorous young plants should be selected and
phinted in rieli soil, and cut down to the base. The
strongest shoot of eaidi plant will attain by fall the
height of 4-C ft., if freely manured and watered during
the" summer; in autumn, all the weaker branches are
cut off, and in colder climates the plants should be
lifted and stored iu a frost-proof pit or cellar, since the
wood is not usually sufficiently ripened to withstand
severe frost. In the following year the top of the stem
The weaker basal shoots may be
is allowed to Ijranch.
:

pegged down to make new plants. Strong-growing varie
ties of 3. 7ioiie)isis may be treated in the same way il
standard plants are desired.
IT. jKirtetisis, which cannot withstand much mon
is in the North much grown as a potplant, especiallv the more showy varieties with large
heads of sterile'fls., and is extensively used for outdoor
decoration during the summer. Late in fall, when the

than 10° of frost,

Ivs. have fallen after frost, the plants are moved to a
frost-proof cellar and kept rather dry until spring, when
they are repotted in new soil and the growth of last
year cut back to 1 or 2 pairs of buds. As a suitable soil
inay be recommended a mixture of loam, leaf-mold and
sand, with ground bone, dried cow manure or some other
kind of manure added. During the summer a liberal
supply of water should be given, also occasionally applications of liquid manure, until the fls. have developed.
They mav also be plaute<l in the open ground during
the smnnier, lifted late in fall with a large ball of earth,
stored over winter in a coldframe or pit and planted out
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again in spriag; this will not injure iu any way the profusion of fls. In certain kinds of soil the pink Hortensias show a tendency to turn blue, and ])erhaps this
can be caused by adding iron tilings or alum to the
soil.

H.

hortensis

is

also a valuable plant for forcing,

and is much grown for Easter, t^specially the var. Otaksa,
un account of its dwarfer habit. Handsome pot-plants
can be grown in one year from cuttings. In February
or

March cuttings are inserted

house with
slight bottom he;tt, and planted

in the propagatin.ii:

in small pots as soon as they

During the sumeasily grown
in pots and plunged outdoors
in coal ashes or in any kind of
are rooted.

mer they may be

porous soil, transplanted several times and freely watered

and occasionally manured; or

may be planted out in
rich soil, exposed to the full
tliey

where water should be
given and now and
then an application of liqui<l
manure. Last of September
-^un,

liberally

they should be repotted in 8inch pots, kept shady some
days until established, and
afterwards exposed to the sun.
After the first frosts they may
be brought into a cool greenhouse. If intended to have

them

in

flower

B.

:

•

and larger

Ut. 10:530. Var. grandifldra,
Fig. 1112. Almost all
panicles very large and showy. F.S
fls. sterile
Gn. 10:37 and 54, p. 370. R.H. 1873:50
16:16(J5-6(i.
Mn. 8:119. A. G. 18:313. Gng. 3:357 and 5:3. F.E. 8:214.
8.H. 1:174. Var. prSecox, Rehd. Almost like the type,
but flowering about 6 weeks earlier, in the middle of
July. G.F, 10:363. The late flowering typical form is
sometimes called var. tardiva, Hort. H. paniculata,
var. grandiflora is the coraTnon Hydrangea of lawns. It
is seen to best effect when planted close in front of heavy
shrubbery. Cut back rather heavily in early spring.

into

warmer

house, with a temperature
gradually rising from 50° to
00°;
the plants should be
freely watered, and about once
1111. Summer cutting of
application
of
a week an
Hydraneea paniculata.
liquid manure given until the
llower buds are developed.
The tls. should be almost
fully developed some time before they are desired,
that they may be hardened off in a cooler house, since
overforced plants are likely to collapse if exposed t(»
sudden changes of temperature. After flowering, the
plants are pruned and repotted or planted out and
treated as above described for cuttings, or they may be
thrown away and another set of plants raised from cuttings.
ff. petiolaris is a handsome climbing plant for covering walls and trunks of trees, and grows well in tlie
shade, but fis. frei,./ only in the full sun.
The Hydrangeas are readily prop, by cuttiugs of halfripened or nearly ripe wood under glass in summer
(Fig. 1111); also by hardwood cuttings, layers, suckers
nr division of older plants. _ff. quercifoUa is best propagated by suckers or by layers of growing wood \\\\t down
in summer. Rarely increased l)y seeds, wliieh are very
small, and should be sown in fall in pans <.'r boxes and
•mly slightly covered with soil.
About 25 species iu N. and S. America, Htmal. and K.
Asia. Lvs. without stipules
fls. perfect in terminal
panicles or corymbs, often with sterile marginal fls.;
calyx lobes and petals 4-5; stamens usually 10; styles
1^-5, short: capsule 2-5-ceUed, dehiscent at the base of
the styles, with many minute seeds.
:

fls.

7ioWeH.s-(.9,

Maxim. ).

;

2.

quercifdlia, Bartr.
ft.

t(»

Shnib, with spreading branches

young branches densely ferrugineously tomen-

tose: lvs. long-petioled, roundish or broadly ovate, piunatelylobed with serrate lobes, glabrous above at length,
whitish tomentose beneath, 4-8 in. long: panicle 4-7 in.
king: fls. pinkish white, the sterile ones turning purple. June. Ky. to Alab. and Fla. B.M. 975. Gng. 2:305.
Hardy at Philadelphia.

for Easter,

a

sterile

Sieb. (var.

BB. Inflorescence corijmbose, flat or globular.

should be transferred
not* later than the fore part

January

ex-

Shrub or small tree, to .30 ft.
1. paniculata, Sieb.
with dense globose head; lvs. elliptic or ovate, acuminate, serrate, sparingly pubescent above, more densely
on the veins beneath, 2-5 in. panicle G-12 in. long: fls.
whitish, the sterile ones changing later to purplish
styles .3: capsule with the calyx about at the middle.
Aug., Sept. Japan. S.Z. (11. — The following varieties are
cult.: Var. floribunda, Regel. Panicles large, with more

they

of

stamens 10: petals
:
pandlng.
Inflorescence pyramidal.

Krect or spreading sliruhs

A.

Cyme

0.

Styh'.s

1).

without involucre at the base.

ifsu'illi/

2:

capsule with the calyx at
apex.

the

3. arbor6scens, Linn. {R. urficifdlia, Hort.}.
Erect
shrub, 4-10 ft.; lvs. long-petioled, ovate, acute or acuminate, rounded or cordate at the base, serrate, green
and glabrous on both sides or somewhat pubescent or
glaucous beneath, 3-6 in. long: cymes 2-5 in. broad,
with none or few sterile fls. June, July. N. J. to Iowa,
south to Fla. and Mo. B.M. 13:437. -Var. cord^ta, Torr.
Gr., has the lvs. broadly ovate and cordate. — Var.
ife
st^rillB, Torr. & Gr. Almost all fls. sterile, known also

as Hills of

Snow.

radi&.ta, Walt. (R. •HitJea, Michx. ). Similar to the
former, but lvs. densely whitish tomentose beneath and
cymes always with sterile fls. June, July. N. C. to Mo.,
south to Ga. B.B. 2:185. Var. can6scens, Dipp. (N.
4.

—

canescens, Hort. R. cinerea, Small). Lvs. grayish toiTientose beneath, sometimes pubescent above. Tenn. to
(la.- Hardy about Philadelphia.
Styles usually 3

capsule with the calyx near the
middle.
').
vestita, WaU. {R. heteromdlla Don.
R. pubSsceiis, Decne.). Shrub, to 10 ft.: petiole deeply grooved
and margined, red: lvs. ovate, acuminate, densely setosely dentate, almost glabrous above, densely whitishtomentose beneath, 4-8 in. long
cyme 5-8 in. broad,
with bracts
sepals of sterile fls. elliptic or obovate,
acute or mucronulate: capsule with the calyx above the
middle. June, July. Hiraal. F.S. 4:378-79. G.C. U.
i'i>.

:

,

:

;

22:017.
0.

Br6tschneideri, Dipp. (77. vesfita,

Ya.T.

pubisce»s,

R. J\'kineiisis,}iovt.). Shrub, to 8 ft.
not margined
lvs. ovate or elliptic-ovate to
i\laxim.

:

petioles

oblongovate, acute or acuminate, serrate with short callous
teeth, more or less pubescent beneath, 3-5 in. long;
cymes similar to the former but smaller and denser, sepals roundish, obtuse: capsule with the calyx near the
middle. July. N. China. Setshuen. G.F. 3:17 andG:396.
— Var. g-labr6scens, Relid. (R. serrata, Koehne, not
DO.). Lvs. smaller, elliptic, more coarsely serrate and
;

Bretsehneideri,
Burgeri, 7 (1),
cmrulea, 7(1).

.l»p(.ni*;a. 7 (1).
Lin<lh'>i,\ 7 (1).
inrir-r(.sop;il;i, 7 (1).

Mamlxhiu-ira,

4.

nivrti,

3.

fimbriat.i, 7

(:i).

1.

tilabrpst-ens,

t:randiHora.
Jirfrroinalla,

(1.

1.
.S.

4,

OtMksa,

7

('i).

5.

quercifolia, 2.
radiata, 4.
rosalba, 7(1).

H.

,

Muriesi, 7 (1).
nigra, 7 (L').

cjiiieseens, 4.

tloribunda.

:it;

6.

prolifera, 7

pubescens,

Ttf

.'J.

cinerea,
eordata,

{'2).

7(1).

iK'unjin.'uta,

ju'boreBcens,
Azisai, 7 (1).
Belzoni. 7 (1).

['1)

roseo-marginata, 7
rubro-plena, 7 (3).
serrnta, 7(1).
stellata. 7 Ci).
tardiv;;, 1.

7 CJ).

Thnnhcnti,

7 (1).

y);iiiif'ul.ita, 1.

v.rtiri folia,

I'..

Fekincnsis,

v:tript,';it;i, 7,

poliol;u-is,
[)rfi.^(M>\,

1,

G.

It.

veafita,

H,

only sparingly pubescent.
7. hortSnsis, Smith (S". .ffor^'ji.sv'a, DC. R.opuloldes,
C. Koch.
R. Jap6nica, Sieb.). Shrub, to 8 ft., almost
glabrous
lvs. ovate or ovate-elliptic, acuminate or
acute, coarsely serrate, 5-8 in. long: fls. in large cymes
without bracts, white, bluish or pink, few or all of
:

:

nTDRAMil-'.A

iiydbani;|':a

them sterile. — Tho grecnhouso Hydrangea. .June, .Tnly,
but blooming in winter under glass. A large number of
varieties have been introduced from .Japan and China,
where this specie.s has been extensively cultivated for
many centuries, and where it is native. The following
are some of the best known. They m.ay l>c divided into
2
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acuminate, r.-ither thick, glabrous: sepals obovate, entire, pink or blue. S.Z..')2. F.S. 17:1732-33. Gn. 50:1079
R.H.18(i8:450. Mn.5,p.lOo. A.d. 11:415. A.F.10:1015.
l'\E.9:.52and 401. (ing. 5:161. Var. plena, Rgl. Similar

groups

(1)

Japonica group: cymes

flnl,

with xtrriU: and

ferfile

floii'ers.

Var. acuminata, A. Gray
/7. aciiminAta, Siib. &
Zucc. II. Biirgeri, Sielt. & Zucc).
Lvs. ovate-lanceo(

acuminate, sparingly appressed-pubescent: sterile
Hs. with elliptic entire sepals, usually blue. S.Z. SO-.'iT.
Var. Azisai, Maxim. (H. A-isiti, Sieb.). Lvs. ellipticsterile tls. with obovato sepals, longovate, glabrous
pedieelled, overtopping the fertile ones. S.Z. 51. Var.
Belzdni, Maxim. {II. Belzonii, Sieb. & Zucc. H. Jupoiilate,

:

ic.a,

i:ens,

var. c<£rulea. Hook.
Regl.). Of dwarfer

//.

Jfipoidca^ var. C'ernleslvs. ovate

and stouter habit

^'^.

:

or obovate, short- acuminate, glalirous, somewhat thick;
sterile til. whitish, pinkish or bluish, with rhombic, usuS.Z. 5.5. B.M. 4125:!. Here belongs
ally entire sepals.
also var. Imp&ratrice Uirgt'nie with pink tls.
R.H.
1868:471. Var. Jap6nica, Maxim. (H. Japonica, Sieb.).
Lvs. ovate to ellii)tic, acuminate, glabrous
sepals
broadly ovate, toothed, pink. S.Z. 5;i. B.K. yo:01. R.H.
:

Wli'-W {as H. acuminata). Var. macros^pala, Rgl. Differs from the former only by its larger sepals.
Gt.
15:520. Var. M^riesi, Hort., seems also not much different, but has somewhat broader h's., and the pink sterile
(in. 54:ll!l(i.
fls. are very large, S-SK in. across,
<t.C.
IIL 2^, suppl. 5-28. Var. rosAlba, Van Houtte (//. Xi'jkZLvs. ovate or elliptic-ovate, acuminate,
leifi, Hort,).
sparingly hairy: sepals dentate, ovate or broadly ovate,
white and pink or white changing to yiink. S.S. Ifi: 11549R.H. 1860:430. Gn. 46 :'.)«(). Var. serr^ta, Rehd.
50.
{S. serrata, DC. M. TJtunbergi, Sieb. & Zuuc. H.cynnea, Hort.). Lvs. elliptic or ovate, narrowed at both
ends, serrate, sparingly appressed-hairy, l^o-.3 in. long:
cymes small, 3-4 in. broad: tls. pinkish ortduish; seyials
roundish, obtuse or emarginate. S.Z. 58. (1.0.1870:1690.
(2)

Hortennia group:

cifnics
fls'.

filobos'',

irith

almo.^t at!

steri'te.

Var. nigra, Arb. Kew. (//. JltaiKLstiiirira. Koehne.
opttlo)des, var. cyanoctadti, Dipp.
Jl. nigra, Carr.
ramulis coccintis and ram. pictis, H<.irt.). Branches
lvs. ovatedark purple or violet, often almost black
elliptic, acute: cynu^.s large, with purple peduncles: sepals pink or bluish, obovate. A.F. 5:.'i60. Var. Hort6n/T".

II.

:

sia,

Maxim.

Lvs.

large,

elliptic,

glabrous

:

se()als

broadly ovate, entire, usually pink. This is the form
which first came into cultivation outside of .Japan and
China, and is said to have been introduced from (.'liina to
Englandinl790,bv Joseph Banks. B.M. 438. G.C.III.
24:45. Gn. 45, p. 13; 50, pp. 123, 256, 367; 52:281. Var.
Fig. 1113.
Otiksa, Maxim, (ff. Otaksa, Sieb. & Zucc).
Dwarfer, but of vigorons growth lvs. oljovate, shfu-t:

Hydrangea

1113.

Uortensia
Hogg, Hurt. Lvs.
tn

var.

larffp, pTire white.
tliau the common

hortensis, var. Otaksa.

but sepals toothed.

,

Var.

Thomas

elliptic or ovate, ratlier small;

This variety

is

Hydrangea and

the best as a pot-jihmt. It
fur outdoor cultivation, as it

is
is

heads

somewhat dwarfer
is.

hesiiles

Otaksa,

also to be recommended
one of the hardiest.

(M) Stillala group: [!.<. irllli inmiu varrow sepah.
Var. stelUta, Maxim. {H. s/rfl.'ifff Sieb. & Zucc).
Lvs. ovate or ovate-uldoug, sparingly pultrscent: cymes
with larger sterile and smaller fertile rts.,}>ofh with
many narrow-elliptic sepals. S.Z. 59. Var. fimbriMa,
Dipp.
Cymes rather dense, with almost all the fls.
strrile: sepals tinibriate, white, pink toward the l)ase.
(KC. III. 2:{, suppl. 5::2S. Var. prolifera, Hnrt. (//. ,s/<
hi.fa, vur. proUf<.'r(f,HiX^.]. 'Die fertile Ms. bearing 1 nr
few smaller ones in the center. Var. rubro-pl^na, I)ip]).
Cymes rather dense, with almost all fls. .stirile, changing from pink or pale lilac to dark red.
There are also some varieties with variegated lvs., as
var. variegata, Kegel, a form of var. J!r/,i<>}ii, with the
var. tricolor, Hort., with
!vs. edged white (F.S. 7:69(1)
the Iv^ variH"-ated with white and edgr<l yellow; var.
roseo marginata, Hort., with the lvs. spotted white and
,

^

;

e l-,ed I

nk
e>ir]ose<l hi-fore expu ndiiig
htrgr, ileciduous bracts.

Cijme

mvolucrata, Sieb. Low shrub, to
ft.:
long, acuminate, densely and sharply sernppressed, pubescent on both sides, rough
e touch, 4-8 in. long: bracts at the base of
-sme large, orbicular; smaller bracts none:
tls. blue or pinkish, sterile ones whitish:
lie with the calyx at the apex; styles usu'>

'^

1

I

i

te
tl

t

Tl
t

it
I

dh
IJ
t

1

Aug.
2
S jpliire,

1

il

1

p1
1

,

U.

vv

CJhnhing

paniculata, var. erandiflora.

F.S. 3:187.

hi/ aerial rooth'ts: sfmncns 10:
petalH cap-like, cohering, faUirig off as
I

Hydrangea

Jap. S.Z. 63. J. H. III. 32:103.
introduced 1890 by Lovett, seems
Var. hortensis, Maxim. Fls.
usuallv pink and often proliferous.

)ng here.

S 7

)

1112.

hi/ 'J-S

irliole.

petiolaris,

Maxim., not DC.

Sieb.

&

Zucc.

iU. scdyidmii^,

R. ntlahiUs, Hort.).

("'limb-

;
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HYDKOCOTYLE

HYDRANGEA

jng to 80 ft. in Japan: Ivs. long-petioled, broadly ovatecordate to elliptic, acute or acuminate, crenately serrate, almost glabrous, 2-1 in. long: cymes rather loose,
-810 in. across, with rather few sterile fls.; styles usually 2: capsule with the calyx at the apex. July. Japan,
M. D. U.
S. Z. 54, 59, 2, 92.
Sacchalin. B. M. 6788.
very variable species,
1897:236-37.
S.H. 2: 191-93.
figured and described by 8ieb. & Zucc. under three different names. In gardens it is often met with under
the name of SchUnphragma hydrangeoldes, another
Japanese climber of similar habit, which, however, is
easily distinguished by its sinuately dentate Ivs. and
its sterile fls." having only one large cordate sepal.

-A

I

.

H. altiss-ima. Wall. Allied to H. petiolaris, but less high
climbing, often only a spreading shrub, to 15 ft.: Ivs. ovatelanceolate: stamens 10. Himal.—H. dspera, Don. Shrub, to
20 ft., similar to H. vestita: Ivs. oblong-lanceolate, densely pubescent beneatli: sepals usually toothed: fr. with the calyx at
the apex. Himal. Tender— fi^. hirta, Sieb. & Zucc. Shrub, to
4 ft.: Ivs. broad-elliptic, coarsely incised-serrate: cymes \vithont
S.Z. 62. Not very decorative.— jEf. robusta,
sterile fls. Jap.
Hook, f, & Thoms. (H. eyanema, Nutt.). Spreading shrub, to
15 ft., with large ovate Ivs., pubescent on both sides; sterile
fls. with toothed sepals: capsule with the calyx at the apex.
Himal, B.M.SO'iS. Handsome in hloom. but tender.-iT. virm-s,
Sieb. Slender shrub, to 6 ft. Ivs. elliptic or laneeolat-e, coarsely
serrate, 1--/^ in.: rj-mes rather few-fld., sterile fls. with 3 or 4
large, unequal sepals, white. Jap, S.Z. 60. A desirable shiiih,
with gt-acefuj and delicate fls. and with the Ivs. often handsomely variegated along the veins, but tender.

Caryota.

It

stands the temperature of an ordinary livin?

room better than many other palms. For rapid growth
it needs more heat than Howea Belmoreana and ForsIn the greenhouse a temperature of 60 to 70*^
A lower temperature will not hurl
but gives a slower and more compact growth. Ii
loves plenty of moisture, and frequent syringing is
teriana.

most congenial.

is

it,

beneficial.
For potting soil, it likes rich loam, with
plenty of sharp sand and good drainage. The seeds and
seedlings should be treated more like the commercial
Areca, i.e., Chrysalidocarpiis kitescens. It forms a single stem when only 3 ft. high, and grows to a height of
20 ft. or more in cult. It is at its best when 10 to 15 ft.
high. When well established and pot-bound it loves
high feeding, as does Ghrysalidocarpus lutescens. This
palm has a bright future commercially.

H. A, SlEBEECHT.

HYDROCHARIS

(Greek,

Alfred Rehder.
Ramoicu-

water plant).
genus of one species,
ffl/drocharidcice(e. Frogbit.
an aquatic plant, grown in a few aquaria. It is found in
ditches and ponds in Europe and temperate Asia. H,
Morsus-rinae, Linn., has floating stems resembling runners, and tufts of radical leaves, and submerged roots.
Lvs. stalked, roundish, with a heart-shaped base, rather
thick, about 2 in. across: peduncles of the staminate
plant bearing 2-3 fls. on long pedicels, which spring from
a spathe of 2 thin bracts: petals 3, white, stamens 3-12:
spathe of the pistillate fls. sessile among the ivs.: styles
For American Frogbit, see Liinf), with 2-cleft stigmas.

hardy herbaceous perennials,
one from Japan and one from N. Amer. Stem erect,
pubescent: Ivs. palmately 5-7-lobed, serrate: fls. green-

nobinm.
Hydrocharis dies in the fall, but winter buds (see
similar buds of Elodea, Fig. 759) break off and sink

ish white, small, solitary; sepals 3, petal-like, falling
early; petals none; stamens many; carpels 2-ovuled, in
Requires moist
fruit becoming aggregated berries.
situations in good, rich loam and leaf-mold. Prop, by
division of the root, and by seed.

house or aquarium under genial conditions, they start
early into growth, the scales bursting and a young leaf developing and then the whole rises to the surface. It is a

:

HYDRASTIS (name of
Two species of
Mcere.

'

douhtftil meaning).

Orange Root. Golden-seal.
Canadensis, Linn.
Stem 4-10 in. long, from a thick, yellow rootstock:
basal Ivs. 5-8 in. broad; stem Ivs. 2, lower one petioled,
upper sessile and near the small flower: fr. in ovoid
head, the 8-12 fleshy carpels tipped with a short, curved
beak. April. Eastern U. S., in rich woods. B.M. 3019
(in flower); .3232 (in fruit).- Used in gardens for the
showy leaves and beautiful red fruit root used in
medicine.
K. C. Davis.
;

HYDRIASTfiLE (Greek, water Rud cohimn; the tall
trunks growing near springs). Pahnd.cew. A genus of
one species, a tropical Australian palm advertised by
perhaps only one American dealer as Keiifia Wendlan
diana. It is told, however, from the Kentias in foliage
by the leaf-segments split at the apex instead of acuminate and not split. More fundamentally, it differs in
having the ovule on the side of the cell instead of at the
bottom, as in Kentia. In this respect it agrees with the
group of genera mentioned under Hedyscepe, but it
differs from that group in having the fls. borne in 4
Hydriastele is a spineless
ranks instead of spirally.
palm with erect winged caudex: Ivs. terminal, pinnatisect; segments alternate, linear, split at the apex; midveins covered below with caducous scales margins thin
ruchis laterally compressed, dorsally convex
face of
the petiole concave; sheath rather short: spadices with
short, wide peduncles, branched from the base, the
brunches obtusely quadrate, long, slender, pendulous:
spathes 2, complete, compressed, deciduous, the lower
one ancipital: bracts and bractlets connate; fruit small,

when

graceful

A

the old plants die.

In spring, or in the green-

very interesting plant. Its fine, silky roots are beautiful and attractive in the aquarium, as well as the soft,
tender leaves and delicate flowers.
Wm. Tkicehr.

HYDROCLEYS.

See LimnocliaHs.

HYDROCOTYLE (Greek, water and beaker; the
plants thrive in moist places, and the roundish lvs. have
UmbeUiferce
a cup-like depression in the middle).
This includes a plant which, according to J. N. Rose, is
considerably used at Washington, D.C., for carpet bedding under the name of S". sibfhorpioides, but, like many
other bedding plants its name seems not to appear in

;

;

smooth or ribbed. For culture, see Palms.
Wendlandi^na, H. Wendl. & Drude (Kentia Wendlandidiia, F. Muell.). A tall palm. Leaves many feet
long; segments numerous, unequal, t'he longest IK ft.,
the upper ones confluent at the base, all denticulate at
the apex. Queensland.
Jared G. Smith.
This distinct and excellent palm has hitherto been
rare, but now that the seeds are being produced in tropical nurseries it is fast becoming popular.
The seeds
are round, fairly hard, and resemble those of ArcJwnioellipsoidal,

phcenix Alexavdrcp. The characteristic Ivs. are pinnatifid, the segments being irregular and sdinewhat jagged
at the ayiex. after the fashion of a Fisli Tail palm or

1114.

Hydrocotyle rotundifoUa (X %).

the leading retail catalogues, American or foreign. Fig.
is the only accessible picture of the plant, except
that in Hooker's Exotic Flora as B. nitidula. The
plant has shining Ivs. %-\ in. across, and is perhaps
perennial. It is prostrate and roots at the nodes. The
genus contains about 70 widely scattered species, mostly
inhabiting swamps, and has no near allies of garden
value. The species vary widely in habit and otherwise.

nU

:

HYDROCOTYLK

IIYJIENOCALLIS

HYMENOCALLIS
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Important

generic cluiracters are fr. strongly compressed: calyx teeth minute or obsolete; petals concave,
valvate or imbricate: umbels simple. For culture, see
Bedding.

membrane, alluding to
the webbed filaments). Including Ismene. Amaryllidilcew. Spider Lily.
Sea Daffodil. Bulbous plants
of about 30 species of the warm parts of the New World

rotundxfdlia, Roxb.
(IT. sHithorpio)deii, Lera.
SlbIhirpla JlliiropTea, Hort., not Linu.).
Fig. IIU.
Lvs.
orbicular, cordate, subentire or 7-y-lubeil to tlie middle
or lower, doubly creuate
umbel C-8-Hd. fr. 2-rilil>ed.
Trop. Asia and Afr. Numerous synonyms are accounted
for by the variable length of the petiole.
-^t jj

(one in Africa), cult, for the fragrant white (in 1 species yellow), umbellate fls. Perianth with a cylindrical
tube, equ:il linear or lanceolate segments: stamens 6,
the aiaments free above but webbed ami united into a

:

:

HYDROPHtLLUM
obscure).

(Greeli, irater-leuf
application
I/iidrophylldcca'. About 7 species of Ameri.-

can hardy herbaceous plants, mostly North American,
and perennial, with pinnate or palmately cut f-.)liage and
cymose clusters of numerous small white, lilac, light
blue, purplish or violet tls. borne in early summer.
These plants grow a foot or two high, and are desiniblo
for shady situations where other plants do not succeed.
They are obtainable from dealers in native plants and
collectors. Floral parts in 5's: ovary 2-celled: styles 2.
Important generic characters are: calyx appendaged or
not: corolla bell-shaped, the tube within bearing a linear, longitudinal appendage opposite each lobe, with infolded edges, forming a nectariferous groove.
A.

Galtjx

appendaged wHli a reflexed

tohe at each

Si}lUS.

appendictUatum, Michx.

Biennial

(all

the others per-

ennial), hirsute with long spreading hairs: root-lvs. pinnately 5-7-parted
stem-lvs. palmately 5-7-angulatedlobed: ds. violet or purple. B.B. 3:44.
:

AA.

Califxnot prnminenflf/ appendaged (oflrn nnnutehf

appendaged

in H. Canadense).
Lvs. palmatehj cut.
Canad6nse, Linn. Fls. mostlv greenish white:
times purplish. B.R. 3:242. B!B. 3:44.

cup below, the anthers narrow and versatile: ovarv 3loruled, with 2 ovules in each, bearing a long, slender
style and capitate stigma: scape solid and compressed,
arising from a tunicated bulb: lvs. oblong or strapshape. The genus is represented in the Old World by
Pancratium, which differs chiefly in having many ovules
in each locule.
For an account of the species, see
Baker, Amaryllideie, pp. 120-129 (1888).
Some of the species of Hymenocallis are winter
bloomers
these should be treated essentially like
Crinums, being rested or kept slow in the summer.
They require a warm temperature. Of such are M.
niacrostephana. Tl.sprciosa, 1[. Carihipu. Other species
require an intermediate or conservatory temperature,
and bloom in spring or summer, resting in winter.
Of such are 11. calalhina, If. Harrisiana, H. Made:

H. laeera, Jl. litloralis. Some of these latter or
intermediate-house species are hardy in the southern
states, there blooming in spring, as 11. laeera, H. Gal-

a)ui,

restonensis, and others. The species of Hymenocallis
require no special treatment (see Buhs), except that
the same bulbs may be flowered year after year if they
receive good care. Tse turfy or pe.-ity soil that will not
become "sour" or soggy. Prop, by offsets from the
bulbs.
index.
t-alathina, 12.

B.

some-

BB. Lvs. pinnately cat.
Peduncle shorter than the petioles.
capitatum, Dougl.
Tutted, about <) in. high
lvs.
softly hirsute or pubescent.
This and ttie next are the
only 2 far western species.
cc. Peduncle longer than the petioles.
D. Divisions of the leaf 7-15.
C.

H;irfisiana,

:

or sparingly
1ft. or more.

Divisions of the leaf 3-5.
txlabrous or nearly so:
violet-purple. B.B. 3:43.
DD.

Virginicum, Linn,
"r

fls.

white

HYDSOT-ffiNIA (Greek,

u-atei- and hand: referring
triangular glandular bar which secretes nectar).
Four species of tender bulbs from Mexico
and Peru, more curious than beautiful, allied to Tigridia, which see for culture. The following is procurable

to a

tridheeiv.

from Dutch bulb growers.
Van-HoMtei, Baker. Stem 2-3 ft. long, bearing 2-3
Hs.: lvs. lanceolate, plaited, the lower 1 ft. long: spathes
inflated, 2 in. long: perianth catnpanulate; otiter segments oblong, over 1 in. long, greenish outside, inside
dark brown, much veined, yellowish at tip; inner segments suborbicular, half as long, pale lilac, somewhat
veined. F.S. 21:2174, as Tigridia Eouttei.

HYMEN3iA (application obscure). Legumindsie.
This includes a tree cult, in S. Calif, for its economic
interest. According to Von Mueller, the timber is hard,
extremely heavy, close-grained, used for select wheelwork, treenails, beams, planks, and iti various machinery.
resin, known as West Indian
exudes from the stem. A tree of colossal size
and remarkable longevity, found in the West Indies,
Trop. Amer. and subtropical S. Amer. A genus of 8
-\

fragrant, amber-like

"opal,

species of tropical American trees: Ifts. 2, leathery,
said to close at night:
fls. white, in
short, densely
corymbose panicles; sepals 4; petals 5, sessile; stamens 10: stigma small: pod short, indehiscent, woody.

Courbaril, Linn.
Lfts. unequal-sided, obliquely oblong-lanceolate: fls. pedicellate: pod few-seeded, Hlled
with an edible mealy pulp with a honey-like taste.

rointa, f>.
SetiegaDjliica.

6.

t'avitiiea, 7.

lact-ra,

itecliitatum.l.

]ittor;ilis, 4.

spciosa,

Macleana, U.
macrostei)haua,

tutjitiora,

Kalvestonensis.
Guianense, 1.
A.

H.

!l.

B.

Lv.-<.

;j.

;i.

1.

10,

Filaments long and slender heijond

:

occidentaie, Gray.
Pubescent, hirsute
hispid: fls. violet-purple, varying to white

[lirauliful

the

small cup.

dislinethj pelioled.

1. tubifldra, Salisb.
Bulb ovoid, about 4 in. in diam..
short-necked: leaf -blade about a foot long and one-third
broad at the middle, the petiole 6-12 in.
king: scape 1 ft. tall: fls. jnany in the umbel and sessile, the valves or bracts broad and cuspidate: tube of
perianth greenish, 6-8 in. long, the linear white reflexing segments 4 in. long: cup 1 in. long, not toothed, less
than half or a third the lengtlj of the free part of the
Northeastern S. Amer. B.R. 4:26.3, as Pan.
rilament.
cratiam Guianense, Ker.

to one-half as

2. undul&ta, Herb.
Bulb ovoid, 3-4 in. in diam. lvs.
with an oblong blade 1 ft. long and half as wide, crossveined: scape 2 ft. long, compressed: fls. about 10, sessile, the tube 6-7 in. long, and the segments 3-4 in.
long and linear, white, with tinged red cup an inch long.
Venezuela.
:

3.

specidsa, Salisb.

Bulb globular, 3-4

lvs. 20 or less, large (often 2 ft. longl,

in. in

diam.

oblanceolate-ob-

long and acute, narrowed into a channelled petiole
scape mostly shorter than the foliage, glaucous
fls.
10-1.5, on very short pedicels, the bracts or spathevalves 3^ in. long: tube of perianth greenish, 3^ in.
long, the segments often twice longer (entire fl. often
9 in. long): cup about 132 in. long, toothed, the free
parts of the filaments little longer than the cup. W.
:

:

Indies. B.M. 14,33. Gn. 47, p, 294. P. 1883, p. 71. -One
of the best. The bulb improves with age if care is taken
in growing and repotting. The lvs. are evergreen and
handsome. Fls. very fragrant, retaining their scent
even when dried. Blooms in winter. This and It.
niacrostephana are the most showy species.
B.
c.

Lvs. not petioled, strap-shaped.

Perianth tube mostly above 3

in. long.

3^

littor^lis, Salisb. Bulb
in. in diam.: lvs. about
12, 2-3 ft. -k)ng, 1/^ in. broad, acute: scape 2-edged, 2 ft.
or less tall: fls. 4-8 in a sessile umbel, the tube 6-7 in.
4.

long and green-tinged, the segments linear and recurved,
long, joined to the base of the cup: the cup funnelslnqie. ttri:>ader and longer, toothed, the free part of the

4 in.

—

HYMENOCALLIS

HYMENOSPORUM

style about equaling the
fllaments about 2-3 in. lonp;
stamens. Tropics. Gn. .53, p. 57.-Long known in cult.,
but less showy than other species.

linear-lanceolate, a little longer than the tube. B.M.
6436. Gn. 18:211. — Blooms in Feb. and Mar. One of the
best of the Spider Lilie.^-, perhaps the best for warmhouse culture.
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:

Lva. somewhat
5. Senegimbica, Kuuth & Bouche.
curved, acute, 2 ft. long, 2 in. br<.ad at the widest place:
6-8
in a sessile
Ivs.
fls.
the
as
long
about
as
scape
umbel, the tube .5-6 in. long, segments very narrow and
cup funnel-shaped, 1 in. long and somewhat
4 in. long
broader, 'the free parts of the fllaments 2 in. long. W.
:

:

Africa,

:

Bulb globular, small (less than
only 3-6, a foot long and 2 in.
broad, much narrowed below: scape less than 1 ft. tall,
slender, glaucous: fls. 2-3 in a sessile umbel, the tube
slender and 3—t in. long, the segments linear and 3 in.
in. long, plicate,
cup funnel-shaped,
or less long
small-toothed, the free filaments 11^ in. long and often
exceeding the style. Me.x. B.M. 6562. -Flowers in
early summer. Hardy South.
6.

Harrisiana, Herb.

2 in. in diam.):

Ivs.

%

:

Perianth tube viostltj under 3 in, Jowj.
(Pancrdtium Caribceum, Linn. P.
decUndfum,.Ja.cq.). Bulb globular, 3-4 in. in diam. Ivs.
thin, 12 or more, not 2-ranked, shining, 2-3 ft. long, 2-3
in. broad at the widest place: scape sharp-angled, nearly
or quite as long as the Ivs.: umbel sessile, 6-12-fld.:
tube 2-3 in. long, the segments linear and somewhat
exceeding it: cup 1 in. long, toothed, the free part of
the fllaments l?-2-2 in. long. W. Indies. B.M. 826. L.
B.C. 6:558.
Scape 1-2 ft. long, rather
8. Galvestoninsis, Baker.
shortarthan the linear Ivs.: umbel sessile, 4-6: perianth
tube 2-3 in. long (sometimes shorter), mostly a little
shorter than the linear segments: cup 1}4 in. or less
long, funnel-shape, the edge erect, the free part of the
fllaments little more than Kin. long. Texas. — Lately
introduced to cultivation with the statement that it "may
be planted out in gardens all over the North like a peony
and prove hardy." Spring or early summer.
Panrrdtimn rn9. lacera, Salisb. {H. rotdta, Herb.
Bulb ovoid, 2 in. or less in diam with a
iilttim, Ker).
long neck and producing stolons or runners: Ivs. ^i-^,
linear, IK ft. or less long, fiat above but concave toward
the base: scape 2-edged, glaucous, about as long as the
Ivs.: umbel sessile, with 2-6 fls.: tube green, 3-4 in.
long, exceeded by the linear, often recurved lobes: cup
saucer-shaped or rotate, irregularly toothed, the free
part of the fllaments 1^ '"• loug. N. Car. to Fla. B.M.
827. L.B.C. 1:19. — Variable, particularly in the dimensions of the fl. Spring or early sunnner.
CC.

7.

Pilamenis short and incunted {usually less than
1 in. long) beyond the large cup. {Ismene.)
(Ismene Macleflna, Herb.).
11. Macle^na, Nichols.
Bulb ovoid, 2 in. in diam. Ivs. a foot or more long and
nearly 2 in. broad, narrowing towards the base: scape 2edged,about the length of the Ivs. fls. 2-8, with a straight
tube 2 in. or less long, and linear, erect or somewhat
spreading segments as long as the tube cup corollalike, 1>2 in. long and green-striped, fringed, the free
fllaments K in. long, strongly inflexed and angled or
kneed at the cup. Peru. B.M. 3675. — One of the plants
known to the Peruvians as Amancses, the subject of festivals. This and the next are intermediate-house species,
flowering in spring and summer.
12. calathina, Nichols. {Ismene calathlnajHevh. Paticrcltimn calathlnum, Ker).
Bulb long-necked
Ivs.

AA.

:

Caribaea, Herb.

:

,

:

:

somewhat 2-ranked, strap-shaped,

or less long:
scape 2-edged, 1% to 2 ft. tall, bearing 2-5 fls. in a ses3-4
tube green,
in. long, much enlarging
sile umbel
in. wide, lanceoabove segments as long as the tube,
late: cup corolla-like and green-striped, usually larger
than in the last, with rounded fringed lobes: filaments
free for 32 in., incurved but not angled. Peru, Bolivia.
6-8,

2

ft.

:

%

:

B.M. 2685.
The following names may be expected in the trade H.
adnata, Herb.^H. littoralis.— i/. Amdncces, Nichols., is one of
:

the Ismene group, aud the only species with yellow

B.M.
1224. B.R. 7:000. (in. 48, p. 168.— if. amaena, Herb.= H.ovata
{heAov^). — H.Andredna, Nichols.
An Ismene: fl. only 1, the
cup nearly or quite as long as the segments. R.H. 1884, p. 129,
468.
H. crassifblia. Herb. (H. occidentalis, Britton & Bron'n).
Ga. to Mo.; Ivs. linear, evergreen, thick: fls. with tube 3-5 in.
long and linear segments nearly as long; cup much narrowed
below.- fl". frdgrans, Salisb. H. ovata (below).— fl". Moritzidna, Kunth. Evergreen, with Ivs. like Eucharis
fls. white,
fragrant, with greenish tubes, very slender and twice as long
as the segments, the cnp very short and toothed. Venezuela.
(t,C. 111.27:89.— fl. ovdta, Tioem. Lvs. broad and petioled: fls
6-10, the tube about 2 in. long, the linear segments little longer;
PUP 1 in. long. W.Indies. B.K.1:43. B.M. 1467.
L. H. B.
fls.

=

:

HYMENODIUM.

See Acrostichum.

HYMENOLEPIS.

See Acrostichum

HYMENOPHtLLTTM (Greek, membrane-leaved). E\j^nenophylldcew. A large genus of filmy ferns allied to
Trichomanes, but having a more or

less deeply 2-hpped

or 2-valved involucre. Some 80 species are found in the
tropics of both hemispheres. One species appears in
wells in England.
Hi/wenophyllum demissnm is a difficult plant to grow.
It nee<ls a Wardian case in a coolhouse, and occasional
sprinkling overhead. The members of this genus are
propagated slowly by division.
A. Lvs. glabrous : rachis slightly winged above.
polydnthos, Swz. Lvs. 2-8 in. long, 1-3 in. wide, tripinnatifid: sori 2-12 to a pinna; involucre small. Tropics
of both hemispheres.
demissum, Swz. Lvs. 4-12 in. long, 3-4 in. wide, 3-4pinnatifld; sori very numerous, 20-30 to a pinna; involucre with ovate entire valves. E. Indies to New Zealand.

AA.

Lvs. pubescent or

ciliate.

ciliatum, Swz. Pig. 1116. Stalks ciliated and winged
above
lvs. 2-6 in. long, 1-2 in. wide, tripinnatifid, the
segments ciliated; involucre roundish, the valves divided half way down and ciliated. Tropics of both hemispheres.
:

1115.

Hymenocallis maciostephana (X

1-.5).

10. macrost6phana. Baker.
Fig. 1115. Closely allii-d
to H. speciosa, and conjectured by Baker to be a hyljri<l
of that species and //. calulhina. Bulljwith a long neck
Ivs. 8-9, oblanceolate and bright green, 2-3 ft. long: Hs.
6-10, large and striking because of the great cup whence
the specific name), which is 2 in. across and as much
long, wavy-toothed: tube greenish, 3 in. long: segments
;

(

aerugindsum, Carm. Fig. 1117. Stalks tomentose: lvs.
2-3 in. long, 1 in. or less wide, tripinnatifid, the pinna'
often imbricate, the surface and margins densely pubescent
involucres small, with valves divided nearly
to the base, densely ciliate. Tristan d'Acunha.
;

L.

M. Underwood and Robert Shore.

HYMENOSPORUM (Greek, referring to the 2-winge(l
seeds whiidi distinguish it from Pittosporum). Pittiispordcew. This includes an ornamental shrub, cult, only

.

HTMENOSPORUM
corymbs of tubular yellow
or more across. The geuus has only one

in S. Calif.
]

in.

HYPICRICUM

It lias

fls.

each

species,

an evergreen Australian shrub, with the habit of Pittos-
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oughly established; they also require careful watering,
the roots of these small plants being quite tender.

outside, marked with red at
the throat; stamens 5.
B.M.

Hyophorbe is allied to Cham»dorea aud Roscheria.
which are cultivated. Hyophorbe is spineless and the
leaf segments are aimrainate, while Roscheria has spines
and segments 2-cut at the apex. In Hyophorbe the fls.
are moncecious in the same spadix and disposed iu
small, elongated heaps
in Chama^dorea the fls. are
dioecious or monoecious in different spadices and spirally disposed.
Hyophorbe contains stout, spineless
palms with ringed caudices, cylindrical, or swollen below the middle or interruptedly swollen
lvs. terminal,
equally pinnatisei-t, the subopposite segments linear-

4799.

lanceolate, acuminate,

porum and resembling
leathery capsules aud an

tliat

geuus

in

having thick,

indefinite number of seeds, but
Pittosporum the seeds are thicker, not so much flattened and not winged.
in

Hivum, P. Mnell. Lvs. usually altemate, sometimes
opposite or subverticillate, becoming nearly \i in. long,
obovate. leathery, entire: corolla with 5 obovate lobes, silky

HYMEN6XYS

:

:

plicate-nerved, with the thickened margins recurved at the base; petiole subcylindrical, the upper surface slightly furrowed, :t-sided at the
base; sheath large, swolh-u, entire: spadices with short
peduncles, twice-branched, thebranches slender, spreading
spathes numerous, in]bricat(Ml in 2 rows: fls. pale
greener yellow: fr, .small, pear-shaped or olive-shaped,
straight or curved, gibbous or bigibbous at the base,
orange or blue.

Calif6rmca

Actinolepis coronari"

;

amaricatiUs, Mart. {An'ca upeciusa, Hort.).
Palm
ft. high, with a botde-shaped caudex, L5-24 iu. in
diam. near the base, sliglitly <liiiiinishing upwards to
the base of the leaf-sheaths and there abruptly confill

stricted

petiole 12-18 in. long, somewhat trigonous,
segments iu 40-00 pairs, 18 in.
long, 2 in. broad, with the central and 1 lateral vein on
each side prominent above, the veins clothed below with
rather rigid, lanceolate, appressed scales, I.H. ]:j:402.
:

grooved on the face

;

— Mauritius.

VerschaJfeltii, n.
'\\i-nill.
(.InVa
Versclinffrltii
Hort.). tiaudex 25-30 ft. high, (1-12 in. in diam. at the
bulging after a few feet, reaching 12-24 in. in
diam. in the middle, thence contracting upward petiole
;i iu. long, subterete, slightly grooved on the upper
surface, with a yellow band extending from the upper part
of the leaf-sheath along the face of the petiole to the
liase of the blade; segments in 30-oO pairs, 20-30 in.
long, 1 in. wide, oidy the central vein prominent, clothed
on the under siirface toward the base with short, linear
scales. Mauritius. I.H. 13:402. G.C. 1870:418.
i)ase,

:

M. Co»tiiicrftnnitr)irr, TndJca .intl lutt'srcns are Chrys.ilidocarpus lutesceiis, thuu;L:h H. ludica is gi\eii as a good species lo
Index Kewensis.
.Tared G. Smith and W. II. Taplin.
1116.

Hymenophyllum ciliatum.

1117.

Hymenophylluin

seruginosum. Nat.

size.

HYOPHOEBE

(Greek, food for xicine; referring to
the fruits, probably}. Pahndceic Three species of pinnate palms from Mauritius, 2 of w^hich are cult, under
glass North and outdoors South. Much of their distinctive beauty is in the color of the petiole and rachis,
which in iZ". I'ei-scJiaffeUii is yellow, while in N. amaricaulis the petiole is maroon and the rachis orange. The
first species also has its leaves handsomely veined with
white.
These two species are highly ornamental palms, and
are frequently found in trade collections. They w^ould
probably be grown in greater quantities were it not for
the fact that they are not very rapid growers while in a
young state. They are naturally heat-loving plants, and
nourish under similar treatment to that recommended
for the palm commercially known as Areca lut(^sci^)is,
namely, a good loamy soil well enriched with stable
manure and with a moderate addition of bone dust, firm
potting, an abundance of water, and a night temperature of 6.5°, while in common with palms in general
when grown under glass, it is found necessary to shade

from full sunshine during the period between March 1
and November 1.
Of the two species, II. Veraehaffeltii is nnich the better, and is one that should be found in all collections,
its stout and usually triangular stem and well furnished
foliage giving it a distinction that readily attracts attention. Seeds of Hyophorbe should be sown in a light
compost, pure peat giving good results for this purpose,
the seed pots being placed in a bottom heat of 80° and
kept moist. The seedlings are delicate in their earlier
stages, and should be kept in a warm place until thor-

HYOSCtAMUS

(Greek, Iioy's lean).
Solanilcev.
a coarse, clatnmy, ill-smelling, annual or
biennial wayside weed which is cultivated for medicinal
purposes. An extract is conjmonly sold in drug stores.
About 15 sjiecies of herbs, biennial or perennial, pilose
or glabrous; lvs. wavy-margined, coarsely toothed, or
pinnatitid, rarely entire
corolla pallid, or lurid and
netted-veineil, funnel-shaped, with 5 unequal lobes
capsule circumscissile above the middle. The nearest
ally of garden value is Datura. Henbane grows wild in
En., W. Asia and Himalayas and is naturalized in
Amer. It is found in saiuiy anil waste places. Seeds
can be obtained by the pound or less. For medicinal
purposes, only the leaves of the second year's growth
should be used.

Henbane

is

;

;

Annual <ir biennial, l-2'.j ft. high lvs.
nlger, Linn.
in. long, the upper ones stem-clasping, irregularly
fls. greenish yellow, with purple
lobed or pinnatifid
veins. .June-Sept. B.B. 3:138.
:

.3-7

;

HYPfiRICtTM (old Greek name of obscure meaning
used by Dioscorides). Hi/pericdceie. St. .John's-Wort.
A genus of about 200 species, consisting of herbs, under-shrubs and shrubs, and scattered over the whole
world, but particularly abundant in S. Europe, W. Asia
.and N. Amer.; few species of any value in the garden.
The leaves are opposite, oblong or lanceolate, exstipular.
sessile or subsessile, entire, subevergreen or deciduous,
dotted with pellucid or opaque glands, rich in volatile oil.
Flowers polypetalous. terminal, solitary or disposed in
single or compound cymes, appearing .July-Oct., but
particularly in early

August

;

sepals 4-5,

more

or less

united at the base and unequal, petals commonly yellow, 4-5, oblique or contorted, hypogynous, alternate
with the calyx; stamens numerous, free or connate, in

HYPERICUM

HYPEBICUiVl

3-5 clusters, sometimes with interposed hypogynous
glands: ovary free, 1-celled, with a central placenta or
incompletely or completely 3-5-celled, sometimes longitudinally furrowed: fr. a berry or capsule, with numerous seeds borne upon the placenta or introflexed margins of the carpels: styles 3-5, free or united, persistent.
The Hypericums grow 6 in. to 5 ft. high, of erect to
prostrate" habit, most of them tender or of uncertain
Many
hardiness, requiring some winter protection.
kinds from the southern United States and southern
Europe, otherwise good, are unreliable from lack of
hardiness. Several N. American species not yet in culThe few useful
tivation are ornamental and hardy.
species furnish a brilliant color, blooming when most
shrubs do not. All are of simple culture, siicceeding in
almost any garden soil, but generally preferring a light,
warm land; hence useful in sandy soils, flowering later
and longer if partly shaded. They are prop, by seeds,
suckers, cuttings and strong pieces of creeping-rooted
kinds. The twigs are terete. 2-angled or 4-angled. The
smaller species are useful as rock-plants, the larger as
border plants, in the front of shrubberies or in unmixed

best where it succeeds. Gn. 54, p. 491. B.M. 2375, 5693.
R.H. 1875:171.— Not so showy as some American species, but graceful and delicate, and one of the best for
rock-gardens. Earliest to bloom.
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Their common name, St. John's-Wort, comes
from the fact that the common people of some European
nations used to gather the flowers of M. perforatum to
decorate their dwellings on St. John's Day. The Hypericums are mostly shoi-t-lived, and need renewal every

masses.

4. Moseri^num, Andre. Gold Flower. Hybrid raised
by Moser, of France, from S. patulum and H. ealyeinum. generally resembling the latter but lacking its
coarseness, and surpassing both parents in good qualities.
A glabrous subshrub 2 ft. high, erect, with the
tips of the branches pendulous: Ivs. similar to those of
ovat«-obtuse-mucronulate, opaque, 2 in.
ealyeinum,
M.
long, dark green above, pale below: inflorescence with
1-3 fls. per stalk, which are golden yellow, 2 in. in diam.,
blooming for some time: calyx of foliaceous oblong sepals; corolla of broad rounded petals, their color heightened by the many tufted yellow stamens with reddish
anthers: capsule top-shaped. July, Aug. R.H. 1889, p.
404.
Gn. 54:1201. R.B. 10:97. G.C. III. 10:333. -Not
hardy in N. England, but successful farther south. Not
good individually, but good in masses, better adapted to
the herbaceous border than the shrubbery. May be
used as a pot-plant. Var. tricolor. Variegated form of
white and green edged with red. Habit like S. patulum,
but more horizontal, the Ivs. smaller and narrower: fls.
one-fourth the size of those of R. Moserianum but
similar. Less hardy.

DD.

6-7 years.
INDEX.
ttdpressTim,

9.

Androsfemuni,
Ascyron, 1.
aureum, 20.

8

fastigraturii, 9.

Nepalejise,

floribundum,

nudiflorum, 21.
oblong if Hum, 2.
patulum, 3.

18.

foliosuni, 22.

gladioides, 14.

hircinum, 16.
Hookerianiim,

axillare, 14.

Buckleyi, 10.
ealyeinum, 5.
Ghinense, 23.

Japonieum,

3.

prolificiim, 22.

pyraniidatum,

2.

1.

salicifoliwin, 23.

12.

Kalmianum,

6, 22.

sphserocarpoii, 15.

dstifoliuni, 21.

lobocarpuin,

7.

tricolor, 4.

densiflonim,
elatum, 17.

Moseriamim,

4.

triflorum, 2.
Uralurn, 3.

multiflorum,

19.

Virgmieum,

inoiiogynuin, 23.

13.

elegaus, 11.

B.
C.
1.

24.

Floiver.H yellow.

A.

Styles

.5.

Plant herbaceous.

Ascyron, Linn. (R. pyramiddtum, Drysmd.).

Up-

right perennial, 2-6 ft. high, with tetragonal stems: Ivs.
clasping, ovate-oblong or ovate- lanceolate, acuminate
cymes terminal, 3-12-fld.,
from the base, 2-5 in. long
appearing in July: fls. 1-2 in. in diam.
sepals small,
ovate-lanceolate
petals thin, narrowly obovate or oblanceolate, curiously shaped and twisted, persistent until withered;
stamens in 5 clusters; styles somewhat
spreading; stigmas capitate; capsule ovoid,
in. long.
— somewhat coarse and ungainly plant living on river
banks, native to both North America and N. Asia. B.B.
2:429. — Toward fall apt to be unsightly through the lower
:

;

;

%

A

Ivs.

dying and remaining.
cc.

Stems angled.

Rose of Sharon. Aaron's
ealyeinum, Linn.
Beard. A subshrub, 1 ft. or less high, with many procumbent or ascending stems occurring in thick tufts:
Ivs. ovate, evergreen, leathery, dark green, glaucous
below, 2-4 in. long, filled with pellucid dots: fls, large,
solitary, or 2-3 together, 3 in. in diameter; sepals large,
obovate, spreading; stamens long and showy, in 5 clusters, with red anthers; styles shorter than the stamens,
divergent: capsule ovate, 4 in. long. July-Sept= B.M. 146.
— A rapidly spreading plant, creeping by woody rootstalks completely covering the soil. Used as a ground
cover abroad. Not very hardy in New England, the
annual killing -back preventing its covering wide
stretches, but not destroying its bloom each year, nor
its usefulness in the herbaceous border, or in the margin
of a shrubbery. May be protected, and its dark, persistent foliage preserved. Thrives in sun and moderate
shade. Prom Greece and Asia Minor. Prop, by root and
5.

Plant shrnhhy or suffruficose.

Stems terete.
I).
Hookeri^nnm, Wight & Am. (H. oblongifdlium,
Hook., not Choisy. H, trifldrum, Blume). A suffruficose species, 2?^ ft. high, thin growing: Ivs. among the
2.

largest of the genus, 1-4 in. long, evergreen, ovate or
oblong, sessile, dark bluo-green above, pale and glaucous
below, minutely pellucid fjunctate
corj'mbs severalfld., of large golden yellow fls. in profusion, 2-3 in. in
diam.; sepals large, obovate
petals very large, firm,
sub-rotund
stamens in 5 clusters; styles recurved,
longer than the stamens: ovary broad-ovate, longitudinally furrowed. — Considered to be one of the best species because of its large fls. and hardiness.
August.
From the higher altitudes of the Himalayas. B.M.494!).
fin. 54, p. 490. — Easily prop, by cuttings.
:

ripe
'"

wood cuttings.
Kalmianum, Linn.

A shrub, 2-3 ft. high, with
rather contorted stems: Ivs. oblong-linear, or oblanceolate, l-2>2 in. long, bluish, more or less glaucous below,
crowded: fls. small, ^-i-l in. in diameter, in 3- severalflowered cymes; sepals foliaceous oblong; stamens distinct; styles united below to form a beak: capsule ovoid,
longitudmally furrowed. G.F. 3:113. Mn. 6:141,— A rare
species, confined to the rocks and sands of Niagara and
the northern lakes, enduring considerable dr>mess.
Easily adapted to the garden, succeeding in the shade.
Not so showy in fl. as some other species, but good because of its bright, narrow Ivs. and hardiness.
6.

7. loboc6.rpum, Gattinger.
Upright, hardy shrub, \}4.
ft. high, in the South 5-7 ft.: Ivs. oblong-lanceolate or
linear-lanceolate, obtuse or barely acute, lM-2 in. long:
fls. profuse,
small, in many-flowered naked cymes;
styles
sepals linear-lanceolate
stamens numeroiis
connivent: capsule oblong, 5-angled, furrowed. Last of
;

;

August. Tenn.,where it frequents marshes. G. P.
-Straggling plant of inferior quality.

;

EB.

Styles

10:453.

3.

;

pdtulum, Thunb, (ff. Ura lu m ,D(m. R, ]V<'pa tense,
An evergreen spreading undnr-sliruh, l3'^-2ft.
with many smooth, purplish arching l)raiichc.s:
Ivs. ovate-lanceolate, acute, without dots:
fls. many,
solitary or in cymes, large, 2 in. in diam., of good substance; sepals suborbicular; styh's rnfiirved: capsule
;!.

Hurt.).

iiigh,.

ovate,

more

or less

longitTidiiuilly

t'nrniwf-d.

China and the Himaiuyjis. Not vpty luudy,

.lapan,

liut ovih (»f thi'

c.

Fruit a berry:

Ivs. ovate.

8. AndrosEemum,
Linn. (Andros(Bmum officindU,
AH.). Sweet Amber. Common Tutsan. Adenseundershrub with erect, quadrangular stems: Ivs. ovate, 4 inlong, subcordate, minutely dotted, dark green, whitish
fls. solitary or in cymes of 3-9, large, light yellow; sepals ovate; stamens in 5 clusters, longer tban
rhe corolla
ovary subglobular or oval, incompletely
fr. berry-like,
styles divergent, persistent
3-celled
blackish violet, the size of a pea. June-Sept. Lives in
shady, wet plares, W. Europe. — Not yet proved hardy
at the North.
Fls. not particularly attractive, but good
in fruit and foliage. All parts very aromatic.

l)elow:

;

;

:

t

I

I

I

I

I

I

;

HYPERICUM

HYPERICUM
Fr. a capsule, l-S-celled.
Plant low, 6-15 in. hujh.

CO.
D.

adpr^ssum, Barton, {ff. fasflgidtnm, Ell.). Practiherbaceous pereuuial, erect from a creeping or
decumbent base, growing in dense masses: Ivs. oltlung
9.

imlly a

or lanceolate, 1-2 in. long, acute, thin: cymes t'ew-several-flowered. July, August. Moist places, Nantucket,
B.B. 2:4:U. Spreads rapidly by uiulerMass., south.
ground stolons, suggesting occasional use as a ground
(tover. Not very hardy in New England.

Later written Ruekleyi.
Dense shrub, with slender, -l-angled stems, forming neat,
Ivs.
bluish,
broadly
ovate oblong, ^o-^l-^
ronnded tutits
ia. long, rounded ut the apex, gradually narrowed at the
lis. solibase, pale below, becoming scarlet in autumn
sepals ovate
tary or in cymes of 3, 1 in. in diam.
strap-shaped;
styles
connate:
capand
petals striated
sule oblong-ovoid, large. June, July. Found only in the
highest mountains of the Carolinas and Ga. G.F.4:r)Hl.
— Adapted to rockeries and margins of small shrutj-

M. A. Curtis.

Biickleii,

10.

:

:

;

;

beries.

U. Megans, Steph.

A

low perennial. 1-lK

ft.

high,

with erect, winged stem tilled with black dots: Ivs.
i>vate-lanceolate, rather clasping, bright green: tis. racemose, 1 in. in diam., appearing in late summer and autumn; sepals ovate, much shorter than the petals, the
stamens somewhat longer: capsule ovoid, with 3 apices.

—A

scarcely hardy plant

from

Siberia.

Japbnicum, Thunb. Decumbent, with ovate or oval
:t-iierved clasping Ivs. j4 in. or less long, the stems 4-ands. }4 i". across, yellow, with petals
gled, 2-15 in. tall
t-qualing the linear-lanceolate sepals and bracts; styles
one-third the length of the ovary. Japan to India. — Fert'lmial
but Hooker (Flora of India) says it is annual.
Blooms in spring. Not hardy North.
12.

:

;

Plant higher, 2-4 ft.
Leaves linear.
denBifldrum, Pursh [H. prolificn)n, var. densifh)DD.
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the lance-oblong petals, which are of a deeper yellow
than in the other species; stamens very long; styles
spreading, longer than the stamens
capsule ovoid,
pointed.
July -Aug.— Species characterized by the
strong, goat-like odor of the lvs. (hence the name). Of
easy cultivation, but requiring a dry position and winter
protection.
Mediterranean region. Var. minus, Wats.
Dwarfer, with smaller lvs. and fls. as i)retty and freebloomiug as the typo, and, Ib the rock-garden, preferable.
:

;

elitum, Dryand.

Strong, tufted undershrub, reft. high, not quite hardy,
sometimes credited to the United States, but really from
the Canaries: lvs. oval, V/i-Z in. long, dark green, whitish })elow, acute: tls. numerous, 1 in. in diameter, in
.3-7-flowered cymes; sepals ovate-oblong; stamens distinct; styles prolonged, distinct: capsule oblong, small.
July.
18. floribiindum, Dryand.
A subshrub, with round,
glabrous stems: lvs. lanceolate-elliptic, light green, without dots, numerous, X-Wi in. long: tls. in few- to manyflowered panicles, IV2-2 in. in diameter, with dilated
peduncles: sepals somewhat acute; stalnens numerous,
shorter than the petals, petals and stamens persistent;
ovary oval; styles long, divergent, with capitate stigmas. — P^rom the Canary and Madeira Islands. Not hardy
North, Ijut in cultivation in S. California. (-Jrows very
rapidly to the In-iglit of about 12 ft. (ienerally prop,
from seeds, which are XJroduced freeh'.
17.

H. Androsivmam 3-4

calling

,

19. multindrum, Hort., not HBK. A supposed hybrid
between //. A)idrosa'.m.nm and //. etalatn, assuming an
intermediate form, but more closely resembling H.
It also resembles II. Jiircinxm, but is more
shrubby and taller. Lvs. ovate-oblong, acute, somewhat
clasping, 1-2 in. long; fis. in profusion, several in a
cyme, 1 in. wide, lasting two weeks; sepals small, ovate
retlexed; styles sjireading: capsule oblong. July. — Not

elatidti.

very hardy.

E.

13.

rum, A. Gray). A shrub, closely related to If. prolifieum, but rarer: stems erect, stout, densely leafy, 4-()
rt. high: Ivs. variable, broader and oblong like those of
ff. prolificum, or narrower and linear-lanceolate like
those of -ff. galioides, 1-2 in. long, mucronulate: lis. Min.
in diameter, in broad, dense, many-tld. cymes; sepals
narrow, notfoliaceous; stamens distinct; styles connate:
capsule completely 3-celled, short and slender, longitudinally furrowed. Julv-Sept. Pine barrens, N. J., and
south.
Mn. 4:97. G.F. :i:r)27.-R.H. 1891), p. 517, 51H.
Xot well known, but appears to be hardy.
14. galioides, Lam. {H. axilUh-e, Lam., not Michx.).
Practically suff ruticose. but sometimes occurs as a round,
compact shrub
stems erect, 3 ft. high, slender Ivs.
linear, mucronulate, dark green, crowded, 1-3 in. long:
in. wide
sepals
ris. in dense, many-fld. cymes
linear, foliaceous, equal, shorter than the narrow petals
.stamens distinct; styles at first connate, becoming free:
i-apsule conical, completely 3-celled, acute, longitudinally
furrowed. July-Sept. Natural to low, wet grounds,
Delaware to Fla., but grows freelv in rich garden soil.
G.F. 10:433. G.C. III. 24:301. -Seems to be perfectly
hardy. Easily raised from seeds. Not well known.
:

:

%-%

15.

spliEerocArpum, Michx.

;

Erect perennial, \-2%

ft.

high, 4-sided: Ivs. linear or linear-oblong, obtuse, 1-2
in. in diameter,
in. long: cymes of many small fls.
nearly leafless
sepals ovate, mucronate; petals 3 times
styles united belonger; stamens numerous, distinct
low
capsule globose, J^ iu. long. July. Frequents
rocky banks of rivers, )hio ami Ky. satisfactory in
light,sandy soil. — Spreads rapidly by stoloniferons roots,
Not very
••overing the soil and preventing washing.

%

;

;

:

(

ornamental.

;

Half-hardy North.

EE. Lvs. broadhj lanceolate or ovate: sepals ovate.
F.

Stamens and

styles divenjent.
'

1118.

stifles loixjer titan tlie petals.-

Glabrous suhshrub of round.
hircinum, Linn.
compact habit, 2-3 ft. high, the branches winged toward
the tips: lvs. ovate-lanceolate, acute, glandular, 1-2 in.
long, deep green: fls. Wi in. wide, solitary or 3-clustered:
>5epals deciduous, one-third to one-fourth the h-ngth of

FF.

Stawens and

Hypericum aureum

styles sliorter tlian the petals r styles
connive)it.

16.

20.

high,

{

aiireum, Bartram.

Fig. 1118. Showy shrub 3 ft.
species, of stiff, dense

more woody than most

"globular like a miniature tree, the
habit, top
branches 2-edi,n-d, with thin, exfoliating red bark: lvs.
ofttMi

HYPH^NE

HYPERICUM
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oblong, iiiucronate,ljluish, pule below, leathery: fly. solitary in the native state, in cymes of several in cultivation, l>2-2 in. in diam., bright yellow, heightened by
the golden filaments at the center; bracts leaf-like, lasting two weeks; sepals leaf -like, ovate, shorter than the
thick, broad petals, which persist until withered; stamens distinct, very numerous; styles connate: capsule
ovate acuminate, red. July-Aug. Affects rocky situations when wild, generally shady, where moisture is
longest retained, from Ga. and Tenn., but perfectly
hardy in Mass. Gr.F. 2:185. — Prop, by seeds and cuttings, young plants from seed blooming the second year.

nudiilbrum, Michx. (H. cistlfdltum, Coulter, not
Showy subshrub, 1-2 ft. high, witli quadrangular winged branches: Ivs. ovate-lanceolate or oblong,
subacuminate or obtuse, 2-3 in. long, thin, veiny, pale
above and below, with minute reddish dots: cymes leafless, loosely flowered, of many small fls; sepals linear to
oblong; styles united: capsule ovate-conical, /i in. long.
N. C. and S. — Ornamental and of easy cultivation.
21.

Lam.).

22. prollticum, Linn. {ff. foUbsum, Jacq. Myrinndra
proUfica, 8pach).
A stout, dense shrub, 3 ft. high,
with terete branches and exfoliating light brown bark,
Ivs. oblong or oblanceolate obtuse,
the twigs 2-angled
1-3 in. long, glossy, dark green, pellucid, punctate: fls.
in profusion, l}^ in. wide, in several- to many-flowered
cymes; sepals lance-ovate; stamens numerous, distinct;
styles united at the base: capsules large, oblong,
in.
long. July-Sept.
Found in sandy or rocky soil, New
Jersey to Iowa and Georgia; one of the most commonly
cultivated. G.F. 3:526 — A strong, hardy shrub. Grows
rapidly in ordinary garden soil, flowering regularly and
profusely. Varies greatly in size.
:

HYPH.a:NE

to entwine;
referring to the
Falmareix'.
About 11 species of
fandeaved palms from tropica] Africa and Madagascar.
The Borassus tribe of jialms consists of Borassus,
Lodoicea, Latania and Hyplutna. In the first two the
staminate tis. in the pits of the spadix are numerous; in
the last two they are solitary. In the first and fourth there
are few stamens; in the second and third the stamens
are numerous. Hypheene consists of unarmed palms of
moderate or tall stature
caudex robust, cylindrical,
ventricose or pear-shaped, simple or forkingly branched:
Ivs. terminal, orbicular, palmate-flabelliform, plicatesegments ensiform, acute or 2-fid, margins
multifid
induplicate with fibers interposed rachis short: petiole
strongly biconvex or a trifle flatter above, margins minutely spiny: ligule short, rotund; sheath short, open.
Syphfene criuita does not look at all like Latania. It
has h.mg, thick seed-leaves, and has withstood the cold
at Oviedo, Fla., better than any other palm. It is extremely slow of growth, and cannot be desirable as a
house plant. It is probably cult, more in northern conservatories than in the South.

(Greek,

fibers of the fruit).

:

;

:

crinita, G^rtn. {H. NataUnsis, Kunze).
Young
fronds 1 to 132 ft. long, lanceolate, hi- or trifld at the
apex, bright green, clothed on both sides with a white

%

BBB.

Styles united throughout.

23. Chiii6nse,Linn. {S.mon6gynum,y^'\\h\. H.&aJici/"d^ntm, Sieb. (fe Zucc).
Shrubby, half evergreen: Ivs.
narrow, elliptic and obtuse, 1-2 in. long: fls. large, yel-

low, with long stamens resembling "fine golden wire."
Mar.-Sept. Orient. G.C. IlL 1:705. -Said to be known
only as a garden plant. Tender. Grown under glass
i'j parts of the Old World.
AA. Flowers phik.
2i. Virginicum, Linn. {ElocJea campauuhJfa, Pursh.
MJlodea Virg'niica, Nutt.).
Marsh St.-John's-Wort.
Smooth perennial, 1-13-2 ft. high, nearly simple
Ivs.
numerous, oblong or oval, cordate, clasping, rounded,
:

long: fls. J^ in. in diam., pink- or flesh-colored,
in small, close cymes; sepals equal; petals oblong; stamens at least 9 in 3 sets
styles distinct: capsule oblong. July, Aug.
In swamps, Labrador to Louisiana.
B.B. 2:1:36. — Useful plant for an artificial bog, and
thrives well also in any fine, loamy soil in the shade or
sun.
H.^gppticum, Tjiim. Dwarf shrub, with very sninll yellow Ivs.
and minute, sobtary tis. in profusion. Not hardy. Mediterranean region. G.i^.il.\\:Wi.—R. Balmricum, Liun. Curious
evergreen species, with small oblong Ivs.
in. long, warty beneath and on the twigs: fls. few, large, solitary. Not very
hardy. Mediterranean region,— if, Curis, Linn. Profunibent
shrub, with linear Ivs. in whorls, flowering May-Sept. Not
hardy. Central and S. Europe.— S^. dolabri forme'. Vent, Procumbent perennial, witli ascending stems 6-20 in. hit-'b, with
small narrow Ivs. and fls. 1 in. wide. Not very ]i;irdy. Ky. and
S.—H. Elddes, Huds. Procumbent perenniabwitb round-ovate,
tomentose Ivs. and few- flowered, pale yellowpanicles. Suitable
to boggy places. Europe.— if. empetrifolium.V^illd. Neat, evergreen subshrub in patches, G-V2 in. hifh, with fine Ivs. and fls.

1-2K

in.

;

K

Not hardy.— fl". fasciculdtiun.. Lam. Tall shrub, ;.t-6 ft., erect,
with numerous small linear Ivs. and small fls., and frequenting m;irshy plaees South, Not tested North.-//, imnlnruni.
Mill. Dense arnhing or pendulous shrub, 1% ft. Ingh, with oblong Ivs. and few fls.— /J. iiuinimdan'inii, Linn. Perennial,
from the Pyrenees, witli ascending st.eni and orbicular Ivs.—
H. Olf/mjncjim, Linn, Evergrcpu shrub, with lanceolate Ivs. and
fls.l-2in.wid6,withnarr<iwpet;ils. (jrn.'MStW.—JI

.<i/iiicii in

,Tovt.

& Gray. Southern shrub, 1-4 ft. high: Ivs. small, pointed, numerous: fls. small, in nijuiy-tlowered cymes: s1 cms erect, slender Halt hardy North. G.F, r):;f0.i.— //. orientalc, Linn. Halfhardy, erect perennial, 6-12 in. high, with linear Ivs. Asia.—
H.

pcrfordtuiti, lAnn.

The common

iierennial species of the
oblong or linearcymes.—//, pvlckrum, Linn. Central EuropeaTi species, with cordate connate
Ivs. Not hardy.— I/. raniosisHimnm.., Hort. Dense, upright an<i
slightly pendulous shrub, 1^-2 tt. high, with large elliptical
Ivs. and fls. in clusters. Hardy.
fields naturalized from Europe, with elliptical
oblong Ivs. and numerous fls. in leafy, open

^

Phelp.S

Wv:han

1119.

Star-trrass.

Hypoxis erecta (X K)-

htph.t:ne

HYSSOP

bloom which soon vanishes, plicato, scahrous on the
margins and nerves above; petiole sheathed for 1 or 2
in., deeply chamieled above, roui^h on the marg'ins:

2299.

frnits ol)<>vate, 2'a in. h>ng, smootli.
outdoorw in S. Fla.

perennial

S. Africa.

<L'nlt.

.Tared G. Smith and E. N. Reasonek.

HYPOCRITE PLANT.

A'uphorhht h,'(eroph}/Jhi.

HYPOLEPIS (Greek, a scale undi'rneath). Polifpogenus of ferus with marginal sori, placed in
the sinuses of the leaf, covered with the membranous
leaf margin. Tropical ferns of both hemispheres rart'ly
cultivated. Ten or more species are known.

A

di(ic€(V.

Stalks straw-colored, more or less
ripens, Presl.
prirkly
Ivs. 3-4 ft. long, quadripinnatitld; lower pinufe
1-2 ft. long, G-V2 in. wide, ovate acuminate; sori 2-fJ to
a segment. West Indies to Brazil.
:

ITi/pohpls repens is a rather coarse fern, of easy culappearance of a Cyathea. Like all
stroug-gi'owing ferns, it requires a large percentage of
loam. It likes shade and moisture at all times, and is
readily propagated by spores, which it produces in great
quantity. It often sows itself, and recpiires a stove or
intermediate temperature.
ture, with the general

H. Califomica.

See Ckeilanthes CalUornica.
L. M. Underwood.

HYP6XIS (old Greek name, of no application to these
plants). AmarifUiddcece. Star-Grass. About 50 species of little herbs of temperate and tropical regions,
with linear leaves, hard rootstalks or corms, perianth
adnate to the ovary, and anthers not versatile. They
are scarcely known in cultivation, although the common
species of the northern states, H. er6cta, Linn. {U.
hirsiiia, Coville), Fig. 1119, is offered by dealers in native plants. The Ivs. are radical, hairy, grass-like: Hs.
1-6, small, star-like, bright yellow, on scapes 4-10 in.
tall.
Give a half-shady place in the rockery or border.
Prop, by division. Blooms in spring. Not showy, Imt
interesting. D. 143. G.W.F. 39. H. Btellita, Liim. f.,
from S. Africa, is a pretty greenhouse bulb, blooming
in Dec: Ivs. 4-12, glal^rous, a foot or less long: peduncles sometimes forked, 1-4, bearing tis. white inside,
and the onter segments green-striped on the
J. B.

Keller and

liack.

L. H. B.

H'fSSOPUS (ancient name; but precisely what plant
was the sacred Hyssop of the Jews is uncertain).
Labidtce.
Hyssop. Hyssop is a familiar plant, cultivated for medicine and also for ornament in hardy borders. It is considered a genus of only one species, the
numerous synonyms being referred mostly to _ff. offirinalls or to the genus Lophanthus, 2 species of which
are cult. Hyssopus has entire Ivs.: Lophanthus has
serrate Ivs. Important generic characters of Hyssopus
are the 15-nerved calyx and divergent stamens: upper
lip of corolla 2-lobed; lower 3-Iobed
stamens 4, didyuamous, 2 of which are exserted.
:

Linn. Fig. 1120. Stems herbaceous from
woody base, slender, branched or not
Ivs. linear to

officinalis,

a

:

793

oblong, sessile or nearly so, acute at both ends or tht'
lower ones obtuse at the apex, lM-2 in. long. B.M
B.B. .3:110. Var. dlba, with white tls.. is cult.

Hyssop

liardy
i^row-

a

is

shrulj,

iiig IS in. tali, which has
been naturalized in the

United States

f rcun

southern Europe or Siberia. Lvs. narrow and
entire: tls.. which appear
from June to September,
blue, sometinies white or
pink, borne in whorled
spikes, which ore more
or less interru]>ted. The
whole i>lant 1ms a stronj<
odor and pnn;j:pnt. bitter
taste. The i.Ti-en parts 'c-^-^j
are ust.Ml in connectioii ' -'^
,

with
other

w

II

r

m \v

<

i

o

d

and

|)huits in the manufacture of al)sinthe, occasionally as a ]iot herb,
and as a flavoring for
cold salad plants. The
powderrd, dried llowers
are similarly employed
in soups.
The flower
spikes are cut Just as
the blossoms begin to
open, and are dried for

use in domestic medicine
as a stimulant and expectorant in the treat»nent of asthma, coughs
and other pulmonary

Hyssop is not
so highly esteemed
as formerly by the medical profession.
This plant is readily
]>ropagated by seed, cuttings and plant division.
The seed, generally employed in cold climates,
is sown in early spring,
either in drills 1.5 to 18
inches apart where the
plants are to remain, or
trouljies.

now

broadcast in nursery
beds for transplanting,
1120. Hyssop — Hyssopus
officinalis (X V2).
12
inches asunder in
June or July. Propagation by cuttings and by division may be done in the
autumn, but better in the spring, when the plants first
start to grow. Greenwood cuttings may be started in
the shade in the early summer. They need to be weD
watered. The soil should be a light, mellow, calcareous
Culture and haror sandy loam, with a warm aspect.
vesting are the same as for sage, mint and other herbs.
The beds should be renewed every three or four years.
M. G. Kains.

.

lANKiEA.

A

misprint fur Jancipa.

Se.is

.

I\'amoHilia

a.

Inflorescence racemose in
fruit.

T-n-f^-nTo (n
ft
i\
-I num. ott hpam
a
the am-ieut
IBfiRIS
(from Uena
where the genus 13 abundant). Ornc,l,r<,. A genus ot
about 30 species, native to southern Europe, western
Asia and northern Africa, all low-growing annuals, biennialg and subshrubs. Comparatively few species are
The annuals are the common Candytuft of garcult.

B. Atiiinala

/
'

.

,

I

+!
witli

I

A, Phelps Wyman.
The coinmouwliite-fld. annual Caiulvtuft is /. aiiiara.

The

common annual kinds with colored Hs, are /, inThe common perennial kind is /. srmperri re iix
11

hellala.

.

The clusters of some kinils remain ratlier flat-topped
when they run to seed, while the cliister.s of other
kinds lengthen after flowering. This is expressed in
technical language under a and \,\ in the key whicli
follows;
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Gibr-dtarica H
odorata, 3.
pectinata, 2.
pimiata. 4.

L
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crifoUa.d.
coro/iarirt, 1.
Diiniietti. ii.

Garrexiana,

Pruiti,

U

s'l.xitiUs
'

7

semperiloreiis, 12.
scnirervirens, 1, 5.

Tenoreana.
umbellata,

10.
9,

7.

j
amira, Linn.
Clown'.s Must.xkd.

Common Annual

C.

Bitter C.
toward

Lvs, lanceolate, toothed
Common in Eu. S.B.P.G.

fls. white.
,ex
II. 3.59.
is var. coroniria, Voss (/. coron&ria,
Hort., not D. Don).
Roijket C. This has larger and
(,,11^1, eiusters and larger fls.
The taller varieties, Emiiress, Spiral White and Giant Suowtl.-ike, grow 18 in.
Dwarf
''is''. "'iUi «oli'l pyramidal trusses .")-8 in. long.
tonus are Tom Thumb and Little Prince. All are good
bedders, and Empress is fine for cutting. Seed may be
sown at any time, but the best results with Emiiress are
secured by sowing under glass and transplanting to the
open, where plants will bloom in May and .June,
,

:

The best form

2.

Pis,

I

.

Li's.merel II toothed
frl deentii
rat
^)^:
"'^,
[ ,f ^
(pinnatif.d)
^'""''^
' ','" '" '*

D.
T)r,
"'^-

The annuals are showy branching plants, 0-18 in.
high, much grown in misses in beds or for edging.
Florists grow them also, especially the white varieties,

,

.

^„f7i„r,
spieaamg.

"^ ''P"°S-

for cut-flowers. Tliey are of easy cultivation, and sueceed in any rich garden soil, in a place exposed to light
and air. They are propagated by seeds, which mav be
sown at any season, in the house or open ground, but
particularly in the fall when the climate permits, or as
early as possible in spring, in rows G-8 in. apart where
the plants are to grow, the plants being thinned later to
The flnest disphiy is attained
4 in. apart in the row.
from autumn-sown plants, which flower from May to
.luly.
If seed is sown in autumn, the plants should be
Seeds
slightly protected from the sun during winter.
sown early in the spring bloom from July to September.
Continuous bloom may be obtained by sowing every two
weeks. Good results are attained by sowing under
glass and transplanting into open ground when the soil
is warm.
The name Candytuft was given because the
because the first introduced
fls. appear in tufts and
/.
»m6e//a(a, was brought from Candia.
species,
The subshrubby species are adapted to the front of
shrubberies, where they connect taller plants with the
surrounding lawn. They may appear in separate clumps,
in broad masses, or may mingle with other genera in
the herbaceous border. They are suited to rockeries,
and hang well over walls and ledges. They are to be
treated much like herbaceous perennials.
They are
plants of refinement, and are pleasing when close to the
observer. They are useful and popular for cut-flowers,
:ire easily forced into bloom in winter, and are adapted
Tliey are easily propagated.
to pot and pan culture.
The perennial Iberis succeed best when let alone. Once
planted and not disturbed, they soon form a dense foilage. They are the best spreading, dwarf plants with
white flowers.
Iberis is a genus of glabrous or minutely downy
plants, with terete stems and pungent, watery juice:
ivs. alternate, without stipules, linear or obovate, entire
or pinnatifid, often fleshy: fls. perfect, in terminal
corymbs or racemes; sepals 4, inferior, deciduous;
petals 4, hypogynous, white or purple, obov,ate, with
short claws, very unequal, opposite each other in pairs,
their spreading limbs forming an irregular cross, the
two outer petals much larger and about equal in size:
pods or silicles roundish or ovate at the base, flattened
at right angles to the narrow partition, notched at the
top, in which stands the permanent style, the 2 valves
boat-shaped,the keel or lUKlril, expanding into a wing,
The characters of Hieris as disthe cells 1-seeded.
tinguished from ot,her Crucifcnp are taken almost
wholly from the pods and seeds, the fls. being similar
to most cruciferse except that they are irregular.

fa
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2. pectinata
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It, covered
1
liroad,
with darii green Ivs., completelv
clusters of irregular oniciferi'us tis.
flat or elongated
s
*

not
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^^_^ nectinate li e
ijiJinions depve'r
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dens. The biennials are not cultivated. The subslirubs
are flat, dwarf, compact, commonly evergreen plants,

..,,',

tems

s

:
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7!I4)

pectinata, Boiss. ( /". affhiis, Hort., not .lord.),
wliite.
Spain.
Advertised only as' A. uffinis.

.

IDAHO

IBERIS
Likely to be confused with /. odorata, but the
are 4 times as long as the ealyx and the pods have short
hairs, while in I. odorata the petals are l}^ times aw
long as the calyx and the pods glabrous.
petals

795

semp6riloren8, Linn. Lvs. wedge-shaped or spatulate, obtuse, entire, glabrous
pods scarcely notched at
apex. Sicily and perhaps Persia. The characters in the
key under D and dd distinguish this from all the other
species of Iberis.
Once a<lvertised by Pitcher &
Manda, together with var. pleno, a double^variety. Var.
foliis variegatis said to be cult, abroad.
12.

:

3. odorita, Linn. Sweet-scented or Fragrant CaxCrete. S.B.F.G. 50.
0TTUFT. Lvs. linear
tls. white.
Better and more
Frequently confused with I. pinnata
fragrant in poor soil.
Not
4. pinnita, Linn.
advertised in America,
but often .sold as /. odurattt.
Fls. white: in:

.

I. coriiieea, QiiQQ advertised by S.MTd, is presumably a typntivaphical error.
/. cordi folia is a frequent error for I.eorifolia.

—
— /. correafoUa, Hort.,

is a commoTi trade name abroad, which
usually spelled I. eoiTa-folia in American catalogues. There
no genus Corra, and Correa is an Austrahan plant of the
Rutaceje. Specimens shoiUd therefore be compared with I. s.asatilis, var. corifolia. Mottet's description, however, would plare
this plant directly after GaiTexiana in the key, being distinguished from Garrexiana by tlie flowers becoming purpUsh instead of always remaining white. !Mottet says that I. correa^foUa, Hort., is a hybrid, with spatrdate, entire, obtuse lvs. This
qiiestiou could be quickly settled if seedsmen would keep dried
specimens of their plants. /. Ibl^rica, of .John S.aul's catalogue.
lsy:3, is not in Index Keweusis.— 7. Ulac'ina of careless trade
catalogues is presumably a lilac-fld. variety of 1. umbellata.—
/. nana hlihrida, Hort., is not I. nana. All., a distinet ]")otani''al
species, but .a trade name of mixed dwarf varieties of some common annual kind, presumably 1. umbellata,
-^ jj
is

is

florescence only slightly
elongatedin fruit. Spain,
S. France, Italy.

sempSrvirens, Linn.
U. Lvs. olilong, obtuse, narrowed
hs.
at base, gUdirous
white. Crete. Gng.2:14rj
(ftne habit sketch). F.R.
1:75 (poor). Var. pleno,
a double form, is cult.,
but is less desirable.
Var. rdsea and var. fbliis
sold
variegatis
are
abroad. Var. sup§rba or
Pi.rfection is said to be
one of the best forms.—
Tills is the commonest,
hardiest and most permanent of the perennial
kinds. When the rarer
and tenderer kinds are
winter-killed /. sempervirens is likely to spread
out and surround tltr
other kinds.
lal)els of
This probably explains
1121. Iberis Gibraltarica (X K)why some of the most
reliable dealers have sold this plant under other names,
5.

Evergreen

—

:

^

ICE PLANT

*

is

Jli-Ki'mhryatillieinum crijfilalllnnin.

IDAHO, HOKTICTILTUKE IN. Fig. 1122. The state
of Idaho lies entirely west of the Rocky Mountain range,
whose summit line forms the nortlieastern boundary.
All drainage and waterways of the state finally reach
the Columliia river by many directions and extensions
of numerous rivers and creeks, excepting for a small
area in th(> extreme southeastern iiortion <if the state,
which drains to the (.Ireat Salt Lake, in Utali. Generally
the state is very mountainous, Iiut a considerable area of
the southern portion constitutes the high table-lands
lying on both sides of the Snake river. IMost of the
state lies above an altitude of 2,000 feet. At and near
Lewiston, in the valleys of the Snake and Clearwater
rivers, the altitude drops suddenly to 647 feet and upwards. The numerous mountain chains and peaks which
cover this vast Rocky Mountain slope, direct the streams

particularly I. Gibr:tlfarica.
6.

S.

Lvs. glabrous or ciliate:

saxitilis, Linn.

fls.

white,

Eu.
1122.

Lvs. glaVar. corifblia, Sims /. corifnlia. Sweet).
brous: lis. white. B. M. 16-12. though this picture was
doubtfully referred by Baker to /. Garrexiana
fls.
Lvs. glabrous
7. Garrexiana, AIL, not Scop.

Idaho.

(

rate its hortieultural
iireas.

:

white. Piedmont, Pyrenees. Referred by Index KewenIntermediate between /. semsis to /. sempervirens.
pervirens and /. saxaiilis, having the habit of the latter.

Fig. 1121. Lvs. wedge-shaped,
8. Gibraltarica, Linn.
outer lis. pink, inner ones white.
obtuse, subciliate
Gibraltar. B.M. 124. Gu. 10:308. K.H. 1870:330. On.
24, p. 549, same as R.H. 1885, p. 440. -This is considered
by some as the most striking and showy of the perennial kinds. It grows higher and more erect, with larger
clusters and larger Us., but is less hardy than the others.
This is much sought after, and the stock in the nurseries is often not true to name. Var. hybrida is adver:

tised.

lanceolate, acuminatr.
Lvs.
Linn.
9. umbellata,
fls. in the wild
lower ones serrate, upper ones entire
pods acutely 2-lobed.
typically purplish, rarely white
Italy, Crete, Spain. B.M. 106.— This is the common annual Candytuft with colored fls., the colors being more
numerous and better fixed than in any other species.
American trade names are vars. carminea, camea, lilacina and Dunnetti {f. DiiniteHi, Hort.), the last bein.s
dark purple. Vars. rosea, purpurea and alba are advertised abroad, also vars. n4na, pumila and hybrida. Tall
and dwarf forms of all the colors are pnocurable.
:

:

10. TenoreS.na, DC. Lower lvs. obovate, narrowed at
base: upper lvs. oblong-linear: fls. purplish or whitish
pods notched at apex. Naples. B.M. 2783. L.B.C.
18:1721. According to Baker {G.C. 1868:711), this is the
only perennial kind that is decidedly hairy. DeCandolle says the lvs. are puberulous.
11. Prtiiti, Tineo.
Lvs. glabrous, obovate-spatulate,
:

entire or subdentate
fls. white: pods merely notched
Sicily. Not advertised here, but cult, abroad.
:

at apex.

endless ways to their outlets into the large rivers.
are
it can be under.stood that climatic influences
extremely variable. Altitude does not altogether deterThe
valleys.
in
the
climate
the
mine the" character of
prevailing currents of air in a given locality are often
influenced and directed by the direction of the mountain
ranges and the proximity of snow-clad peaks. Greater
in

Thus

IDAFIO

ILEX

extremes of temperature prevuil in the southern portion
of the state than in the northern. The summers are
hotter in the south than in the north, and the rigors of

ciduous; petals 0; stamens indefinite, inserted on a
small disk with villous filaments: ovary of pistillate fls.
berries with an indefinite number of seeds.
globose
Prop, by green wood and root cuttings.
polycdrpa, Maxim. Height 40 to 50 ft. Ivs. drooping,
5-10 in. long, sometimes 8 in. broad, usually cordateacuminate, sometimes oblong or orbicxilar, deep green,
margin distantly serrate, glaucous beneath, petiole 4-6
panicles shorter than the Ivs., pendulous
in. long
staminate fis. 3^ in. across. Var. crispa has curled foli-
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-winter are

more severely experienced.

Irrigation for the successful cultivation of crops is
necessary over most of the southern portion of the
state, below the 45th parallel of latitude. North of this
there is generally an abundance of rainfall, the atmosphere is humid, and the soil is retentive of rnoistnre.
The native soils of Idaho are mostly of volcuni*- origin,
interspersed with clay and sandy loam, and altogether
quite fertile. Excepting in the narrow mountain valleys,
and in tlie deep canyons of the Snake river, altitude
largely determines the character of horticultural pursuits. According to the United States Weather Bureau
Lewiston, 047
records, some of the altitudes are these
Fort Sherman,
Payette, '2,1.50
feet; Kootenai, 1,7.50
:

;

;

Moscow, 2,571; Boise, 2,880 American Falls,
4,J41; Blaclifoot, 4,50!^; Fort Lemhi, 4,700; Idaho Palls,
4,7^2; Paris, 5,940; Atlanta, 7,000. The known altitudes
are named at points which are considered most advantageous for estimating variations for the whole state.

2,196;

;

of the south-central portion of Idaho contains vast
lava beds, and hundreds of square miles are thus occupied. Among them, however, lie fertile irrigated areas.
The wild sage brush covering these extensive tablelands grows most luxuriantly, often attaining to a height
of sis feet and over. Along the streams and bottomlands of southern Idaho are growths of willows and poplars, and in the mountain gulches a black haw and dwarf
maple skirt the water courses. Very little shru})bery
grows in the mountains. In the mountain regions above
iin elevation of 4,500 feet, pine, spruce and fir abound.
That portion of the state north of the 45th parallel contains fine forests of pine, fir, tamarack and cedar. The
mountains, hills and valleys are also well covered with
small deciduous trees and shruJibery, which for ages
have contriVjuted towards the establishment of a soil
rich in organic matter. The list of species of deciduous
plants found native in this part of the state is so extensive that it would seem out of place to name them in
this article. There are no wild fruits of economic importance growing in the state.
Horticultural operations are conducted within narrow
Umits above an altitude of 4,500 feet. Up to 3, .500 feet
The
elevation, fx'u it- raising has shown great promise.
best adapted sections for raising apples lie within the
Ada,
Washington,
Canyon,
Latah,
Nez
Perce,
counties of
and more limited in portions of Elmore, Boise, Cassia.
Apples can also be
<_)wyhee, Lincoln and Kootenai.
produced in other counties to a very limited extent.
Even in Bear Lake county, at an elevation of 0,000 feet,
some varieties are being raised successfully.
The horticultural inspectors of the various horticultural districts last year made a careful computation of
the fruit acreage in their respective territories, and reAda countv, 5,581 acres Bannock,
ported as follows
Bingham, 1,100; Blaine, 350
100; Bear Lake, 100
Boise, 141
Canyon, 5,300
Cassia, 507; Custer, 185
Elmore, 875; Fremont, 1,000; Idaho, 200; Kootenai,
1,500; Latah, 5,900; Lemhi, 200; Lincoln, 840; Nez
Perce, 2,000; Oneida, 1,000; Owyhee, 210; Shoshone,
These figures show for the
1,200; Washington, 2,4.50.
whole state a total of 30,805 acres planted to fruit. The
figures include orchards, vineyards, and small fruit
plantings, and are considered very re]ial)le. Considerably the largest acreage is apples; then follow prunes,
peaches, pears, cherries, nectarines and quincps in the
order named. Small-fruit growing covers an important
]torti(>n of the acreage given.
All kinds of forest trees suitable to uotiheru climatic
I'onditions can be grown with excellent success within

Much

:

;

;

;

;

;

the state.

;

j?.

^\,

Huntley.

IDfiSIA (Yobrants Id.^s, Dutch traveler in China).
Bir<).ce<T'.
A genus wln.'se only spe<-ies is a Japan(_-se
tree, hardy as far north as Piiiladel])hia.
It is a large.
raf>id-growing, deciiiuous tree, with large Ivs. Ijorue on
reddish stalks and loose clusters of fragrant, greenisii
yellow fls. which are inconspicuous except for their
prominent anthers, and numerous orange-colored berries about the size of a small r-herry. Fls. dioecious, the
sfq>als tomeutose, imbricated, departs in 5's (or 3-0)
;

:

:

:

age.

B.M.

0794.
1888, pp. 463-405.

:

R.H.

1872, pp. 174, 175; 1878, p. 254
P. 1874, pp. 04, 05.

;

Joseph Meehan and W. M.

ILEX (the ancient Latin name of Quercus Ilex). Including Prinos and Othera. I/ichiece {or Aquifolihce(e).
Hot.lv. Ornamental evergreen or deciduous shrubs,
with alternate, simple, sometimes Sftiny Ivs., small, inconspicuous, whitish tls. in axillary clusters or solitary,
and black, red or sometimes yellow berries, remaining
on the branches often until the following spring. Of
the evergreen species, only I. glabra and /. rugosa are
((uite hardy North, and also I. opaca and /. crenata in
somewhat sheltered positions. /. Aquifol'mm and /.
cornuia are more tender but stand many degrees of
frost if sheltered, while most of the others can only be
grown South. Of the deciduous species, /. decidua, I.
monticola, I. Icevigafa and verficillata are hardy North;
also /. Sleholdi and some other Japanese species are
hardy or nearly so. The Hollies, especially those with
scarlet or red berries, are highly .ornamental, and the
berried branches of /. opaca and /. AquifoHum are in
great demand for Christmas decoration. Also /. Iwrigata and verticiUata, the prettiest in fruit of the deciduous kinds, are sometimes sold for this purpose. The
deciduous species are mostly shrubs, while many of the
evergreen species grow into small or medium-sized trees,
and I. opaca is the tallest of the broad-leaved evergreens which are hardy North; the evergreens/, crenata,
glabra, rugosa, always remain shrubby. Ilex opaca fills
the old, deserted and very dry and sunny, barren fields of
the South, and thrives on extremely poor soil, and has
good color, too. This trait is worth noting. /. Aquifollum is a favorite evergreen in English gardens, and
numerous varieties are there in cultivation; it stands
severe pruning well, and can be clipped and trained into
almost every shape; it also makes fine hedges, but its
slow growth is a disadvantage. As the chief value of
the deciduous species is in the ornamental fruits and
Ihe Hollies are dioecious, care should be taken to select
in planting a few staminate ones, but mostly pistillate
plants, and to give the latter the most prominent place.
The light, close-grained and tough wood of some of the
arborescent species is much valued for turnery-work,
engraving and cabinet-making. The Ivs. of some tropical species, as /. Paraguariensts and/, conocarpa, yield
a kind of tea known as Yerba de Mate, or Paraguay Tea,
which is much used in S. America. The Hollies grow
best in rich, well-drained soil, and the evergreen ones in
partly shaded situations, but /. l(jeingata verticiUata and
also Sieholdl prefer moist places, and grow even in
swamps. Most of the species grow slowly, and are not
easily transplanted when older. The best time for moving the evergreen species is the early fall, when the
young wood has almost ripened, or in the spring just
before the plants start into new growth. The leaves
should be stripped on /. opaca and/. ylgiuYo^ntm, when
transplanted, particularly if at all exposed — or at least
nearly all. This is absolutely necessary to insure success. "Wild Hollies may be handled this way with success, particularly if cut back as well. Prop, by seeds,
which do not germinate until the second year, and are
therefore stratified and treated like those of the slowgrowing hawthorns. The yuing seedlings should be
transplanted after the second year. The evergreen spe•ies may be increased by cuttiugs of ripened wood under
glass, especially the shrubby ones
they are also sometimes grafted or budded on seedlings of /. ^(?)a/'<'?i»»'or oparif. Al)Out 175 species in N. and S. America, tropical and temperate Asia and few in Africa, Australia and
Europe. Lvs. petioled, with small, caducous stipules:
fls. dian'ious, usually in rather few-fld. axillary cymes;
calyx lobes, petals and stamens usually 4, sometimes
,

;

ILEX

ILEX

more; style very short: fr. a br ri-ylike dnipr, witli usually 4 bony 1-seeded stones.
Index of names accounted for below, besidis tliose in
the supplementary list:

Var. laurifolia, Luud. Lvs. ovate to rlliptic-lanceolate, 2-;: in. long, usually quite entire.
14. Var. marginata, Loud. Lvs. broadly ovate, sometimes twisted
near the apex, with thickened entire margin. G. C. II.
2:813. 15. Var. Sc6tica, Hort. Lvs. oval-obovato, blunt
and rounded at the apex, rarely pointed, lK-2 in. long,
with thickened, wavy entire margin. G. C. II. 2:813.
16. Var. tortubsa, Hort. (var. crlspa, Hort.).
Lvs. oval
and spirally twisted, with revolute margin, entire or
with few spines, about 2 in. long; of dense habit. G.C.

INDEX.
albo-marginata,

marginata,

jiiiffustifoliH, ;i4.

de(-Mua, 40.
dubius, 41.
echinata, 3.

Alteclarensis,

ferox,

montieoJa, 41.
myrtifoUa, 10 and

17.

:ilbo-picta, IH.
2.

3.

a r g e n t e o-inarginata, 17.
a r g e n t e o-medio-

ferox argentea, 22.
ferox aurea, 23.
Furtunei, 38.
fruetu aurantiaco,

picta, 18.
iirgutidens, 40.

fruetu luteo,

a ureo-'iaarginata,

Aciiiifolium, 1,

pyramidalis,

30.

qiiercUolla, 32.
Sfotiea, 15.
iSeotiea aurea, 25.
serrata, 45.
serratifolia, 11.
yieboldii, 47.

lietor^pliylln, 12.

0.

(7.

j)icta, 24.
la^vii,';i.ta,

20.

laurifolia, 13,

33.

L-vs.

FU.

43.

latifoUa, 4 and 30.
latit'oliainarglaata,

A.
B.

8.

hetorupliylla auroo-

lia, 21.

Dahoon,

(aa.)

Hands wortheusis,
hastata,

(irenata, 38.
crispa, 16.

U. 2:813.
32.

I)en(lul:i, 20.

glabra, 39.

iiiu-eo-inaculata, 19.
iiureo-picta latifo37.

35.

opaca,

5.

27.

juireo-regina, 20.

Cassine, 33 and
cormita, 31.

9.

platypliyllus,
prineep.s, 0.

28.

20.

14.

miuropliylla,
mollis, \'J..

Foliage

roT

13.

(b.)

17. Var. dlbo-marginata, Loud. (var. argenteo-margivdta, Hort. ). Lvs. l)n>a<lly ovate, to 2K in. long, with
numerous irregular spines, dark green, the disk mottled
with grayish green, with rather narrow silvery margin.
18. Var. albo-picta, Loud. (var. argenteo-medio-picta,
Hort.). Lvs. ovate, with divaricate spines, dark green,
with a wbitish center and a narrow, irregular, silvery
margin. G.C. II. 4:087. 19. Var. aiireo-maculata, Hort.

tortuosa, 16.
vertieiUata, 44.
voniitoria 37.

Wateriana,

Foliage caricgafetl.
Lvs. spiny-toothed.

20.

evenjri-eii.

with coarse, .tpin!/ tevfh, rarely mostly e-utire.
in axillary clusters on branches of previous
year.

Aquifdlinm, Linn. European Holly. Fig. 112r>.
Tree, to 40 ft., with short, spreading branches, forming
an oblong or pyramidal head, in cultivation often
shrubby, glabrous : Ivs. short-petioled, usually ovate or
oblong-ovate, waved and with strong, spiny teeth, shining, lM-3 in. long: fr. scarlet, globular, shining. May,
June. Southern and middle En., western Asia, China.
Ong. 4:83. — A very variable species. A full account of
the numerous varieties cult, in England is given b}' T.
Moore in G.C. II. 2, p. 433, 519, tiS7, 751, 812
4, p. 687,
1.

;

741; 5, p. 43, 3G5, 437, (i24; 6, p. 232, 389, 610, where ln3
varieties are described and many of them figured.

Some of the most important and most distinct are described below. Osmanthus Aquifoliam, Sieb.
Zucc,
an oleaceous shrub, which may readily be known by its
opposite leaves, is occasionally supplied by dealers as a
vai'iety of Ilex Aquifoliutti.

&

Foliage green.
spiny -toothed.
(c.) S'is^e of Ivs. large, about :3~i in. long.
2. Var. Alteclarensis, Hort. Lvs. oval, largr, thin and
rather plain, with numerous teetli. 3. Var. f^rox, Loud.
{I, echiniXta^lAiW.).
Lvs. of medium size, with strong
teeth and numerous small spines on the upper convex
surface. A very di.'^tinct variety, known as Hedgehog
Holly. N. 2:175.
4. Var. latifblia, Loud.
Lvs. oval to
3H in. long, with rather few, divaricate teeth. CI.C. II.
2:433. 5. Var. platyphyllos, Hort. Lvs. broadly ovate,
to 3>^in. long, with divaricate spines, thick, deep green.
6. Var. princeps, Moore.
Lvs. broadly ovate, to 4M in.
long, with strong, regular spines, dark green, with
prominent veins below. U.C. II. 13:45.
(a.)

(b.)

(cc.)

Ijcs.

Size of lvs. small, 1-2 in. long.

Var. Handsworth6nsis, Hort. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate,
with numerous, moderately divaricate spines, xjrojecte(l
toward the apex, glossy green. G. C. II. 2:519. 8. Var.
hastita, Hort. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, halbert-shaped:
spines large, usually only 2-4 on each side at the base.
the upper half usually entire.
U. C. II. 2:687. 9. Var.
microphylla, Horfc. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, about 1 in.
long, shining green, with small, equal plane spines.
G.C. II. 2:751.
very small-leaved form, but var. Uneata is still smaller, and has the smallest lvs. of all.
10. Var. myrtifdiia, Hort.
Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, 1-1 ^
in. long, moderately spiny, rarely entire.
G.C. II. 2:687.
11. Var. serratifdiia. Loud.
Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, stiff,
with numerous small spiny teeth. G.C. II. 2:687.
7.

A

>

most of them without spines.
12. Var.
heteroph^Ua, Loud. Lvs. oval or ellipticovate, about 2% in. long, sometimes twisted near the
npex, entire or with few spiny teeth. G.C II. 2:519.
(bb.) ]jvs. all or

1123. Ilex aquifolium.

1124.

(X3a.)

Lvs. oblong-oval,

somewhat
Ijlotch

in

2K

in. lonpr,

Ilex opaca.
(X',.)

with distant

trian/irnlar,

creamy white
the center, outer part of the margin dark
ilivaricate spines, witli a large

green, inner part mottled pale gray. 20. Var. aiireo-reglna, Hort. (var. aurea marginata and var. tali folia
innrgiinMa Hort.). Lvs. broadly ovate, to 3 in. long,
with strongly divaricate spines, mottled with gray and
green, with a broad, continuous golden yellow margin.
(t.G. H. 5:44.
21. Var. aureo-picta latifdila, Hort. Lvs.
C)vate or broadly ovate, 2 in. or nioro lung, with a large,
branching, deep yellow blotch in tlje middh', and with
an irregular, deep glossy green margin. G.C. 11. 5:G24.
22. Var. f^rox argentea, Loud.
Like var. ferox, but the
margin a7id the surface spines creamy white. (1.0.11.
ri:4+.
2:!. Var. ferox aurea, Loud., is like the
former,
Ijut with yellow spines and margin.
,

(bb.) Lvs. spineless or mosthj so.

Var. heterophylla aureo-plcta, Hort. Lvs. ovate.
Hat, sometimes with few spines, about 2>2 in. long,
marked in the middle with a broad feathery blotch of
bright yellow. G. 0. XL (j :389. 25. Var. Sc6tica aurea,
Hort. Lvs. obovate, blunt, slightly wavy, about 1^2 in.
long, dark, mottled green, with a broad golden margin:
of dwarf habit. 20. Var. Wateriana, Hort. Lvs. oblong
or ovate, with a few spines, or entire and plain and
obtuse, about 2 in. long, niottleil with gray and yellowish green and edged with a liroad, irregular golden
band. G.C. II. 6:23::i.
Tliere are also some other vars., as, 27. xiw. £ructu
Ititeo, with yellow, and 28, var. fruetu aurantiaco, witli
orange berries; 29, var. p6ndula, witli peiHhil<ius
branches and 30, var. pyramidalis, with ascending
branches, forming a narrow, oblong head.
:il. comita,
Lindl.
Shnibby, with short spreading
branches, ghibrous lvs. oblong, with 3 strong spines
;it the dilated apex, and with 1-2 strong spines on each
side of the truncate base, but rounded and spineless at
the base on older plants, dark glossy green above, 2-4
.June,
in. long: fr. scarlet, clustered, short-pedicelled.
.luly.
N. tniina. P.P.G. 1, p. 43. G.C. 1850:311. P.S. 7,
24.

:

p.21ti; 9:81)5.

cc. Fls.

ill

B.M.

5059.

1-feie-flil.

arillari/, peijlincli'd rtjmes,

on this yearns

groivtli.

.^merica^
op4ca, Ait. (/. quercifolia, Meerb.).
Holly. Fig. 1124. Tree, witli spreading short brauche.s.
32.

—

—
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to 50 ft., forming a narrow, pyramidal head,
glabrous: Ivs. oval or elliptic-lanceolate, with large reteeth, rarely entire, dull green above, yellowish green beneath, 2^ in. long: fr. dull scarlet, usu-

Prlnos gldher, Linn.). Inkbeket.
39. glabra, Gray
WiNTERBERKY. Much-branched upright shrub, to 8 ft.:
lvs. obovate to oblanceolate, obtuse, with few obtuse

798
sometimes

mote spiny

ally solitary, globose.

and Tex. Em.
than I. Aqnifolium,

38.5.

.June.
S. S. 1
but less

:

Mass. to Fla., west to Mo.
Gng. 4: 'J77. -Hardier
4,5.

handsome.

BB. ir.s\ Si'rrate, crenafe or entire.
c.

Fr. red: nutlet ribbed on

tlie

haek.

Tender.

Dahoon.
Casslne, Linn. (/. Dahobn, Walt.).
Shrub or small tree, to 30 ft.: Ivs. obovate to oblongentire
or
mucronulate,
obtuse
and
acute
or
linear,
sharply serrate above the middle, usually pubescent beneath when young, 2-3 in. long: fr. globose, small, dull
April, May.
red, rarely yellow, on this year's growth.
N. 0. to Fla., west to La. S. S. 1: 46. 34. Var. angustiLvs. linear-oblong to linear, 2-3 in. b^ng.
{61ia, Ait.
35. Var. myrtiSolia, Chapm. Lvs. linear-oblong, 1-2 in.
3.3.

long:

fr.

S.S.1:45.

usually solitary.

38. latiSblia, Thunb. Tree, sometimes to 60 ft., glabrous: lvs. oval to oblong-lanceolate or obovate-oblong,

serrate, glossy green above, 3-7 in. long: fr. red, large,
B.M. 5.597.
in almost sessile clusters. June. .Japan.
P.F.G. 3, p. 13. — One of the most beautiful Hollies.

vomitbria, Ait. (/.

37.

Cass'me, Walt., not Linn.).
tree to 25 ft., with
oblong, obtuse, crelong: fls. clustered

Cassena. Yaupon. Shrub, rarely
lvs. oval or
spreading branches
nate, glabrous, M-1, rarely to 2 in.
year:
the
previous
branches
of
on
small. April. Va. to Fla.. west to
:

fr. scarlet,

globose,

Ark. and Tex. S.S.

1:48.

{

teeth toward the apex, glabrous, 1-2 In. long
fls. 5-8merous. June. Mass. to Fla., west to Miss. L.B.C
5:450.
aa. Foliage deciduous : fr. red. (Prinos.)
B. Frs. mostly and lvs. partly fascicled on short spurs :
nutlets ribbed on the back.
:

40. decldua, Walt. (Prhws deelduus, DC). Shrub or
small tree, to .30 ft., with light gray spreading branches:
lvs. cuneate-oblong or obovate, usually obtuse, crenately
serrate, dark green, and with impressed veins above,
pale and pubescent beneath, l?-2-3 in. long: fr. globose,
orange or orange-scarlet, % in. across. May. Va. to Fla.,
west to Texas." S.S. 1:49.
41. monticola. Gray {Prlnos diibiiis, Don).
Tree, to
ft., with slender Ijranches, forming a narrow pyramidal head or spreading shrub: lvs. oval or oval-lanceolate, acute oracumini^te, sharply serrate, pubescent only
along the veins beneath, 2-6 in. long: fr. red, globularovoid, 3^ in. across. May. N.Y. to S. C, west to Ala.
S.S. 1:50. G.C. II. 14:689 (as /. decidua). 42. Var.
Lvs. broadly ovate,
m61lis, Britton (/. ntdllis, Gray).
soft-pubescent when young, glabrous above at length.

40

Frs. and

BB.

Irs.

not fascicled:

frs.

axillary

nut-

:

smooth,
Gray (Prlnos
Icevigdtus,
Pursh).
43. laevigata.
WiXTERBERKV. Low shrub, of upright habit: lvs. lanor
crenately
serrate,
rather
acute,
tinely
thick,
ceolate,
glabrous or nearly so, l>2-2>2 in. long, turning clear
yellow in fall: lis. 6-9-merous: fr. depressed-globose,
in. across.
bright orange-red. over
May, June.
Maine to Pa. and Va. G.F. 4:221.
lets

^

44.

Gray (Prlnos verticilldtiis, Linn.).
Winterberrv. Fig. 1125. Shrub, with

vertieillata.

Black Alder.

lvs. obovate to oblanceolate or lanceolate, acimiinate or acute, serrate or doubly serrate,
usually pubescent beneath, 1^2-3 in. long, turning black
fr. bright red, rarely yelafter frost: lis. 5-6-merous
low, about 34 in. across. June, July. Canada to Fla..
west to Wis. and Mo. Em. 388. — Very variable in shape
and texture of lvs. One of the best hardy stirubs, with
ornamental frs., wdiich remain on the liranches until
midwinter, and are not eaten by birds.

spreading branches:

:

45. serrata, Thunl*.
Slender shrub, to 15 ft., similar
former but smaller in every part: lvs. elliptic or
ovate, acute or acuminate, finely serrate, pubescent or
fr.
glabrous beneath, 1-2 in. long
lis. 4-6-nierous
brightred, small, one-sixth to one-fifth in. across. June.
have
.Japan. Tliere are two forms of this species: both
been introduced from Japan as /. Sieboldi, the first by
Prof. Sargent, the second by Thomas Hogg. 46. Var.
argfitidens,Rehder (/. argiitidens, Miq.). Lvs. glabrous
beneath, sliort-petioled, teeth more remote and less fine:

to the

:

fls.

usually 4-merous.

47.

:

Var. Sieboldi, Kehder

(/.

Sieboldi, Miq.). Lvs. somewhat larger, longer-petioled.
lis. usually
more finely serrate, pubescent beneath
;

5-merons.
I. ambifrua, Ch.ipm. Deciduous large shrub, allied to T. mOTiJjvs. usually almost glabrous, remotely serrate, 1-2 in.
long N. C. to Fla., west to Ark. and Tex.—/. Ameldnckier, M.
A. Curtis. Deciduous sbnib, to G ft.; lvs. oblong, subacute,
serrate, pubescent, 1M~3 in. long: fr. dull red, large. Va. to
La. G.F. 2:41. H.irdy.— 7. f^'a/iAVniea, Erandegee. Evergreen
large shruti, to 12 ft., glabrous: lvs. elliptic to obloug-elliptif,
obtuse, remotely and crenately semilate, 2-5 in. long: fr. black,
small, ('abf. G.F.7:41.')(by ei-ror named I. triflora).— /. Camiriensis, Poir. Evergreen tree, to 20 ft., glabrous: lvs, ovate to
ovate-ohiong, obtuse, entire, 2-4 in. long; fr. usually solitary,
on this year's growth. Canar. 1. conocArpa, Reiss. Evergreen
sliruli, to 6 ft.;
lvs. olilong-lauceolate. acuminate, serrulate,
glalirons, :!-.'i in. long; Hs. in short, dense spikes; fr. ovoiil-

ticola.

CC.

Fr. black: nutlets smooth: pistillate
solitary, on this year's growth.

38. crenata,

Thunb.

lis.

usually

F6rtnnei, Hort.). Muchbranched shrub, rarely small tree to 20 ft.: Ivs. oval,
obovate or oblong-lanceolate, crenately serrate, glabrous,
''2-1^5 in. long: fls. 4-merous. May, .June. .Japan. Gng.
6: 165.

(/.

conic. Brazil. B.M. 7:il(l.— 7. coriacea, Chapm. (I. lucida.Torr.
it Gr.). Allied to 1. gbibra, but taller; lvs. broader and longer,
to .3 in., ac'ute or acuminate. N. C. to Fl;i., west to ha.—T.dipiiri'na. Wall. Evergreen tree, to 40 ft,
lvs. elliptic to lanceolate,
remotely spiuy-serrjite, sometimes entire, gkabrous, 2-4 in. long;
fr. scarlet, globose, clustered.
Him.al.— 7. dAMff, B. S.P.—I
:

monticola.
signis,

I.

Hook.

f.

—

Gongonha, Mart,=Villaresiaraucronata. 7. inEvergreen sm.all tree; lvs. ellipticdancoolate,

spinv-tootbed, often almost entire on older
I>l,'i,nts; fr. large, globose.
HimiU. G.C. II. 14:297.-7 fo(e!;ro.
Thunb. Evergreen birge shrub or tree, to 40 ft.: lvs. obovate.

6-S>

in.

long,

.
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obtusely pointed, entire, 3-4 in. long: fr. large, rather longpedancl6d,red. .Japan.— /. ionj/ipes, Ohapm. Deciduous shrub,
allied to I. decidua: Ivs. elliptic lanceolate, crenately serrate,
almost glabrous; fr. globose, slender-pedicelled. N. C.toGa.,
west to La. G. P. 3:315. /. inlcrocdrpa, Lindl.
rotunda,
Thunb.— Z. Paraguariiasis, St. Hil. (I. Paragn.ayensis, Autb.).
MjiTE. Pakaguay Tea. Shrub, to
ft.: Ivs. obovate, obtuse,
obtusely serrate, 2-5 in. long, gbibrous: fr. small, peduneled.
Br.i2il.— J. Perdrfo, Ait. (I. platyphyllos, Webb. & Berth.), Evergreen pyramidal tree, to 20 ft., glabrous: Ivs, broadly ovate or
obovate to oblong, entire, serrate on young plants, 2-5 in long:
fr, large, red, clustered, short-pedicelled, on last year's growth;
Can.ar. L.B.0.G:5t'J. B.M.4079.— /. rotunda, Thunb. (I.microcarpa, Lindl.). Evergreen shrub or tree, to 40 ft.; Ivs. oblong
or elliptic, acute, pointed, quite entire; fr. small, red, in peduneled clusters. .Japan. P.P.G. 1, p. 43. G.C. 1850:311. P.S.7,

—

=

W
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The

statistics of the cen.sus of 1890 showed Illinois at
that time to be easily third in rank among the horticultural states.
The horticultural interests of Illinois have been well

looked after and carefully placed on a permanent basis
by the legislature. In 1874 an act was passed by that
body establishing the Illinois State Horticultural Society
(which was organized in 1855) as a public corporation

rjtffdsffl, F. Schmidt. Evergreen low spreading shi-ub,
sometimes prostrate, glabrous: Ivs. oblong-lanceolate to lanceolate, remotely erenate-serrate, rugose above, '%~1 in. long;
fr. usually solitiiry, scarlet.
Japan, Sacchalin.— /. triflbra,
Brandegee. Evergreen tree, to 40 ft., with spreading pubescent
branches: Ivs. elliT)tic-lanceolate, remotely serrate or almost

p.216.— /.

entire, pubescent, 2-3;-:2 in. long; fls.S-merous. Calif. G. P. 7:416

(by error

named

I.

Oaliforuica)

Alfked Rehdek.

ILLlCITJM Latin toralliirement; probablyin reference
to the agreeable odor). MagnoUdcece. A half dozen species in Japan, China, India and eastern N. America.
(

Small trees or shrubs, glabrous, with thick, short-petioled entire evergreen Ivs.: fls. small, solitary or in 3's
in the axils of Ivs. or bud-scales, nodding or inclined,
yellow or purplish sepals 3-G; petals many, imbricated
in :t or more rows or series
stamens 10-many, with
thick filaraents: carpels usually inany, forming a ring
of almost woody pods. The Illiciuius are aromatic plants
;

;

with perfect lis.
One of the llliciums furnishes the Star or Chinese
Anise, which is the small star shaped cluster of fruits.
The odor and flavor strongly resemble Anise. It is much
used in oriental countries in cookery, and is exported to
some extent and is said to be used in flavoring certain
French wines. This product conies from China. It has
been supposed to be the product of /. ai>ii<alttm of
Linnseus, but that plant is a -Japanese tree and it contains a poison.
In the American trade are the names
1. anisatum and /. rellgiosum.
It now transpires that
these names belong to the same plant, and that the Star
Anise is produced by another species. This other species, or the true Star Anise, was first accurately described and figured (as /. vi'-nitn, Hook, f
in B.M.
7005 (1888), where the confusion of two or three centuries is elucidated. There is probably only one East
Asian llUcium in the trade in N. Amer., as follows;
.

)

anisitum, Linn., not GiPrtn. (/. religidsiini, Sieb. &
Zucc). Small tree: Ivs. alternate, elliptic, short-petioled, somewhat acuminate: fls. mostly solitary, sessile
or nearly so, yellowish, not fragrant, with many very
narrow petals, and 20-30 stamens. Japan. B.M. 396.5.—
Grown far S. There is a form with variegated Ivs.
Two native llliciums growing in the Gulf country are: /.
Floriddnum,
or

Ellis.

Shrub, 6-10 ft, Ivs. oblong-lanceolate, 4 in.
20-30, very narrow, dark crimson. B.M.
:

more long: petals
Gn.

36, p. 151. J.H. III. 30:365.—/. parvifVorum, Micb.x.
Lvs. elliptic or lanceolate, mostly under 4 in. long: petals very
small (>4 in. long), 6-11, yellowish.
H, B.
439.

l

HORTICULTURE

ILLINOIS,
IN. Fig. 1120. The
of Illinois, lying in the heart of the Mississifipi
valley, the most fertile portion of the United States, and
.state

eastern boundary over 700 miles from the Athas a range north and south of a little over
350 miles, extending from 37° to 42° 30' north latitude,
and a breadth east and west of about 200 miles at its
widest point. In spite of its great length, the difference
in mean annual temperature between the extreme northern and southern parts of the state is only 10° F.,
although the rainfall in the southern part is one-half
greater than in the northern.
Soil conditions alone considered, Illinois stands, agriculturally, at the very forefront. Third among the states
of the Union (1890) in population, and first in railroad
mileage, it is also first in total bulk of agricultural and
horticultural products. There are no considerable tracts
of worthless land in the state
and the statistics collected by the St,ate Board of Agriculture show every one
of the 102 counties of the state to be fruit-producing.
with

its

lantic coast,

;

51

1126.

Showing three horticultural

Illinois.

divisions, following county lines.

of the state. The State HortictJtural Society is divided
into three subdivisions, the Northern, Central and Southern Illinois Horticultural Societies, each taking in about
one-third of the state (see map). The State Horticultural
Society has been liberally supported by the legislature
since its foundation, and is in a flourishing condition.
The most distinctive fruit section of Illinois is the
southern third. This area contains something over
150,000 acres devoted to the growing of apples alone.
Other deciduous fruits, notably peaches and pears, and
small fruits, especially strawberries, are also grown in
large cjuantities in this part of Illinois. During the season of 1898 over 800 car-loads of strawberries alone were
shipped to outside markets from the fruit districts of
southei-n Illinois. Increased shipping facilities and the
coming into bearing of orch.ards already some lime
planted are rapidly bringing southern Illinois into competition with Michigan in the production of peaches.
The southern fruit district, as indicated on the map,
lies between 37° and .39° 30' north latitude, the former
being the latitude of Norfolk, Va. and the latter that
of Baltimore, Md. The clim.ate of this district is best
indicated by the fact that the isotherm 55° F. passes
through the northern part of the district, the same temperature line also passing through the peach and sweet
potato districts of Delaware and southern New Jersey.
The 50° isotherm passes through Illinois about on the
dividing line between the northern and central fruit dis,

800
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thus showing the mean annual temperature of the
northern district, — which is second to the southern in
small-fruit production, and in 1898 produced more grapes
than both the other districts put together, — to be practically the same as that of the great grape and smal] fruit
sections of central New York. While speaking of temperature it should also be noted that the mean annual
temperature of the famous Santa Clara valley and the
Santa Cruz mountain wine grape district of California
is 55° P., or about that of Madison and Bond counties,
tricts,

Illinois.

In 1898 the total annual precipitation at Galena, in the
extreme northwest corner of the state, was 30 inches;
in Henderson county and from thence along a line a

north of east clear across the state, 40 inches; in
a circle taking in Adams, Pike, Fult07i, Tazewell, Menard
and Morgan counties, and along a line entering the state
in Monroe county, bending north almost as far as Springfield, and thence southeast to Lawrence county, 50
inches; and in the 12 or 14 extreme southern counties
of the state, GO inches. The mean annual rainfall for
10 years up to and including 1898 at the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station at Urbana, Cliampaign
county, was nearly ^i3?y inches.
little

—

Products. An idea of the extent of the horticultural
interests of Illinois can be best gained by reference to
the following tables, which give the approximate production of the various horticultural crops raised in the
state for five years, down to and including I89S:

;

IMANTOPHYLLUM

IMPHliE

IMANTOPH'5'LLUM. Included under

Olivia.

Consult Everlastiu<j Flowers.

IMPATIENS (from the Latin; having reference to the
pody, which, when ripe, on slight pressure burst open,
scattering the seed). Geranihcew, (By some referred
Tender, succulent herbs, with
very fleshy stems and simple leaves usual!} alterpenate and the upper ones often in whoils
duncles axillary, with l-ti or more tls. of vaiious
colors: sepals 3 (seldom 5), the posterioi one
taking on a spur-like shape; petals 5 or
;t,
in which case 2 are grown together:
fr. a pod, which, when ripe, bursts when
pinched, scattering the seeds. About
220 species, mainly from tropical India
and Africa. About 20 have found their
way into cultivation for the most part
as greenhouse plants, I. Balsami'na being the species
best known as an outdoor annual. See Baisatn. Propagation by cuttings and seed.
to Balsumin(\ce<e.

A.

warm

protected and
tings,

IMMORTELLES.

and

situations outdoors.
sliould be treated
here.

growth

durin),'

Var. Lucie ur

801
Prop, by cutliiie

(jloxinias.

Lucy belongs

AA. Peduncles ivilh 1-3

fls.

Sultani, Hook. Fig. 1127
Prom 12-24 in. high, with
stout sten] and branches, rather succulent and green:

)

Peduncles

irilh

single

fls.

1129.

Hawkeri, W. Bull. A busby, soft-wooded plant with
well branched stems of a dull red color; Ivs. opposite or
in whorls of .S, ovate, acuminate, serrate, dark green:
peduncles axillary, long and slender: lis. rounded in
outline, about 3 in. in diara., deep carmine, with a white
eye. South Sea Islands. Int. about 1886. G.C. 11.25:761.
l.H. .34:2.— A greenhouse plant, needing an intermediate
temperature. Plants from early spring cuttings bloom
all summer and into autumn.
platyp6tala, Lindl. {/. pitlchh-rima, Dalzell. /. JaiiHort. ). Steins strong, succulent, branched and
usually reddish purple: Ivs. whorled, lanceolate or oval,
serrate, hairy beneath: peduncles axillary, shorter than
fblia,

Impatiens Roylei (X

Ja).

Ivs. ellix'tical or lanceolate and narrowed into a petiole
about 1 in. long; lower Ivs. alternate, upper ones almost

whorled; peduncles axillary, of a rich rose-red in the
Hybrids and sports have given shades
from pink to almost purple, and a white variety also exists. Spur is very long and thin, Zanzibar. B.M. 6643.
Gn. 23, p. 331. V.7:32.i, 326. .S.H. 2:280. l.H. 30:488; 42,
p. 140. R.H, 1884: 12. -Increased by seeds; also by cut-

original form.

tings, which root readily. With /. JJoolceriana, the best
in cult. A greenhouse plant; it also does well as a house
plant, Vjloouiing almost continuously.

AAA. Peduncles ivilh 2-4 fls.: plant 2-4 ft.
Mnhl. (/. pdllida. Nutt. ). Pale Touoh-meNOT. .]ewel-weed. Pig. 1128. With I. hiflora the representatives of the family in the indigenous flora of the
U. S. Larger than 7. biflora; otherwise sinnlar to it,
with pale yellow^ Ms. sparingly dotted with brownish red
spur short, notched, and less than one-third the length
of the posterior sepal. Moist, shady places. July-Sept.
(Quebec to Ore., Kans. and Tla. B.B. 2:404. — Procurable
atirea,

from dealers

in native plants.

Spr)TTEij Touch-me(/. AWra, Nutt.).
-Jewel-weed. With 7. aurea representing the geAn annual with orange-colored fls.,
spur strongly iuflexed,
mottled with reddish brown
about half as long as posterior sepal. Moist, shady
Nova
Scotia
to Alaska, Ore.,
July-October.
places.
Mo. and Fla. B.B. 2:403. D. l.i.^.-Has been ottered by
bifldra, Walt.

not.

nus

in the U. S.

:

dealers in native plants.

Balsimina, [jinn. {Baladmina
den BALiAJi. See Vol. I, p. 126.
AAAA.

Jiortensis,

Peduncles with 3-6 or more

DC). Garfls.

Hookeriana, Arn. {I. bif/landtildsa, Moon. /, Sultani
alba, Hort.). A very succulent much-branched plant,
growing to a height of 3 ft.: Ivs. long-petioled, ovatepeduncles axillary in the upper
lanceolate, toothed
Ivs.: fls. large, white, spotted with purple on the large
lower petals; spur bent horn-shaped, and longer than
the fls. Blooms in fall. Ceylon. B.M. 4704. — It is a perennial, requires a moderate temp., and does not bloom
Prop, by cuttings. One of the
until well developed.
:

best species in cult.
Fig. 1129.
E6ylei, Walp. (7. glavdultgera Royle).
rather coarse gsirden annual, with strong stem, succulent and much-branched: lower Ivs. opposite; upper
Ivs. usually in 3's and whorled, all ovate or ovate-lanceolate, naked. 4 in. long, sharply serrate; basal serrations and the petiole glandular: peduncles axillary,
with 3 or more fls. and very numerous toward top of
plant: fls. large, dark purple; spur very short. Aug.,
Sept. India. B.M. 4020. B.R. 26:22. -Grown from seed,
needing but little care, and useful in groups.
,

A

1128,

One

Impatiens aurea(XK.

)

of the native jewel-weeds.

spur sickle-shaped,
fls, large, rose-colored
rather thin and petals transversely obcordate. Sumnoer.
Java, R.H, 1847:221. B,R, 32:08. -Needs a moderate to
warm temp., and may be used as a house-plant or in
the Its,;

:

G. N.

IMPHEE.

See Sorghum.

Laumam.

INCARVILLEA

802

INCAEVlLLEA

INDIANA

(after Incarville, the

French Jesuit

inissLonary to China). BignonidcecB. About 10 species
of herbaceous perennials from central Asia, one of
which, /. Belavayi, has acliieved extraordinary notice
since 1893. It is a hardy plant with handsome pinnate
foliage, each leaf being 1 ft. lung, with as many as 15-20
dentate segments: scape 1-2 ft. high, bearing 2-12 large
trumpet-shaped, rosy purple tls., each 2-3 in. long and
as much wide. These tis. are probably equal in decorative value to many of the Bignonias cherished in our
greenhouses. In size and beauty they rank with those
of Catalpa, Bignonia and Teconia, of the same family.
This species is certainly the finest hardy herbaceous
perennial in the Bignouia family. The tube is yellow
inside and out, and the 2 upper lobes are smaller than
the 3 lower ones. The genus is closely allied to Amphicome, and the flowers of both have the same general appearance, but in Incarvillea the calyx lobes are awlshaped, while in Araphicome the calyx is truncate or
shortly dentate. Also the seeds of Incarvillea have an
entire hyaline wing, while in Amphicome the seeds have
a wing ihat is cut into long thin, strips or hairs. The
two genera form a small but remarkable group, characterized by their capsules opening by the ventral suture
only. William Watson declares that Incarvilleas are not
annuals, as stated in the botauies.
The general experience seems to be that these plants
need rather more winter protection than most hardy
herbaceous perenuials. A light, sandy loam, well enriched and deeply worked, suits them well, and they like
a sheltered position in a rather warm, sunny place.
Prop, by division or seed.
'

A.

Segments toothed from base

to

apex.

&

Franch. Fig. 1130. Lvs. few, radical; Ifts. 4-5 in. long, not quite opposite: stamens included. B.M. 7462. Gn. 54:1198. R.H. 1893:544. J.H.
111.30:449. Gt. 43:1.398. Mn. 3, p. 26. G.C. III. 26:659.
Delav^yi, Bur,

G.M.

38:306.

or lanceolate, narrower than in /. Delavayi, especially
at the base, entire or with a few distant teeth towards
the tip: fls. pale pink, veiny; tube 1% in. long; limb
about I in. across, the 5 lobes nearly equal. B.M. 6593
(throat not yellow).
G. C. II. 19:89.
Gn. 28, p. 653.The hardiest species.

BB.

Form

J.

;

;

Delavayi.

variabilis, Batalin.
Subshrub: Ivs. 2- or 3-pinnate;
segments parted or dissected, their lobes entire or

slightly lobed:

fls.

as

many

as

10,

pale rose.

Gt. 47, p.

222.— Int. 1898 by Haage and Schmidt, who say that it
makes a strong-growing, bushy plant covered with fls.
each 1 in. or more across, from May to Oct. also that
:

seedlings bloom the

first

year.

AAA. Segments often entire or nenrJ)/ .<:o.
Form of segments lanceolate or wirroirer.
6lg:ae, Regel (/. A''o^;?mttn'n?'i,"W. Lanche). Subshrub,
2-3 ft. high: Ivs. 2-4 in. long; segments linear-oblong
B.

B.

Keller and W. M.

IN.

Fig. 1131. Indiana
essentially a fruit-growing state. There is no part of
its soil that cannot be made suitable for the production
of fruit of some kind. There are portions, however, that
are better adapted to the growing of wheat and corn or
grazing on account of the prairie character of the soil,
or the climatic conditions, which render the cultivation
of orchard fruits a precarious business. By referring to
the accompanying map, it will be seen that the mean
annual isothernjs for the year 1898, and the same will
hold approximately for a series of years, are decidedly
irregular in the nurthern part of the state, while in the
southern half they run more uniformly across the state.
This is caused very largely by the ameliorating influence
of Lake Michigan, which is felt very perceptibly along
the northern counties which are protected from the
severe northwest winds
but it is not felt in any appreciable degree as we go down the western side of the
state.
And so it often happens that the temperature
falls lower 75 miles south of Lake Michigan than it does
in the counties bordering on Michigan. This difference
is often great enough to render peach growing in this
section, as a commercial business, out of the question.
From the northeastern portion of the state south to the
Ohio river, and covering all that territory not already
mentioned, the climate is not so severe, and fine crops
of peaches are often produced. The dotted line, shown
on the map, starting near Michigan City and running in
an irregular line, taking in most of the famous Kankakee
marshes, thence in a southerly and westerly direction,
finally striking the west line of the state a little north of
Terra Haute, is intended to indicate, approximately, that
portion of the state tliat is better adapted to the growing
of general farm crops than fruit. This is not wholly due
to climatic causes, but in a large degree to adverse soil
conditions. A large part of this region is flat prairie
land
much of it was once covered with marshes, but
with modern drainage facilities nearly all of this naturally fertile land has been improved until it has become
one of the best farming sections in the state. Only
occasional spots, however, are high enough fororcbjird
purposes
but small-fruits and vegetables grow with
the greatest luxuriance, and large quantities of these are
shipped to the Chicago market. A region in the Kankakee valley, including Starke and adjoining counties, is
famous for its sugar beet productions. 'The soil here is
of a sandy nature, eminently adapted to the culture of
this vegetable
specimens have been analyzed which
yielded 22 per cent of sngar, with a purity coefiicient of
90 to 95. While there are not many large commercial
orchards found in the northern and northeastern portions of the state, the soil and climate are admirably
ada( ted to the growing of all kinds of orchard fruits,
with the exception of peaches, which are grown only to
a limited extent. Here we find a sandy or clay loam,
with clay subsoil, which was originally covered with
oak, maple, hickory, walnut and all kinds of hardwoods
found in this climate. The surface is more or less rolling, with numerous small lakes dotting the landscape,
thus insuring both soil and atmospheric drainage. In
the shallow waters of some of these lakes and marshes
the cranberry finds congenial surroundings, and in the
sandy districts of Pulaski, Fulton, Kosciusko and surrounding counties, the huckleberry grows to perfection.
is

;

1130. Incarvillea

segments ovate or broader.
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;

AA. Segments parted or dissected.

of

graEdifldra, Bur. & Franch. Differs from /. Delavayi
in its shorter Ivs., more rounded Ifts., short scapes
bearing only 1 or 2 fls. as large as those of /. Delavayi,
but with narrower calyx lobes and longer corolla lobes,
the color deep rose-red. Dried specimens show about a
dozen scapes on a plant. China. Gn. 56:1230. — Int.
about 1898. Imperfectly known, and may be a form of
/. compacta. I.grandiflora, Poir. =^Tecoina grandiflora.
I. grandiflora, Spren^. =^'schynanthus grandiflora.

.

.
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In eastern Indiana the plum and the cherry are grown
more largely than the peach, while the central part
of the state excels in pears.
Small-fruits are almndant

everywhere.
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extent for the large markets, but the industry is as yet
in its infancy.
Both of these wild fruits offer a wide
Held for investigation. This section also includes the
famous melon districts, where both nuisk- and watermelons are grown to perfection. Hundreds of acres are
grown annually and the products shipped to the larger
cities of the North and West.
j^,„j,g

INDIAN BEAN.

(Jutujpu.

I.

^koop.

Jnnnnnis

Cherry.

Caroiiniatin. I. Corn. Z,-a Mai/f;. See t'ooi. I. Cress.
Tropa-ol 11)11.
I. Cucumber-Root,
iledeula Viniiiiira
I. Currant.
Sj/mjilnirir.irjH.s niliint-is.
I. Fig.
Oputilh,,
vulgnrix. I. Hemp. Apocjinv n, i-ui,niihhnim I. Mallow.
Abutihin
I. Physic.
Uilleiiia.
I. Pipe.
Mo-n.drop,!
I. Kice
Zisania uymitica. I. Shot. Vuiiini.
.

.
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Indian Territory

is in

ll:!2.
The Inuticulture of the
a very primilive slate. The laud
the right to
live on aud occupy a certain piece of laud for an indefinite length of time. The shipping facilities are poor.
Tiie local markets are very limited.
The country is
thinly populated. There is .an abundance of wild fruit.
The people are not sutliciently educateil in agricultural
industries to be successful in fruit culture.
There are soils of all kinds in the Territory. Most of
the soil, however, is a sandy loam with a cfay subsoil.
Most of the laud drained by the Arkansas and Canadian
rivers is sandy. That drained by the Neosho and Verdigris is a black clay and limestone land with heavv clay
subsoil. All the grades between these can be found on
the borders of these river watersheds.
In the extreme
southern part some of the land is very low and wet.
Most of the country is rolling, and 'in extreme northeastern and south central part the hills almost reach the
dignity of mountains. The Boston niounlains (a spur
of the Ozarks) run along the northeast border. The
Washtaw hills extend throu!;li the southern part from
east lowest. The Flint hills enter the northwest part
of the Territory, and are enclosed by the Arkansas and
Verdigris rivers. From this itwill be seen thai but little of the country is flat or low and swampy, and the
best of exposures for fruit land may be had in all parts
of the country. There are no lakes or large bodies of
water in the Territory.
The flora is about the same as that of Arkansas,
although more limited in the western part. Few collections have been made, and only the plants of commercial importance are well known.
The forest belts of
Arkansas and Missouri extend for some distance into

is
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Indiana.

Showing the

isotlierms

Southern Indiana has a mean annual tein]>erature 8^
to 10° warmer than that of the northern end.
With
other favorable conditions in tlie way of soil, protection
from severe wimis and perfect atmospheric drainage,
owing to the fact that the country fur the most part is
hilly, the peach and other tentler fruits are successfully
grown. Here, on the banlis of the Oliio river, was, until
recently, one of the largest peach orchards in the middle
West and even now orchards of from 40,000 to 50,000
trees may be seen on the "knobs" in Clarlt and "Washington counties. Here, too, is the home of the "Big Red
Apple "(Ben Davis) and the Kieit'er pear. The largest
Kieffer pear orchard maybe seen near the town of Salem,
in Washington county.
This orchard consists of 12,000
trees. The soil in southern Indiana is for the most part
decidedly different from that found farther north. In a
report of the United States Geological Survey made
some years ago, mention is made of the "wliite clay
lands, "which cover a large portion of southern Indiana,
Ohio and Illinois, where most of the finest fruit is
grown. In Indiana the northern boundary of this peculiar formation, according to the description, begins neaiTerre Haute on the west, and passes more or less irregularly across the state, passing into Ohio nearBrookville,

owned

in

common. The individual has

;

Tims the greater portion of the state
south of this line is made up of this white clay deposit.
In many places this clay becomes almost a brick-red, but
the characteristics are, in general, the same, whatever
the color. An apple orchard consisting of such varieties as Ben Davis, Rome Beauty, Winesap, Rail's Genet
and Grimes' Golden, planted on these clays, is certain
to reward the owner who gives it intelligent attention.
Here is also the home of the papaw, Ashnlna tri-

OUAH

Franklin county.

loba, and the native persimmon, I>iospifrifs Virginiana
Excellent varieties of the latter are cultivated to some

1132.

Indian Territory.

the Territory. Most of the timber is only second grade,
composed of oaks, pine and walnut.
Garden crops, where grown and cultivated, do well.
Potatoes are grown to some extent for market in the
Cherokee Nation, and give good returns. The early
potatoes do best, but are very hard to keep over sum-

raer.
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Late potatoes yield well, but require more care in

Oniotis, beets, carrots, tuiuatoes and cabbage all produce good crops, but are not grown iu commercial quantities. All of these vegetables promise to
be mouey-inakers in ease of settlement of the country.
Melons are grown here and shipped to neighboring

cultivation.

markets with fair profits.
There are apple oichards iu the Territoi-y that have
been iu bearing for 15 years, and are still iu fair condition. These orchards are usually near the Indian agencies or Mission schools, and are cared for by white
people. When Oklahoma was first opened for settlement there were several wagon loads of apples taken to
Guthrie aud Oklahoma city, from the Creek Nation.
These apples were of as good quality aud as fine in appearance as apples shipped from Missouri and Kansas,
and sold for a higher price. Tnere are still a few apples
taken each year from the Creek and Chickasaw Nations
to the border towns of Oklahoma and sold for a good
price.

The

fruit is the

same quality as that grown

in

southern Missouri aud northern Arkansas.
Few peach orchards have been planted, and these are
mostly of seedling trees. The light open winters frequently cause the crop to be diminished or destroyed
by the late spring frosts.
Plums seem to be perfectly at home here, and are
almost a sure crop every year.
Grapes aud berries are usually very free from disease,
and bear heavily. The fruit is large, well developed

and of a

fine quality.
The soil and climate of Indian Territory are both very
favorable to the production of fruit, and with permanent white settlement horticulture has a liright future

within the borders of the Territory.

INDIAN TOBACCO.
(vma trlphylla.

I.

Lobelia

in flata.

Wheat. Fagopyrum

INDIGO. See Tndigofera.
aud Amorpha.

q

jj^

standard oblong, nearly or quite obtuse,
1 in. long:
wings linearwith a heart-like mark near the base
China. B.R. 32:22
lanceolate or spatulate, ciliate.
B.M. 500;3. G.M. 31:591. P.M. 16:290. -Regarded as a
greenhouse plant and cult, in the open far South. Var.
Alba is said (G.F. 7, pp. 206, 370, fig. 61) to be a hardy
herbaceous or half-shrubby plant at the Arnold Ar:

boretum.
macr63tachys, Vent. Shrubby, the stems terete and
appressed-pubescent
leaflets 8-10 pairs, oval-oblong,
obtuse but mucronate, pubescent: racemes longer than
the lvs., many-fld.: fls. rose. China.
Caroliniana, Walt. Tall and branching: leaflets 5-8
pairs, oblong or obovate: fls. small, many, yellowish
brown and with short-acute calyx teeth: legume oblong,
2-seeded, less than }^2 in. long. Perennial, in the pine
barrens from N. Carolina south.
:

AA.

Raceme mostly

sJiorter

than the

leaf.

austr^lis, Willd. (/. angnldta, Lindl. /. sylvdtica,
Sieb.).
very variable species, known by its glabrous
aspect, short or nearly obsolete teeth of the calyx and

A

when young. Erect shrub: Ifts. 9-17,
varying from oblong to almost orbicular, % in. or less
long, obtuse or refuse: fis. red and mostly showy, the
racemes sometimes as long as the lvs.; standard truncate at the base, with a very short claw: pod nearly or
quite straight, terete. Austral.
B.R. 5:380. L.B.C.
the pod glabrous

B.M.

2:149.

3000.

-Extreme South.

tinctdria, Linn. Indioo. Fig. 1133. Shrub, 4-6 ft.,
with silvery branches: Ifts. 7-15, thin, rather large, obovate-oblong, pubescent beneath: fls. small, reddish yel-

Morris.

Turnip. ArisTutariciun.

I.

False Indigo.

See

7?"/'

(isia

INDIG6FEE,A (indigo-bearing). Leguminbsce InPerhaps 250 herbs or shrubs in many parts of
digo.
fis. usuthe world. Lvs. odd-pinnate (rarely digitate)
ally small, in axillary racemes or spikes, in color ranging from purple to rose and white; standard mostly
keel with a
roundish, often persisting for some time
spur on either side: pod various, usually with thin partitions between the seeds. Several species are native to
the United States.
Indigo is mostly the product of /. iinctoria, of Asia,
but it is also made from the West Indian species, I.
Anil. Other species, even of other genera, also yield
Indigo. These species were early introduced into the
southern states for Indigo-making, and the product was
once manufactured to a considerable extent. The plant
was introduced into South Carolina in 1742 from the
West Indies. When it was found that commercial Indigo could be made, the British Government offered a
bounty. In 1775, the production was more than one million pounds of Indigo.
The war for independence
checked the industry, and thereafter the rising importance of the cotton crop, amongst other things, drove
But as late as the middle of the present
it to the wall.
century, Indigo continued to be made in remote places.
Plants still persist in some places as escapes from cultivation. Indigofera tinctoria is perennial, but is grown
from seeds, which give from two to four cuttings of
herbage the first year. The Indigo is not contained in
the plant, but the dye is a product of manufacture from
a glucoside indiran which is contained in the herbage,
and which is obtained as an extract. Indigo seed is
offered by seedsmen.
In North America, several sjiecies of Indigofera arc
occasionally grown as ornamental subjects.
Iu the
North, they are mostly greenhouse subjects.
Propagated by seeds or cuttings, chiefly the latter.
.

:

:

J^aceme as long as or longer limn the leaf.
decora, Lindl.
Weak-growing or even lialf-climhint^
shrub, the branches slendi^r and red-tinged: leaflets iu
G-8 pairs, broad -lanceolate, usually drooping, sharppointed: racemes long, with showy rose-pink fls. about

1133.

Nearly natural

size.

Indigofera Anil.

The

single

pod

is 7. tinctoria

(X H)-

low, in short racemes: pod nearly straight, somewhat
knotty, 8-12-seeded.
S. Asia. — Long cult, and widely
distributed. Runs wild South. Indigo was known to thi-

Egyptians.
Anil, Linn.

Indigo. Fig. 1133. Much
smaller, and pods curved and nol
Indies, but now runs wild in the southern

like the last,

knotty.

W.

states.

B.M.

Wert Indian

but

fls,

OoOO.

AA.

L. H.B.

iNGA (aWestlndian

name). Legiiminbso', This con
tains some tropical trees and shrubs, with acacia-like
foliage and clusters of showy red stamens. Under this

name

3 species are cult, in S. Calif., but 2 of thera be-

.
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INSECTS

long to Calliiindra. Another allied genus is Pitbecolubium. luga has pinnate foliage; the other two genera
have bipinnate foliage. In Inga the pod is scarcely or
slowly dehiscent: in Calliandra the valves (hdiisee elastically from the apex to the base of the pod and ;ire n_-vu!ute; in Pitbocolobinra the valves are nffun twisted, Imt
never rolled back and elastic.
Leaflets hulnj

A.

bem.'afJi

afJlnis, DC. (consult 1. diU<:h in thr supplementary
list). Lvs. simply pinnate; Ifrs. iu 4 pairs, ovate, acuminate, pubescent above, sonnnvli;it shiniTi^ and villous below, one side smaller than tlie otiier, ;{ in. long, \y^ in.
wide; petioles, branches, pedunch-s and Ms. Vf Ivety tomentose, a gland between each pair of lvs.: spikes solitary or in pairs: corollas villous. Trop. Anier.— This is
probably the plant cult, in 8. Fla. and S. Calif, as /.
diilcis.

AA.
Feuillei,

Leaflets not hairy.

DC. Lvs. simply pinnate;

Ifts. in rf-4

pairs,

;

obtuse; petioles not glarKhiUir: brau(;hes, peduncles and lis. puberuloiis: tls. rosy: pod linear, acute, narrowed at the base, glabrous, thickened at the marjiriu. Trop.
Amer. /. diilcis. The older plant ol* this name is Willdenow's,
which comes from the Philippines, and is described under Pithecolobium. I. diik'is, of Martins, comes from Brazil, and is I.
aftinis described above. Franceschi's plant of I. dulcis makes a
bushy tree, which he says comes from Central jVmerica, and
has pods containing a white pulp rich in sugar. This phint, ho
says, grows only in frostless districts, while Inga anomala and
pulcherriraa will grow where the lemon thrives. — /, pulc/u'-rriina, Cerv. Properly Calliandra Tweediei, Benth. Lvs. bipinnate; pinnre ;t-5-paired; Ifts. as many as 25-paired, paler and
slightly hairy beneath
stipules ovato-scariose, brown hairy:
peduncle being a head of about 20 fls. Mex. B.xM.41S8. P.M.
20-pa,ired, linear,

—

:

11 1^'-

W. M.

=

Ilex glabra.

INSECTICIDES. Substances used

to

kill

insects, as

eommouly understood but, as dellned in dictionaries,
"one who or that which kills, or the act of killing an in.sect," constitutes an Insecticide.
Hence there are many
natural Insecticides, such as winds, rains, sudden
changes of temperature, forest and prairie fires, insectivorous plants, some bacteria and fungi, several of the
higher animals (including man), and many of the invertebrates (including spiders and a host of parasitic
;

and predaceous insects). Oftentimes these Insecticides
of nature materially aid man in his warfare against injurious insects, but usually it is necessary to resort to
a spray or some other artiticial Insecticide.
Insecticides may be classed into those which are
eaten with the food and kill by poisoning
powders,
washes and gases which kill by suffocation; and certain
oils and soaps which kill when they come iu contact
with the body, and may also suffocate by closing the
breathing holes. The poisons are effective against only
the biting or chewing insects, and the sucking insects
must be hit with a powder, an oil or soap; or both kinds
of feeders maybe suffocated with the gaseous Insecti;

cides.

Arsenic is the chief ingredient in most poisonous
Insecticides.
Its solubility in water, causing it to burn
the foliage severely, prevents its being useil ahme. But
by boiling one pound of it with two pounds of lime or
four pounds of sal-soda in two gallons of water for
half an hour, a very cheap, effective and reliable Insecticide results
use about 1,^2 quarts to 40 gallons
of Bordeaux mixture or water.
;

Paris green is still the standard poisonous Insecbut its cost and adulteration have recently
brought several substitutes, such as paragrene and
green arsenoid, on the market. London purple is too
soluble and variable to give uniform results; hence it
is not as much used as formerly.
These arsenicals are
used at the rate of 1 pound in from 100 to 300 gallons
of water or Bordeaux mixture on fruit trees, the most
dilute on the peach.
Arsenate of lead is now largely
ticide,

SO.-)

gypsy moth and the
elm leaf-beetle; large quantities of' it can be used on
the foliage without injury, and it adheres better than
Paris green, but is sometimes more expensive. Hellebore, the standard currant worm remedy, is especially
valuable to use after fruits are more than half grown',
when there would be danger from the use of the arseniiDse<-.ts

as the

cal poisons.
Tobacco in its various forms is one of the best Insecticides for sucking insects; it is particularly useful in

Pyrethrum powder is the standard Insecfor house-flies, and is often elfectively used
against other insects.
Kerosene is one of the nu)st active and effective of Insecticides. It can rarely be used with safety undiluted,
but as an emulsion with soap, it has been the standard
greenhouses.

ticide

remedy for sucking insects for many years. The formula is: half a i)ound of soap, 1 gallon hot water, and
gallons of kerosene; pour the kerosene into the hot
soap solution and agitate violently for a few minutes.
Recently, however, manufacturers have devised spray
pumps which combine kerosene and water into a good,
effective emulsion.
These kerowater pumps can be
re.!4:ulated to use certain percentages of kerosene, and
they will doubtless largely do away with the making of
the kerosene soap emulsion. Whale-oil soap is now extensively and successfully used in killing scale insects
and plant-lice. It and the kerowater spray are the most
effective sprays now in use against the famous San
Jose scale, the pear psylla, and other sucking insects.
Crude in'troh'uni has l)een successfully used in combatting cattle lice and the horn-fly, and now yjromises to be
an effective and safe substance to apply on dormant
trees for the San Jose and other scales.
In California,
a i-esin wash ami a, linn-, salt and sulfur wash are extensively used and found vi'vy effective against scale insects; in tln^ l-^ast these washes arc not S() effective.
Two gases are extensively used in killing insects.
The fumes of carbon bisulfide are certain death to insects infesting stored grains, seeds or clothing. Place
the infested material in a tight box; pour the liquid, at
the rate of 1 pound to each 100 bushels, or I pound to
each 1,000 cubic feet, into shallow dishes placed on top
of the materials, and quickly close the box, leaving it
for a day or so. The fumes are explosive; hence keep
all lights away.
This liquid has also been successfully
used in treating melon and cucumber vines, under covers
for plant-lice.
The other gaseous Insecticide is hj'drpeyanic acid gas, the uses of which are discussed below
'2

iival-obloiig, acute at both ends, glabrous: pods 1-2 ft.
Peru. — Int.
lung, linear, Hat, glabrous, white inside.
1000 by Fntnceschi. The sweet, edible pulp of the pods
is much prized by the Peruvians, who call it Pacay.
Properly O.'illiiindra graiiiliflora, Benth.
/. aiidiiiaJa, Kuuth.
Unarmed: U's. bipiunate; piuna) l;>-17-paired It'ts. more thiiu

INKBERRY.

used against such

under

iScale Insects,

page

812.

The arsenical poisons seem to be equally effective
when applied iu combination with the fungicide Bordeaux mixture, and most fruit-growers now spray with
su'di a

combination.

Sometimes one of the Insecticides
been successfully mixed

for killing sucking insects has

with the Bordeaux, but

it is

doubtful

if

they are as effec-

tive when thus applied.
The poisons do not readily
Tnix with the soaps or oils, and, as a rule, one cannot
effectively hit sucking insects, biting insects, or the

fungous diseases with a single application of some
combination mixture.
y^ Slixgerland.
i\];

INSECTS. The animals which constitute the Insect
world play an important part in most horticultural
operations. T'he busy bee is an indispensable aid in the
production of many fruits, but the equally busy jaws of
canker-worms or other Insects oftentimes seriously interfere with man's plans for profitable crops. Horticulturists should become more intimately acquainted
with their little friends and foes iu the Insect world.
Not only from the economic standpoint is this knowledge
necessary in the business of growing plants, but the
striking peculiarities of form, coloring, structure, habits,
anil the wonderful transfornuitions of Insects afford one
of the most interestin.a: fields in nature. The life-stories
of many Insects, if told in detail, would rival in variety
and interest many a famous fairy tale. The science
that treats of Insects, or entomology, has now reached
the stage where its devotees are no longer looked upon
as "crazy bug-hunters "in most communities. A recent
directory of the entomologists, or those interested in
the study of Insect life, of the United States and Canada contains the names of over 1,200 persons.

INSECTS

INSECTS

Wliat T)iey Are. — An Insect is an animal which, in
the adult stage, has its body divided into three distinct
regions
the head, the
thorax and the abdomen

the venter and connect a series of nerve centers or
ganglia, typically one for each segment of the body.
From each of these ganglia or little brains nerves arise
which supply the adjacent organs and ramify throughout the body. In Insects, all parts of the body cavity that
are not occupied by the internal organs are filled with a
rich, colorless or slightly greenish blood. There is no
system of tubes, like oar arteries and veins, in which
the blood is confined and through which it flow*
There is a so-called "heart" above the food-canal, along
the middle line of the back; it is a txibe consisting of
several chambers communicating with each other and
with the body cavity by valvular openings. The blood
is forced through this heart into the head, where it escapes into the body cavity. It then flows to all parts of
the body, even out into the appendages, in regular
streams which have definite directions, but which are
not confined in tubes. They, like the ocean currents
are definite streams with liquid shores. Insects do not
breathe through the mouth, as many suppose, but
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The head
{Fig. 1134).
bears one pair of antenn.'e, and there are always
three pairs of legs and
usually either one or two
pairs of wing.s attached
ti' the thorax.
By these
cliaracteristics one can
usually readily distinan adult Insect
from any other animal.
guish

Among the

near relatives
of Insects in the animal
world are the cray-fish,
sow-bugs and crabs, but
these are mostly aquatic
unimals, breathing by
true gills; they have two
pairs of antennae, and at
Showing tlae different parts.
least five pairs of legs.
Centipedes, or "hundred-legged worms," and millipedes,
or "thousand-legged worms," are also nearly related to
Insects, but they have the thorax and abdomen forming a
continuous region, with from G to 200 segments, eafh bearing one or two pairs of legs they have one pair of antena£B. The layman usually classes such animals as the spiders, mites and daddy-long-legs among the Insects, but
they form a distinct class, as they have the head and thorax
grown together, no antennie, and have four pairs of legs.
1134.

A

beetle.

;

IToiv They Are Constructed — Insects are constructed
un an entirely different plan from the higher animals.
Their supporting skeleton is outside, it being simply
the skin hardened more or less by a horny substance,
known as chitin. This firm outer wall, or skeleton, supports and protects the muscles, blood-vessels, nerves,
and other organs within. The mouth-parts, antenna^
and eyes of an Insect are attached to its head, and all
are exceedingly useful organs, as will be shown later in
discussing the feeling and the other sensations of an
Insect. An Insect's wings and
legs are always borne by the
thorax. The wings are primarily
organs of flight, but are used as
musical organs by some of the
grasshoppers and crickets. Female canker-worm moths, bedbugs, and some other Insects
have practically no wings, and the
house - tlies, mosquitoes, male
bark lice, and similar Insects
have but one pair of wings. Insects use their legs primarily for
walking, running or climbing;
1135.
some have their front legs modiHead of grasshopper. tied for catching other Insects for
Showing tlie great eye. food; others have hind legs fitted
A detail of a part of for jumping while the honey-bee
the surfaee of the has'
""- little
.- "pockets" on its hind
compound
id eye is
.salso
also i^™,.
jegs for carrying pollen to feed
shown.
.

—

its

The arrangement
organs in Insects
culiar.

The

canal in

larvffi is

is

of the
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Fossil dragon-fly, Petalia longialata(X

1-5).

through a series of holes along the sides of the body.
These openings, or spiracles, lead into a system of air
tubes, called tracheae. These tracheae branch and finally
ramify all through the Insect. Insects have no lungs,
but the trachccB sometimes connect with air-sacs or
liladders in the body, which help to buoy up the Insect
when flying. Thus the relation between the circulation
of the blood and respiration is not nearly so intimate in
Insects as in man. In Insects the air is carried to all
the tissues of the body in the tracheae and the blood
simply bathes these tissues. Just how the blood is
purified and how the waste matter is disposed of in Insects are not yet clearly understood. Aquatic Insects
breathe by eitheh- carrying down bubbles of air from the
surface entangled under their wings, or they may be
provided with organs known as tracheal gills; these are
usually plate-like expansions of the body that are abundantly supplied with tracheae, in which the air is brought
practically in contact with the air in water, and may thus
be purified. More than 4,000 different muscles have been
found in a single caterpillar. Notwithstanding their delicate appearance, these muscles are really very strong and
their rapidity of action is wonderful in certain gnats the
;
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mtemal

scme^shit

n

i

e

aiiraentar\
t(
d
a nearl\ straight
tube, occupying the centi \\
iti n
of the body; in adult Ins cts it is

p

much longer than the Itd^
and is more or less folded; from
the mouth the food passes through
a pharynx, an esophagus, some"
times a crop and a gizzard, a stom- 1137. The four stages in an insect's life eee. larva, pupa, imasjo. -The codlinK-moth.
ach, and a small and large intesEgti much enlarged others X !%
tine.
The nervous system of an
Insect is similar to that in the higher animals, l>ut it
musclesmoveorvibratethe wings 15, 000 times per second.
extends along the venter instead of tlie back. There is
Tlieir !Seii sat ions. — Insects can see, feel, hear, taste
a little brain in the upper part of the head, and two
and smell, and they may also possess other senses, as a
aerve cords extend from this around the food canal to
sense of direction. Many Insects have two kinds of eyes.
another ganglion or nerve center in the lower part of the
On each side of the head the large compound eye is easily
head; two nerve cords then extend longitudinally along
recognized (Fig. llSfi); each compound eye is composed
usually

—

;
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many small

eyes, from 50 in some ants to many thousands in a butterfly or dratjou-fly. Between these compound eyes, from ono to four simi>Ie eyes are to be found

of

Nymphs

of the four-Uned leaf-bue and adult of
the tarnished plant-bug.
one is the nytnph recently hntf-hed. The next
is the nymph after the hr.st moult.
The uuayo is
shown at the right. Hair Hues at the right of nymphs,
and sm;dl Jiguro near imago indicate the natural size.

1138,

The

amJillest

many adult Insects. Cater]>illars and other larvae possess only simple eyes. It is thought that each facet of the
in

compound eye sees a part of an object; thus the whole
eye would form a mosaic picture on the Insect's brain.
The simple eyes doubtless see as our eyes do, and seem
to be best adapted for use in dark places and for near
vision. Insects do not see the form of objects distinctly,
hut their eyes are doubtless superior to ours in distine:uishing the smallest
movements of an object. It is

now supposed

no Insectn can distinctly see objects at a

that

greater distance
(J

It

feet.

than

must be a

sixth sense, a sense of
direction, which
enables the bee to find its
way for a mile or more
back to its home. Insects
are
doubtless
able to distinguish the
1139. Larva of a sphinx moth.
color of objects, and
some Insects seem to prefer certain colors. Blue is said
to be the favorite color of the honey-bee, and violet that
of ants; ants are also apparently sensitive to the ultraviolet rays of light, which man cannot perceive. It is
generally supposed that the shape and high colors of
flowers attract Insects: but recent experiments seem to show that Insects
are guided to flowers by the sense of
smell rather than by sight.
The hard outer skin of an Insect

has no nerves distributed in it. hence
it is pierced
M'j?*'^ ^^Ml ;/ 'V ^^ ^^ °^* sensitive; but
U-.
^w«J" " >.
with holes, in which grow hairs that
are in connection with nerves at their
base. It is by means of these sensory
.,,

r

,

-

•^

hairs that Insects feel, and are sensito touch on most parts of the

tive

body.
Doubtless Insects are

know
make
must nat-

not deaf, for we
that many of them

sounds, and it
urally follow that they
hear,

for
there is every reason to
suppose that they make
these sounds as lovethe
songs to attract
sexes, as a means of
communication, or possibly to express their emoSome think that
tions.

ears to

liave
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bees and ants hear sounds too shrill for our ears. Insects have no true voice, but produce various noises mechanically, either by rapid movements of their wings,
which causes the humming of bees anil flies, or by friction between roughened surfaces on the Ijody or its appendages, thus producing the rasping soujid's or shrill
cries of some crickets and grasshoppers. The house-fly
hums on F, thus vibrating its
wings 335 times in a second,
while the wing tone of the
honey-bee is A. Usually the
males are the musicians of the
Insect world, but it is the female of the familiar mosquito
which does the singing, and
the "biting" also. The male
mosquito doubtless hears the
song of his mate by means of
his antennffi,
es the song
causes the antennal hairs to
vibrate rapidly. Organs which
are structurally ear-like have
been found in various parts
of the body of Insects. The

1142.

Larva

A

grub.

of a heet](\

common brown grasshoppers

of the fields have a large
ear on each side of the first segment of the abdomen;
one can easily distinguish with the naked eye the membrane or tympanum stretched over a cavity. Many of
the long-horned green grasshoppers, katydids and
crickets have two similar ears on the tibia of each
front leg. Some think that mosquitoes have the faculty
of the perception of the direction of sound more highly
developed than in any other class of animals.
Insects undoubtedly possess the sense of taste. When
morphine or strychnine was mixed with honey, ants
perceive<l the fraud the moment they began to feed.
The substitution of alum for sugar was soon detected
by wasps. Bees and wasps seem to have a more delicate
gustatory sense than flies. Taste organs have been
found in many Insects, and are usually situated
either in the mouth or on the organs immediately

surrounding

it.

Many experiments have shown that the antennae
are the principal organs of smell in Insects.
Blow-flies and cockroaches which have had their
antennae removed are not attracted by their favorite food, and male Insects find
their mates with dilficulty when
deprived of their antennae.
The familiar world which surrounds us may be a totally differ
ent place to Insects. To them
may be full of music
i

which

we

cannot

hear, of color which
we cannot see, of sensations which we cannot perceive. Do Insects think or reanot? Their
son?
actions are said to be
the result of inherited
habit or instinct. But
some of them have

Why

been seen to do things
which require the exercise of instinctive
powers so acute and
so closely akin to reason that one can
the
liardly
escape
conclusion that some
Insects are endowed

-with

reasoning

1143.

Cocoon

of pro-

methea moth.
Made in the roll of a leaf.
The insect weaves a web
about the leaf-stalk and
ties it to the parent
?;tem.

so that

cannot

tlie

Their dumber, Size and .l(/e. -Experts guess that
there are from 2,000,000 to 10,000,000 different kinds
Only about 400,000 of these
of Insects in the world.
have yet been described and named by man. Between
known in North America.
now
-10.000
are
30,000 and
Four-fifths of all the kinds of animals are Insects some
single families of Insects are said to contain more species than one can see stars in a clear sky at night; and
;

1141.

H40. Tent-caterpillar.

lja-r\'a

A

maggot.

of n dipterous insect.

leaf

fall.

jtowers.
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there areas many butterflies as birds in North America.
The hirger part of the laud animals are Insects, and it
is asserted that the larger proportion of the animal matter existing on the lands of the globe is
probably locked up in the forms of In;

bees and some other Insects, there hatches a worm-like
creature, much unlike the parent Insect. It is called
larva (Fig. llliO) the larvas of butterflies and moths
are often called caterpillars (Fig. 1140); maggots are
the larva! of Hies (Fig. ll-tl); ami the term gri(b is
applied to tlie larvfe of beetles and bees (Fig. 1142).
When these larvse get their full growth, some of them go
into the ground, where they form an earthen cell, while
others proceed to spin around themselves a silken home
or cocoon (Figs. 114,3, 1144, 1145). In these retreats the
larvae change to a quiescent or lifeless-appearing creature which has little resemblance to either the larvii
or the parent Insect. It is called a pitpa (Fig. 1146).
The pui>a3 of butterflies are often called clirysalids.

sects.

Insects vary in size from little beetles,
which it would take 100, placed end to
end, to measure an inch, up to tropicil
species G or 8 inches in length, or of equ il
bulk to a mouse.
Insects Iiave a very long, but, as yet
very imperfect pedigree extending through
the geological ages to Silurian times. F"s
sil remains of many different kinds of In
sects have been found in the rocks (Fi^
even such delicate Insects as plant
1136)
lice left tlieir impress on the rocks agts
ago.
In the car
boniferuus or coil
age, the Insect
of

Flies change to

pupas

of to-day, for fossils of 'veritable

Insect

mammoths

section of the

Promethea
cocoon.
Sl^f^^me at the

have been found;
with

wmg-expanse of

from 2 to 3 feet
then existed. Insect fossils found
1145.
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Cecropia moth.
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quitoes, are
very active.
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Len gth wi se

.Iragon-flies

a

i^^/'Xln^^
through which

the m

o t h

escaped,
in the Ter-

tiary rocks indicate that there
were more kinds of Insects then

than now.

TJl/'ir Grniffh a)id Transformations.
Pig. ll:J7.— Insects
begin life as an eg^
in some cases the egg stage
is passed within the body of tlie mother, which then
gives birth to living young. The egg.s of Insects exhibit a wonderful variety of forra.s, sizes, colors and
characteristic markings. A single scale Insect may lay
thousands of eggs, while some phmt-lice produce only

where the uiuth gets

one. Remarkable instinct is often shown by the mother
Insect in placing her eggs where her young will find
proper food.
Prom their birth the young of some of the lowest or
most generalized Insects closely resemble their parents,
and they undergo no striking ciange during their life;
hence are said to have no metamorphosis.
In the case of grasshoppers, .stink-bugs, dragon flies,
and many other Insects, the young at^birth resemble
their parents, but have no wings. As they grow, wings
gradually develop and often changes in markings occur,
until the adult stage is reached. The growth, however,
is gradual, and no striking or complete change occurs,
and these Insects are said to undergo an

incomplete metamorphosis.
Insects in

all

(Pig. 11.38);

the

in

hardened skin
of the maggot.
Some pup®, like
those of mos-

;

world was evidently quite different from that

it

;

The young

stages are called nymjiTis

thus Insects with an incom-

Wonde r
changes

f

ti

1

take

place within the
skin of the pupa.

Nearly

all

1148.

Imago

of

a

tent-caterpillar.

the larval tissues break down and the Insect is practically made over,
from a crawling larva to a beautiful, flying adult Insect.
When the adult is fully formed, it breaks its pupal
shrotid and emerges to sjiend a comparatively brief existence as a winged creature. Such Insects are said to
imdergo a complete metamorphosis, and pass throiigh
four strikingly different stages during their life: the
egg, the worm-like larva, the quiescent pupa, and the
adult Insect. ,Such remarkable changes or transformations make the story of an Insect's life one of intense
interest to one who reads it from nature's book. Various kinds of adult Insects, or imagoes, are shown in
Figs. 1147-1152.
No two kinds of Insects have the same life-story to

Some pass their whole life
on a single host; some partake
of only a certain kind of food,
while others thrive on many
kinds of plants; some are cannibals at times, and others, like

tell.

the parasites, are boarders within their host, while many prey
openly on their brethren in the
Insect world. Usually the life
of the adult Insect is brief, hut
ants have been kept for thirteen years, and the periodical
1149. A beetle.
The adult of a borer larva, cicada has to spend seventeen
years as a nymph underground
before it is fitted to become a denizen of the air. The
winter months may be passed in any of the different
stages of the Insect's life. Two very closely allied In
sects

may have very

different life habits.

How

They Croic — Many people believe that the small
house-flies grow to be the large ones. While most In
sects feed after they become adults, they get little or
none of their growth during their adult life. Insects
grow mostly while they .are larvae, or nymphs. The
nniggots from which the little house-flies develop doubtless do not have as luxuriant or favorable feeding
grounds as do those of the larger flies. In 30 days
some leaf-feeding caterpillars will increase in size
10,(100 times
and a certain flesh;

feeding maggot will in 24 hours
ciuisume two hundred times its own
weight, whi(di would be paralleled
in the human rare if a oue-dav-old
1146.

Pupa

baby

of

tomato worm.

1147.

The cabbage

butterfly.

plete metamorphosis pass through three different forms
during their life: an cf/j, the young or iii/iiiph stage,
.and the adult.
From the eggs of butterflies, moths, flies, beetles,

S^

at.' 1,500 pounds the first day
1150. One of the
of its existence!
weevil beetles
The skin of Insects is so hard and inelastic that With a long ami
it cannot stretch to
strong proboscis.
accommodate
such rapid growth. But nature obviates this dilticulty by teaidiing these creatures how
to grow a ni'w suit of clothes or a new skin underue.'ith the ohl oui', and then to shed or moult the lat-
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old skin

shed in
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even from
all the appendages, and sometimes remains in such
position
where
the
Inseet
natural
left
it
as
to easily
a
deceive one into thirdtin^ that he is looking at the In-

ter.

is

its

entirety,

Ground beetle.
commonest predaceous

1151.

One

of the

insects.

sect rather than at its cast-off clothes. Some Insects are
so neat and economical that they devour their old suitw
Larvte, or nymphs,
or skins soon after luoultinf^ them.
may moult from two or three to ten or more times; the
larvae do not often change strik:iny:ly in appearance, but
the nymphs gradually acquire the characters and structures of the adult.

Theij £<Vt^. — To the horticulturist, the mouth-parts
an Insect are its most important organs or appendages. The mouth-parts arc built on two very different plans. Grasshoppers, beetles, caterpillars and grubs
have two pairs of horny jaws, working from side to
side, with which they bite or chew off pieces of their
food, that then pass into the food-canal for digestion

How

of

(Fig. 1153). The scale Insects (Fig. 1154), plant-lice, true
bugs (Fig. 1155), mosquitoes and others have these jaws
drawn out into thread-like organs, which are worked
along a groove in a stiff beak or extended under lip.
Such Insects can eat only liquid food, which they suck
with their beak-like mouth-parts. The Insect places its

beak on the surface of the plant, forces the thread-like
jaws into the tissues, and then begins a sucking operation, which draws the juices of the plant up along the
jaws and the groove in the beak into the fuod-canal of
the Insect.

Thus a sucking Insect could not partake of
of poison sprayed on the surface of a plant.

particles

Its

mouth-
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Some

Insects, like tbc bees and wasps, have mouthparts fitted both for suckiTig or lapping and for biting.
Beneficial Insects. — The horticulturist has many
staunch and true friends amongtbe Insects. The honeybee, the many wild bees, and other Insects, as they visit
the blossoms to get food f<»rthumselves, for their young,
and honey for man, leave an insurance policy in the
shape of tiny grains of pollen, which often insures a
crop of fruit that otherwise might be e.xtremely uncertain. The honey-bee is often accused of biting into ripo
fruits, especially grapes. They have not yet been proved
guilty, and careful, exhaustive experiments have shown
that they will not do ituuder the most favorable circumstances. Wasps and other strong-jawed Insects are respimsible for must of this injury, the bees simply sipping the juice from the wound.
Most of the pretty little beetles known to every child
as "lady-bugs" eat nothing but injurious Insects; many
other beetles are also predaceous. Man is also often
deeply indebted to many of the two-winged Insects or
true Hies whose larvse live as parasites inside the body of

Insect pests or feed upon them preduceonsly. Were it
not for the ravenous larvae of tbe "lady-hugs" and of
the syrphus flies, plant-lice of all kinds would soon get
beyond control. While man must recognize these little
friends as valuable aids in his warfare against the
hordes of Insect pests, it will
rarely be safe to wait for tbe
pests to be controlled l)y their
enemies.
Fig. ] 156 shows a
t(miato worm bearing the co<-oons of a parasite. Fig. 1151
shows one of the predaceous
bi-etles destroying a cutworm.
In.turious Insects. — There
are now about a thousand different kinds of Insects that may
be classed as injurious in the United States and Canada.
Over OUO kinds were exhibited at the Columbian Exposition in 1893. All of the^e may not be injurious every
year, as most Insect pests have periods of subsidence,
when certain fa^-tors, possibly their enemies or perhaps
climate conditinns, Imjil tljcni in check. The outlook
for American horticulturists, so far as injurious Insects
are concerned, is not encouraging. Nowhere else in the
world are Insects being fought as intelligently, successfully and scientifically as in America, yet we never have
exterminated, and it is very donbtful if we ever will, n
single Insect pest. This means that American horticulturists will never have any fewer kinds of Insects to
fight.
On the contrary, there are many more Insect
pests now than in our grandfather's early days, and new
pests are appearing every year. This alarming state of
affairs is largely due
to two causes, for
both of which man
Man
is responsible.
continually e n 1 s

Mouth-parts

1153.

of a

biting insect.

croaching upon and
disturbing
thereby
n ature's

primitive

domain and the equilibritim
which has
there become established between animals and plants. In
consequence, Insects
like the Colorado potato beetle, the appletree or the peach-tree
1152.

Moths of the peach-tree
The lowest one is male.

borers have been atfrom their
tracted
original wild food-

borer.

])lants to

parts are not built for such feeding, and as it is impracticable to poison the juice of the plant, one is forced to
fight such Insects with a deadly gas, or each individual
Insect must be actually hit with some insecticide.
knowledge of these fundamental facts about the eating
habits of Insects would have saved much time and
money that have been wasted in trying to check the

A

vated

man's cultiwhich

crops,

often offer priictically

unlimited feeding
grounds. Most of the

new

Insect
])ests,
are now

however,

ravages of sucking Insects with Paris green and similar

coming to America
from foreign shores.

poisons.

.\nierican

borticnl-

1154, San Jose Scale,
showing the mature winter

scafe;

the insect itself, with
thread-like feeding organs.
,^\^c,

its
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the ends of
turists are continually importing plants from
aooompamed by
the earth, and oftentimes the plants are
one or more of their Insect pests. Some comparatively
pearrecent introductions of this kind are the sinuate
borer, the pear midse, the

1155.

Known

gypsy moth, the brown-tail

Hemipterous

The cabbage maggots can be largely prevented
by the use of tarred paper pads placed around the plants,
or by pouring a carbolic acid emulsion at the base of the
infested plants. The strawberry root-feeders are best
controlled by frequent cultivation and a short rotation
plant.

of crops.

insect.

to entomologists as a true bug.

moth, the horn-fly and the elm leaf -beetle sucli standard
pests as the Hessian fly, the cabbage butterfly, the currant-worm, the codling-moth (Pig. 11:17) camein many
years ago. Of the TJ Insects which rank as first-class
pests, each of them almost annually causing a loss of
hundreds of thousands of dollars, over one half have
been introduced from foreign countries, mostly from
Europe. It is a significant fact that usually these imported Insects become much more serious pests here than
;

Borers. — These are the larvae of several different
kinds of Insects, which burrow into and feed upon the
inner bark, the solid wood, or the interior pith of the
larger roots, trunks, branches, aud stems or stalks of
many horticultural plants. Nearly every kind of fruit
trees is attacked by its special kind of borer, as are
also many of the smallervine and busli-fruits and garden
crops. Borers are often the most destructive of Insect
The tw^o apple-tree borers, the round-headed
pests.
(Fig. II.'iT) and the flat-headed species, and the peachtree borer (Fig. 11.52) doubtless cause the death of as
many apple and peach trees in America as all other enemies combined. The recently imported sinuate
/^jf
pear-borer seriously threatens the pear Industry in infested localities.

~

in their native home; this is doubtless largely due to the
absence of their native enemies, to more favorable climatic conditions here, and to a less intense system of agriculture in this country. JMost of our worst Insect pests
of the fruits, of the garden crops, of the granary, of the

household, of the greenhouse, and practically all of our
most dangerous scale Insects, are of foreign origin. Man
will continue to encroach on and disturb nature's primitive domain, and commercial operations will never cease,
nor is there much hope of ever effectually quarantining
our shores against these little foes; hence there seems
to be no practicable way to stop this increase of the Insect enemies of the horticulturist. The one who is the
best fitted by nature, and who best fits hnnself with a
knowledge of these pests and how to fight them, will
usually be the one to survive and reap the reward of profitable crops. No part of a plant, from its roots to the
fruit it produces, escapes the tiny jaws or the sucking
beaks of Insects.
Boot-feeding Insects. — Ms^ny ot the small fruits and
vegetables are often seriously injured by Insects feeding on the roots. The grape-vine fidia (the grub of a
small beetle) and the grape phylloxera plant-louse live
on grape roots. Strawberries often succumb to the attacks of the grubs of several small beetles known as
strawberry-root worms, and to the large white grubs of
the May beetles. The roots of cabbages, radishes aud
1157.

Burrows

of

an

apple-tree borer.

The

holes at a show
where the imago or
beetle emerged.

A

Tomato worm attacked by

parasitic insects.

other cruciferous plants are often devoured by hordes
of

hungry maggots.

These underground root-feeding Insects ar(! dillicult
pests to control, like any other unseen foe. Sometimes
they can be successfully readied by injecting a little
carbon bisulfide into the soil around the base of the

The

or "shot-hole" borers, usually attack only unthrifty
or sickly fruit trees, and a tree once infested by them
is usually doomed. Two borers, one the grub of a beetle
and the other the caterpillar of a moth, sometimes tunnel down the stems of currants and gooseberries. Raspberries and blackberries (Pig. 11.58) also suffer from
two or three kinds of borers, one working in the root,
one in the stem, and a maggot bores down and kills the
new shoots.
caterpillar closely allied to the peachtree borer lives in squash vines, often ruining the crop.
The potato-stalk weevil sometimes does much damage
in potato fields.
Sometimes one can prevent borers from getting into
a fruit tree with a paper bandage closely wrapped around
the part liaVde to he attacked, or by the application of
some "wash." Most of the washes recommended will
prove ineffectual or dangerous to use. Gas tar has given
good results, but some report injury to peach trees from
its use; hence one should first experiment with it on a
few trees. No way has been found to keep borers out
of the sni.all fruits or garden crops; usually if infested
canes, stems or plants are cut out and burned early in
the fall or whenever noticed, most of the borers will be
killed. When borers once get into fruit trees, the "digties,

1156.

A beetle borer and its work.
larva bores in the young wood
of
raspberry and blackberry
canes, causing the swellings seen
in the picture.

1158.
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ging-out" process is usually the only resort, although
some report that they readily kill the depredator by
simply injecting a little carbon bisulfide into the entrance of his burrow and quickly closing it with putty.
Bud and Leaf-heding Insect a.— The. buds and leaves
of horticultural crops often swarm with legions of biting
and sucking Insects. A mere enumeration of the different kinds of these pests would weary the reader.
Some Insects, like the rose chafer, work on several different kinds of plants, while many others attack only one
or two kinds. In apple orchards, the opening bud's are
seized upon by the hungry bud-moth and case-bearing
caterpillars, >)y the newly-hatched canker-worms, and
hy tent-caterpillars, whose tents or " signboards " are familiar objects in many orchards. These pests continue
their destructive work on the leaves.
The pear slug
often needs to be checked in its work of skeletonizing
the leaves of the pear and cherry. The pear psylla, one
of the jumping plant-lice, is a very serious menace to
pear-growing in many localities; the finiit is either
dwarfed or drops from badly infested trees, and sometimes so many little pumps sucking out its life finally
cause the death of the tree. The little blue gi-ape-vine
flea-beetle often literally nips the prospective crop of
fruit in the bud, or the rose-chafer may swarm over the
vines and eat the foliage or blossoms. Currant and gooseberry growers realize that eternal vigilance against the
familiar green currant worms is the price of a crop of fruit.

The asparagus

beetles

would soon appropriate
every asparagus shoot
that appears in

many

a continual struggle against
Insect pests to get a
paying crop of almost
any vegetable.
The
several kinds of cablocalities.

It is

bage caterpillars would
soon riddle the leaves.

The hungry striped cucumber beetles can

Mounted.
1159. Grasshopper,
hardly wait for the
melon, squash, or cucumber vines to come up. Two
sucking Insects, the harlequin cabbage bug and tlje
squash stink-bug, are equally as destructive as their
biting relatives.

The bud- and leaf-feeding Insects are usually readily
by spraying some poison on their food, or
them with some oil or soap spray. As the
female moths of canker-worms are wingless, a wire
trap or sticky bandage placed around the trunk of the
tree in the late fall and early spring, to capture the
moths as they crawl up the tree to lay their eggs, will
greatly help to check these serious pests. The collection
controlled
by hitting

and burning of the conspicuous egg-rings of the tentany time between August and the following April, will greatly reduce the vast numbers of
tents or signboards of shiftlessness in apple orchards.
Hand-picking or collecting is the most successful method
of controlling the rose-chafer, harlequin cabbage bug,
and the squash stink-bug in many cases. Prompt action,
guided by a knowledge of the Insect's habits and lifehistory, and an intellie'ent use of materials and apparatus, are essentials in any successful effort to control
these bud- and leaf -feeding pests of the horticulturist.
Ffuit- eating Insects.
"Wormy" apples, pears,
quinces, plums, peaches, cherries, apricots, grapes, currants and nuts are often the rule rather than the exception. The codling-moth or apx"ile-worm often ruins from
one-third to one-half of the crop each year in many
localities; it also infests pears seriousl}'.
The apple
maggot tunnels its way through and through the flesh
of a large percentage of the apples in the northern sections of the country. Most of the wormy plums, peaches,
cherries and apricots are the work of the grub of that
worst Insect enemy of the stone fruits — the plum curculio; the plum gouger, a similar Insect, whose grub
works in the pit of plums, is equall}'' destructive to this
fruit in some states. "Knotty" quinces are largely the
work of the adults of the quince curculio, while its grub
often ruins the fruit with its disgusting worm-hole.
There is also a grape curculio, that, with the aid of the
caterpillars at

—
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of a little moth, works havoc in grapes.
Currants and gooseberries are often wormy from the
work of two or three different kinds of maggots and
caterpillars. A new pest has now included the delicious
cherry in its menu; it is a fruit-fly, closely allied to the
apple maggot; infested cherries may show no external
signs of the presence of the maggot reveling in the

caterpillar

1160.

A

crane

fly.

Mounted

juices within. Various small beetles, known as weevils,
are responsible for most wormy nuts.
Most of the fruit-eating Insects are out of the reach
of the ordinary insecticides. The codling-moth is anoted
exception, however, for the peculiar habit that the little
caterpillar has of usually entering the blossom end of
the fruit and feeding therein for a few days, gives the
man with a poison spray a very vulnerable point of
attack. It is only necessary to spray a bit of poison into
the open calyx cup within a ftw days after the petals
fall, and let nature soon clo.se the calioes and keep the
poison therein until the newly-liatehed caterpillar includes it in its first menu.
Often 75 per cent of the
apples that would otherwise be ruined by the worms are
saved by an application of Paris green at this critical
time. The fact that the apple maggot never leaves the
fruit until after it is picked or has fallen from the tree,
gives one a chance materially to reduce its numbers by
frequently gathering the windfalls and feeding them to
stock or burying them deeply. As the plum ciirculio, in
the adult stage, feeds on the leaves and fruits, a poison
spray, applied soon after blossoming
time, is apparently sometimes effective
against it, particularly on cherries.
I\fany extensive growers of the stonefruits, however, are satisfied that this
pest can be best circumvented by jarring the curculios onto sheets and killing them; the quince curciilio is also
Itest fought by the jarring method,
i land-picking
of the infested fruits
must be practiced when grapes, currants or gooseberries are attacked by
fruit-eating Insects.
P?rtni-Z/?ce. — Scarcely a plant escapes the little suction pump or beak
plant-louse or aphis.
1161. A snapping of soine kind of a
beetle. Mounted. About 250 different kinds of plant-lice
have been identified in the United
States, and nearly every kind of fruit, flower, farm or
garden crop has its special plant-louse enemy, which is
often a serious factor in the production of a crop. These
little creatures are so small, so variable, so hard to perceive, present so many different forms in the same species, and have such varied and interesting life-stories
to tell, that what we now know about them is but a
mere beginning as compared to what is yet to be
learned. It would take a large volume to include the interesting stories which might be told of the lives and of
the relations with ants of some of the commonest of
these plant-lice. No other group of Insects presents so
many curious, varied, interesting, and wonderful problems of life as do the aphids.
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In the aggregate, the damage done by plant-lice is
very great. At times hundreds of acres of peas have
heen ruined by an aphid. Nursery stock often suffers
severely, but bearing fruit trees are not often seriously
injured by them. About 40 different kinds of aphides
live in greenhouses, where a perpetual warfare has to
be waged against them. In 4 years we have reared nearly
100 generatious of a common aphis in greenhouses,
and there were no indications of any eggstage or of male forms
during this time, so that
they may thus breed
indefinitely in bouses,
their y()ung being born
alive anil no males ap-

space for nursery stock use the same amounts for each
100 cubic feet of space
in greenhouses the gas is used
about one-half as strong, or even less for some kinds of
plants. Nursery stock, trees and plants in greenhouses
are usually subjected to the gas for from 30 to 60
minutes mills are usually kept closed 12 to 24 hours.
As potassium cyanide and hydrocyanic acid gas are
among the most deadly poisons, fumigation should be
under the direct supervision of competent persons.
Insects are preserved in collections by securing them
in tight cases by means of a pin inserted through the
thorax, or through the right wing if the subject is a
beetle. Moths and butterflies are pinned in position on
a spreading-board until thoroughly dried.
.See Figs.
1159-1163.
Every horticulturist should make a collection of injurious Insects.
I H.sect Litcrutiire for Sorticnif wrists —Horticulturists should keep in close touch with the experiment stations and state entomologists of their own and of other
states, and also with the Department of Agriculture at
Washington; for it is from these sources that the best
and latest advice regarding injurious Insects is now being disseminated free, either by personal correspondence or by means of bulletins. Among the books, onp
or more of which may well find a place in a horticulturist's library are the following
Weed's "Insects and
Insecticides," Sempers' "Injurious Insects and the Use
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pearing.
for plant-lice are
whale-oil soap, kerosene emulsion, kerowater, and tobacco in
various ways (as a decoction, dry as a dust,
or the "Roseleaf" or
similar extracts), and
these are successfully
kill the aphides
in all situations.

used to
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Since the recent advent of the San Jos^
scale into the eastern

United States, scale Insects of all kinds have
attracted world wide
-

attention. They are all
small Insects, and derive their name from
the fact that their tender bodies are protected by hard, scale-like

coverings secreted by
the Insects.

Thus

pro-

tected, they are difficult
Insects to kill, and as
they are easily trans-

on

nursery

stock, buds or cions,
and also multiply rajiidly, the scale Inserts
are justly to be considered as among the most

dangerous
1

162.

A

spreading board for drying
soft-winged insects.

tive of
sects.

;

;

.

The standard remedies

ported

;

A

aTid destrnrinjurious Insingle female

San Jose

scale

may

rear a brood of from 100 to GOO young, and there may be
four or five generations a year; and more than 2,00(i
eggs have been laid by a single Lecanium scale.
The scale Insects, the dreaded San Jose species included, can be successfully controlled by judicious, intelligent and timely work with sprays of whale-oil soaii.
kerowater, crude petroleum, or hydrocyanic acid gas,
which shouhl be used in the case of nursery stock.
Since 188!* fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas has
been extensively practiced in the citrous orchards of
(Jalifornia, and now Florida and South African fruitgrowers are also using it in their orchards. Large gastight tents or boxes are placed over the trees and the
gas then generated within. Much niirsei'y stock is now
treated with the gas in tight boxes or houses
this is
required by law in Maryland and the province of Ontario,
and it should be practiced in other regions. Recently
greenhouses, railway coa(dies, rooms in private houses,
and whole flouring mills have been eifectively fumigated
with this gas. It is generated with water, a good grjide
of commercial sulfuric acid, and potassium cyanide
98 to 90 per cent pure. The acid is poured into the water
in an earthen jar or crock and the cyanide then dropi>ed
in.
In fumigating trees, rooms or flouring mills, I ounee
of the cyanide, 1% fluidounces of sulfuric acid, and 2H
ounces of water are used for everv 125 cul)ic feet of

:

of Insecticides,"

Lodeman's "The Spraying of Plants,"
Insects," and Smith's "Economic
m. V. Slingerland.

Saunders' "Fruit
Entomology."

Inula (ancient namej. Composite. This genus includes some hardy herbaceous plants of the easiest culture and of rather coarse habit, with heads of yellow or
orange, each 2—4 in. across, borne in summer. There is
such a great abundance of autumn-flowering yellow
composites in the hardy border that only those Inulas
that bloom in early summer are particularly desirable.
Elecampane, /. Helenium, is probably also cultivated
for medicine. A preparation of the mucilaginous roots
is common in drug stores.
Inula flowers have as many
as 40 linear rays. The plants like a sunny position in
any garden soil, and are prop, by division or seed.
inula is a genus of about 56 species, found in Europe,
Asia and Africa: herbs, usually perennial, glandular,
hairy: Ivs. radical or alternate, entire or serrate: heads
large, medium or small, solitary, corymbose, panicled or
crowded at the crown: rays yellow, rarely white.
A. Stems pnvirJed or corijnihose.
Helenium, Linn.
Elecampane. Fig. 1164. Tall,
thick-stemmed
Ivs. unequally dentate-serrate
rootIvs. elliptic-oblong, narrowed into a petiole; stem-lvs.
:

:

half -clasping, cordate-oblong: outer involucral parts
leafy, ovate.
Wet, sandy and mountainous regions.
Eu., N.Asia. Naturalized in Amer. D. 1G3. — For medicinal purposes, 2-year-old roots should be dug in August.
If older they are likely to be stringy and woody.

1163.

;

AA.
B.

A

cross-section of spreading board in front of
the cleat "d." in Fie- 1162.

Stems

1-fld., or

with at most 2 or 3 heads.
and numerous.

Oitfer invoJucral parts linear

grandifldra, Willd,
Height 2-3 ft.: Ivs. elliptic-oblong, serrulate, all sessile; upper ones subcordate;
lower ones 2-4 in. long: glands numerous: heads
3^4-4 in. across.
Himalayas, Caucasus. G.F. 6:406.—
Cult, but not advertised." Earliest blooming Inula iu
cult. Bears orange-yellow fls. 5 in. across in June, and
has bold but not coarse habit.

-
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glandnldsa, WiUd. Height 2-3 ft.
lower Ivs. ohlou;,'spatulate, long-attenuate at the base, the upfjermost oblong with a subcordate-docurrent base, all entire or
very obsoletely denticulate: glands remote. Caucasus.
B.M. ]!H)7. (iu. 22, p. 234 25, p. lOlB.K. 4:334.
49:1047 and p. 7.
.1.11. III. 3.5:153.
li.li. 1881, p. 419.
:

;
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across at the mouth, which seems to have 10 short lobes,
but 5 of these are shorter, and are really appendages in
the sinuses between the 5 typical lobes. lochronia Is a
genus of about 18 American species, mostly tropical and
South American trees or shrubs lvs. entire, usually
large: fls. violet, blue, white, yellowish or scarlet: berries globose or ovoid, pulpy.
:

:

A.

i-V.^.

illdifl'i-h/ue.

lanceoiata, Miers.
Shrub, 4-5 ft. high (taller in
<'alif.), the young
branches herbaceous" and downy,
with stcdlate hairs: lvs. alternate, oval or ellijitic-lani-colate, acute, entire, tapering below into a long i>etiole:
\uiibels supra-axillary and terminal. Equndor. B.M. 4338
iiud F.S. 4:309 (as Chcenesthes luneeohita).
AA. Fls. scarlet or orange-scarlet.
fuchsloldes, Miers. Lvs. often clustered, obovate, very
obtuse. i.i]iering at the base into a short petiole. Peru.
B.M.41-I'J (as Liiciiim fiiclisioidesj.

lONIDIUM. For

lONOPSlDIUM

/. coneolor, see Solia.

(Greek,

a pretty, tuftcil

ri.jl.-l-tilcr

Cruciferce.

}.

I.

plant, growing 2 or 3
inches high and bearing numerous smair4-petared, lilac
fls. from spring to fall.
It is a half-liarily perennial
from Spain and N. Africa, but is treated as an annual.
It is desirable for edgings in moist, shady places, and
for rockeries.
In rich garden soil the 'plants make
numerous runners. The fls. are about '.j in. across, 1 on
each stalk. They open white and turn filar. The plant
_ has been advertised as the Diamond Flower by seedsmen. This plant is referred by Index Kewensis to
Gochlearia, a genus whose limits are very uncertain.
acatile, Reichb. {CoelileAria acaiilis, Desf.).
Lvs.
"vate-rotund, heart-shaped at the base
petioles proportionately very long: pods subrotund, notched. B.R.
(iciiiile

is

little

;

32:51.

I0N6PSIS (Greek,

1164.

Elecampane. Inula Helenium.

<;.M. 33:541 and 38:477. -Keller says it has deep golden
yellow, fringed, half-droopingrays. Rays are commonly
said to be entire, but B.M. I907"sho\vs 2 minute teeth,
and in B.R. 4:334 the fringes are more than a quarter
of an inch long. Tins is said to be the only cult, species
th,at does not seed freely.
The Garden pictures an

orange variety.
Hobkeri, C. B. Clarlse.

Height 1-2

ft.:

Ivs. 3-4

in.

narrowed into very short petioles, oblong-lanceolote, acute at the base, minutely toothed,
glandular: heads 2>2-3M in. across; rays "pale yellow,"
according to Hooker. Himalayas. B.M. 6411 (rays pure
yellow). — Fls. orange-yellow, according to ,J. W. Manning. J. B. Keller says it flowers in Aug. and Sept., and
has bright yellow fringed rays. However, in B.M. 6411
the rays have only 3 minute teeth.
long, sessile or

EB. Outer invoJucraJ parts hi Hccolatf find leaJi/.
Mrta, Linn. Lvs. netted-veined, lanceolate or ovateiiblong, the lowest narrowed at the base, the others
rounded at the base and halt-clasping. Eu., N. Asia.
— Keller says it grows 15-18 in. high and fls. July-Aug.
ensi!61ia, Linn.
Lvs. with numerous somewhat par-

nerves, narrowly linear-lanceolate, involucral parts
.appressed, not spreading. Eu., N.Asia. G.M. 41:559.—
Keller says it grows 6-8 in. high and fls. .July-Aug. Rockery plant; blooms first year from seed if sown early.
allel

W. M.
lOCWRdMA. {Greek, vioM-eolorefl). Solaridrecp. This
genus includes 2 handsome flowering shrubs cult, outdoors in S. Calif, and under glass in Europe. They are
tall-growing, and bear clusters of as many as 20 tubular,
drooping fls., each 1-lK in. long and less than
in.

K

-^v.

M.

A

Orcliiddeea>.
small
genus of epiphytic orchids, numbering about 10 species,
ujaiiy of which can probably be reduced to varieties of a
tew species. Most of the species are insiguiticant, only
one or two being cultivated. The flue specimen of /.
pnniriihifa figured in the Botanical Magazine has a
panicle 10 in. long, 8% in. wide, Avith 5 branches, and
aliout 80 Hs., each three-quarters of an inch across and
chiefly white, with violet markings near the center and
a dash of yellow". In its native country it is said to remain in attractive condition from Sept. to I\lay. The fls.
tiio/,V-?(7,-e).

are produced so freely and over so long a period that it
is sometimes necessary to destroy the flower spikes,
which are out of all proportion to the number of lvs.
The plants succeed in the warndiouse under the same
treatment as Burlingt(jnias or the more delicate Oncid-

iums.
lonopsis consists of tropical herbs without pseudohaving very short stems, with few, narrow,
sheathing, coriaceous lvs.:
sepals sube(iual, erect,
spreading, the dorsal one free, the lateral ones united
into a short spur behind; petals like the dorsal sepals;
labellum united to the base of the column, middle lobe
large, expanded, 2-3 times as long as the sepals, 2-lobed;
column short: pollinia 2: fls. small, in simple racemes
bullis,

or

much-branched panicles.

panicul4ta, Lindl. Lvs. thick and channelled, linear
lanceolate, keeled, 2-3 in a cluster and about (i in. long:
panicle much branched and spreading, loaded with innumerable fls. of a delicate texture: sepals and petals
very short, sharp-pointed, the petals wider; labellum
very large, pubescent <at base, witlt a 2-lobed rounded
limli. which in some is almost entirely white, while in
others it has a spot of purple or vellriw on the disk.
Winter. Brazil. B.M. 5541. F.S. 22:2333 A.F. 0:631.

Very variable.
utricularioides, Lindl. Lvs. and general habit as in
the last: sepals and petals bluntish; spur short; labellum almost twice as long as the petals; lobes subquadrate-rounded, white, streaked with red veins.
.Jamaica.
H. Hasselbking.
The best means of culture for the successful growing
of these beautiful though delicate orchids is in shallow
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pans, with plenty of small broken coal cinders for drainage, covered with the fine particles of fern root and
chopped sphagnum gathered from the upland meadows.
Plenty of heat and moisture during the growing season
are essential. Rest them in winter at a temperature of
50° to 55° F.
William Mathews.

state, ana especially on or near the timbered lands.
Here, commercial orcharding has had its greatest development. This industry is so young that statistics
have not been systematically gathered, but in the most
favored localities apple crops to the value of .$100 a year
per acre are not uncommon. Fruit, to the value of more
than $350,000, has been reported as the product of a
single county in one year, this being mainly of winter
apples, the surplus finding markets in the Northwest,
in the East, and in foreign countries.
In isolated localities, commercial apple-growing ha.s
been fully as successful in the north, but has necessarily been confined to a few sorts, chiefly two, the
Oldenburg and the Wealthy. It has always been found
that the long-keeping sorts of highest quality h»ve been
fastidious in choice of location in the south, and still
more so northward, where early maturing sorts are

IOWA, HOETICULTUKE

IN.

Pig.

1165.

Iowa

is

nearly a rectangle, about 200 miles north and south
between the parallels 40° 36' and 43° 30', and 300 miles
east and west, bordered on the east by the ]\lississippi
and on the west by the Wissouid and tlie Big Sioux rivers. Its extreme elevatioos are 444 feet in the southeast
corner, aud 1,604 at the highest point near the northwest
corner, the average elevation being about 800 feet above
the sea. TIjo surface is a gentle, undulating, grassy
plain, well drained by numerous streams discharging
into the rivers on its borders. All these streams are
bordered more or less broadly with belts of native timber, often many miles in width along the larger ones.
The divide between the streams falling eastwardly and
those falling westwardly is a line running from a little
east of the northwest corner southwardly to about the
middle of the state at the Missouri line, draining threefourths of the state into the Mississippi and one-fourth
westwardly. The entire surface, except a short and narrow belt along the Mississippi at the northeast corner,
is found deeply covered with glacial drift, the depth
varying from a few feet to 200 feet or more. In about
half the state this drift is overlaid more or less deeply
with the peculiar deposit called loess, this being mainly
in the south, extending farther north on the west, as
shown by the map.
There are no regions the size of Iowa which contain
fewer acres unfit for agriculture. Agriculture is as profitable in northern Iowa as in the southern part. Horticul-

more successful.
Pear-growing is everywhere diflicult. Much time
and money have been spent with eastern and foreign
varieties without satisfaction. This fruit is profitably
grown in a few localities only, and under management
of exceptional skill.

A

race of prairie-born seedlings

must, apparently, be grown to insure success.
With plums, the reverse is true. A generation of men
tried to acclimatize the plums of Europe, and lately the
effort has been extended to the Japanese, but without
satisfaction
in fact, no others succeed in competition
with the natives of the soil. These, aud especially the
;

Americana types, are so well adapted, so profusely pro
duetive of such handsome and good fruit, that even as
they came from the hand of nature, they have taken substantial possession of the nurseries and orchards of the
state. Sueh flattering successes have followed the first
attempts to grow them for market, that the industry is
fast assuming large proportions. New and improved
varieties of larger size and finer quality are offered
every year, and a bright future for that fruit is assured.
Of cherries, only the sour sorts succeed, and little
has been made to breed sweet varieties better
adapted to prairie conditions. Commercial cherry-growing is successful in the southern half of the state, and

effort

rapidly increasing.

is

Peaches have been grown in limited quantities

in the

southeast since the first settlement of the state. By
seedling selection, the limit of success is gradually
extending northward and now reaches to the middle of
the state, but only for home use, as yet.
The quince and the apricot cannot be said to succeed
in Iowa. The former is liable to root-kill.
The grape flourishes and ripens in profusion, especially in the south, whence it is shipped in large quantities.
1165.

To show

Iowa.

horticiUtural regions.

however, has had a greater development in the
southern and southwestern counties, the region of the
fruit-bearing loess. It is not attempted to draw a hard and
fast line below which fruit-growing is easy and above
which it is difftcult, but only to indicate, in a general way,
that in the north and increasing with the dista.noe, greater
care must be used in selecting situations and varieties
ture,

in culture and in protection.
If safe conclusions may be drawn from the native
fruits and nuts found in Iowa, the state has great horticultural adaptabilities. The native nuts, the walnuts,

black and white, the hickories and hazelnuts, are aliundant and of high quality, and the pecan is found along
the Mississippi. The fruits, especially the currants,
raspberries, apples and plums, will compare favorably
with the natives found in Europe, and the plums greatly
excel. Itcannot be doubted that they will soon bedeveloped into varieties fit to satisfy the most exacting tastes.
Many hybrids have been secured between the native and
the cultivated apples descended from Europe, and this
line of work, hitherto neglected, is believed to promise
a race of apples entirely adapteil to the inter-continental
climatic con<litions of the region
The apples of Europe, and their descendants, originating along tlie eastern seaboard, have not been found
entirely successful over the region of broader prairies,
but have succeeded best in the southern half of the

The currant, the gooseberry, the raspberry, the blackberry and the strawberry flourish in every part of the
state, requiring more favorable situations and greater
care in the north. In some localities the native gooseberry has been cultivated in preference to the best eastern varieties, while European sorts have very limited
success. The greatest difficulty the fruit-grower of Iowa
has had, and still has to contend against, is that he has
been compelled to choose between varieties all of which
had originated far from his place of fruitage, and usually under conditions of soil and climate so different that
the chances have been strongly against success here.
It is only of late that those who have insisted that
prairie regions should breed and select for themselves
races of fruit from seeds planted and grown under their
own peculiar conditions, have found a patient hearing.
With intelligent effort along this line, the future is full
of promise that the horticulture of Iowa may be brought
to the high level now held by its agriculture.
An account of the introduction of the Russian fruits
into Iowa and other parts of the North, will bo found
under Pomology.

q ^ Watrous.

IPECAC. The rootof

Ccphneli!: Ipecacuonlm (now referred to Pi^ijchofria), a Brazilian plant not cultivated in
N. America. For wild or American Ipecac, see GillenUi
slipulacea.

IPOM(EA

(according to Linn, from ips, bindweed, and
because of its resemblance to Convolvubut ips is a worm). Including Batatas, Calonyc-

/?"/i/'»/r/,s-,

lus

;

like,

;

IPOMCEA

IPOMCEA

Mina, Pharbitis and f^fitdiiioclif. Convolvaldce(e.
Mckning-Glory. Moonflowek. Over 300 species of

tion,

annual or perennial herbs, mostly twining, rarely trees
(G.F. 7:364) or shrubs, widely distributed in tropical and
temperate regions. They are remarkable for easy culture, quick growth and beautiful tlowers; hence the
genus includes several of our most popular plants for
covering verandas and screening unsightly objects.
The generic characters of Ipomcea ai'e not clearly
deHued. The list of synonyms given above is a record
of unsuccessful attempts to hnd constant characters by
wliich this large and variable genus may be separated
into smaller and more definite groups. It is distinguished
from Convolvulus, its nearest ally, by having but 1 capitate or '2-3 globose stigmas, while Convolvulus has
linear or ovate stigmas. Stem mostly slender, twining
or climbing, sometimes prostrate, diffuse or erect
leaves alternate, entire, lobed or parted, often varying
greatly on the same plant
flowers usually showy, borne
singly or in cymes on axillary peduncles
corolla funnelform, salverform or bell-shaped (in one species
bag-shaped), the limb sometimes entire, but usually
5-angled or 5-lobed, red, xiurple, blue, white or yellow,
in various shades and mixtures; calyx without the bracts
at the base, which appear in some species of Convolvulus, but the outer sepals are commonly larger. The
"2

;

:

flowers of most species open in early morning and last
but a few hours under bright sunlight, hence the popufew open only at night-fall.
lar name.
"The Japanese Morning-iilories," also called "Impe-

A

and "Emperor" Morning-Glories, were introduced
American trade from Japan in IHitC). Tiiey are
probably selected strains of /. hedcracea although some
botanists consider them to be of hybrid origin, possibly
Maximowicz referred
/. hederacea X rubro-coirnlea.
them to 7. I}edf7-acea, and this appears to be the more
reasonable disposition. The culture of the "asagoa" in
Japan amounted to a popular craze about 1^!30, the
equivalent of $14 to $18 sometimes being paid for a
single seed of the rare sorts. With political disturbances
came a decline of interest, but more recently the popuThe
lar fancy for Morning-Glories has again revived.
Japanese gardeners grow^ their plants almost entirely in
pots, and by constant attention have made them vary
into many curious oddities in flower and foliage. Several
finely illustrated books on the M<irning-(.Tlory alone are
published in Japan. See also " Century Magazine," 55 :281
{1897}. The Japanese Ipomoeas are sold in this country
mostly in strains, each package of seed giving flowers of
raany forms and colors. There are some inferior strains
offered, and the tlowers from these are often disappointing
yet as a class the Japanese Morning-Glories are
the most gorgeous and versatile of garden Ipomceas.
If the seeds are notched they will generally bloom in
6 weeks from sowing.
Morning-Glories are among the least exacting of garden plants as regards soil and site. Most species love a
but
strong soil and sunny site, with plenty of water
they will make the best of much that is uncongenial.
The seeds of the annual kinds may be sown directly outof doors, but are preferably started indoors, at least in
the North. If the plants are allowed to become slightly
pot-bound before being transplanted, they will come
into bloom earlier.
Germination may be hastened and
also made more certain Iiy filing a small notch in each
seed, or by soaking the seeds in warm water about 2
hours. The "Moonfiower" and the "Japanese MorningGlories" particularly are liable to germinate poorly unless these precautions are taken.
The perennial Ipomteas are grown from seeds in some
cases, but mostly from cuttings of well ripened wood,
layers, or division of the rootstocks. Some of the greenhouse species, notably 7. Hoi-HfaUice, rarely produce
seed and are rooted from stem-cuttings with great difficnlty.
These are often propagated successfully by
grafting well ripened shoots on pieces of their own
I. ternata roots
roots, or the roots of 7. panel u raia
from cuttings more readily, and /. Leari and I. Jalapa
are easily propagated from cuttings.
The rapid growth and dense foliage of most garden
Ipomceas make them especially valuable for covering
arbors, verandas, w^alls, and for screening unsightly

rial
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and

I, Quanioclit are the most popular annual species
for this purpose; and 1. Leari, setosa and pandurata
are among the best perennials. In the South, the peren
nials may be carried through the winter outside by cutting off the stems and mxilching the roots heavily in the
in the North the tubers should be taken up and
wintered like Dahlias, keeping them perfectly dry in a
fall

;

greenhouse or frost-proof cellar. 1. h'ptophijlln
valuable for very dry soils. J Bomi-tiox is worthy
of a place in every garden.
The tender perennials are seen to advantage wlieTi
trained to pillars, trellises, or along the roof of a greenhouse. Their roots should be given plenty of room if
forage and their tops to spread. 7. HorafaUut' and its
cool
is

.

closely related species, 7. terna/a, are very satisfactory
for this purpose. After flowering the strong shoots
should l)e cut back and the plant rested. Several species, \jnrt[(iu\ixr\y I. Jjeari ,ritbrO'CcernJea and hederacea,
make excellent pot-plants if they are kept somewhat
pot-bound to induce flowering. The roots of nearly all
parthe perennial species are more or less purgative
ticularly 7. Purga from which comes the Jalap of com7. Batatas is the
merce, 7. Jalapa and I. <:(f(kartlca
common sweet potato.
The trade names of Ipoma^as are endlessly mixed.
Thus, 7. Hlfixirana of the catalogues may be 7. hi^dtrarcii, I. digitata, I. Jalapa, 7. Bona-nox, I. Leari or
7. rul>ro-r(erulea ; but is rarely the true 7. Mexirima of
Gray. " ]\Ioonflower " is often applied indiscriminately
;

,

.

'*

to the

,

;

;

.

objects.

/.

purpurea.

I.

riibro-ca'rulea

,

7.

Itcdcracea

1166.

Ipomcea Ouamoclit

(XK)

to several species of Ipomcea, but it should be restricted
to 7. Botia-nox and 7. grandiflora. It is evident that
most of the plants now sold as 7. grandiflora are forms
of 7. Boiia-iiox : Init a few of the smaller and inferior

types arethe true 7. graudiflora of Lamarck. 7. hybrida
is a trade name for strains of 7. purpurea and 7. rubroco'rulea.
The "Tree Ipomcea" is 7. fistulosa. The
"Japanese" or "Imperial" Morning-Glories may be
7. hederacea.
Other popular (Catalogue
to
referred

.

names are
rcii,

or

IPOMQiA

IPOMUiA

SIG
:

Double Worning-Gloi-j-

fl.p!.; Brazilian

Perennial

Heavenly

Morniiig-Glory

Moonflower

]-!lue is /.

is

/.

mostly

is

f.xctnsd; Hardy

pa ml

nibro-cirrulm

piirpu-

is

ii

ralii

:

A.

Iponioea

.

IPOMtEA

iPOMa::A

trade name for packages containing a mixture
viria,
of many kinds; viol^cea-striata, violet-purple. Tht-re
Var. £1. pi.
are several double forms of /. purpurea.
has very large Ivs. tls. appearing much later tlian siusemior
varieties,
much-doubled,
bluisli
white
;j;le
.streaked with light blue or pink. Int. 1892. Said to be
very floriferous and a good pot-i)!ant. G.F. 5:59.'i. A.ij.
Var. violacea fl. pi., Hort., is entirely distinct
14:246.
from the preceding. (U. 47, ]). VSA.

ted with white is shown in I.H. 43, p. 7.". The various
strains give fls. which are diversely scalloped, ruMled,
fringed, doubled, and show a wonderful range of coloring.

;i

:

/. srilhra, Hort. ).
4. hederttcea, Jacq. (/. Nil, Koth.
Ivs. 2-5 in. long,
Stem twining or climbing, 2-8 ft.
(ivate-cordatf the lobes ovate to ovate-lanceolate, entire,
of the lateral lobes repand or denticulate; the mid<lle
lobe narro>wed at the bast.-: peduncle l-li-fld., mostly
sliorter than the petiole: c.orulla funnelforra, the tube
usually white, the limb light blue, purple or rose, and
sepals hairy,
ill various combinations of these colors;
lanceolate, with long and often recurved tijis. duly-Oct.
— Widely naturalized from trop. Ami'rica in tii'I(is and
waste places, Pa. to Fla.,west to Neb. and Mex. Perhaps native in the. South. B.R.I; 85; 4:276 {as [. cn'riiJen).
B.M. 188 (as Convolvnlus Nil). On. 27. p. 47;{. This spe•ies shows great variation in the form of its Ivs., both
nil the same plant and on ditferent plants.
In some
forms formerly known as f. Nil, the Ivs. are nearly enthey
very
in
others
are
deeply
lobed.
tire;
Next to /.
purpurea, this is now the most popular Morning-Glory
in cultivation, and the introduction of the improved
Japanese strains will extend its usefulness. Before the
iippearance of these oriental varieties in occidental gar<leus, the species had already varied into many distinct
horticultural varieties; as var. limb^ta {/. liinh()l<i,
Ifort. ), with the corolla vhdet-pnrple, edged with white.
K.M. 5720 (as Pharhilis Nit); (in. 29, p. 32. Var. mar-

5.

Mexicina, Gray. Like

entire or slightly angulate,

817

/. hedcracea, but young Ivs.
becoming deeply 3-lobed and

:

,

mor^ta cceUstina, large

fls.,

marV)led and striped with

light blue; Gt. 44, p. 592. Var. marmorata rdsea, Hs.
marbled witji rose; Gt. 44, p. 76. Var. f61iis marmor6.tia,
Ivs. marked with yellow, limb of corolla rose color. Var.

grandifldra, large blue fls. Var. Ferrandiana, similar to
Asido frotu these straiTis, the followvar. grandiflora.

Ipomcca coccinea

1168.

(>

eonlate, as in hedtn-acea, the middle lobe broadest
peduncles as long or longer than petioles: corolla lin.
wide, violet-purple, sometimes with crimson plaits.—
I'ossiblj' this should not be distinguished from I. hederaci'n.
The plants in the trade as /. Mexicana are
mostly/, hedcyacea digitata and Uona-nox. I. 3Cexic'liia vera, Hort.; /. Me.rlc<r)i<i 'jrii ndiflnrit alba, Hort.,
and /. j\f>'.ricii na (/nnidi flora Injliridtt Hurt., are /. Bonu))o.r or /. )/raii(Ji flora
;

,

,

angU3tif6Iia, Jacq. (/. fillcauh'.^, P>lume).
Stem
prostrate, trailing or rarely climliing, much-branched:
ivs. 1-3 in. long, less than 1 in. wide, glabrous: peduncles exceeding the petioles, bearing 1-2 small, bellshaped fls., which are yellowish white with a purple
eye. Aug., Sept. Widely distribiited in troiiical Asia,
Africa and America. B.M. 5426. B.R. 4:317 (as /. r/ojticK lata ).~-Somi'timi's grown in the warmhouse, liut
there is hardly enough foliage to set off tlie pretty darkeyed flowers.
6.

7. coccinea, Linn.
freely twining for 10

Stem
Viu:. lUiS.
Ivs. slender-petioled. entire or
peduncle 2-(i in. long, few- to

Stak 1pom(ka.
ft.

;

angulate. acuminate
in. wide, salverform: limb ol)several-fld.: corolla?
scurely lolied, scarlet with a yellow throat. Aug. -Oct.
Apparently naturalized frf)m tropical America, on river
hanks in the middle and s<iuth Atlantic states; probably
:

i

indigenous to northern ^IMex. and Ariz. J-5.M. 221. — Fls.
are produced in atmndance, but are disappointingly
small. In var. lutea, Hort.. the fls. are entirely orange,
or with a tinge ct' scarlet.
Var. hederifolia,
stnir/KiVfa, Hort.).

Gray

(

/.

hederi folio

.

Linn.

M'ma

Fig. 1169. This Plains form of the
species has angulate, 3-lobed or even 3-5-parted Ivs.,
and fls. usually larger. B.R. :9. B.M. 1769. I.H. 41,
p. 159. — It is superior to the type for ornamental ()ur1

poses.
8.

rubro-csenilea, Hook.

{I. noolceri,

Hort.).
:

:
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Mornine-Glory. Ipomoea purpurea (X

}4)-

No.

3

named varieties of Japanese Ipomceas are offered:
Antigone, Ivs. variegated
fls. blue, with pink throat.
Aglaia, Ivs. variegated: fls. crimson, with white throat.
Aseria, fls. dull copper-red. Ceres, like Aglaia, but fls.
ing

:

edged with white. Euphrosyne, Ivs. variegated
fls.
pure white, with pink throat.
Princess, tls. spotted
with carmine. Gt 47. p. 133. A form with foliage dot:

Stem

tinged with purple, liranched, 10-2(1 ft. high: Ivs. mempeduncle
branaceous, much-veined, short-acuminate
fls. 3-4 in. wide, the tube white and limb
fleshr, .3-4-fld.
red before expanding, at length purple or china-blue.
Aug. -Oct. Mex. R.H. ]8.i5:441 (as Phnrhids rnhroaerulen). B.M. 3297. P.M. 3:99. Gn. 27:493. -One of
the most beautiful of annual climbers. The fls. are
often dashed, blotched and shaded with rose, or are entirelv rose. It is likely to run to vine when out-of-doors
unless the roots are contined in a box or pot to induce
early floweriniz:. It makes an excellent pot-plant for the
greenhouse. Var. Heavenly Blue, from Calif., was said
to be a cross between /. Leari and /. rernicoJor, but
proves to be a blue form of /. rvhro-cceruha which is
Var. 41ba, Hort., has
especially valuable for cut-fls.
pure white flowers.
,

:

9.

IPOMOEA

IPOMa^A

818
sinu^ta, Ort.

(

/. dfSS(^cfa,

Pursh, not Willd.

/.

Hort. ). Stem somewhat woody at base, c()vered
with long yellowish hairs: Ivs. smooth or nearly so,
palmately 7-parted, the divisions lanceolate or narrowly
oblong, more or less sinuately cut and toothed: peduncles 1-2-tid., longer than the petioles: fls. 1-2 in. wide,
hell-shaped, white with purple center; calyx as long as
the corolla tube. June-Sept. Trop. Amer., and near
the coast from Ga. to Tex.— In Tex. It expands only 2-3
hours at midday, and is there called the '"Noon-flower."
It may be treated as a coolhouse evergreen, and is worth
siiu'tCita,

growing for

its

delicate foliage alone.

In the North the

tubers must he wintered in a cellar.

each day in early winter. /. Eorsfalliir
may also be grown out-of-doors, but it will not come
into bloom till late fall unless the roots are cramped.
Var. diba, Hort., is 1. ivrnaia ; Lady Slade has pale
dreds of

fls.

fls.; var. Brigg-sii (/. Briggsii, Hort.), or Lady
Brings, is generally considered better than the type for
most purposes. It is a freer grower and bloomer, the
fls. are a rich magenta-crimson, and it roots from cuttings much more readily than l. Horsfallice. This variety makes a fine plant in a 10-in. pot. G.M. 37:49.
Var. Th6mpsoiii, or I. Tliomsoniana, Hort., is/, ternafa.

rose

13. tern§.ta, Jacq. {I. RorsfuUhp, var. dWa, Hort. /.
HorsfdUUe, var. Thomson iaua, Hort. I. 2'homsonid)ia,

Mast.). Stem somewhat woody at base: Ivs. usually 3parted, the segments elliptic or elliptic-oblong, fleshy,
smooth: fls. trumpet-shaped, about 2 in. across. Otherwise like I. Morsfallice, of which it is often considered
Probably from W. Indies. G.C. 11.20-817
a variety.
Gn. 35, p. 440. -Not considered quite as
F. 1884:118.
effective for greenhouse culture as /. Horsfallice.
14. setbsa, Ker.
Brazilian Morning-Glory. Plant
very vigorous, branching, covered with stiff purplish
hairs: Ivs. 3-10 in. wide, cordate, angular or 3-lobed, the
middle lobe abruptly contracted below into a narrow
neck: peduncles many-fld., longer than the petioles:
fls. 2-4 iu. wide, salverform,
rose-purple. Aug. -Oct.
Braz. B.R. 4:335. — An excellent free-growing climber
for covering arbors, and especially valuable for making
a dense screen because of its very leafy habit. In the
latitude of New York seeds sown in the open will give
flowering plants in late August. It may also be treated
as a warmhouse deciduous twiner. Var. Northern Light
is said to be a cross with /. Hona-'nox. Plant unusually
vigorous, often growing 40-50 ft.: fls. lavender-pink.
15. Bonari6nsis, Hook. {/. A'ci/'dZ/rt, Lindl. I.PrrringiAna, Dammer. /. SiUowii, Penny). Stem branching,
tinged with purple and covered with short stellate hairs
Ivs. deeply cordate, 3-5-lobed, the middle lobe longest:
peduncles several-fld., longer than the petioles: fls. }%2 in. wide, violet to lilac, the limb spreading into 5 crenate lobes. Augu.st-October. Trop. America and Africa.
P.M. 3505. B.R. 27:13. P.M. 9:25. Gt. 47:1440. -Her.belongs /. Si'llowii, Penny, and probably Hort., not
J. Selloi, Mart., which is a distinct species.
10. Lindheimeri, Gray {I. heterophylla, Torr., not
Orteg). Plant finely pubescent, hoary when young: Its.
deeply 5-cleft or 5-parted, all of the lobes or the 3 interior ones ovate to ovate-lanceolate, with a much contracted base: peduncle 1-2-fld. corolla longfunnelform,
about 3>2 in. long, light blue. Rocky soils, W. Tex. to
N.Mex. — Var. Lindleyana, Hort. (/. Lindleyilna,'Kort.),
has smaller Ivs., lighter colored fis., and is a more profuse bloomer. An improvement on the type, but more
tender.
:

11. digitkta., hinn. (I. pa niculata, R.Br. I. pahtiafa,
Hort., not Forsk.). Seem trailing or climbing, 20—J-0 ft.:
Ivs. 3-7 in. wide, 5-7-parted, the segments elliptic,
sometimes spatulate, entire: fls. numerous, in a 2branched cyme; corolla l>2-3 in. wide, broadly bellshaped, 5-Iobed, pinkish purple or pink
seeds wath a
dense tuft of dirty white wool springing from the apex.
July-Sept.
Tropics of both hemispheres.
R. H.
1853:381. B.R. 1:02 and 4:333 (as I. Platensis).
P.M.
3085 (as /. Platensls).
Gng. 2: 311. -One of the best
tuberous -rooted Ipomo?as for the garden or warmhouse. In the North it may be used with tine effect
if grown in a tub and trained to an adjacent pillar or
trellis, the vine being cut off before frost and the tub
stored. Further south the tubers may be planted directly in the open, and will give a profusion of bloom
:

nearly

all

summer.

Var. insignis, Hort. (/.

10. fistulbsa, Mart. (J. Texiina, Coulter).
Stem 4-10
ft. high, subshrubby, branching, smooth or minutely
pubescent: Ivs. 4-0 in. long, thickish, entire or nearly
so: peduncles 1-2 in. long, mostly shorter than the petioles, few-many-fld. corolla about 3 in. long, bell-shaped,
pink-pui'ple. July-Sept. Brazil; now escaped from gardens in Mex. and southern United States. — It is known
to the trade chiefly as var. Good611i (/. Goodwill, Hort.).
This var. has lavender-pink fls., with a darker throat,
and is apparently more floriferous and desirable than
the type. It produces seed sparingly, but is easily rooted
from cuttings. In the South it is hardy if the stem is
cut down ami the roots mulched in the North, the roots
must be brought indoors. Advertised as the "Tree
Ipomcea."
:

:

leptoph^lla, Torr.
Bush Moon-Flower. Stem
high, with juany slender, recurving branches:
2-4 in. long, entire: peduncle stout, 1-4-fld., usually shorter than the Ivs.: corolla about 3 in. across,
funnelforni, rose-pink, deepening to purple in the
throat.
Aug. -Oct. Dry plains, Neb. and Wyo., south
to Tex. and N. Mex. — This species is adapted for very
dry places because of its enormous tuberous rootstocks, which often weigh 100 lbs. and extend into the
sul)soil for 4 ft.
It sonietimes thrives where no rain
has fallen for one to three years. The plant is beautiful
17.

2-5

ft.

Ivs.

when
ins'ujui.'^, Kr-r.).

Lvs. not pal-

mainly divid(.'d, nearl}'" entire or lubed, tin- un<ler surface sometimes purplish. P.M. 1790. B.R. 1 :75. -There
are few plants of var. inslgnis in cultivation.
12. Horsfdlliae, Hook.
Fls. many, in a 2-branched
cyme; corolla bell-shaped, the limb of 5 broad, rounded
]"bos, very sliowy.
Cosmopolitan tropics. P.M. 3315.
P.M. 3:50. F.S. 10:1047. K.W. 1 :29. -Perhaps the most
popular Ipomo?a for winter-tlowering iu a w;irniliousp.
If wfll trrjited it will climb 20-30 ft., and will beai- Iinn-

in flower.

]\Ian-(>f-the-Earth. Wild Potatolong: ro()t very long and large (10Ivs. 2-4 in. long, long-petioled, usually cordate
and entire, occasionally angnlate. flddle-shape or hastately 3-lobed
peduncles 1-5-fld., commonly a little
longer than the petioles
corolla 2-4 in. wide, broadly
funnelform with pointed lobes, white with a dark purple throat. May-Sept. Dry soils, Can. to Fla., west to
Mich, and Tex. A. G. 12:037. R.H. 1893:574. B.M. 1003
18.

pandur^ta.

vine.
20 lbs.

Stem 2-12

)

ft.

;

:

:

(as

Cout'ofriihi

ufiidlc,ni,s), 1939,

and Gn.

,

ipomu^:a

IRESINE

panduratus). B.K. 7:588. — In some places
this species is a very troiiblesouie weed, which is almost
impossible to exterminate because of its lon^' tuberous
roots. It can easily be kept within bounds in the garden with a little care, and makes a very desirable plant
for covering an old dead stump or back fence.
The
chief merit of /. panditrata as a garden plant is its hardiness; hence it is often sold as the "Hardy" or "Perennial Moontlower." II: well niuhdied the roots will stand
20*^ below zero.
There is a double-fid. form.
(])Oth an O.

Blue Dawn Flower. 8teiu a very
19. L6ari, Past.
rapid grower, often 3U-40 ft. long, somewhat slirul^by at
Ivs.
3-tJ
in.
long, cordate, acute, mostly entire
the base:
or slightly ;j-lobed, variable: tls. borne in clusters of 12corolla 4-5 in. broad, bell.JO, opening in succession
shaped, deep lilac, sometimes dark purple with live
beautiful.
plaits.
Very
Aug. -Oct. Troi)i('.s of
lighter
both hemispheres. P.M. 4:2(;7. B.M. 3928 (as Pharhifis Leari ). B.Ii. 27 :50 as Pha rhifis Pearl ) - A maguificent species for the warmliouse, but not usually satisfactory outside, at least in the North. One plant is on
record as producing 00,000 tls. at the rate of 300 a day.
When grown in the open the tls. are likely to be an unattractive coppery jmrple.
;

.

f

Jalapa, Pursh (T. Michaaxl, Sweet). Steni 0-8
fmm an
ft. high, branched, slightly rough, springing
oblong root weighing 4-30 lbs. Ivs. 3-5 in. long, ovatecordate, membranaceous, veiny, repandor deeply lobed,
pubescent beneath, variable Us. 3-4 in. wide, the corolla
bowl-shaped, with a narrow tube, rose, white orrose-purple.
Aug. -Oct. Mex. L. B.C. 0:518 (as ConvoIviiJusP<t/aji<i).
B.M. 1572 (as Convolvulus Julupa). B.U. 4:342; 8:021.
— Avery ornamental warmhouse climber and valuable for
the garden if the tubers are started in the greenhouse
otherwise the plant seldom
before being set out
blooms much before frost. The "Jalap "of commerce
does not come from this plant, but from /. Purga. The
roots of /. Jalapa are but sliglitly purgative.
20.

:

:

;

B6na-n6x, Linn. Moonflower. Fig. 1170. Stem
ft. high: Ivs. 3-8 in. long, cordate to hastate, enangular or 3-lobed, acute, glabrous: peduncles 2-G
in. long, 1-7-fld., equaling the petioles:
corolla 3-0 in.
long, 4—0 in. wide, trumpet-shaped, pure white, sometimes with greenish plaits: tls. fragrant, usually closing in the morning, sometimes remaining open till noon.
Aug. -Sept. American and Asiatic tropics. B. M. 752.
P.. R. 11:889 (as J. latiflom).
On. 21, p. 259; 27, p. 473.
V. 10: 359. Known in gardens chiefly as var. grandifldra,
Hort. (7. grandiflora
Roxb. and Hort., not Lam.),
wiiich does not differ materially from the type. I\Iost of
21.

10-20

tire,

,

the large-fld. and very
fragrant forms in cultivation may be referred
here; the smaller forms
are probably /, firandi-

..-3?^

flora,

Lam. Var. grandiunder

flora is also sold

the following names: /.
fliildsii, T. uocfiph>/('i)i
/.

noctiflora

rit

na g r a nd

Mexicauii

alba,

T.

I

Me.rir a /.
gravdiflora
e x tea n a
,

i

.

fl o

,

M

grandiflora vera. These
various trade names
represent strains of varying excellence. A form
with variegated Ivs. is

The Moonflower
most popular as a gar-

offered.
is

den plant, but

it

also does

well trained along the
roof of a low house or
1170. Ipomcea Bona-nox (a ^4^.
against a pillar. It is
excellent for cut-flowers in the evening.
22.

Lam.

grandifldra,

(Oalonf/cfion grand/floruti),
Chois. I. Bona-n6x, Hort., not Linn.). Differs from
[, Bona-nox in having the stem usually covered with
short, sharp points
Ivs. smaller, entire
peduncle much
shorter {usually 1-2 in.)
fls. not over 3 in. wide; sepals
elliptic, obtuse (in /. Bona-nox ovate, mucronate)
seeds
shortly villose, with shaggy margins (in /. Bona-nox
:

:

:

:

•smootli).

Cdsiuop, trop.

passiug as

/. Bonii-noj:

— Someof

and

its

SI!)

the interior strain.s

synonyms belong

hero.

chrys^ides, Ker. Stemslightly woody, much twiniiig, smooth or branches slightly hairy
Its. l-2in. long,
ovate-cordate to subhastate, acute, entire or toothed, :{angled, ij-lobed anil repand
peduncles 1-7-fld., longer
tinxn the petioles: corolla J^-M in. wide, funnel-shaped.
•Jiily-Oct. Trop. Asia and Africa.
B.R. 4:270. -It can
lie grown out-of-doors, but is tardy in blooming.
Best
treated as a warmhouse evergreen climber. /. (lin/scidis
is advertiseil abroad.
/. i-hri/sihithu Hort., described in
American catalogues as h.aving ricdi, glossy foliage and
golden yellow Hs., may belong here.
23.

:

:

,

24. Pes-capree, Roth (7. marilima, K. Br.).
Stem
creeping, seldom twining, 20-(i0 ft.: roots often 12 ft.
l"iig and 2 in. thick: Ivs. 1-4 in. long, fleshy, roundish,
id'ten broader than long, with 2 glands at the base and
jM-ominently pinnate-veined: peduncles usually few-tld.,
c'lnaling the petioles
corolla nearly 2 in. long, bcllsluiped, margin scarcely lobed. Aug. -Oct. Trop.Cciasts
of both hemispheres; drifting sands of coast, (la. to
Tex. B.K. 4:31',).
:

2.5.

Batitas, Poir. {Jjntatas i'diili.i,Ch(ns.).

Sweet Po-

Lvs. ovate-cordate, usually angular or lobed,
variable, petioled: peduncles equafing or exceeding the
pi-tioles, several-fld.: corolla 1-2 in. vide.
Origin unknown, unless it be from /. fnxliiinthi of tropical
Aujerica.— Largely cultivated in many varieties for its
edil>le tubers. See Sweet Potato.
I'.vro.

Hayne.

Lvs. sagittate-cordate, smooth
longer than the petioles: Hs.
rose-purple
corolla long-tulmlar, with a flat lind).
Sept. -Oct.
Trop. Amer. B.R. 33:49 (as Exogoniinii
Purga). — The "Jalap "of commerce is an active purgative made by grinding to a powder dried slices of the
tuberous roots of this species. It was principally collected near Xalapa, Mex., of which-Ialap is acorruption.
27. Wolcottiana, Rose. Tree, 25-30 ft. high, often 1 ft.
through, with slemler, slightly drooping branches: lvs.
ovate to ovate-lanceolate, 3-5 in. long, smooth: fls. numerous, in short racemes or corymbs
coi-olla about
2^2 in. broad, white, broadly bell-shaped. Mex.
(i.F.
7: 305. — Seeds do not germinate readily.
2ii.

Ptirga,

peduncles generally

:

1-fld.,

;

;

7. aurea.KeWo^g. Lvs. trifoliolate or quin.ite, the leaflet srliomentire, sub-repand: tls. 2-4 in. across, funneil'orm, whli ;i
widel.v exp.inded limb, t,'olden yelluw. Cal. After Xo. 1:^ in key.

l)ic,

Fr.ETCHEK.

S. AV.

IKEStNE (Greek name

for a harvest garland wound
with wool
the flowers and seeds of these plants are
woolly). Amui-antileeie. Achyranthes. From 20 to 25
species of herbs or subshrubs, in tropical and subtropical Anier. Lvs. stalked, opposite, the margins not
toothed in the domestic species
fls. very small, bracteate, in axillary or terminal panicles, perfect or imperfect
sometimes
(plants
dicecious), the perianth of one series
terete, 5-parted, with ovate-oblong segments
stamens
5
style short or none, the stigmas 2 or 3
fr. a utricnlus. Two or three species are in common cultivation as
bedding plants, because of their highly colored Ivs. and
stems. The first of these to be introduced was described
before the fls. were known anil it was referred to Achyranthes {A. i'erschatf'^ltit) ,l)\it in that genus the anthers
are 2-Ioculed, whereas in Iresiue they are 1-loculed. To
gardeners they are still known as Achyranthes.
Because of ease of propagation, ability to withstand
sun and shearing, and the bright colors, the Iresines are
amongst the most popular bedding plants. Few plants
are easier to grow. Stock plants are kept overwinter in
a cool temperature (as in a carnation house), and in February and March they are given more heat and moisture,
and cutback, to get cutting wood. Cuttings root quickly
in any good cutting-l>ed. For mass bedding, plants are
usually set C-10 in. apart. They will not withstand frost.
:

:

;

;

:

H6rbstii, Hook. t.{Achi/rdnthe.'> Versehaffeltii, Lem.).
Lvs. broadly ovate or orbicular, obtuse and notched at
the apex, purple-red, with prominent arched veins, or
in the commoner variety green or .green-red with yellow
veins (var. aitreo-reticiilrlta). S. Amer. B.M. 5499.—
This was described and figured in August, 1864, by Lemaireas^f/i.vraH?7i(>s(.') Ver.'ichaffeltii (I.H. 11:409), and
later by Van Houtte as fnsine VcrxrhaffeUil (F.S.

.,

IRESINE

IRIS

15:1601). In July, 186-i, however, Hooker had published
it as Iresine Mer'bsiii, in honor of Mr. Herbst, of the Kew
Nursery, who introduced it from the River Platte.
There are horticultural varieties with Latin names.
WdUhii, Ort..
/.
is a small phiiit, witli

sqxalens, sambucina, flaveacens and variegata. Owing to their diversity of origin, the varieties have a
great diversity of color, ranging from pure white (in
/. Florentlna and its derivatives) through all shades
From /. varieof mauve and blue to dark purple.
gata and I. flavesceus the yellow-flowered varieties
are
variegated
with yellow
and those whose flowers
were probably derived. The flowers of all the varieties are large and handsome, often stately, exhibiting
beautiful variegation and shades of color. They are
borne on stout, erect, branched stalks much exceeding
the clumps of spreading leaves. All are hardy, and
form excellent border plants, flowering in May and June.
the plants cultivated as
2. Japanese Irises.— AW
Japanese Irises are referable to a single species, Iris
hci'igiifa, more generally known as /. Kcempferi. The
type of the species has been so much broken that its
varieties constitute a distinct horticultural group, containing perhaps as many or more named varietiesthan the /. Gcrmanica group itself. So far as known,
no hybrids or other species enter into the make-up of
this class. The plants form strong clumps, attaining a
height of 2 to 3 feet, and bearing several flower stems.
The leaves are slender, erect, growing almost parallel
to each other. In the wild type the inner segments are
erect and rather small. Undercultivation they have been
much broadened and have acquired a spreading habit,
giving the flower a flat, expanded form characteristic of
In color they range from white through
this group.
various shades of blue to deep purple, with the segments variegated with darker veins and streaks, or
plain. All the varieties are hardy, and thrive best in
They begin flowering in the
cool, moist situations.
latter part of June and continue through July.
3. Dwarf Irises. — The dwarf Irises comprise several
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numerous small
roundish Ivs., which
are bronze -red or
dark red above and
dark blood -red beProbably a
neath.

form of J. Herbstii.
Lindem,VanHoutte
{Achijr'iiifhcs acuuil-

ndta,
1171.

Hort.}.

Fi^^.

Lvs. ovate-acu-

minate

or

lance-

ovate, with less ai'ching or curvinju: veins,
in the original form
rich, deep blood-red,

but in some garden
lightforms with

banded veins. Equador.

F.S. 17: 1737.-

More

pyramidal

in

habit than the other
now
and
species,

more common.
1171.

Iresine Lindenj

(X

To

this species evidently

/:<).

garden
the
forms known as Einersoni, Collensil and formosa.
I. BlemuHleri, Haage & Schmidt, is probably a garden form
ot one ot the al'ove. It is a compact, dwarf grower, withstanding severe cutting: lvs. and twigs rose-carmine.
L_ jj_ g,
belong

IRIART£:A

(after

Bernard

Iriarte).

Palmncem. Tall

spineless palms, with cylindrical or swollen stems supported on a pyramid of aerial roots: lvs. few, unequally
pinnate; Ifts. equilateral, cuneate, entire or erose, plicate; petiole channelled; sheath cylindrical: lis. small:
fr. 1-2 in. long: stigmas eccentric or lateral in fr. This
palm is separated from Ceroxylon by the cuneate leaflets.
Species 10. Trop. S. Amer. J. Bungerothii was
advertised in 1895 by Pitcher & Manda as Triartea,
which was presumably a typographical error for Iriartea.
No description of this species is available.
Jared G. Smith.

Iris (Greek, rain^Ofc). IriddcecB. Plate XVI. Distinguished from the other members of the tribe except Hermodactylus and Mortea by the 2-winged style branches,
from Hermodat'tylus by the ."l-celled capsule, and from
Morasa by the more or less connate perianth segments.
Herbs with linear or ensiform, equitant leaves and a rhizomatous or bulbous rootstalk: stem simple orljranched:
Howers of 6 segments, the 3 outer retlexed, and the 3
inner usually smaller and erect, always narrowed to
a distinct claw, one to many in terminal heads, from
spathes which are formed of the upper bract-like leaves
;

style divided into ;} petal-like
spatlie stalked or sessile
stigbranches, which are bifid or crested at the tip
ovary sesraatic surface immediately below the crests
sile or pedicelled, within the spathe. For a monograph
of the genus, see Baker's Iridea\ 1888.
About 170 species of Iris are known to botanists.
;

;

:

They are natives of the north temperate zone, inhabiting
Asia, Europe and North America, with a few species in
northern Africa. About 100 species, with innumerable
garden varieties, are offered by dealers in America.
Many of these, including the native species, are cultivated only to a slight extent, so that horticultural interest centers chiefly around a few groups given below
:

1.

German

frises.

— The

and widely advertised as

known to the trade,
Germn ii'tnf German Iris

plants

/r/.s-

,

or Fleur-de-lis, are varieties and hybrids of several spiv
cies, all of which are closely related to /. Ocrnxoiira
It is a curious fact that /. Gcrrnanica itself has comparatively few varieties, and forms but a small part of
the gronp named after it. Tt rarely or never seeds in
cultivation, even when placed near closely related species. The principal parent species are /. Floret}fitifi

species related to /. pnmiUi, verna and eristata. They
seldom grow over 9 inches high, but spread rapidly by
their creeping rhizomes, soon forming large patches.
This habit makes thera useful border plants. /. arcvaria lives well in dry, sandy situations. The flowers
are variously colored blue, lilac, yellow, etc.
4. OneocgrJns Irises. — The interesting species of the
subgenus Oncocyclus inhabit the dry mountain regions
of Palestine, Persia and Armenia. They differ from
other Irises in many striking characters. The plants
grow from to 12 inches high, the stem bearing a single
flower, which in some species is of enormous size, compared with the size of the plant. The segments, of
which the inner are larger than the outer, present a
most singular combination of somber colors. The peculiar colors are often due to the interlacing of numerous
very thin veins, usually blue or brown, on a white or

straw-colored ground. The most common shades thus
produced are beautiful sky-blue, light gray, and brown
to almost l>lack. In some, all the segments are colored
nearly alike, but in most species the inner and outer
segments are differently colored. In Americathis group
is not widely cultivated, the most common representative being /. Sasiana. Many recorded hybrids have
been raised in Europe. For a monograph, see Foster,
Gn. 43, pp. 130-135.
Bulbous Iris'S. — About 20 species of bulbous Irises
are cultivated in America. They are rather dwarf,
hardy and half-hardy bulbous plants, known chiefly for
the brilliant colors and strong contrasts, and for their
numerous flowers. The species most commonly found
in gardens are /. Xiphiam, better known as /. Bii^The latter is
/Hiinra, and /. riphoirlfs or /. Avglica.
probably the oldest Iris in cultivation. See Foster, G.
C. II. 23, pp. 507 and 720.
h. Easselbking.

The Irises are a widely distributed group of plants,
occurring in almost all degrees of longitude of the north
temperate zone. They are found in few forms above
40 degrees north latitude, and there seem to be no
species south of the Atlas mountains of Africa, the botanists rating the nearly allied southern forms as Mor.Tas.
There is a somewhat general localization of some of the
main forms of Irises, central to southern Europe being
rich in the broad-leaved species, both tall and dwarf,
these giving way in Asia to many narrow-leaved forms,
which forms are also abundant on our western coast, in
fact east to Missouri.
Spain and the Mediterranean

Plate XVI.

Irises,

mostly

of the

Germanica type.

,

mis
regions of Africa are the home of bulbous forms. In
southwestern Asia are found nut only broad-leaved
forms, but this rei^ion is also the homo of a rudi variety
of dainty bulbous kinds aud the curious Oucocyclus
species.

As

be seen by their distribution, Irises are espeadapted by their hardiness to growth in our j^-ardens, thou;j:b some forms, as the African, the Indian,
and the Uncocyclus species, need special treatment or
will

cially

protection. In the main the Irises, from a cultural point
of view, are like others of nature's various families,
mostly very y;ood — not to say commonplace — with a
few decidedly bad members. As there are nearly 170
species of Irises, with countless varieties, they are interesting to the amateur collector and grower both for
their variety and their general beauty of flower.
The life of Iris flowers varies from three to six days.
They are fragile, but if cut l)efore the petals unroll may
be forwarded to considerable distance without injury.
This is the ouly way, in fact, by which the florist can
market them. The botanists divide the Irises into two

main groups, the bulbous kind and those with rhizomes,
these groups being each divided by the varying characters of the more or less raised line in the middle of the
fall of the flower. This, of course, gives no clue to cultural necessities or to time of flowering, two important
details in a garden.
Considering the bulbous Irises as a group, these are
all hardy without protection in the latitude of New York
city except /. Histrlo, I. <flaf<(, I. Juncea, I. Pala^stinn
I, Timjitana, I. Vartuni.
In the order of their flowering, the reticulata group
is the earliest, /. Bakeriitna and others starting into
riower as soon as released by frost, usually in February
or March. These are soon followed by the others of
this group, the largest-flowered member being /. /(;,s-trioides.
peaty, sandy soil seems to be most acceptable to this group, and no organic manure must be
given them.
location, if possible, where they may be
kept on the side of dryness in summer is desirable. The
culture of these, like that of all exotic plants in our gardens, is, of course, tentative. If, on trial, they seem to
be happy and increase from offsets or buds, they nniy
remain in the borders indeflnitely, but if during the
second season they show no gain, the bulbs should bt^
lifted and a trial made in another location.
This group
seeds freely, and the seed pods will l^e found just under
the soil surface.
Closely following this group are the so-called Juno
Irises, of which /. Pcrsica is the most familiar, though
not the best example. These Irises have soraewhut large
bulbs, with curious, persistent, fleshy roots, aud seem
to thrive best in somewhat stitf soil, in sheltered locations, where they will be well baked during the summer.
They flower in Marcli and April, the best forms being
/. B.o.s-enbaehiaua
f. orrhloidf.'i. I. Studjareu.-iis, and
/. Assf/riaca.
They are desirable plants in the most
exclusive gardens. They soed freely, and also increase

A

A

,

by offsets.
Abont the same time

tis above will flower the
/r/.s'
("The Widow "), which is neither bulbous nor
but has a weird Iieauty of its own, with
green and black flowers. This should have a summer

tnbi'rosa

an
its

Iris strictly,

baking. (See Hermodacfiihis.
Planted out in the early fall, the so-called Spanish
make an early start and produce leaves which are
persistent during the winter and seldom injured here.
In ]\tay and June they broaden out, aud are then surmounted by verj' bright, distinct and charming flowers. Very satisfactory flowers, these, and of the easiest
culture. They probably do best in spots inclining to
moisture. The bulbs rnake offsets rapidly, and should
often be divided and replanted. There are two forms
and numerous flowers of this Iris. The boldest form is
that known as the "Thunderbolt."
The "English" Irises, /. .r/pliioide.^, follow the
"Spanish " in June and July. Their flowers are wider in
all th(ur parts, and in a limited range of colors, white
and purple. "Mt. Blanc," pure white, is probably the
most satisfactory of the group. The foliage of the
English Iris <loes not spear till early spring, and the
varieties flourish in a rather drier position than the
)

Irises

"Spanish."

IRIS

The African bulbous
I.

iiliilti,
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Irises, /.

ji(iii-i',i,

/".

I'midiii,

are subjects for a coolhouse, thuu;;!! the toi-

mer is rarel)' hardy Ijere.
The rhizoiuatous Irises may be divided into a number
o( sections, init in a cultural way may be broadly considered in two sections
those with thick, surfacecreeping rhizomes, as the hybrid German, and those
with more or less thin ones, as /. I'iibiriea and /.
Iwfiijiita, which are subterranean.
While the former
section comprises plants which grow in various conditions, some with the roots submerged, yet in a general
way they have mostly surface-creeping rhizomes. These
are best transplanted soon after dowering, at which
time they commence a new growth. It is customary for
the nurserymen to supply these in the fall, which usually
leads to the loss of a season, as they often fail to become
established when planted late. The foliage of the Iris
indicates a sun-loving family, and Irises should be
planted in full exposure in rich, but not manured soil,
well drained. The rhizomes shouhl bo planted Hat and
covered to half their diameter. If the rhizomes are in
a growing condition, no further care will usually be
necessary with the great majority of the species, tint if
the rhizomes are dormant and partly dried up, as they
are frequently on receipt, care should he taken that they
have not much moisture till they start into growth,
otherwise they are likely to rot. Not every Iris will
grow in every ganlen, but the failure to establish these
plants is most often caused by too unich exposure to
excitement of light, warmth and moisture when the plant
is not ready to convert its reserve into food. Valuable
species should have the protection of a frame in such
circumstances till it seems safe to plant them out. If
carefully treated and not excited, apparently hopeless
dried up rhizomes may often be saved. Most of these
:

Irises in common cultivation increase rapidiv, and
should be divided and replanted every two or three
years; otherwise the rhizomes become matted and the
abode of grass, etc. Among them will be found some of
the showiest flowers of the family.
Usually in early I\Iay we have flowers of F. ('Jniiiiipirix
and its variety /. < l/hiciisis, followed i|uickly by the
dwarf er /. pinnihi and its white form I. A llini. forms
of /. lutescnis, Lam., ([uickly follow, after which J.
Orrma)i/cii [. Fltii-euthut and the host of " hybrid German" varieties c<ime rapidly forward and give a great
wealth of color. Every one is familiar witli the great
bearded purple f. O'^'rina iiica, perliaps the most generally cultivated Iris. There are larger-fld. forms of this:
/. Am/is and /. niinra iiflia
I. (Tfrnuni/rn alba seems
to be a variety of / uHilm n^. This and 7. Flnrrnlimi
are the usual white-tld. forms seen at this Time, rtf
bold, lighter purple kinds, /. paUida ami its hybrids
are then preeminent.
The (Ternuin Irises of tiie garden are not varieties of
/. Oeriiuf uicff but hybrids of various species, as I. pallldfi, I. i'(triega/t(
I. ."^diubnchin /. squtdeii.'^, I lurUht
X wikl forms and /. necjlecta, I. amrriut, {, plirufrt and
/. StCL'rtU, which are known only in gardens. Naturally
these vary much in stature, time of flowering, size and
coloring of fls. They may be had in almost endless variety, but a typical collection may be made with comparatively few plants.
Among the best f(>rms of the "hybrid (lerman " Irises
,

.

.

,

,

are:

—

—

tli'tthifri (flba

/.

.

/. aphylhi
Bridesmaid, IMadame Chereau, Sweri'oin[)te de St. Clair, Fairy Queen, Bi/. aiiiGPiia
,Victorme; I. ntY/^f't'fa. Cordelia, Wagner;

—

tii;

,

/)(/?/(>;«

Walmer

;

— Khedive, Mad.
/.

sqifalens

—

Pacquitte, Queen of JMay.
Amols, -Jacquiniana, Harrison

Mous. Cherion; I. jvn-/ff/rt/a~Beaconsfield, DaHector, Honorable, Prince of Orange.
-Tune is flowering time for many Iris species, many of
which are uncommon, but of the more availal>ie forms
one could scarcely neglect the native /. hexagoyut, the
^^'eir,

rius,

dark La Mance iform of which

amongst

tlie

very distinct and
A white form
another native plant

is

handsomest of the family.

of this is not har<ly here. /. fulfil,
with copper-colored flowers, is also interesting. Irises
with distinct forms of this season are /. Monuieri and
r. orieittalis (or /. orhroJenca), both of wliich have obliquely growing rhizomes and enjoy moisture.
For margins of water T. PsmrJitconis. with yellow fls.,
is invaluable, aud our natives, /. rer.'<i''oInr and /. 0'ir"~

iKis

IRIS

liiieiisis, seem as happy in the moisture as in the uplands. The Iris rhizomes which require deep planting
are mostly smaller and thinner than those of surface
creepers. The species with these roots are mostly
strong-growing plants, rapidly increasing and requiring
an abundance of moisture, though there are some notable exceptions to be mentioned later. Of the members
of this group, /. Sibirica, in several purple and white
forms, is a common garden plant. /. eiisata is a common Asiatic Iris withsmaU fls. borne among the narrow
foliage, which is as ornamental as some of the large

for growing these Irises. They vary among themselves
as to their requirements, and need special and different
treatment in different gardens and climates. These Irises
are natives of Palestine, Asia Minor, the Caucasus, Central Asia and Persia regions, all of which are hot and
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grasses.

The Japanese Irises, which usually end the general
liisplay oE Irises, are a remarkable example of type-

breaking, the occidental gardeners having worked up
from /. Uvririata a wonderful variety of colorings and
variation in number of petals, though the colors may
be included in about half a dozen general types. There
are few handsomer dowers than good forms of the
wliite .Japanese Iris. This Iris may be gi-own on the
upland, but it does not do its best in such locations, for
it is particularly susceptible to good treatment, and to
produce large Uowers both water and manure are essential. Mr. Peter Barr, the veteran fancier of good plants,
lately wrote the undersigned from Japan, after consulting
one of the oldest cultivators, that "this Iris is grown in
the rice fields in winter and watered each month while
as
at rest with human manure (cow manure would do)
soon as young growth appears no more manure is given
and the ground is flooded. When growth has ended the
;

water

is

withdrawn."

most curious things in connection with the
though these plants have been in
cultivation here since soon after the treaty port.s were
first opened, they seem to have excited little attention
from gardeners until within a few years. Yet the first
importations were as handsome as the later. In this
connection it may be said that Japan has also /. gniciUpc'S, a dark purple hardy form, and /. Jdjionicu or Chi-

One

of the

Japanese

Iris is that

iiensis, one of the beauties of the family but, like /.
h'etorum (the Roof Iris), another crested kind, needing
liere greenhouse protection and well worth it. There is,
liowever, a perfectly hardy crested Iris, the beautiful
dwarf /. crhtatii of the upper southern states — a charming plant for a front border or rockery. Equally dwarf
are our lake Irises /. lacu!<fris and /. veriia.
The west coast of the United States is fortunate in
liossessing some beautiful and distinct Irises, mostly
of the wiry-rooted, thin-leaved type. They have not yet
been fully separated botanically, and they are most
dilficult things to est.ablish in eastern or other gardens,
so t'hat there are really very few in cultivation. Raising
from seed seems the most practical way of establishing
these specie.s. They seem to be perfectly hardy here, for
some of them have been tested and flowered, but they
do not tarry long.
f, macrosipJwn, I. Hartwegii, /, Doirgltisia na, J.
bracteata, I. tenar, f. Icmijipetala, I. tenuis unci I.
Piirdyi is a list which will interest the searcher after
interesting plants. Max Leichtlin, who has a genius
for growing difficult things, has been successful in establishing /. bracteafa, I. inacroxiplion and /. Pitrdif'tun. He says, "My experience is that they cannot be
moved unless in full vegetation. We must grow them
from seed, and not touch the seedlings until they have
formed a solid rootstock. After this and movement to
grow has begun, they can he safely handled and transplanted like other Irises."
There remain to be considered two allied groups, the
Oncocyclus and Regelia. These are considered by amateurs the most interesting groups of the Iris family — interesting in the amateur's vocabulary meaning something rare and difficult. At the })est, these plants give
few flowers, lint they compensate for this l)y their distinct and quaint beauty. The best known member of the
family, f. Su^imia, has been in cultivation several hun<Ired years, but is by no means yet a common plant.
It
takes more kindly to cultivation than any of the other
species, will usually flower in the border the first year
after planting if the spring is not too rigorous; and
gardens are not unknown where from some conditions
of forftinate placing or soil, they continue to flourish. It
cannot be said that there is any hard and fast formula

1172.

Type

Iris

unguicularis.

of smooth-petaled Iris (X/3).

No.

i;j.

dry in summer, with a settled and sometimes severely
cold winter and a genial spring. In some of the regions
they are protected by a covering of snow in winter while
dormant, but Palestine and Persia have open winters,
and their Irises make growth at this time. After cultivating most of the species tor a number of seasons, the
writer's experience doe-s not lead him to dogmatize
much on their cultivation or to approve of many special
devices which have been put forward from time to time
as the solution of the problem. The consensus of opinion among the growers who have had the best success
with these plants is about as follows, premising that we
are dealing with plants which are perfectly hardy: We
receive the rhizomes with the Dutch bulbs in the fall, at
which time they are dormant and leafless. It is well to
store them in a cool place and plant out in November in
a bed of fairly light and well drained soil in a border
fully exposed. They requii-e no protection, but if the
climate is one where frosts and thaw alternate, it is
well to give the ground a covering while frozen to keep
it firm. The Irises so planted will seldom spear here till
genial weather arrives, and with plentif\il supplies of
moisture at the root will give flowers from strong buds.
After flowering, or, more accurately, flowering time, one
is forced to choose between two methods of treatment.
If the garden is high, dry and hot, the best procedure is
to cover the beds with a glass frame sufficiently large to
protect them from moisture and allow the rhizomes
to Iiake. This frame may be removed in the late tall.
If the leaves appear, as some of them are likely to do,
they may be left unprotected until very severe weather
sets in, liereusuallyinDeceujber. The protection should
be something to protect the leaves from the winter sun
and frequent change of temperature. Here coal ashes
have proved satisfactory, though unsightly. Foliage
does not seem to become as soft under them as under
leaves or mats. If the spring is genial, with weather

..
.
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Steadily becoming warm, the pluuts being uncovered as
soon as tlie conditions will seem to warrant, should be

best possible shape to reward one with their noble
blooms. It is the lack of this gonial spring in the latitude of New York wliich, however, leads often to cultural troubles. The leaves, having been protected, are
none too hard, an<l, with the constant alternate thawing
tind freezing, and the hii.^h winds, hot and cold, the
plants need coiistant watrliiug and application of needed
covering till really genial weather. Otherwi^se the foliage is blighted and no flowers are produced.
In gardens which are low and never free from moisture, the best procedure is that followed in Holland,
lifting the rhizomes in July and taking them undercover
in dry earth, planting out ugaii^ in the fall. In this case
care should be used in lifting not to injure the numerous fleshy roots. The Palestine and Persian forms of
these Irises are considered the most difficult to cultivate,
from their habit of early growtli.
Irises are not only increased by the division of the
rhizomes or by offsets, but may be rapidly grown from
seed, which they usually produce freely, though, in
most cases, they require artiticial fertilization. A large
number of the common Irises of gardens are hybrids,
and of late years a number of beautiful hybrids have
been produced between some of the rarer Oncocyelus
species, and between these also and common forms, as
There are still opportunities to proI. varief/ata etc.
duce many new and untried crosses, and experiments
The pollination of the
in this line are recommended.
The anthers should be removed when
Iris is simple.
the Mower tirst opens, and preserved in paper or viids,
properly marked. The pollen will retain its potency for
a week or perhaps longer, and may be applied to the
stigma of the flower selected (the anther of which has
been removed promptly) with a camei's-hair brush.
The stigma will be found near the apex of the petal-like
>ttyle, and is ready for pollination when the upper edge
drops down and exposes the upper surface. Many Iris
seeds germinate with considerable irregularity, and
failure to start promptly should not lead to discouragement or discarding of the pan in which the seeds are.
in the

,
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slcu-la, 55.

siipi'rha. 13.

Sindjareusis, 97.
Sisyrinehiuni, 92.

Susiana.

Sngdiana.

SwL-rtii, 57.
to'-tuiiim, 33.

verna,

tenax,

riolacnt. OS.

23.

spvciosa, 55.
sp''ctabilis, 81.
.spuria, .30.

ratjrt, 07.

varieoata. 12, is, 48.
A'artani, 8U.

77.

Suwacowi,

00.

Tingitana,

S3.

\

Tnlniimna, 15,
Trojana. 29.

siiualens, 01.
Sfatrl/ce, 44.
sfgluaa, 13.

ircsrms,

4;i,

Vir>iinir,i, lo.
xipbi<>iib.'s, K2.

Xipliium,

uu^-ui'-ularis, 13,

Synopsis or SrEcEXERA
Srrles

31.

v<'i-sic<ili>r, 19.

0.

81.

ix r'rLTn'ATPtx.

I?no/s/nrk a sJn-ni, fhirJ:. nr rrerpiinj

I.

rJihi.'Di'.

.

Apo(40n.
OutiT sc-:ments of the perianth wirliniit
a beard or cr.-.st
Species 1-30
Pakdanthoi'Sis.
)uter segments of the perianth
not ilistinctly beanir.j or crested, merely keeled
siimetimes slightly h;iiry
Species
31
En'axsia. Outer segments of the perianth distinctly crested on tlji' claw and lowi-r jiart of
the bUule
Speeies 32-:!5
PSEUDEVAXSFA. < >uter si-gnu'Uts fiearded or hairy:
hi-ard springing from a rudimentary crest
:u\
Species
(

;

PoooNTRrs AND Regelia. Outer segments bearded
or hairy: hair restricted to a dense beard alon^^
the midrib
Species
)xcO('veij-s.
)uter segments bearded or hairy
hairs diffused over the lower part of the lihide
and claw; iiuier segments larger tliun the onter.
(

<

;i7-G8

:

Species
Srn'rs IT.

i;!)-80

BooL^torlc hiilhnn.^.

XiPHiox.

Inner segments of the perianth large,
stamens not adhering to the style
branches
Species 81-91
(tvnandiris. Inner segments large, erect: sta7nens adhering to the style branches
'.>2
Species
duxo. Inner segments small and spreading or
erect

:

deflexed

"

Sj.i^cies !):i-102

N. Gerard.

SUBI.iEXrS APi.iGoX

INI>KX.
'ti-uta, 12.

lupinu, SU.
lurida, 51.

f rug

Lusitanica,

99.
Alberti, 36.
albicans. 5+.
amoena, 59.
Anglicay 82.

fulv;i. 17.
fumosii, IDl.

aphylla, 50, 50. 57.

furcatn,

areuiiria. 40.
Asiatica, 55.
atrofusca, 75.

tTiitesii, 7y.

;il;ita,

A.

Fliireiitina, .'»4.
f(etidissiin;i, '21.
Fo.stevi;ui;i, Dd.

rami,

7, 41.

Lortetii.

Germ;niic;i.

'>(!.

I)

tizurea. 37.

Gublenstiedtiana.

Nazariua,

Bakeriana, 90.
Balkana, 40.
Benacensis, 52.

23,
iji/psca,

neglecta, .'iH.
Nikitensis. 11.
nothn, 30.
nudicaulis, 41.
ochrolevni, 20.
oculata. 102.

Oit.

hannatoiihiiUa.
halophnlln, 3(t,

Hartwegii.

7.

££elL'na\ 71.

Bismarekiaiia, 72
Bloudovii, 47.
finhemica, 50.

hexagona,

Boissieri, 80.

bracteata, 14.
OaroliniaTia, 21.
^Jaucasica, 100.
Oengialti, 42.
Chainseiris, 45.

W.

'•ristata, 32.

juueea,

Junonia,
Krempferi.

Cypriaiia, 64.
Daufordia?, 93.
Delavayi, 8.

Kochii,

Douglastana,
7.

filifolia, 84.
fimbriata, 35.
flave.scens, 49.
flavissima, 47.

pumila..

28.

Kolpakowskiana,
Korolkowi, 68.
87,
l;wvi£:ata, 28,

S

GC.

.

tern.

c

8.

tenax
ensata
Delavayi

0.

longipetala

(i.

-

)it

pressed

IS.
3S.

FF.

Jrs

Sf'-}n

;!.».
ft.

1, 5.

02.
12.

Sarii, 70, 79.

Jincata. 06.

scorpioides, 99.
setosa, 22.

]oii2i).pct;il;i, 9,

Sibirif-a, 12.

08.

,

.

ml

ill

Jrnxj

.

(If

orrr

Irin/th

.

.

1
.

AO. prismatica

9i.
retimilata, 00, h7,

sanQ^iinea.

Leitditlini, 07.

f

7.

:{7.

Rutheniea,
sambueina,

Krelagel,

r

ereepimj

Rosenbac-liiaua,

91.

h

s

purpurea,

53.

LeichUinlann,

Boots tock

.'JS.

pseuilo-pumila,

^i'j.

10.

inrj

Persi<-a.04.
plicata, 5(1.
prismaticji, 10.

Psemhn-orns.

S,'\

Ruthenica

wifle-ereep-

HH.

Panormitaiia,
paradoxa, 00.
iW.

').

I^oofstork

pnllida, 18, 55.

;{5.

Grant-Duifii

slender,

7.

.laponica,

Hartwegii

4.

Stem Jvs. rednrefl
Stem terete.
H.

Pala^.^tina,

Tti.

.'1.

(i.

pnhidaria.

cuprea, 17.
cyanea, 87.

falcata, 50.

F.

luimilis,

,'0.

humilis
macrosiplion

F/s. so)iie sha'h' of
blue or icJiite.

EE.

orientalis, 12, 20.
os^Tjetala, 7.

Itallca,i'K
Jaciiiwsiana.

of the peria nth
short or obsolete.
F/s. iu'llon-

7!t.

Hi.strio, 88.
hisfrioidi's, 87.
honnrnhilis, 4H.
1.

1.

2.

ViiJ)'-'

e.

orchioides. 102.

Iberit-a.

Spathe sessile
Spathe stalked

OlOieitsis, 45.

20.

Himciarira,
hybrida, .Vi,

of
1}<2~2 i)i- Jong.

l.'>.

Ifispanica, 81.

Chineiisis, 35.
coenilea, 87, 102.
<'oncolor,GS,

ensata,

12.

:i,

Billiotti, 03.

DP.

Missouriensis,

i)iin

spa the i/reeti
the per la )if]i

Tu be
ee.

ilounieri, 25.

l)irtora, 41.

.

E.

jMilesii, ;!4.
i)iinor,4i>.

("Tr.ant-I>tTftii, 4.

up

sp! ii(i>if/

I'ali'es of the

'1.

.-lurea, 24.

.

fibi^r.^.

77, 87.

;itroviohicea, 37, 65.

;!'.).

h)-i"id

Shell ill
0.

20.
ijranUfi, 10, ;!7.
graniiiie;!,, 11.

bialumis,

.

Mariie, 71.
maricoides, 92.

gigant&n.

atro purpurea, 74.

B.

70.
si.

matTosipbnn,
major,

h'S$ tha)i

liui'ii r, (li'iii'mUi)

in

'^-•i

hitesceus. 44.

.'ill.

LvR.

"'.I.

'.''.

U. graminea
CC.

\'<i!r<'sof the spallie hnnrii

and
BB. Sheaths

sr<ii-i<ins
iii>t

spJittiyiij

fibers.
o. Stem iiearhf obsolete
CO. Stem- pn'Sf}>t, rjoihed yeifh

shrafhim/

Itrnrfs

12.

Siblrica

1:1.

unguicularis

14,

bracteata

into

2
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,

IRIS

IRIS
ccc.

stem

young plants set out the following spring,
each way, where they are to remain.

preaeiif. bearing 1-2

leaves

lo.

MiBSOuriensis

IG.

Douglasiana

IT.

fulva

18.

Pseudacorus

19.

versicolor

Lvs. 2-2!^ ft. long, often nearly
8. Delav^yi, Micheli.
1 in. In-oad: stem 3-5 ft. high, bifurcate: spathe valves
green: outer segments reflexed from the middle, oblong,
obtuse or emarginate, brilliant violet, spotted with white
on the lower half; claw yellow, veined with lilac; inner
segments oblong-lanceolate, acute, erect, violet. LargH
plants, with the flower-stalks erect, high above the Iv.'^
Thibet. R.H. 1895, p. 399.
Lvs. 1-lK ft. long stem stout,
9. longip6tala, Herb.
solid, compressed, 1}-^ ft. high
fls. bright lilac; outer
segments obovate, reflexiughalf way down; claw veined
with violet on a white ground. Calit. B.M. 5298.

AA. Lvs. ensiforin (/erii'rii Ih/ iinirh
over 3'2 in. hroiid.
long
B. Stem bearing stvcra/
,

leaves.
c. Fls. rechli.^Ji broivu
CO. Fls. yellow
<'CC. Fls. blue, pnrph',
etc., or awhile.

10 in. apart

lilac,

:

D.

Lvs.

.soiiieirJiiit

ijlan-

cons

BB.

DD. Lvs. bright grreii,
glaucous.
K. Fls. sessile
EE. Fls. pedivtlled

)i<it

Stem bearing ^-4 reduced

lvs.

i'.

Fls. yellow

;

lis,

Guldenstcedtiana
aurea

Monnieri

(

J. i?)(?/(^»ic«, Ker.,
lvs. to 12 in a tuft,

notOryand.

).

glaucous, 6-1
outer sepals with a suborbicuin. long: fls. bright
Caucasus to Georlar blade and a long cuneate claw.
gia and Hungary. Gn. 10, p. 379.
Plants rather dwarf, 6-12 in.
2. macrosiplion, Torr.
liigh
lvs. grass-like, green, 12 in. long, exceeding the
lis.: stem 3-G in. long: pedicels very short: outer segments obovate-cuneate, undulate, pale yellow to cream,
with a network uf brownish crimson or bright lilac
veins
inner segments rather small, colored like the
outer. Free-flowering. Calif, and Ore. Gn. 52, p.l26.—
Torrey says the fls. are bright lilac and the lvs. less
tlian i lines wide.
3. Hdrtwegii, liaker. Lvs. few (2), 6-12 in. lont;, flnely
veined stem 6 in. long, with linear leaf low down pedicel 1-1 V2 in. long: limb pale yellow: outer segments with
an oblong blade, shorter than tlie claw. Calif. Rarely

Rhizome wide-creeping:

lilac;

:

;

:

:

rult.

l-l?-2

(/.

ft.

lar stem.

Linn. (/. arhta, Willd.). Compaft,
12. Sibirica,
tufted: lvs. green, not rigid, 1-2 ft. long: stem slender,
terete, fistulose, much overtopping the lvs., simple or
forked, bearing several clusters of fls.: limb bright lilac-blue; outer segments 1/^-2 in. long, with an orbicular blade gradually narrowed to a slender claw, veined
with bright violet, whitish toward the claw; inner segments shorter, erect. Central and S. Eu. and eastern
Siberia. Int. in 1796. B.M. 5(1. R.H. 1898, p. 23. -Common in cult. The plants form large, compact chimps,
producing nuuiy long flowering stems from the center.
Var. orientalis, Thunb. (/, .sa ngulnea, Don. /. Sibirica, var. sangninea
Hort. /. iKPtnulophylla, Fiscb.
Hort.). Fls. larger,
/. Sibirica. var. htcmatophf/lla
more fugitive; blade of the outer segments orbicular:
young tvs. reddish. June. Produces a second eroji
later. Var. diha, Hort., with pure white fls. Var. variegata, Hort., with variegated lvs. Var. acuta, Hort.
,

,

Lvs. about 1 ft. long: stem
in. high, with about 2 lvs., outer valves marked with
line black lines: outer segments with a yellow blade,
much shorter than the claw; claw veined with lilac on a
yellowish white ground. Palestine. Gt. 42, Supp. PI.—
Not valuable comraercially.
Lvs. 3-12 in. long,
5. Ruth6iuca, Dryand., not Ker.
in crowded tufts: stem slender, 3-G in. long, but often
obsolete; tube twice as long as the ovary: outer segments with an oblong blade rather shorterthan the claw,
A]tr., May.
China, Siberia and
lilac, violet-scented.
Cent. Asia. B.M. 1123 and 1393. Gn. 50, p. 187.
6. tenas, Dougl.
Sheaths short: lvs. 6-12 in. long:
stem 6-12 in. long: pedicel long: outer segment broadly
blade about as long as
obovate, with an acute point
the claw, bright lilac, with purple veins and a variegated white and yellow spot on the throat: inner segments shorter, waved. Apr., May. Dry soils, B. C. and
Ore. Int. to Eng. 1826. B.M. 3343. B.R. 15:1218. Gn.
4.

gramlnea, Linn.

Nihitensis, Lange). Lvs.
long: stem compressed, angled, slender, solid; pedicel 1-1 K in. long: limb bright
lilac, copiously veined; outer segments with an orbicular blade % in. broad and shorter than the broad claw;
claw dull yellow, veined with purple; inner segments
erect, nearly straight. May. Central and S. Eu. B.M.
681. — Long cult.; mentioned by Lobel, Clusius and Gerarde. Distinguished from /. Sibirica by its solid, angu11.

strongly ribbed,

29. Trojana
30. Bpuria
h.iiinilis,M. Bieb.

Bigel.).
:

23.
24.
25.

2G. orientalis
CO. Fls. some shade of blue or
27. foetidissima
white
28. laevigata

1.

prismitica, Pursb (/. Virginica, Muhl. /. graciPlant tall, slender: lvs. mostly shorter
than the stem, grass-like: stem 1-2 ft., simple or forked,
flexuouH
spathes 1-2-tld.: pedicel long, exceeding thispathe: outer segments l>2-2 in. long; blade shorter
than the claw, bright lilac, yellow on the throat, marked
with purple and darker veins; inner segments erect,
bright lilac. Mav, June. Wet grounds, New Brunswick
to Pa. and N. Car. B.M. 1504.
10.

20. hexagona
21. Caroliniana
22. setosa

Grant-DiiEfii, Baker.

:

53; 1175.

-Hardy.

Xarrow-lvd.
13.

ungniculiris, Poir. (/. stylosa, Desf.).

Fig. 1172.

Lvs. about 6 in a tuft, finally l>2-2 ft. long, bright
green
tube 5-6 in. long, flliform, exserted from the
spathe: limb bright lilac, rarely white; outer segments
2K-3 in. long, 1 in. broad, with a yellow keel, streaked
wdth lilac on a white ground at the throat inner segments oblong. Jan.. Feb. Algeria. B.M. 5773. Gu.
24:398; 46:979; 49, p. 236; 50, p. 187. G.C. III. 25:85.
— Not hardy, but riseful for cutting in early winter.
Fragrant. Var. Alba, Hort. White form; spring. Var.
8Up6rba, Hort. Bluish purple. Oct. and later.
Rudimentary lvs. brown,
14. bracte&ta, S. Wats.
very rit,n<l; produced lvs. 1 to few. much exceeding the
stem, 1-2 ft. long, one side green, the other glaucous.
edge revolute stem 1-headed, angled, 2-3 in. to 1 ft.
tube short.
long, sheathed with bracts 2-4 in. long
funnelform
outer segments 2-3 in.; blade ovate, :is
long as tlie claw, pale yellow, veined with bluish purple; inner segments shorter, erect, yellow; style branches
long, narrow.
Discovered in 1884 by Thomas
.Inne.
Howell, in Ore. G.F. 1:43. -Int. 1888.
;

;

:

en8&.ta, Thunb. (/. bigltiuiis, Vahl.
I. o.ri/pi'tahi
Bimge. /. /'?Y)f/7Y/j/.s-, Lindl. ). Sheaths large: lvs. 1-3 ft.
7.

long: pedicel 2-4 in., often longer than the spathe:
limb loose, bright blue or lilac: outer segments oblanceolate, 2 in. long; blade shorter than the claw, veined
with dark bine, yellowish on the throat: inner segments
slender, erect, bright blue. Russia, Japan, Caucasus.
B.M. 2528 and 2331. B.R. 26:1.
Gt. 1011. -Hardy.
Variable.
Var. pabuliria. Naudin (I. pubnd(!ri<r Plort.).
Said
to be distinct.
Larger, with lvs. purplish red ne;ir tlie
base.
Used as a forage plant. Does well in driest
situations. Gt. 47: 1452. -Described by Wittmack, Gt. 47,
The seeds should be sown in beds, and the
p. 309.
,

:

:

Mi8SOuri6nsis, Nutt. (/. TohnieCtna, Herl>.) Lvs.
tinoly rildxnl, 1-1 >-> ft. long: stem 1-2 ft. long,
usually exceeding the lvs., bearing a single large leaf low
down: pedicel long: tube very short: limb liright lilac:
outer segments obovate. 1 in. broad, yellow near the
claw; inner segments oblong, straight, erect. Wet soil.
S. Dak. and Mont, to Ariz. (!n. 50:1082. -Not comnun\
15.

pale

t,^r<M-n.

in cult.

Flowers earlv.

IRIS

IRIS

Douglasi4na, Herb. Rhizome stout, short, creeping: Ivs. about (j in a tuft, broade.st in the middle,
strongly ribbed, 1-2 ft. long: stem 1-2 ft. high, usually
simple, with one long bract leaf: tube K-% in. long':
fls. 3-4 in. in diameter; outer segments obovate-spatulate, spreading and recurved, pale lilac, with a white
disk and purple veins inner segments shorter, erect,
lanceolate, acuminate, pale lilac, not veined.
Calif
B.M. 6083. Gn. 50:1086.
16.

825

2'.,-3i,,

ters of Hs.:

limb
in. long, lemon-vcllow, without veins; blade of outer segments orbicular, 1-1}^ in.
long, equaling the claw; inner segments oblong-unguiculate, 1 in. broad. Rhodes and Crete. Discovered and
int. by Sieber, 1821. Not showy except in masses. This
and /. orifiiliilis are perhaps varieties of/, xpiirin.

;

17. fiilva, Ker. {I. caprea, Pursh).
Lvs. thin, bright
green, lK-2 ft. long, not exceeding the stem: stem 2-.'i
ft. high, forked low down
.lower stem-lvs. 1 ft. long:
pedicel produced
tube greenish yellow, 1 in. long:
limb loosely expanded, bright reddish brown or coppercolored, variegated with blue and green outer segments
obovate-cuneate, emarginate; inner segments smaller,
spreading. Late .June. In swamps. 111. to Ga., La. and
Tex. Introduced into England 1811 by Lyon.
B
1496. Gn. 53:1175. Mn. 5:61.
;

:

;

M

Pseudicorus, Linn. Lvs. lK-3 ft. long, equaling
the stem: stem stout, terete, 2-3 ft., bearing several
long lvs. and several clusters of fls. limb bright yellow;
outer segments broadly obovate, 2-2K in. long, yellow,
with a bright spot and radiating brown veins on the
claw; inner segments scarcely longer than the claw of
the outer, oblong. May, .June.
Europe, Syria and the
Barbary states; naturalized in N. Y., Mass. and N. .J.—
The plants form fine, large clumps, bearing numerous
flowering stalks. Var. variegata, Hort. Lvs. striiK-d
with creamy white. Var. pallida, Hort. Fls. pale sulfur18.

:

Habit sketch

1173.

of Iris orientalis (Xl-SU).

Ko,

26.

yellow.
19. versicolor, Linn.
Lvs. slightly glaucous, \>-{-2 ft.
long: stem forked low down and often branched above,
2-3-headed: tube very short: limb violet-blue; outer
segments spatulate, 2-3 in. long, variegated with yellow
on the claw and veined with purple
inner segments
oblanceolate, much smaller. British N. A. and northern
U. S. Int. into Eng. 1732. B.M. 21. G.W.F. 5. D. 89.
;

20. hex4gona, Walt. Lvs. 2-3 ft., long: stem usually
simple, 3 ft. long, 2-3-headed, with several large lvs.,
the upper ones exceeding the lis.
spathe valves sometimes leaf -like: tube 1 in. long, green, dilated upward:
limb bright lilac; outer segments 3 in. long; blade obovate, with a bright yellow keel on the claw; claw
tlowny; inner segments shorter, erect
style branches
very concave, green, with a central lilac band. Ky. to
Tex. and Fla. B.M. 6787.
:

;

21. Caroliniina, S. Wats.
Lvs. 2-3 ft. long, bright
green: stem stout, simple or branched: tube ^^ in. long:
limb lilac, variegated wdth purple and brown
outer
segments broadly spatulate, 2%-3 in. long, with narrow
claws; inner segments narrower, nearly erect. Differs
from /. vcrsicolorhyits green lvs. Discovered by W. A.
Manda in N. Car. G.F. 6:335.
;

Lvs. thin, green, 1-lJ.,' ft. long
stem deeply forked, much exceeding the lvs. tube
in.
long: limb bright lilac; outer segments 2-2 J-^ in. long;
blade 1 in. broad, suddenly narrowed at the claw, copiously veined; inner segments very small, 3-2 in., cuneate, large-cuspidate; style branches large, crested.
E. Siberia, .Japan, and northwestern Amer.
B.M. 2326.
22.

setdsa, Pallas.

:

^

:

Gt. 322.

Gueldenstoedtiina, Lepech. Lvs. pale green, l-l'-j
long: stem stoiit, terete, 13-2-2 ft. long, often bearing
1-2 spicate clusters below the end one: limb pale yellow; outer segments with an orbicular blade 3'2-?4 in.
broad, shorter than the claw, which has a bright yellow
keel and faint lilac veins; inner segments shorter,
erect.
Asia. — Var. Sogditaa, Baker.
A variety with
gray-lilac flowers.
23.

ft.

24. aiirea, Lindl.
Lvs. scarcely glaucous, lM-2 ft.
long: stem 3-3^2 ft. long, stout, terete, with 1-2 sessile
clusters below the end one: spathes 2-3-fld.
pedicel
long: limb bright yellow; outer segments with an oblong blade 1 in. broad, as long as the claw; inner segments less than
in. broad.
July. West Himalayas.
B.R.33:o9. Gn. 31 :579.-Int. by Dr. Royle. Thisspecies
has brighter yellow fls. than the others of this group
:

K

(18-21).
25. MonniSri, DC. Lvs. slightly glaucous, 2-3 ft. long:
stem stout, terete. 3-4 ft. long, with several sessile clus-

26. orientilis.

Miller (/. oehroleuca, Liim. I. gigaiiPig. 1173. Plants growing in strong clumps:
long, slightly glaucous: stem 3-4 ft., stout,
terete, with 2-3 spicate clusters of fls.: outer segments
obovate, 1 in. broad, as long as the claw, yellow, paler
or white toward the margin
inner segments oblong,
1 in. broad, lemon-yellow to whitish.
Asia Minor and
Syria. B.M. 61. Gn. 20:301; 38:779; 46, p. 362 and 50, p.
186. R.H. 1875, p. 357. -One of the largest of the Irises.
Gi'ows in almost any situation.
White forms of this
plant are in cultivation.
t/-ii,Ga.Tv.).

Ivs.

2-3

ft.

;

27. foetidissima,

Gladwin. Lvs. 1-1%

Linn.

ft. long:
long, 2-3-headed
tube
in.
long: limb bright lilac; outer segments l}^-2 in. long,
with a suborbicular blade equaling the claw; inner segments shorter, oblanceolate. Central and S. Eu., Eng.,
Afghanistan and Algeria. Gn. 47, pj. 30. — This plant is
very distinct, and is easily recognized by the odor of the
broken lvs. The capsules remain on the plants in winter, bursting open and displaying rows of orange-red
berries. The fls. are rather inconspicuous. There is a
whitish variety with brown veins, and a variety with

stem compressed, 2-3

ft.

:

K

white-striped lvs.
28. laevigata, Fiscb. & Mey. (/. Ku'mpferi, Sieb.).
.Tap.^xese Ikis. Fig. 1174. Lvs. thin, ensiform, l-l^--^
ft. long
stem much overtopping the lvs., obscurely
angled. 1-3-headed
pedicel y^-2 in. long; tube short:
limb blue, violet, etc., sometimes white, spreading, 3-.5
in. across; outer segments broadly ovate-oblong, obtuse,
claw short, distinct;
with a yellow spot on the claw
inner segments oblanceolate, erect, conniving or spreading: style branches with bifid, incurved lobes. E. Siberia and .Japan. Int. by Von Siebold, and flowered at
Ghent in 1857. B.M. 6132. I. H. 5:157. F.S. 20:207.3-74;
23:2431-36. Gt. 442.
21:341; 55, p.
Gn. 9:21; 16:195
105.
R.H. 1890, p. 188. G.C. III. 13:165,169; 14:501.
A. G. 19:596. Gng. 1:250; 5:163; 6:339; 7:145. J.H.IIl.
28:205. P.E. 10:777. F.M. 1874:137; 1880:403.
:

;

;

;

29.

Troj&.iia,

stem over

Lvs. very acute, glaucescent:

Kerner.

3 ft. high,

much branched and overtopping

the lvs.: pedicel none
rts. bright violet-puiple; outer
segments obovate; blade longer than the claw; claw
white, bordered with yellow and veined with brown-pur:

inner segments elliptic, suddenly narrowed to a
claw: style crests broad, denticulate. Troad, Asia Minor.
Lvs. firm, linear, glaucescent, 1 ft.
30. sptiria, Linn.
stem overtopping the lvs., bearing 1-3 spicate
long
tube l-i-%
heads
pedicel shorter than the spathe
in. long: limb bright lilac; outer segments with an
orbicailar. spreading blade }.< in. broad and half as long
as the claw: claws broad, concave, lilac, with a yellow
ple;

:

:

:

.
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keel arul purple veins; inner seg-nu-'Uts shorter, straight,
oblanceolate: style crests small. Central and S. Europe.

large, phiin lilac, short-clawed. Sent to Eu. in 1872 by
Dr. Hauce. Cult, in China and Japan. B.M. 6118. P S
22:2282. Gt. 716. Gn. 50:1086.

B.M.

::>8.

Var. ndtlia, Bieb. [T.haJophfiJhi Ker. ). J\Jore robust:
broad: ypathes larger: stem 2-1! ft. high. Caucasus to Kashmir. Int. 1780 by Peter Pallas. B.M. 875.
,

Ivs. 1 in.

— Hardy.

SUBGENUS PAEDANTHOPSIS.
Dwarf, G in. high: rhizome widev6rna, Linn.
creeping: sheaths not splitting intt.> hbers: Ivs. linear,
slightly glaucous, H-8 iu. long: stem scarcely any, 1headed: tube slender, IK in. long: limb deep violet
outer segments \% in. long, obovate, narrowed into a
slender yellow, slightly pubf^scent claw; inner segments erect, smaller, violet, ^hade, r)hio, Ky., Va. and
south. L.B.C. 19:18.55.
'6\.

;

SUBGEXUS EVANSlA.
Ste}n ver;/ shoH
AA. S/(.'}ti eqiuiAimi or

i\n-ti-i'iin

I

ihr /ex.

/hull.
ihr
P'dircls /iil<r]( .slnrtiT
spathe
tectorum
BB. Pfdlcels as lomj as fin- .^pidliv, and
:\\-. Mileaii
arficuhite at ihn apex

B.

;.'.:>.

;i5.

Japonica

Plant dwarf
rhizome slender,
Ait.
creeping: Ivs. ensiforni, thin, 4-8 in. long, green: stem
1-3 in. high, tiattpued, 1-hcaded, iiearing 2-3 Ivs.: tube
'1'2.

cristata,

Lvs. 7-8 on the stem, 2-3
broad
stem 2-3
branched, bearinj^
4-5 heads: fis. bright lilac,
lasting only a day; outer
segments oblong - cuneate,
claret-purple, whitish in the
center, spotted and veined
with lilac, furnished with a
deeply
laciniated
j'ellow
crest
inner segments oblong, spreading; style crests
deeply toothed. Near I tecforuw, but inferior. Hima-

:

slender, l.-''2-2 in. long: linil) blue; outer segments obovate, I-IJ2 in. long, ciested;
inner segments shorter,

naked. Apr., i\lav. Mts. Ky., Va. and Carolinas. B.]\I.
Gn. 45, p. 127. L. B.C." 14:1366.
33. tectdrum, Maxim. Fig. 1175. Lvs. 1ft. long, ensiforni.
strongly ribbed: stem 1/2 ft., subterete; heads on long

412.

iu.

ft.

long

:

high,

;

.

B.M.

layas.
32. cristata

A.

Milesii, Baker.

34.

nd 2-3

ft.

6889.

35. Jap6nica, Thunb. (7.
f.'hhu'nsis, Curt. /. fUnhri-

Vent.). Pig. 1176. Lvs.
ensiform, 1-1>^ ft. long
st(.qn slender, as long as the
lvs., with a raceme of lilac
tis.: tube ^4 in. long: outer
'//rr,

:

segments 1-1>2 in. long,
with crimped margins, yelh.iw on the claw, crested;
inner segments smaller.
Winter. Japan and China.
B. M. 373.
Gt. 511.
Gn.
28:503.
J. H. III. 31:185.
A.G. 12:704. P.R. 2:149.An evergreen greenhouse

Ins tectorum 1X^4).
No. SS.

1175.

plant.

SUBGENUS PSEUDEVANSIA.
Lvs. ensiform, glaucous, lK-2 ft.
long: stem exceeding the lvs., bearing 5-6 heads in
a loose panicle; outer segments obovate cuneate, 2 in.
long, bright lilac, with a rudimentary crest and a dense
beard of w^hite, yellow-tipped hairs, veined; inner segnients as long and broader than the outer, with convolute
claws, lilac.
Discovered in Turkestan by Dr. Albert
Hegel. Gt. 999. B.M. 7020.
36. Albert!,

Kegel.

SUBGENERA POGONIRIS AND EEGELIA.
A.

Divarf: h-s. generally lef>s than
9 in. long.
B. Pedicel ohsoJetc, or very short.
c. Perianth tube 'J in. or more
in length

37.

pumila

'.IS.

pseudo- pumila

cc. Perianth fnbe 1 in. or les.s
in length.
D. Ste ni 6 1)1
r m ore in
length
E, Pis. blue, 2}i.irple,
.

F.

riolet, etc.
iSpathe valines

«.

green

or 7\early so.
Lvs. linear

39. gracilis

GG. Lvs. eyisitorm.. AO. Balkana
F.

41. biSlora
va Ives entirely srarinse
A'2. Ceng-ialti

Spathe

.

EE.

DD.

.S' /

Pis.
( ni

.

43. virescen8
44. lutescens

iielloiv
'2

in

.

or

I

e s s

in

length.
P'ls. hhie
EE, /'7.S'. yelloiv
E.

1174.

Ir

U.e':i'jata, licttt-i-

Japanese

known

Iris ['

as /. Kn-mi'i''

\o.

tihers

1^8.

re.

pedunrdes

tube

long: lin)b hri^bt lihic; outer seij;merits 2 in. long, obovate; claw half as long as tlie l)iade,
streaked with violet, with a wavy (fi]^^^ and a large, laciiiiate, white and lilac crest running up the claw and
half up Ihe blade; inner segments s[)readiiig, Tiearly as
:

1 in.

4). biflora
45. Chamseiris

BB. Pedicel as long as the ovory.
c. Sheaths not
info
sj>litling

A

\.

Tall:
1
1'..

46.

arenaiia

Sheaths splitting into fibers A~. flavissima
lvs. generalli/ more than

ft. long.
Sleni S-6'headed.

c.

Fls. yellow

48. variegata
49. flavescens

IRIS

IRIS

Fls.
\>.

blue, violet, i-tc, or
white.
IStem sJioff, scarcely overtojipiiig the Iva

narrowed

to a claw, which is streaked with purple,
S. Pranci-. i-i.M. 2,s6I.-Var. Stat61l8e, Tod!
Spathe valves short(^r, less p<.intrd, and more scariose:
segments broader. ISicily. B.M. HKH.
45. Chamaeiris, Bertol. (/. Olbien.^is, Henon).
Lvs.
3-4 in. loiii.r. i.j in. broad
stem very short: fls. bright
yellovv; cjuter segments obovate-cuneate, tinged and
veined with brown
inner segnuuits oblong".
May.
Italy, France. -Var. It41ica, Pari. Pis. dark violet.
46. arenaria, Waldst.
Lvs. few in a tuft, linear. ;f-4
in. long
ston short: limb bright yellow: (juter segments oblong-cuneate, lU in. long, l.j in. broad; inner
segments sniallt-r very distinct. Kare in mlt., but
good for dry soils. - lardy. Var. minor, liort. Smaller.
B.R. 7:.-.4<l.

crenulate.

aphylla
lurida

Benacensis
Kochii

:

Stem tall, much overtopping the Ivs.
K.

Sp(t(he

valves

;

scari-

Florentina
.

.

pallida
plicata

:

Swertii
calves grceit,
or :icarioufi onlij on
Ike upper portion.
Sp a the V a I v e *
thiijed with par'
pie
58. neglecta
59 hybrida

:

.

I

K^iniilit'

F.

•F.

Sputhe

viiires

tbujed
pie

82

(JO,

Germanica

C.l.

squalenB

47. flavissima, Pallas.

Lvs. thin, linear, 4-8

in.

long:

stem 1-6 in. long: limb bright yellow: outer segments
1-lK in. long, % in. broad
iimer segments oblong,
narrower. -Var. Blouddvii, Leii. (/. Bloudovil, Hort.
More robust, with broader lvs., a larger stem and larg^')fls.
.Siberia and Mongolia.
;

net

pnr-

irith

sambucina
Biliotti

Cypriana
BB. Stem l-headed.
c. Spathe vatres entirely searioita at the floivering tiineJ_)5. atroviolacea
cc. i^pathe valre--^ green.
D. Lrs. thin, linear
Glj. Suwarowi
DD. ir.s\ en.ilforni
(17. Leichtlini
6)S.

37. pilmila,

Linn.

Korolkowi

E. Berg.). Fig. 1177.
Lvs. linear, 2-i in. long: stem none or very short, 1headed: spathe valves scariose at the tip: fls. fngitive,
yellow, or briglit or dark lilac
limb 2 in. long. A dwarf,
hardy plant, spreading rapidly in borders. B.Bl. 9. L.
B.C. 10:157-1. — Var. alba, Hort., piire white. Var. atroviolicea, Hort., velvet-purple. Var. aziirea, Hnrt., azun(

/. grihjlll.i.

:

blue.
38.

pseudo-pumila,Tineo(/. P««o)-jHiYf}/irt,Tod.). Lvs.

ensiform, glaucescent, C-9 in. long, narrowed suddenly
to an oblique tip, 1-headed, 6-8 in. long, l-Hd.
tube
2-23^ in. long: spathe valves green: fls. varying from
yellow to bright lilac; outer segments oblong unguicul;i,te,2-2K in. long; inner segments rather broader. Mts.,
:

Sicily.
39. irrdcilis, Maxim.
Tufted lvs. grass-like, shorter
than the stem: stem 1 ft. long, 1-headed: fls. pale lilac;
outer segments obovate -oblong, with a yellow beard;
inner segments oblong-emarginate, with a short claw.

Western

L'hina.

Balkana, J.anka. Rhizome stout tufts crowded
lvs. ensiform, glaucescent, .3—1 in. long: stem 6-9 in.
long, 1-headed: spathes 1-2-fld.
fls. dark claret-lilac;
outer segments obovate-cuneate, 2-3 in. long
beard
dense, white, tipped with lilac; inner segments erect,
oblong. Early May. Balkans.
41. biflora, Linn. (7. frdgrans, Sahsh.
I. nndieaulis.
Hook.). Lvs. 6-9 in. long: stem 2-10 in. long, compressed: fls. bright violet -purple; outer segments obovate-cuneate, 2-2y.2 in. long, witli dark veins and a
heard of long, vellow hairs. Portugal and N. Morocco.
B.M. 5806.
10.

:

:

:

;

42.

which

Cengidlti, Ambrosi.

Resembles

/.

paHidn.

of

probably merely a dwarf variety: lvs. 6 in.
stem about as long as the lvs.: fls. bright lilac;
segments with a white beard. May, June. Lombardy and S. Tyrol. — Clften spelled I. Cienglalti.
43. virSscens, DC.
Lvs. 8-9 in. long stem 9-12 in.
long, bearing 2-3 reduced lvs. outer segments obovatecuneate, 2-2}4 in. long, 1 in. broad, greenish yellow,
veined at the claw with purple; inner segments obovate,
it is

long:
outer

:

:

dull yellow.

April.

Valais.

44. Iut6scens, Lam. Lvs. 6-9 in. long: stejn equaling
the lvs.
fls.
pale yellow
outer segments obovatecuneate, 2-2^2 in. long, pale yellow, streaked with pale
:

brown, undulate

;

;

1176.

inner segments broader,

suddenly

Iris

Japonica.

A

crestt'd flower

(X^i}.

No

variegata, Linn. Lvs. 1-1.^- ft. long: st<_^m equaling the Ivy.: outer .segments oblong-cuneate, elaretbrown toward the tip. much veined with brown on a yellow ground; beard bright yellow; inner segments erect,
'.dilong, l)riglit yellow, veined.
Au.stria, Turkey and S.
48.

.

:
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Uusyia.

Low^

{var. aurea}.
with, browu,

later.
B.M. 685. Gn. 14 :H5 33 :G31
50, p. 119.
G.M.
38:441.— Var. Speci6sa, Hort. Tall, with large, light blue
dowers.

B.M. 10. Ga. U-.U:^; ol lU.'!
ia calt.
Var. honoriibilis, Hort. Yullo\s', shade'l

Lvs. l:^-ir> in. louj?: stem 2-:} ft.
49. !lav63cen3, DC.
lii^h: tls. bright lemou-yellow; uut«r segments ubovateciuieate, 2>2 in. loni^; beard deep yellow; inner segments

obovate,pale yellow. B(»sTua to Caucasus aud Armenia.
B.n. :U::^5 (as /. imhrirata).
/. Bohhnica,
.10. aphylla, Linn.
/. fiirca/n, Bieb.
/. fulcdla,
Waldst.
/. JIfin(/Orir<i
F. W. Schmidt.
Tausch.)- Lvfei- glaucesceut, 0-12 in. long: stem equaling
the 1y3., sometimes forked low down, leafless: spatlie
valves greenish: fls. dark lilac; outer segments obovatecuneate, 2-2^-2 in. long; beard white; inner segments
broader, obovat..'.
E. Eu.
B.M. 2301. B.R. 10:801.
L.B.C 20:1970. — Nus. ;"J0too3 cannot be easily separated
from each other by the material available. They are distinguished by slight differences in the Ivs., spathe
valves, beard, and form of the segments, as described
in the text.
~>\. Idrida, Ait.
Lvs. 1 ft. long, slightly glaucous:
stem not much overtopping the Ivs., S-I-headed: spathe
valves green, very ventricose: outer segments obovatecuneate, reflexed from half-way down, dead purple at
the top, veined with dull purple on a yellowish ground
below; beard yellow; inner segments broader, dull purple. Southeastern Eu
B.M. dSii.
52. Benac6nsis, Kerner.
Lvs. 1 ft. long: stem about
as long as the lvs., ;j-headed: spathe valves lanceolate,
herbaceous, tinged with purple, scarious at the tip:
outer segments obovate, dark violet, veined with brownviolet; beanl yellowish white; inner segments oblong,
clawed, bright violet. Limestone rocks, S. Tyrol.
flit.
Kochli, Kerner. Lvs. 12-15 in. long, glaucescent
sti-m as loug as the lvs., 3-4-headed
spathe valves
laui'folate, the outer herbaceous: outer segments obovate, dark violet; claw veined with brown; beard yellow
inner segments obovate, clawed, dark violet.
Istria, near Trieste ami Rovigno.
(

,

:

:

;

;

;

Lam.

50. plicita,

aphf/lla, var.

/".
f

pUccita, Ker.

).

Rhizome, stem and lvs. as in /. pallida: outer segments
obovate, pure white in the center, conspicuously veined
with lilac towards the margin and on the claw; inner
segments very plicate, white tinged with lilac on the
margin. B.M. 870. — Known only in cult. Probably derived from J. pallida.
57. Sw6rtU, Lam. {F. aphylla, var. Swirtii, Ker.).
Much dwarfer than /. Florentina and /. pallida. Stem

1-lK ft. long: spathe valves flushed with violet: outer
segments 2-2 >^ in. long, obovate-cuneate, white, faintly
veined and flushed with purple on the margin; inner
segments as large, much crisped, pure white, except the
purple keel and margin. Fls. May and June, long before
/. y^ft/^t^a.— Fragrant. Known only in cult.

The following seven species (58-04) are closely related,
the distinctions between them being mainly those of degree. Some of them are known only in cultivation, and
are no doubt derived forms; all are connected by numerous intermediate garden forms:
negl^cta, Horn.
Lvs. slightly
long, ensiform, purple at the base:

58.
in.

glaucous, 12-15

stem

taller, 1>2-

many-fld. spathe valves green below at the flowering time, much tinged with purple: outer segments
oljovate-cuneate, very obtuse, 2 in. long, violet-blue on
the margin, whitish veined with blue in the center;
beard yellow
inner segments erect or connivent, olilong, as large as the outer, pale lilac. June. B.M. 2435.
-Known only in cult.

2

ft.,

:

;

hybrida, Retz. (/. aniTena, UC). Differs from /.
by its longer spathe valves, and its pure white
or faintly lilac-tinted outer segments and style branches.
June, — Known only in cult.
59.

ne(jlecfa

00. Germinica, Linn.
Fig. 1178. Lvs. 1-lM ft. long:
stem 2-3 ft. high
spathe valves tinged with purple:
outer segments obovate-cuneate, 2-3 in. long; beard yellow; inner segments as large, obovate, connivent. Central and SEu. Early May, June. B.M. 670. B.R. 10:818.
I.H. 40:182 (var. Gypsea, purewhite). Gn. 48:1033 (dark
purple var.). — Var. reticulata sub6rba, Hort. Outer segments purple, veined; inner segments lavender.
:

61. squalens,

Linn.

Lvs. glaucous, 1-1>2

ft.

long:

stem 2-3 ft. high
spathe valves subscarious: outer
segments obovate-cuneate, upper part plain lilac-pur:

claw yellow, veined with lilac; beard yellow; inner

l>le;

segments as large, obovate, dull lilac and yellow, or
brownish and yellow. Central Eu. to Caucasus. B.M.

—

787.
Many of the German Irises of cultivators belong to
this form. Var. Jacquesl^na, Hort. ()uter segments dark
red-violet, yellow at base
inner segments tawny yellow.
Late. One of the best.
;

62. sambucina, Linn. Differs from /. i^qiialevH by its
less robust habit, narrower segments and elder-like

odor.

The outer segments

claret, not lilac, purple;

Late May. Central Eu.

are colored and veined with
inner segments emarginate.

B.M.

187.

-Tall and handsome.

darker green, more distinctly
than in /. Gernianica : stem
2^2-3
si-veral-headed,
ft. long: spathe valves ventricose:
outer segments obovate cuneate, reddish purple, with
numy dark veins; beard white, tipped with yellow; inner segments orbicular ungTiiculate, 2 in. broad, bright
blue-purple. Late June. Trebizond. — Very near /. Geron tea
Lvs.
Bilibtti, Fost.
striated, and m()re rigid
63.

1177.
(

54.

Ins Dumila (X\.).

)ne of tlie best

Florentina, Liiin.

dwarf

species.

Rhizome fragrant when dried

(orris-root): lvs. l-I'.jt't. long:

stem exceeding the

lvs.

outer segments 3 '2 in. long, tinged with lavender; claw yellowish veined with purple; inner segments as large, white. T'ont. and S. Eu. B.M. (>71. Gn.
Ms. white;

190 and 51, p. 295. — Flowers early, with f.G>'r)iiaiiir,a.
Hardy. Var. Albicans, Eunice. Pure white. St);iin to
Cyprus. Var. dlba, Hort. Pure white.
If)

:

Schott tt Klotsdiy. /.
Jsidtica, Stapf. /. sfmla. Tod.).
Lvs. IK, ft. long;
stem much cxceedinir the lvs., 2-3 ft. high tls. fragrant,
outer segments obovjite-cuneate.
violet, rarely white
3^2 ill. long; inner segments orl)icular. Uiffers from /.
Gernianica by its scented tls., wliich appear a month
55. pillida, Lara. {f. Juiioiild.

:

;

III

04. Cypri^na, Foster & Baker. Plants tall, the branching stem being 3 ft. high, bearing many fls. 6-7 in. in
diameter: outer segments obovate cuneate, reddish lilac,
with thin, darker veins; claw wliitish, with greenish
lirown veins; inner segments oblong-unguiculate, lilac,
spf.tted with reddish brown on the claw. June, July.
'yprus, — Very near /. pallida, from which it differs
only by the longer navicular spathe valves, which are
not CTitirely scariose at the flowering time, and the more
(

obovate segments.

Lange. Lvs. very glaucous, 1 ft.
stem equaling the VS. spathe entirely scariose
dark violet, very fragrant; outer segments obovate-

65.

Ion;.';

Ms.

atroviol&,cea,

I

:

:

:

.
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ninoate, 3 in. long; beard white, tipped with yellow;
itmer segments as long, 2 in. broad, orliieular.
Latf
May. — Known only in cult. Prol.ably a hybrid between

Chamairi^ and I paJlidit.
Suwardwi, Kegel [1. linedta, Poster). Lvs. thin,
linear, 1 ft. long, pale green
stem 1 ft. high, bearinj.,
J-3 rednced Ivs. and a single head of fls.
outer seg
/.

.

(;(i.

S2!)

dark spot at tin- base; iniirr sci.nnents sky-))lue,
with blackish veins. Lelnuiun. t.i.M. 40:2.jU.
73. Lortetii, Barbey.
Lvs. less than 1 ft. Iciiir: steui
short: liml* 4 in. long: outer segments obuvaii-,
in.
l)ro;id, whitish, finely veined
and spotted wilh mi-

jind a

:i

:

:

oblong-cuneate, % in. bruiid, 2 in. long, closel}
veined with oblique lines of claret-purple on a greenish
yellow ground; beard bhie; inner segments oblong
with a long claw, often faintly bearded, veined and
tinted on the margins with claret-pnrple. B.M. 7029.

iiients

67. Leichtlini, "Regel {I. nlga, Foster).
Ehizonu
slender, wide-creeping
ivs. in tufts, not contiguous
eusiform, l-lK ft. long, scarcely glaucous: stem 1% tt
long, 1-headed, bearing 2-3 Us. and 2 rednced Ivs.
out* r
segments 2-2?^^ in. long, oblong-cuneate, bright liia<
with a whitish beard; inner segments ol)long, as brt);
as the outer, claw also bearded. Turl-iestan. iJn. 52:li;!f
— Var. viiga, Hort., has larger tlowers.
:

:

i

f)8. Korolkdwl, Kegel.
Rhizome short-creeping: Iv?
i,daucous, 1 ft. long: stem 1 ft. long: limb 2^2-3 in
long, milk-white, veined with red-brown in the tyyn
inter segments obbmg, 1 in. broad, with a brown
beard and a brown patch in the throat inner segments
as large, erect. May. Turkestan. B.M. 7025. Gn.
•

;

G.C. in. 4:37.-Very hardy. One of the
Variously colored lilac, etc., in cult. Var.
Pnrplish lilac, veined darker. Var.
LeichtUni^na, Hort. Creamy white, with brownish
veins. Var. violicea, Hort. Violet, with dark veins.
28::il7.

earliest.

c6ncolor, Hort.

SUBGENUS ONrOcYt'LUS.
Outer segments Hf/uJafc', much reC.i). paradoxa
duced
AA. Oilier segments not }nin:h sinalh'r
than the inner.
B. Lvs. pale grrm
A.

c. I^vs. ensiforui
00. Lvs. lineiir

7.1.

atrofusoa

70. Sarii
71.

Mariae

BE. Xcs. (flaiirotis.
o.

Lvs. cnsiforiii

CO. Lvs.

parad6xa,

09.

long

:

Bismarckiana

7:!.

Lortetii

74.

atropurpurea

Jini'ii r.

Stem verji short "/ none
DD. Stem over
ill. long
D.

stem 2-0

'Inced to a

72.

.

.7\\.

77.
7K.

Iberica

Suslana
Gatesii

7!).

Nazarena

SO.

lupina

Plants dwarf: lvs. linear, 3-0 in
outer segments re
fl. large;

.Stev.

in. liigh:

mere claw, dark, covered with a dense pih

inner segments 2

in. long, orbicular, lilac to white
Georgia and N. Persia. B.M. 7081. Gn. 32;02b
4(1, p. 173.
Gt. 380. — A flower with singular combinations
of color. Grows in dry situations, but requires shelt(
in winter.
Long cult., biit not common.
70. Sarii, Schott.
lihizorae short, stout: lvs. about
^Its.,

i

(

long, finally 1 ft., linear-complicate
stem 3-0 in
lung, with 2 reduced lanceolate lvs.: pedicel very short
tube 1 in. long: fls. bright lilac, large as in /. Stisiann
outer segments obovate-cuneate, l!^-2-2 in. broad, rede.xed
from half way down
inner segments oblong, with a
short claw. Very near /. Iherica, from which it ditTers
fliiefly by its bright lilac fls. Asia Minor. Var. lurida,
Boiss. Outer segments with many brown-black sjiots
and lines on a pale brownish, ground. B.M. 0900.
in,

:

ll
T3']ii'';i'

<>1"

HKiny

8

Ins Germanica

sjie-nes in
to tlie

)

\

which the beunl

is

rnntiaeil

midrib.

;

Barbey

Lvs. very
(/. neJenn\ Barbey).
stem 3-G in. long, with 2—4 short
lvs.: limb pale lilac, with fine red-brown veins: outer
segments orbicular, 2;o' in. long, with a dark purple
patch at the throat
inner segments larger, more
rounded. Desert between Egj^t and Palestine. Discovered 1880. Gt. 42, p. 488; Supp. PI. J.H. III. 28:302.
G.M. 37:215.
72. Bismarckiana, Hort.
Danunau. Habit of /. Sksiana, and fls. as large: lvs. 8 in. long: stem 1 ft. higb
outer segments orbicular, asli-c^ray, with darker vi'ins
71.

Miriae,

falcate, 3-4 in. long:

;

;

witli a dark spot at the throat: inner segments
orbicular, connivent. pale gray, with red-brown veins.
-Quite hardy N. B.M. 7251. (in. 43:897; 48, p. .337. Gt.
G.M. 30:386; 40:250.
42, p. 490. GiC. HI. 12:153.
Lvs. 6 in. long: stem 4-5
74. atropurpilrea, Baker.
in.: outer segments oblong, 2 in. long, purplish black,
without veins, with a yellow patch on the throat and a
inner segments
l>eard of yellow, black-tipped hairs
larger, of the same color, with discemable veins: style
crests small. Easily distinguished by its rather small,
uniformly colored flowers. Gt. 42, p. 489. Pi. Suj)]).

brown,

;

7.1. Var.
atrofusca, Baker (/. ettrofiUea, Baker).
Lvs. pale gi-eeu. 1 ft. long: stem 1 ft. long, hidden by
the sheathing inner lvs.: limb dark purple-brown outer
segments ubi.vate. 3 in. long, with a dark s]'<")t on the
;

.

830

IRIS

IRIS

style
throat
iurif r segments larger and broader
branches very eonvex; crests large. B.M. 7379. Gn.
48, p. 8; 50:1089 and p. 333.
70 Iberica Hoffm. Dwarf, with a large flower: Ivs.
J-b
lon^ iiiuu^ %en fahate: stem 3-i in. long;
unded c] o^ ite _ m. broad, pale Jirown,
< liter begijjeni
\eui
Liid hU t In d with purple-brown and with
tloseh
shining dark patch on
i

SUBGENUS XIPHION.

:

;

m

i

<1

inner segthe throat
ments conniveut, pure
faintly
veined,
white,
with a few wim-- - red
sp its at base. Caucasus
and mountains of Ar-

Stem 1 ft. or more in. length.
Tube obsolete.
c. Lrs. siibterete

A.

B.

terete.

;

menia and Persia. B.M.
Gt. 386 and

jS-tT.

723.

F S. 19:1963. R.H. 1873:
ro Gn. 10:49. I.H. 19:
G.C.

lOf)

II.

F.

lS/:i:25.

11:693.

M. 1875:

-Hardy.
"7.

M

Susiana,

(

1

.

ous, 6-9 in. long, nearly
in. broad
outer seg:

;

-

.84. fiUfolia
,

.

\.A.

Sietn- vcrii

.

89,

terete or linear suhtercfe.
e. J3ulh tunics canposed of
90.
parallel fibers

Vartani

BBB. Lvs.

Fig.
glau-

ments obovate, 3 in. long,
brownish purple, veined
and spotted with blacklirown, with a
brown
l)eard
inner segments
brownish white, spotted
with violet l)rown and
lilack.
Asia Minor and

B.M.

.

85 juncea
80 Boissieri
short or none.
B. J^rs. acutely quadrangular,
rerij short at tJie flowering
time
87. reticulata
BB. Lvs. acutely quadrangular,
much overtopping the fl...SS Histrio
i-tri.

Linn.

lURNiXG Ikis.
Lvs. very

III}.

Pedicel IYq. in. lung
Pedicel short

D.

F.
168.

Xiphium

81

cc. Jufs. linear complicate
82. xiphioides
BB. Tube more or letf.s developed.
83, Tingritana
c. Ijvs. linear complicate
vc. I/V.'^. slender, terete or sub-

CO.

Bulb

tunic

f<-

reticulated

.

.

.91,

Bakeriana
Kolpakowskiana

81. Xiphium, Linn, {T. Hispdnica, Hort. /. spectdbilis, Spacb).
Spanish Ikis. Fig. 1180. Lvs. about 1 ft.
long stem 1-2 ft. high pedicel long tube obsolete:
outer segments 2-2^2 in. long, violet-purple, yellow in
the center; inner segments as long, but narrower. Late
June, Spain and N. Afr, B.M, 686, Gn. 20:308 and 30,
p, 385, — Long cult, and well known. Hardy in N. J. in
protected situations. Vnr. Lusitanica, Ker. (/. Lvsi:

:

:

tdniea, Hort.).

Fls. yellow.

B.M.

67!t.

F. S.
11:1087,1088. R.H. 1859.
p. 322, 323. Gn. 32,p. 193
and 39: 800. -The best
known of this group.
Said to have been iniv-rsia.

91.

troduced from Constantinople in 1753.
Name
from a city in Persia.

entirely

Nut

hardy

North, but a good potplant. Var. major, Hort.
Bluish, tinted brown.
78.

Gatesii,

Foster.

Habit and foliage of

Susiana:
ni ents

J.

outer seg-

orbicular,

3

in

broad,
Type

of Oncocyclus IrisSusiana (X .^^).
Type of diffusely bearded flower.
1179.

Iris

cream - white,
sometimes sky-blue, covered with a network of
hue veins, giving them a
light

gray tint

segments

;

larger,

inner
pale

purple or yellow.
Dry
Gn. 4-3: 897, and 52, pp. 88 and 279".
G.C. HI. H:17. A.G. 13:60. -The largest^fld. of its subgenus. Fls. about twice as large as in J. Siisia)ia.
(^uite hardy.
79. Nazar6na, Hort. {l. Sdrii, vnr. jVazaj-ena Fost.).
Foliage and stem of f. Snsifnia, and fls. as large: outer
segments obovate. straw-colored, netted with red and
brown veins and blotched with a patch of black-crimson
near the claw; beard dark purple, with a bare streak
running down the claw; inner segments cream-white,
with thin blue veins. Palestine. — Foster described this
plant witliout definitely determining its systematic position. It is related to /. Scrll and to /. Bisinarckiaua,
and differs from the other members of this section by
See Gn. 43,
its long, creeping, stoloniferous ]-hiznme.
p. 133. I.H. 42, p! 78. Gt. 42. p. 487 and supp. pi.
80. lupina, Foster. Lvs.
ft. Ion-: stemO in. high, with
2 lvs. and I fl.: outer segments (tlK>vate-cune!ite, yellowish green, with red-brown veins and a velvir-ty dark
brown patch on the throat; claw with a yellowish beard;
inner segments orl)icular, with a sinirt claw, colored
li]<e tli(^ outer
style crests lar'gp, t(>othed.
Tui'kish
vVrnieniii, wIiHT-e it is called ''Wolf's Ear," hence the
regions, Armenia.

,

1

;

Kpecitii-

nanu-.

Gn.4:i;897 and 51,

p. 59.

1180,

Iris

Xiphium

I

\

^.,1.

'Vy]>v of

bulbous

Iri.s,

English
82. xiphioides, Ehrh. (/. Anglica, Hort.).
Ikis.
Lvs. about 1 ft.: stem 1-2 ft.: fls. dark violetill the typical form: outer segments orbicular.
vellow in the center; inner segments shorter, oblong.
French and Spanish Pyrenees. B.M. 087. Gn. 30, p-

puj'ple

3S4; 31:n86.

;

..

IRIS
83. Tingitina, Boiss.
lieiwled, about 2 ft. high,

&

IRIS

Rcut.

Stem

stout,

1-2-

:

hidden by the sheatliing bases
which there arc (i-7"on tin;

of the stout, falcate Ivs., of

stem, the lower about 1 ft. long: Hs. 2-3 in a cluster;
outer segments 3 in. long, with an obovate, retli.ixei'l
blade, pale lilac, yellow in the center, and with a In-ight
yellow keel down the claw; inner segments shorter,
oblaneeolate, erect, incurved.
Tangiers.
B.M. 677')
(in. 30:720. G.M. 40 :377.
84.

Jilifdlia,

Boiss., not

Bunge (Xiphinn

Slender and leafy, about

,

SCBIiENfS IIYN.INDRIUIS.
Sisyrinchium, Linn.
{Xijiliioi,
.Sisi/ruirhiiini
Baker.
Jfonrii
Sixi; ri iii-h i idii
Ker.
/.
'hki rir<,),hs.
Kegel). Stem 0-12 in, high, stout or flexuous, 1-3headed: lvs, 2, slender, as long as the stem: fls. fugitive, lilac-purple, with a yidlow, oblong spot on the outer
segments, which are obh.ng spatulate inner segments
narrow-lanceolate, erect, pale: style crests target lancedeltoid. Widely spread through 'S. En., Afr. and Asi;i.
Easily killed by frost. B.M. 1407 (not good), and 00:ii;.
In I. maricoiih's, Regel, the filaments are said to
distinct from each other ;ind from the style.
92.

,

filifo}! u)ii

bearing l-'J
bright violet-purple Hs. 2-2>^ in. in diameter: Ivs. al)out
twice as long as the stem, weak, flexuous, convolute:
outer segments with a narrow claw expanding suddenly
into a reHcxed, suborbicular lamina, bright yellow dowii
the center; inner segments erect, obovate-hinceolatc.
erose, notched. S.Spain. B.M. 5928. — Int. 1809. Hardy.
8.5. juncea, Desf. (XipJiioii juncenin,
Klatt.).
Stem
slender, erect, rigid, 9-18 in. high, bearing 1 (rarely 2)
golden yellow flowers, 2-3 in. in diam.
Ivs. rigid, tinlower 1 ft. long: outer segments with an orbicular liladu
shorter than the cuneate claw, recurved and veined with
brown; inner segments erect, oblaneeolate. May, .Tune.
Algeria, Tunis, etc. B.M. 5890. Gn. :54:1200.
Klatt.).

2 ft. high,

,

;

b,.-,

:

80. BoissiSri, Henriq.
Lvs. 1 ft. long: stem about a
foot long, bearing few, reduced lanceolate lvs. and a
single flower: outer segments IX in. long; blade oliovate, retiexed, as long as the cuneate claw, bright lilac,
with a yellow keel running down the claw, slightly
bearded; inner segments as long as the outer, erect,
obovate, clawed, Iiright lilac. .June. S. Portugal. B.IM.

SUnCKNUS
A.

iliireit lift,-,-

AA. Lvs. liiirnr
III

AAA. Lrx.
the

AAAA. Lvx.

Ihr

B.

'll.nvrrx

til,'

,;iiiililir,i /,

lime

fliiiri'i-iii,/

Iinirnilille,

x,;/

III, 'II 1.1

Lrii.

fill,;lle

p,

1,'liile

Gt.779. Gn. 20: 295; 54, p. 471. G.C. II. 11 :501 21: 217.
P. 1800:161.
Var. Mstrioldes, Foster (/. histrio'idea.
Hort.
Outer segments much mottled with white and
lilac on the claw and broad, orbicular blade. Asia Minor,
Persia, and the Caucas.
Gn. 42: 880. J. H. III. 34:111.
— Early-flowering, and fine for pots. Var. Krelagei,
Regel. Pis. red-purple, varying greatly in shade cbtw
conspicuously veined. The common wild form <">f the
Caucasus. Nearl}^ odorless. Var. coeriilea, Hort. Azureblue.
Var. cy5,nea, Hort.
Blue. Var. major. Hort.
Like the type, but larger.

,:,'.

.

I

21:105.

V^rtani, Poster. Lvs. usually 2, 8-9 in. long, slenstem very short, hidden: tube 2}^
long: outer segments with a narrow claw, suddenly
enlarged into an ovate-lanceolate blade
pale, slaty
lilac, with darker veins and a crisp yellow crest down
the claw; inner segments erect, almost linear-lanceolate,
pale lilac. Dec. Palestine, near Nazareth. B.M. 0942.—
Not scented.
89.

der, finally longer:
in.

;

Lvs. 3-4, 0-9 in. long, finally
a foot or more after flowering: fls. single, on a short
peduncle, fragrant outer segments with a long, obovate90.

Bakeriana, Foster.
;

elliptical claw, and a siuall, ovate, reflexed blade, intense violet, creamy in the center, with a yellow streak
down the claw; inner segments shorter, erect, oblaneeolate, lilac; style crests large.
Feb., Mar. Armenia.
B.M. 7084.
Gn. 37:7.53.
G.C. III. 7:293, and 21:103.
J.H. HI. 34:177.
G.M. 40:118.
91.

Kolpakowskiana, Regel (Xiphion

Kolpnkoirsl-i-

•hnnii. Baker). Lvs. 5-fi, wrapped round by a sheath at
the base, very short at the flowering time, but growing

iji;

..

I'll

Lex.

(,'.

Le.i.

Fosteriana
Sindjareusis

97.

.

iiiii,-!' XI II-

99.

Palaestina
alata

100.

Caucasica

1111

!umosa

9s.
,;-i;

h'.-i.

l,.n,J.

leilh

II

Jiiiriiji

l,.,r-

,1,'r

leilliniil

,i

h,,rnil

liiirili'r

.

102. orohioides
93. Danfordiae, Boiss.

;

Reichh. f. (Xipliion Eistnn. Hook, f
Plants tufted, slender and tlaccid: lvs. deeply grooveil
on each face, 1 ft. long: stem half as high, very slender,
l-9d.: lis. 3 in. in diameter; tube 3-4 in. long, blue
above; outer segments obovate-spatulate, spreading,
deep blue, with a yellow line in the center bordered
with white and spotted and shaded with blue; inner
segments erect, obl.anceolate, blue. Related to /. reticulata, differing only in its paler, odorless fls., which aro
produced several weeks earlier. Feb. Mts. of Pidestiiie.
B. M. 0033.
Gn. 9, p. 29, and 33:653. G. C. HI. 12:729;

111,11'ijiii

.i-ti-iii iiii,,i:

„,'U in.

.

88. Histrio,

,sV(//i

,:.

!h;.

tli.itiiii't

Li's. nil iii'iiihi

81,11, J-li,'n,l,',l:

BBB.'

Rosenbacliiana

inner

:

I,

nii'iilx xjii;ii,liii,i

;

95.
ill

II, lilt, Ills.

leilli

7097.

BB.

Persica

/„„,,.

l-J-lirii,tiil

,SV.)/(

Danfordiae

94.

ri'nj sliini nl

luiiri'iil.il,-,

„'-.V //,.

93.
sli<.,i

.

ftiiin'riiii/ tiiiir

hasf;

87. reticulita, M. Bieb. Lvs. 2 in a tuft, short, erect,
elongating to IK ft.: stem very short: tls. bright purple, very fragrant; outer segments 2 in, long, yellow at
the claw, with a low 3'ellow crest; inner segments narrower. Mid-April. Asia Minor and Persia. B.M. .5577.
P. S. 5, pp. 507-9.
R. H. 1890, p. 133.
L. B. C. 19:1829.

,Trxn.

Li-s. liolli,w,ieh;i,i,ufiiix, prii-

,:.

)

831

longer: scape very short, 1-fld. outer segments with a
long, erect claw and an ovate, acute blade, deep violetpurple with a yellow keel down the claw; inner segments oblaneeolate, erect, pale lilac, Mts., Turkestan.
Very near /. refieiilatn Hs. at the same timi-, and is
sweet-scented. B.M. 0489. Gn. 17, p. 75, and 33:053.

finally a footlong:

Fl.

stems 2-4

Hs. bright yellow,

in.

1.^2 In.

high

:

lvs..

in diameter;

outer segments with an orbicular blade spotted with
brown; claw cuneate; inner segments reduced to minute, spreading, subulate teetli
style crests large.
Spring. Ciciliau Taurus. B.M. 7140.— Fragrant.
94. Persica. Linn. Bulb ovoid: lvs. 4-5, 2-3 in. long:
stem short, 1-headed: tube2-3 in. boig: limb pale lilac:
outer segments with an orbicular blade with a dark pur])le blotch, an orange keel, and purple lines and spots;
(daw aurioulate; inner segments small. Should be lifteil
:

in

summer. Asia Minor and
14:150;

p. 207;

G.C. HI. 7:577.
variety.

Fine.

33:()53;

Persia.

54, p. 103

&

B.3I. 1. (in. 11,
P.S. 10:1015.

470.

Var. purpiirea, Hort.
Krelage.

A

bright purph;

95. Rosenbachiina, Regel.
Lvs. 4-5, finally 0-S in.
long: stem short, 1-3-lieaded: outer segments obo^atecuneate; blade retiexed, white at the tip, deep purple in
the middle and creamy below, with a yellow keel and
dark lilac veins; inner segments spreading or refiexed,
ol)ovate, pale lilac. The color of the Hs. is very varialtle.
Jits., Turkestan. B..^!. 7i:i5. .T.H. HI. 28:189. G.C. HI.
7:577. G.M. 34:171.
96. Fosteriana, Aitch.
Lvs. 4-0 in. hmg: stem short:
outer segments yellow, streaked with black, obovatecuneate; claw not auriculate; inner segments shorter,
obovate, bright purple. March. Afghan and Russian
boundary. B.M. 7215. — Very different from the allied
species /. 0'}rhi,}ides, I. Sind.jaren.,iis, etc., on account
of the difference in color of the sepals and petals.

Lvs. about 8.
97. SindjarSnsis, Boiss. & Haussk.
crowded, 1 iu. broad: stem short: ris. slaty lilac; outer
segments with an obovate, reflexed blade narrowed to a
claw, with darker lilac lines and a small yellow crest
inner segments oblong, clawed. Feb. Deserts of Blesopotamia. Plants half a foot high. B.:\I. 7145. G.C. 111.
7:3135.

.J.H. HI. 28:227.

—
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Lvs. 3-ti in. lung: stem very
pale yellow, tiuged with lilac; outer segments oblong, upper ^^ reflesed; claw auriculate; iuuer
segments minute, narrowly lanceolate. Fls. in winter.
98.

Palsestina, Boiss.

short:

tis.

Mts. of Palestine. Very near /. V<incasu-(i but distinguished by its longer acuminate spathes and the color
,

of the

fly.

Desf.). Lvs. about (1,
plane, 0-9 in. long: stem very short: outer segments
lilac, variegated
bright
3-4 in. long, obovate-cuneate,
with white, and having a yellow keel down the claw; inner segments obovate-unguiculate, spreading from the
base of the outer: style crest large, laciniately toothed.
Winter-flowering. Plants very dwarf. Spain to Sicily
andAlgeria. B.R.22:1870. Gn. 10, p. 579 and 54, p: 102.
U.M. 35:014.
Lvs. about 0: stem short:
100. Caucdsica, Hoffm.
rls. pale or bright yellow; outer segments with an ovate
claw, with small aurliomboidal
broail
blade and a very
99.

aUta, Poir.

(/. srorploldes,

ments more spotted.

Var. cserulea, Hort.

Fls. bright

with a yellow blotch on the blade of the outer segB.M. 7111. Gn. 53, p. 482.
ments. Mts., Turkestan.
lilac,

R.H.

1880, p. 337.

Of the following names, which

found in catalogues, no
Assyriaca. Bluish white.

.ire

r-oioplete description is available:

/.

Deep yellow, marked with maroon. Gard.

—/. augnsthta.

foi-m

White. Algeria. Bulbous.—/.
Yellow. Rhizomatous. I. br achy siphon. Pale blue.
Khizomatons.— /. BHttdnicus. Pale pink, with the outer segments veined with purple. Gard. form of I. squalens.— /.
Candiana. Outer segments reddish purple; inner segments hght
lavender. Germanica.— /. Coredna. Bikel. yibiriea.earlyand a
free hlooraer.— /. edlna. Light purple and violet. Var. of I,
neglecta.— /. Eggeri. Blackish brown. Oncoeyelus.— 7. FisheH.
Apogou.— J. fldim. Pale yellow. Germanica.—/. Qladstoniana.
Hybrid of I. atropurpurea. Pale black, with yellow markings.—
/. (jrAcilis, Lichten.=Morffia tenuis. See also index given above.
/. ignititia, probably Ignaeite, a form of I. neglecta. Lilac, with
the outer segment shaded purple.-/. liguldHs. Piurple. Germanica.—/. monspur, Foster=I. Monnieri X I. spuria. —/.
v)gricans. Lvs. short ensiform: fls. dull black to deep black.
of I.variegata.— /. Battandil'H.
Jios/iUica.

atropurpurea by its uniform dark color and
Oncocyclns.— I. pdncrea, probably pancrace, var.
Buff and purple.— J. pdvar.^1. paradoxaXl.
variegata.— /. Eobinsonidna, F. Muell.=Morea Robinsoniana.—
/. liudini, Hort., Herl). Fls. black-brown and claret. Said to be
stronger and more free-flowering than the other Oncocyclus
/. Sikkimensis. Lilac. Rhizomatous.—/. stenophylla.
Irises.
This plant was discovered in the Cilician Taurus in 189.V6.
Haussknecht named it stenophylla without describing it. J. G.
Baker gives a short description inG.O. III. 27:170. Nearl.Persica. Lvs. 5-6, linear, tufted, channelled down the face, short
and stiffly erect at the flowering time: fls. springing from the
ground, the long tube lightly wrapped round by the lanceolate
spathe valves; outer segments 2 in. long; blade reflexed, blackish blue towards the tip, with many black spots on a pale
ground below it
inner segments small, horizontal
style
branches lilac. Not in American trade. G.C. 111. 27:171. Gn.
57:2(J3.— 7. tiiberbsa, Linn.=Hermodactylus tuherosus.— /.Toffelidna. Similar to I. Persica and I. Rosenhachiana, hut earlierl>istinct from
foliage.

I.

dwarf
of

I.

variegata.

—

;

:

Fls. variable in color, silver-gray predominating.
Var. grandiflora. Largeviolet, rose or lilac markings.

flowering.

with

flowering.

The following numbers are not mentioned in catalogues of
American dealers. They are procurable through foreign growI, 4, 5.
ers, and are adver-fised in Dutch-American catalogues:
H, 29, 34. 38, 39, 40, 42, 51, 52, 53. 56, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64. 66, 67. 72, 80.

S3, 84, 85, 86, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 96, 97, 98, 90, 100, 101, 102.

H. Hasselbrlng.

IRIS-ROOT,

IRONBARK.

or

ORRIS-ROOT.

Iris Florentina.

Eucalyptus.

IRONWEED, Weed.
IRONWOOD,

in

IRRIGATION.

America, Osfrya Virglnica.
Irrigation in its broadest sense

in-

all problems of collecting, storing, delivering,
and applying water to the land through the construction of dams, reservoirs, canals and laterals, and the
application of power when necessary to deliver the

cludes

water; wdiile in a restricted horticultural sense

it is

a

method of cultivation, having
and regulate the water supply
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Iris

A ^ood

orchioides (X^ii).
species for pots.

rides and a tootbe<l or ciliated crest; inner segments
oblanceolate. Dwarfer habit than /. orfhioich's. Caucasus to Asia Minor, etc.
Ijvs. al)Out 10: stem
101. Eumosa, Boiss. t^^ Haussk.
in. long: outer segments spatula.te-ol)IanceoIate, recurved above the mi<ld]r. claw with a yelhiw crest; inner segments minute, spatulate, tootlK'd.
Tlie fls. are
greenish yellow, shaded witli smoky gray. Dry tields,
II

Syria.
Fig. llfil. Lvs. about 0: stem
sjiathrs l-fld. ,2in.
long, with distinct in t< Till 'di-s
long: tis. yellow; outer segments with an oljovate blade,
and a purple blotch on eacli sidoof the crest of the claw;
inner segments oblanceolate, less than an inch long, and
generally sharply deMexi'd. witli a long fnllform claw.
Spring. Var. oculita, Maxim. Blade of the outer seg102. orchioides, Carr.

12-1.^) in.

:

'

for its object to increase
in the soil.
In this latter sense Irrigation is a necessary practice
in the arid regions, and is advisalile in the humid regions in proportion to the intensity of the cultivation
and the value of the crop grown. Thus in Florida, with
an average of 60 to 70 inches of annual rainfall usually
well distributed- Irrigation has been largely introduced
in the past few years for horticultural crops and even
for tobacco, as an insurance against loss or damage by
the occasional droughts. The first cost of a small Irrigation plant in Florida, for 20 acres or over, is said to
be approximately $100 to $150 per acre; the interest on

—

which, and the necessary repairs, would amount to from
This is a small expendi*,i to $10 per acre per annum.
ture to insure a crop against loss or injury where the
value per acre is so great as in many horticultural Hues.
Irrigation is neede<l not only to prevent the actual death
of the plants, but to promote a uniform, rapid, and continuous growth, which is necessary for the development
of the finest texture or flavor of the commercial crop.
King has shown that the value of a crop saved in Wisconsin, such as the strawberry, in a season when the
the
<'roi)S generally are injured by drought, may pay all
expenses of the original cost of the Irrigation plant.

IKKKlA'l'ION
In the semi-ai'id regions west, of the 100th meridian,
with a rainfall of from 20 to :iO inches, crops are liable
to be entire failures three or four years out of live;
while with an Irriy;ation plant tliere should not be a
lu the arid rejicions with less
t'aihire one year in tive.
than 15 or 20 inches of rain, Irrigation is a necessity on
Here the work has been highly organized
jTiost soils.
and systematized, so that the cost of water delivered at
the field amounts from H^2 to $5 per acre per annnm.
LTnder skilful management the most abundant yields
are secured. The most careful management is required
in the application of water to prevent serious injury to
the land and to avoid actual injury to the crop in rendering the plants tender and liable to disease, and in
nniintaining the quality and flavor, both of which are
liable to depreciate unless good judgment is displayed
in supplying water.
Sources of Walcr SuppIi/. — The principal sources of
water supply are streams, surface wells, artesian wells,
and the storage of storm waters. For small irrigated
tracts near cities the city water supply may often be
used to advantage. In other localities the nature of the
conditions will determine the most economical source
from which to otitain the water. Perpetually flowing
streams, if situated in sucli a way that water can he
curried to the land by gravity, have the advantage of
(cheapness of construction and maintenance.
On the
other hand, if the stream supplies others in the comnmnity, there is liable to be trouble and expense in establishing and maintaining water-right claims and in
securing water when needed for the crop. Questions
arising out of tlie water rights on streams and rivers in
the western states, with the various state laws, the
multiplicity of court decisions on the most intricate
legal questions — both in dilferent states and different
counties along the line of the stream — the absence in
most states of adequate police or judicial powers vested
in the Irrigation commissioner, have led to the most
perplexing and bewildering state of affairs, and have involved the states and individuals in enormous costs for
law suits, resulting in many cases in the apportionment
of many times the volume of the stream to the settlers
along its hank.
The large planter must seek some perennial and
abundant supply of water, as is furnished by streams,
liut it is safe to say that all streams of any size in the
western part of the United States are already appropriated to their fullest extent, although the water so approSmaller planters are
])riated is not all in present use.
much more independent with some of the other sources
of supply mentioned above.
Wells from 10 to 20 feet
deep, with pumps operated by windmills, or wells of a
maximum depth of 50 feet operated by many forms of
ij^asoline, hot air or portable engines, attached to direct
acting pumps or centrifugal pumps, form in general a
very satisfactory means of irrigating small areas.
Over limited areas artesian wells have been very successfully used. If they are flowing wells delivering a
considerable stream, they can be used over small areas
without storage reservoirs, or over mucli larger areas
with reservoirs. They should be capped in all cases.
where possible, so that the tiow can be stopped when
not actually needeil.
In many places it is possible, at a comparatively small
expense, to construct a dam to collect the storm waters.
The magnitude and expense of such work will depend
entirely on the configuration of the surface, the area
of the watershed, the volume of the water to be handled
as well as the nature of the soil, and the material out of
which the dam is to be constructed.
Metliods of liaising ir^^^er.- Various methods are
used for raising water from streams, wells, or storage
reservoirs which may lie below the general level of the
land to be irrigated. Hydraulic rams are sometimes
used for small areas, but these are not economical when
a small volume of water is at hand, as only about oneseventh of the water can be collected.
Open buckets
carried on an endless belt, operated by either wind-
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of engine.

When

ment such pumps
the centrifugal
use.

The
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the water carries considerable sediare liable to wear away rapidly, and
is the most economical form to

pump

relative tirst cost of

equipment for pumping'

with windmills or with gasoline or hot air engines of
approximately equal horse-power is about the same.
The windmill, however, is dependent upon a mean velocity of wind of about eight miles per hour, while the
engine may be operated at any time, and is thus more
reliable when either form of motive power is taxed to
nearly the extreme limit. There are many kinds of
windmills on the market, and many forms of home-made
construction are in use.
Siorinn and Coiiditc/i iig Wafer. —Storage reservoirs
for streams and for storm waters vary in size and in
cost as well as in mode of construction, according to the
character of the land, size of area, volume of water, nature of the material of construction, and demand for the
water. The construction of such reservoirs sometimes
involves engineering problems of the most difiicultkind.
demanding the expenditure of immense sums of money.
In tlie use of windmills it is necessary to have small
distriltuting ponds or tanks, as the direct flow from the
pump is usually so small ami varies so nmcli with the
velocity of the wind that it cannot be depended on to
water any considerable area. Where it is stored it can
be turned out onto the land in large volumes, so that it
spreads over the surface and waters the whole area uniformly. For an ordinary windmill the ponds are from
no to 100 feet S(|uare. They can be stocked with fish and
thus be a source of some revenue and variety in the
family supplies. Unless the pond is situated on a slight
elevation, the earth for the embankment must he taken
from the outside. The banks are usually made with a
slope of IH to 1 foot. For a bank 5 feet high and 2 feet
across the top, the side would be about 7J2 feet and the
base about 17 feet wide. If the ground is at all pervious
to water, the bottom of the pond should be protected
fromundue seepage and lossof water by puddling. This
should be done with clay, if this is obtainable.
This
puddling is often done by driving horses or cattle
in the pond while the surface is wet. A pond of the size
indicated above, operated by a windmill where the mean
wind velocity is about 8 miles per hour, will irrigate
from to 5 acres of land in the semi-arid regions. Such
a pond could be counted upon to irri;j:ate from 5 to 10
acres where, as in the East, only one or two irrigations
would be required during the season. The size of the
reservoirs and the area tliey will irrigate, when supplied
l)y steam or other kind of engine, will depend upon the
available water supply and upon the size of pump and
l)ower used.
Ditches and Flnmcs.—'Yhe water is usually carried
from the stream or storage reservoir by gravity in open
ditches. This involves loss by evaporation from the surface and by seepage through the soil. When the water
supply is limited and its value is consequently great,
terra-cotta pipes, iron pipes, cement or wooden pipes
maybe used. When the surface of the country is uneven
and ravines have to be crossed, flumes are used to carry
the water on an even grade across the depression.
These flumes nuiy be iron pipes, open wooden troughs,
or wooden pipes held together with substantial hoops.
If the depression Is not too great the ditch may be built
up on an earth embankment. When the water has to
pass through a gravelly soil, or when for other reasons
the soil is very pervious, special precautions should be
taken to prevent seepage by using pipes, rementing the
sides of the open ditch, or puddling the <litch with clay
;-i

steam power or even horse-power, are used with
cheap construction.

or similar material.
Applicafioii of ]Vafer. —The water is usually applied
to the ground by flooding over the whole surface. For
this purpose the surface must be perfectly level and the
ground carefully prepared, so that the water will flow
uniformly and quickly over the entire area and be of
uniform depth throughout. Where crops are cultivated
in rows or on beds the water is allowed to flow down in
the troughs between the rows, and there must be a sufflcient bead of water to reach the end of the rows in a
reasonably short time, so that the whole width of the

pumps are usually
employed when the water has little or no sediment, and
are operated by windmills or by steam or other form

be properly watered.
the surface of the ground is so uneven that
surface flooding cannot be used, basins are formed by

Tuills,

success and offer the advantage of
The ordinary cylinder or plunger

field will

Where
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throwing up slight ridges, with a plow or other implement, and the water turned into these basins in succession and allowed to accumulate to a sullicient extent.
This method is particularly applicable to fruit trees,
although it is occasionally used in other crops. In very
sandy soils the water is occasionally carried through
the field in wooden troughs, which admit of sufficient
seepage to water the land. This prevents the undue
seepage which might occur in such soils if tlie water was

vigor than that watered in the ordinary
way that operations were begun at once on a larger scale:
lirst in a bed on the ground having a clay bottom, then
on a water-tight bench, made of lumber, and finally, ou
tile benches, covered with cement.
In all of tlie earlier experiments the water was introduced thron.i^h pipes, or drain-tile, laid about 2 feet apart
on the bottom of the benches. Goff and Cranefield have
use<l brick instead of tile, placing them near enough together to touch. They were set on edge in agalvanizediron pan, made for the purpose. J. C. Arthur clipped off
the corners of the bricks, so as to facilitate the flow of
water. The Ohio Station has modified this plan by usini;
common drain-tile, laid so as to touch, thus coverin;,'
the entire bench bottom, instead of a line of tile every

llowed over the surface. Another method is to distribute the water through the field in iron pipes, with
openings at frequent intervals, in which nozzles can be
attached to deliver a fine spray over a small area. Witli
four or five such nozzles an attendant can water a considerable area of ground in the course of a day. Such
an irrigating outfit in Florida was supplied with a
power equivalent to about one horse-power per acre.
The mains and laterals were of 1-inch or l^Vinch iron
pipes laid near the surface of the ground, the laterals
about 100 feet apart, with hydrants every 50 feet.
Tanks were originally used, but it was found desirable
to pump directly into the mains to insure a sufficient
pressure.
Care should be exercised in applying water to the
land. Where water is plentiful there is a common practice of using such an excess as to injure the flavor of
fruit, increase the liability of disease, and eventually injure the land by the accumulation of seepage waters and
of alkali. As a rule, there has been very much more
damage from over-irrigation than from the use of too
little water.
The first two or three years a soil usually
requires a considerable amount of water, but after becoming well moistened to a considerable depth it should
require comparatively little water thereafter to maintain
its fertility. As it is not easy to apply just the proper
amount, the excess should be provided for. If there is
any reason to fear lack of drainage, the land should be
thoroughly uuderdrained before Irrigation is started, or
at any subsequent time when the need of it becomes

apparent.
Irrigation always should be supplemented by tbe
cultivation. After going to the expense
of watering the soil in tliis way, it is poor economy to
allow the water to escape by evaporation or otherwise;

most thorough

therefore every precaution should be used in thorough,
subsequent cultivation and in the exclusion of weeds,
to conserve the moisture so applied.
Tiie intelligent
horticulturist will find that in the use of this expensive
method of maintaining a proper water supply in tbe
soil, it is incumbent upon him, even more than if the
method were not used, to give careful attention to all
the ordinary methods of preparation and cultivation in
order to maintain the advantages he has estaldished by
the Irrigation plant.
Milton Whitney.

fio

much more

2 feet, as at first.

Benches made of lumber have proved unsatisfactory
because of the swelling and Avarping of the boards.
Solid beds on the ground have not been successful, except where an impervious clay bottom existed. Galvanized-iron adds greatly to the cost of construction, and
lasts only a short time.
The only suitable bench for
greenhouse sub-irrigation is one made of materials
which are not acted upon by water.
A well-made tile- and cement-bench seems to be tluonly form of construction that will meet the requirements. Such a bench does not cost so much as to preclude its use, and will last as long as any other part of
the greenhouse. In describing such a bench, it will not
be necessary to enter into details, except such as relate
to the method of watering under discussion. The bencli
nnist be water-tight, or nearly so, and this condition is
secured by spreading a layer of cement, an inch or more
in thickness, over the tile bottom. It is not a matter of

any moment whether flat tile or common drain-tile i^re
used, except in the quantity of cement required. The
cement must be spread with care, so as to secure a perfectly flat, level bottom, otherwise the water will not
flow uniformly in all directions.
The sides of the
benches are made of cement also, but need be only 2 <ir
.3
inches high, or of sufficient height to merely retain
the water. Boards or slate are placed outside tbe cement wall to retain the soil. The tile-bottom may rest
on iron or wood cross-pieces. Wood has been in use
for this purpose at the Ohio Station for seven years and
shows no signs of decay, because it is out of reach of
the water.
Nine years' experience shows that a perfectly constructed bench bottom, with tbe tile laid 2 feet apart.
will serve satisfactorily in distributing the water to all
parts of the bed, provided the tile are straight, so as not
to impede the flow of water. The tile are laid in the

SuB-iRRTGATioN IN THE GREENHOUSE. — The term subirrigation is used to describe a method of supplying
water to the roots of plants by means of some form of
conduit placed below the surface of the soil. In greenhouse operations, the essential features of the plan are
a level, water-tight bench-bottom, and tile or ]upes to
serve as conduits for the water. The tile, or pipes, are
laid directly on the bencli imttom, and over these Ihe
soil is spread, usually to the depth of abtnit G inches.
When water is introduced in sufficient quantities
through the tile or pipes, it passes out at the joints or
perforations into the soil.
When applied to greenhouse operations, the term sul>watering has been proposed by Golf and Crtmefield for
the reason tliat Irrigation is used to denote watering ou a
large scale out-of-doors. It may lie saiil, Imwever, tliat
the words watering and Irri^-'iition do n(*t indicate the
scale of o[MT:dI'Mis with ;i.ny d('i;'ree of accuracy, bene.it seems as well t<.) use- ;in nld word as to coju one, especially when the faiiiiliar word expresses Ihe meaning
intended.

Experiments in waterini,^ ]ilants bv this method were
begun in the. winter of bsiMi and 1891, at the Ohio Experiment Station. The sugu:es1ion came from the result obtained in an effort toeheck tbelettuee rot. Water
was introduced to the soil in box(is by means of a l">ilie,
in a similar manner to the method often emfiloyed in
hills of melons and mfinnhers.
\Vlien the
plants were watered in this inaiiner, the h-Miice showed

wat<"'rinK
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same manner

Sub-irrigation with

two runs

of tile.

and lengthwise or crosswise
the bed, as preferred.
Beiler results are usually secured if they are laid crosswise than lengthwise, as it is
diflieult to secure au even flow through long lines of tile.
A little ceinetil or mortar is used at each joint n^erely to
Imhl the lile in jilace when the soil is put in the bencli,
but not enough to iniiiede the fl<iw of water from the
as tile-drains,

;
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wbere the water is introduced is
The
an angle, one end resting on the edge of the
hench side. This leaves a wide opening at the first
ioint, which is closed with cement. A better plan is to
use a carved sewer-pipe for the inlet, but this is not
always available. The picture (Fig. 1182) shows hew
tlie tile is laid on the bench bottom, being a view ot a
side bench in a carnation house.
use of ri 1\ til s
Toll )\\ ing Goff's su.,g(sti n in tli

the two lots through to the termination of the experiment, one by watering altogether on the surface of the
soil, the other by sub-irrigation.
Each of the experimenters speaks of a gain in earliness of several days
by sub-irrigation. Rane secured similar results with
long-rooted radishes by this method of watering, but

first tile

_-joints.

laid at

I

1183.

Sub-irrigation with

two
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not with the turnip-rooted sorts, while i\lunsou, of
llaine, doubled the crop by watering below. Better results have usually been secured at the t^hio Station with
the turnip-rooted than with the long varieties, hut in
all cases there has been a gain in favor of sub-irrigation, varying from 50 to 100 x^er cent. Rane found that
sub-irrigation increased the yield of tomatoes, but the
gain was not large. Essentially the same results have
been .secured in Ohi(j. The tonuito crop has not been
greatly influenced by the manner in which the water
was applied, and the same is true of beets, while subirrigated cucumbers and parsley have shown a decided
gain over surface- watered. Carnations, roses, chrysanthemums, sweet peas, violets and smilax have been under experiment by the two methods of watering, aud
while no such nutrked results have been secured as with
letttice and radishes, the sub-irrigated plots have shown
stiperiorify r)vcr tliose watered in the ordinary manner,
in nearly all cases. AVitb carnations tlie improvement
has been mainly in length and stiffness of sti'm.
Aside from the increase of crop secured by sub-irrigation, there are other considerations which may be
urgeil in its favor, andthcse are embodied in the follow-

ing general pirr)positions
]Valerin(/ by ^tib-irrignf tnii hi tin' fifk-oiliouat'
labor.
The amotint of labor saved depends
mostly on tht completeness of the arrangements lor
watering, but there is a saving in the number of applications as well. It is possible to reduce the time employed in watering a house, or series of houses, to oneflftii the time usually required.
(2) Wuterimi by snb-irriijation assiirrs an abinithnd
(1}
^aveti

tiers ol tile.

good

liave been used over the entire bench bottom with
results, and it seems probable that this will be found
appears
to be the best form of construction, as it
more certainly to insure an even distribution of water.

of construction is the same as above described, for the two plans differ only in the number
Wheu the
of tiles employed to distribute the water.
lienoh bottom is covered with tile, placed near enough
together so that the soil will not fall between, it will be
readily seen that water introduced at any point will flow
to all parts of the bed lu and around the tile. It needs
simply to be brought up to such a level that it will reach
the soil, when capillary attraction will complete the disFig. I18:i shows a bench in a tomato house
tribution.
are the inlets; B the
ronstructed after this plan.

The method

AA

from which the soil has been removed;
the tile bench bottom, covered with cement. The
same size of tile, viz., 2%- or 3-inch, is used both above
•md helow. D is the cement side, which has been broken
away to show the method of construction. The outer
bo.ard has been removed also.
The cost of construction need not be discussed here,
except to state that the only items extra, more than are
required in any well-constructed greenhouse, are the
cement bottom" and the tile in which the water is disirrigating tile,

(' is

triljuted.

plan has been devised for applying water to small
which may properly be mentioned under
this head. The flats are shallow boxes with slatteil bottoms. When the plants require water, the flats are
placed in a shallow vat of water aud allowed to remain
until the surface of the soil appears to be damp, or even

A

plants in flats

wet.

A watering in this manner is far more efficient than
by the ordinary method. Taken in connection with subirrigation in the benches, a crop of lettuce can be
brought to marketable size nearly two weeks earlier
than when surface watering is practiced. Anythmg like
a full discussion of results of experiments in watermg
plants in the greenhouse by sub-irrigation would be too
voluminous for an article in this connection. A brief
review of the results obtained at some of the stations,
together with a short discussion of some general principles, will serve the purpose intended. The increase in
weight of lettuce from sub-irrigated plats over those
watered in the ordinary manner has been reported by
Rane, of West Virginia, as 25 per cent and by Goff and
At the Ohio Station the
Cranefield as 26 per cent.
range has been from 2.5 to 100 per cent. In the hatter
case the result was obtained by commencing with the
plants as soon as taken from the seed-bed, and carrying

and uniform

.'iapplif

of

water

to

alt parti< of

tin-

ln-il.

Perfect constrtiction ot the benches is assumed in this
case, but with such construction watering becomes almost automatic, the only care necessary being to look
after such portions of the beds as may, by position, be
subject to unusual conditions of air or sunlight.
(;'i)
Where sub-irrigation is practiced in the greenhouse, the surface of the soil does not become cominicfed,
but retains its original loose, friable condition. It is
true that where frequent syringing is practiced the surface of the soil becomes more or less hardened, but not
to the e.xtent that occurs in surface-watering, and the
condition is easily reniedied, whereas in the other case
It follows that a heavier soil nuiy be used for
it is not.
sub-irrigation than with surface-watering.
considerations might be urged in favor of
other
Still
this method of watering, but many of them w(mld apply
Regarding the effect of the
to special cases only.
method upon insects and diseases, but little can be
said. Lettuce rot is less preyalcnt upon sub-irrigated
plots than upon those which are surface-watered, but in
extreme cases plants succumb to the disease, whichever

Munson found that
of watering is practiced.
railishes suffered more from the attacks of millipedes
upon sub-irrigated plots than upon plots watered in the
Nematodes work upon the roots of
usual manner.
roses, whichever way the plants are watered. The manner of watering has no apparent effect upon the red
spider. Even in houses watered wholly by sub-irrigation this pest is no worse than in houses in which the water is applied to the surface of the soil. It may be said,
however, that nearly all classes of plants are more easily
method

kept in a healthy growing condition, and are thus better

able to resist enemies of all sorts, when sub-irrigated
than wheu supplied with water in the ordinary way.
This methorl of applying water to plants in greenhouse benches has now been .stiftlciently tested to determine its value. All that now remains is to devise
ways and means to utilize what is known concerning it.
The adaptation to suit particular cases must be made by
individuals, but this will he far easier in the future
than in the past, because better methods of construction
prevail th.an formerly. The success of sub-irrigatioii in
the greenhouse is now simply a question of mechanics.

W.

.1.

Green.
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ISATIS (meuTiiniS:obscure). Crucifera'. This includes
the Dyer's Woad, /. tinctoria, formerly cult, for a blue
dye, but no lont;;er advertised. Caasar relates that th';

SOLO MA

with them to the base of the column, somewhat sigmoid
below tlie mi<ldle: column erect, long, without wings;
pollinia 4. About 5 species in Braz., Mex., and W. Ind.
linearis, R. Br. Slender, 1-lK ft. high, leafy: Ivs. distichous, linear, striate, obtuse, emarginate, l>o in. long:
tls. purple, borne in a short, terminal spike.
March.
Growing on rocks and trees in thick woods, Jamaica,
Trinidad, Brazil, etc. B.R. 9:745. L.B.C. 14:1341.

H. Hasselbeing.

IS6LEPIS. See

Scirpiis.

ISOLOMA

{equal border). GesnerIncludes Tydft>a. Sixty or more

acew.
tropical

American

plants, very closelv
and Achiraenes.
distinguished by absence of well-formed tubers and characters of capsule and anthers, and the
5 lobes of the disk equal; from Achimenes in the more tubular flowers and
lobed disk. The culture is the same
as for Achiraenes and Gesneria. Seeds
of the newer hybrids germinatequickly,
and plants bloom the same year. It is
probable that the pure species are not
in the trade.
Like Achimenes, Gesneria and Gloxinia, they have been
much hybridized and varied. It is
probable that they are hybridized with
Achimenes and Gesneria. Tydtea is a
garden genus. It is not known how
the current forms have originated.
Some of the recent ones have fringed
fis. (Gn. 55:1223).
allied

Gesneria

to

Prom Gesneria

Tydaea Achimenes picta, Benth. Ty{

cKm

picfa,D(:ne.}. Fig. 1184. One to 2
hairy: Ivs. cordate-ovate, coarsely
serrate, spotted and reticulated with
pale green or silvery green, with a
broad light zone down the center: fls.
single, on long, axillary stems, noddjng, the orifice oblique and lobes obtuse, the upper longitudinal half of the
fi. red, the lower half yellow and redspotted. Colombia. B.M. 4120 (adapted
in Pig. 1184). B.R. 31:42. P.S. 1:1718. — On this species Decaisne founded
the genus Tydtea in 1848. This species
has been called Isoloma pictum, but
ft.,

this

name was taken by Planchon

in

1850 to '51 for the Gesneria picta of
is a very different plant.
SeeP.S. 6:58G. B.M.*4431. This latter
plant, the tirst Isoloma pictum, is ap-

Hook., which

1184.

Isoloma Tydaea (X H).

parently not in commerce,

ancient Britons used the Woad for staining their bodies,
and the word Britain itself comes from an old Celtic
word Tneaning painted. Before indigo became common
in Europe, the Dyer's Woad prodiiced the chief blue
coloring matter for woolen cloth. The introduction of
indigo in the seventeenth century destroyed this ini
portant industry, not without opposition.
Dioscorides
and Pliny mention both the Dyer's Woad and indigo.
/. tinctoria, Linn., is rather tall, glabrous and glaucous: stem-lvs. lanceolate, entire, sessile, somewhat arrow-shaped: fts. small, yellow, borne in early summer,
on panicled racemes. Instead of apod, opening lengthwise by valves, it has a closed fruit like on the samara
of an ash, 1-celled, 1-seeded. indehiscent, wing-like. It
is a biennial, and common in Europe.

ISCHARUM.
ISM:fiNE.

See

Now

ISNARDIA.

amdbile, Mottet {Tydcea amdhilis, Planch. & Lind.l.
En^ct, hairy: Ivs. ovate, more or less tapering to tbe

Biamm.

referred to Jli/ineitocallis.

Includes a few species cf Ludtriijia.

IS0CHiLUS((;reek,>(7itan;>). Orchi<h\ce<v. A genus
of no commercial value.
Plants epiphytic, with tall,
slender, leafy stems, without pseudobullis, bearing a few
small fis. at the summit. Sepals erect, free, keeled petals similar but plane; labellum like the petals and united
;
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bluntly

Isoloma Jaliscanum

{'Ky-z).

purplish on the veins: fi^hairy, pendent, dark rose dotted with purple, paler inside.
Colombia. B.M. 41)!)1). R.H. 1859, p. 25. F.S. 10:1070.
petiole,

serrate,

.

.

ISOLOMA

IVA

Ceciliae, Nichols. {Tijdcea CecUia?, Andr<5). Much like
amahile, but Ivs. marked with violet and silvery
zones or blotches: tls. 2 or 3 from each axil, the Ms. pale
rose outside and striped in the tliroat, and the lituli pur/.

ple-spotted.

Colombia.

LH.

23:200.

ocellitum, Benth. & Hook. {Aclvimhies ocaUaia,
Hook.). Short-hairy on the stem: Ivs. ovate-acuminate,
serrate, green: fis. small, on peduncles shorter than the
Ivs., tlie tube and short, rounded lobes red, the sef?ments marked with whitish and black spots. Panama.

B.M. 4359.
Jallacinum, Wats. Fig. 1185. Herbaceous or some
what woody at the base, 1 ft., pubescent: Ivs. opposite,

sa?

Virgrinica, Linn. Vir<^inian Willow. Fig. IISO. A
shrub, ] Sj-0 ft. high, usually not more than 2-3 ft. high,
of upright, somewhat slender habit: Ivs. deciduous, alternate, oblong, pointed, minutely serrate, smooth green
above, pale and sligiitly pubescent l)elow, petioled, without stipules, 1-3 in. long: fls. regular, 3 lines long, fragrant, white, in solitary, erect, hairy, simple, dense, terminal racemes 2-0 in. long, given a greenish white effect by the stamens and pistils, not particularly showy,
appearing late June and July; calyx 5-cleft, persistent.
nearly free from the base of the ovary; corolla of 5 lan-

oblong-lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate to ovate, shortacuminate, short-stalked, serrate: fls. 2-4 on an axillary
peduncle, the corolla an inch long, tubular and shortMex. — A worthy plant, not
lobed, [pubescent, scarlet.
yet in the trade, but has been cult.
l. H. B.

ISONANDRA (Greek, equal avthcrs). Sapoi(tc€iv.
I.sonandra (Jnfta is a Uirge-leaved E. Indian tree, which
furnishes the best commercial gutta-percha. The name
has appeared in one southern catalogue, but the plauts
were found to be not true to name. This plant should
be e:\x\\&<\Dichoi)sis Gutla. In Dichopsis the Horal parts
are in G's, stamens 12, and the seeds have no albumen,
while in Isonandra the tioral parts are in 4's, the stamens 8, and the seeds albuminous. See liahher Plants.
Gutta, Hook.

Hook.

Properly Dichdp^is

OuTTA-PEKCHA Tree.

abruptly pointed

IS6T0MA

Ijvs.

Gi'itta,

Benfh.

&

Icatlierv, elliptic,

Malaya. R.H. 1898,

p.

44L

(Greek, equally cat; referring to the co-

and true only by contrast with Lobelia). ComThis includes a plant treated as a half-hardy
annual, which grows ahout a foot high, has curiously
cut foliage, and odd fls. with a slender bent tube 1 in. or
more long, and 5 slender spreading lol:ies, each y-^^n.
long. Among allied geueraof garden value, (Jentropogon
and Siphocampylus have the stamens fastened at the
base of the tube, while in Isotoma they are at the top or
above the middle.
(Centropogon has an indehisceut
berry; Siphocampylus a capsule 2-Yalved at the top like
Isotoma.) Downingia has a tube of stamens free from
rolla,

pauiilf'ieeiv.

the corolla.
axill&,ris, Lindl, Perennial, flowering the first year so
as to appear annual, but forming at length a hard rootstock, erect, with few spreading branches: Ivs. linear,
irregularly pinnatifid, 2-3 in. long, lobes linear.: pedicels axillary, 2-0 in. long: fls. large, bluish purple, pale

outside. Australia. B.M. 2702 (as Lobelia senecioides)
and 5073 (as Isotoma senecioides, var. subpiunatifida)
— Not in cult.
petraea, F. Muell. Identical with the above, except that
the Ivs. are ovate-oblong or elliptical. Australia. The
plant in the trade is said to have cream-colored fls., and
is sold as a"Lemon Verbena," a name which properly
belongs to Lantana.

ITALIAN MAY. Spirwa

hijperieifotia

IT£A (Greek name

of the willow; because it has willow-like Ivs., and grows near the water).
SaxifragaceiP. A genus of trees and shrubs, numbering about 5
species, inhabiting eastern N. Anier. and eastern Asia,
whose one representative in cultivation is /. Virginica,
alow, upright, somewhat coarse shrub, best known by
its long, upright racemes of small white tis. appearing
about July 1, in Massachusetts, and its brilliant autumn
coloring. In nature it inhabits low, wet places. In cultivation

it

seems

to

adapt

itself to

almost any

soil.

It is

not perfectly hardy, but grows rapidly and seems enduring of both sun and shade. In ornamental use it is
planted in masses or mixed with other shrubs of similar
character in the shrubby border or at the edge of woods.
Its somewhat coarse character does not favor its approach to more refined objects. In autumn it becomes
a brilliant red. It is prop, from seed, by cuttings and
by division of roots, which spread slowlj-" and form
clumps of stems. It may be collected from the wild.

1186.

Itea Vireinica

(

and longer than the 5 stacapsule slender, longitudinally 2-furrowed, 2celled, many-seeded, splittiner through the simple style
and partition. Pa. and N. J. to Fla. and La. B.M. 2409.
ceolate, nearly erect petals

mens

:

A.

iVA (named

Phelps Wyman.

attev Ajiiga Tea, from its similar smell).
Compdsitw. This includes I. frutescens, Linn., the Marsh
Rider or High-water shrub, a native hardy perennial
of no garden value, which is, nevertheless, on record as
having been cult. It grows 3-12 ft. high in salt raarshi-s
and on muddy seashores, has serrate Ivs. and fls. as inconspicuous as those of a ragweed. See B.B. 3:292 and

Orav's Manual.
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IXIA

IVfiSIA. All referred to PoteufiUa.

IVY, The common or English Iyj is Hedera. Boston
l.^AmpeJopsis tricKspidata. German I.— Climbing
Ground l.^Nepeta
iSoiecio and Ileniiaria glabra.
Olechoma. Kenilvrorthl. =Ll)iaria Cijmbalnria

.

Poison

J.—Mhus, U. Toxicodendron. Some authors think that
two species of Rhus are confused, H. radietins being
the common Poison Ivy of the North, and M. Toxicodendron being a shrub of the South.

IXIA

(Greek, hird lime; said to refer to the juice).
Ixias are delightful tender bulbs originally
from the Cape of (rood Hope, with attractive grass-like
foliage and spikes of flowers borne in early spring, exhibiting an exceptionally wide range of colors. They
grow about 1 .'^ ft. high on the average, with an unbranched stem, a spike 3-8 in. long, containing G-12 fls.
each lK-2 in. or more across. The tls. have a very
slender tube usually about >2 iu. long, and G segments.
The following colors are all well marked in Ixia: white,
yellow in at least 'A shades, ornnge, lilac, rose, pink,
crimson, light and dark purple, ruby red, pale blue, and
even green. Perhaps the
onh important colors lacking are sky-blue and red in
the bright shades of scarlet
iud \ermilion. The flowers
m iy be coucolorous (all of
one color) or these same
shades may be combined with an eye.
Jriddcca'.

Most of our cultivated
forms seem to have an
eye of brown, purple
or almost black, but
there have been kinds
with a white, blue or
green eye. Occasionally there is a ring of
brown color above the

Add to this that the
1 le.
ks of the segments may
be more or less suffused
\\
n with various colors(usualiy,
however, that of the eye)
ij
^r and the interesting possibilities of Ixias in color combinations can be imagined.
Sooner or later all good
gardeners yield to the fascination
1187.

uf bulbous plants, and whoever
as not yet succeeded in growing
Ixias has something to live for.
Ixias number their cultivated
varieties by the hundreds. Next
to Crocuses and Ereesias they
have no rivals in point of popu-

Ixiaflowers

in their drooping stage.

(X

14.)

among spring -blooming
bulbs of the important Iris family. which rejoices in the possession of such sydendid summerblooming bulbs as Iris, Gladiolus and Montbretia. Culturally they belong to the same class witli Babiana and
Sparaxis, which are also desirable and distinct in general appearance and coloring, but are outstripped by
Ixias in popularity and in number of varieties. Botanically, these three geiaera belong to the Ixia tribe, in
which the tls. are spicate, not fugitive and never more
than one to a spathe. The stamens of Ixia are equilateral; those of Babiana and Sparaxis unilateral. Ixias
have about G erect grass like Ivs. arranged in 2 ranks:
Babiana lias plaited, hairy Ivs.
Bulb catalogues give no hint whatever as to the
linrenfage of the numerous named varieties. Not one
of tliem mentions /. viaciihita nor /. colnmellaris.
which were the two all-important parent stocks. Of the
species recognized liy Baker in Elora Capensis,
vol. 0, I80G, only /. vtridifJora appears as a trade name,
but /. Hpeciosa and paniculaia are advertised under
larity

'',

'2.'!

synonyms cratcrioldcs and lougiflora. T. crocafa
Tritoin'a crocafa, and /. Ifyhridn of the trade is not
the Jii/bridn of the botanists, but means nothing more
tlian mixed varieties.
tljeir
is

Before speaking of the dominant types, it is convenient to mention some very distinct species which are
still cultivated in a condition not essentially different,
botanically, from the wild types. I. panicidata is instantly distinguished from all other Ixias in cult, by its
very long tube, w^hich is often 3 in. long. It is also the
I. viridlfJora is unique in the genus for
last to bloom.
its green flowers, and it is one of the few green-flowered
plants that are attractive. Whether this species has
hybridized with the other dark-eyed species is conjectural.
At any rate, the prototype is a popular plant
to-day.
Of y6

named varieties received from 3 leading dealers
in America, England and Holland, and supposed to he
a representative collection, all but a bare dozen seem to
be the offspring of /. tnnculufa and /. columelluria.
Both of these species have a purple or purple-black eye,
sometimes brown, and the white and yellow colors of tbe
segments are derived from inticn lata, ^hilQ the lilac and
purple shades of the segments are derived from columellaria.
Baker makes no distinction between these two
prototypes except that of color. The common opinion
is that Ixias hybridize freely, both at the Cape and in
cultivation, and it is usually said that they are now
so thoroughly mixed by hybridization and selection
that it is impossible to refer any of the named horticultural varieties to their proper species. Nevertheless,
from a study of the specimens mentioned above and the
colored plates cited below, the writer ventures the opinion that the vast majority of cultivated Ixias are eyed
forms, which, with the exception of viridiflora, can be
readily referred either to }naciilata or to columellaris,
and that all such forms could be reproduced without
hybridization if the original types were reintroduced
from the Cape and subjected to an equal period of selection.

The real mystery in Ixia is why the self-colored forms
are so little cultivated. There are at least 7 species with
self-colored fls. which should be obtained directly
from the Cape, if necessary, for they would all make
decided additions to the Ixias that are in common cultiThese are: polysfacliy a, pure white; flexuosa,
vation.
white, veined rose, with fine red and purple varieties;
arisfata, a superior pink; Intea, orange; patens, bright
red; s /icc iona, ruhj-red, and odorata, yellow. Of the
eyed forms ocata, a bright red flower, should be added,
as this color seems to be lacking among the varieties
that are commonl;^ cultivated; also monadeJpha in its
variety with pale blue segments.
One of the most desirable of all these little-known
types is /. speciosa, which is shown in the Botanical
Magazine, with a delightful ruby-red color, untouched
with any suggestion of purple, lilac or allied shades.
This form would se*m to promise to the hybridizer the
possibility of several distinct shades of red that now
seem to be practically unknown in cultivated Ixias. A
synonym of /. speciosa is /. craterioides, which is a
common trade name, but it is doubtful if the ruby-red
form is in general cultivation. At any rate, it has not
been sufliciently exploited. The dearth of good colored
plates of modern cultivated Ixias is out of all proportion
to their commercial and artistic value. The writer has
no record of any good one since that published in 1884 in

"The Garden."'
Ixia flowers are charming in every stage of developAt first the flowers are erect and cup-shaped.
They close at night and remain closed on dark days.
As they grow older they open wider and become more
star-shaped. The reader may judge by Eig. 3187 of the

ment.

beauty of tbe flowers in theirdrooping stage. Theplants
remain in flower for three weeks, though the faded
flowers at the bottom of the spike should be taken off
toward the end of tbe period. As cut-flowers, they are
presentable for a week or two.
"SV, M.

Culture of Ixias Out-of-dooks. — The

writer has

al-

liked Ixias, but has considered that it is too much
trouble to grow them under glass. They are vastly more
satisfactory when grown outside. The planting of the
bulbs should be delayed until the last moment, because
Ixias are more inclined than most things to make an autnntnal growth. They should lie planted 3 inches deep,

ways

as late as

November

30.

In planting Imlbs

it

is

always

A

sprinkle a handful of saud on tlie spot where
the bulbs are to lie. This helps the drainage, especially
uu heavy lands, and prevents rotting. The bulbs should
then be covered with about 3 inches of leaves, hay, or

tvell to

better still, \niie needles.
In the latitude of Boston,
bulb beds can be uncovered during the tirst week of
April. However, there will still be sharp frosts to nip
the tender slioots tliat have started beneath the winter
rovering. L'onstM"[uently a little hay or other covering
material should be left near by, where it can be easily
gotten when a chilly evening threatens. In ten days
the young sprouts will become sulhcieutly hardened to
withstand any subsequent cold. Even such hardy
things as Alliums, wiien tirst uncovered, can hardly
withstand any frost at all. It is, however, a mistake tu

wait two weeks longer and then permanently uucover
the bulb beds, for by that time the early-starting things
are likely to lie so lank and long that they never attain
ideal sturdiuess. It is better to uncover too early than
too late. The secret of success with Ixias outdoors is
largely in hardening the plants in early spring and in
never allowing them to grow too fast under cover,
where they become yellow and sickly. During the winler shutters can be placed over the bulb beds to shed
tiie rain; but the bult)s do as well without this protection, though they may be later in starling. Of course,
Ixia bulbs cannot stand any
freezing, and they mu^t,
therefore, be planted in unfrozen soil. After liowering, let the bulbs remain in
the soil until the end of
then take them up,
July
and store them, not in dry
earth, but in boxes without
:

any packing. Let them remain in a dry place until
they are wanted for Novemher planting.

In the south-

ern part of England Ixias
can be planted 6 inches deep
in hardy borders as late as December, and Krelage, perhaps thinking
of still warmer regions, considers

summer-blooming bulbs, and
advises planting from October to
December. In the writer's experience, the flowers from the old bulbs
are not at all inferior in succeeding
years: indeed, the contrary has been
the case, and the bulbs he raises are
vastly superior to the ones he buys.
Amateurs are commonly advised to
throw away the offsets because fresh
Yet the underbulbs are cheap.
signed tinds that many of the offyear and nearly
first
sets bloom the
all of them the second.
It is commonly thought that if
Cape bulbs are ever raised commercially in America, California or
the coastal plain of the southern
states would be the fittest regions for
the industry. The writer knows of
Ixias being raised commercially near
Boston with every prospect of sucIt is strange that Tritonias.
cess.
Sparasis and Babianas cannot_ be
grown in the same way, though it is
some consolation that they can be so
easily grown in pots. To the undersigned Ixias are the most pleasing
ufall bulbs. He has thousands in
bloom in tiie month of June, and
thinks they make a braver show even
Ixias as

1188.

Ixia

paniculata l,X

^;

than

tulips.
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IXIA

IX I

^.

e. Endicott.

('rLTURE OF Ixias in GKEEXHOrsES.-Isia bulbs can
be planted any time from September 15 to October 30. the
>ooiierthebet'ter. In general, tender bulbs of small size
tend to iosevitalitT when kept a long time in the dry
airof warebonses. "ixia bulbs should be planted an inch
deep, 5 or G in a 5-in. pot. or S to 10 in a G-in. pot.

They

like a compound of sandy soil and leaf-mold. It is supjiosed that three-fourths of the failures with Ixias are
due to hasty forcing. The pots should be stored under
a bench or in a rather dark cellar, at a temperature of
45'^.
The object is to hold back the tops while the roots
are growing, in order to get stocky, well coh -n-d. slowly

started

They

shoots.

need no water until
irrowth has started. Then
water carefully until the
flowers
come, as the

yuung plants are

liable

at the surface of
the ground. While iiow-

to rot

ering water freely. After flowering, some gar<leners give the plants
no water. Others keep
the soil moist until the
leaves turn yellow, and
gradually withhold water,
temperature, the plants may be
lu'ought into a cool greenhouse
(.")0'-) when well started, and towards the end of January may be
given
more heat if flowers are
desiied as early as the middle of
I\Iarch. Ixias have to be staked
and tied. The old bulbs, from
\\hich the offsets have been removed, may be used again. Ixia
'i'"'

l.iulbs,

which are

\

\
V>
y.

really fibrous-

\i

coated corms about ^i in. thick,
keep as well as Freesias. Seedlinirs flower the third vear.

w.

:\r.

ClxttplE of Ixias ]X CdltiFRAMES.— Choose for the franie
aiL open
place, sheltered from
north and west winds. In its

nsg. Ixia maculata.
(X'3.)

construction give especial care
to providing good drainage, to close-fitting and snug
banking, so that frost, mice and moles can be kept out. A
santly soil, without manures, is safest and best for Ixias.
If fertilizers are used they must be placed several inches
below the bulbs, never in contact with them. As in outdoor culture, the bulbs must be planted late and in soil
well dried by placing the sashes over the frame some
time beforehand. Plant about 3 inches deep, as far
apart, and treat afterwards much as in greenhouse culture. Take off the sashes in early May to showthe mass
of rich, odd flowers which, ordinarily, will open about
tliat time and last for several weeks. If the frame is to
have other tenants through the summer, the Ixias may
be ttiken up after their tops are dead and stored in dry
sand till planting time comes around again. Otherwise,
merelv cease watering as the topsof the Ixias die down,
and put on the sashes again, tilting them so that they
will give air and shed rain.
l_ Greenlee.
INDEX.
Intea.

aristata,
.-olumellaris. 10.
rraterioides, S.
tlexnnsa.
longiflora, 2.
.'1.

Tiihc

,<!

ii;jtens,

n.

mmiadelpha,

4.

viriJitlora, 12.

fn'hur

ilihffril

prri<f)}f]t

2.

7.

polystardiya,
specin^a, S.

!''.

odorata. 1.
ovata, 11.

:'^.

A.

panir-ulatn.

fi.

marulata,

llu:

Un>h into a

disfnirt fauuLl.
1.

odorata, Ker.
\.\.

FIs.

Tube
v..

pure re

;.M. 1173.

of prrhnilli

Letirjfh

)i"/

tlilateil.

tiihe 2^.,-3 hi.

f'f

r. hnigifl<n;:. Berg.l.
paniculata, Delaroche
.Setrraents white, often tinged red: throat
color or black. B.M. 25G and 1502.
•1.

I

IISS.

BB.

Li

liglh of

tube 1

Fig.

same

ill.

aristata, Ker, FIs. whitish, according to Baker, but
a tine pdnk iu B.3I. 5S0.
3.

,,,

840

IXORA

IXIA
BBB. Length of tube

%-%

in.

4.

ISegments 3-i in. long or
D. Color ichife.
polystachya, Liun. No eye. B.M.

5.

DD. Color shades of red or lilnc,
flexuosa, Linn. No eye. B.M. 024.

c.

CO.

S<^'jmenfs

more than

%

less.

62."!.

in. louij.

Fls. self-colored.
Color yellow or orange.
I).

E.

Fl«. "nnifonnly deep bright yellow,"
according to Baker, but orange in B.M. 84G.
liitea, Bilker.

11.

F.
7.

deep

EE. Color red.
Segtnents ]-2-'''--\ in. long.

patens, Ait. Fls. pale red, according to Baker. Imt
ro^sy red in B.M. 522.
FF.

Seijments ^^-1 in. long.

speci6sa, Andr. {T. crfiterlo)des, Ker.). F)s. dark
crimson, according to Baker, but rich ruby -red in B.M. 594.
8.

DD. FJs. with an eye of brown, purple or
E.

Color of segments white

hlarl-.

to yelloiv.

Fig. 1189. Fls. typically yellow,
9. maculata, Linn.
according to Baker. B.M. 539 (orange). The followintr
natural varieties show the range of color. Var.och.roleilca^ Ker.
Segments sulfur-yellow; eye brown. B.M.
tSegmeuta "white; eye
12S5. Var. nigro-albida, Klatt.
bhxck. Var. ornata, Baker. Fls. tlushed bright red or
purple outside.
EE. Color of segments lilac to purple.
Typically with bright, mauve10. columellaris, Ker.
purple segments and blue throat. B.M.6.'J0.

EEE. Color of segments bright red.
11.

ovata, Klatt.

Andrews

Eot. Rep., plate

2.'i.

slender-tubed, the throat sometimes barbed, the limb 4or 5-lobed and wide-spreading; stamens 4 or 5, inserted
on the throat, the filaments short or none: ovary on a
fleshy disk, 2-locuIed, the style filiform and exserted, 2brauched: ovules solitary.
L. H. B.
Ixoras, which are handsome dwarf flowering shrubs,
belong to the tropics. The species, as w^ell as their hybrids, all bear beautiful trusses of flowers of various
shades, from a creamy white to a rich crimson. They
require a stove temperature during most of the time,
although, after having flnished their growth in the early
autumn, they could be placed for a time into a lower or
i^reeuhouse temperature, in which they would more fully
ripen their young growth and set and develop their flower
i)uds. After this, when again placed in the warmhouse,
the plants will keep flowering until spring. Sandy leafmold, with plenty of drainage, is best to cultivate them
in.
They like plenty of heat and moisture, and care
should be takennot tooverjiot tbem. The foliage should
be syringed often, as otherwise the mealy bug and other
insects will infest them. They do best in a sunny spot
in a greenhouse temperature, but should not fall below
()0° while growing. They propagate freely from cuttings
of half-ripe wood, and they produce their best flowers
when the pots are filled with roots; then a little feeding
with liquid manure will bring out the size and color of
the flowers to perfection.
H. A. Siebrecht.

Many
forms.

of the Latin names of Ixoras are of horticultural
Of this class, the following are in the Amer.

brilliant salmon-orange. C')?e/, fis.
pure white: ctos'A ot I.coceinea and I. s trie fa, y at. alba.
Conspicna, fls. yellow, becoming orange. JJixidna, fls.
deep orange. Frdseri-, fls. scarlet in the tube, and brilliant salmon above. Orndta, salmon-orange. JPrinceps
ris. whitish, becoming orange; said to have come from
Java.
J^eghia, fls. shaded violet-salmon. Sangninea
lis, crimson, shaded with violet.
Splendida, crimson-

trade:

C/^t^'^so?);, fls.

orange.

I.H. 29:463.

W^'stii, fls.

pale rose, becoming

Color of segments gree)i.
12. viridifldra, Lam. Typically with pale green segand
black
throat.
B.M. 549. L.B.(_MG:1548. F.8.
ments
2:124. Var. cana, Eckl. Segments pale blue; throat
black. B.!M. 789 (as /. maculata aniethysihia], \'ar.
caesia,Ker. Segments pale lilac; eyegreenish. B.R.7:.j;iO.

hybrid (On. 42:885. G.M. 36:35). Williamsii.
reddish salmon. Other horticultural forms are:
Armen}aca yellow; Decora, yellow; Illustris, ovt\.ng,^\
T7is!gniSy rose; Pilgrimi orange-scarlet; Profusa, rose;
Speciosa, yellow; Splendens, oi-ange; Venusta, orange.

EEEEE. Color of segments pale blue.
V,\. monad6lph.a, Delaroche.
Only species in the genus
that does not have free anther.'?. B.M. 007; ].'^78. — Segments tyx:)ically lilac, but there are forms with claretred, blue or pale yellow segments, combined with eyes
and markings of various colors.
\y_ ^i_

rose).
strleta, Roxbg. (/. coceiuea, Hort.
/. bldnda, Ker.
/. croedta, Lindl.).
Apparently the common species,
known in greenhouses as /. coccinea: glabrous shrub,
with sessile or subsessile Ivs. which are obovate or obovate oldong,and very slender-tubed fls. in dense corymbs.
the corolla lobes short and rounded.
Moluccas and
Ohina. B.M. 1C>9 (an I. coccinea). B.R. 10:782. -Runs
into nearly pure white forms. /. striata of the importers
of Japanese plants is probably a misprint tovstricta.
There ai-e said to be yellowish fld. forms. Prince of
irange is said to be a form of this species.
coccinea, Linn. (/. gra ndiflora, Br. I. Bandhnca
Ri'xbg. >, Much like the last, but Ivs. oblong and corolla
lol)es acute. E.Indies. B.R. 2:154; 6:513.
macrothyrsa, Tejsm.
Bum. (I. Puffli, Moore).
Very large, glabrous: Ivs. a foot long, linear-oblong to
oblong-lanceolate
cluster very large, 8 in. across,

EEEE.

IXIOLlRION (Greek, a« Txia-like lily). Ainaryllid,}A genus of 2 species of hardy bulbs from western
Asia, with umbels of 5-9 deep blue or violet, G-lobed
fls. each 2 in. across, borne in spring.
Perianth regular,
without any tube above the ovary; segments oblauceolate; stamens shorter than the segments, attached t<)
their claws. The nearest cultivated allies are Alstni-meria and. Bomarea, which have no distinct rootstock,
while Ixiolirion has a bulbous rootstock. Monogr. by
Baker, Amaryllideai, 1888.
ce<p.

mont^num, Herb.

&

{/. Pdltasii, Fisch.

Mey.). Bulb
ovoid, 1 in. thick, with a neck 2-.'i in. below the basal
tuft of Ivs.: stem about 1 ft. long: Ivs. about 4.
persistent, and a few smaller ones above: tls. on lonii'
unequal pedicels an<l often 1 or 2 fls. below; perianth
bright lilac according to Baker. Syria to Siberia. B.R.
R.H. 1880:310. J.H. III. 31 :58;i.
30:(J6. F.S. 22:2270.
Var. Tatdricum, Herb. 7". TaidricAim Hort.). Stems
more slen<ler: Ivs, awl-shaped: fix. all in a terminal
unil)el,smallertbanthetype. Altai Mts. 0.0.11.19:757.
Regel calls the collective species /. Tataricum, and de(

scribes 5 species of

IXORA

,

it.

Malabar deity). J^)<bi().cecr. Many species
(100 or more) of shrubs or small trees with opposite or
Ivs.
and terminal or axillary corymbs of A'ery
verticillate

showy

(a

inhabiting the tropical parts of Asia, Afri<'a,
America, Aiistralia and Pacific islands. The species arc
very difficult to distinguisli. The Hs. are white, rose or
scarlet, on bracteate pedicels; corolla very long- and
fls.,

brilliant;
fls.

,

,

A. Pis.

usually

in

shades of red (sometiines varying

to

(

&

:

bearing very many deep red tinged crimson fls., with
lanceolate obtuse lobes about y?, in. long. F. Indies. B.
M. 0853. Probably the finest of the genus.

—

AA. Fls. in shades of yellow or orange.

Javinica, DC. Glabrous shrub with Ivs. 5-7 in. long,
ovate-oblong, acute or acuminate: corymb terminal, with
forking coral-red branches: fls. deep orange-red, the
lobes rounded. Java. B.M. 4586.
cong6sta, Roxb. {T. Grtffithii, Hook.). Evergreen
tree in its native haunts, glabrous, except the cymes:
Ivs. very large (0-12 in. long), stalked, elliptic or ellipticoblong, acute or acuminate: cymes sessile or nearly so:
fls. orange-yellow, changing to reddish, the segments

rounded. Indies. B.M. 4325.

AAA. Flowers white.
parviEIdra, Vahl. Evergreen tree, with subsessile oblong or elli|)t ic-obtuse Ivs. 3-fi in. long: cymes sessile:
Hs. white, the tube only ^;, in. long. India.
l. H. B.

JACARANDA {Brazilian name). Bignoniacea'. J.
ocalifoUa perhaps ranks among the 100 best tlowering
trees or shrubs for subtropical regions. The foliage is
as tinely cut as a fern, symmetrical and eleLrant. The
leaves are decussate, distant, each one with 10 or more
pairs of pinnje, each pinna having 14-24 pairs of leaflets.

Thepiantbearsloose.pyramidalpanicles.Sin.

hiijh,

of 40-90 blue fls., each 2 in. long and l^.^ in. wide, which
have a long, bent, swelling tulie and the 2 lobes of one
lip smaller than the 3 other lobes.
From S. Fla. It is
one of the best of foliage plants for the S., valuable
alike for florists' decorations, conservatory, subtropical
bedding in the North, or for lawn specimens in Florida,
where, if cutback by frost, it rapidly recovers its beauty.
It is commonly
It reaches a height of 20 ft. or more.
planted in parts of S. Calif., and attains a height of 50
This species is also cult, in Europe under
ft. and more.
glass. Jacarandais a genus of about 30 tropical American
spicies, mostly Brazilian: trees, with Ivs. opposite, 2pinnate, rarely 1-pinnate: Ifts- usually numerous, entire or dentate: tls, sbowy blue or violet, panicle<l
corolla lobes rotund; perfect stamens 4, didynamons;
starainode about as long as the stamens, club-shaped at
the apes and often bearded at the top.
;

ing several feet high if allowed to grow: stems 4-anlvs. opposite, lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate to
K'led
oval-oblong, narrow or broad at base, attenuate to apes,
wavy-margined, veiny, downy, sometinjes a foot long:
fls. rose-purple, ascending, arched at the top and the
lower lip recurving, borne in dense terminal spike-like
thvrses.
Brazil.
G.F. 5:317. Var. cornea (Ju.'^ticin
c>irne<i, Kook.) has flesh-colored tls.
B.M. 3383. B.R.
17:131*7. — A handsome old plant, of comparatively easy
conservatory
culture in a
temperature. Cuttiui^s made
in Feb. or March should bloom early the following
winter. Young plants are usually most satisfactory, the
old ones being kept over only for cutting stock. Give
rich soil, and plenty of water in the growing season.
:

Pohliana, Benth. & Hook. (Cyrfanlhtra PidiUilna,
Xeesi. Much like J. mag)iifica,h\it more robust and
leafy: lvs. ovate-acuminate and rounded or nearly or
quite cordate at the base, more e:labrous, often purplebracts short-acute, or in
fls. bright crimson
tinji'ed
one form obtuse. Brazil. — Voss considers J. magnifica,
var. cornea, to be synonymou.s with J. Pohliana.
Var. veltltilia, Hort. {J. vcUilinn and Justicia vclii'
Cyrtoiithcni Pohliana, var
vclidinii.
ti)ia,
Hort.
lvs. villous-pubescent
Nees). Dwarf: bracts olituse
surfaces
fls.
2
in.
lonJ,^
rose-color.
Brazil.
on both
Gng. 7:212. A.P 14:998.— A worthy plant of comparatively recent introduction in this country. It is an excellent pot subject and has been considerably advertised recently as the "New Dwarf Justicia v< lutina.'' A
profuse and continuous bloomer. Cultural remarks under J. inaguifico also apply to this.
:

:

;

Lvs.
ovalifdlia, R. Br. {./. }ni)W).<ifEfdUa, D. Don).
distant, spreading, oblonix, villous: tls. more or less
horizontal.
S. Amer.
B.R. S:G31. B.M. 2327. R.H.
iyi*^:132.

E. N.

JACK BEAN.

Refer

to

W

Eeasoxer and

M.

CanavaUa.

JACK FRUIT. Ar/ncarpus

:

integrifoVa.

Fls.

JACK-IN- A-BOX. Rernnndia.

JACK-IN-THE-PULPIT. See

in

a

cnri'i'il:

d'-nse tcrininol spikf
stuuicits fixed to the

rnrolla Joju/ a

:

}ul

base of the' tuhe.

[Subgenus Polystachys .)

^/-(^Tpma.

JACOB.ffiA. All included in Sencao.

Erect
coccinea, Hiern. {Justlrio rocciuea, Aubl.).
herb or subsbrub, usually ffrown from cuttintrs each
year and treated as a pot subject 2-5 ft. high: branches
terete: lvs. elliptic or ovate-lanceolate, entire, glabrous
:

JACOBtNIA

(probably a personal name).

Acantlt.'i-

A polymorphous genus of 30 or 40 tropical
American herbs or shrubs, ineludina: the genera Libonia.
Plants cultivated fi-r
Sericographis and Cyrtanthera.
lvs. optheir narrow-tubular red, orange or yellow tls.
posite and entire: calyx deeply 5-parted, with linear or
awl-shaped segments; corolla more or less 2-lipped.
one lip 2-l:)bed and the other 3-lobed; stamens2; staminodia represented by two hairy elevations on the corolla
rt'ff.

:

tube; pistil ripening into an oblong or ovate capsule,
the style filiform, the ovary surrounded by a disk.
Jacobinias, in common with other Acanthads, are
much confused as to species. A closely allied genus is
Justicia, which, among other characters, is distinguished
by having spurs or appendages at the base of the anther lobes, whereas Jacobinia has no such appendages.
Other allied genera are Aphelandra, Dianthera, Adhatoda, Thyrsacanthus, Erauthemum, Barleria, D^dalacanthus.
Jacobinias are mostly subsbrubs in their native places,
but they are usually treated as herbs under cultivation.
They are showy greenhouse or conservatory subjects.
When well grown they are attractive plants, but they
soon become weedy under neglect. They propagate very
readily from cuttings, after the manner of fuchsias,
and the most satisfactory plants are usually those which
are allowed to bloom but once. Most of them thrive well
under conditions suited to begonias.
A.

more or less dense teruihial payiicJe or
thtfrse : coroUa long, vwre or less curved, stdtn'yns fixed to the middle or )it'ar the top of co-

Fls. in a

1190.

{Subgenus Cyrtanthera.)

magnifica, Benth. 6c Hook. [Cyrtanthera magnifica,
Nees. Justicia magnifica, Yoh\). Strong forking herb
or subsbrub, blooming when 1 or 2 ft. high, but becom[S4[

{Y. y^).

fls. crimson, in a dense terminal spike,
or nearly so
pubescent, the long upper lip more or less arched and
Brazil.
B.M. 432. -Blooms in
the lower one reflexed.
summer. Said to be known sometimes as Aphelandra
:

rolla tube.

Jacobinia Penrhosiensis

eristata

)

.

.

.

JASMINUH

JACOBINIA

S4'2
i-V.s'.

seutleri'd

eles

like box but obovate, and racemes of small, white,
honey-scented fls. which in the North under glass would
be borne in winter. It seems to be cult, only in S. Fla.
and S. Calif, outdoors. Generic character.? are Ivs.
rigid, margined, entire: fls. white or orange, borne in
corolla 5-fid, wheel- to salracemes, umbels or singly
ver-shaped, crowned at the throat aud between the lobes
berry
appendages (starainodia)
w'ith 5 roundish
In the allied genus Theoleathery, several-seeded.
phrasta the corolla is cylidrical, shortly 5-lobed, the appendages are fastened at the base of the corolla instead
of the throat, and the berry is many-seeded.
armilliris, Linn. Lvs. cuneate-spatulate or obovate,
blunt, revolute at the margin, usually whorled, 4 in.
long, W, in. wide: berry \i in. thick. W. Indies.

what

in- i ii loose more or less leafy paiiiof medium length, straiiilit or nearli) so,
not deeplij cleft. {Subgenus Libo)(ia.)
Hook. {Serlc6groj}hi.'i paueifltfra.
pauciJlora, Bentli.

AAA.

:

&

Xees. Libunia floribiinda, C. Koch). A common couservatory plant, subslirubbj-, but usually treated as a
l.ot-plant, with terete, short-jointed, close pubescent
lirauches
Ivs. elliptic or elliptic-oblong, short and
fls. 1 in. long,
rather small, entire, very sliort-stalked
tubular, drooping or nearly horizontal, scarlet \\\t\\
yellow at the end, the lips short. Brazil. -A most florifi-rous plant, almost as easy to grow as a fuchsia, and
to be handled in essentially the same way.
Fig.
Penrhosiensis {Lilibnia Penrliosiensis, Carr.).
1'JO.
Much like the last, but Ivs. more pointed and lis.
larger and more showy. E.H. ]B7G:50. Giig. 2:lul.--It
is a most excellent plant, and is taking the place of J.
poueiflora. It is hybrid of J. paueiflom and J. GJiiesIneeldinvei. Another and very similar hybrid of the same
]iarentage is Serieobdnia icjneu, Lindl. & Andre. I.H.
J. Penrhosiensis is a winter bloomer, a little
•J2:198.
earlier than J. paueiflora. Cuttings struck in spring
make full l.looming subjects by fall and early winter.
This an<l J. joiiiriftora are common conservatory plants.
(Cyrtcinthera
Ghiesbreghtiana, Benth. & Hook.
(;litesbreiilitio no, Decne. SericoriraphisGhiesbreghtiiinii,
Apheldndra
Lem.
Gheisbreghtiiina,
Jnsliria
Nees.
Gkiesbreuhtiona, Hort.). Lvs. narrower (lanoe-ovate)
and longer, acuminate fls. in a terminal, very loose
panicle, tubular, scarlet, appearing at the same season
as those of J". Penrhosiensis. Mex. F.S. 4:339. -Introd.
}tj Ghiesbreght; but when the plant was transferred to
the genus Jacobinia the name was misspelled Ghiesbrechtiano
T. Lindeui. Nichcls. I.Iusticia Lindeni, HoulL), is a Mexican
siiljshrub, with lau(;e-ovate lvs., and a fascicled head of oraiige\'i-llow fls.
Docs not apueai- to lie in tlie Amcr. trade. R.H.
1S7II:250.
L. H. B.
:

:

;

:

1

:

JACOB'S LADDER. Polentouium

JACOB'S STAFF.

[Conrolvuliis

pentiinthus. Jacq.).
at base, twiningG-8

ft., pubescent or nearly glabrous: lvs. cordate to ovatelanceolate, acuminate: peduncles slender, bearing 5-12
fls. in a loose cymose cluster: corolla about 134 in. wide,
short-funnelform, sharply 5-angled, rich violet-blue.
.luue-Sept. Trop. Anier., and as farnorth as Fla. B.IM.
21,')1.
B. 4:197. P.M. 0:219. In var. can^scens, Hort.
(./. caveseens, Benth.), the whole plant is covered with

shor-t,

AmericS,na, Torr. & Gr. Shrub, to 4 ft. lvs. broadly
ovate to oblong-ovate, acute, serrate, dentate, pubescent
or almost glabrous above, whitish tomentose beneath,
i.,-2 in. long: fls. about
yi in. across, white, sometimes
pnikish outside. June. B.M. U142. J. H. III. 32:37.
:

Gn.

and

32, p. 522,

JAKRAH.

is

Datura Stramonium.

See Eugenia Jambos.

Jlucalyptus marginata.

JASIONE

(ancient name of no application to this
CampanulHeeit'. This includes the Shepherd's
Scabious, a hardy herbaceous perennial plant of compact habit, about a foot high, and bearing globose heads
2 inches in diameter, composed of very many light blue
flowers. It is of easy culture in any garden soil, grows
either in full sunlight or partial shade, and is equally
The
adapted for borders, edgings, or the rockery.
common annual Scabious belongs to the teasel family,
and has 4 stamens, while the Shepherd's Scabious has
5 stamens. Jasione has about 12 species, mostly European, and is easily distinguished from its allies by the
fls. being l:)orne in a head "with an involucre, the corolla
cut into 5 awl-shaped strips, and the anthers somewhat
united at their bases. They differ widely in duration
and habit. i-*rop. by division and seed.

plant).

Sheep
Shepherd's Scabious.
per^nnis, Lam.
Scabious. SHEBP's-Bur. Stem erect, sparingly if at
root-lvs. obovate, in the non-fioriferous
all branched
plants forming a tufted rosette stem-Ivs, oblong-linear,
entire: peduncles long, leafless: bracts ovate, serratedentate. July, Aug. B.R. G:503. B.M. 2198.
;

;

J.

Griseb. Plant annual, usually low and
erect, at length twining if support is near, covered with
tawny yellow hairs: lvs. cordate, ovate, long-petioled
peduncles bearing many fls. in dense, involucrate clusters: fls. less than \5 in. long, violet, ('ult. and waste
ground, S. C. to Ark., and southward.
:

S.

W. Fletcher.

(Nicholas Joseph de Jacquin, 1727-1817,
distinguished botanical painter and writer, who painted
many West Indian plants from nature). Myrsinitreie.
About 20 species of tropical American trees and shrubs,
one of which is called Bracelet Wood in the West Indies,
because the brown and yellow shiny seeds are made into
bracelets. It is a low tree, with evergreen lvs. sonie-

Alfred Rehder.

33, p. G06.

brownish down. B.E. 33:27.

tamniSolia,

JACQUfNIi

Jonibolano

Ungeniit Jambos.

JAMESIA (after its discoverer, Dr. Edwin .James,
1797-18G1, botanical explorer of the Rocky Mountains |.
Syu. ,JidH'inia. SaxifragAcece. Low, hardy shrub of upright habit, with deciduous, opposite, petioled, serrate
Haiullvs., and white Us. in terminal, short panicles.
some shrub for borders of shrubberies or rocky slopes
in sunny situations, thriving in any well drained garden
Prop, by seeds or
soil, best in a peaty and sandy one.
by cuttings of ripiened wood. One species in the Rocky
Mountains from Utah to New Mex. Lvs. without sti].ules: calyx lobes and petals 5: stamens 10: styles usually 3: fr. a 3-celled, many-seeded, dehiscent capsule.

JAMROSADE.

JACaUEMONTlA (after Victor Jacquemont, a French
Convolvuhlceie. About .50 spenaturalist; died 1832).
<-ies of tropical and subtropical twining herbs, allied to
Ipomoea and Convolvulus, to which they are inferior for
garden culture. They are distinguislied from Ijioma'a
l)y having two stigmas instead of one; and from Con^•olvulus by having the stigmas ovate or oblong instead
of linear-hliform to subulate. /. viohreea makes an attractive greenhouse climber for summer and autumn
flowering, but is not as desirable lor this purpose as
several species of Ipomo^a. It is apt to become leggy
after a few years. Propagated readily by seeds or cuttings. For other botanical characters and cultural directions, see Ipohxa^o.
viol^cea, Choisy

JAMBOS. Hee

JAMESTOWN WEED

eo'riileum.

Fouejuicrio splenden.-!.

Stem perennial, somewhat shrubby

JAMBOLAN. Ungenio

JASMINUM

B.

Keller and W. M.

Jasmine.
Otei)eea'.
Jessamine. Climbing or erect shrubs, of more than 100
species in warm regions of the CMd World. Fls. fragrant; corolla yellow or white (sometimes reddish out(Arabic

name).

side), salver-shaped, the 4-9 lobes convolute in the bud,
mucli exceeding the calyx; stamens 2, included in the
corolla tube: ovary 2 loculed, with a single erect ovule
in each locule, becoming in fr. a twin berry: lvs. pinnate, but sometimes reduced to 1 1ft. (petiole jointed).
Jasmines are of diverse horticultural groups. Some of
them are hard}' in the middle and southern states,
whereas others are winter-flowering warmhouse plants.
Most of them are known as coolhouse or temperatehouse shrubs, of half-climbing habit. They are all o£

J ASH IX

UM

JASJUXUM

easy culture. They propagate readily ])y cuttings of
nearly mature wood and by layers.
Often the fls.
are very fragrant. The species are usually called Jasmines, and the word Jessamine is commonly restricted
to J ofticinah', which is the Jessamine of poetry. Some
.

of

them

(particularly J. gnindifloriini.) are

grown

for

perfume-making. The Cape Jessamine is Gardenia. Ytilow or L'arf'lina Jessamine is Gelsemium.

affine, 7.

':i-?-!

stral.

in.
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long, the acute lobes sonjewliat shurter.
Au9S0. B.R. 8:G0G (as ./. [/nici/r, Andr.i.-

B.M.

Suinnier bloomer.
AA.

Lf

Jfts

;

with

slirub

straight,

28r>.

stiff,

— It

terete

Sieholdidnuui, Blume).
12. nudiilorum, Lindl. {J.
-i-angied glabrous stiff
hranchlets: Ivs. opposite, small, with 3 little ovate ciliate Ifts., the entire foliage falling in autumn or when
the growth is completed: ils. solitary, in early .spring (or
winter), from long, scaly buds, subtended by several or
many small leaf-like bracts, yellow; calyx lobes leafy
and spreading or retiexed, shorter than the corolla tube
China. B.R.
corolla segments obovate, often wavy.

Twiggy, nearly erect shrub with

B.M. 4649. R.H. 1852:201. G.G. III. 11 :181.-A
most interesting plant, reminding one of Forsythia when
in bloom. Hardy south of Washington, and blooming
nearly all winter. With protection, it will stand as far
north as Hudson river valley, and bloom very early in
.spring.
In northern glasshouses, used mostly as a late
winter and early spring bloomer. Strong-growing specimens need support.
:t2:4S.

J. anguld,re,'V^\i\. Fls. very long-tubed, white; Ivs. opposite'
S. Afr. B.BI. 686r».— 7". calcdreiun, Muoll. (J. Novee
Zelandicum, Bosse), is a spring- and summer-blooming Australian species with wliite fls. and simple, opposite, thick, H- or
ttiruate.

X

dldyviiun, Forst. Climber; tis. small, white,
narrow axillary cymes which exceed the Ivs.: Ivs. opposite,
ternate; Ifts. often retuse. Austral. B.M. G349.— J", fruticans,
Linn. Bujjhy: branches anfjular: Ivs. alternate, small, ternate,
the Ifts. obovate: fls. yellow. Mediterranean region. B.M. 461.
J. polydnthum, Franch.. a recent Chinese species in the way
of J. granditlorum, may be expected to appear in cult. Fls,
white Inside, reddish out.side, long-tubed: Ivs. opposite, with

5-uerved Ivs.—
ill

—

5 long-acximinate It'ts. R.H. 1891, p. 270.— J. p^ihigerma,
Much like J. huaiile, but fls. smaller and plant villoiis.

In-^ia-

L. H. B.

JATROPHA

(Greek, referring to .ts medicinal use).
This includes the French Physic Nut, J.
Hurcas, which is grown commercially in the Cape Verde
Islands for the seeds, which yield a purgative oil resembling castor oil. It is also grow^u for ornament in
S. Fla. and S. Calif. About G8 species of tropical herbs
or tall shrubs: Ivs. alternate, petiolate.usuallypalmately
lobed: tis. at the tips of branches in forking cyraose
panicles, moncecious; calyx 5-parted; corolla twisted;
stamens 10 or fewer: column surrounded by 5 glands;
capsule 2-3-seeded.
multiiida, Linn. Shrubby, 5-10 ft. high: Ivs. longpetioled, T-tt-parted, glabrous, not glandular; segments
pinnatifid; stipules many-}>arted, the divisions Ijristly:
/ymes umbel-like: petals distinct, ,S times as long as the
calyx; stamens 8-10. Tropics; naturalized in Jamaica
and common there.— Cult, at Santa Barbara, by Franceschi, who says its curiously divided leaves and scarlet
Howers are very ornamental, and adds that it is called
JUiiphofbidce(F.

"Coral Bush."
Curcas, Linn. Frknoh Phvsic Nct. Subshrub, 0-12
high Ivs. subcordate-roundish, angular or obsoletely
glabrous
stipules deciduous
corolla 5parted, villous inside, twice as long as the calyx; sta10-15.
at
mens
Tropics.— A weed
St. Vincent. Reasoner
says it grows 20 ft. high.
Subslirub, u few feet high: Ivs.
gossj-pifolia, Linn.
long-pettoled, 5-parted, with prominent gland-tipped
hairs on the margin, petioles and many-parted stipules.
those on the petioles branched: petals distinct, dark
purple; stamens 8-10. Tropics.
L. B.C. 2:117.
B.R.
9:74fi.— Long cultivated for ornamentHas been recently advocated as a specitic for leprosy.
ft.

:

:-!-5-Iobed,

J. sfimnJi'isa,
in the South.

:

;

Michx..the Spurge Nettle,
j

is

3

a

common weed
Norton.

j^

JEFFERSONIA

(after Thomas ..Ipfferson, third president of the U, S.). Berheridiicrfr. A genus of 2 species,

one of which

is a native hardy ht^rbaceous perennial
growing about 8 in. liigh, with characteristic foliage and a naked scape, bearing a solitary white (sometimes reddish) flower in May. DistinguisJied from tlie
group of cultivated allies mentione<l under Epimediuni

plant,

l>y

the following characters:

.

JUB.i:A
an erect, glabrous
or faintly angular

is

branches.

l>on.

.

J ASM IN UM
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Summer. Madeira. B.M.

nhout

.

Ivs. 2-parted

:

sepals 4;

petals 8, larger than the sepals, and flat stamens H ovules
in an indefinite numl)er of series along tlie venter. The
capsule is half-circumacissiie near the top, making, with
the scape, nn object resembling a pipp. Mn. 5, p. 22(:.
;

:

binita, Bart. (,/. diphf///a, Pers.). Fig. 1192. Becoming 1()-18 in. high in fruit; Ivs. glaucous beneath, 3-6 in.
long, 2-4 in. wide: fis.
about 1 in. across.
Woods, E. Pa. to Va.

and Tenn. B.B.2:02.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE.

See ArJerxsa Ictn

t it:

h o ki'

J.

Cherry.

As- p

II

,

.

^SoUniuni
Hm J

(hi -c<ips if

.

Cross. LijcIdus ChaJrcdonica.
Oak
J.
Chenopodiioti
Bo.

tri/s.

J.

Sage.

P/i?o-

m is fruticosa.

J.

Thorn. Parkinsonia
acxJeata

JESSAMINE

Jasminum

is

offici

vale.
Cape Jessamine is Gardenii
i'l.sminoidcs.
Malayan Jessamine is
JChyucosperni urn jasin inoides

JEWEL WEED.
and

Impatiens aurea

bifJora.

JIMPSON

OT

JIMSON WEED.

Consult Datura.

JOB'S TEARS.

Coix.

JOE-PYE WEED.

ItJiipatorium

purpnreum.

JOHNNY APPLESEED.
JOHNSON GRASS. A
JONQUIL.

See Appleseed, Johmiy.

ndropogon ffaJepensis.

See Karcissiis.

JOVE'S FRUIT.

Be)i2oin meli.^.ufolium..

JUB.ffiA (after Juba, king of Numidia). Palmacefp.
Tliis includes the Wine Palm of Chile, J". apectahiU.^,
which in this country is cult, outdoors in S.Calif, and
in the North under glass. "It is one of the hardiest
l)alms," says Franceschi, "and can endure drought and
many degrees of cold. If liberally treated, it makes a
large tree in a few years."
full-sized trunk yields
about 90 gallons of sugary sap, which is boiled by the
Chileans and called palm honey. There is some daDger
of the species being exterminated in Chile. The fruits
look like diminutive cocoanuts, and are called Coquitos,
or by the trade "Monkey's Cocoanuts." In Europe, it is
cult, under glass, and also used for subtropical bedding.
Jiib(pa Hpt'ctabiUs is a handsome and satisfactory
palm for the cool palm house, where it would be treated
in common with such plants as Charnarops hiimili.'^,
the Sabals and Euterpe montavd, which may be grown
well in a night temperature of 50°, providing the plants
are properly established. In general appearance, J.
specfdbi/is reminds one of some kinds of Phoenix, and,
like them, does not show the true character of its foliage in avery small state, the seedling Jubfea producing
several simple Ivs. before developing foliage of the pinnate type. Ln Jubfea, however, the lower pinna? do not
r(-.'vert to spines, as is usually the casn with Plicenix,
niid the pimue are also arranged irregularly on the midrib, thns giving the fronds a feathery effect. The culture of pTubfpa is by no means difhcuit. propagation being effected by means of imported seeds, which usually
give a fair percentage of germinatiou, providing tliey
are started in a warmhouse and kept moist. The seedlings should be potted as soon as the second leaf appears, and kept in a warmhouse until they are large
enough for a 4-inch pot, and from this time forward
cooler treatment will give the best results, always remembering tlie fact that while many palms (and Jubira
nniOTig the number), will bear ranch neglect, yet the
best results are only to be had by giving plenty of nour-

A

ishment.
2 species of tall, nnarmed S. American
caudex thick, covered with the bases of the

Juliiea has

palms:

.TL'H.EA

JUGLA,\8

sheatlis: Ivs. terniiiial, piimatisect; segments spreading, liuear-lanceoliite, rigul
margins recurved; raoliis
laterally compressed, con vex on the back, acute beneath;
sheath short, open. Allied genera in cult, are Attalea',
;

Maxiniiliaua and Scheelea, which are distinguished chierty by the staminate Hs. In Jubn'a the
t'ocos,

845

rhu'rea has some medicinal properties. Tlie nuts of
all species are edible, and are an article of cominerL-ial
iniportance, especially those of the European Walnut,
whirh are the best. This species is extensively gr^wn

,/.

petals are lanceolate: stamens numerous, included, the
fr. 1-seedcd. In Attalea the petals
are lanceolate: stamens 111-24, included, anther cells connate: fr. 2-G-seeded. For distinctions from other genera
consult, also, Gocos. Miij-iiniliana and Hcheelca.

anther cells connate:

spectAbilis, HBK.
Height 40-60 ft.
Ivs. 0-12 (t
lomr. G.C. 11. 18:401; III. 18:,iU;. Gn. u, p. IIJ. V.S:340.
— The southerinnost American ptdni.
:

W.

JUDAS TREE.

JUGLANS
of Jupiter).

II.

T.vm.iN and

W. M.

(.Vrii».

(ancient Latin
Jurjlandclceii

.

name from Jovi^ glans,
Walnut. Butternut.

nut
Or-

namental and fruit-bearing trees, rarely shrubs, with
deciduous, alternate, odd-pinnate Ivs., and with incons|>icuous greenish tls., appearing with the Ivs., the
staminate in pendulous slender catkins, the pistillate in
tew- to many Hd. racemes: the fr. a large drupe, containing an edible nut. Most of the species are hardy,
and are very valuable park trees, with a massive,
straight trunk, and a light and airy broad top, the best
being probably J. nigra, one of the noblest trees of the
American forest. .7. rrgia, J. Cnlifornira and the Blexi-

1194.

Pistillate flowers of

Natural

Juglans cincrea.

size.

in the warmer parts of Eiirope, in California and in the
east from Pennsylvania to Georgia. The nuts of the
native species are also sold ou the market, but mostly
gathered in the woods, though a number of improved
varieties are in cultivation. J SiehoUliaua and J cordi/"or»)/s,with nuts superior to those of the native species,
will probably become valuable nut trees where J reijia
is too tender;
the nuts of both are much valued in
-lapan. The Walnut grows best in moderately moist,
rich soil, but ./. cinerea is more moisture-b)ving and
J. regid prefers well-drained hillsides. They are not
easily transplanted when older, and tlierefore the nuts
are often planted wtiere the trees are to stand, but tbey
Tnay lie safely transplanted wiien 2 or H years old, or
even later when they have been transplanted in the
nursery. Prop, by seeds, which should be stratified and
not allowed to become dry, A light, sandy soil is to be
preferred, as the young plants produce more fibrous
roots, while in stiff soil tbey are liable to make a long
taproot. The young seedlings are transplanted when
about 2 years old; sometimes the ta])root is cut by a
long knife. Varieties are often ;,M"afted on potted stoek
in the greenhouse in early spring or are budded in summer, either shield- or flute-budding being employed;
even top-grafting of old trees is sometimes practiced.
About 10 species in X. Amer., sr.iith to 3Iex. and from
S. E. Europe to E. Asia. Trees, rarely large shrubs: the
.

.

stoutbrancnes with laminare
Ivs.'n-ithout stipules,
pith
of aromatic fragrance when
:

bruised: staminate fis. with
a 2-5dobed perianth and
fi-30 stamens, in slender catpistillate fix. in fewkins
to many-fid. racemes: ovary
inferior,
1-celled, with 4
ealys: lobes and included in
a 3-lob(-d involucre
fr. a
large drupe with a thick, in2nut
or 4dehiscent husk
oelled at the ba^e, iudehisceut or separating at last
into 2 valves. For culture
and furt)ier information, see
U. S. Dept. of Agric. Nut
Tulture in the U. S.. quott-1
below as V. S. N.
see,
;

:

;

Leaf

of

Juslans nigra

i,A

'

oau species are tender in the North. Thon2:h many
fungi and insects pre.y ou the "Walnut, none of them do
very serious damage, the worst being, perhaps, the hickory-borer. The wood of the Walnut, which is easily
worked and susceptible of receiving a beautiful polish,
is much used for cabinet-making and the interior finish
of houses, especially that oi J nigra and ?r;;/t7, which
is heavy, strong and" durable, and of dark brown color,
while thatof J", cinerea and Sieboldi-nui is lisht and soft.
The husks of the nuts are sometimes used for dyeing
yellow, and the bark for tanning leatber. The husk of

C

also,
A,

;

\]'abint.

Fr.

Juglans Mandschurica.
Niitural

glabro'i.''

or finehi pn?ie.^cent:

unt

vi^,:..

4-'-,'lhd of

.

the hiise.
B. Lfts. 5-hj,

almost entire.

r6gia, Linn. Persian or Exoltsh Walxi't. Roundheaded tree, to 70 ft. Ivs. oblong or obbmg-uvate, ai-iite
:

,

JUGLANS

84G

JUGLANS
BB. Lfts. 13-25, serrate.
Calif6rnica, Wats. Round-headed tree, occasionally to
GO ft., with puberuloiis brauchlets: Ifts. ovate-oblong to
oblon^-Ianceolate, acute or acuminate, almost glabrous
or puberulous when young, 2-4 in. long: stamens 30-40:
ovary almost glabrous or puberulous; fr. globose, %-\y._.
in. across
nut obscurely sulcate, rather thin-shellei)
Calif.
S. S. 7::337.
Gu. 49, p. 278.
frraceful, ornu^
mental tree, also used as stock for grafting in Calif.
The nut is of good quality but rather small.
;

-A

Engelm. Shrub or small tree, rarely to 50
branchlets puliesceut when young: Ifts. ovate-lajieeolate to lanceolate, acuminate, puberulous or pube^^cent when young, 2-5 in. long: stamens about 20: ovary
pubescent or tomentose
fr. globular, rarely 07oid,
often pointed, usually pubescent, 3^n-]J^ in. across; nut
deeply sulcate, with longitudinal grooves, thick-shelled,
with small kernel. Colo, to Tex. and northern Mex.
S.S. 7:335. — The typical form has narrower, more glabrous Ivs. and smaller frs., while
var. major, Torr., the western form,
is of more vigorotis growth, has
broader, more coarsely serrate and
rup^stris,

ft.:

:

more pubescent

Ivs. and larger,
less thick-walled nuts. S.S. 7:336.
Probably J. longirostris, Carr. (R.
H. 1878, p. 53), belongs here.

Linn.
Black Walnut.
Lofty tree, to 150 ft.,
with rough brown bark and pubescent branchlets
Ifts.
oblonglanceolate, acuminate, appressedserrate, glabrous and somewhat
shining above at length, pubescent
beneath, .3-5 in. long
fr. usually
1-3 on a short stalk, 1^-3 in.
across, with papillose surface; nut
thick-shelled, globular or somewhat depressed, deeply furrowed.
Mass. to Fla., west to Minn, and
Tex.
S. S. 7:33.3-334.
Em. 211.
nigra,

Fig. 1193.

:

:

Juglans Sieboldiana

(,''!-."

or acuminate, almost ^daljrous, bright green, 2-5 in. loiiy;;
tr. almost globular, green; nut usually oval, reticulate
and rather smooth, rather thin-shelled. S.E.Europe,
Hiraal., China. U. S. N. C, pi. G. Manj' vars. are cultivated as fruit trees, for which sQeWa[}iut. Of the ornamental vars. the most distinct and decorative is var.
lacini^ta, Loud. (var. fllicifnlia, Hort., var. asplenlfblin
Hort.),with narrow, pinnately cut Ifts.; very effective
remains usually
as a single specimen ou the lavn
slirubby. Var. monophylla, Hort., has the Ivs. simple or
;

Var. pendula.Hort., has pendulous branches.
Var. praeparturiens, Hort., is a shrubby var., producing
rather small, thin-shelled nuts on very young plants.
Var. Bartheriina, Hort. (var. eloiif/afa, Ilort.). Nut
elongated, narrow-oblong. R.H. 1Sj9, p. 147; 1801, p. 427.
:i-foliolate.

Gn. 50:478.

m

(J.C. 11. ll:37;i; 2i\:nn. r.s.N.c
Cn. 27, pp. 2G9, 270.
7, pp. 1-3.

AA.

Fr. coated
lint

viscid hairs:

tvitli

J-celled at

irifh

sff'llatp.

tlie

base:

Iffs-

and glandular

pubescence beneath, serrate.
Linn, Butternut.

cin^rea,

///

White Walnut.

Fig. 1194. Large
100 ft., with
gray bark
Ifts.
11-19, o])longlanceolate, acuniinate, appressedserrate, usually ptibescent on botii
sides, more densely below, 3-5 in.
Ions: fr. in short racemes, 2-5, oliloug, pointed, 3-5 in. long; nut oblong, with 4 more and 4 less promiinent irregular ribs and many

tree, occasionally to

'1,

:

3\yi

m

broken sharp ridges between. New
Brunswick to Ga. west to Dak. and
Ark. S.S. 7:331-332.
Em. 207 1108. Winter twitr of
U.S.N.C. 7, p. 4.
Juglans Sieboldiana.
Mandshurica, Maxim. Fig. 1195
Natural siztv
Broad-headed tree, to 60 it.: Ifts.
'.iblong, acute, obtusely serrate, at length almost glarous al)ove, pubescent beneath, rarely almost glabrous
,

at length, 3-8 in. long: fr. in

short racemes, globularovate to oblong; nut similar to that of the former, but
less sharply ridged. Mandshuri;!, Amurland. G.C III4:384. R.Ff. 1801, p. 429 (as J. regia octoiioiia). Gn. 50,
p. 478 by error as J. reijia cordata
U.S.N.C. 7, p. 5.
Sieboldiana, Maxim. {J. aiJantifblia, Carr.). Fig^.
(

n:)(;-,S.

) .

Broad-beaded

tree, to 50

ft.

:

1197.

Juglans Sieboldiana

fruits.

;

With and

Tvithout the husk,

X.atnriil sizf.

Ifts. 11-17,

oval to

short-acuminate, densely serrate, glabrous
above, pul)escent beneath, 3-0 in. long: frs. in long racemes, sometimes twenty, globose to ovate-oblong:
nut more or less globose, with thick, wing-like sutures
and pointed apex, the surface rather smooth, slightly
rugose and pilted, 1-P,.' in. lonir. rather thick-shelledJapan. Gil. 47, i>. 442. A.G. n :701
12:179. R.IL 1878,
pp. 411-^15. U.S.N.C. 7. p. 7.
uval-o):>loni^,

,
.

,

JUG LANS

JUNIPEKL'S

In habit and foliage
very near to tlie preceding, but Ivs. less pubescent, and
nutvery different, heart-shaped, much llattened, sharply
2-edp:ed and with a shallow longitudinal groove in the
middle of the flat sides, smooth and rather thin-shelled.
Japan. U.S.N.C. 7, p. 6.

a berry -like small cone, usually globose. Many of the
species are hardy North, as J. Vlrginiana, coinnniins.
rigida, Sabina, Chinensis, Psendo-sabina, spharica,
Davurica, recurt-a var. s qua mat a ; others are halfhardy, as ./. Oxycedvus, macrocarpa, recurva, ejceJsa,
occidenialis, while some, as J. procera, Bermudiana
tJinrifera and the Mexican species, can only
be grown South. All are valuable ornamental plants, and the erect-growing species.
mostly of pyramidal or columnar habit, are
decorative as single specimens on the lawn or
if planted in groups.
Some varieties form a
very narrow column, and are valuable for
formal gardens; the columnar form of J.
Virginiana is a good substitute in the North
for the classical cypress. The low Junipers,
as J. conuHunis var. nana, tSabina and rer.arva var. .•^quaiitata
are well adapted for
covering rocky slopes or sandy banks. The
close-grained, fragrant wood is much used for
the interior tnnish of houses and in the manufacture of small articles, also for posts, since
it is very durable in the soil; thatof J. Virginiava and
Bermudiana is in great demand for pencil-making. The
fruits and also the young branchlets of some species
contain an aromatic oil used in medicine. The fruit of
J drtipacea is edible. The Junipers thrive best in sandy
and loamy, moderately moist soil, but grow well even
in rather dry, rocky and gravelly ground.
They prefer
sunny, open situations. They are well adapted for
hedges and for planting as shelter or wind-breaks
also for seaside planting. Prop, by seeds, which ger-

cordif6rmi3,

Maxim.

Fig. 1199.

847

,

,

Juglans cordiformis.

1199.

Natural

size.

intermedia, Carr. {J. n)gra x regia). Hybrid of parden origin of which two forms have been described.
pyrifbrmis, Carr., with a fr. more resembling that
of J. regia. R.H. 1863, p. 30. Var. Vilmorini^na, Carr.,
with a fr. more like that ot J. nigra. G.P. 4:52-53.
Probably also J. regia gihbosa, Carr., with a lari2:e, thickshelled, deeply nigose nut, belongs here. R.H. 18G1, p.
428. On. 5(1, p. 478. Another not uncommon hybrid is J.
quadrangulata, Carr. {J. clncrea x regia. J. alaiu
Vfir.

Hort.), of wliich large trees are known as well in this
country as in Europe. G.F. 7:435. R.H. 1870, p. 494.
Hybrids between J. CaUfoniica and J, regia and between J. CiiUforuica and J. nigra have been raised by
Luther Burbank, and a hybrid of J. einerea and nigra
has been reported from Germany as J. cinerea-'iiigra

lender.

.

;

Alfred Rehder.

JUJUBE. ZizyphiiH Jujuha.

JUNCUS (classical name, "to join"). Jmicdceo'.
RosHES. Grass-like plants growing in wet or rarely in
dry places, and sending up from the rootstock numerous cylindrical, strict, commonly unbraiiched steins,
which bear a terminal cyme of greeuish flowers: Ivs.
grass-like, terete or flat: perianth of (3 rigid, chaffy
parts: stamens short, either 3orG: capsule 3-eelled or
rarely 1-celled, many-seeded. Rushes differ from the
true grasses and sedges in having a true perianth and a
many-seeded pod. The genus includes a host of species
distributed throughout the temperate regions, but only
the following are in the American trade, and are used
forplantingin bogs and around aquaticgardens. Rushes
are sold by dealers in native and aquatic plants.
The
kind used in making mats in Japan is procurable from
dealers in Japanese plants.

Common Rush.
effftsus, Linn. {J. communis, Hort.).
Fig. 1200.
Stem soft, 1-4 ft. high, not leaf-bearing:
cyme diffuse, 1-2 in. long, appearing lateral
sepals
acute, equaling the short, refuse and pointless greeniish
brown capsule: stamens 3: seeds small, not tailed.
North temperate zone. Used also for weaving into mats,
etc.
Var. cong"6stus. Hoi't. Cyme dense and capitate.
Var. vittEltus, Buch. {J. effusu^, var. aureo-stridtus,
Hort. J. congJomerd.t}(s variegdfua, Hort.).
Foliage
striped with yellow.
Var. spiralis, Hort.
curious
form with stems spirally twisted like a corkscrew.
:

A

conglomeratus, Linn. Very similar to the above:
cymes congested and capitate, appearing lateral: capsule obovoid, obtuse or refuse, apiculate.
North temp.
regions. Differs mainly in the apiculate capsule. Probably much of the trade material named this to be referred to congested forms of J. effiisus.
J. zebrlnus,

Hort.

'

Scirpus Tabernfemontaniis, var. zebri-

nus.

K. M. WiEGAND.

JUNEBEEEY.

AmeJanchier,

JUNfPEEUS (ancient Latin name}. Coniferce. Juniper. Ornamental evergreen trees and shrubs with opposite or whorled, needle-shaped or scale-like Ivs. often
on the same tree, and with inconspicuous small fls.: fr.
54

120O.

The

Common

Rush, Juncus effusus.

flower-clu.'^ter, a, is

liower,

natural size. The
enlarged.

sinfcli?

h, is

minate usually the second and sometimes the third
year, or by cuttings of nearly ripened wood in fall under glass, either outdoors or in the greenhouse. As a
rule, those with needle-shaped Ivs. root much easier

:
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JUNIPERUS

JLTNXPKRUS

than those with scale-like Ivs., aud the latter are therefore mostly iacreased by side-grafting during the winter in the greenhouse on young potted phmts of the
typical form or an allied species. The shrubby species,
especially J". Sabina, are also prop, by layers.
About 35 species distributed throughout the extratropical regions of the northern hemisphere, in America
.south to Mexico and W. India.
Trees or shruljs with
the branchlets spreading in all directions: Ivs. either
all needle-shaped and in ^'s, or ueedle-sliaped and scalelike, and usually opposite, often found on the same
plant, the needle-shaped Ivs. prevailing on youuger
plants and vigorous branches, the scale-like ones on
older plants: lis. dioecious, rarely moncecious; staminate
yellow, consisting of numerous anthers united into an
ovoid or oblong catkin; pistillate greenish, minutely
globular, with several bracts; each or some bearing 1 or 2

glaucous, J^-Jsin. across. Widely distributed through
the colder regions and mountains of the northern hemisphere in many different forms. Some of ttie most important varieties are the following: Var. aureo-varieg^ta, Hort. Upright form, with the tips of the branchlets golden yellow.
Var. Canadensis, Loud. {J. Canadensis, houd. J. nana Canadensis, Carr.). Similar to
var. nana, but higher and more erect and the lvs. somewhat longer and narrower. Var. Canadensis aurea,
Hort. Like the former, but tips of branchlets golden
yellow. Var. hemisphaerica, Pari. {J. heniispJiwrica,
Presl).
A low, dense, rounded bush, rarely more than
3 ft. high: lvs. straight and stiff, short. Mountains of
southern En. and N. Afr. Var. Hib6rmca, Gord. (var.
stricta, Carr.). Fig. 535, Vol. I. Narrow, columnar form,

ovules; the bracts become fleshy and unite into a berrylike cone, usually wholly enclosing the 1-0, rarely 12,
seeds.
The fr. ripens either the first year, as in J.
Virginiana, or the second, as in J. Sabina and most
species, or in the third, as in tT. coinmunib.

Juniperus is closely allied to Cupressus, and sometimes hard to distinguish without fr. but young plants
with needle-shaped Ivs. can be almost always told apart,
since Juniperus has whitish lines or marts on tlie upper
surface of the Ivs., while the similar juvenile forms of
allied genera have the whitish marks beneath.
Most
species are very variable, as well in habit as in the
shape of the Ivs., which renders the determination of
an unknown form, at least without fr., a rather dillicult
;

task.

INDEX.
aJplna.

5.

Sabina,

n;^ti;i, 5.

Barbadensis,

It.

XnthnrlcnsiS,

Hermudiana,

11, 16.

ottlrmga,

2.

5.

CaUforDica, 8.
Canadensis, Ti.
Chlnensis, I'l.

Of.'ridentalis. 9.

communis,

proi.-era, 11.

drupaeea,

Oxycedrus,
pluHnioe;!,

5.

1.

exeelsa, 10.

FortniiH, 13.
Hibernica, 5.
hemisphasrica,

5.

Japonica, 12.
maeroearpa, 2.

:i

7.

17.

17

saljiaoides,

suppl.
Schottii.

and

U.

Shephardi,

13.

Sinensis, 12.
sph;©rica, 13.

pi-ocumhe-ns, 12, 17.
prostrata. 17.

Sueci(_%i, 5.

rei'urva, 6.

tamariscifolia, 17,

repand;i,

tripartita, 11.
veniista, 10.

G.

n'iicns. 17.
J\ri'rt-\si,

rigida,

12.

-4.

sqnamata.

0.

Mri:iiii'"a. 14.

Waukegan,

17.

Foliage alivaijs needle-iiliaped and in 3's, rigid,
jointed at the base: fts. axillary, dia'dous ; ivi-nler-buds with scale-like Ivs. (see also No. G).
B. Fr. large, %-l in. across, with the seeds connate into
a -nsaaUij 3-celled hony stone. (Caryocedrns.)
1. drupaeea, Labill.
Pyramidal tree with narrow head,
to 1.3 ft.; Ivs. lanceolate, spiny-pointed, }-2-% in. long
and ^s-Ve in. broad (the broadest of all species), with 2
white lines above: fr. bluish black, edible. S. E. Eu.,
W.Asia. G. 0.1851:455; 111.19:510. R.H. 1854. p. 1G5.
BB. Fr. smaller: seeds not connate, usually 3.
0. Lvs.with 2 white lines aborc.
2. maeroearpa, Sibth. (J. JYeabori^nsis, Gord. ). Shrub
or small tree, to 12 ft., of dense pyramidal habit: Ivs.
crowded, ii near-lanceolate, spiny-pointed, spreading,
fr. to % in. across, dark brown, glaucous.
H-'^'.'i in. long:
Mediterranean region.
3. Oxyc^drus, Linn.
Bushy shrub or small tree, to
12 ft., with rather slender branches*: Ivs. linear, spinypointed, spreading, ^j--':i in.: fr. globose, }^~^^ in.
across, brown, shining, not or slightly glaucous. Mediterranean region.
A.

Lvs.

one irhite line above.
Zucc.
Small, pyramidal tree, to
30 ft., or spreading shrub with the slender branches
pendulous at the extremities: lvs. in closely set whorls,
narrow-linear, stiff, yellowish green, %-! in. long: fr.
about 34 in. across, dark violet. Japan. S.Z. 125.—
Graceful, hardy shrub, somewhat similar to J", conimunts, var. oblouga, but the Ivs. more crowded and stiffer.
cc.

4.

5.

rigida, Sieb.

irilh

&

commiiiiis, Linn.

Common Juniper. Shrub,

with upright branches, deep green, tips of branchlets
erect. Var. na.na, Loud. {J. nhna, Willd. J. alphia, S.
F. Gray.
./.
Sibirica, Burgsd.j.
Fig. 120L
Lowspreading or procumbent shrub, seldom over 2 ft. high:
lvs. oblong-linear, abruptly pointed, usually incurved,
densely clothing the branches, with a broad silvery
white line above, %-H in. long. Arctic and mountainous regions. Var. obI6nga, Loud. {J. oblonga, Bieb.).
Upright shrub, with slender, diverging and recurving
branches: lvs. thin, long-attenuate, horizontally spreading, bright green.
Transcaucasia. Var. obI6ngo-p6ndula, Carr. (var. reflexa. Pari.). Similar to the preceding, but more decidedly pendulous.
A very graceful
form. Var. pendula, Carr. Shrub, with spreading, recurving branches and pendulous branchlets. Var.
Su^cica, Loud. (var. fastigicita, Hort.). Narrow, columnar form, growing sometimes into a tree to 40 ft. high,
with rather long, spreading lvs., the branchlets with
drooping tips: of lighter and more bluish color than
the similar var. Hihemica. Var. vulgaris, Loud. Bushy
shrub or small tree, with usually upright or sometimes
spreading branches lvs. linear, straight and spreading.
This is the common European form, sometimes hard to
distinguish from the American upright form, var.erecta,
Pursh, wliich, however, has not the columnar habit so
common with the European variety, and nas the Ivs.
more silvery white above, of lighter green and mostly
slightly curved.
:

AA.

B.

Foliage usually of two hinds of lvs. (Fig. 1203)
and opposite, de current : fls. terminal: no distinct winter-buds.
Lrs. inS's, lanceolate, short, loosely appressed: fr.
oblong.

reciirva, Hamilt. {J. repdnda, Hort.).
Shrub or
small tree, to 30 ft., with spreading and usually recurving branches
branchlets rather thick
Ivs. linearlanceolate, pointed, grayish or glaucous green with a
whitish band above: fr. about ^^3 in. long, 1-seeded.
Himalayas. G.C. XL ]9:4fi8. Gn. Hfi, p. 215. Var. d6nsa.
Carr.
Dwarf, with short, crowded branchlets: lvs.
curved, grayish green. Var. squam^ita, Pari. (./. sqnamdta, Hamilt.). Prostrate, with long, trailing branches
and numerous short branchlets: lvs. straight, slightly
0.

:

:

spreading, glaucous or bluish green.

Much

hardier than

the type.
BB.

Lvs. mostlfi opposite, scale-UJce or of two kinds,
nsiialhf u-ith a gland on the back: fr. 7nostly
globular.
C.

with

procumbent, spreading or erect branches, sometimes
tree becoming 40 ft.: lvs. linear or linear-lanceolate,
concave and with a broad white band al)Ove, spinypointed, %-%ui. long: fr. almost sessile, dark blue.

Juniperus communis, var. nana.

1201.

Color of

D.

Fr. erect or nodding: mostly trees.
fr. reddish brown, with rather dry, fibrous
flfsh:

It's,

phoenicea, Linn.
with ovate- pyramidal
7.

minutely denticulate,

Shrub or small tree, to 20 ft.,
heail
and upriglit branches

JUNIPERUS

JCNIPERUS

branchlets slender: Ivs. acicuUir and spreading or scalelike, imbricate, rhombic, obtuse, opposite, often bluisli
fr. ^{i-% in. across, shining, with 3-0 seeds.
G:reen
8.
Eu.,N. Afr.
:

8. Caliibrnica, Carr. Fig. 1202. Pyramidal tree, to -iO
ft,, or shrub with many erect branches:
branchlets
rather stout: Ivs. usually in 3's, imbricate, rhombic, obtuse, thick, yellowish green, with conspicuous gh^nd,
only on vigorous branches acicular: fr. 3^4-'3 in. loug,
with bluish bloom and with 3-2 large seeds. Calif. S.S.
10:517. R.H. 1854, p. 353.

UD.

Color of

fr.

bluish black or hliw, with
resinous flusJi.

jiiic>j,

usually in 3's, tninutchj denticuhite.
Tree, to 40 feet, rarely to GO
ft., with spreading branches forming a broad, low head,
or shrub with several upright stems: brauuhlets stout
and thick, imbricate, ovate, acute, grayish green, rarely
acicular: fr. subglobose or ovoid, ^4-';iiTi. long, with
K.

Imbricate

0.

Ivs.

Hook.

occident^lis,

2-3 seeds.
EE.

Washington

Imbricate

S.8. 10:521.

Ivs. opposite, eniirr or iienrlij so.
F.

Shape

to Calif.

Seeds of

fr.

J-O.

imbricate Ivs. acute: branchlets slender.
10. exc^lsa, Bieb.
Tree, to CO feet, with pyramidal
head and upright or spreading branches: Ivs. ovate,
spreading, in 3's, on the lower branches, but mostly
opposite, rhombic, bluish green: fr. bluish black,
bloomy, globular, about 5ij in. across, with 3-0 seeds.
Greece, W. Asia to Himal. Gt. 40, p. 209. Var. stricta,
Hort. Of upright, columnar habit, with very glaucous
foliage.
Var. veniista, Hort., seems hardly ditferent
from the former.
11. procera, Hochst. Tree, to 100 or 150 ft., similar to
the preceding
Ivs. in 3's, or opposite, lanceolate and
<i.

of

^3 in. across,

with
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Himal., China, Japan.
S.Z. 120, 127. — Very variable in habit: the stamiuate
plant usually forms a much-branched, upright, pyramidal bush, often almost columnar, while the pistillate
has slender, spreading branches. They are therefore
often distinguished us var. mascula and var f emina var.
Keevesi, Hort.). The tii-st one is the most desirable as
an ornamental plant. Var. argenteo-varieg^ta, Hort.
Dwarf, dense form, with dimorph Ivs.; tips of bruuchlets mostly white.
Var. aiirea, Hort. (var. ntdscula
uitrea, Hort.). Upright form, with the young branchlets golden yellow, the color becoming more brilliant in
the full sun. Var. pendula, Hort. With spreading
branches, pendulous at the extremitii.'S. Var. pyramidalis, Carr. Narrow, pyramidal form, with bluish
green, mostly needle-shaped foliage. Var. procumbenB,
Endl. {J. jrroeuinlu'Ds, yieb. J. Japoiiica, Carr.).
Dense, low shrub with spreading, sometimes procumbent branches and mostly acicular Ivs. in whorls, with
two white lines above, longer and stouter than in the
type. S.Z. 127, fig. 3. Var. procumbens aiirea, Hort.
Branches robust and long, decumbent, with rather few
branchlets, young growth golden yellow at first, changing to light green. Var. procumbens alho-variegata,
Hort. Rather dense, bluish green form, variegated with
white. Var. procumbens aiireo-variegata, Hort. Dwarf,
dense form, variegated willi goldeu yellow.
13. sphaerica, Lindl.
Fortanei, Vau Hourte).
(./.
Similar to the former. Densely branched shrub or tree,
to 30 ft., with upright branches: branchlets short,
rather thick, quadrangular Ivs. acicular and whorled,
but less rigid than tho.se of the former, or scale-like,
rhombic-oblong, somewhat spreading
fr. globular,
about ?3iu. across, not bloomy, 3-seeded. N. China.
P.F.G. l,p. 59. Var. glauca. (Tord.(r/. Shephardi, Uort.).
Dense form, with usually needle-shaped glaucous fo2 or 3 seeds.

(

:

:

liage.

:

FF.

Seeds of

fr.

1-3, small,

across.

Ic-l-j) ifi-

Virgini^na, Linn. Red Cedar. Savin. Fig. 120:!.
Tree, to 100 ft., with conical head and spreading or upright branches: Ivs. acicular, spiny-pointed, spreading
or scale-like, rhombic, acute or subacute, imbricate,
very small: fr. brownish violet, bloomy, globular or
ovoid. Canada to Fla., east of the Rocky Mts. S.S.
10:524.
G.P. 8:05; 10:145.— A very variable species.
Some of the most important varieties are the following:
\'ar. albo-variegata, Hurt. Branchlets variegated with
wtiite. Var. aureo-variegata, Hort. With golden yellow
variegation. Var. Barbadensis, Gord. (var. grdeilis,
Sarg.
Var. Bedfordidna
Veitch.
J. Bermadiana,
Hort., not Linn.).
Tree, with slender, spreading
branches, pendulous at the extremities
Ivs. bri^'ht
greeu, spiny-pointed, mostly needle-shaped on the cult,
plants. Gulf states, Jamaica, Barbadoes. Tender. Var.
dumosa, Carr. Dense shrul>, forming a rounded pyramid, with mostly needle-shaped, bright green Ivs. Var.
elegantissima, Hort. Tips of young branchlets golden
yellow.
Var. g"laiica, Carr. Vigorous-growing form,
with glaucous foliage. Var. p6ndula, Carr. With spreading limbs and slender, pendulous branches: Ivs. usually scale-like. Var. pyramidalis, Carr. Dense, columnar form, with the foliage glaucous (var. purainiddlis
gJaiica) or bright green (var. pi/rannddtis viridis).
Var. r^ptans, Beissn. Low shrub, with horizontally
spreading, procumbent branches and slender, curving
branchlets: bright green. M.D.G. 1896:290. Probat>ly
the same as var. horizontalis, Arb. Kew.
Var. Sch.6tti,
Hort. A dwarfish, dense, pyramidal form, with bright
green and rather light foliage. Var. tripartita, Hort.
A dwarf, spreading form, densely branched, with acicular, glaucous Ivs. — The dwarf forms are often very similar to J. Sabina and hard to distinguish without frs.
except by the strong, disagreeable odor of the bruised
branchlets of the latter.
14.

,

:

1202.

Jjniperus Californica

{X%).

spreading or loosely appressed and ovate-lanceolate
fr. globose, small, about >4in. across, 2-3-seeded.
Mts.
of E. Afr. — Probably the tallest species of the genus.
:

GG.

Shape

of imbricate Ivs. obtuse.

12. Cliin6nsis, Linn,
Tree, to 60 ft., or shrub, sometimes procumbent
branches rather slender: Ivs. opposite or whorled, linear, pointed and spreading, with a
white band above or scale-like, appressed, rhombic, obtuse: fr. globular, brownish violet, bloomy, one-fifth to
:

15. scopnldnim, Sarg. Closely allied to the precedinj;,
but considered by the author as a distinct species,
chiefly distinguished by the somewhat larger fr., ripcDing not until the second year; by its habit, forming a
broad head with stout, spreading branches and often
dividing into several stems near the base, and by its
shredding bark. The branchlets are somewhat sliorter
and stouter, and the foliage usually glaucous or yellow-

—

—

—

JUSTICIA

JUNIPERUS
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ish green.
G.F. 10:423.

Columb.

Bi'it.

to Calif, in the

Rocky Mts.

Mex. S.S. 10:522,— J", ^acA?/p/ti(Ba,Torr. Tree, to 60 ft., allied
oceiJentalis, with broad, pyramidal or round-topped
Ivs. usually opposite, glandular, bluish green: fr. dark
reddish brown, bloomy, with usually 4 seeds. Has a checkered
bark like a black-jack oak. Col. to Tex. and New Mex. S.IS.
Hi:^2Q,—J. Pseudo-sahina, Fisch. &. Mey. Allied to J. Sabina,.
Erect shrub, with thick, dense and short branchlets Ivs.
usually dimorph; fr. ovate, blackish, glossy, 1-seeded. Siber
—J. sabuioldes, Endl.=J. thiirifera.— J', sabinoides, Nees=J.
tetragona.— J". Sditderi, Hort., recently introduced from Japan,
Is a juvenile form of a Chamfficyparis, probably C. obtusa. It
is a dense shrub with needle-shaijed bluish green Ivs.— J.
tetrdgona, Schlecht. Allied to J. oecidentalis. Small tree, to
20 ft., rarely to 40 ft., with round-topped or pyramidal head
Ivs. obtuse, usually
and slender, quadrangular branchlets
eglandular: fr. subglobose, mostly 1-seeded. Tex. to Mex. S.S.
to

16. Bermudiina, Linn. Tree, to 40 ft., in habit much
Viriji-n'mna, but brunches much stouter and
foliage pale bluish green: branchlets thickly set, quadrangular, stout and short: Ivs. mostly imbricate, thick
or acicular, spiny-pointed, rigid, erect-spreading: staminate catkins larger: fr. usually 2-seeded and depressedglobular. Bermuda and cult, in other W. Indian Islands.
G.O.ll. 19:057. G.F. 4:295.

like J.

Fr. 2J(^ndulons,on curved peduncles, small: shrubs,
usually spreadimj or prociimhe-nt.
Spreading or procumbent shrub,
17. Sabina, Linn.
rarely with erect stem, to 10 ft. branchlets rather slender, of a very strong, disagreeable odor when bruised:
Ivs. needle-shaped, acute and slightly spreading or imbricate, oblong-rhombic, acute or subacute, usually dark
green fr. one-fifth to I4 in. thick, globular, l-:^seeded.
Mts. of middle and soutliern Eu., W. Asia, Sib3r., N.
Amer. — Very variable. The most remarkable

cc.

:

:

vars. are the following: Var. iastigiata, Hmt.
Erect shrub of columnar habit, with dark
green, mostly imbricate Ivs. Var. humilis,

J.
liead:

:

:

10:523.— J. thurifera, Linn. Shrub or tree, to 40 ft., with roundtopped head and spreading branches: branchlets slender: ir.
globular, 2-3-seeded. Spain, Algeria. J. (Jtahensis, Lemm. (J.
Calif ornica, var. Utahensis, Engelm.). Bushy tree, rarely more
than 20 ft., with broad, open head: branchlets slender: Ivs.
fr. usually 1-seeded.
obtuse, light yellowish green
Col. to
:

Calif.,

west to Utah. S.S.

Alfred Rehder.

10:518.

JUPITEK'S BEARD.

Cenb'unthus ruber and

Antliijllis Burh'i-Jocis.

See Ju.ssicua.

JTJSSiaiA.

JTJSSIEtTA (the Jussieu family contained five
whom the most distinguished was
Antoine Laurent de Jussieu, 1748-1830, who laid
the foundations of a modern natural system of the
vegetable kingdom). Also written Jussi(r^a. Oi"ibotanists, of

fjrdcere.

About

30 species of tropical plants, largely

bog and aquatic herbs and shrubs, one of which
America. It grows 2-3 ft. high, and produces numerous axillary tls. of a bright yellow,
somewhat like an evening primrose. It is little
cult., but desirable for planting at the edge of a
pond of tender aquatics or for tub culture. Jussieua is allied to Ludwigia, and distinguished by
is cult, in

the following characters: petals 4^G, not clawed,
entire or 2-Iobed: stamens 8-12: ovary 4-celled.
Jussieuas have alternate Ivs., which are mostly
membranous and entire, rarely leathery and serrate: fls. yellow or white, solitary, short or longpedicelled.

DC. Erect, glabrous: stem

3-angled:
lanceolate-linear, acuminate at both
ends, glandular beneath at the margins: pedicels
The right hand specimen shows the foliage of red cedar on young
shoots: the other shows the two kinds.
1-fld., longer than the ovary, and bearing 2 bractlets at the apex; petals 4,obovate, scarcely nutched
Endl. Procumbent, with ascending tbickish branchat the apex: stamens 8. Brazil.
\ij^ ]\]^,
Ivs. usually imbricate, scale-like, often bluish
lets
The plant in the trade as J. longifolia is a summergreen. Var. prostrata, Loud. {var. procumbens^ Pursh.
flowering aquatic herb, and differs somewhat from the
,/. repens, Nutt.
J. jy^'ocilmbens,
tf. prostrala, Pers.
description given above. The stems of young seedlings
Procumbent, rarely ascending, with usuNichols.}.
are 4- winged, and a specimen before the writer of a plant
1203.

The two kinds

longiiolia,

of

Natural

red cedar leaves.

size.

Ivs. sessile,

:

long branches, furnished with numerous short branchlets: Ivs acicular. spiny-pointed or
fr. globuimbricate, acute, bluish or glaucous green
Nova Scotia to Brit. Columb.,
lar, blue and bloomy.
south to N. Y. and Wyo. Sometimes called Waukegan
Var. tamarisclfdlia, Ait. {J. sabhw'ides,
Juniper.
Griseb.). Procumbent or ascending, rarely erect: Ivs.
usually all needle-shaped and often in .3's, slightly incurved, dark and bright green, with a white line above.
Mountains of S. Eu. Var. variegita, Hort. Branchlets
variegated with creamy white: Ivs. mostly imbricate.
J. Davurica, Pall. Allied to J. Sabina. Procumbent, with
ally trailing,

:

slender, spreading or drooping branchlets
fr. 1-4-seeded,
small. Siberia. ./. fcetidissima, Willd. Allied to J. exeelsa.
To 12 ft. high: branchlets thicker: Ivs. with spreading apex,
m^icronate, usually eglandiilar: fr. larger, 1-2-seeded. Greece,
W. Asia. J. fldccida. Schlecht. Graceful tree, to 30 ft., with
spreading branches and slender, remote, pendulous branchlets:
Ivs. acute, with spreading tips: fr. globular, .5-10-seeded. Tex.,
Mex. S.S. 10:519.— ,7. lUordlis, Max. (.J. conferta, Pari.). Allied
to J. rigida, bxit prostrate, with long, trailing bi'anches: fr.
Allied to J. exeelsa.
larger. Japan. J. tnacrvpoda, Boiss.
Shrub or small tree, to 30 ft., sometimes prociimbent: Ivs.
closely appressed
fr. nodding, globular, 4-seeded.
Persia to
Himal.— J". Mcxicdna, Schiede. Pyramidal tree: branchlets
numerous, short and rather stout: Ivs, acute, loosely appressed:
fr. 2-4-seeded.
Mex.— .7. tnonospSrina, Sarg. (J. oceidentalis,
var. monosperma, Engelm.).
Closely allied to J. oceidentalis.
Branchlets morn slender: Ivs. usually opposite and eglandular:
fr. smaller and usually 1-seeded. Rocky Mts., from Col. to New
:

—

:

of the previous season is 5-winged. The main root of
these old plants may be tuber-like, 3 in. long,
in. thick,
or 8-10 in. long and more slender. Also the lower Ivs.,
at least, are opposite. J. longifolia is best treated as a

%

tender annual.
The seed may be sown in fall or spring in shallow
water, using seed-pans or pots, as with other flower
seeds. Cover the seed, which is very fine, with finely
sifted soil, place the pot or seed-pan in water, but do
not submerge until the second day, when the seed will
be thoroughly soaked and will not float on the surface of
the water. When the plants attain a few leaves they
should be potted, singly, into thumb-pots, and later into
3-in. pots, and from these planted into their summer
quarters. It is not absolutely necessary to keep these
plants always submerged in water after potting. The
plants will do well on a bench, which should be covered
with sand or ashes and the plants kept well watered.

Wm. Tkiceer.
JUSTlCIA (James Justice, a Scotch gardener and
author of IHth century ). Acanthdcefr. A large and polymorphous genus (perhaps 100 species) in the warm parts
of the Old and New World. They are mostly herbs of
various habits, with opposite entire Ivs., and are cult,
under glass for the showy fascicles or heads of flsMost of the garden plants which are known as Justicias

JUSTICIA

JUTE

Consult Jacobinia, for example, for
are Jacobinias.
Justicia tnagniflca, J. carnea, J. Pnhliann, J. Vi'httina,
J.cocci)iea,J. Ohie^breghfhnia andJ. Linde)ii. Justicia
.Idhatoda is AdJiafoda I'asica. Others may })elong to
'rhyrsacanthus and DsedaUicanthus. The J'ttsticia varici/ata of catalogues is probably not tbe J. variegata of
Aablet and tbe botanists, but is very likely a variegatedleaved form of some Jacobinia. From Jaeobinia the species are distinguished by the spurred or appendaged
anthers. The corolla is red, purple or white, tubular,
deeply 2-parted or lipped: stamens 2 seeds normally 4,
in an ovate or oblong capsule: tls. in bracted heads or

except such as are to be kept for furnishing cuttings.
Unless well headed back, old plants become loose and
weedy, and they take up too much room.
It is not known that any true Justicias are in the
Amer. trade. J. flava is probably not the J. flava of
the botanists, but perhaps a Jacobinia or some other
acanthad. "It is covered for monthswith large, featherlike clusters of pure yellow flowers, renuiining perfect
for a very long time, and enhanced by dark green, shiny
ioUiige "
L. II. B.

851

:

fascicles.

The remarks on the culture of Jacobinias will apply
here. Plants are secured readily from cuttings made in
l;ite winter or spring, and these should bloom the coming fall or "winter.

After blooming, discard the plants,

JUTE is M fiber plant, of easy culture in warm climates.
It has been successfully grown in the (-lulf states, but,
according to the Department of Agriculture, tbe want
of a suitable machine for separating the fiber is the
great obstacle wliich prevents the growth of the Jutehber industry in America. See Corchorns.

;

K
EADSO'KA. (Japanese name). Magnolid.ce(^. About 7
woody climbers, of one of which
Charles S. 8argent writes (G.F. 0:75): "The flowers

short-stalked: stamens 16-20, inserted on the mouth of the calyx, in 1 series; carpels
ovules numerous, in 2 series.
5, free

are not at all showy, but it is a plant of extraordinary
beauty in the autunui when the clusters of scarlet fruit
are ripe, their brilliancy being heightened by contrast
with the dark green, lustrous, persistent leaves. * * * It
might well be grown wherever the climate is sutHclently
mild, as in the autumn no plant is more beautiful." Kadsuras have leathery or rarely membranous foliage: fls.
sepals and
axillary, solitary, whitish or rosy, unisexual
petals 9-15, gradually changing from the outermost and
staminate fis.
smallest to the innermost and petaloid
with an indetinite number of stamens, which are separate

oblbnga, Kuiz & Pav. Lvs. oblong, acuminate at both
ends, the serrations obtuse and rather callous. Chile.
— Int. 1900 by Franceschi.

species, tropical Asian

;

;

or coalesced into a globe: carpels indefinite in number,
2-.1-ovuled; mature berries in globular heads.

Jap6mca, Linn. Small, procumbent, warty shrub: Ivs.
oval or oblong-oval, thick, serrate; peduncles 1-fld., solitary. Japan, as fur as 35° north latitude.— The type is
advertised by Japanese dealers; also a variety with foliage blotched with white, and another var. with foliage

margined

wiiite.

K^ffiMPFfiRIA (Engelbert Ka?mpfer, 1G31-171G, travtrient, and wrote on Japan. He is also comIris K(pmpferi)
Scltaniindce(e. About
18 species of tropical African and Asian plants with
tuberous or fleshy roots, often stemless, and bearing the
eled in the

(

memorated by

Foliage margined
Fleshy-rooted:

tviih

ivliiie.

Ivs.

:

S.H. 2:131. -Int. by W. Bull, 1882. Reasoner
Bros, cultivate this outdoors in 8. Fla.,and say, "The
tls. are borne on ornamental crimson heads rising from
the ground on separate stalks, and resembling in outline small pineapple fruits.
These heads retain their

21:lti9.

all

summer."
Foliage not margined with white.

AA.

EAKI. See Persimmon and Diospyros.

KALANCHOE (Chinese name). Crassulticecv. Sometimes spelled Calanchoe. About 50 species of succulent
erect shrubs, chiefly of tropical Africa, but also inhabiting tropical Asia, S. Africa and Brazil. Lvs. opposite,
sessile or stalked, varying from entire to crenate and
pinnatifid
fls. yellow, purple or scarlet, in many-lid.
terminal cymes, rather large and often showy; calyx 4parted, the narrow lobes shorter than the corolla fube,
usually falling early
corolla 4-parted and usually
spreading
stamens 8
carpels 4. A few species are
prized by amateurs. The fls. are lasting in bouquets.
The foliage is ornamental and interesting. Culture of
Crassnla, which see also for a conspectus of the garden
crassulaceous genera. The four following species are
novelties.
A', pinndta, Pers. (Mn. 2:5G), is Bryophyllum cahjciniiin {which see).
:

;

;

:

A.

Floicers searJet or orange.

coccinea, Welw. Somewhat hairy above, 2-4 ft. tall:
lower lvs. ovate-obtuse, coarsely crenate-dentate, stalked
upper lvs. linear-lanceolate-obtuse, sessile: fls. scarlet
or orange, on short pedicels, in l)road, forking panicles
which have stalks about 1 ft. long; calyx pubescent, the
segments lanceolate-acute corolla tube
in. long, the
limb
in. across, and the segments deltoid-ovate.
Trop. Africa.
;

oblong-lanceolate,
tls.
deep green, bordere<l white, wavy at the margin
purple and white. East Indies. O.O. 11.17:713. R.B.
Gilbert!, Hort.

beauty

:

.

peculiar fls. of this order in which the showy parts, as
in the Canna, are the staminodes. For culture, see Hedychium and Zingiber.
A.

lvs. leathery, serrate,

H

M

fl^mmea, Stapf. A foot to 18 in. high, glabrous, litbranching: lvs. ovate-oblong, obtuse, narrowed into
a short petiole (blade about 2 in. long and H4-I/2 inwide), fleshy, obscurely crenate-dentate or almost entire: fls. yellow and orange-scarlet, 3>^ in. across; calyx
parted to the base, the segments linear-lanceolate and
somewhat aciite; corolla tube 4-angled, less than M in.
long, 5'ellowish
lobes ovate-acute, orange-red. Trop.
Afr^ B.M. 7595. G.C. III. 26:47.-First fully described
in Kew Bulletin, Aug. -Sept., 1897, p. 2GG, but it was
named and partially described in G.C. July 10, 1897, as
K. fJaniea whiah is evidently an orthographical error.
The plant isoneof theleadingnoveltiesof 1900. Thrives
in a comparatively cool greenhouse.
tle

;

Lvs. tinged purple beneath.
rotunda, Linn. Stemless, tuberous: lvs. not produced
until after the fls., oblong, erect, petioled
corolla segments long- linear
staminodes oblong, acute, white,
lilac
in.
long:
lip
or
reddish,
deeply
cut
into 2 sul»lM-2
orbicular lobes: anther-crest deeply 2-fid petiole short,
channelled
blade 12 in. long, 3-4 in. wide, usually
variegated with darker and lighter green above and
tinged purple beneath: spikes 4-G-fld., produced in Mar.
andApr. India. B M. 920 and G054. -Adv. 1895 by Pitcher
B.

:

:

,

:

Flowers pink.

AA.

:

&

Manda, who said the

fls.

were fragrant.

BB. Lv^. not tinged purple beneath.

Stems simple,

2 ft. or less, glabrous:
oval or obovate, obtuse, crenate-dentate, narrowed
into a short petiole, the upper ones nearly linear and
sessile: fls. light rose or pink, very fragrant, nearly ^?
in. across; calyx parted to the base, the segments linear-pointed corolla tube swollen at base, and 2-3 times
longer than calvx; corolla lobes broad-oval, acute. S.
Afr'. G.C. 111.1:211.
G.F. 3:53. -Good winter bloomer,
prop, by seeds or cuttings. Seeds sown in spring give
blooming plants for the following Christmas.
ctlraea, I\[ast.

lvs.

;

Kirkii, Schumann {Cienkou-ski/a
Kirl-il, Hook. ).
lvs. al>out 4, crowded at the
Leaf-stem 3-4 in. long
apex of the stem, oblong, acute, 8-9 in. long, 2H-3 in.
wide at the middle
flowering stems short, slender,
:

:

1-fld.

:

corolla lobes oblong-lanceolate,

1 in.

long: stami-

nodes more than twice as long as the corolla lobes, pale
rose-purple: lip rounded at the apex, slightly notched,
2 in. broad, with a yellow mark at the throat. Trop.
Afr. B.M.5994. I. IL 30:495. -Once adv. by John Saul.

W. M.

KAFFIR COKN.

:

See Sorghum.

KAGEN£CKIA (after an Austrian minister to Spain).
Rosclcea;.
Six species of tender evergreen trees from
Chile and Peru, one of which is cult, at Santa Barbara.
The fls. are white, H-petah'd, about
in. across, and
unisexual.
The male fls. are borne in racemes or
corymbs; the females are solitary
all are terminal:

%

;

AAA. Fls. white or ivhife-yellow, very long.
marmorata, Baker {K. grandifldra, Rich., not Wight).
Stem stout and branching: lvs. large (G-8 in. iongl,
obovate, narrowed to a short broad petiole, creuale.
blotched with purple
fls. long and tubular (3 in. or
more long), creamy white or yellowish, the lobes ovateacuminate. Abyssinia. B.M. 7333. I.H. 43, p. 45.-luteresting pot-plant, with large trusses of erect fls.
L. H. B.
KALE or BORECOLE {Brassica oleracea, var. acefhala, Figs. 295, 29G) is thought by some to be the original
type of the cabbage. Members of this section of the
cabbage tribe do not form heads, but have variously

(852)

KALL^

KALMIA

colored, often finely cut, leaves with fleshy leaf-stems,
which form part of the edible portion. Tnese leaf-stems
are tou(?h in the early autumn, but become crisp and palatable with the accession of autumn frosts. The plant is exceedingly hardy in the southern states it winters without
injury und in the Atlantic states may be carried through
with slight winter protection. For autumn use the seeds
are sown in early spring under glass or in coldfraiues
and treated exactly as cabbage. In the South the seed
may be sown in August or September, and the plants
are ready for use the following spring. In the colder
regions they may be carried through the winter in cold;

Leading types:

Dwarf Scotch Curled

853

grown thereon.

Sometimes four or five rows are thus
sown; but as the soil must be relieved of the winter's
rains, the beds are generally narrow, with little furrows
between them to draw off any surplus water which may
fall during the winter months, as we have from 2 to 6 inches
of rain per month throughout the year. After the plants
are well up they are tilled between the rows with cultivator
or small plow, and hands are sent through the field with
small hand hoes to thin out the crop, leaving liealthy
plants at about 6 inches apart. In the warm and sunny
days of September, October and November the plant

makes

a heavy growth, covering the earth entirely in

(2)

many instances. Then the trucker, if the demand for Kale

Tall (rreen Curled; (3) Variegated; (4) Purple. There
are many intermediate forms. The finely cut varieties
of Scotch Kale are now frequently used for bedding purposes. Their hardiness gives them special features of
usefulness in the autumn.
Kale is adapted to a wide
range of country.
One of
the leading Kale centers is

be good, can thin out and sell the surplus plants, leaving
the remainder to reach a greater degree of development;
or he can cut clean as he goes, and put the same land
into radish or winter peas later in the winter.

frames.

Norfolk, Va., where

grown during

fail

it

(1)

;

is

and win-

for the early northern
market. See also Urassica
and Cahhage. ^
^
ter

John Craig.

The Dwarf Scotch Kale
makes a most excellent plant
spring

for

greens.

It

is

hardy enough to stand the
winters of western New
York without protection
uninjured, and to make a
new growth of
tender
sprouts very early in spring.

These sprouts are serviceable for greens, salads, etc.
For this purpose we sow
seed early in June, either in

a seed-bed and transplant
the seedlings, just as we do
cabbages, or directly in the
hill, thinning to one plant in
a hill.
In a general way,
the plant is handled like late
cabbage.
t. Greiner.

Kale at Norfolk

(Fig.

- Truckers

about NorVa., grow both the
Scotch and the Blue Kale,
more of the former than of
1204
folk,

) .

the latter.

The amount

of

1204.

A

Norfolk Kale held at the Christmas harvest time.

Kale shipped from Norfolk
one year with another will average somewhere between
175,000

and 200,000 barrels.

The number

of

barrels

shipped in a single season has reached as high as a
quarter-million.

The

most desirable

—

just such land
is a clay loam,
growth of cabbages. The seed
in August, and shipments
therefrom begin in October following, and continue
off and on throughout the winter, until the crop is ensoil

as is best adapted to the

is

sown with a hand

drill

— say until April 1 to 15 following. As
soon as the frosts iu the vicinity of New York and
Philadelphia have been sufficiently heavy in the fall to
kill all outdoor vegetables, Norfolk Kale is in fairly
good demand and brings from 75 cts. to $2 per barrel in
northern markets. The yiekl per acre ranges from 200
barrels tip to 400. Instances have been known in which
more than GOO barrels of the Mammoth Kale have been
raised from an acre of ground. It is a cheap crop to
raise, requiring not more than half as much fertilizer as
the spinach crop.
The soil is prepared, generally, in the following manner: It is thoroughly plowed, say about August 1, and
harrowed level and smooth, and as the lauds are very
loose the Kale bed, although it may comprise 100 acres,
is as mellow and as friable as the best of garden lands
anywhere. A little later in the mouth the soil is thrown
up with a single plow into small beds or ridges. Sometimes a single row will be sown by itself on a little ridge.
Sometimes a ridge will be wider, and two rows will be
tirely shipped,

There is money in the Kale crop at 75 cts. per barrel.
During the past season the price has ranged from 5(i
cts. to $2 per barrel, and has paid very well indeed.
Within 15 miles of Norfolk, something over 1,000 acres
devoted to Kale each year. It is considered one of the
cheapest crops to grow, yielding a moderate percentage
of profit. If the soil is in good or fair condition, very little fertilizer or manure is required for the Kale crop. Its
cultivation is simple and inexpensive. It is cut when
ready for market and packed in barrels, using canvas
for one of the barrel heads, at a cost of 5 cts. per barrel
for cutting.
a. Jeffeks.
is

KALE, SEA.

KALMIA

(^•(tinbe

(after Peter

eled 1748-51 in N.

marifima

:

but treated under

Kalm, Swedish botanist,

America).

MJrtcdcece.

trav-

Amerioan

Laurel. Beautiful ornamental evergreen shrubs, rarely
deciduous, with entire opposite or alternate Ivs. an<l
purple, pink or almost white showy fls. in terminal
corymbs or in axillary umbels, rarely solitary: fr. capsular. Most of the species are hardyNorth, particularly
the most ornamental member of the genus, K. lati folia,
which next to Rhododendron is the most beautiful floweriug hardy evergreen. Massed in groups or as single
specimen on the lawn, it is one of the most decorative
plants when covered with its abundant pink tiowers.
Even small plants produce flowers. The foliage is very

.
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KALMIA
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decorative, contraatiDg well with the red and yellowish
branches. The species is also easily forced and makes
The other species are
a very handsome pot-plant.
pretty border plants for evergreen shrubberies. The
Kalmias thrive well in a sandy, peaty or loamy soil,
but dislike clay and liniestone. They grrow almost as
well in swamps as in drier locations and prefer partly
shaded situations, but tlirive also well in suuuy places,
provided there be sufficient moisture. They re(juire generally almost the same treatment as the hardy Rhododendron, but are less particular about soil and position.
Transplanting, if carefully done either early in fall or in
spring, is not difficult; a mulching the first season after
planting will be of much advantage to keep the roots
from drying in summer and from frost in winter. Prop,
usually by seeds sown in sandy, peaty soil in pans or
boxes in early spring and kept in a cool frame or greenhouse. The seedlings should be pricked off as soon as
they can be handled, and after they are again established
gradually hardened otf and the following year transplanted in frames or beds outdoors. Vars. of A', lafifoiia are usually increased by side-grafting on seedlings
in the greenhouse or by layers, since it grows less
readily from cuttings, while the other species may be
X)rop. by cuttings of balf-ripened wood umler glass.
Six species in N. Amer. and Cuba, allied to Rhododendron
tis. in terminal or lateral corymbs or umbels,
rarely solitary; calyx 5-parted; corolla saucer-shaped
or broadly companulate, 5-iobed; stamens 10, with slender filaments, the anthers held back in little pouches of
the corolla, springing up suddenly and discharging the
pollen if touched: ovary 5-celleil, superior; capsulf
:

A.

Fls. in umbels or corifmbs.
JJvs. everg-reen.

B.

Branch-lets terete: Ivs. pale green beneath.

c.

Mountain or American Laurel.
120.". Shrub, 4-10 ft. high, rarely tree
with dense, round-topped head: Ivs. petioled,
alternate or irregularly whorled, oblong or elliptic-lanceolate, acute at both ends, dark green above, yellowish
green below^ 3—i in. long
fls. in large, terminal compound corymbs on viscid peduncles; corolla rose-colored
to white.with purple markings within, about ^4 in. across.
May, June. ISTew Brunswick to Fla., west to Ohio and
Tennessee. B.M. 175. Em. 443. S.S. 5:2.30-237. A.F
13:32. Gng. 3:1; 7:289. Gn.22:.343; 27, p. 549 & 33, p.
007. — Var. ^Iba, Hort. Fls. almost white. Var. monstnidsa, Mouillef. (var. poli/petaia, Arb. Kew.). Corolla
divided into 5 narrow petals. G. F. 3:453. Var. myrtif61ia, Rand (var. ndna or m^nor, Hort.).
Lvs. small,
1-2 in. long, deep green, of slow growth, forming a low,
dense bush. Var. rubra, C. Koch {yar. Pavdrti, Andr6).
Fls. deep pink. R.H. 188«:540.
angiistifdlia,
Linn.
Sheep-Laurel.
Lambkill.
WiOKY. Shrub, to 3 ft.: Ivs. usually in pairs or 3's,
petioled, usually oblong, obtuse, light green above, pale
beneath, 1-2 >^ in. long: corymb lateral, many-fid., comfls. K-K in. across, purple or crimpound or simple
son. June, July. From Newfoundland and Hudson bay
to Ga. B.M. 331. Em. 445. — There are vars. with light
purple fts., var. rdsea, Hort.; with crimson fis., var. rubra, Hort, with ovate or oval lvs., var. ov^ta, Fursh, and
latiEdlia, I^inn.

Calico Bush. Fig.
to 30 ft.,

:

:

;

of

dwarf habit, var.

cc.

n^tna, Hort.

Bravchlets 2-edged

:

lvs. gJavcous-ivhite beneath,

all opposite or in

5".s.

poIiSdlia, Wangh.
shrub, to 2 ft. lvs.

(K. gJaitca, Ait.). Low, straggling
almost sessile, oval to linear-oblong,
obtuse, revolute at the margins, %-l% in. long: fls, in
simple terminal umbels, slender-pedicelled, >e-?4 in.
across, rose-colored or purplish. May, June. Newfoundland to Fa. and in the Rocky Mts. "f rom Sitka to Calif.
B.M. 177. L.B.C. 10:1508. Em. 441. G.W.F.A. 18.:

Var. micropliylla is the alpine form of the Rocky Mts.
growing only a few inches high and with very small lvs.,
% in. or less long. Var. rosmarinifdlia has narrow,
oblong-linear, strongly revolute lvs.
BB.

Lvs. deciduous, alternate,

cune&.ta, Michs. Erect shrub, with slender, strag:gling
stems, to 3 ft.: lvs. petioled, cuneate, obovate-oblong,

acute or obtuse, pubescent beneath when young, '/i-lY^
in. long: fls. slender-pedicelled, in few-Qd. lateral umbels, creamv white with a red band within, K-iM in.
across. June. N. C. and S. C. G.F. 8:435.

AA. Fls. solitary, axillari/

Mrsuta, Walt,
ing stems, to

1 ft.

Low
:

shrub, with

lvs.

:

plant hirsute.

many erect or ascend-

almost sessile, oblong to lanceo-

1^-% in. long: fls. slender-pedicelled, ^2 in. across,
rose-purple
sepals oblong-lanceolate, hirsute, longer
Ihan the capsule. June. S.Va.toFla. B.M. 138. h.B.G.
late,

;

^

1

If '^8.

KALOPANAX.

Alfred Rehdee.
See Araiithopahas.

KANSAS, HORTICULTURE

IN. Fig. 1200.

In 1854,

when Congress passed a law opening this territory for
settlement, it was considered as part of the great
American desert, and it was almost universally thought
to be fit only for grazing purposes. As to fruit-growing, such a possibility was not considered.
This imAnother
pression did much to retard tree-planting.
1205.

Kalmia

latifolia

{X\)

parting into
valves, witii numerous minute
Ivs. of the Kulmias are said to be poisonous
those of K. fnii/nsilfolia. The
fiower of Kalmia is one of those proposed as a national
(lower emblem, especially on a(;count of the exquisite
symmetrical beauty of the singln flower. It is a purely
American genus, but unfortunately it is popularly known
only in the eastern stales.
u:lol>nlar,

si.'eds.

The

to animals, especially

."i

great drawback was the fact that every settler planting
the favorite varieties of his former
resulted in the planting of over
2.000 kinds of apples alone. Few of these could be made
to succeed, and, in time, so many failed that the impression was deepened that Kansas could not grow fruit.
But amid these losses occasionally a man would succeed
with some variety, and his success was heralded over
the state until eventually the worthless kinds were
w(-eded out and the rn;id to success was perceived.
l'i"-'-ntu>^l> Mii^ people could plant trees with some asfruit trees must have
home grown. This

KANSAS
aurauce that they woiilil gather fruit therefrom. Since
then, rapid progress in tree-planting lias been made.
Apple trees do not bear heavy crops every year, but
there has not been a total failure any year since the
trees commenced bearing, some forty years ago. Peaches
bear in some parts of the state every year, the south
Pears succeeti throughout the
having tew failures.
.state, although some varieties blight in some localities.

^^

—

-Jl

.

KAULFUSSIA

KENTIA

the plants are to grow; or they may be started indoors
and the plants transplanted to the open. The f:?enus
Kaulfussia was founded by Nets in 1^20. In 1817, how-

small; fls. ^2 in. long, scarlet, in long-pedubcled clusters of 15-20; standard orbicular; keel very obtusepod flattened. B.iM. 2(104. L.B.C. 12 ;1126.-Known under several names, as A'. Inophylla, Lindl., B.R, 17; 1421;
K. dilatdta, Cunn., B.R. 18:1526; Zichya tricolor,
Lindl., B.R. 25;52; Z. villosa, Lindl., B.R. 28;G8, and
others. Handsome slender twiner or trailer. L
B

856
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KENRICK, WILLIAM, was

born in 1795, and was the
oldest son of John Kenrick, one of the pioneer American
nurserymen. His father commenced his nur.sery in the
year 1790 on Nonantum Hill, near the line of the towns
of Newton and Brighton, Mass., and on the very ground
where the apostle Eliot began his labors for the Indians,
under Waban, their chief. The raising of peach seedlings was the commencement of Mr. Kenrick's work.
He soon acquired the art of budding, and thus offered
named varieties for sale. In the year 1823 his son William became a partner in the nursery, and we find the
first advertisement of the stock in the October number
1208.

Charieis heterophylla. commonly
fussia amelloides.

known

as Kaul-

ever, the plant was described by Cassini as Charieis
heterophylla, and this name should stand. S.Africa.
L. H. B.
IVY. Liuarla CuuihaJ'tria

KENILWOETH

KENNEDYA

(Kennedy, of the nursery firm of KenLee, important English nurserymen of the latLegnminosa;. Australian
ter part of last century).
woody trailers or twiners of about a dozen species,
making excellent plants for the intermediate house or
conservatory. Fls. red to almost black, pea-like: Ivs.
mostly pinnately 3-folioiate: standard orbicular or obovate, narrowed to a claw, and bearing minute auricles;
wings falcate, joined to the keel; stamens diadelphous,
9 and 1: pod linear, flattened or cylindrical, 2valved, with pithy divisions between the seeds. Kennedyas are easily grown from cuttings of nearly ripe
wood; also from seeds. They are mostly spring and
summer bloomers, and should rest in winter. Give
plenty of water during summer. They should be given
support: they grow from 3-10 feet high, making stiff,
woody stems. They may be trimmed back freely when
at rest. The taller kinds, like K. rublciciida and A".
coccinea, are excellent for rafters. Well-rooted plants
may be planted permanently in the greenhouse border.

nedy

&

—

of the "New England Farmer" of that year. It named 30
varieties of finest budded peaches 5 to 8 feet high at 33/':,
cents each; 10 varieties of European grapes; 4 American: Isabella, Catawba, Bland and Scuppernong; currants, horse-chestnut, catalpa, mountain ash, lilacs,
rose sand a few other ornamental trees. It was stated that
the trees would be packed with clay and mats. The son.
William, appears to have assumed early control, having
planted in 1823 two acres in currants alone. In 1824 they
made 1,700 gallons of currant wine, increasing the amount
to 3,000 gallons in 1825 and to 3,000 in 182(i. Mr. Kenrick was an enthusiast in whatever he did, his extensive
cultivation and introduction of the Lombardy poplar
being an illustration of his sanguine temperament. A
still more marked instance was iaisculture of the jl/onrsmnlticaidis about the year 1835, and his advocacy of silk
culture. For a time he found this to be a more profitable venture to himself than to his patrons. But it
should be said that, however sanguine and confident
were his opinions, they were honestly held and with no
intent to mislead. In the year 1835 Mr. Kenrick published "The American Silk Growers' Guide," a small treatise on mulberry culture. In 1833 appeared the "New
American Orchardist." This is a larger work, and is a
full description of the fruits of that date. The author
acknowledges hislarge indebtedness to other cultivators,
especially to Mr. Robert Manning, of Salem, who published his "Book of Fruits" in 1838.
Mr. Kenrick died
in

A.

nigricans, Lindl, Twining, robust, somewhat pubescent: Ifts. (sometimes reduced to 1) broad-ovate or
rhomboid, entire, obtuse or emarginate: fls. slender,
1 in. or more long, in short one-sided axillary racemes,
deep violet-purple or almost black; pod flattened. B.R.
20:1715. B.M.-SG52.-K. nen, lea, Hovt., with blue Hs.,
is perhaps this species.

AA. Fls. red or scat-let.
Standard narrow-ohovate.
rubicunda, Vent. Pubescent; Ifts. 3-4 in. long, ovate
B.

to orbicular

or ovate-lanceolate, entire:

fls.

dull red,

drooping in racemes, usually not exceeding the Ivs.;
standard narrow-obovate, reflexed
wings narrow an<l
erect; pod flat or nearly so. L.B.C. 10:954. B.I\I. 2(18
(as Ghjciiie rubiciDida).
B.R. 13:1101 (i\.^ Ampliodas
;

ovatus).
BB.

Standard broad-ovate or orbicHlar.
Prostate or twining, pubescent
Ifts. broad-obovate or orbicular, less than 1 in. lung,
often wavy: stipules leafy, cordate: fls. 2-4 on each
peduncle (which usually exceeds the Ivs.), scarlet, %
in. long; standard obovate; keel incurved and obtuse;
wings narrow and short: podnearly cylindrical, pubescent. B.M. 270 (as Glycine coccinea).
Var. mS-Jor, DO. {fC. Md-rryafta^, Lindl. K. Marryattid.ua, Hort.j.
Larger and more hairy: Ifts. larger,
strongly undulate: stipules sometimes 1 in. across;
fls. large, deep scarlet. B.R. 21:1790.
Gn.28:r)01. A.F.
prostrkta, R. Br.

3:547.

—A

February, 1872.

^^r^^ q,

Fls. nearly black.

:

very handsome winter-flowering twiner.

coccinea, Vent. Densely pubescent: Ifts. 3 or 5, ovate
or oblong, very obtuse, often 3-lobed
stipules very
:

K]£NTIA

Strong.

William Kent, horticulturist, companion of Reinwardt in journeys through the Indian archipelago). Palmdccip. Spineless palms with pinnate Ivs.,
(after

sharp-pointed or 2-toothed, linear-lanceolate Ifts., midnerves scaly beneath, and rachis angled above; petiole
channeled above, rounded on the back. It differs from
Areca in the sharply 4-angled branchletsof the spadices;
and from Hedyscepe and Kentiopsis in having only G stamens. Species at most G or 7, from the Moluccas to
northern Australia. The type is K. procera, Blurae,
from New Guinea, which is not cult, it is probable that
none of the Kentias known to the American trade belong properly in this genus.
K. ai(strali.'i,IioTi.,fvora Lord Howe's Island, is probably one
of the four folio will tj palms which, according toMaideu in Proc.
Linn. Soc. N. S. W. 1808, are the only paims on that island:
Cliiinstigma IMooreanum, Howea Bebnoreana and Korsterinna,
aiid Hedysi-epe Oanterburyana. K. australis was int. 187.3 and advertised 181i;{ by .Tolin vSaul.— jft. Bclnwredna, C. Moore=Howea

—

=

Rliopalostylis Baneri.— A',
Belaioreanii.
/T. Jiaueri, Seem.
B'-hnirreana, F. Muell.
Howea Belmoreana. it. Bn'mmii.
Hort. Dedicated to D. S. Brown, of St. Louis, Mo. Resembles

=

—

K. Mucarthuri. Lvs, pinnate, arching; Ifts. truncate and premnrso. Very graceful. A.G. l.'?::2t>(i and20:'223. This is, perhaits,
Neiiga or Hyilriastele.— 7v". GaiitcrJiiirydna, F. Maell.=HedyKentiopsi^
scepe Canterbiiryaiia. — K. dlraricdta, Planch.
divaricata. — A'. T>iim,niiiAna. Hort. Adv. 1895 by Pitcher &
Manda. F.R. l-.'MU.— K. el egans, Bronsn. & Gris.=Cyphophoenix elei^ans. — /C. e.rnrrhlza, H. Wendl. = Exorrbiza Wendlandiana.— /C. Fortitcridna, F. MuGll.=Howea Forsteriana.— TT. fr)/((',sc('/is, Hort.
Cult, by Slebrecht & Son.— K. fulnta, Brong.=^Cyphnphoenix fulcita. it. grdcil'iH, Ht)vt.^Mi'U*okentia gracilis. —AT. Kirstcnidna, Hort.
Lvs. very slondor, dark green,
archins^, as(^cntlins:. widely pinnated
Ifts. broadly cnnefite,
shapoil Iik(^ a shark's fin, the tninfate apex curiously erose,
ragtted, the upper margin extending into along, sharp tip; peti-

=

—

;

A

KENT

KENTUCKY

I

ole3 covered with lisht grayish brown pu!)oscen<'e
New IreAXi. 2li:2i:i (ISOIO. G.C. 111. 2l::iyi. Tills is prol>land.
itbly a Nenga.— it. Liadeni, Hort.==Keiitiopsis maeroearpa.—
/{". Lxlciaid, ljind.=I\eiitiopsis
maeroearpa.— A'. Macdrtkurl,
|[ort. An elegant palm, with smooth, snbereet Ivs.; It'ts. semipendulous, alternate, 4-8 in. long, %~\ in. wide, the midvein
l.roraiuent above, obliquely truncate and ragged or premorse.
Stems smooth, suukering quite freely. New U-uinea. Int. 1878.
Veitch & Sons. F. 1879, p. 115. Perhaps a Nenga.— /i. Mooreana, P. Muell.=01inostigma Mooreanum.— A'. Mdrei. Hort.
Dreer. Possibly same as K. Mooreana.— ii. rubricaul is, Hort.
Lvs. pinnate, ovate, with red petioles. Adv. 1895 by Piteher &;
Manda.— /C. rupicola, Hort. Adv. 189.3 by Pitcher & Manda.—
K. JSanderidna, Hort. Very slender in habit, very hard foliage,
spreading; Ifts. very narrow, arranged on an arching racliis
similar to Cocos Weddelliana. A graceful plant for jardinieres
or conservatories. A.Gr. 20:22.i.—K. Sdpida, Mart.^Rhopalostylis sapida.— A. Van HoiUtel, Hort.= Veitchia. sp.
Adv.
1895 by Pitcher & Manda.— A. Ymchil. Hort. prolKibly=H:edyi

Canterbnryana.— iL. Wendlandidna,^. MueD.^HydriasWendlandiana.
Jaked G. Smith.

sr;epe

teie

KENTIOPSIS (Greek
like.
Kentla).
Palmdce^.e.
Spineless palms lvs. equally pinnate; pinnas sutjopposite, very coriaceous, narrow, sword-shaped, narrowed
to the obtuse or toothed apex, with strong mid-nerve,
prominent veins and thickened margins. Species 2.
New Caledonia.
Kentiopsis belongs tea large group of genera mentioned under Hedyscepe (p. 718), which ditt'er from
Kentia in having the ovule fastened oq the side of the
locule, and more or less pendulous, instead of fastened
Kentiopsis is disat the base and erect, as in Kentia.
tinguished from Hydiiasteie by having its tls. arranged
spirally instead of in 4 ranks. From numerous other
cultivated allies it is distinguished by the following
characters: stamens numerous, 20-25: leaf-segments
narrowed, obtuse or dentate: sepals of the stamiiiate
lis. triangular-orbicular, broadly overlapping.
:

:

maeroearpa, Brongn. {Kentia Liiidfu.i, Hort. Linilen.
Kentia Lkciana, Liuden). Rachis Mat above, convex
below. The form known as Kentia Liiciani has bright
green lvs., tinged with brown on the under surface, the
young petiole yellowish, later becoming brown. I.H.
29:451 and 24:276. F. 1884, p. 71. S.H. 2: 117. -The species is distinguished by the reddish tinge of the young
leaves.

K. divaricMa. Brongn, [Kentia divaricata, Planch,), is reDrude in Engler & Prantl, to Drymophlceus. It m;i.y
be distinguished from the preceding by the alternate piniue
and triangular rachis, keeled aliove. I.H. 28:409. This h:is
been confused in the trade with Kentia gracilis, which is referreil by Index Kewensis
to Microkentia gracilis. See
I.H.2:{:245. Advertised 1895
£".
by Pitcher & RIanda.
oUva'formis,
Brongn., is
characterized
by the 4angled rachis.
Not cultiferred by
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rural life. At that time commercial horticulture iu tlie
state was almost uukuowu but with the steady advance
in fruit-growing throughout the country, and with increasing facilities for rapid transportation for perishable products, there have been developed in recent
years several well-detined fruit- and vegetable-growing
areas, in which these iudustries have assumed large
proportions.
The most important of these districts are two which
lie respectively to the northeast and south of Louisville,
and the boundaries of which, to some extent, overlap.
The first of these is comprised largely of the counties
of Trimble and Oldham. Trimble county is especially
noted for its extensive peach orchards, which are sit;

uated upon the elevated lands adjacent to the Ohio
river, much of the fruit being shipped by water to
Louisville, Cincinnati, aud other river towns. Oldham
county has a large acreage of grapes. The first vineyards were estal)lished iu the decade of 18.50-GO, of the
Catawba and Isabella varieties. On account of the rot,
the culture of these varieties was not very successful,
but early iu the next decade the Ives was introduced,
and owing to its pro<luctiveness and shipping qualities,
it has since been grown almost exclusively. The growth
of the industry was quite steady until about 1890, when
one or two seasons of large crops, accompanied by higli
prices, led to a very large increase in the acreage. During the past few years the business has been somewhat
depressed, on account of the competition of earlier
grapes from Georgia aud other southern states.
To the south and southwest of Louisville lies the
fruit district, iinown as Muldraugh Hill, a low, mouutainous elevation, extending, in Kentucky, in a southeasterly direction from the Ohio river in Meade county,
through Hardin, Larue, Ureen, anfi portions of adjacent
counties. In this hill country fruit-growing is most
largely developed on its southern slope, peaches and
apples holding the first place iu importance, while pears,
plums and the small fruits are also extensively grown.
This locality seeuis peculiarly adapted to the apple
and peach, orchards of the latter having produced, according to good authorities, nineteen paying crops in
twenty-three years, with comparative freedom from disease, and attaining, when permitted, a great age and
size. The fruit from this district is shipped to various
points in the Mississippi valley, but especially to such
northern cities as Indianapolis and Chicago, where it
holds high rank.
Between and connecting the two fruit districts 7nen-

—

vated.

KENTUCKY HORTICULT0EE.
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Kentucky,
interests have

state of

wliile its

not been distinctively
developed in the direction of horticulture, is,
nevertheless, in its various parts, admirably

adapted to nearly all the
and vegetables of
the temperate zone. Its
cultivation has been primarily that pertaining to
general agriculture and
stock-raising, rather than
fruits

1209.

Kentucky.

Shaded areas designate pomolusifal

districts.

horticulture.

Before the civil war the people of wealth and culture,
particularly over large areas through the central portion of the state, dwelt very largely in the country
rather than in the towns, which at that time were
nearly all small and comparatively unimportant. There
are many evidences still remaining, in stately country
homes surrounded by magnificent old trees and oldfashioned gardens, to bear witness to the liigh appreciation of the people of that period for the amenities of

the county of -Jefferson, containing the largest
state — Louisville.
In this county fruitgrowing and market-gar<lening are very extensively developed, particularly for the local market, and here also
are found the most extensive florists' establishments in
the state, as well as many forcing-houses, devoted to
growing winter vegetables, chiefly lettuce.
Throughout much of the fruit districts mentioned, as
in many other parts of the state, the favorable results

tioned

is

city in the
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secured in fruit-production are possible largely on account of the immunity from late spring frosts, due to
elevated locations and to the deeply eroded riv^er channels, which atford abundant cold air drainage.
In the extreme southwestern corner of the state (near
K in Fi^. 1209), in the counties of (Jarlisle, Hickman and
l''ultou, a combination of favorable conditions has led to
an extensive development of the trucking and small
fruit interests. Chief among these conditions are a fertile soil, a warm spring temperature, and direct and rapid
transportation, both by water and rail, to northern cities.
Many hundreds of acres of strawberries are grown, and
the production of beans, spinach, melons and other garden crops is of nearly equal importance.
In the vicinity of Ciacinnati, Ohio, the fruit and vegetable-growing interests are quite extensive, although
the conditions for market-gardening have led to a
greater development of that business upon the northern
tban upon the Kentucky side of the Ohio river.
About two-fifths of the eastern portion of Kentucky,
comprising the mountainous part of the state, is still
sparsely settled, its agriculture is confined to a few
staple crops produced, in many cases, by primitive
methods, and true horticulture is comparatively unknown over a great part of this vast area, although, as
shown in isolated localities, nearly all our fruit.s and
vegetables can be grown with perfect success. Within
the borders of this mountain region, in the southeastern
part of the state, are several prosperous German and
Swiss colonies, nearly every member of which, with
characteristic industry and thrift, has possessed himself, on some part of his farm, of a vineyai'd and orchard, and so produces an ample supply of the best
fruits. Here and there in other localities, enterprising
individuals have demonstrated the easy possibility of
producing orchard and garden products without stint;
but the average farmer of the mountain region, as too
often elsewhere, is apparently content to let his table remain bare of the best fruits and vegetables, as his home
surroundings are so often bare of trees and tlowers.
The public parks of the state are confined almost exclusively to those of the city of Louisville, which was
itself without any park system until recent years.
After the passage of an act providing for their establishment, a board of park commissioners was elected in
1890, since which time the development of the park system has been vigorously prosecuted. At the present
time there has been secured for this purpose a splendid
public possession of over 1,100 acres, composed of Iroquois park, 589 acres; Cherokee park, 304 acres; Shawnee park, 167 acres; and the southern parkway, 48 acres,
together with a number of small city squares. These
parks are being improved under the direction of the

and borne in elongated umbels.

It should probably be
as (Jochlearia saxatilis. Four genera, representing 4 orders, have been named after Johann Simon von
Kerner, 1755-1830, Prof.of Botany at Stuttgart. Bentham
and Hooker regard the cruciferous Kernera as a subgenus of Cochiearia, in which the stamens are longer
and bowed at the apex: pods turgid; valves very convex: cotyledons accurabent or incumbent.
The following species is a compact, branching, neat
habited plant thriving in any light soil that is moderately rich. It requires a sunny but not too dry situation.
Prop, by cuttings, division or seed.

known

E. saxatilis, Reichb. Properly Cochiearia saxatilis, Linn.
Root-lvs. oblong, dentate, pilose:
stem-lvs. linear-oblong;
petals 4, obovate, 2-3 times as long as the calyx: seeds numerous, not margined. Eu.
j^ b_ Keller and W. M.

KIIKRIA (after William Kerr, a gardener who introduced this and many other plants from China; not J.
Bellenden Ker or M. Kerr, as often stated). Rosd-ceif.
A monotypic genus, one of the first .shrubs brought from
Japan best known by its weak, slender green branches,
slender irregularly toothed Ivs. and large yellow fis. It
grows 4-8 ft. high and as broad as high, with numerous
short-branched, spreading stems,attractive in winter from
its light green branches, in early June when its blossoms
appear in greatest al)undance; in November, when the
Ivs. are of a clear yellow, and is not unattractive throughout the whole year. It is a refined plant and deserves
free use in ornamental planting, either in simple masses
or at the front of a shrubby group or border. It is not
thoroughly hardy in all situations in the northern states,
the tips of its branches often winter-killing, which
causes it to demand a well-drained and partially sheltered position. It grows in any good garden soil. Although enduring sunlight, it is best in partial shade,
;

since the intensity of full sunlight partially bleaches the
fis.
It is prop, by cuttings, layers and root divisions.
Japdnica, DC [Corcliorus Jap6yiicus,T\iVin\>.) Globe
Flowek. Japanese Rose. Fig. 1210. Lvs. simple, alternate, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, largely unequally
serrate, 1-2 in. long, clear green above, pale "below, thin,
slightly pubescent: fis. abundant, solitary, terminal,
peduncled, 1-2 in. in diameter, appearing in June and

most

skilful landscape architects, and promise soon to
bring the city of Louisville to an equality in this respect
with other great cities of the country.
Of other public grounds in which the work of the
landscape horticulturist is manifest, the two ceme-

Cave Hill, of Louisville, and that of Lexington
are perhaps the most notable examples in the state.
The former comprises an area of about 300 acres, and
is situated upon a beautiful tract ot land, elevated 100
teries.

feet above the
lakes, and is
aquatics.

Ohio

river. It contains several beautiful
especially rich in its collections of

The cemetery at Lexington contains over 100 acres,
and was established in 1849. It is exceptionally fortunate in having been under the same superintendent
during its entire history of almost fifty years, and in
having the landscape method of treatment followed
from the first. Among many interesting horticultural
features, the most notable to-day are tlie magnificent
old bur oaks and white elms, many of which are 4 or 5
feet in diameter.

Clarence W. Mathews.

KENTUCKY BLUE GRASS.

KENTUCKY COFFEE TREE.

Poa. pra/en.'^ls.
Gfj m n oc huhi-s

Ca n a

(lensls.

K£KNEKA. Cruciferfv. lender this name amateurs
cultivate a rock plant growing al>out 4 in. liie:h, which
blooms profusely all summer, its fis. being small, white,

'.2\0.

Showing

single

Kerria Japonica.

and double tlowers (X H).

more

or less throughout the year; calyx persistent, 5lobed petals 5, large, yellow, ovate; stamens numerous:
carpels 5-8, globose, distinct. A. 0.18:425. F.E. 9:593.
R.H. 18G9, p. 29:^. S.B.P.G. II. :«7. On. 21, p. 275.Var. £lore pl6iio, double, more vigorous and more frequent in culture than the single. B.M. 1296. Var.
grandi£16ra, a vigorous form with large fis. Var. ailreovittatis (raniulis varicf/tifiyi aiirds), a dwarf form, the
bninches striped with yellow and green. Var. arg6nteovariegita, 2-:{ ft. high, with small green Ivs. edged with
;

"'''"'«

A. Phelps

Wtman.

:

.

KIDNEY BEAN
KIDNEY BEAN.

name

KNIPHOFIA

CoTiunon

in

England for

tlie

A.

common beans
former being

in distinction from the Lima beau, tlie
I^hastoltt.s vulgaris, the latter _P. lunaftis.

B.

1 in. or more.
iStemless or nearly so.

r.

Form

of

sword sliaped-

Ivs.

-

acuininate.

KIDNEY VETCH.

See

A nth u III.

D.

s-.

Color 0/
E.

KINGNUT.
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Length of perianth

EE.

Cayi/a SKlcala.

Ivs.

Width
Width

dull

gn

i

n.

of Ivs. i'4-1 in
of Ivs. l',3 In

1.

DD. Color of Ivs. bright green

KIN-KAN. See Kionquat.

KINNIKINNICK. Dry

cm;.

Amomuw,

bark of Corn, is

smoked by western Indians.

KITCHEN GARDEN.

See

Vegetable

Onrdeninu,

Gardens, and HorlicHll are.

KLEINIA.

Of

tlie

names

the trade

KNAPWEED.

will

;i

genera of Composit;o of

this

Porophyllum and Jaumea, but
be accounted for under Se}iecio.
la

Ivs. linear.
of It's, one-sislecnth
one-twelfth of an ineh

Width

DD.

Width

of

Ivs.

to

oni-iiijlttlt

BB. Stem
AA. Length of perlanlh }i-^i in.
B. Form of perlonlh sabcfflindrical.
BB. Form "f /nrlan/h fannel-shaj)ed
Wiflth of les. one-eighth to onec.
.^ixthofa)i Ineh

Width

Stame)ts

DL".

Stannns

See Centaurca.

KNIGHT'S STAR. Hippeastrnm

of Irs.

D.

^

1

._.

KNIPHdEIA (Johann Hieronymus Kniphof, 1704Lilldr^'<r.
176o, professor at Erfurt).
This genus iiicludes the Red-hot Poker Plant (Fig. 1211), which is
unique in its appearance and one of the most striking
plants in common cultivation. No one who has ever
seen its pyramidal spike of blazing red lis. borne in autumn is likely to forget wlien and where he"discovered"
this plant. It is herbaceous and nearly hardy N., has
sword-shaped Ivs.li-.'t ft. long, and several scapes 4 or
5 ft. high surmounted by a spike 1-8 in. long composed
of perhaps 100 tubular, drooping Us., each 1 in. or more
long, and tiery, untamed red. A sky-rocket is not more
startling. By far the commonest species is A", aloidcs.
which has perhaps a dozen varieties with Latin names
and twice as many with personal names. All the other
species have much the same general effect, and are of
interest chiefly to collectors and fanciers. Poker Plants
are hardy south of Philadelphia when well covered in
winter, but in the North it is generally safer to dig up
the plants in November, place them in boxes with dry
earth, and store them in a cellar in winter.
In spring
place them in a warm, sheltered, well-drained spot,.
preferably with a background of shrubbery to set off the

(J.

eaulescens

7.

Tuckii

S.

pauciflora

0.

Leiehtlinii

limes as long as

the jK'rianth
tivlee

as long as the

perianth

eqncstrc.

Nelsoni

Macowanli

In.

.^2
'

4.

5.

to

an inch

one-sixth of
fi-l.i in. long

cc.

Rooperi
Burehelli

For)n of
D.

.

name, 2 are referred

aloides

2.
'A.

10.

COmosa

Moench A'. Uviiria, Hook.
TrUoma
f'retria, Ker.). Red-hot Poker Plant. Poker Plant.
ToKCH Lily. Flame Flower. Fig. 1211. Lvs. slightly
1.

aloides,

(

tiowers.

The genus is confined to Africa and Madagascar, and
but two of the species numbered below are from
south Africa. The plants seem to be still better known
to the trade as species of Tritoma, but the following account omits most of such synonyms. Bentham and
Hooker placed Kniphofia between Funkia and Notosceptrum. The latter t^enus is not in cultivation, and Funkia has blue or white tls., which colors are not found in
Kniphofia. Poker Plants have tls. of red, orange or yellow. Blandfordia has similar colors and agrees in having pendulous tubular tls. with short lobes, and also
long, narrow Ivs., but the stamens are fixed at the middle of the tube, and the capsule has septicidal dehiscence, while in Kniphotia the stamens are fixed under
the pistil and the capsule has loculicidal dehiscence.
Kniphofias are often classed by dealers as bulbous
plants, though they have only a short rhizome and numerous, clustered, thickish root-fibers. Baker speaks of
the "raceme" of a Kniphofia, but the pedicels are so short
that the inflorescence is here spoken of as a "spike," particularly as a spike signifies to the popular mind a
denser inflorescence than a raceme. Most of the species have been very recently monographed by Baker in
Flora Capensis, vol. 6 and Flora of Trop. Afr. vol. 7.
When the height of the plants is given below, it refers
to the height of the scape.
all

Index of names exclusive of those in the
tary lists (varieties and synonyms in italic)
aloides,

corollina,

1.

Burehelli,

camosa,

3.

1.

oaulescens,

comosa,

6.

€oro7tianum,

5.

Nelsoni,

5.

glaucescens,
grandiflora,
grandis, 1.
Leiehtlinii.

10.

Slacowanii.

supplemen4.

1.

nobllis,

1.

pauciflora,

9.
5.

1.

8.

Rooperi, 2.
Saundersii,
Tuckii,

7.

1.

1211. Kniphofia aloides.
Separate flower natural size.

glaucous, 2-3 ft. long, scabrous on the margin, acutely
keeled, with 30—40 close vertical veins
raceme dense,
often 6 in. long, 2,^2-3 in. thick: npper fls. bright red.
lower ones yellow; perianth cylindrical; stamens sometimes barely exserted. F.S. 13:13113. B.M. 4816:758.—
The following varieties with Latin names are in the
trade and usually advertised as apparent species nnder
Kniphofia or Tritoma. They may be all more or less
distinct horticulturally. Aneverbiooming kind is advertised in moo and said to flower from June to Dec. Var.
cambsa is figured in On. 19;2SG with the fls. opening from
the top instead of the bottom, and with red filaments
and yellow anthers. Leichtlin introduced it about 1881
and said it grew l^'2-2 ft. high, the apricot-red of the
ris. toned down by a glaucous bloom.
Var. Jloribiinda is
early-flowering, says Van Tubergen. Var. glailca is less
known than the nest. Var. glaucescens is figured in Gn.
3fj;727 with a spike 9 in. long, of "vermilion -scarlet fls.
changing to a more orange color. One of the freest
bloomers.
Int. 1859."
Foliai^e somewhat glaucous.
Var. grandiflora, one of the earliest improvements on the
type. John Saul said it grows 2-3 ft. high. Var. grandis.
"The largest-flowered of all; fls. red and yellow, 5 ft."
Woolson. Referred by Kew authorities to var. maxim;i.
Var. ndbilie is said by Carriere, R.H. 1885:252, to have
:

.

KNIPHOFIA

KCELERIA

shorter and
than Saundersii, the spikes more
ovoid, the fls. uniformly red and less dedexed. Lvs. not
p:laucous.
Gn. 55, p. 167. Var. Saundersii, in R. H.
1882:504, is shown with "red-orange tls." in an elliptical
spike and said to grow G ft. and more high. Woolson
finds it grows 4-6 ft. high in rich soil, with cylindrical
spikes 18-24 in. long and fls. often .^2 in. across. Var.
serotina is a late-fld. form.
Baker's treatment of the varieties is as follows;

resenting kinds now advertisi^d in America: E. h^brida, Hort.
is a trade name used to include varieties with person:il name.si
of miscellaneous or unknown parentage.— iC. iiiutdhile, Hort!
"Height 5-6 ft." Woolson.— K. PfUzerii, Hort. .John Saul, 189;{i
said "rose-scarlet without a trace of yellow." Dreer, 1900, says
it is a great improvement of K. aloides, var. grandiflora, the
scapes more numerous, often 4/^ ft. high: spikes over 12 in.
long: fls. rich orange-scarlet, shading to salmon-rose at the
edge.— £'. specibsa, Hort. Van Tubergeu.— £". Wobdii. Hort., is
advertised by Franeeschi, who says it comes from Natal, and
has lemon-yellow fls. Not in Flora Capensis.
Twenty-five varieties with personal names are advertised by
Van Tubergen and Krelage. How much variation in habit and
season of bloom does not appear. The color-range is about as
follows: dark brick red, carmine-red, coral red, scarlet-orange,
orange, bronzy yellow, deep yellow, pure yellow and primroseor straw-colored. The filaments may be red or yellow, the
luithers apparently soinetimes differently colored from the filaments. Some hybrids are recorded, and some form of K. idoides
is usually concerned.
ttt jit
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stricter Ivs.

Var. maxima. Baker [K. and T. grandifldra, Hort. T.
Saundersii, Carr. ). J\Iore robust: Ivs. 4-5 ft. long, 1 in.
wide: raceme and fls. longer: stamens more decidedly
I'xserted.
B.M. 6553 (fls. yellow, more or less tinged

R.H. 1882:504 (colored like the type).
Var. ii6biUs, Baker {T. ndhiJis, Guill.). Still more
robust: scape including raceme sometimes G-7 ft. lung:
red).

1>^ in. long.

fls.

R.H. 1885:252.

Var. ser6tina, Hort. A late-floweriug form with slender
I^erianth 1% in. long and distinctly exserted stamens.
Baker also mentions varieties carnosa and glaucescens
Other varieties with Latin
without discrimination.

names

are mentioned in Gn. 30: 727.
Eobperi, Lem. Lvs. 4 ft. long, scabrous on the
margin, glaucous. Later-fld. than No. 1: lis. paler. B.
2.

M.

6116.

Burchelli, Kunth. Lvs. 2-3 ft. long, yi-% in. wide,
smooth on the margin: spike 6-12 in. long: fls. bright
3.

much tinged with red when young. "A much
dwarfer plant than No. 1 and for many purposes
equally desirable. Height l''.>' ft. Fls. tinged green."
./. B. Kelhr.
4. N61soni,Mast. Lvs. l>^-2 ft. long, with athic-k midrib and recurved serrulate edges. U.C. 111. 11:561. Gn.
yellow,

55:1213 (brick -red, no trace of yellow J.
Mac6wanii, Baker. Lvs. with a thickened scabrous
margin, many upper fls. bright dark red. B.M. 6167.
R.H. 1879:300. — "A verj' neat dwarf species with orangescarlet fls. in early autumn, 1-2 ft." Woolson. K. coralllna, Hort., R.B. 19:25 (1893), a hybrid between this
species and A". Vvaria, -was raised by Deleuil, of Marseilles. Woolson says it grows 18-24 in. high and bears
ovoid spikes of coral red fls. all summer and fall. He
says it is good for cutting. JC coroliniuniun of one of
our nursery catalogues is presumably an error ffjr A".
50, p. 400;
5.

corollina.

K.

'media 3Iac6wanii, Hort.

"A

hybrid be-

tween K. aloides grandiflora and IC Macowanil. This
is an earlier blooming sort than either of its parents,
as dwarf as Macowanii and much earlier and more
Thoroughly tested." Woolson.
brilliant.
Lvs. sword-shaped-acuminate,
6. caul6scen9, Baker.
broadly channelled, not acutely keeled on the back, 4-5
long, 5-6 in, wide, margin serrulate: spike over 1 ft.
ions', 3 in. thick: lower fls. yellow, upper ones red.
G.
C. HI. 6:564. R.H. 1887:132. -This differs from all described above in having stamens much exserted. Gn.
41:861 is perhaps the most artistic of all colored plates
of Kniphofias.
7. Tiickii, Baker. Lvs. ensiform (linear in Nos. 8-10),
in. wide, margin serrate: spike very
1-lK ft. long,
dense, 5-6 in. long: fls. yellow, tinged bright red when
young. One of the hardiest.
Lvs. 1-lJ^ ft. long, margin
8. pauciflbra, Baker.
smooth: raceme lax (dense in Nos. 9-10), 2-3 in. long:
stamens shortly exserted, as in No. 7.
fls. pale yellow;
G.C- III. 12:65 shows it with only 25 fls. and the loosest
raceme of any species here described.
Fls. bright yellow; perianth
9. Leichtlinii, Baker.
more narrowly funnel-shaped than in No. 10, becoming
V4in. long: scape speckled with red, sometimes bearing
a bract 4-5 in. long. This and No. 10 are from tropical
Africa; the rest from South Africa. B.M. 6716. R.H.
1884, p. 557. Var. distAchya, Baker, has a forked scape
and small accessory lateral raceme.
10. comdsa, Hochst.
Fls. bright yellow, dilated suddenly at the middle, li, in. long; filaments red; anthers
yellow. B.M. 6569. — This has relatively longer stnmens
than any other species and is perhaps raoreconspicnous
by reason of its mass of stamens than the outline of the
spike. One of the tcnderest.
Supplementary list of imperfretly known Lulin namos rci'-

ft.

%

KdCHIA (after W. D. J.Koch, 1771-1849, professor of
botany at Erlangen; wrote a flora of Germany and Switzerland). ChcHopodiacece. This includes a plant treated
as a hardy annual which is called the Mock Cypress
or Summer Cypress. J. Wilkinson Elliott says, "It
grows 2-2K ft. high, resembling a small, closely sheared
evergreen, the foliage being light green until September, when the whole plant is a solid mass of crimson.
The fls. are minute but countless. The plant dies within
two weeks after blooming. It germinates very quickly,
even in the warm spells of late winter." Elliott called it
the Mexican Fire Plant, because the seeds were procured
in Mexico. However, the genus has no species native to
the western hemisphere. It is probably this same plant
which is advertised by Bridgeman as Belvidere Kocliia.
There is no genus called Belvidere. The French popular name for this plant is Belvedere, and it is a native
of Europe and northern Asia. Bridgeman, however,
says the fls. are yellow, and gives the height as 3 ft.,
while Voss Vilmorin's Bluraengartnerei) says it is 3-5
ft. high or more. Voss advises a clay soil and sunny position, and since it likes a salty soil recommends that
about an ounce and a half of saltpetre be sprinkled over
each square yard of soil. This plant is used abroad as a
"foliage plant," because of the vivid color of the whole
plant from July to September.
The seed m^y be sown indoors in April, and the plants
set out in May, or the seeds may be sown in the open
ground about May 1. The plants should stand about 2
(

ft. apart.
Kocliia is a polymorphorus genus of about 30 species
of herbs which are often woody at the base: Ivs. often
minute and narrow, alternate, more or less silky, rarely
glabrous: fls. small or minute, sessile, solitary or clustered in the axils of the lvs.; calyx enlarging into a
flask-shaped body, which incloses the fruit
perianth
orbicular; lobes 5, incurved and bearinghorizontal wings
on the back or on the tnVie which are membranous or
scarious, distinct or confluent; stamens 5; filaments
short or long and compressed stigmas 2, rarely 3.
;

;

Schrad. BIock Cypress. Summer Cypress.
Erect, much-branched, densely pyramidal
branches
striate, slender, and close to the main stem: lvs.
2-3
2-4
linear-lanceolate, ciliate,
in. long,
lines wide:
fls. inconspicuous, green; perianth in fruit provided with
very short, triangular, pointed appendages.
scop&,ria,

;

KCELfiRIA (Georg Ludwig Kceler, professorof natural
history at Mainz, published in 1802 a description of the
grasses of Germany and France). Gramlne(V. This includes a tufted, perennial grass sometimes offered by collectors of native plants. Wilfred Brotherton suggests its
cultivation for ornament in dry, silvery sand. It is a
very variable plant, growing 1-23^ ft. high, erect and
unbranched, and has shining spikes. The genus contains about 15 widely scattered species, and its nearest
cultivated allies are Eatonia and Molinia, which are discriminated elsewhere. Important generic characters are
the spicate panicles, which are cylindrical or somewhat
interrupted: flowering ghiraes more or less hyalinescarious, blunt, or tipped with a mucro or rarely a short
awn
Pers. Stems rigid, pubescent just below the
sheaths often shorter than the intemodes,

cristfi.ta,

panicle

:

KCELli:UlA
smooth, scabrous or hirsute

:

KRIGIA

Ivs. 1-12 in. lonj?,

Hat or

involute: ypikelets 2-5-fld. July-Sept. Widely distributed in N. Amer. in sandy and prairie soil. B.B. 1:194.

W. M.

KCELREUTfiRIA (Joseph

a. Koelreuter, 17:i:j-180G,
professor of natural history at Karlsruhe). Sapind^cew.
An arborescent genus of about 3 species occurring in
China and Japan, one of which is K. paniculata, a medium-sized, irregular, round-headed tree, 2!>-30 ft. high,
with large, compound, irregularly toothed Ivs., yellow
fls. in July and largo, blaildery fruits in panicles in
autumn. It is hardy in IMass., although single limbs
are occasionally killed back in winter. It also endures
dry weather and hot winds in the West. It is of easy
culture, but requires a fairly rich soil. As an ornament
it may be used as a single specimen, tb'mgh not a particularly refined tree, or it muy be mixed with other
genera in the woody border. It is prop, by seeds, which it
ripens early and freely, by layers in autumn, by cuttings
of the young branches in spring, and by root-cuttings.

Laxm.

(Sapindtis CJtin^nsis, Rlurr.).
Varnish Tree. Lvs. deciduous, alternate, 12 in. long,
unequally pinnate, without stipules; Ifts. ovate, largely
and irregularly dentate, glabrous, in 4-7 pairs, opposite
and alternate: fis. yellow, ^-2 in. long, in large, upright,
terminal, many-fld. panicles; sepals I}; petals 3—1, bypogynous, irregular, each claw with a scale-like appendage, the disk enlarging before each petal; stamens 5-8:
ovary oblong, pubescent, becoming a 3-lobed, 3-celled
bladdery, inflated, triangular pod, lK-2 in. long, usually
paniculita,

red,

becoming brown, borne in large, erect panicles.
Gng. 2:353 and 8:219. Gn. 32, p. 378.

0.0.111.2:561.

K. bipinndta, Franeh. A vigorous tree, 60 ft. hii^h. wil-h
doubly pinnate Ivs. over 2 ft. long, srowing in W. Oliiuii. R.H.
1888, p. 393. Gn. 34, p. 305.— /v. Ja/xhiica. Sieb. A more l)r;inchea
form with deeply cut Ivs. and smaller fruit, l>ut not ypcciticidly
distinct from K. paniculata.
^ Phelps Wyjian

K(ENIGA. See Altfssum.

KOHLKABI {Brassica oh'rncea, var. cauJo-rapa).
Pig. 1212.
This plant exhibits a remarkable variation
from the normal form of the specific type, as represented
by the cabbage. A prominent writer on vegetables, referring to the botany of the plant, says: "It comes between the cabbage and turnip." Had this reference been
made to the edible portion it would be literally true. In
the turnip the edible part is the swollen root; in the
cabbage it is the fleshyand tightly curled leaves, while in
the Kohlrabi it is the globular enlargement midway between root and top. This plant is mainly grown for cattle
food. It is but little known in America. In France and
Germany its usefulness is generally recognized. In Italy
the partially developed stems are used as substitutes
for cauliflower and cabbage.
It is not likely that as a
cattle food it will grow iu popularity in ihis country,
as rape is better adapted for sheep-grazing purposes,

and turnips can be grown witli equal ease and kept
through winter with greater siitisfaction. Its treatment
in the garden is essentially th:it of early cabbage.
The
plants are very hardy.
For very enrly crop it is desirable to start them in a hotbed.
If properly hardened
off, they may be set out as soon as the frost is out of
the ground.
Plant and cultivate like early cabbages.
The seed of main field crop may be sown <lirectlv in the
hill. The rows should be 2^.^ ft. apart, and the hills 2 ft.
apart in the row. Several seeds are planted in each
hill, and all plants pulled out but one, after danger of
destruction by flea-beetle is over. Many growers in the
western states follow this plan in growing late cabbages,
as well as kale and brussels sprouts. The seed may be
planted, according to locality, from May 10 to June 20.
When the plants are grown in the seed bed the treatment is essentially the same as that described under
Cabbage. In northern regions, only the early varieties
should be grown, on account of the slowness of the plant
in maturing. No special effort seems to have been made
to develop many distinct varieties of Kohlrabi.
The
two leading types are the Purple and the White Vienna,
which mature sufficiently for table use in 2^2-3 months
from time of sowing seed; the common white requires
3-4 months to reach edible size, and much longer to attain maturity. Where corn is largely grown as a cattle

861

the culture of Kohlrabi is not likely to extend.
Vilmorin describes Artichoke-leaved and Neapolitan.
Other varieties are Erfurt, Goliath, Green, Imperial,
Late Purple, Purple Vienna, Shortdeaved Vienna, White
Forcing, and
White
Vienna. Persons who
like turnips will also
like Kohlrabi. The almost universal error
in using it is to allow
the tubers to get too
large. When they are
partially grown they
are soft and palatal)le.
food,

worm

Cabbage

and

clubroot are the most

enemies.

important

Consult, also, Brassica

and

t'ahbaf/e.

John Craig.
Kohlrabi

may

be

grown
bunched and
put on the market in
exactly the same man,

ner as early table beets
are handled.
In our
eastern cities, where
the population consists
to a large extent of
people of German extraction. Kohlrabi for
table use is in good demand, or such a tle-

numd is easily culli1212, Kohlrabi
vated. We find it ;in
i-asy crop to grow, and invariably profitalde, simply because few gardeners make a specialty of it. As early
in spring as the ground can be brought into best shape,
sDw seed in rows with the drill, the rows to be about 18
inches apart, and afterwards thin tlie plants to stand
4 to 6 inches apart in the rows.
Begin pulling and
bunching when the bulbs have attained a size of 2 to 3
inches in diameter. Make successional sowings to keep
up a continuous su]iply of the tender bulbs. They grow
tough when nearing full development and maturity.
Plants (.)ften winter well on their summer stems, and
fp
seed may lie grown from them.
Greiner.
KOLA. See

KONJAK.

CoJn.

See Co)iophaU>is Koujak.

KKAtrSSIA {C F. F. Krauss, of Stuttgnrt, collected
plants at the Cape, and wrote on South Sea corals).
Hubidcew.
AT. lanceolata is a shrub cultivated in
southern Florida, bearing small white tls. in axillary,
nmny-fid. cymes V^ in. or more long. K. coriacea of the
trade will be found under Tricalysia, an allied genus,
in which the fls. do not have a densely bearded throat,
as in Kranssia, but are quite glabrous. Kraussia has 3
species of shrubs from the Cape of Good Hope: Ivs.
opposite, short-stalked, entire, leathery, elliptical or
lanceolate
stipules short, persistent, grown together
into a small cup: corolla broadly funnel-shaped; lobes
5: ovary 2-celled: berry pea-shaped, 1-3-seeded. E.N,
Reasoner writes that the Kraussias have been frozen so
many times in Florida that he has never seen them in
:

flower.

lanceolita, Sond. Branches yellowish. 4-grooved: Ivs.
lanceolate, acuminate, 3-3M in- long, 8-10 lines wide:
exserted, nearly as long as the anthers
stigma 2-cut, one-third as long as the style.

filaments

:

KRlGIA (David Krig or Krieg, an early collector in
Maryland and Delaware). Composite^. Five species of
haniy herbaceous plants, annual and perennial, yellow-fld. and sometimes called "Dwarf Dandelions."
They differ from the common dandelion in haviiig :i
pappus composed of both chaff and bristles, instead of
bristles alone.

They

are natives of the Atlantic states.

Three perennial species are cult, by dealers in native
jilants.
These have heads about 1 in, across and l.')-20

.

.

KYDIA

KRIGIA

862
pappus

bristles.

plants do not
A.

common

Unlike the

dandelion, these

become weedy.

Ste7n a leaflesfi scape, hearing 1 head.

JJas tubers.

B.

Dandelion, Nutt. Height 6-18 in.: Ivs. laneeolato or
almost linear, varying from minutely toothed tu piiinatifid. Apr.-June. Moist ground, Md. to Pla. and Tex.
— The only kind that has tubers.

it is a gem, making a very handsome evergreen bush and blooming freely through the
spring or early summer, then setting its interesting
fruit. The flowers are much like the orange, white and
scented, but smaller. The soil best adapted to the Kum-

pot-plant for the house

a light loam or sand; it thrives in any soil suited
orange or lemon.
There are two well-defined varieties of this species,
tlie oblong and round fruited; the oblong fruit {Fig.
121.T
is about IM inches long by 1 in diameter, and all
the fruits of this variety are almost of an exact size, not

quat

is

to the

)

BB.

Has

170

tubers.

montana, Nutt. {K. Dandelion, var. montana, Chapman). Height 9-12 in,: Ivs. oblong to linear, varying
from entire to pinnatifid: head smaller than in A'. Dav
delion. Crevices of rocks, AUe.u-heuius, N. and S. Car.
and Ga.-Harlan P. Kelsey writes that this is an ailmiral)le rock phmt, thriving in any soil or situation, and
blooming profusely from March to June or July. Prop.
by seed or division.
AA.

Stem

1-3-lvd.,

hranched above, hearing 2-6 heads.

amplexicaulis, Nutt. (Cf/nthia Virginira, 'Willd.).
Height 12-24 in.: Ivs. oblong or oval, obtuse, entire or
repand and denticulate, orthe root-lvs. somewhat lyrate:
May-Get.
:Moist banks,
stem-lvs. partly clasping.
N. Y. to Ga., west to Colo.
1214.

(Prof. J. Krynitzki. of Cracow). Boriayiii(i<:c(e. Chiefly North American herbs, annuals and
some perennials, "with small tls. nearly always whitt*.
Two species have been listed in eastern catalogues, and
are procurable from western collectors. The following
descriptions .y:ive some idea of what the plants are like,
and for specific distinctions from numerous allies the
student is referred to Gray's "Synoptical Flora."

Round Kumquat {X]^).

KRt'NiTZKIA

glomer^ta, Gray. Biennial, coarse, grayish pricklyft. high: Ivs. spatnlate or linear-spatulate
white, thvrsi)i<l-ij:Iom(.-rate. Plains, along eastern base
of Rocky Mouutainy.
barbigera, Gray {Erilrlchiam harhigerum, Gray)
Hispid and hirsute. 9-12 in. high Ivs. linear: tls. white
in solitary or panicled, elongating spikes. S. Calif.
hirsute, 1-3

:

tis.

:

so much v^ariance being noticed among them as in
hens' eggs. On the contrarj^ the round fruits (Fig.
1214) are produced with great difference in size, varying
from
to a full inch in diameter. There is also some
difference in flavor and thickness of skin between the
varieties, the oblong being more esteemed.
For an
account, with illustrations of tbe two types of KumThe fruit, when eaten
quat, see A. G. 21:845 (1900).
out of hand, is entirely consumed, excepting the few
small seeds; almost everyone tasting it seems to relish
the combine<l flavor of skin, pulp and juice. Its chief
use, however, is in making marmalade or preserves.
The fruit is used whctle in heavy syrup, and makes
delicious dainty. It is also candied and used in fine con-

%

;i

fectionery.

KUDZTJ VINE.

Pue

ria Thunhergiatia

ONKAN,

dwarf
member of the citrous tribe {Citrus Japonira), seldom
growing more than or 8 ft. high on the
most vigorous stock, and when worked
on a dwarf stock making but a goodsized bush
but no matter what it.s
size may be, it freely produces very
pretty golden yellow fruit, which is

KTJMQITAT

or

E. N. Reasonee.

of the Japanese, is a
(J

;

very palatable either in a fresh state
orpreserved. The plant maybebudded
or grafted on any citrus stock— orange,
1213. The oblong lemon, lime, etc. — but is most comworked on Citrus trifoUata.rasikmonly
Kumquat (X %)
ing but a bush, eminently adapted for
growing in restricted places, both in- and outdoors. As a

K'fDIA (Col. Robert Kyd, founder of the Calcutta
Botanic Garden, died 1794). MalvAcefB. Three species
of oi-iental trees, one of which is cult, in S. Fla. and
S. Calif. IT. calijc'iva has white or pink fls. somewhat
like those of Hibiscus, and borne in long panicles. This
genus belongs to a subtribe characterized by having
2 or more ovules.
Kydia has 4-6 bractlets; Abutilon
none; Sphseralcea 3. Kydia has fls. polygamous; petals
staminal
divided
about the middle into 5 divitube
5;
sions, each bearing 3 anthers, which are imperfect in the
pistillate

fls.

calycina, Roxb. Tree, attaining 25 ft.: Ivs. 4-5 in.
long, .3 in. wide, rounded, cordate, palmately 7-nerved,
more or less lobed, midlobe longest, close felted beneath; petiole 1-2 in. long: inflorescence much -branched,
many-fld.

LABELING. Fi-s. 1215-1218. The characters demamlet-l iu ii fj,"ood plantUbel are legibility, couvenierice,
durabilily and a reasonable cheapness. Ttie purposes
for which hibels are needed by the horticulturist may
be grouped as follows: (1) For pots, boxes, frames and
benches; (2) for stock in stora^je or transit; (3) for
rows, plots or beds in garden, nursery, orchard, etc.;
(4) for individual trees, shrubs and plants.
0£ the materials that may be used for labels, wood
holds the first pUice, and the soft, easily worked nature
of white pine makes this the favorite, though otlier
more durable woods, such as cedar, cypress, spruce and
mulberry, are used to some extent. Machine-made, ready
painted wooden labels of convenient shapes and sizes,
from i to 12 inches in length, (see 1, Fig, 1210) are carried in all stocks of gardeners' supplies, and are in common use in all work with plants in pots, boxes, benches,
etc., and to some extent in out-of-door gardening; but
these should not be trusted when the label is expected
In the storage of
to endure for a considerable time.
grafts and cuttings in pits or cellars, two of these labels
should be wu-itten and slipped togetlier under the tie,
the outer one for immediate reference and the under
and protected one for security when the other becomes
defaced.
Notched or perforated labels (2, 3, Fig. 1215), with or
without wires, are also prepared for nurserymen's use,
those strung with soft copper wire lieing the best.
These are used in the shipping of nearly all trees and
shrubs, and here great annoyance would be saveil if all
names were written distinctly and with a heavy impression. If such labels are used on stock after planting,
the grower should use great care that stems and branches
are not choked by the wire. The printing of any desired names mny be procured on order, effecting a great saving of time and a gain in distinctness.
For marking rows, plots, etc., stakes should
be used large enough to readily attract attention and not be broken over or moved in cultivation. A very serviceable stake for nurseries, trial

grounds and gardens

is

The chemicals should be incorporated with a little
water, and the balauce added. Keep in a glass

these should be noticed every year, that they do not beinto the fork of a rapidly-growing tree.
For borders or betls of herbaceous perennials, bulbs,
and the like, the label shown in No. II is excellent and
inexpensive. A piece of galvanized wire Nos. G-8 in size,
is cut 1^2 to 2 feet long, bent to shape and the written
zinc tablet closed in. For a more conspicuous laliel, the
zinc may be given a coat of white lead, then one of black
enamel paint, and the letters be traced in white. In some
European botanical gardens a zinc tablet stamped with
sunken letters brought into relief by paint are used for
similar purposes. A zinc label, with two wire legs to

come fastened

made by

cutting 2 inch pine or cyress plank 2,S inches
wide and 2 feet long, pointing and giving two
good coats of paint. Inscriptions may be stenciled on these as suL-'gested in 4, Fig. 1215,
written with a heavy pencil, or better, when
names, dates and list or plot numbers are
wanted, written on a square of sheet zinc and
fastened to the face of the stake w4ih small
nails.
(No. 5.)
An annual coat of paint
obliterates old lettering and preserves the

wood.

A common wooden
or specimen plants
variation by No. 7.

label for borders, groups
shown by No. G and a

is

The stakes should be of
soraedtirablew'Ood,and the whole well painted.
A paint of pure lampblack and oil is the most
inriestructiide that we have, and letters of this
will stand out like type after the lead paint
and the very wood surface have weathered
away from tliem. An effective contrast is olitained by painting the face of the label black
and doing the lettering in white.
For more permanent labels in a variety of
forms, sheet zinc has proved superior to all
other materials. It may be stamped with steel
letter dies or written upon with a common
lead pencil, but more commonly a chemical
ink is used. The common formula for this in
horticultural books is substantially that prepared by the French chemist. Brainnot, in
1837, and is as follows: Take two part3 by
weight of verdigris (acetate of copper) two of
sal ammoniac (ammonium chloride}, one part
of lampblack and thirty parts of soft water.

/

,

55

of the
bottle

and shake frequently wliile using, as the
lampblack tends to separate. The zmc, cut iu thu desired
forms, should be prepared by scouring slightly wiih emery dust or fine sand paper. The ink may be applied with
a quill or coarse steel pen, but a fresh one will be needed
with each batch of labels. Inks of an aqueous solution
of chloride of copper or of chloride of mercury are also
recommended for writing on zinc, which should first be
cleaned with a weak Sfdutionof muriatic acid. Bichloride of platinum is one of the blackest inks for zidc. A
slightly oxidized zinc surface may be written upon with
a soft lead pencil, and while the inscription will not be
very distinct at first will grow more so with age, and
will endure for years.
A wired zinc label, as shown in 8, Fig. 1215, if exposed
to the wind will sometimes cut out the eye completely,
unless care is taken to twist the wire up tightly. Strips
of zinc five-eighths of an inch wide and 7 inches long (9,
Fig. 1215), coiled loosely around a branch, as in No. 10,
are the most serviceable form of tree label, but even
tightly corked

1215.

(ttG3)

Various types of labels.

LABURNUM

LABELING

864
prevent

it

from turning around,

in

country.

Fig

A

1210.

temper should be taken out and the metal folded on the

is

can lie made
for about $2 per hundred, with the
face 'S/-4 X 1>2 iachs.
There are many designs of expensive
cast or enameled metal or porcelain
labels, that have found little use in this

shown

It

JstJlt

label of staniptd zinc of

English manufacture (sbuwn in IG,
Fig. 1215) is one of the best garden
labels.
For Labeling specimen tree
trunks, a sheet of zinc or copper with
a little water-ledge bent at the top,
painted, enameled black and lettered
in white, is about the best thing wo
have. It should be secured with copper tacks, and given occasional attention. (8ee No. 15.) The white bronze
tree tablets with letters cast in relief
have so far failed to secure general in-

1216. A metal gar.
troduction. A seriesof thiu sheet-copden label.
per labels, to be writtenon with a stylus
against a soft, yielding surface, as a piece of leather, are
shown in Nos 12, 13, 14. These have proved too frail for
exposed out-of-door use, but are very good forcouservatory plants, orchards, etc., though the inscription needs
rather close examination. In m:iking copper labels, the

A neat label for conservatory use is made of
white sheet-ceiluloid with a mat surface, as pencil marks
show very plainly on it.
Bniley describes fin "Principles of Frnit-growing")
the tree labels shown in Fig. 1217. "1, 2, Germanlabels
made of glazed earthenware, with the name
colored blue and sunken. Strong copper
f^
wire, coiled, to allow of the growth of the
edges.

limb, holds the label to the tree. 3, Cornell
label, made of wood.
4, double wooden
label, consisting of two common wooden
labels fastened together. The name is written on the outside of the double label, as
in any other label, but it is also wiitten on
the inside to insure permanence. When the
outside writing is worn off, the label is
opened and the inside is still bright.
The label is fastened to the tree by
a tack or small nail, as shown in
'Ml
the cut at the right. The label is
seen opened in the cut at the left.
5, C, zinc labels, nsed at the New
York State Experiment Station,
Geneva. The wire is driven into
the tree, and the name is written
or printed on the zinc with black

^^1

7, common handmade wooden tag, taken

paint.

from an old tree
test

in the
orchard of the late

(.'harles

Downing,

New-

burgh, N. Y. 8, thin copper label, with the name
indented into the metal by
the use of a hard-pointed
instrument.
Some metal
labels are liable to tear out
at the hole when exposed
to winds.
121S. Paddock's vine9, common
painted pine label used by
yard label,
niirserymen, and costing
(without the copper wire) about 35 cents per
thousand for the common size, which is 'S}4
inches long. 10, Lodeman's label, used somewhat ntCornell, consisting of a tagof sheetlead
securely fastened to a coiled brass wire. The
wire is secured to the body of the tree by a
staple or screw-eye, and it is expected that the
wire will become imbedded in the trnnk as the
tree grows. No. 11, common zinc label ortally."
A good vineyard label is shown in Fig. 1218,
desciibed by Bailey as follows: "The tigure is
Paddock's vineyard label (designed by W. Paddock. State Experimeul Station, Geneva, N.Y. ).
The label is a strip of heavy zinc secured to a
stiff galvanized wire. This wire or shank is
provided with a hook at the lower end and a
half-hitch near its middle, so that it can be securely adjusted to the wires of the trellis, hold
ing the lal^el well above the foliage."
S. C.

LABLAB BEAN.

Mason.

See BoUcJws.

LABRADOR TEA. See Ledum.
LABURNUM (ancient Latinname).

LegumiIncluding PodocijiisHS. Golden Ch.ain.
Ornamental shrubs or small trees, with alter-

}ii>s>e.

juite trifolioliate petioled Ivs.,

iiinaceons,

showy

fls.

and yellowpapil-

in many-fid., ^^sualIy pen-

dulous racemes, Ij. alji'nntm is hardiest, L. vul(;<iri>i is almost hardy in M'lss., wliiie L. Coro-

manic inn

1217.

Tiee labels

of

many

patterns.

is tender. They are adaptetl forplanting on rocky slopes or in borders of slu'ubberies, when they should be allowed enough space
to show to the best advantage their graceful, drooping racemes of golden Us., which conThey are
trast with the dark green foliage.
hardly ever attacked by insects or fungi. The
Ivs. full late in autumn without changing color.
They thrive in any kind of well-drained soil,
including limestone, and grow as well in

:

LABURNUM

LAC.ENA

partly shaded positions as in sunny ones. Prop, by
seeds, sown usually in spring, and also by layers
Ibe vars. are mostly grafted or budiled on seedliii^s of
ODD of the species. Tliree species in S. Europe and W.
;

under Cytisus. Lvs. exstipulate;
slender-pedicelled, in terniinal simple racemes,
pendulous
calyx
2-lipped, with obtuse, short
mostly
lips; corolla papilionaceous, witli the petals all distinct:
ovary stalked: fr. a linear pod witli se\eral seeds, compressed, tardily dehiscent; seed witljout appendage at
the base. All parts of tlie Y)lants are poisonous, espeThe hard, tough and closecially the young fruits.
grained wood is susceptible of a very fine polish, and is
manufactured into various small articles. Consult 6'.//tisiix, Genista and Petteria for names not found in this

Asia, often included
tls.

;

genus.

vulgare, Griseb.
rjalnirniiiit, L,inii.).

{L. aiutfjijroirh'x.

Medic.

Cfilixns
Fig.

Golden Chain. Bean Tree.

L;irge shrub or small tree, to 20 ft., with erect or
branclilets appressed-pubescent,
spreading branches
grayish green: lvs. long-petioled; Ifts. elliptic or ellipTic-ovate, usually obtuse and mucronulate, glaucousgreen and appressed-silky pubescent beneath when
young, 1-1'4 in. long racemes silky-pubescent, 4-8 in.
in. long: pod appressed-pubescent,
long: fis. about
seeds black. May,
with thick peel, about 2 in. long
1219.

:

:

%

;

34, p. 30, and .51, p.
Europe. Gn. 2.5, p. 518
jf|o
There are manv garden forms, as var. atireum,
var. bul21:2242-43;
foliage,
F.S.
kort., with yellow
iitum, 0. Koch (var. involntum, Hort.), with curled

S.

•Tune.

;
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alplnum, Griseb. (Cf/tisus aJphuis, Mill.).

.Scotch

Laburnum. Shrub

or tree, to 30 ft., similar to the former: branchlets glabrous or hirsute when young: Ifts.
usually elliptic, acute, pale green and glabrous beneath
or sparingly hirsute, ciliate, l-V'i in. long; racemes
long and slender, glabrous or sparingly hirsute: fls.
smaller: pod thin, with the upper suture winged, glabrous; seed brown. June. Mts., S. Europe. IJ.iM. 17G
(as difisiis Labiir)iiim). (.40.25, p. 519 aiul 34, i>. 30.—
This species flowers aliout two weeks later than the former, and has much longer and more slender racemes; it
also is of more upright and stiffer growth and hardier.

Watereri, Dipp. (L. Pdrksi I, Hort. C. alplntisy.vulWittst.). Hybrid of garden origin, but found
also wild. Lvs. beneath and racemes sparingly pubescent: racemes long and slender: pod with narrow wing,
sparingly appressed-pubescent. — As hardy as X. alpinnm and sometimes considered to be a variety of that
species.

f/«»'i.s.

Adaml, Kirchn. {C Adami, Foit. C. Laburnum pitrpnnisri'Hs, Loud.
X. vubjdrex Cijfistis pnrpureus).
I'robably graft-liybrid, originated at Vitry, near Paris,
about 182G. Haliit and foliage usually almost like i.
vulrjure, but Hs. dull purplish, rarely yellow; sometimes
bearing a few branches with the Hs. and lvs. of C'ylisiis
piirpurens.
very interesting form, but of less ornamental value. 1:5. R. 23:1905. B.H. 21:16-18. -Much discussed by Darwin and others as an example of graft-

A

hybridism.
L. Caramanicv m Benth.
Krect shrub, to
.

cus, lioiss.).

&

Hoolj. (Podocytisus Caramanimuch resembling in foliage

4 ft.,

and liabit the Cytisus sessilifolius, with long and slender terminal upright racemes. ,luly-.Sept. Asia Minor. R.H. 18C1.
C. Koch, and
p. 410,-1/. fragrans, Griseb., L. ramentaceum
,

A. WiHdL'ni, Lavall.=Petteria ramentacea.

Alfred Rehder.
or mazes are still kept up in some Old
as relics of the past. They were popuFig.
lar in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
1220 is the plan of an English Labyrinth of two centuries ago. It would be vandalism to destroy so fine an
example of a style of gardening no longer fashionable,
but folly to copy it in a modern garden. IMazes are
made of' clipped evergreens of various kinds.

LABYRINTHS

World gardens

(one of the names of Helen, which Lindley
applied to this phmt on account of its
beauty, a compliment which the plant does not at all
merit; but he adds it may also be derived from Lakis, a
cleft, alluding to the divisions of the lip, but this derivation is impossible). On-hiddcecn. A little-known genus containing only 2 species inhabiting Central Amer.
Pseudobulbs rather long, ovoid, smooth at first: lvs.
large, elliptic-pointed and contracted into a petiole, plicate venose: raceme pendent from the base of the pseu-

LAC3;NA

states

may be

dobulbs, loose, bearing up to 10 medium-sized fis.
sepals and petals nearly equal, elliptical, half-spreadbase
ing- labelluni equaling the petals, articulated to the
of the column, clawed, with the lateral lobes incurved,
base
to
the
terminal larger, spreading and narrowed at
abroad claw: column rather long, winged, hooded at the
top; poUinia 2 on a simple stipe.
The plants should be grown in baskets or on blocks

are likely
of wood likeStanhopeas: if potted the racemes
end of October
to bury themselves in the soil. At the
water should be almost entirely withheld for a few
weeks. The flower-stalks appear in spring.

Racemes drooping, about 18 in. long,
blcolor, Lindl.
covered
bearing 9 or 10 Hs. The tts. are greenish yellow,
purple streaks;
externallv with short hairs petals with
about
labellumhairv. spotted wilh purple. Discovered
B.ti. 3U:oU.
i^.
of 7,000
,«„« ft.
atanjjlevation
an eievauuu i,i
Guatemala, ar
1843 inT (Tuatemaia,
glabrous,
-Var. glabr^ta, Lera. Fls. everywhere nearly
:(

;

""

,

.

1219.

Golden Chain. Laburnum vulgare (XJ'x

var. CarliSri, C. Koch, with very small and narrow
and long and slender racemes; var. p6nduluin, C.
var.
Koch, with pendulous branches, Gn. 25, p. 522
L.t.
quercii61ium, C. Koch, withsinuately lobedlfts., fan.
Koch, with
p. 520 and 34, p. 30; var. sessilifdllum, C.
ifts.

;

Ifts.

:

crowded, sessile lvs.

Not
ly white.
creamy

in the

American

trade.

I.

H.

1:33.

about 1 in. in diam., whitspeckled wuh purple;
ish, suffused with pink and
petals smaller connivent.
sepals concave orlncular
former, but
0510. -Far more handsome than the
spectAbilis, Reiclib.

f.

Fls.

;

B.M.

not advertised in America.

Heixkich Hasselbking.
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LACHENALIA
Plan

./

fJ^

Labt^niilh

2)

(c

Co^AjTIM fflU

fT/ff

:

LACHENALIA

LADRONES

Inner

aefjments 2-3 lines
longer than the outer
DDD. Inner segments o-4 line~^
longer Ihini the outer

DD.

BB.

;"),

rubida

li.

tricolor

7.

pustulata

y.

pallida
uniiolia

Form

of perianth betl-shapeil.
Lvs. pustulate, i. e.,coi'ercd

c.

ivit/i

blister-like elevations.
o. Inflorescence spiceite
DD. Inflorescence racemose
oc. Lvs. not jiustulate

0.

Thimb. Lvs.

clasping' the ba.se of the stem
spike usually few-Uil.: lis. all ereet or
spreading, yellowish.
1.

for

reflSxa,
1-2 in.:

Lvs. strap-shaped, often spotted,
orchioides, Ait.
wide, clasping the base of the stem: tls. white,
B. M. 854 and 12U9.
vellow, red or blue.
L. B. C.
"The most striking color
il:lU7G (as L. mulahilis).
forms," says Baker, "are atroviolicea, liyac-inth blue;
virenti-Slava, greenish yellow, and mutabilis, inner segments dull yellow, tipped red-browu."
2.

1

in.

glaucina, Jaeq. Lvs. as in No. 2: tls. long, white'
yellow or tinged blue.
B.M. :i.'i."i2 (wonderfully
varied in color), B.R. 1G:1350 and 23:rjl,5.
.3.

red,

Bulb globose, about 1 in. thick:
4. p^ndula, Ait.
peduuele G-12 in. long, more robust than in Nos. .5 and (I:
r;vceme few- or man}'-tld., 2-G in. long, all except the
upper fls. more or less nodding: outer segments yellow,
passing upwards into red, not spotted; inner bright redB.M.

Gn. 18:241; 2:1, p. 142; 33,
F. 1871 :2G5. V. 8:172. Var. Aurep. 249, and 4.1, p. 355.
liana lias outersegments red, barely tipped yellow: inner
ones tipped green. R.H. 1890:390.' G.C. 111. 23:195.
Bulb about }i in. thick
5. riibida, Jacq.
peduncle
purple at the tip.

S'.IO.

:

G-9 in. long: lvs. spotted: raceme G-20-tld.
outer segments bright red, tipped green inner ones yellow be:

;

low the

tip.

Thunb. Lvs. often spotted
lower fls.
outer segments vellow, tipped green
inner
purplish red at the "tip. L.B.C.8:7G7. B.JL82, P. 1871
2G5.
Gn.l8:241 and 47, p. 1G3. Var. quadricolor (L.
qnadficolor, Jacq.), perianth with a red base and greenish yellow middle; outer segments tii')ped green; inner
ones tipped red-purple. L.B.C. 8:74G. Var. luteola (i.
G.

tricolor,

nodding

:

;

;
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tinged green.
Gn. 49, p. 470. Gng. 5:2i;2. J. H. in.
30:231. Vur. aiirea, Hook. [L. uiu-en, Lindl.), perianth bright orange-yellow. F. 1871:203. B.M. 5992.—
"Tbe varieties art; counected by intermediate stages.
Weveral hybrids between L. pcndiiia and the varietie.s
of L. tricolor are in cult., the finest of which is L.
Cconmi, Hort., which combines the ])right yellow tls. of
L. aiirea, with the habit of L. poulala?'
pustulata, Jacq.
Lvs. lanceolate
tinged red.
B.M. .sl7. Perhaps
with No. 8. Var. violacea is cult.
7.

fls.

:

faintly

8.

pallida, Ait.

Lvs. strap-shaped

segments tipped green. B.M.

:

white or

synonymous

Hs. white;

outer

1372.

9. unifdlia, Jacq.
Differs from all described above in
having only one leaf, which is linear to awl-shaped, and
has a band of brown at the base: Hs. white, or nmre or
less tinged with red or blue. B.M. 7GG.

L.viridis,T\\\\nb..H Dipcadi filameDtosum, which is distinguished from tlie species ot L:iehenaha by haviug '6-iJ lvs.,
which are liueur; ra(.-eme veryhix: tis. bright green. Cape.
In Dipcadi tlie outer set^ments usually tiave a tail, which ishicking in Laehenaliu; and tlie seeds of Dipfadi are strongly compressed, while in Lachenalia they are ohovnid or glohose. D.
viride is distinguished from all other species in its genus by
the outer segments heing falcate, IJ-PJ lines long. <listinctly
longer tlutn tlie inat-r ones, ^vhieh are cunui\'eut: lvs. lineiir, not
crisped, a-U lines broad.
nr ]\j

LACTtFCA (from

the old Latin

name

Jac

;

referringto

Co>np6sit(P. Lkttuce. A well-known
genus of hardy annual or perennial herbs, mostly native
of the northern hemisphere.
More than 200 specific
names have been given to the genus, probably half of
which are synonyms with but only 8 or 9 known in cult.,
and these are doubtless forms of but 2 or 3 species.

the milky juice).

Plants

shaped

2^

or

more

feet high, with alternate, variously

and siuall-panicled heads of yellow, white or
blue fls. Only 1 species is to be found in the American
trade, though wild plants of other species are often
gathered for medicinal purposes or used as a salad. All
of the species possess narcotic and sedative properties,
lvs.

the sedative known as lactucarium or lettuce-opium,
being obtained principally from the European species,
Ij. virosa.
Xjettuce has been known and used as a salad
from a very remote period. It is said to have served at
the tables of Persian kings 400 B.C. See Letluvc.
satlva, Linn. Letth'ce. An annual plant, not known
in the wild state but generally supposed to have originated from L. Scariola, Linn., in Asia.
There are
many garden varieties assuming an endless variety of
forms l>ut which may be divided into 4 quite distinct
types.

Var

capitata, Hort.

(L.

cnpitd/a,

DC).

Common

Cabbage LETTurc.

Lvs. entire or sparingly dentate,
broad, roun<led, yellowish or brownish irreen, more or
less wrinkled and in some garden varieties much curled,
spreading, G-14 in., usually quite compact.
Var. intybicea, Hort. {L. iufijhclcea, Jacq. L. querc)ua, Linn.l. Cut-leaved Lettuce. Lvs. 6-lOin.long,
deeply and irregularly cut on the edges, loosely spreading.
Var. Eomana, Hort. Cos Lettuce. One to 2 ft. high:
entire or sparingly dentate, much h-nger than
broad, quite erect, forming a cylindrical or conicallvs.

shaped plant.
Var. angust^na. Hort. {L. avausti'Dia. Hort.). Lvs.
1-2 in. wide, G-12 in. ioug, entire, slightly spreading in
habit.
L. Canadensis. Linn. Biennial, 4-9 ft. high lvs. entire or
ne;u-ly so. Wild plants often gathered for salail.— i. percnnis,
Linn.' Root perennial, 2-3 ft. high: lvs. H-IU in. long, deeply
Xative of En.— I/. Scannla. Linn.
cut: fls large, purple.
PRICKLT L"^TTUCE. Annual or biennial, sometimes G ft. high:
Int.
lvs. 1-2 in. wide, 4-G in. long: tls, yplhnv, infonspi'-uous.
from Old World, aud now a widely distributed weed.
:

1221.

Lachenalia Nelsoni tX

}^).

hiUola, Jacq.), perianth lemon-yellow, tinged green
towards the tip. L.B.C. 8:734. F.S. IS; 1873. B.I\L 170-i
and 1020. Var, luteola maculata {L. luteola macidata,
Hort. ), differs from the preceding in havins: spotted
foliage.
Var. Nelsoni {L. ^\' h o ui, Uovt.). Fig. 1221.
Perianth bright yellow, both series of segments faintly

H. C. Irish.

LADEONES.

The Ladrone

or I\Iariana Islands (Fig.
1222) lie about 1.200 miles east of the Philippines. The
seventeen islands contain about 400 square miles. Guam
is the southernmost of the islands, and is about as
It is 600 miles from the
large as all the rest together.

LADRONES

L^LIA

northernmost of the group. The Ladroues lie in an
almost straight line north and south. Tliey were captured from Spain in July, IS'JS, and Guam was retained
by the United States chiefly as a coaling station.
The Ladrones were discovered iu 1521 by Magellan
They were the
in the first voyage round the world.
first islands in the Pacific to come into continuous
contact with European civilization.
The aboriginal
race, the Chamorros, is extinct, and was replaced
These have
chiefly by Tagals from the Philippines.

showy fls. borne singly or in 2- to many-fld. racemes,
which arise from the top of 1-2-lvd. pseudobulbs. The
plants greatly resemble Cattleyas, and differ only by the
presence of 8 perfect pollen masses instead of 4, as in

868

deteriorated.
The chief settlement

Lvs. oblong, coriaceous or fleshy, not plicate:
pseudobulbs terminating the annual growth, ovate, clavate, fusiform or stem-like, long or short, consisting of
1 to several thickened internodes, or of slender and

Cattleya.

form with merely a small bulbous swelling at
base, sheathed Avith sca'es and bearing 1 or 2 lvs. at
the summit
sepals subequal, free, spreading
petals
wider and sometimes longer, spreading; all usually
plane: labellura free from the base of the column, more
or less distinctly 3-lobed, the lateral lobes short, erect,
folding over the column; middle lobe long, expanded,
lanceolate-ovate, etc.: column concave in front, and
thus narrowly 2-winged on the edges: pollinia 8, 4 in
each locale: scape terminal, long or short, bracted.
The genus contains about 30 species, dispersed in the
maritime provinces of Mexico and Guatemala and in S.
Brazil. No species is common to the two widely separated regions.
A single species, L. monophy'lla, inhabits the mountains of Janiaica. In their native homes
the plants are often found
clinging to bare rocks and
trees, where they are exposed
to the full force of the tropical sun, and, in the wet seaLADRONE
son, to <iaily drenching rains.
Some of the species grow at
great altitudes. Thvis, L.auiKmitalts^Yar. fitrfunfcea, is
always found in alpine regions at elevations of 7,500For a list of culti8,000 ft.
vated kinds, see R. A. Rolfe,
G.C.1II.7: 107, 256,333,355;
and 8:241, 052.
La?lia may be conveniently
divided into groups, as follows:
Group I (species 1-10).ciuill-like

:

is Agana, on the island of Guam,
which contains a majority of the population of the
whole group. The Spaniards had but one mail a yo.-ir
between the Ladrones and the Philippines.
The Ladrones are well wooded, but the original flora

None of the Pacific islands possesses any metal, or any native mammal, save a kind
of bat.
Tlie Ladrones are said to have a more agreeable
climate than is common witliin the tropics. There is
moisture at all times, but a so-called "dry season" lasts
has almost vanislied.

;

Pseudobulbs rounded, pyriform or ovate. The plants
of this section are mediumsized, with the psendobnibs
each year's
growth sessile at intervals

ternjinating

on the rhizome, and sheathed

1222.

,

Ladrones.

from Jnne to Sept., during which time the northeast
trade winds prevail. The rainfall is in most places
abundant. The highest part of Guam is 1,500 feet above
the sea.

The Ladrones have exported no fruit to speak of.
Cocoannts and bananas are perhaps the chief fruits.
Gnava figs and breadfruit grow well. Other products
are rice, sugar, indigo, arrow-root, cotton, tobacco, and
even wheat.
One of the best recent accounts of the Ladrone
Islands is in Appleton's Annual Cyclopedia tor 1808.
For maps of the Ladrones, see Century Atlas, and
Overland Jlonthly 3:!:92. For references to recent literature, see the Cumulative Index of Periodical Literature. There is a book on the history of the Ladrones
written in .Spanish. It is an octavo of 210 pages published at Granada in 188G, and entitled Historia de
las islas Marianas.
The author is Luis de Ibanez y
Garcia.

LADY'S EARDROPS.

Short-flowered Fuchsias.

L.

Pliahirix arundinaren var. pirlii. L. Mantle.
Alchi'iniUii viilijdris.
L. Slipper.
Ci/pi-i/iediKins
L.
Smock or Meadow Cress. Cardannue pratinisis L. Tres-

Garters.

,

.

ses.

at least at first with bract
leaves. The scape, except in
ly. grandinora
is long and
slender, erect, nodding or
sub-horizontal, and bears at
{L. nnceps), or a raceme of 2-7 fls.

Spirannies.

LffiLIA (meaning uncertain). Orchiddcew. A useful
and attractive genus of orchids, mostly with large,

end 1 or 2 fls.
{L. alhida).
L. r/randifhra, placed here on account of
thickened pseudobulbs, bears greater resemblance to
the members of the nest group.
Gkoup II (species 11-13). — Pseudobulbs short-cylindrical, stem-like, or swollen jointed, i. e., consisting of
several internodes and sheathed with bracts. These
plants are of dwarf habit, bearing 1-2 very large fls.
on short scapes, so that the top of the flower scarcely
exceeds the lvs., which are oblong, about
in. long, and
leathery.
Group III (species 14-23). — Pseudobulbs long-oblong,
fusiform or clavate. tapering below to a sheathed and
jointed stalk. This group contains the largest and most
showy Ltelias. The pseudobulbous stems are tall and
tufted, a foot or more in length, forming robust, compact, almost bushy plants. 'The flowering stems of L.
superbiens are said to attain a height of 12 ft. The racemes bear 3-7 large, handsome flowers.
Group IV (species 24-20). Pseudobulbs slender,'reedlike and tufted, clothed with scales and often somewhat
swollen at base. This group includes a few species
which are very distinct on account of their bright scarlet or orange-colored fls. and slender, reed-like pseudobulbs. L. moimpJii/Jla is perhaps the smallest of all
Lfelias, being scarcely over
in. high, with pseudobulbs
about as thick as a crow-quill. One variety of L. cinnabarilla has purple Hs.
its
its

.

;:

.

L^MA

L.ELIA

INDLX.
Fiirsterniannii,

acutninata, 10.
alba,

2, 4, 9, 11, 23.

FoiiniieH,

Amesiarta,
anceps. 9.

Percivalla/ia,
Perrinii, 'S.i.
prcestaas, 12.
prcetexia, 22.

5.

4.

furfanuca,

albiila, 3.

4.

ghLucii, 15.

9.

Uoiildt:inu,

pumila, 12
parparata,

8.

9.

Ashworihiana,Q,22.
atropurpurea, 22.

grauditlora,

atroruhens, 4.
Arnoldiuiia, 5.
autiimiiaUs, 4.

luirpopliylla.,

Jlilliana,

'.),

rubeseens,

/'olocln/a.

'.).

Riisseltlana, 22.

Barkcriana,

J(>n!,'hc:iii;t, 11.

Sanderiaaa,

Laivreiiciana, 20.

Scottiana, 9.
Schrcederi, 22.
Schroderlaita,

9.

bella, 3.

Boothiana,

20.

cau(csee?i5,

1.

Dawsuiii;

Dayana,

rosea,

=C at

-

tleya Lindleyaiia.
lohata, 20.

majalis,

2.

)nariiiiia(a, 12.

9.

monophylla,
morada, 9.

12.

dflicata, 9.

Digbyana, 14.
Eyerraanniana,

24.

10.
9.

9.

Stella, 9.

superbiens. 19.
salphurea,
tenebrosa, 18.
venusta, 4.
Veitchiana, 9.

pciN/KNi^a-m,

vireus, 10.

Waddoniensla, 9

Nclisii, 22.
6.

3, 9.

'.i.

inajuti, 2, 3.

Alaiidaiana, 22.

7,

22.

liivieri, 20.
2.5.

Lee:iiia,9, 13.
Lliidlci/aiia

Oaitivelcertice, 21.
eiunabarina, 26.
crispa, 21.
crisf^ilobia, 26.

Crawshayaua,

2, 9.

gr;iiidis, 18.

IFt^/iamA-i, 9.
10.

xauthina,

17.

FiiiL'Ui, 12.

flava, 1.

The followius names
ij.

inust be soii^'bt under Lielioeatfleya:
atnanda, Domiiiiaiia, Dornmniana, <ie<iiuis.euspatlia, ExoniSchlUeriana, Turaeri.

easis, Ni/leptha, prasiata,

GROUP
A.

Psendobulbs not

I.

co))ipr>issed

B.

hright yellow
purple or white.
C. Scape scarcely ef/t(fi ting the
lis.: dwarf plants, with
very large ffs
CO. Scape sloidcr, inurh exceeding the h's
D. FUs. small, white or pate
/'7a'.

1.

flava

ii'/s. roi'f,

:

yellow
DD. Fls. large, rose - purple;
rarefy white.
E. Lip 2-kecled

2.

g^andiflora

3.

albida

4.

autumnalis
Arnoldiana

5.

EE.

Lip

3-l-eeled.
p. Ijrs. olflong
Lrs.
Icniev-liiiea r
FF.

fi.

Eyermanniana

7.

Crawshayana

8.

Gouldiana

9.

anceps

or

ohlo)ig-linear
AA. Pseudobulbs com p>'e^ sed a nd edg e d
B. l/lp with a broad, elevated tine

downthecenter: ovary

visco.'^e.

BB. Lip with S keels: ovary not viscose

10.

rubeseens

Hiva, Lindl. {L. cautescens, Liudl.). Lva. 3-5 in.
long, obloug-laaceolate, acute, very thick and stiff
scape 1 ft., erect, bearin^^ 4-8 bright yellow Us. 2-2 fi iu.
in diameter: sepals and petals spreading, oblong-lanceulate, obtuse or subacute; labellum not longer than the
petals
middle lobe recurved, cri.sped aud undulate,
having 4 elevated ridges running down the center; lateral lobes obtuse. Autumn.
Braz. B.R. 28:02.
Lvs. soli2. grindiCdra, Lindl. {L. majalis, Lindl.).
1.

:

;

tary, oblong, coriaceous, G-7 in. long:

lis.

solitary, rarely

on a short peduucle, scarcely equaling the lvs., 5-8 in.
across, showy, rose-lilac; sepals lanceolate, plane;
petals oblong, acute, shorter and much broader than the
sepals; middle lobe of the labellum large, expanded,
emarginate, center white, shading to lilac at the margin, spotted with dark lilac; side lobes small, white inside, streaked with lilac. May, June. Mex. B.M. 5G(.l7.
B.R. 33:30.
P.M. 12:1. G.U. IL 19:G2S.-A magniticent orchid. Var. alba, Reichb. f. White. A. G. 19:109:
2,

20:371.

Var. majus

advertised.

is

scape
ilbida, Batem.
Lvs. lance-linear, acute
twice as loQg as the lvs.: Hs. 2 in. across, pure, trans3.

:

parent white except a yellow streak down the lip and a
few crimson dots at its base, sweet-scented; sepals
lanceolate, spreading
petals similar but broader, all
very acute; labellum 3-lobed; side lobes small, erect;
middle lobe large, round-ovate, reflesed. All autumn
and winter. Oasaca, Mes. B.M. 3957. B.R. 25:54. Gn.
35:695. — The first white-flowered species discovered.
;

4. autumnalis, Lindl.
Lvs. oblong-linear, obtuse, coriaceous, 5 in. long: scape 15-2-2 ft. long, 5-(3-fid., with
sheathing scales: lis. showy, fragrant; sepals lanceolateacuminate; petals oblong-lanceolate, undulate; lateral
lobes of the labellum large, erect, rotund-truncate, whitish; middle lobe obovate, obtuse, apiculate, recurved,
deep purple; disk with two narrow yellow lamellae. In
color and general appearance much like L. anceps, hut
the segments lack the green ribs. Autumn. Mex. B.M.
3817. B.R.25:27. I.H. 1:17. P.M. 6:121. G.C. 1872:1009.
— Grows on bare rocks and stunted trees in most exposed situations, often at great altitudes. Less valuable than L. <fnceps.
Var. furfur^cea, Rolfe {L. furI'nrdrea. Lindl.}. This seems to be a dwarf alpine form,
with the ovary nu>re scurfy and the petals unusually
broad. It is always found at great elevations, occurring
frequently at 7,500-8,500 ft. Intermediate forms exist^.
B.M. 3810. B.R. 25:2(1. Var. atrbrubens, Backhouse.
Pseudobulbs sliort fls. large, deep rose or magenta,
darker toward the ends of the segments and the labellum; base of the Inbcllum and lateral lobes white. Gn.
17:229. Var. veniista, Hort. Goldring. In habit resembles var. atrorabois: stalk 2-3 ft. fls. large, rosy mauve.
Gn. 25:438. Var. Fournieri, Ed. Andre. Fls. about 6-7
in. across; sepals revolute at the summit, .purple-red;
petals rhomboid, of the same color, all paler toward the
base; labellum white, with the middle Iol)e colored like
the segments.
Luri^rer than
var. atroruhens.
R. H.
1896:548. Var. dlba, Hort. Fls. pure white.
5. Amoldiana, Manda.
Pseudobulbs 4-6 in. long, pyriform, deeply fun-ate, 2 Ivd.: lvs. 5-7 in. long, leathery,
lanceolate, thick and dark green: scape 1—1 ft. long,
3-U-tid.: sepals oblong -lanceolate, pointed; petals
broader, ovate, all somewhat reflexed, rose-colored;
middle lobe of the labellum reflexed, deep rose-purple,
paler towards the center; throat with 2 yellow keels,
spotted purple; lateral lobes straight, pale rose or white.
A species closely related to L. autuitinalis, from which
it differs in having bulbs growing erect and rigid lvs.
and in the absence of the fetid odor of L. autumnalis
(W. A. Manda). Mex. A.F. 5:303.- Var. Forstermamiii,
Hort. Identical with the type, but has pure white fls.,
with a tinge of delicate pink on the ends of the seg:

or

edged.
BB.
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Var. sulphiirea, Reichb. f. Larger: fls. sulfur-yellow.
with a rose-colored liorder on the middle lobe, aud rose
spots on the inner surface of the side lobes. Var. b611a,
Hort., ex- Williams, not Reichb. f. Fls. larger than the
type; sepals and petals creamy white, faintly bordered
with lilac; lip white, the middle lobe broadly bordered
with deep rose and haviag three yellow ridges down
the center.
Var. rdaea, Hort. Pis. rose-colored. Var.
majus is advertised.

ments (W."A. Manda).
6. Eyermauniina, Reichb.

Natural hybrid. Pseudof.
bulbs like Ihose of L. grandiflora: lvs. oblong, acute,
long
very leathery, 6 in.
and 2 in. broad: racemes bearing 3-4 fls. up to 4 in. across (as large as those of L.
Oontdiana but smaller than L. autumnalis) rose-purple (white suffused with bright rosy crimson); sepals
lance-oblong, acute; petals broadly oblong or almost
rotund, obtuse; side lobes of the labellum oblong; middle lobe rounded, wavy, white bordered with rose and
havinti: 3 yellow keels on the di.sk fading to whitish on
the blade, L. autumnalis x L. grandiflora, R-^ichb. L.
aufuinnalis x L. albida, Rolfe. G.C. III. 4:109.
Pseudo7. CrawshayS-na, Reichb. f. Natural hybrid.
bulbs and lvs. as in L. albida: scape few-f2}-ffd., long
as in L. anceps, but thinner and with shorter, narrower
sheaths: sepals and petals narrower than in L. anceps,
of a tine amethyst color labellum open near the column
side lobes obtuse angled, antrorse, rich purple at the
tips; middle lobe cnneate. abruptly blunt, lower half
rich purple; tlroat yellow, veined with purple, 3-keeled.
According to Reichb., a hybrid between L. anceps(n and
autamnalis{i' or albida and anceps. J.H. ill. 30:67 (as
L. anceps,yciv. Crawshayana). The plant there figured
is probably the species in question, although, according
to the figure and the accompanying description, the sepals and petals are wider than those of L. anceps.
,

,

;

)

Gouldiana, Reichb. f. Pseudobulbs ovate, 2-lvd.
scape slender, 1-2 ft. long, bearing
as many as 6 deep rose-purple fls. resembling those
8.

lvs. oblong-linear:

L^LIA

L^LIA

of L. anceps : sepals lauce- oblong, pointed; petals
broader, ovate, acute; middle lobe of the labellum large,
deeply colored, throat -p-hite and veined; side lobes

Var. St§lla, Reichb. f. Pis. pure
white; labellum with yellow throat, marked with light
crimson lines. G.C. III. 1:280 and 8:500. Var. Amesiina,
O'Brien. Sepals and petals broad, feather-vfined with
mauve; labellum white middle lobe crimson-purple.
G.C. III. 23:59. Var. ABhworthiina, J. O'Brien. Sepals
petals broadly ovate, also
pure white, lance-oblong
white; front lobe of the labellum broad, expanded,
white, with a few blue dots and yellow keels on the
throat; side lobes with lines of slaty blue. G.C. III.
15:103. J. H. 111.28:125. Var. Waddonitasis. Fls. pure
white; side lobes of the lip marked with purple lines,
disk yellowish.
G.C. III. 23: 125. G.M.41:115. Var.
Fls. small, but freely proPerclvaliana, Reichb. f.
sepals and petals white, tinged with bluish
duced
pink lateral lobes of the labellum deep purple at the
tips and spotted; throat yellow, with purplish crimson
lines; middle lobe creamy yellow at the base; apex
])urplish. Gn. 25:446. Var. delicata, Hort. ex Williams.
Labellum wdiite, suffused with mauve; tliroat orangeyellow; sepals and petals rose, mauve or lilac. Var.
rdsea, Reichb. f. A variety having bright rose-colored
lis., with the margins of the labellum darker rose.
Gn.
25:446. Var. grandiJlora, Williams. A robust form reIII.
3:105.
Var.
sembling the type.
G.C.
holoclilla,
Sepals and petals nearly alike, pale lilac; lip
R.olfe.
petaloid, elliptical-lanceolate, light purple, yellow and
white at the base. G.F. 4:173. Var. Scottiana, Warn,
and W^ill. Sepals and petals mauve labellum deep
purple, with a yellow throat. Var. mor&da. This is a
name under which importations of large, highly colored
forms of i/. anccjis were sold by the Liverpool Hort.
Co., Eng., as var. grandiflora.
L. pe10. ruWscens, Lindl. (L. acnminltta, Lindl.
dmicnldris, Lin<ll.). Pseudohulbs ovate to subrotund,
clustered, sometimes rugose, 1-lvd.: Ivs. oblong to
lance-oblong, emarginate, 4-5 in. long: scape slender,
jointed, sheathed with brown scales at the joints, 1 ft.
sepals spreading,
long, with 2-8 graceful, fragrant lis.
linear-oblong, acute ; petals slightly longer and twice as
wide, undulate; labellum as long as the petal; middle
lobe of the same form but more undulate and with a
stain of yellow on the disk, purplish red on the inner
surface. A slender, graceful plant with small, whitish,
B.M. 4905 and 4099.
lilac-tinted or rose-colored fls.
P.M.
B.R. 26:41; 27:24; 31:69. F.S. 1:9; 7:742.
10:49. — Flowers much smaller than 1/. anceps.
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white.

Dec. to

Mex.

.Jan.

.species, large plants often

G.C. III. 7:1G9.-A useful
bearing 5-10 racemes. Per-

haps only a var. of L. auhtuDiaU^.
9.

4nceps, Lindl.

Pseudobiilbs scattered

Fig. 1223.

on the rhizome, ovate: Ivs. 5-9 in. long, oblong-lanceolate: scape from the top of the pseudohulbs, li4-2 ft.
long, clothed with keeled scales and bearing 1-2 very
sepals lanceolate.showy, purplish rose-colored tis.
acuminate; petals ovate-acuminate, all with a greenish
line on the back; labellum inside of the lateral lobes yellow, with red marks; middle lobe oblong, acute, deep
purple, white on the disk, with a thickened yellow keel
terminating in 3 ridges. Wex. iJ.M. 3804. B.R. 21:1751.
G.C. II. 24: 405; ill. 15: 172. P.M. 4:73. -One of the
most beautifiil Lfflias, possessing many fine varieties.
Sepals and petals subequal;
Var. Barkeriana, Lindl.
middle lobe of thelabellum rather narrow, acute. B.R.
:

Gn. 25:446

(Fet/c7ii).

;

;

;

;

;

:

GROUP
A.

Gn. 25:44(1. Var.
Dawsoni, J. Anders. Scape 2-3 ft. long,
fls. white
tld
interior of the labellum marked with radiating purple lines,
withtheusual yellnwridge. Juquila, Mex.
Gn. 25; 446. G. V. III. 1:424. S.H. 2, p.
175. P.M. 1871:.530.
Var. Mba, Eeichb.
f.
Sepals and petals as invar. XfatrKoin:
ds. pure white, with the disic of the lip pale
vellow. Dec, Jan. G. C. III. 1:485; III.
Var. Hilliana. Reichb. f. Sepals
:172.
and petals white; front Iol>e r)fthe labellum bilobedemarginatc. 1.11.33:584. Pale
violet, with a yellow disk.
Gn. 25:440
(nun). G.C. III. 1:425 (ffillii). Var. Williamsi,
iliirt.
Sander. Se7)als and petals pure white, of good
form, narrower than in var. St^'lla ; labellum white,
birge, with the disk and thrriat vellow. m:irked with crimson-purple.
G.(!. III. 1:349. '(hi. 25:440 (as WiUiirmsiiina). Var. Lee^na, Reichb. f. Fls. white, smaller thnn
in L. nvrt'p.-i , petals very narrow and very acute; side
lobes of the labellum blunt; noddle lolie small, triangular, wavy, with a thick, well-de^-elopf-d keel
throat yellowisli, veined with reddisli-purple. Var. Schroderiaiia,
Reichb. f. Fls. unusually large; sepals, petals and middle lobe of the labellum pure white; side lolies and
throat streaki'd with broad lines of purplisli crimson.
A strong grower. Gn. 44:928. G.M. 33:813,. Var. Sanderiana, Reichb. f.
Fls. white
disk of lip crimson.
G.C. III. 1:281 and 25: 130. Gn. 44:928. (i.M. 37:88.
V.-ir.Veltcliiina, Reichb. f. Sepals and petals white; disk
of the labellum yellow, veiru^il with brown; lateral lolies
and anterior part of the middle lobe veined with purple.
2'>

1947

F.S. 11:1100.
;

;

;

II.

PsendoMiJbs ovate, eviclcvfh/

tliick-

i'MCd.

7 miilnlate keeJs..'il. Jongheana
BB. Zyip wiUtout or with plane keels.. 2. grandillora
AA. Psendoi/nlhs ohiovg, more stem-like.
15. glauca
B. Fls. greenish yelloiv
BB. Fls. bright colored or white.
c. Lahclhtm firm, fleshy; lateral
lobes coiivolule over tJie colB.

Lip with ahovt

umn

12.

pumila

cc. Lateral lobes of the lip resting
.13.
on ilie middle lobe

Leeana

Jongheana, Reichb. f. Rhizome with remarkably
thick root-fibers: pseudohulbs ovate-oblong, 1-lvd.:
Ivs. broadly oblong, 3-5 in. long, very thick and dark
green: scape stout, shorter than the leaf, 1-2-tld. fls.
4 in. in diameter, bright amethyst color; sepals linearlanceolate, acute; petals broadly oblong-obtuse; labellum convolute; lateral lobes very shallow; middle lobe
I'Uiarginate, white and crisp, with about 7 golden yellow
undulate ridges in the throat. Braz. B.M. 0038. E.H.
1873:290. G.C. 1872:425. — A dwarf species with remarkable leathery Ivs.
Said to equal L. grandiflora and
Calllei/a Mossi<e. Rare in cultivation.
C.
12. ptmila, Reichb. f. (Caltleii" pamila. Hook.
marqiiiata Paxt. Ladia prastaiis, Lindl. t^- Reichb. f.
11.

:

,

Pseudo/..
bai/ihia, Reichb. f.
L. Pinelii, Hort.).
bulbs small, stem-like, with one oblong to linear-oblong
leaf .5-6 in. long: peduncle shorter than the Ivs., each
bearing a single, large, drooping, rose-purple fl.: se|ials oblong, acute; petals ovate-oblong, broader, undulate; labellum very involute; lateral lobes suhquadrate, middle lobe short, emarginate, waved and crisped;

;

.

L-ELIA

L,EL1A

throat yellow, apex rich purple. A pretty dwarf species
from Braz. B. M. 3555 and 5498. P. M'. 10:265. F. M.
1877;2i9. B.R. 30:5. P. 1850:8!) (Callh-ija spectabilis).
Q.G. II. 23:597. — Many variations of this plant have
been described as distinct species, although botunically
but one species. Some of them are well-marlied horticultural varieties. Var. pr^stans, Veitch O. prieslans,
A large-tld., highly-colored vaLindl. «fe Reichb. f.).
riety, with the sepals aud petals much broader than iii
labellum
rich
purple, very rigid and fleshy,
type;
the

Lvs. oblong, .onger than the
17. xanthina, Lindl.
fusiform pseudobulb: raceme 3-5-tld. tls.
in. across,
butf-yellow except the lip, which is white in front
streaked with crimson-purple; sepals and petals subei^nal, oblong-obtuse, undnlute, leathery and convex;
lal)ellum nearly quatlrate when spread out, without
raised veins. "Brazil.
Int. 1858.
B.M. 5144,
F.S.

(

almost ob.solete. B.JI. 5498. Gn. 53, p. 550. Var.
marginita, Hort. {\x^ dttlleija ni'iniinalu, Vcixt.). Fis.
large; sepals aud petals rose-crimson; labellum with a
P. M. 10: 205.
I. H. 0:193
white border, crisp. Braz.
P. 8. 18:1900.
(as Gatllet/a pumila, var. via'jor, Loin.).
A.G. 11:158. Var. Dayana, Dean
O.C. III. '22:202.
(L. Dai/ana, Reiclib. f. ). Sepals and petals rose-purple;
labellum with a deep purple margin. Earlier than the
F.M. 1877:249. Var,
Braz. R.H. 1890, p. 490.
type.
alba, Hort. Fls. like var. prv^lnns, but pure white witli
thebaseof the lip yellow. G.C. III. 21 :11. .J.H. 111.34:27.
13. Leeina, Rsiclib. f. Hybrid: pseudobulbs cylindriIvs. cuneate-oblong, very
cal, somewhat swollen, 1-lvd.
coriaceous: sepals and petals spreading, ligulate, acute,
somewhat undulate, rose color; lateral lobes of tln^ labellum serai-ovate, acute, the tips resting on the middle
lamella, white, tips purple; middle lobe broad, obeor"t^atural hybrid of L. mnrcjlnnla and
date. Sept.
?" Hansen. — An this plant has 4 pollinia, it is
probably nearer Cattleya. It was imperfectly described
by Reichb. as a doubtful hybrid.
lines

:
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:

—A

23:2418.

.3

second-rate species.

&

Pseudobulbs stem-like,
oblong-lanceolate: scape
erect,
4 in. across: sepals and petals
lanceolate, the latter a little broader, sli.ghtly curled or
twisted; labellum white; front lobe large, bell-shaped,
crenate-toothed, veined with purple.
Spring. Brazil.
curious species
B.M. 5553. F.S. 7, p. 238 and 23:2473.
with the sepals and petals colored tawny yellow, contrasting strongly with the whitish purjde-veined lip.
Var. teaebrosa, God. Lebeuf. Sepals and petals citronyellriw. less iindulate; laliellum trumpet-shaped, purple,
grandis, Limll.

18.

1-lvil..

1

tt.

Paxt.

lvs. rigid,

iiigh:

2-5

Iii-Liring

tls.

-A

with a broad tjorder of white wich
G.C. HI. 14:221. G.M. .30:.531.

many purple

veins.

Pseudobulbs 1 ft. or more in
19. superhiens, Lindl.
length, olihrng, witli one or two coriaceous oblong lvs.
equaling tiie pseudobulbs in length: scape drooping,
5-0 tt. long, bearing a globose clnster of 10-20 fls. each
about
sepals ami petals nearly equal,
in. in diani.
spreading, oljlong-lanceolate, obtuse, lilac-purple, paler
below; labellum as long as the segments; middle lobe
broad obcordate, waved and crisp; disk with several
prominent toothed crests, yellow, deep crimson-purple
on the margins; side lobes yellow with purple margins
:

and stripes. Guatemala, B.M, 4090. F.S.U 1178-79.
P,M, 11:97. R.H. 1880:324. -.A very large plant.
:

GROUP
A.

III.

Fls. greenish yellow.
Labellum deeply fringed on

B.

margin

14.

BB. Lahellitm not fringed.
15.
D. Evidently S-iohed
10.
DD. Obsoleteii/ S-lobed
17.
AA. Fls. all yellow
AAA. Fls. with only the sepa Is a nd petals
tawny yellow ; labellinn some
18.
other color
A AAA. Fls. purple, ruse or u'hife.
prooiiB. Jjabellnni with several
19.
nent toothed crests
BB. Labellnm destitute of erects,
c. Petals and labellum u:ared
and crisped.

Digbyana
glauca
virens

xanthina

^andis

:

:

Apr., May. S.Brazil. R.H.1874 :331 (i.
G. C. 1848 :403 and 111. 10:577. F.S. 20, p.
132. A.G.13:008. — This plant is not free-tiowering, hence
it is little cult., although a beautiful and distinct species.

erispa inhaUt.

Kivieri.Cav!-.).

superhiens

20, Boothiana
D. Fls. uniformly purple
DD. Fls. white and purple.
E. Lip ovate-a^umiiiate ...21. crispa
22. purpurata
EE. Lip rounded
cc. Sepals and labellum plane,
23. Perrinii
or nearly so
14. Digbyina, Benth. (Brassiivola Dif/byitna. Lindl.)
Pseudobulbs elongate, stem-like, 1-lvd.: Ivs. elliptical,
peduncle with a
thick, fleshy, plane, slightly keeled
solitary, very large, fragrant flower 3-5 in. across sepals
and pijtals similar, oblong, spreading, pale purplish
green; petals sli.ghtly broader; labellum very large-cordate, entirely surrounding the column, white or creamcolored, with the margin cut into a br.iad laciniate fringe,
which makes the flower verv striking. July. Aug. Honduras. B.M. 4474. B.R. 32:.53. F.S. 3:237. G.C. III.
18:153. — A slow-growing orchid.
Stem
15. glsiiica,, Benth. (Bra ssiivola glaiicn, Liindl.).
:

:

short, creeping:

Cattleya
20. Boothiana, Reichb. f. {L. lohala, Veitch.
strong-growing plant: pseudobulbs
lobAta, Lindl.).
lvs. lanceolate-oblong, about
clavate, furrowed, l-lvd.
as long as the scape: scape 8-10 in. long, from the
fls. about 5 in. across, uniformly
.axil of the leaf, 2-5-fld.
violet-purple with rich crimson veins on the lip; sepals
lanceolate, with reflexed margins; petals broad, oblong,
undulate, crisp; labellum cucullate, the middle lobe reHexed, all beautifully waved and crisped. Much like L.

A

llie

pseudobullis short, oblong, stem-like.

compressed and sheathed with scales, bearing a single
oblong glaucous, very thick aud leathery leaf fls. usually single, on a staik shorter than the leaf, fragrant;
sepals and petals spreading, oblong-lanceolate, obtuse,
greenish yellow; labellum with a short claw surrounding the column, then expanding into a large 3-lobed
hmb, vellowish white, streaked with red in the throat.
Mex. ind Guat. B.M. 4033. B.R. 20:44. G.C. HI. 7:357.
in. high: fls. 1 in.
'.6. virens, Lindl.
FLants about
:

across; sepals suberect. ovate; petals lanceolate, snliequal; labellum obsoletely 3-lobed, cucullate; apex ovate,
The
crisp, with obscure raised lines tow.ard the base.
Brazil.
fls. are pale yellowish green of no beauty.

21. crlspa, Reichb. f. [CdUleya erispa, Lindl.). Pseudobulbs clustered, elongate-clavate, 1-lvd.: lvs. large,!
ft. long, oblong-lanceolate, emarginate: scape with 5-6
sepals linear-oblanceolarge, handsome, fragrant fls.
:

margins revolute; petals much
broader, with the margins beautifully waved and crisped
late or spatulate, acute,

labellum standing forward, recurved at the apex; side
lobes rounded, white, yellow at base, streaked with red;
middle lobe long, ovate-acuminate, deep purple inside,
Summer.
veined, all remarkably waved and crisped.
On lofty trees, fully exposed. Brazil. B.M. 3910. B.R.
5:5.P.M.
HI.
33
:197.
J.H.
504.
Gn.
48, p.
14:1172.
A line white-fld. species resembling a Cattleya in habit.
Var. Cauwelaertiae, L. Linden. Sepals and petals tinged
I.H.
with greenish yellow; base of labellum yellow.
38:121.

& Paxt. Fig. 1224. Pseudobulbs
solitary, oblong,
lvs.
0-8 in. high
scape
leathery, dark green, 1 ft. or more in length
erect, 3-7-rtd. fls. very large, 0-8 in, across sepals Imearpetals
light
rose;
with
oblong, spreading, white, suffused
much broader, ovate, undulate crisp, base attenuate,
colnred like the sepals; labellum very large, bell-shaped;
middle lobe rounded, uiululate-crisp, rich i)urple with
robust jdaut. whose
darker veins, throat yellow.
Large fls., borne on strong, erect stalks, make it one of
Spring. Brazil.
the grandest Lielias in Vultiyation.
F.S. 11 :1133-39. Gn. .54, p. 17 and
1 H.l, p. 54,and3:83.
G.
C. II. 14: 4o and
(var. Mrs. Measures).
;50, p. 40
223. - Var. atropurpiirea, \\ ilhams.
A. F.
20 533.
Sepals and petals deep rose; labellum large, expanded,
throat yellow, veined with purple.
purple-magenta
Var. Ashworthiini, -J. Anders. Petals wider
Brazil.
than in the tvpe. 2 in. wide, purplish rose, with darker
stripes.
A highly colored form. G. C. HI. 20: 39. Var.
subsessile.
N^liaii, Hort., Ve'rschafE. Sepals and petals
22.

purpurata, Lindl.

long-elliptical,

:

:

;

:

A

:

:

:

L.ELIA

L.ELIA

the former rose-colored outside; midlobe of the labellum
ovate, acute. Much like the type iu color. I.H. 15:569.
Var. Russelli^na, Williams L. RasselliiXtui, Hort. }. Fls.
large
sepals somewhnt narrow, white, suffused with
lilac; petals broader, deeper lilac; labellum large, roseVar.
lilac; throat yellow, marked with rose. Autumn.
Schraederi, Reichb. f. Sepals and petals white; labellum
white, with a tinge of rose in the center; tube pale yellow, with fine, dark purple lines. I.H. 38:139. Var.
Mandaiana, Hort. Pseudobulbs thinner and narrower

vivid orange-scarlet; sepals and petals similar, spreading, oblong, subacute; labellum very small, lateral lobes
embracing the column, terminal minute papillose on the
disk. Mts. of Jamaica, growing on trees at elevations
of 3,000-5,000 ft. B.M. G683.
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;

25. harpophylla, Reichb. f. Hybrid much like L. cinnabarina. Pseudobulbs slender, about 10 in. long, each
bearing a single lance-linear leaf: raceme short, suberect, bearing 5-10 brilliant scarlet-orange fls.: sepals
and petals oblong-lanceolate, acute; middle lube linear,
acuminate, crisp, with a whitish spot. A luxuriant freeflowering species. Feb., March. Brazil. Gn. 24:400.
F.M. 1879:372. — Probalily a hybrid between L. cinnabarina and a ]3rassavola(?) Reichb. f.
26. cinnabarina, Batem. Pseudobulbs elongate, cylindrical, but broadest at the base, sheathed with scales,
bearing 1-2 linear-oblong, reflexed, acute, coriaceous

Ivs.: raceme terminal, erect, 15-20 in. long, with 4-5
medium-sized reddish orange fls.: sepals and petals

linear-oblong, obtuse, spreading; labellum convolute,
reflexed; lateral lobes acute, middle lobe large, oval,
summerBrazil.
B.M. 4302. P.M. 7:193.
crisp.
flowering species whose peculiar color and graceful habit
ornamental.
Var.
crispilabia,
Veitch
render it very
{L. crispilabia, A. Rich. L. Lawreneidna^Hovt.). Pis.
amethyst-purple; labellum darker, finely crisp and unpretty,
dulate: raceme 12-14 in. long, bearing 3-5 fls.
free-flowering variety.

-A

A

Luilla Lathna, Hort. Veitch. Sepals and petals lisht orangeyellow: labellum whitisli at base, the rest purple bordered

with orange-yellow: middle lobe much undulated. A garden
hybrid between L. cinnabarina and L. purpurata. Not Hdvertised ill America. A. Pericat, Philadelphia, writes as follows of
this plant: " Ljplia Latona, raised by Veitch, is a beautiful hybrid Lffilia of a distinct and unusual color from L. purpurata
X L. cinnabarina, the latter being the seed parent. The sepals
and petals are of liffht orange-yellow; lip whitish at the base,
the remainder red-purple bordered with orange-yellow, the
is much undulated^"
Heinrich Hasselbeing.

margin of the apical spreading; lobe

may be divided into three cultural groups:
those which have clavate pseudobulbs and which
nearer
affinity to Cattleya than the others; (2)
bear a
those with long, rounded, slender stems, and (3) those
with pseudobulbs more or less pyriform in shape.
Those of the first group should be placed amongst the
warmer-growing Cattleyas. Examples are L. purpurata,
L. ffrandls, L. Dlgbyana, L. (flauca and Z>. Booihiana.
Those of the second, or slender-bulbed group, succeed in
a much cooler and shadier spot, and need more moisture,
both in the atmosphere and at the roots. Examples are
L. pumila, L. harpophyUa and L. vionophyUa. Of the
group with pear-shaped bulbs, L. anceps, with its numerous varieties, is perhaps the best known.
Others are L. untnmnalis, L. majalis and L. albida.
To these may be added such species as L. cinnabarina,
L. flava, and some few others of similar habit. These
require at all times a sunny, airy position, with abundance of overhead watering during their period of
growth, and after flowering a severe resting period, the
one great object being to keep them inactive for as
long time as possible. L. aahnnnalin and L. 7najaUs
require somewhat diiferent treatment, since they flower
from an incompleted bulb, and should, therefore, receive attention until the bulbs are solid, when the drier
condition must be observed.
The best method for cultivation of specimens of the
flrst group is to pot them in the ordinary flower-pot,
but for very large specimens a basket is preferred as a
more ready means of carrying off the water and affording better and sweeter conditions for the roots. The
potting material should be composed of about two-thirds
good peat or fern root and the remainder fresh sphngnuni moss. The cultivator should use good judgment
as to wdien to water the plants. No hard and fast rules
can be laid down in regard to this. More can be accomplished by watchfulness than ever can be written.
The slender-bvilbed species require about equal parts
of peat and moss. Such species as L. pumila do best
in ratln-r small pans and may be suspended from the
roof. All these thin-bulbed species enjoy shade rather
LEelias

(1)

1224. Leelia

purpurata (X

^

than in the type: fls. as large as those of the type, pure
white, with a faint tinge of pink on the labellum. Var.
praet6xta, Reichb. f. No description of this plant is
available.
23. P6rrinii, Lindl. {Cdffh'j/a Perrinii, Lindl.). Pseuelongate : Ivs. solitary, oblong, coriaceous,

dobulbs

fls. showy, 2-3 on a
in. long, equaling the stem:
short stalk; sepals oblong-linear, obtuse; petals a little broader, all rose-purple, darker at the tips; middle
lobe of labellum cucuUate, expanded, oblong, obtuse,
undulate, with an inflated fistular cavity at the base,
destitute of ridges, color deep crimson; lateral lobes
erect, acute, pale. Oct.-Dec. Brazil. B.M. 3711. B.R.
24:2.
P.M. 13:5. G.M. 37:717. A.F. 13:119G.-Fls.
rather pale. Var. dlba, O'Brien. Fls. white, with the
labellum tinged with yellow. There are several pale
varieties of this plant.

8

GROUP
A.

IV.

Lt'.^. soUtfiri/.

Scape 2- fid
BB. Scape Hcvaral-fld
AA. LvH. usuallij 2
B.

24.
2.'».

2(J.

monopliylla
harpophylla
cinnabarina

monoph^lla, N. E. Brown. Rhizome a matted mass
sending up tufts of leaf- and flower-stems: flowering
atems G-10 in. long, as thick as a crow-quill, rigid and
erect, bearing a single linear-oblong, obtuse leaf 2-3 in.
long, and several sheathing bracts: fls. 1-2 in. across,
24.

than direct sunlight. More moisture is essential both
atmospherically and at the roots, and at no season should

,

L/ELIOCATTLEYA

L.TSLIA
be withheld tor very long periods. Watch caretullj'
symptom of sutTering from lack of water.
The Jlexican Ltelias do best with a smaller quantity
of moss and peat, aud thrive best when put up in baskets or cribs. They enjoy a great amount of direct sun-

for any

and should have tluring the time of active growth
an almost unlimited supply of water, which is best supplied to them after the sun begins to lose its power. At
this time it comes as a welcome, refreshing hath. A
good syringing in the early morning is needed to help
the plant through the day. With such treatment plenty
of strong Howers must result. Ij. ciunabarhta L. flara
and allied kinds enjoy the above treatment equally well.
Many beautiful hybrids have been raised in gardens,
and the needs of each from a cultural view will be best
obtained by noting to which section or group they belong, and giving the treatment recommended for such.
A really good selection of La?lias for the adornment
of the orchid house is herewith appended: i/. anceps
and its varieties, alba, Dawsonti UiUiana Saaderiana, Stella, rosea, Vcitehti, ^Villta)tisU, Schrcederiana
and Amesiana, all of which have pure white sepals and
petals and various colored labeliums; Seottiana and
grandiflora, distinguished for size; and a wonderful peloriate form known as Nfsbliariianuin L, albida, aiitinnnalts, cinnabarina, flava, pumila, Dayana, pra'stans,
Dormnniana, (jrandis, Lindleijana, majalis, tenebrosa
monophi/lla, harpopJnjlla, Perrinii, piirpurata, superhiens, xanthina. In some species almost endless variety
occurs, notably so with L. pitrpurata, Perrinii and
albida, and pure white varieties are known in many of
shine,

,

,

fls. 5 in. in diani.,
long: scape short, stout, 3-7-tld.
lighter bright rose, fragrant; .sepals olilong, acute, often
somewhat twisted or with revolute edges; petals much
wider, lanceolate, margin somewhat undulate; labelluni
with the lateral lobes elongate -obtuse, wdiitish with
purple apices, convolute over the column; middle lobe
broadened in front, subreniform, margin undulate,
crisp, entirely a very deep purple, without raised lines
or callosities".
May-Sept. Brazil. B. M. 4700. I. H.
4:134 (as L. Brysianu); 11:402. -A showy, tall-growing species.
Var. Nyleptha, O'Brien. Fls. large; sepals tinted with
yellow aud rose, lightly spotted with purjde toward the
tips; petals broader, more suffused with purple; lip
brigltt purple in front, paler at the side lobes. G.C. HI.

in.

it

,

87,:

:

3:170.

Var. Turneri, Warn.

Fls. large, richly cidored;

sepals

and petals bright ameth> st-purple, with deeper veins;
lip with a large purple blotch on the middle lobe; side
lobes white, tipped with rose. Gn. 47, p. 319; 49:1007
and p. 385. — One of the finest of the genus.
Var. prasiata, Reichb. f. Sepals and petals rose, tinged
with green: labelluin white at the base and side lobes,
middle lobe crimson-pnrple. — Var. .s/fyn 6((/h is adverj

.

the rarer species.

Henrv

A

T.

Clikkaberrv.

name proposed by

R. A. Rolfe
designate the bigeneric h3dirids of Ltelia and of
Cattleya, which readily hybridize. The species of the
two genera have 8 and 4 pollen masses respectively,
while the hybrids are irregular in this respect. Many
of the plants are natural hybrids, and many others
have been produced by artificial crossing. For a list of
In
Lasliocattleyas, see Rolfe in G.C. III. 0:78, 1.55.
Lc Laliocattleya
the following account L=L:i?lia

LffiLIOCATTLfiYA.

to

=

;

;

C=Cattleya.
H. T. Clinkaberry writes that the cultivation of

Loelio-

cattleyas is the same as for Lfelia aud Cattleya. It is
therefore important to know the parentage in each case,
from which one may know whether warm or coolhouse
treatment is needed. He adds that many Lseliocattleyas
are of such a vigorous constitution that they are nearly
always in growth.
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10.

1.

elegans

2.
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H.

Corbeillensis

4.

Stelzneriano-Hardyana

5.

callistoglossa

rose-purple,

mauve,

violet, ete

.

.

li.

7.

Dominiana
Andreana

8.

Sallieri

9.

radiata

tised.

aminda, Rolfe (L'elia anuinda, Reichb. f.). Natuiiiter)iiedia and ])erh:ips Ltelia
hybrid between
crispa. Pseudobulbs thin, fusiform, 5-7 in. long, 1-2Ivs. shorter than the pseudobulbs, cuneate-oblong,
Ivd.
2.

C

ral

:

acute: fis. in pairs, from a small, narrow spathe; sepals
oblong-ligulate, acute, light rose, with a grayish hue
outside, wavy; petals siruilar but broader, with darker
tinted nerves oti the inside; lateral IoIk's of the labelluni
enveloping the column, rich dark purple; middle lobe
transversely oblong, short, emarginate, wavy, separated
from the others by an exceedingly short isthmus, veined
with rich purple. Brazil. I.H. 38:135.

Garden hybrid of C. Lod3. Corbeillensis, IVIaron.
Pseudobulbs
digesii and L. pii inila vnv. marginuta.
in. long: fl. -stalk
5-0 in. long, fusiform: Ivs. aliout
2-3 in. long, bearing 1-2 showy fls. about 5 in. across:
sepals and petals bright rose, the latter veined with
deeper purple lines; throat of the labellura veined with
yellow on a white ground; blade intense purple, bilobed
,

and undulate.
Maron.
A garden hy4. Stelzneriano -Hardyina,
brid of Lc. elegdiis. var. Slelzneriann and Vnttteya
Hardipiiia. Plants vigorous: pseudobulbs 7-8 in. long:
Ivs. 10 in. long by 2y2"in. wide: sepals pale clear rose,
deeper on the edges; petals undulate, rose on the margins, fading almost to white at the center; labellum
purple-magenta, undulate lacerate on the margin, with
a broad purple line in the center of the blade and 2 large
white spots in the throat.
5. caIIistogI6ssa, Rolfe {LTelia eallistoglossa ,Ticichh.
f.l. Garden hybrid ot L. piirpurata and Cattleya labi((/rt,var. Wurse'ewiezii. Pseudobulbs as in L. piirpurata:
Ivs. 12 in. long: petals broad, oblong, acute; sepals narrower, all pure rose; middle lobe of the labellum broad,
refuse, dark purple, with yellow on the disk; side lobes
small obtuse-angled.
6. Dominiana, Rolfe {Lalia i>o?n iji ;/•)«", Reichb. f.).
Garden bvbrid. Plants having the general habit of
Cattleya jlossiiv: pseudobulbs fusiform, rather short,
1-lvd.: Ivs. linear-oblong: raceme bearing few large,
handsome fls.: sepals narrowly oblong, acute, light
purple, with dark reticulations; petals broadly cuneatelabellum cucuUate, with
oblong, wavy, light purple
the middle lobe hirge, spreading, all wavy and crisp,
Raised for
F. M. 1878:.325.
deep blackish purple.
Veitch by Mr. Dominv from a cross between Cattleya
Reichento
according
La?lia,Boiviana and some
bach, Zfrlia (Laliocattleya) elegaii.^. Mr. R. A. Rolfe
suggests the more probable parentage of Cattleya
Doiriana and Lenlia lobata. The first plant flowered in
;

10.
31.

Duvaliana
eximia inversa

Martineti
AAA. Fls. U'hiteoru'hitisJi,
'.3.
Schilleriana
or yellow
14. velutino-elegans
15. intermedio-Slava
Id. Dormaniana
AAAA. Fls. olive-hroivn
AAAAA. Fls.tiHtedliglitblue.il. Exoniensis
12.

'

August, 1878.
Maron. A garden hybrid between C.
7. Andreina,
Pseudobulbs 8-12
bieolor and Lalioeattleya elegaiis.

Reichb. f. Cattleya
1. 6Iegan8, Rolfe (Leelia Regans
Regans, Morren). Pseudobulbs terete, stem-like, 1.5-20
,

in.'high:

Ivs. solitary, linear-oblong, coriaceous,

10-12

fls. G-7 in.
in. long
sepals and petals spreading, narrowdy oblong, with the margins recurved, those of the

long, stem-like
across, rose-violet

in.

;

;

Ivs. oblong,

:

:

:
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undulate; labellum contracted in the middle,
with a subquadrate toothed and undulate middle lobe,

The
G. C. HI. 11:85; var. longiasima, Gt. 48:159).
smooth, hard shells of the fruits are used for drinking
cups, water jugs, and many domestic utensils. From the
pear-shaped shell of a small-fruited form the Paraguayans drink their famous mate, or Hex tea. The commonest
forms are shown in the engraving Fig. 1225). The long
curved forms are often called snake gourds in this
country (not to be confounded with snake cucumber,
which is a Oucumis). These are sometimes several feet
long. The form with a constricted middle is the bottle
gourd. See Gourd.
Lagenaria is a tender annual, which should receive the
culture of squashes. The season in the northern states
and Ontario is often too short for the full maturity of
the fruits, particularly if seeds have been brought from
the South. Give a quick warm soil and sunny exposure.
In the North, seeds may be started inside in pots, or on
inverted sods, after the manner of cucumbers. The
Lagenarias are rampant growers, often running 30-10
feet, and covering the ground or a fence with a dense
mass of large, roundish, soft leaves. The plant has a
musky odor and a sticky feeling.
Plant monoecious: fls. solitary, white, funnelform.very
soft in texture, withering in the sun: staminate fls. on
very long, slender stalks (usually exceeding the leaf)
pistillate fis. mostly short-stalked, with 3 2-lobed stigmas
and hairy ovary tendrils forked, long and slender: stem

874
petals

violet-purple. R.H. 1890:328.
Garden hybrid between LwJia
8. Salli^ri, Maron.
purpurata, var. WilUamsi, and Loddigesii. PseudoIvs. S in. long, 3 in.
bulbs l-2-lvd., about 10 in. hi^h
wide: lis. several on a stalk, which is shorter than the
petals mauve, with
and
5-6
across
sepals
Ivs.,
in.
labellum tubular, colored like the segdeeper lines
ments, and expanding into a carmine blade, pale at the
:

;

;

tip.

Garden hybrid of LcvJia purpur9. radi^ta, Maron.
ata and O. nobliior. Pseudobulb.-; ahiiost round, bearing
1-2 coriaceous Ivs. 7 in. long by 2J^ in. wide: fl. -stalks
about 7-8 in. long, bearing several large, showy, violetred lis.; labellum deep red, with purple veins and a
whitish throat.
Hybrid between L. purpurata
10. Duvaliana, Hort.
*nnd O. LnddemattUnia. Sepals and petals halt-spreading, light mauve; labellum broad, dark maroon-crimson on the lobes and in the throat, which is traversed
by darker lines. — According to Arnold & Co;, handsome
llower of striking appearance.
11. eximia inv6rsa, Hort. Hybrid between L. purpurata and C. ^\'anu)i, the inverse cross of Lc. eximia.
Sepals and petals deep rose-purple; labellum bright
magenta-crimson. — Said by Arnold & Co. to be one of
the finest hybrids yet raised between these genera, reseinbliug O. Warnvri.
12. Martin^ti, Maron. Gardenhybrid between (7f(//?e?/a
Mossicc and La-Ua grandis, var. ttnebrosa. Fls. resembsepals and
ling those of the Cattleya labiata group
petals rose-violet; labellum red to mauve, pale at the
margins, and netted with numerous deep red veins.
13. Schilleri^na, Rolfe {Lmlla SchWeridna, Reichb.
sepals and
tl. -stems 20 in. long
f.). Lvs. 8 in. long
petals white, elongate-lanceolate; labellum veined with
purple on the throat; disk purplish yellow, middle lobe
spotted crimson-purple. A natural hybrid between C.
intermedia and Lc. elegana. Brazil. Var. 6.1ba, Hort.
Petals and sepals pure white; middle lobe of the labellum rich carmine-magenta, presenting an agreeable
contrast. June, July. I.H. 31:o2G. Gn. 17:218."
Garden hybrid of
14. veliitino-§legans, J. O'Brien.
C. velutina and Lc. clegans. Resembles in habit a stout
3—1 on an upCattleija
velutina:
fly.
fragrant,
of
form
right stem; sepals and petals creamy white, tinged with
nankeen-yellow and veined with rose; labellum bluish
white at base, side lobes folded over the column; middle lobe broad, toothed and crisp on the margin, rich
crimson-purple, veined with white and having an orange
blotch at the base.
Garden hybrid of C.
15. interm^dio-flava, Maron.
'iiiterynedia and fj. fUira. Of mediuiu habit: sepals and
petals clear yellow; labellum with a bright rose-purple

(

:

striate-grooved, soft-hairy: Ivs. large, soft-pubescent,
cordate-ovate or reniform-ovate, sometimes angled, the

;

:

:

lilotch in front.

Dormani^na, Rolfe (Lclia J>orjJiiaH/f.^jm., Reichb.
Natural hybrid of C. bicolor and L. pumila. Pseutlobulbs terete, thin, slender, about 1 ft. long, 1-2-lvd.
petals and
Ivs. oblong-ligulate. acute: peduncle 2-5-fld.
IG.

\'.).

:

sepals narrow oblong-ligulate, olive-brown, marl^led
outside with wine-red spots; labellum light purplish
white, with darker veins; middle lobe transversely obcordate, mauve-purple. Brazil.
17

Exoniensis, Rolfe {Cdttlei/it E.rouinu^is, Reichb.

Garden hybrid probably J)etween C. hihiala and
L. crifipa. Sepals ligulate acuminate; petals oblongcuneate, plicate, all tinted light blue; labellum unduf.).

deep orange at base with whitish
middle lobe rich purple, with darker veins.
late, crisp,

L. Ac.ldndia; (L. purpurata and C. Aelanclia),
tisi.'(l.

is

si<le

lobes;

LAGENARIA

(Latin, lagrua, abottlc). Cururbifctcecp..
L. vulg^aris, Ser.. is the only speor spontnneous in all warm countries,
originally from tropical Africa and Asia. It is exceedingly variable in its fruit, and has received many speciesnames as L. microcarpa, R.H. 1855:01; L. chivntn ;
L.pijrotheca, R.B.23, p. 198; L. virginali.^,\vh\to-fvu']te(\,

<nes,

Calabash.

now grown

Various forms

of

gourds, Lagenaria vulgaris.

LAGERSTKffiMIA (Magnus
17o0, a

Swede and friend

N. Lagerstrcem, 169G-

of Linnaeus),

Lythrdcea'.

The

Crape Myrtle, Lagerstrcemia Indira, is to the South what
the lilac and snowball are to the North — an inhabitant

home yard. It is a strong-growing shrub,
reaching a height of 10-25 ft., deciduous-leaved, producing an abundance of soft-fringed flowers in spring and
summer. The nornuil form has pink flowers, hut varieties with blush, white aud purple fls. are not uncommon.
It is hardy as far north as Baltimore, but north of that
latitude it needs protection
even with protection it can
not be grown north of fl'i-e Long Island region.
Lagerstro?mia is a South Asian genus of nearly 20
species of shrubs and trees. The lvs. are opposite or
of nearly every

;

the uppermost alternate, mostly ovate, entire: tls. in
axillary aud terminal panicles, the pedicels bracted;
calyx with a funnel-shaped tube and G-0 lobes; petals
mostly 0, crinkled or fringed, with a long, slender claw

stamrns many, long, some of them upwardovary 3-0-celled, with a long, bent stylo and
capitate stigma: fr. a capsule; seeds winged at the top.
fndica, Linn. Crape Myktle. Fig. 1220. Glabrous
brown-l)arked shruh, with rather small (2 in. long) elliptic or oblong sessile mostly acute lvs.: panicle open,
sometimes minutely pubescent: calyx not ribbed, glabrous or nenrly so. Widely cult, in India, but probably
native to China, B.M. 405. R.H. 1857, p. 027; 1874:130.
Gng. 1:151; 5:281. A. P. 9:85. G.M. 30:449. -Common
everywhere in the South, particularly in the pink, blush
(

also adver-

H. Hasselbring.

GouHij.

1225.

edges obscurely apiculate-sinuate, on prominent or long
petioles. To this species belong the gourds known in
this country as Hercules' Club, Sugar Trough, Dipper, Snake, Calabash, Bottle, Miniature Bottle, Depressa. In some countries, the young fruit is eaten as
we eat summer squash. Monogr. by Cogniaux, DC.
Monogr. Phancr. 3:417.
j^ ^ g^

Kig. 1220)

curved

:

;

:

LAGERSTROEMIA

LANDRKTH

and white forms. It can be prop, readily by cuttings of
the ripe wuod. In the N., tlie plants may be lifted in
the fall and kept in a cellar. In spring they may be
planted out, or flowered under glass. The Crape Myrtle

STS'

LAMITJM (Greek

for throat, referring to the shape of
the corolla). Labidta;. Dead Nettle. About 40 annual
and perennial herbs of the Old World, of which several
run wild in this country as weeds and others are cult, as
hardy border plants. Botanically, they are distinguished
by a 2-lippeil corolla, of which the tube is somewhat
longer than the calyx, the upper lip ascending and concave, and the lower one 3 lobcd stamens 4, "in 2 pairs,
:

ascending under the upper lip: fls. in axillary or terminal whorls, often rather showy: lvs. opposite, mostly
crenate-dentate and petiolate: calyx awl-toothed. Not
to be confounded with Nepeta.
Lamiums are diffuse mostly pubescent or hairy herbs,
commonly decumbent at the l)ase and often almost trailing. They are of the easiest culture in anv open soil.
Useful for rockwork. The cult, kinds are perennial,
and arc commonly propagated by division.

maculatum, Linn.( L. (ilhnm and L. purpurcum Hort.,
not Linn. Jj. mriegul itin Mort.). Straggling or halftrailing herb, the tips ascemling, sliglitly hairy: Ivs.
long-petioled (except the uppermost), cordate-ovate,
Idunt, round-toothed: fls. 1 in. long, ascending in the
clusters, the upper lip strongly arched or hooded, tho
tube 2-3 times longer than the calyx, hairy within. Eu.
— Flowers usually purple-reil, but sometimes varying to
white (when it is kniinm as L. album, but the L. album
of botanists is a dilTerent plant, having pointed and
sharp-toothed lvs.
The lvs. are usual ly whitish blotched
along the midrib (var. varier/i'itum}, and in this form
it is common about old gardens, trailing in the waste
l>laces.
The ]dant is also run wild. L. purpureum of
the botanists is anmud.
,

1226.

Crape Myrtle, Lagerstrcemia Indica.
Natural size,

,

blooms continuously for 2 or .T months, beginning in
.luno in the Gulf states. The bark is smooth, as if
polished. Several named vars.
Flos-Seginae, Retz. Tree, 50-flO ft., with elliptic or
long lanceolate obtuse Ivs. 4-8 in. long: panicle large;
lis. 2-3 in. across, varying from rose to purple from
morning to evening, the calyx grooved, the petals erosewavy: capsule 1 in. or more long. India. G.C. III.
15:77. — A noble plant in tropical India; also int. in S.
Calif. In the Old World sometimes grown under glass.
L. H. B.

LAGUNAEIA (named

for its reseitiljlance to Lagunfea,
which is now considered a section of Hibiscus and commemorates a iSpanish botanist, Andres de Laguna, 149-1
or 1499-I5G0, physician to Pope Julius HI.). MdlvilceK.
One species, an Australian tree cult, outdoors in S. Calif,
and indoors in Europe. It has large, pale rose fls. like
Hibiscus, 2% in. across, with 5 spreading lobes, acolumn
of stamens and a 5-lobed shield-shaped stigma. It differs from Hibiscus in basing no bractlets or only 3,
Avhile Hibiscus usually has 5 or more.
Lvs. entire,
scurfy-tomcntose: tls. axillary; calyx .5-toothed ovary
:

)

.

erioc^phalum, Benth. Stem much branched, glabrous
lower lvs. long-stalked, puberulent, small, orbicular,
somewhat incise-crenate
floral lvs. larger, deeply
toothed, sessile or nearly so: calyx villous c<trolla 3-4
times longer than the calyx, str.aight, purple. Taurus.—
Said by some to be annual.
Gale6hdolon, Crantz, of Europe, with yellow fls. and
s<imetiin<'s willi yellowish foliage, is cult, in the Old
World, but it has not appeared in the Amer. trade.
:

;

T

LAMPROCOCCUS.

H R

^chmea.

8fe

5-celled.

Patersonii, G. Don. About 12 ft. high, spotted brown
on trunk and branches: lvs. ovate, entire, 2-3 in. long,
dark green above, ashy gray beneath: peduncle 1>1? in.
long: corolla lol^es ovate, covered with minute hairy
scales inside, villous outside.

B.M.

7r.;i

as

[Lagumpa

Pattrsonia.)

LAGTJEUS (Greek, lago^. a hare; oura, a tail). GraH.vre's tail Gr.^ss. Contains a single species,
native of the Mediterranean region, and cultivated for
ornament, the small white heads being used for dry bouquets.
Spikelets 1-fld., aggregated in a close panicle,
forming an ovoid head; scarious empty glumes persistent and clothed with fine woolly hairs. Flowering glume
with a dorsal awn. A hardy anmud. Seeds sown in fall
and plants set out in spring.
ovitug, Linn. Culms about 1 ft. high, in bunches lvs.
and sheaths downy. R.H. ISUO, p. 4SS. V. 3: 217 and 247.
Viinci^.

:

A. S. Hitchcock.

LAMARCEIA

(J.

B. Lamarck. 1744-1829, distinguished

French naturalist, and author of the Lamarckian philosophy of organic evolution). GramiueiV Contains a
single species, native from Mediterranean region to
Afghanistan, and introduced in California. An ornamental annual grass, often cultivated under the name of
Chrtjswrus ci/i>osnrnides and O. aureus. Spikelets of
two sorts, fertile 1-tld., long-awned, surrounded by the
long sterile spikelets of many obtuse glumes, arranged
in a one-sided crowded panicle
Seeds may be sown in
the spring, or better in the fall and plants set out in the
.

spring.
ailrea,

Btonoh.

Culms

C-12

in.

high. R.H. 1890, p.

.546.

A. S. Hitchcock.

LAMBEILL, Kalmia

angnstifoJia.

LAMB'S LETTUCE, Consult Corn Sn(«r?. L. ftuarter.
Chenopodiitm, particularly(7.a?6«rti. L^sed as apot-herb.

LANDKETH, DAVID,
house

in Anierioa.,was

foiinder of the

born

in

umberland county, Enjjiand.

\1T)'Z

at

old(;-st

seed-

Haggerston, North-

He came

America late
Philadelphia his home,
to

in the eighteenth century, raakin.i;
estalilishinj? there, in 17S4, a nursery and .seed business. Its location, on what was then known as Hi^h
street, is now covered by the building 1210 and 1212
Market street. The raising: of trees and production of

and

seeds were conducted on land near by, particularly ou a
tract at Twelfth and Filbert streets. This locality proving too contracted for the purpose, the nursery and seed
grounds were removed in 1789 to the "Neck," then considered far out of town, the place chosen being not far
distant from the site of the present arsenal.
The subject of the present sketch, the younger David
Landreth (Plate X), was born in Philadelphia in 1802.
When uf suital.>le age he entered actively into his father's
business, which had considerably extended in Philadelphia, while a branch house had been opened in Charleston, S. C.
The young man's early duty was that of
manager of this Charleston branch. Of the Charleston
business, it will suffice here to say that it continued till
the era of the civil war, when it came to a sudden end
by the act of the Confederate States District Court, which
oontiscated the real estate and merchandise alike, on
April 22, 18G2.
The younger David Landreth, in ]82S, succeeded his
father as proprietor of the well-established and thriv-

ing business in Philadelphia, a business which was to
remain highly prosperous for half a century afterwards
under his fostering care. His time, however, was not
wholly occupied with the details of business, but was
turned at an early age towards the literature of hus-

bandry and to enterprises of public interest. Among
the latter may be mentioned the Philadelphia Horticultural Society, of which, in 1»27, he was one of the
founders and a vice-president, and in 1828 was elected
corresponding secretary, which office he held for seven

-
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years. At a subsequent date be way made president of
the Philadelphia Society fur the Promotion of Agriculture, and vice-president of the United States Agricultural Society, and became an active member of many
'Other organizations.
His literary labors included the publication of the
"Illustrated Floral Magazine," started in 1832, and an
advanced work for that period. At a later date he wrote
much upon husbandry, his graceful style as a writer
and bis technical knowledge of the subject making his
views of much value in the progress of the industry.
He edited an American edition of George W. Johnson's
"A Dictionary of Modern Gardening," a volume of G35
pages, published at Philadelphia in 1647.
In 184? the Landreth nursery was removed to Bloomsdale, where Mr. Landreth established what is believed
"to be the most complete seed-farm in the United States,

Sbenstone, 1704. These sentences gave the world the
term Landscape Gardening, to embody the growing desire to make grounds like nature.
Milton, Addison,
Pope, and the Dutch painters, expressed tbe awakening
to the charms of the external world and hastened the day
of freedom and naturalness. These and others bad pro-
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and where he planted an arboretum which perhaps stands
unequaled in this country in the development of its trees.
He was an early breeder of tbe Channel Island cattle,
then styled Alderneys, and was among the earliest manufacturers of mowing and reaping machinery. In 1872-73
ihe experimented in steam-plowing with a Scotch engine,
and in the following year with an American engine.
Subsequently, steam-digging and steam-chopping were
experimented with at Bloomsdale, and many improvements produced in the machine shop of that model
farm.
David Landreth lived until 1880 in the enjoyment and
care of the business which had been so much developed
in bis hands, and wbicb bad reached almost its hundredth year. The firm is now one of the thirty centenary firms in the United States. During a long life be
bad served his country in connection with agriculture,
& pursuit wbicb he dignified by the wide respect he bad
gained as an old-school country gc^ntleman, and bis
reputation as an able and learned agriculturist. In early
life he had lived amid the plantations of the Landreth
nursery, one of the show places of Philadelphia— the
site now marked by the Landreth School— and bis virtues and character were those of one brought up in intimate contact with nature.
Burnet L\n'deetii

LANDSCAPE GAKDENING.

''Gardening

-divided into three species— kitchen

may

be

gardening— parterre

gardening — and landskip, or picturesque gardening:
which latter is the subject intended in tbe following
pages — It consists in pleasing the imagination by scenes
of grandeur, beauty, or variety. Convenience merely
has no sliare here any farther than as it pleases tbe
Imagination." These are the opening lines of "Unconnected Thoughts on Gardening," by the poet William
;

1227.

Gardens

of the

tested, directly or indirectly, against tbe artificialisms
of living, as Bacon, also, in the following sentence, had
protested: "As for the making of Knots or Figures, with
divers Colored Earths, they be but toys, you may see
"
* * * *
as good sights many times in Tarts.
I do not like Images cut out in Juniper, or other garden-stuff
they are for Children."
(Jne does not know what Shenstone's protest meant
until be knows tbe style of gardening which bad been
and still was in vogue. Gardens were fantastic constructions, elaborate with designs and formalities, cramped
with geometrical details.
Roman garden (Fig. 1227)wa3
well enough in its place, but there are other conditions
and other ideals. Only rarely can such gardens as these
find tbe proper setting. If etfective, thej- must be dominated or supported by architecture. In the freer atmosphere of the country, they are evidently artificial: they
are conceits. The reader will catch the feeling of tbe
formal gardens of a later time by looking at Fig. 1228,
which is a reduction from one of Batty Langley's designs in his " New Principles of Gardening," 1728.
Langley seems to have been tbe extremest of geometricians. In fact. Part I of his book on gardening treats
"Of Geometry." Yet bis plates suited the taste of the
time. The particular plan which is shown in Fig. 1228
be describes as follows: "Tbe House opens to the North
''

;

A

upon the Park A, to tbe East upon the Court B, to the
South upon the Parterre of Grass and Water C and
Lastly to the West upon the circular Bason D, from
wbicb leads a pleasant Avenue ZX. The Mount F, is
raised with the Earth that came out of the Canal EE,
and its slope H is planted with Hedges of different
;

Ever-Greens, that rising behind one another of different
Colours, have a very good Etfect, being view'd from M.
I, I, are contracted Walks leading up the Mount." Tbe
ideas of the time are further reflected in Fig. 1229, which
is a reproduction, on a smaller scale, of one of Langley's
pictures of artificial ruins. It is one of bis "views of the
Ruins of Buildings, after tbe old Roman manner, to terminate such Walks that end in disagreeahle Objects
which Ruins may either be painted upon Canvas, or
actually built in that manner with Brick, and cover'd
with Plaistering in Imitation of Stone."
The awakening love of nature and of the spontaneous
life, as expressed in writings and paintings, soon found
expression also in gardens. In verse, Pope gave rules

Pope, on the Quirinal, Rome.

;

From

Falda's

" Li

Giardini di

Roma."

:

LANPSCAPE

1228.

One

of

Lan^ley's " Designs

for

gardens that lye irrceularly

spoutaneous garden. The accomSbeustone's garden, the Leasowes
(Fig. 123U), and the picture of a glimpse tlierein
(Fig. 1231), show how far his conceptions were removeil
from those of Iiaugley, howsoever much they may fall
short of the ideals of the present day. A full description has been left us of tiie Leasowes. Here is a glimpse
"Passing through a small gate at the bottom of the fine
swelling lawn that surrounds the house, you enter upon
a winding path, with a piece of water on your right.
The piith and water, over-shadowed with trees that grow
upon the slopes of this narrow dingle, render the scene
at once cool, gloomy, solemn, and sequestered; and forms
so striking a contraste to the lively scene you have just
left, that you seem all on a sadden landed in a subterraneous kind of region. Winding forward down the valley, you pass beside a small root-house, where on a tablet
for tho laying out of a

panying

plan of

are these lines:
in cool grot, and mossy cell,
rural fays and faeries dwell;

'Here

We

bv mortal eye,
the pale moon, ascending high,
Darts thro .\on limes her quivering beams,
W^e frisk it near these crystal streams.' "
Tlio' rarely seen

When

The garden-art
of architecture.

of the old time

was largely

The carden-art

a corollary

of the present time,

particularly amongst Km^Ii^h-speaking peoples, exists
for its own sake. Vet, cue cannot say that the old-time

garden-art

is

unlovely, or that

it

GARDKXIXG

contradicts the canons

of good taste.
The two belong to dilferent categories
of iesthetic feeling, and the mere fact that both of them

use plant-subjects does not nuike them comparable.
Garden-art, like painting or music or literature, develops
along racial or national lines. The Latins and their
descendants have liked the formal and conventional
gardens; and since these gardens express the personal
and national emotions, they need no apology, notwithstanding the fact they are condemned by many landscape gardeners.
A different type of endeavor is that which attempts to
interpret nature in the making of landscapes. Tho ideal
landscape garden, like the ideal landscape painting,
expresses or emphasizes some single thought or feeling.
Its expression may be gay. bold, retired, quiet, tiorid;
but if it is natural, its expression will conform to the
place and the purpose, and the expressions are not matters of rule.
It should be a picture, not a collection of
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to the

Grand House."

1728.

interesting objects. Mere planting and grading do not
make a landscape garden: in fact, they often spoil it.
It is not enough to plant
the plants must be in the
right place. A yard or a lawn with bushes or flowerbeds scattered over it may be interesting as a mere
garden, but it is not a landscape garden. The Italian
gardens were hardly landscape gardens. A real landscape
garden has open breadth, space, atmosphere. It usually
has an open center with mass-planted sides, and vistas
Incidentally, it may be ornamented;
to the off scape.
yet many persons even confound ornamental gardening with Landscape Gardening it would be as proper
Figs.
to confound house-paintiug with architecture.
1227 and 1232 show the contrasts of a mere garden and
Plates
landscape
garden.
Compare
XIV
and
XV.
a
It will be seen from the above that the term Landscape Gardening precisely expresses the art of making a garden or tame area which shall be a landscape
or picture. Yet, amongst the profession, the term landscape architecture is preferred. This term borrows the
dignity of architecture, and is useful in a professional
way. The writer much prefers tbe term Landscape
Gardening but it is apparent that ihi.- term landscape
architecture is growing in favorwith the profession, and
there is little use in debating over a mere term. Properly
speaking, the terms Landscape Gardening iind landscape
architecture are not synonymous. althouLrh in practice
they are so used. It is not every place which is adapted
to the making of a landscape picture. Formal gardens
are often more to be desired than natural ones. They
may conform to the principles of art, Jmt it is the
Too
art of formal gardens, not of natural gardens.
often have formal gardens been judged from the viewand
henco
landscape
garden,
j)oiat of the natural or
confusion has arisen. There is now a slow but wholesome reaction against the too exclusive use of the true
landscape garden. In practice, however, one cannot
separate the two, so that one practitioner is, or should
:

:

;

he, both

landscape gardener and landscape architect.

coTues that the term landscape architecture stands
for the whole art of laying cut grounds. The term is
therefore broader than its etymology would suggest: the
word "architect" should be taken in its general sense of
contriver or planner. T-^ther than in its specific one of
h}tUder. It is the nature-like landscape garden, rather
than the formalesque irarden, which the writer has in
mind in the advice which is given in this article. The

So

it
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character of the formalesque garden is dominated so
completely by the nature of the architecture and the site,
that condensed general remarks are of little i^urpose.
Landscape Gardening has undergone many fluctuations of taste within the century. Such changes are to

was immediately popular, and it has probably exa greater influence on American horticulture
than any other single volume. It remains to this day
without a superior and almost without a competitor.
Downing was also the second prominent practicing landscape gardener, although his untimely death left the
country with no completed works of his genius. His
best known pieces are the grounds of the Smithsonian
Institution and Lafayette Square, Washington, but it is
doubtful if the subsequent treatment which the former
demesne has received is such as would have pleased
the designer. A. J. Downing's pomological work was
continued by his painstaking brother Charles but the
artistic work dropped at his death, and Henry Winthrop
Sargent, who edited the sixth edition of the "Landscape
Gardening," in 18o9, declared that "there has been no
one since Mr. Downing's death who has exactly filled
the niche he occupied in the public estimation." The
third genius of American Landscape Gardening, and
the one who has carrie<l the art to its highest points of
excellence, is Frederick Law Olmsted, who as a young
man was inspired by Downing, and w,ho became a landscape gardener when he was placed in charge of the
improvements of Central Park, New York city, about
1856. For more than twenty-five years, Mr. Olmsted has
given his talents wholly to this delightful art, and, more
than any other American, has moulded and crystallized
public taste respecting the appreciation of Landscape
Gardening. A leading spirit in the construction of this
great park was Calvert Vaux, who, with Olmsted, was
joint author of the original plan. Vaux was also associated with A. J. Downing. He died in ]895. He was an
excellent artist.
The initiation of Central Park as a
pleasure ground inaugurated the modern park systems
of the country, and created what the Earl of Meath has
recently designated the "veritable rage for park making" which has "seized the American public." See the
article on Parks, Vol. III.
Within recent years, the number of practitioners of
Landscape Gardening has greatly increased. The art is
becoming established in popular estimation. Tastes
may change, but the changes will affect only the minor
applications of Landscape Gardening. The desire for
Three
artistic treatment of grounds is ineradicable.
national societies are conservators of the Landscape
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erted

;

1229.

An improvised

ruin.

172H.

be expected as long as the human race makes progress.
The constantly increasing wealth of plants modifiers
the spirit of the work. It is no longer worth while to
Every style has its use
follow any school or cult.
and place. In small city or suburban places, a formal
or formalesque treatment of the ground plan may be
desirable. In larger and freer places, the spirit of the
The fundamental
fields may be given fuller expression
thing to consider is the fact that there must be a general
theory or plan before there is any grading and planting,— these latter things are only means to an end. Yet
many persons w^ho would be called landscape gardeners
conceive that to plant a place is the whole of the problem. Tlie working out of the details of the plan is to
Landscape Gardening what building is to architecture,
or what pen-work and grammar are to literature. It is
the industrial or constructional part of the work. It is
what has been called Landscape florticulture (Bailey
"Garden and Forest," 1: 58). It has to do with all the
details of kinds of plants, the care of them, the making
of lawns, and similar problems. The American writings
on Landscape Gardening are mostly writings on landscape horticulture and kinds of plants. Of indigenous
American books, only two (Downing and Waugh) can
be said to give adominant share of their space to the principles of

Landscape Gardening as a

fine-art conception.

The first American practicing landscape gardener of
note was Andr^ Parraentier, who came to this country
from Belgium about 1821 and established q nursery

He
is now in the heart of Brooklyn.
a man of great taste and skill, and Andrew J. Downing considered his "labors and example as having

on ground which

was

effected, directly, far more for Landscape Gardening in
America than those of any other individual whatever."
He laid out many places, even as far away as the southern states on the south and Montreal on the north. The
first American book on Landscape Gardening sprung
full-fledged and complete from the pen of A. J. Downing in 1841, without having undergone the tedious evolution of preliminary and imperfect editions which characterize so many horticultural and kindred writings. It

1230.

of the Leasowes, the seat of Shenstone.
The residence is near the center.

Plan

Gardening and rural art of the country American Park
and Out-Door Art Association
American Society of
Landscape Architects Association of American Ceme:

;

;

tery Superintendents.

The one point

in

which America excels other countries

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
in

landscape art

The

is

first distinct

in tlie rural
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and f^arden cemetery.

movement towards

a rural cenieterjwas made in 1825 by Jacob Kij^elow, of Boston, whoso
work was soon taken up l)y the Massachusetts HortiAs a result of the agitation by this
cultural Society.
admirable organization, Mt. Auburn Cemetery, at Cambridge, was established and incorporated in 1831. The
consumraatiou of this enterprise gave to the world a

cemetery which should be distinct from church-yards,
removed from the city, and softened by the gracious
and tlierel)y, also, the young Massatouch of nature
chusetts Horticultural Society set an example to all
similar organizations and achieved for itself enduring
fame. The work of Reptou and Loudon had not then
enlivened and broadened the conceptions of Landscape
Gardening, and Mt. Auburn, whilst an excellent work
The
of its kind, is not a landscape garden cemetery.
modern art of garden cemetery making— in which, as in
continuous
expanse
greensward
the
the
of
is
the park,
fundamental conception of the fabric — originated with
Adolph Strauch, who, in 1854, became superintendent
of Spring Grove cemetery, Cincinnati. Strauch was a
Prussian, born in 1822, and died in 1883. His work at
Spring Grove cemetery has justly given him lasting
fame, and his book describing the place mnst be consulted by any one who traces the evolution of the garden
cemetery. The Board of Directors of the cemetery said,
at the time of his death, that "he had filled the mea.snre
of his ambition by the consent of his profession, which
ranked him as the equal of Kepton and Piickler-Muskau
as a master of art in landscape creation, which had been
finally proved by him to be possible to be successfully
applied in adorning and making attractive the last resting places of humanity." At the present time, about a
hundred burial places in various parts of North America
can be said to be landscape-garden cemeteries. See the
article on Landscape Cemeteries, following.
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tinguish sharply between the fundamentals and the incidentals,— those things which are to give the character
or tone to tiie place, and those which are embellishments
or ornaments. Keep one or more spaces open. Plant the
sides or boundaries with masses. Use single or individual
plants only to empli;isize or to lieighten an eflect. not to

;

The successful practice of Landscape Gardening depends, first, on an artistic temperament and an inherent love of nature; second, on an intimate knowledge of
plants; and third, on familiarity with various arts and
handicrafts, as the making of roads, grading, draining,
enriching the land, and the like. Landscape Gardening
the
must be sharply distinguished from gardening
former is the making of pictures with plants; the latter
is the growing of plants without reference to the picture. In one, the interest centers in art: in the other it
centers in plants. Since Landscape Gardening is primarily a matter of taste, it is impossible that it be
:

1232

^

Outlme of an open
center and mass planted bides

'

Siiggestion froui Euglisclier

(!>arteii,

Muuich.

character: they are incidentals. Ornament should
be an incident. Foliage is a fundamental. Greensward is
the canvas on which the picture is spread. Plants are more
useful for the positions they occupy than for their kinds.
Walks and drives are no part of a lan<lscape picture
tliey are a necessity, but they may be made to conform
t() the spirit of the picture.
The place for walks and
drives is where they are needed
otherwise they have
no use or purpose. It is the part of a good landscape
gardener to make his grounds conform to the buildings
it should equally be the part of an architect to
nuike his buildings conform to the landscape. Make
views to desirable objects in the outlying landscape or
tlie offscape.
Obstnu-t the views to undesirable parts.
Aim for a good prospect from every window in a
residence, including the kitchen. Shear the trees and
bushes wlien hedges, curiosities, and formal gardens
are wanted
let them assume tlieir natural forms when
a landscape garden is wanted (Figs. 1237, 1238).
Place
no tree or plant until you aresure that it will mean something.
The best results in the planning of any place are to

give

it

:

:

:

:

be expected when one employs a competent landscape
gardener. Avoid the man who places great stress on
flower beds and "designs." Yet one can do much by
himself, and be the happier for the effort. Books will
help.
Some of the current American books on Landscape Gardening and related topics are the following
:

Downing's "Landscape Gardening ;" Kemp's "How to
Lay Out a Garden;" Parson's " Landscape Gardening''
and "How to Plan the Home Grounds ;" Long's "Ornamental Gardening for Americans;" Waugh's "Landscape Gardening ;" Maynard's "Landscape Gardeningas
Applied to Home Decoration;" Davis' "Ornamental
Shrubs ;" Van Rensselaer's "Art Out of Doors ;" Bailey's "Garden-Making." See Uorderif, Herbs, Lcuois,
Parks, K^Jinds.
l_ jj_ p

1231.

Glimpse

in Shenstone's

Leasowes.

dominated by rules. However, a few general precepts
and suggestions may be useful, and these are given in
the following paragraph (see Figs. 12;)2-1238).
The motive of a true landscape garden, as already explained, is to make a picture. The picture should have a
landscape or nature-like effect.
The place should be
one thing it should emphasize some thought or feeling.
It should have one central or emphatic object. Avoid
:

scattered effects.

5G

Bunch or mass the

planting.

Dis-

Landscape Cemeteries (PMate XVII). — The cemeteries
of the present day have come into existence from a desire
to have burials made at a distance from centers of popuThey are
latitm, and among beautiful surroundings.
often called "rural cemeteries." The first one in the
United States to merit this name was Mt. Auburn, near
Boston, Mass., founded in 1831. Since then the idea of
having burial places park-like in their character has
been spreading until they contain to-day some of the
most beautiful landscapes developed by the hand of
man. The wish to have in the cemetery all the beauty
of trees, shrubs, lawns and fiowers has gradually led to
tlie abolition of fences, coping and other lot enclosures,
and a reduction in the number of monuments and the
size of headstones. There are many who now believe

-
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that the last resting place should be sxirrouuded by the
quietness and beauty of these features of nature's handiwork without distracting stonework or artitioial objects.
There are others who say that "the cemetery shoukl be
a cemetery," meaning by this expression that it should
resemble somewhat closely the old churchyard or graveyard, with its multitude of
crowded stones, inscribed with the names
and good qualities of all buried within its
_ ^
=s^
walls.
All agree that the cemetery should be so
situated and maintained as to menace in no
way the healthfulness of surrounding neighborhoods. The ideal location is one where
the ground is somewhat undulating and thoroughly drained by having a porous subsoil,
while the surface soil is sutHciently rich and
deep to support a good growth of vegetation.
In some instances, as at Forest Hills, Boston,

Mass., and at Woodlawn, New York, it has
been necessary to blast and rt^move rock and
then fill in the space with earth. In other
cases, the natural soil has been so poor that
it has been necessary to cover it with rich
In still
earth hauled from a long distance.
other cases, it has been found necessary
to select a clay soil because there was no
other, or to make ground by excavating lakes,
using the material excavated to raise the surrounding land, or to bury above ground in

contains streams or lakes or valuable trees, these condimay make it necessary to construct more drives
than would otherwise be desirable. They can generally
be staked out on the ground by eye with a better effect
than if drawn first in an office by the use of some geotions

—

:,

-'^y-y^B

-^— —
structures erected for the purpose, as at New
Orleans.
When a site is chosen, it is iisually subdivided into sections and lots, which must be
nuule accessible by the construction of drives and
walks. The drive should pass within 150 or 200 feet
of every place available for burial. The width of the
drive should vary according to the size of the cemetery and the probable amount of driving. If the area
is very small, say not over four or five acres, it may be
unnecessary to have any drive. In a little larger area,
in one stiU
a grass drive 8 feet wide might suflice
larger, a driveway IG feet; and, finally, a cemetery designed to accommodate large populations should have
good macadamized roadways 24 or 32 feet in width.
Walks should generally be left in grass wlihdi forms
part of a continuous lawn, such l)eing better in appearance and more easily maintained than those made of
gravel. The location of the drives will determine the
shape and size of the sections. The plans should be
made after a careful study of the ground in question,
the drives being placed so that they will have easy
grades, command good views, and be as few as possible
without being more than BOO or 400 feet apart. When
the ground is irregular in shape, or has steep slopes, or
-'

;

1234.

A

flank planting, leaving the center free.

metrical curve. They should nearly always be curved
to produce the most pleasing result, a curved driveway
being interesting because
(1) when the margins are
properly planted certain portions of the ground are
always hidden
(2) they insure varied effects of light
and shade
(3) they make the average distance from
the cemetery entrance to the lots shorter than if one
follows straight lines and turns right angles.
An open tract, to begin with, is in many ways preferable to one that is thickly vpooded, but groups of trees
or single specimens that have broadened out in a natural
way would be very valuaVde, since they would help to
take away the naked, forbidding appearance of land
newly planted with young trees. On a vacant area, it
is usually advisable to plant some large trees for the
sake of immediate effect. These can be grouped about
the entrance, a fork in the drives, the top of a hill, the
margin of a lake, or other distinguishing position. The
objection to a piece of land covered with thick w^oods
is that the necessary thinning to get sufficient open space
will leave tall, spindling trees, unused to exposure.
These, while not very attractive in
theraselves,are very likely to die and are
liable to be blown dowm. If there are
thick woods in the land chosen, the
trees selected to remain should be those
that are healthiest and have the lowest branches.
Some of the trees removed might be cut off at the ground,
when the sprouts springing from the
stump will form beautiful bush-like
:

;

;

specimens.
The necessary buildings will vary
with the size of the cemetery, but they
should always bemodest in appearance
and suitably embellished with shrubbery and vines. The office would naturally be placed near the entrance to
avoid unnecessary vs'alking, but it
should not l)e placed immediately on

^'*1^',V"
1233.

A

free

and open center.

the highway or public street. The
large arch frequently built over the
gateway is usually too pretentious in
appearance and not in keeping with
the character of the grounds. A natural archway of living trees would be
better. The chapel, if any, should he
built well within the grounds to give it
greater seclusion and (piietness.

)

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
Whether there

sboulil be

LANDSCAPE

greenhouses or not cannot

discussed here on account of the limits of this article.
said that with the greater variety of
flowering trees and shrubs which wo have to choose from,
is well as the thousands of hardy, flowering, herbaceous
plants, most beautiful effects cau be produced without
tlie expense, the continual labor and the bare beds more
than half the year, which would follow the construction
of greenhouses.
Usually the selection for planting of
material found growing in the adjacent country will help
to produce satisfactory results with little exjienditurc
of money and time. To prevent intrusion, a fence along
the boundary of the cemetery is necessary, but this can
lie a simple inexpensive wire fence, serving in places as
a support for vines, and in places being hidden by a
holt of trees and shrubbery.
No one would now make
the cemetery dreary by contining the planting to spruces
lie

It

may simply be

1335.

A structural

foUaee mass, with rueeed sky line and

and weeping willows. On the contrary, every effort is
made to secure briji:ht, clieerful effects by the selection
all kinds of flowering, happy-looking plants.
The
modem cemetery becomes in fact a sort of arboretum.
It includes some evergreens which are most suitably
grouped along the boundary belt, and which should contain all kinds of hardy pines, as well as the more stitf
and formal spruces. The planting of Norway spruces
has in many places been overdone. The development of

much importance that Mr. Strauch, who was the greatest cemetery designer that we have had. used to call the present
method "the landscape lawn plan."
A good landscape in the cemetery is usually the result
of years of growth. It must first be carefully designed,
and then receive care and attention from some one
familiar and in sympathy with the scheme adopted. To
insure such attention, and to protect the interest of all
lot-owners, as well as to maintain the dignity and character of a city of the dead, rules have been adopted by
all leading cemeteries.
These rules are the result of
**'tudy and experience on the part of many men.
At
attractive landscapes in cemeteries is of so

881

meeting of the Association of American Cenietery
Superintendents, held at Boston, in 1890, the following
recommended by a unanimous vote of those
in attendance
Rule 1
(This should be a general rule, st.^tiiig the
authority and conditions on which lots are sold and the
restrictions on transfers.
The rule, of course, would
have to be varied according to conditions existing in
each cemetery.
Rule 2 The Trustees desire to leave the improvetnents of lots, as far as possible, to the taste of the
owners but, in justice to all, they reserve the right,
given them by law, to exclude or remove from any lot
any headstone, monutnent or other structure, tree, plant
or other object whatever which may conflict with the
regulations, or which they shall consider injurious to
the general appeaivini'C of the grounds
but no trees
a

rules were

;

:

:

;

;

trreffular

of

GAKD1':N1N(.;

eround plan, and embellished with

growing within any

flow^crs

on the margin.

lot shall be removed or trimmed
without the consent of the Trustees.
Rule 3 Lot-owners may have planting or other work
done on their lots at their expense, upon application to
the Superintendent. No workmen other than employees
of the cemetery will )>e admitted to the cemetery except
fnr the purpose of setting stone-wurk.
Rule 4 No iron- or wire-work, and no seats or vas^s
will be allowed on lots, excepting })y permission of thn
Trustees, and when any article made of iron begins to
rust, the same shall be removed from the cemetery.
Kule 5: The Trustees desire to encourage the planting
of trees and shrubbery, Init, in order to protect the rights
of all and to secure the best general resxilts, they require
that such planting shall be done only in accordance with
tlie directions of the Superintendent of the cemetery.
No coping, nor any kind of enclosure, will he
Rule
permitted. The boundaries of lots will be marked by
corner-stones, which will be set by the cemetery, at the
expense of the lot-owner, with the centers upon the lines
bounding the lot. Corner-stones nmst not project above
the ground and must not be altered nor removed.
;

:

:

Rule

LANDSCAPE GARDENING

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
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7

No

:

lots shall

be

filled

above tbe established

grade,
All iuterments in lots shall be restricted to
the members of the family or relations of the lot-owner.
Rule 9 No disinterment will be allowed without the

Rule

8

;

:

Rule 19 The Trustees shall have the right to make
exceptions from the foregoing rules in favor of designs
which they consider exceptionally artistic and ornamental, and such exceptions shall not be construed as a
rescission of any rule.
It shall be the duty and right of
Rule 20
the Trustees from time to time to lay out and
alter such avenues and walks, and to make such
rules and regulations for the government of the
grounds as they may deem requisite and proper
and calculated to secure and promote the gen:

:

eral object of the cemetery.
Rule 21 The Superintendent is directed to
enforce the above regulations, and to exclude
from the cemetery any person wilfully violating
:

the same.

Cemeteries

should

be

established upon

a

basis to enable those in authority to take uni-

form care of the grounds for all time. The
prices charged for lots should be high enough
to enable a fund to be set aside that will yield
an annual income sufficient to pay all necessary

1236. A good planting on the boundary.
Against this backgrouud, flowers would look well.

permission of the Trustees, of the lot-owner, and uf the
next of kin of the deceased.
Rule 10 Mounds over graves should be kept low, not
exceeding four inches in height
and stone or other
enclosures around graves will not be allowed.
Rule 11 Foundations for all monuments, headstones,
etc., shall be built by the cemetery at the expense of the
lot-owner, and fifteen days' notice must be given for the
building of foundations. The cost of the same must lie
paid in advance.
Rule 12 Every foundation must be at least as wide
and as long as the base stone resting upon it, and must
not project above the surface of the ground. All foundations must extend as low as the bottom of the grave.
Rule 13 Only one monument will be permitted on a
family burial lot.
Rule 14 (This should be a rule limiting the height
of headstones, and the lower this limit is made the betEven with the lawn is considered best.)
ter.
Rule 15 All stone- and marble-works, monuments and
headstones must be accepted by the Superintendent as
being in conformity with the foregoing rules before
being taken into the cemetery.
Rule 16: No monument, headstone or coping, and no portion of any vault above
ground, shall be constructed of other material than cut stone or real bronze. No artificial material will be permitted.
Rule 17: The Trustees wish, as far as possible, to discourage the building of vaults,
believing, with the best landscape gardeners
of the day, that they are generally injurious
to the appearance of the grounds, and, unless constructed with great care, are apt to
:

;

:

:

:

:

:

general expenses. In laying out a new cemetery, those in charge should seek the best adavailable. Such advice should be based on
^ice
^lihS
a thorough knowledge of Landscape Gardening
and the special needs of burial grounds. Much
information can be obtained bj' visiting Spring
Grove, at Cincinnati, Ohio, generally recognized
as the pioneer of park-like cemeteries, and perhaps the
best example in the world.
Oakwoods Cemetery, at
Swan Point Cemetery, at Providence,
Troy, N. Y.
R. I., and Forest Hills, at Boston, Mass., are some of
the prominent examples of the system now in vogue.
;

Graceland Cemetery, at Chicago, 111., although much
smaller in area than those already mentioned, contains
some good landscape effects. There are many other
cemeteries in the vicinity of the large cities of the
United States which can be commended on account of
the good taste displayed in them. There are others,
like Mt. Auburn of Boston, Greenwood of Brooklyn and
Laiirel Hill of Philadelphia, which, while containing
many beautiful trees and expensive monuments, include also many fences, railings, copings and hedges
that serve as examples of what to avoid rather than to
imitate.

Our leading cemeteries should keep pace with the best
thought of the times, with the best theories of religion,
science and economics. They should be, as the name
implies, sleeping places — places of rest and freedom
from intrusion. It seems natural that people should

""

leak and are liable to rapid decay, and in
the course of tiine to become unsightly
ruins.
Therefore, no vaults will be permitted to be built unless the designs for
the same are exceptionally good, and the
construction is solid and thorough. The designs must be submitted to the Trustees,
and will not be approved unless the struc^
ture would, in their judgment, be an architectural ornament to the cemetery.
JMaterial for stone or marble
Rule 18
work will not be allowed to remain in the
cemetery longer than shall be strictly necessary, and refuse or other unused material
must be removed as soon as the work is completed.
In case of neglect such removal will be made by the
cemetery at the expense of the lot-owner and contractor.
who shall be severally responsible. No material of any
kind will be received at the cemetery after 12 o'clock m.
on Saturdays.
:

1237.

An

artistic

group-planting alongside a walk.

select for such a place the very best production of landscape-art, a place where spreading lawns give a cheerful warmth and sunlight
where pleasing vistas show
distant clouds orthe setting sun where branching trees
give grateful shade, furnish pleasing objects to look at,
and places for the birds to come each year and fiintr
;

;

;

LANDSCAPE GARnEXIXG

LANTANA

asain their welcome songs
where blossoniiug shrubs
(klight the eye, perfume the air, and make attractive
resting places.
Such places may seem to exist more
for the living than for the dead, i>ut the living are the
ones that need them. If it seems natural to select a
most beautiful park, a real picture, we might say, for a
sleeping place, it seems strange to put into this 'picture
obelisk after obelisk, stone posts and slabs of all shapes

is

Lantanas have been long in cultivation, and it is diflicult to refer the garden forms to botanical species. The
species themselves are confusing. Most of the garden
kinds are of the L. Camara type. There are several
Camara-like species which probably have hybridized to
produce these forms; but Voss, the' latest garden monographer, regards these species as only forms of L. Camara (preferring, however, to use the namei/. aculeata).
Accepting L. Cumara in Voss's sense, the garden
Lantanas may be said to be derived from that
species; and this view is adopted below. Monogr.
by J. C. Schauer, DC. Prodr. xi. 5'J4-609.
L. H. B.
The Lantana has been improved in its usefulness as a bedding plant of late years, largely
through the efforts of French hybridizers. The
older varieties were mostly rather tall and lanky,
later in coming into bloom, and dropped their
flowers badly after rain storms, but were showy
in warm and dry weather. The new varieties are
dwarf, spreading and bushy in habit, early and
free-flowering, and the heads or umbels of bloom
average much larger, with florets in proportion;
1238. A eroup which has been spoiled by the pruning sheare.
nor do they drop off from the plants as the old
varieties did in bad weather. These newer kinds
and sizes, and stone tombs within whose walls their
are not as well known as they should be. They are very
owners hope to have their dead bodies preserved fordesirable for any situation where sun-lovinj^: bedding
ever.
The history of sepulture shows the futilitj' of
plants are used, in groups or borders, window-boxes, bastrying to preserve one's body or one's name with the lielp
kets and vases. The Lantana is not particular as to soil,
of stone. A man can only hand his name down to posand flourishes provided the exposure is sunny and the
terity by his own work, and even if his body should bo
soil well supplied with moisture, at least until a fair
preserved as long as were those of the ancient Egypgrowth has been made. When weil estalilislied it does
tians, it might finally be used only to propel a locomonot seem to mind drought, and eontinue bri.udit and attive or a steamboat. These facts should be recognized
tractive in the hottest weather.
It
should not be
in the modern cemetery.
The ground should assist in
transplanted out in the open before dau^^r of frost is
changing the body back into organic forms or to receive
over. If the old plants are wanted for propagation, cut
the ashes, if the quicker process of cremation is adopted.
them back and transfer to pots early in September, and
The scenery should solace those that are bereft.
wdien they start into new growth the soft wood will furIt is repugnant to our best feelings to use the same
nish cuttings that root easily. Keep young stock in a
land over and over again, as is done in many cities in
warm position through the winter months, and repot in
Europe and, to some extent, in the United States. A
April.
(•(-metery is frequentl_y spoken of as the last resting place,
Save the old plants, after Jack Frost has nipped their
and it serves mankind best when it is so in fact, since in
freshness late in the fall, prune severely back, remove
that case, after it has si-rved its purpose of purification,
them indoors, giving them a temperature anywhere
it becomes a park, a breathing place for the people of
above 40'^, and with a little attention and fresh soil,
the city, whose growth is likely to crowd the vicinity with
every plant will be a perfect specimen, covered with
houses. The memory of past generations will certainly
bloom in May. Gardeners train them into flne standards,
be sweeter if it is associated with trees, than if it is
as prim and shapely as need be. Among the French
i-iinnected with tombs, catacomhs and pyramids.
The
varieties the most representative are Argus, orange with
problem presented to cemetery associations is, thereyellow center; Tethys, canary yellow^; A. Claveau, silvery rose with yellow center. These are very dwarf
fore, how to secure the most pleasing combinations of
sjireading growers, about 8 in. high. Amiel is semigrowing plants, including trees, shrubs, tlowers and
the most harmodwarf, orange-red with yellow center, bright and showy
grass
the most satisfactory views
nious and restful park, for the cemetery is really a
I'rotee belongs to the same class, rose color, yellowshaded center; Delicatissima is a trailing or creeping
memorial park.
sort, with slender stems, small leaves and dainty tlowThose seeking information on this subject will find it
ers of pink and lavender; La Pluie d'Or, golden yellow,
in the histories of the various cemeteries and in encyis a standard variety among the older kinds.
clopedias. The development of the landscape idea in
Geove p. Rawsox.
connection with cemeteries is given in some of the reports of those institutions, that of Spring Grove for the
jnicij.
spinij:
fruit
A.
Plant
often
year 1869 being especially valuable. The reports of the
Camera, Linn. {L. urnJecttc ,h\n\\.). Fig. Vl'.VJ. Small
Association of American Cemetery Superintendents conshrub, 1-4 ft. high, hairy, sometimes with short, booked
tain many papers of interest.
The volumes of the
prickles: Ivs. rather thick, rugose, scabrous above but
"Modern Cemetery," afterwards the "Park and Cemepubescent beneath, ovate or cordate-ovate, mostly shorttery," the only periodical devoted to the interests of
acuminate, crenate-dentate, the petioles short: clusters
of
phases
relating
to
all
burial places, contain articles
of fls. on strong axillary peduncles which may or may
the subject. All books relating in any way to Landnot exceed the Ivs.: fls. in a dense, nearly flat-topped
scape Gardening are of value in cemetery work, since
head, usually opening yellow or pink but changing to
they treat of all its natural features.
orange or scarlet, the bracts narrow and not conspicuSkmonds.
O. C.
ous. Trop. Amer., extending north to Texas and S. Ga.
LANTANA (old name, once applied to a Viburnum).
B.M. 96. L.B.C. 12:1171 (as L. scabrida, Ait.}. -In the
I'erbendcea'. Perhaps a half hundred species of herbs
wild, the plant may grow 10 ft. high, and it is usually
or shrubs, sometimes half-climbing, with opposite rough
]irickly
(hence the name L. aculeata of Linnaeus). The
dentate leaves, and spikes or cymes of small verbenarultivated plant is less prickly or even unarmed. The
like flowers. They are natives of the tropical and subplant has a strong smell, but the ease with which it can
tropical parts of Asia, Africa and America. Fls. small,
be made to produce an almost continuous supply of
gamopetalous, the calyx very small, the coi'oUa someliloom
renders it a popular greenhouse and bedding subwhat irregularly 4-5-parted, the corolla tube slender
ject.
Color of fls. varies on different plants. Of late
stamens 4, didynamous: ovary 2-loculed. becoming a
years the Lantanas have been neglected by florists, but
fleshy or dryish drupe with 2 nutlets. The bracts suliimproved varieties are now bringing it into favor again.
tending the' head often imitate an involucre. Verbena
Var. nivea (L. uiiwa. Vent.). Fls. white, the outer
•iiffers in having akene-like nutlets and long-tubular oones becoming bluish: heads rounder. B.M. I'Mij.
toothed calyx.
;

;

;

:

LAPAGERIA

LANTANA
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(L.

Var. mutibilis

niven, var.

midfibilis,

Hook,).

Remarkable for the change of color in the nearly globular heads: in little more than a day the fls. may change
from white through yellowish, lilac, rose and blue. The
outer fls. open white and run through yellowish, rose
and lilac; the inner ones open yellowish. B.M. 3110.
R.H. 1852:161.

LAPAGfiRIA (the Empress Josephine, nee Tascher de
LaPagerie). Litiaeew. Chilean Bellflowek. A single species of not>le, half-hardy evergreen climber, alLvs. alternate, lance-ovate or cordate-lanceolate, 3-5-nerved, acuminate: fls. large and
showy, bell-shaped, hanging singly from the upper axils
or somewhat racemose at the end of the vine, about
3 in. long; stamens 0, borne on the torus or slightly attached to the base of the inner segments, shorter than
the perianth: ovary sessile and 1-loculed, with 3 parietal
placentae, ripening into a 3-angled, oblong, fleshy, indehiscent, berry-like beaked fruit, and bearing nearly
globular seeds imbedded in the pulp. L. rdsea, Ruiz &
Pavon, is the only species. Fig. 1240. It has rose-colored or rose-crimson fls., with lighter spots. Chile.
B.M. 4447. F.S. 5:491; 20:2059-60. R.H. 1850:101. Gt.
G.O. III. 20:057 (fruits); 25:45.
46:1445; 47, p. 101.
Gn. 34, p. 321 48, p. 475; 49:10.56; 55, p. 57. Gng. 5:356.
Mn. 7:191. Var. albifldra, Hook. (var. lilba, Hort.), has
white or whitish fls. B.M. 4892. R.H. 1852:441. F.S.
20:2059-60. Gn. 41, p. 53; 49:1056 and p. 175; 54, p. 277.
double-fld.
A.G. 13:745 (poor). Gng. 2.187; 5:356.
form of the white variety is shown in G.C. II. 17:777.
The species is variable in vigor, floriferousness, size,
color and substance of bloom, and there are a number
Lapagerias are
of named horticultural subvarieties.
tall-twining plants, suitable for rafters or walls in coolhouses, or for culture in the open in the milder parts of
the country. They are usually propagated from layers,
but stronger plants usually are obtained from seeds, although varieties may not come true. The first live
plants were introduced into England in 1847. Lapagerias should be seen more frequently in America. Francesehi says that in California the plant prefers shady
places "where the atmosphere will never become too
dry."
Lapageria rosea and PhiJesia buxifoUa have been
hybridized by Veitch, producing a plant known as Philu'ljeria
]-eitc'jiii, Mast. (G.C.
1872:358).
Philesia afforded the pollen. It is not in the American trade, but
is a most interesting plant hybrid.
For an anatomical
study of it, bearing on problems of hybridity, see
•T. M. Macfarlane, Trans.
Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, 37, pt.
lied to the smilaxes.

;

A
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Lantana Camara (X

Va).

Var. mlsta {L. misfa, Linn. Not spelled mixta by
Linua?us, although it is so spelled hy later autliors).
Outer fls. opening yellowish and l:)ecoming saffron and
brick-red; inner fls. yellow, changing to orange.

Var. crdcea {L. crocea, Jacq.). Fls. opening sulfuryellow and changing to saffron. R.H. 1852:461.
Var. sangruinea (L. .irnufninea, j\Iedic.).
saffron-yellow, changing to bright red.

Fls.

opening

ptirpdrea, Hornem.
Erect
branches 4-angled and
hairy, with few recurved spines: Ivs. ovate,
narrowed into a petiole, acuminate, serrate-crenate, rugose: fls. purple, very pretty, in hemispherical-umbel:

somewhat

late heads, the bracts short and lance-subulate. S. Amer.
Int. by Francesehi, 1900.
form of L. Camara I

—

AA.

A

Plant never

spin]]:

fruit Ihin-fteahed

usually not

,

207(1892).
L. H. B.
by no means an easy task to grow Lapagerias.
They do best planted out into a cool greenhouse, where
only the morning sun strikes them. If the border or bed
in the greenhouse is on a naturally sandy or gravelly
subsoil, so that the natural drainage is perfect, it is an
ideal place for these plants. They like a deep berl of
sand or gravel underneath their roots, where abundance
1,

p.

It is

juicy.
trifdlla, Linn. {L. annua, Linn.).
Half-shrubby,
hairy: Ivs. ovate-lanceolate or elliptic-obloug, pointed,
crenate-dentate, in 8's or 4's; heads becoming ovoid or
oblong, the involucre not conspicuous: fls. rose-lilac
varying to white, with yellow throat: fr. rather pulpy,
showing well amongst the bracts. Trop. Amer. B.M.
1449. — The name L. annua seems to have been applied
to young plants, on the impression that they were
annuals. The picture of L. annua in B.M. 1022 is quite
as likely to be a form of L. Camara. Little known in

cult.

Sellowiina, Link and Otto (L. deliratissima, Hort.?).
or Trailinp. Lantana. Twiggy, slender plant
with lopping or trailing pubescent branches Ivs. small,
ovate, tapering lielow, close-toothed: fls. small, in longstalked small heads, rosy lilac, the outer bracts or scales
of the involucre broad-ovate and hairy and half or less
as long as the slender pubescent corolla tube. S. Amer.
B.M. 2981. B. :t:115. R.H. 18.')2:461?-A very profuse
bloomer in both winter and summer, and most desirable
for pot or basket culture.
Should be better known.
Verbena-like. The plant seems to be an escape in Fla.

Weeping

:

involucrita, Linn. Low, much-branched bush, with
obscurely 4-angled gray branches, and blunt, ovate,
small, crenate-dentate Ivs.: fls. small, nearly or quilo
equalled by the ovate involucre bracts. Trop. Amer.,
reaching N. to ,S. Fla. and S. Tex. -Said to be occasionally cult, indoors for the light lilac or wdiite Ms.
L. H. B.

1240.

Lapaecria rosea (X H).

of water can be applied during the spring and sunmier
months and where the drainage is perfect. Light peaty
loam is best, and after plants are fully established they
like plenty of liquid fertilizing. The soil, in all cases,

.

LAPAGERIA
must be open and sundy.

They should

LARIX
be

trained

a wall, facing either the east or north. Abundant syringing, temperature not to exceed 50° to 00° at
night, and even as low as 4,')° at night in winter, plenty
of air, -these are requisites. In winter they require but
little water except spraying when the temperature war-

BB.

Size of

atciiiust

Where no sueli sandy strata or subsoil exists
it.
must be provided, but care must be taken that they
not
crowded
into an obscure corner where the soil
are
will not dry out, as otherwise it will sour and the plants
rants

<:.

LAPEIEOtrSIA. Preferably

spelled Lape!/roiisia

LAPEYROOSIA (Jean Franvois Galoup de Lapeyrouse,
distinguished French naval officer, born 1741). Irith)ceae. About 32 species of African bulbs, something like
Preesias, but with blue or red lis., which are produced in
summer instead of spring. They can be grown outdoors
in the North with some winter covering, and are saiil to
be quite hardy south of Washington, D. C, if planteil
deep. By American dealers they are still listed uniler
the name of Anomatheca, which Baker has reduced to
one of the 3 subgenera of Lapeyrousia, characterized by
having several Ivs. forming a 2-ranked basal rosette, accompanied by a long, Ijranched stem. Lapeyrousia is
furtlier distinguished from Freesia by having a more
slender perianth-tube, with the stamens inserted at tlie
throat instead of below; also by the ovules being more
regularly superposed instead of crowded together. The
species of Lapeyrousia have an egg-shaped or globose
corm about
in. thick, and matted with tunics
Ivs.
linear or sword-shaped: inflorescence various, often a
loose, 1-sided, more or less zigzag spike, as in Freesia:
rts. variously colored, 1-2 in. across; perianth tube long
or short; segments spreading, 'A larger than theother:!.

K

:

l\Ionographe(i by Baker in his "Hand book of tlie Iritira'."
and also in the African floras.
These plants will probably never have anything like
the degree of popularity enjoyed byFreesias, becau-^e of
their later season of l>looni and lack of fragrance. Proliably the most popular kind is L. crite}it(i, which grows
(i-10 in. high, blooming in summer and fall.
In a sheltered and in light, porous soil it generally succeeds in
the North without any protection, but the bull)s ;ire
safer in very severe winters under a covering of litter
or straw. The bulbs increase rapidly, and should be divided every few years before they become too crowded.
.•\,

Color of

fix. eliiefhj

blue or violet.

corymbdsa, Ker. ( Aunmatliecn corymbosa Hort. A.
Blanc). This belongs to the subgenus Ovieda, having
usually 1-2 basal Ivs., while the next 3 species belong to
,

the subgenus Anomatheca, having more numerous Ivs.
L. corymbosa has 1 basal leaf which is spreading, swordshaped, 4-6 in. long: inflorescence a dense flat-toppeil
cluster of as many as 1.5 fls. each about 1 in. across,
with practically 'regular segments, blue, with a st:irshaped white figure near the throat, outlined in bhick
after the fashion of Quedlinburg Phlox. B.Jl. 595. .J.H.
III. :i2:379.

AA.

Color of

fl.i. red, u ith 3 darker spots at the base
of the S smaller segments.

B.

Size of

fls.

2

in. across.

grandifldra, Baker. (A. grandiflora, Baker). Lvs. 1 ft.
or more long: fls. bright red; stamens as long as the
segments; the 3 style branches each 2-cut. B.M. (1924.
—A newer species than cruenta, and perhaps destined
to greater favor.
Conn globose (ovoid in the others
here described).

Segments

885
ill.

iicross.

hrii/ht varmiui'.

cruenta, Benth. (.1. t/-Hf»/„. Lindl. ). Lvs.
ft.
1
long: stamens less than half as long as the seg]n enfs;
the 3 style branches uncut.
B.R." KJ-ridO
\j B.C.
19:1857.

P.M.

it

not do well. The roots nnist not be put too deep, as the
plant is a shallow rooter. If no sand-bed can be had it
is best to have the young plants in shallow pans, an<l.
breaking the bottom, set them into such a prepared
bed, sinking the pans until the roots go out "into the
prepared bed. In their native homes Lapagerias grow
where pleuty of water falls during their growing scason and where tliey are semi-dormant the rest of the
year. They flower from the well-ripened an<l matured
wood of a strong growth. Propagation is effected by
by means of layers or from seeds. H. A.
SlEBRECHT.

fls. 1

CO.

1:103.

J.H.

III. 31 :397.

Seijmi'iils jiule

red orrusif.

jiincea, Pourr. (.1 jh»,t«, Ker.).
Lvs. strap-sh ape.l.
(linear in the 2 preceding species) 0-8 in. long: stamens half as long as the segments. — Less known in cult.
than the others.
t
p t.-^,
„.,
i b.
Kellek
and ,x^^
M.
.

,

,

,

.

LAPPA. See

LAKCH.

.

.l/rfi»»,.

Loi-

LAKDIZABALA
abal y Uribe).

(after the Spanish naturalist Lardiz-

Jii-rberidiirea'.

Six species of S. Ameri-

can shrubby climliers, mostly Chilean, one of which is
cult, outdoors in S. Calif, and the warmer parts of Enrope. It is sonu-thing like the well known hanly vine

Akebio

qiiiiiiila. having similar, odd-looking, dark-colored fls., but the leaflets are in 3's instead of 5's. Tieleaves may be once, twice or thrice termite, aTid tl]e\
are dark green, glossy, and here and there hav.^
or 2
almost spin}' teeth.
There are 4 genera <if the Barberry family contaiiiiiig
shrubby climbers that are cult. Of these Akeliia is the
iiest. Akebia ;i]id Hollioellia have free stamens
Lardizabala and Stauntonia have monadelphous stamens. In
all of these the showy parts are the
si-pals, the (; petjds being much smaller in Lardizabala ami absent in
Stauntonia. Lardizabala is further distinguished from
Stamitonia by having once- to tlirice-ternate foliage and
oblong lierries. while Stauntonia has digitate foliage
with 3-7 leaflets.
1

:

bitemita, Ruiz & Pav. Lvs. generally onee ternate,
particularly in the flowering branches Ifts. rather leathery, evergreen, ovate, dark green above, paler and netted-veined beneath: staminate Hs. in a dense drooping
spike, containing as many as 15 fls. each about 1 in.
across, with ovate dark purplish chocolate colored sepals and small lanceolate white petals. Chile. B.Bl.
4501. Gn. 28, p. 489.-(Jrows about 12 ft. high against
walls in warmer parts of Englaml. The fruit is said to
be sold in the Chilean markets and cordage is made of
the fiber.
:

^

LAEIX

jj

Coniferir.
Larih.
Tamarack. Ornamental deciduous <-oniferous trees oj
pyramidal habit, with the lvs. linear and clustered except on yotnig sho(»ts, where they are sjdrally arranged,

(ancient Latin name).

and with the pistillate tls. often very conspicuous by
their bright purple color: cones erect, globose to oblong, rarely more than 2 in. long. They are all hardy
North except the Himalayan L. Griffithi. and are often
planted as park trees, chiefly for the light green foliage
and the regular conical, or in some vars. pendulous,
habit
The most beautiful is probably L. Irptolepis,
with the foliage turning bright yellow in fall, wdiile the
others assume only a pale yellow color. They are also
very valuable forest trees, especially for the northern
and mountainous regions no forest tree goes farther
north than the Larch, reaching in N. America 07° and
in Siberia 72° of latitude. The wood is hard, heavy and
very duralile, and nmch used for construction, that of
L. oerideiitii lis being considered the best of all Anjerican conifers. From the European Larch turpentine is
obtained. The bark contains tamiin, and an extract is
used for tanning leather. The Larch grows in almost
any kiml of soil, including clay and limestone, and in-efers a somewhat moist, but well-drained soil and an
open situation; the American Larch grows well e\'en in
swamps. Cnfortunately several insects and fungi prey
;

on the Larch, and sometimes do considerable damage,
Pro)>.
especially the leaf-eating larvae of some moths.
usually by seeds sown in spring, and the young seedlings shaded; vars. are grafted on seedlings, mostly on
those of L. decidua Eiiropira either outdoors by whipor cleft-grafting or in the greenhouse by veneer-grafting:
they may also be increased by cuttings of nearly ripened
wood under glass or by layers, but this methoil is rarely
i

)

,

,

LASIANDRA

LAHIX
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practiced. Nine species in the colder regions of the
northern hemisphere. Staminate fls. small, globose to
oblong, solitary, consisting of numerous short-stalked,
spirally arranged anthers; pistillate tls. larger, consisting of several or luimerous scales, with 2 naked ovules
at the base, each scale borne in the axil of a much longer
bract; cone with woody, 2-seeded scales, persistent on
the axis seeds with large, thin wings, ripening the first

fig. 5.
B.H. 22:8, fig. 2. -The handsomest of the
Larches as a lawn tree. Var. minor, Murr. (var. MurMaxim.
Tv.
Japdniea, Murr., not Garr. ).
ray ana
Dwarfer form with smaller cones. Gt. 20 :G8.5, fig. 2. B.
H. 22:0, tig. 4.
verij narroir ;
BB. Lvs. without white tines
scales

20:685,

,

,

erect-spreading, straight or si ightlij incurved at
the apex.

;

Alfred Rehder.

year.

The European Larch

is

an upright, conical grower,

and one of our best lawn trees. In the spring, when it
is covered with its new growth of soft, feathery, light
green foliage, it is a very striking and beautiful object.
As it begins growth at a low temperature, it is the first
of our trees to be covered with new foliage. Again in the

uutunm it is very beautiful, as its needles turn a golden
color before falling, for this tree, unlike most of the
ijonifers, is deciduous after the first
year. In the middle West ;ind along
the coast in Massachiisetts, it is
planted for timber, shelter belts

decidua, Mill. [L. Europa^a, DC.). European Larch.
Pig. 1241. Tree, to 100 ft., with pyramidal, later often
irregular, head: bark dark grayish brown: brauchlets
slender, glabrous, yellowish: lvs. compressed, triangular, soft and obtuse, bright green, /4-lK in. long; pistillate fls. purplish; cones K-1^ in. long, with many almost orbicular scales, usually finely tomentose on the
back.
N. and M. Eu. Gt. 20:684, fig. 3. B.H. 22:7, fig.

Var.

1.

pendula. Loud.

With pendulous branches

;

and wind-breaks. Unlike its American relative, L. Americana, or
Tamarack, this tree grows on high
ground and does well on a great variety of soils.

on

low,

It

does not do well

submerged ground, the

homeof JJ. Americaua. The Larch
is known in Europe as one of the most durable woods
does not ignite easily, neither does it splinter, and the
in great demand for these reasons for battleships before the ironclads displaced the wooden ships.
The Larch stands transplanting well, but this must
be done very early in the spring, before new growth
begins. The seed is so^ti in beds of finely prepared
soil, about the middle of May, and either raked in or
covered very lightly by hand, not to exceed one-eighth
of an inch. It is usually sown in beds 4 feet wide. As
soon as it germinates it is shaded with lath frames,
raised about 10 inches above the bed. The first year it
makes a growth of from 2 to 4 inches, and holds its foliage the first winter. A slight covering of hay or straw
should be lightly shaken over the seedlings as soon as
winter sets in, to prevent the seedlings being thrown out
by continual freezing and thawing. The frames are put
on again to hold the snow. During the following summer the frames should be removed entirely. At two
years old they will be from 6 to 20 inches in height, and
can then be moved to nursery rows or planted out permanently in the forest. The seeds should be sown
thicker than other conifer seed, as seldom over (iO per
cent germinate. Sometimes they make very little upward growth the first and second years after transplanting, seemingly putting all their strength into the
side shoots in order to spread out and shade the ground
over their roots, a custom followed by all the conifers
on hot, sandy soil. This being finally accomplished,
they will make a rapid upward growth.
ThOS. n. Dot'GLAS.
It

wood was

A.

Brarfs lomjrr

fhe scales: scalrs vumerons
or recurved after mafurUi).

iluni

^tiff, .sprcifliiH/

occident^lis, Nutt. Tall tree, to 150 ft., with darkculored bark, l)ecoining bright cinnamon-red on older
trunks, and with short, horizontal l)runches, forming a
narrow pyramidnl head: brauchlets pubescent when
young: Ivs. rigid, shiirply pointed, triangular, keeled
beneath, l-r>^ in. long, pale green: cone oblong, 1-1 i^n in.
long: scales orbicular, almost entire, tomentose bcneatli.
Brit. Col. to Mont, and Ore.
S.S. 12:504.
G.F. 0:4117.
Gt. 20;Gb5, figs,S-10. G.C.
7\A.

B.

Lrs.

irifh

;?

II. 2r.:032.

B.H. 22:8,

tigs. ;{-5.

liracis .sliorfcr {ha>i scales.
>rJn'fr liin'S iH'nvatl,:

srah-s va)>irroHs,

rellexed at the aprj.
Iept61epi3, I\lnrr. {L. Kc'-mpfcr! )>t\n:., not Gord.).
I'ree, to 80 ft., with Imrizontal ))rancl.ies, f(trming a
pyramidal head: l>ranchlet yellowish or reddisli brown,
,

glabrous and glossy; spurs short and globular: Ivs.
rather broa<l, o!)tuse, soft, /2-lKin., light or bluish
green: cones ovate-oblong, }4~\}4 in. long, with emarginate, roundish ovate scales.
Jap.
G.G- II. 10:88. Gt.

1241.

Larix decidua (X

}yl.

Comraouly known as L. Earopoia.

sometimes confounded with the American Larch.
fig. 11.
B.H. 22:8, fig. 1. Gn. 35, p. 245 and

20:684,

Gt.
iJO,

p. 84.

Aineric&,na, Michx. [L. microcdrpa, Desf. L. p^.ndula,
Salisb. L. laric)na,'K.oc^). Tamarack. Hackmatack.
Tree, to 60 ft., with horizontal branches, forming a
narrow pyramidal head, sometimes broad and open on
older trees; bark reddish brown: brauchlets slender,
glabrous, often bloomy: lvs. like those of the former,
but of light bluish green: cones small, oval or almost
globular, }^-'^ in. long; scales few to 20, almost orbicular and entire, glabrous.
Canada, south to Pa., west to
111. and Manitoba. S.S. 12:593. Em. 106.
Gt. 20:684, fig.

B.H. 22:10,

7-8.

fig.

2-3.

L. Dahurica, Tnicz.

Similar to L. Amerii?ana.

Tree, to 70

sometimes procumbent: cone usually "with more than 21)
AmurUind, Sachahn. Gt.
20:684, fi^R. 9-10.
B.H, 22:9, tigs. 5-i>~L. Chinnisis, Beissu.
Tree, with glabrous brauchlets: lvs. with 2 white hues beneath:
ft.,

si'ides.more spreadbig at maturity.

cnnes similar

fci those of L. occidentalis.
(.'hina.— -£/. Griffithi,
Hook. f. <fc TlioDis. Pyramidal tree, to GO ft., with spreading
ainl penibilous branche.s: lvs. soft, obtuse: euues 2-3 in. long,
oblong, with exsertcd and reflexed bracts.
Himal. F.S.
12:1267-08.
R.H. 18US, p. ;-f71. Gt. 20:08.^, figs. 1-4. B.H. 22:10,
tigs. 4-7.
G.C. II. 2.1:719; 26:465.-i. Ewmpfcri. Gord.^Pseudolarix Kaempferi.— X. Ka/mpferi, Sarg.== L. leptolepis.— i.
Kuril^nsis, Mayr {L. Dahnrica Japoniea, Maxim.). Allied to
L. leptolepis, to 70 ft.: young brauchlets deep bluish red, pnberulous: lvs. rigid: hrncts as long or somewhat shorter than
scales. N. Jap.— i. Li/cdli, Pari.
Allied to L. oecidentalis, but
less high: young branr-hlets tomentose:
lvs. (niadraugular:
young cones deep purple, the scales with fringed margin. Brit.
<.'ol. to Wash.
S.S. 12:59.'>. G.C. II. 2r>:(iri;i; 111.2:^:357. Gt.

20:08.'^. fig.s. ll-i;!.

B.H.

22:9, ligs.

l-A—L.

Slljirica,

Ledeb.(b.

Kuropa-a

Siliirica ami v:ir. R<*ssi.-a, Kegel).
AUied to L. deI"'yraniiilat trpe, to 90 ft., witli ;isreuding branches: lvs.
Iniiger: yiistillate tls. nsnally greou, sometimes lirowu; (.'ones
larger, with fewer liut larger scales. Siberia. Gt. 20:084, tigs, 1-2.
t-iilua.

B.H.

22:7, figs.

Alfreh Rehder.
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LARKSPTTR. Species

LASIAGROSTIS.

LASIANDRA.

of Detj>hiui}in>

See Stipa.

See Tit»ntchina.

.

LASTHENIA

LATHYRUS

LASTHfiNIA (name of a woman who was a pupil
Composito'. Low, slender annuals with numerous inch-wide yellow liowers in early summer.
glabr^ta, Lindl. {L. Califdrnica, Lindl. Romologifnp
tjlabrcita, Bartl.). The plant cult,
under tUis uame is
likely to he Baeria gracilis, wYiivh see. Height 1 ft.:
nf Plato).

Iva. much longer than in _£>'. gnit_-ilis, strongly keeled,
not hairy, or rarely pubescent: iuvohu-re enlarged below the Hower. Calif. B.M. 373U. B.Ii. '21 :1780 '& 1823.

LASTRllA (C. J. L.
name commonly used

Delastre, Austrian Ix-tanist). A
England for species of Dryopteris. Also spelled Lastntiu. On the basis of priority
no
claim
to
recognition,
as it was established by
it has
Bory, in 1824, while we have Nephrodium, 1S03; Aspidium, 1801; Tectaria, ISOU; Polystichnm, 1790, and Dryin

opteris, 1763.
1,

The following additional species of Dryopteris {Vol.
p. 508) are in the American trade nnderthe name Las-

trea (the combinations are for Dryopteris, notLastrea)

:

AA.

887

Lcs. not gJau coil s.

Petiole densely tomentose, with an orange margin.
Verschafieltii, Lemaire {L. aurea Duncan). Lvs. pale
green, 4.^2-5 ft. long, the segments 2J^2 ft. long, above
2 in. wide, acuminate, the entire margins and veins
slightly tomentose beneath
petioles 5-8 ft., densely
tomentose, with entire orange margins, spiny in young
plants: drupe slightlv 3-angled, 2 in. long, 1% in. wide.
Isl. Rodriguez.
I.PI. 0:229.
B.

,

;

BB.

Petiole red, sJightly tomentose.

C6mmersonii, Grnel. {L. riibra, Jacq. L. Borhonica,
Lam., not Hort.). Lvs. 5-53-2 ft. long, dark green above,
paler beneath
segments lanceolate, acuminate, 2 ft.
long, 3}-^-3K in. wide, their margins entire, spiny in
young plants, veins and margins tinged with red; petiole 4-0 ft., slightly tomentose, the margins smooth,
spiny in young plants
drupe globose, 1}4-1% in. in
diani. Mauritius. Not A. F. 4:507 and 7:127; A. G. 13:141;
15:389 and 19: 557; V. 9:199, all of which are Livistona
;

:

Ohixen^i.^.

A.

Lowest pi nnce reduced

to

auricles: texture thin.

sdncta, Kuntze. Lvs. 0-9 in. long, 1-2 in. wide on
short slender stems; lower pinna? very mucli reduced;
under surface glandular. West Indies.
paliistris, Kuntze.
Lvs, 2-3 ft. long, 8-12 in. wide,
on long straw-colored stems; lower pinnae reduced, the
upper % in. wide, cut down to the rachis into linear-ob-

long lobes.

Brazil.

montana, Kuntze.

Lvs. lK-2 ft. long, 0-8 in. wide;
lower pinnae greatly reduced to mere auricles; upper
pinnje 1 in. wide, cut into close blunt lobes. Eii., western N. America. A variety cristitto-grdcile is also cult.

Lower pinme scareehj reduced:

AA.

texture firm.

lvs.
rigida, Kuntze.
Stipes stout, densely scaly
1-1>2 ft. long, 4-6 in. wide, oblong lanceolate, the lower
pinnae not reduced; segments with mucronate teeth.
Eu. Var. ar^ta in Calif.
:

16pida, Moore. Lvs. IV2 ft. long, 0-7 in. wide, ovate,
bipinnatifid or bipinnate, the lower 4 or 5 pairs slightly
smaller; indusia hairy. Of greenhouse origin, native

country unknown.
Other species cnltivated under the name Lastrea, as L. arisand L. lUchardsi, belong to the geuus Polysticlinni, which
L. M. Underwood.

tata
^^^-

LATANIA (East Indian name). Palnutceoi. Three
species of fan palms from the Mascarene Islands. L.
Borhonica is one of the dozen comnjonest trade names
among palms, but the seeds offered nnder this name are
said to be almost invariably those of Livistona Chinen•"iis.
Latania Borhonica of the botanists is properly
Latayiia Comniersonii, which has 3-seeded fruits, while
those of Livistona Ohineusis are 1-seeded. Latanias
are tall, spineless palms, with solitary robust annular
trunks
lvs. ample, terminal, long-petioled, suborbicnlar, palraately flabelliform, plicately multitid; segments
smooth or spiny on the margins; rachis short; petiole
3-sided, concave above; ligule conchoidal; sheath short;
spadices many feet long, compressed at the base and
:

branches, sheathed with incomplete sheaths: staminatefld. branches cylindrical, digitately arranged at the ends
of the branches, very densely clothed with imbricated
bracts
pistillate portion somewhat twisted, few-fld.,
sheathed with very broad dentate bracts: starainate ds.
half-exserted beyond the bracts, the perianth smooth
and shining: pistillate ds. larger: drupe globose, obovoid or pear-shaped, yellow. Allied genera are discrimi:

nated under Hypluene.
A.

Lvs. glaucous.

L6ddigesii, Mart. {L. glaucophf/Jla, Hort,). Lvs. 3-5
ft. long, very glaucous, primary veins slightly tomentose
beneath, tinged with red, especially in young plants;
s>egments 2 ft. long, less than 3 in. wide, unequally acuminate, the edges spiny in young plants; petioles 3-4^.j ft.
(or more) long, tomentose. entire in the mature, spiny in
the young plant: drupe pear-shaped. 3-angled, 2/2 in.
long, P4 in. thick. Mauritius.

Jaeed G. Smth.
Latanias are essentially warmhouse palms and require
moderate shading through the greater portion of the
year, and also an abundance of water. A well-drained
and rather light compost is most suital)le for them, and
if the soil at the time of repotting is of the same temperature as the house in which the plants are grown,
there will be less risk of a check to the delicate rootlets. L. Coin )iiers(>nil is a particularly striking palm,
the leaf-stems being quite long, smooth, and colored
bright crimson, as are also the ribs of its fan-like
leaves, this coloring being especially bright on the
young foliage. L. Loddlgcsli is the strongest grower
of the genus, the leafstalks reaching a length of about
8 ft., usually chocolate-colored and quite glaucous, the
leaves thick and leather}^ and their ribs reddish while
young, though never developing such bright tints as
those of the preceding species. L. Verschaffeltii is also
very attractive, though possibly a little more delicate
than the other two, its leafstalks being long and rather
slender, and orange-yellow in color, the ribs of the leaflets also yellow and the leaves themselves of a light
shade of green.
L. erecta and L. variegata are trade names, the former
iicing advertised by Saul, 1893; the latter by Pitcher &
Manda, 1895. Any specimens in cult, will probably be
found to be varieties of some of the above.
W. H. Taplin.

LATHYEUS (name used by Theophrastus for some
leguminous plant). Leguminosa-. A genus of about 100
species, occurring in the northern hemisphere and in
South America, consisting of annual and perennial,
climbing and upright herbs with pinnate lvs., half-sagittate stipules and showy, papilionaceous flowers.
The genus is best known by the Sweet Pea. Most
other forms are perennial, although some of these
are cultivated as annuals. All are free-growing plants,
so independent in their ways that they require a place
to grow by themselves, apart from other plants of like
habit or size. Hence they are to be grown alone, on trellises or against walls, or allowed to form a wild tangle
among strong shrubs. The chief value of the annuals
is for cut-flowers, though their part in the garden is not
to be ignored. As a temporary screen in summer for
shutting out unsightly objects, they are valuable, or for
quickly covering trellises or rough places otherwise

unsightly.
The perennials are of comparatively easy cultivation,
succeeding in any garden soil. The annuals are more
exacting in their requirements, demanding a moderately
rich garden soil, abundant moisture, coolness and depth
for their roots, and open sunlight. All are grown from
seed, sown very early in the open to secure the required
coolness for the roots. The perennials are propagated,
in addition, by division, special varieties being increased by cuttings in the fall, after the flowering season, or in spring, from old plants stored in the greenhouse. The roots of perennials are long and fleshy, and,
when once established, continue for years without attention.

Ornhus
but

>}iger

Bentham

tt

and vernus are common garden names,
Hooker make Orobus a sul.igenus of

:

:

LATHYRUS

LATH YR US

Lathynis. characterized in part by the lack of tendrils.
(See, also, Orobus.) Lathyrus has Ivs. equally pinnate,
ending in a tendril or in a point; Ifts. 2 or several; stipules leafy, Iaris:e and prominent, half -sagittate: fis. solitary or racemose, on long axillary peduncles; calyx oblique-campanulate, 5-parted, the upper teeth often
shorter; corolla dark blue, violet, rose, white or yellow,
or a union of these, the standard large, broadly obovate
<ir roundish, notched, with a short claw, the wings falcate-obovate or oblong, the keel shorter than the wings,
incurved, obtuse
stamens diadelphous {9 and 1) or monodelphous below: ovary a one-celled
style
pod, s e V e r a 1 - o V u 1 e d
CTirved, usually twisted, flattened,
pod
hairy along the inner side

dark red-purple; shield large, purple, wings and keel
bright red: pod 4— 5 in. long. June, July. W. Mediterranean region. B.M. 100. — An earlier annual than
the Sweet Pea, and because of its vigor should be kfpt
away from it or it will run it out.
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;

;

;

or

fliit

terete,

dehis-

2-vu.lveil,

cent.

BE. Perennials.
Lvs. with 1 pair of leaflets.
D. Stipules narrow.
3. grandifldras, Sibth. and Sm.
Everlasting Pea.
Two-flowered Pea. Stem winged, 4-0 ft. long: Ifts.
large, ovate, obtuse, niucronulate, undulate
tendrils
stipules small
branched, short
peduncles 2-3-fld.,
longerthan the lvs.; shield large, obcordate, notched,
broad, rose-purple, wings dark purple: pod linear, 3 in.
June, July. S. Eu. B.M. 1938.— Larger vine thani. latifolius, but weaker and less rampant.
Fls. as large as
c.

;

:

;

those of the Sweet Pea. Free-flowering, siicceeding in
Adapted to banks,
soil, not requiring much light.
along walk-margins in woods, among strong shrubs, aiHl
as a covering for rocks.
4. Bylv6stris, Linn.
Flat Pea. Stem straggling nr
climbing, 3-5 ft. long, stout, winged, glabrous, with creeping rootstock: Ifts. linear-lanceolate, thick, with winged
leafstalk: peduncle 3-0-fld., equaling the lvs.
fls. /^in.
long; standard rose, with green spot on its Vjack; wings
purple at summit; keel greenish: pod lanceolate, 2-3 in.
long. All summer. All Europe, in thickets and rocky
places. — Inferior ornamentally to other perennials, but
valuable as a forage plant for cattle and for plowing
under in a green state as a fertilizer. Grows well on
poor, unimproved sandy soil, and is unaffected by frosts
and droughts. For garden culture, it may be sown in a
seed-bed and transplanted when of suitable size. Its
seeds in the wild state are said to
be to some degree unhealthfui.
but in the cultivated form this
quality has been bred out.

any

:

.5.

rotundifdlius.Willd. Persian

Everlasting Pea.
ing, winged species

Low-grow-

Ifts. ovate;
stipules toothed: peduncles
many-fld., longer than the lvs.;
June. Rusfls. large, rose-pink.
sia and the East. B.M. 6522.
species of easy culture, requiring
a cool, shady and sheltered posi:

-A

tion.
6.

1242.

Lathyrus Tineitanus.

Sometimes sold

a

as

form

imdul&.tus, Boiss.

Adapted

to stony banks.

{L. Sibthorpi, Baker).

Stems

twining, broadly winged: Ifts. oblong; peduncle .5-6-fld.
S.B.F.G. 333.- A form intermediate
fls. a mauve-red.
between 1/. latifolius and L. rotundifolins. A somewhat
tender species, said to be G weeks earlier than any other.

of sweet pea.

DD.
Linn.

Stipules broad.

Everlasting Pea. Perennial
Stem winged, 4-8 ft. Ifts. ovate-elliptic
ovate-lanceolate, somewhat glaucous, raucronate, 2-3

7.

latifdllus,

Pea. Fig. 1243.
Orohvs,

albiflorMS. 7.
albus, 7, Its.

pahistris,

grandiflovus,
latifolius.
Intevs, 13.

3, 7.

7.

Magellaniciis,

maritimus,

10.

montfinns;, 13.
rni/rtifcHns,

niger,

A.

Habit climbing
B.

:

Ivs.

Annuals:

It,

8,

1:',

16.

0.

polymorphus,

14.

rotundifolins, 5.
Sibthorpi, 6.
spleudeus, 7, 12.
sylvestris,

4.

TingitaDus,
undnlatns

1,

veruiis,

tendril-hearing.

It).

(LufJiyrn.s.)

leaflets one pair.

odor&tuB. Linn.
Sweet Pea. Stem rough-hairy,
stipules
winged
Ifts, oval or oblong, niucronulate
lanceolate peduncle 2-4-tld., much longer than the Ivs.
lis. in shades of blue, red, yellow and white, fragrant,
the shield large and showy, expanded, sometimes
"hooded:" pod 1-2 in. Summer. Sicily. B.M.IJO. — For
culture and varieties, see Sweet Pea.
;

TANniKR Scarlet Pea.
Tingitfi.nu8, Linn.
1242. Sts. spreading, winged, glabrous,
ft. long:
2.

.'(

:

long; tendril branching: peduncle many-fld., longer
pod flat, 4-5 in. long.
than the lvs.: fls. rose, large
Aug. Woods of Europe. — This is the common Perennial
most easily cultivated
the
hardiest
and
Pea, and one of
species, thriving almost anywhere, even among flags and
boulders.
rampant grower, it is a good trellis plant,
and is adapted as a cover to wild, rough places, where
It succeeds in
it scrambles over Imshes and stones.
shade and grows rapidly, but. like all species of Lathyrus, it is impatient of removal, owing to the size and
length of its roo1s. Has no place in the border. Its
Var. 6,lbus, Hort., the
varieties are not clearly defined.
white form, is adapted to the same uses as the type, and
is, besides, valuable to florists wanting white flowers in
midsummer. Var. spUndens, Hort., dark purple and
red, is said to be the l)est form of the type, but does not
come true from seed. There is a striped form. also.
Other trade names are vars. albiildrus and granditlorus.
:

A

li.

1.

:

or
in.

\eTiosiis, 11.

1.5.

odoratus,

in.

Fig.
Ifts.

linear-lanceolate, obtuse, niucronulate; stipules lanceolate: peduncle 2-fld., longerthan the Ivs.: fls. 1 in. long,

8.

Magelldnicus, Lam.

Lord Anson's Blue. Stem

3-5 ft. long, smooth, angled, somewhat branched: Ifts.
ovate or oblong-linear; tendrils branched; stipules corrlate-sagittate, broad: peduncles long, 3—4-fld.: fls. dark
purple-ldue. June, July. Straits of Magellan. S.B.F.(t.
II. 344. — A strong-growing, woody, almost evergreen

..

LATHYKCS

LA UK US

Species covered witli a bluish Viloom. Since it is a maritime plant, salt is said to assist its growth. It is soinetimes regarded as an annual. Yav. ilbus, Hurt., "Loiu*
Anson's White," is the whiti- form.
cc. Lcs. wiUt
9.

more

tha)i. 1

pair

U. polym6rphtis,

Pea. Stem slender, l-:{ ft. long, glabrous or sonifwiiat
pubescent, often winged, rather erect: Ifts. 2-4 pairs,
oblong-lanceolate, acute, 1-"J in. long; tendrils branched
stipules small, lanceolate: peduncles 2-8-fid., scarcely
longer than the Ivs.: tls. ])urplish, 3.2 in. long: pod 'J in.
;

long. Summer. Northern N. America and N, Europo.
good bog i)lant. Var. myrtlfdlius,
in moist places.—

A

Gray {L. myrtlfdlius, Mnhl.).

Myrtle-leaved IMahsh-

Has

PEA.

ules, tlie

II. II.'. — A shade-enduring species with Hs.
ill erect, spike-liko clusters and adapted to borders and
ruckeries.
BB. Fls. )ii>l i/t'l/cir.

S.B.F.(t.

of leaflets.

Marsh Pea. Wing-stemmed Wilr

paliistris, Ijiun.

smaller, obtuse Ivs., broader and larger stipfls. pale purple.
July, Aug. Banks of rivers,

northern North America to N. ('.
Sea or Seaside Pea. Beach
10. maritimus, Bigel.
F*EA. Stem stout, 1-J ft. long, angled, decumbent: Ifts.
'3-1}
pairs, ovate-oblong, thick, glaucous, nearly blue.
1-2 in. long; stipules leaf-like, broadly ovate and cordate-hastate: peduncles (i-lO-Hd., a little shorter than
the Ivs.: fls. purple; wings and keel paler. '4 in. long:
pod IK in- long, hairy. May~Aug. Gravelly seacoasts
throughout northern hemisphere.— A spreading plant
with creeping rootstock and of rapid growth, very tenacious of life. A good plant in rock gardens and in
gravelly soil.

n. vendsus, Muhl. Showy Wild Pea. Stem stout,
2-3 ft. long, finely pubes<'t'nt, strongly 4-angled: Ifts.
4-6 pairs, oblong-ovate, obtuse, often pubescent below.
2 in. long; stipules narrow, short: peduncle crowded,
rather shorter than the Ivs.: fls. purple, (1-8
long: pod smooth. -June. July. Shady places ami
along streams, Canada to Ga. S.B.F.G. II. 37.

Prairie Vetohling.

Stem

narrowly acuminate: peduncle 2-0-Hd., a little longer
than the Ivs.: lis. purple, large. March-July. Grassy,
alluvial plains, Colo, to New Mex. and Ariz.
15. niger, Bernh. (drobus nhjer, Linn.). Blatk Pe.\.
Blac-k Bitter Veti.'H.
Stem erect or ascendiny:,
liranched, angled, 1-2 ft. long: Ifts. G-8 pairs, elliptical
or ovate, ^.-1 in. long, light green, turning black when
drying
stipu h-s narrow, small
peduncles 0-8-f1d
longer than tlie Ivs.: fis. purple, small. June, July.
;

:

Mountainous and rocky
22(il.

— Slender

districts,

.

Middle Europe. B.M.

species, with short rootstock, succeediii;;^

in the shade.

vernus, Mmdi. {('h-ohu.s }->'ni)fs, Linn.). Sprint,
\'ETt'H.
Stem simple, somewhat pubescent, 1-2
loug: Ifts. 2-3. jiairs, ovate-acuminate, light green;
stipules entire: peduncles .')-7-fld., shorter than the Ivs.:
tls. blue-violet; keel sliadeil with green, nodding.
May.
June.
Hills and woods, S. and central Europe.
B.M.
521.— The most pojiular (jrobus; a conijtact. tufted idant,
growing quickly in sun or a little shade; best in deeji.
sandy loam, in a sheltered position; hardy. Var. albus,
in.

Bitter
ft.

white form,

a

is

rare.

L. gaJdgiformis and L. Hrlnetinifi are names in the American
trade, but cannot V)ei)laced botauicjilly.— />. tuberdfum, Linn., has

imported by an American amateur. It differs from all dealiove by having tiiVier.s. It is a n.ative of the nortliei'u
the OM World, and bears red Howers, which are generally fewer ami smaller tlian those of L. sylvestris.
A. Phelps Wyman.
lieen

si-rilted

lint's

]iarts of

:

Niitt.

rather stout, usually low, glabrous or tinely pubescent,
rrect, a little woody at the base: Ifts. 3-(J pairs, scattered, narrowly oblong, acute, thick, 1-2 in. long; stipules

8-lfl-tid.,

Pride op California. Stem
12. spUndens, Kellogg.
suhshruhhy, slender, more or less soft-pubescent: Ifts.
4-(i, ovate-oblong to linear, }i~\ in. long, acute; stipuh-s
narrow: peduncle 6-12-tld. tts. pale rose or violet, largo.
Dry hills of coast ranges, Calif. Gn. .52:113,3. — A greeTihouse plant 1ft. long or more, becoming 8-10 ft. at honip,
where it dies down during the summer. Elsewhere it
adapts itself to climate but is not hardy in N, United
Sometimes confused with a variety of L. JaliStates.
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LAtTREL. Properly LaiiDts j'o?^<7/.s-, but other broadleaved i-vi-rgreens ha\'e taken the name. In America,
Kalniias are known as Laurels. The Cherry Laurel
is Primus La ro-rrra sus r^^'nd in AmerUyA P. Ca rol inia )ia
Ground Laurel is
Portugal Laurel, is P. LKsifa)iica
Epigfea.
tlie

11

.

LAURESTINTJS.

Popular name of

]'(bifr>nim

Tinus.

foUus.

LAUROCERASUS.

Consult Prxnus.

LAtTRUS

nbbilis (Laurus is the ancient name) is
tree of the florists, the most universal of
It is native to the Mediterranean region, sometimes attaining a heightof 40 to 60 ft.,
but rarely assuming a true tree-like form. As a cultivated subject, it is grown as a small standard tree, with
The plant endures abuse and
a close-sheared top.
neglect, the head can be trimmed to almost any shape.
and the growth mav be kept within small limits year
after year. F.K. 1 :t;"fj*l (Fig. 1244). It is, therefore, the
most popular of plants for decoration of open-air or exposed restaurants, esplanades, architectural appurtenances, and the like. Although much used in America,
Of the European
it is still more i)opular in Europe.

the Sweet
all

1243.

Lathyrus
latifolius,

CX %.)

Bay

evergreen tub-plants.

dealers one may order plants with heads trained to pyramids, cones, globes, and the like, and with bodies long
or short. The plant will endure considerable frost. It

"The Sweet Bay
in the open in England:
in the farmer's or cottage garden comes with its
story from the streams of Greece, where it seeks moisture" in a thirsty land along with the wild Olive and the
Arbutus. And this Sweet Bay is the Laurel of the poets,
of the tirst and greatest of all poet and artist nations of
the earth the Laurel sacred to Apollo, and used in
is

grown

bush

—

in his worship, as we may see on coins, and
inanv other things that remain to us of the great peoples of' the past" (Gn. 47. pp. 301, 307). Although so
universally used, there are few important horticultural
varieties, — the variegated-leaved and crisped-leaved
forms being the best known. Prop, by cuttings, and

many ways
Habit not

AA.

clitnhiiKj:

?r.s\

uot tendril-h'^aritig.

{(frobii.s.)

B.
13.

montinus,

Fls. ycUow.

Bernh.(OVo^y;(,<i iHteus,!^^!^.

Stem simple, angled, smooth:

L. Jufens,

b~S pairs,
large, elliptic-lanceolate, pointed, glaucous below: peduncles many-fld., a little shorter than the Ivs.: tls.
large, orange-vellow. June, July. Forests of the Alps.

Baker).

Ifts.

in

sometimes by seeds.
Laurus gives name

to the family La urcioe ce, which includes Cinnamomum. Camphora. Persea. Sassafras,
Benzoin, and other genera. Many species have been re-

LAURUS

LAVANDULA

ferred to Laurus, but with the exception of two, these
species are now placed in other genera. These two true
Lauruses are L. nohilts, Linn, {the subject of this
sketch), and L. Canariensis, Webb &, Berth., of the
Canary Islands. The fls. are dio-cious or perfect, small
and inconspicuous, in small, axillary uml)els; perianth
with a short tube and a 4-parted limb; stamens 8-12 or
more, and staminodia often present: ovary sunk in the
receptacle, the style short: fr. a small berry.
The Sweet Bay [L. nohilis) has stiff, dull green, entire, alternate Ivs. lanceolate or lance-oblong in shape;
yellowish fls. in early spring: succulent, purple, cherry-

be further cultivated, perhaps for a good many years,
until they grow into large specimens. The trees are cut
back and trimmed into shape once a year, after the new

890

growth

is well matured.
soil in which they are grown abroad
very deceptive to Americans, and many tine trees
have been ruined by not understanding its nature. Its
dark color always makes it look moist. Sometimes
when the soil looks moist enough the trees are really
dying from drought.
In retubbing trees there is danger of using for filling
material a soil that is too heavy. The water then runs
into the new soil, leaving the old soil dry. If the trouble
is not detected soon the trees may be spoiled. The only
thing to do in such cases is to comb out the old ball and
cut back to live roots. The tree can then be planted in
the open to gain a new set of roots, after which the top
can be cut back to live wood. The tree may thus be
eventually brought into a good shape again.
As a rule, Bay Trees are not good house plants. They
do not like the dry heat of a dwelling. They can, however, stand considerable heat if they have plenty of
fresh air and plenty of water. In spring and early summer, when they are making and finishing their growth,
they can stand any quantity of liciuid manure or of
strong manure mulching, for they are great feeders.
Many people erroneously suppose that this tree affords
the bay rum of commerce. The cured leaves of the
Sweet Bay are used in putting up packages of rice, and
impart a rich and agreeable aroma, jj ^^ Siebrecht

The peaty muck

is

LAVANDULA

(Latin, lavo, to

wash; referring

to the

use of Lavender in the bath). Lahi^fip. This genus includes the Lavender {L. vera), an ancient garden favorite because of its pleasant odor.
The genus contains
about 20 species, scattered from the Mediterranean
region to India; perennial herbs, subshrubs or shrul'st

'^rjk
1244

Laurus nob

1

n tubs

s

Ivs. commonly crowded at the base, pinnatifid or dissected
whorls 2-10-fld., crowded into long-peduncled
cylindrical spikes, which are unbranched or branched
from the base: fls. blue or violet; calyx tubular, 13-15striated, 5-toothed
corolla lobes nearly equal, or the
posterior lip 2-cut, the anterior 3-cut; stamens 4, didynamous, declined, included in the tiibe
style shortly
2-cut at the apex. In the North, winter protection should
be provided for Lavender. The plant grows naturally in
dry and hilly wastes.
J. B. Keller advises a light,
:

The

sometimes used in cookery and
the making of confections, because of their pleasant
aromatic flavor. The wreaths with which the heroes of
antiquity were crowned were made of Laurel leaves.
Laurits Benzoin of trade catalogues is Benzoin odorlike fruits.

ifentm.

phora

is

Ivs. are

L. Sassafras
the

Camphor

is

the Sassafras tree.

tree {see

L.

Cam-

Campliora and Oinna-

momum).

L H B

estimated that several hundred thousand Bay
Trees are sold every year in Europe and America.
They are mostly imported from Belgium and Holland,
where they are cult, as follows
Cuttings 3-4 inches
long from well-ripened wood are put in sharp sand,
either under bell glasses or in glass cases. Bottom heat
is not essential.
After the cuttings have rooted, they
are potted in small pots, in fairly rich sandy loam,
with good drainage, and can then be put in a hotbed,
with some gentle bottom heat, where they will at once
make a good strong growth. After this they are, as a
rule, planted in nursery rows, in rich sandy soil, with
j)Hrfect drainage. They will make a strong shoot 3 to 5
feet in h-ngth in one season. These shoots are tied up
to stakes. At the end of the growing season and long
l)pfore the cold weather sets in, these young plants, tog('ther with their stakes, are taken up and put into their
winter quarters, which, as a rule, is a well-lighted and
ventilated shed — an ordinary barn-like shed, sometimes
built several feet into the ground and provided with
sky-lights and ventilators. These plants are set inclose
rows and watered once or twice a week, according to the
weather. Little or no fire heat is used in these sheds
unless the weather gets extremely cold. The temperature is kept just above freezing. In the spring they are
taken out and either potted and plunged in nursery
rows, or planted out, as before. Plenty of water, rich
peaty soil and the congenial moist atmosphere near the
seacoast induces them to make a fast, and luxuriant
growth. Thus they are cultivated contiiuuilly until the
ydants have been trained into the desired form, and as
soon as they have attained enougii of tiiis form to show
their character, which usually is from 5 to (j years after
propagation, they are planted in properly proportioned
hardwood tubs and are then ready for the market, or to
'

It

is

:

;

;

open

soil.

Spike loose: upper floral

A.

than

Ivs. fertile, shorter

the calyx.

Lvs. not densely woojhj.
v^ra, DC. Lavender. Subshrub, 1-3 ft. high
lvs.
oblong-linear or lanceolate, entire; younger ones often
clustered in the axils, white-tomentose, revolute at the
margins; older ones greener, l-\% in. long: spikes interrupted: whorls 6-l"0-fld. Summer.
Spica, Cav. Dwarfer than the true Lavender, whiter,
the lvs. more crowded at the base of the branches, spike
denser and shorter. The tioral lvs. are lanceolate or
linear (rhomboid-ovate acuminate in L. vera], and the
bracts are linear-awl-shaped, shorter than the calyx,
while in L. vera the bracts are almost absent.
B.

:

BB,
lanata, Boiss.

I/vs

densely woolly.
from the preceding

Differs also

in

having much longer and less crowded spikes. Woolson
says it grows ] -2 ft. high and needs winter protection
at Passaic,

AA.

N.

J.

SpiJie dense

upper

:

floral lvs, sterile, eomose.

Lvs. oifire.
lvs. tomontose,
Stoechas, Linn. Shrub, 2-3 ft. high
about .^sin. long
spikes short-peduncled, densely eomose fls. dark purple. Cult, only in S. Calif.
B.

:

:

:

BB, Lvs. obtusely pinnate-dentate.
spikes long-pedundentita, Linn. Lvs. pubescent
cled tls. deep purple. Mediterranean region. B.M. 400.
— Int. 1900 by Franceschi.
"W^ JL
:

:

Lavender {L.
sometimes
ft.

DC-), a labiate shrub, 2-3.
with green or glaucous lvs, and
flowers in cylindrical, terminal spikes, of a blue tint
vera,

tall,

.

LAVANDULA
named from them,

]jAWX
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a native of l^crsia, the Canariea,
and tiio Mediterranean region, covering vast tracts of
dry land in Spain, Italy and southern France, cultiviitod
largely in the last-named country and in tlie cnuutius of

trees,

Surrey and Hertfordshire, England.
In the eastern United States it is grown in hut few
gardens, but in California, where climatic and soil conditions seem favorahle, it is more commonly planted,
though not upon a commercial scale. The dry soil of
that state and the light limestone soil of the Black Belt of
Alabama and adjacent states st^cm to be most inviting
to this industry.
The generic name is derived from the ancient use of
its flowers and leaves in bath perfumery.
The tiowers
long retain their strong, fragrant odor after drying, and
upon distillation yiokl a lemon-yellow, very tluid oil of
aromatic, hittorisli, burning taste. Though this is oihcinally credited with stimulant and tonic properties, it is
seldom administered in the pure state. Its chief uses
are in the manufacture of perfumery, aromatic vinegar
and lavender water, an alcoholic solution of the oil and
other odorous substances. For these purposes, English
oil has long commanded the highest price, but recently
the French product has been claimed superior. Though
all parts of the plant are aronuUic, and both leaves and
flower-stems are used in oil manufacture, oil obtained in
the first half hour of distillation from tiowers alone is
much superior to the later distillate and also to the oil
obtained from a mixture of flowers and stems. These
grades, and also the highly valued product of very dry
seasons, are always sold separately.
Lavender is best propagated by cuttings of one season's growth taken with a heel of older wood, in late
autumn or early spring. When set 3-4 in. asunder in
rather moist soil and shaded, they strike more readily
and produce more sj^mmetrical plants than older wood.
Seed does not propagate desired varieties, and division
is not advised, since plants so ol>tained are more susceptible to disease than those made froni young-wood
cuttings.
After danger of frost, the 1-year-old plants
are set 4 ft. asunder in rows G ft. apart, running north
and south. Closer planting and the hedge-method yield
a smaller quantity of bloom. Dry, light, calcareous,
even stony soils upon sites where sun and air are unimpeded by trees, etc., favor this plant. Upon such fewer
are injured by frost, and the oil is of superior quality.
In moist soil so much water enters the plant as to
enfeeble it, and upon rich lands yield and quality both
suffer. Light fertilizing with stable manure or ashes
turned under in autumn, and spring harrowing, are advised. During the tirst year in the field the plants should
be clipped to prevent tlowering and to encourage stockiness. Vigorous plants so treated may grow to a height
and a diameter of 5 ft., and when 2—t years old produce
secondary bloom spikes after the general harvest, which
usually occurs in early August. Plantations should be
destroyed when 4-6 years old and the land rested with
other crops before setting to Lavender again. Cutting
in clear weather, in early blossom, before the dew is off
and at once distilling give best results; but no delay
should occur. Cutting in wet weather, in the heat of the
day, holding blossoms long before distilling and exposing them to the sun after cutting result in serious
losses. One pound of flowers yields from y>-l drachm
of oil, and an acre from 10-25 pounds. The annual output of the stills of Clrasse, France, is from 80,000 to

number of iilaments; petals 5.
The genus has 5 near allies of garden value, which
are all distinguishable by their bractlets. In Lavatera
and Althaea they are grown together at the base; in
Malva and Callirhoe tliey are free all the way, sometimes aljsent in Callirhoe; Sidalcea has none at all.
Lavatera is further distingiiished from Althaea by having 3-G bractlets (Althaea having 0-9), and the axis of
the fruit surpassing the carpels, which is not the case
in Althfea.
These plants are of the easiest culture, the
tirst species being the commonest, and all prop, by
seeds.
There seem to l>e no <louble forms. They are
far less popuhu- tlian llollyhueks.

100,000

is

kilogrammes.

"Oil of spike," obtained from a broad-leaved, much
whiter and smaller species {L. Spica), is less fragrant
than true Lavender oil, being analogous to oil of turpentine, with which it is often adulterated. It suggests
the odor of rancid cocoanut oil. Ofdcinally, it is credited
with carminative and stimulant properties, and has been
found useful in nervous languor and headache. It is
used by artists in the manufacture of varnishes, by
porcelain painters, and to a small extent in perfumery,
mainly as an adulterant. From 20,000 to 25,000 kilogrammes are annually produced at Grasse.

M. G. Kains.

LAVATIIRA

(two Lavater brothers, physicians and
naturalists at Zurich, friends of Tonrnefort). MalriiceiP.
About 18 species of widely scattered herbs, shrubs and

tomentose or hairy: Ivs. angled or lobed
fls.
sometimes 2-4 in. acn.ss," variously colored, rarely yellow, solitary in the axils or borne in terminal racemes;
column of stamens divided at the summit into an indeti:

nite

Aunuai, herbaceous.

A.

Height 3-G ft. Ivs. nearly glabrous,
upper ones angled: fls. rosy, 4 in. across: receptacle or
axis of the fr. expanded at the apex into a disk, inclosing the ovary.
Mediterranean region. Var. Alba has
white tls. Gn. 24, p. 8'J; 51, p. 212 and 53:1154. B.M. 100.
trim§stris, Linn.

:

AA. Biennial or perennial shrubby or tree-like.
B. Foliage variegated.
arb6rea, Linn. Biennial, woody at the base, with aiinual flowering branches, forming a shrub .3-5 ft. high or
less: Ivs. 5-9-lobed, softly downy on both sides, rarely
nearly glabrous: fls. pale purple-red, about 2 in. across:
receptacle small, marked with little pits, not exserted.
Cult, only in the form of var. varieg^tta, which has
mottled Ivs. Gn. 2.3, p. 114. V.8:90.
,

ne. Foliage not variegated.
c.

/'/,s.

1—i in the axils^ pedieelled.

aasurgentifldra,
Kellogg.
Presumably perennial,
shrubby, 0-15 ft. high: Ivs. glabrous or sparingly stellate-pubescent, 5-7-lobed, 3-G in. wide: fls. purple;
petals 1-1/^ in. long, with long, narrow, glabrous claws,
and a pair of dense, hairy tufts at the base: axis of th«
fr. low-conical, about as long as the carpels.
Anacapa
Island. Cult, only in S, Calif. — Franceschi says it makes
a large, round-headed shrub, with large red fls., and is
one of the best plants to stand saline winds.
CO.

Fl>i. solitary, sessile.

Perennial, shrubby, about
Olbia, Tjinn.
ft. high:
hairs of the stem pilose, somewhat clustered, distant:
Ivs. softly tomentose, lower ones 5-lobed, upper 3-lobed,

highest oblong, scarcely divided: fls. reddish purple.
S. Eu. — Not advertised in America, but commonly cult,
in England, where it occasionally sows itself.
\y_ jj

LAVENDER.

See Laramhila.

LAVENDER COTTON is Saufotina
LA VIA,

of one nursery catalogue,

Cliama;rypnrissus.
is

a tyi>ographical

error for Jjayia

LAWN. For most people the word Lawn bears a
vague meaning, compounded of their recollection of
grass-covered spaces dotted over with trees and shrubs,
and of broad areas covered simply with closely-mown
turf. Both are correct impressions: but the more important feature is that a Lawn shall be an open area of
Many exceptions or additions to this deflnition may, however, be admitted.
great white oak, for instance, rugged and picturesque
against the evening sky, needs only to be seen to furnish an ample excuse for its retention on any Lawn. But
this would be a happy chance, not affecting the principles whi(rh should govern the construction of a Lawn
on an open area.
It may readily appear that the La^vn will, as originally
designed, prove too sunny or too strongly wind-swept
over its extended expanse; but the remedy for this will
be found to lie not so much in planting single trees or
detached groups of trees over the uncovered area, as in
extending limbs, points, promontories and peninsulas
of trees, or trees and shrubs, directly out from the main
grass space (Figs. 1245, 124G).

A

:

LAWN

LAWN
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which had been discovered by
months and even years of keen
and intelligent search in the old
meadows of t)oth the Old and the
New World from Austria to Aus-

The result is an elastic
firmness, an endurance, depth
and richness of the turf which
suggests to the tread the deep
pile of some Eastern carpet woven
in a hand-loom.
But all can not attain this

tralia.

standard on their Lawns. For
those who do not look higher
than the ordinary standard — and
this is none too often desired, or even understood, by the

even

general public — the following

Ml
1245.

An open

area

of

rections for

Lawn making may

di-

ho

given

grass space

1.

The Lawn should be

care-

body of bordering plantations which will usually frame
the Lawn and the different pictures that will appear in
any properly unified scheme of landscape gardening.

fully graded, either convex, level or concave, in such
comparatively long, suave and graceful lines as will accord with the peculiar conformation of the ground (Fig.

art of the designer will display itself in determining
the relative sizes of the Lawns and these enclosing or
framing plantations. A careful eye must, of course, be
given to the individuality of the Lawn itself, which
should never be allowed to merge into the neighboring
plantations. A like principle applies to all kinds of art
— it is fundamental and vital in its character. The
reader may fancy that its application would tend to limit
the beauty of landscape gardening by eliminating certain features of natural beauty, such as trees, shrubs
and beds of dowers, but, if he will look at an open Lawn
with discerning and sympathetic eyes, he will find that
the "moving cloud-shadows, waving grass, rich patches
of dark and light green, studded with the starry radiance of the humble flora of the grass, and the hundred
incidents of l>lazing or subdued color and form that appear on the surface of an open meadow," need no added
beauty of tree or shrub to perfect their nearly unapproachable loveliness.
So important does the writer
consider the essential and peculiar beauty of the Lawn
as distinguished from that of any other part of the
home domain, that he always feels inclined to term it
the true focus of the picture, the central point of interest in any landscape gardening design.
This being the case, it behooves us always to literally
leave no stone unturned or clod of earth untilled and
unfertilized in order to obtain a satisfactory open Lawn.
Did the reader ever really see such an one Let him answer frankly to himself whether he has or has not seen a
Lawn which showed no traces of twitch grass and other
early weeds in July, nor any summer grass and later

1247).

The

2.

Plow, harrow or spade, and fork the soil of the
to a depth of two feet, if possible, and keep re-

Lawn

moving the stones and Jjurning the gathered rubbish
for several weeks, or as long as you can persuade yourself to do it, or pay any one else to do it, with the full
assurance that no matter how much you do, you will not
be likely to destroy all the weeds and win the very best
possible results.
.3.
Enrich the soil hy a covering of still richer mold.
Next to this in efficiency are bone dust, superphosphate of lime, nitrate of soda, and nitrogenous manures
like ground flesh and bone mixed in proportions suited
to the special soil, which may vary materially in a distance of a few hundred yards. The usual proportions
are one ton to the acre of ordinary artificial fertilizers,
such as superphosphate of lime and bone dust, or L^ to
25 of well-rotted stable manure. If artificial fertilizers
are not available, then take cow manure, sheep manure,
or last of all, because it is the most productive of weeds,
ordinary stable manure. These natural manures are,
after all, the best, save for their weed-bearing qualities.
They will need composting with several times their
bulk of good soil and evenly spreading and harrowing
or raking in throughout the surface of the Lawn.
4. For turfing, the cleanest grass seed that can be obtained at any price will be found the best in the en<l.

J

weeds in August and September, — above all, a Lawn
which would stand a yjrotracted drought without artificial
watering. Very likely he will think it is impossible to
make such a Lawn under the conditions of soil and climate which each and all of us are likely to believe specially characteristic of the spot of ground on whii-h we
live. Perhaps, on the other hand, he will declare that he
has seen such a Lawn in some remote place, but if we
question him, ten chances to one we shall find that his
observation of this exceptional Lawn is limited — that he
has not wintered and summered near it, or seen it during its periods of " storm and stress." The writer knows
one place where such a Lawn can be seen, and he refers
to it, not because it is properly a Lawn, for it lacks the
requisite framing plantations; but it is perfect in the
tirst <\ssential of a good Lawn— it is a piece of perfect

A

Lawn grass.
brief description will show how this
standard of excellence was reached. The Lawn consists
of small patches of grass turf on a private farm in Manchester, Conn. Each patch was worked and turned over
with various ingeniously contrived hoes, forks and rakes
until the last lurking weed was removed that could be
found by dint of skill and untiring patience. The soil
was that of an old garden, and naturally good. It was
the most thorough manner and not fertilized at
for fear new weeds be introduced.
Then, in this
iiicUnw and receptive medium, were si-t cuttings or joints
dC the hardiest and most luxuriant varieties of grasses
tilled in
all,

1246.

To show

Ground plan
relative

of a nature-like earden.

importance of luwu and

plimtin;^.

i'i«--^ ^..*.
Kentucky blue-grass
of tIiL;> >\t-t.i
^ed siiuun.i
should be
u^ j.v(-iinnn.>
herd "sJune-grass {Fo'i jirateufii.-i) mixed with red-top orrherd*
grass {Agrosfi.s a/ ha, var. vidgaris. ,'or Agrostis canhm,
using
of
The advantage
the Rhode Island bent-grass.
several kinds of grass is that the first-comers hold pos-

The bulk

.

.

)

session of the ground against incursions of weeds until
the stronger but slower-growing Kentucky blue-grass

LAWN

I.AWSOXIA

^et^ complete root-hold, wlu-n, in the .strii{:!:g^le for life,
the earlier growths of grass, being weaker, go to tlie
How tine tliis
wall and are crowded out of existence.

may become under favorable conditiuns it
be needless to point out to those who have seen thimeadows of Kentucky.
On a quiet daj' the weed sliould be sown evenly
over the Lawn surface — a task which can be well doin^
The ground \vill
niily by much skill and experience.
then need careful raking with a tine-toothed iron rake,
lihie-grass

will

grass
.").
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or Capriola), a plant of trailing and stoloniferous habit.

Although it is known throughout the southern states
under the name of Bermuda, it is, however, n native
grass of l^engal and other sections of India, and found,
also, in Corea.
In Bengal it is known as "Doob grass,"
auil there highly prized for its vigorous growth of a
soft, dark hue, and tliriving where scarcely any other
kind will. This grass has become widely disseminated
tlir(.ughout the South, where it has received both the
harshest possible reputation as a nuisance when allowed
to take a foothold in cultivated fields and gardens as well as unstinted praise from those
who have learned its great value as a ]>asture,
hai, or Lawn grass.
M hen required frtr Lawns, the roots shf.mld
be ut in short lengths, —passing them through
hi} cutter is the most expeditious. Let the
_iound be well and deeply plowed or dug, well
ni inured, and after sowing the pieces of grass
Hits they must be either raked or harrowed
in
then the surfa<'e mailo perfectly level l)y
Ihng; or, where the area is limited, tlie roots
ni cv be planted 6 inches apart.
Plant at any
time during February or March, or in the fall
if preferred.
If during the spring the soil
should become very dry, an occasional watering,
where this is practicable, should be attended to
until the grass is well established. Neither excessive heat or cold will kill the roots if left
undisturbed, but plowing uji during warm weather will
soon rid the ground of the roots if this is desired. As
the new growth attains a few inches in height, use tim
ijawn mower every week or ten days during moist
weather, but even during dry weatiier the grass must lie
kept occasionally clipped to prevent flowering. If the
growth is not vigorous, apply a top-dressing of bonn
meal. In the fall a coat of well-rotted stable numni-n
this may tie raked oft" early in the
should be given
sjiring, previously running a sharpi-toothed harrow over
tlie Lawn, and finally rolling it well.
In tliis way a piermanent and good Lawn may be secured with very littlr
additional expense. Any soil, unless naturally very wet.
(

1

I

I
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An easy

erade

for

a steep lawn.

and rolling with an iron roller, the heavier the better.
In very dry and windy weather it is hardly worth while
to sow grass seed.
G. As soon as the grass has grown rj or 4 inches, cut it
first with a scythe and afterwards with the Lawn mower,
in order to secure a good, thick-set turf.
Every spring,
and oftener if wet weather prevails, a compacting with
the iron roller will serve a good purpose. Fertilizing on
tlie top of the Lawn in the wintei" is always in order,
provided the remainders of rubbish from the stable
maniire that may be used be removed early in spring
l>efore the grass starts.
7. The last and perhaps the most important care to br
^^iven the Lawn in the process of its establishment is
the weeding of the first summer. The next is the weeding of the second summer— and the third is the weeding
at any time it may need it, no matter how many years
may have elapsed since its construction. The onion
patch and the flower garden need no more weeding than
the Lawn, if for no other reason than because the use
and beauty of either onion patch or tiower garden can
never, combined, equal those of the home Lawn. In it.
skill and patience and the love of beauty find abimdant
^^'ward.

Samuel Parsons, Jr.
Lawns for the South. — The scarcity of handsome
Lawns throughout the South often leads to the impression that the cause is from a lack of proper grasses possessing sutfieient resisting power to withstand the long,
warm summers. This idea is, unfortunately, widely entertained, and, as a consequence, one of the most pleasing features of landscape gardening is lost. The principal cause which has led to this opinion is fi-om the
endeavor, in the formation of Lawns, to use the many
kinds of grass seeds which are so successful in the
northern states and which are unsuited tor southern
soils and climate, unless in a few exceptional localities.
Sown during the fail months in properly ]>repared
land, a very good stand can be had during winter and
early summer, hut unless there is sufficient moisture,
either from copious rains or liberal irrigation, most of
tliose otherwise excellent gr.isses fail and die out during a protracted drought. Lawns of an extensive aren,
when formed with northern an<l European grasses, antherefijre unadvisable South, but where the extent is
limited, the soil deeply dug, well fertilized and artiticial

irrigation available, then a very satisfactory result

may be expected. Several Lawn grass mixtures are recommended, but the best that has come under our (diservation is the formula known in Philadelphia as "Ever-

Lawn Mixture."
There are, however, several native and exotic grasses.
which not only resist the long summer heat, but, if
green

properly treated, afford most excellent Lawn-making
First of all is the Bermuda grass (C>/vodon

material.

;

will suit Bermuda grass.
/''tspahitii disticJiuni
or "doint .^n-ass," is native of
the southern states, and usually found in moist or lowgrounds. It can be utilized in soils whirh are too Wft
t(t
suit the Bermuda, but at best makes an iiulitferent
Lawn, as it is of low-creeping and not sufficiently
,

dense habit.
Jt'offlKi'IUa rugosa, known
on the coast belt and
Florida as "Goose grass" (St. Augustine grass), is an
erect-growing perennial plant, with flat or channelled
leaves. It is found in pine-barren swamps and jionds
from Florida to North (.'arolina, and being well a<lapted
to the sandy soils (.-f tlie coast, even those whi<-h arc
commoidy termed salt-water lands, it is thereforo valualde for such localities. As for the Bermuda, the soil
should be well fertilized and prepared. The rootlets
are planted in rows a few inches apart. As the growth
begins, repeated cli])pings are required. Wliiie it maki's
a foarse sod. still its bright green color and adaptal)ility
to soils where few other grasses of low growth are possible, makes it a valuable plant for Lawns.
Many Lawns arc injured by allowing other grasses to
take a foothold. Spnrol>r>1ns I)iilirns, or "Smut grass,"
was originally introiinced from the West Indies. It
soon forms large tufts, with tall, wiry stems, whose
panicles are usually covered witli a black fungous
growth. A-risfida }inrpuriisri'}i><, or "Broom Sedge,"
Both
will soon deface a Lawn if left undisturbed.
should be eradicated as soon as they appear.

P. J.

LAWSONIA

Bekokmans.

after Dr. Lawson, who published in 170!),
at London, an account of his botanical journey in (.'arolina I. Liithrdve(-p. This genus includes a tropical shrub,
cult, in Europe under glass for ornament and outdoors
in the tropics throughout the world. Its fragrant while
fls. produce the henna or alhenna of the Arabs (Cyprus
of the ancients), which is used in Egypt and elsewhere
by women to color their nails, and by men to dyf their
l)eards.

In

and S. Fla.
Lawsouia

I

America
is

a

it

seems

to

be cult, only in S. Calif.

genus with ])erhaps only

on.- sjiecies, a

LAWSONIA
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LAYERING

glabrous slirub, with branches spiny or not. Important
generic characters are: calyx 4-parted: petals4: stamens
8: capsule i^^lobose, 4-celled, rupturing irregularly.

Henna Plant. Lvs, opposite, oval-lanceoshort-stalked
fls. panieled.
Native to InN. Afr. Naturalized in West Indies.

Alba, Lara.
late, entire,

:

it is covered with 2 or 3 inches of rich earth, the
end being bent to an upright position and fastened to a
stake. The bend and consequent rupture of the bark
may be all that is needed to obstruct the movement of
food-material and cause the development of roots at this

tion of

dia, the Orient,

LAYERING. Figs. 1248-125.3. Layering is the process by which apart of a plant stem is made to produce
roots while still attached to and nourished by the parent
plant, so that it may be able to maintain an independent
growth. The tendency, under favorable conditions, to
produce roots from the cambium zone of some part of
the stem is manifested by many plants, especially in the
tropics. It may be noticed in the species of Ficus cultivated in the greenhouse, inEpigJea and Wu(S Toxicodendron in the woods, in tomato vines in the garden, in
grape canes lying on the ground, and frequently in youne^
apple trees when the trunk becomes covered with earth
to an unusual depth. With most such plants, rooting by
detached parts is easily accomplished, and this being
more convenient, layering is generally practiced only with
those plants which do not root readily from cuttings.
The mode of root-production is essentially the same
in either case.
The right conditions as to moisture,
temperature, food supply, etc., seem to stimulate the
formation of one or more growing points in the cambium
zone. The multiplying cells force their way through the
bark, and if favorable soil contact is secured, supporting
roots are soon developed. The same results may come,
sometimes more readily, from or near a callus formed in
the effort to heal a cut surface. It is when the food supply is deficient or the cell action is so slow that the detached part would perish before supporting roots could
be established, that rooting while the parts are still attached to and nourished by the parent plant need be
employed.

The different methods of Layering are simply matters
of detail adapted to the varying natures of the plants to
be dealt with. Usually branches are selected of rather
young wood, which can easily be brought under the soil
and which, whenrooted, can be removed without damage
to the old plant. The
the spring or time of

most favorable season is generally
most rapid cell growth.

1249.

A

layer ringed or girdled at the bottom.

point. If not, a tongue may Ije cut not deeper than onethird of the thickness of the branch from below upwards
and near a bud or node. In Fig. 1249 a layered branch
is shown with a ring of bark removed, a good practice
with thick, hard-barked species.
For many low-branched shrubs, mound- or stool-layer'^
are prepared (Fig. 1250), as follows: In the spring, head
the bush back to a series of stubs, which will produce a
large numberof vigorous youngshoots. Bymidsummer,
in some cases, or the following spring, a mound of earth
is thrown around the old stool and the base of the new
shoots, and from these latter abundant rooting is secured, so that by the following autumn or spring they

may be separated and set in nursery rows.
When a branch cannot be brought to

the ground,
sometimes the earth is brought to the branch by clasping the halves of a broken or specially made pot around
a tongued or girdled branch and filling in earth and
sphagnum moss to retain the moisture or the moss may
be held in place by a cone of strong paper (Pig. 1251).
It may be necessary to support the pot with a light stand
of stakes. Where a moist atmosphere is retained, as in
a conservatory, merely a ball of sphagnum bound around
the branch with twine will serve an equally good purpose
with less trouble. This kind of propagation is known as
air-layering, Chinese layering or circumposition.
In the case of vines, a cane may be laid horizontally in
a shallow trench, cov>
ering a few inches to
induce rooting,
and
leaving a node or two
exposed for growth, and
so on to the end, as
osy^'SfT'

^.

;

.

^^'

shown by
1248.

A

The methods

of

layer notched at the bottom.

Layering may be represented

in tin

following diag7-ani;

METHODS OF LAVERTNC.
];oir,;i

hrandi —

Brirk ritpturcd.
Bark ringed.

Trees and
Shrubs

Tongue

cut.

Tip layered.

Mound-

or stool-layer.

Putted or aerial layer.

Vines ANi.
Canes

i
'i

I

As shown

f'"^^^
J^^^^'
^''''"^'^ layer.
Serpentine layer.

in Fig. 1248, a suitable branch is lient to the
in place by a forked pin, so that a por-

ground aud held

Fig.

1252.

After young .shoots are
well started from the
1250 Mound or Stool Layerme
uncovered buds, the
earth may be filled in to the level of the dotted line.
In Fig. 1253 is shown what is often called the serpen
tine layer, in which the cane is bent, portions beinir
covered and the intervals left above the ground. It is
said that by this means the tendency of the sap to flow
to the extremity and there make the strongest growth,
is overcome, and even rooting secured the whole length
of the cane. This method is often used with quick-growing vines like clematis and wistaria, from which it is
possible to secure a succession of layers from the annual growth during spring and early summer.
All of the foregoing operations will be found more
more
readily successful in the more moist situations
successful in the nearly saturated atmosphere of the
southern states, for instance, than in the comparatively
dry conditions of the prairie states.
g, q. Mason.
;

LEDUM

LAYIA

LAYIA (Thomas

Lay, naliiralist in the Beechey voy-

LEATHEK FLOWER.

age). Co IK /.ids if w. Atumt ]|{ .sjiecies of California annuals, with yellow or wbitr lis. in spring or parly summer. Lvs. chicliy alternate, all entire or some, jiarticnlarly the lower, with alxixit 2 |ia.irs of linear side lolies
above the middle of the leaf. For general culture they
are probably inferior to Madia elegans, which has a similar habit and is distinguished by the blood-colored s}>ut
at the base of the rays. The fls. in Layia are about 1-1/^
The
in. across, and the rays are distinctly 3-toothed.
species described below are diffuse, much-branched and
It is probable that for best results
about a foot high.
they should be started early indoors, and transplanted
outdoors in ]May. Easy to grow.

CijriJta.

white,

Ii'ai/s oitirelij

A.
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Clematis Vioma. L. Jacket.
L. Leaf.
Ohaino'daphne. L.

glanduldsa, Hook. Hispid, sometimes glandular: lvs.
1-lK in. long, 2-3 lines broad, linear, the upper ones all
entire: rays 8-13. B.M. 0850. — Not cult., but desirable.

AA.

Hays

yellow, sonictimes tipped irhlle
B.

Plants hairy.

61egans, Torr. & Gray. All the upper lvs. entire: rays
pappus white or whlt10-12, yellow, rarely white-tipped
:

1252.

A

horizontal inuUiple layer.

LEBIDIEROPSIS (Greek; resembling Lebidiera, a
genus now inchnled in Cleistanthus). \Enphorbidcea:.
This genus includes a small tree with very hard wood,
and of unknown value, introduced from a. bntanical garden of northern India by Reasoner Bros., Oneco, Ela.
Lebidieropsis was reduced by Bentham and Hooker to
the rank of a sul)genus of Cleistanthus, but in the
Elora of British India Hooker says that Lebidieropsis
should probalily be restored, the se'?ds being globose,
while in Cloistiintbus they are always oblong. The seeds
also ditier in structure. Generic characters of Cleistanthus are: trees or slirubs: lvs. alternate, 2-ranked, entire: Hs. small or minute, in axillary clusters and spikes,
monoecious; calyx Scleft or 4-0-cIeft; petals as many,
minute; stamens 5; filaments united in a column in the
center of the disk: ovary 3-celled.
orbicularis, Muell., Arg. Lvs. IV^— 4 in. lonir, 1 ^2-3 in.
wide, leathery, broadly obovate or elliptic, tip rounded
or retuse, glaucous beneath, nerves 5-8 pairs: fls. silky,
.3-0 in a cluster; yietals fleshy, narrow:
seeds 2 lines
Hooker
thick, chestnut-brown, with scanty albumen.
does not recognize the 3 varieties distinguished by
Mueller on the shape and hairiness of the lvs.

LfiDUM

1251.

Air-Layering:.

{h'<l"ii,

ancient

Greek name of

Cistus).

Erieaeew. Lahkadou Tea. OrnanienTal h^w evergreen
shrubs with alternate, entire, short-petioled lvs., slightly
fragrant when bruised, and with handsome white fls. in
terminal umbels, appearing in early summer. They are
all hardy North, and well adapted for borders of evergreen shrubberies or for planting in swampy situations.
as well in sunny as in partly shaded situaand prefer a moist, sandy and peaty soil. Trans-

They thrive
copious villous hairs much shorter than the awnshaped bristles, which are long plumose below the miildle.
This and the next have a few small, scattered,
stalked glands which are wanting from the last
two. Gn. 31, p. 405. — Procurable from western
collectors. Perhaps the best of the genus.
ish, its

tions,

planting

is

if the plants are moved with a sufficient
Prop, by seeds sown in spring in sandy

easy,

ball of earth.

platygl6ssa, Gray. Some of the upper lvs. pinrays light yellow, commonly whitetipped
pappus of stout, awn-like bristles which
are upwardly scabrous. B.M. 3719. — Cult, in Eu.
natitid

:

;

BE. Plants not

Jtairif or af most minateUj
pnljescent.

Calligl6ssa, Gray. Akenes villons-pubescent or
partly glabrate: pappus of 10-18 very unequal
and rigid awl-shaped awns.
B. R. 22:1850 (erroneously as Oxijara clirysantliemoides).

chrysanthemoides, Gray {Oxiinra clirysantliemoldca, DC). Akenes wholly glabrous, broader:
pappus none. Not B.R. 22:1850, which is the
above. According to Thorburn this is a hardy
annual trailer witii white Hs., blooming in sum-

mer and autumn.

LEAD PLANT

is

LEADWORT.

Plumbago.

57

Ainorpha

canesceyis.

1253.

Serpentine Layering.

peat and treated like those of Azalea and Rhododendron, the young plants growing but slowly; increased
also by layers and division. Three species in the arctic
and cold regions of the northern hemisphere, all foun<]

LEDUM

LEEK

N. America. AUieil to Rhododendron, but corolla
Fls. rather small, %-}'2 in. across, longpedicelled, in terminal, umbel-like racemes; calyx lobes
and petals 5, spreading; stameusS-lO: capsule nodding,
5-celled, separating from the base into 5 valves, with
many minute seeds. The Ivs. contain a volatile oil, with
narcotic properties; the Ivs. of L. hitifollum are said
to have been used during the war of independence as
a substitute for tea, heuce the name "Labrador Tea."

BB. Lvs. flushed bronze ; veins rosy.
sambucina, Willd. {L. lio'hrsid.na, Hort. Sander),
Lvs. pinnate; Ifts. GK in. long, 2% in. wide, oblong,
cordate at the base, acuminate, coarsely crenate. India,
Malaya, Philippines, trop. Australia. A very variable
species. The above synonymy is the judgment of M. T.
Masters iuG.C. m.23:245. P. E. 10:554. A. P. 13:1284.
Gng. 0:278.
T. D. Hatfield and W. M.

palustre, Linn. Wild Rosemary. One to 2 ft. high
Ivs. linear or linear-oblong, revolute at the margin, dark
green and somewhat rugose above, densely ferrugineoustomentose beneath like the young branches, yi-lH in.
long: stamens 10: capsule ovate. May, June. N. hemisphere, in N. America from Newfoundland to Alaska.
L.B.C. 0;5G0. Var. dilatatam, Gray. Lvs. broader: capsule more oblong. N.W. coast of N. Amer., Japan. Var.
deciimbens, Ait. With procumbent stems and shorter

{Allium Porrxnn), a flat-leaved, bulbous, hardy
biennial, is probably a native of the Mediterranean region, where, particularly in Egypt, it has been used for
<.-ulinary and medicinal purposes since prehistoric time.
All parts of the plant possess an oft'ensive, pungent
odor and acrid taste due to an essential oil characterisIn medicine, the
tic of its close relative, the onion.
bulb, like the onion, is used as a renal stimulant. The
blanched steins and leaves are much employed in continental cookery as a flavoring for soups, stews, etc.,
boiled and served like asparagus, and in the raw state.
Except in the larger cities and among our' foreign popu-
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in

polypetalous.

:

usually oval

lvs.

Iatif61ium, Ait. (L. Groe))Uhi(Iicu)n, Oeder).

One

to

ft., similar to the former, but lvs. broader, oblong or
linear-oblong, \-l in. long, tomentum beneath often
whitish at first: stamens 5-7: capsule oblong. May,
June.
Canada to Brit. Col., south to Pa. and Wis.
L. B. C. 0:534 and 11:1049 (as L. canadtnse). J. H. 111.
31:20 (as L. palustre). Gn.34,p.:il.
.3

L. huxifoUum. Berg.=Leiophylhim buxifolium.— i. o^ariduShnib, to G ft,: Ivs. oblons or oval, glabrons.
ebuioous and eluTiduhir beneath: stamens 10. Jub', Aug. B.C.
Ihsinn, Nutt.

to Calif. LJ.M.TiilO.

Alfred Rehder.

LE£A

(James Lee, Scotch nurseryman, 1715-1795).
About 20 species of tropical, oriental small
some of which are cult, as young plants
warm conservatories for their colored foliage and

LEEK

Leek is little used in America. The seed
should be sown in a well-prepared, liglit, deep, rich,
moist loam in a nursery bed or coldframe. The site
should be open, the subsoil dry. When six or eight
weeks old, or about 5 inches tall, the young plants
inches
should be set 9 inches asunder, in drills 3 to
deep and 18 inche.^ apart. Shortening both roots and
ytems is often advised. As the plants grow, the soil
sliould be drawn loosely round the stems and lower
leaves to insure blanching. When blanched Leeks are
not desired, the plants mny be cultivated like onions;
lation, the

(i

Lf.ciicec^.

trees or shrubs,
in
stately habit.

Lvs. alternate, 1-3 times pinnate; Ifts.
entire or serrate; tendrils none: tls. small or large, red,
yellow or green, in cymes; calyx 5-toothed; petals 5,
connate at the base and with the tube of stamens ovary
3-13-eelled; cells 1-ovuled: fr. a berry. ByBenthamand
Hooker this genus was placed in the order Ampelidere,
which others call Vitacese. Vitis differs in having the
climbing habit, ovary 2-celled; cells 2-ovuIed. The first
species mentioned seems to be valued particularly for
its fls.: the others are foliage plants wdiicli are presumably distinct horticulturally, but 2 of them may not be
good botanical species, and cannot be distiuguiKhed M'ithout a knowledge of the fiowers.
Leeas are tropical house plants. L. amahilis has
beautiful, silvery, vine-like foliage. It makes a handsome plant for piliar-post.s, and does exceedingly well
planted out; but it should be given a season of rest during wmter time by a partial drying out, when it will
Ioo.se most, if not all, its foliage. This practice should
be followed in any case. It may also be grown as a
trained specimen in pots. Peaty soil is often recommended, but good light loam, with i)lenty of drainage,
does equally well.
:

A.

Foliage colored or variegated,

Lvs. marked

hriglit

red

;

veins white.

Introduced by Sander & Co., 1899,
from Guinea, but not distinguished in their description
amabilis,
var.
spiendens, which is probably
from Jj.
still cult, in Eu.
amdbiliB, TTort. Veitch, Lvs. pinnate; Ifts. 5or7, lanceolate, acuminate, serrate, upper surface velvety, deep
bronzy green, with a broad wliite stripe; veins white at
the bases
young lvs. pale pinkish brown. G.C. II.
17:493.
Gn. 21, p. 352. Var. spl6ndens, Lind., is marked
with bright red and lia.s a red stem. 1 H. 31:518.
Micholitzii, Hort.

:

iv\

the keel at

Si

k.

indeed, exceptfor earthing up, the cultural methods employed for these two crops are identical. Leeks are m:irketed in bunches like young onions and, for winter use,
are stored like celery. As a second crop to follow early
cabbage, spinach, etc., they are in general favor with
market-gardeners. In soups and stews the rank odor
disappears, leaving a mild and agreeable flavor.

M. G. Kains.

%

AA.

the wings at

Foliage green.

coccinea, Planch. Lvs. 3-pinnate; Ifts. 5 on each main
division of the leaf, oblong-lanceolate, dentate, margin
recurved: fis. IK) or more in a trichotoraous, flat-topped
cluster about 3 in. ar-ross, scarlet in bud, the 5 spreading lobes of the corolla pink above; stamens yellow, exin. across.
Burma. B.M. 5299.
serted, each fl. about
— It begins to flower when only a foot high, but the main
stalk of the clusters is only an inch or so long. Adv. by
John Saul, 1893.

B.

1254. A papLUonaceous flower— Sweet Pea.
Showing the itanner, standard or vexillum at

Leek, though of the onion fiiraily, and also a biennial,
The object in its culis differently treated and used.
tivation is to develop the leaves in such a manner that
they become numerous; the flower-stem does not appear
before the second year, hence the necessity of growing
to full size the first year.
the seed in March in a seed-bed (with slight botheat), in drills 2 or 3 inches apart; when large
enough, thin out to stand 1 inch apart in the row, as
they may attain the thickness of a fair- sized straw. In
May or early June the seedlings are transplanted in the

it

Sow

tom

open ground; they are then cut half-way down and
should also be set deep, so they will begin blanching

when they

attain a fair size. The soil best suited is a
loam
prior to the transplanting it
should be well prepared with well-rotted stable manure,
if possible. The plants are generally set in drills 12 to
15 inches apart, and
to 9 inches apart in the drills.
They should be well cultivated, and when crowing
freely should be earthed up slightly \\\i\\ the hand cultivator or hand-hoe. Some of the successful gardeners
still cultivate them on the celery-trenching system; by
this means they can be watered more thoroughly and
rich, moist, light

;

LEEK

LEGUMES

can be conveniently
ii.'tt in tlic trench with slight protection, and taken tliereffom for winter use. Care must be taiien not to cover
tt>o early, as they decay easily, beginning at the end of

est trees. Numerous .species are widely cultivated as
agricultural crops. Among these, beans and peas are
important food-plants, while clover, vetches, peas, melilot, alfalfa, lucerne, cow-peas, etc., are valuable forage
crops, cover-crops, and green manures.
Many of the
exotic species are of commercial importance. The arboreal forms furnish structural timber and cabinet
woods. Many also furnish dye-stuffs, rubber, balsams,
oils, etc., and .some are cultivated for ornamental purposes.
In respect to the characterof the flowers, the family is
divided into three subfamilies. In the large subdivision
to which the ornamental species of Mimosa and Acacia
belong, the flowers are small and regular and often
clustered in spherical or ol)long heads. The stamens
are free or united into a tube and much exerted. In the
second subfamily the flowers are usually irregular, with
the upper petal folded inside of the others in the bud.
The coffee-tree, honey locust, and the large genus Cassia
belong in this subdivision. Most of the native species of

win attain a much larger

size; also

organs of a Sweet Pea flower.
Calyx at C; tenth st.imen at A; stigma at E.

1255. Essential
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the foliage; this destroys their appearance. The hardier kinds are used for this purpose and will blanch
yellow down to the so-called stem, which is white t*) the
Leeks planted out in May are ready for use in
root.
September; the sowing;? can be made earlier and later
to suit the time of maturing, and can be sown in
August and September in coldframes and wintered
over with slight protection, then transplanted to
The varieties best
the open ground in April.
known to American gardeners are London Flag,
Large Musselburgh or Scotch Flag, Giant Carentan,

and Large Rouen.

j_

qtto Thilow.

LEGUMES. The

popular name given to a vast
and important family of plants, of which pea,
bean, clover, vetch, etc., are
tives.

The order

is

generally

common

representa-

known

as the pulse

It contains nearly 450
trenera, comprising over 7,000 species, and in
economic importance ranks second only to the grasses
{Graminece). The species of this family are distri-

family, or Leqnminosa'.

bated over the entire earth. By far the greater number
are herbs and half-shrubby plants, but in the warmer
regions of the earth thev attain the dimensions of for-

1257.

An

indehiscent lesuminous

Legumes, and all those cultivated

pod— Daubentonia.

as farm crops, belongto
the vast subfamily Papllionarecp, In these the flower is of
the papilionaceous type,or pea type (Fig. 1254^. The upper
larger petal, called the banner, s, is exterior and folded
over the others in the bud. The two lateral ones, situated below the banner, are the wings, iv^ ir, while the
lower pair, which are sometimes united, form the keel, k.
The keel encloses the stamens and pistil, the latter l)eing
often bent at riglit ani^les to the ovary, or coiled. The
stamens are either free or they form a tubular sheath
surrounding the ovary. Often the upper one alone is
free, leaving a slit along the upper side of the sheath
(Fig. I'Joo). These tiowers are often dependent on insects for pollination, a fact which is of great importance
in raising clover seed.
The fruit of the Leguminosfe is a pod or Legume, as
As a rule, the pods are onein the bean (Fig. ]2.')()).
loculed, and have the seeds arranged in rows. In some
tribes they become several-celled by partitions which
arise between the seeds. These pods become constricted
at the partitions, and at maturity separate into short
joints (see Fig. 094, Vol. I). The valves of the pods are
generally papery or leathery, and open at maturity, often
by a sudden snapping of the valves, which scatters the
seeds. Inothertribes, however, the pods are indehiscent,
or do not split at maturity (Fig. I2o7).
The roots of Le,2:nmes have numerous small tubercles
scattered throughout the root-systems. Fig. 1258. These
are caused by and infested with minute organisms, to
which the name bacteroids has been applied. The bacteroids are always present, and probably multiply to
some extent in soils where Leerumes have been g-rown.
They are very minute bodies, which are either rod-like in
forro or branched in the form of a Y or a T. The infection of the plants has been observed to take place
through the root-hairs. Within the plant the bacteroids
assume a new and peculiar form. They grow out into a
branched and flexuous thread, which is enlarged and
nodulose at places. At the point of infection the rootcells are stimulated to growth, producing the nodules
characteristic of Legumes. The threads permeate the
entire tubercle. The old threads finally disorganize,
and it is believed that their protein substances are
absorbed by the host.

LEGUMES

LEMON

It has been shown, first in 188(3 by experiments conducted by Hellriegel and Wilfarth and later by nainerous other investigators, that when Legumes are grown
in sterilized sand, which contains no trace of nitrogen,
they soon die of nitrogen-hunger, and no tubercles are
formed on their roots. If, however, a very small quan-

commonly consisting of one leaf and one nnbranched root which has no vascular tissue. These lvs.
are called frouds by the botanist largely because Ivs.
do not ordinarily emit roots. The plants grow separately, or cohere by their edges in 2's or .3's, and multiply by similar fronds, which grow out of the edges of
the old ones something like buds. The flowers are
minute and appear on the edge of the
frond. They consist of a pistil and generally
2 stamens which are inclosed in a sheath,
which the botanists have determined is a
spathe by reason of the place where it is
borne and by homology with related plants.
L. minor is said to flower more frequently
than any other northern species. Details of its
flower are shown in Fig. 12G0, where there seem
to be 4 anthers, but there are only 2, each
bearing 2 loeules. Some botanists consider
the 2 stamens as 2 fls. and the pistil a third
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tity of soil extract or of baeteroids, grown from roottubercles, is added to the sand, the plants assume new vigor and grow to maturity. Tu-

bercles are formed on the roots, and the
plants are found to contain more nitrogen
than was present in the seed. By such experiments it is shown that Legumes can acquire free nitrogen through the agency of the
bacteroids.
The physiological process by
which this is done is still obscure.
Some species of Legumes can be innoculated by bacteroids from other species, but
others seem to be dependent upon their own
specific organism. The organisms are spread
in the soil only by mechanical agencies, such
as working the soil, moving water, wind, etc.
If the soil is rich in nitrogen, leguminous
plants can develop, like all others, without
the aid of tubercles.
Recently pure cultures of bacteroids have
been offered in the market as Nitragin, to be
used for the purpose of innoculating soils deficient in micro-organisms. Althongh several
experimenters claim success with this substance, its practical application to agriculture
remains yet to be demonstrated. The substance sold as Alinit, and said to enable
grasses to acquire free nitrogen, is merely a
pure culture of a very common bacterium
present in all decaying matter.

plant

Duckweeds are perennial plants. In
autumn they fall to the botlom of the
ditch or pond, but rise again in the spring,
and increase in size. The allied genus Wolffia
contains the smallest flowering plants in the
vegetable kingdom. There are about 11 species of Duckweeds, widely scattered. L.pohjrhiza is commonly known in American botanies as SpirodeJa poJyrhiza, but Spirodela is
considered by Benthara and Hooker a subgenus of Lemna. The common Duckweed
occasionally infests the small lily ponds (artificial ones), where it is a pest.
The simple
remedy is to flush the pond and see that common goldfish or carp are in sufficient numbers
to clear off the remainder.
flower.

the

LEIOPHVLLUM
phtjllon

;

rr-ferring

Syn., Dendrlnin,

(from

smooth and
smooth foliage).
Ericdcecp.

lines diam.

Evergreen hardy densely
procumbent,
shrub, sometimes

AA.

B.B. 1:365.

Sand Myrtle.
branched

with small, glabrous, opposite or alternate
crowded Ivs. and white or light pink small
fls. in terminal many-lid. umbels, appearing
profusely late in spring. It resembles in appearance somewhat the Dwarf Box, and is
well adapted for borders of evergreen shrubberies and also for rockeries. It thrives best
in a peaty or very sandy, loamy soil and as

B.

Veins 1-5

Fronds ohlong, 6

sunny as in a partly shaded posiProp, by seeds sown in pans and placed
in a cool frame or liy layers put down in fall.
One species in E. N. Amer. from N. J. to
Fla. Allied to Ledum. Lvs. entire: fls. in
terminal, unibelliform corymbs
sepals and

BB.

Frond.'! hroadly ovate or orlncular,
2 lines long.

minor, Linn.
ally cohering

LEMON

%

Alfred Rehder.
LfiMIfA (Greek, Jfmne ; a largo pool of
standing water).
Lmnnacecp..
Duckweed,

Duckweeds

are

common upon

B.B. 1:306. V. 3:200.
Wsi. Tricker and W. M.

culture in Florida

was assuming

There remained after the killing freezes some
young plant isolated orchards of Lemons in southern
Florida, which have since entirely recovered
and have borne full crops of fruit for two or

Nodules on the

1258.

roots of a

garden pea.
Natural size.

of

DuCKSMEAT.

Fronds usu-

an important share of horticultural work
previous to the cold winter of 1894-5, but
since then attention has been more largely
given to hardier fruits. The growing of Lemon
trees is beginning again in lower Florida,
in sections free from killing frosts, and although soil conditions are rather unfavorable
to the cultivation of citrons trees, owing to
the rocky or poor character of the ground,
there is evidence of interest and some practical results from the experimental plantations.

bu.rifdIiu7n,'BerjX.).
high: lvs. short-

ft.

petioled, thick, oval or obovate, about
in.
long: fls. wliite, pinkish outside, about onefifth in. across, on slender pedicels; petals
elliptic, almost twice as long as sepals. AprilJune. Pine barrens and mountains, N. J. to
Fla.
B.M. 07.^2. (in. 42. p. r>59. G.W.F.A.
49. B.R. 7:531 (as Ammyrsine). L.B.C 1:52
(as Ledum). Var. prostr^tum, Gray. Forming dense depressed tufts: lvs. usually oval,
and deep green. High mountains of Carolina.

Figs. 1259-60.

in 3's or 4's, rather thick, not

minutely toothed.

;

petals 5; stamens Id: fr. a 2-5-celled dehiscent many-seeded capsule.

{Ledum

root solitary.

in the next, narrow and minutely toothed at
one end, thicker and taslk-like at the other,
usually with 2 young ones growing from opposite sides near'the base. B.B. 1:366. v.
3:200.

tion.

buxiiolium, Ell.

:

lines long, 3 lines wide.

Fronds much thinner than

trisulca, Linn.

P

well in a

Dense, leafy bush, to 3

roots several.

polyrhiza, Linn. (Spirodela poly rhlza,
Schleid.). Also spelled jjolyrrliiza. Fronds
broadly ovate or orbicular, attaining 3 or 4

leios,

to the

Ammyrsine.

J'cins 7-11:

A.

Hetxrich Hasselbring.

three years.

stagnant

pools, often covering the water with a blanket of grten.
They are easily gathered for schoolroom and home
aquaria, and may be procured from specialists in aquatics and native plants. Ducks and carp eat these plants
greedily. One of the commou Duckweeds is shown 6
times its natural sixe in Pig. 1259. Duckweeds are small
floating plants, without any distinct stems, a whole

The pecuniary reward to a careful Lemon grower is
large, provided he has suital)le soil and a situation n-raoved from killing frosts, and, although profits from
other citrons fruits may be temporarily larger, Lemons
are constantly in demand, and the reward is correspondingly certain. Orchards are usually set with budded
trees, about 20 by 25 feet apart. The young trees after
setting are advantageously mulched with grass or other

LEMON
litter,

LEMON

which holds moisture for the unestablished roots

and gradually rots, atfordiiis liamus. The stocks used
are sour oranso and rough Lemon principally, but other
stock may ba used, and the Lemon may also be raised
from cuttings in the same manner tliat citrons are grown
The remarks as to the use of Citni.i irifoUalii as a stock
for hmes Will apply also in this case (see Lime),
The cultivation is the same as for orange trees: shallow plowing early in spring, followed by thorough harrowing once or twice each month until the summer rainy
season has well setin. After this time the grass which
naturally springs up is allowed to grow at will until autumn, when it is mowed for convenience in picking
fruit and getting about the orchard. Many growers perceive advantage in raising soil-enriching plants in the
orchard and so, instead of allowing native grasses to
grow, sow seeds of various forage jilants, as beggar-weed
(see Desmiiilium), cow-peas, velvet beans, etc., part
of
which growth is harvested for hay, the rest left to adil
fertility to the soil, and is later plowed under.
In
late autumn most growers apply
usually composed of
sulfate of potash, sulfate of aminouia and bone-black, which is
ijroadcasted at the rate of 800 to
1,500 pounds per acre. This fertilizer is not wasted by the action of the sun, and is either
fertilizer,

on the surface to be washed
by rain or is mixed in the
soil by harrow or turning-plow.
Fertilizing is also done in the
early summer, and occasionally
left

in

a third application is made before ripening of the fruit, but
the rule is, two applications per
year of about the same amount
each.
Y,. N. Reasoneu.

1250.
1259.

Duckweeds,

Lemna

minor.

of

Floral details

Lemna

aa, stamens;

minor.
h, pistil.

Lesion in California. — Though Lemons have been
grown in California for half a century, it is only during
the last decade that the culture has risen to considerable
commercial importance. This fact is shown by the
latest statistical data, which indicates about a quarter of
a million bearing trees and about a million non-bearing
trees as comprising tlie aggregate of Lemon planting in
this state.
The early product consisted of seedlings
which were of excessive size, with juice of low acid
content and rind of marked bitterness. The closest attention of Lemon-growers was given about twenty years
ago, and for some time afterwards, to the testing of the
best seedlings and the varieties brought from the Mediterraneau region, to secure acceptable size, thinness of
rind and freedom from bitterness, ^vith high percentage of citric acid in the ."juice. The result was that a
few such varieties were found and they were demonstrated to be equal in these characteristics to the imported
fruit from Sicily. Then, for the first time, California
growers were able to compete with the imported fruit,
and the planting of Lemons began upon a large scale.
The local markets were first supplied, overland shipments were undertaken, and the fruit was found to be

899

acceptable east of the Rocky mountains and tlir, undertaking to displace the Mediterranean fruit at all
points
in the United States began. This effort was
greatly advanced by the protective tariff, which counterbalanced
the advantages which foreign producers had
previously
en.ioyed in cheaper lub ,r and in less cost of transportation. Shipments of about 1,200 cardoads of
Lemons a
year to the eastern markets show the success which
California growers have attained in competition with

the imported fruit.
Local adaptations of climatic and soil conditions to
the growth of the Lemon have required long and close
study and experimentation. The Lemon is loss hardy
than the orange, and will suffer seriously with degrees
of frost which the orange will endure. Almost frostless
situations are, therefore, most promising. The Lemon
will reach perfection in a region where the summer
heat may be slightly less than required to develop satisfactory sweetness in the orange. These desiderata of
very light frost and somewhat lower summer temperature are found to coincide in places most open to ocean
inrtuences in southern California.
Roughly speaking
then, the Lemon region is on or near the coast and the
orange region in interior vallevs. Differentiation in
planting these two fruits has jn-oceeded along these
lines quite largely, though it is still true that in certain
places most excellent Lemons are grown at interior
points and most excellent oranges near the coast. The
orange has proved to be, however, r.ather more easily
grown and prepared for market than the Lemon, and on
the whole, more profitable, perhaps; so that these facts
are to be properly included when an effort is made to
account for the disposition of those owning Lemon orchards in the interior to work them over to the orange.
A light warm loam is best suited to the growth of the
Lemon, while the orange root seems to be ad.apted to a
range of heavier soils. This was of more moment when
the practice was to grow the Lemon on its own roots,
cither from cuttings or by budding on seedling Lemon
stock.
But the production of a Lemon tree of less
riotous growth and fruit of less average size and, withal,
a healthier and more satisfactory tree, was found to bo
attained by using the orange seedling as a stock for the
Lemon tree, and this is the universal practice at the
|iresent time. Propagation is by the onlinary process
of buddiug on a seedling root two or three years old.
Distances of planting in the orchard differ somewhat
according to the judgment of growers, but about 100
trees to the acre is the a^erage.
Pruning the Lemon has been a vexed problem with
the growers for years. The tree is naturally of rangy
growth, running out long leaders which afterwards assume a pendent form and are tossed about in the wind,
to the detriment of both tree and fruit, which is apt to
come at the ends of the long, pliant shoots. Thus an

nnpruned Lemon orchard becomes almost impenetrable
for necessary orchard work. This is in marked contrast
growth of the or.ange. which is more compact and
symmetrical, and needs but slight regulation after a
good form is secured in the young tree.
Regular
shortening-in of the branches of the Lemon is therefore
necessary, followed by thiuning of the new shoots, so
that the tree shall not make too many bearing twigs and
becoiue too dense in the center. In that way tlie fruit
can be kept within easy reach, and the branches stiff
and strong to carry it.
Ample irrigation and frequent cultivation to prevent
evaporation afterwards are essential to thrift and bearing of the Lemon in California. Neglected trc-es lose
their leaves and prematurely ripen fruit lacking in
to the

juice.

Scores of varieties have enjoyed fleeting popularit}' in
California and now not more than six are largely grown
Franca, Lisbon, Eureka, Genoa, Messina and
Bonnie Brae. Of these, the first three constitute probably four-fifths of the crop.
The preparation of the Lemon for marketing has been
a matter of discussion and experiment for years. The
bulk of the crop ripens in the winter: the time to sell
Lemons is in the summer. The Lemon ripened on the
;

viz.. Villa

tree has very poor keeping quality. Both for meeting
the market demand and to secure a fruit which will endure shipping, Lemons need storage for a considerable

LEMON
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time. Proper storage, or curing, as it is generally called,
results in thinning aud toughening the rind so that it
has a pliable character, a silky finish and is not easily
bruised in handling. Very costly curing houses have
sometimes been fouud defective in not readily disposing
of the products of evaporation from the fresh fruit. At
present, simpler constructions, consisting in thoroughly
ventilated inner apartme-nts for the fruit, with outer
walls and double roof to protect the interior against
vpide temperature changes iu the outer air, are giving
very satisfactory results. The fruit needs freedom from
extremes of temperature, abundant ventilation and yet
no intrusion of wind or air currents and the absence of
light. When these are secured, the fruit ripens slowly,
assumes a beautiful, characteristic color and is then
good for long keeping or distant shipment. It is essen-

secure uniform size, and this is done by picking
without regard to ripeness as soon as a fruit reaches a
certain size. The result is that the fruit is picked before any sign of coloring appears. The standard is
2% inches iu diameter, as measured with an iron
ring which the picker carrie=!. The diameter decreases
one-eighth of an inch during curing. Late-ripening
fruit, for quick sale, may be allowed to get a little
larger, but no fruit should be above 2>y inches in diameter.
All fruit must be cut and not plucked from the
trees, and until the final |)acking for shipment, should
be handled in shallow trays or boxes, piled with air
spaces between them so that the air may circulate and
tial to

remove the exhalations.

LEMON VEEBENA
LEMON VINE
LEMONIA.

is

^(.'(i

-£^

is

j^

Wiokson.

Lippia.

Pere^kia.

Ravenia,

LENS (ancient Latin name of the Lentil). JjerjujniThis genus includes the Lentil, Lens esculenta,
one of the oldest and still one of the most important

tidsa'.

food-jjlants for man, especiall)' in the warmer parts of
the Old World and the Orient. It is a much-branched
tufted annual 1-1,' 2 feet high. The leaves have numerous
leaflets and end in a tendril.
The flowers are small,
white or pale blue, axillary and borne in pairs. The
pods are short and broad, very flat, and contain 2 flat
seeds which are rounded iu outline and convex on both
sides. The lens of the astronomer and physicist was
named because it was shaped like one of these seeds.
Some varieties have gray seeds, others red. Esau sold
his birthright to Jacob for a mess of re<l pottage made
of Lentils.
Lentils are used chiefly for soups and
stews. They arc a coarser and cheaper food than fresh
peas and beans, and about as palatable as split peas.
Lentils rank amongst the most nutritious of all vegetables, as they contain about 20 per cent caseine, 35 per
cent of starch and only 14 per cent of water. Lentils are
also of the easiest culture, but the seeds arc often destroyed by a weevil. The seed is generally sown in drills
in March. The heaviest crops are produced on rather dry,
sandy soils. The plants need no special care between
seedtime and harvest. The seeds keep better iu the
pods than after being threshed out. Some of the varieties are the Puy Green, Small Winter and Small March.
The genns Lens is placed by Benthani & flooker between the vetch and sweet pea, (Vicia and Lathyrus). In
Lens and Vicia the wings of the Hower adhere to the
keel, while in Lathyrus they are free or only slightly
adherent. Lens has 2 ovules; Vicia usually many.

each branch. The fls. are oddly gaping, the upper lip
very long and uncut, the lower very short and 3-cut, In
the North, cuttings should be started in early sprin"-,
the young plants transplanted to the open in May and
thereafter frequently pinched to make asymmetrical instead of a straggling bush, and if the plants do not
flower before frost, they can be cut back, lifted and

brought into a cool greenhouse to flower in November
or December. A southern enthusiast says that they are
as easy to cultivate as a geranium.
Franceschi writes that the plant seldom seeds in S
California, and must be propagated from cuttings,
which, if taken from hardened wood, do not root as
readily as

many

other labiates.

LEONOTIS (Oroek, Uon'fi car, which the (lowers are
supposed to rcstimble). Lablatm. Lion's Ear. Lion's
Tail.
This includes a tender shrub, with scarletorange, gaping Ms., cult, outdoors in S. Fla. and .S.
As a liedding plant

grown north of
Washington, D. C, and it is faroutfhissed in popularity
by the Scarlet Sage, which gives an equally vivid mass
of red in the northern autumn. The Lion's Ear differs
from the Scarlet Sage in having conspicuously hairy,
almost plush-like ils. These are 2 in. long, as many as
IS in a whorl, and 3 or
whorls open successively on
Calif.

'i

it is

little

are

much

calyx tubular, lO-neiwed, obliquely 8-10-toothed; sta4, didynanious.
LeODiirus, R. Br.
Shrubby, 3-G ft. high: Ivs. 2 in
long, oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, coarsely serrate, narrowed at the base, slightly tomentose beneath: floral
ones like the rest; corollas more than thrice as long as
the calyx.
S. Afr.
B.M.4TS(as Phloutis Leonurus)

meus

R.H.

Gn.

1857, p. 54S.

53, p. 400.

G.C.

II.

19:180.

W. M.

LEONTlCE

(Greek,

referring to the shape
of the leaf). Berhc-riddcece. Lion's Leap. About 7 species of hardy herbaceous perennials, chiefly Asian, of
low growth and distinct appearance. Three kinds are
advertised by the Dutch bulb growers, but perhaps one
of them belongs to Bongardia. Leonticeis distinguished
from the highly interesting and rare group mentioned
under Epimedium by having 0-9 sepals (which are the
showy parts), and
petals reduced to small nectaries.
Like Bongardia, it has 6 stamens and a bladdery capsule. These plants have a turnip-shaped corra about
2 in. thick, and bear yellow fls. in early spring.
Bongardia has only one species, which is described in the
supplementary list of the present article.
Jio7i's foot;

A. Lus. twice ternately cut.
Leontop6talum, Linn. Lfts. ovate or obovate, rarely
subcordate: panicle large, dense, leafy. Italy and the
Orient. Root used in the Holyland against epilepsy.

—

AA. Lvs. dlgiiately cut.
E.

Raceme

dense, conical.

Stems several, stout, each giving off
2 subradical lvs. which are undeveloped at flowering
time: lvs. finally on stalks 4-5 in. long, digitately
Alberti, Regel.

5-parted;

lfts.

pale

green, glaucous, elliptic;

nerves

prominent and parallel beneath: scape 0-8 in. high, robust: raceme as many as 18-fld.: fls. nearly 1 in. across,
ochre-yellow, streaked reddish brown on "back; petals
shorter than the stamens.
Turkestan. B. M. 0900.
Gt. 1881:1057.

BB.

Raceme

loose, ohlong.

Alt^lca, Pall, According to Index Kewensis, this is a
synonym of bongardia Bauwolfii, but the following
description, taken from the plant figured as L.AUaica,
in B. M. 3245, is very distinct from that figured as Bon(jard.ia Rattivolfii in B. BL 0244. Lvs. not from theroot.
digitately cut, only one leaf on each flower stem, the
leaf having 3 primary divisions, each of which is petioled and has 5 lfts., 2 of which are smaller than the
rest
lfts. elliptical
inflorescence a raceme, bearing
large, more or less roundish leafy bracts: fls. mostly
erect, having
showy, oblong, not overlapping, entire
parts supposed to be sepals, the petals small, yellow,
erect, shorter than the anthers.
;

LENTIL. Sec Lms.

The plants

improved by cutting back every year or so.
Leonotis has about a dozen species, chiefly south African. Herbs or shrubs: Ivs. dentate, the tioral ones alike
or narrower and more sessile: tis. scarlet or yellow;

:

Bongardia RaiXwolfU,
pinnate;

lfts.

C. A. Mey. Lvs. all from the root,
3-8 pairs, or some of the lfts. in whorls of 3-4.
\\'\f]\
a,
conspicuous triangular crimson
eiu-h
intlorescence a panicle, bearing nii-

wedge-shaped, 3-fi(l,
mark at tlio base of

-

nufe, linciu- br;icts: tis. drooping, baving G showy, wedgeshaped, cron.ate parts, ;J of T\ hich should possibly be considered
petals, and the other 3 inner sepals, since there are 3 sraall,
greenish lolies outside which are like an ordinary calyx, and
sliould, perhaps, be called the outer calyx. B.M.6244. F.C,3:'.ts.
B.l:50.

^i^i

;

.

LEONTOPODIUM

LEPACIIYS

LEONTOPODIUM

Compdsita.
(GreeU, lion's foot).
The Edelweiss is perhaps the one iiower most sought by
tourists in the Alps. It is an emblem of purity, and the
name means "noble white." It is a low plant, 4-12 in.
high, densely covered with a whitish wool, the attractive
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Edelweiss— Leontopodium alpinum (X

V4).

portion being the flat, star-like cluster of woolly floral
leaves surrounding the true tls., which are small, inconspicuous and yellow. The general impression seems to
be that Edelweiss cannot be cult, in America. In lOOO,
however, it is being extensively advertised as a potplant, and it has long been cult, in rock gardens. J. B.
Keller writes, "It can be grown to perfection in elevated
position of the rockery, in rather li^ht soil and with
It also succeeds in an ordinary
full exposure to sun.
hardy border where the plants can be kept moderately
dry in winter." Dreer advises that the seed be sown
early in spring in shallow pans of sandy soil and leafmold and kept cool and moist. E. J. Canning sows seeds
of Edelweiss in 4-in. pots in the greenhouse in Pt;b.,
pricking off as soon as large enough to handle, and
rinaliy transferring them to the rock garden, where they
flower well the second year; but after that they are inclined to die out.
To establish a colony of Edelweiss an English writer
(Gn. 52, p. 146) advises that a few stray seedlings be
firmly planted in a narrow chink of rock so placed that a
deep fissureof gritty or sandy loam maybe assured for the
Plants in pots may be grown and
roots to ramble in.
flowered when the collar is tightly wedged between some
pieces of stone or old mortar.
The plant is best propagated by seeds, as division is not always successful.
Leontopodium has about 6 widely scattered species of
perennial herbs, all tufted and woolly, with ascending or
erect stems which are iinbranched except at the very top
stem-lvs. alternate, entire: heads small, crowded into
dense cymes surrounded by a sort of leafy involucre.
Edelweiss is still catalogued as a Gnaphalium, but in
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inches or more of naked wiry stem between foliage
and flower. Typically, thn rays are yellow, but perhaps the most attractive form is var. pulcherrima,
which has a large brown or Ijrown-purple area toward
the base of each ray. Like the majority of our native
western fls. that are cult, in the eastern states, the
plants have reached our gardens from European cultivators. Meehan says it is perfectly hardy in our northern borders, but the English do not regard it as entirely
safe without some winter protection.
Moreover, it is
one of the easiest herbaceous perennials to raise from
seed, flowering the first year, and it is chiefly treated in
the Old World as an annual bedding plant, the seeds
being known to the trade as Obeliscaria pulcherrima
Por bedding, the seeds are sown in early spring in a
hotbed, the seedlings pricked off into boxes, hardened
off, and finally transplanted to the open, only slight
care being necessary to obtain compact bushes about
2 ft. high. Under such circumstances the plants flower
from June to September, and the season may be prolonged by a sowing in the open. This plant deserves
trial in our northern borders, where seed can probably
he thinly sown in the open, where the plants are to
stand, with a fair chance of autumnal bloom the same
year. The fls. last well in water and should be cut with
long stems to get the beneflt of the delicately-cut foliage.
Lepachys contains 4 species of herbs, all American, 3
perennial. Lvs. alternate, pinnately divided or parted:
<Usks at flrst grayish, their corollas yellowish, becoming
tawny: chaffy bracts commonly marked with an internuirginal purple line or spot, containing volatile oil or
resin. Monographed in Gray's "Synoptical Flora." For
generic distinctions, see Badbeckia.
5

I^aijs oval, scarceh/

as long as the disk at

its

longest.

cult.:

&

Branching
Gray. Pig. 12G2.
high in the wild, often 3 ft. in
stem-ivs. with 5-9 divisions, which are oblong to

columnttris, Torr.

from the base, 1-2

ft.

is 2-cut, while in Leontopodium it
is more nearly allied to our
the "Pearly Everlasting" {Auaphalis
margaritacea), which lacks the dense cluster of starlike floral leaves, but in the opinion of the writer has as
much beauty as the Edelweiss.

that
is

genus the style

uncut.

Leontopodium

common weed,

alpinum, Cass. {GnaphiWtxm Leontopodium, Linn.)Fig. 12GI. Lvs. lanceolate, floral ones oblong: fl. -heads
7-9 in a cluster: involucral scales woolly at base, blackish at apex. B.M. 1958. Gn. 29, p. 329 and 52, p. 140.

LEOPARD'S BANE.

Doronlntm.

LEOPARD FLOWER

is

Belemcavda.

L]&PACHYS

(Greek, a thick scale; probably referring
the thickened upper part of the bracts of the receptacle).
Compdsitce. This includes a flne prairie wildflower, L. colamnaris, for which, unfortunately, there
is no common name.
It grows 2-3 ft. high, has elegantly cut foliage, aud bears fls. something like a
Brown-eyed Susan, but the disk is finally cylindrical
and more than an inch high, with G or 7 oval, reflexed
rays hanging from the base. In a fine specimen these
rays are \% in. long and nearly 1 in. broad. There are
to
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Lepachys colamnaris (X

1-5).

linear in outline and sometimes 2-3-cleft: fls. solitary,
terminatina; the branches; rays yellow; style-tips short,
obtuse. Prairies. B.M. ItiOl. Mn. 1:65. G.W.F.A. 8.
Var. pulch^rrima, Torr. & Gray {Obeliscdria pulcMrrima, DC), differs only in having the rays partly

.

LEPTOSYNE

LEPACHYS

902

or wholly brown-purple. The plants in the trade are
mostly mar^nned with yellower have about half of each
Gu. 51:1104. R.H. 1854:421. V:ir. totus-purcolor.
pureus, Hort. D. M. Andrews, is "a variety with dark
orange-brown rays, almost black."

AA.

Bmjs

oblong 'lanceolate,

ve-nj tniich

longer than the

disk.

pinnata, Torr. & Gray. Slender, 3-5 ft. high: Ivs.
with 3-7 Ifts., which are lanceolate, sparsely serrate,
sometiraea lobed, the uppermost run together: rays yellow, often 2 in. or more long. Western N. Y. to la.,
south to La. B.Bl. 2310.
j. H. Cowen.

LEPIDIUM

(from Greek for

tittle

scale

;

alludiu;? to

pods). Cruclfera\ Cress. Peppekgrass.
Perhaps 100 species of small herbs (sometimes undershrubs) in many parts of the world, with very small
white tls. There are about 20 native species, mostly
western, and several introduced weedy species. The fo-

the small

flat

pods have an aromatic-peppery tiavor. The
some species is used as salad, and the pods
are sometimes fed to tame birds (whence the name
"Canary grass"). There are no species of much ornamental value.
sativum, Linn. Garden Cress. Annual, 1-2 ft., glaucous when in flower and fruit, glabrous: tls. small and
pods nearly
inconspicuous, in an elongating raceme
circular, bitid at the apex, winged: Ivs. exceedingly various, but usually the radical ones pinnately divided and
subdivided, the central eauline ones 2-3-cleft nearly to
the base and the segments entire or toothed, the uppermost simple and entire. W. Asia, but widely disseminated as a cult, plant, and sparingly run wild in the
northern part of the U. S. and Canada. —Under cultivation the foliage varies immensely.
The curled sorts
liuge and
foliage of

stand drought well in California.

A.

as finely cut as curled parsley.

On

Other Lepidiums are sometimes eaten, but are not in the trade
and are of little importance. One of these is the common X/.
Virfjinicuin, Linn., wild in the U. S., ;ind known as Pepper-grass,
Others are the Chilean L. Chilense, Kuuze, and the Oceanic i.
piscldium,FoTst.l.
L_ jj g_

LEPTACTlNA

{Greek, graceful rays; referring to the
stur-like aspectof the flower). A\so written I/cptactinia
Iinbidce(B
This includes a shrub from western tropical
Africa which should rank among the flnest tall hothouse
slirubs in cultivation that have large white flowers.
The fls. have a slender tube, 4 in. long, and 5 narrow
spreading lobes, each 5>2 in. long and recurved for onethird of their length. As numy as 4 fls. are borne at the
top of each branch, in the axils of the highest pair of
Ivs. The plant might be compared to a giant-flowered,
luose-clustered Ixora.
It is not yet advertised
in
America, but seems worthy of a trial in some of our best
conservatories.
The genus contains G species, all tropical African
shrubs, important generic characters being the large
calyx lobes, very long corolla tube, 5 included stamens,
style branches free or connate, large, lax stipules, an(l
clustered inflorescence.

Branching shrub, G ft. high: Ivs. 5^2
wide and larger in pi'oportion, oval,
wavy-margined, obtuse, with globose green bodies between the insertions of the Ivs., which are stipules:
Mannii, Hook.

in.

Ion:?,

2%

in.

calyx tube 3 lines long, lobes 1 in. or more long, leafy;
corolla silky within, lobes lanceolate; stamens 5, incladed: style hairy above, 2-l)runched. P.M. 73G7.

LEPTOStPHON. Now

referred to Gitla.

LEPTOSPllRMUM (Greek, stcDdrr seed). Mnrt.fi<:va>.
This genus includes some Australian shrubs, which are
cult, outdoors in 8. Calif., and under glass in the North
only by a few persons who are expert in the culture of
heaths and other hardwood Cape and Australian plants.
They have great numher.s of small white, yellowish or
pinkish fls. about % in. across, with 5 petals, which are
roundish and clawed.
Pranceschi reports that they

lO-celled.

Tall shrub, attaining 20-30

ft.,

glabrous and somewhat glaucous: Ivs. varying from
obovate oblong to oblong-cuneate or narrow-oblong, obtuse, mostly C-9 lines long, but sometimes 12 or more,
3-nerved: calyx glabrous: capsule slightly protruding
above the calyx tube. B.M. 1304 [as Fabrlcia Icevigata).
G.C.II.25:81G; 111.9:45.
AA. Ocary usually 5-celled.

Australian

Cress, which is a golden-lvd. form, there are sometimes
oa the same plant broad spatulate. ragged-edged Ivs.,
cut Ivs., and simple linear Ivs.
For culture, see Cress.

Ovary usually

laeviga-tum, F. Muell.

:

licive Ivs.

The genus has about

20 species, chiefly Australian, and has not been monographed since 186G, in vol, 3 of Flora Australiensis.
Slirubs or small trees: Ivs. small, rigid, entire, alternate, nerveless or 1-3-nerved: fls. white, sessile, solitary or 2-3 at the ends of short branchlets or in the axils
of the Ivs.: fls. usually white; stamens numerous. The
young shoots are often silky.
Leptospermum bullatum (see Z-. scopanum below) is
an exceptionally good pot-plant for those who can grow
heaths. It is better than i. Icevigafum. Cuttings taken
from well-ripened wood in the fall or from young growth
in summer root freely under the treatment given Erica.
P^or a potting, use two parts leaf -mold and one of sand.
Plunge the pots outside during the summer in the full
sunlight. The plants make a straggling growth, unless
trimmed into shape. By fall they will be covered with
buds, but it is impossible to force them into bloom for
Christmas. Keep the plants in a cool house with Ericas
or Azaleas until the latter part of February or March,
and then give them a little more heat, say 55° to G0°.
The plants will soon be a mass of white flowers. L. bidlatum, does not grow rapidly, but, like Epacris, as it
grows older it makes fine specimens. It has toneh foliage, stands much hard usage, and when in bloom attracts
plant-buyers. It deserves greater popularity.

B.
0.

Calyx tube glabrous.
recurved margins, obtuse or scarcely

Z/VS. flat or ivitli

pointed {except in the large variety).
flav63cens, Smith. Lvs. varying from narrow-oblong
or linear-lanceolate to broadly oblong or even obovate,
usually less than G lines long, attaining 9 lines in the
largest forms. Var. commune, Benth and Muell. Lvs.
narrow, G-9 lines long: fls. middle-sized. B. M. 2095.
Lvs. broadly obovate to oboVar. obov&,tuni, F. Muell.
vate-oblong, under
lines long. Cult, in Europe under
glass. Var. grandifl6rum, Benth. & Muell. Lvs. rather
lar}?er: fls. larger than in any other variety.
L.B.C.
6:514.
cc. Lvs. flat or concave,

sharp -pointed, narrow

or smalt.

scop^rium, Forst. Attaining ]0-12 ft.: lvs. ovate to
linear-lanceolate or linear, mostly under G lines long.
Otherwise, almost exactly as in flavescens. B.M. 3419.
It. juniperinuni, a narrow-leaved form, is considered
synonymous by the botanists, but is kept distinct in the
trade, as also is L. bulliitum., Hort., which is perhaps
the only Leptospermum cult, in the North. J.H. 111.
.30:435. L. scoparium, var. grandiJldrum, Hort., Gn.5l:1120, is one of the most desirable forms. It is said to
be of relatively easy culture, with compact habit, the
branches spreading in all directions. — Excellent plants
for the amateur, but very slow-growing.
BB.

Calyx tube more or

Jess

densely clothed with

silky or woolly hairs.

lanigerum, Smith.

Lvs. varying from obovate-oblong

A

to elliptir or narrow-oblong, normally G lines long.
form with h's. narrower, G-12 lines lonsTi and large fls.,
is pictured in BM.ISIO.
32:570.
L.B.C. 8:701.
G. C.Il. 12:427. Gn. 19:200, and 27, p. 145. -Extremely
variable. Long cult, abroad, but not adv. in America.

LH.

H. D. Darlington and W. M.

LEPT6SYNE

(Greek, slenderness). Composiia^.
This includes some yellow-fld. composites, with muchdivided foliage like Cosmos.
They are 7 species of
herbs and subshrubs, all from California except L. Arizonica. They are the representatives of Coreopsis on
the western side of the continent, but have mostly pistillate rays and always a ring on the tube of the disk-

LEPTOSYNE

LESPEDEZA

In tbo North tbesu plnnts are mostly treated as
half-hardy annuals. None of thciii has anything like the
popularity of either Cosmos or CaHiopsin elegatiR. The
commonest species is L. waHtiuia, but L. Stlllmani
promises to outrank it, thoui:;h it is not yet advertised in
America. 1/. Slilbnaiii is said to bear fls. lia in. across,
tor 5 or G Aveeks. Its seed germinates ([uickly and can
be sown outdoors. Sandy soil and a sunny position is
advised. It is said to bloom in four to five weeks after sowing. L. marUima should be started indoors, transplanted
in May, and can be brought into flower by July. Two distinct plants ai'e passing in the trade as //. mari/hnn,
one of which is L. calliopsidea, and is considered an inferior plant by some. The seeds of the two plants are
Genus monographed 1880, in
easily distinguished.
Gray's "Synoptical Flora."

genus thus far introduced are L. Sieboldi and L. Japoniea, which are hardy herbs sending up many strong,
wiry shoots each year, and blooming profusely in September and October. Their late bloom is very desirable.
All Lespedezas are of the easiest culture wherever

fls.

A.

Hays

obouatc.

Seeds having long, soft, villous hairs.
calliopsidea, Gray (Agarlsta calliop^idea, DC. CoreSpsis calliopsidea. Bob). This is the plant figured in
R.H. 1873:M30, erroneously as L, manfima. Annual,
l-2ft. liigh: Hs. ;t in. across; rays fewer, shorter and
broader than in L.mariiima, IM in. long, %-\ in. wide.
B.

Seeds having short, rigiel bristles.
DC. Annual, 9-12 in. high Ivs. 1-3-times
parted; ring of the disk-tis. distinctly bearded. Int. by
BB.

Doiiglasii,

:

Orcutt, 1891.

BBB.

hardy. Usually increased V>y division of the clumps.
i. Sieboldi is readily propagated by greenwood cuttings under glass.
Monogr. by Maxiniowicz
Hort. Petrop. ii. (1873).

Mays

AA.

oblotig.

nute, subulate.

ennial.

Fls. ivhifiih or yellowish, all complete.
Erect, 2-4 ft. tall, silky-pubescent: petioles
shorter than the Ivs.: Ifts. nearly orbicular: tis. in oblong or cylindrical heads which are on peduncles which
usuullv exceed the Ivs. Dry soils. New England to Fla.
B.

hirta. Ell.

and W.

Mn. 0:181.

caplt^ta, Michx. Much like the last, but Ifts. narrowoblong or oval, and the fl. -heads dense and short-peduncled. Range of the above.

Fls. purple or violet, or some of
them- apetalous.

c. Peduncles slender.
vioUcea, Pers. Two to 3 ft., only

slightly put>escent: Ifts. oval or ellipsmall, in a loose cluster which
on a stalk usually longer than the
Ivs. Range of above.

tic: fls.

B. Stems low, from a thick base.
maritima, Gray. Perennial: Ivs. 2-pinnate: fls.3Min.
across, borne at the ends of branches on peduncles 9-12

is

long; rays 10-20, IK in. long; disk 1 in. across:
B.M. C241. Gn. 49:1001. Not R.H.
steeds not hairy.
1873:330, which is really 7y. calliopsidea. — Makes a good

pubescent:

in.

bog plant.
BB. Stems 2-S ft. high, 1-5 in. thicli.
gigant^a, Kellogg. Differs in being leafy at the top
only, the others being leafy at the base: Ivs. 2-3-pinnate: lis. smaller than in L. maritima, borne on ehort
seeds not
in. across
disk
corymbose peduncles
hairy. Cult, in S. Calif. Gt. 44, p. 592.-Franceschi says
the tis. are sweet-scented.
W.M.
;

LEPTOTiENIA

H

dissecta and multifida

Act.

These species arc nnt in general commerce, but are
olTered by dealers in native plants. They thrive in light,
dry soils. Because of the grayish or brownish color of
the foliage, they are sometimes useful in landscapegardening work. Hardy, and of easiest culture. Per-

Stlllmanni, Gray. Stouter than L. Doiiglasii: ring of
the disk-Hs. beardless. Gn. 52, p. 401. G.C. III. 22:33;{.
H.B. 23, p. 275. Gt. 40, p. 012. S.H.2:44. Int. 1898, by

Binary.

in

Occidental or native Lespedezas: of upright or erect
liabii, not showy: stipules and flower-bracts mi-

A.

BB.

Seeds not hairy.
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:

were adver-

tised in 1881 by Edward (4illett, of Southwick, Mass..
for Califoruian collectors, but it is doubtful if any plants
of these species are cult, in gardens. Tliey are presumably inferior in height and hardiness to Ferula.
For descriptions, see Coulter and Rose's Revision of
North American Umbelliferse, 1888.

LEPTOTES. See Tciramirra.

Nuttallii, Darl. Two to 3 ft., hairyIfts. oval, oblong or nearly

orbicular

fl.

:

-clus-

ters dense or even
capitate, the stalk

m OS 1

y
the Ivs.
above.
1

exceeding

Range

of

rn. Peduncle.'^ nearly
or quite wanting.

Stuvei.Nutt. Mostunbranched, 2-4
ft., velvety-pubescent:
tioles very short
Ifts.
long to nearly orbicular
in nearly sessile, axi
clusters or heads.
York, south and west.
*i^

ly

:

!rut6scens,
Stiivei, var.

i

n

t

Britt.

{L.

ertne d ia,

Wats.). Less pubescent or
almost glabrous
petioles
mostly longer Ifts. oval to
eliiotic: clusters very shortstnlked.
New Eng., south
and west.
:

:

LESPED^IZA (D. Lespedrz was a Spanish governor
of Florida, who aided the botanist Micbaux). Leguminbste.
Bush Clover. Between 30 and 40 perennial
herbs and shrubs in N. Amer., Asia and Australia, with
small (often inconspicuous), pea-shaped fis. in racemes
pinnately 3-foliolate or rarely 1-foliolate,
the Ifts. entire and wanting stipcls: calyx lobes nearly
pod
equal, sometimes subulate; anthers usually 9 and 1
short and 1-seeded (and in this differing from Desmodium, which has jointed pods). In some of the Lespedezas there are two kinds of fis., — petal-bearing and
mostly sterile, apetalous and mostly fertile. There are
a number of native Lespedezas, some of which arc offered by dealers in native plants, but they are not very
showy and are most in place in native borders and in
amateur collections. Two or three of the oriental species
are now becoming popular. L. striata is the Japan Clover of the South, and is a valuable forage and green-manure plant. L. bicolor is a low shrub, with small violetpurple fls., hardy in New England, but little known in
cult.
The most important ornamental members of the
or heads:

Ivs.

:

AA.

Oriental
Lespedeza,
groivn for forage in the
JSonth: of trailing habit:
sti])ules

and

ft.

-bracts

&

Arn.

conspicuous.
Striata,

Hook.

Japan Clover. HnoPKOOP.
Annual, somewhat pubcscent, decumbent or erect,
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Lespedeza

bicolor.

slender: Ivs. small and very
numerous, the Ifts. oblong or obovate, and the petioles
very short: lis. small, pink or purple, in axillary clusters. China and Japan. — Said to have been introduced
accidentally into S. Car. in 1849, but ])robably in the
countrv much before that time. It is now extensively
naturalized south of the Ohio river, growing on nearly
On light lands it makes dense mats.
all kinds of land.

LESPEDEZA

LETTUCE

but on heavy lands grows 18-24 in. high. It is a good
pasture-and hay-plant, and is useful for plowing under
as a green manure. It thrives on land which is indifferently prepared. For hay, seed is sown early in spring,
tons
It often yieUls
at the rate of >2 bushel per acre.
of hay to the acre. For pasturage in the South, it is
Kometimes sown with oats iu the fall.

and of the plant as dry as possible, and by avoidinga too warm and too moist atmosphere. Sub-irrigation
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AAA. Or lent a I Le<ipedezas, r/rown
far

(he

fLs.:

erect:

rr.s

soil

(see Irrigation) is to be advised for Lettuce forcing.
Of varieties, there are two general types, — the cabbage
or heading sorts (Fig. 1266), and the loose sorts (Fig.

ornameniaj plants
and ft. -bracts

stipules

small: perennials.
Shrub, with slender
Turcz.
Fig. 12G3.
branches, becoming 6-10 ft. tall, slender and graceful,
Ivs.
thin
wiry
stalks,
mostly longer than
glabrous:
on
the glabrous blades Ifts. oval to round-obovate, rounded
at the apex, the terminal one 1-2 in. long: tis. small,
purple, in simple or compound racemes, which surpass
Japan.
the Ivs.: pod J4 in. loiig» somewhat pubescent.
— Hardy as far north as Boston, blooming in July and
seeding freely. A good slender shrub for adding vaA white-fid. variety is advertised.
riety to the border.
blcolor,

;

Si^boldi, Miq. (Desmbdinm p€nd)(li.fldrum, Oudem.
L. racembsa, J^ipp. L. formbsa, Ko^hxxQ). ¥\g. 1264.

Herb, throwing up strong, wiry shoots each year from
the crown: stems angled, reddish or brown, hairy (at
Ivs. dull above and light-colored and hairy
least above)
beneath, the petiole usually
somewhat shorter than the
blade
Ifts.
elliptic-oblongpointed: fls. twice larger than
:

;

in the last (nearly

J-^ in. long),
rose-purple, drooping in very
numerous long racemes, which
at the top of the plant are
panic'ed: pod nearly or quite
in. long, pubescent. Japan.

K

G.F. 5:115. Gng. 1:23.
1873:210. J.H. 111.30:
C.

II.

20:749.

R.H.

G.
F.S. 18; 1888.
15.

B.M. 6602 and Mn. 7, p. 69 (as
L. hicolor).— Blooms in September, and hardy in central
New England. A very desirable late-blooming plant, making a large specimen with age.
Does not often seed in the
North.

Jap6nica {Desmddium Japan icnm, Hort., not Miq. ).
Very like the last, but bloomg
a week or two later, has very
numerous pure white fls.,

much lighter colored herbage,
Lespedeza Sieboldi. usually nearly glabrous Ivs.
^nd stems, the Ifts. broader
{X %.)
and less pointed.— Hardy as
the last, and seems to seed more freely in the North.
Perhaps a botanical variety of L. Siebohli, but distinct
for horticultural purposes.
1264.

Other Japanese and Chinese T^esneclezas may he erpected to
appear in the trade. See FriiTif-het.E.H. 1890, pp. 225-227. for an
account of W. (Jhina ornamental species, with pir-ture of L.
Delavayi.
L. H. B.

1265.

12G7).

The

Lettuce plant collapsed with the
latter are

rot.

more used because more

easily

grown, but the former are considered to be the finer.
In 1885, Goff reduced the kinds of Lettuce to 87 varieties (Itn Rep. N. Y. Exp. Sta. ), throwing them into
three general groups: (1) leaves roundish orbutslightly
oblong, spreading rather than upright; (2) leaves oblong, tending to grow upright
(3)' leaves
pinnately
lobed. These categories were divided into subtribes on
minor leaf-characters. In 1889 (Annals Hort.) 119 names
of Lettuces were catalogued by North American seedsmen. Lettuce has been in cultivation for over 2,000
y^^^^L. H. B.
Lettuce Out-of-Doors.— While Lettuce seems never
more enjoyable than when it comes from the greenhouse
during the colder parts of the year, yet it is acceptable
for salad purposes and is in good demand the entire
year. In open ground, at the North, we may have it in
all its perfection from June until snow flies again in the
fall.
Usually it is much less of a knack, however, to
have it in the earlier part of the season and up to
August, than in the torrid weather of August and early
fall.
For early market we .start the plants in the greenhouse during February, and prick them out in flats or
sunken thumb-pot.s filled with rich, fibrous loam, and
after thoroughly hardening them by exposure for a week
;

or more in a coldframe, we take the plants up, with a
chunk of soil, and plant them out in very rich, wellprepared loam outdoors, just as soon as the weather
will permit.
Tennisball and its various strains and
selections, Boston Market, etc., are good for this purpose.
The rows may be made a foot apart, and the
plants set 6 or 8 inches apart in the rows. We want neat
solid heads, even if not as large or heavy as some of the
heads we can easily produce later on from summer
varieties, and we wish to get them as early in the season
as possible in order to be able to put them on the market when prices are still high. Light applications of
nitrate of soda, either broadcast over the patch at the
time of setting the plants, or along the rows very soon
after, seldom fail to assist in hasteninc; early growth
and to increase the size of the heads. This is a "trick of

LETTSOMIA is a genus of the Convolvulus family.
About 26 species of tropical oriental climbers. An unknown species was advertised from S. Florida in 18^^9
and is still procurable. Keasoner and others think well
of

it.

LETTUCE Csee Lartnca) is the most popular of salad
vegetables. Plate XVIII. It is a quick-growing annual,
delighting in cool atmosphere and open, loose soil. As
an outdoor crop, it thrives best in spring. Special care
is needed to grow it in the hot summers of America, although heat-resisting varieties have been developed. Of
late years, the forcing of Lettuce under glass has come to
be a large industry. The most serious trouble in forcing
Lettuce is the rot, due to a species of botrytis. The
leaves become soft and fall, leaving only the core of the
plant erect (Fig. 1265). This trouble may be prevented
by growing in loose soil, by keeping the surface of the

1266.

Heading Lettuce.

the trade" well worth practicing. The free use of the
wheel-hoe keeps the soil loose and the crop free from
WHCds, and also hastens it to early market condition.
At the time <if scttiui; the first plants in open ground,
we also SOW a patch with the garden drill, using seed

LETTUCE

LETTUCE

sparingly and covering it ligiitly, say one-half inch
deep, although in good soil the seed will come up readily even if placed an inch or so below the level of the
surface. The varieties catalogued by seedsmen as suitable for summer culture are almost endless, and most
Among the standard sorts
of them are giKjtl enough.
we have the tlansou, Deacon, Simpson, Salamander,
Stubborn Seeder, several Butter Lettuces, etc. Because
of our hot, dry seasons, the Cos Lettuces are less popular in tills

country than in Europe.

The heads should

he tied up and blanched, for the best results. The
plants of drill-sown Lettuces should be thinned early.
For home use wo leave them at first only a few inches
apart, so that they have .iust room enough to form little
heads. Every other plant may then be taken out and
used for the hinae table. These little heads are delicious.
The remaining heads are left to attain full size and are
then used for the table or for market. If grown for
market only, the plants are tiiinncd to stand not less
than 5 or (i inches apart from tlie start. In due time
every other plant can be taken up for market, while the
ones remaining have a chance to grow to largest size
afterward. From early spring until along in August we
sow a few rows of tliese summer Lettuces every two
weeks or so, and thus try to provide a continuous supply of good heads. The demand may drop off for a few
days, or even weeks, but it is sure to revive. If we can
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from 25
from one-fourth
rate of

to 50 seeds to the foot, and cover with
to one-half an inch of tine soil pressed
the hoe or hand. From two feet to two yards
of such row for each member of the family should furnish an abundance for the time tliat the product of a
single jilanLing is usattle, and if moi-e tiiun one row is
planted they should be about two feet apart. In from 15
to 'JO days the young plants should be thinned out leaving 8 to 10 to the foot, and at the same time a sec(md row,
to give a succession, should be planted. About liO days
later the first row should be re-thinned, leaving plants
from U to 12 inches apart according to the size of the
variety, and a third row planted.
fourth planting niay
be made, but Lettuce planted as late as the time of the
ripeningof stravsdjerries is not likely to do very well unless protected from the sun and heat.
supply of fine
fall Lettuce may be secured if, in August or early .September, we re-manure and spade the ground which was
occupied by the first crop, and make a treiu;h some (1 or
8 inches deep and fill this with water.
When this has
soaked away, refill, and repeat this from one to six
times, according to the dryness, of the soil.
Fill this
trench with fine, moist, not ivcl soil, in wliich make a
nuirk and sow the seed as in the spidng. Cover the row
with a foot-wide board, and about three days later put
some bricks uutler so as to hold the board ationt two
inches al)Ove the soil. As so(m as the plants are well up
turn the bricks so as to hohl the board aliout four inches
up, and take it off altogether about live o'clock in tho
afternoon, leaving it off until eight or nine in the morning. On chnidy days give more exposure, as the plants
develo(» until the shade is entirely dispensed with.
Some of the finest Lettuce the writer has ever seen was
grown in a city yard by this method, w. W. Tracy.

down with

A

A

Lettuce FoRcrNr;. — This

vegetaljle is one of the prinof the market-gardener in winter. It
The old way is to
is grown in hotlteds and hothouses.
raise it in hotlx-ds, but since the exi")eriinents oi growing in houses have been so successful it is grown mostly
cipal

money crops

in them.
For tlie first early crop to be grown in beds or houses,
the seed is siiwn in the seedhouse about August 20, in
the latitude of Boston. By this means, the Lettuce will
be brougltt into market the latter part of October or the
first of November, after the frost has spoiled the outdoor crop and thus it often brings very good prices.
The sowing is made in a bed in the house prepared for
the purpose with sterilized soil, so that there will be no
fear of a rusty root or mildew on the plants. The soil
should be 10 inches deep, well moistened and heat up
very fine, with no manure or fertilizer. For every ounce
feet square, raking off the bed
of seed, prepare a space
as smooth as possible. Sow the seed and then sprinkle
the bed Avith water. Then sift on one-fourth of an inch
of either sterilized or clean subsoil, preferably the latter. In about four days the planllets will appear. Three
weeks from sowing, the plants will be ready for transplanting. This should be done at the proper time, that
Prepare the soil
is, before the plants become too large.
the same as for the seed-bed. If 3 inches of the sterilized soil, or some new soil that no Lettuce has been
grown in, can be had, it Avill bo sufficient. Transplant
the Lettuce 4 inches apart in sufficient quantity to set
out the prepared space. In three or four weeks these
plants will be large enough to again transplant into the
bed or house intended for them. Sterilizing is done in a
box 5x4 feet and 3 feet deep, with several punctured
steam pipes in the bottom. The soil should heated to
;
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Curling, or Grand Rapids Lettuce.

manage to have good Lettuce late in the
dom go begging for customers.
Sometimes we may wish to raise seed

fall

it

will sel-

of a sort that
suits our purposes. All we have to do is to leave some
of the plants in the rows, until the larger part of the
seeds on a plant have niatureil. The plant is then cut
off near the ground and exposed on a sheet to sun and
air to dry. The seeds an; then to be thrashed out and
T. Greineb.
Lettuce for the Village Garden and City Yard.—
The value of Lettuce for the table depends largely upon
cleaned.

being fresh. A very small area may be made to
produce an abundant supply for an ordinary-sized family.
The plant is quite healthy and hardy, when young enduring a considerable frost "without injury. It has few insect enemies and the requisites for its successful culture
are few and easily understood. On this account it can
be grown with greater satisfaction and profit on a village
lot, or even in a city backyard, than can mostof our garden vegetables. To produce it of the best quality under
these conditions, as early in the spring as the ground is
at all dry and the grass begins to start, a bit of ground
should be well dressed with fine manure, puttingon from
one-half a bushel to one bushel to the square yard, and
then well spading up, working in the manure and makMake a
ing the bed as fine and smooth as possible.
mark about one inch deep, drop in the seed at the
its

200°.

In preparing the bed for the last transplanting, tho
should be well wet before working and then let
stand until the water has all drained off, which will be
in about twentv-four hours. Now put in stable manure,
worked fine with the first heat out of it, which is secured
by piling .and overhauling twice a week for two or three
w'eeks before using. Apply this prepared manure about
3 inches deep and dig into the soil to a depth of 12 to
15 inches. Rake off and mark with the marker 8 inches
apart. If the soil is new no sterilization is neeiled, but
if old would prefer about 2 inches of the top sterilizeil.
This is done to prevent the mildew and disease that
often comes from old, worn-out soil.
If the bed is properly prepared it will need no watersoil
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Ing. If the plants are large, tliej' may need to be sprinkled
immediately after setting the last time. No more water
Many think that
is required until they begin to mature.
the crop requires constant watering, but that is wrong,
because the roots will not go down if the top is kept
constantly wet, and a better crop will be obtained if not
watered until it begins to mature or to head.
The kind of Lettuce intended in the above remarks
is the head variety, called in many sections the Boston
Lettuce. This crop should be ready to begin to pnll in
six or seven weeks from time of last transi^lanting.
According to the previous statements, it has taken thirteen weeks from seed to produce a crop. This is starting in September or October. Earlier than this the time
will be one or two weeks less. It is customary to pull
over the bed once and take out the best ones, and then
give the remainder a good wetting. In about one week
those left will be tit to pull clean. After the first transplanting to 4 inches, it is the surest way to smoke the
house three nights in succession, once the second week
and once the third week. This is done to keep the plants
free from disease or from the green-fiy or louse. If it is
desired to follow with a second crop of Lettuce on the same
bed, the plants must be ready for the second crop when
the first is taken otf, and thus lose no time of the house.
In hotbeds much the same course is pursued as in the
house; sometimes one will succeed better than the other.
For midwinter the houses are the better, and for late
spring the beds.
The best way of heating the beds is by the use of hot
stable manure placeii in the bottom of the bed, and
about 8 inches of loam on top. Ten inches of manure,
hot, will hold for two crops of Lettuce. The first crop
will need a little special fertilizer.
The second crop
will require about 'A inches of stable manure prepared as
for the houses. The beds are prepared in the fall and
covered with coarse manure or hay until wanted. The
beds, after setting, are covered with straw mats or shutters at night when the temperature is below freezing,
and ventilated by day when it is above G0°.
The heat is supplied to the houses by steam and the temperature controlled by ventilation. The proper temperature for the growing crop is 40° at night and 70° by day.
For continuous crops through the season, sow every
week enough seed to give the plants required. One
ounce should produce 5,000 plants. This sowing is continued until February!, which is the time to sow the seed
for the crop to he set out in the field. These plants are
grown in hotbeds and hardened off before they are set
that is, they are transplanted from seed-bed to 4
out
inches apart in hotbeds, and are then taken up and
transplanted to the field. This is a very different variety
of Lettuce. It will not head in the houses, while the
variety grown in the houses will not grow in the field.
A great im]irovement has been made in the varieties
of Lettuce. The variety grown twenty years ago called
White Seed Tennisball was a very fine Lettuce and
would pack (1 dozen to the barrel-box or 10 dozen to the
barrel, but the improved variety of to-day will fill 3
dozen to the barrel-box and d to
dozen to the barrel.
The new variety is called the New Hothouse Lettuce,
and will grow in beds just as well as in the house.
Experiments made with the electric light have been
very successful. It not only hastens the time of growing, but also improves the size and quality of the head.
The writer estimates that the light increases the size
and quality 10 per cent and hastens the time of growth
15 per cent.
This is by the use of arc lij^hts over the
houses by night. This could not be practiced on hotbeds, because they are covered by nii^ht. Between the
first of November and tlie first of March the days are
very short and tlie nights very lonjj:, s(t th:it the electric
light increases the length of the day, and when applied
it has the same effect as the longer days of spring have
upon the growth of crops.
The Lettuce, wdien prepared for market, is pulled,
then washed, and for the Boston market is put in boxes
of 3 dozen each and sold at wholesale b}'- the box. The
smaller heads are packed 4 dozen in each box and are
usually sold per box for about one-half the 3-dozen size.
When packing for other markets, as New York, Philadelphia, Washington or Chicago, it is panked in cjisi^s
Lhat will hold a barrel. These cases have a partition in
;

LEUC/ENA
the center, so that the Lettuce when packed will not
all fall to one end should the cases be roughly handled.
The expense of sending a case from Boston to New
York is 25 cts., to Philadelphia 50 cts., and to Chicago
75 cts.

The crop from the South has

much

affected our sales very
in the midwinter, but the climate seems to have
in that locality so that it is in our favor, for of

changed

late years they have cold weather there two or three
times each season, thus giving us the market. Our
Lettuce is far superior to theirs and of a different
variety. They have named theirs the Big Boston. It
will be seen that the name of Boston is very popular in
the Lettuce market. This inferior Lettuce conjing from

packed in baskets.
a disease of Lettuce called by some a "burn,"
but this is a misnomer. It is a disease coming more
from a diseased root or a cold soil, because it develops
most when there is but very little sun, and least when
there is most sun; and if the plant is examined there
will he found a diseased root. Here the benefit of the
new or sterilized soil is very apparent. The use of sterilized soil is of much more benefit than the electiic light,
because if the plant is diseased no light will cure it and
no crop can be successful with diseased plants. Preparing the soil by wetting thoroughly before transplanting
is one of the great secrets in successful growing of Lettuce, and heating the water to a high temperature is also
very beneficial. It lessens disease.
The price at which Lettuce can be grown at a profit
is a question very difficult to answer, but by the figures
made by some of the members of the Boston MarketGardeners' Association it was decided that for midwinter crop the Lettuce must be sold at 50 cts. per dozen
to return any profit to the grower.
\i^\ -y\7_
r^wson
the South

There

is

is

LEUCADENDRON

(Greek, white tree).

Protedcem.

This genus includes the celebrated Silver Tree of the
Cape of Good Hope (see Fig. 1268), which has a striking
and unique habit. Its Ivs.
are densely covered wdth
white silky hairs. This
tree grows wild only on
Table Mountain.
In the
first quarter of the century it was considered of
great importance for firewood. It is said to grow
poorly away from the
Cape, except in S. Calif.,
where it generally does
well outdoors. It is also
rarely cult, in the East in
tubs, being protected in a
cool greenhouse

during

winter and placed on the

lawn in summer, The Silver Tree attains 30 ft. at
the Cape.

The

practically

male and

trees are
fe-

male, the

lis.
being diby abortion.
The female tree is cult.,
126S. Silver tree, Leucadenbeing prop, by seeds imported from the Cape. The
dron argenteum.
young seedlings are very
difficult to raise. There is no monograph of this genus
since Meisner's in DC. Prod. V(d. 14, 1850, but the genus
will lie reviewed in a forthcoming volume of Flora

rrcious

Capensis.

arg^nteum, R.Br. Fig.

12G8.

Branches densely

leafy:

3-0 in. lon^', }4-l in. wide, callous and blackish at the apex, lanceolate, acute, silvery white and silky:
involucres spreading, l(>ni,M>r than the globular head of
fis.
nut ventricose. turgid, wingless, the whole style and
calyx persisting with it,"obovate. B.R. 12:970. V".5:282,
Ivs. sessile,

:

2s:i.

LEUCaiNA

(probably from Greek,

teuJ.-os,

white;

re-

Lfffinniudsrr',
This includes a tree
in 8. Fla. as the White Popinac, a rapid grower,
with acai'ia-likc foliage and whitish lis. It is also cult,
in y. Calif,
The genus has about 9 species, found in

ferring to the Hs.).

known

:

leuc.t:na

LEUCOPHYLLLTiM

Mexico, Guatemala, Peru, and Pacific islands, but L.
glauca is found in the tropics o£ botli worlds. It grows
wild in tbeWest Indies and in western Texas. The trees
and shrubs of this ^'enus have the habit of Acacia, but
belong to the Mimosa tribe, which is characterized by
stamens 10 or less. Generic characters are: calyx .5-denstamens 10, not glandular: pod broadly linear,
tate
:

stalked, flat-compressed, chartaceous, 2-vah'ed

Araeia trichodes
not in the trade.

compressed.
but

it is

is

:

seeds

L. trkhodes, Benth.,

glauca, Benth. {Ac&cia frondbsa, Willd. A. r/Jancn,
Jloench). Spineless: branches and ]>etii)les powdery:
pinnte 4-8-paired; Ifts. 10-20-paired, oblung linear, glaucous below: pod 5-C in. long.

LEUCHTENBfiKGIA

Prince Leuchtenberg).
C'acUlci'o:. Agave Cactus. Stems in age forming a trunk
2 in. or more in diam., by the shedding of the lower tuljercles: tubercles triangular-acuminate, spreading, 2-4 in.
(after

for
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edgmg walks and

bulb beds. Thev have a deep. seated
rhizome and fleshy roots. The bulbs are procurahio
from Colorado and California, either as collected or nursery-grown stock. The genus has only one species. It
belongs to an anomalous group, characterized by almost
total lack of stem and fls. solitary or clustered
among
the radical Ivs. Prom the other members of this group
it is ilistinguislu'd by the Ivs. not
2-ranked, and an indehnite nuuibpr of ovules in each locule. Perianth segments narrowly lanceolate, persistent: stamens (i: stylo
persistent, slightly 3-lobed.

montanum.Nutt. Sand Lily
more,

flat,

ratlier

pedicels K-i;.

in.

of Colorado. Lvs. 8-12or
thick, 4-8 in. long, 1-3 lines wide:
long.
j, jj.

Cowen.

LEUCdJDM

(name explained below). Also written
Leiicoluni, Aiiniriillidt'icew. Snowflake. The Snowflakes are hardy bulbous plants growing a foot or less
high and bearing dainty, nodding, 6-parted fls., which
are white, tipped with green, yellow, or a tinge of red.

They are less popular than Snowdrops (Gala'ntlius), to
which they are closely related, and have larger fls., with
all the segments of equal size.
There are 8 species, natives of Europe and the Mediterranean region, 4 of which
are cult. Perianth-tube none; segments ovate or oblong.
Baker, Handbook of the Amaryllidea?, 1888. The name
Leucojum was given by Linn;eus, hut he did not explain
the application. The old Greek name, Leucoio>i,w<i.s given
by Theophrastus to a plant now supposed to be a crucifer, like some stock or wallflower.
Leiicoioii is from
leiikos, shining, white, and ion, violet.
Snowflakes ap-

pear about the s.ame time as white violets, and sometimes have a delicate odor, resembling that of the violet,
but the form of the fls. is very difterent. For culture,
see Bulbs.
A.

vSrnum, Linn.

%-l

Blooininij in March.
Spring Snowflake.

Bulb globose,

in diameter: lvs. strap-shaped, finally (>-9 in.
long, 4-6 lines wiile: scape %-l ft. long, usually l-fld.:
in.

perianth segments white, tipped green

seeds with a
conspicuous strophiole.
Central Eu., France to Bosnia and Tyrol. B.M. 46. G.C.
II. 11 399; 21: 341
23:341. P.G. .): 47. Gn. 2.-), p. 335, and
V. 8:09. Var. CarpAthicum, Herb., has
29, p. 607.
perianth segments tipped velhiw.
B.M. 1993. ,T. H.
III. 32: 169. G.M. 39: in.5.
A choice form, usually bearing 2-4 fls.
aa. lUooming in April and May.
sestlviam, Linn.
Sujimee Snowflake. Bulb ovoid,
1-1>2 in. in diameter: lvs. strap-shaped, \-\yi> ft. long:
scape 1 ft. long, 4-8-fld.
perianth segments white,
tipped green: seeds with a black, hard-shelled coat and
no strophiole. Blooms end of April and beginning fif
May. Central and S. Eu. Mn. 9:4ri. P.G. 1:7^ V. 3:342

membranous

pale,

:

coat and

;

:

:

and 8:70.
pulcMlIum, Salisb., differs from L. a>stiviim by its
smaller fls. and capsule, narrower Ivs. and fls. afortnight
earlier. Sardinia and Balearic Isles.

Leuchtenbergia pnncipis (X ^3)
(Adapted trom Botanical Mag.izuie.)

1269.

long, l4-% in. wide, with twisted papery spines
fls. f unnelforra, widely expanded, borne near the apex of young
tubercles: fr. gray, ovate-elliptical, 1 in. long, covered
with scales and crowned by the persistent dower: seeds
dark brown, minutely tubercTilate.
Only 1 species,
closely related to Echiuocactus, but of remarkably different form. The plant is readily grown in tlie manner of
:

Echinocactus and Mamillaria.
principis.

Hook. & Pisch.
one usuallv
yellow. B.M.

6-8, the central
8 in.

long:

fls.

Fig.

12(;0.

Radial spines

solitarv, longer, sometimes
4393. A. G. 11:464.

Katharine Bkandegee.
LEUCOCRtNTJM (Greek, ic7i(7c ?(7i/). LUidcea. Sand
LiiLY of Colorado. A hardy bulbous plant growing a few
inches high, with narrow foliage and clusters of pure
white, fragrant fls. borne just above the ground in early
spring.
The fls. are funnel-shaped, having a slender
tube 2-4 in. long, the greater portion of which is below
the surface of the soil, and G lobes, each ^li-lV, in. long.
They are borne in clusters of 4-man3^ fls., and maintain a
succession for several weeks. They should be desirable

AAA. Blooming in auiumn.
autumn&le, Linn. (Acis aiifinnnalis, Salisb.). Autumn Sxowflake. Bulb globose, ?o in. in diameter: Ivs.
thread-like, usually produced after the fls.: scape very
slender, 3-9 in. long, 1-3-fld.
perianth segments white,
tinged with red: stamens half as long as segments.
Portugal and Morocco to Ionian Islands. B.M. 960.—
Not satisfactory everywhere.
roseum, Martin. Bulb globose, }i-}4 in. in diam.
peduncle shorter and usually l-fld.: perianth segments
^;; in. long, rose-red, oblanceolate:
stamens ^ii in. long.
Corsica. — L^sually difficult to grow, and little known
horticulturally.
j. x, Gerard and W. M.
:

"

LEUCOPHYLLUM (Greek, i(7i(7<? leaf). Serophiilnriilceir.
This inchnles a rare shrub from southern Texas,
the leaves of which are covered beneath with silvery
white wool. It has showy violet-purple, bell-shaped fls.
an inch across, borne in spring. In cultivation it flowered
for the first time in 1890, at Augusta, Ga., with P. ,1.
Berckmaus. It is now cult, in S. Fla., and deserves cul
tivation everywhere in the South. According to C.
Sargent, "There is no shrub of the desert portions of
.""
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valley of the lower Rio Grande more generally distributed, and certainly there is not one of them which
more delights the traveler in the early spring months,
when the large, violet-purple flowers of this plant
heighten the effect of its brilliant silvery foliage."

BB.

tlie

(G.P.3:488.)

Leucuphyllum has only

Lvs. all alternate,
corolla tube broad and

2 species.

ovate or obovate calyx 5-eat
short; lobes 5, rounded; stamens 4, didynamous, included, fixed at the base of the corolla: ovary 2-celled;
ovules numerous: capsule 2-vaIved: seeds oblong.
Texinum, Benth. Loose-growing, straggling shrub,
Lvs.
4 or 5 ft. high in the wild, 8-l(t ft. high in cult.
?2-l in. long, obovate: lis. axillary, slightly hairy within.
;

:

<{.F. 3:489.

LEUCOSTfiGIA (Greek, irJiiit' roof: alluding to the
iadusia). PolypodiUceoi. A small genus of Indian ferns
allied to Davallia, with a small, narrow, thin indusiuni
attached by its base, with the apes and sides free. The
For cult., see
l(iav(_-!S
are mostly tri-quadripinuate.
Davallia.
pdrvula, Wallich. Rootstocks wide-creeping, scaly:
lvs. nearly sessile, deltoid, less than 1 in. long, half as
wide, usually triplnnate. Singapore and Borneo.
L. M.

Underwood.

LETJCOTHOE (Greek mythological name; daughter

;

;

:

A.

IJvs.

;

evergreen

:

racemes axillary, soniefimes clusthan the lvs.

tered, shorter
B.

Maccrnes dense, sessile, inany-fld.: pith of
branches solid.

axillaris, Don {A udr6meda axiU(}ris,hi\m.). Shrub,
to 5 ft., with spreading and usually recurving branches,

puberulous when young

pubescent
acuminate,
serrulate toward the apex, glossy above, pale and sparsely
pubescent beneath when young, 2-4 in. long: racemes
1-2 in. long: sepals broadly ovate corolla white, usually
greenisli in bud, Min. long. April. May. Va. to Pla. and
Ala. — V'ar. longiSolia, Pursh.
Lvs. linear-lanceolate.
B.M. 2357.
C§.tesb£ei, Gray.
To
ft., similar to the former, with
glabrous, slender and more arching branches
lvs.
:

lvs.

with

pedicelled

few, slender-

pith laminate.

fls.:

acuminata, Don {L. populifoHa, Dipp. Andr6meda
acuminata, Ait.).
Shrub, to 12 ft., with spreading
lvs. short-petioled, ovate-lanceolate, acumibranches
:

nate, entire or obscurely serrulate, glabrous, 2-4 in.
long: pedicels as long as corolla: calyx very short;
corolla cylindrical, over >;iin. long. June. S. C. to Fla.

Lvs. decidnoHs: racemes mostly terminal, secund,
longer than the lvs. {Subgenus Ahibotrys.)
racemdsa, Gray {Andr6meda raeemdsa, Linn. L. spicala, Don. Lyonia racemdsa, Don). Shrub, to 10 ft.,
with mostly erect branches: lvs. oblong to ovate, acute,
serrulate, pubescent beneath, at least on the veins,
1-3 in. long: racemes erect, 2^ in. long: corolla cylindrical, >3in. long, April-June. Mass. to Fla. and La.
AA.

Em.

423.

Gray.

reciirva,

more spreading:

Similar to the last, but lower and
lvs. elliptic-ovate to elliptic-lanceolate,

racemes spreading and recurved capsule
acuminate
depressed and strongly lobed. April-June. Va. to Ala.
G.P. 9: 225.— It grows in drier situations, but otherwise
the foliage of both
it is not superior to the former
assumes a splendid scarlet color in fall.
:

:

;

L. Vdvisice, Torr. Evergreen shrub, to 5 ft. lvs. oblong, obtuse, ereuately seiTulate; racemes slender, m:iiiy-tid., clustered
in terminal panicles. May, June. Calif. B.M. 6247.— L. Grayana, Maxiiii.
Half -evergreen lvs. large, broadly oval, apracemes terminal, slender: fls. rather small.
pressed-pilose
Jane. Japan. L. neriifblia DO. fAgarista neriifolia, Don).
:

of

Nereus). Erlcd^cece. Including Ayarlsta. Ornamental
low evergreen shrubs, with alternate, sbort-petioled,
usually serrate lvs. and with white, rarely pink or scarlet, usually nodding fls., in terminal or axillar}' racemes,
appearing mostly in spring. The S. American species,
which are very rare in cultivation, though they surpass
the other in beauty of thu fls., are hardy only South,
while the other species can be grown as far north as
Mass. and western N. Y., the evergreen ones in sheltered
positions or with slight protection during the winter.
They are very handsome for borders of sbrubljeries or
us undergrowth in open woods. They thrive best in
somewhat moist, peaty or sandy soil, and prefer shaded
or partly shaded situations, but also grow in full sun if
the soil is not too dry. Prop, usually by seeds sown in
f)eaty, sandy soil in pans or boxes in spring, and treated
like those of Azalea or Rhododendron
also by layers or
division
the evergreen species grow from cuttings
under glass in late summer, but root rather slowly.
About 35 species in N. and S. America, Madag., Himal.
and Japan, formerly often united with Andromeda. Lvs.
*!vergreen or deciduous
fls. in axillary or terminal
racemes
calyx 5-parted, imbricate
corolla ovate or
cylindrical; stamens 10; anthers obtuse or 2-pointed at
the apex: capsule separating into 5 valves; seeds minute,
irregular. Most of the allied genera differ by the valvate
calyx, and Chamsedaphne by the valves of the capsule
separating into 2 layers, the inner one 10-valved.
;

Racemes peduncled, with rather

sfiort

petioles, oval to oblong-lanceolate, shortly

:

:

—

Evergreen, glabrous shrub, with ovate-oblong, acuminate lvs.
and brigiit scarlet fls. in erect, slender racemes at the end of the
branches.
Brazil.
B.M. i'S^'^.— L, pulchra, DC. (Agarista
pulchra, Don). Evergreen shrub, 2 ft. or more high, glabrous:
lvs. ovate, mucronate, at>out 1 in. long: fls. white, in spreading,
peihmeled, slender rar^emes, much longer tlian the lvs. Caracas.
B.M. 4;{li. L.popullfblla, Dipp.= L. acuminata, in main list.

—

Alfred Eehder.
Leiieoilwe Ca.tesbcei is one of our most ornamental
and popular hardy broad-leaved shrubby evergreens. It
is used for massing in connection wdth Rhododendrons,
Kalmias,
ties.

etc.,

serving as a base for these taller varieare borne with regu-

The shiny dark green leaves

on a recurved stem often 2-3 ft. long, and sometimes coloring brilliant bronze and claret shades in
autumn when exposed to the direct rays of the sun.
Leucothoe sprays are largely used by florists in making
up designs and in connection with Galax leaves, usually,
however, in the more informal pieces. They were introduced to the trade about 1890. The fragrant flowers are
in the leaf axils, borne along the stem in early spring,
and are usually conspicuous, considering the fact that
larity

the leaves are persistent. It is this graceful evergreen
effect, with the good color and dense habit, that
so desirable as a plant for massing,
and also the fact, perhaps, that it is fairly easy to transplant. Seeds are produced freely, and can be sown in
sphagnum moss and sand under glass, as Rhododendrons and Azaleas are grown, pricked off in flats and
planted outdoors in early spring, when the plants are a
few inches high. Leucothoe is also propagated by division, underground runners and cuttings, the latter
being plunged in sand on the bench and given moderate
bottom heat. It is usually collected, however, in its native habitat, in small plants, transplanted to nursery rows
and grown for several seasons.
Harlan P. Kelsev.

spray

makes Leucothoe

LEVERWOOD.

Ostrya rirginiea.

;

:

longer-petioled, ovate-lanceolate to lanceolate, ciliately
appressed-serrate, glossy above, usually liglit green
beneath, glabrous, 3-7 in. long: racemes larger: sepals
narrower; corolla over i4ir>. long, white, usually reddish
in bud.
April, May.
Va. to Ga. E.M. 1955. L.B.C.
14:1320. — This species is handsomer than the former,
and also somewhat hardier; lvs. and rt.- buds assume
a beautiful purple hue, late in fall which is retained
through the winter.

LEVlSTICUM (a inodification of a name given by
Dioscorides to some umbelliferous plant). Umbellifera!.
is a plant grown for its aromatic seeds, which
are used in confectionary.
The leaf-stalks were formerly l)lancbed and <.'aten like celery. It is a tall, hardy
|icrennial herb, with large, 2-3 times divided radical lvs.
The plant may be propagated by seed sown as soon a.'^
ripe, but when plants are already established root-division is less troublesome and risky. Division may be
made in the autumn, but better in the spring. The divided plants and the seedlings, when 2 or 3 in. tali,
shouhl bo set in checks 3 ft. a]>art in deep, rich soil.
When well established the plants ri'uuiin profitable for
many years, demanding but little attention. Tho genus
LovAGE

.

LEVISTICUM

LIATKIS

has only one species, and is disting:uished by having
the bracts of its involucel grown togethei".

Lovagk. Tall
officinMe, Koch.
Ivs. dark green,
shining; yegments wedged shaped at the base, cut toward the apex: Us. yellow: seeds 3-ribbed, hollow and
bout-shaped on one side, convex on the other. S. Eu.
:

LEWiSIA {after Meriwether Lewis, of the famous
Lewis and Clark expedition across the continent to the
Portaldcacefe. The Bittek-root, L.
Pacific in IHOi).
rediviva, is an odd and interesting plant. It has a
Ivs. like a Portulaca. fleshy and
thittk-branched root
linear, and handsome fls. borne 3 or 4 in. al)0ve ground.
The fls. are 1-2 in. across, rosy, varying to white, red or
The jilant has been thorpurplish, with 8-14 petals.
oughly tested in the East, and is desiraJ)Ie for rockeries,
needing perfect drainage, a sunny position and careful
watering while in tlower. One of those perennials that
should be planted in groups for best effect, and also as
a precaution to prevent loss by oversight iu careless
weeding during flowerless period.
The starchy root is dug by the Indians in spring, and
eaten. The bark is ordinarily very bitter, but at flowering time it is said to slip off" easily, and the root when
The roots from
boiled has little of the bitter taste.
which the plant was described showed signs of life after
being in the herbarium for several years, i'ursh planted
them, and they grew for a year. Tliis event suggested

from 6-12
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long; involucral bracts rounded obtuse,
with usually purplish margins.
In tlie Atlantic and
Gulf states, from Mass. to La. B.M. 1411.
in.

Var. mont^na, Gray {L. putnila, Lodd.}. Fig. 1270.
Lower, 10-20 in. high; Ivs. broader, the lower one's yi-J4
in. broad, and obtuse at apex
spike proportionately short and
r^'svii
heads larger. Va. and N. Car.,
in the mountains. L.B.C. 2:147.
:

Beads

DD.

disfincflif pedicel led.

:

the

name

redlvioa.
The tine lis. ligured in B.BL 5895
root which had been immersed in boiling

came from a

water in order to make an herbarium specimen. The
root is called spatulum or spathim by the Lulians, The
Lewis and Clark expedition was planned in the house
of Bernard M'Mahon, an early American horticulturist.
full account of this plant is given
(See M' Mahon)
by Pailleux and Bois in Le Potager d'un Cnrieux; also
iu R.H. 1892, p. 298. Generic characters are: sepals 5-8,
persistent; stamens numerous: style G-8-parted: capsule circumscissile. The genus has 2 species.
.

A

rediviva, Pursh.

Nev.

B.M.

5395.

^^-

Fls.
J.

LIATRIS
pdsiftE.

(a

June-Aug. Wash, and

Ii.H.1892, p. 298.

V.

2:30(>.

Calif, to

Mn.

name

of

unknown derivation). ComButton Snakeroot. A genus

hardy perennials, contined to eastern and southern
N.America. Fifteen or more species have been recognized, all of which are best adapted to the wild-tiower
border. The most showy are L. eU-gatis and L. pycno.'^iachya. All produce their tlowers in wand-like spikes
of

or racemes, the petaloid coloring of the involucral l)racts
often adding to the effect of the usually bright rose-red
or purple tlowers. Their flowers are produced in late
summer and autumn. They nmltiplj'' by offsets from
their corm-like base, or may be grown from seed, which
should be sown in autumn. They will grow and produce flowers in poorer soil than most garden plants, but
thrive best in good, rich garden soil, and require no
special care.
grouped in masses they give best
results.
aa. Bracts of involucre obtuse.

When

B.

Reads hemispherical. ^;i-l in. broad, 15~i5-fJowered^
and pednneled.
scaribsa, Willd. Stem stout, 1-5 ft. high: lower Ivs.

spatulate or oblong-lanceolate, 4-G in. long, }4 in, wide;
upper narrowly lanceolate: heads large, numerous, in
a relatively loose spike; involucral bracts often tinged
with purple: fls. purple: pappus bristles minutely barbellate.
Throughout the U. S. and Can., east of the
Rocky Mts. B.M. 1709. B.R. 7:590 ond 20:1654. G. C.
111.14:593. D.27i. P.M. 5:27 (as i^. ?>orca?i.s). -Next to
L. elegans and p/jcnostachi/a perhaps the most desirable species for ornamental purposes.
,

BE.

Heads

ohlong, 3-4 lines broad, 5-15- flowered.
c. Bracts riot punctate,
D.

Seads

iicely short.

Pursh {L. pauciflos-

grdcilis,

Nutt.

cuh'tsa,

ytem

Bertol).

L. lanceolata,
slender, 1-3 ft.

high: lower lvs. oblong-lanceolate, upon distinct petioles, upper re<luced to small linear
bracts: heads in a loose raceme,
3-5-Hd.; bracts of the involucre
few and rather loose. Georgia,
Ala. and Fla.
EE. Lvs. aftcnuate-Unear, (he
radical 8-l.i in. long.
tenuiJdlia, Nutt. (L. hevigcita,

Nutt.).

Stem

slender,

2-4

ft.

without distinction
of blade and petiole, only a line
or two wide
heads in a strict
raceme, a foot or more long,
about 5-fld.
pappus strongly
barbellate. N. Car. to Fla.
higli

lvs.

:

:

:

Bracts punctate: heads
peduncled.
gTamini!61ia,
Pursh.
Stem
comparatively slender, 2-3 ft.
high
lvs. ciliate toward the
liase,
with scattered
hispid
hairs: spike less dense, often
becoming racemose
head %
in. long;
bracts of involucie
punctate, rounded at the apes.
Atlantic states, Va. to Fla.
cc.

:

2, p.

Woodward Manning and W. M.

Blazing Star.

Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, rela-

E.

sessile.

spicata, Willd.
Stem stout, rather tall, 2-5 ft., and
very leafy: Ivs. all linear, the lower larger and broader
than the upper, which are gradually reduced to the
linear-subulate bracts of the spike: heads 8-13-fld.,
K in. long, closel}' sessile, and forming a dense spike

:

aa. Bracts of involucre acute or
)n ucronati
B.

Begds
C.

j^I^'^'L

15-00-fld., cylindrical
or turbinate.

Bracts

ivith

lanceolate,

spreading, rigid t/ps.
'-^^"^

^N«

squarr63a,Willd. Stem stout,
G-20 in. high: lvs. linear and
rigid, the lower eloi-gated and
grass-like
spike variable in
length, bearing few to many i270. Liatris spicata, var.
heads, the larger heads 1 in.
montana (X Vs).
long; involucral bracts lanceolate, rigid, and usually bearing pointed tips, squarrose.
Eastern U. S., as far west as Neb. and Tex. B.R. 11:
948 is var. intermedia of this species.
:

cc.

Bracts with closely oppressed, mucronafe

tips.

cylindracea, Michx. Stem 1 ft. high: lvs. and spike
as in last species: heads few, UJ-20-fld.; bracts of involucre abruptly mucronate. Upper Can. to Minn, and

Mo.

Heads 3-6-fld., oblong or narrowly companulate.
C. Inner bracts much longer than the fls.
Elegans, Willd. Stem 2-3 ft.: Ivs. linear, the upper

BB.

soon reflexed spike dense and wand-like, 3-20 in. long:
heads % in. long; inner involucral bracts prolonged
into spreading, petaloid appendages, which surpass the
flowers and pappus. Va., to Fla. and Tex. B.R. 4:207.
:

Inner bracts not longer than the fls.
bristles very plumose: bracts oppressed.
punctata, Hook. Stem stout, 10-30 in. high: lvs. and
involucral bracts punctate and rigid: spike long and
cc.

D.

Pappus

LICUALA

LIATRIS
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wand-like, dense and leafy: heads 4-6-fld., Va in. lonir;
bracts of involucre oblong, rather abruptly cuspidate,
Saskatchewan
ciliate on its margins: pappus plumose.
and Minn, to Tex. and Mex.

Pappits bristles merchj harbe'llaie.

DD.

E.

Iiivohieral bracts sprecurnuj.

pycnost^chya, I\Iichx. Stem stout, 3-5 ft. high: Ivs.
crowded throughout, the lower lanceolate, the upper
narrowly liuear: spike densely flowered, 5-18 in. long:
heads about Y^ in. long, all sessile involucre with squarrose tips acute, purplish: pappus copious, minutely barR.H. I88:.{:324.
111. and la., to Ark. and Tex.
bellate.
;

Gn. 55:1217. — One of the choicest and boldest species.
EE. InvohicraJ bracts appressed.

Stem a foot or two high,
the lower oblong-linear, the
upper small and awl-shaped: spike densely flowered,
often 1 ft. long; heads about 3-fld. fls. large for tlie
size of the heail: pappus grayish, the bristles minutely
CMpmanii, Torr.
and

strict

rigid:

S:

Gray.

Ivs, short,

:

barbellate, about

^2 in.

long.

Pla.

"W^'.W.

Eowlee.

LIBfiRTIA (Marie A. Libert, a Belgian woman, who
wrote on liverworts, about 1820). Iriddcew. This includes some tender bulbous white-fld. jilants procurable
from Dutch dealers, but for northern gardens inferior
to our common hardy Blue-eyed Mary {Tradescanila
Virginica), The ds. appear to be 3-petaled, the showy
The
parts being the inner segments of the perianth.
tls. are about 1 in. across, and numerous in large clumps
Ivs. linear, equiof certain species. Khizome short
tant: perianth without any tube above the ovary; segments obovate, the 3 outer usually shorter, lirmer and
less showy than the inner, more or less green or brown;
stamens inserted at the base of the segments; filaments
free or connate toward the base: ovules many, superposed: capsule small, leathery, loculicidally 3-valved:
seeds 3-cornered.
The genus has 8 species, found in Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania and Chile. All are white-fld. except L.
ccernlescens, which is blue. Botanically it is nearest to
Diplarrhena, but in the latter the inner segments are
shorter than the outer ones and connivent. Libertia belongs in the same subtribe with our blue-eyed grass
(Sisyrinchiura), but in the latter case all the perianth
segments are about equal in size. Baker, Handbook of
the Iride^e, 1892.

in awell-drained soil, and prefer open
situations; they are liable to lose their lower branches
Prop,
by seeds sown in spring also by
rather early.
cuttings under glass in late summer or tall, which root

Cedars thrive best

;

rather slowly; sometimes grafted on Thuya and Chamtecyparis. Eight species in W., N. and S. America, Australia and S.W. China. Allied to Thuya. Branchlets flattened, rarely quadrangular, frond-like in arrangraent:
lvs.scale-like,withdecurrentbase,with or without glands:
fls. monoecious or dioecious, terminal, similar to those
of Thuya: cones oblong to ovate, with 4, rarely G, woody
scales, the lower pair sterile, small and short, the second one much larger and fertile, each scale bearing two
hmg-winged seeds, the third pair, if present, connate
into a woody septum.
deciirrens.Torr. ^/(/((/rt CraigieinaM'^VT. T.gigantea^
Carr., not Nutt. ). White Cedar. Tree, to 100 ft., with
erect or sx>reading, short branches, forming a rather
(

bark bright cinnamon-red
narrow, feathery head
branchlets much flattened, bright green on both sides:
lvs. oblong-ovate, adnate, with long decurrent base, free
at the apex and acuminate, glandular on the back: cones
oblong, %-l in. long, light reddish brown; scales mucronate below the apex, a third connate pair separating
the 2 fertile ones. Oreg. to Calif, and W. Nev. S.S.
10:534. F.S.9, p. 199. Gn. 29, pp. 2GG, 267. -In cult, the
young trees are conspicuous by their bright and deep
green foliage, while the trees in their native localities
are mostly of a light yellowish green. Var, compicta,
Plort.
Dwarf compact form of globose habit. Var.
glauca, Hort. With glaucous foliage.
:

;

:

A.

Clitstcrs lax: pedicels longer than the bracts.

ft. long:
inflorescence of 1 or few clusters, which are 2-3-fld. S.
Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand.

Lvs. 1

ft.

or more- long, with a broad pale midrib.

ixioides, Spreng.

Stem

1-2

ft.

long: inflorescence an

ample panicle with numerous peduncled,

New

2-6-fld.

umbels.

Zealand.

AA. Clusters dense: pedicels shorter than the bracts.
form6sa, Grab. Lvs. rigid, l-l?'^ ft. long: stem 2-3 ft.
long: inflorescence of many sessile umbels. Chile. B.M.
3294.
B.R. 19:l(i30. Gn. 45, p. 192 (fine habit sketch)

and

40, p. 441

:

Alfred Rehder.
LIBONIAflorlbundaandPenrhosiensis. SeeJacobinia.
Palmelcece. Low, shrubby
stems solitary or in groups: lobes of the
lvs. long, wedge-shaped, plicate, truncate and variously
lobed or split, deeply and irregularly divided; rachis
very short; ligule short: sheaths tibrous: fls. large.
Species 36 or more, from trop. Asia to trop. Australia.
Allied genera in cult, are Brahea, Serenoa, Erytbea,
Pritchardia, Livistona, Trachy carpus, Rhapis. From
these Licuala is distinguished by the carpels of the ovary

LICTJALA (Moluccaname).

fan palms:

Lvs. 3-G in. lonr/, entirely green.
pulch§lla, Sprang. Lvs. not rigid: stem K-1
E.

BB.

L. Chilensis, Eudl. Tree, to 60 ft., with compact, pyramidal
head; branchlets much compressed: lvs. glaiicoi^s green. sm.'ill,
erect-spreading, obtuse, witli a silvery line beneath: cones ovate
ob]ong,>2in. long. Chile. P.F.0. 1, p. 47. G.O.1850, p.439. R.H.
Gn. 30. p. 552.— iy. Donidna. Endl. (L. plumosa,
1867, p. 410.
Rarg.y. Tree, to 100 ft., with dense, pyramidal head: similar
to the former, but lvs. larger, more closely set and more spreading, without any silveiT line beneath: scales of the cone with
a large, curved spine on the back. New Zealand. N. 2:261. This
species is the most tender of this genus.— X. tetrdgona, Endl.
(L. cupressoides, Sarg.}. Tree, to 100 ft., with compact, pyramidal head, sometimes shi-ubby branchlets almost tetragonal: lvs. ovate or ovatedanceolate, with slightly spreading
and acute apex: cones ovate; scales with a large, curved spine
on the hack. ChUe to Patag. G.C. 1850, p.439. Gn. 30, p. 5cf2.

3-angled, slightly coherent; style single, filiform: albumen equable: embryo dorsal.
A.
B.

-yy^ j^j

LIBOCfiDKTTS {tibas, drop, tear, and Ccdrns ; alluding to the resinous character of the trees). Co)iifcreeSyn., Heydi'ria. Incense Cedar. Ornamental, tall evergreen trees of pyramidal habit, with frond-like arranged,
mostly flattened bronchlets, small, scale-like, opposite
lvs., and rather STuall, ovate or oblong cones.
None of
the species is quite hardy North, but L. dccnrrens thrives
in the vicinity of the city of New York, and even in
sheltered placps in E. Mass. It is a valuable park tree,
forming a symmetri<^*al, narrow pyranii'l, with bright
green foliage. It is also an important timber tree, the
wood being liglit, soft, close and straight-grained, is
very durable in the soil, and is used for fencing, for
shingles, for the interior finish of houses, and also for
ship and boat building. The other species are hardy
only South, and, though very ornamental trees, they are
hardly cultivated in this country; they are all important
timber trees in their native countries. The Incense

with lobes more or less grown together: lobes
very broad.
Margined teeth very large, the upper edges bent
under.

ZjVS.

segments
Kiimphii, Blurae.
Petiole spiny below
the inner ones 2 ft. long and 1 ft. wide at the
apex, the lateral ones 10 in. long and 4 In. wide, oblique:
marginal teeth broadly ovate, obtuse, shortly bifid.
Celebes. Cult, in S. Pla.
:

12-1.5,

BB.

Marginal

teeth with

upper edges not bent under.

gr^3idis,H.Wendl. Pritchdrdia grdndis, Bi\\\). Erect
palm, the stems clothed above with dead sheaths: lvs.
very many, erect-spreading; petiole 3 ft., slender, glabrous, with stout, short, straight or curved spines along
the margins below the middle; blade orbicular or seraiorbicular, very closely plicate, wedge-shaped or truncate at the base, concave, the margins with many short
lobes which are obtusely 2-fid ligule thick, short, acute,
broadly ovate. New Britain.
I.H. 28:412 and 41,p.iJ2.
Q.C. 11. 1:41,">.
B.M. 0704. A.F. 7:1145. F.E. 7:982.
S.H. 1:344.
{

:

LICUALA
AA.

Lcs. digilalehj tllridnl
B.

Ltihc^

/(^s,s

LIUUSTRUM
:

lliiiii

Inlic.t

narrow.

A dwarf, rapidly growing palm:
deep xliiuing green lobes lilunt, 5 to 8. New Guinea.
P.
E.
11:291.
Gn.u5,p.7l.
G.M. 41 ::U1.
;

Be.
0.

Lobes 12 or
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few palms more sfrikingtlian X.

r/jTiwrfis, and
L. .yiinox,,^ and L. prllula a're also 'well
worth cultivation, thouglj objection is sometimes found
to the strong hooked spurs with which their leafstalks
are armed.
ttt tt m
W. H. TAPLIN.

L. elegans.

12.

Jean^nceyi, Sunder.

Ivs.

tijerc are

LIGULARIA.

ntorr.

Petioles without spines in the iqjper part.

Stems thick a.s a man's body, 4 ft.
petioles 3-4K ft. long, the
liigli, prominently .scarred
margins with brown lioolced spines to just above the
middle; Ivs. orbicular; lobes very graceful, the linearlanceolate lateral ones gradually decreasing to 11 in.,
obliquely truncate, with acute teeth, the middle lobes IG
in. long, truncate, with broader obliquely ovate obtuse
teeth, lobes with only 2 or 3 folds. Sumatra.
61egans, Blurae.

:

LIGTJSTICUM

All lefc

red

to .Vr

(Latin. n-tVrnng

I..

Iho ancient prov-

ince of Liguria, where

a. i)lant was gathered which was
something like this and used in medicine. Umhelllfent;.
This includes a native hardy herbaceous plant suitable
for naturalizing with aquatics and bog plants. It has a
bold habit, grows 2-1! ft. high and has ternately decompound foliage. Offered by ilealers in native plants. The
genus has about 20 species scattered in the northern
hemisphere. They have large aromatic roots, mostly no
involucre, involueels of narrow bractlets and white Hs.
in large, many-rayed umbels. Consult our manuals or
Coulter and Rose's "Revision of North American Um)

belliferas," 18S8.

actaeifolium, Michx.
Stem stout, branched above:
Ivs. 3-4-ternate;
Ifts. 2-5 in. long, coarsely serrate,
broadly oblong: umbel ll)-20-rayed: fruiting rays 1-2
in. long.
.lulv, Aug.
Rich ground, S. Pa. to Gulf of
Mes. B.B. 2:5]'J.~Int. by II. P. Kelsey.
-vy jj

LIGtJSTKUM (ancient Latin name). Olenceie. \\\cludingr(.S(dinV(. Privet. Prim. Ornamental shrubs or
trees with deciduous or evergreen opposite, entire lvs.,
white or whitish, mostly fragrant Hs. in terminal paiiiides,
and decorative, usually black berries, often remaining on
the branches through the whole winter. Some deciduous
species, as L. viilfiare, Ibota,eiliiitum and Amurense,a.re
hardy North, while others, like Jb. oralifolinm, Sinense
and (jnihotii, can not be considered quite hardy north of
Long Island. The evergreen species are only half-hardy
or tender, but Zj. Japonienm. nuiy be grown as far north
as Philadelphia. They are all very vixluable for shrubberies, with their clean, dark green foliage, wdiich is
rarely attacked by insects and keeps its green color
mostly unchanged until late in fall, though L. ciliatum
sheds the lvs. rather early and L. Ibo/a and sometimes
i. ovalifoliiim assume a pretty purplish hue in mild
winters some of the deciduous species hold part of their
foliage until almost spring.
Ij. vuhjare, oralifolinm
and others stand dust and smoke well and are valuable
for planting in cities. L. ovalifoliam is one of the best
shrubs for seaside planting, growing well in the very
spray of the salt water (known as California Privet}.
Some are handsome in bloom, especially L. Sinense,
Itjota, Japoitieidn, tnridinn and most of the other evergreen species; all are conspicuous in autumn and wdnter
from the black berries, or in some vars. of L. vitlf/are,
whitish, greenish or yellowish, i. vitlgare, oealifolium
and also L. Ainurense are well adapted for ornamental
hedges. The Privets grow in almost any kind of soil, and
even in rather dry situations and under Ihc shade and drip
of trees. Prop, by seeds sown in fall or stratitied, sometimes not germinating until the second year; iisually increased by cuttings of hardwood or by greenwood cutvars. are sometimes
tings in summer under glass
grafted on 1/. vuh/are or L. ovalifolinm. About 35
species, chiefly in E. Asia and Himalayas, distributed
south to Australia, one in Europe and N. Africa: from
allied genera distinguished by the terminal inflorescence
and from Syringa by the berry-like fr. Lvs. short-petioled, estipulate: fls. perfect, small; calyx campanulate,
obscurely 4-toothed; corolla funnel-shaped, with mostly
rather sliort tube and wdth 4 spreading lobes; stamens
2: fr. a 1-3-seeded berry-like drupe.
;
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CC.

Licuala peltata

Pcliolr^ .^pi'iU thronijhout.
D.

Lv:<. asceiuliitg.

Koxb. Pig. 1271. Lvs. .1-.5 ft. diam., orbiculobes very variable in length and width, many-

peltita,
lar

;

toothed at the apex, the teeth 5^-2 in.; petiole stout, 3^
ft. long.
The lobes of the lvs. droop very gracefully.
G.C. 1872:1657. India. -Adv. l,S9:i,by Pitcher & Manda.
Pig. 1271 is redrawn from Martins.

DD.

Li'S.

horizontaUy spfeadinr/.

Wurmb. {L. hiSrrifla, Bliime). Lvs. 3 ft. or
in diam., orl>icular-reniform; inner lobes 18-22 in.

spindaa,

more

long, 4/^-5 in. wide at the apex, 10-11-toothed; outer
lobes 13 in. long, lK-2 in. wide, 4-r)-toothed
teeth
rather large, triangular-ovate, bihd; petioles obtusely
3-angled, 4-5 ft. long, with brownish hooked spines.
;

Java, Moluccas.

Jared G. Smith.
Licualas are very handsome warmhouse palms of moderate growth, several species of which have been grown
to some extent commercially.
They delight in a tropical

temperature and abundant moisture, and should also

be shaded from strong sunshine in order to produce
foliage of the deep, rich shade of green that is common
to this genus.
The most attractive species is L. grandis, which has
been until recent years a costly species owing to its
comparative rarity in cultivation. It is probably witliin
ten years that the first consignment of seeds of this species was received in America.
The large fan-shaped leaves of the Licualas are somewhat tender and easily injured, wdiich makes them of
less value for house decoration, but as exhibition plants
58

;

Alfred Eehder.
California Privet for Hedges.— i^ir.s/ method.—
Cuttings 8-14 inches of 1-year wood are made in fall or
winter, preferably the former, as they are occasionally
damaged by the winter, even as far south as Alabama.
These are tied in bundles and buried during winter.
In the spring they are stuck in rows 2-0 inches by 2-3K
They are sold at 1 year, when
feet, and kept cultivated.
1-2!^ feet high, or at 2 years, when 2-4 feet high. If not
sold at 2 years the plants are sometimes cut back to 3
inches to sprout again. They are dug by spade or treedigger. These closely grown plants will make a hedge.

-

:
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as shown in Fig. 1272, especially if dug with spade and
givea shore roots. If 3-year plants, not cut back, are
used, ttie base is open, as the okl wood at the lower part
of the plant has had its side branches weakened or killed
by crowding and they do not readily branch out. Plants

No. a is used on Long Island b is used at NewAt Newport, by repeated clipping, the leaves be-

1275.
port.

;

come very small and the growth dense, resembling a
wall. Nos. d and e frequently result from using narrow
plants and allowing them to grow at the top.
Third method. — At Biltmore Nursery, North Carolina,
the Privet cuttings are run through a stalk cutter and
the pieces sown in a furrow.
Henry

Hicks

INDEX.
Alivoni.

.Taponicnra,

7.

Amureiise, 4.
an^ustifolium,

Kelleriannm,
1.

aureo-marginatum,
5.7.

Galifornicuni, 5.
biixifolium, 10.

Common method
{Sealo V.

grown by

this

of

making

ill.

to ft.)

method are frequently planted

in a

double

row.

Second method. — {jMiim^^oi. 5-G inches of stout, 1-year
wood, are made in November. The cuttings arc made
short so tliat tho roots will not bo cut off by the treedigger.
The leaves are stripped otf, and the cuttings
These
tied in small bundles, as l-n*ge bundles mold.
are buried, tops up, over winter. In the spring, before
growth starts, they are planted in rich, mellow land 4
inches apart, with rows 8 inches apart. To plant, a
back furrow is plowed in the center of the block, tho
top raked off. a lino stretched and pegged down. The
cuttings can then be inserted nearly full length. The
trampling of the row settles tho soil enough to expose
the top buds. With a one-horse plow the bottom of tho
furrow is loosened where the x^lanters have packed the
soil, and new furrows are made around the strip planted.
The cuttings are tilled during summer with a wheel-hoe
orhanl-plow. To make wide plants, the tips of tho
shoots are pinched when they are about 3 inches long.
This is repeated at intervals of about three weeks during
the summer. Nitrate of soda may be used to hasten
growth. This method produces a plant as shown in

(i,

1

and

Regelianum, 3.
rohustum, 7.
rosmaHnifolium,
senipervirens,
Sieboldi, 6.

1.

10.

C'hiiicnse, 11.

macropliyllum, 7.
magnolia' folium,

7.

spic(i(am,

Massalongianum.

1.

Stauntoni, 11 and
supp. list.
syringceflorum, G.

2.

meadia,

8.

QlabDun,

ComHa

2, 5,

myrtifoliu m
Nepaleiise, U.

G,

glaucuni, 10,
Ibota, 2, :!, 4.
Italieum, 10.
A.

2.

medium,

ezcclsT.m, 7.
Fortiuiei, 11.
1272.

0.

Kellernianid,
longifoUuin,
supp. list.
lucidum, 7, 8.

cUiatum,

coriaceuni,

Privet hedge.

Quihoui,12.

5, G, 7.

,

1,

ohtusifo/.iuiu,

?..

ovalit'olium,

pendulum,
irith the tube

Sinense,

tricolor,

7, 11.
1, G. 7, 9.

5, 7.

variegatum,

;").

5, 10.

vijlosura, 11.

vulgare,

10.

10.

2 or 3 times

longer- than the
hah.
B. Li'S. linear-lanceolate or linear, evergreen.
1. Massalongianum, Vis. {L. longifdUum, angustifdlittm
myrtifdlium, ro.sniarinifdUutn and spicdtum,
Hort.).
Erect shrub, to 3 ft., with warty and piloso
branchlets: Ivs. tapering at both ends, glabrous, 1^-3
in. long: panicles much branched, many-fid. with rather
small pedicelled fis.,2H-3>2 in. long. July, Aug. Himal.
Gr.O. II. IG: 149. — Graceful half-hardy shrub.
J

,

_

T/W** 7D rtC/la

Fig. 1273.

The plants may be dug in tho fall and heeled-in, to
prevent possible winter-killing. They are then sorted
into grades and planted in the spring 1^2-2 feet apart in
rows 3-4 feet apart against the land side of a deep furrow, and a little soil kicked over tho roots. The filling
is completed with a one-horse plow.
Before filling, fine
manure may be spread near the plants.
The plants should be straightened up and trampled
firm. When finished, they should have tho lower branches
covered and the lower end of the cutting not below tho
level of the tree-digger. The pinching-back process may
be continued, or the tips may be cut with a sickle during the early part of the season, especially on plants of
the smnller grade. To get more roots on tho brunches
the plants niav be hilled-up. They are cultivated with
a one-horse cultivator or a two-horse riding cultivator.
At two years these will make plants 2%-'3}4, feet high
and l}^-2 feet wide at
tlie

base.

Dig with a
TO H£Fi^

TBAfiSF'LAfir

tree-dig-

ger that operates on
one or both sides. Tho
plants may be set 1215 Inches apart, 4-6
inches deeper than before, and
produce a
hr-dcreas shown in Fig.
1274.
smaller number of plants is re-

A

12/3. California Privet

from short
cuttincs, transplanted deep.
(Sr.;,Io

i.<

in. ro ff.)

quired

than

when

plants
first

gi'own by tbo
method are used.

As there are numerous vigorous bads near the ground.
the growth is very dense at the l»ase. After planting,
the tops may bo cut olf to an even liei^'ht.
Various forms of hedge an; used, as shown in Fi-::.

1274.

The

Privet hedge at final transplanline.
(Scale
in. to ft,)

H

Young

c.

BB. Lvs. ohioug to ovate or oval.
hranrhlets and inHorescence puhescent:

Ivs.

deciduous.

&

2. cili^tum, Blume {L. Ihbta, Sieb.
Zncc. L. Ibdta,
var. cilidtum, Dipp. L. m.edium, Hort., not Franch. &
Sav. ) Shrub, to ft. ,with erect and spreading branches
Ivs. rhombic-ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acute at both
.

ends, appressed pubescent near the margin and finely
ciliate and pubescent on the midrib beneath, 1-2 in.
long: panicles small, erect, about 1 in. long: fls. almost
sessile; calyx glabrous; fr. shining.
June. Japan.
This is one of the least decorative species; it has been
introduced under the erroneous denomination of L.

medium, which
3.

is

sometimes misspelled L. meadia.
& Zucc). Fig
10 ft., "with spreading and curving

Ib6ta, Sieb. {L. ohtn^^ifdJinm, Sieb.

1270.
Shrub, to
branches: ivs. elliptic to obloug-obovate, acute or ''btuse, usually only pubescent on the midrib beneath,
1-2 in. long: panicles nodding, small, 1-1>2 in. long,
numerous alonp; the branches on short branchlets: fls,
short-pedicelled; calyx pubescent: fr. with slight bloom.
June, July. Japan, Cluna. G.F. 0:425. M.D. CI. 1899:218.
-Graceful shru)>, hardy North.
Var. KegeliAnum,
Rehder {L. BegcUAnnm, Hort.}. Low. dense shrub
with almost horizontally spreading branches and oblong
or obovate, usually more pubescent Ivs.

,
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Amurtnse, Carr. (L. fhAta, var. Amiirensin, Hort.).
Slirub, to 15 ft., with uprif^lit braiicLes: Ivs. ovul or obt.

long:, usually obtuse, somewhat glossy above, glabrous
except the midrib beneath, l-'2'.i in. Ii>ug: pauieles erect,
often rather many-Hd., l-2>.j in. hiug: Hs. short-pcdi'
celled; calyx glabrous or slightly puliescent near the
biise.
June, July. Japan, China. R.H. 18G1, p. .'i.Ti.—
Similar in habit to the following and alniost half-evergreen.

Young parts (jlahrous: Ivs. half-evenjreen.
ovaliSblium, Hassk. (L. Cdlifui-Hirnim, Hort.
L.
Japuniciim, Hort., not Thuuh., and probably//, nitdiiiin,
Franch. <& Sav.). California
Privet. 8hrub of upright habit, to
1,5 ft., quite glabrous;
Ivs. euneate
at the base, elliptic-ovate or ellipticoblong, acute, dark green
and
glossy above, yellowish green beneath, lK-2>2 in. long
panicles
erect, many-tld., rather compact,
to 3 in. long: tls. almost sessile,
cc.

Young

BB.

Japan. — A

well adapted

:

Lvs

CC.
to

deriih,

hntf- ecct green, 1-21:, in. long.

vulgare, Linn.

10.

Common' Privet or Phj.m. Slirub
biaiichlets and panicles puberulous: lvs!

ft.:

15

oblong-ovate to lanceolate, obtuse or acute,
glabrous: panicle rather dense, pyramidal!
lJ'2-2>$ in. long: stuniens shorter' than the
limb. June, July. Eu., N. Afr., W. Asia.
Naturaliyed in some ]il-i<-c
fly in the
'

y^
''^.

I

^
r~.^

"i;

4

L
i

^^

-^S-

*
..

I

'^
~)>/^

^
/^
^

f

habit;
used for

stiif

and much

in. long.

Nepalense, Wall. [L. spicdttnn, Don). Evergreen
shrub r tree, with pubescent branclilets lvs. oblong
or
oblong-o\'at
eliminate
pubescent beneath, 2-5 in.
long: panicles rather l;i ,'e and broad, interspersed
with petioled br;icts. July Aug. liinial.

very handsome

somewhat

paljescent or

9,

:

shrub, but of

913

and inflorescence

puberulotls.
Lvs. evergreen, 2-5

r.

5.

.luly.

In-ani-lilcis

t

1

B

^ (14.

nf 11
f61mm N
g rl
"^

"

'

obtii

I

b

It

-Many

Var.buxiLvs.

Is.

nff-ovatc,

evergreen

hedges (see ]\Tn. (j, p. 9). Var.
aureo- marginatum, Hort.
Lvs.
edged yellow. Var. variegitum,

H

Hort. (var. robilstum variiiiiitiim,
rt
Lvs vine
gated with yellow. Var. tricolor, Hoit L s ^ net, ited
with yellowish and white, pinkish when young (Mn. 2,
p.

)

«).

.\A.

Corolla with the tube as long as the limb or shorter.
B.

0.

Young growths glabrons:

lvs.

Ligustrum Ibota.

evergreen.

Jap6nicum, Thunb. (L. gldbrum, Hort. L. KelleriIj. Kellerntannif Steboldi, spieafmn and

hiitm. Vis.

syringa^lliirum, Hort.|.
Bushy shrub, to 10 ft.: lvs.
roundish-ovate to ovate-oblong, acute or obtusish, with
reddish margin and midrib, veins beneath not distinctly
marked, 2-;i3^ in. long: panicles broad, rather loose, to
4Hin. long; tube usually somewhat longer than calyx.
July, Aug. Japan. — Very handsome evergreen shrub,

but in colder climates often losing the Ivs. in fall; often
the following, and also with the
former.

confounded with

7. Idcidum, Ait.
L.
{L. Japotiieinu. utaeropli ffllit m
mag>ioti(£fdtiuin
L. Slaense httifol'm m loltustititt and
L. spiviilitm, Horl.). L;irge shrub or tree, to 20 ft., with
somewhat spreading branches, similar to the furnjer:
lvs. larger, ovate to ovate-lanceolate, acute or acuminate, distinctly veined beneath, 3-5 in. long: panicles
less loose, with almost sessile lis.: tube about as long
as calyx. July, Aug. Japan, China. B.M. 2505; 2921
(as L. Nepalense glabrum).
G.C. 11. 10:753. Larger
.

Var. glaiicum albo - marginatum, Horf.
Lvs. bluish
green, with narrow wdiite margin.
Var. Italicum,
Kircbn. (Jj. /taliiinn, i\lill. L. senipervirens, Pieri.).
Lvs. linear-lanceolate, almost evergreen. Var. pendulum,
Plort., with pendulous branches. There ari^ also vars.
with fruits of different colors, as var. chlorocdrpum.
Loud., with greenish, var. leucocarpum. Loud., with
whitish, and var. xanthocarpum. Loud., with yellowish
fruits. Of the variegated forms, var. aureum, Plort.,
with yellow foliage. ;uid var. variegatum, Hort., with
the lvs. blotched yellow, are the most import;int.

,

—

leaved than the former, but more tender. It yields the
white wax, an exudation of the branches, caused by an
insect. Coccus Pe-lah
Var.
therefore cult, in China.
Alivdni, Arb. Kew. (L. Ja p6ii icum ,\ht Alivoni, Andre).
Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, to 8 in. long, acuminate, sometimes with yellowish variegation when young. Var.
aureo-marginatum, Hort. (//. e.reel.'nim aureiim, Hort.).
Lvs. margined yellow. Var. tricolor, Arb. Kew. ( />. JaodnieHtn tricolor, Hurt.). Lvs. with yellowish variega;

.

tion,

pink when young.

Shrub, to 8
Sinfinse, Lour. {L. Fdrtunei, Hort.).
with slender sju'eading branches: branclilets pubescent: Ivs. oval to ovate-lanceolate, pubescent along the
midrib beneath, ;it least when young: panicles pubesbent, loose, to 4 in. long, with distinctly pedicelled tls.
China, Corea. Two forms can be distinguished. Var.
vlUosum, Rehder (L. villdsnm, May). Lvs. oval to
ov;xte-lanceolate, obtuse or acute, pubescent beneath,
especially along the midrib: panicle narrow. G.C. 1858,
Var. Staiintoni, Rehder (i. titaimlnni, DC).
p. 021.
Less high and more spreading: I\'s. oval to ovate, obtuse or emargiuate, pubescent on midrib beneath, pjanicle
broader and more loose. G.C. II. 10:305. G.F. 3:213.
Shrub, to G ft., with spreading
12. Quilidui, Carr.
branches: brauchlets and panicles finely pubescent lvs.
elliptic-oblongornarrow-oblong, obtuse, glabrous, somewdiat coriaceous, 1-2 in. long: lis. almost sessile, in
small clusters, forming at ends of the branches long,
panicled spikes. June-Aug. China. G.C. II. 18, p. 277.
11.

ft.,

:

L. braehystclehijum, Decne. Closely allied to L. Qnihoui, but
of upright habit, with larger lvs. and shorter^ iiloro compact
panicles.- i/. coiiipdctum, Hook. f. & Thornps. (L. lancifoliiim,
loiigitolium, liiicare and Simoni, Hort.). Evergreen shrub,

U75. Conventional forms of Cahfornia Privet hedges.

quite glaln-ous: lvs. lanceolate, to 6in.: panicle l.-rrge, compact:
tube short. Hinialavas.— I/, innulare, Decne. (L. ytauntoni,
Hort., not DC. ). Shrub, to 6 ft., allied to L. vulgare: lvs. ellipticovate to linear-lanceolate, yellowish green, often pendulous,
2-3 in.: paiiiclcsratherl.lrge. Origin uncertain. P. it'A-inejisc,
Hort.
Syrioga Pekinensis.— i. strongnlophijllmn, Hemsl.
Evergreen slivub or small tree, almost ghibrons: lvs. orbicular
or obovate, J..-1 in.: p.aniele rather loose. China.— i. Wdlkeri,
Decne. Allied to L. Nepalense; lvs. ovate to lanceolate, glaCeylon, Neilgherries.
in.
brous, to 3 in.: panicle large, to

—

=

coriaceum, Carr. { fj. Iheidunt, var. i-ariiieeoni
Decne.). Dwarf, dense shrub, with short, rigid branches,
to 6 ft., very leafy:
lvs. orbicular or orbicular-ovate,
convex, dark green and shining above, iyi-2% in. long:
.Julv.
panicle compact, 2-4 in. long, with sessile lis.
R.H. 1874,
Cult, in Japan, not known wihl. B.M. 7519.
8.

p. 418;

1888, p. 440.

F. 1870, p. C5.

G.C. HI.

24:L'S2.

G.M.

41:083.

LILAC. See Syringa.

ALFRED RehdeR.

,,,:
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LtLITJM (ancient Latin name). LiJiacecp. Lily. The
Lilies have always been loolied upon as amongst the

with a variety of soils and conditions.

Their conspicuous tiowers,
striiiing colors, and their stately forms appeal stronglj^
to the eye and to the imagination as well. They are
among those good "old-fashioned" plants which frequently and justly come newly into vogue. Lilies are
less understood and less discriminatingly appreciated
than almost any other plants of prominence. The Tiger
Lily is a favorite and old-fashioned flower, to be found
in many of the mosc homely and unpretending gardens.
Now and then one flnds a good group of the Madonna
Lily, very rarely a cluster of the beautiful little Coral
Lily, and sometimes the landscape gardeners furnish
free-handed clients with masses of the Gold-banded Lily
in the shrubbery borders. The Easter Lily is largely
forced by the florists, as are also certain varieties of the
Speciosura group. But aside from these, no Lilies can at
present he classed as real favorites of the American
public, while dozens of magnificent kinds are practically
Tinknown.

Jj.

noblest of garden plants.

not suited to

many

of the Lily tribe.

A

Heavy

soils are
like

few species,

superbum, CiDiadense and iigrinmn, may do well in
heavy soil, but a light soil with sand and gravel intermixed, one from which any excess of moisture runs olf
is much better for a iarge collection.
Drainage is of

The slope of a hill^if not too steep,
atTords a chance for varied degrees of drainage; the
great importance.

In the opinion of the writer, the three best Lilies for
to grow are L. figrinum, var. splendens; L.
speciosnm, var. riihrum: and I/. tenuifoJ'iiim. To these
the following species may be added as well worthy of
general culture, at least in the eastern states (the order
given is approximately that of the writer's preference)
JL/. elcgans (many varieties, all good ), auratum
concolor
and its Y^r. partheneion (the Coridion IjiXj) Brow nii
Senryi, Chalcedonicutn, testaceum, candidum, rnaculK-

everybody

,

y

turn,

pahcrulum, Japonicum var. roseiim,

1277.

LiUum

lovgifloriu}}

The connoisseur should not be without L.
Maximowicsll, Canadense, Parriji, IVepalense, monadclphum, pardaUnum, sitperhum, Washinr/foiiiaujii}/
Grayi, Wallicliianum, Philadelphicutn, Columhianxim,
Ncihjlterrense. All these will succeed fairly well, and

Neilgherrense.

jiomvoniiim.

many

of

them are

of the easiest possible culture.

Lilies are ornamentally useful principally for their
flowers. Their foliage is seldom of a character to assist
in any sclienie of garden decoration. Certain species
bear flowers in such quantity and of such pronounced
colors that they make very effective masses.
Such
strokes of color can best be worked into the garden
picture at carefully chosen points in the borders, especially where the rich sunlight of early morning or late
afternoon takes its rest. For fine mass effects of this
kind the divers varieties of L, elegans, particularly
var. fnlgens, are excellent. L. iigrinnm, var. splendens
and L. tenuifolium are also striking; while other sorts
which mass well, but are of more modest colors, are

L. speciosum. awraium, Chalcedonicum, concolor, and
Brownii. Lilies of many sorts are highly agreeal>le
when scattered — not massed — somewhat freely through
shrubbery borders, or with large hardy perennials.
Almost any Lily is satisfactory when so placed, but the
varieties must not be mixed, and there should be enough
plants to avoid a feeling of thinness and isolation.
Lilies are native to the north temperate zone.
The
majority of our best garden Lilies, such as L. tigrintnn,
auratum, speciosum, and the fine new Benriji conic from
western Asia, whereas none of the American species is
especially successful in our gardens. Throughout -Japan,
eastern and southern China and Burma, and the adjacent islands, are found dozens of the most gorgeous
,

species.

The genus Lilium is the type of the order Liliace;e,
a family crowded with plants of garden value. Tlie
family has over 2,000 well-known species, and of the
187 genera probably half are in cultivation. There are
many monographs of the genus Lilium in rare and
costly works and in various languages. The latest and
most sumptuous one is "A Monograph of the Genus
Lilium," by Elwes, published in 1880, with magnificent
colored plates.
It is referred to below by the abbreviation El.
Unfortunately, there is no recent book
on Lilies in the English language which combines
the horticultural and botanical points of view. The
latest botanical review of the whole genus will be found
in the "Botanical Gazette" 27:2:15 (1899), to which the
student is referred for fuller descriptions than those
given below.
F. A. Waugh.
Culture. — In the growing of a large collection of Lilies
open air, the best results can be obtained only

in the

upper portions are suited, to such as prefer the driest
ground, as 1j. Philadelphicum, concolor and Washing(oiuanuin, while at the bottom, if the drainage be good,
L. aurtrtiDii, testa ceton. candidum and others would
thrive. No general rule for the culture could be given
for all. A slate ridge seems to be well suited to some
Lilies. B. concolor, Philadelphicum, Grayi, the varieties of elegans, Washingtonianii7n,puberulitm, Colnmhianum, MaximowiczH and others seem to like such soils,
and with deep planting will stand more drought than in
lighter soils.
Lilies like
midday sun.

some shelter from severe winds as well as
They do finely among Rhododendrons.

is not so much to shade the stems and foliage
as to keep the ground over the bulbs cool and moist. An
open frame is an admirable place for planting Lilies,
with 3-4 in. of peat or leaf-mold over the bed, which

The point

keeps them cool.

mixed with the

soil

Peat is very beneficial also when
about the roots.

The

scales of Lily bulbs shrink by exposure to air,
and in this way the bulb is weakened. Bulbs with
shrunken or flabby outside scales are less valuable than
with firm and plump ones. They may be kept in damp
soil, boxed tightly for some time, but many of the store
bulbs have lost much of their vitality by the time they
reach the purchaser. It is not rare for such bulbs to
fail to grow until the second season. B. monadelphum,

mdcuJatuni and Brownii frequently do not appear above
ground until the second season, if their scales have
been dried to any considerable degree.
Among the kinds which seem to do well in any ordinary light soils, and which, as a rule, may be grown
with least effort, are B. auratum^ Chalcedonicum, candldnm, elegans and its common varieties, testaceum,
rnaeulaf um, Henry ,tigrinum,Martagov,Ma^imoiviczii,
lougiflorunt, monadelphnm., and the varieties of speciosum. B. superbum- and Canadense are also easily
grown and do well with considerable shade. B. Philippense, Cateshan and Neilgherrense are not suited to outdoor culture in the North. L. Nepalense and snlphurenm
may be grown in Vermont with fairly good results, but
should not be allowed to freeze duringwinter. All Lilies
are better if their bulbs are not frozen. Most of them
will stand some frost at a good depth, but frost seeraa to
weaken them and Lily diseases attack the weaker plants
i

first.

The Lily blight or disease, wliich seems to affect Lilies
much the same way that the potato rust does the
potato, is more damaging to some species than to others.
Those from the Pacific coast seem to be more subject toin

LILIUM
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than the Japan species. The disease is comia our wild Lilies and is auiu^;tini(is i'onud on them
habitat. In cultivation the disease often
natural
in their
ruins flowers, foliage and the stalks of L. Oa/nadeiise
without seeming to affect the bulbs. It is common on L.
eandidum, and we now seldom find bulbs entirely free

this disease

mon

from

it.

The Bordeaux mixture has been found bene-

in fighting the Lily disease, but the best results
are attained by using it as a preventive, applying it to
the foliage before any blight appears.
In planting new bulbs, it is well to use ground that
has not had Lilies for some years. All stalks and foliage affected by blight should be removed and burned,
and blighted bulbs and scales, especially such as are
worthless from decay, should be burned, as these may
help to propagate the disease.
As a rule, Liilieslike a rich soil, but it seems to be the
general opinion of all who have had experience in growing them that manures (particularly fresh manures)
should not be allowed to come in contact with the bulbs.
Many advocate the application of all manures as a
mulch, letting the rains carry down their fertilizing ingredients. When the enrichment is not allowed to come
in contact with the bulbs, but is placed within the reach
of the extended roots from the bulb, well composted
manures seem not injurious. Lilies, as a rule, do better
when set at considerable depth. They seem to resist
drought better, and the bulbs are no doubt kept cooler
in hot weather. Most Lilies throw out many roots along
their stems between the top of the bulb and the surface
of the soil, and deep setting is rather necessary to this
root-growth. Deep spading should go with deep setting,
and it is not too much to say that the ground should be
spaded twice as deep as the bulbs are placed. Sphagnum
moss has been found beneficial to some species. Among
such are L. aurafttm and eandidum. Two or three inches
of the fresh moss may be placed under the bulbs. It
has been used with success under others, and is especially good for L. testacerim.
Lilies are propagated from seed, from scales and from
offsets. With oue or two exceptions, the production of
bulbs from seed is a very tedious process. Several species seldom, if ever, produce seed in this country.
ficial

Amongthese maybe mentioned i. eandidum, Hpecinsum,
testaceum, maculafum, Brotvnii, Hgrhium, Glialcedonicum, and some varieties of eleganfi. Some species, such
as i. aurafiim, seldom germinate until the second summer after planting. X-. ttmiiifoHinn is, however, an exception to most species, for not only does the seed germinate the first year, but it is not rare for some of the
bulbs to bloom the second summer.
In growing Lilies from scales, it is a good plan to remove outside scales from strong bulbs when quite ripe
or in early spring, and plant these scales where they
They generally change
will be kept moist and warm.
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that have hold their own, bub have not increased, are
Jj. MaxiinouHcsil, poinponluin
l^iirt'italcuiti, elcgans
semi-pleno and elegans incompurabUe. Those that have
increased and been perfectly hardy arc L. ^longiflorum, ^Broivni/ '•o'orifinti, ^Battnannice, '^'WalJacei,
infrcitldJum,
D^ih nrii-ii m <:h'ga)is and vars. *eitrinui^h
and others, L. --Ii(/rl inmi titjrinuiii, var. Fortunei and
,

,

'''

,

,

L. .spcricsii !ti vdv>\.'-- <i /Oil in ,'^'roseunt, ruhrum
and ^'Mfljioiiiciir L, Min-lti/jo!/ ,':•; iijxrhum, ^^parduliuum,, -•tesfaceuiii, '^•pompon/ am. Thuse starred (*) are
the most satisfactory. It would be well to warn growers
that in the average garden B. anrafum, in all its varieties, will not last more than 2 or 3 years without renewing. Some of the more expensive varieties flower only
ffore-pJf'i'i),

'

,

once.

An important characteristic of Lilies is perfume, a
point in which they differ very much. It is very strong
in fj. eaudldnin, [onglfhrum and the aaraiums, and
the atmosplicre is full of the delicious odor on a quiet
evening.
It is fainter in L. fes/aceiim, and rank in
L. crori-ijia and related sx-*6*^i'3s, and a positive stench
pn>ii
in L.
ponium~i^\yno?it unendurable in the garden
an<l unbearable in the house.
Beautiful as L. pomponlum is in color and habit, the odor outweiglis these
good points, and makes it undesirable and not to be
recommended.

\i -q_ Wittte.
North America a tall and
large-ftowered form of Lilium loitgifloruin, and one that
can be readily forced in a relatively high ti.-mperature,

The Easter Lily.—

In

has come to be known as the Easter Lily. Thi"^ variety
was introduced from Bermuda. About 1875, a Philadelphia woman, in returning from Bermuda, brought with
her two Lilies in bloom and presented them to a local
florist. The bulbs were increased to one hundred in the
next three or four years, when the plants were seen by
W. K. Harris, an enterprising Philadelphia florist. The
earliness of blooming and prolificacy of the bulbs were
striking features, and led to their purchase by Mr.
Harris. In 1882, the Lily was introduced under the
name LUlum JIarrisii. It had been exhibited previously
in New York and Philadelphia, where its early flowering
brought it info prominent notice. While the Lily was
being increased prior to its introduction, other florists
it were gathering bulbs in Bermuda and

who had seen

into bulblets the first season and make a fairly good
growth by the second autumn. If well cared for they

enough to sell by autumn of the third season.
Liliwm tigrinum, halhlferwm and siiJphnreuhi have
bulblets in the axils of their leaves, which, if gathered
as soon as mature, may be planted, and with good care
usually bloom the third or fourth year. In many other
kinds offsets form along the stems beneath the surface
and down to the bulb, which, when planted out, make
good bulbs in about 3 years.
Lilium longiflorttm, Bfaximowiczii especially the red
variety, and most of the varieties of elegam^^ have a
large number of offsets along their stems under the surface of the ground. The number is larger in seasons
when plenty of rain comes during their growth than in
dry seasons. L. eandidum is set with best results as
soon as the foliage begins to turn in August; and it is
at this same season that its scales should be planted for
are large

,

propagation. When good, healthy scales of this species
are planted out early, they usually change the same
autumn into bulbs, and most of them will send up leaves
before winter.
p. h. Horsford.
Lilies in Canada. — Some of the species generally
recommended for garden culture as hardy do not stand
at Ottawa.
Those that have failed are L. cundiditm
(of late years from disease), Kramnri. cordifoliuin,
speciosum, Krcetzeri, Canudm^r, ITurrhii, auratum,
and vars. ^ichtm, platijphylfuin liijemaJa, Wiltei. Those
,

1273

Liliu-n

JaponiLum

(

^J

endeavoring to secure a stock. In ]SS2, it was also introduced by a Philadelphia florist under a long Latin
name, and later by a New York florist as the Bermuda Easter Lily. Practically all of the names except
Lilium ^rt'rrt.s'(i"have been discarded. To botanists it
The disis known as L. Jonqiflornm, var. eximinm.
tinguishing trait of'i;. ffarri!^ a -si-nd this gives it its
emphatic commercial vnlue-is its power to stand a
high temoerature, allowini,^ it to be forced into bloom
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throua:hout tbe winter. A second favorable feature is
the production of uii unusually hir^e number of tiowers
from each bulb, and a third, the large size of the flowers.
It is practically impossible to obtain uniform and
good stock of the true variety from Bermuda at the
present time.
The propagation and general management are not
It is multiunlike that given other bulbs of its class.

viceable and economical grade for the commercial florist.
It is best to put them into small pots (usually 4 in.) to
form roots, and to transfer them, when growth has begun, to tbe pots in which they are to bloom. Handliu''
them at first in small pots saves labor, economizes room,
and may give stockier plants. By growing them inpots^
the plants may be shitted from cool to warm parts of
the bouse, thereby insuring greater uniformity of season
and all diseased plants are readily detected and
easily discarded.
In September or October, then, the bulbs are firmly
potted. If the soil is rather heavy, set the bulb on "a
cushion of sand (see Fig. 290, p. 192). The top of the
bulb should be about level with tlic surface of the soil.
The best earth is one which is light and rather fibrous,
devoid of clay. A good potting soil (see Potting) will
answer. The .5-7 and 7-9 sizes may be put in 4- or 4>2inch pots, and the 9-11 in 5-incb.
Plunge them in a
frame in the open, covering with sifted coal ashes or
excelsior; or put them in a cool cellar. Here they may
remain (in New York) until the 10th or L5th of December. Protect tbem from very severe weather and from
beating rains. By early December they should have
made good balls of roots, and a little top growth. Bring
them in, and shift into G-inch or 7-inch pots, one bulb
in each. For decoration,
to 5 small bulbs may be put
in 8- to 10-inch pots, choosing bulbs of equal strength
in order that the bloom may be simultaneous. None of
tbem will need transferring again. For early results for
cut-flowers, it is customary to put the 5-7 bulbs at first
into 5-inch pots and to put them at once on the benches,
keeping them rather cool for a time. Flowers may then
be secured for the holidays.
Keep them cool. A carnation temperature suits them
well until they begin to bloom, when a higher temperature is desirable. Start with a night temperature of 45*^
to 50°, increasing to 00°.
If the flowers begin to open
too soon, remove to a cooler house which is partially
shaded, where they may be retarded as mucli as two
weeks. If they are too late, give more heat. The electric light run at niglit will hasten the bloom perceptibly.
Rarely can more than 80 or 90 per cent of a crop
be made to bloom simultaneously. Following are the
dates of a crop which was forced for Easter (at Cor;

,'J

nell):

October 9. Bulbs received and potted, and plunged
frames.
1279,

Lilium Philaaelphicum (XJ^).

plied by offsets, in which the variety is proliflc, a bulb
sometimes producing as many as titty. When first introduced, the stocli was increased from tbe bulb scales,
and from cuttings of the stem before the plant had

bloomed.
The Easter Lily is not difficult to grow under glass,
if one has strong anrl healthy bull)s.
The perplexity in
its CTilture, of which one sometimes hears so much, is
due to the fact that bloom is usually wanted at definite
seasons, as New Year's, Easter, Decoration Day. Now,
the time at which any bulbous plant will bloom depends
to an important extent on the age, size, freshness and
degree of maturity of a given bulb. Each bulb is to a
great degree a law into itself. This explains why it is
so difficult to secure uniform bloom at a definite time.
The dates of potting and shifting which give satisfactory results one season may give unsatisfactory results
the following season. What tbe gardener does, therefore, is to start his bulb.s early, and then retard or force
them by varying the temperature, as the crop and occasion may demand. He grows them in pots, so that be
may shift tliem from liouse to house.
In common with all hardy or spring-blooming bulbs,
Easter Lily bulbs should be kept cool until roots have
formed, when they may be brought into heat for Howering. Secure the bulbs as early as possible. Place your
order in early summer. You will do well if they are received in early September.
Keep them moist: if they
become <lry and shrivelled, much of their vigor is lost.
There are three loading commercial grades, measured
by the average circumference in inches of the bulbs,—
the 5-7's, 7-9's, 9-11's.

The

7-9

is

usually the most ser-

December
December

11.
12.

Brought

in

into house,

Shifted to permanent pots, and plunged
in a bed in a house having night temperature of 50°.
February 5. First buds seen; some of the pots trans

ferred to a warmhouse (temper;iture for tomatoes).
20. Plants in bloom in warmhouse.
April 15, Easter. Plants in full bloom in coolhouse.

March

Give Easter Lilies plenty of light. Keep down the
aphis by fumigating with nicotine vapor once a week.
If the "bugs get a start, give them a little very weak
tobacco water. Stake the plants when about 2 feet high.
A good plant from a 7-9 bulb should have 3 to 5 Howers
open at once, and 1-3 buds. After flowering, the bulbs
are practically worthless. They may be planted in the
border and may give a few flowers that sea^^on; and if
well protected they may give some satisfaction for several seasons. If the Ijulbs are to be planted in the border, ripen them up in the pots by gradually withholding
water. In rare cases they have been forced again the
second winter, but the attempt is not to be advised except for experiment.
All the above remarks are intended for the true
Easter or Harrisii Lily. Lately L. tongiflorum itself
has come into use for greenhouse work. It is usually
more uniform, of lower growth, and a neater plant. It
does not force so well, however, and is usually difHoult
to get for an early Easter.
It sliould be in prime for
Decoration Day, Some of these Longiflorums come
from Bermuda and others from Japan. The Bermudagrown Lilies are less reliable than formerly. It is probable that Cuba and the southern parts of the U. S. will
grow the stock in time,
l, n. B.

The genus Liliura is distinguished by having flowers
with the perianth of
distinct segments, deciduous,
clawed, the claws usually distinctly grooved; slamens^

,

.
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equal, slightly adberinii; to the ovary below; anthers

attached near the middle, dehiscent along the edges;
style clavate, more or less curved: ovary sessile or
nearly so, 3-celIed, with many horizontal ovules. Succulent herbaceous plants, with scaly bull)S and leafy,
upright stems: Ivs. scattered or whorled: lis. showy,
solitary, umbellate or racemose.
Subgenus 1. Eulirion. Perianth funnel-sliaped,with
oblanceolate segments, which are recurved only at the
tip: Ivs. linear or lanceolate, sessile or nearly so.
Subgenus 11. Isolirion. Fls. usually single or umbellate; perianth erect, spreading; segments recurved
only in the extended Hower, but not revolute; stamens
diverging from the straight style.
Subgenus III. Archlirion. Perianth broadly funnelform at the base; segments finally broadly spreading
or twisted, revolute, usually prominently papillose
within; stamens diverging from curved style.
Subgenus IV. Martagon. Fls. strongly noddiug,
with perianth segments very revolute; stamens diverging; style curved.

Pseudomartagox.

Subgenus V.

Inflorescence usually paniculate-, with Us. tending to be erect or only
segments
perianth funnelform
slightly nodding
slightly recurved at the tip, or finally recurved from
middle.
American
species.
the
Subgenus VI. CARorocRiNUM. Lvs. stalked, cordateovate: perianth funnel-shaped, usually m('re or less
irregular; segments oblanceolate, recurved only at the
apex.
;

;

Alexandra?, 6.
alutacenm, 17.
augustifolium, 28.

17.

aurantiacum,
auratum, 21.

15, 17.

pomponium,
prcpcox, 22.

Harrisil,

5.

Hansoni,

20.

17.

30.
24.

puk'bellum, 14.
purpureuni, 12.
Pyrenai'-um, 32.

20.

Japouienra,
24.

ri'bescens, 12,

Krainpri,

rubrum,

C.

saytguineum,
Sayi, 23.
Sinicuin, 14.

Canadense, 36, 37.
eandidum, 8.
Carolinianum, 27.

leuc;i.ntliemiTiii, 7.
Lisbmauni, 19.

speeiosnm,

Catesbfei, 18

lousiHnrum. 5.
muculatum, 8, 2G.
Martagon, 25.
Masseyl, 13.

Cbalcedonicum,

Ijiu

33.

citrinum., 17.

Colchesttri.

6. 7.

23.

concolor, 14.
oordifolium, 38.
coridion, 14.

eroeeum.

13, 17.

Dalhansoni. 25.
Dalrnaticum. 25.

Davuricum,

13.

to tn

Wallacei,

Bulb

large, long

;

stem

:

:

4.
B.M. ^5G1. Gn. 10:44.grow, and on that accoimt not
popular; but a noble species well worth the i>ains of the
amateur. Suitable for growing in shrubbery holders.
3. sulphureum, Baker. Bulb large, globose: stem erect,
4-8 ft. high: lvs. numerous, scattered, linear: fls. usually 2-3, pendent on long peduncles, fragrant, sulfuryellow, tinged with red outside, 4-7 in. long. Burmrt.
B.M. 7257. Gn. 54, p. 259 {as L. ochroleucum) R.H.
1895:.541. — Tliis is new to the trade, but promises to bo
a favorite with the amateurs.
4. Neilgherrense. Wight.
Bulb globose
Fig. 1277.
lvs. 30-40,
stem 1-2 ft. high, creeping at the base
crowded, 3-5-nerved; fls. 1-3, ascending, white, fragrant,
5-0 in. long. India. El. G. F.S. 22:22Gfi-07. Gn. 27:488.

difficult

El.

to

G.332.

known

in

P.M. 187G:237.-A beautiful Lily, too
America. r>inicult of cultivation.

little

29.

31,
17.

17.

Wilsoni,
Wittei,

1

.3.

[12, 28.

21.

1.

front

iddle

Lvs. linear. 1-nervvd.
Height. 2 ft. or (ess

1.

CC. Heif/ht 3 ft. or over.
D. Fls. white; <(uthers
2.
yelJoiv

DD, Fls. purplish or
loivish

;

o.

j?.

/

Philippense

Wallichianum

iicl-

h e rs

hroirn

3.

sulphureum

Lvs. lanceolate, 3-iicrrid or
more.
C. With creeping siihtcrra-

CC.

f.

high, stitf
Iva. 50-GO, scattered, se.ssile, 3-5nerved fls. usually solitary, sometimes 2-3, horizontal
or nearlv so, white, slightly tinged with green, fragrant.
ft.

Wallichianum. 2,
Warei, 28.
Wa'ibingtonianum.

14.

c.

BB.

Walliclli^num, Sohult.

2.

4-G

EULIRION.

r.

Tube scarcely iridated
base

;

species.

34,

Thunberglarni

9.

Philippeasc,

B.

te?^taceum,

Piirryi. 11.

SUBGENUS

:

3.

snperbxim, 27,
Szovitzianum,

ochrolcvcmn, 3.
pardalinum, 28.

forraosum,

,

sulpburenm,

4.

Pbiludelpbicum,

Waahingtonianum

Philipp6nse, Baker. Bulb perennial, ovojd
stem
1^-2-2 ft. high, slender, erect: Ivs. :iU-40, scattered: Us.
solitary, horizontal, white, tinged with green toward the
base outside--, 5-G in. long, trumpet-shaped. Philippine
Islands.
El. ^.
Gn. 50:1097 (fine). B.M. G250 (good).
I.H. 41 IG. ~ Little known in cult., but a promising
1.

B.M.

8, 22.

tigrinura. 19,
itmbellatitm, 17,
Walkerl. 36.

partbeneion

Parryi

8.

Neilgberrense,

parviflonnii, 23.
parvuni. 36.

17.

17.

Takesima, 5.
tenuifoUum.

elegans, 17.
excelsnin, 31.
eximiani, 5.

Nepalense
rubellum

:

30.
Melpomene. 22.
monadelplmm. 29.
montanum, 13.

Nopiilense.

16.

Dahuricum,

eandidum

splendens, 19.
striatum, 8.

5.

Mfiximowiuzii,

Colchicum.., 29.

Columbianum.

Kin,

spicatiTin,

Brownii

:

22. 32.

lanclfoliinn, 22.

28.

.

Japonicum

.

roseum, G.
rubelhim, 10.

G.

Kraatxeri, 22.

Ledebonri, 29.
LeichtHni, 30.

Californicinn, 21,

32.

Pseudo-tig rinum,

pnberuhim,

Heldreichi, 33.
24.
IsabeUinwm, 31.

17.

Bloomerianurn,
Brownii, 7.
bulbiferum, 1:3.

is.

pleuo-moustrosum,

Grayi, 35.

Ilumboldtii,

bijolor, 17.

19.

eiffanteiim, 39.

Henryi,

autiimnale, 27.

Batmannicc.

plenescens.

h iB m a to c ro rum

Armeniacinn, 17.
atrosanguineum

,

Somewhat

Fortunei, 19.
fulgeus, 17.

2,3.

AA. Tube widening (jrad nail u from
base to neck.
B. Lvs.
narrow-lanceolate,
1-nerced not whorled.
0. FIh. white or pink
G.
CC. Fls.
purplish, e s }'> eciii II n outside
7.
BB. Lvs. broad, lanceolate, 3-7nerced, }io( whorhd.
c. Fls. in spike, usually
white
8.
CC. Fls. few or solitary, yelloicish or purplish ... 9.
ccc. Fls. feu- or several, pink. \().
BBB. Lvs. in whorls.
c. Fls. clear lemon-yellow .11
cc. Fls. n-hilish or pinkish
or spotted
V2.

Central" Himalayas.

INDEX.
n.lbum, 22.

917

nean .stem
Stem \isually
thehulh

1280.

4.

Neilgberrense

5.

longiflorum

erect from

Lilium clesans (X

^4).

^''o-

1'-

Bulb globose: stem 1-3 ft.
5. longiflorum, Tbunb.
high, erect: lvs. 20-40, scattered: fls. often solitary,
sometimes 2-3 or more, nearly horizontal, fragrant, waxy
white. Temperate regions of Japan, China and Formosa.

LILIUM

LILIUM

918

L.B.C.
B.E. 7:560.
A.P. 11:1311; 12:1104.
A. G. 19:709. Gn. 48, p. 38b. -Oue of the bestfor
extensively
iised
known Lilies ill cult. It has been
forcing, but for this purpose it is now generally superseded by the following variety:
Var. eximium, Nichol. (L. exlmium, Court. L. HdrrisH, Ca.rr.). Bermuda or Eastek Lily. Usually bears
more and lartrer flowers than L. longiflornm, on more
leafy stems. A. G. 18:297. A.F.
12:143. Gn. 30:556; 43, p. 105;
El. 7.
10:985.

45, p. 215; 40, p. 73; 47, p. 172;
49. p. 481 and 52, p. 217. F.R.

1:679.
G.C.
1883:211.

HI. 22:91.

R.H,

mental species, and an old favorite, though considerably
subject to disease.
£1.

pi.,

The following

varieties are offered:

maculitum, pleno-monstrflsum, speciosum,

c4tum, striatum.
9. NepalSnse, D. Don.

spi-

Stem 1-2 ft. high, stiff Ivs.
scattered, lanceolate or linear, 5-7-nerved: fls. few or
solitary, nodding, slightly fragrant, yellowish white,
more or less tinged with purx^le, often with small scattered dots inside. Himalayas. El. 5. A. G. 13:249 (poor).
Gn. 35:684. B.M. 7043. R.B. 22:3.-A magniflcent Lily,
suitable for the collector.
:

Bulb globose
stem slender,
10. rul)611ura, Baker.
bearing about 20 obscurely petioled bright green Ivs.,
which are 5-7-nerved: fls. pink, unspotted, about 3 in.
long and broad. Japan. Gn. 54:1197. G.C. III. 23:321
and335. G.M. 41:477. A. G. 20:31. -Recently introduced
to English and American gardens, and very favorably
received. Promising. Said to force well,
Bulb small, with .jointed scales:
11. Pdrryi, Wats.
lv3. linear-oblanceolate, usually scattered; fls. horizontal,
pale yellow, about 4 in. long, with spreading, recurved
tips. San Bernardino county, Calif. El. 12. Gn. 18:204
:

(not typical); 49, p. 410. B.M. 6650. l.H. 33:595. G.C.
18:209 (habit not correctly shown). — Not uncommon in cult., and probably the finest yellow
Lily of easy grow'th.

III.

12.

lique,

1281.

WasMngtoniimum, Kellogg. Bulb obsomewhat rhizomatous
stem 2-5 ft.
:

high: Ivs. in several whorls of .5-12 each, or
sometimes a few scattered: fls. few, or sometimes as many as 20, on ascending pedicels,
white, tinged with pink or red and dotted
with purple, fragrant. Calif. El. 10. Gn.
20:310; 27, p. 344. J. IT. III. 33:113. -One of
the best Californian species for eastern gardens.
Var. purptireum,Ma.st.(Z/.rt(6esee«s,Wats.).
Smaller and more slender, with smaller, more
pinkish fls. and perianth segments less acute.

Lilium tigrinum
No, 19.

(Xl-5.)

Vars.TakS3ima,WiIsoiii and
Liu Kiu are offered. They are
not sufficiently dilferent from
the type for ordinary cultivation.
6.

1278.
ft.

Jap6nicuin, Thunb. Fit,'Bulb globose: stem 1-3

high:

Ivs. 12-20, scattered,

5-7 - nerved
lis.
often solitary, sometimes 2-3,
white on the inside, more or
less tinged with pink or purple on the outside, fragrant,
lanceolate,

:3-5 in.

B.I\I.

long.
1591.

:

Japan. El. 14.
L.B.C. 5:438. -A

graceful species, much
grown in gardens. There are
several varieties, of which
(excepting
roseinn
below)
Alexandrae ami C61chesteri
the
best.
III.
14:
243.
are
G.C.
fine,

Lilium Henryi.
Var. rbseum, Hort. {L. Krdmeri, Hort.).
More slender
and graceful than //. Japoiiicitrn, with beautiful pale
rose-colored fls. B.M. (i0,i8. P.M. 1874:105. F. 1874:13.
P.S. 20:2061. — One of the most attractive flowers in the

genus.
7. Br6wnii, Poit. {L. Japoir/ciii^i,Yi\v. Brou-ull of many
writers). Differs from L. Jajxunriini in having a more
robust, vigorous habit, with leafy stalk and large lis.,
which are white inside and deep rich vinous purple outside. El. 8. Gn. 29:540 (as L. Jiipoiiinini
:!8, p. 173;
F.S. 21:2248, 2193 (as L.Japoui, ,nn Colches47, p. 97.
trli). Gng. 4:193.— A favorite in gardens, and deserving
of general culture. Specially recommended to lieginner.s.
Var. leucanthemura is offered. Gu. 47:1000.
1

;

Madonna Lily. Bulb ovoid,
stem-lvs. scattered, sessile, acute, bract-like
above
stem 2-4 in. high, erect, stiff
fls. 6-25 in a
raceme, 3}4-5 in. long and wide, pure white, fragrant.
Southern Eu. El. 9. Gng. 6:369. G.C. III. 21:16i: Gn.
45, p. 281: 53, p. 188; 56, p. 255. -One of the most oi-ua8.

candidum, Linn.

large

:

:

;

1283.

Lilium auratun
iy:]i.) No, -jj.

El. 11.

F.S.

19:1975. .Gn. 20:310.

-A

striking variety

which should perhaps bo regarded as a separate

spe-

cies,

.StTBGENLS

II.

ISOLiaiON.

A. Lra. more or hsx vlinrlfd
AA. Lvs. vol irliorhd.
B. Shjlf xJiiirlcr thiDi oriirii
BB. Shjh: ln)i(jfr llum or^irji.
0. Fl. piipinosr iii^hU'.
D.

Sfciv

fri'ijUfiitlif

eroHs

13.

PhiladelpMcum

14.

concolor

15.

bulbiSerum

biilhif-

.

LILIUM

LILIUM

DD. Stem not bnlbiferou
CC.

-/"V.

smootli

iwariy
D. Jjiis.

16.

croceum

in aide, or

cult., especially in

broad lanceolulc,
17

DD. lyvs. tinear, scattered ..18

elegans
Catesbaei

PMlad61phicum, Linn. Pip;. 127;i. liulb annual,
rliizoniatous, small, with few thick, brittle .scales; steiii
13.

1-3

ft.

bright orange, conspicuously lamellar-papillose
Switzerland, France, northern Italy.
Bluch
En. El. 22. L.B.C. 8:784 (poor) Closely related to L. biilhifernm, with which it is often
confused. It seems to be confounded with L. elegans,
also, at times. It is distinguished from the former
by
having steins devoid of bulbels, and from the latter by
having the flower more distinctly papillose inside.

mside.

.so.

crowd<;d

919

in. long,

hiyh, slender: Ivs. 10-40, thin, ghibrous,

more or

whorled: fl.s. 1-4, terminal or inubellate, bright red,
marked with scattered darker .spots toward the center!
From Canada to N. C. and west to the Kocky Mis. E
B.R. 7:.'')94. L. B.C. 10:970. B.M. 873 (as l^ennsyb
17.
vanicum) and 579. U.W. P. A. Q. — L. wo///«((»)». Nelson,
seems to be a western form, with broader Ivs. L. Masnei/l
is a southern form, with narrower perianth segments.
This is the most characteristic and widely distributed of
our native Lilies. A charming wild dower. In fact, it is
so acceptable simply as a w-ild Hower that it has seldom
been cultivated, though it takes readily to the garden.
It is a very variable species.
Some, at least, of the L.
Davmiciim, or L. BaJiurictim, in the nursery trade belongs with L. Plilladelphicum.
loss

14. c6ncoloi-, Salisb.
Bulb perennial, ovoid, small:
stem slender, 1 ft. or more high: Ivs. LiO-.'JO, scattered,
lanceolate, obscurely 7-nerved: tls. 1-3, erect,
1-2 in. long, spreading, bright scarlet, unspotted. China. El. 18. B.M. llG.").-One of
the best for garden cult.; thrifty and easy to
grow. Of graceful, upright habit and good
i:or

cutting.

Var. Sinicum, Hook. Taller, with larger
bulb: lis. more numerous; perianth segments
a little wider, bright st-arlet with
black spots. Southern Siberia. B.
U. COOo. L.B.C. 17:1028 (as L.
IluscJuaniim).

A

Var. puIcMUum, Baker.
slender yellow-fld. var., perhaps belonging with the next.

Lilium puberulum (X/
17.

61egans,Thunb. {L.umbeltMum,

Hort., not Pursh. L. JJuIiuricii^n, in
part.
L. Thuiiber;/idnum, Schultes,
and many other synonyms). Fig. 1280.
Bulb perennial, ovoid: stem 1-2 ft.
high, stiff, erect, slightly cobwebby, or
sometimes nearly glalirous: Ivs. 2030, scattered or crowded, 5-7-nerved
fls. 1-5, spreading, usually self-colored
in some brilliant shade of yellow,
orange or red. .Japan. Sundry varieties are illustrated as follows: El. 19
MartaEon {XJ.i).
and 20. Gn. 47, p. 415. F. 1808:121.
--'
P. S. 10:1027 as (i. Tli intberr/ianmn)
•Cn. 38:778. P.M. 0:127 (as L. avrantiariim). I. H. 12:459 (as L. formosum]. — Fvoha\>\j the
most useful hardy species for general garden use. Very
variahle, with many striking varieties. Following are
the best:
:

1286. Liliuin

Var.

parthen-

eion, Baker
corldtoit
)

yellow

-

A

.

fld.

{L.
fine

var.

One of the very
best for culti\ation.
l.j.
bulbiferum,
Linn. Bulb ovoid,
perennial
stem
1234. Lilium speciosum (>
^^". ".
2-4 ft. high: Ivs.
scattered, the u]*per ones often bearing bulbils in the axils: fls. 1 to
many, umbellate or somewhat racemose, on short, stout
pedicels
perianth lli-2 in. long, erect, spreading,
bright red or dark orany'c. usually with some dull spots,
papillose toward the center. Cent. Eu. El. 23. B.M. 30.
— This is one of the oldest in cult., and has run into
many horticultural varieties, few of whidi, however,
are known in this country. The only one named in
American trade catalogues is aurantiacum. In Europe
the species seems to be more commonly cultivated.
10. crdceum, Ghoix.
Bulb perennial, globose: stem
2-4 ft. high, vigorous: Ivs. numerous, crowded, linear or
lanceolate, .3-I)-nerved, not having Vmlbels in the axils:
pedicels .ascending, wdiite-cobwpbl)y
solitary, or
J^s.
lO-lfi, in an umbellate raceme, erect, funnelform, 2'c-3
:

;

:

Var. fiilgens, Baker (L. Biilinaimin, Wallace. L. tutMorren. L. san^iu'/neuii} Hort.). A tine orange
or salmon-red var., with perianth segments rather narrower than the type. One of the finest Lilies for colorm:tssing. Thrifty and clean in the garden.
Var. atrosanguineiim, Bak. & Dyer. Very deep dark red.
I.H.
14:503
(as -L. lumnatocroiim)
Var. alutaceum, Bak. &
Dyer (var. Arnieniacnm, vav. cifiinnni t-tr.}. Llore or
less clear yellow.
F.S. 22:2319. Var. bicolor, Moore.
Yellow at the center and reddish outwards. Var. plenus,
Waugh. More or less double. P. 1871, p. 83. Var. WAllacei, Waugh {L. Wall:icei).
Small, dwarf, usually 1fld.,paiered; seErraents rather acute. There are dozens
of other horticultural varieties, among which the best
are Alice Wilson, Best Red, Incom]"';iral:de. Van Houtte.
These varieties are rather more distinct than iu most
species of Lilies.
(lens,

,

J

.

,

Catesbisi, Walt. BvnVike.thatotL.Plntadelpldstem 1-2 ft. high, slender, erect: Ivs. 20-30, scatlanceolate: fls. usually solitary, erect, bright
segments lanceolate, with longorange red, spotted
ntteuuate tips.
N. Car. to Fia. and west to Kv. El. 25.
B.M. 259 (good). L.B.C, 9:807. R.H. 1808:431 (poor).18.

i-iiih:

tered,

:

;

LILIUM
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A

LILIUM

pretty plant, but not successful in cult., at least not

in the

northern states.

SUBGENUS

ARCHLIKION.

III.

Xr.s\ sc<^sil('
Lvs. short ju'liolaUf.

A.

AA.

n.

i'V.s.

BB.

l^l.s.

c.

CO.

19.

10.

ti^num

(hdl rt'ddisJi
20. Henryi
white, ijellowish or pinlxii^h.
ftfinu-lfoni'

v/K'ii

,

:

Oil

rittlwr .sho/i, n t rii if/ li t
jiedicfls
21.
Ffs. oil. loin/, iiristfd pctHccls: sei/iiK'Uts iicis/cd rerolulc
22.

tigrlnum. Andr.

Tiger Lily.

Fiij.

auratum
speciosum

1281.

21. auratum, Lindl. Gold-banded Lilt. Japan Ltly
Fig. ]2b3. Bulb perennial, globose stem 2—4 ft. high:
Ivs. 20-30, scattered, 5-nerved
lis. in a short raceme,
with bracteolate pedicels, spreading; segments much
reflexed and somewhat twisted, white, more or less
marked with bands of yellow a.id spots of purple,
strongly papillose. Japan. In sundry varieties illustrated as follows: On. 1.5:183; 10:212; 30, p. 455; 50, p
148. R.B. 21:25. P.M. 1871 :514. R.Ii. 1875:10; 1£G7:371
El. 15.
B.M. 53.38. A. G. 20:525.
A. F. 7:43.
Gng.
2:167; 4:53. G.C. III. 25:303. -Several garden varieties
:

,

l<^li<.

it stands midway between L. ttgrinnm and L.
speciosum..
Its free and easy unconventionality of
habit will endear it to liie heart of the artist flowerlover. In this respect, it surpasses even L. speciosum.

pearance,

Bulb

perennial, j^dobose; stem 2-5 ft. high, somewhat whitish
cobwebby: Ivs. scattered, rich green, G-T-nerved, the
upper ones short-n- a-id bearin:^ bulbels in
their axils: lis. 3-10, or sometimes more, in a
Tvide raceme, nodding, bright red, tbickly
^,A
spotted with large purplish spots; perianth
.w
ee.gments twisted, revolulo Japan ;ind China.
7

have been described with botanic.il names, though none
seems to be e^ual to the distinction. Trade varieties
are
imperiile,
n:acrlnthum, pictum,
platyphyllum, rutro-viU^tum, riibrum»
:

specldsum, virginale, virginale album,
Wittei. Tlie Gold-banded Lily is a favorite in American gardens, where it is
used in large quantities. It appears to

'^tn

best advantage massed and scattered
amongst moderately tall-growing shrubs.
It is

1287.

Lilium maculatum (X

1-5).

K

Lilium superbum

-A

thoroughly oldfashioned and remarkably useful plant. It lives and
thrives from year to year in the opou border, where it
should be planted in masses.
El.

38.

B.I\[.

12:^7.

F.

Var. spl6nd6ns, Leicht.

1873:13.

A

tine variety of

more robust

habit, with louger-flowering spikes.

Gn. 27:480 and p.
L52. F.S. 19:1031 (toodark colored). This isto behighly
recommended. In most gardens it should be substituted
for the ordinary Tiger Lily.
Var. plen^scens. Waugh.
1873:10 (good). P. 1871:25.
are F6rtunei and Lishmanni.

An odd

R.H.
Other vars.

double var.

F.S. 19:1995.

20. H6nryi, Baker. Fig. 1282. Bulb globose: stem 2-G
high: Ivs. lanceolate below, more ovate above: inflorescence a lax corymb of 4-8 fls., bracteateattbebase: fl.
dark reddish yellow, marked with a few irregularly scattered brown spots. Icbang, western China. Gn. 40:830
(fine); .'35, p. 233 (fine). G.C. III. 8:.380. B.M. 7177 (too
light-colored). — Recently introduced to cult., and unquestionably one of the best Lilies known for general
garden culture. The price of the bulbs still keeps many
persons from planting it, and many others from massing
it in large quantities, as it should be iised for the best
effect. Still it propagates so freely and proves so hardy
that it will undoubtedly soon become cheaper, and find
its way into common use.
In ha)>it and general apft.

of comparatively

1289.

(

Lilium

easy culture, but

pardaUnum(XM).

No.:

does not live and thrive indefinitely, as L. speciosum,
Jletiriji

and

(((jrinntii do.

specidsum, Thnnb. [L. laneifdlium, Hort.). Fig.
1284. Bulb perennial, globose: stem 2—4 ft. high, stiff:
Ivs. 12-20, scattered, very short-petiolate, oblong-lauceolate, 5-7-nerved: fls. 3-10, racemose, on divaricate, bracteate pedicels, white, more or less sulTused with pink and
dotted with red, strongly papillose toward the center;
perianth segments much revolute. El. 13. B.M. 3785.
Gn. 25:425; 33, p. 289; 45:947 and p. 90 (fine) 45, p. 91
R.H. 1843:492. B.R. 23:2000. This is prob47, p. 19.
ably the best species of all for general cult. It is thrifty
and hardy, especially var. rnlrnun. The habit of the plant
and flower is delightfully free and informal. The white
and the red varieties are both grown extensively by the
florists, and cut for sale.
It lias been extensively imported fi'ora Ja])an.
There are numerous trade names
current, most of which do not stand for important varieties.
The ones of greatest concern are Mel-p6mene
and Kraetzeri. The Lily known as "Opal" is a form of
22.

;

this species.

Var. riibrum, Hort., is a
with darker (dnkish red

s'trt,

line,
fls.,

extra strong growing
is the best forgar-

and

den culture. Gn.3(J:72G.
Var. Album, Hort.
so

and

less thrifty.

(Z/. /^j/wf^o;)-,

P.M. 8:127.

Hort.),

is

white ornearly

.

,

LILIUM

LILIIIM

eUEGENUS

IV.

MARTAGON.

Foliage mostly wJiorled.
B. Zil's. ill mnall whorls of less
.2:!. Columbianum
ilian S or partly scattered
bB. Lvs. nearly all in large ivhorls
of 8 or more.

A.

.

D. Fls.purp'lishor irliitish

.'27\.

Martagon

2U. macidatum
DD. Fts. yellow, spotted
ODD. Fts. mostly reddish or
da rlc oran(/e.
E. Color reddisli or yellowish, dull blaet^-

spolted

Color
tvith

27.

superbum

28.

pardalinum

oratiije-yelhne
distinct round

dark spots
AA. Foliage
B.

BB.

iiot

whorled.

Formof Ics. lanceolate ;
many
Form of lvs. linear;
C.

and hardiest species known. It is a trifle high-priced
for general planting, but is worthy a place in every garden.
It is one of the most formal and dignified of
Lilies.

.

lurije,
liorlzontaJhj
C. Bull)
elongated
24. puberulum
CC. Bulb sinull, globose.

EE.

921

27.

Bup^rbum, Linn.

American Tprk'.s Cap

Lii.v.

Bullj large, globose: stem 3-0 ft., tall, erect:
lvs. often in whorls, sometimes more or less scattered,
3-5-nerved fls. 6-12, or even more, paniculate, bright
reddish orange, conspicuously spotted
perianth segments lanceolate, acute. Canada to Georgia and west to
the Mississippi river. EI. 26. B.M. 936 good). L.B.C.
4:335 (as L. autumnale).
Gn. 30, p. 8 (fine); 30:351
(flue); 38:781. Mn. 8:1 (fine). -Frequently cult. Useful
in borders,

Fig. 1288.

:

;

(

Var.
Caroliniinum, Chapm.
(L.
Carolinidnum,
Michx.}.
Smaller, more slender, with fewer fls. and
broader lvs. A southern variety, in dry woods, Va. to
Fla.,and west to La.

pardalinum, Kellogg (L. Califurnicum., Domb.).
Bulb shtu-t, rhizoniatous: stem 2-3 ft. high:
mostly near the middle of the stem, in 3-4 whorls
of 9-12 lvs. each, with a few scattered; fls. 3-10, loose
corymbose, on long, nodding pedicels, bright red with
orange toward the center, strikingly marked with large
purplish brown spots; perianth segments strongly revolute, somewhat papillose. Calif. El. 28 and 29. F.M.
1872:33 (asi. mishingtonidnum). Gn. 20:312 and p. 520.
— A magnificent garden flower, not commonly grown,
though adapted to general cult. Var. angustifolium,
Kellogg, has narrow, scattered lvs. Var. "Warei, Hort.,
has yellow fls. Gn. 29:547.
29. monadelphum, Bieb. (L. Szovilzidmnn, Flsch. &
Lall. L. Colehleum, Hort.).
Bulb perennial, ovoid:
28.

Fig. 1289.

nerves

lvs.

2!l.

monadelphum

nevves
one or few.
Lvs. crowded.
D. Perianth segments rather

hroad.
,10.
Fls. red or yellow
.31.
EE. Fls. creamy white
DD. Perianth segments yearrow.
E. Fls. ivhitish outside. .y2.
3'!.
EE. Fls. red outside
34.
ec. Lvs. scattered
E.

.

.

Maximowiczii
testaceum

pomponium
Chalcedonicum
tenuifolium

Columbianum, Hort. (L. Si'lyi, Nutt. L. parviBulb perennial, ovoid, .small: stem
fldrum, Holz.).
iyi-3 ft. high, slender; lvs. few, mostly in whorls of
4 or 5, the upper ones frequently scattered, oblanceolate, acute: lis. 2-3 or more, umhellate, on slender nod23.

.stem 2-5

ft. high: lvs. 30-50, scattei-ed, linear-lanceolate
or oblanceolate, many-nerved fls. 2-12, sometimes 20-30,
in a raceme, nodding, bracteate, fragrant, yellow, with a
few small spots, and tinged at the base and tip wath
:

ding pedicels; perianth l%-2 in. long, bright orange,
thickly spotted with small purplish dots; segments
lanceolate, rettexed. Ore., Wash. El. 31. F.M. 1874:130,
Not uncomas L. parviflorum. (not characteristic).
mon in garden collections, where it succeeds as well as
any of the Pacific coast species. It is so slender of
stem, sparse of foliage and small of flower, as grown in

—

eastern gardens, that it does not give any mass effect.
It looks best mixed in the border with hardy perennials.
24. pubfiralmn, Duchr. {L. CaUf6rnicum-, Hort., not
Domb. //.iri<)>i5oid(ii,Roez.&Leicht. L. Bloomeri&num,
KelL). Fig.l2S.5. Bulb large, thick: stem 3-5 ft. high lvs.
in 4-6 large whorls of 10-15 lvs. each: fls. 6-10 or more,
in a large panicle, on nodding, divaricate pedicels,
bright orange-red, thickly marked with dark spots;
segments strongly reflexed. Calif. El. 32. F. 8.19:1973.
Gn. 20:314 and p. 568. — A noble, dignified, commanding
:

and one which ought to be cult, oftener. Rather
formal in appearance.
Turk's
25. Mirtagon, Linn. {L. Dalmdticum, Vis.).
Cap Lily. Fig. 1280. Bulb perennial, ovoid: stem
23^-5 ft. high lvs. in 2-4 whorls of 0-9 each, sometimes
a few scattered, sessile, with 7-11 nerves: fls. 3-20, in a
long, loose, bracteato raceme, nodding, fragrant, varying in color from purple to dirty white, spotted or unspotted; segments lanceolate, strongly revolute. El. 33.
Gn. 23:371; 38, p. 393; 44:927 (as L. Dalhansoni).
B.M. 872 and 1634. F.M. 1874:1.30. F.S. 20:2127 (as
plant,

:

Martagon Dalmaticum) —M\iiA

cult, in Europe, less in
America. It has many horticultural varieties, but the
only one in our catalogues is Album. The plant is vigorous, upright and thrifty, with good foliage, but the
fls. are small, dull-colored and not showy, as compared
with our more popular kinds.
.

26.
1287.

maculitum, Thunb. {L. Hdnsoni, Leicht.). Fig.
Bulb perennial, globose, compact: stem 3-4 ft.

acute, frequently in a single
whorl of 8-12, or some scattered, sometimes several
whorls; fls. 4-32, in a loose raceme, on erect, spreading
pedicels, bright orange, conspicuously spotted with purple on the lower half. Japan. El. 34. B.M. 0120 (good).
Gn. 29, p. 287. E.H. 1883, p. 290. -One of the thriftiest

high:

lvs. oblanceolate,

1230.

Lilium pomponium (X

/s).

No.

32.

1405. Gn.9:9(as
purple.
pretty
L. Ssovitziamini); 39:796. G.C. III. 10:129.
Var.
species, but not much grown in this country.

Persia.

El. 30

and

37.

B.M.

-A

Ledebouri, Baker. Dw.arfer than the species, with narrower linear lvs. Caucasus.

.
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30. Masimdwiczii, Kegel {L. LelcMlini, Hook. L.
Pseudn-tif/rtnum, Carr. ). Bulb globose: stem 2-3 ft.
high, .slender, decumbent at base: Ivs. dO-40, scattered,
linear, 3-nerved: fls. few, in a loose corymb, on spreading pedicels, bright lemon-yellow, light orange or red,
thickly dotted with dark purple and tinged with purple
on the outside; segments strongly revolute. Japan. El.
39 and 40. B.M. 5G73. I. H. 15:540. E.H. 1807:410. F.S.
17:1736, yellow variety. Gn. 21 :331, yellowvariety 42 p.
(93 (not typical).— A fine garden plant having much the
ame habit and cultural qualities as L. tif/rinum, but
tending more to yellow^s in the
There are several horticulfls.
tural varieties, but they are not
generally offered in America.
;

31. test&ceum, Lindl. (L. Isahelllnum, Kunze. L. cxcelsinn,
Hort. ).
Nakkeen Lily. Bulb
globose: stem 2-G ft. high: Ivs.

GO-lOO,

nerved
rather

:

3-5linear,
scattered,
2-10,
umbellate,
fls.

crowded,

nodding,

fra-

destined to become more popular in America.
belongs L. Heldrelchl.

Here

tenuifolium, Fisch. Siberian Coral Lily. Bulb
small, globose: stem 1-2 ft. high, slender: Ivs. 20-50,
scattered, very narrow-linear, with revolute margins:
fls. 1-20, racemose, nodding, rich scarlet, self-colored;
segments much revolute, Siberia. El. 42. B.M. 3140.
L. B.C. 4:358, as L. puniilam (poor).— A deserving favorite.
Very easily prop, either from seeds or hud
Pine for massing.
Especially suitable for
scales.
beginners.
34.

SUBGENUS

PSEUDOMARTAGON.

v.

narrow:

segments only
sHiihtbj spreading at the Up.
reddish
dull
brown
.35. Grayi
B. Fls.
BB. Pis. bright reddish hroivn
30. parvum
AA. Perianth spreading : segments rotate
spji-eadlttg or slightly recurved
37. Canadense
A. Periarifh

,

Grayi, Wats.

Lvs. lanceolate, in whorls of 4-8:
in. long, dull reddish brown or
orange, covered inside with purplish spots. Va. and N.
— Becoming somewhat comG.F.
1:19.
B.M,
7234,
Car.
mon in gardens. Closely allied to i. Canadense, but
thoroughly distinct as a garden plant. Not showy, but
uttractive to the amateur. Of easy cult.
30. parvum, Kellogg [L. Canadinse, var. Wdlherl.
L. Canadense, var. parvum). Fig. 1291. Bulb of L.
Canadense: stem 1-2 ft, high: lvs, partly whorled, or
the upper ones scattered: fls. few or many, upright or
nearly so, bright reddish orange, thickly dotted.
Sierra Nevada, Calif, El, 30. B.M, G14G. F.S.
21:2192, J.H, III. 31:113 (poor). -A pretty and
interesting species, but not sufficiently showy
in cTilt. to suit the average gardener. Var. flore
pleno is offered
35.

fls.

few or

solitary,

lK-2

37. Canadense, Linn. Pig. 1292. Bulb annual,
rhizomatous: stem 1-4 ft. high, slender, erect:

lvs.

acute, 5-7-nerved, usually
to several, usually some-

oblanceolate,

mostly

in whorls:

fls. 1

what umbellate, 2-3 in. long, in various shades
of yellow, orange and red, with numerous dark
spots. Eastern N. A., from New Brunswick to
Ga, and west to the Mississippi river. El. 27. Gn,
29:543 (good)
34, p. 182. B.M. 858 (poor). -A good
species for garden use. Excellent for massing or for
;

scattering in borders of shrubbery or of hardy perennials. Variable.
Var. rubrum has red fls. Var. fl^vum
(or Ifiteum) has yellow

SUBGENUS

B.M.

fls.

800,

CARDIOCRINUM.

VI.

A. flower lvs. tinged, untli red
33. cordifolium
39. giganteum
Lilium Canadense. AA. Lower lvs. clear green
An old tlower. (X^a-)
38. cordifolium, Thunb. Bulb perennial, globose: stem
.3-4 ft, high
lvs. at the base cordate, long-petiolate,
grant, creamy yellow, with sometimes a few minute
tinged with red; stem-ivs. cordate-ovate, short-petiolate:
reddish dots. El. 44. B.R. 29:11 (too highly colored).
fls. 3-10 in a short raceme; perianth narrow, funnelform,
P.M. 10:221. — Not known in the wild state, and generally
3-5 in. long, white, with large, violet-brown patches on
said to be a hj^brid between I/, candidum and C'halcethe lower half of the outer segments. Japan. El. 1.
doniomn. If this is a true hybrid it is the only one
1291.

Lilium parvum.
No. 36.

INllL. .size.

1^92.

:

known in cult. A fine, stately plant, w'ith
attractive flowers.

unusually

32. pomponium, Linn. {L. rubrnm, Lnm.). Fig. 1290.
Bulb ovoid, with several lanceolate scales: stem 2-3 ft.

or more, scattered, narrowlinear: fls. 2-15, racemose, nodding, often bracteolate,
cinnabar-red, thickly spotted and papillose within, fragrant. N. Italy and S. France. G.O. III. 8:51.
Gn.
20:307 (fine).
El. 45. -Adapted to the hardy border,
where it shows well in masses or scattered. An excellent Lily for garden planting, especially the yellow var.
auteum, Hort.
Var. Pyrenaicum, Baker {L. Pi/rei-ii'/icjiii), Gouan).
A more robust plant, with wider Ivs. distinctly 3-ueryed
fls. larger, yellow. Pyrenees.
El. 46.
high, thick,

stiff:

Ivs. 100

:

33. Clialced6niciim, Linn.
Bulb ovoid: stem 3-4 ft.
high, stiff': Ivs. 100 or more, crowded. 3-r>-ii('rve(l, with
the edges and veins below distinctly ptipiilosr: tl.s. few
in a raceme, nodding, bright red, unspotted, or sometimes with minute dots, rarely yellow. Greece. El. 43.
F.S. 21:2100. B.M. 30.-An excellent garden nbant, and

G.C. III. 8:41. B.M. G337.-Sometimes found in collections, but difficult of cult., particularly in this country.

Vv^allich.
Bulb globose: stem 4-10 ft.
radical ivs. green
stem Ivs. 12-20, scattered,
ovate, acute, deeply cordate at base, reticulate veined,
petiolate: fls. 12-20 in a raceme, slightly nodding, white,
tinged with purple inside and green outside, fragrant,
4-5'in.long. Himalayas. El. 2. G.F. G:37G. B.M. 4673.
F. 1874, p. 79 (poor).
R. H. 18G1, p. 310. I. H. 1. p. 11.
G.C. 111. 8:47 (good); 16:754. Gn. 8, p. 504 (c. p.) 34, p.
209 (good); 52, p. 226
54, p. 186 (doubtful). -Found
ouly in large collections. Very ditficult of cult,

giganteum,

39.

high

:

;

:

;

L. avenaceum, Fisch, Ono-2 ft. high: lvs. few, scattered or
somewhat whorled: tis. few, nodding, small, revolute, bright
reddish yellow, with a few line dots. Gii.24,p.85. Japan. Kamchatka and y\('Anitj.—L.Baken.dmnii,CoU. &Hems. An Indiii.n spefdea not yet in cult.
Belongs In subgenus Isolirioii.—
L. /.'"/(///(/,',-/. W;itson. Bnlbovate: stemGiu.toIlft.high: iis.1-2,
huvizoiila.l i>r slii;htly nodding, dingy purple or dark brownish
red, da.rk-spoU.-'d, about 1 in. long, Ca.bf. Rare. A fine curiosity tor the (collector, imt not a Eca.rdener's plant. —X/. calldsum,
Siob.&Zucc. Bulb smad, perennial: stem 1-^! ft.: lvs. 30-40,
bcattered. linear, !t-5-nerved: tl.s. 2-12 in a narrow raceme, on

—

— —

—
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short nodding pedicels, bright scarlet. J.ipan and Loo-Choo
Islands.— //. CanUoLlcaiii, Bernli. Bulb ovoid: stem 2-;i ft.:
Ivs. ;{0-40, sciittered,

many-nurved,

witlit-iliato

margins:

tim.

r;t.-

eemose, nodding, 2 in. long, orange or red. Europe. Rare in
Kl.4j.— i>. (Jlaptomiise,\iovi. = ii. primuliuura. L. !>aeult.
vidi. Dach. Kuown only in herbarium.
L. DeLavayi, FranrliBt.
A Ciiinese species recently diseovei-ed. and not yet offered for
sale. Fls. wine red, somewhat tho foinn of L. longitlorum,— i.
Fargesl. Francliet. Small, long, yellow Us. Subgenus Martagou. Recently from China, and not yet in the trade.—//, foriuosani, Francliet. A species recently discovered in China, resomhling Li. bulhiferum and elegans, but having white tis. Not introduced.-//. Laiikongense, Franchet. Newly discovered in
Yun-nan, China. Not introduced. Subgenus Martagou.— i,
Loivi, Baker. A new Burmese species, having 2-3 white tls.
somewhat resembling L. candidum. Not yet introduced B
Gn. 45:053. G.C. III. 14:121.— iy. marf^u/mm, Kellogg.
T2-S2.
Bulb small, conical: stem low; Ivs. usually scattered, narrow,
often obtuse: lis. solitary or few, horizontal, 1-2 in. long, deep
reddish orange, spotted. Calif.— iv. medeolo)de,<t. Gray. Stem
slender, 1-2 ft.: Ivs. several, sometimes whorled, sometimes

M

scattered: fls, 1-3, with short, erect pedicels, I'unnel-shaped,
bright orange-red with a few spots. Japan, Korea. Rare or unknown in cult.— jC/. niirdbile, Franchet.
new species of the
subgenus Cardioerinum recently found in Su-Tchuen, China.

A

Not introduced.— i. myriophyilinn, Franchet. Recently discovered in China. Said to be a "magnificent species, recalling
L. Wallichianum " Not yet in the tV3.de.— L.nitidum, Hort.
Bnlb oblong, subrhizomatous, with crowded appressed lanceolate scales: stem 18-24 in. high: Ivs. lanceolate, scattered and
in whorls: fls. 10-20, bright yellow with many red-brown dots.
Not in American gardens.— i. occidentdlc, Purdy. Bulb rhizomutous: stems 2-4 ft.: Ivs. scattering below, bnt in whorls at
the middle of the stem, lanceolate, acute: fls. few to 15, orangered, with crimson tips and black spots. Ci\.l\t,—L. ochrdceum,
Franchet. Chinese, recently discovered, not introduced.— i.
0X1/ petal urn, liiiker.

One-1/^

ft. tall:

Ivs. 20-30, scattered, lanceo-

fl. wide funnel-shaped, or nearly rotate, purplish,
green beneath, somewhat dotted inside. Western
Himalayas. Not in cult. El. b.~L. papilliferum., Franchet. A
recently named species from Yun-nan, China. Not in the trade.
Fls. dirty red. Belongs with L. speeiosnm, etc.
L. poli/phyllum,'D.Don. Thre6-4 ft. high: ivs. 40-60, scattered: fls. 4-10, in
a loose raceme, on nodding pedicels, yellow, with purplish
spots. Himalayas.
I.H. 32:505. L. primulhmm. Baker. A
new species from Burma, with pale yellow fls., somewhat resembling L. Nepalenso. B.M. 7227.— I/, i^wrd^i, Waugh. Bnlb
like L. Colurabianum: stein2-5 ft. high: Ivs. lanceolate, mnstly
in whorls: fls. few to 10, horizontal, orange-red, thickly dotted,
fragrant. Washington and British Columbia.- i. Stitchuensr,
Franchet. A new lily of the tenuifolium style, wdth 1-4 rerldish
oi-auge flowers spotted with black. Recently discovered in SuTchuen, China
not introdxiced. B.M. 1715.— L. Talu'iisc.
Franchet. A recently discovered species of the subgenus Martagon. Fls. white or whitish. Cliina. Not in commerce.— i.
Yunnanense, Franchet. A white-fld. species, somewhat resembling L. Japonicum recently discovered in China. Not yet in the
tr.ide.
^^ ^_ WAUfiH.

late-linear:
tinged witli

LUium

LILAC. See SijrUiga.
in the narrowest sense, i^ restricted to the ffonus
Lilium, but the popular names ffiven below also include
plants outside the family Liliacete. Many of them belon;^
to the Amaryllis family. African Blue L., Agapaufhus
umbellatus. ASrican Com L., I.ria. Amazon L., £iicharl.s

Amozonica.

American Turk's Cap

L.,

LUi'im

sxperlmni. Atamasco It.^ZepJiijriOiihefi Afumasro. Barbadoes L., TI/ppca.?trn}n equestre. Belladonna L., Ainari/llls Belladonna,
Bengal L., C-riniim. JougifoU iim.
Bermuda L., Lilium Harrhii. Black L., Fritilhtria
CamtHhatcensi.'i.
Blackberry L., Belenirauda OJiini-nsls.
Bourbon L., Lilium- candiOnm. Brisbane L., Eurycles sylrestri.^. Calla L., Bichardia ^Blhiopira. Cape
L., Grinum Gapen.-^e.
Checkered L., Friilllari<t Mele('(iris.
Climbing" L., Gtoriosa and Llftonia. Common

Wkite

Lilium candidum. Day L., the blue and white
tlie yellow and orange ones BemeroEaster L., Jjilium Barriaii. Fairy L., Zephii-

L.,

ones are Bfoikias;
callis.

ranthes rosea. Fayal L., Ornithogalum Arahirum. Golden-banded L., Lilium auratum.
Golden-rayed L.,
Lilium aura/um.
Guernsey L., Nerine Sarniensis.
Jacobean L., Sprekdia formosissitna. Kaffir L., Selii^osfifUs cocelnea. M.a.ti'pos&L.j Galochorf as. MartagonL.,
Lilium Martagon. Orange "L.^ Lilium croceum. Peruvian Swamp ij., Zephy ranthes Candida. Plantain L.,
Funkia. Pond L.,Nupkar advena. Sacred L. of China,
Narcissus Tasefta, Yar. orientalis. Spider L. St. Bernard's L., Anthericnm Liliago. St. Bruno's L., Paradise.a Liliasfrum.
St. James' L., Sprekelia fortnosissima. St, Joseph's L., Lilium candidum. Tiger L.,

Turban
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L,,

Lilium

Turk's Cap L.. L,/iunt Jfnrfagojt.
L., Lilium candid tun.

Water

pompovium
L., iS'ijmphiea.

White
^

LILY-OF THE - INCAS.
-

Alsfrmmeria

Pelegrina.

See, also, Uiiinenocallis (Isniene).

LILY-OF-TKE-PALACE. Bipprastrum

LILY-OF-THE-VALLEY.

aulicum.

Courallaria

majali.'<.

LIMATODES

(probably from llic Greek for meadow,
referring to the habitat of the plants).
OrchlddcefP.]
Similar to Calanthe, but the sparred labellum is not
adnate to the coiumu but closely wrapped around it. In
PhajuH, and in Calanthe also, the Ivs. are not articulated
to the stem and therefore wither on the plant instead of
fall in!-.

After resting season of Limatodes is over, say from
to May, shake off the ohi potting material.
If
plants are large, divide them and pot them moderately
tight. For the American climate, chop finely some good,
turfy loam well mixed with old rotten cow manure and
a little leaf mold and sharp sand and place ia a shaded
house, temperature 70° to 90"^. Do not water till roots
are well oat, and sparingly till leaves ai'e well started.
After that and during llower-sheath growth, they will
enjoy profuse waterings and spraying— water with weak
liquid at intervals of 10 days or so, and every plant will
be a marvel of beauty.

February

rdsea, Lindl. {Galdnthe rd.sea, Benth.). Pscudobulbs
4-8 in. long, pyriforra or fusiform, grooved lv.s. 8-18 in.
long, elliptic-lanceolate, acuminate, plicate: scape from
the base of the pseudobulb, 12-18 in. long, slender, bearing a many-fid. villous raceme: lis. lai'ge, rosy, 1}4 in.
across
sepals ovate-lanceolate
petals oblong, acute
lip 1>2 in. long, with a large obovate-oblong midlobe;
baseyellow, edged with scarlet. Jan. Burma. B.M. 5312.
— A hybrid of this species and Galanthe veslila ,L'm([\.,
is common in cultivation under the name Galanthe
Vcitchil, Lindl., which see.
John Saul said L. rosea
bore fls. as large as those of Galanthe. Veitchii, and
:

;

more

;

;

brilliant in color.

liKiNiiroH IIasselbring

;

LILY,

tigrinum.

LIME. The use

and

Wm. Mathews.

Lime in agriculture antedates the
modern times it has been an indisof

Christian era. In
pensable adjunct topotassic, phosphaticand nitrogenous
manures in restoring and maintaining the fertility of
immense areas of soil derived from sandstone, granite,
mica schist and certain shales and slate. Without its
use the wonderful transformation of Limousin in France,
the sandy regions of Germany, and particularly the
reclamation of the sour peat (Hoch-nioor) soils of northern Germany would have been difficult or impossible.
Even limestone soils sometimes become so lacking in
Lime near the surface that they stand in great need of
its

application.

of Lime as a direct food for the higher
orders of plants has been indisputably demonstrated.
Its physiological role is of the greatest significance.
It
serves also as an indirect food by transforming or setting free other soil ingredients which plants require.
(1) It aids in transforming the nitrogen of organic matter and ammonium salts into nitric acid, which, in combination with potash, soda, Lime and magnesia, furnishes
most plants the major portion of their nitrogen. (2) It
appears probable that liming favors symbiosis and the
consequent assimilation of atmospheric nitrogen in the
case of clovers, alfalfa and certain other legumes, while
it may have an opposite effect upon others, among which
maybe mentioned serradella and lupines. (3j Lime attacks certain more or less inert combinations of potash
and of phosphoric acid M'hich exist in soils, thereby rendering their manurial constituents more readily assimi-

The necessity

lable.

Noxious iron compounds in soils are so acted upon by
as to overcome their poisonous tendency. The

Lime

presence of carbonate of lime in soils prevents the
formation of sour humus and consequent injury to a

Liming makes clays
more compact, thus im-

large class of agricultural plants.

more

friable

and sandy

soils

924

LIME

proving the texture of each.

By

LIME
the flocculation of the

fine particles of the former, water drains off more readily,
and the danger of serious washing is thus diminished.
Soluble phosphates are less liable to be lost or changed
intounassimilable forms in soils containing Lime. Large
quantities of Lime should not be employed upon sandy
soils in a single application. The repeated use of highly
magnesian Lime is fraught with danger, though, applied
occasionally in the place of ordinary Lime, it may prove
beneficial. The use of Lime, whether in wood ashes or
from other sources, increases the tendency to alkalinity
of the soil, and hence makes it more favorable to the
development of potato scab, provided the fungus which

causes the disease is already in the soil, or is introduced
into it upon the "seed" tubers. The disease which develops upon turnips and certain other plants, known as
"club foot" or "club root," is lessened to a marked
degree by the use of Lime upon the soil.
Lime is usually applied to land at rates ranging from
half a ton to two and one-half tons per acre, and at intervals of from four to six years. It should be thoroughly
worked into the surface soil after plowing. Upon sandy
soils it is applied with the greatest safety after composting with organic matter.
The value of Lime in Y)reparing composts has long
been known. Mixed in iaj^ers with loam, weeds, muck,
coarse stable manure and other vegetable or animal matter, it forms in a few months, if kept moist, an excellent
material for the use of gardeners. If worked over a few
times at intervals, the operation is materially hastened.
The introduction of a little common salt or of muriate of
potash facilitates the process by virtue of the formation
of carbonates of soda or of potash. In order to prevent
loss of ammonia, compost heaps are usually kept covered
with moist earth with which gypsum or land plaster may
often be advantageously mixed.
The influence of Lime on plant-growth is often astounding. Lettuce, spinach, beets, onions, muskmclons,
asparagus, clovers, timothy, Kentucky blue grass ami
poppies are almost failures upon very acid soil until
liming is practiced. Watermelons, lupines, serradella,
cranberries, rhododendrons, azaleas, the Norway spruce
and other plants might be cited that are known to bo
injured or ruined by considerable applications of Lime.
Their natural home is upon a sour soil. The Early Richmond cherry, though helped somewhat by liming, succeeds upon very acid soil, while the Black Tartarian
fails under similar circumstances. The Delaware grape
is more in need of Lime than the Concord.
Blackcap
raspberries do not seem to be helped by liming, even
upon very acid soil, though the Cuthbert, a red raspberry, responds to the treatment in a marked manner.
The quince is more in need of Lime \ipon acid soils than
the pear, apple or peach. The American linden and
American elm are thankful for Lime upon acid soils,
while the white birch shows utter indifference to it. The
success of the beech upon the limestone soils of Europe
indicates its natural home. Chestnut trees are said not
to thrive well on limestone soils.
Gooseberries and
currants are moderately helped by liming on very acid
soils.
Strawberries exhibit this characteristic only in a
Blight degree,
Rhode Island owes its reputation as the home of Rhode
Island bent to the fact that this grass can persist upon
Boil where many other grasses fail, and hence it has
won in the struggle for existence. Had the soil been
well supplied with Lime it is not probable that such
would have been the case. Upon very acid soils, there
is little fear that the poppy would ever become a pernicious weed, as is the case in many of the wheat fields of
Europe, Such soils are, however, the natural home of
common sorrel. The conditions favorable to the poppy
are also favorable to wheat. Barley fails upon very sour
soils.
Oats succeed except upon extremely acid soil,
though even soils of that character produce good crops
of rye and Indian corn.
Ho who will use Lime intelligently must study carefully the peculiarities of his soil, and of tho plants that
are to be grown,
pj^ j t^^heelek.

LIME (FETTIT) of literature
of Risso, or Sweet Lime, which
of O. Medica.
The Sour or

is

mostly Cih-us LimeJta

is now regarded as a form
West Indian Lime (dis-

cussed below) is a much sourer fruit and is Citrus Medica, var. acida (see p. 325, Vol. 1), Fig. 1293.
The Sour Lime is a useful member of the orange tribe
valuable for its acid fruits, which are prized above lemons
in tropical countries for making cooling drinks and for
cookery. Limes are also largely used in the manufacture of citric acid. The tree is low, much branched and
very thorny, thriving on poorer, rockier soil, and in
closer pi'oximity to salt water than other members of the
citrous tribe. In orchard planting the trees are set about
15x25 feet apart, and cultivation given them the same
as for lemon and orange trees.
The variety most commonly grown is a small-fruited,
very prolific sort, ordinarily grown from seed and called
"West Indian." The fruits of this sort are shipped from

1293.

Sour

Lime— Citrus

Medica. var. acida (XM)-

lower Florida and the West Indies to Atlantic coast
cities in quantity during summer and autumn.
There
are several good varieties beside tho common "West
Indian," all of which are propagated by budding or grafting on strong stocks of various kinds, but especially
upon rough lemon and sour orange. Among the best
known and valuable may be named Tahiti, which has
large, smooth fruits almost tbe size of lemons and Sour
Rangpur, the "Mandarin Lime," in shape and character
of fruit much like the China Mandarin, but with intensely acid juice. There arc a number of sorts from
India being experimented with in Florida, but which are
not as yet well tested. The Lime, in almost all varieties, is more tender as regards cold than even the lemon,
not being able to withstand sharp frosts without damage. The Sour Rangpur (from India) is an exception,
and has proved to be almost as hardy as the sweet orange
tree, and has fruited freely in tho iipper orange belt of
Florida. Doubtless by budding or grafting Limes on
the Citrus trifollata as a stock, the trees will be able to
stand moi'e severe frosts than when worked on more
tender roots.
^ ^_ Reasoner.

The Lime is but little grown ni California. In early
days it wasfreelj'' planted, largely in hedge form around
orange groves. Its susceptibility to injuries from low
temperatures, which did not harm the orange and lemon,
caused its abandonment inourchief citrous fruit regions,
and no effort was made to restore the acreage in frostloss localities, because the supply from Mexican regions
keeps local prices so low as to offer no profit to California growers. At present the Lime has no commercial
standing as a California fruit, though several varieties
are

grown

in a

few places for home use.
E. J. WlCKSON,

.

LIMNANTHEMUM
LIMNANTHEMUM

LIMXOCHAEIS

(Greek, viarsh flower)

.

IncludinR

Villdrsia. Geiitiaudcerp-. Floating Heart. About 20
species of aquatic plants, widely scattered in tropical
and temperate regions. They have 5-petaled white or
yellow fls., borne in spriiia; and snmmer. Floating or
creeping: Ivs. ovate or orbiculatc, heart-shaped at the
base, rarely peltate, with a closed sinus, entire or
slightly wavy: peduncles with 1, 2 or many tls.: corolla
wheel-shaped, deeply 5-cut; lobes fringed or not; stamens 5, fixed at tlio base of the corolla. Distinguished

from Menyanthes by having the capsule 4-valved instead of irregularly 2-valved. Four hardy kinds are
procurable from dealers in aquatics and native plants.
Limnanthemums are most useful ornamental aquatic
plants, and are represented in cultivation by but four
I/, lacinosum — Flouting Heart— is the hardispecies.
est of American species; its mottled, variegated leaves,
about 2 in. bread, are very attractive, regardless of its
dainty, white, miniature flowers.
It is best grown under natural conditions, in pools and still water, and in
water about 2 ft. deep. It may also be grown in tubs,
as a surface covering, with a few tall plants in the
L. iracliyspermuni, commonly known as the
center.
Fairy Water-Lily, is a mtich stronger grower; Ivs. deep
green, and, when grown in natund ponds, attain large
proportions, 4-0 in. broad, and bears innumerable tiowers,
more like Halves of snow. It is also valuable for tub culture, similar to tho preceding variety.
L. Ivillcvtn.
commonly called Water Snowflake, is undoubtedly the
most interesting and attractive of any, and deserving of
most general cultivation. The leaves are of alight green
color, heart-shaped, and it produces flowers in greater
abundance, whit:h are nnicli larger and covered completely with hirsute glands. These, like the other varieties, are produced in clusters on the petioles, near the
surface, and, although they are of but one day's duration, lliey are produced in such quantities that there is
never any lack of these delicate flowers all through tho
season. In tub culture, this variety (or species) will
soon crowd itself over the edge of an ordinary tub, and,
although the leaves no longer float on the surface, it
does not affect the growth or the proliferousness or its
flowering. When grown in tubs, the latter should be
filled two-thirds
with moderately rich, loamy soil,
covered with sand, and filled and kept filled with water.
All three species, when strong enough to produce flowering leaves or petioles, produce new shoots, as each cluster of flowers apparently terminates with a bud and
produces leaves; these, when strong, produce flower
buds and leaf buds again, and thus soon reproduce
themselves. L. iraehy.'<pcrmum produces a cluster of
fleshy roots, with a bud from single leaves in fall, which
are plentiful in Florida in the season. These are excellent for distribution, and can be sent safely a great distance. The petioles are very brittle and easily snap off,
but the floating leaf soon emits roots at the broken end
as well as

where the flower buds are located; thus it is
proliferous. These are very desirable

very free and

.iquatic plants.
The fourth species, L. (or Vlllnrsia) nywplio'dc^, is
a rampant, weedy plant, although its mottled foliage
is beautiful and the flower is much larger than those
of the above plants.
Its habit of growth is also different: it produces runners, and rambles over an immense space; it also produces seed in great quantity,
which, when ripe, floats on the surface for a short time,
then sinks to the bottom; it is best confined to the
limits of a tub, where it grows freely and produces its
large yellow Howers in profusion. It is hard to eradicate
when once established, as it is perfectly hardy.

A.

Coh.r „f

ris. ncllnir.

accompanied by cJu^/crs
lacundsum,Griseb. Stems sometimes
D.

/'Vs.

of ttihcrs.

10 ft. long: Ivs.
purplish beneath, 1-2 in. long: Hs. ;!-0 lines across;
segments ovate, acute
July, Aug.
seeds smooth.
Ponds, Nova Scotia to Fla. and La., west to Minn.
:

B.B.2:C22.
BB.

Fh.

not accompanied by cinsfers of tubers.

nymphoides, Hoffmg. and Link. (Also written Z.
lis. 1 in. across or
nymphenoldes.) Lvs. 2-4 in. broad
more
segments obcordate, short-fringed. May-July.
:

;

Eu.,Asia; naturalized
2:023.
(In. 24, p.
boldtii in liabit.

5:_l.j.

925

in District of

— Simulates

Columbia,

B. B,

Hum-

Limnocharis

Color of fh. irliite.
Seeds rough.
trachyspSrmum, Gr;iy. Stouter ami larger than L.
lacHitosnm : lvs. cordate orbicular, thick, entire or repand, 2-0 in. long, spongy: tubers thick: fls. (i-lO lines
broad. Apr.-July. N. J. to Fla. and Tex. B.B.2:C23.
— "Fairy Water Lily" is a nursery catalogue name.
AA.

E.

BD. Seed.^ smooth
ludicum, Thw. Water Snowtlake. Fls. white, yellow towards the base within
segments fimbriated,
densely papillose, without a longitudinal fold down tho
middle. Tropics. Not B. M. O.jH, which is a yellow-fid
^P'^'^''^'^Wm. Tkickek and W. M.
;

^^LIMNANTHES

(Greek, marsh floa-er). Gerunioeeip.
or 3 spcries of American annuals growing near tho
water.
Low, diffuse, rather fleshy: lvs. pinnate: fla.
white, yellow or rosy, solitary on axillary peduncles, 1
in. across: fis. regular, the parts in o's; sepals valvato
in the bud; glands alternating with the petals; stamens
10: carpels distinct, at first fleshy, at length hard and
wrinkled, indehiscent, separating fnim the short axis:

Two

ovule solitary.
Doiiglasi,

Br. Lvs. pinnate; Ifls. sharply lobed or
linear: petals oblong-spatulate, uotched
or less yellow, white toward the tip: tr.
smooth or slightly corrugated. Calif. B.M. 3.W4. B.K.
20:1073.

parted

;

at apex,

11.

lobes

more

LIMNOBIUM
cluiling

[liviioj in pools,

Trii'lneu.

from the Greek). InThree or four

]1 yd nirharidaeea'

.

American aquatic herbs, one of which is in the Amer.
trade. Stemless plants, spreading by means of runners,
the large leaves floating.

MoniBcious, the

fls.

arising

from spathcs borne on the rootstook, the pistillate
single from a spathe and the staminate 2—4 from a
spathe, all with
white segments or petals, the inner
ones being very narrow; stamens in a column, liearing
anthers at unequal heights: ovary with severul (0-9)
locules and as many stigmas, ripening into a manyseeded berry.
B6sci, Rich. [L, Sponr/ia, Stend.). Asierican Froo'sBiT {the European Frog's-ljit is Hydrocharis). A neat
floating plant, with purjdish, banging, hairy roots and
long-stemmed, cordate or ovate l\'s. 1-2 in. long and
purplish beneath. Lake Ontario, south and west. Good
for the aquarium.
Liiiiiiobiuot Jiosei, while it is hardy southward, does
not appear to be so in New Jersey. Its mottled foliage
and silky rootlets are very attractive and make it valuable in the aquarium, but when grown out-of-doors in
summer in tubs or pools, it is very vigorous and soon
becomes crowded; the leaves, instead of floating, then
appear in an erect state, the spongy condition of fio?ting leaves having disappeared, the plant havingnoneed
of such. It is really a floating plant, propagated by division of runners, and should not be placed in shallow
water, where it can readily root into the soil.
Trianea Borjotense is mentioned as synonymous with
L. Bosci, but it is more sturdy in habit, of a lighter
color— especially in winter— does not make such long
runners, and forms more compact and attractive ro.
settcs of le;ives.

LIMN6CHAKIS

-^^ji.

(from

Trickek and

Greek

for

L.

11.

B.

swampdoving).
the latest mon-

Alismdeeiv. Four species according to
ographer (Micheli in DC. Monogr. Fhaner. 3) in tropical
America. Perennial aquatic herbs, stoloniferous, with
ovate, petiolate, floating or emersed lvs., and perfect,
with 3 outer and 3 inner parts, fertile stamens about 20,
and several or many ovaries. Excellent minor aquatics
for greenhouse culture or for phmting out in warm
summer ponds.
L.
Humboldtli, Eich. [L. Commersoni, Spreng.
ni/mphoides, Micheli. Rydroeleijs CSmmersoni, Rich.).
Water Poppy. Fig. 12!)-i. Stem prostrate and rooting:'
Ivs. broad-cordate-oval, thick, mostly floating: fls. and

.

LIMNOCHARIS
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Ivs. arising

LINARIA

from bracted nodes, both long-stnllied:

fls.

with 3 obovate-rounded light yellow petS. Amer. B.M. li'i+S. B.R.
handsome plant with the 3'ellow Hs. (lasting

2-2J-2 in. across,

als: carpels 5-7, not united.

19:1640.— A

triangular, 1-2 in. high: the fls., produced on a scape,
are pale yellow bordered white. Seed is produced very
freely, and as the seed matures the scapes fall to the
water, the seed ripens and sinks to the bottom, and
where grown out-of-doors, grows freely the following
season. The flower-scape, as soon as it rests on the water, throws up a shoot, which produces another plant in
a short time, which again produces flowers, seeds and
sl]oots, and so on. The plant may be growui in pots or
tubs or planted out in shallow water in eariy summer.

Wm. TniCKER and

L. H. B.

LINAEIA (Limtm,

the flax, which the Ivs. of some
species resemble). Scrophularidcew. Low herbs, sometimes subshrubs, of 130-150 species, widely distributed
in extra-tropical regions, several species cult, for the
oddly-irregular fls. and others for the festooning foliage.
Lvs. alternate, or sometimes subverticillate, in the
erect-growing species mostly narrow and entire
fls.
solitary in the axils, or in terminal racemes, yellow,
white, blue or purple
corolla personate or grinning]
2-lipped, usually 1-spurred at the base (in rare or socalled Peloria states 5-spurred); stamens 4, ascending
in 2 pairs, slender; style 1: fr. a dry capsule, opening
by slits or pores near the summit.
Occasionally the fls. of the common toad flax (Linaria
vulgaris) are regular. When LinniEus discovered this
form, he took the plant to be of another kind and made
for it the genus Peloria. This word Peloria is now used
generically for the regular state of any normally irregu;

;
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Limnocharis Humboldtii (X

Ji).

day) standing well above the water. In habit, remarkably like Liinnantlienuim itymphoides. Grows well in an
aquarium or in shallow water. Continuous bloomer.
emarginita, Humb. & Bonpl. {L. PInmieri, Rich. i.
fUlva, Buck.). Stouter: Ivs. long-cordate-ovate, docklike, standing out of the water
lis. on long-winged
.stalks, the yellow petals much contracted below: carB.M. 2525.—
I>els 15-20, scarcely cohering.
S. Amer.
Less frequent than the last.
The culture of Lhnnochnris JJunthohHif is of the
simplest. When grown in tubs, fill the latter two-thirds
full of moderately rich soil, covering with sand and fill
up with water. Two or three plants planted in the center will, in a short time, furnish the tub with its bright
glossy green Ivs. and numbers of its bright cheery yellow lis., which continue late in the season. In natural
ponds, planted on the edge the plants grow very rapidly,
and spread over a large surface of water. In artificial
ponds, plant in tubs or boxes and place in shallow water or stand the tub or bo.K on some stand, allowing 6-9
inches depth of water.
1

:

i295.

Linaria

Spray trimi a ^ide

lar

flower.

Such monstrosities occur now and

then,

particularly in the Scrophulariace^.
In America, Linarias are little known as garden plants,
although they are worthy greater attention. They are
of two general classes,— the hardy perennials and the
annuals. The perennials are prop, by seeds and by
division, usually the latter. All the species are of easiest
culture in anyordimtry soil and exposure, and are largely
able to shift for themselves when once established. The
annuals maybe started indoors; or in warm situations
they may be sown where the plants are to stand.
A.

Plant trailing : lvs. pnlmriteltj veined and loied
subgenus C'l/nibu laria
(

)

Eenilwokth Ivy. Mothek-ofCymbalaria, Mill.
Tnous.\NDS. Fig. 1295. Perennial tender glabrous herb,
but sowing itself freely from seeds, long-trailing and

1295. Linaria

Cymbalaria, or Kenilworth Ivy.
(X'i,)

lAmnoduirix emarginafa, or L. Plunderi, is entirely
from the preceding. The light green oblong,
blunt Ivs. are very characteristic and ornamental; petiole
distinct

rooting at the joints: lvs. cordate-orbicular or reniform,
5-7-rounded-lobed, on slender stalks longer than the
blades: fls. solitary in the axils, on slender stems, small
but pretty, lilac-blue with a yellowish throat: capsule
globular, splitting from the top. Eu. — It sometimes has
white fls. There is also a variegated-lvd. variety. The
Kenilworth Ivy is one of the most familiar of trailers
on greenhouse bottoms and in odd corners; also as a
trailing basket plant in greenbonses and dwelling houses.
It is of the easiest culture, particularly in a moist and
partially shaded place. Prop, by division of the long
stems, or by seeds. It will not stand frost, but the plant
will spring up year after year from seed, becoming essentially annual. It has become established in the open
Continuous bloomer. A
in many parts of the East.
good basket plant for poorly lighted places.

LINARIA
AA.

Plant

LINN.EA

erect or nearJij so:

Ivs. long.

Flowers yellow.
Toad-Flax. Bcitter-and-Eoos.

linear Ivs.: o-8 in. hi^h. mostly upright. Sp
-L. Canad'hiDam., is a weedy imtive plant, of no vidut' to the ^ard.->
It is annual or biennial, strict, 1-2 ft., with very small blue fls.
—L. Ualindtica, Mill., i.s a yellow-fid. perennial: see L. Macedouiea, in tlie main list.— i^. lie paticx folia, Steud. A yood alpine, making a very low mat: fls. purple: Ivs. cordate or reniform, lobed. Oorsii-a, Sardinia.— i. tiet'-rophijUa, Desf. (L.apariiioides, Dietr.). Ainiual, erect, with scattered linear Ivs.: lis.
straw-colored, with a yellow palate, in spi(-;ite i-U'cmes. Morocco. B M. G()41.— Z/. 'iiiulti.pn-nctdia, H<)ffmg.=Tj. Broussonnettii.— i. pvrimrea. Mill. Erect perenniul, with long racemes
of purple-bearded tls. ;iih1 linear whorled Ivs. En. Of little
value.- i. saxatilis, llutfrng. tt Link. Roekwork perennial,
trailing, with thiL-kish lanceolate Ivs., and yellow fls. in .short
(dusters Spiiin.
x.j
j^
s*'s,

B.

vulgaris. Mill.

Fi^'.

Vif^orous perennial, spreading freely by underground stems and in time forming large and persistent
patches: stems strict, nearly or quite simple, slightly
Ivs. many, scattered, linear,
glaucous, 1-3 ft. high
somewhat narrowed below: lis. in a terminal spicate
raceme, erect-spreading, witii hanging nectary spur,
sulfar-yellow, but orange on the bearded palate. Eu.
A.G. 1^: 4(>9.— Extensively naturalized, and commonly
regarded as a bad weed; but it infests cbieHy waste
places, and although ditKcuIt to eradicate it
does not spread very rapidly. Now and then
it appears as an ornamental plant. It is more
interesting to the general plant-lover than to
129(i.

:

g

LINDELOFIA

(Friedrich von Lindclof, of
Darmstadt, a patron of botany). Horragindcea/. Two species of hardy herbaceous perennials from the Flimalayas, one of which is
cult.
It grows l-ljv^ ft. high, and in June
and July bears racemes of drooping, oddcolored fls. about three-fourths of an inch
long, with a pale blue tube and 5 deep rose
or purplish lobes. The racemes are about
in. long, and have 8-12 fls. The plant is likely
to be winter-killed unless given a sheltered
jdace, good <Iraiuage and winter covering. It
is not fastidious as to soil.
Easily prop, by
division. It seeds freely and flowers the second year from seed.
Like Sfdenanthus, this genxis has the habit
and nutlets of Cynoglossum, but the stamens
of Cynoglossum are included, whilo those of
the other two genera are exsertcd. Solenanthus differs from Lindelofla in having a more
tubular flower, the lobes being relatively
shorter and erect or slightly spreading.
Ivs. oblongspectdbilis, Lehm.
Pilose
acuminate, the upper ones heart-shaped or
hractless.
B.
clasping at the base: racemes
R. 20:50 {Cynoglossum longifloritm). J.H.
III. 31:235.
J. B. Keller and W. M.

A

double-lid. form is figured in
the gardener.
G.C. 111. 18:554. The Peloria forms may have
5 spurs, or no spurs at all (K.H. 1851: 433).

Maced6nlca, Griseb. Robust perennial, 2-3
ft. Iiigh, branching: Ivs. narrow-ovate or the
upper ones lanceolate, somewhat cordate at
the base, nearly or quite Sfssile, entire: lis.
bright yellow, with deeper color on the palate,

long wand-like terminal racemes. Maceshowy
donia.^Gn. 45:948. J. H. 111. .30:409.
plant, hardy, bearing its snapdragon-like tls.
most of the season. Perhaps a wiile-leaved
in

-A

form of L. Dalmatica, Mill.
BB.
G.

Floiver.'i
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blue or purple.

Perennial harder plants.

alpina, Mill. Compact-tufted plants, G in. or
high, with weak and spreading flower
stems: Ivs. linear or lanceolate, mostly in
4's: fls. in short racemes or heads, blue with
an orange-colored palate, the straight or
slightly curved, sharp spur as long as the
corolla. Alps. F.S. 20:2128.
G.C. II. 14:105.
pretty little alpine, blooming in July
less

:

—A

and Aug.

LINDEN.

Glaucous, 2-3 ft.
or 4's: fls.
in a whorl (hence the name, bearivg

triornitlidphora,
tall

Willd.

Ivs. ovate-lanceolate, in 3's

:

about 3

LINDERA.

birds), rather large, slender-stalked,
and purple-striped, with orange palate, about 1 in. long, the spur inflated above
and exceeding the lobes. Spain, Portugal.
F.S. 22": 2297.
handsome and
interesting plant, rarely seen in Ameri-

TiUa.
See Benjoin.

three

LINDS.ffiA, or Lindsaya,

is a genus of about
50 si)ccies of tropical ferns, none of which are

violet-

advertised inAmc-rica. Schneider, in his Book of Choice Ferns,
says they usually die soon after
importation, even if apparently
in good condition on arrival.
In their native habitat, he says,
these ferns usually creep about
in poor, stony soil, which is frequently drenclied and washed

-A

can gardens.
(jc.

Annual plants
(Sec R.

of the flower

garden

pp. 371-374).
blpartita, Willd.
A foot high, erect,
branching, with scattered or verticillate
linear Ivs.
fls. large, in a long racemose
spike, violet - purple, Avitli the palate
orange-colored above and whitish towards the base, the spur curved, about
1297.
as long as the corolla, standing oblique
or horizontal; upper lip parted. Portugal, N. Afr. — Old-time annual, but it has never been
popular in N, Amer. Var. 61ba, Flort.. has yellowish
white fls. Var. splendida, Hort., has handsome deep purple fls. There is also a var. striata, Hort.
fl. 1896,

away by rain. They need ahigh
temperature and humid atmosphere. Lately some success has
been attained by placing Lind-

:

Marocc^na, flook. f. Fig. 1297. Spike much shortc-r
and denser: fls. bright violet or rose, with a whitish
palate, the spur long, pointed, as long as the pedictd and
sometimes hanging nearly parallel with the axis of tliu
spike: Ivs. many, linear, scattered or whorled, hairv.
Morocco.

B.M.

5983.

Desf. Fls. pubescent, purple, reticulated
with purple, the palate yellow or copper-yellow, the spur
pointed and shorter than the corolla and pointing downward: spike short: Ivs. linear, scattered or verticillate.
Portugal.— An old garden plant, but little known in
America. Runs into two or three forms.
retictil&,ta,

L. aparinoldes, Dietr. See L. heterophylla.— X. BroussrinnetUi, Chav. (L. miiltipunctata, Hoffin<;.).
Low annual, with yellow, black-spotted tls., orange on the palate, and lanceolate or
^
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Sfeas in pots nearly filled with
crocks, in which they are firmly
held by 2 or 3 pieces of turfy loam, and by imitating in
other ways the natural conditions described above.

LINN.ffiA (named after LinnfGus, athis

own request;

it

his favorite flower). Caprlfolidcece. Hardy evergreen trailing subshrub with opposite, small Ivs. and light
pink, campanulate, nodding fls. in pairs on slender upgraceful, dainty plant for rockeries, preright stalks.
ferring a shaded position and porous, peaty soil. Prop,
usually by division or cuttings of soft or half-ripened
wood under glass. Only one species in the colder regions of the northern hemisphere. Calyx 5-pa.rted corolla campanulate, 5-lobed; stamens 4: ovary 3-celled:
fr. dry, indehiscent, 1-seeded. By some botanists Abelia
is united with this genus.

was

A

;

boreilis, Linn.
Twin Flower. Fig. 1208. Stems
slender, slightly pubescent: Ivs. short-petioled, roundisli
obovate, with few crenate teeth, }i~-^4 in. long: fl.-^.
pedicelled iu 2"s at the top of slender, upright pedun(ir

LINUM

LINN^A

928

K

in. long,
corolla rose-colored or white, about
fragrant.
June-Aug. In N. Araer. south to Md., and
177.
I'alif. in the Mts.
B3. 3:230. Gn. 24, p.

cles

;

Alfred Rehder.

A.

Iff ^i

Jim,

...

and mostly entire Ivs., and showy 5-petaled fls. which
open in the sunshine. Stamens 5 and alternate with the
petals, usually united at the base: ovary 1, 3-5-locuIed,
t)earing as many styles as locules, and ripening into a
dry capsule which may or may not be dehiscent. The
tls. are borne in terminal racemes or cymes, and, although
each flower may be short-lived, the continuity of bloom
makes the plant showy. There are two horticultural
sections,— the annuals and perennials. All are of easy
culture in an open and warm place, fully exposed to the
sun.
Seeds of the annuals may be sown where the
plants are to bloom or they may be started under glass.
The perennials often bloom the first year from seed, and
seeds are often used to propagate them but the plants
;

may be

divided. There are several native Linums, some
of which are small-fld., weedy plants.
A.

Plant annual

:

fh. red or blue.

BJoom red.
^andifldmm, Desf. Flowering Flax.
B.

Figs. 1299,
13U0. Erect, branchy, 1-2 ft., glabrous: Ivs. many, alternate, broadly lanceolate to oblong, sessile or nearly so:
fls. terminating very slender pedicels which are 1-3 in.
long, the obovate petals wide-spreading (fl. l-lj^ in.
across, and something like a single-fld. pink) and much
exceeding the pointed scarious-edged sepals. N. Afr.
B.M. 495(J. K..H. 1848:401. Very serviceable garden annual, and popular for its glossy bright fls. The color
varies in the shades of red. Var. rUbrum has bright

—
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Linnsea borealis (X}^).

LINOSPADIX [^i^^VJinear spcidix).
Petrickiaua

is

Palwdcea;. L.
a pinnate-leaved palm from New Guinea,

1899 by Sander & Co., who say: "The slender,
alternate pinnje are sli,^htly arched. The base is netted
with brown fiber, small, bair-like glumes of the same
color being apparent on the younger fronds and leafstalks. The young fronds are colored similarly to those
of Areca IJscmanni, and when developing have the
luster and brilliancy of new copjier."
Linospadix contains about 4 species of dwarf, unarmed palms, all from New Guinea, varying considerThe genus is allied to Bacularia, but
ably in foliage.
Bacularia has premorse leaf segments and erect anthers
fastened at the base, while Linospadix has acuminate
leaf segments and versatile anthers fastened on the
back. Linospadix is distinguished from Howea (which
see) by the stamens 0-9: pistillate fls. with G-9 staniiint.

red fls. Var. kermeslnum is crimson. Jj. coccineum,
Hort., is a scarlet-fld. form. In a warm, sunny place, the
Flowering Flax makes a very satisfactory plant. It is
not adapted to cutting, since the fls. are not durable.
Will not stand frost.

BB.
usitatissimum, Linn.

Bloom

blue.

Flax. Much cult, for linseed
and running wild along railroads and in

and for

fiber,
2-3 ft. high, very slender-branched, glabrous:
fields
Ivs. small, linear or lanceolate, acute, alternate
fls.
about ^^in. across, light blue, soon withering: pod large,
:

:

mostly exceeding the scarious-edged sepals, nearly or
quite indehiscent. L. htmile, Mill., also cult, and some-

nodes: ovule parietal.
Petrickiaua, Sander. Pinnae once cut from the apex
to a third or fourth the length of the pinna; laterally cut
about six-sevenths of the wa)-- from the tips of the segments to the rachis; premature basal Ivs. cut once from
the apex to half their length, the 2 lobes uncut. G.C.
III. 24:299.— This is a handsome pinnate-leaved palm
of compact growth and well furnished with foliage, at
In its juvenile conrlition,
least whilein a young state.
the leaves of L. Petrickiaua are simply bifid, the
pinnate form gradually appearing as the plant attains
age. Cultural conditions suited to the needs of Calamus
and Diemonorops will be most likely to succeed with
Linospadix, and include a temperature of 70°, plenty of
water, and some shade throughout the year.

W. H. Taplin and "W. M.
LINOS'S'RIS [TAvum and 0.syW5, which genera it resembles). CompSsik'e. One species, i. if!f/r/()r?A', Cass.,
of Europe, is a good hardy perennial, growing 13.i-2 ft.
high, and bearing numerous small pale yellow heads:
stems strict (from a hard root), striiite, finely pubescent,
bearing many alternate, small, linear, entire Ivs. It is
an excellent late summer and fall bloomer, thriving well
in any good garden or border. Prop, by division.
The genus Lynosyris is nowreferred to Aster by many
botanists, the above species then becoming Aster Linosifris, Bernh. It is also known as Chrjfsocoma ruh/aris,
Gueld. Horticulturally, it is distinct, witli its yellow
heads and peculiar habit. From Aster it difl'crs technically in the absence of rays and in yellow Hs. l H. B

LiNUM (classical name). Lind.cem. Flax. Temperate-region plants of both hemispheres, of 80 or 90 speThey are erectcies, herbs or sometimes sul)shrubs.
growing plants, with narrow alternate (rarely opposite)

1299.

Linum

grandiflorum.

Natural

size.

times run wild, is lower and has a dehiscent capsule;
it is probably only a form of the above. — Flux has been
cult, from time immemorial, and it is unknown in an
originally wild state. Some authorities consider it to be
a modified form of 1/. ^^t^rc)n(c.

LINUM
AA. Planf perennial:

Bloom

B.

LippiA

yellow or blue (white vars.).
yellow (L. trigyniim, wldeh vunj he sought
fls.

found under the genus Beinu-ardlia)'.
flivum, Linn. Erect from a somewhat woody base,
lure, will be

Ivs. lanceolate or linear, alternate: fls
glabrous, 1-2 ft.
golden yellow, in a niucli brancbitif; cyme, the showy
petals much exceeding the glandular-ciliate sepals. Eu.
B.M. ,-112. — A good halt-hardy perennial, but not popularly known in this country.
:

Bloom

BB.

929

Loeselii, Rich. Plants 2-8 in. high: lvs. elliptic-lanceolate, 2-6 in. long: raceme with few greenish lis.:
lip

obovate pointed. In wet thickets,
B.B. 1:477. 0.0.11.21:144.

N."

Amcr. and Eu

L. atropurpicrea,ljm(i\. Plants 1 ft. or more high: lvs 2-4
neiLi-Iy round, acuminjito plieuie, near together
at th^ upper
Pjirtof the stem: r.-iccme many-tl-I. fls. chocolate-purple; lip
olilong, obtuse, recurved. June. (Jeyloii. B.M.
5029.— The most
ornuinental of the geuus.
:

Edwakd Oillett

and Heinrich IlASSELBraNO.

blue (or ivhite).

pertnne, Linn. Pig. 1301. Erect-growing and branchy,
glabrous, 1-2 ft. tall: Ivs. linear and acute, alternate:
fls. rather small, azure blue (there is a white-Hd. form),
on the ends of slender pedicels, the styles and stamens
of different lengths (fls. heterogenous) in different fls.:
capsules ovoid, dehiscent, on inclined pedicels. Eu.—
Worthy hardy perennial, summer-lilooming, often Howering the first year from seed.

&

LSwisii, Pursh (L. perdnne. var. Liwisii, Eaton
The West American representative of the
above, and scarcely distinguisliable from it except that
the fls. are not heterogonous, pedicels more erect in fruit,
calyx nerves not evident. Fl.s. Wt, in. across, clear skyblue, very pretty.
B.R. 14:1103 (as L. Sibiricum, var.
Lewisii).

Wright).

Austrlacum, Linn. (L. perenne, var. Anstrlaeutn,
Voss). Lvs. linear, punctate: fls. rather small, violetred or light blue
fruiting pedicels horizontal or reflexed. Austria. — Hardy North, growing 1-2 ft. high and
:

blooming all summer.
NarbonnSnae, Linn.
One to 2 ft. high, forming a
spreading clump, glabrous and slightly glaucous, and
very handsome for rockwork
lvs. linear-lanceolate,
pointed, alternate: fls. 1% in. across, on slender pedicels
in loose panicles, azure blue, with white eye and white
stamens. Eu. Gn. 52, p. 401. — Blooms in late spring and
:

early

summer.

L

H

B

LION'S EAR.

Leonotis. L. Foot. Leontice : also
Prenanthes serpentaria. L. Tail. Leonotis Leonnrus.

LiPARIS [Greak. fat, shinini]). Orchiddcece. A large
genus, containing over 100 species, distributed over the
warm and temperate regions of the entire earth. The
plauts grow erect, with stems in some species 1 ft. high,
hearing 1 or several lvs. and a terminal raceme of small,
rarely medium-sized fls. Herbs, terrestrial or epiphytic:
stems sometimes thickened at the base info a small
pseudobulb, sheathed by scales
lvs. few, broad, contracted into sheathing petioles: fls. wbifish, greenish
yellow or purplish
sepals and petals nearly equal,
hnear, spreading; column long; lip nearly plane, often
with two tubercles above the base.
L. lllii folia should be planted in well-drained soil; a
shady bank is preferable. L. Loeselii delights in a wet
situation, just at the edge of the water.
:

;

1301.

Linum perenne

(X?-^).

LtPPIA (Angnst

Lippi, French traveler, lf.78-1704).
Syn., Alot/sia
I'erbendcew. The Lemon Verbena is an
old-fashioned favorite, with delightfully tragrant foliage, a sprig of which was often included in mixed bouquets.
It is a low-growing, tender shrub, with long,
narrow, pointed, entire Ivs., which are usually borne in
;!'s.
In summer, it bears minute lis. in a delicate, pyramidal panicle, composed of many-tlowered spikes, which
appear in groups of three at decreasing intervals along
.

The Lemon Verbena comes from South
America, and in the North is deciduous. In northern
gardens it needs a winter overcoat of straw. In S.
the main axis.

it attains a large size out-of-doors.
Full cultural
directions are given at the end of this article.

Calif,

The genus Lippia is botanicallj'^ nearer Lantana than
Verbena, though the common forms of all three genera
are very i^nlike horticuiturally. Some species of Lippia
have their spikes crowded into dense heads, like Lantana.
I'he drupe in Lippia is dry, Imt in Lantana it is often
juicy. Abouti)0 species, chiefly American, a few African.
Shrubs, subshrubs or rarely herbs, hairy or not: lvs.
?^—'X^-^'^;jSk'^-'T

1300.

Uliifolia,

Rich.

Linum

grandiflorum.

Twayblade.

Plants 4-10

in. hierh:

oval or ovate, 5 in.lon^: raceme with manypurplijr^h
fls.: labellum large, wedge-obovate.
Succeeds in welldrained soil on shady banlis; woods and thickets, easternN. Anfier. B.B. 1:476. A.G. 12:15;iand iri:r)17.-Procurable from Dutch bulb dealers and dealers in native
lvs.

plants.

opposite or in 3's, rarely alternate, entire, toothed or
lobed, flat or wrinkled: calyx small, 2-4-cut; corolla
with a cylindrical tube, and 4 lobes.
Under the name of L. repen.-<, Franceschi introduced
into S. California in 1900 an interesting perennial
ydant de.signed as a substitute for lawn grass in the
South. It makes a remarkably dense mat, and bears
numerous tiny flowers an inch or so above the ground.
The fls. are borne in a dense, bud-like head, covered
with many tightly overlapping bracts. The fls. appear
in rings, beginning at the base of the little head.
Franceschi writes of this plant that it thrives in any

LIPPIA

LIKIODENDRON

no matter how poor, rapidly covers the ground,
smotlicrs weeds, stan<ls trampling, requires much less
water than grass, needs no mowing, can be easily taken
out if desirable, and is used in southern Europe for
tennis grounds. Voss pictures this plant with au erect
and tufted habit, and refers it, together with L. canes-

trees in cultivation in the middle and southern states;
its lack of hardiness farther north forbids its use there.
It is free from insects and diseases, and is said to withstand salt air. Its resin resembles the liquid storax of
the Orient. It is propagated by seeds, which should be
stratifled as soon as ripe, many of them lying dormant
until the second year. It requires close pruning when

930
soil

cens, to L. nodiftora. These two
tinct by Schauer in DeCandolle's

names were kept disProdromus, and speci-

of Franceschi's plant come nearer to L. canescens
than to i. nodifloni. Schauer's distinctions are given
below, but there is doubt as to the chief point of difference; viz., whether any of the plants are annual. They
all take root at the joints.

mens

Plant annual.
Stems herbaceous: calyx 2-parted,
slightly 2-keeled, keels jjuberulous; the whole corolla a
little more than one-twelfth of an inch long. Banks and
sandy shores in the torrid zone and warmer parts of
AA.

nodifWra, Rich.

the temperate zone.
A.

Plant perennial.

canescens, Kunth. Stem somewhat woody at the base:
calyx 2-toothed, 2-keeled, the keels slightly villous;
corolla conspicuously larger thau in related species,
rosy, with a yellow throat. S. America, in dry, grassy
places.

Kunth {Alof/siacitriodura, Orteg.). Lemon
Lvs. in whorls of 3 or 4, lanceolate, shortstalked, glabrous, densely covered beneath with glandular dots: spikes whorled and axillary or collected in
terminal panicles, which may be 3 in. long and wide.
Gn.5G:14fiO. G. C. II.
B. M. 3G7 H'erbena triphylla).
citrioddra,

Verbena.

11:.301.

should always have a few Lemon Verbenas.
Save a dozen plants in spring, shift them on as required,
and in the summer plunge the pots outside. At the
approach of frost bring them into the greenhouse, stand
them under the lightest and coolest bench, and give
them water enougli merely to keep the wood from
shriveling. In early February shake the plants out of
the pots, shorten the unripened and weak wood, repot
in fresh soil, using 4-inch pots, and start the plants
into fresh growth in a temperature of 55°. In a few
weeks they will be covered with new growths suitable
for cuttings. Cuttings root readily in about 3 weeks.
The sand of the cutting-bench should be a little warmer
than the air. Water tlie sand twice a day, and keep it
well soaked. Never allow the cuttings to wilt from sunshine or dryness. Transfer the cuttings when rooted to
2-ineh pots, and in April shift to 3-inch pots, plunging
them in a mild hotbed, where by the middle of May, with
one pinching, they will have become fine, bushy plants.
They need frequent syringing to prevent attacks of red

A

florist

spiJer.

LIQUIDAMBAE

-^Vji.

(a

compound

Scqtt and W. M.

of the Latin liquidiis,

and the Arabic amijar, amber, the name given by
the Spaniards in America from the fragrant sap which
exudes from the tree). Hamanietidarna'. A genus of
about 4 species, the one commonly known being the
Sweet Gum or Liqnidambar of the middle and southern
states, a most interesting tree from its symmetrical
fluid,

head, star-shaped maple-like lustrous lvs., brilliant autumnal color, deep furrowed bark and corky winged
branches. Its branches are short in proportion, and
slender, giving it, when young, a narrow, pyramidal
head, which becomes, when old, a narrow, oblong
crown. Its foliage in autumn usually assumes a deep
crimson. Its corky branches, not a wholly constant
character, add to its picturesqueness and lend to its
interest in winter. In the southern states, where it frequents river bottoms and is one of the njost common
trees, it reaches the height of SO ft. or more. Farther
north, where it is found on the borders of swamps and
On drier
is rarer, it reaches the maximttm of 00-70 ft.
and higher ground, it remains a small tree. In cultivation it is of moderate growth, thriving both in low,
damp places and on higher grounds, reaching a height of
30-40 ft. Beautiful at every stage, its habit adapts it to
both informal and formal planting, in the latter respect
particularly to street and park planting, under which
conditions it succeeds well. One of the most valuable

transplanted.
styraciflua, Linn.
or Red Gi'm.

LEAVEU

Sweet

Guji.

Bilsted.

Alligator Tree.

Star-

A native tree,

ft. high: lvs. simple, alternate, generally rounded
in outline, deeply and palmately 5-7-lobed, serrate, aromatic, deciduous, glabrous below except a pubescence
in the axils of the veins; lobes triangular-ovate, acute;
petioles G-7 in. long, slender: fls. apetalous, moncecious,
in globular heads, the staminate heads greenish, J^ in.
in diameter, in terminal racemes, the pistillate heads
solitary, long-peditncled, at length drooping, 1-lXin. in
diameter, hanging all w'inter; staminate fls. have no
calyx, but numerous stamens intermixed with small
scales; pistillate fls. cohere as to their ovaries, forming
globular heads which harden in the fruit, having scales
for sepals, 4 rudimentary anthers and 2-celled ovaries,
1-2-seeded: capsules 2-beaked at the summit, forming
together a dense spinose head. March-May. Conn, and
southern N. Y. to Fla., 111., Mo. and Mex. G.P. 2:235.
P.G. 3:111. G.C. II. 14:033. Mn. 4:117. Gn. 24, pp. 166,

80-140

107

and

38, p. 208.

L. orientalis,'M\\\. (L. imherbis, Ait.). A tree of AsiaMinor,
Very similar to L. styracitiua and dltferiiig iu that the lvs. are
smooth in the axils of the veins.
_^_ PHELPS Wyuan.

LIftUOEICE. See Glycijrrhisa.

LIKIODfiNDEON
ferring to the

Tulip Tree.

{Urion, lily, and dendron, tree; reshape of the flowers). Maynoli&cece.

WnrrEwooD. Yellow Poplar.

Hardy

ornamental, deciduous tree of pyramidal habit, with alternate, long-petioled, rather large lvs. of unusual shape,
and large tulip-like greenish yellow fls. appearing in
spring. A very beautiful tree for park-planting and for
avenues, with handsome, clean foliage of rather light
bluish green appearance, rarely attacked by insects or
fungi, assuming iu fall a brilliant yellow color; the fls.,
though of not very showy color, are conspicuous by their
The Tulip Tree is also an Important
size and shape.
forest tree, and the soft, tine-grained, light yellow wood
is muchttsed in carpentry for furniture, boat -building and
the manufacture of small articles it does not split easily
but is readily worked and bent to any required shape. The
inner bark is said to have medical properties. The Tulip
Tree grows best in deep, rich and somewhat moist soil.
Transplanting is not easy; it is best done in spring,
just before the tree starts into new growth. Prop, by
seeds sown in fall or stratifled and sown in spring; varieties are usually grafted or budded on seedling stock,
rarely prop, by layers. The seeds are sometimes hollow, especially those grown along the eastern limit of
the species. One species in N.America from R.I. and
Vt. to Wis., south to Fla. and Miss.; also occurring in
China. Lvs. with conspicuous deciduous stipules cohering when young and inclosing the next leaf: fls.
terminal, solitary, with 3 spreading sepals and 6 erect,
broadly ovate petals; stamens numerous, with long and
linear anthers; pistils luimerous, forming a narrow
column, developing into a light brown cone, at maturity
the carpels, each consisting of a long, narrow wing with
a 1-2-seeded mitlet at the base, separate from the slender spindle. The Liriodendron is one of the noblest
trees of the American forest.
;

TulipiJera, Linn. Fig. 1302.
Tall tree, to 150, rarely
to 100 ft., with a trunk to 10 ft. in diam., often destitute
of branches for a considerable height, glabrous: lvs.
about as broad as long, with 2 lobes at the truncate and
notched apex and 2-4 lobes at the base, bluish green
above, pale or glaucous beneath, 5-Gin. long: fls. greinish yellow, marked orange within .at the base, lK-2 in.
long. May, .June. S.S. 1:13. Em. 2:005. B.M.275. Gng.
7:259. A. Ci. 1892:485.
Mn. 2, p. 4; G, p. 145. Gn. 34, p.
42. V. 20:86. -Var. pyramidjlle, Lav. (var. fastigidtiim,
Hort.). With n|n-ight branches, forming a narrow pyramid. Var. integriMium, Kirchn. Lvs. rounded at the

LIRIODENDKON

LISTEKA

base without lobes. Var. obtuBilobum, Purst. Lvs. with
<mly one rounded lobe on each side uf the base. There
are also several vars. with varic.^i^ated lvs., of which var.
aiireo-marginitum, Hort. (var. punitche, Hort. ), with lvs.
edged yellow, is one o£ the best. F.S. 19:2025; 20:2081.

931

EusselUanuB, Hook. Properly _fi'HsM»m Busselidniim,
Glaucous: stem simple, or with a few opposite
(

G. Dou).

branches:

lvs. opposite,

.3-5-ncrved

:

connate, ovate or ovate-oblong,
panicled, as large as a tulip
lobes
obovate, spreading; stigmaof 2 very large, green, velvety,
spreading plates: pod oblong; seeds minute, pale
brown. B.M. 3(;20. G. C. HI. 4: 240. R.H. 1803fls.

;

51

and

1881, p. 189.

-^y

jj

This fine plant is difficult to grow in America.
In the Old World it is usually treated as a cool
greenhouse subject, being sown in early spring
for summer and autumn bloom. The writer has
not grown it for thirty years, but in view of the
renewed interest in this plant, his experience
miy be useful. The seed should be sown carefully, and at every stage of the plant'.s growth
over-watering should be guarded against. The
seedlings are very likely to damp-off. When they
are ready for trans-planting from the seed-beds,
use small pots. When larger plants are needed,
place them in a light, airy place and give generous bottom heat. For soil, use good loam, sand
and well-rotted manure.
p, j^ Harris

LISSOCHlLUS

(Greek, smooth lip). OrchidThis genus contains about 30 species disand S. Africa. Some of them
are very handsome, but they seem to be little cullivated
in America, only a single species being advertised here.
The plants are terrestial herbs, distinguished from their
near allies by the dissimilarity of the sepals and petals,
the latter being much larger and wider and usually of
a different color. The lvs. are plicate and prominently
veined, long and narrow: stems very short, leafy, finally
thickened into pseudobulbs: raceme simple: scape long,
stout, sheathed but leafless, growing beside the pseudobulb labellum spurred or saccate, joined to the base of the
column. The plants maybe grown in a compost of fibrous
loam, leaf-moid and sand. During the growing season
they require plenty of water, but during three months
of winter they should be allowed to rest and be kept dry.
Kr^baii, A. Rich. Lvs. in tufts on the young stems,
elliptic-lanceolate, 8-12 in, long
scape 2-3 ft. high
raceme 12-18 in. long, with 20-30 fls.: sepals linear-oblong, bent back, green, with dull purple blotches; petals
much larger, golden yellow; lip yellow, pendulous, saccate between the small, rounded lateral lobes; middle
lobe orbicular, notched in front. Flowers from Blayto
Oct., the fls. remaining a long time. Natal. B.M. 5801.
-Adv. 1895 by Pitcher & Manda.
clcae.

per.sed in tropical

:

1303.

— In

Tulip tree— Liriodendron Tulipifera (X

li).

.

West, Liriodendron is universally
known as Whitewood. To lumbermen in the East it is
luiowu as Poplar and Tulip Poplar.
the

middle

LIRiOPE (named

after the

Alpeed Rehder.
nymph Liriope). Bwma-

A

•lordcew.
tender, bulbous plant from China, growing
a foot high, with grass-like foliage and 1 or 2 scapes
overtopping the lvs., which bear from July to September
as many as 90 violet-colored tls. in a spike-liiie raceme
in.
li-12 in. long and 1 in. wide.
The Ws. are less than
:icross, 6-parted and arranged in groups of 3-5 along the
raceme. They vary from dark purple through violet to
whitish. The deepest color is the finest, and is set off

K

by the yellow anthers. The genus has only one species
and has been referred to 5 different families. The plant
iias a short, thick, stoloniferous rhizome, no stem: no
perianth tube, and hypogynous stamens. It is procurable through Dutch Ijulb growers, and should perhaps
be gi'own in the greenhouse the year round.
Lvs. all
spicita, Lour. {L. graminifbUa, Baker).
radical, linear-lanceolate, obtuse, 3-nerved, with a few
brown scales at the base: stamens 6: style columnar:
ovary .S-celled. B.M. 5348, B.B. 7:593, and' L.B.C. 7:(i9i,
all as Ophiopogon. spicatiix. — Var. densifl6ra {L. grnniinifoUnm densiflorum, Hort. Van Tubergen) is presumably the best form.
W. M.

LISIANTHTJS (Greek, smootK flower). GmHunilcea-.
The choice and rare plant known to catalogues as Ij.
one of the largest-flowered species of
It is a tender annual from Texas
Mexico, and grows l}i ft. high, producing its
5-lobed, purple, dark-eyed rts. in summer and fall. Under favorable conditions the fls. are 4 in. across, as
many as 10 or 11 on a plant, and individual blossoms have
been known to last three weeks. The proper name of
Russellianus

is

the Gentian family.

and

Eustoma Bnsftelliana. In Lisianthus, the
ovary appears to be 2 celled, because the plaeentte are
connivent in the middle of the cell, but in Eustoma the
placentie are separated from each other by a considerable space. Lisianthus has about 60 species, all tropical
American; Eustoma only 2 species.
this plant is

:

:

Z. gioaniiws. Welw. & Reiehb. f. A gigantic orchid whose lvs.
are said to grow to a length of 8 ft., with flower spikes twice as
high: sepals linejir, eiirled backward: petjils oblong-quadrate,
\A in. across, pinkish rose: labellum in. long, with a long
spur; middle lobe trowel-shaped, purple, striped with darker
lines. Congo. G.C. III. 3:017. S.H.:;::)55. I.H. »:.5:l.-i. HilrsA robust plant, with plicate lvs. i-'.i ft. long and
fallii, Batein.
5-6 in. broad, sharp-pointed: Hower stalk twice tlie length of
the lvs., with many large fls. 3 in. in diameter: sepals retiexed,
rich purple-brown on the ttpper side: petals much larger, almost
square, white, suffused with rose. B.M. 5486. Handsomer than
the tirst.— i. ro.scw.s, Lindl. Lvs. bread and stiff: stem 3-4 ft.
high: sepals brown; pe ,als and labellum fine rose-colored.
BR. 30:12. Also a showy plant.— 1/. .S'/;cc/csw5, R. Br. Pseudoscape
lvs. dark green, ensiform
bulbs ne.Trly tindergrotind
2-4 ft. high, with fragrant fls. in. across: sep.als sui;dl, green,
retiexed; petals large, yellow; lip mostly yellow, aiiparently
on the upper side, due to the inversion of the tis. .Tune,
.Tuly. Cape. B.R. 7:573 (erroneously numbered .57.S). P.II.B.
:!

:

:

'1

Heiseich Hasselbhing.

4:25.

(after Martin Lister, 1638(?)-1712). OrchidSmall, slender, erect herbs, with fibrous or somedci'CF.
times fleshy roots, bearing a pair of opposite green lvs.
near the middle, and 1 or 2 scales near the base of the
stem: tls. small, spurless, in a terminal raceme; sepals
and petals similar, spreading or reflexed labellum rather
longer, narrow, entire or 2-lobed. About 10 species, natives of the north temperate zone.

LISTfiEA

;

convallarioides, Torr. Stem 4-10 in. high, with smooth,
rouud-oval, obtuse, cuspidate lvs.: raceme 2-3 in. long,
bearing 3-12 greenish yellow fls. June-Ang. In woods.
Nova Scotia to Alaska and Calif.; south to N. 0.
in the Mts. B.B. 1 473.
:

—

:

LITHR^A

LISTERA
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Ivs. cordatecordita. Very slender, 3-10 in. lii^h
ovate, niucronate: raceme 1-2 in. long, with 4-20 minute

A.

:

purplish
to

tls.

In moist woods,

June-Auy;.

Alaska and Ore., south

to

N.J.

;

Nova

Scotia

Eu. B.B.I: 473.

Heinkich Hasselbking.

LITHOSPfiRMUM

(Greek, rock seed; the seeds like
little stones). JJorragindcece. This includes a few lowgrowing hardy herbaceous perennials of minor importance. The best known is L.
(^y,
prostratum, a rock -garden
'^ .y71/^\y^Jf\
trailer, which bears numerous leafy spikes of blue fls.,
each about % in. across, from
early

summer

to

Color of

Habit trailing:

B.

autumn.

fls.

tithe

as

blue or purpUsli.

of corolla densely hairy

loiifj

,

thrice

as the calyx.

prostr^tum, Lois. Gentian Blue Gromwell. Subshrub: Ivs. lanceolate-linear, margin somewhat revolute:
tube of corolla pubescent outside, densely villous at
apex. S. Eu. This is presumably the plant in the trade,
since L. prostratum, Buckl., is a white-fid. annual
pioperly called X-. Matamorense. However, L. prostratain, Lois., is referred bj^ Index Kewensis to L. friitico^!n», which see. Gn. 45, p. 135. J. H. III. 32:475.
BB.

Uahit

erect: tithe of corolla not hairy.

fruticosum, Linn. Distinguished as above by DeCaudoUe, and apparently more of a shrub, with the leaf
margins decidedly revolute. S. Eu. — Not cult.

Color of fls.
fls. small

AA.

2')(i}e

yellow, yellow or orange.

tube about as long as the calyx
roots not red.

B.

Size of

C.

Inflorescence sparse: throat of corolla crested

;

tvilh

appendages.
oHicinale, Linn. Gromwelb. Much branched, 2-3 ft.
Ivs. lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, 2 in. or less
high
long: fls. dull white. Along N. E. roadsides, but naturalized from Eu.
:

CO.

Inflorescence dense: throat of corolla nearly devoid
of appendages.
Mostly unbranched,

1 ft. high: Ivs,
linear and linear-lanceolate, 2-4 in. long: fls. dull greenish yellow, crowded in a leafy tbyrse.
Western N.

pildaum, Nutt.

Amer.
BB.

Sise of fls. large, slion-y : tube of corolla much
longer titan the ealyx: roots red, long and deep.
to bracts no longer than the
calyx.

Floral leaves reduced

0.

inultifl6rum, Torr.
light yellow, spicate.

Height 1-2

Rocky Mts.

ft.:

to

W.

Ivs. linear:

fls.

Tex.

Floral leaves much longer than the calyx.

cc.

Tube

D.

of corolla K-~ times as long as the calyx:
crests of throat Utile If at alt projecting or arching,

E.

Fls. nearly without pedicels: glandular ring at the
base naked.

Puccoon, of the Indians. Red
can6scens, Lebm.
Root. Indian Paint. Fig. ]303. Height 9-12 in. or
more: fls. orange. Plains and open woods, in sandy
soil, upper Canada to Ala., west to Ariz. B.M. 4389.
Fls. mostly pedicelled : glandular ring at bai^e
within hearing 10 very hirsute lobes or teeth.
Mrtum, Lehm. Height 1-2 ft.: fls. hright orange.
Pine barrens, Mich, to Fla. and Colo.

EE.

DD.

Tube of corolla 2-i times as long as the calyxcreats of the throat conspicuous and arching.

angustifolium, Michx.

1303.

Puccoon.

Lithospcrmum canescens {X

1304.
/^).

The common Gromwell, JO.
a medicinal iierb. The rest

Lithospermum

angustifolium.

Nat.

size.

rarely cult, as
are procurable froju dealers
in native plants. Seeds of the Gromweil and the western
species are procurable, and plants of tlie other kinds.
L. prostrafuni is said to be prop, only by cuttings of the
previous year's wood; L. mull if I or urn. by cuttings of
young shoots. The kinds with red roots yield a dye.
Jjithospermum has about 40 species in extra-tropical
regions: herbs or subshrubs, rough, silky, or bristly:
Ivs. alternate: Hs. wliite, yellow, liluish or violet; calyx
5-parted; corolla funnel- or salver-shaped, 5-lobed; stamens 5, fixed to the tube: ovary 4-lobed.
officivaJe,

is

Fig. 1304.

Height 9-12

in. or

fls. of 2 sorts, the earlier and conspicuous kind bright yellow, with corolla tube 1 in. or
so long, later ones and those of the more diffusely
branching plants with inconspicuous pale corolla, without crests in the throat and probably cleistogenous.
Apparently all grades between early large fls. and late
small ones. Prairies. T). M. Andrews says it has pale
cream fls. Var. longiflbrum {L. longifldriini.'Bort., D.M.
Andrews} is said to grow 1 ft. high, with larger, pale
lemon fls. and comes true from seed. Grows wild in
Colo.
W. M.

more:

Ivs. all linear:

LITT^^A. See Ago re.

LITHRffiA (Chilean name). Anacardidcerr. A genus
American trees related to Rhus, and by
l-lentham and Hooker included in that genus. The plant
fiilt. by some under this name seems not to be true to
of small tSouth

true
it is a tree witii undivided Ivs., while the
as hrub with 1-3 pairs of Ifts. and odd pinnate.

name, as
plant

is

D.C Mon.

Phan.

vol. 4.

Aroeirlnha, March. {L. molleo)des, Engl.). Shrub.
9-12 ft. high: Ivs. of 5 lanceolate Ifts., the rachis and

:

:

LITHR.EA
narrow-winged

LIVISTONA

2-3 in. long, glabrous,
with smull panicles of y:roenish yellow tls. and almu.st

petiole
wliito

drupes

Ifts.

;

lines in diam.

l-'J

Brazil.
J. B. S.

LITTdNIA

(Dr.

Norton.

Samuel

Litton, professor of botany
LUiitce<e.
Littonia and
in
Gloriosa are called Climbing Lilies. They are tender,
tuberous plants, with glossy, lanceolate Ivs. which curl
at the tips into tendrils, enabling the plants to reach
G-8 ft. The lis. are G-parted, but in Littonia the segments are not reflesed like a Cyclamen, as in Gloriosa.
Fls. nodding, bell-shaped, orange, 1 in. or more across;
segments obUmg, acuminate, 1^^ in. long: capsule long,
3-celled; seeds scarlet, about the size of a sweet pea,
round, arranged in 2 series. The odd-shaped tubers are
about 1% in. across and may 1)0 planted outdoors in i\Iay.
There are 4 species, 1 from Arabia, 1 from S. Africa
and 2 from tropical Africa.

Royal Dublin

.Society).

Lower

mod6sta, Hook.

Ivs. in

.3's,

upper ones

alter-

nate: perianth segments provided with a small oblong
nectary, partially closed by a ciliated scale on each side
style 3-cut. S.Africa. B.M. 4723. Var. Keitli, Hurt., is

an improved form, with larger and more abundant Us.

LIVE - FOREVER.

John Endicott and "W. M.
Scdnm TcJepJiiuin and other

tSedums.

LIVERLEAF.

:

BB.

Petioles spiny beJow

name for a group of crypsomewhat allied
mosses

t<.i
togamia (llowerless plants},
and known as Hepatica?. Conocephalus and i\Iarchantia
have been offered by dealers in native plants as suitable
for rockwork and t.iog gardens. Lunularia is a connnon
weed in greenhouses.

A)ilialonium.

LIVISTONA

(Patrick Murray, Baron of Livistone).
Palmiicca:. About 14 species of fan palms from tropical
Trunks usually
eastern Asia, Kalaya and Australia.
tall, stout, ringed below, clothed above with dead lent'sheaths: Ivs. spreading, orbicular, plicate, siplit to the
middle or below; the segments bifid, infolded. uakL^d or
filirous along the margins
rachis
short; ligule small, cordate, free; petiole long, stout, i3at or rounded above,
convex below, often spiny along the
margins; sheaths margined with reticulate fibers
spadices long, at first
ascending, pendent in fruit, longpeduncled, loosely branched, the
branches slender: spathesnmny, long,
tubiilar, compressed,
sheathing the
peduncle, thick, coriaceous, Itifid or
2-lipped, 2-keeIed or
ancipital
no
bracts or bractlets: fls. greenish: fr.
smooth and shining, oblong-globose or
ellipsoidal,
black,
blue,
yellow or
brown.
From the seven allied genera mentioned under Licuala, Livistona is distinguished by the following characters: fls. hermaphrodite:
carpels of
the ovary globose, distinct or slightly
cohering
styles short, distinct or cohering; albumen not twisted, broadly
scooped out on the ventral
side
branches of the spadices not bracted
or the lower ones bracted.

iJie

niiihJIe.

of spines '^iin. or less.

olivaefdrmis, Mart. {Conjplia Geh dncf a, Hovt., in part).
Stems medium
lvs. glabrous
petiole somewhat 3angled; spines retrorse, 1-3 lines long; segments 12-15
in. long, deeply bilobed, the lobes very long, acuminate,
linear, pendent, with or without very short filaments:
fr. olive-siuiped, solitary, or twin and connate to the
middle. Brazil.
:

;

Lcnijih of spines 1

CC.

D.

Shi-tpe of h's.

ill.

Of ynore.

reniform.

Chin^nsis, R. Br. {Latchiia BorhSniea, Hort., not
Lam.). Stem ft. high, more than 1 ft. thick, gray, with
approximate rings
Ivs. many;
petiole equaling the
blade, covered to about the middle with retrorse brown
:

spines, 1 in. or more long
blade reniform, 4-G ft. in
segments linear - lanceolate, long - pendulous,
deeply forked, filiferous, the lower 1-2 fr. long, 1-2 in.
wide, the middle 3 ft. long, the lobes acumiuate, 4-8 in.
long. China.
;

iliam.

;

DD.

general

LIVING ROCK. QoxiswM

Length

0.

Hcpatica.

LIVERWORT. A

933

only one-fourth of the way down spadices very slender,
the short slender branches protruding from the mouths
of tubular brown sheaths: drupe globose, '% in. in diam.,
bright red. Polynesia. First described in CC. 111.
23:177. — Nearly related to L. anstralis, but more graceful, with smallei flowers and fruit,

Shape

uf lvs, orhieular.

rotTindifblia, Mart. [CltamXerops Birod, Sieb. C. Bi/rrho, Hort. ). Stem 40-50 ft. high, 1-1
ft. in diam., erect
or subfiexuous, brownish black, obscurely ringed; petiole
G ft., with recurved spines \% in. long at the base; blade
3-5 ft. in diam., suborbicular, at length somewhat peltate

K

through reversion of the lowest lul)es; segments (iO-Ol*,
connate for one-third their length, bifid to the middle,
the lobes long-acuminate.
Java. R.B. 21:110.
F.R.
1:301. S.H.2:28.
EBB. Petioles spiny from base to apex.
E. Seijtneuts of the lvs. free one-third of the way down.
altiEsima, Zoll. Lvs. bright shining green, lM-2 ft.
long; segnjents free one-third of the way down, bifid at
the apex; perioh^ 2-G ft., upper part green, brown toward
the base, inchjsed in a reddish brown network of woody

;

:

:

:

1305.

gJaucous hencatli.
Lvs. 5-6 ft. broad, reniform, flabellate, 70-SO-fid, glaucous beneath, the divisions very narrow, straight, shortly and obtusely 2 toothed. Assam.

'

A.

Livistona humilis.

l/vs.

Jenkinsiana, Griff.

AA.

Lvs. not gJaucous heneatJi.
Petioles ivithout spines.

B.

"Woddfordii, Ridley. Petioles slender, without thorns,
only J^in. thick
lvs. orbicular, quite thin, 2 ft. long.
18 in. wide, split into very narrow acuminate lobes, the
lower ones free almost to the base, the inner ones split
:

fibers,

armed on the margins with stout black recurved

spines.

F.

Java.
EE. Segwents free nearly to the base.
Position of segments rigid, not drooping.

Stems
austraiis. Mart. (CorypJia anstrcVis, R. Br.).
40-80 ft. hi^-h lvs. in a dense crown, orbicular 3^ ft. in
diam., divided to or below the middle into 40-50 narrow,
plicate, acuminate segments, either entire or 2-cleft at
the apex. Australia. B.M. G274. Gn.2G,p.337. V. 9:328
:

LOASA

LIVISTUNA

934

persistent
stamens G, hypogynous, shorter than the
perianth: capsule obovoid; seeds flatfish.

Position of segtnenls drooping.

FF.
G.

Number

of

;

segments lO-l^.

Ho6gendorpii, Hort. Stem tall, cylindrical, with triangular leuf-scars: petiole rounded on the back, 3-5 ft.
long, red-brown at the base, olive-green above: spines
stout, recurved, IVa-S,'^ in. apart, Y^-^Y^ in. long: leaf
suborbicular, 43^-0 ft. in diam. segments plicate, cnnenate, pendulous at the apex and 5-7-lohed. the lobes
acute. Java. I. H. 21:174. F.R. 1:427. Gn. 25, p. 392.
;

GG.

Niimher

of

segments more than

(Z;.

:

mixed with larger ones, often Kin. long. N. Australia.
— Fig. 1305 is redrawn from Martins.
A medium-sized palm Ivs. glaaubg"loh6sa, Mart.
:

brous, the rays 10-12 in. long, 2-parted nearly to the
fr.
the lobes linear, very acuminate, pendulous
subglobose. Java. — Known in Java as "Sedangan."

b-"ise,

[L. serdtlna, Sweet).

Distinguished

perianth segments. Radical Ivs, 2-4, linear, convolute:
stem usually 1-fld., 3-9 in. long: Ivs. 3-4, small, linear:
fls. whitish, yellowish purple at its base.
Mts. of Wales
to Sicily, Himalayas, Colorado.— Adv. 1889 by. F. H,
Horsford.

12.

^/"arl(P,P.BIuell.). Fig. 1305. Stems
Ivs. at length orbicular-cordate, 3 ft. in
4-lG ft. high
diam., deeply divided; segments narrow, plicate, acuminate, the filaments between the lobes altogether wanting
or very minute or 1 in. long; petiole much flattened,
with acute edges bordered with small prickles inter-

liilmilis,R.Br.

alpina, Salisb.

from the other species by having an oblique, somewhat
rhizomatous rootstock and glands on the claws of the

:

LOASA

(South American name).

much

plants are too

Loashcece.

These

like nettles to deserve cultivation,

though their fls. are odd and interesting. The paiii
from their pricks lasts several days. Each of the 5hooded petals contains a bunch of stamens. They are
treated as half-hardy annuals, {^(^.g. Annuals.) A genus of about 50 tropical American herbs, erect or twining: Ivs. alternate or opposite, entire, lobed or decompound: capsule 3-5-valved from the ai:)ex, rarely twisted:

ovary 1-celled;

Blnmenbachia

ovules numerous.

The

allied

genus

having capsules which aro
longitudinally 5-10-valved and most frequently spirallydiffers

in

twisted.

Jared G. Smith.
the most extensively grown genus of fan-

This is
leaved palms in commercial horticulture of the present
day, its commonest representative being the well-known
"Chinese Fan Falm,"Z'. Chinen^is,\\h\c\\ is also known
to the trade, and improperly, as Latania Borhonica. In
general, the members of this genus are hy no means
difficult to grow, though it is well to make some distinctions in culture between such strong-growing and comparatively hardy palms &,s L.CUinensls andi. austrfilis,
and the more "tender species from Java and northern
Australia, among which IJ. humiUs, L. oUvfeformis and
/y. rotundifoUa are prominent.
For those of the first section a strong loamy soil well
enriched with thoroughly decayed stable manure, good
drainage, an abundance of water and a night temperatare of G0° will provide satisfactory conditions for
sturdy growth.

The more tropical species,j)f which I/. rotundifoUa is
a good example, make better progress in a somewhat
tighter soil and a higher temperature, G5° to 70° being
more congenial to them than the cool treatment accorded
their stronger relatives. More shade is also required for
the warmhouse species, in order to retain the rich green
color that a healthy Livistona should present.
Red spider and white scale are two of the most troublesome insects to the grower of Livistonas, the first being
controlled to a great extent by thorough syringing, while
the latter may be eradicated by the careful use of various
insecticides, though avoiding the frequent application
of extract of tobacco, the continued use of the latter
substance often resulting in injury to the foliage of
Livistonas.
i. australis is a more stubby-growing plant than L.
Oh inen^ is, the fan-like leaves are stiff er and less graceful, and the footstalks are more thoroughly armed with
stout spines, while the leaves are also smaller in proportion to the plant than those of X'. Gliinensis. L. Hoogendorpii and L. oil cce for mis are somewhat alike in young
plants, but the first has many more and coarser gpines
on the footstalks, and the stalks of L. Roogendorpii are
generally longer, the leaves of both being much divided.
L. rotnndifolia and L. aJfisRima are much alike in a
small state, and the writer is inclined to think that the
seeds of the latter are sometimes substituted for those
of L. rotnndifolia. The leaves of L. rotnndifolia are flatter and more even in outline, those of L. alUssima being
somewhat undulated, as though they were crowded on
the stalk. In fact, small plants of L. rofu)idifolia are
usually more symmetrical, and also have longer footstalks.

W. H. Taphn.

LL6YDIA

(after Edward Lloyd, w^ho found the plant
in Wales). Lilidcea^. About 4 species of bulbous plants,
of which L. alpina was said by Baker to have the widest
distribution of any plant in the lily family.
Dwarf
plants, with hard, grassy Ivs. and small, whitish, longlasting fls.: perianth G-parted; segments wntliering and

Loasa

1306.

A.

tricolor

(X %).

Sepals as long as petals.

Pig. 130G. Annual, 2 ft. high: Ivs.
Lindl.
opposite, bipinnatifid. very jjrickly: sepals as long
petals yellow: crown red: filaments white.
the petals
Chile. B.R. 8:G67.
tricolor

;

AA.

Sepals sliorter than petals.
B.

Petals yellow.

hispida, Linn. Annual, 1?^ ft. high: Ivs. alternate,
5 in. long, 3>2 in. wide, pinnatifid; segments lobed: sepals much shorter than the petals; petals yellow, over
1 in. long.
June-Aug. Peru. B.M. 3057. G.C UI.
22:291. Gn. 25, p. 451. -Cult, in pots abroad.

BB. Petals white.
vulcinica, Amlro (L. Wdlllsii, Hort ). Erect, busby
annual, 2-3 ft. high Ivs. 3-G in. broad, 3-parted; segments serrate, each with a long stalklet, the lateral
ones often divided into 3 Ifts. sepals shorter than the
petals; petals white; eve of fl. of 2 concentric red
:

:

LOASA
bands, with

yellow spots outside.

5

LH.

B.Jl. 6410.

LOBELIA

laterltia, Gill.

R.H. 18M,

25:302.

New

Grenada.

p. 233.

BB. Petals hrioh-red,
Without stinging hairs; stem scarcely

any: Ivs. opposite, loiig-petioled,pinnatisect; segments
rotundate, crenately lolied: peduncles twin, l-llil., terminal, ahout as long as the leaf: calyx lobes oval, longer
than the corolla tube, lialf shorter tlian the corolla.
Tlie above description is from tho original one.
Cliile.
A much confused plant (see addenda of Ind. Kew
under Loasa and Blunienbachia; also equivocal passages in Engler & Prantl Pll. Fam. 3:Ca:118, 110, Lieferung 100). The stinging vine 10-20 ft. Iiigh pictured
in B^BL 3032 as L. lateriiia, is a Blumenbachia, of tho
section Raphisanthe. L. aiirantlaca, Hort., is usually
given as a synonj'ni of L. laferilui in botanies, but is
kept separate in the trade.

LOBfiLIA (Matthias von Lobel, or L'Obel, 1538-1010,
and author. Latinized LoboUus).
/jobeliAcece by some combined with the Campcin uliicece).
More than 200 herbs (or sometimes subshrubs in the
tropics) of wide distribution in temperate and tropical
regions, comprising many species with very showy
tlowers. Corolla gamopetalous and tubular, split down
one side; lobes 5, the 3 on the lower side (as tlio fl.
stands) somewhat united and forming a lip, the other 2

a Flemish botanist
(

cleft or split) erect or turned
calyx short-tubular or globular, joined to the
stamens 5, united into a tube
ovary, .short-toothed
around the single stylo, the tube often protruding from
The
corolla:
fr. a 2-valved cajisnle.
the
into
cleft
the
tlowers are blue, red or yellowish, on 1-fld. pedicels, which
Lvs. alternate,
are arranged in a terminal racinie.
mostly narrow.
There are two hortieultm-al groups of Lobelias,— the
annuals and the perennials. The annuals are low, normally blue-lid. species suitable for bedding and edgings.
They are of the easiest culture eitln'r from seeds or
See i. AV/iiHS (No. 1). The perennials are
cuttings.
again of two types,— the hardy and the half-hardy or
tender. Tho hardy kinds are natives, of which L. cardinalis and L. syphilitica are the leading representatives. These inhabit bogs and low places, and the best
results under cult, are to he expected in moist and
cool spots. The half-hardy sorts are chiefly derivatives
.if the Mexican L. fnliinni, a plant which is deservedly
popular in the Old World, but wiiich has not attained
CTeat favor here. Those species may be bedded out in
They are carried over winter in
the northern states.
Tliey usually give good results the
pots or in a cellar.
first vear from seed, it started early; or seeds nuiy bo
sown'inthe fall and tlie plants carried over in a frame.
The hardiness of the hybrid perennial Lobelias in this
country is yet to be determined. It is prol)able that
forms of L. fiilgens will stand outdoors in the middle
In the latitude of
states if given winter protection.
Washington they are liardy in winter but are scarcely
aljle to withstand the summers.
(1

on either side of the

liacli

;

;

INDEX.
alba, 1

Goldelse,

c, 6.

Paxtoniana

1 b.

perennis.

1 c.

alrosangiUnca.d.

Golden Queen,

Iiicolor.l-

gracilis, 1, 2.
Ki'ai"liH'>ra. 1 c.

pumda. 1 a.
Qneen Victoria,

hetemiihylla,

rnmosa,

c-mlinaiis,

7.

CamniUesii, 13.
compacta, 1 a.
Erinns,

frirmosa, 0.
fnlgens, 0.
tlerardi, 11.
glaiidulosa, C.

laxitlnra,
'

10.

and acute near the top of the stem, and mostly sharpangle-toothcd: lis. y^-'A in. across, on slender pedicels,
light blue with a lighter center; the calyx lobes awllike, spreading, as long as the corolla tube; 3 lower
lobes of corolla large and spreading.
B. M.
S. Afr.
514, 901. — One of the commonest of all annual edging
]>!ants, particularly for early season effects.
In our hot
clinuite, it often ceases blooming in midsummer, but
with good soil, plenty of water, and occasional catting
back, it will bloom till frost. Seeds
sown in .January and February will
give blooming plants by April and
I\lay.
For fls. alone, rather than
for edgings, the seeds may be
started later, or even sown in the
,,

,

oi>en ground. For definite results
in edgings, however, it is usually
better to start from cuttings. In
fall, lift the best plants and
grow them in pots through the
winter as stocks from wliich to secure citttings. Ctittings taken in

the

January or February sliould 1307. Lobeha Erinus.
plants hj ]\la}-.
give bloouiing
Natural size.
Seedlings vary, and one cannot
relyonthetu for specific effects in design work, although
they may be best for the amateur who desires only fls.
Some strains of see<ls, however, come very true. Lobelia Erinns is also a good pot-plant for the winter conservatory.
Tho forms
Lobelia- Erinns is exceedingly variable.
fall into three groups:
Var. compacta or er§cta,
(a) Variation in liabil
dense-growing forms suitable for low, close edgings:
The most popular
subvaricties are blue, white, etc.
late

:

bedding forms belong to this strain. The name ereeta
is often used for the taller strains. Var, grdcilis, with
slender growth and suitable for vases or baskets
:

Var. pitmila. Very dwarf.
\'ariation in color of foliage: Golden Queen
and Goldelse, with yellowish foliage. Also forms
with bronzy foliage, but not constant.
(c) Variation in color and size of fls.: Var. dlba,
white. Var. J16re plfino, double. R.H. 1875:71. Var.
Various large-Hd. forms. Var. Kermegrandifldra.
Crimson. Var. Lindleyina. Rose-c"lor, with
sina.
white eye. Var. marmorita. Fls. marided. Var. Pax-

blue.

[h)

touiina'.

Light blue with white eye

:

growth

straf;gling.

Var. speci6sa.
Var.
Large-tld., liglit azure blue, with white eye,
Fls. blue or pink, with white eye and cartricolor.
Var.

Royal

Purple.

mine spots.
Beards or hairs on

BB.

Purple-blue.

all the anthers.

The three

fol-

lowing species are probably not in the Amer. trade,
The
althougli they are known as cult, plants.
n:inies sometimes occur, but tlie plants wliich they
represent are proliably forms of Jj. Erinus. But
the descriptions will enable the student to distinguish whether the species occur.
A foot or less high, slender, decum2. gracilis, Andr.
bent at tlie base, glaljrous: lower lvs. ovate and deeply
cut, the upper ones narrower and pinnatifld (becoming

9.

4.

Kivoirei, 12.
specjosa, 1 c.

5.

Kermesina,

1.

FndUei,'H.

1, 3, 4.

h.vhriOa, 10.

Kalmii,

erecta, 1 a.

1 b.

935

1 c.

marmorata,
Naiiseniana,

splendens,

8.

syphilitica, 6.

1:1.

Lindleyana, 1
Lugdunensis,

c.

tenuior,

11.

tricolor, 1 c.

1 c.

Tupa,

4.

14,

0.

Plant annual (or .to treated), low and diffusegrowing.
n. Beards or hairy tufts on only the two lower anthers.
not
1. Erlnus, Linn. (i.7i(;f«rop7?7;??(7, Hort., sometimes,
Labill. i. r/j-dci/j.'i, Hort., not Andr. L. hicolor, Biras).
Figs. 1307-8. Diffuse and half-trailing annual or perennial, much used for edgings. Glabrous or slightly
hairy below, G-12 in. high: lvs. variable, the lower ones
obtuse and obovate or spatnlate and crenate-toothed,
the upper ones oblanceolate or oblong Hiecoming linear
A.

^X-jP-'i^
Lobelia Erinus.
One of the most popular edging plants.
1308.

fls. yi-% in.
linear and entire at the top of the stem)
across, blue with a whitish eye, the middle lower lobe
strongly obovate, the 2 upper lobes small and curved and
usually hairy: fl. -cluster long and open, more or less
1-sided: seed angled, not winged. Austral. B.M. 741.
:

LOBELIA

LOBELIA

936

mostly sessile: seeds little tuberculate.
Tex., W. and S. — Once adv. by Saul.

Much like the last, but fls.
3. heteropli^lla, Labill.
larger, (the middle lobo nearly 1 in. long) and the lower
leaves parted into linear lobes: seed winged. Austral.
B.R. 23:2014. P.M. 9:101.

Plant perennial [rarely biennial), usuaUy

fall

or strict-growing.

Corolla

B.

very uyiequalhj bilabiate or

loiV'iT lip

S-lobed

and

'2 -lipped,
the
deflexed, the upper Up very

Nanseniana,o. purple-carmine sort,
is probably L. falgens. In Europe,
this Lobelia is one of the popular
bedding plants, but it has never
gained popularity in Amer. In this
country it is usually grown in pots
and treated as a conservatory sub-

small.
0.

Species:

fls.

blue [sometimes varying

to -white).

Kalmii, Linn. A slender perennial (sometimes biennial ?), G-18 in. high, glabrous, branched: Ivs. narrow-spatulate to linear at the top of the stem, remotely
denticulate: fls. small [% in. long), very light blue, in
a long, loose raceme, on filiform pedicels. On wet banks
and slopes and margins of bogs, in N. states: propagating by offsets. B.M. 22.'i8. — Sold by dealers in nativ
5.

plants.
G.

ject.

ccc.

Strong,

weedy herb, 2-3

mostly simple:

gla-

ft.,

oblongoval to lanceolate, attenuate to the apex but the point
mostly blunt, small-dentate or crenate-denticulate, narrowed into a very short petiole: fls. about 1 in. long in a
long, wand-like, racemose spike, blue or purplish, tho
calyx hairy and enlarging in
in. long
tube about
fruit, the lance-acuminate
lobes conspicuous, and bearing auricles in the sinuses.
Moist places,
E. states.
B.R. 7:537; 32: G (as L.

brous or nearly

K

so.

Ivs. thin,

;

fjlandndosa).
Mn. 7; GL —
Var. 61ba, Hort., has nearly
white fls. Interesting plant
for bog gardens and moist
borders. In <lry soils it will
grow, but with less vigor.
c:.

7.

Species:
flotvers
in
.shades of red (or yellow
or very rarely ivhite).
cardinalis, Linn.

dinal Flower.

Car-

Indian

PiNK. Fig. 1309. Straightgrowing, glabrous or very
nearly so, 2^ ft. tall, usually
unbranched
Ivs.
narrow,
varying from oblong-ovate
to lanceolate, tapering both
ways, the petiole very short
or none, margin irregularly
serrate: fls. bright intense
cardinal (rarely varying to
white), the tube 1 in. long,
the 3 lower lobes very narrow, the fls. borne in a long
racemose spike in which the
bracts are mostly very narrow and the upper ones little exceeding the pedicels
calyx hemispherical,
tho
tube much shorter than the
long-linear lobes: seeds dis:

;

tinctly
tuberculate.
Wet
places, as in swales, eastern

N. Amer.
1309.

Lobelia cardinalis.
(XJi^.)

BM.

F. 41.

- One

showy

of

all

320.

G.W.

of the most
native flowers,

and worthy of

cult, in

Species -hybrids

or

deriva-

tives: fls. mostly in shades
of red, pink or pnirple.

Useful for bog planting.

syphilitica, Linn.

places.

{L. formdsa, Hort. L. cardinctUs,
9. fiilgens, Willd.
Hort., in part). Very like the last, but fls. larger, deeper
red andmore showy, theSIobes of the lowerlip broader:
plant mostly pubescent (at least tho foliage), and variously tinged or spotted with brown or bronze: bracts
more leafy. Mex. B.M. 4002 (as L. splendens, var. atrosanguineaj. — Liong in cult, and a most desirable plant.
Not hardy without protection in the N. It has given rise
to many horticultural forms, some
of which (as "Queen Victoria") are
commonly referred to L. cardinalis.
The trade name Z/. cardinalis atrosanguinea probably belongs to this
species. The recent i. cardinalis

Erect or as4. t^nuior, R. Br. [L. ranidsa, Reuth.).
cending, 12-18 in., pubescent: lower Ivs. small, mostly
ternately divided, the upper Ivs. linear and mostly entire: fls. rather large, bright blue, borne far apart on
very slender pedicels, the middle lobe much the largest
and" obovate: seed smooth and shining, compressed.
Austral. B.M.^IM {its L.heterophylla). B.2:93. R.H.
1856:281. G.C. II. 15:105.
AA.

Wet

any

moist border. It has been long in cultivation, but has
probably given no important horticultural forms.
Like L. cardinaJis, but more
8. spl^ndens, Willd.
slender, the Ivs. narrower and glandular denticulate,

The hybrid
10. hjbrida, Hort.
Lobelias are mostly of French origin, and they are little known in
the Amer. trade, although they are
occasionally imported by amateurs.
It is doubtful if they will endure
the winters of the northern states,
although they make excellent pot
subjects for blooming in the summer border. They may also be
planted in the open and lifted on 1310. Lobelia Rivoireithe approach of winter: or new stock
(XV3.)
can be raised from divisions of
the old plants, or fi'om offsets, or from seeds. Many of
these hybrids are most showy, and they should be better known in Amer.
It is probable that they are derived chietly from Z/. falgens, although they are said to
come largely from L. cardinalis, but £/. falgens and L.
cardinalis are confused amongst gardeners, i. sypliilitica has also, apparently, entered into some of these
hybrid derivatives, particularly those with blue or purple colors. These hybrids are sometimes known collec
tively as L. hyhrlda and L. perennis hyhrida. Two re
cent forms deserve separate mention:
11. GerArdi, Hort. HohitofL.fulgensoTL.cardinadis:
Ivs. lanceolate or lance-oblong, glabrous, denticulate:
fls. in a heavy terminal spike or raceme, rich violet,
\% in. or more long. Obtained by Chabanne and Goujon of the Botanic Garden of Lyons, and introduced to
the trade in 1895 by Rivoire P^re et Fils, Lj^ons. The
hispid calyx suggests L. syphilitica. R.B. 22, p. 112.

I.H. 42, p. 268.— It varies into rose-color (var. Lugdun§nsis) and into coral-red, violet-purple, and tho like.
The pistillate parent was a form of i. syphilitica and
the starainate parent was the "Queen Victoria " form of
L. fnlgens. The plant was named for M. Gerard, director of the botanical collection at Lyons.
12. Riv6irei, Hort. (Fig. 1310), comprises still more
recent types, with very large rose or pink fls. Gn.
50:1238, which plate represents several derivative Lobelias. G.C. 111.24:233.

BB.

Corolla somewhat equally -^-lipped, the lower Up
only notched, the. upper one 2-parted.

Sypho13. laxifldra, HBK. [L. Cavanillesii, Mart.
cdnipylus hlcolor, Don). Tall, branching herb or subshrub, with thinly hairy stems: Ivs. lanceolate or ovatelanceolate, acuminate, sharp-denticulate: fls. nodding,

on long, axillary pedicels, IK iu. long, cylindrical, the
stamens projecting from the aide, red and yellow, pubescent.
Mex. B.M. 3G00. G.C- IIL 1:585.-An old
plant requiring cool greenhouse culture, or thriving in
the open in pots.
It may also be planted out like L.
falgens.

—

—

,

LOBELIA

LOGANBERRY

Corolla u-ith all the lobes united by (he tips Into
one lip.

BBB.

Tipa, Linn. (Tupa montdnn, Hort. L. Feuillci,
Very strong herb or subshrub (4-7 ft. tall),
erect and mostly simple: Ivs. oblong-oval, mostly acuminate, rugose, tomentose, denticulate: lis. in a long,
terminal raceme, blood-red, 1 in. long, the hooded lip
curving downwards and the column of stamens ascend14.

Don).

ing; caly.v lobes short.
p. 189.

— Cool

Chile.

B.M.

2.i50.

B.H.

1898,

greenhouse; hardy in .southern states with

protection.
L. artuEiia, Jlichx. ^lurli like L. sypliilitic'o., bnt the oalj'x
and not bispiil. N.O., south. L.dnceps Tlmnlj, Perenwith somewhat tlestiy Ivs. and2-winged stem, ,S.
Afr. B.M. 2277. as L. deeiimbens, and 2.^19, as L. rliizophyta.—
L. coronopifiilla. Linn. Somewhat shrubby, with pinnatiiid,
hairy Ivs. and handsome blue tis. (sometimes 1 in. long), on
longseanes. S. Afr. B.M.tlU, G.CAl. 15:105. ~L. Dortmdnjia,
Linn. Water Lobelia. Aquatic perennial. 1 ft. or less, with
Ivs. radical and submerged, and small pale blue tls.on a seape.
Useful amongst aciUiatic iilauts. Native.— ij. horteiisis, DC, is a
hybrid form of L. amoena, probably not in cult, now, L.inIndian Tobaoou, Annu.al, of N. Amer,. witli
flata, Linn,
ovate, pubescent, denticulate Ivs,, erect habit, and small'blueor
whitish tls.: herbage very acrid: pl;int formerly a domestic
remedy,— //, snhnnda. Benth, Annujd from Mex,, witli radical
iyrate Ivs. and small palo blue tls.on long pedicels, G.C.lll,
2:30b
L. H. B.
plain

nial, blue-flil.,

LOBLOLLY BAY.

Gordonia. Lasianthus.

LOCHfiKIA (probably

a personal name). Comprises
few species, which are now referred to Achimenes,
trade
are
2
specie,s,
L. IteteropJiylla, Oerst. or
the
In
L. ifjn4scens, Klotzsch (see AcJiimenes heteroptiylla
p. 18), and L. hiysitfa, Kegel (see Acltimenes hirsuta,
a

,

DC,

p. IS, .suppl. list).
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gigantic .seeds requires a considerable period of time,
and from the time of llowering to the full m;iturity of
the seeds is said to cover a period of nearly ten years.
The germination of such seeds is not an easy process,
requiring much room ami strong hear, the radicle being
corresponilingly large and ruiiniug down fur 3 ft. or
more before the top growth begins. These first steps
in the life of Lodoicea develop some very tender processes. Young plants of this palm require a strong and
moist heat; and a consideraljle amount of root room, in
combination with a light l)ut rich compost, is best adapted
to their needs. Seeds sometimes require 3 years to germinate. They are not advertised for sale at present, but
have been sold as curiosities now and then in America.
Their germination is a great event, bnt the jilants aro
never grown to any considerable height, as they require
too ranch care and room. See G.C. II. 20:181
111.4:732;
8:417. F,S. .5:.i23,
W. H. Taplix.
;

LCESfiLIA

(.John Lcnsel, an early Prussian botanist).
Very (dose to (-lilia, and often con-

Pnlt'ninniih-cd'.

witii it.
As finally outlined by Gray (Suppl.
Syn. Fl.), it is confined to INIexico ami includes perhaps
a dozen species. It somewhat resembles the Ipomopsis
section of (.iilia in hal>it. "Fls. involucrate or involucellate; both bracts and calyx wdiolly or partly scarions;
corolla funncdform, cither regular or one or two sinuses
deeper; seeds winged or margined, the surface becoming mucihigiudus when wetted. Sutfruti^ose, r;irely annual, with spinulose-toothed Ivs."

founded

L, coccinea, Don, is a handsome coolhonse plant with
brilliant rose-red tubular-trumpet-shaped fls. an inch long
in terminal fascicles or compound bracted racemes, with
stamens and 3-lobed stigma exserted: Ivs. small and

oval or cuneate-oval, sharply and often spinugrayish green: phint strict, pubescent,
woody, perennial. Winter Idoonnu". It does not apipear
L, tenuiSolia, Gray, and L. efSiisa,
in Amer. trade lists.
Gray, of S. C:rlif,, are plilox-like plants offered by OrThe former. Gray subsequently referred
ctitt, in 1891.
to Gilia tenuifolia, Gray, and the latter to Gitiu Diinnii,
Kellogg,
L, n. B.
stiffish,

lose dentate,

LOCO WEED.

See Astragalus.

LOCUST. Common Locust is Rohinia Pscndacacia.
Honey L.=GU'ditscliia triacanthus. Swamp or Water
L.^tf. aqnulii-a.

LODEMAN, ERNEST GUSTAVUS

(Plate X), hortiand writer, w:is born in Neufchatel,
Switzerhiud, May :}, 1857, and died Dec. 2, 1896. when
connected with Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. His
parent.s came to America when he was two years old,
his father becoming, in 1870, professor of modern languages in the State Normal School of Michigan. The
son entered the Agricultural College of Michigan, where
he graduated iu 1889. It was in tliis institution that the
writer made his acquaintance. Jlodest and lacking in
self-assertiou, he needetl encouragement and stimulus
In a real
to make a strong investig:itor and teacher.
estate venture in Florida, before hi.s entering the Agricultural College, be became interested in agricultural
problems :xnd resolved to devote his life to them. In
1890 he undertook work as private assistant to the writer;
and from this he became assistant and instructor in Corcultural investigator

In the extension work amongst New
York farmers he had charge of the investigations on
grapes and strawberries. He was tlie originator of the
spray-calendar idea. In 1896 he published "The Spraying of Plants," which is yet the fullest presentation of
the subject. This was prepared after a most thorough
traversing of the subject, both as author and experimenter, including a visit to Europe for the purpose of
tracing the French history of the subject. He was an
accomplished scholar, speaking German and French
with fluency and possessing a working knowledge of
other languages. His early death deprhed American
horticulture of a promising leader.
l H, B.
nell University.

LODOfCEA. The double cocoanut or coco do mer. as
L, Sechellarum (properly L. Cnllipiige, Comra,) has
been termed, is one of the giants among palms, its
straight and smooth trunk frequently reaching a height
of 100 feet, and it is also a centen:rrian before its full
growth is attained. The seeds of Lodoicea are probably
the largest known, the individu.al nuts being said to
weigh sometimes 40 pounds, though the largest seen by
the writer weighed about 15 lbs., and bore some resemblance to a malfonned cocoanut. The formation of such

LOGANBERRY. The Loganberry is

a valuable hybrid
;it
Santa Crnz, California, in 1881, by .Judge
H, Lo.gan, from a seed of tlie Aughinbangh blackberry, accidentally fertilized from an adjacent raspberry, supposed to be the old Red Antwerp. The Aughinbaugh is a pistillate variety of Mitbus vitifolius, the
extremely variable wild bhackberry of California, and
was a chance seedling found beneath the oaks of Alameda, about 1860. It is a strong-growing, dark green
vine of the dewberry type, but with fruit of the true
wild blackberry flavor. The Loganberry fruit has many
It is a rich, dark re<l
characteristics of both parents.
color when ripe, and sometimes is an inch and a quarter
widely disseminateil
plant
has
been
length.
The
in
throughout the United States and Europe since 1893,
when the California Experiment St;dion, after five years'
testing, first distributed stock. G.F, 7:4C0.
The Loganberry is propagated from stolons developed
in the autumn at the end of the canes, or from singleeye hardwood cuttings. Seedlings are especiidly unrePlants should be trained upon a wall or trellis,
liable.
keeping the berries from the ground. Two adj.acent
vines at Berkeley, California, cover 12 square yards and
yielded four gallons of fruit in 1899, If careful winter
protection is given, the plants can be grown in many
parts of New England and the middle states, according

produced

J.

4,") of "the
Rhode Island Experiment Station
and Bulletin 147 of the New York (Geneva) Station.
The v;due of the Loganberry for the home garden
wherever it is sufficiently hardy is generally recognized,
but its v.alue as a standard market crop has yet to be
determined. It proves difficult to tr.ansport to the Los
Angeles and San Francisco markets except when grown
•within a short distance, and dealers prefer the standard
berries. When it can be gathered near the time o£
greatest perfection and delivered directly to the consumer, it becomes a very popular fruit.
Chas, H, Shinn.
Tlie Loganberry in the East. -In the East the Loganberry has not met'the expectations at first entertained for

to Bulletin

LOGANBERRY

LOMARIA

requiring
it.
It is reported tender
the best of winter protection, and even then often being
injured. Thorough covering with earth in late autumn
is the most satisfactory method of doing this and is absolutely essential. The berries are large, but the plants,
at best, are only moderately productive. In quality the
fruit ranlis low, though apparently improved by cool<:ing. Few persons like the liavor of the fresh fruit. It
now seems unlikely that the Loganberry will over become
prominent in the East.
Fked W. Card.

does not grow quite as fast or as strong as either Z,
gibba or var. intermedia. There are several other va-
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in

LOISELE^RIA

nearly

(after J.

0.

all localities,

A.

Loiseleur-Deslong-

in Paris, 1744-1849).
Syn., Cham'jeledon, Ch<i nurchhts. Eriraceij:. Procum-

champs, physician and botanist

bent hardy evergreen shrub with very small, mostly opposite, closely set, entire !vs., and with small, usually
Well
rose-colored fis. in terminal, few-fld. umbels.
adapted for rockeries, forming depressed tufts, but not
easy to grow and rarely cult. It grows best in a sunny
or partly shaded position in a porous, peaty and sandy
soil, which is well drained and has a constant but moderjii-e supidy of moisture.
Prup. by seeds treated like those
A/.ak'aor by cuttings of half -ripened wood under glass.
Only one species in the subarctic regions and high rats,
of the northern hemisphere, formerly included under
Azalea, but more closely allied to Kalmia: corolla
broadly campanulatc, .0-clcft; stamens 5: capsule 2-3.jt:'

celled.

prociimbens, Desv. {Azalea procdmhen^i, Linn.). Only
a few inches high, quite glabrous: Ivs. petioted, oval
into narrow oblong, revolute at the margin, about
long: Ms. l-f) on rather short pedicels, pink or whitish,
about one-tifth in. acru^^s. July, Aug. L.B.C. 8:7Gl^.

K

Alfred Rehder.

LOLIUM

(the ancient Latin name). Orar/iriwi-r. Darspecies of the Old
nel. Rye-Grass. Includt's about
World grasses, 2 of which are introduced in the eastern
states and 2 are familiar fodder grasses of the same
region.
Perennial Rye-grass was probably the first
pasture grass to be cultivated in Great Britain, and is
grown there yet to a considerable extent, where it is said
to occupy the same relative position of importance that
Timothy does here.
weedy species, 1^. teniulentmn,
is supposed to be the "tares" of Scripture.
It is the
Darnel, although that name is sometimes, but perhaps
erroneously, applied to other species.
Spikelets sev-

A

edgewise on opposite
sid^s of a zigzag axis, forming a narrow spike. Our 2
cult, species are short-lived perennials or the second
scarcely more than an annual, not to be recommended
for permanent pasture or lawn, but are frequently employed for hay or annual pasture. They are successful
only in the moist regions of the eastern states. Seed
eral-tld.,

sown

in

sessile,

autumn

and

placed

or early spring, 25 to

.30

pounds

to the

acre.

per^nne, Linn. Perennial Rye-grass. One to .3 ft.
high, with flat, shining Ivs. and a sliender spike, 4-10 in.
long: spikelets 8-lG-fld., awnless or only short awned.
Itilicum, A. Br. Italian Rye-grass. Considered by
as a variety of the preceding. Differs chiefly in

many

having longer awns to the

florets.

_^_

g^

Hitchcock.

It

commercial value.
Propagation is entirely from spores, which are produced freely on the second or third course of fronds.
These spores must be treated much like other fern
spores. They should be sown or laid upon very fine
peaty soil or fine leaf -mold with a good portion of very
rieties of less

(Greek,

Lowa:

little loam mixed
warm, moist place

in and again placed in
in the propagating- or
with glass. Give air and

with perhaps a
a congenial,

warmhouse, and again covered
ventilation to keep them from being attacked by fungus. After producing the first two upright fronds, they

may

be put into thumb-pots. The soil now should be
one-half loam aud one-half peaty or leaf-mold soil, with
plenty of sharp sand. Ample drainage must be afforded,
and the plants kept in a temi^erature of not less than
G0° to 05°.

The Lomarias, above all other ferns, must never be
allowed to get thoroughly dry. They love abundance of
water.
Under proper treatment, they will soon make
fine specimens. When the plants are of good size, they
may be grown into miniature tree ferns, and as they
make quantities of roots and soon get pot-bound, they
can be reduced and root-pruned and put back into
S]nal]er pots. With gentle bottom heat, they soon make
When
a new set of roots and new crowns or tops.
thoroughly established in this shape, they make fine
decorative plants. Lomarias should never be exposed
to the full sun.
Henry A. Siebrecht.
A.

Plant with
B.

cill&,ta,

(I

distinct caudex or trunk.

Lvs. 6-12 in, long.

Moore. Caudex 6

blackish:

in.

high,

\%

in. thick:

stipes

lvs. 8-12 in. long, the upper pinnse with a
at the lower side of the base; fertile

rounded auricle

lvs. narrow-linear.

New

Caledonia.

lanceolita, Spreng. Caudex elongate, densely clothed
with dark brown scales: lvs. 6-12 in. long, 2-4 in. wide,
with close, slightly falcate pinna?; texture leathery;
fertile pinnffi linear spreading. Australia aud Polynesia.

BB. Lvs. 1)4-3

ft.

long.

Lower pinnm connected at
Willd.
Caudex ascending

base.

c.

discolor,

glossy, with dense scales at base:

:

stipes

black,

lvs. l/o-3 ft. long,

wide, with pinme narrowed sudileniy toward the
point; fertile pinufe narrower and shorter. Australia
and New Zealand.

4-(i in.

gibba, Labill. Caudex 2-3 ft.
bla(dc scales: lvs. 2-3 ft. long,

narrower, 4-6
i

nf''rmedia

New
a forage).

warm and close
A temperature

them. The pans or boxes should be covered with a
fiane of glass, and this must be removed at intervals in
order to keep the germinating spores from damping-off.
After the young plants are large enough to be bandied
with the assistance of a small stick, they may be pricked
off and transferred into fresh soil of the same quality,

Tj.

LOMARIA

sliallow pans, l)Oxes or flats, and
atmosphere, well shaded from
of 75° to 80^ is best suited to

silver sand, in

fine

kept in a
the sun.

in.

long.

Hort.,
Caledonia.
,

— Var.

may be

high stipes short, with
in. wide; fertile pinnae
:

platyptera,

is

advertised.

derived from this species.

PoJi/jiodidccfr.

A

genus of rather coarse ferns occasionally with a short
caudex, allied to Blechnura.
Sori arranged in lines,
parallel with the midrib, and occupying nearly the entire space between the midrib and the margin of the
Ifaf. Lvs. of 2 sorts. Som^^ .35 species are known, largely
from the southern hemisphere.
l. m_ Underwood.

Lomaria gibba is one of the most distinct and symmetrical ferns in cultivatiim. It includes several valuable varieties. The terminal cycas-like crowns are most
beautiful and graceful. In their young state Lomarias
make good plants for table decorations, principally as
center pieces, but after they begin to form a steju or
trunk-like base, they make fine decorative house specimens. Var. intermedia is .somewhat coarser than //.
f/if>ha and of more erect habit.
Var. cri^pa differs only
in the pinnae being more or less crested and wrinkled.

CO.

Lower pi nnoj narrowed

at lyase

and

distinct.

Bory^na, Willd. Candex stout, erect, 1-2 ft. high,
woody, densely scaly: Ivs. lJ^-2 ft. long, 6-8 in. wide,
narrowed and sometimes auricled at base; fertile pinnse
narrow-linear, close. West Indies to Patagonia, Mauriand S. Africa. — Probably includes 2 or 3 species,
among them L. ;^amia' folia, Hort.

tins

aa.

Plant

will/ a s/oaf, short,

creeping rhizome.

Spicant, Desv. Sterile Ivs. lanceolate, 6-9 in. long,
1-1 '^> in. wide, gradually narrowed below; fertile lvs.
1 ft. long, with longer stalks (6-9 in.) and narrowly linear pinnae.
Eu., western N. Amer. — The large CalJfornian form with Ivs. 2-rt ft. long is possibly a distinct
siiecies. The European plant was early called Sfruthiopteris spieant by Scopoli, by which name it is nowcited

LOMARIA
as the earliest generic

name.

LONICERA

Hardy;

needs deepest

Lvs. 15-20 in. long, abniptly
Nipp6nica, Kunze.
pointed at tlie ape.K, tin; lower divisions gradually reduced and strikingly sxircurrent; texture thick; fertile
in. apart, narrowdinear, scarcely
lvs. witli piiinje
forming a wing to the rachis: indusia forming pod like
Sometimes referred to
structures, tough, persistent.

M

Japan.

the last species.

l.

Underwood.

jj.

LOMARIOPSIS. Consult AcrosiU'lium

LOMATOPH'STLHTM

is

sarbifoliiun.

a genus of the

lily

f.amily

species in the Mascarene Islands. They have
the habit and perianth of Aloe, but differ in the redmargined leaves and fr. a berry. They are tieshy subshrubs with herniapbrodite lis. and introrse anthers as
in Sanseviera, but differ in having declined hypogynous
stamens and several ovules in a cell, whereas Sanseviera
has erect stamens inserted on the throat of the tube and
solitary ovules. Not cult.
3-.^

LdNAS

spikes or clusters; the red, yellow, blue or black bermany species very decorative. The Upright
or Bush Honeysuckles are very valuable for shrubberies, and the low procumbent species, like L. spinosa
and rupicola, are well suited for rockeries. Most of the
cultivated species are hardy North, but L. l^tandislii,
fraijrantiasinia, nummutarifolia, i.edebouri. gniiiquelocnlaris, Wehbiana, rupicola, and other Himalayan
species are less hardy and need sheltered positions or
Some of the handsomest in bloom
protection North.
are the well-known L. Talarica, floribunda, .-ipinosa.
Jfaacl^ii, Morroici, Lcdcbonri ; for the sw'eet-scented
early lis., L. Staiuli.'^lii and fraejrantissiyna are to be
ries are in

shade.

with

939

(possibly a recombination of

some

with very decorative
Tatarica, firucilipcs, alpiijena,
chrysantha. Loniceras thrive in almost any good garden
soil, and prefer mostly sunny position, but 1>. ciliata,
nigra, Ledebouri, lii.ipida and A'ylostcntn grow as well
or better in partly shaded situations. Pruning may be
done during winter except in the early-flowering species.

recommended.

Honeysuckles

fruits are L. Jlorroici,

of the let-

ters of Santolina). Oonip6sit(e. This includes an unimportant, hardy, yellow-flowered "everlasting" known to

the trade as the African Daisy or Atkanasia annua.
The heads are about three-eighths of an inch across, and
compose<l entirely of disk Hs. There are 14 or more
heads in the largest corymb, which may be 2 in. across.
This plant was removed from Athanasia largely because
it is an annual herb, while the Athanasias are shrubs
more fundamental reason for giving
or subsbrubs.
this plant a separate genus is that it has a cup-shaped
pappus, while in Athanasia the pappus is absent or consists of small, rather bristly chat! or else of hyaline

A

hairs.

inoddra, G.'ertu. (Athanasia,

dnnua^ Linn.). Afkican

Fle.shy, branching, 1 ft. high: lvs. alternate,
pinnatifld, the divisions linear, entire, remote: corymbs
dense: seed.s ;i-ribbed, not hairy. Mediterranean region.

Daisy.

B.M. 227G. J.H,

111. 31:281.

LONDON PUEPLE.

See Insecticides.

LONGWORTH, NICHOLAS

(17S3-1863)

has

been

called the "father of American grape culture." Plate X.
He was born in Newark, N. J. He early went to Cincinnati, then in the young and growing West, and engaged in banking and other business. He early becanje
interested in agricultural affairs, and particularly in the

From John Adium be received the Catawba, and
became the means of making grape-growing a comgrape.

mercial success in the Oliio valley. He was a leader in
the company of horticultural experts and writers
which made" Cincinnati famous in the middle of the
century. Longworih was one of the first to perceive
that many strawberries are infertile with themselves,
and to suggest the planting of pollinizers, although the
imperfect nature of the strawberry blossom had been
known long before his time. He also introduced the
Ohio Everbearing raspberry, the first improved variety
Longworth was a pioneer of
of Bubus occidentalis.
horticulture in the expanding West, and, more than that,
he was a guiding spirit in horticultural affairs of national importance. In 184G he published a pamphlet on
"The Cultivation of the Grape, and Manufacture of
Wine. Also, Character and Habits of the Strawberry
Plant." He also contributed achapteron the str;xwberry
to Buchanan's "Culture of the Grape." For further notices, see Hovey's "Magazine of Hort." 29:1G0, "Evolution of Our Native Fruits," and our article on Hortishows Mr. Longn-orth
culture. The portrait in Plate
at 74 years of age.
L. H. B.

X

Lonicer or Lonitzer, a GerIncluding
1.528-1586).
Caprifd'liwm, XiiUsteam, Nintba and Chainn>c(rasus.
deciduous,
Ornamental
Capri'oliacew. Honevsuckle.
rarely evergreen, shrubs of upright or climbing habit,
with opposite, entire lvs. and tubular, mostly 2-lipped
often
fla. of white, yellow, pink, scarlet or purple color,
fragrant, appearing In axillary pairs or in terminal

LONlCERA

(after

man physician and

Adam

naturalist,

1311.

Fly Honeysuckle. Lonicera

ciliata,

(X5s.)
like L. Staiidishi, fraqrnntissima, (jracilipes and hispida. The Climbing Honeysuckles are well adapted for
covering walls, arbors and other trelliswork; they have
mostly handsome and often sweet-scented fls., but are
somewhat deficient in foliage, with the exception of L.
Japonica, and apt to become leafless and unsightly at
the base, and therefore may be mixed with other
climbers, like Anipelopsis, Akebia, Clematis. They perhaps show their beauty to the best advantage when allowed to ramble over shrubs and small trees. Those of
the Capritolium group are mostly hardy North, with the
exception of the southern European species and L. liisp id u la, v^hile of the Nintoa group L. Japonica is hardy
North, at least in a sheltered position; this species
makes also a verv handsome ground cover, arjd, like Ii.
PericUjmenum, grows well in shade, but the others
prefer .sunny positions. Prop, by seeds sown in fall or
also by
stratified and by cuttings of ripened wood
;

green-wood cuttings under glass in summer, buti. CaprifoUum. sempervirens and allied species grow less
readily in this way. £. spinosa is sometimes grafted
high on stems of L. Talarica, thus forming a small
weeping tree. About 140 species throughout the north-

:
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hemisphere, more than CO of which, besides many
hybrids, are iu cultivation. Lvs. sometimes sinuately
lo'bed, in a few species with distinct stipules, mostly
deciduous: fls. in axillary peduncled pairs or in sessile
whorls at the end of the branches; calyx 5-toothed;
corolla with short or slender, often gibbous tube, 2lipped or almost equally 5-lobed; stamens 5: ovary inferior, usually 2-3-celled: berry few- to many-seeded.

em

EE.

INDEX.
nlb;i, 17. 20.

Alberti, 1.
alpitjena, 12.
jingustifolia, 17.
aureo-reticiilata, 10.
Belgica. 22.

hrackypoda,
Browiii,

19.

'60.

OaUfoniicn, 34.
Canadensis, 8.
Caprifolium. 25,
Caucasica, 13.
Chinensis, 19.

20.

grandiflora,

PericlymenurQ,

Halleana, 19.
Heekrotti, 2k
Hildebrandiana,

Pht/lomelcc, 7.
Plantierensis, 30.
prcecox, 26.

pubescens, 31.
pulclierrima, 17.

implexa, 27.
intermedia, 4.

reticulata aurea, 19.
rubella, 25.
rubiflora, 17.
rupicola, 2.

Italica, 25.

coerulea, 6.
dioica, 33.

Japoiiica, 19.

Douglasi,

latifolia. 17.

Karellni,

Rupreclitiana,
semperflorens,

0.

Ledebouri,

Morrowi;

fragrantissima,

11.

fuchsioides, 30.
Kigantea, 23.
(llauca, 33.

10.
22,

30.

serotin.a, 22.

4.

30.

15.

Niaguarilli, 11.
oblongifolia, 9.

SibiHca, 17.
S'iriensis, 10.
speciosa, 17, 30.
spinosa, 1.
splendens, 17.
Standishi, 10.
Sullivanti, 29.

oecidentalis, 35.

Tatariea,

orientiilis, 13.
pallida, 26.

vncillans, 34.

17.

Xylosteum,

32.

rareJij solitary.

Fls. with almost regular 5-lohed Hmh.

Corolla riot gibbous at the base: low shrubs, tvith
slender, recurving or prostrate branches arid

small

;

B.M.

Brads small and narrow.

ceertilea,

ciU^ta, Muhlenb.

{L. Canadensis, Marsh.).

Fig.

5 ft.: lvs. ovate or oval, rounded or
cordate at the base, ciliate, pubescent beneath when
young, lJ-2-3 in. long: fls. slender-peduncled, always in
pairs, yellowish, sometimes slightly tinged red, 3^ in.
long: fr. lightred. April, May. Canada to Pa. andMich.
B.B. 3:241."

c.

lvs.

Shrub, to 2 ft.,
1. spinosa, Jacq. {L. Alberti iyRegel).
with slender branches; rigid and spiny in hi,i?h alpine
somelvs.
linear
linear-lanceolate,
or
regions, glabrous:
times with 2-4 teeth at the base, glaucous or bluish
green, i-,<-lKin. long: fls. on slender, erect peduncles,
stamens exrosy pink, fragrant, with slender tube
serted.
May, June. Turkestan, Himal. iU. 30:1065.

white.

%
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14-.

fls.

Linn. Bluch-branched erect or spreading
shrub, to 3 ft., with glabrous or pubescent branchlets:
lvs. often stipulate oval or obovate to oblong-lanceolate,
pubescent or almost glabrous, pale or glaucous green,
1-2 in. long: fls. short-peduncled, yellowish or greenish
white, Ja-H in. long: fr. blue, bloomy; berries connate
only at the base, but wholly covered by the connate
bractlets and hence seemingly connate. April, May. N.
Eu., N.Asia and in N. America south to Tenn., Wis.
andCalif. B.M. 19G5.- Var. viI16sa, Torr. & Gr. Branchlets and lvs. villous pubescent. Var. gracilifldra, Dipp.
[L. Karellni, Hort., not Bge.). With upright rather
slender, bright red branches, slightly pubescent: fls.
with slender tube.
7. gracilipes, Miq. (£. P7iy?ome?fe, Hort.).
Shrub, to
6 ft., almost glabrous: lvs. roundish-ovate to oblongwith
bright
green
often
reddish
ovate, ciliate,
margin,
1-2 >2 in. long: peduncles slender, nodding, usually 1-fld.;
in. long: fr. rather large,
corolla pink, rarely white,
pendulous, bright red. April, May. Japan. G.F. 10:205.
— A graceful specif s; one of the earliest to bloom, and
very handsome in June with its pendulous scarlet fls.
8.

villosa, 0.

Habit upright: fU. in pairs,
B.

c.

3.

Magnevillca,
media, 33.
minor, 30.

floribunda, 18.
Fraseri, 28.

A,

quercit'olia, 22.

longiflora 20.

flavescens, 3.
flexuosa, 19.

Olaucescens,

21.

22.

hirsuta, 3J-.
hispida. 5.
hispidula, 32.

<'iliosa, 35.

32.
Etriisca, 23, 25.
flava, 28, 30.
flava nova, 36.

17.

DD.
G.

(frafa, 20.

involucrata,

ciliata, 8.

and

parvifolia, 17
sni'pK
parviflora, 33.
perfoliaia, 20.

graciliflora. C.
graciiipes. 7.
gracilis, 17.

Color of

Shrub, with spreading branches,
hispida. Pall.
bristly-hispid: wiuter-buds large, 2-valvcd: lvs. obovate to oblong, ciliate and hirsute, at least when young,
sometimes glaucous beneath, 1>2-2K in. long: fls. nodding, white, salver-shaped, hisid, 1-lK in. long: bractApril, May. Altai,
lets none: fr. oblong, bright red.
Himalayas. — Distinct and handsome with its rather
large white flowers.
5.

Shrub, to

BB. Fls, 2-lipped.
Ovaries and frs. connate or partly connate, only
occasionally separate : fls. rather small.
D. Bractlets none: fls. white or yellowish.

Hook.

Ivg. almost
Shrub, to 5 ft.
pubescent beneatb, l-2Min.
long: fls, slender-peduncled; corolla hairy outside, yellowish white, sometimes tinged purplish: berries dark
red. May. June. Quebec to Manitoba, south to Pa. and
Mich. B".B. 3:240.
9.

oblongi?61ia,

:

sessile, oval-oblong, obtuse,

7394.

Thoms
Low and almost
2. rupicola, Hook. f. &
prostrate: lvs. often in 3's, oblong to oblong-ovate,
glabrous or tomentose beneath, about Kin. long: fis.
sbort-pediincled, light pink, with short tube; stamens
and style included. June, July. China, Himal.
00,

Corolla more or less gibbous: erect shrubs:

lvs.

larger.
D.

Bracts at the base of
E.

3.

Color of

fls.

fls.

large, ovate or cordate.

yellow or scarlet.

Banks (L. flavescens, Dip^p.). Shrub,
upright branches, glabrous or somewhat

involucr^ta,

to 3 ft., with

elliptic-ovate to oblong-lanceolate,
puliescent:
bright green, thin, slightly pubescent beneath when
young, 2-5 in. long: lis. erect, long-pnduncled; corolla
ypUowish or slightly tinged red, viscid, pubescent, with
in. long: l)erries black, shinshort erect lobes, about
Inir, almost enclosed by the enlarged purple bractlets.
M:iv-Julv. Ontario to Ahiska, south to Utah and Calif.
B.U. 14:1179. B.B. 3:242.
lvs.

K

4.

Ledeboiiri, Eschsch.(/y.n(/f?'m<V?/fl, Kellogg). Sirai-

hir to the former, but more vigorous, branches sometimes sarmentose, to 15 ft. h»ng: lvs. of firmer textiire,
dark green above, pubescent beneath: fls. more salverfdiaped, with rounded, spreading lobes, scarlet-red outside,
in. long; stamens shorter than lohes.
MayJuly.
Calif.
Gt. 2:04.
R.H. 1843:373. -Much handsomer than the former, but more tender.

%

Lonicera Xylosteum

1312.

{X%).

L. fragran10. Stindlshi, Carr. {L. Sinensis, Uovt.
tissima, Lindl.j. Half-evergreen shrub, with spi'eading
branches, to G ft. branchlets with reflexed bristly hairs
lvs. coriaceous, oblong-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, ciliate, bristly hairy on both sides or glabrous
above, 3-4 in. long: fls. on rather short ciirved peduncles, white or slightly blushed, very fragrant, Vi-Jg inlong: fr. scarlft." March, Apr. China. B.M. 5709. G.C.
:

111. 5:245.

R.H.

1873, p. 148.

,
,

::
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EragrrantiSBima, Carr. (L., or Caprifolium, IfiaSimilar to tlje former, but "witli long
recurvintc and almost glabrous branches
slender
and
Ivs. broadly ovate or obovate, acute, almost glabrous,
but bristly on the midrib beneath and ciliate, l-2>2 in.
]Marcb-]\lay. G.C. III.
long: corolla glabrous outside.
,5:245. R.H. 18713, p. 1C9. — Less hardy than the former.
Both have handsome half-evergreen foliage and very
early, sweet-scented, though not very showy flowers.
11.

DD. Fls.

or red, souieliines ujtite, but not
eJtangintj to yellow.

piiilc

niiartUi, Hort.).

DD.

Bractlcts

pr<^se7tf

,

violet or

small, (flayidular

:

dull

fls.

brownish red.

alpig6na,tjinn. Shrub, to 8 ft., with stout branches:
ohlong-obovate or oblong, short acuminate, glossy
and dark green above, light green and often pubescent
lis. long-peduncled, with short
beneath, 2-4 in. long
usually yellowish green tube and brownish red limb:
April, I\lay. Mts. of M. Eu.
fr. bright scarlet, shining.
and W. Asia. —Very handsome in fruit.
12.

Ivs.

:
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17. Tatirica, Linn. Pig. 1313. Shrub, to 10 ft., almost
glabrous: Ivs. cordate or rounded at the base, ovate to

ovate-lanceolate, ciliate, sometimes slightlj^ pubescent
beneath when young, 1-2H in. long: fls. slender-peduncled, pink, crimson orwhite, the upper lip deeply divided,
spreading: bractlets small, glabrous: fr. red, rarely
yellow. May, June. S. E. Russia to Siberia. B.R. 1:31.
R.H. 1868:392. Gt. 18:627.- Variable in size and shade
of fls. Var. alba, Kegel (var. dlbn grandiflora, Ili.rt.).
Fls. white, large. Var. angiistifblia, Kirchn. {L. atigusW/n,Wender.). Lvs. narrow-lanceolate: fls. bright pink.
Var. latifdlia, Loud. (var. grandlftora and var. grandiflora rubra, Flort.
var. speciosa, var. pulcherrinia
Hort.). Large-leaved form, with large pink fls., the
lobes bordered lighter pink. R.H. 1844:109. A form of
this with deeper pink fls. is var. speci6sa, Carr. (var.
splendens, Regel). R. H. 1868:392. Gt. 18:627.
Var.
parviidlia, Jiiger (var. gracilis, Carr.; L. parvif<}lia
Hayne, not Edgew.). Lvs. smaller, obtuse: fls. pure
wliite, small, with broad and short lobes: fr. orange-red.
Var. rubiflora, DC. (L. Sibirica, Hort.). Fls. deep pink.
;

18. florlhunda, Boiss. &Buhse. Shrub, to 8 ft.; finely
tomentose: lvs. roundish ovate to oval, obtuse, pubescent on both sides, bluish or ^^rayish green, %-}% in.
long: fls. sleniler-peduncled, light pink, upper lip di\-i(led (not beyond the middle), with ovate erect lobes:
bractlets small, pubescent: fr. red. June. Transcauc,
Persia. Gt. 42, p. 103, Figs. 4-6. — Very free-flowering
shrub, with distinct, bluish green foliage.

AA. Habit climbing, rarely almost shrubby.
B. Fls. in pairs, 2-lipped, sometimes croa:ded at the
end of branches; tube slender. {jVintoa.}

1313.

Lonlcera Tataiica (X

(L. Caucdsica, Bieb.). Shrub,
13. orient&lis. Lam.
almost glabrous: Ivs. elliptic or ovate to oblong-ovate, rarely oblong-lanceolate, dark green above,
pale or glaucescent beneath, 2-4 in. long: fls. short-peduncled, pale violet or pinkish: fr. black, wholly connate. May, June. W. Asia to Kamschatka. Gt. 11:359.
to 10 ft.,

— Fls. and

frs.

cc.
D.

not very conspicuous.

Ovaries and

frs.

19. Jap6nica, Thunb.
Pig. 1314. Climbing, to 15 ft.
high: branchlets usually pubescent when young: lvs.
half-evergreen, roundish ovate to oldong, pubescent beneath or almost glabrous, 1^2-3 in. long: fls. short-pedicelled, white, changing to yellow, often purplish outside, very fragrant, glandular-pubescent outside, lK-2
in. long: fr. black, separate. June-Aug. China, Japan;
luituralized in some places from N. Y. to N. C.
B. B.
,3:240. — Var. aureo-reticulata, Arb. Kew. {L. reiiculflta
uitrea, Hort. L. braehypoda retiealilta, Hort.}. A form
of var. flexiiosa, with the smaller and shorter lvs. handsomely netted yellow. B.H. 21:59. Var. Jlexu6sa, Arb.
Kew. {L. flex\ibsa, Thunb. h. braehypoda DC). Less
high climbing: Ivs. ovate or oblong, obtusish, mostly
only pubescent on the veins Ijeneath: peduncles usually
OS long as petioles or shorter: corolla ^-1% in. long,
with the limb shorter than tube: bractlets broad, as
long as ovary. Var. Chin^nsis, Bak. (L. Chinensis,
Wats.). Lvs. ovate, acute, ciliate and pubescent only at
the veins beneath, often with purplish hue beneath;
peduncles usually longer than petioles: corolla l!>^-2 in.
long, tube about as long as limb: bractlets narrow,
about half as long as ovarv. B.R. 9:712. B.M. 3316.
L.B.C. 11:1037. Var. Halliana, Arb. Kew. (L. flexubsa
,

separate.

Fts. ivldte oryellowisli ivhite, cJinnging

to

yeUow:

branches 2}ubescent.

Shnib, to 10 ft. Ivs.
14. Xyl6steum, Linn. Fig. 1312.
broadly oval to obovate, acute, dull green, pubescent
above, usually glabrous at length, 1-3 in. long: fls. peduncled, yellowish white, often slightly tinged red, hairy
outside: bractlets pubescent, about half as high as ovary
berries dark red. Jlay, June. Eu., "W. and N. Asia,
sometimes escaped from cultivation. B.B. 3:241.
:

Shrub, to G ft., with wide spread15. M6rrowi, Gray.
ing branches: Ivs. oval or oblong-ovate, dark green
above, grayish tomeutose bene.ath, 1-2 in. long: fls.
peduncled, pure white at first, pubescent outside, upper
lip divided nearly to the base, with spreading lobes:
bractlets pubescent, about as long as ovary: fr. bloodred.
May, June. Japan. A. P. 11:1267. Gng. 5:329.Very decorative, with its bright red fruit from August
until late in fall. There is also a var. with yellow fruit.
16. Euprechtitaa, Kegel.
Shrub, to 12 ft. Ivs. ovatelanceolate to lanceolate, acuiuinate. usually dark green
above, grayish pubescent beneath, 2-4 in. long: fls. on
rather long peduncles, pure white at first, glabrous out•side: bractlets only glandular-cili.ate, small, about onethird of the ovary: fr. red or sometimes yellow. May,
June. Manshuria. Gt. 19:645. This species and the
preceding are likely to hybridize with the following;
these hybrids are very common, and may be recognized
by the glabrescent foliage and the tinge of pink in the
:

—

fls.

The true

hybrids.

-£. -fi'»/)«c7i;ia)m

is

much

rarer than

its

1314.

Lonicera Japonica (X

Commonly kuowu
ffallidna, Dipp.

^

)

in this country as L. Halliana.

Caprifolium Eallidnum, Hort.). Of

vigorous growth: Ivs. usually pubescent on both sides
when young, oblong-ovate, acute, to 2K in. long: fls.
short-peduncled; tube as long as limb: bractlets broad,
Flowering in fall, otherwise
halt' as long as ovarv.
hardly different from the tvpe. A. G. 12:663. Gng. 3:293.

:
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20. longiflora, DC.
Climbing shrub, glabrous: Ivs.
oblung-lanceolate, whining above, pale beneath, 2-2K in.
long: ris. in sbort-pudunclt;d pairs, sometimes crowded
towards the end of branches; corolla white, changing
to yellow, fragrant, 3-4 in. long, with very slender tube
bracts small, subulate: fr.white. S. China. B.R. ]5:1232

oval to oblong, the upper connate into a roundish cup,
almost glabrous, 2-4 in. long: whorls usually 2 or 3,'
each in the axils of connate lvs.: fls. yellowish white'
mostly purplish outside and often slightly hair)'-, to 2 in!
long, fragrant: hractlets very small or none.
May
June. M. Eu. toW. Asia. N. 2:290. B.B. 3:237.-Sometinies escaped from cultivation and described under the
name L. grata, Ait., as an American species. Var. 61ba,
Ait. {L. pallida, Hort. L. piwcox, Hort.). Fls. white'
appearing early. R.H. 1850:141.

942

(as Capri folium
Franceschi.

loiifji flora

} .

— Tender.

Int.

li.100,

by

Climbing shrub,
21. Hildebrandiana, Coll. S: Hemsl.
glabrous: tvs. broadly ovate or elliptic-ovate, abruptly
pointed, 4-G in. long: fls. on stout peduncles; corolla
5-7 in. long, glabrous outside, yellow at tirst, changing
to orungp-red, with long and slender tube. Summer.
Upper Burma. G. C. III. 24:210. B. M. 7677. -This has
the largest flowers of any species, but is not hardv
North.
BB.

i^^s^ sei^siJe, in iisnaUjf 6-fId. whorls at the end of
the branchlcfs, forming (er)niiial spikes or clus-

upper

ters:

ing.

Tnhe

Corolla dlstincthj ^-lipped.
1 in. or more long, glabrous
corolla never bright yellow.

of rnrolla slender,

No.27

inside except
E.

^Vllorls of fls.

:

forming a peduncled head or

all summer. Probably var. semp6r£lorens, Hort., figured inGn.
45:300, is not very different.
Var. quercltolia, Ait. Lvs. sinuately lobed; a curious but less

29. SuUivanti, Gray (L. fletva, Auth., not Sims).
Fig. 1317. Climbing about 4-5 ft., very glaucous; lvs.
oval or obovate, the upper connate into a large disk,
becoming thickish and very glaucous above, often
finely pubescent beneath, 2-4 in. long: fls. in shortstalked or almost sessile spikes corolla pale yellow,
often marked purplish outside, about 1 in. long;
tube gibbous, only little longer than limb. May,
June. Ontario to Manitoba, south to Tennessee.
R.H. 1856:221 (as i.^^at'a). G.F. 3:191.- Very handsome in fall with the abundant scarlet berries.
;

desirable form. Var. ser6tiiia,
Ait.
Similar to var. Belgtca,
but flowering in fall.
Climb23. "Etnisca, Santi.
ing: Ivs. broadly oval toobovate,
obtuse,
the
usually
upper ones
connate into an oval obtuse

.30.

Br6wni, Carr.
m p erviretis

(Ij.se

Browni,

disk, rarely distinct, 1-3 in.
long, glabrous or pul>escent: fl. -heads dense peduncled, often iri 3's: corolla yellowish white.
usually tinge<l red, fragrant, \%-l in. long, witli
May-July.
Distributed
very slender tube.
through the whole Mediterranean region in
many different forms. — Var. gigant^a, Hort. Of vigorous growth, with large pubescent leaves.

Heckr6tti, Hort.
Not much climbiug: lvs. ellipor oblong-elliptic, acute, almost sessile, the upper
pairs connate, glaucous beneath, glabrous, about 2 in.
long: fls. in peduncled spikes with few somewhat remote whorls, purple outside and sparingly glandular,
lK-2 in. long: hractlets about half as long as ovary.
Origin unknown, probably garden hybrid of L. J'Jtrusca
and an American species.
24.

tic

^Mlorls of

fls. all, or at least the lower ones, in
(he a.cils of connate lvs.

Itiilica,

ginate at the ends.
llkYa.,Simfi (Capri fdlium Frciseri, Fnrsh). Climbing to 10 ft.: lvs. broadly oval to elliptic, the upper
connate, bright green above, glaucous beneath, glabrous,
lX-3 in.: fls. in a peduncled head, bright or orangeyellow, fragrant, 1-lH in. long; tube slender, longer
than limb. April, May. N.C. to Ky., (-ia. and Alab
B.M. 1318. L. B.C. 4:338. G.F. 3:190. Gn. 45, p. 307.
— This species is rare in cultivation and mostly the following is cult, under this name.
28.

22. Pericl^menum, Linn.
(Caprifdlixm Periehjinentim, Roem. & Schult.). Woodbine. Fig. 1315. Climbing several ft. high: ivs. all distinct, ovate to oblongovate, acute, l'./-3 in. long, dark green above, pale or
glaucous beneath and sometimes sparingly pubescent:
fls. in a peduncled dense head, very fragrant, yellowish
white, usually carmine or purple outside and glandular
pubescent, 1 '^-2 in. long. June-Sept. Eu., N. Afr.. W.
Asia. — Var. B6lgica, Ait.
Of more vigorous growth,
sometimes shrubby: fls. bright red outside; blooming

25.

F.

spil-e:

hractlets large.

EE.

Tube of corolla gibbous or more or less ventricose,
less than 1 in. long, pubescent tvithin, hut almost
glabrous within and slender in No. ss.
E. Bractlets small or none.
Dish of connate lvs. mostly roundish, often emar-

DD.

Caprifolium.)

(

0.

D.

eonnate, usually cllnib-

Ivs. mostlij

27. impl^xa, Ait. Much branched but less high climbing, evergreen: lvs. oval to oblong-lanceolate, sessile,
the upper connate into an elliptic, acute or mucronate
disk, glaucous, glabrous, 1-2 in. long: fls. in several
whorls, each in the axils of connate lvs., scentless, yellowish white; tube slightly hairy within; limb rather
short; stamens little exserted. May, June. S. Eu N
Afr. B.M. 040.

Schmidt {L. Etritsca,

L. Capribroadly oval to oblong
flort.

fhllam, Auth.). Climbing: lvs.
obovate, the upper connate, glabrous, 2-4 in. long; the
iipper whorls without connate lvs. at the base, somewhat
crowded: fls. yellowish, usually purple outside andglabrous, fragrant, to 2 in. long
hractlets about half as
long as ovary, smalleron the upper fls. Juue-Aug. Probably hybriil of L. Efrusea and L. Caprifolium, much
cultivated, mostly under the name of the latter. Gn. 45,
p. 307 [a,^ L. JSfriisca and L. Caprifollu-m)\ 54, p. 2G.
P.S. 11:1120 (as i. Capri follnm major). Var. rubella,
:

Tauscb. Fls. dark purple outside.
2G. Caprlfdlium, Linn. (Capri fdlium hortSnse, Lam.
G. perfolidtiim, Rochl.).
Fig. 131G.
Climbing: lvs.

Hort.).

Probably hybrid of
L. sanpervirevs with
L. SuUivanti OT glanca : lvs. oval to oblong, glaucous beneath, the upper connate, glabrous
fls.
in peduncled heads,
orange-scarlet, scent1315.
^^^!||'\^ less; tube gibbous at
Lonicera Periclymenum. ^^ftfcl the base, longer than
:

(XM)
Of gar<lcn origin. F.
S. 11: 1133. -Var. Plantier6nsis, H-)rt. (L. Plantierensis, Andr^).
Fls. larger,
limb.

more orange

-

colored

Ipss deeply 2-lipped.
18:80.
FF.

T>ish

of

more or

connate
less

and
H.

I.

lvs.

elliptic,

pointed or mucronate at
both ends. See also No.
30.
31. hirsilta,

Eat.

(Caprifolium pub^sccns,

Goldie).

High climbing, with usually hirsute brauchlets:
petioled, broadly oval or ovate, obtuse, the

lvs.

upper con-

nate and abruptly pointed, dark green above, pubescent
on both sides when young, 2-4 in. long: fls. in short,
mostly peduncled spikes, scentless, bright or orangeyellow, pubescent without, about 1 in. long, with the

—

.

LONICERA

LONICERA

tube gibbous at the base ovary and braotlets usually
Vt. to Manitoba, south to I'a.
ftlandular. .Tune, July.
and Ohio. B.M. 3103. Gu. 45, p. :i07.

beneath, glabrous but ciliate, the upper connate, 2-4 in.
long: Hs. in short-peduui-h-d heails of one orfewwhorls;
corolla slightly 2-li|iped, with ventricose-gibbous tube,
yellow to orange-scarlet, sometimes hirsute outside,
\}i-VA in. long. June, July. Brit. Col. to Calif, and

:
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Ariz.
30. semp6rvirens, Linn. {Oa jirifhliam sempervirens,
Michx.). Trumpet HonevsuckFjE.
Pig. 1318.
High
climbing, glabrous; evergreen southward: ivs. oval to
olilong, glaucous beneath, the upper connate, 2-3 in.
long: fls. in peduncled internipted spikes; corolla with
almost equal limb; tube sliglitly ventricose, glabrous,

iyi-2 in. long, scarlet or orange-scarlet, rarely yellow.
Maj'-Sept. Conn, to Pla.,westto Neb. and Tex." B.M.
781. R.H. 1850:301. Gn. 45, p. 307. -Var. Sliva, Regel
D. fh'iva nova, Hort.).
Fls. yellow.
Gt. 2:38. Var.
juchsioldes, Hort. {L. faehs'inides, Hort., not of Hemsl.,
which is a Chinese species of the Nintoa group and not
yet introduced). Sinrilar to var. minor, but tube more
expanded above, bright scarlet. Var. minor, Ait. Lvs.
oblong or narrow oblong: fls. more slender, orange-red
or orange-scarlet. Very free-flowering, but more tender.
B.M. 17.53. B.R. 7:5.50. Gn. .34:300. Var. specidsa, Carr.
Differs from the type by more brilliant scarlet fls. F.S.
:1128. Sometimes cult, as L. Jfifr/in>rill<>a., a name also
applied to £/. dioiea, and a darker red form of i. Oapri(

H

toliuin.

L. angitstlfnlia. Wall.

Erect shrub, to 10

ft.

:

Ivs.

lanceolate:

long-j»edun(']od, white, fragrant, with regular 5-lobed limb.
Hlmal. P.8.4,pp,407,408 6. Tender.— Jy. orfcorra, Bolss. Erect
shrxib or small tree, to ;iO ft.: Ivs. roundish ovate, pubescent:
fls. short-peduucled, 2-lipped, pinkish, small.
Spain.— L. fjUlla,
Zabel (L. Morrowi XTatariea). Intermediate between the two:
fls. white to pink. Gjirdeu oritiin.- L. biflura, Desf.= L. eanes(tens,.— L. caniisceu!^, Schousb.
Clindiing, grayish tomentose;
fls.

1316.

Doiigrlasi,

32.

lvs. ovate, small: fls. in pairs, white, --lipped, with slender, long
tube, fragrant. Spain, N. Afr.— L. chrfisdittha. Twrcz. Allied to
L. Xylosteum, higher: lvs. larger, acuminate: fls. larger, changing to bright yellow. N.E.Asia. Gt. 12:404. Handsome hardy
shrub, with rather light green foliage and bright coral-red berries,- L. eonfitt;a. DC. Allied to L. canescens, but fls. and lvs.

Lonicera Caprifolium (X %).

Hook. {L.rjlauciscen.H, Rydh.

L.tilaitea,

v&r. Doiiglasi, A. Gray, \yMtly). ClimbiuK: branchlets
glabrou.s: Ivs. sliort-XJetioled or ahiiost sessile, the tipper connate, oval to obovate, glabrous above, pubescent
beneath, lK-3 in. long: fls. in short, almost sessile

corolla yellow, mostly reddish outside and
in. long; tube gibbous, longer than the limti:
Ontario to
ovary and bractlets glabrous. iVIay, June.
the .Saskatchewan, south to Pa. and Neb. B.B. 3:238.
Rare in cultivation, but sometimes a hybrid o£ Jj. liiixiita and ISidlivanti is found under this name in gardens. It is figured in G.F. 9:345.
spikes;
hairy,

%-l

-D. mnlin. JIurr.
dlbica, Linn. {L. r/Iauca, Hill.
parviflora, Lixm.).
Usually shrubby, with slender,
climbing,
glabrous: Ivs.
sarmentose branches, rarely
short-petioled or almost sessile, the tipper connate, oval
to oblong, obtuse, with usually undulate and transparent margin, very glaucous beneath, lK-3 in. long:
fls. in sessile or short-stalked spikes, greenish or whitish yellow, often tinged purplish, glabrous outside,
X-/^ in. long, the tube gibbous, about as long as limb.

33.

fj.

May, June. Quebec to Manitoba, south to Ohio and
N. C. B.R. 2:138.
EE.

Brcn-ilet.^

as

li'ujh

as orary or

stii/hily sharlir,

roaitdis]/
34. hispidula, Dougl.
Bushy shrub with s;irmcntose
branches, rarely twining, usually hirsute: Ivs. oval to
ovate, rounded or cordate at the base, often with foliaceous stipules, the upper connate or sometimes distinct,
usually small, rarely to 23^2 in. long, ciliate and pubescent, rarely glabrous
slender-peduncled and
lis. in
often panicled spikes, pink or yellowish, glabrous or hirJune,
sute, ^-ii in. long, with short gibbous tube.
July. Brit. Columb. to Calif. B.R. 21:1761. -Var Cali!6rnica, Greene (var. vdcilUms, A. Gray). Of more vigorous growth, with large Ivs. to 3 in. long
corolla
glandular-pubescent outside. Calif.
•

:

Corolla with almost regular or slifiJifly 2-lipped
lunb: limb several times shorter than tube.
Low sar
35. cilidsa, Poir. {L. occidenidUs, Hook.).
mentose shrub
Ivs. petioled, ovate or oval, glaucous

1317.

CO.

:

60

Lonicera SulHvanti

(XK).

larger and ovary glabrous, .Japan, China. B.R. 1:70
(as L. Japonic-a). <Tn. 4,5, p. :i07. Has been often confounded
"vvith L. Japonica, but is easily distinguished liy the small subu-

somewhat
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LONIOERA

LOPEZIA
garden origin.— X. Pyrendica, Linn.
brous:

lvs.

cuneate-oblong:

fls.

Erect shrub, almost gla"
slender-peduneled, tubular-cam*

%m.

paniilate, regularly 5-lobed, white,
long. Pyreu. Mts.—
L. quiaqveloculdris, Hardw. Shi-ub, to 10 ft., with slender,
spreading bx'anches, similar to L. Xylosteum: fls. almost sessile]
larger, yellowish: berries white.
Himal. B.R. 30:33 (as l!
diversifolia).— i. J?(?/7dzd?iff,Dipp. Probably hybrid of L.cbiys-

antha and Xylosteum.

—

X. SchiiiUzidna, Dipp., not Roezl=
orientalis.— L. Segreziensis, Lav. Closely allied to L. Xyloslvs. more pubescent, dark bluish green; fls. short-peduncled, yellowish. Suxjposed to be a hybrid of L. quinqueloculavis
and L. Xylosteum. L. splendida, Boiss. Allied to L. implexa
and Etrusca: glabrous, glaucous fls. in a many-fld., sessile
hea<l, yellowish white, tinged purple.
Spain. P. S. 11:1130.—
Ij. Tangutica, Maxim.
Slender shrub, with small, obovate or
oblong lvs.: fls. slender-peduneled, small, with 5-lobed limb,
pale pink. China. Gt. 40, p. 581.- X. tomenUlla, Hook.f. &
Thorn. Erect shmb, to 12 ft.: lvs. small, ovate to oblong, pubescent
fls. short-peduncled, nodding, small, regular, white.
Himal. B.M. 6486. Tender.— i. transh/ceiis, Hort.= L. quinquelocularis.— L. Webbidna, Wall. Allied to L. alpigena. Lvs.
larger, acuminate, pubescent: fls. paler: ovaries separate. S.E.
Eu. to Hini;il.— L. Zdbeli, Rehder. Allied to L. floribunda. but
quite glaln-ous and lvs. somewhat larger. Probably hybrid of
Ia. floribunda and Tatariea.
Gt. 42, jj, 103, Pigs. 1-3. Very freeflowering and handsome.
Alfred
Tj.

teum:

~

:

:

Rehdek.

LOOSESTRIFE.

See Lyslmavhia and Lytlirum.

LOPfiZIA

(after the Spaniard Lopez, who wrote on
natural history of the New World). Onagrdcew.
21 species of herbs from Mexico and Central
America. Erect, branching, glabrous or pubescent: lvs.
alternate or the lower opposite, dentate: fls. usually
small, in leafy racemes or subcorymbose at the ends of
branches, slender-pedicelled; calyx limb 4-parted, inequal, deciduous, linear-lobed; petals 4, short- or longclawed, inequal, the posterior ones narrower, the claws
glandular at the apex; stamens 2, attached to the pistil,
one anther-bearing, the other petal -like: ovary 4-celled:
capsule globose, leathery: seeds obovoid, with a leathery,
thf^

About

granulated coat.
Lonicera sempervirens

(

albilldra, Schlecht.
Fig. 1310.
Sulfruticose, diffuse,
2 ft. high; young branches somewhat villous: lvs. cuneate at the base, ovate-lanceolate, irregularly serrate or

'

liite bracts.— L. conjugidlis. Kellogg. Erect sbnib: Ivs. oval or
ovate, pubescent
tis. slender-peduneled. small, 2-lipped, dark
Wasbington to Calif.— L. depressa, Royle. Lowshnib,
with small oval to oblong, glabrous Ivs.: fls. peduncled, liglit
pink, with short tube and regular limb, small. Himal. Var.
Myrtillus, Clarke. Fls. sliort-peduiicled
bracts narrower.—
L. dlversifblia, Wall.^L. quinquelocxilaris.
i/. f/ibbiflbra,
Maxim. L. c]iTYS.!mth&.— L. gibbiflara, Dipp. Probably hybrid of L. Ruprer-btiana and cbrysaiitha
L. notha is also
sometimes met with under this nsivne. L. Ihertca, Bieh. Erect
shrub, to 8 ft.: Ivs. roundish ovate, puljescent: Us. short-peduncled, 2-lipped, small, yellowish: berries bright red. K.Persia,
Caucasus. L. Kanischdtica, Hort.=L. Kesselringi. L. Ki'ssdringi, Regal. Closely allied to L. orientalis: Ivs. elliptic-lanceolate: lis. with narrow, not gibbous tube. Kamscbatka. Gt. 40,
p.124-.— i. KoroLkbwi, Stapf. Closely allied to L. tloribunda, liut
filaments much louder and haii-y and upper lip more deeply divided. Persia. G. P. 7:35. Hardy and free-flowering.— _L. iLTaacAV,
Maxim. Shrub, to 10 ft.: Ivs. oldong-ovate: fls. sbort-peduneled,
white, frngrant, 2-lipped, about 1 in. long, June, July. N. China,
Amurland. Gt. 33:11(52. Handsome hardy shnib, flowering
after the other Bush Honeysuckles.- L. Maxintbu-iczi, Jlaxirn.
Shmb, to 6 ft.: Ivs. oblong-elliptii^ fl,5. i)ediTncled, purplish
violet, 2-lipped, rather small. N. E. Asia. Gt. 17:;'i97.— X. miL.floribunda.— L. }iiirrdnfha,DivV- Hybrid of
r.rdntha, Regel
Oi.'
no decorative value. Garden
L. Tatariea and Xylosteum
origin.— L. tnicrophiiUa, Willd. Ert-ct shrub, to 3 ft.: Ivs. oval,
about ^^in. long: fls. slender -pr<lnncled, 2-lipped, yellowish
white, small: berries connate, orange-red. Altai to Himal.—
L. Mundcnii'nsis, Rehder fj. l.>eUa X Ruprechtiana). Lvs. oblong-ovate, dark green above: fls. white. Garden origin. Gt.42,
p. 101, Pigs. 4-6.— L. MuacuvUnsls, Rehder (L. MorrowiX Ruprechtiana). Similar to L. IMorrowi, but of more upright and
vigorous habit. Garden origin. Gt. 42, p. 101. Pigs. 1-3.— -£/.
Mjjriillus, Hook. f. & Thoms.= L. depressa vars.
L. )iert^bsa,
Maxim. Shrub, to 10 ft., with slender dark purple branchlets;
purple
small,
pink,
veins: fls.
long-xjeduncled,
lvs. ovate, with
2-Mpped: fr. black. China. Hardy, graceful shrub.— //, n'igra,
fls.
Liun. Slirub, to 5 ft.: lvs. elliptic to elli|itic-haifeolate
slender-peduneled, pink, small fr. black. jMts. of M. Eu.— //.
Tatariea).
Ruprechtiana
InteriTicdiate
beZabel
(L.
X
iibtha,
tween the two: fls. white to pink. G;ii'den origin.— Z/. )tu}in)ni.lariifdlia,Jiinb.& Spacb. Similar to Ij, tloribunda, l)ut fls. shortyieduneled or almost sessile. W. Asia to Afghan.— 7j. obovdta,
Royle. Similar to L, nacrophylla: lvs. very small, obovate: fls.
small, with almost regular limb, yellowish white. Himal.—
L. parvifblia, Edgew.=^rj. depressa.— I/, propiixjita, Zabel (\j.
alpigenaX Ledehonri). An interesting hybrid, in one formmoro
like the flrst, in the other more like the second parent. Of
:

piii-ple.

:

—

=

;

—

—

remotely dentate, largest 1% in. long: pedicels horizontally spreading, slender: petals white, often tinged
slightly pinkish at base, larger ones obliquely spatiilate,
obtuse and mostly notched, smaller ones linear, obtuse,
as long as sepals. Mex. — Cult, at Harvard Botanic Garden, where the plant differs from the original description by the lvs. being usually ovate or perhaps oblongovate, and the smaller petals longer than the sepals. It
seems to flower through the winter.

—

:

=

:

(

—

:

:

1319.

Lopezia albiflora (X

}-2^.

coron^ta, And. Annual: lvs. scattered or in whorls,
glossy, glabrous: two upper petals linear, bright lilac;
two side ones larger; lamina roundish obovate, light
lilac, with dark red nuvrk at base.
Mex. S.B.F.G. I.
2: 108.

-Cult, in S. Calif.

.

LOPHANTHUS

LOUISIANA

LOPHANTHUS

(Greek, crexled flower; applicali.)ii
iii.t evident).
LnbiiUa. Of this genus we cultivate 2
species of hardy herbaceous perennials, which are rather
tall and coarse and bear spikes of more or less purplish
lis. in summer.
The genus contains 7 species, all from
America or N. E. Asia. Lvs. serrate, veiny, petioled,
lower usually subcordate and upper ovate: fls. small, in
den.se sessile whorls crowded into terminal spikes,
which may be interrupted below; stamens exserted;
anthers separated or di.stant, not approximate in pairs,
their cells parallel or nearly so. Of minor value.
anisatus, Benth. Gi.\nt Hyssop. ITeif^dit 2-.'! ft.: lvs.
ovate, anise-scented when crushetl, white beneath: tls.
blue; calyx teeth tinged purple or violet. .July, Aug.
Prairies, Wis. to Rockies. B.R. 15:1282.
This species

—

grows 8-5

ft.

high, on dry

hills,

and has pale purple

Mowers.
scrophulariasJdlius, Benth.
Height i-C ft.
lvs. not
anise-scented, not white beneath: Hs. dull purplish;
calyx teeth whitish. Borders of thickets, N. Y. to Wis.
and N.
— This plant grows 2 ft. high and has lavender-blue flowers in June.
:

C

LOPHOSPflEMTJM. See Maurnndia.

LORDS AND LADIES. Arum
LOQUAT. See

mai-ulalum.

several things to the ancients: (1)
the Greek Lotus, a leguminous plant on which horses
fed. This was probably what we call to-day Lotus cor-niciilatus, the common Bird's-foot Trefoil of temperate
regions. (2| the Cyrenean Lotus, an African shrub, the
fruit of which was eaten by certain North African tribes
Avho were called Lotus eaters. The fruit was said to be
honey-sweet, the size of an olive and in taste like a date.
This was probably Zizyplins Lotion, a prickly shrult
whose fruit is, however, considered inferior to that of
the common jujube, Zlztjplius sativa. Other conjectures
have been: Celtic australts, a tree which has a small,
sweet berry; Nitrarln tridentata a thorny desert shrult
whose succulent fruit has a stimulating quality, and
Bhaninus Lotus, another North African plant. European Lotus is a Tiame for Diospifros I/olos, a kind of
date plum which is cult, in S. Eu., but the fruit is hardly
edible. (3) The Egyptian Lotus or Sacred Lily of the Nile.
This \^ JS^ymphwa Tvo^/is, w^hich, like the Hindu Lotus,
has rose-colored as well as white flowers. American
cultivators at the present time almost universally consider that the true Egyptian Lotus is Nelumhium speciosum, now called Nctumbo, but Neluinhiurti speciosuni
is not a native of Egypt.
(4) The Hindu and Chinese
Lotus, also called the Sacred or Pythagorean Bean. This
is IVelumbo Indica, better known as Nelumbium spcciomiDi. The name Lotus was doubtless used for other
water lilies, particularly the blue-flowered Nymphivd
cm-iika. These plants are described in this work. See
iVelumbo and Ntjmphwa.
Lotus of the botanists is a genu.s of 50-100 species,
found in temperate regions: herbs or subshrubs, glabrous, silky or hirsute: lvs. with 3 Ifts. crowded at the
apex of the petiole and commonly 2 joined to the stem
and resembling stipules: fls. pea-shaped, yellow, red,
rosy or white, often in axillary, few-fld. umbels, rarely
solitary; calyx lobes longer than the tube; keel beaked:
pod oblong or linear. Legucninosa3.
,

Lvs. thread-like

:

fls.

odd, not pea-shaped.

BertholStii, Mast. {L. peliorhf/iicus. Hook. L.peli/or(nsis, Hort.j. Small, much-branched, slender bush, with
a silvery hue: Ifts. whorled, 8-9 lines long: fls. lU' in.
long, in loose clusters of about 20 toward the end of the

branches, short-pedicelled, scarlet or crimson fading to
.orange; standard recurved like a horn; keel acuminate,
longer than the wings.
Cape Verde, Canaries. B.M.
(1733.
R.H. 1895:308. — Peliorhyncus means bruised or
discolored nose.
Called "Coral Gem" in catalogues.
Grown chiefly in hanging baskets. Prop, by division or
cuttings.

Lrs. nut lliread-lil;e
B.

Ji'ls.

:

fls

.

pea-shaped.

yellow.

comicuMtus, Linn.

Bied'.s-foot Trefoil. Babies'
Perennial, prostrate or ascending, a few in.
to 2 ft. high, glabrous or hairy: Ifts. obovate or ovate,
in. long, the 2 stipular one.s broader and very oblique:
Hs. yellow, often tinged bright red, 5-10 in an umbel;
calyx lobes about as long as the tube. Temp, regions
and Australia. Var. Sldre-pleno has showy double Hs.—
^

Slippers.

%

A

hardy trailer for covering .Iry banks and rockwork,
blooming all summer and autumn. Also grown for
forage.

BB.

Fls. pink

iir

udiite.

austraiis, Andr.
Perennial, diffuse, sometime.? subshrubby, glabrous or pubescent: Ifts. narrower than in
L. eornienlafiis, and the stipular ones less dissimilar,
but varying from obovate and under % in. long, to
linear and 1-1>< in. long: fls. usually pink, but varying
from white to purple-red.
Australia.
B.M. ]3()5".
L.B.C. ll:10i;:i and B. 5:211 (as L. albidus) .-lut. 19110
by Franceschi.

BBB.

Fls. dark purjile or dark red.

Lffs. linear-laneeolate.
Jacobaeus, Linn. Perennial, subshrubby: fls. about 3
in a Hat-topped cluster, dark purple, almost black.
Cape Verde. B..M. 79. -Treated as a tender annual
bedding plant.
n.

Eriobotrija Japoidra

LOTUS meant

A.

AA.
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uo. Lfts. obovate to elliptic.
Tetragondlobus, Linn. Winced Pea. Annual trailer:
fls. solitary or twin, purplish cardinal-red.
Mediterranean region. B.M. 151.— Tetragonolobus was once considered a separate genus, largely because of the 4 leafy

wings of the pod. Grown chiefly for food, the pods
being eaten when young and the seeds, when roasted,
substituted for coffee.
Seeds sown in drills in April.
Plants require no care except water during drought.
L. Balambensis, a plnk-fld. Abyssinian pl.int, was int. to
American trade by Fraucesflii, wlio saj-s it was originally sent
oat by Damniann & Co., Naples, Ital.v, .-md is not worth cult.—
L. Oanariensis florilmndus is not in Index Kewensis. Frances<'tii writes that it has yellow fls. and is desirable
for rockeries
and liangini,' b.askets; that it is not tar from L. cornicnlatus,
but has a different habit: and that it w;is offered many years
at'O by Wildpret of Orotana and later by Albert Sclicubel of
H.amliurg.
xy t,t

LOTJISIANA (Fig. 1320) is situated at the extreme
lower limit of the great Mississippi system, bordering
f)n tlie Gulf of Mexico.
These bodies of water have an
impiortant bearing upon the climate, and make it posgrow some of the subtropical fruits. The preis from the south, somewhat cool and always
laden with moisture, and the southern portion of the
sible to

vailing wind

being only about 30 feet above the sea level, receives the heaviest rainfall, 70 inches, while the northern
portion, being more elevated and further from the gulf,
has an annual rainfall of 15 to 50 inches. This is, as a
rule, well distributed throughout the state, the seasons
of greatest drought being early spring and early autumn.
state,

The highest recorded summer temperatures run from
98° along the Gulf coast, to 102° in the northern part of
the state, while the average winter temperature is 50°.
Occasionally a northwestern blizzard reaches down
into the state, causing a heavy fall in temperature, accompanied with sleet, and once in a great while, snow.
There was a temperature of 9° in 1895, and 13 inches of
snow. A minimum of 15° below zero was subsequently
recorded in northern Louisiana. These occasional blizzards have forced the culture of tropical fruits down to
the section immediately bordering oti the Gulf. As the
soil has such an important bearing on the character of
the fruit, a rough classification of the different kinds
is here given.
First: The Sandy Hills and Uphr nds — These occupy
the northwestern portion of the state, along with a section in the eastern part, south of the state of Mississippi.
The lands are characterized by sandy soils, with pine
and oak forests, and produce the best apples, stone.

fruits

and

strip,

berries.

The Bluff Lands. — The^.^ occupy a broken
running parallel with the Mississippi, from 30 to

.Second

:
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from its western bank, and disappear near the
Gult in what are known as "islands," such as "Avery's
Island" and "Jefferson's Island." There is also another
section of these lands on the east bank of the river immediately south of the Mississippi state line. These

bushels of radishes. Hundreds of car-loads of these
vegetables are sent to the Chicago, Cleveland and St.
Louis markets during the months of March, April and
May. This section also produces enormous quantities
of early strawberries, as hundreds of acres are planted
each year, and shipments are sent by car-load lots from
the stations on this line in Tangipahoa parish. The
plants are set in August and September of each year,
and, as a rule, are kept but one season. Abundance of
pine straw is used for mulch, and when an early spring
frost threatens, this mulch is also used to cover the
plants as well, oftentimes protecting them so that the
first and most valuable fruits escape and mature, thus
insuring the most profitable picking. The varieties
grown are
Cloud, Michel Early, Miller, Bubach,
Gandy, Seltzer and Creole Beauty. The Japan plums

50 miles

lauds are characterized by a yellow clay loam, very fer-

and by forests of mag"nolia, gums, oaks, etc. They
produce some of the stone-fruits well, and an abundance
of pears, berries and figs.
Third : The Prairie Lands. — These occupy a portion
in the central southwestern part of the state, are treeless, low and are also known as rice lands. The soil is
tile,

:

1C20.

To

are also grown in this section extensivelj^ the most
desirable varieties being the Abundance and Burbank.
A few peaches and Japan persimmons are grown, but
not so as to become a commercial product.
Another great truck section is found in the immediate vicinity of New Orleans, and along the river towards
the Gulf on the New Orleans, Fort Jackson and Grand
Isle railroad.
New Orleans is supplied mainly from
this source, and at the same time enormous amounts are
sent North. The truck grown for the latter purpose
consists of cabbages, onions, tomatoes, beans, peas, eggplants and cantaloupes.
Cucumbers
are also grown, both in the hotbed and
in the open, oftentimes bringing high
returns when sent North, the winter
prices ranging from 30 cents to $2.."j0
per dozen.
The lower portion of this section
contains also the great orange groves
of the state. They are located all along
the river, and it is only when a belated
blizzard visits this section that a crop
failure is experienced. Some of these
orchards contain more than 100 acres.
The stocks now used are almost entirely the common sour and Citrus trifoliata. Occasionally the sweet seedlings and lemons are used, but not to

Louisiana.

sliow hortifulturjd

poor but improves with cultivation, and gradually the
planting of figs, pears, peaches, plums and grapes has
been extended.

Fourth: The Alluvial Lauds;.— The<^e make up all
the other portions of the state not mentioned, including
the river bottoms. The soil is generally dark, ranging
from black to light red, very fertile and abounding in an
abundant growth of timber. They produce the heavy
yields of cotton and corn in the northern portion, and
the sugar cane, oranges, lemons, persimmons, figs and
bananas, as well as other tropical fruits, in the southern
part.

The leading varieties of vegetal)les arc grown in every
section of the state, and the home garden furnishes an
abundant supply during all seasons of the year, under
proper management.

Those vegetables most popularly

Asparafor home consumption are as follows
gus (on the sandy soils only), artichoke (both Oln!)o
and Jenisalem), bean, beet, cabbage, carrot, collard,
com, cress, cucumber, cashaw (pumpkin), endive, eggplant, kohlrabi, leek, lettuce, melon, mustard, okra,
onion, parsley, pea, pepper, Irish potato (two crops),
sweet potato, radisli, spinach, tomato, turnip and rutabaga. Occasionally there is found the vegetable pear
(Scfhiii)ii('dule), martynia, brussels sprout, celery, chervil, garlic, kale, salsify, parsnip, cauliflower and field
puinpkin.
The majority of these vegetables may be
sown several times during the year. Celery and cauliflower, however, are sown early in August in order to
mature by the Christmastide.
The commercial truck sections are found in various
sections of the state. Along the Illinois Central railroad
a direct line to Chicago from New Orleans, which runs
through the warm sandy pine lands, the most extensive
truck farms are to be seen. The vegetables grown are
radishes, beans, cantaloupes, cucumbers and tomatoes.
The town of Roseland alone, in 1898, shipped 50,000

grown

:

any extent. The first two mentioned
are the hardiest stocks known, and
mature their wood, making a more desirable tree.
Satsxima, Boone Early,
The varieties grown are
Sweet Seville, Parson Brown, Brazilian, Baldwin No. 1,
Creole, Homosassa, Washington Navel, DuRoi Blood,
Hart Tardiff, Rivers Unknown and Schamberger.
Besides these, large quantities of mandarins, tangerines and Kumquat oranges of various varieties are
grown. The various scale insects, so serious when no
:

is given, are, as a rule, kept in complete control
insecticides, and the laws governing the importation of infected trees are rigidly enforced.
As oranges in Louisiana are grown on such different
soil from the orange sections of other states, one or two
points must always be kept in view. Beds should be
raised before the trees are set, and the crown roots of
the young tree should be just at the surface of the ground.
These requirements are necessary on the alluvial lands
of the lower Mississippi. The Satsuma. Kewochai and
Dai Dai are Japanese varieties, and when worked upon
Citrus trifoliata stock will stand miich more cold than
the sweeter oranges. The Satsuma thus worked is tlie
most desirable and will stand a temperature of 13° F.
without injury. The orange industry is increasing annually, the crop for IH'JS being upwards of 300,000
boxes.
Another truck section is found along the Iron Mounit is limited to
tain railroad north of Alexandria
only a few crops, such as melons, tomatoes and Irish
potatoes. Along the Vicksburg, Shrevesport and Pacific
railroad large qTiantities of Irish potatoes are grown,
while along the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf railroad and the Mississippi Valley railroad, only limited
quantities of truck have been sent out. From reliable
statistics it is found that the annual output of Louisian:i
approximates 40,000 tons of fruit and 00,000 tons of vegetaliles.
The varieties of these vegetables grown for tlie
Northern markets are as follows The Acme and Beaury

care

by the careful use of

;

:

:
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tomatoes, the Ohartior radisli, the New Orleans Market
eggplant, the Peerless and Triumph Irish potatoes, the

suborbicular or cup-shaped sac, open only at the top:
Ivs.with linear segments. Forculture, consult Davallia.

Orleans Market and White Spine cucumbers, tlie
Orleans Market cantaloupe, the Drumheads, Flat
Dutch, Succession, AU-JSeasons and Nonesnch cabbages,
the Italian and Bermuda type of oni<iDS, the First and
Best and Alaska peas, the Early jMoluiwk and Valentine
beans. In the northern part of the state large quantities of Irish potatoes are grown, and oftentimes the
second crop is very profitable. The first crop is planted
iu January or February and harvested in May and June.
The seed for the second crop is prepared for planting
liy special treatment, consisting of gradxially exposing
the tubers to the light and moisture, which matures them
and excites the eyes into growth. As soon as this is
accomplished they are ready for planting, which is usually during August. They are harvested in November.
Upwards of 3, .500, 000 bushels of sweet potatoes are
grown annually, the varieties best known being Pumpkin, Creole, California, Hrrnrnda, Red and Yellow
Nansemond, Hayman, Providence, Yellow Jersey, Southern Queen and Viueless. The last variety is one of thu

New
New

most desirable of the newer sweet potatoes.
The culture of fruit, other than oranges and strawTterries, has been neglected iu great measure. Apples do
fairly well in the northern part of the state, the desiral>le
varieties being Smith, Horse, Red June, Magnum, Karly
Harvest, Cullasago, Shannon, Shockley and Red Astrachan. Grapes are grown but sparingly, as the long, warm,
moist season offers the best conditions under which the
grape diseases develop, and the frequent rains hinder the
use of fungicides; however, in the northern and southwestern portions of the state the following varieties have
been found desirable: Champion, Diamond, Eaton, Niagara, Concord, Delaware, Brighton, Sweet Mountain,
Herbemont and Jacques. Only the Chinese type of pears
is at all grown, as it offers more resistance to the blight
than the others. The desirable varieties are Le Conte,
Kieffer, Smith, Garber, Dai Dai, Golden Russet and Mme.
Von Siebold. The European varieties of plums do not succeed, but many of the American and Japanese sorts do
well.

The desirable

varieties are

Burbank, Abundance,

Satsuma, Kelsey,Chabot,Wild Goose, Robinson and a few

The fig is grown universally in all sections of
others.
the state, the best varieties being Celeste, Brunswick,
White Ischia, Magnolia, Angelique, Lemon, Mission and
Reine Blanche. The Japan persimmons are being set
extensively, using chiefly the Hyakume, Kurokume,
Nero Zami, Hachiya, Tsuru and Among. These fruits
are large, showy, and will stand transportation well.
The Eiberta, Sneed, Peen-to (in the south) and Chinese
Cling peaches prevail.
The other fruits, grown in a limited way, are quinces,
goumi, blackberries, dewberries, a very few raspberries,
pomegranates, bananas, jxijubes and pawpaws. There
are a few other tropical fruits that are grown only for
specimens.
Louisiana abounds in beautiful flowering shrubs and
wild flowers. The planting of all kinds of ornamentals
is very extensive, roses bloom throughout the season,
and the camellia finds a congenial home throughout the
southern part of the state. In and around New Orleans
the finest ornamental plantings will be found, St. Charles
avenue, the principal residence street, being especially
beautiful, with its palms, roses, camellias and ornamental vines. This is not confined to the wealthier
classes, for nearly all these ornamentals grow readily
from cuttings with little care, and even the poorest people oftentimes have the choicest flowers and roses
around their doorstep.
p. H. Burnette.

LOTJSEWORT. Pedh-uh.n

LOVAGE.

is.

Lev-isiirni,,.

LOVE APPLE.
now dying out

in

First popular name of the Tomato,
America. Love-in-a-mist. = iV;V/f //a.
Amarantus caudatus.

Love-lies-bleeding,

LOXOSCAPHE

(Greek, a?;, oblique boat). Polupodlctcnr.
A small genus of southern hemisphere ferns,
related to Davallia. Indusium forming a compressed.
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thecifera, Moore [DavdUia concrjma, Schrad.). Stipes
3-4 in. long: Ivs. 0-9 in. long, bipinnate; divisions 2-3
lines long, 1-2 line wide. S. Amer. and Africa.

{Davdllid

foeniculacea, IVIoore

Stipes 0-8 dn. long:
divisions less than

%

frf;ninih)cea,

line wide.

Fiji Islands.

L. M.

LUCERNE.

Hook.).

Ivs. 0-18 in. long, ([uadripinnate;

Underwood.

See Alfalfa and JfrdU-Ui/o.

LTJCtTLIA (probably adapted from a native name).
A genus of 2 species of tender shrubs from
the Himalayas, bearing in winter terminal corymbs
sometimes a foot across, composed of 20-40 pink or
white, fragrant, salver-shaped fls. with 5 rounded lobes,
ejich fl. being 13'2-2 in. across. A plant of L. gratinsima
is on record which attained 63^ ft., bearing 24 biuaches
of fls. each 2 ft. in circximference, beside 30 smaller
bunches. Calyx tube top-shaped lobes imequal, deciduous; stamens 5, inserted on the tube of the corolla;
filaments very short
disk annular
ovary 2-celled
li'uhii'ici'ir.

;

:

:

:

style 2-branched.
L. gralissima. is one of the

flowering shrubs for house

most

In-autiful winterdecoration, and deserves to
florists for Christmas sales.

become more popular with
The wood ripened after flowering furnishes the best
cuttings. Newly rooted plants require a night temp, of

at first, but the temp, should be gradually reduced
and the plants hardened off before they are planted outdoors for the summer. Young plants should never he
allowed to get dry from the time of first potting until
they are taken outdoors. For potting a light soil is desirable. When the pots are well filled with roots, apply
li(iuid manure two or three times a week until the buds
appear. During the sunnner the yjlants should be syringed daily, as they are suigectto red spider. The plants
should be lifted, potted and brought indoors the last
week of Aug. If left out later they do not set flower
buds as well. As soon as the buds appear the plants
should be moved to a warmer house, with a night temp.
of .55°. After flowering the plants should be trimmed
somewhat, given less water, kept in a night temp, of
4r»° and syringed daily.
They start slowly, but make
hardy growths for planting out.
(10'^

gratissima, Sweet. In the wild a tree attaining in ft.
ovate-oblong, acuminate, acute at the base,
fls. pink
4-() in. long
panicle decussately branched
or rose, forming a gorgeous rounded mass corolla lobes
ind)ricate<l in the bud; stamens inserted in the tube,
slightly f^xserted. S.B.F.G. 14.'3. B.M. 3946. G.C. HI.
Ivs. opposite,

:

:

;

21:81.

R.H.

]K 4tJ9;

55, pp. 42, 107.

1843:38.')

and 1890:180. Gn. 3.5, p. 58;
A.F. 7:443 and 10:079.

41,

L. PinC''ai)a, Hook. Lvs. ov.il: fls. in a rTunpnuiKi <^'ynie, the
lobes pure white ;i,b<ive, changing to a cream, with a rusy tinge,
outside rosy and the tube red. Distingiiished by the presence
of 5 pairs of tubercles at the base of each sinus. B.M. 4132.
(in. 3.5, p. .59 and 41, p. 460,— i. specibsa, Hort., is not in Index
Kewensis. H. A. Siebrerht ivrites that it is in every way like L.
f,n-atissinia, except that the tls. are much larger and of a deeper
(.ulor. He says it is a strunj/er grower and just as fragrant.

Geo. McWiLLiAii and

W. M.

(Peruvian name). Sapoffire>p. About 50
species of trees and shrubs, largely S. American, two of
which are tropical fruit trees. iL. Pivicoa produces the
Egg Fruit, or Ti-es, which is about the size and shape of
a hen's egg, and tastes like the yolk of an egg sweetened with sugar. As cult, in S. Fla. and S. Calif, it
makes a large evergreen bush or small tree. It is related to the Sapodillo, but the floral parts of the latter
are in 6's instead of 5's. L. mayiimosa produces theMarnudadePlum (Fig. 1321}, which has a rough and rusty
This fine fruit
skin and russet-colored edible pulp.
grows wild in the West Indies and the Philippines.

LUCtTMA

mammdsa, Gsertn. Marmalade Plum. Fig. 1321. Lvs.
obitvate-oblong or spatulate, chartaceous, 6-8 in. long,
2-3 in. wide, mucronate calyx segments 9-10, inner ones
larger and notched: ovary 5-celled: fr. usually 1-seeded
by abortion. S. America, West Indies, Philippines.
:

.

LUFFA

LUCUMA
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Rivicda, Gtertn. Lvs. elliptic-obovate, obtuse, membranous, 4-8 in. long, 1>2-I:! in. wide: calyx 5-parted:
ovary 5-ceUed: seed ovoid-globose. Brazil, French Guiana.

—Var.

angTistifolia,

Mart.,

is

Eaa Fruit

the

or

Ti-ES of the W. Indies. It has elliptic-lanceolate lvs..
acute at both ends. Fig. 1322. Cult, in S. Fla. and S.
Calif.

narrowed into a short petiole: fls. very small.
usually reddish. — Widely distributed in this country;
ofl:'ered as a bug plant.
long,

W. M.

Millertii,

Lvs.

Mulertt.

lance-oblong, usually nar-

rowed into short petioles, entire: tls. yellow: fr. oblon^^,
truncate on top, ^8 in. long. —Int. from S. Amer. bv
Hugo Mulertt, then of Cincinnati, and described in
"Isis" (published in Germany) in 1880 or 1881, and also
in the "Aquarium," Vol. III. p. 43, 64. It is now widely
distributed amongst growers of aquarium plants.
It
seems not to have been studied by systematic botanists.
It is prized for its graceful habit and because it is evergreen. Grows well from cuttings and from seeds.
Leaves alternate.

AA.

Seed-box, or Rattle-box. An
altemifdlia, Linn.
erect shrub, 2-3 ft. or more tall, in appearance notunlike
an Epilobium: lvs. lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, narrowed below, entire or sometimes with mere .suggesfls. large for the genus (>2 in. across),
tions of teeth
with yellow caducous petals: capsxiles large, square in
cross-section. Bogs in eastern states.— Interesting, but
:

not showy.

l_ h. B.

LUEH£A (F. Karl van

der Liike, Austrian botanist

in-

ttn-ested in the Cape of Good
10 species of trees and tall

Hope). Tiliacecr. About
shrubs from the warmer
parts of America with usually toothed lvs. and handsome
white or rosy fls. borne in a terminal panicle, or sometimes in the axils; sepals and petals 5; stamens numerovary fious, the outer ones often without anthers
celled: capsule rather woody, loculicidally semi-5-valved.
An undetermined species is advertised in Santa Barbara,
Franceschi writes that the inner
1!)00, from Paraguay.
bark is used generally in Paraguay instead of string.
Luehea is also spelled Luhea, and the genus of this
name of the Verbenacea? is a South African genus re:

ferred to Stilbe.

LlJFFA {Luff

is

the Arabic name).

Cucurhitare<t

Rag Gourd. Dishcloth Gourd. Vegetable

Sponge.

Six species (according to Cogniaux, Vol.3. DC. Monogv.
Pbaner.) of annual tendril-climbing herbs, inhabiting
the tropics of the Old and New Worlds. Fls. monoecious,
the staminate ones in a long-stalked raceme or cluster,
the pistillate ones solitary and shorter-peduncled; calyx
bell-shape or top-shape, strongly 5-lobed; corolla of
soft yellow or whitish petals, sometimes ragged-edged;
stamens iisually 3, borne in the calyx tube: fr. along,
gourd-like pepo, becoming dry when ripe and the fibrous
interior sponge - like.
Known south as "California
.'j

Lucuma mammosa (X

^

Z/itcitma wfiDDiinsn, the"Manimee Sapota"of Jamaica,
the fruit of a tree found wild also in Cuba and the
northeastern part of S. America. The tree is ornamental, about 30 feet high, of a pyramidal shape. It is occasionally seen where it was originally planted in pastures near dwelling houses, but except for the droppings
from cattle and horses, it receives no other cultivation.
It requires a good deep soil and an annual rainfall of
about 70 inches. The flowers are ci'eam-colored, about
3-^ inch long, springing directly from the bark.
The
fruit is about 6 inches long, with usually only 1 seed. It
has a russet-colored rough skin. The flesh is of a dark
yellowish red color, soft and sweet; it has been compared
to a very ripe pear, but is more luscious. Marmalade is
is

made from

the fruit,

Flum."

whence the name

of

-^yjj_

LTJDWiGIA

(C. G.

"Marmalade
Fawoett.

Ludwig, botanist and botanical

author at Leipzig, 170!)-1773). Onagrcicerp. About 25
species of aquatic or semi-aquatic small herbs, widely
distributed iu temperate and warm climates. Fls. small
and inconspicuous in the axils of the leaves, the parts
usually in 4's. Lvs. mostly small and mostly entire or
very nearly so, usually not distinctly petioled. The
stems are often creeping, sometimes floating. The opposite-lvd. species are by some referred to the genus
Isnardia. The Ludwigias have little standing as horticultural subjects.
They are sometimes useful in hog
gardens, and one is advertised fur aquaria.. Three species are in the Amer. trade.
A. Leaves opposite.
{Inndrdia palnstris,lAwY\.). Water
Purslane. Trailing inmuddy places orfloatingon shaiiow water, roofing at the joints: lvs. oval or oval-ul)paliistris,

Kll.

Okra."

Of late years, the Luffas have come into prominence iu
American gardens, being an importation from the tropics and China and Japan. In other countries, the fruit
eaten when young, being co(»ked like squash or served
sonps and stews. The young fruit is sometimes sliced
and dried. (See Georgeson, A.G. Sept., 1892, and Bailey.
Bull. 07, Cornell Exp. Sta.
In this country, Luffas are
is

in

)

grown mostly

and ornament. The fibrous
interior of the dried fruit, when bleached and prepared,
is used as a sponge for the bath and for scrubbing
(whence "Vegetable Sponge").
The culture is the
same as for cucumbers and melons. They are tender
Itlants, running 10 to 15 ft. The Luffas are widely disjiersed in the tropics as cultivated plants. The genus
<livides itself into 2 groups, — those sxiecies
L. ^gyj>lidrii and L. anihi lujuhi] with fruits not spiny or tubevculato, and lliosi- with spiny fruits. Only the foUowini;
species are known to be in cult, iu this country:
for curiosity

{

.ffigyptiaca, IMill. { L. cyliuflnca, Roem. L. Petdln,
Ser.
L. Ve}frhii., Naud. L. falida, Hort. [at least in
part], notCav. L. FubliDirt, ,]<(ponica, Mexi<-())ia [?] and
iiocfiflora filba, Hort.)
Naga ito-uri of Japanese. SuaKWA of Chinese. The conuuonest Dishcloth Gourd:
.

stems slender-nmning, furrowed, roughened: lvs,
roundish in outline, mostly 15-lobed, coarsely tootheil,
very scabrous above and beneath: staminate tls. 2-3 in.
across, wilting in the sun: ovary cylindrical or clavatr,
])ub('scent, destitute of distinct ridges, riponintr into a
slender, cylindrical, curved fruit 1-2 ft. long. Probal-ly
native to the TUd World, but widely distributed in Hie
1ro[)ics.

A.G.

13:,:;2ti.

LUFFA

LTI'lNl'S

acutAngTila, Roxbg. [L. futhhi, Cav.). Sing-kwa of
Chiiit^se. Fig. 13'J^l. Lv8. rounded, scarcely lobed, vi'i-y
ovary lU-riV>bed, ripening into a
coarsely toothed
strongly ribbed fruit. Tropics. Gt. 48, p. 130. L.H.B.

because the seeds can be seen through the pods. Prrip.
by seeds; or the second species rarely by division. The
sijecies sometimes escape from gardens.
Annua, Linn. (i. (/ic'hji/.?, Mixmch). Fig. 1324. Loose-

:

LUfSIA

Don Luis de

Torres, of
kno\vn). Or(_'uri(.ius epiphytic herbs, with
cjHddce(e.
simple or branched erect stems, bearing
alternate, elongated, fleshy-terete Ivs. lis.
sessile, on short lateral spikes; sepals and
petioles sub-similar, connivent or halfspreading; lal)ellum adnata to the colunin,
somewhat concave, with small lateral
lobes and a large, spreading, entire or bifid middle lobe; column short; pollinia 2,
on a broad, short pedicel. About 10 speThese plants are rarely cult. They
cies.
grow w'cll in any warm vi- intermediate
house.
(after

949

whose personality

little

is
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Luffa acutangula (X

1-il).

:

-

_

Blume. Spike few-fid.: lateral
narrower than dorsal, which is
.similar to the petals: labellum bi-auriculate, oblojigsulcate, apex bitid.
tSres,

sepals

hairy iihmt,
lvs.

])^.,-2/2

ft.

branching as it matures:
hallierd-cordate, coarsely and

tall,

somewhat cordate or

irregularly toothed, stalked fls. numerous, pink-purple,
fragrant, in late spring or early summer: pods about
2 in. long and somcwh.-it narrower, very flat, rounded
at the ends, tipped ^vith the i>ersistent style. Europe.
K. H. ]y.')7, p. 30. — Frequent in old-fashioned gardens.
There is a recent form witlt handsomely variegate<l
lvs.; also a white-flowered form. Annual and biennial,
:

L. Ures, Lindl.^Sarcautluis toretifolius.

Heinkic'H Hasselbkino.

LTJNAEIA Luna, Latin for moon; name referring to
the silvery white partition of the large i>ods). C'riiciferw. MooNwoRT. Honesty. Two herbs of Europe and
W. Asia, both cult, in old gardens. Lvs. rather large,
simple, broad or more or less cordate: lis. yuirple, in
terminal racemes or panicles, rather large and showy:
fr. stalked in the calyx, liecoming a very large, flat, diskshaped silicle, with deciduous valves and a thin, persistent septum: seeds winged, 2-4 in each compartment.
The plants are easy of cultivation under any ordinary
garden conditions. They are interesting for their showy
Hs.jbut are grown mostly for their great flat pods, which
are used in winter bouquets. They are called " Honesty
(

'

rediviva, Linn. Differs from the last in being perennial, the fls. smaller and lighter colored (often grayish purple), and the pod elliptic or lance-elliptic, ami
tapering to either end. Europe. — Less common and less
valuable thtm the other.
l_ yL. B.

LUNGWORT.
LUPlNUS

(fr

Mn-li'vsid.

Latin

a wolf
because a
Lupines was supposed

lfi]n(.^,

ci-op of

to destroy
iiii.^ir.

;

fertility).

Li'PlNK.

Jjegumi-

A group

of

ai)out SO species mostly confined
to western N. America, a few

growing in eastern N. America
and in the Mediterranean region.

Most are annuals or herbaceous
perennials, one spiecies in cult,
being shrubby. All are showy
plants with conspicuous flowers
in terminal racemes, those of
tlie species in cult, being mostly
\'erticillate.
The flowers are
blue, white or yellow, or a union
of tliese, papilionaceous and
free-blooming. All are of easy
cult, ill any garden soil, except
that they are said not to suc-

ceed

They

in

containing lime.
adapted to borders

soil

are

masses, and to all places
which low -growing showy
herbs would be found. Some
make good bedding plants,
They are
others cut-flowers.
)iropagated by seed, the perennials also by division. They do

in
in

not bear transplanting when
once established, hence it is
to sow seed where
the plants are finally desired.
A few species are of value econ nnc illy for soiling or plowing
Leaves usually digitate,
ui lei
with -1.5 entire leaflets: flowIS with calyx deeply bilabiate.
tjothed. unequal; corolla with
simple erect, broadly ovate standard, having strongly reflexed
sides wings united at the apex
and enclosing the keel stamens

recommended

(

]
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Lucuma

Rivicoa, var. aneustiloUa (X

;

LUPIN US

LUPINUS
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united into a closed tube pod ll-valved, flattened, enclosing several large seeds. A very variable genus in
the garden.
There are numerous garden hybrids of unknown parentage. Some of these names will be found in the supplementary list. Voss groups these under the name of
X. hyhridus, Hort., or Florists' Lupines. They have
variegated flowers.
In addition to those described below the following native species have been advertised, mostly by Orillett, in
Probably they are n^t
1881, for western collections.
in cult. They are mostly described in Bot. Calif.: L.
alhlcaulis, Ohami.ssonis, clensiflorus, lepidus, lencopliyUus^ ornatns and vilJosus.
:

2.

difftsus, Nutt.

Deer Cabbage. Stem decumbent

ft., somewhat woody at the base,
oval or oblong-ovate, obtuse,
soft-silky
petioles fls. more or less
luucronate, on long,
alternate, on a very long {G-12 in.) spike, light blue, the

and many-branched, 1-2

densely silky:

Ivs. large,

:

standard with a greenish yellow center: pods oblong,
flatfish, very woolly. April. Sandy barrens, N. Car. to
Fla. — Hardiness North not determined.

INDEX.
follis rosels,

affinis, 13.

idbltioms,

6.

albus, 14, 15, 20.

birsutiis,

arboreus,

hiteus,

1.

jirgenteus,
bieolor, 6.

U.

G.

pusillus, 16.

ruber,

12.

nanus, 20.
Nootkatensis,
parviflorus,

A.

8.

polyphylhis,

miitabills, 18.
18.

2.

3,

pilosiis, 11.

Plattensis,

1, lu.

nucr;uitbus.

5.

('rnekshanksii,
ditfusus,

perennis,

1-t.

grandifhinis, G.
Hartwetcii, 17.

itLbo-eoccineus, 20.

14.

Snow Queen,

1.

siibearnosus,

VA.

snlphureus,

7.

0.

4.

Perenniah.
B. Plants shrubby

1.

arboreus

2.

difSusuB

BB. Plants herbaceous.

with

c. Ijvs.

1 h-i'fh'l

00. I/VS. with several lffs.,rlif/itafe.
D. Foliage iiot conspicuously

hairy above.
No. of Ifts.

r>-o.

E.

shorter

F. Lfts.

ihaii.

pefioh's.
G. Pod
gOt.

FF. Lfts. as
oles
EE.

iVrt.
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%
%

Pod

in. long... 3. perennis
in. long... 4. parviflorus
long as peti-

of lfts. 10-10

DD. Foliage cotispicaously hairy
or silky above.
E Pis p arti - c ol or € il
striped
EE. Fls. light blue, with adark spot on the stan.

C.

argenteus
polyphyllus

7.

Nootkatensis

8.

Plattensis

9.

sulphureus

5.

.

,

dard
AA. Annuals.
B. Fls. yellow.

No. of lfts.
No. of lfts.

G.

CO.

l.:<-i'>

7-10

10.

BB. Fls. blue, white or red,

luteus

hiif self-

colored,

BBB.

Arrangement

of fls. scattered.
T). Lfts. hairy on both sides ...14. hirsutus
DD. Lfts. not hairy above.
1.'. albus
E. Color of fls. white
EE. Color of fls. hlue
IG. pusillus
Fls. of 2 or more colors.

Foliage hairy on both sides
.17. Hartwegii
Foliage not conspicuously

e.

.

'.-(,.

liuiry above.
D. J/right about
j.D.

nei<iht

1

ft.

r,

.

18.

ft

mutabilis

or less.

E. Arran.p'nnrnloffls.alt,.'/rnat<'.

EE.

^( r r a n

g e
u'horled

,

in

(^

n

t

19.

subcarnosus

20.

nanus

of fls.

1. arbdreus, Sims.
Tree Lupine. Lfts. 7-11, lanceolate-linear, acute, silvery downy below, entire: fls. somewhat verticiilate, in tall, loose racemes, sulfur-yellow,

fragrant

Common

:

(Seep.

0-Ji).)

3. perennis, Linn. Sun-Dial. Common Wild Lupine.
Stem erect, 1-2 ft. high, rather stout, minutely pubescent: Ivs- long-petioled, soft-downy; lfts. 7-9, obovateoblong to lanceolate, obtuse, glabrous above, soft-downy
below: fls. in large, loose terminal spikes or racemes,
alternate, blue, varying to white. June,.3uly. Canada to
Fla. B.M. 202. Mn. 6:101. B.B. 2:269. -Desirable species, growing in the poorest soil, preferring sandy land.
Crows from subterranean rootstocks.

parviflorus, Nutt. Fig. 1325. Fls. light blue, smaller
Columbia river to Yosemite and
Lj. perennis.
Wahsatcb. — Fig. 1325 is from a photograph by D. M.
4.

than in

Andrews.
5.

arg^nteus, Pursh. Fls. blue orcream-colored. West

ernN.Amer. B.B.

2:269.

polyphyllus,Lindl.(//. <7rrtJ?fZ(Y?dr7*s,Lindl.). Stout,
erect species, forming tufts 2-5 ft. high: Ivs. distant,
mostly radical, long-petioled; lfts. lanceolate, glabrato
above, silky hairy below, 2-6 in. long: fls. on long stalks,
pod 1-1^^ in. long,
alternate, pedicelled, deep blue
6.

Arrarigement of fls. in iidioils.
D. No. of lfts. 0-11
1.1. pilosus
r.D. No. of Jfh. 5-7.
E. Plant villous
12. micranthus
EE. Phi nt merely pubernlent. VS. aifinis

c.

<'0.

Lunaria annua (X

pods pubescent, 1}4~3
in Calif. B.M. 082. Gn.

in.
.30,

long. July-Sept.
p. 289 and 47:1017.

— Shrub, 4-10 ft. high, somewhat pubescent, not hardy at
the north. Var. Snow Queen or Queen of the Snow iw
l)ure white. Var. luteus has been advertised.

:

narrow. June-Sept. Washington to Calif S. B.F.G. II.
3.")6.
Gn. 45, p. 459 and 55:215. — A common garden species of merit, succeeding in any good soil. Var. albifloruB.Hort. (var. «76?r.s'}, is white, bold and showy. Var.
bieolor, Hort., is variegated blue and white.
7. Nootkat6nsis, Don.
Stem hairy, decumbent, with
long, spreading hairs, 2-3 ft. high; lfts. 5-9, narrowly
obovate-oblong, smooth above, hairy below, mucronate;
stipules lanceolate, nearly as long as the lfts.: fls. in
dense racemes, blue, variegated with red and yellow,
with large veins, variable. Ma.y-fTuly. Nootka Sound.
B.M. 1311 and 2136. — Coarse, stocky species, said to be
unsuitable for small gardens, but of merit.
8. Plattensis, S.Wats. June, July.
Neb., Wvo., Dak.
B.B. 2:269.
9. sulphureus, Dougl.
Stem very erect, white silky:
lfts. narrowly lanceolate, densely hairy on both sides,
shorter than the petiole: fls. in tall, dense racemes, sul.

fur-yellow:
of Oregon.

pods woolly. 1 in. long. July, Aug. Mts.
R.H. 1890, p'. 252. -Strong species branching

above, bare belo;v.
10. lilteus, Linu.
Yellow Lupine. Fig. 1326. Stem
erect, nearly simple, hairy, 2 ft. high: lfts. lanceolate,

acute, hairy:

fls.

on pubescent stalks longer than the

LUPIN U8
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verticillate, yellow, fragrant
pod oblong, flat.
June, July. S. Eu. B.M. 140. Succeeds in the poorest
Useful for cnt-tlovvers, for the border, for fodder
soil.
or for plowing under to impro^^e sandy soils.
As a
Ivs.,

:

—

may

be fed green or as hay.
11. pildsus, Linn.
Stem hairy, 2-4 ft. high: Ifts. oblongdauceolate, hairy: tls. verticillate, pedicelled, rose,
the middle of the standard red. S. En.
12. micranthus, Dougl.
Stem slender, 3-12 in. high,
hairy: Ifts. linear, '4-I in. long
Us. in short, dense
racemes, somewhat verticillate, very small, violet, standard and wings narrow: pod linear.
Gravelly places.
Ore. to Calif.— A slender plant of branching habit.
13. aiJinis, Agardli.
Stem rather stout, 8-10 in., pubescence very short: Ifts. broadly wedge-obovate, oljtuse,
long, more or less smooth above; stipules one-half the
length of Ivs.; petioles twice longer than the Ifts.: Hs.
on a long stalk, deep blue: pod linear. Early spring.
Calif. — A free, hardy species, often growing very rank.
14. hirsdtuB, Linn.
Blue Lupine. Stem hairy, 2-3
ft. high, branching toward the top: Ifts. 7-0, oblong or
fodder,

it
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Var. Cruckshanksii, Hook.
/,.
On •l..-:h,iuks!i, A.
Oray). Els. large, fragrant, while, the tandard yellou'(

rose,
19.

becoming

B.M. 3(150.
subcarndsus, Hook. Stem 8-10
violet.

silky pubescent:

lfts.

in.

high, ascending

5-7, obovate-lanceolate obtuse

:

ublong-oval. hairy, long-petioled Hs. somewhat verticillate or scattered, large, mostly purple, sometimes variegated with blue or violet: pod large, very hairy. July,
Aug. S. Ea. — Used ornamentally and as an economic
plant for the same purposes as L. Iiiteux. It is valuable
for fodder and for plowing under. Var. albus, Hort., has
white Hs. Var. rtiber, Hort., and var. fdliia roseis are
advertised.
:

1.5.

White Lupine. Erect stem, 1}4
obovate-oblong, 5-7, hairy below, l}i-'i

albus, Linn.

high:

Ifts.

ft.

in.

long: Hs. alternate stalked, on erect stems, quite large,
white: pods large. Summer. Asia and 8. En.—
good
fodder plant said to be of greater thrift than L. bit('ifs,
and remaining green longer. Succeeds well on the
poorest soil and is valuable for plowing under. Seeds
are sown April-July, the plants plowed under when in

A

llower.
16. puslUus, Pnrsh.
Lfts. about
acute: Hs. blue or purple. Prairies.

nuunly oblong,
B.B. 2:270.
17. Hartwegii, Lindl. Stem erect, 2-3 ft. high, somewhat branching: lfts. 7-9, oblong, obtuse, very hairy:
Hs. in raany-tld. elongated racemes, blue; standard whitish, then reddish.
June-Sept. Mexico. B.R. 25:31.—
\'ar. dlbus is also sold.
Possibly a perennial but cult,
as an annual.
7,

1326.

Lupinus luteus.

somewhat

fleshy, smooth above, silky below and on
margins: fls. in pyramidal racemes, alternate; standard
orbicular, deep blue with a white spot in the center divided by a longitudinal fold: pod linear-oblonfr, silky.
Spring. Texas. B.M. 34G7. — Spreadingspecies of merit.
20. n^nus, Dougl.
Stem slender, ^{~X ft., often
branching from the base, hairy: Iftw. 5-7, linear to oblanceolate pointed, pubescent both sides, stalks l-:i
times longer: lis. in elongated, loose racemes, verticillate on slender stalks, large, white, pointetl with clear
blue, edge<l with deeper blue; wings bluish, hiding wliitebrownish keel: pod hairy. June, July. ('alif. S^B.P.G.
11.237,
B. R. 20:1705. — This species and its varieties
are very Horiferous, giving a fine effect in mas^ses and
in the border. Var. ^Ibus, Hort., wliite, tinged with
lilac. Var. albo-coccineus, Hort.
A very compact variety, the lower halt of the spike rosy red, the iipper
white; forms compact tufts and is called a superior

variety.
r(n<jiis(ifnlh(s, Liini., with blue fls;., is min^-h thrown in En,
t'uiiiU'v i.);int and for plowing under: annu^d.
Native to
MedlToTrrinean region.
The foliowing are y;irden hybrids of unknown origin. They
mostly have variegated tls. and are common in r-ult.: L. atmriolaccus. Perennial,
ft. high.
Fl;^. (hirk violet, striped with
white and yellow.
L. Cipfestinus. Annual, 2 ft. high. Fls.
light h)ue. — //. Diuniclti,. Fls. lilar'-ymrple, gold and wliite. According to Voss, this is the same as the kind.s known to the
trude as snpert)us, insignis (Vilmorin, not Dipxie), tri'.-Ldor elegans, and superbns Dunnetti. There is also a double form.— i.
hybn-dus. Prohahly nnxed 'kindf^. — L. puWscens, Bentli. Perennial or suhslii-uhliy, the pubescence short spreading hardly
silky in the new parts: lfts. 7-9, olilongdan'-eolate, acute,
sliorter tlian the petiole, pubescent on Itoth sides: tls. loosely
arranged almost in whorls; pedicels shorter than the calyx:
pod hirsute, 4-fi-seecle(l. Tlie above is from the original description. Bentham neglects to state the color of the fls., but
an allied species has tilne fis. ^Mnttet must he in error in c;dling this an annual, ^b'x.. Central Ami-n-., <.'ulnMilii;[. — L, tricolor.
See L. Dunnetti.
j,^
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Lupinus

parviflorus.

IS. mutabilis, Sweet. Stem erect, branched, somewhat
woody, 5 ft. tall: lfts. 7-9, lanceolate, obtuse, hairy below and somewhat glaucous: tls. large, somewhat verticillate, fragrant
standard white mixed with blue,
becoming blue with a large yellow mark in the center;
wings and keel w-hite. .Jnne-Aug. Jits, of S. America.
S.B.P.ii. 130. B.M. 2082. -Attractive species, erect and
branching but halt-hardy.
;

genus

contains about 30 species, all nativ(.',s of S. Arner., Mexico
and the West Indies. The flowers are freely produced
and remain in good condition on the plant for several
weeks. Tliey are normally borne singly on erect or suberect bracted scapes, but sometimes twin-tiowered stalks
occur. Pseudobull)S ovate or oblong-ovate, bearing 1several plicate leaves at the summit, and sheathing
leaves f
the base: sepals sub-similar, spreading, the
lateral pair united with thet^ase of the column and forming a spur-like chin or mentuiu; petals smaller, projectlabellum
ing forward, with the tips often recurved
;"i-lobed, the lateral lobes erect, middle lobe ascending or
recurved, with a fleshy, tongue-like callus on the disk:
pollinia 4. In Lycaste the scape arises from the very
young leafy axis, which does not develop until several
months later. The scape, therefore, appears from the
base of the bulb. Among the species, L. Ski}nieri is a
favorite orchid wifh growers. The species of Lycaste
;

.

.
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LYCASTE

are very distinct from each other and do not fall readily
into natural groups. This was probably tlie cause of
Reicheubach's complaint that "it is nearly as satisfactory to study this group as it is to brush hedgehogs."
The arrangement in the liey is purely artificial, and does
not indicate close relationship amongthe species grouped
together.
Heixrich Hasselbring.

Scape originating in the axil of a leaf
above tlie neiv leafy axis: labednni
ivith traiisverae

furrows.

{

Colax.

}

leaf he-low the

young

leafy axis:

I a helium usually
icilh longitudinal crests or callosities.
B. Pol Ilia seated on a common
I i

The genus Lycaste is closely allied to Maxillaria and
has a similar geographical range, being found from
Mexico and the West Indies to Peru and southeastern
Brazil. Notwithstanding this wide distribution, however, they readily subject themselves to one general
mode of treatment, and may be grown in a bright, cool
portion of the Oattleya or warm end of the Odontoglossum department, where they should receive plenty of
indirect solar light, moisture and sufficient ventilation
to ensure an active atmosphere.
During winter, the night temperature should range
from 50° to 55° Fahr., and that of the day 00° to 05°, or a
few degrees higher, with sun heat and ventilation. In
summer, the air should be as cool as possible, and con-

stipe.
c.

Scape

erect or siibcrcct normallij l-fld. {Lycaste.}
D. Middle lobe of the labellum
,

semi-ohlong, rounded, etc.,
usually obtuse or truncate.
with long hairs
2. lasioglossa
EE. Smooth or pubescent
F. Sepals oblong -la nceolute, spreading
3 gigantea
E. Pilose,

.

.

.

4

When

FF.

pieces should be held in place by copper or brass wire
crossed between the pseudobulbs.
Lycaste stock is usually supplied by new importations, but plants may l)e increased by cutting throui^h
the rhizome between the pseudobulbs, two at least lieing
left to

each piece.

Robert M. Gkev.
TNDEX.

alba, 10, 14, IG.

albo-sanguinea, 10
aromati'-a, 13, 14.
BarriRgtonitv.. H.
Bifreiiaria, IG, 17.

Candida, 7, 10.
Colax jvposus,

].

citrina, IG.

costata,

8.

cruenta,
delicii.f

isshiia, 10.

Deppii,
Tj.

13.

eburiie;i, 16.
i;it^;M!tpa, y.

MaxUJaria.O,

{?T;i,ii<litlora, 10.

Measuressiftn.a, 11.

H;i,rrisuiii;e.,

plana,

13.

10,12,

If,, Ifi.

Schilleriana
lanipes
locusta

7.

Candida

,

costata

9.

macrobulbon

oblong-ovate,
sp readi n g or half -

DD. Middle lohe of

DDD.

8.

Sepals

spreading

y

sisting of chopped peat-fiber and live sphagnum, well
mixed and interspersed with nodules of charcoal. The
compost should be pressed in moderately firm about the
roots to keep the plant steady, and newly imported

6.

5.

tain plenty of moisture.

Lycastes are growing they need a good supply
of water at the roots, and should never be allowed to
remain dry for a long time, even when at rest. Light
syringing overhead is beneficial at all times in bright
weather when air can be admitted. Tlie deciduous species, however, must be carefully watered when at rest,
for it must be remembered that in casting their foliage
they lose most of their active radiating surface, thus
reducing evaporation to a minimum.
For special treatment, they may be divided into three
groups, Z-. aro)natica L. rostaia audi. Harrisoiup forming good types. The L. aromatica section embraces
besides the type L. Candida, Jj. cnienfa, L. Depjiii, L.
lasioijlossum, L. niacrohnlhon and kindred sorts, all
more or less deciduous. These grow best in pots in a
mixture of equal parts chopped peat fiber and sphagnum
moss, with a small quantity of leaf-mold added. About
one-third of the pot space should be devoted to drainage
of broken charcoal or potsherds, and the compost must
be carefully and rather firmly pressed in about tlie roots,
leaving the base of the pseudobulbs on a level with or a
little below the rim of the pot. The best time for transplanting is just after the plants start into new growth,
at wliich time give a more abundant supply of water.
The L. cotitaia. group includes, besides the type, such
species asi. lanipes, L. h^ensfa and L. Sl-iniwri, which,
excepting the last, are but semi-deciduous, large-growing species. They succeed best under pot culture, and
should be grown in a compost of about equal parts
chopped sod, from which some of the fine soil has been
removed, and decomposed leaves, addinga little chopped
live sphagnum to keep the soili^orous and to retain moisture. The compost should become nearly dry occasionally to prevent it from becoming sour.
The Z-. Sarrisonm section is small; the type and L.
tetragova are good examples; all are sempervirent and
grow best under basket culture in porous material con-

jugosa

1.

.

Scape originating in the axil of a

sputulat';
Middle lobe

tlie

10.

Skinneri

11.
12.

13.

plana
tetragona
cruenta

1-4.

aromatica

15.

Deppli

labellum

ocate-acuuii-

nate

Scape

pendulous, normally
See Paphinia.
BB. Poll in iff, seated on 2 distinct
stipes.
{Bifrenaria .)
Ifi. Harrisoniae
cc.

several-fid.

17.

iuodora

{Colax 'jug bsus, lj\Ti(i\.). Pseudowith lanceolate-acuminate lvs.G-9 in.
from the apex and base: scape
clothed with large bracts, and bearing 2-3 fis., which
are subglobose when fully expanded: sepals broadly
oblong, obtuse, cream-colored to waxy white
petals
ovate-oldong, obtuse, marked with black-purple, transverse bands; labellum smaller, velvety and covered
with fleshy ridges: side lobes longitudinally streaked,
and middle lobe streaked and splashed witli dark purple.
Jan. -May. Brazil. B. M. 5001. Gn. 10, p. 77 and
40, p. 20L— Fis. persistent for many weeks.
2. Iasiogl6ssa, Reichb. f.
Pseudobulbs 3 in. long,
ovoid, compressed: Ivs. 8-12 in. long, elliptic-lanceolate: scape l-fld.: fls. 5 in. across; sepals spreading,
narrowly oblong, dull brown or greenish brown; petal-s
one-third as long, erect, concave, obtuse, golden j'ellow;
labellum as lon^ as the petals, xlso golden yellow: lateral lobes short, obtuse; middle lobe oblong, covered
with long, soft hairs; callus ovate, notched. Autumn
:(n<l winter.
Guatemala. B.M. 025]. — Very odd but not
showy.
3. gigantea, Lindl.
Pseudobulbs often 6 in. bigli.
bearing 2-3 obloui,^-lanceolate Ivs. 1 ^-^-2 ft. long: scape
l-fld., somewhat shorter than the Ivs.: sepals ovate to
lanceolate, 3 in. long, rather olive-green; petals somewhat smaller, lanceolate, spreading, of the same color
labellum oblong-lanceolate: side lobes acute; middle
lol>e ovate, acuminate, serrate, rich maroon bordered
with a narrow orange margin; crest fleshy, emarginatc.
The fl. -stems are said to attain a height of 2 ft., with a
single large flower. In most of the speciinens in cult,
the lip is abruptly rounded off. June-Aug. Nov., Dec.
1.

jug'dsa, Nichols.

bulbs 2-3

in. lon.g,

in length, springing both

;

;

;

l(i

ino.lnr;i, 17.

11.

]n.

puu''t;i.ti«sim;i,
])uri-nir!ita, 10,
rcsfji, 10.

l;i.si<»f:,H"ssfi, 2.

rubra,

rj;t\vreiici^ana, 7

Srliilleriana,

lo<;nsita, 0.

Skinneri, lo.
Rnporba, 10.
tetragona, I'J.

m.'icviTinlbon, 9

15.

rn'sf<ifri—'P;i]>h\nm. cristata,

error fnr L. TT;Lrrisoni;f

L. Harrisiana

IT).

7.

is

Widely dispersed'in Cent. Amer. B.M.

5616.

B.R.31::t4.

Schilleriana, Roichb. f. Plant resembling L. S'kiuI'cr/ in hal)it: pseudobull)s 2-lvd.: Ivs. elongate-lanceolate, up to 2 ft. long: scape l-fld., suberect, 8 in. long
sepals large, spreading, oblong-lanceolate, 4 in. long,
brown: ])etals erect, with recurved tips, small, IM inlong, white, speckled with brown on the back; labellum
us long as the petals, white, speckled and tinged with
rose: si<Ie lubes small; middle lobe ovate-quadrate,
4.

:

4.

probalily nn

)

:

LYCASTE

LYCASTE

crenulate; callus tongue-shaped, coucave. Often the
parts of the tlower are more or less spotted and hairy iu
places. July, Aug. Colombia. Gt. l'32l.

Gn. 25:440. P.M. 1872 :.3:). G.C. III. 7:424. A.F. 6:631
Var. albo-sanguinea. No description.
Var. Candida
Plort. White. Var. delicatissima, Hort. Fls. large, rose
white; lal^ellum white blotched with rose. Feb. Var.
grandiilbra.
No description. Var. purpurata, Hort.
Sepals and petals rose-white; laliellum crimson-purple.
Var. rbsea, Hort. A beautiful variety with deep rose fls.
and a white labellum spotted with crimson. Var. sup^rba. Sepals and petals white; labellum crimson.

5.

late,

Pseudobulbs large:

l&nipes, Lindl.
12-18 in. long:

plant,

tls.

solitary, as

many

Ivs.

as

lanceoon a

1;3

creamy white; sepals and petals oblong-lanceosmooth lateral lobes ovate-obtuse; mid-

late; labelluni

:

dle lobe oblong, obtuse, serrate, with a concave, ribbed
Oct. Ecuador. — Lindley says the fls. are pale
callus.
green, 2 >2 in. long before they expand, without a trace
of any other color.
6. lociista,

Reichb.

Pseudobullts pyriform:

f.

Irs.

oblong-ligulate, acute: fls. suuiUer tliau those of _/_/.
Dejypiij all green except the white column; the odd sepal oblong, obtuse; the lateral ones linear-oblong,
acute; petals bent down inside of the lateral sepal; laliellum with acute side lobes and a semi-oblong, fleshy,
convex middle lobe, all green on the disk are 2 narrow
keels, confluent behind into a fleshy emarginate callus.
;
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11. pUna, Lindl.
A robust plant, with large ribbed
pseudobulbs and ample-pointed oval Ivs.: fls. 3-4 in.
across; sepals oblong, plane, rich madder-red inside;
petals smaller, with recurved tij)s, white, tipped with
crinison; lal)ellum snuUler, white spotted \vith crimson;
side loltes crenulate; middle lobe rounded, obtuse, serrate, crested. Winter. Bolivia. B. R. 29:3.5. —Var. Measuresiana, Williams. Sepals reddish brown, tipped with
green
petals and labellum white spotted with bright
rose, except on the margins of the petals. Autumn.
;

Peru.
Pseudobulbs ovoid, much, com
7. Candida, Lindl.
pressed: ivs. oblong-acuminate: fls. about 2 in. across;
sepals spreading, reflexedand acute at the apices, oblong,
slightly woolly at base, yellowish green, sometimes
dotted with light rose; petals whitish, revolute, obtuse;
labellum white, with a few rose-colored spots: disk
plate obtuse emarginate at the apex; column hairy on
L'osta Rica.— Var. Lawrenceana,
the inner surface.
Hurt. Sepals aud petals tinted with rose, otherwise the
Var. rubra has been
tls. are like those of the type.

tetragonal
fls. greenish streaked with crimson; sepals and petals oblongovate, rather olituse, half-spreading, the 2 luwer forming a blunt, projecting angle at base; labellum smaller,
white and piir[ile or green and purple, with a shovelshaped appen<lage on the disk. Fls. not beautiful, but
very fragrant, remaining fresh for two months. June.
Brazil.
B.JI.;;U6 and B.R. 17:1428 (both a.^ MaxiUaria

offered.

many, oblong, membranaceous: scape bearing

8.

costS.ta.

Pseudobxilbs oblon

compressed,

12. tetr^gona, Lindl.
Pseudobulbs ovate,
Ivs. solitary, ovate-lanceolate: scape 1^-fld.

feiraijona

.

13. cru6iita,

Lindl.

flower (rarely 2),

Pseudobulbs compressed
1

:

Ivs,

yellow-

much largerthan those of //. aronuttica:

long: Ivs. 2-3 at the apex, 6-10
in. long, broadly oblong-lanceolate, acuminate: scape erect, as
fls.
long as the pseudobulb
large, nearly white or creamy
yellow; dorsal sepals oblonglanceolate, the lateral sepal similar but falcate, united with the
column to form a blunt spur;
petals smaller, somewhat un<lulate; lateral lobes of the labnllum small, erect; middle lobe
ovate - rotund, toothed. Peru.
B.M. 5706 {lis Ij. liar riur/foiua-y
var. grandiflora).
:

9. macrobulbon, Lindl. Pseudobulbs very large, ovate, compressed, with several large, oblong, acute Ivs. scapes usually
2 from each pseudolmlb, mucii
shorter than the Ivs. fls. large,
sepals ovate-oblong,
yellow
spreading; petals shorter, somewith recurved
concave,
what
tips; labellum oblong, as long
as the petals, spotted on the
disk with brown. Colombia. J'-.
:

:

;

M. 4228 (as MaxiUnria macri>hnlboti).
]n. Skinneri, Lindl. Pseudobulbs oblong-ovate, 3-5 in. high,
1-2-lvd. Ivs. oblong-lanceolate,
9-12 in. long: scapes 5-6 in.
bearing a single
long, each
waxy flower 5-6 in, in diam.:
whit©
ovate -oblong,
sepals
petals half as long, broadly ovate,
tinged with rose
pointing forward with acute, reflexed tips, striated and
lateral lobes of the labellum
tinged with dark rose
middle lobe oblong-ovate, recurved,
erect truncate
with a fleshy tongue-shaped callus on the disk, dark
crimson-purple. The most useful of the genus. Spring.
:

;

:

;

Guatemala. B.M. 4445. P.M. 11:1 [Maxilhirta Skhineri). Gn. 25: 440; 30, p. 374; 37: 397. F. 1861 :G5 fvar. )A.F. 4:519. J. H. III. 34:367. A. G. 14:433. -The following varieties are advertised:

A

large-fld. white variety with a
Var. 61ba, Hort.
tinge of yellow at the base of the labellum and a yellow,
tongue-shaped appendage in its throat. l.H. 27:405.

:

1327.

Lycaste aromatica (X

l-o).

.
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longtime. Brazil. B.R. 11:807. B.M. 2027. P.M. 2:i9G
Var. Alba, Kriinzlin.
(all as Maxillaria Sarri.souKp).
Sepals white, tinged with pink; petals pure white;
front of middle
labellum yellow, with purple veins
lobe white, with rose veins. Aromatic. Fls. last about
threeweeks. Gt. 38:1312. G.C. 11:25:437. Var. eburnea,
Plort. Fig. 1328. Sepals and petals white; labellum white,
richly streaked with carmine throat yellow. April, May.
;

;

Var. citrina, Hort. {L. citrhia,
Fls. large, fleshy; sepals and petals lemonwith lilac. Brazil.
stained
yellow; lip white,

A.G. 12:407.

Brazil.
Lindl.).
17.

inodora,

Lindl.

{Bifrevdria

inodbra,

Pseudobulbs usually ovate-oblong, 4-angled, 3

Lindl.).
in.

high:

Ivs. solitary, short-stalked, oblong-lanceolate, 1 ft. long
and 4 in. wide: scape half as long as the pseudobulb,
bearing 1-2 large, spreading, brownish green Hs. with

red hairy lips; sepals roundish oblong, tinged with red,
the lateral ones ending in a spur-like projection at base;
petals ovate-acuminate, all recurved at the tip: middle
lobe of the labellum roundish oblong, undulate, having
an elevated process at the center. Resembles L. tetrarjona, but its fls. are not fragrant. Spring.

&
is

Since these descriptions were put in type, we leam that Lager
Hurrell have in stock Lycaste fuluescens. Hook. Following
u description from the "Orchid G-rower's Manual" (see also

"PKeudobulbs large, broadly ovate, somewhat membraneous plicate lanceolate leaves two or more from their top,
and handsome, tawny yellow flowers, on slender radical scapes.
The flowers have lanceolate sepals 2% in. long, the lateral ones
f;ilcate, connate at the base into a blunt spiu-; the petiils are
li.M. 4193)

:

shnilar, but slightly smaller; and the orange-colored lip is oblong, ;^-iobed, with an emarginate appendage on the disk, and
;in ovate-obtuse front lobe, beautifully fringed at the margin
^vith wa^T hairs. Colombia."

Heinrich Hasselbring.

L'JCHNIS (from the Greek word for lamp, in allusion
to the flame-colored fls. of some species). CaryoplnjlIficcd'. As commonlyunderstood, Lychnis includes 30 to

1328.

Lycaste Harrisoni^, var. eburnea (X

.^^j).

sepals ovate, obtuse; petals similar, erect and smaller;
labellum half as lougas the sepals; lateral lobes rounded;
middle lobe rounded-truncate, crisp on the margin,
pubescent; crest small, fleshy. Like Z/. aromafica, but
the Ivs. much broader, fis. larger, and the labellum of
<lifferent shape and somewhat spotted with purple,
^lar., Apr. Guatemala. B.R. 28:13 [Maxillaria crnenfu)
(in. 44:933 {Lijca^ite aroniadca).
Fi?. 1327. Psoudobulbs ovate,
siieathing, oblong-lanceolate:
scape erect, 1-fld., shorter than the Ivs. lis. yellow, 2>2
in. across; sepals and petals ovate-oblong, acute; the
latter smaller and pointing forward; iateriil lobes of the
labellum with narrow, projecting blades; middle lobe
spatulate, dentate, recurved, and having a large truncate
phite as a crest. Winter and spring. Mexico. B.R.
22:1871. — Floriferous.
14.

aromatlca, Liudl.

compressed:

Ivs.

many,

:

D6ppii, Lindl. Pseudobiilbs ovate, clustered: Ivs.
broadly elliptic-lauceolate, l'.j-2 ft. long: scape
bearing 1 or 2 fis. 4 in. in diameter: sepals
oldong-lanceolate, dingy green, spotted with chocolate]turple
petals smaller and cnculate, white
labellum
i)right yellow, with a few purple spots; lateral lobes
small, rounded middle lobe ovate-acuminate, recurved,
waved, with a yellow callus. Vigorous and free-flowering. Aug. to May and June. B.M. 3395. L. B.C. 17:1012
(both as J]f(ixillaria Deppii). V.M. 2:2m (3laxifUfri'i
/>r/7»r/). — Nanied after r)Hppe, but originally spelled
Var. punctatissima, Hort. Fls. much spotted
l)cl)pii.
with dark purjile. CTiiateniala.
]<;. Harrisonise, G. Don.
8ome authors prefer to call
15.

;i-4,

erect,

;

;

;

/JarriHOiiic, Reichli, f. Pseudobulbs l!-4
in. high, 4-angled
Ivs. solitary, lanceolate: scape erect,

this

L'i.freti(}ri'i

:

cream-colored
sepals spreading,
oval, the 2 lower forming a kind of open spur at their
united bases; petals oval, spreading; lateral lobes of
lip rounded, crenate; middle lobe rounded-eniarginate,
crenate; all beautiful purple; inside tawny, with purple
lines, and an orange callus.
Spring. The tis. last a
]-2-fld.

:

tis. 2-:t

in.,

;

40 small herbs of the temperate parts of the northern
hemisphere. The technical generic characters are so
variable and unimportant, however, as to allow the genus
to be thrown into Silene or to be broken up into7or 8 distinct genera (for the
latter, see Williams,

Journ. Bot..31:l(i7),
according to the point
of view of the particular author. They are

annuals,

biennials

or perennials, of
easiest culture in or-

dinary garden soil.
They are plantswhich
the

like

sun.

They

mostly erectgrowing,
and the
are

leaves

are

opposite

and entire. The capsule usually has but
one locule or compartment, and the
seeds are borne on a
or axile placenta(Fig.l320). The
styles are usually 5
or rarely 4, in this
differing from Silene
fin which the styles
ai-e 3), and the calyx
ccTitral

arecommnnly 5.
some species, the
styles are 3 and the
capsule is more than
teeth
In

1-loculed at base, but

cases the
the plant
ami minor technical
charactersenable one
in

these

liabit

of

Capsule and seeds
Corn-cockle (X VQ.

1329.

Showing

of

axile placenta-

them to Lychnis rather than to Silene. The staare 10; and the petals 5 and usually with a 2-cleft
scale or a pair of teeth at the base of the blade. In the
following synopsis of the garden kinds, little attempt
is made to follow technical botanical divisions.

to refer

mens

.

,
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Some of tlic species of Lychnis are amongst the best
known of old-fashioned tiowers, as the Mullein Piuk,
IMaltese Cross and Ragged Robin. These are essentially

B.M.

or
a

U

4.

Cbalcedonit'a,
C(»U-rosa, 7.

ieriii

.Sitenc, 7.
S])ecios;i,

Githago,

Mullein Pink. Dusty Miller.
Hose Campion. Fi^.

1(1.

Ti,

dioica, 8.

oeulata, 7.
plenissiina,

Calyx- lobes loiKj

and

1,

l:j.

,

onaria

1:2.

toiiii'iitosa,

rrnperfiiia, 0.

Visearia,

11.

h'ufij:

petals not croioi'it

.

Scop. (Agrostnnnia Githiiijo, Linn.).
Corn-cockle. Figs. 13'29-30; also 82.5. An annual weed
and difficult to eradicate because the
wheat-fields,
in
seeds are not readily screened from the wheat in the
thresher or fanning-mill plant strict, 2-3 ft. tall, whitehairy Ivs. nearly linear tis. long-peduncled, red-purjile
and showy, the obovate
entire petal limbs exceeded by the narrow
calyx lobes — these lobes
falling when the fruit is
ripe. En. — Rarely cult.
in old gardens.
:

:

AA.

Valijj- tolies not pi-nlea f if :
u ml
u s H (t I I ij
e I a I s
c rotcneil

long'd

p

1
ill.
or les.'i
acrosSy in dense, teiniinal eymes or viii-

Fls.

E.

ellate
{Forms

heads.

b

may

No.

of

loinfiddaa,

A.

Br.).

1332.
Biennial or perennial,
1-23^ ft. tall, forking towards
the top
Ivs. oblong, oblongoval or oblong-s^patulate, the
lower ones obtuse or nearly
so, tapering to a more or less
clasping base: fls. large (I/2
in. across) circular in outline,
or rose - crimson,
crimson
borne singly on the ends of
the branches; petals with appendages at the throat; calyx
:

7, U).

Githago,

:

(Agro-

Coroniria, Desv.

5.

Flos-Jovis, ij.
fulgens, 3, 1'.;.

spleiideiis,
•Siiedca, 4.

1.

J.

wliite-ivuoJhf

st^mma Corom) rln Linn. Cor-

Haageaua,

A.

iia

Fios-ciiculi, 11.

oratidlfUira, VI.

8.

i

Plant

/<ii>.kc (:h(>;t(.'rs

Ihe clu^iters nnl

throii/jltoni.

Coronaria, 5.
coronata, 12.

diuma,

or in

tit li'd.sl

sfinperfloreus,
iSenno, 14,
Sieboldii, U.

tiiiibriatu, 7.

alba, 9.
alpina,

.

aiiiglij

INDEX.
elegans. 10.

7.

N. Asia., Eu., and Anier.
L.ij.C. y:b81 (as L. Sui'ciea) — An attractive

3'J4

alpiue

c.

6,
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broad calyx with red teeth.

flower-garden subjects. Others, as L. alpiiia, are better known as borfler or rockwork plants. All species
are easily grown from seeds, the biennials and perenThe perennials are
nials blooming the second year.
often propagated by division.

Agrostemma,

:

,

with filiform teeth. Eu. and

A

Asia. B.M. 24:.—
common
plant of old gardens, and

sometimesescaped. Tbe glowing fls. and white foliage make
it a conspicuous plant. A hybriil of this and i. FJos-Jovis
is figured in G.C. III. 2, p. 101.
0. F168-Jdvi3, Desv.
Perennial, 12-18 in., making a
clump: Ivs. in a rosette, also

12

re.

D.

Petals

Plant

i'-}io(cJied

-not irhifc-icooIJy

or

2.

SALEM CKOSS. SOAKLET
Fig. 13.31.
Lightning.
Perennial 2-3 ft. tall,
usually loose-hairy, the
stems simple or nearly
so: Ivs. oblong or cor-

Lychnis Chalcedonica.

(

be sought here.)

Clialced6nica, Linn.
M.\LTESE (_*i-;oss. -Ieku-

1331.

caulino, oval-lanceolate, more
or less clasping: fls. small "^2 in. or less across), brigbt
red or rose, in a rather dense, umbel-like cluster. Ku.
B.M. 398 (as Agrosteinnia J''los-Jov is ),~H-d.ri.\y perennial, rarely seen in old gardens.

'2-rh'ff.

.•^ouijJit

E.

,

(Forms

Jiere.

green.
of

No.

12

way

he

)

A inniuls.

Cceli-rosa, Desv. Rose of Heaven. Fig. 1333. A
very floriferous annual, 12-18 in., glabrous: Ivs. linear,
7.

long-acuminate and very sharp-pointed:

Hs.

on slender

Flower of the Corn-cockle date-lanceolate, clasping
(upper Ones often n;ir(Lychnis Githago) in bud.
shurt''"W -1"^ tapering
Nataral size.
ptomted, hairy tls. ] m.
long, with narrow upward-enlarging ribbed calyx
and spreading, obcordate-notched limb. June. 6.51.257.
— Probably Japanese, but long in cult., and one of the
best of all old-fashioned flowers. The fls. are usually
brick-red to scarlet, but there are varieties with rosecolored, flesh-colored and white blossoms; also with
double fls. The arrangement of the petal-limbs suggests the Maltese cross, hence one of the common
names. Rarely persists for a time as a weed.
1330.

I

,

:

An erect-stemmed
3. fulgens, Fischer (not Hort.).
perennial, hairy: Ivs. ovate to ovate-oblong, roughish,
tapering below but scarcely petioled fls. few, in a rather
dense terminal cluster, bright scarlet, each petal divided
into two broad lobes, on the outer side of which are two
other and very narrow lobes, the ends of the main lobes
calyx oblong or ovate, 10-ribbed, with
slightly toothed
Siberia, China, Japan. B.M.2104. B.R.
erect teeth.
6:478. -Perhaps not in cultivation in this country. The
plant that passes under this name is probably a form of
L. coronata. From L. Chaleedoiiiea it is distinguished
by lower stature, much larger fls., and the well-marked
side teeth or lobes on the petals.
Glabrous, tufted, a ft. or less tall:
i. alpina, Linn.
fls.
Ivs. mostly at the base, thickish, linear or oblong
pink, with 2-lobed petals (segments linear), and short.
:

;

:

,y<i'\c^jf$i»fc.';:'C/;r^<

1332.

Lychnis Coronaria.

Stems, about an inch across, the petals only slightly
notched, rose-red, with a linear bifid scale at the throat
calyx club-shaped. Mediterranean region. B.M. 2S5 (as

—
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Aijrostemma

garden annual, lova white-fld. form; also var. fim-

Ca'^i-ro.s(().— Apopxilar

\n^ the sun. There is
briata, Hort., with toothed petals. The species is known
also as ISUene Cceli-ro.sa. For an account of the leadin,^ garden forms, see Rehder, M.D.Ci. 1897, p. 3i6.
Var. ocuUta {L. ocuhlta,

Backh.
Lindl.

)

yiscilria
,

is

a

ocnUlta,

handsome form

with purple-eved
B.M.4U75.

tis.

B.R.

2:t:53.

Common

in old gardens

and also naturalized in parts of
the eastern country. The double form (red or white) is
prized for its close-packed, fimbriate fls. An old-time
and deserving favorite, blooming profusely and
most of the season. Hardy.

for

plenissima semperfJorens,
Hort.), is au excellent very double form, blooming
from spring till fall, and also forcing well.
Var. plenissima, Hort.

(Z-.

DDD. Petals several-toothed or fimbriate, but not

lohed.

coron^ta, Thunb. {L. grandifldra, Jacq.). Perennial, or often biennial under cultivation, erect, glabrous:
ivs. oval-elliptic and acute, the cauline ones sessile or
nearly so; fls. very large (nearly or quite 2 in. across),
the wide-spreading petals sharply several-toothed or
somewhat laciniate, brick-red or cinnabar, scattered or
China, Japan. B.M. 223. L.B.C,
in an open panicle.
15:1433. F.S. 10:979.- Half-hardy or tender perennial,
growing 1-1}^ ft. high, mostly a spring and summer
bloomer. Of this handsome plant there are various
forms, and to at least some of them, the name L, fidgens is frequently applied.
12.

EE.

Bieu)ti(iJs (Old per-

en n

ill

Is.

didica,Linn.(iy.f?n(r/(«,
Sibth.}.
Ked or Morning
8.

Coarse, hairy and
usually somewhat viscid, 12 ft. tall, forking above:
Ivs. ovate-lanceolate or oblong, the caulineoneshroadbased or chisping: hs. normally red {varying to pink
and white), in loose, elongating or forking clusters
or at first single on tbe ends
of tbe branches), opening in
tbe morning, not fragrant,
more or less dioecious; calyx
oblong, reddish, not exceeding '2 in. in length: fr. or
capsule large and globose,
wide - mouthed, the teeth
recurved. Eu. and Asia.—
Frequent in old gardens,
and also run wibl in waste
grounds in tbe eastern
states.
There are doubletld. forms.
(.'AiiPioN.

(

9.

t)na,

^Iba, Mill. (L. vesperSibtli.).
White or

Evening

Campion.

Very

like tbe last, and perhaps
not specifically distinct, but

more viscid

Ivs. longer
usually white and fragrant and opening at evening; calyx longer and green
capsule ovate to conical,
with teeth erect or spreading, not
recurved.
Blay,
June. Eu. — In okl gardens
and also escaped. There is
a double-fld. form. This and
the lust are easily grown
perennials or biennials.
:

:

(1s.

;

Var. speciosa {L. specidsa, Carr. L. fulgens, var.
sp€eibsa,\o^^). Usually not so tall, very bushy: Ivs.
narrower and sharper: fls. very large and redder (usually scarlet), the petals less toothed and indistinctly 2notcbed. K.H. 1870-1:530.
Var. Si^boldii {L. Sieholdii, Van Houtte. L. fulgetis,
var. Sieholdii ,'B.ovt.)
Fls. large and pure white, with
lacerate and obscurely 2-notched petals.
Hybrid of L. fulgens and L.
13. Haageana, Lem.
coronata, and a good intermediate, the fls. being large,
with 2-notched petals and 2 short side teeth or lobes
and dentate ends to the large lobes. It is a hardy or
half-hardy perennial, 12 in. or less high, in summer
producing large clusters of orange-red, scarlet or crimson tls., which are nearly 2 in. across. Very desirable.
l.H. 0:195. F. 8.22:2322.
14. S6nno, Sieb. & Zncc.
Erect-growing, villous perennial, with sessile, ovate or lance-ovate Ivs. and 1-3
large fls. at the ends of the branches, deep carmine (or
in some forms with striped fls.), the petals deeply cut
into several divisions which are again toothed at the
ends. Japan. — Little known in this country.
.

L. H. B.

L'S'CIUM (Greek, Lykion^ a name given to a Rhaninus
from Lycia, transferred by Linna-us to this genus). So/an(ice(p. Matrimony Vine. Box Thorn. Ornamental
deciduous or evergreen shrubs, with usually spiny and

Viscaria, Linn. GerInteresting
bardy perennial, G-20 in.
high, glabrous, but with
viscid patches beneath the
M. -clusters: Ivs. long-linear,
the lower ones tapering towards the base
fls.
not
1333. Lychnis Cceli-rosa,
large, red, in opposite shortstalked clusters, which form
Natural size.
an interrupted glomerate
panicle; calyx ^4 in. long, reddish, usually somewhat
swollen above the middle, with short teetb. Eu., N.
Asia. G.C III. 20:122. — Sometimes seen in old gardens,
and a useful plant with a tufted habit; a most profuse
bloomer in sunny places. There are forms with deep
red and white fls.; also double-fid. Var. spl6ndens,
Hort., has rose-pink fls. Var. 61egans, flort., has scarlet and white-striped Us.
10.

man Catchfly.

:

Petals 4-Iohed or parted.
Linn.
Rag'skd Robin.
Citkoo
Fi.owEK (whence the Latin name). Perennial, slender,
1-2 ft. tall, slightly roughened, and glandular above:
root-lvs. oblanceolate
stein-lvs. lance-linear to linear
Us. in a loose, cyniose-paniculate
and rather small
cluster, red or pink, the petals cut into 4 linear segments; calyx short-oblong, 10-ribbed. Eu., N. Asia.
in.>.

II,

F163-ciiculi,

;

;

1334.

Old-time garden Tomato. Lycopersicum esculentum.
(See

p. 0J8.)

,

LYCILIM

LYCOPERSICUM

often slender and sarmentose steins and with alternate
orfiiscicled, short-petioled, entire vs. the whitish violet
or purple tls. are funnelform and appear in axillary clusters or solitar}', and are followed by usually very decorative berries of scarlet or red, rarely yellow or black.
Most of the species are tender, but L. h'i/i)iiifoJ.iu)n Jj.
Chinense, and also I/. Tarconianicii in undJj. Huthi'iiu-uni
are hardy North. The two first named are especially
attractive in fall, when the long and slender brunches
are loaded with scarlet or bright red frs., which contrast
well with the green foliage. The leaves remain fresh
and unchanged in color until they drop, after severe
frost. The species are well adapted for covering walls,
fences, arbors and other trellis work, but are, perhaps,
most beautiful when the branches are pendent from
rocks or from the top of walls. They are also used sometimes for hedges, and for warmer regions especially

hardy North and are rare in cultivation, while/., halimifoUiun and the following are hardy.

1

;

,

Jj.

Afrum may

be recommended.

It is

much used in
name of Caffir

S. Africa for this purpose under ths
Thorn. The Box Thorns grow in almost any soil that is
not too moist. They should not be planted near flower
beds or similar places, where the suckers are apt to become troublesome. Prop, readily l)y hardwood cuttings
or suckers; also by layers and seeds. About 70 species
distributed through the temperate and subtropical regions of both hemispheres. Lvs. mostly rather small,
often tleshy: fls. axillary, solitary or clustered; calyx
campanulate, 3-5-toothed corolla funnelform, with usufr. a berry, with
ally 5-lobed limb; stamens mostly H
few to many seeds.
;

:

A.

Lvs, rather Jarge

:

corojla o-lobed, dull purplish.

halimifolium, Mill. {L. nilgiire, Dun. L. fldecidion,
Koch). Shrub, with long and slender, spiny or unarmed
l)ranches, recurving or sarmentose, glabrous lvs. cuneate, narrow, oblong-lanceolate, acute or obtuse, grayish
green, l>2-2 in. long: Us. 1-4, long-pedicelled; corolla
filaments hir^•i in. across, limb about as long as tube;
sute at the base: fr. oval, orange-red or sometimes j'ellow, to Kin. long. May-Sept. China to S. E. Eu. Gn.;n,
B.B. 3:138.- This species and also
p. ;CU and 34, p. G3.
the following are often confounded with I/. SJuri>p<rtiiii
and L. Barharum, which are chiefly distinguished by
the filaments being glabrous at the base, by the longer
tube and by the narrower and smaller lvs. They are not
:
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Chinense, Mill. Similarto the former, of more vigorous
growth: brandies to 12 ft. long: lvs. ovate to lanceolate,
bright green, 13.-3 in. fis. somewhat larger: fr. scarlet
or bright orange-red, ovate to oblong, sometimes almost
lin. long. June-Sept. China. G.F. 4:102. -The larger
fruited form is sometimes distinguished
as var. inegistocirpum, Hort. (var. inacrocdrpKiii Hort).
:

,

Zrs.

AA.

.sniall,

^_i

in. long or shorter.

Chil6nse, Bert
Shrub, with slender,
often p r o c u ni 1) e n t
and mostly spineless
branches: lvs. cuneate at base, oblong,

glandular -pubescent
on both sides, grayish
green, %~J4 in. long:
tls. usually solitary;
pedicels longer than
the 5-lobed, whitish

,

pubescent calyx; eorollaabout ]-{\xx. long,
))ubescent and yellowish outside, limb
fj-lobed,

pu rp

li sli

within, about as long
as tube: fr. orangered. July-Oct. Chile.
The grayish color

—

and glandular pubescence gives the foliage a frosted appearance.
Int. V.m) by
Franceschi, Santa
Barbara, Calif.

Leaves

1336.

of

Tomatoes.

escxdeut}!
iii'"udifolijnn.

J. urn}. •r^icuiii

Igare:

LI,

Ill

,

var.

cross of the two.

Richii, Gray.
Shrub, with slender spiny branches:
lvs. sbort-petioled, cuneate, obovate, obtuse, glabrous
or minutely puberulous when yoTing, about
in. long:
W^. usually 2-3; calj-x as long as pedicels, wit^ elongated
teeth corolla
in. long, tube longer than 4-lobed limb:
fr. globular, brightred, ^itin- across. May-Sept. S.Calif.

K

;

%

hbrridum, Thunb. Erect, spiny, much-branched shrub,
3 ft., glabrous: lvs. sessile, spatulate, glabrous,
about ^4 in. long
fls. short-pedicelled, small, whitish,
with rather slender tube and 3-4-lobed limb. S.Afr.—
As I have seen no specimens of the pdant in trade under
this name, I am not sure whether it is the true L. horriJiim of Thunberg described ab(.ve, or perhaps L. Afrum
which is much used in S. Africa for hedges; the latter
is easily distinguished by its large purple fls.
b>

:

L. Afnan, 7_,inn. Upright, ritrid, spiny: lvs. linear-spatnlate.
small: tls. sdHtarv, tuliular, with short limb, purple. 1 in. l<»7ii?.
N. and S.Afr. B.K. ^u'JA. S.B.F.(t. II. i-MA.— L. Bdrhannn,
Ijiun. Spiny or unarmed slender shiaib. Similarto L, luilimifnUum: ris. ;i-(j: till le inside and 11 laments at base glabrous, tube
longer than limb. N. Afr.
L. Europceum, Linn. (L. Mediterraueum, Dun.). Spiny shrub, with spreading branches: lvs.
spatulate, thickish: fls. short-pedicelled, with the slender tuhe
much longer til an limb. Mediter. region. L. fv.chsio)des, HBK.
Iochroma fuehsioides.— i. oviitum. Dun. (L. rhombifolinm,
Idpp.). Allieil to L. Chinense. Lvs. rhombic-ovate: fr. oblong,
large, with conf'a^e apex. ^i. pallidum. I\Iiers. Spiny spreading
shi-ub, to 3 ft.: lvs. spatulate, glaueous, 1-2 in. long: tls. pedi'elled. j»ale greenish purple, funnelform, almost 1 in. long: fr.
globular, bright red. Ariz, and Utah to Mexico. G.F. 1:341.
Has proved h.-irdy in the Arnold Arboretum.
L. JRuthenicum.
!Murr. Upright spiny sbiaib: lvs. linear, small, thick: tls. small,
with rather long tube: fr. globular, black.
JL. Turcoiunniann.
Turez. Slender spiny shmb. allied to L. halimifolium: lvs. and
fls. smaller, tube more slender and longer: fr. globular. Turkestan. N. China.
L. suhglbhosuin Dun. Allied to Ij. h,-dimifolium, dwartVr, more erect, less spiny: lvs. smaller: fr. suliglobose, small. S.Europe.
Alfred Eehder.

—

—
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LYCOP^RSICITM
Upright Tomato, Lycopersicum esculentum.
var. validum.

{wolf peach

;

probably an allusion to

compared with the peach). Solanitcecv.
Tomato. Perhaps nearly a dozen herbs of the western
two of which are in common cultivaAmerica,
side of S.
its

1335.

.

inferiority as

.

LYCOPODIUM

LYCOPERSICUM

958

:.

(in red and yellow), which are often 2-locule(l
plant less large and dense-foliaged, the 1\ s.
smaller, grayer: growth more erect. — Probaljly
a very close approach to the wild plant. Fruits
used for pickles and conserves.
:

Var. pyrif6rme, Hort.

pijriforme, Dunal).
Differs from the last
only in having pear-shaped or oldong fruits.—
Probably occurs wild in very nearly the form seen
in old gardens.

Pear and

I-'lum

{1/.

Tomato.

Var. vilidum, Bailey. Upright Tomato. Fitr.
remarkable cultural form, of low, stiff,
1335.
erect growtii, and small, condensed, curled Ivs.—
Originated as a chance seedling in France about
50 years ago. Looks like a potato plant.

A

Var. grandi£dlium, Bailey. Large-leaf Tomato.
Lvs. very large, plane, the Ifts. few (about 2
and large, with margins entire or very
nearly so, and secondary Ifts. usually none. — Of seedling origin about 30 years ago. The JMikado and Potato
Leaf are the leading varieties at present.
In very
young plants, the leaves are usually entire. This race
iias produced crosses of commercial value with var. vultlitre. In Fig. 133i>, No. 2 is a leaf of var. viiU/are, No. 1
is var. (frandifo/iuni and No. 3 is a leaf of a hand-made
cross betw^een the two.
pimpinellifdlium, Dunal {L. racemlgerunt and rncernif or/He, Lange. /SoIuuiiih ra r f ih if Id ru hi ,y Urn ., not Dunal
Currant Tomato. Fig. 1337. Plant weaker, very diflvs. with small.
fuse and twiggy, scarcely pubescent
ovate, nearly entire Ifts., and very small secondary Ifts.
racemes elongating, distichous, bearing 10-40 small,
currant-like, red berries.
S. Amer.— Grown as a
curiosity and for ornament. The plant makes an escidlent summer cover for brush or rubbish piles. The fruits
are edible, but are too small fur domestic use. However, it has been introduced as a garden vegetable under
the name of German Raisin Tomato. It hybridizes wish
L. fscuh'xtum. (see Fig. 1338).
The other species of Lycopersicum are unknown in
cult.
Some of them are very like aboriginal forms of
L. esriilcu/inH and it is doubtful whether they are sufpairs)

,

]

:

,
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be worth keeping as species. Pictures of other Lycopersicums will be found in Essay 4,
"Survival of the Unlike."
l H. B.
liciently distinct to

The Currant Tomato.—

Lycopersicum pimpinellifolium.
tion for their fruits. Fls. small, yellow,
(3 nearly rotate when in full bloom, in short
superaxillary racemes; stap.iens 5, coDiiate
about the siugle style
ovary 2-loculed in
:

the nou-anieliorated forms, becoming a
fleshy, many-seeded berry: foUEige irregularly or interruptedly pinnate, rank-smelling: plant usually pubescent, straggling.
In native conditions, Teiiuitoes are proh;iI)iy perennial,
domestication
they are treated as if annual. Tenbut in

der to frost. See To)H<i/i>.
escul6ntum, Mill. Common Tomato. Fig. 1:J34. Plant
spreading, with grayish green, mostly couduplicate
("curled") leaves and slender, ascending shoots
Ivs.
pinnate, with small, nearly entire leaflets interposed, the
main leaflets notched or even lobed towards the base:

Li/ropofUdcr-r.
LYCOPODIUM Greek. iroU-foof
Clib-moss. Gkouxij-pine. Running-pine. A genus of
fern allies, with erect or trailing stems, narrow lvs.,
arranged in 4 to many ranks, and bearing spores in
{

Essays

4

and

30).

cerasif6rme,

ITort.

Still

rcra.sifoDne, Dunal).
for its little gloliular frts

(//.

grown

J^rs. ui"in/-r(( Hlivd

A.
li.

Sporaiujiii

ill

the

crZ/.s-

of nnitlicrtd Ivs.

Sel^go, Linn. Stems erect, .3-9 in. long, dichotlvs. ascending, hollow at base,
omously branched
glossy green, not reflexed. Northern hemisphere, usu:

ally in

high altitudes.

lucidulum, Michx., is more common in lowlands, and
has Ivs. wide in the middle and erose.

squarrdsum, Forst. Stems pendulous, 1-2 ft. long, 2-3
times dichotomously branched: ivs. firm, dark green,
spreading, K-'K in- long: sporangia in the axils of re-

duced

lvs.,

BB.

forming a spike. East Indies.

Sporaiif/iii a!/(i)-e(/ah'd in
c.

iSh')/i!^

Phlegmaria,

mously forked

Linn.

pcmJuIous:

Stems

icrminal

f>pi}ces.

Ivs. acute.

^4-2

ft.

long,

dichoto-

lvs. ^.2-'K in. long, ovate: spikes copious,
lax. 3-0 in. or ntore long. Tropics of Old World.
;

Stems erect, tree-form.
Stems erect, reaching 3-4 ft., copicuisly l)ranched
vs. crowded, linear; spikes sessile.
/^-/-i n. lontr, curved downward. Tropics of both hemi00.

c^rnuum, Linn.

:

Var.

Cherry Tomato.

.

sporangia, located either in the axils of ordinary lvs.
(Fig. 1339) or in the axils of modifled lvs. clustered in
spikes (Fig. 1340). About 300 species are known. Comnmnly iised for holiday decorations. The spores of
some species form the officinal Lycopodium powder.
The plants which florists grow as Lycopodiums are
Selaginellas (which see).

;

fls. in a short raceme of 4-G: fr. medium to small, flattened endwise and furrowed on the sides. — In cultivation for more than ,S0O years. Two hundred years ai,^o
red and yellow varieties were known. The great (.-volution of the Ton)uto did not take place until this century,
giving rise to the garden race.
Var.vulg^re, Bailey. Fig. i;^.3G, No. 2. Tliis is the common garden Tomato of North America, distinguished
by very heavy growth, greener foliage, much larger
and plane Ivs., the comparative absence of stiffish ascending shoots (in the mature plant), few fls., and
larger, "smoother" (i. e., not furrowed} fr., which has
numerous locules or cells. — There is every reason for
believing that the original Tomato had a 2-loculed
(2-celle<i) fruit, but the course of amelioration has multiplied the locules; it has also modifled the foliaee and
the stature of the plant (see "Survival of the Unlike."

)

!

spheres, occasionally iu our gulf states.

LYCOPODIUM

LTCORIS

obsciirum, Linn. {L. dendroideum, Michx.
L. Jnp6nieum,Th\uih.). Stems (j-12 in. hi^'h, nuich-brancbed
Ivs. loose, erect: spikes erect, ^-l^i in. long.
Temperate N. Amer. to Japan. — The common Grountl Pine.
:

959

each 3-4 in. across. The white filaments
and yellow anthers are conspicuous features. The leaves
make their growth, die down, and after a long rest the
bulbs send up fluwer-stulks alone. These plants ai(^
highly esteemed in China and Japan, and bulbs are constantly being sent to the w^estern world, but with usf
they seem to be w^ayw^ard and uncertain, particularly as
to the time of blooming. Lij'-orls anrea reverses the
custom of nature. It rests iu the wet season and flowers
in the dry season. How the bulbs can remain dormant
during the early Chinese summer, with the thermometer
at 85° in the shade and a yearly rainfall of 100 inches, is
a mystery. Botanically this gi^nus is placed next tr)
Hippeastrura, an American genus, in which the seeds are
numerous in a locuie, and u.sually flat, while in Lvcoris
they are few in aloculeand turgid. Hurticulturally Lycoris is most nearly comparalile to Ni-rine, but the seeds
of the former are black and of the latter green. Bakt^r,
bels of 4-12

Handbook

fls.

of the Amaryllidea?. 1^88.
A.

BJoomiug injultj
u.

sangiiinea,
1-2 in. Jong:

Maxim.
Ivs.

<(nd Aitgnsl.

Fls. did/ nd.

Bulb

linear:

o\'oi<l, 1 in. indiam.; neck
stamens shorter than the

perianth segments. Japan. — The only species with segjuents neither wavy nor reflexed. Baker says the fls. are
bright red. The Yokohonia Nursery Co. is probably
mistaken in giving the blooming period as May and
June.- They also advertise var. ^Iba. J. N. Gerard says
the Ivs. of this and the next appear in March also that
the fls. of L. sdtiijiiinrd are dull brownish red.
;

BB.

/'7,s'.

rosij Uhtc.

{Ani'irfiUis HdlVn
Hort., at
least in part). Fig. 1341. Bulb globose: Ivs. produced
iu spring, 9-12 lines wide: fls. rosy lilac, banded yellow.
Japan. B.M. 7547. G.C. 111.21:137. G.F. 3:177. -The
only fragrant kind. Var. purpiirea, Hort., introduced
about 1898. This species is hardy in New England.

equamigera,

I\Iaxiin.

,

Blooming from

AA.

Sepf.-IVov.
B.

Fls. orange-colored.

Herb. {JVerlne
Bury). Golden
Spider Lily. Bulb 2 in.
in diam.
Ivs.
swordshaped, 6-9 lines wide,
glaucous, produced in
atlrea,

aiirea,

:

1338.

Lycopersicum esculentum beneath; L. pimpinellifolium at top
hybrid between.
;

CCC.

Stems {main ones) wide-iraiJing with
,

erect

branches.

ann6tinum, Linn. Stems trailing, often .several feet
long, with numerous ascending branches G-8 iu. high,
which hear sessile, solitary spikes. Arctic and north
temperate zones of both hemispheres,
clav&,tum, Linn. Main steni trailing to the length of
several feet, usually much branched; spikes 1-4 on an
elongated peduncle. Arctic and nortii temperate regions
of both

hemispheres.

AA.

it'.s.

— The common

Club-Moss.

4-ra)iked, on fan-like branches.

complana.tum, Linn. Fig. 1340. Stems trailing on the
surface of the ground: branches spreading out in a
horizontal plane: Ivs. of the under side of stems reduced to slender, spreading, cuspidate apices: first and
.second forks of peduncles approximate. Northern hemisphere.— //. Chamcec i( pariss u s R. Br., is an allied spe,

cies,

with stems growing underground.
L.

LYCORIS (named after anereid
AmaryUlddcea?.

A

M.

F—

..,^0D.

Greek mythology).
species of remarkable
in

genus of 5
bulbs from China and Japan, with large, 6-parted flowers.
Pour species are in cultivation, two of which are
hardy in New England. Two bloom in summer and two
in early autumn.
Two have red fls., one has lilac or
purple fls., one yellow or orange. Three have the perianth segments more or less recurved and tinted or
crisped at the margin. In all cases the tls. appear without foliage, being borne on a scape 1-3 ft. long, in umf.l

1339.

Lycopodium

lucidulum,
o
ra o n in
cool
woods.
Sporangia

m

in the axils of foliage leaves.

1340.

Lycopodium complanatum.

r>enizen of dry banks.
angia in spikes.

Spor-

May. China. B.M. 409 and B.R. 8:611 (as Amaryllis
anrea). G.C.III. 17:2(J3 and 18:.545. Gn. 47:997.~Baker
says it blooms in Aug. and has bright yellow fls., but
all the colored plates show orange-colored fls.

LYONIA

LYCORIS

9G0
BB.

7''/.s-.

bright red.

radi^ta, Herb. {Ner\)ie JapSnica, Miq.). Bulb g\oiieok short: Ivs. produced in winbose, IK in. (iiiim.
ter, linear: stamens much longer than the perianth segments. China and Japan. B.R. 7:096 (as Amaryllis radiata). A.G. 13:211.— The perianth see:ments are more
recurved than in any other species. The tube is very
short, while in all the other kinds here described it is
li in. long.
"W. M.
;

I/ijcoris aurea has been cultivated for many years in
American gardens, though it is not a common plant.

Lately, with large importations of L. radiafa, the inThese species have
terest in the genus has widened.
the handsomer flowers, and are preferably cultivated under glass, though the bulbs are probably hardy in warm,
protected borders; at least they have more than oneo

LYON, THEODATUS TIMOTHY (Plate X), pomolowas born in Lima, N. Y., January 13, 1813, and
died in South Haven, Mich., February G, 19U0. He was
the son of a farmer. His school going was very limited.
In 1828, his parents went to the territory of Michigan,
where he was employed in many pioneer pursuits, as
farming, lumber-making, post-boy, tanner, merchant.
He became more and more interested in farming, and in
1844 started a nursery on the farm at Plymouth, Mich.
He collected varieties from the local orchards, and found
His interest was chaltheir names much confused.
lenged, and gradually he became absorbed in a study of
day
pomology, which in that
meant mostly knowledge
of varieties. Articles on the varieties of Michigan apples in the "Michigan Farmer" attracted the attention
of Charles Downing, and a correspondence and exchange
of varieties resulted. His name appears in the list of
correspondents in the revised editions of Downing's
"Fruits and Fruit Trees." For some years, Mr. Lyon
was president of a railway company. In 1874, he moved
to the "fruit belt" of southwestern Michigan, where he
became president of the Michigan Lake Shore Nursery
Association, and where he lived until his death. The
nursery association was not successful financially. In
1888, Mr. Lyon wrote a full (412 pp.) and careful "History of Michigan Horticulture," which was published in
/the seventeenth report of the State Horticultural Society, a society of which he was president from 1876 to
1891, and honorary president until his death.
In 1889,
be took charge of the South Haven sub-station of the
Michigan Expei'iment Station and here, with his fruits
and trees, he lived quietly and happily to the last.
Mr. Lyon was one of the last of the older generation
of pomologists. Like his colleagues, lie was an expert
on varieties. He was one of that sacred company which
placed accuracy and cautiousness before every consideration of ambition or personal gain. His friends
knew that he had not the temper of a commercial man.
At one time it was said of him that he was the most
critical and accurate of American pomologists.
The
fruit lists of the Michigan Horticultural Society, his
labors in revision of nomenclature for the American
Pomological Society, and his various bulletins of the
Michigan Experiment Station, show his keen judgment
of varieties. Personally, he was retired, modest, cautious
in speech, generous, simple in habit and manner.
L.H. B.
gist,

;

Lycoris squamigera (X

}

2)

been frozen in pots at Elizabeth, N. J., without apparent harm. In its habitat in (JUina, L. aurea rests in
the wet season, and the most success in culture has
been found in growing it in a warmhouse, taking care
to cultivate the foliage and rest the bulbs in warmth
and moist earth. The same general directions may be
followed for L. radiata. As with all bulbs, a vigorous
t^rowth of foliage is essential to the future appearance
of flowers. Z/. Kquani ii/i;ra and /j. sa ngninea are pertheir leaves appear in March, mature
fectly hardy
and disappear. The flowers come in the nature of a
surprise in July and August. The former species has a
columnar scape 2-3 ft. tall and a cluster of large, amaryllis-Iike flowers, of a bright rosy purple, rather attractive in the back row of a garden, but not of first rank.
b. sanguinea has a scape 13^-2 ft., with small orangered flowers, dull and curious rather than striking. The
two former species have the beauty of the Nerines, but
the two latter have none of this resemblance.
J. N. Gekaed.
;

LYGODIUM {(yvtek^livinivg). Schi^a'cicece. Cl:>ibFekns. a genus of twining ferns, with the sporangia

iN'G

borne singly under overlapping scales on the under surface of reduced portions of the leaf. Some 80 species are
known from all parts of the world. For cult., see Ferns.
A. Sterile pinnules jyahnafr. (Native species.)
palmSptum, Sw. Hartford Fern. Lvs.2 ft. or more
high, twining, bearing pairs of cordate-palmate pinnules
short petioles; fertile pinnules 3-41 >2-2 in. long, on
yilnnatifid, with the ultimate divisions linear. Mass. to
Fla.

and Tenn. — Requires

light,

moist

soil

and partial

shade.

AA.

Sterile piunulrs pinnate.
species.)

(Exotic glasshouse

sc&ndens, Sw. Pinnules 4-8 in. long, 2-4 in. broad,
with a terminal segment and 4 or 5 on each side, which
India and China.— Most
are simple and usually ovate.

American material cultivated under this name beb^ngs to the next specYes.
Jap6nicum, Sw. Pinnules 4-8 in. long, nearly as wide,
deltoid, with a pinnatifid terminal segment and 2 or 3
lateral ones on each side, all unequal and the lowest
long-stalked and pinnate in the lower part. Japan and
llie East Indies.— Thtt common species in cultivation.
L. M. Underwood.
of the

LYONIA

(after John Lyon, who introduced many
into England, died before 1818 in AsbeN. C.).
Syn., Xolismit. Frifi\cew. Ornamental
evergreen or deciduous shrubs, with alternate shortpetioled Ivs., and small white fls. in chisters, usually
forming terminal racemes or panicles. Only the deciduous Lt. llgustrina is hardy North, but is less desirable
than other hardy species of allied genera. It prefers
moist, peaty soil, while the evergreen tender L. ferrugiuea thrives best in a sandy, well-drained soil. Cult,
and prop, like Leucothoe and Pieris. About 10 species
in E. N. Amer., W. Indies and Mexico. Allied to Pieris
and often included imder Andromeda. Calyx lobes 4-5,
valvate; corolla globular or urceolate, pubescent; stamens 8-10: capsules 4-5-valved, with ribs at the sutures;

American plants
ville,

seeds numerous.
Ait
Mnhl.
{Andromeda- panicuWita
Deciduous, much-branched'
paniculfita, Nutt.).
entire
shrub, to 10 ft. Ivs. obovate to oblong-lanceolate,
or obscurely serrate, pubescent beneath, 1-2 in. long:
fls. in leafless racemes, forming terminal panicles; coMay-July.
rolla globose, whiti.sh, one-sixth in. long.
ligTistrina,

,

Z>.

:

Canada

to Fla.,

Eerruginea,

west

Nutt.

Tenn. and Ark. B.B. 2:570.
(AndnUneda^ ferrugiyiea, Walt.').

to

Evergreen shrub or small tree: Ivs. cuneate, obovate to
oblong, with revolute margin, scurfy when unfoldiug,
fls. nodding, globular,
especially below, 1-2 in. long
white, in clusters in the axils of the upper Ivs. Feb.,
March. S. C. to Fla. S.S. 5:234. L. B.C. 5:430. -Handsome evergreen shrub, but rarely cult., hardy only
South. Var. arbor^scens, Michx. {Andr67)ieda rigida,
Pursh).
Of vigorous growth, more rigid andwith
crowded Ivs., growing into a small tree. Var. frutic6sa,
Michx. {A .rhoinboiddlis, 'Nouv.Duh.). Shrubby: Ivs.
sparser, conspicuously reticulated. Alprf.d Rehder.
:

LYONOTHAiMNUS

LYONOTHAMNUS
LyoQ,

wbo

LYSIMACHIA

{Lyon's xhrub named for W. S.
sent specimens to Asa Uray from Santa Cata:

California).
SasifriKjdvew. A monotypic
genus contined to the islands of tlje Santa Barbara
cbannel, and represented by two forms, — i, floribundas
as described by Gray, and L. uaplenifolius as described
by Greene. Tbese forms <liffer only in the structure of
the Ivs., as tlie species is dimorpbic. Locally the tree is
known as ironwood. It is rather plentiful in Santa
Cruz Island, attaining 40 ami 50 ft. in height. It is less
frequent and more dvA'arfed in other islands of the group.
Fls. hermaphrodite; calyx 1-3-bracteoled
tube hemilina Island,

;

spherical; lobes.o; disk lanate; petals 5, orbicidate, imbricate in the bud; stamens 15, inserted witli the petals
on the margin of the disk: carpels 2, free: ovules i:

stigma subcapitate.
floribiindus, Gray. Lvs. opposite, lanceolate, petiolate,
subenlire, oleander-shaped lis. white, very numerous in
a large, tiattish, terminal cyme. — Highly praised for out-

glandular.
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Common

on nioist ground in the eastern
B.M.lOi {as Jj.bnlbilera). U. 141. B.B. 2:588.-

U.S.
Often bears bulblets

in the leaf-axils after flowering.
Linn. Usually simple, sometimes slightly
pubescent, 1-3 ft. high: Ivs. verticillate, in 3's-4'a,
quadrifdilia,

rarely some opposite, lanceolate, oblong or ovate, acute,
1-4 in. long, green beneath, veiny: fls. axillary, 3-0
lines broad, on very slender pedicels, which are }'^-i%
in. long; calyx and corolla as in the last.
Dry soil,
eastern U.S. D. 139. B.B. 2:588.
CO.

Plant densely pttbescevl:

fls. 9-1:1

lines broad.

vulgaris, Linn. Common Yellow Loosestrife. Tall
and erect, 2-3 ft. high, and stout; branched above, downy,
especially on the stem lvs. verticillate, in 3's-4's, ovate:

:

(loorculture and for pots.

The

clusters are 4-5

The form aspIeniioUus has pinmite

lvs.

to the rib.

across.

in.

with pinnae cut

P Fkanceschi.

LTSICHiTUM

(Greek, a loose or free eloak: probably
referring to the spathe). Also written L}fsicJiiion.
ArcLeeep.
A genus of one species, a plant resembling
the skunk cabbage, offered in 1892 by Oregon dealers.
Nearly stemless swamp herb with large lvs. from a
spathe sheathing at base,
thick, horizontal rootstock
with a broad colored lamina or none, at first enveloping
the cylindrical spadix, which becomes long-exserted
upon a stout peduncle: fls. perfect, crowding and coverperianth 4-lobed
ing the spadix
stamens 4 ovary
2-celIed, 2-ovuIed: ovules horizontal, orthotropous.
Camtscliatcense, Schott. Lvs. 1-21^ ft. long, 3-10 in.
wide, oblong-lanceolate. ]Mav,June. E. Siberia, Japan,
;

:

;

;

Ore., Calif.

LTSILOMA

is

a small leguminous genus allied to

Acacia, but not in cultivation.
They are tender trees
and shrubs, with flowers in heads or in cylindrical spikes.
The pods are straight and flat, and the valves open
away from the persistent sutures. Some of these plants
are often called Acacias. Thus A. Acapulcensis
i^.
Acapnlcensis, Benth.; A. divaric;ita^ //. Scliiedeana,
Benth. A. latisiliqua^ /^. hitisilitjita Benth.

^

;

,

LYSIMACHIA

(probably after King Lysimachus).
Loose-strife. Found in temperate and
subtropical regions of all parts of the world. Erect or
creeping leafy herbs, with opposite or whorled, entire,
usually black-punctate lvs., spicate, racemose or solitary fls., a rotate, 5-parted corolla with an equal number
Prhnifh'teece.

of slightly monadelphous stamens opposite the lobes, a
1-loculed capsule, and many seeds on a central placenta.
Only a few in cultivation, and these all perennials. They
differ from related genera in the absence of staminodia
between the stamens, which are usually slightly united.
A.
B.

Stem

Flowers

ereepi)tff

:

Irs.

ijellow.

round-ovate, obtuse.

nummuliria, Linn. Money-wort. Creeping Charlie.
Creeping Jenny. Glabrous, forming large patches: lvs.
opposite, rarely cordate, petiolate, }i-\ in. long: fls. 8-12
lines broad; sepals cordate or lanceolate, acute, half as
long as the 5 oval, sparingly dark-dotted corolla lobes;
filaments glandular. June-Aug. Europe: also naturalized extensively in the eastern U. S.
R.H. 1891. p. .H03.
B.B. 2:589. — Very useful for rustic vases and baskets,
also for carpeting ground in shady places. Var. aitrea,
Hort. Lvs. all or in part bright yellow.

BB.

Stem

erect: lvs. lanceolate, acute.
1342.

Plant glabrous or nearly so : fls. i^-0 lines broad.
stricta, Soland. Simple or branched, glabrous, 8 in.

<'.

high; Ivs. opposite, lance-linear, acute at both
ends, glaucous beneath, scarcely veiny, 1-3 in long:
fls. 3-5 lines broad, very numerous, in a distinct, elongated, terminal raceme; pedicels .3-9 lines long, slender;
corolla lobes elliptical, streaked with purple; filaments
to 2 ft.

Lythrum

Salicaria

(X

!i;).

(Seer-D62.)

lanceolate or lance-oval, acute at both ends, nearly sesfls. in the upper axils, or densely paniculate at the
summit; calyx often red-margined; corolla large, the
R. H. 1891, p.
lobes broad, glabrous. Europe, Asia.
sile:

303.

— Quite showy when grown

in

clumps.

—

—

—

LYTHRUM

LYSIMACHIA
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Tall and
punctata, Linn. {L. verilciUhbi, Bieb.).
stout: Ivs. verticillate, in 4's, lanceolate, ovate or corsubsessile:
corolla
lobes
oval,
denticudate-ovate, acute,
stamens united. Very
late, glandular-citiate, acute
similar to L. inilgaris, but differs in the calyx lobes not
red-margined
tls. in axillary, equidistant Tvhorls, not
En. W. Asia. B.M.
paniculate, and corolla glandular.
2295 (as L. verticHlaris).
;

:

AA.

Flowers

ivliite.

Duby.

Tall and stout, 3 ft. high or less,
Ivs, opposite,
sparingly pubescent, rarely glabrous
large, 3-6 in. long, and sessile, broadly lanceolate, attenuate at each end, radical spatulate; tis. ,^o in. iu
diam., in a very long, slender, terminal l-slded spike,
pedicels short, bracts subulate; corolla lobes ovate-lanstamens not monadelphous. Japan.
ceolate, obtuse
Mn. 8, p. 141. — Fine for cut-flowers, also for border.
clethroides,

:

;

L. harystacliys, Biinge (L. brachystar-bys, Carr.). Lvs. lanceotis. white, dense.
Chin;i. R.U. ltiSl-90.~L. cina(.a,h\-au.
=SteiroTiema ciliatum. — /^. Ephememm, Linn. Lvs. linear: (Is.
white, dark eye. Eu. R.H. 180L p. 303. BM.'Z^i-iG.—L. hybrida,
Michx. ^ Steironema laneeolatum.
L. lanccoldta, Walt. ^
Steironema laneeolatum. L. LeschenaultU, Duhy. Lvs. lanceolate: tls. carmine.
India. R.H. 1891. p. 303. L nutans, Nees,
Lvs. lanceolate: lis. dark purple. Cape of (xood Hope. B.M.
4941.
L. pari.diform is Franch. Lvs. oval: fls. yellow, axillary
or in head. China. B.M. l'22i).—L. poli/dntha, FernnAd. Similar
to L. quadrifolia, but tls. in a distinct terminal I'aceme. Eastern U. S.~L. producta, Fernald. Similar to L. stricta, but
lower lvs. often verticillate and raceme very leafy, bracts passing into the foliage-lvs. Eastern U.S.~i. ^/i.i/rs*'//a*-a. Linn.—

late:

—

,

Naumburgia

thyrsiflora.

L'?THK0M

£;_

]\j^_

WiEGAND.

(Greek, blood; possibly from the styptic
prop)erties of some species, or the color of the fls.).
Lijthrdceo'. About 12 widely scattered species of herbs
or subshrubs, of which 3 are cult, in hardy border.^.
Branches 4-angled
lvs. opposite or alternate, rarely
whorled, linear-oblong or lanceolate, entire: fls. rosy
purple or white, in the upper axils usually solitary,
:

lower down more or less whorled calyx tube cylindrical,
H-12-ribhed; petals 4-0, obovate; stamens as many or
twice as njany: capsule 2-celled, with an indefinite
;

number

of seeds.

Lythruras grow about 2-3 ft. high in the wild, but improve wonderfully iu cultivation, often attaining 4-5 ft.
and flowering freely. Some of them are called willowherbs or soldiers in England from their strong, erect
habit and willow-like leaves. They are of ea.sy culture
iu any moist soil, and are usually planted amid shrubbery, where they hold their own. They ai-e denizens of
low grounds, swamps and meadows. They flower in
summer and are prop, by division. A nameless species
from Japan has been considerably advertised of late,
but the specimen in the writer's hands is L. alalum.

Stamens twice as many as the petals.
Fls. in an inferrnpfed, leafy spike.
Salic&,ria, Linn.
Spiked or Purple Loosestrife.
Fig. 1342. Height 2-3 ft.
lvs. opposite or sometimes in
A.

B.

:

whorls of three, lanceolate, 2-3 in. long: fls. purple;
stamens barely if at all exserted. North temp, regions!
Australia.
B. B. 2 473. — Best of the genus.
Vars.
sup§rbumand roseum, Hort.,have rose-colored fls. Var.
r6seum sup§rbum, Hort., may be the same as the preceding varieties. It is large-fld., rose-colored, more
robust (4-0 ft.), and somewhat later in blooming. It is
an excellent form. It is generally sold as L. roseum
:

superbum (not as a
BB.

var. of

Fls. solitary in

Z/.

(lie

Salicaria).

upper

axils, racemose.

virgitum, Linn. Lower Ivs. opposite, rounded
base; calyx not bracted. Eu., N. Asia.

at the

AA. S(ame7is not more numerous than the petals,
alatum, Pursh. Lvs. mostly alternate, obtuse: stamens exserted. N. Am. B.B. 2:472.
F.

W. Barclay and W. M.

M
MAACKIA. See

Cladrastis.

MABA

(native name). Hbendcav. A genus of al)Out
hi) species of treea
and shrubs found in the wanuer
nj^^ons of the world. They mostly have hard, ebonylike wood. Closely allied to Diospyros, the floral parts
mostly in 3's instead of 4's or y's. Tlie Ivs. are usually
smaller than in Diospyros. Lv.s. alternate: fis. axillary,
solitary or in short cymes, usually dia^cious; corolla
bell-shaped or tubular.
Natal6nsis, Haw. jMuch-branched sli rub, with flexuous
branches: Ivs. ^4-! in. lonj^, 0-7 lines wide, ovate, oblong or elliptical, obtuse, dark green above, paler beneath, glabrous, netted-veined beneath female fls. solitary; calyx cup-shaped, glabrous, entire; abortive stamens G-7: ovary ghibrous. Natal; olfered in S.Fla.—
Presumably the plant in cult, is the female.
:

MACADAMIA {after John Macadam, M.D., secretary
Philosophical lustitute, Victoria, N. S. W.). Profedcea:.
Two or 3 species of Australian trees or tall shrubs, one
of which produces the Australian nut, wiiich has aliavor
like a tilbert or almond, and is cult, in S. Calif. In favorable localities it bears in 7 years. The genus has no
near allies of horticultural value. Lvs. whorled: fls.
small, pedicelled in pairs, racemose, hermaphrodite;
perianth not recurved; stamens aflixed a little below
the blades: disk ringed, 4-lobed or 4-parted.
temifdlia, F. Muell. Australian Nut. Tree, attaining GO ft.: foliage dense: lvs. sessile, in whorls of 'A or
4, oblong or lanceolate, serrate, with hue prickly teetli.
glabrous and shining, a few inches to 1 ft. long; racemes often as long as the Ivs.: fr. with a 2-valved,
leathery covering; nut often over 1 in. thick. Australia.
O.C. 1870:1181.

MACH^IRIITM

Tipu.

See Tipxana

spt^ciosa.

MACKAYA. See Asy^^tasia.
MACLEANIA (after John Maclean, British merchant
Lima, Peru; patron of botany). V<tccinet'ice(e. About
dozen species of shrubs found in the mountains from
Mexico to Peru. They are unknown to the American
trade, but, judging from the pictures in the Botanical
Magazine, should make fine hothouse subjects for our
at

a

and finest conservatories. Tiiey liave clusters of
)trick-red or crimson, tubular fls. each an inch or more
long.
branch of M. speciosi.s.-<h)ifi which is probably
largest

A

son and other distinguished men, and his seed store became a meeting place of botanists and horticulturists.
He was interesteil in all branches of horticulture. It i:i
thought that the Lewis & Clark expedition was planned
at his house. At all events, M'JIahon and Landreth

were instrumental in distributing the seeds which those
explorers collected (see p. 707). In 1806, he gave to
America its first great horticultural book, "American
Gardener's Calendar" (see p. 760), whicli was long a
standard cyclopedic work. The editor of the eleventh
edition of this book (1857) makes the following reminiscence of IM'.Mjilicin
;

"Bernard ^I'^Malion was no common man. He sought
the American shores from political motives, as is un<lerstood. but what these were has not been determined
most probably it was necessary to Ily from the persecution of government, fie found American gardening in
its infancy, and immediately set liimself vigorously to
work to introduce a love of flowers and fruit. The
writer well remembers his store, his garden and greenhouses. The latter were situated near the (Jernmntown
turnpike, between Philadelphia and Nicetown, whencn
emanated the larer flowers and novelties, such as could
;

be collected in the early part of the present century,
and where were performed, to the astonishment of the
amateurs of tluit daj', successful feats of horticulture
that were but too rarely imitated. liis store was on
Second street, below Market, on the east side. Many
must still be alive who recollect its bulk window, ornamented with tulip-glasses, a large pumpkin, and a
t)asket or two of bulbous roots; behind the counter officiated Mrs. ]M'i\Iahon, with some considerable Irish accent, but a most amiable and excellent disposition, and
Mr. M'Mahon was also
withal, an able saleswoman.
nmch in the store, putting up seeds for transmission to
all parts of this country and Europe, writing his book,
or attending to his correspondence, and in one corner
was a shelf containing a few botanical or gardening
books, for which there was then a very small demand;
another contained the few garden implements, such as
knives and trimming scissors; a barrel of peas and a
bag of seedling potatoes, an onion receptacle, a few
chairs, and the room partly lined with drawers containing seeds, constituted the apparent stock in trade of
what was one of the greatest seed stores then known in
the Union, and where was transacted a considerable
business for that day. Such a store would naturally attract the botanist as well as the gardener, and it was

,

the showiest kind, bears about 60 to 75 such tls. Tlie
young foliage appears to have a handsome reddish
tinge.
The corollas are strongly 5-angled, and the 5
tips are short, triangular, erect or spreading and more
or less yellow. Lvs. evergreen, alternate, short-stalked,

stamens 10, much shorter than the corolla.
Macleanias are probably of difficult culture. Try 31.
speciosissima in a large pot on a shelf near the glass,
so that its branches may hang gracefull}'.
31. pulchra
has the same habit and color of fls., but is perhaps less
desirable.
3f. punctala is perhaps the most desirable
uf those with erect branches and stiff habit. Try this in
a warmhouse border, with good drainage and shallow
soil, as some of tliese IMacleanias have thick, fleshy
roots and the fibrous roots are said to keep near the
entire:

surface.
1343.

MACLtRA,

or

OSAGE ORANGE.

M'MAHON, BERNARD

(about

See

177,1 to

Toxj/loii.

September

Ki,

horticulturist, was born in Ireland and came to
America, for political reasons, in 1790. He settled in
Philadelphia, where he engaged in the seed and nursery
business. He early began the collection and exportation
of seeds of American plants.
In 1804 he published a
catalogue of such seeds, comprising about 1,000 species.
He was the means of making many of our native plants
known in Europe. He enjoyed the friendship of Jefferb'^ItJ},

Madia elegans

(S

er

^04

)

the frequent lounge of both classes, who ever found in
the proprietors ready listeners, as well as conversers; in
the latter particular they were rather remarkable, and
here you would see Nuttall. Baldwin, Darlington, and
other'scientiHc men, who sought iuformation or were
ready to impart it."
M'Malion's name was given to west-coast evergreen
barberries i)y Nuttall in 1818. and these shrubs are still
known as IMahonias to horticulturists, although united
with Berberis by botanists.
l. H. B.

(963)

.

:.

.

MACODES

MAGNOLIA

MACODES (from makos, length; ou account of the
long labellum). Orckiddcece. Contains but 2 or 3 species of the habit of Ancectoehilus, which see for culture.
Sepals and narrower petals spreading: labellum ventricose, with 2 small lateral lobes and 2 calli inside,
turned to one side; column short, twisted in the opposite direction, with 2 narrow, erect appendages. Terrestrial herbs, with few variegated petioled Ivs. at the
base, and small fis. borne in a long raceme.

a distinct species according to Index Eewensis, but
it a doubtful variety of M. spirali.s,
being smaller, with the narrow foliage nearly of M.
Panh-Gnilielmi, but with a glabrous trunk and more
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VcUchianns, Hort.).
Lindl. (Anr£ctoch)lH.'i
Fls. greenish, inconspicuous: Ivs. ovate, 2-3 in. long,
reticulated with golden yellowveins. Java. R.B. 21:61.
P^tola,

Heinrich Hasselbhing.

MACEOCHORDITIM

strictum, Beer, once advertised
by Pitcher «fe Manda, is referred by Mez to ^chmea hro~
See p. 28, Vol. I. It is Bronielia
melite folia. Baker.
melanantha, Ker-Gawl, B. R. 9:766. The species is
characterized by white-scurfy Ivs., simple dense, woolly
spikes overtopping the foliage fls. with yellowish green
calyx and small exserted purple-black petals. S. Amer.
:

MACROSCllPIS {Greek, macros, long; skepo, to
cover). Asvh'piadacem. A genus of about 8 species of
tall, tropical American climbers, of which M. elliptica,
Hort. Sander, was int. in 1899. Sander & Co. describe
it as "a new climbing stove-plant, with elliptic, light
green leaves, which, together wifh the stems, are densely
covered with

soft, felt-like,

yellow-brown hairs. The

fls.

are in clusters, each flower about 1 in. in diam., resemblingin shape those of -ffo/ycf crtj-no-S'a, and borne in similar bunches; they are of a soft, velvety, rich brown color.
Every part of the plant, when bruised or pressed, is
strongly odorous."
Generic characters are: Ivs. opposite, large, cordate:
cymes crowded fls. white; calyx about 5-parted; corolla
tube thick; limb spreading: sc:iles of the crown 5, inflexed under the throat of the fleshy corolla.
:

MACEOTOMIA. Cq^^mM Arnehia

MACROZAMIA

Oifcaddcew.
(Greek, long Zamia).
About 5-7 Australian cycads, which, like most of the
members of this order, make noble foliage plants for
private conservatories. Tliey have the trunk and Ivs.
of Cycas, except that the pinnse have no midrib but are
more or less distinctly striate, especially on the under
side, with several parallel equal veins, the whole leaf
occasionally twisted in some species, but not constantly
so in any one.
The genus is more nearly allied to Dioon and Encephalartos, from which it is distinguished by the following characters: Ivs. pinnate: scales of the female
cones peltate, the shield thickened, ascending, usually
produced into an erect, acuminate blade. Botauically
the group is very imperfectly understood. The writer
has followed Bentham's account in Flora Australiensis
6:250 (1873).
Macrozamias are representative rather than useful
subjects, and not frequently seen. They combine poorly
in any scheme of plant and flower decoration; but as
single specimens, they always attract attention, and in
a grouping of similar subjects, or with aloes, agave and
yuccas they make an effecti^-e combination. Their culture is easy. Sandy soil, with charcoal to keep the soil
sweet, ordinary greenhouse temperature, plenty of water during the gi'owing season, which corresponds to
our summer, and rest in winter, are the essentials.
At present 3f. spiralis is the only name in American
trade catalogues, but the other kinds were offered in 1893
and 1895 by John Saul, and Pitcher & Manda.
.

A.

Pinnce very narrow, often nearly terete: cones small,
rarelij ahove 4 in.: fr. very ivoolly.
Paulo- Guili61mi, Hill & Muell. f M. p lumdsa A. Mohr.
,

Trunk

short: Ivs. 1-3

ft.

long.

R.H.

)

1877, p. 254.

Pinnce flat, inserted on the marc/ins of the rachis,
contracted at the base: cones 4-10 in., (jlabrous.
B. Rachis of Ivs. usually raised longitudinally between
the pinna;: cone scales much flattened.
spiralis, Miq. Trunk short: Ivs. 2-4 ft. long: insertion
of the pinnae mostly longitudinal
points of the scales
usually short. G.C. III. 13:74.-3/. cy/indrira, C. Moore,
AA.

:

is

Bentham considered

terete rachis.

BB. Rachis of Ivs. very flat hetiveen the pinnm and
broad: cone scales very thick.

ofteti

Miqu61ii,DC. Cult, abroad. John Saul advertised M.
Macqui, presumably a typographical error either for
j)/. Miquelii or else M. Macleayi, Miq., which :=il/.
spiralis.

AAA. Pinnce inserted by their broad base along the center of the upper surface of the rachis, scarcely
separated by a very narroui line: cones large,
pubescent, the scale points broad and often
recurved.

PeroHskyana, Miq. {M. Perowskidna, F. Muell.).
Largest and most distinct trunk 18-20 ft. high Ivs.
7-12 ft. long.
T_ j^ Hatfield and W. M.
:

MADDEE. The

root of

:

Ruhia tinctorum.

MADEIEA VINE is BoussinganJtia.
MADIA (Madl, the Chilean name of the common

spe-

Nine species of yellow-fld. herbs
confined to the western part of the American continent.
Their fls. are remarkable for closing in the sunshine.
and opening in the morning or evening. They are all
called Tarweeds from their glandular, viscid, heavilyscented foliage, the common Tarweed of Calif, being
var. congesfa of M. saliva, which is a useful annual
cies).

<Jonip6sit(.t?.

plant for sheep pastures
in drj',

warm

soil.

M.

ele-

is an ornamental anevery one
nual which
should trj'. It has a graceful open habit (see Fig.

gans

1343) and distiuctfls. (Fig.
1344), which become more
numerous as the summer

advances.

The

nearest

genus of garden value is
Layia, from which Madia
is
distinguished by the
following characters: involucre deeply
sulcate,
bracts strongly involving
the akenes of the rays:
akenes of the disk fertile
or sterile.
A.

B

.

Rays showy.

Pla nt

a n n ua I :
I vs
chiefly
alternate

pappus none.
61egans, D. Don.

Figs.

1.343^.
Height 1-2 ft.:
Ivs. linear or lanceolate,
mostly entire rays acutely
1344. Madia elegans.
3-Iobed. yellow throughout
Natural size.
or with a brown spot at
the base.
Ore. to Nev. B.M. 3548. B. R. 17:1458.Needs a shady place.
:

BB.

Plant p

nnial: Ivs. mostly opposite: pappus
present in disk fls.

Nuttallii, (xray. Height 1-2 ft.
Ivs. linear-lanceolate,
sometimes dentate. Woods, B.C. to Monterey, Calif.
-Adv. 1881 by B. Gillett. Procurable from Californian
:

collectors.

AA.

Rays

inconspicuotis, about 2 lines long.

Ivs. from broadly lansativa, Molina. Height 1-3 ft.
ceolate to linear: rays5-12. Ore., Calif., Chile, w. M.
:

MAGNOLIA (after Pierre Magnol, professor of medicine and director of the botanic garden at Montpellier.
1638-1715).
^fa(Jnoli(\ce<v.
Highly ornamental ami
popular deciduous or evei-green trees or shrubs, with
alternate large, entire leaves and large white, pink or
purplt, rarely yellowish flowers, often fragrant; the

,

MAGNOLIA

JIAONOLIA
cone-sljuped fruits are otteu pink or scarlet and very
decorative. Most ol: tlie decit-luuus species are fairly
hardy, at least in sheltered positions, as far north as

northernN.Y. and Mass.. and M. acumhiata Kolnis and
stctUifa even farther north, while M. Camphi'lU is the
most tentler. Of the evergreen species, M. ijrunijifloya
,

one of the most beautiful native trees, is precariuusly
hardy north to Philadelphia. The Asiatic deciduous
species are among the most showy and striking of the
early-flowering trees and shrubs; the earliest is the
slinibby J/. kI el lata, blooming in mild climates in Mirch
auil after this M. yalini comes in bloom, cb>scl> fol
The
lowedbyJ/. SotihnujeaHa &.ui.\n.ttevt\ns 21. ubo rat
handsomest of the deciduous species is probaljly AT Jitf
poh-uca, with the very large leaves silvery white I tlow
and with showy, sweet-scented flowers; also the Amen
can M. iiHirrni'hijUa and h-ipetala are conspicuous 1 \
their very large foliage. The ^Magnolias are
usually planted as single specimens on the
huvn, and there are, perhaps, no plants more
striking against a background of dark green
conifers, ^onie species, as M. graiitHRoi-a in
the South and J/, acuminata farther north,
The Magnolias thrive
are flue avenue trees.

ber, bnt these are exceptions.

965

Each flower lasts from
and the cone-liUe fruit

2-4 days, when the petals fall
appears. This gradujilly increases in size until September, when the bright coral-red seeds are detached
and hang on long filaments. The seed should be

gathered

when

fully ripe, put in dry sand until Febru-

ary in the S., then in moist sand for a week or 10 days,
when the resinous cuticle can be removed by washing.

t

best in

somewhat

rich,

moderately moist and

porous soil, preferring sandy or peaty loam,
but some kinds which usually grow naturally
on the borilers of swamps, as M. ijlaiini,
thrive as well in moist

and swampy

situa-

Transplanting is diOicult and is most
successfully performed just w'lten the new
growth is starting. Prop, by seeds sown im-

tions.

mediately or stratified, and by layers of last
year's growth put down in spring and tongued
Layers are usually severed and
or notched.
transplanted the following spring, but as
them
die after transplanting, it is a
of
many
safer way to take them off early in July, when
the new growth has ripened, plant them in
pots and keep in a close frame nntil they are
established. Varieties and rarer kin^ls are
often veneer- or side-grafted in early spring
or summer on potted stock in tho greenhouse
or frame; as a stock M. Iripefula is perhaps
the best, on account of its better fibrous roots which
render transplanting safer, but M, acuminata is also a
Sometimes increased by greenwood cutgood stock
tings taken with a heel and handled under glass.
About 20 species in N. America, south to IMexico,
Himalayas and E. Asia. Trees and shrubs, with rather
stout branches marked with conspicuous leaf-scars;
stipules usually adnate to the petiole and inclosing the
young successive leaf: fls. terminal, solitary, the buds
inclosed in a stipular spathe; sepals 3, often petaloid;
petals 6-15; stamens and carpels numerous, the latter
connate into a spindle, developing into a cone-like somewhat fleshy or leathery fr., with dehiscent. 1-2-seeded
carpels; tlie large, usually scarlet seeds often suspended for a time from the fr. by thin threads. The wood
is close-grained, usually light and satiny, but not durable; that of iV. Inipoli'nca is nuich nsed in .Tapan for
laquered ware: the bark and fr. of some species have
been used medicinally as a tonic and stimulant.

Alfred Rehdek.

Among the finest Magnolias cultivated

in the

South are

two native evergreen species M. grandiflnra and
M. giauca, and the exotics M. puinila and fuscata, the
the

being now referred to Michelia. jlfagiiolia rirandiIt is a native of the middle and
a noble tree.
southern sections of txeorgia, South Carolina, Alabama,
Louisiana and the upper districts of Florida, and is
recognized as one of the grandest of all broad-leaved
evergreen trees. In its native habitat it attains a
height of from 75 to 100 feet, with very large, oval or
The latter vary, however,
lanceolate coriaceous leaves.
from very broad to rather narrow, some with a rusty
under surface, others quite smooth. The flowers vary
also in size, the largest frequently measuring 10-12 in.
others do not attain
in diameter when fully expanded
more than half that size. They appear early in May.
in some sections during the latter part of April, and
continue until the end of June. Some trees produce
a few flowers during August, and even as late as Octolast

'lora is

;

1345. Maenolia Yulan (X %).
Coiumonly kno^vn as M. conspicua.

the cleaned seed in a box or oldfranie, and as the
plants show their second leaves pot off in small pots.
In July, give a larger-sized pot, and the plants will be
sufficiently large to plant in permanent place during
the following autumn or winter. It is always advisable
to take pot-grown plants, as they succeed better than
plants taken up with bare roots. Magnolias are voracious feeders, and require rich soil and an abundance
of plant-food. Their roots extend to a great length,
and to bring out the stately beauty of this tree they
should be given ample space. The wood is white, and
valued for cabinet work. There are many forms cultivated in European nurseries, their main characteristics
being in the size and form of the leaves and size of
flowers. They are propagated by grafting, either by inarching or cleft- or tongue-graft. The latter should be
done under glass, taking 2-year-old pot-grown seedThe fragrance of the flowers varies also, some
lings.
flowers being more pungent than others, but, as a rule,
the fragrance is pleasant. The principal varieties are
J/. granJiflin-a var. gloriosa, with fls. often measuring
14 in. in diameter; foliage broad and massive, brown on
under surface. Seldom grows beyond 18-2.') ft. Var.
pnccox, or early-flowering. Var. rclinuiifoliu with very
dark green roundish Ivs., rusty underneath.
Magnolia giauca, the Sweet Bay, is an evergreen
tree in the southern states, becoming deciduous northward. It attains a height of 30 ft. in rich bottoms or
swampv lands Ivs. oval, long or elliptical, with a glaucous under surface: fls. white. 3-4 in. in diameter, very
fragrant, and produced from May to July. This tree is

Sow

,

:

.
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not sufficiently appreciated uy an ornamental one in
landscape gardening;.
Magnolia puniilii, or TaJawna pumila, is a very
dwarf Chinese species, seldom growing more than 4 or
5 It. high: Ivs. smooth, elliptical, sharp-pointed, coriaceous: fls. l-Ui in. in diameter, white or slightly
tinged green, with (J-i) fleshy petals, which drop soon
after the Hs. expand. The t-ragrance is intense at night,
and resembles a ripe pineapple. It thrives best in a
rich, partially shaded soil, but a frost of 10° below the
freezing point will injure it. It is therefore best to grow
Prop, by ripened wood cutit as a conservatory plant.
tings in bottom heat. As this plant is in bloom during
nearly the whole year, and its delicate fra2:rance is unsurpassed, it is strange that it is so little known.
P.

acurainat.i, 13, 14.
angustit'olia, 18.

auriculata,

11.

Alexandrine,
Oampbelli, 2.

py rami data,

r>.
.

rosea,

1.

hvpolpiica,
Kelius, 4.

11.

1.

Soulangeana.

5.

speciosa, 5.
steUata, 1.

1-1.

lontrifolia, IG.

C.

niacrophylla, 12

Talauma, 17.
Thompsoniana,

'd.

Exoniensls,

18.

major,

Thurberi,

15.

Norliertiana,

Fraseri, 11.
Galissoniensis, 18.
glauca. 15, IG.

nigra.,

G.

^'randiflora, 18.

A.

;'>,

purpurea,

blushed

2. Campbelli, Hook. f. & Thorns. Tree, to 80 ft.: Ivs.
elliptic-oblong or ovate, abruptly acuminate, glaucous
beneath and silky pubescent when young, 5-12 in. long;
fls. cup-shaped, (J-10 in. across, wdiite inside and pink,
shaded wnth crimson, outside; petals obovate, 9-15:
Mav. Himalayas.
fr. greenish brown, G-8 in. long.
P.S. 12:1282-85. Gn. 48:1028; 53, pp. 167,
B. M.6793.
305. G.C. HI. 23:89. -Beautiful tree, hardy only South.

BB. Petals 6-9.
Pis. pure

c.

ivJiite.

Yillan, Desf. (31. conspicua, Salisb.). Fig. 1345.
Tree, to 50 ft., with spreading branches: Ivs. obovate or
3.

4. Kobus, Thunb. (J/. Tliurheri, Hort.).
Tree, to 80
with narrow pyramidal head: branches short and
slender; Ivs. broadly obovate, abruptly pointed, tapering toward the base, pubescent below at first, 3K-0 in.
long: fls. 4-5 in. across; sepals very small and narrow;
petals 0, spreading, thin, 2-2^ in. long: fr. slender,
dark brown, 4-5 in. long. April, May. Japan. G.P.
:(>(>. — One of the hardiest species but less showy; seems
not to flower very profusely.
ft.,

16.

8.

G.

Blossoms appearing
B.

Watsoni,
Ytdau, 3.

fls.

-One

4.

Yirginiana,

6.
7, 8.

Var. rbsea.Hort., has the

species.

Cinhrella, 10.

oliovnta.
parvirtora.
piunila. 17.

high.

24, p. 511; 31, p. 505; 34: 007; 45, p. 305; 40, p. 145; 51,
of the most showy
p. 474. G.M. 31:289; 30:380.

tripetala, 10.

5.

">.

ft.

outside.

obovate-oblong, shortly pointed, pubescent beneath
when young, 4-7 in. long: lis. large, campanulate, sweetscented, about G in. across; petals and sepals almost
alike, 9, concave, fleshy, 3-4 in. long: fr. brownish, .3-4
in. long, slender. April, May. Japan, China. B.M. 1G21.
L. B.C. 12:1187. G.C. III. 9:591. Gn. 21. p. 311; 23, p. 138;

salicifolia, 18.

U.

fretida, 18.

t,'i-.'ieilis,

Berckmaxs.

laiH-eohitu, 18.
LflUlei, r>.

conspicua,
L-ordata,
discolor,

5.

grnmlis,

Halteana

.J.

hardly 2

lefore the Ivs.

Petals 9-lS.

Shrub or
1. SteUata, Maxim. (31. RaUedna, B.ort.).
small tree, with spreading branches: Ivs. elliptic or
pointed,
pubescent
obtusely
uhovate to oblong-obovate,

cc. Fls. jnirpli.'ili or carmine outside.
Soulangeana, Soul. {M.obov(UaxYulan). Intermediate between the parents. Popular large shrub or small
tree: Ivs. obovate to obovate-oblong: fls. large, campanulate, white, more or less purplish outside, often
fragrant; sepals usually colored, sometimes almost as
long, sometimes hardly half as long as petals, rarely
small and greenish. May. A. G. 15:283. B.R. 34:1164.
Gt.5:100and 108. S.B.P.G. I. 3:200. Var. Lenn6i, Hort.
More shrubby; fls. large, deep crimson outside, late.
F. 1864:25. V. 5:190. Var. nigra, Hort. Fls.darkpurple outside. There are many other named vars., like
var. Alexandrina, grdndis, Norbertiana, speciosa (Fig. 1340), diff'ering but little in color
and flowering time, var. Alexandrina being
one of the earliest, var. Norbertiana one of
the latest in i>Ioom. These hybrids are among
the most popular Magnolias on account of
their early, bright-colored tls. they are showier and hardier than the following species.
0. obov^ta, Thunb. {31. discolor, Y^vii. 31. purpurea,
Curt.). LTsually large shrub, with stout branches: Ivs.
obovate or oval-obovate, acute or acuminate, pubescent
beneath at flrst, 4-7 in. long: fls. large, campanulate,
white insirle, purple outside, scentless; petals broad,
obtuse, somewhat fleshy, about 3}^ in. long; sepals
small, ovate-lanceolate, greenish yellow: fr. brownish,
ovate-oblong. Mav, June.
China, Japan. B.M. 390.
Gn. 22, p. 485; 24, p. 511; 40, p. 49. F. E. 9:011. Var.
gracilis, Dipp. (31. grdcili.^, Salisb.). — Smaller shrub,
with slender branches, narrower Ivs. and smaller fls.,
dark purple outside.
5.

;

AA. Blossoms appearing after the
B.

c.

ce u
1346.

Magrnolia Soulangeana. var. speciosa

(

E.

beneath when young. 2-5 in. long: fls. white, shortstalked, numerous, about 3 in. across, .sweet-scented
petals nai'row-oblong, 9-18, spreading and afterwards
redexcd fr. with only few carpels ripening. March,
April. Japan.
P.M. <;;i70. R.H. 1878:270. Gn.i:{:lH2.
(!.F. 9:195. G.G. IH. 7:(;17 and 17:521
Gng.2:57.
. ..^.A.F.
w.,>u,».
:;{05.
F.R.1t:(;n.
.1.. ;-.u. 1.
G.M. ..n.'.n...
w.ui.
38:489. P.M. 1878 ::!09. - Q ite
hardy and very free-tlowering; it begins to tlower when
;

:

.

..

11

Fls. white.

Buds and hranchlets glabrous

p.

Bvs. 4-7

Ivs.

Foliage deciduous.

t :

or oppressed puhes-

CO rpe Is g hi bro u s

in. long, scattered

along

tlie

hranclies.

Zucc. Small tree: branchlets
and buds appressed pubescent: Ivs. elliptic to obovateubiong, olitusely pointed, glaucescent beneath and pubescent at fir.^t", 4-0 in. long: fls. long-pedicelled, copshaped, white, with large pink sepals, 3-4 in. across,
fragrant; petals usnallv 0; stamens crimson; carpels
few. June. Japan.
P.M. 7411. Gn. 54, p. 177. Gng.
7.

parviil6ra, Sieb.

1:8; 3:3.

G.M.

38:00.

ct
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Closely allied to the former: al8. Wdtsoni, Hook.
most glabrous, except Ivs. beneath when young: Ivs.

Morong). Sweet,
Swamp or White Bay. Beaver Tree. Fig. 1347. Attractive shrub or small tree, evergreen South Ivs. oval
to oblong-lanceolate, glaucous beneath and silky-pubes-

obovate to oblong, 4-7 in. long: lis. short-stalked, r}-6 in.
across, with G-9 petals; carpels many. June. .Japan.
B.M.7157. G.C. lU. 16:189 and 17:517. Gt. 48:1159.
Gng. 1:8. Gn. 24:417 (as M. parviflora) probably beG.M. :!4::i05. — Very handsome in bloom;
longs here.
the beauty of the large, sweet-scented tlower is much
heightened by the crimson center, formed by the brightcolored stamens.

16. glaiica,

Linn. (J/.

967

rj)Y/ii!!f)iia,

:

cent at first, 3-6 in. long; Hs. white, glol>ose, fragrant,
2-3 in. across; sepals nearly as large as petals, spreading; petals 9-12, roundish obovate: fr. pink, 1-2 in.
long. May, -June. Mass. to Fla. near the coast, in the
.South extending west to Texas.
S.S. 1 :3. Era. 2:60.3.
L.B.C. 3:215. R.H. 1894, p. 347. G.F. 10:403. Gng.

EE. Lvs. S-20 in. Jovg, mostly clustered at the einl of
the branches: buds and branches i/tabrous.
9. hypoletica, Sieb. & Zucc. Tree, to 100 ft. high, with
broad, pyramidal head: Ivs. obovate to obovate-o))long,
obtusely pointed, glaucous and appressed pubescent beneath, 8-14 in. long: lis. G-7 in. across, cup- shaped, fragrant, with 0-9 petals; stamens with scarlet tilameuts:
May, .lune.
tr. oblong-cylindric, scarlet, to 8 in. long.
.Japan. G.P. 1:305. Gng. 1:8. Mn. 3, p. 7.1.- One of the
species,
the
under side
the
deciduous
most beautiful of
of the Ivs. being almost silvery white; about as hardy
as iM. mucroplnjlla.

10. trip^tala.Linn. (jlf. UmbriUa,!^!^^.). Umbrella
Tree. Tree, to 40 ft., with spreading branches, forming
an open head: Ivs. tapering toward the base, oblongobovate, acute, pale and pubescent beneathwhen young,

12-24 in. long: ds. 8-10 in. across, of a disagreeable odor;
petals 6-9,oblong-obovate, 4-5in.long; sepalsrecurved,
light green: fr. rose-colored, ovate-oblong, 'Z%-A in.
Pa. to Ala., west to Ark. and Miss. S.S.
long. May.
1:9 and 10. Gn. 22,p. 27; 24, p. 509; 33, p. 539.

M. pyra11. Friseri, Walt. (M. anricnlAta, Lam.
midAla, Pursh). Tree, to 40 ft., with wide-spreading
branches, quite glabrous: Ivs. obovate, cordate-auriculate at the base, acute, glaucescent beneath, 8-20 in.
long: fis. 6-9 in. across, sweet-scented; petals 6-9, oblong-obovate, 4-5 in. long: fr. oblong, bright rose-red,
3-5 in. long.
Va. to Fla. west to Miss. S.S.l:lland
12. B.M. 1206. B.R. 5:407. L. B.C. 11:1092. Gn. 22:27;
,

24, p. 511; 44, p. 935.

DD. J3uds

and branches grayish tomenfose:

carpels

woolly.

Laroe-leaved Cdpumber
12. macrophjlla, Micbx.
Tree. Tree, to 50ft., with spreading branches; Ivs. oblong-obovate, blunt, subcordate-auriculate at the base,
glaucescent and finely pubescent beneath, 1-3 ft. long:
Hs. cup-shaped, fragrant, 10-12 in. across; petals 6, oblong-obovate, thick, purplish at the base, 6-7 in. long:
fr. broadly ovate, rose-colored, to 3 in. long. May, June.
Ky. to Fla., west to Ark. and La. 8.8. 1:7 and 8. B.M.
2981. G.F. 8:165. Gn.22,p.28; 24, p. 509; 33, p. 539.

Fls. yellow or greenish: petals

CO.

acuminita, Linn.

13.

fj,

i-o}iin.. long.

CncuMBER Tree.

Tall, pyra-

midal tree, to 90 ft. Ivs. oval to obloug, shortly acuminate, rounded or acute at the base, soft pubescent and
light green beneath, 6-9 in. long: Hs. greenish yellow or
glaucous green, about2-3'2 in. high, with upright petals:
Mav, June. N. Y. to
fr. cylindric, pink, 3-4 in. long.
B.M. 2127.
8.8. 1:4 and 5.
Ga., west to 111. and Ark.
L.B.C. 5:418. Gn. 24, p. 509.
corddta.
14. cordita, Michx. (M. acumindta, var.
Sarg. ). Similar to the former, but smaller: Ivs. more
sometimes
pubescent, oval to ovate, acute, rounded or
slightly cordate at the base: fls. smaller, canary yellow.
Ga. and Ala. S.S. 1:6. B.M. 2427. L.B.C. 5:474. Gn.
:

22, p. 27;

24, p. 509.

in A''os. 15
('.

>i).

4:342. — A very desirable shrub, with handsome, glossy
foliage and sweet-scented, creamy white Hs. Var. longiLoud., has lanceolate Ivs. and continues blooming
during a longer time than the type.

Jdlia,

Shrub,
17. ptimila, Andr. Ta laiima pum ila, Blume)
Ivs. elliptic-oblong, acuminate, glabrous, glauto 12 ft.
on
nodding
cescent beneath, .3-6 in. long: fls. axillary,
(

.

:

Foliage coriaceous, persistent, but deciduous Xortli

BB.

Magnolia glauca (X

1347.

and

10.

LttS. glabrous or silky-pubescent beneath: usually

short-curved pedicels, globose-ovate, white, fragrant,
petals 6. China. B.M. 977. -Cult.
about 1>4 in. across
South.
;

slirutjby.

Hort. (^f. gluiica, var. mi'tjor,
Sims. M. glauca,\'!ir. Thompsoniiina, Loud.). Probable hybrid' of M. glauca and Iripetala. Shrubor small
tree: branches and buds glabrous: Ivs. oval to oblong,
acute, glaucescent beneath and pubescent when young,
6-9 in. long: Hs. white, fragrant, 5-6 in. across; sepals
shorter than the petals, yellowish. June, July. G. P.
15.

1:269.

Thompsoni^na,

B.M.

2164.

On.

24. p. 511.

-Of

garden origin.

cc.

Lvs. (errugineous, pubescent beneath:

tree.

grandifldra, Linu. (J/, fcetida, Sarg.). Bull Bat.
Tall evergreen tree, to 80 ft., of pyramidal habit:
i>ranchlets and buds rusty-pubescent: lvs. thick and
firm, olilong to obovate. glossy above, ferrugineous-pubescent beneath, sometimes glabrous at length, 5-8 in.
long: fls. white, fragrant, 7-8 in. across; sepals largf.
oval
petaloid; petals 0-12, obovate; stamens purple: fr.
18.

MAINE
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or ovate, rusty

and pubescent, 3-4 in. long, May8.S. 1:1 and 2.-Var. angustiiblia,

Aug. N.C.
Loud. (var.

brown

to Tex.

Lvs. lanceolate, wavy.
n<i!icl idlia ,iiovt.).
Var. lanceolata, Ait. (var. A'xoniensis, Loud.). Lvs.
oblong-lanceolate or obloug-elllptic, less rusty beneath.
B.M. 1952. L.B.C. 9:8U. There are many other named

which var. Galissoniensis, Hort., has proved
the hardiest In Europe. For other pictures, see Gn. 22,
p. 28; 24, pp. 509, 511; 33, p. 538.
M. compressa, Slaxim. — Michelia compressa.— 1/". fnscata,
varieties, of

Andr.^Mii.-V]eba f'nsc;it;i.— j1/. salicifdJla, Muxim. 8mall, deciduous tree: lvs. elliDtic to ovate-lanceolnte, glaucous beneath,
4-7 in. long: fls. unkno^vu. Japan. G.F. 0;IJ7.

MAH;£RNIA (anagram
More than

30 herbs

Alfred Rehder.
Henna nnki). SfcrcuJiUcecB.

ot

S. Africa, mostly
with incised Ivw. and droopCalyx
ing, bell-shaped tls.
campanuhite, 5-cleft; petals
5, with hollow claws, twisted
stamens 5, opin the bud
posite the petals, the filaments prominL'utly enlarged
or dilated at about the middie (and thus differing from
Herniannia, which has no
sudden enlargement in the
filaments), the anthers long:
ovary 5-loculed, ripening
into a coriaceous capsule
with many seeds. Monogr,
in Harvey
and Sender's
Flora Capensis.
By some
the genus is united with
Hermaiinia. A few of the
Maliernias are cult, as pot-

and sub^hrubs of

;

1348.

Mahernia

verticillata.

plants for the profusion of their bell-like
sweet odor.

tls.

agd the

MAINE, HORTICULTURE

IN. Fig. 1349. Maine, the
mostnortheasterly of the United States, liesbetween latitudes 4G° G' and 47° 27' north and longitudes 00° 50' and
71° 20' west. The name was used by early explorers to
designate the mainland as distinct from the numerous
islands along the coast. Althou^di its extreme breadth
from east to west is but 270 miles, its coast line is so
broken as to extend for 2,480 miles along the Atlantic.
The total area of the state is 33,000 square miles, of
which 3.145 is water surface. The surface of the state i.s
disposed in two great slopes, separated by a broad plain
from 1,000 to 2,000 feet above the sea {see the map). This
plain, the eastern end of the Appalachian range, contains numerous bills and mountains, the highest of
which is Mt. Katahdiu, with an altitude of 5,385 feet.
The slopes are much broken by hills and lakes, and
vast areas are still covered by the primeval forest.
There is thus provided a wide diversity of soil and climatic conditions in different parts of the state, which
affords opportunity fcr a considerable range in agricultural productions. Under these conditions, even from
the earliest settlement of the state, agriculture has
received a fair share of attention. There were in 1892,
05,000 farms, containing 0,500,000 acres, representing a
cash value of $102,500,000, and an estimated value of
farm products of $22,000,000.
The forests, located mainly in the middle belt, form
one of Maine's principal sources of wealth. In the
northern part these consist chietly of pine, spruce, hemlock and arborvittO. Farther south, in addition to the
conifers, red oak, beech, birch, maple, ash and elm
abound. Butternut and hickory are found, but are not
abundant. The productions for which the state is especially noted, aside from lumber, are hav, potatoes, sweet
corn and fruit. Of the first, from 1,500,000 to 2,000,000
tons are cut each year.
Potatoes form the staple crop in Aroostook county —
the "Garden of Maine " — though many thousand bushels
are grown in the southern counties. The annual crop is

{M. odordfa, Hort, not of botanists, which is Htrmannta Presliana). Honey Bell.
Pig. 13^:8. Very common plant in conservatories,
and soiuetimes seen in window-gardens (see Souse
Planta) half woody, very diffuse and straggly, not
making a central leader, the terete crooked stems
verticillata, Linn.

:

scabrous lvs. small, much cut into linear divisions,
with deep cut stipules: fls. ^4 in. or less long, nodding, usually about 2 together, from axillary shoots,
sweet, fragrant, honey-yellow, — Free bloomer in
winter and spring. Of easy cult. Prop, by cuttings.
Maliernia verticillata is a very prettj- twiggy bush
for the cool greenhouse. The branches are long and
flexible, so that specimens may be trained into any
form. It may also be used for hanging baskets. It is
of easy culture in pots, but lifts badly.
glahr&,ta, Cav. Lvs. dentate or dentate-pinnatifid
(not sofinely cut as in the last), covered with stellate
down: trailing. — It is doubtful if the plant cult,
under this name is the M. glahrata of botanists.
L. H. B.
MAHOE, MOUNTAIN. See Eihisciis elatus.
:

MAHOGANY,
any.

See

^(^g-

Swieienia.

Mountain Mahog-

C''rroc(irpuii.

MAHONIA.

Included with Bcrheris.

MAIDENHAIR FERN

is

Adiantum.

MAIDENHAIR TREE. See Ginkgo.
MAIANTHEMITM (Greek, May flowpv).

Lilldcecp.

M. Convallaria, Weher, is a pretty liltle native wild
flower growing 3-5 inches high, with 1-3 heart-shaped
shining lvs., and a raceme about 1 in. long of small
white tis., with 4-parted perianth and 4 stamens. It
grows in moist woods, and is fully described in our
manuals. It has been offered by dealers in native
plants under Its synonyms, M. bifoUun), Cauadense
and SmiJacina hi'hlia. B. B. 1:431. B.M. 510. It
is sometimes called False Lily-of-the-Valley or TwoLeaved Solomon's Seal. Foliage dies in midsummer.
Useful for early

effects.
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Maine.

To

illustrate its horticulture.

:

MAINE

MALOPE

not far from 10,000,000 bushels. The greater portion of
the potatoes grown in Aroostook county is converted
into .starcli. Tlie annual product of the starch factories
is from 12,000,000 to 1.1,000,000 pounds.
The average
yield is about 120 bushels per acre, but a.s many as 500
and even 700 bushels luive been obtained.
The production of sweet corn for canning has become
an important industry in the southwestern ami central
parts of the state. Tlie total pack in 1890 was about
12,000,000 cans, representing 3,000 acres. In 1892, 18,000,000 cans were packed, wiiile in 1897 the output was

about the same.
The rocky hillsides of southwestern Maine are especially suited for producing apples of superior color,
flavor ami keeping qualities. l*ears and plu.ns are also
grown to a considerable extent. The value of the orchard

products is about $1,500,000 annually. Desirable sites for
orchards range in value from $3 to $30 per acre, according to the location and distance from shipping points.
Small fruits thrive over tlie greater part of the state,
and tind a ready market at the numerous summer resorts
for

which iMaine

is

MALCOLMIA.
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See ^faUomia.

MALCOMIA

(Wra. Malcolm, English horticulturist of
the eighteenth century). Also written Malcolmia, butit

was originally spelled Malconiia. Crucifera;. A genus
of about 20 species, one of which is called the Virginian
Stock, though it is a native of the Mediterranean region.
It is a charming hardy annual of the easiesi: culture,
growing about a foot high, with a more branching and
open habit than the common stock (Matthiohi), and 4petaled fls. each about ''4 in. across.
Red, white ami
crimson-fid. kinds are ottered in America, while rose
and lilac fls. appear in the mixtures. There seem to be
no double forms. It is an excellent plant for the front
of a border, as it may be easily had in bloom from spring
to fall by means of successional sowings. Seeds are
best sown in the fall, as they give earlier bloom. Seeds
may be sown thinly. See Annxiils.

noted.

The canning of bluelierries is an im[)ortant industry
some parts of the state. In Washington county about
120,000 acres, otherwise worthless, are known as the
"blueberry barrens." The annual output of the canning
in

factories is valued at $75,000 to $100,000, and 1,500 or
2,000 bushels are shipped while fresh. In other parts
of the state there are many thousand acres that may be
utilized in the same way. Some of the more impoi-tant

blueberry regions are indicated by the shaded
areas on the map.
la providing for education along agricultural
lines, Maine has not been behind other states.
While Arthur Young and others were striving to
improve the agriculture of Great Britain, leading
citizens of the then District of Maine united in
forming one of the first agricultural societies in

^
i

As noted by Boardman: "The light
stations first established in this country for the

America.

improvement and the diffusion of agricultural
literature were at Philadelphia, Fa., in 1785

1350
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K ne

an Stock Crimson

:

Charleston, S. C, in 1783; Hallowell, Maine, 1787."
The first agricultural and industrial college in North
AraeriLa, the Gardiner Lyceum, was established at Gardiner, Me., in 1821, when a yearly grant of $1,000 was
made by the state. The purpose of the school was "to
give mechanics and farmers such a scientific education
as would enable them to become skilled in their professions." This institution, under the patronage of the
Vaughans and the Gardiners, rtovirished until 18.35, when
It was continued for two
state aid was witlulrawn.
years at the expense of Mr. (jardiner, and then closed.
In connection with the Lyceum, a farm was utilized for
experiments in agriculture, and "to give the future
agriculturist the knowledge of those principles of sci-

ence upon which his future success depends, and an
opportunity to see them reduced to practice."
In 1865 the State College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts was established under the provisions of
the "Morrill Act." This, in 1897, became the LTniversity
of Maine, with a well-equipped agricultural depai'tment.
The Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, established
uuder the provisions of the "Hatch Act" in 1887, forms
a ilepartment of the university. In addition to the work
of the university, important educational work is carried
on in the form of farmers' institutes by the State Board
of Agriculture, consisting of one member from each
county, with permanent headquarters at the capital.
There are also two state agricultural societies, one state
pomological society, and nearly 50 county and town
agricultural societies which receive aid from the state.

MAIZE.

See Co™, and

:

:

maritima, R. Br. Virginian Siiu'k. Mahon .Stock.
Figs. 1350, 1351. Stem erect, branching: Ivs. elliptic,
obtuse, entire, narrowed at the l);ise, pubescence appressed, 2-4-parted
j)edicels rather shorter than the
calyx
pods pubescent, lung-acuminate at the apex.
B.M. 106 (as ('^cr>(/>///(?^5 jj^Tr/'/jjiKS, showing red fls.,
\^r_
changing to purple before fading).
]\j_
:

:

MALLOTUS (iTreek, irooHij). Euplwrhiacerv. Trees
or shrubs, with liroad opposite Ivs., with small dia'cious
tls. in spikes or panicles: petals and disk absent; calyx
styles 3, almost free,
stamens numerous
3-5-lobed
recurved
capsule spherical, splitting into 3 parts.
About 80 species in the Old World tropics.
;

;

;

Japonicus, Midi. Arg. A small tree, with large, ovate,
palmately nerved, nearly glabrous, sub-trilobed, longpetioled Ivs.: spikes branched terminal: fls. 2-3 lines
wide; stamens 60-70, yellow; stigmas slightly feathery
capsules pubescent, '» in. in diam. .Japan and China.
R.H. 1894, p. 103. -Cult, at Santa Barbara.
.1.

MALLOW.

B. S.

Norton.

^[iiU-a rnlniidifulia.

MALLOW, FALSE.

Malraslrum.

W. M. MUNSON
;?ca.

MAKAET DECOEATIONS

and b(juquets are dried
grasses and everlastings, whether dyed or not. The
celebrated painter, Hans Makart, once decorated his
salon with dried palm leaves, pampas grass and the
like, to the delight of the Emperor of Austria, who
visited the artist's studio: hence the name. See Everlastings and G.C. 111.0:714.

MALAY APPLE.

Malcoinia is a genus of branching herbs: branches
often prostrate: Ivs. alternate, entire or pinnatifid: tls.
in a loose raceme; petals long and linear or long-clawed
pods rather terete, long orawl-shaped seeds in 1 series
or in 2 series at the base of the cells.

Eugenia Jambos.

MALOPE (name used by Pliny for some kind of mallow). JIuleacece. A genus of 10 species of annuals from
the Mediterranean region, one of which is cult, under
the name of ]U. graiidiflora. It grows 1-3 ft. high, and
bears red or white, 5-petaled fls. 2;.i-3 in. across, in sumThe genus is allied to Althaea, wdiich it
fall.
resembles in having solitary ascending ovules, but has
the carpels crowded into a sort of head wilhont order,
while in Althaea the carpels are in a single whorl. Also,
Malope has 3 bractlets, while Altha-a has 6-9. Herbs

mer and

.
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MALVA

MALiOrE

fls. usually
glabrous or pilo?<e: Ivs. entire or ."^-r-ut
violet or rosy
bractlets lar^e, cordate; calyx 5-cut;
at the top into filaments.
:

MALUS.

See Pi/ms.

;

column of stamen.s divided
Culture easy. .See Annuals.

Cav. Lvs. 3-nerved, li-cut, dentate, glabrous;
lobes acuminate
peduncles axillary, 1-Ild. Spain, N.
Africa. — Var. grandiEldra, Paxt. (J/. gran<U flora, F. G.
Dietr, }, is said to be much superior to the type, with lis.
2K-3 in. across, deep rosy red, veined inside darker.
Gn.21, p. 145. P.BI. 1:177. M. gramU flora alba is uli^o
trifida,

:

MALVA

(old Latin name from Greek malache; referring to the emollient lvs.). Malc(tce(:e. About IG species
of herbs, widely scattered, 4 of which are cult, in America
and have escaped from old gardens, while one, Ji/. rotnn(II folia (Fig. 1352), the common Mallow, is a familiar
weed. These plants are of the easiest culture, aud bloom

summer and

all

sometimes 2

numerous

cult.

having pink, rose or purple fls.
Malva is distinguished from
genera by the carpels in a single whorl:
fall,

in. across.

allied

ovules solitary, ascending: bractlets 3, distinct: carpels
not beaked or appendaged withia. Malvas are hirsute
or nearly glabrous: lvs. angled, lobed or dissected: fls.
solitary, in the axils or clustered, sessile or peduncled;
petals 5, notched at the apex. In the tirst 2 species the
pedicels are solitary in the upper axils; in the next 3
they are numerous and clustered.
A.

I'''ls.

B.

large

and

sit oirij,

11-2-3 in. across.

Fruit downy, not wrinkled.

moscMta, Linn. Musk Mallow. Perennial, 1-2 ft.
high, less hairy than 31. Alcea : stem-lvs. 3-many times
parted, the lobes being linear: fls. rose or white; calyx
with long, simple hairs. Eu.; cult, and escaped. R.H.
1851:381.
Frail glabrous, minnfeli/ wrinJded or

BB.

vein}/.

Alcea, Linn. Perennial, 2-4 ft. high stem-lvs. parted
almost to the base into 3-5 divisions, which are again
.1-5-cut, the lobes broad: fls. deep rose; calyx densely
stellate-pubescent. Eu.; cult, and escaped. B.M. 2297
fpink, veined deeper). —Var. fastigiata, Koch {M.
Jiforenii, Pollini). Lvs. less incised; upper stem-lvs.
3-fid
intermediate ones 5-fi.d; lobes oblung, unequally
dentate. B.M. 2793.
:

;

EBB. Fruit prominentlij wrinkled-veiny
sylv^stris, Linn.

Biennial or perennial, 2-3 ft. high,
rough-hairy, branching: lvs. rather sharply 5-7-lobed:
tls. purple-rose.
Eu., temp. Asia, waysides N. Amer.
A.G. 13:471. — Not advertised. See M.zebrina in supplementary list. Var. Mauriti^na [M. Mauritidna, Linn.)
lias long been cult, in cottage gardens abroad as the
Tree Mallow. It is taller, smoother and has more
obtuse lobes.
aa. Fls. small, inconspicuous,
B.

crispa, Linn.

4-6

ft.

Virginian Stock— Malcomia marittma.
Natural size. (See p. 9G9.)

lvs. rounded,

315.
V inor in s
p.
"Vegetable Garden," p.
319. — No longer advertised,
but
procurable
abroad and still cult, in
America. No part of the
plant is eaten, but the
'

i 1

(Marcello Malpighi, 1G28-169:{, distinguished anatomistatBoLilogne,who wrote on the anatomy
of plants). Malpif/ht(}ce(e. About 20 species of smafl
trees or shrubs, mostly natives of tropical America, one
of which is the Barljadoes Gherry, 31. glabra. The fruit
is about the size and shape of a small northern cherry,
but inferior in quality. It has an acid taste. It is borne
on a shrub, which grows about G ft. high and has handsome
crimson fls. of a distinct appearance. The fl. is about
in. across, and the 5 petals have a claw about as long
as the fringed blade. This shrub is a native of the West
Indies and is cult, in all the Islands as well as S. Amer.

%

elegantly crisped leaves
are sometimes used for
garnishing dishes. Generally self-sows in gardens.

Lvs. not curled at

BB.

also offered in S. Fia.

the

Malpighias have opposite, short-stalked lvs., glabrous
or tomentose, entire or spiny-toothed; tls. axillary, clustered or corymbose, rarely solitary, red, rose or white;
calyx 5-parted, G-10-glaudular; stamens 10: ovary

:-i-

.styles 3, distinct: drupe 3-stoned, the stones
with or without 3-5 crests or wings on the back.
glabra, Linn. Barbadoes Gherhv. Lvs. ovate, glabrous, entire, usually pointed, having a few l)iscuspi<iate hairs which disappear early
nml)els H-5-tld. calyx 6-8 glandular: stones obtusely 4-angled, B.M. 813.

celled:

:

annual,

5-7-lobed or angled: fls.
clustered, almost sessile.
En.; sparingly esea])ed
from old gardens. Gn. 2,

MALPlGHIA

It is

Curled Mallow. Unbranched

high, leafy from

basetotop:

1351.

udiiti.'^li.

Lvs. curled or puckered at the margin.

:

W. M.

margins.

rotundifblia, Linn. Fig.

C<:'MM"x

V.\yi.

Mallow.

Stems

trailing from a
strong, deep root: lvs.
rounded kitlney -shaped,
crenate; leaf-stalks very

long

:

peduncles rather

slender.

— Common

1352.

Malva

A common

rotundifolia
-wred,

(X

known

'

flf

"Cheeses."

bien-

nial or perennial weed, not cult.
The flat wrinkled
fruits are known to children as "cheeses." Also locally
called "Shirt-button ]>lant."

:,

JIALVA

MA5LMILLARIA

M. minictta is a much, confused name. In the Thorbum catalogue the plant in the American trade is said to be the same as
Sphasralcea Munroana, probably on the authority of E. S. Oarman in A.U. ll:5:jy. M. miniata is also advertised by German
dealers and is referred by Vilmorin's BlumenEiirtnerei to Hphairalcea miniata. Index Kewensis, however, refers M, miniata to
Sphieralcea cisplatinu. Tiiis riddle will, perhaps, be solved
Ji". miUtifida alba, Hort., is
under Spliteraleea, wliieh see.
probably a white-tld. form of one of the species above mentioned, with foliage many times divided— JU. zebrina, Hort., is
referred by Index Kewensis to M. sylvestris; by Vilmorin's
Blumengartnerei to M. Mauritiana. In Bridgeman's catalogue
Jl. zebrina is described as a hardy annual, called " Striped Mallow," growing 2 ft. high, witli white and purple lis.
-^y -^^^

Apple or St. Domingo Apricot. These are 3-6 in. in
diameter, round, russet-colored or brown, with a yellow
juicy pulp, and 1-4 large, rough seeds. The skin and
seeds are bitter and resinous. The fruits are eaten raw
without flavoring, or with wine and sugar, or sugar and
cream. Tbey are also preserved. The taste for them
does not have to bo acquired. The tree is cult, in S.
Fla. and S. Calif., and a few fruits are brought from the
West Indies to the U. S. The nearest ally of horticultural value is the Mangosteeu, belonging to the genus
Garcinia, characterized by having 4 sepals, while
Mammea has a calyx which is closed before anthesis,
and afterwards is valvately 2-parted. Mammeas have
rigid, leathery lvs., often dotted with pellucid glands:
peduncles axillary, 1-fld., solitary or clustered
fls.
polygamous; petals 4-6; stamens numerous; stignui
peltate or broadly lobed: ovary 2-4-celled.
Americana, Linn. Mammee Apple.
St. Domingo
Apricot. Pig. 1354. Tree, 40-60 ft. high lvs. obovateoblong, rounded at tip, 4-8 in. long: peduncles few or
s<ditary: petals white, fragrant; anthers oblong, later^r ^y
ally dehiscent. B.M. 7562.

—

MALVASTRUM

(name madefromMalya). Mulvi)ce<f.
Sixty or more herbs and subshrul)S in America and S.
which
or
Africa, of
2
3 are plants of minor importance in
gardens. From Malva and its allies it differs in havin^r
short or capitate stif^mas on the style-branches rather
than longitudinal stiffmas, also in having a solitary ovule
in each carpel. From Malvaviscus it differs in havinga dry rather than a baccate frnit, and in other characters. The garden species are perennials of easy culture,
blooming in the hot weather of summer.
coccineum, Gray.
tufted canescent plant, 5-10 in. or
less high, with running rootstocks: Ivs. not more than
1 in. across, pedately 3-5-parted or divided, the narrow
divisions again cut or cleft: fls. brick-red or coppery, in
a short terminal raceme: carpels round-kidney-shaped,
inclosed in the incurving calyx lobes. Western Amer.
B. M. ]G73 (as Orlsfaria coccinea). — There is a var.
grandiilbrum in the trade, with "large deep scarlet fis."

A

Two ft. or less high, hairy:
pedately ^-'t-Iobed, the lobes deeply cut and toothed,
clasping: fls. rose-purple, an inch across. Chile. P.M.
9:173, and R.H. 1343:325 (as Malva campannlata).
campanulatum, Nichols.

Ivs.

spl6ndidum, Kell. Shrub, becoming 12 ft. or move,
gray-tomentose: Ivs. cordate-ovate, 5-lobed: tls. rosy
pink, fragrant.

Calif.

L_

£[_

g_

MALVAVtSCUS (Greek, ^.tlcku mallow). Malvdcew.
About 25 species of tender shrubs from the warmer
parts of America, one of which, M. arboreus is known
to the trade as Achayila Malvaviscus. It is a fine old
greenhouse shrub with erect sdarlet fls., which resemble
an Abutilon and never open widely. Abutilon, however,
has no involucre, while Malvaviscus has an involucre of
,

97]

:

:

Mammea Americana is native from the West Indies
The wood is durable and well adapted for
building purposes, posts and piles. It stands damp. It
is beautifully grained and is used for fancy work. The
gum is applied to extract chigoes; dissolved in limejuice it destroys maggots in sores at a single dressing.
An infusion of the bark is astringent and is useful to
strengthen the recent cicatrices of sores. A liqueur has
been obtained by distillation from the flowers infused
in spirits of wine, known in the Island of Martinique by
the name of " Creme des Creoles." The fruit is the size
of a very large orange.
It has a sweetish, somewhat
aromatic taste and a peculiar odor. Not much use is
made of it. Seeds germinate freel}', and j'oung plants
to Brazil.

are easily raised.

MAMMEE

^^t

APPLE.

See

Harris.

Mammea.

MAMMILLARIA

(Latin, nuuiunila ; referring to the
nipple-like tubercles on these plants). Often but not
originally spelled Mamillaria.
Stems simple, branching or in clusters from the root, commonly hemispherical or short-cylindrical, but often depressed or sometimes JTiuch elongated; the .surface entirely broken up
into tubercles (mamillfe)
fls. usually short-funnelform,
with naked or near]}' naked tube and ovary, borne in
the more or less woolly axils between the tubercles, or
at the inner extremity of a narrow groove on their upper surface: fr. globose to linear-clavate, nearly always
smooth and berry-like. The first subgenus is rather indefinitely separated from the tuberculate Echinocacti by
the smooth fruit, and by the character of the groove,
:

10-12 bractlets. Lvs. entire,
dentate, angled or lobed
fls. red, usually peduncled;
petals erect and connivent
or spreading in the upper
half
column of stamens
truncate below the apex or
5-toothed
carpels fleshy
outside, connateintoaberry
later separating.
arbdreus, Cav. (Achdnia
Malvaviscus, Sw.).
Fig.
1353. Tall shrub: lvs. alter1353. Malvaviscus arboreus.
mostly
3-lobed,
acuminate,
(XM.)
nate, heart-shaped at the
base, toothed: fls. convolute in the bud; bractlets erect.
;

:

S.Amer. B.M. 2305. -Cult, outdoors in S.Fla.and S.Calif.
Malvaviscus arboreus is one of the most satisfactory
house plants that can be grown. It is not subject to insects of any kind, will stand a low temperature in winWhen pot
ter, and blooms both winter and summer.
grown, the plant is usually about 2 ft. high, but outdoors it makes a strong, branching growth, attaining 3-5
ft. The bright scarlet fls. remain a long time in perfect
condition. The fls. open slightly at the top or not at all.
This circumstance gave rise to the old name Achania,
which means not openiur/. The plant needs a good light
soil and thrives in a compost of fibrous peat and loam.
Prop, by cuttings. The cultivators need not fear the
appearance of white grains on the surface of the lvs., as
they are a normal, waxy secretion of the plant.

James Vick.

MAMILLARIA.

MAMMfiA

See Mammillaria.

(from a South American name). Guit'ifercB.
Six species of tropical trees, one of which, M.
Americana, produces the fruits known as the Mammae

in Mammillaria is hardly more than an impressed
while in Echinocactus it is shorter and so broad as
to be obviouslj^ a continuation of the spiniferous areola.
The cultivation of Mammillaria differs in no respect
from Echinocactus, which see.

which
line,

Subgenus

I.

Review of Subgenera.
Oorvphantha (flowering in

vertex).

Tubercles, at least the flowering ones, narrowly
grooved on the upper side, from apex nearly to
base, except in M. macromerls. Fls. showy.
large for the genus. Fruit green or greenish,
except in M. tuberculosa and M. Missouriensis,

brown, lightly reticulated and thinshelled, with ventral or subventral hilum, ex-

Seeds

dasyaca )if7ia and Missouriensis Species
II. Dolicothele. Tubercles cylindricand of soft texture. Fls.
the axils of the upper

1-24

Species
III. Cochejxiea. Stems elongated, formthe
near
crown
in
a
large
clumps
fls.
ing
apex, lH-2 in. long, narrowly tubular-funnel-

25

ce-pt in

.

Subgenus

conical, long, loose
large, yellow, from

tubercles

Subgenus

;

form, somewhat curved and bilabiate, with
widely spreading sepaloid scales, the whole
flower uniformly waxy red; stamens and style
exceeding the petals; fr. red: one or more centrals hooked, except sometimes in M. Ralei.
All from Lower California and adjacent islands.
Species 26-29

)

MAMMILLARIA

972

:

.

MAMMILLARIA
cc.

ccc.

Ceyitrals none

Stems

12.

radians
pectinata

13.

impexicoma

.11.

from

cespitose

the

grooves of the tubercles,
often densely so: groove
without glands but often
spinose for most of its
length: radial spines
fewer and iveaker: central solitary or ivanting
14. sulcata
15. NickelssB
IG. MiBSouriensis
AA. Blossoms purple or purplish:
spines usually gray or glossy,
the centrals and tips black or

brown: ovary and fruit often
scale-bearing
B. Radial spines 10 or more,
often very numerous, covering the whole plant: centrals at mat^tr it y rarely less
0.
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Americana

Apricot

(

-

or St.

Domingo

than 4.
Glands small in a chain
in some of the grooves:

spines long but iveak, not
obscuring the body
17. macromens
CO. Glands none in axil or
groove so far as known. .18. conoidea
19. vivipara
20. xadiosa
21. dasyacantlia
22. tuberculosa
BB. Eadial spines less than 10:
central solitary or tvanting
tubercles largeand broad. .23. comuta
24. elephantldens

.

SUBGENUS
Subgenua IV. Etjmamillaria. Fls. usually small,
produced from the axils of grooveless tubercles,
and nearly always remote from the vertex: fr.
usually clavate and red, nearly always desti-

25.

SUBGENUS

SUBGENUS

I.

26. £oseana
27. setispina
28. Pondii
29. Halei

OOKTPHANTHA.

Blossoms yellow: spines mostly
yellow or

yelloivish,

one

or

SUBGENUS

more

honey -glands usually
found in the groove.
B. /'7ii. remote from the vertex.
C. Glands one or two conspicuous red or yellow, in the
axils: stems long, in age
making large clumps:
spines rather slender:
radials /i-}4 in. long,
centrals }i-% in. long...

Juice watery: tubercles rarely
angular.
Spines (Jwoked) none: fls.
yellowish or ivhitish, with
rosy streaked petals.
o. Stems proportionately slen-

tubercles
ovate: radial
rigid,

erecta
recttrvata

curved so that the points
hardly project
30. elongata

spreading,

re-

31
cc.

Scheerii
robustispina

M.

in

Candida and M.
,

Leona

Stems low, usually broader
than high. No bristles in
the axils, except

the

base

plu-

mosa.
D,

spines

Radial

not

Stems nearly always sim-

.

spines

raphidacantha
macrothele

pressed, ly^-S in. in diameter: radial spines later-

ple: radial spines rather
rigid
and pectinately
spreading: centrals 1-i,
the
upper turned up
among the radials, the
lower deflexed or horiSpecies closely
zontal.
related and perhaps confluent

short-

der:
,

.

c.

IV.

B.

CC. Glands none in the axil...
BB. Fls. central or nearly so:
plants mostly globose or de-

ally compressed near

longimamma

COCHEMIEA.

III.

Species 30-77

tute of scales

A.

DOLICOTHELE.

II.

h

few,

din g

the

spines
n s
s n

nu-

i

body

32. decipiens
33. fragilis

DD.

Radial

m

e

r

,

o iv

y

white, cover n g
and hid n g the
i

i

whole plant
comifera
dalmonoceras
echinus
scolymoides

34.

lasiacantha

35. plumosa
36. senilis
37. barbuta
38. vetnla
39. Candida

MAMMILLARIA

MAMMILLARIA

BB. Spines one or more hooked and
central, except in 31. pusilla
and M. dioica insular Is.
0. Bristles one or more found
in the axils between the
tubercles
40. pusilla
41.

Bocasana

-V2.

Wildii
tetraucista

4:i.

4(;.

Wrightii

47.
48.

Goodrichii

4;t.

venusta
Mainae

50.

Eehimis,

Grahami

erefta, 3.
eriacantlia, 52.
fissurata: See

52. eriacantlia
.5:i.

54.
55.

elegans

exuding from
wounds in any part of the
plant: stems not elongated :
tubercles usually angular: no
hooked spines, except in M. un-

s

02.
63.

simplex, 68.
sphacelata, 53.
sphasrica, 25.
sphcBrotricha, 39.

An-

spinosissima,

20.

.54.

Niclielsa?, 15.

stella-anrata, 30,

nivea, 61.
Nogalensis,

.sidlaris, 40.
Ntrllatvs^ 40.
strobillfurinis, 18,22
tiiihnngnlaris, 64.

4.

Nuttallii, 16.

Odierlana,

Pabneri,

55.

Parltinsonii, 62.
pectinata, 12.
Petersonii, 67,

sulcata, 14.
tenuis, 30.
tetracantha, 56, 65.
tetrancistra, 43.

tu-^<-uta, 55.

Pt'eitTeri, 55.

Texana,

O'lhbU, 09.
lialeottii, .50,56.
globosa. 25.
(.Toodrifhii, 44, 47.
Grahami, 48.
riregKii, 77.
Ouiilemlniana, 32.
Haageana, 59.
Halei, 29.
Heeseana, 67.

phellosperwa,

liemisphip.rica, 70,

Kadlimui,

Heyderi,

rapliidacautha,

63.

70.

44.

43,

pliimosa, 35,
Pondii, 28.
Potoslria, 60.

pn'smalica: SeeAn-

halonium.
pnsiDa, 40,
pyramidalis,
radians, 11.
radiosa,

55.

40.

Trohartii. 74.
tuberculosa, 22.
uberiformis, 25.
uncinata, 73.
venusta, 49.
vetnla, 38.
vivipara, 19.
}yildia,w, 42.
Wildii, 42.
Wissniniini., 16.

2U.

Wrightii,

26.

46,

1.

67.

:

Parkinaonii

formosa

Heeseana

or

flesh-color.

Radial spines

9~S2, seldom
less than 12: tubercles
slender, scarcely angled .68. simplex
69.
70.

:

Brandegei
Heyderi

;

;

as

many

as 9: body viostly
71
depressed

is M. ancistracantha, Lem.
macrothele, Mart. {31. aulacothele, Lem. 31. Tjt'hmonni, Otto). Stems stout, attaining nearly 2 ft. in
height by 4 in. in diam. tubercles long, conical, at first
upright, in age becoming even deflexed: spines all j'ellow; radials 6-8, spreading; centrals 1-2, longer and
stouter: fls. l>2-2 in. broad. Central Mex.
3. er6cta, Lem.
Branching from base and from decumbent stems, attaining 12 in. or more in height by 3
in. in diam., bright green: tubercles conical, short, upright: spines all yellow; radials 8-13; centrals 4 or
less: fls. 2-2% in. in diam. Cent. Mex. — In the groove
close to the spines is often found, especially in the
flowering area, a conspicuous honey gland.
Engelm. (31. recurvispina, Engelm.
4. recurv^ta,
Stems depressed-globose and
31. Nogalen.-iis, Runge).
often deeply concave, 6-8 in. in diam., forming large
masses 1-3 "ft. in diam. tubercles short, with usually a
large gland in the groove near the apex: spines yellow
or whitish, stiff, recurved-pectinate, interwoven and
central 1,
radials 18-20
covering the whole plant
rarely 2, recurved: fis. about 1 in. long, brownish outside. Near Nogales, Arizona, and southward in Sonora.
2.

or less flexuous : tubercles rather large, angled:
axils woolly
64. annularis
Cio. centricirrha
idi^u mutabilis

rarely

senilis, 30.
seti-spina, 27.
similis, 16.

form

Spines few, stouter, often
angular, some of the centrals very long and more

Radial spines

scolymoides, 10.
sempervivi, 75.

macrothele, 2.
Mainas, 50.
meiacantha, 71.
micromeris, 77.
minim.a, 30.
Missonriensis, Hi
multiceps, 40.

:

white, setaceous, numer
ous, intertvoven and covering the plant: stems at
length cylindrical or c I av61. bicolor
ate: axils ivoolly

CO.

58.

1. rapliidacantha, Lem.
Stems becoming 1 ft. or more
long, 2-3 in. in diain., often clavate: tubercles erectspreading, somewhat flattened, often with 1 or 2 glands
in the groove: spines yellow in the yonng state, soon
gray; radialR6-10; central 1, longer and stouter, straight
fls. about 1 in. broad.
or hooked in the same plant
San Luis Potosi, Mex. — The more constantly booked

Section Lactescentes.
B. Fls. red or purple or car^nine,
— said to be yelloiv in Parkins onii.
cinata.

0.

31.

Neo-Mexieana,

6.

26.
liiotgei, 34.
sanguinea, 54.
Sclieerii, 5.
Schmidtii, 65.

mutabili.?, CO.
24.

ful.vlspiria, 55.

sphacelata
spinosissima
rkodantlia
dolicho centra

Juice milky

yellowish

9.

tragilis, 33.

(iO.

whitish,

.'30.

4.

55.

Roseana,

2.

Lesaunieri.

elegaiiR, 60.

57. discolor
58. Lesaunieri
59. Haageana

Fls.

Leona,

34.

elephantidens,
elougata. 30.

Lehraamn,

recurvata, 4.
recurvispina,

longimamma, 2.5,
macro meri-s. 17.

Forsteri, 65.

5(3.

BB.

55.

ei'hinaria, iU).
ociiinala, 30.

formosa,

B. Fls. yellow

00.

robustior, 16.
robustispina,

haloniiim,

BE. Fls. blood-red
HBB. Fls. carmine

ra dial

rhodantha,

Kluyei. 60.
Krarneri, 65.
lasiacantha, 34.

deserti, 20.
dioica. 44.
discolor, 57.

VA. Juice milky none in the tubercles,
but found or to be suspected in
the body.
JYo hooked spines.
Radial spines less than 15;
centrals usually 1.

:

13,

insularis, 44.

denudata,

51. Carretii

terete

impexicoma,

7.

dolichfu.-eiitra,

retii

Spines

20.

18.

cornifera,

decipieus, 32.
deflexispina, 65.
densa, 30.

none in the axils,
except perhaps in M. Gar-

0.

Blrschtiana,

conoidea,

daimonoeeras, 8.
dasyacantha, 21.

00. Bristles

AAA.

cirrhifera, 66.

eornuta, 23.
crassispina,

44. dioica
45. armillata

973

arietina, 65.

Bocasana.

Arlzoniea, 20.
urmillata, 45.

borealis, 20.

oentrieirrlia, 65.

Stems ovate-globose, .3-6 in. in
5. Sche^rii, Mlihlpf.
diam., usually simple: tubercles large and distant,
1-5
glands in the groove: spines
with
grooved,
deeply
stout, rigid, sometimes reddish; radials 6-16; centrals
fls.
1-5, stouter and longer, 1 very stout and porrect
2 in. long: seeds large for the genus. S. W. Texas and
southward in Mexico.
Engelm. {3f. Browvii, Tourney).
6. robustispina,
Much like the preceding, but tubercles teretish, no
glands in the groove or sometimes a single one at apex:
central 1, longer,
radials 10-15
spiues very s^tout
straight, curved or even hooked, rarely an additional
with very slender
long,
2
in.
one:
fls.
straight upper
Babuquibari mountains south of
tube: seeds large.

Brandegei,

chlorantlia. 20.

Tucson, Ariz.

.

72.

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

meiacantha
carnea
uncinata
Trohartii

sempervivi
Caput-Medusae
micromeris

INDEX.
acanthophlegma,
Alversoni, 2(3.
ancistracantha,
angularis, 64.
applanata, 70.

60.

1.

aulacothele, 2.
aureiceps, 55.

Brownii,

autumnalis,

Candida,

barbata,

66.

37.

6.

calcarata, 14.
39.

Caput-Medusee,
carnea,

bicolor, 61.
41.
69.

72.
Carretii, 51.

:

;

76.

;

;
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DC. Tubercles ovate, thick, rather
7 cornifera,
crowded: radial spines 15-17, ashy white, (3 lines long;
central 1, longer and stouter, erect, somewhat curved.

centrals usually 4, but sometimes as many as 8,
brownish, the upper erect-spreading, the lower stouter
and deflexed: fls. bright purple, 1-lK in. in expansion;
stigmas mucronate. Prom southern Br. Am., through
the upper Missouri region to E. Colo.

974

Mexico.
8. daimonoceras, Lem. Vertex impressed, very woully
tubercles erect-conical: spines grayish; radiais 20 or
more, the upper accessory ones fascicled; centrals usually 3, stronger, the 2 upper divaricate and somewhat
recurved, the lower horizontal or recurved. Mexico.

stiff;

:

Echinus, Engelra. Differs from the above in the
depressed shape and rather more numerous spines.
Southern Tex. to Mex.
At length somewhat ces10. scolymoldes, Scheidw.
pitose: tubercles conical, bent inwards and imbricated:
radial spines 14-20, whitish or horn-colored; centrals
1-4, longer and darker, the upper mingled with the upper radiais, the lower stouter and bent downwards: fls.
2 in. in, diam. Mex., south of the Rio Grande.
11. r&.dians, DC. Stems simple: axils naked: tubercles
oval, large: spines white, rigid, subtomentose. Mex.
12. pectinata, Engelm. Stem simple: tubercles quadrangular at base, conical above; areolae round-oblong:
9.

less

spines lG-24, yellowish, laterally compressed at base,
stiff, pectinate, somewhat recurved: Us. 2% in. in diam.
petals broadest above, obtusish. Pecos river and Leon
Springs, Tex.
1.3. impexicoma,
Lem. Vertex deeply impressed,
densely woolly tubercles somewhat angulate; areolae
round: spines 18-20, gray, rigid, covering the whole
plant; very rarely a single porrect central. Mex.
Engelm.
{M. caleardta, Engelm.).
14. sulcELta,
Densely cespitose from tlie upper part of the grnove:
tubercles 7-B lines long, ovate-oblong, with dilated
base, somewhat imbricate, spreading in age: spines
:

gray, rigid, subulate; radiais 12-15, the upper 3-5, fascicled; central 1, recurved, wanting in younger plants:
t\s.2}4 in. ill expansion, the tube red within; sepals not
fringed. Tex., from the Brazos to the Nueces river.

20. radidsa, Engelm. Ovate or cylindrical, sometimes
proliferous: tubercles terete: radial spines 20-30, white
with dusky apex, very unequal; centrals 4 or 5, stouter
and longer, tawny, upper ones longer, lowest shorter
and horizontal: fls. \%~2 in. in expansion; stigmas ob-

tuse.

Southern Tex. and northern Mex.

Var. Neo-Mezicana, Engelm. [M. Rirschtidna, Haage.
Jun.). Lower, more or less proliferous from the lower
grooves
radial spines 20-40, white
centrals 3-12,
white below, blackish above.
:

;

Var. bore^lis, Engelm. Ovate or subglobose : radial
spines 12-20; centrals 3-6, purple-spotted. Very near
M. vivipara.
Var. Ariz6niea, Engelm. Globose or ovate, large: tubercles long-cylindrical: ra<Ual spines 15-20, whitish;
centrals 3-6, deep brown aljove: fls. large, rose-colored.

N. Arizona.
Low, simple, with slender
Var. des6rti, Engelm.
nearly cylindric tubercles: radial spines 15-20; centrals
fls. straw-colored, with purplish
8-10, reddish tipped
tips. Ivanpah, Calif.
Var. chlorAntha, Engelm. Cylindrical, sometimes as
much as 9 in. high radial spines 20-25, almost in 2
series, gray; centrals 6-9, stouter, K-1 in. long, reddish
only at tip: fls. greenish yellow. S. Utah.
Var, Alversoni, Coulter. "Foxtail Cactus." Robust
and branching, sometimes 10 in. long, glaucous: tubercles short and broad, somewhat angled, forming more
:

:

or less distinct ribs: radial spines
8-14,

pink.
21.

stout, spreading, blackish
S. E. Calif.

dasyacAntha, Engelm.

numerous; centrals

half-way down

fls.

:

Simple, subglobose

:

tu-

bercles terete, loose
radial spines 25-35, bair-like,
white, with brownish apex; centrals 7-13, bristle-like,
pale below, brown above, longer, the most interior one
horizontal, sometimes wanting: seeds black, with nearly
basal hilum. Tex.
:

Very
15. Nickelsae, Brandg. {3f. Nlckelsii, Hort. ).
near the preceding, but radial spines more numerous,
14-18, the fascicled upper ones much longer than the
lower, and no central. Mex., south of Laredo, Tex.
16. Mlssouri6nsi3, Sweet [M. Nutiallii, Engelm.).
Nearly simple, 1-2 in. in diam.: tubercles cylindricconical, loose and spreading, slightly grooved: spines
white, weak, puberulent, not hiding the body; radiais
12-17, spreading; central one longer and stouter, often
wanting; fls. about 1 in. long, yellow to fawn-color, with
reddish streak; sepals fimbriate; petals acute or acuminate: berry red, the shape and size of a small pea;
seeds black and pitted. Mont, to Kans. and E. Colo.

Var, similis, Engelm. Cespitose, in clumps often a
foot broad: spines fewer: fl. and fr. larger. Kansas
river to Texas.

Var. robustior, Engelm. {M. Wis.'^man^ili, Hildm.).
Almost simple: tubercles longer and looser; spines
smooth, rather short and stout; radiais 10-12; central
1: Us. even larger than in M. similii;. Tex.
Fig. 1355. Low, usually
17. macrom^ris, Engelm.
soon proliferous, dark .ii;reen: tubercles large and long,
loose and spreading, but often incurved; groove rather
short; radiais 10-17, weak, slender and spreading; centrals at maturity usually 4, somewhat stouter and much
longer, sometimes more than 2 in. long: fls. purple,
often 3 in. in expansion; petals erose, mucronate: fr.
with several scales on the ovary. Along the Rio Grande
from New Mexico to Texas. See, also. Fig. 74(Ja.
18. conoidea,
DC. (M. strohiliformls, Engelm.).
Ovate-conical, with densely woolly vertex
tubercles
densely appressed-imbricate in 8-10
short, usually
spiral, rib-like rows: radial spines 10-16, straight and
stout; centrals .3-5, stouter, blackish, the upper ones
erect-spreading, the lower stouter, horizontal or deflexed: fls. about 1 in. in expansion, deep purple, paler
outside: fr. short, buried and hidden in the axillary
wool. N. E. Mex.
:

Pig. 1356. Low and depressed
19. vivipara, Haw.
globose, usually cespitose, forming large masses: tu
bercles terete and loose: radial spines 12-20, slender but

1355.

Mammillaria macromeris (X

22. tuberculdsa,

Engelm.

Yi)

No.

17.

(iW. s^/o/>(7iMrm?.'?, Scheer).

Ovate or cylindric, rather slender, somewhat dry of texture, the spines falling from the older tubercles, leaving
tliem as dry, corky protuberances: tubercles short-ovate
from a broad base; axils densely woolly: radial spines
20-30, slender, rigid, white; centrals 5^9, stouter, pur-

MAMMILLAlilA

-MAMMILLARIA

plish above, the uppir longer, erect, the lowc st h
tal or defiexeil: fls. 1 in. in tliara., pale purpli
1(^ul;, red, \S'itli a conical cap formed of the w
UKiius of the tlower: seeds brown. Tex.
corniita, Hiidm. Depressed-Globose or
small, grayish green: tubereli-s hirye, tlii
imbricated; areolae round: radial spines .1-7, si
compressed, radiant, grayish, the upper long
1, stouter, as long as the radials: lis. rose-rei
the spines fall off and the plant, covered v
cated, scalr-like iiliiM-rJes, reminds <nir of a
L'.'i.

1

ical,

1

]

.Mesic.i.
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\'ar. Texana, Eu^^'plm. Ijari^er than tlie last: spines
outer capillary, crispi-d, 30-50; iuteri(.)r
in li series
10-12, a little more rii^nd. pubeseieut, white; centrals
5-8, lontcer, stouter, puln-seeiit. yellon' at tip. Tex. and

51. Carretti, Sebum. Simple, depressed-globose, rather
small radial sjiines spreading-recurved and interwoven,
rather long, yellowish
central 1. slender, chestnutbrown, paler beloAv
whitish, with rosy streak in
fl.
petals; sepals long-acuminate. Mex. — The only specimen seen has bristles in the axils.

976
;

adjacent Mex.

C'a<:'t.

Depressed-globose, or a little
41. Bocasana, Pos,
axillary
lengthened, at len^'th densely cespitose:
bristles as long or longer than the tubercles; radial
spines 25-30, white, stiff at the base, ending in a fiex11 >us thread;
centrals 2-3, slender, porrcct, short, all
yi-llow with brown tips, the hooked oul^ tn'nwn nearly to
the Ijuse, pubescent. I\Iex.
42.

Wildii, Dietr.

(.If.

Wlldlcnia,

Cespitose,

Otto).

forming hemispherical clumps: radial spines 8-10, very
slender, white, spreading; centrals usually 3-4, a little
stouter and longer, honey-yellow, brown at l>ase, pul>escent, 1-hooked. Mex.
43. tetrancistra, En'j:ehn.{
Ovati.^ or ovate-cylindrical,

M. phe J I os-perw a ,Enjxe}va.)

rather large, simple or
si)ariQg]y branched from the base; young axils sparingly setose: radial spines 30-60, in two series; exteinterior stouter and longer,
rior bristle-like, white
dusky-tipped or purplish; centrals 1—4, longer, brown
or blackish, sometimes all hooked, the upperones sometimes straight
seed partly immersed in a brown
cm-ky cup. S. Calif, to Utah. Cact.
44. didica, Brandg. {Jif. Goodrichii, of California).
Simple or cespitose from the l:)ase, ovate to cylindrical,
-3-8 in. high: tubercles somewhat angular and leathery:
radial spines 11-22, white, with brown or purple tips;
centrals 1-4, longer and darker, the upper turned up
among the radials, the lower porrect and strongly
hooked: fls. often unisexual, yellowish white with rosy
;

:

streak,

Calif,

and Lower

Calif.

Var. insularis, Brandg. {^f. Pdhneri Coult., not of
yteras densely cespitose. shorter: axils densely
much whiter, usually ail straight. San
Benito Island.
,

^voolly: spines

45. armillita, Brandg.
Taller, often 1 ft. in height,
branching at base and abing the stem
tubercles
crowded; radial spines \)-\'i; centrals 1-4, nearly twice
:

Calif.

fls.

— The

small, yellowish, scarcely spreading. Lower
plant is marked by darker circular bands.

Wrightii, Engelm. Globose or depressed, tops'laped beiow: radial spines 8-12, white, pubescent; centrals 1-3. reddish bla.f^-k, scarcely longer than radials, all
Iiooked; tls. about 1 in. long, purple. New Mexico.
40.

47. Goddrichii, Scheer. Erect, cylindrical, branching
at liase; axils naked : radial spines about 12, white; centrals 4, white I>elow, brown above, the 3 upper erect-

spreailing, the lower longer.
California.

Cedros Island and Lower

48. Gr&.haini, Engelm.
Globose or ovate, somewhat
cespitose: radial spines 15-30, white, often dusky at tip,
the upper ones shorter
centrals usually 4, usually
blackish from a paler base, the 3 upper turned up among
tlie radials, and, when pale, hardly to be distinguished
from them; lower porrect: tls. rose-colored, 1 in. in
expansion: fr. nearly 1 in. long. From Texas to S. Cali;

f(U"nia

and adjacent Mexico.

49. venusta, Brandg. Globose or hemispherical, small,
often cespitose: tubercles very thick and blunt, concave
at the end, usually extremely glaucous
radial spines
:

from pure white to white below and brownabove; central commonly 1, sometimes 2 or 3, the
lower little longer and darker than the radials fls. rosecolor, \% in. in expansion
fr. scarcely juicy, nearly
1
in. long, circumscissile near the base.
So. Lower
f)-15, stout,
ish,

:

;

California.
50. Mainae, Brandg. Henjispherical to ovate, usually
simpir
tubercles somewliat incurved, glaucous, the
lower part, and the axils often bright rose-red
radial
spines 10-15, yellowish becoming gray, the upper
shortrr; f.entrals 1-3, the u[>pyr shorter and smaller,
turnnd upward, one of tliem sometimes hooked, lower
< 'utral stout, strongly hooked, somewhat twisted, yel>wish below, black at tip: fls. flesh-color: fr. shorter
t'lan the tubercles. Vicinity of Nogales, Arizona. — Sent
out us M. Ouleotdi.
:

:

1

;

;

erlacAntha, Link and Otto. Cylindrical, elongated,
and more in height ("reaching 20 inches") by 2-2^
diam. tubercles crowded, acutely conical: spines
pubescent; radials 20-24, pale yellow, bristle-like;

52.

%

ft.

in. in
all

;

centrals 2, stronger, nearly twice as long as the radials,
golden yellow, one directed, the other downwards: fls.
yellow, small: fr. yellow. Mex.
53. spliacel&.ta.
1 in. in

Stems cespitose,

more hmg,

cylindrical, 6 in. or

diam. tubercles short, conical from
a broader, rhombic base; spines ivory white with blackish tips
radials 12-18, horizontal-spreading
centrals
3-4, upright
fls. small, the petals acute.
Mex. — The
proper position of this and of the preceding species is
:

;

;

:

quite uncertain.

still

spinosissima, Lem.
Stems cylindrical, reaching
1 ft. in height and 2M in. in diam.: tubercles short,
ovate-conic, somewhat tetragonal: radial spines 20-25,
setiform, white, spreading; centrals 12-15, brownish red,
stronger and twice the length of the radials. Mes.
54.

Var. sanguinea, Hge. Stem somewhat clavate, rather
shorter and stouter: radial spines 18-20, spreading,
white centrals 8, only a little longer, but thicker and
I)ulV)ous at base, white with brownish base and dark
brown tip, the young ones dark blood-red. Mex.
55. rhoddntha, Link and Otto {31. OiUi^ridiia, Lem.
;

Stem long-cylindric or clavate,
ft. in height, usually 2-parted
spines 16-20, white, bristle-like,
horizontal-spreading; centrals 4-G, rigid, white or yellowish, the upper black at tip. Mex.
3f.

fulvhp\}ia

,

Haw.).

reaching more than
axils

Jac).

as long;

:

bristly:

1

radial

Var. p5n:amid&.lis, Schum.
the young ones ruby red.

Central spines dark brown,

Var. Ptelfferi, Schum. {M. aureiceps, Lem.).

Radial

s])iues 25 or more, yellow; centrals 6-7, recurved spreading, golden brown.

Var. crassispina, Schum. Radial spines 24-27, whitcentrals 6-7, larger and stouter, more curved,
darker.
ish

:

Var. fuscita, Schum.

Axils naked; tubercles 4-angu-

lar at base: radial spines 25-28, radiant, bright yellowish l>rown: centrals 6, stout, strongly curved, the upper

very long.
56. dolichoc6ntra, Lem. (3/. /efracrtH7?i(7, Hook.). Subglobose (but said to reach a yard in height) tubercles
somewhat 4-angled areolte elliptic or rhombic: radial
spines none; centrals 4, slender, rigid, the upper curved
upward, 1-lK in. long, the three lower half as long, all
grayish brown. Mex.
;

;

Var. Gale6ttii, Forst. Radial bristles 8-14, very short,
soon falling; centrals 4, seldom 1 or 2 more, spreading,
vellowish, with points, the upper and lower longest,

Mex.
57. discolor, Haw. Globose or ovate, glaucous: outer
spines 10-20, white, radiant; interior 6, rigid, recurved,
white below, black above, upper and lowermost very
long. Mex.
58. Lesauni^ri, Schum. Hemispherical or very shortcylindrical (habit of M. ffei/deri
spines brownish,
slujrt; radials 11-13; central upright, stronger.
)

:

59. Haage&iia, Pfr. Cnspitose: heads small, at length
cylindrical, slender; tubercles small, crowded
axils
woolly; radial spines about 20, pure white, only about
IK lines long; centrals 2, black, slender, elongated,
upper 3, lower 4 lines long. Mex.
;

00.

DC. {^f. 'tranthophyiimrt, Lehra. M. PoJ/. Kliiijii. Ehrh.).
Sim]de, then prolifdensely cespitose. depressed-globose, later
radial
tubercles crowded, very small

61egaiis,

fos'nia, Hort.

erous and
lengthened

;

:

spines more than 20, bristle-like, about 3 lines long,
pure white, interwoven and covering the whole plant;
(MMitral si)ines 2 (1-3), with brown tips, the one directed
upward, the other downward, about twice as long as
radials, in the axils abundant long white wool. Mex.

—

,

MAMMILLAKIA

MANDEVILLA

Lehm.

Simple or proliferous: tubercles
small, crowded, ovate-pyrauudal
radial spines 16-20;
centrals 2, less than 1 in. lon^, stouter, erect, blacktipped. Mex.
Var. nivea, Sclmm.
Obovnte proliferous tubercles
Gl. bicolor,

:

conical: radial spines capillary; centrals 4, white, with
dusky apex, upper one incurved, 1 in. long.
P4rkiiisonii,

Ehrh.

At

dichotomously divided: tubercles slenderly pyramidal axils woolly and
bristly: radial spines 20 or more, slender; centrals 2,
3, 4, rarely 5, brown-tipped, the upper ones 'J-i lines
long, the lower lyi in. turned downward. Mex.
6.";.
foriudsa, Scheidw. Nearly simple: tubercles 4-an62.

lensrth

;

radial spines 18-22, rather rigid; centrals 6, a
stiffer, thickened at
little longer,
base, reddish or
brownish tipped.

gled:
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short, gray, dark-tipped; centrals
rarelv more,
longer and stronger, strongly hooked, dark. Mex.

+-r..

1

,

74. TrohArtii, Schum.
Globose or depressed, small:
tubercles very small, conical, scarcely aneled
radial
spines 5, white with dark brown tips, the lower longest;
central 1, dark brown, stiif. Mex.
:

75. semp^rvivi, DC.
Globose, blackish green, axils
woolly: tubercles short, angled: radud spines :!-7, very
short, only found on young tubercles; centrals only

al)out 2
fls.

lines long, stout, conical, redilish, later gray':
dull white with reddish streak. Mex.

76.

Caput-Medtisae, Otto.

Depressed -globose,

dull,

glaucous green, small
tubercles slender, angled at
l)ase: spines 3-6, very short, subulate, straight, reddish
when young, later gray, pubescent: fls. wliitish, redstreaked. Mexico. Moiioff. ('act. tig. 95.
:

64. angruUris, Link & Otto (M. sulmnfitildri's, DC.).
Densely cespitose: axils of the young tubercles setose
as well as woolly: radial spines 3-7, the upper ones
-often very short, the lower one sometimes 3 in. long,
occasionally a very long central present. Mex.
6.5. centriclrrlia, Lem. {M. arietlna and deflexixpliia
niiA A'nhnei-i, MUhlpf. 31. ScJimidlii,
Seke. M. tetracdntha Hort. ). Copiously proliferous:
tubercles pyramidal, 4-angular: spines irregular, mostly
4-6 radials and 1 central, sometimes only 1, sometimes
'2 centrals with 1-2 very short radials or none;
radials
^'ery stout, straight or curved, awl-shaped, reaching /4
in.; central stouter, sometimes nearly 2 in. long; young
S(dnes yellow. Mex.

Lem. M. Forsteri

,

60. mutibilis, Scheidw. (il. auinmnAn.i, Dietr.
31.
Mart.). At length sparingly cespetose, depressed-globose or short-cylindric: tubercles pyramidal,
4-angled: axils with stout bristles in the wool: radial
spines 1-6, very small; centrals 1-4, angled, flexuous,
much longer, particularly the upper one, which reaches

<'irr]iifera,

2 in.

Mex.
Heeseina,

1357,

IVIammillaria meiacantha

(X

}i)

.

No.

71,

67.
McDow. {3T. Peter.^ouii, Hildm.).
Simple, glaucous or ashy green
tubercles pyramidal,
4-augled: radial spines 10-14, the three upper pure white
and very short, the remainder longer and brownishtipped; centrals 4, the upper ones erect and forming an
elevated covering for the top of the plant, the lower one
the longest. 2 in. long and projecting. Mex. — Varies in
color of spines.

77. microm^ria, Engelm.
Cylindrical-clavate, 1-6 in.
high, covered by white spines
tubercles only 3'2 line
long: spines on the body ver}' short, many serial, successively shorter toward the center, not pungent; in the
flowering area the upper tuft of spines having a clavate
deeifluous tip: fls. pinkish white, borne at the summit
in a dense tuft of wool and spines, directly behind the
apex of the tubercle: fr. red, smooth. Texas.

68. simplex, Haw.
Globose or short-cylindric: radial
spines 12-17, the middle ones longest
centrals 4-5,
somewhat longer, reddish to black
flower brownish
green wdtliout, yellowish or whitish green within
fr.
red, ^^ in. long, clavate; seed "black." Cuba.

Var. Gr^ggii, Engelm. Larger in all its parts. This
plant is not a Mammillaria, and has l>een recently named

:

:

;

I^chiiiocac-fus viicroineri.^,

Web.

:

:

en. Brindeg-ei, Coult. (iV. (?a&6/t,Coult.). Depressedglobose to short-cylindric orclavate: tubercles slender:
radial spines 9-16; centrals 1-4, sometimes shorter than
the radials, and stout, sometimes longer and slender,
white to brown
lis. reddish brown without, brownish
green within
Central
fr. clavate, white, tinged lilac.
lower Calif.
:

:

Heyderi, Muhlpf. {31. Texhisi.':,ha.h.). Tubercles
slender
spines short
radials 16-18, short, slender,
white; central 1, darker, shorter than the lower radials,
brown: ds. yellowish, with pale rosy streak in the petals.
Arizona to Texas.
Var, applanita, Engelm. Body much depressed, summit flat or concave: radial spines 15-22. Texas.

^lammillarias. in common with other Cacti, run into many
forms. Some of the.se forms may he vukiable to tlie tiorticultui-i.st, and yet not sufficiently distinct to warrant the giving of
(letinite botanical names. The following names, not accounted
for in the above review, are offered in the catalogues of American dealers: M. Brandt.— M. brunea.—M. cirrhifera longlspina
(see No, 66).— Jlf, DonatL—M. fiiipendula.—M. fuscata leona
(seeNos, Do.'.il) .—M. Lassotfieri^ivl. Lesaanieri (?), M. Tneloiiacaniha is an uncertain garden name,— jM", montana. — M.
NtrhoISfini=il. NickelsEe (?h— J/, Rebsatniana. — M. recumens.
M. ngidispina.
K.\TH.iRINE BR,4,Nr>EGEE.

—

70.

:

:

Var. hemisphserica, Engelm.
spines 9-12. N. E. Mex.

Top rounded,

radial

71. meiacintha, Engelm.
Fig. 1357. Usually simple:
tubercles rather large, sharply angled and 4-sided, pyramidal: radial spines 5-9, mostly 6, wdiite or yellowish;
central 1, rarely a second, shorter and darker than the
radials: fls. whitish, with reddish streak. Tex.

72.

cAmea,

Zticc.

Body dark green:

tubercles rather

large, pyramidal, 4-angled
radial usually none, rarely
1-2; centrals commonly 4, in upright cross, stiff, grayish,
:

with darker tip, in young growth dark brown or reddish
fls. reddish fiesh-color.
Mex.

:

73. uncinita, Zuce.
Depressed-globose to subclavate:
tubercles pyramidal, not strongly angled: radial spines

MANDARIN OEANGE.

See Citrus nobUis.

MANDEVtLLA (Henry John Mandeville, English
minister at Buenos Ayres). Apocy}idci:(i>. About 4.5 species of tall climbers from trotdcal America w^ith large,
funnel-shaped, 5-lobed fls. which are yellow, white or
rarely tinged violet. 31. snrnwnhns has fragrant white
fls. and is cult, outdoors in S. Calif.
Seeds are also procurable in the East. The plant closely resembles Dipladenia, which see for culture.
Generic characters: Ivs. opposite: racemes simple,
often 1-seeded, loose, dense or reduced to 2 or 3 fls.:
calyx 5-parted, with several glands inside at the base or
5 scales; corolla tube cylindrical or ovoid; lobes 5,
broad, twisted to the left; stamens fixed at the apex of
the tube, included; disk of 5 lobes or scales: ovary of
2 distinct carpels: stigma thick.
stiav^olens, Lindl.

Sometimes

called Chilean .Jasmine

because of its climbing habit and large white fragrant
Lvs. cordate, stalked, glabrous above, glaucous befls.
neath
stipules pectinate: racemes with about 9 fls.
;

s.

.

MAXDE VILLA

3IANG1FEEA

each 2 in. across. Argentine Rep. B.H.'2iJ:7. B.M. 'M9~.
Gn. 29, p. 5:il. G.O. IIL 2:817. P.M. lB:2sit. R.H.
1845:167. — (Jbaracterized by a pale, Hesliy pectiuate rinji
between the base of the calyx and corolla.
-\y_ ^|_

tubular fls. an inch or more long, with 5 spreading yellow tips. It is a twining plant, and is often trained to
pillars and trellises both indoors and out, as it blooms
more or less the year round. It can also be trained into
a bushy form. By Index Kewensis J/. /^(>o/or is referred
Jf. iKteo-riihra although the former is the older name.
William Watson writes of M. hirolor (Gn. 56, p. 6) "It
has been in cultivation about fifty years, but until rerently it was practically lost, and its place and name
taken by a much inferior species, tbe correct name of
wliich is M. hifi_'0-ruhra
I believe we are indebted to
Mr. Godseff for the recovery of the true plant, be having found it in cultivation in the United States a few
years ago." Apparently the chief recorded difference between these two species is thatthe calyx-lobes otM. hirolor are lanceolate or narrower, while those of M. lu-
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MANDRAGORA

(name used by Hippocrates; refergrowing near stables in rbe market places).
species, one of which is supSolandcca.'. A genus of
posed to be the Mandrake mentioned in Genesis, chap. 30.
In America the name Mandrake is applied to the Mayring to

its

'6

apple. PofhrphfiJJniti

pf/f'ififiii.

but the IMrmdrjike of his-

.

:

.

feo-ruhra are ovate.

The Manettia Vine is a rather old-fashioned plant, and
generally ousy of culture. It is fairly satisfactory as a
cool conservatory vine, l)ut is an easy prey to red spider
and mealy bug. The tls. are short-lived, and not the
best for cutting. Some gardeners would rather have
'upheas or J a robin la Penrhosienfiis. Manettias are
prop, by cuttings of young growth inserted in sand with
Ijottom heat. For summer use the vines should have a
sheltered but sunny position.
Manettia is a genus of about 30 species of twining
herbs and slender subshrubs from tropical and subtropiGlabrous or villous: Ivs. usually longcal America.
acuminate tis, small or rather large, axillary, solitary or
in short corymbs or panicles, white, blue or red; calyxlobes 4, rarely 5, short or long, narrow or broad corolla
tube short or long, terete or angled, straight or curved,
glabrous or pilose within; stamens 4. " Mafsra i/Juhm
or I\Ianettia" is advertised in Amer., but no Matsea appears in botanical treatises.
(

:

;

A.
B.

iippr'J !/rlloir.

-F/S-. ')vr/,

Calys-liibrx hittrroUtlr

,

in.irrou\

Fig. LioO. Lvs.
lanceolate acute, slightly glaucous
calyx of 4 or 8 re]3exed lolies. Mts.
near Rio Janiero. P. M. Vol. x. 27.
Gn. 56:122*1. F. 8. 2:69. R.B.21:^r).
Gt. 47, p. 2]-i.-Mrni€tti(f hirojor is
easy to grow, but it is short-lived
bicolor,

Paxt.

:

and consequently must be

renewed often. Welltrained specimens are very

Mandrake.
ln^rbal (spp Mandragora)

1358.

Frnin an old

pretty.

Cahjx-lohrx orafe-

BB.

which
was supposeil sometimes to become forked and resemble
form.
In
this
condition
it
was
uwed
the human
as an
aphrodisiac. The plant was also called Love-apple, and
tory

was

a plant with a large spindle-shaped root

many superstitions about it still survive. The old

herbal
aViound in fanciful pictures of the iNIandrake, one of

which is reproduced in Fig. 1358. M. officuiaj-n is sold
in America and may be cult, in tlie hardy border for
its folk-lore interest.
3{. aiiliinrmi/is is supposed by
some to be the true Mandrake. Both are natives of the
Mediterranean region. M. eafilcsceus is found in the
Himalayas.
Mandragoras are nearly stemless, perennial herbs
with thick roots and large, stalked, wavy-margined Ivs.,
the later ones being usually narrower and entire, and
rather large fls. varying from whitish through bluish
violet and purplish shades.
The tls. are bell-shaped,
jibout 5-cut, netted-veined and borne in clusters among
the tufted Ivs. Calyx deeply 5-cut; sinus of tbe corolla
induplicate between the lobes.
officin&.rum, Linn. {M. offici)u)J'S, Mill. ). Mandrake.
tti

r^vs. ovate, the first obtuse, the rest acuminate: calyx
teeth lanceolate, as long as tbe oVjlong berry. ^Vooison
says it needs a shady place. R.H. 18!)7, p. 131
^y j^j

MANDEAEE in Amerir'a means the May'Ap|de Podophyllum) but the Mandr;ike of history is Mand nigovfi
(

aru}ii iiKifr

leafij.

.

luteo-rtlhra, Benth.

Pu-

bescent: lvs. ovate or

oti-

long, acute, narrowed at
tbe base, tomentose beneath pedicels solitary
:

;

calyx not tootlied in the
sinuses corollatomentose
outside, equally tubular,
:

straight.

above

is a

—T

Brazil.
h e
full translation

of the original description.

AA.

F!.<i.

red.

cordifolia, Mart. (M.cor-

Hort.). Lv J. ovate,
cordate at base, tinely pubescent on both sides pe- 1359. Manettia bicolor (X'
duncles
axillarv.
1-tid.
Brazil. B.R. 22:1866. B.M. .3202. -Cult, outdoors in
Fla. and Calif., and makes a fine subject for planting
out in tbe North.
sy jj;_
(h)fit,

:

MANFRfiDA.

^ee Af/ave.

MANGEL-WURZEL. A race
roots, ij,-r<iwn for fodder.
var. tHitr i'or]ii\((

of beets with very large

Often called Beta

viiliniri.s,

.

MANfiXTIA

(Xavier Mnnetti, of tbe botanic garden
Iinhiarrn
This includes the
Manettia Vine, M. bio/nr, which has scarlet,

at Florence, bornl72:!l.

common

.

MANGlFEKA

(Latin, mango-hrariug : Mango being
the Hindoo name of the fruit). .1 iKtrardidcrip. A genus
of 27 species of tropical Asian trees, of which J/. Indicar

;

MAXGIFERA
tlie

Mantco,

is cult,

everywhere

MANGIFERA

in the tropics.
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Tiie fruit

Kifj. lifljn) iK larsre (4-5 in. Ions:) and kiduey-shaped,
tlieskin being smooth, rather sofr.pnie green, yellower
half-red, and resiuons. Inside is a hirge seed nearly as
long as the fruit. Tlie shell of the seed is rough and
tlie kernel is shaped like a bean and is somefibrous
times roasted and eaten like eliestnuts. In a poor
variety of iMango the pulp is so full of fiber that the
(

;

sucked rather than eaten, and beginners say it
of cotton soaked in turpentine and
molasses. This is partic\ilarly true of the common or
turpentine variety, but the improved kinds are not unpleasantly tibrous. There are said to be J'AO or more
varieties cult, in India, where the Mango is most esteemed. All parts of the IVlango tree have a sweet, resinous fragrance which suggests turpentine.
fruit is

tastes like a ball

In the tropics the Mango is a staple article of food
during the hot niontlis. The ripe fruits are eaten raw,
either plain or sliced with wine, sugar and nutmeg. The
unripe fruits are made into jellies, preserves, tarts and
pickles. Starch and glucose are also made from Man
goes. A wine is made by adding vinegar to the juice ot
Mangoes. Various domestic animals are also fond ot
the fruit. As to qualitv, the Mango is ranked by some
next to the finest pinea])ples and tlie niangosteen.
The Mango is extensively cultivated in the West
Indies, and slightly in fS. Fla. and S. Calif.
A sketch
of its history in Florida is found in Bulletin 1, Div. of
Dept.
of
Agric,
Pomology, U. S.
from which the following facts are taken
No fruit stood higher in the
popular esteem in parts of south Floridathan tlie Mango
at the time when the disastrous freeze of January, 188(1,
killed to the ground every or almost every tree north
of Fort Myers. In 1884, 125,000 fruits were shipped from
Jamaica to the United States, and brought $'JO0. In
their eighth year from seed two Florida trees bore
IH.OOO fruits. Some of these fruits weighed a ]iound. In
iill cases where the trees were well cared for they produced from 4,000 to 9,000 Mangoes each when once well
Mangoes were shipped to Chicago and
in bearing.
brought 60 cents a dozen. The fruit ripens June-Sept.
The only varieties advertised in America in 1800 were the
Common or Turpentine, Cole, Black, Long, No. 11, Apricot and Apple. The following have been advertised in
the past: Alphonse, Banchore, Devambria, Green Mexii-;in, Melachoton, Pirie, Yam.
The Mango can be fruited
under glass in the North.
It requires a winter tem:

perature of 60°.

The Mango tree is evergreen, grows 30-40 ft. high
and makes a round, dense top (see F'ig. liidl). The tls.
are small and produced in
terminal pyramidal i)anicles.
A greenhouse specimen in
England is said to have
borne 108 panicles, each cont:iining 2,100 Hs., or a total
of a quarter of a million tis.
The Mango is presumably a

native of the East Indies.

Mangoes in Janmica.—
The Mango was fii-st known
in the New World in Brazil,
whence it was brought to
Barbadoes in the middle of
the eighteenth century. In
1782 a French vessel on its
way to Haiti was captured
by one of Rodney's squadron
and broui:rbt as a prize to Jamaica; the collection of economic plants on board was
deposited in the Botanic
Garden. Many of the plants
were new to the island, and
amongst these was the
Mango. It is said that the
book containing the local
names of the fruits was
1360.

Nos.

Mangifera Indica.
11

thrown

overboard.

The

plants were numbered, and
and 32 have become famous varieties in the

West Indies. The colored plate in the Botanical
zine (4510) is supposed to represent No. 32.

Maga-

1361.

Mangifera Indica.

In .Jamaica it lias liecoine tborfinuhly naturalized and
one of tlie (.'uiiimone.st trees. In wet districts it is liable
to cease frtiiting after a few j'ears, probably on account
of its vigorous growth. It is recommended to treat it
as one would other fruit trees in temperate climates in
similar circumstances. Propagation is effected either by
sowing the seed of good varieties or grafting from a
good variety on strong seedlings. Tlie fruit on trees
grown from seed is not true to the parent in every case.
iiut the percentage is so large that this has been the
usual method employed. The kind of grafting employed
is that known as grafting by approach or inarching.

Any

kind of

soil suits

it,
AVm. Fawcett.
Florida. — The Jlango deserves to be
planteii on well-protected land all over south Florida.
The best soil is high, well-drained, sandy land suitable
for oranges, but the Blaugo thrives also on black-jack,
scrub and spruce-pine lands, where most other trees are
Any good fertilizer will make the Mango
a failure.
grow, but for fruit use plenty of ashes or sulfate of
potash beside the usual manure. In case of a hard
freeze cut the trunk back at once to sound, live wood.
The Jlango tree is very handsome. The yonng growths
are wine-colored.
E. X. Re.asoner.
Mangifera is a genus of 27 species accoriling to the
latest monographer, Engler in DC, Mon, Phan, 4: 19,=)
(18831. They are all tropical Asian trees, their nearest
allv of horticultural value being the Cashew, which is
Lvs, alternate,
fully described under Anacardiura,

3[aiirioi'S

ill

polyganio-dia?cious
tls,
entire:
leatherv,
stalked,
petals 4-.>, overlapping, the middle
calyx 4-,")-parted
stamens 1, or 4-5:
fertile
thickened
nerve usually
:"

;

style filiform,

indica, Linn- JI.iNGO, Figs, 1,^00-1, Lvs, thickish, ti-lO
long, with about bi pairs of lateral nerves: panicle
Innger'tlian the lvs,, ilensely covered with short, yellow-lobed wider
ish^hairs: disk tumid (not minute).
in.

,

MAXGIFERA

MANIHOT

than the ovary; petals inserted at the liase of the disk,
5, rarely 4, with 1-5 veins, wliifh are prominent on the
-*-"^
"" stamens
upper side but scarcely so at the apex; fertile
1-2, inserted at the base of the disk. B. M. 4ol0.
W. M.
MANGO. Consult Man-

shores. In the quiet recesses of the Mangrove swamp
aquatic and ampliibious lifetinds refuge. The shell-fish
cling to the trunks and at low tide they are exposed, tlius
giving rise to the stories of the early explorers that
oysters grow on trees. All this will recall the accounts
of tlie banyan tree, and there are wild fig trees (the
banyan is a tig) in Florida and southward which behave
in a similar way. It seems strange that roots should
strike out into the air, but the reader may have observed
the "brace roots" near the ground on Indian corn; and
many plants, as the ivy and trumpet-creeper, climb by
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gik'i-d.

MANGOSTEEN.

Gar-

fluid Maiiijostd no.

means

MANGROVE

of roots.

(probably an
Mah-iyan name) is a
iia]iie applied to species of
(Ureek, rootiiliizopliora
alteri^'d

bi'driiif/}.

The Rhizophoras

are perhaps 5 or G in numlier. and are widely distriliuted on tropical shores.

The genus
tlie

name

s'ives

to

family l^hLiophoraccc/,

which Bentham

<te

Hooker

The beg-inning of g-ermi- place in ch)se relation to
tbn Contbr/daceo; and iMyrnation in the Mangrove,

1362.
'

iiit.-fii'.

The common Man-

grove, li. Maii;il>\ Linn., is one of the commonest
plants on the swampy shores of tropical and subtropical seas. It is not in cultivation, but its strange meihods of propagation make it one of the most interesting
of plants. The following account is reprinted from
Bailey's "Lessons with Plants:"
The Mangrove grou's on the low shores of tropical
lands. It extends as far north as the twenty-ninth parallel in Florida, and occurs at the njoutb of the Mississippi and on the coast of Texas. It is a spreading bush,
reaching a height of 15 to J5 feet upon the shores, but
becoming a tall tree in various places. It is an important
agent in the extension of land into the sea. The means
by which this result is accomplished are two. The fruit
is small and capsuledike, but does not fall from the tree
at maturity. A fruit is shown natural size in Pig. 1302.
The seed is germinating, sending its caulicle out through
the apes of the fruit. In Fig. 1IJG3 the germination is
further progressed. In Fig. i;_lG4, germination is nearly
completed. The seed has endosperm. The cotyledons do
not unfold in germination, but a woody tube grows from
them and projects from tlie fruit to the point a. Inside
this tube is the plumule. The liypocotyl continues to
elongate, becoming thick and heavy at its lower end.
When 6 inches or a foot long, it breaks away from the
joint n, carrying the liberated plumule with it, and strikes
TOOt-end down in the mud. Roots push out from the
lower end, and the epicotyl rapidly elongates and lears
itself al>ove the water. A piece of a Mangrove brant h is
shown natural size in Fig.
l.'jfio.
An ai-'rial root is pushing through the thick Ijark.
The root makes a strong
curve when it strikes off the
branch, and then growls directly downward towards the
water. The branch from which
it springs may be only a few
inclres above the water, or it
may ))e 10 feet; but the root

pushes on until

it

inserts

it-

in the mud, and there
makes a root system of its
own. These long, lithe, deself
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""he

hypocotyl

en'.arging.

scending roots (Fig. l.'.!6fj|,
swaying in the wind, are characteristic featuresof the M;ingrove swamp.

Usually the
are unbranrhed, but now and then

hanging roots

the tip Itreaks up into shoi't
before it readies the water. These
long roots remain attached at the upper end, and become
trunks. The Mangrove phtiit;ilioii, therefore, lieconjes
;in interwoven mass, and thus mnn-hi's on into the tidal
rivers uud the or*ean, cati'hin;:; the llolsaui and jetsam of
the sea; and thereiiy it huihis land and extends the
l)r-;(nciic.s(

> jg 1367)

MANIHOT (native Brazilian name). ISiiphorhidcfiP.
About 80 species of perennial herbs or shrubs, with
milky juice, occurring in tropical America, mostly in
Brazil. Nearly always smooth and blue-green colored;
Ivs. alternate, entire or palmately lobed or divided:
rts. large for tlio or-l^r, racemose or paniculate, terminal
or axilhiry, uhuhim rous; calyx imbricate in the bud,
campanulate or rndiatf. often petal-like, 5-lobed; petals
none; stamens fnw, in 2 whorls in the angles of tlie
disk: cupsules 3-celled, 3-seeded. Not much grown in
Tho ecogreenhouses. L-'xcept in tovms of M. jui/nm/ft
uoniir spiM'irs nuiy do woll in the tropical parts of the
Unilrd Stains, wlien^ they ;ire being introduced. Accni'diui;- 1o Nir.holsoii tlicy are bpst growTi in peat loam
and sand, and pro[>agated liy cultings of young, rather
.

.

:

MANIHOT

MAKURE

rooted under a Vjell-f^lass in sandj' peat, with
bottom heat. Tlie first species is grown in Florida, and

fine shoots,
all

are prociiralile

vation of Cassava
Florida.

from southern California. The
is

now

culli-
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growing in dry, saijdy soil. It would probably
yield more rubber if grown in districts where irrigaticii

bility of
is

possible.

,t\\ .M.

attracting niucli attention in

Glazidvii, MUU. Arg.
Ceara Rubber Tree. Lvs.
long-petioled, peltate, deeply :i-5-palMiately parted, or
the upper entire; divisions entire, broad, ovate-lanceolate: fls. paniculate: bracts small, Brazil; e.xtensively
grown in Ceylon and India. — lis juice gives the Ceara

rubber.
utilissima, Pohl. Cas.sava, or

Manioo Plant.

MANITOBA.

See

MANNA,

J

.s,.,.

,,

FaWC'ETT.

C.iiia.l,,.

;;,„,,;,

MANNING, EOBEET (.July IS, 1784. to Oct. In, I,sl2i,
of the most lli'irougli and ac-iirate of Amcricati
descriptive pomologists. In 1HL.'.3 he established Ins
"Pomological Garden" at Salem. :\Iass., for the purpo-e
was one

Bitter Cas-

sava.

Figs. 1.3(!8-U'j.
Roots
cylindrical, sometimes
weighing as much as3hi)0unds,
and 3 ft. long, very poisonous
stems knotty, about 3 ft. high:
lvs. long petioled, not peltate,
deeply 3-7-lobed lobes lanceolate, entire bracts small, entire
calyx glabrous outside, puberuient within, yellowish, 5-parted
rtcshy,

;

:

:

glabrous
anthers
capsule and ovary distinctly wiug-angled. July. Brazil. B.ai. 3071. -Cultivated extensively in the tropics, where
the Cassava made from the
roots is a staple food. Tapioca
is made from the root-starch liy
drying it in pellets on heated
plates. The poisonous juice is
lu-essed out in preparation <urendered harmless by heating.
palmata, var. Aipi, Mull.
Arg. iJI. Aipi, Pohi}. Sweet
Cassava. Closely related to
the last, tiut the root more redtil.araeuts

;

short:

1367.

1366.

The descending

Multiple tips of

Mangrove

root.

;

root-branch.

dish colored and non-poisonous: anthers elongated;
capsule otdy angular above, not winged. Brazil. — Used
as the last, but not so extensively.
J. B. ,^. Norton.
The cultivation of Cassava is of the simplest descripor
stem. 2 v^i
tion in the West Indies.
[uece ol
of the
mc .-.Ltnu,
A piece
^
feet long, is planted in somewhat sandy ground and left
l>

.3
.•

to its fate, with occasiou.al hoeing of weeds. In suitable
"ioils in the driest parts of .Jamaica, it produces enor-

mens crops with little or no attention
Ceara Rubber has not been cultivated
Indies to any extent, but

it

is

like

Cassava

in

the

West

it

capa-
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Flowers and

fruit of

Manihot

utilissima.

Kiil;t.f{,'cd.

of collecting and proving varieties of fruits. At the
time of bis death this garden contained more varieties
of fruits tli:in had ever heen collerted in America, fears
were his si)e<-ialty, hut he bad all the fruits which would
thrive in his climate. Tliese fruits numbered nearly
2,000 varieties, of which about one-balf were i)ears.
These varieties were gathered from all parts of tins
country, and also from Europe. The new pears of Van
Mons, the Flenii.sb sc-ienti.st and jiropounder of a theory
of phmt variation (see "Survival of the Unlike," Essay
V), were introduced largely by him. He also received
valuable acquisitions from Robert Tliompson, of the
fruit department of the London Horticultural Society.
In 18;!8, I\lanning puidished at Salem his "Book of
Fruits, being a descriptive catalogue of tbe most valuable varieties of the pear, apple, peach, phim and cherry
for New-En trland culture." It also contained hush -fruits,
grape and hardy trees and shrubs. It was published as
"First Series for ISIlS," whiidi indicates that its author
intended to issue otiier parts. All the descrijitioiis
were drawn from the fruits themselves. The book was
well il]ustr;ited. In tliis work he was assisted by John
]\I. Ives;
and Ives ra:ide a second edition of tbe work in
ls44 under the title "Book of Fruits," and a tbini in
bs47 as "New-England Book of Fruits.'' At this <h'iy it
is difficult to appreciate the work of a man like ftbmning. In those days, varieties were all-important. The
scientific management of orchards had not yet arisen.
Varieties were confused. Manning and his compeers
opened tbe way for cori-ect nomenclature and systematic
pomology, and established tbe idea of testing varieties.

His decisions on nomenclature were accepted as final.
He was one of the founders of the ^lassachusetts HortiFor a reference to tbe position of
cultural Society.
Manning's work in our history, see tlie article Hf'rl ii iiltni-'': also Tilfon's-Tourn. Hort. 7. i>p. ir>7-S. His son. of
the sanienrnne, is secretary of tlie I\Iassachusetts Hr)rticultural Society.
j^. h. V,.

MAN-OF-THE-EAKTH. If

}'"

'dn

BIANUKE (from old rrencb //o/»;^'c/v'/-, to mltivate by
hand; Latin htouiis. band, and ojn'r", works). In tbe
broadest sense, IManure is any substance apjdied to tl •
soil for the purpose of increasing productivity. The excrements of animals, mixed or unmixed with straw ur

^

MANL'KE

MANURE

other aljsurlients. are usually spoken of as barn Manures.
OoraniercialManuresor "fertilizers" are usually couceutrated forms of nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid,
mixed or unmixed (see Fvrtil isern) green Manures are
livingplantsplowedundertofurnishhumusandincrease
productivity; amendments are substances, such as lime,
which may increase the growth and healthfiilness of
plants by improving: the physical con
ditoin of the soil and by setting free m\available plant-food. In general farm-

mires wljen spread over the mass from time to time in
small qiumtiiies. Tlie quantity and value of Manure
made by domestic animals is not realized by those who
allow it to be scattered over large, open barnyards or
allow it to remain for considerable periods under the
eaves of the barn. Extended experiments at the Cornell
Experiment Station showed that the following amounts
of excrements were produced
daily for each 1,000 pounds of live
^t^,
weight of animal:
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48.8 lbs.
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Animals fed on a highly nitrogeuous or narrow ration las 1:4),
as were the pigs in the above investigations. consume large
quantities of water and produce
a large amount of Manure, the
weight of which often exceeds
^^^ amount of food consumed;
while those fed on a carbonaceous
or wide ration (as 1; 9) consume
soraparatively little water and
produce less weight of manure.
Some conditions affecting the
production of Manure and its
value may be stated as follows:
If the plant-food value of Manure
^'^ computed at the price that is
paid for the same constituents in
fertilizers, it is found that the
value of Manure produced by animats is equal to ^0 to .50 per cent
^''^'^" f'^^'lYoung
^^ ^^® ^^^^
*^-'-

V

I

^ \^^^^^^^
j^^^^^^^

S:).6 lbs.

»

/

i'^^^^

ti7.8 lbs.

animals produce poorer Manure
than mature ones. The excrenients of animals which give a
w
product, as milk or young, are
» poorer than those from nou-pro1 tiuctive animals. The more abimJ dant the ration the less complete
the digestion and the greater the

\^
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\.

value of the Manure produced.
Concentrated an<l nitrogenous
Baag^
foods result in richer and more
^^^^i^'^
excrements than unconvaluable
>t^
I
^^^fii**'"'^
1369. Manihot.
centrated
or carbonaceous foods.
The
plant whose roots produce tapioca,
\,^_„sis*"**^
I
^==s=bs»Liberal saltmg and e.xcessively
(Seep
V- 081)
«?*^^:5^
succulent foods diminish the
value of IManures. The amount
Manure is used for hotbeds, while cow i\lauure, mixed
and kind of bedding affect not only the quantity but
with soil, is best for forming a nioist, rich, potting
the value per ton. Animals kept in cold quarters di-ink
earth. Dang, the solid voidings of animals, after weathlittle water, digest their food closely and produce a Manure relatively small in amount and poor in quality,
ering for a time, is also a valuable addition to potting
earth. Florists often keep a number of dairy cattle that
Rich IManures are relatively more valuable per unit
an abundant supydyof bovine Manure, which is so valuof contained fertility than poor ones. Plants are most
a,i)ie in floriculture, may be at hanil. (Commercial Manures
benetiteb when they receive extra nourishment in the
ai-e used in small quantities, either direct or in solution.
early stages of their growth. Coarse, low-grade BlaNitrogen stimulates the vegetative system and tends to
nures should be weathered or rotted to improve their
produce rapid growth and dark foliage. Phosphoric acid,
availability, even though some loss may occur. A unit
among other effects, has that of producing well -developed
of plant-foo<l in high -grade fertilizers or well-preserved,
plump seeds and fruits; potash may augment these efrotted IManures is worth more than in low grades. The
tects, as well as increase and intensify the color of the
valuable constituents in farm Manures are not soquickly
bloom.
a\ailable as they are in high-grade fertilizers, but they
Barn Manures are more highly prized than formerly.
have an additional value, since they furnish humus.
Waste of their valuable constituents is now largely
lighten the soil and increase its power to hold moisture,
avoided either by applying them to the land day by day.
while assisting in liberating the mineral constituents of
as they are produceil, or by more rational methods of
the soil.
The value of Mantire as set down below is
caring for them until they are partly rotted or oppordetermined by investigations during the winter months,
tunity is afforded for most suitable application to the
and the nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash are comland. Covered yards or pits are now sometimes used
puted at 1.5, 6 and iV^ cents per pound, respectively.
for temporarily storing Manures, where they can have
The indirect beneficial effects of Manure are considered
water added if too dry and if likely to "firefang;" or
an equal offset for the slightly less availability of their
absorbents, such as straw, ilry muck, gypsum and the
jdant food constituents as" compared with fertilizers:
like, may be used if they are too watery. When bedding
Kin(^ of ITanvrr
Valur per ton.
is ;ibundant, the animals may t;i,ke their exercise in the
Sheep
Calves
17
covered yard, as they will soliil ify the 5Ianure by trampPiffs
ing it, thereby dhniiiisb ing loss by too rapid ferment aC')ws
O'i
both
conserve
plant-food
in matiou. Salt and g\'psum
-
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Limited amounts of bedding were usfd in Ihe tests from
wbich the foregoing figures were njade.
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of aniniaJ
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Pigs
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the northern and central parts of the United States tlie
rainfall exceeds ^^0 inches per annum. JIany liaruyards
contain from a quarter to lialf an acre. One inch of
rainfall equals 111] tons of water per acre. If this be multiplied tiy thirty, a fairly accurate estimate is secured of
the water which largely passes through or over the l^Ianure and carries off its most soluble and hence most
valuable constituents. The loss of value in Manures
exposed at Ithaca, in loose heaps of from two to ten tons,
during six mouths, was as follows:
1880.
liSOU.

1890.
1889.

Horse manure
Horse m;uiure

Cow maimre
Mixed, compacted

may
A.

I'sually these animals are kefd in the st allies hut half of
tlie year, and inevitably some hjss will occur, therefore
it will be safe to estimate the recovered value per year
atoue-tbird to otie-fourtli of the above.
Heretofore the waste of tlu^ vahiable constituents of
Blanures in the United States has been very great. Until
recently, large, open barnyards have been the rule. In

belong to the genus Calathea.
Li'<iv('s (jreen, puhf-.^rciit Oeiici/IIi.

arundinicea, Linn Figs. 137II-71. Branched, 2-5 ft.
high, tuberous: l\s. ovnte-oblong and pointed: fis.
white in an o[)en cluster, the upper lip roundish. Trop.
Amer. B. M. 2307. — One of the sources of arrow-root
(see A?-r')ir-ro('f), the plant being often called Bermuda
Arrow-Root. The starch is obtained from the roots. It
thrives along the Gulf coast, although little cultivated.
There is a form with leaves variegated green and yellow.
AA. Leaves green, marked irifli ntrong, paraJlcl Uijhteolored ha rs i'.rfi')idi mj from nildrih laicurds }iiarf/iii or irilli a ivhilisli mitral sh-ijiv.
Ghiln-ous: ivs. 2 ft. or h-ss long,
splendida, Lem.
large, obloiig-hmceolate, with base subcordate or somewhat cuneate, short-acuTuinate at a])ex, above shining
dark green and marked with pale green transverse bars,
beneath violet-red. Brazil. I.H. 13:4f)7-8.— By some regarded as Calathea ( C. spJcvdidtt Kegel). Resembles
CaJaJltea. Veitchiana. but mi>re ro).u-.f.
,

42^
iy2^,i

;<0

^

9

ft

9S:-

having

2 of tiie 3 hicuh-s in the fruit
Most of the plants cultivated as iMarantas are
('ulatheas; and the true Marantas are treated the
same as those plants. These plants are often named before the flowers are known, and some of the following
)>y

empty.

plants

ir.

(1(1

other things

Ct

A

Even in horticulture, where a more liberal use of
Manure than in general farming is a<lmissable, too rauch
reliance is often, placed on Manures and too little on
tillage. Manures may furnish plant-food, improve the
physical con<lition of the soil, conserve and increase
heat and moisture. Ten to twenty times as much food
as the plants can utilize is sometimes applied. (Irowth
and development are more largely deterniined by the
amount of moisture than by the amount of plant-food.
Five tons of preserved barn Manure contain of nitrogen,
phosphoric acid and potash, (>0, 'SO and 45
pounds, respectively.
Twenty-five bushels
of wheat, with straw, contain 45 lbs. of nitro- ^^
gen, 18 lbs, of phosphoric acid, and 27 lbs.
N„
of potash. Most soils contain large amounts
of unavailable or difficultly available plantManures
should
used
largely
to
feed
food.
be
plants between the time the nutrients in the
seed have been exhausted and that when the
plants have secured a firm bold on the soil
by manifold rootlets. Except where otherwise most suitable and convenient, barn I\Ianures should be spread thinly in the autumn
or early winter on the surface where plants
are growing, thus imitating nature s metliods of maintaining and increasing productivity, j p Kobert.'^.

v

MAPANIA

(aboriginal namel. Cijperncefr. Perhaps
described species in tropical countries, comprising strong perennial herbs, with broad and strong Ivs.
arising from the crown, and large fl. -clusters on mostly
leafless scapes: the small, perfect fls. contain usually 6
hypogynous scales, usually 3 stamens, and 3 filiform
stiirnias: nutlet sessile, 3-anglrd.
The only species in
the Amer. trade is M. pandanaeJolia, Sander. Its nativity
is not given, and it is possible that it does not belong to
this genus (see Gt. 4(j, p. 522). The plant is represented
as pandanus-like, 3-4 ft. high, with long, narrow, graceful, stiffish Ivs.
G.C. m. 21:349. Gt. 4*1, p. 523. In
European garden literature. M. Iticlda, N. E. Brown,
and M. Mrailis, Vill. (from Malaya], are also described.
Index Kewensis regards these species as one, j\I htintilis
being the older name. It is an erect-growung plant with
oblong strong-ribbed Ivs., which are produced into long
petioles and taper into long tail-like points. I.H. 32:557.
It is also known as Pandcnwj'Jii/Hton Weii d Unuli .Yiort.
6 or 8

.
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L. H. B.

MAPLE.

See

MARANTA

Jr<'>'.

Flowering m. = Abiftilon.

B. Maranta, Venetian botanist, died 1754).
Sci/aniiudeeiP. About 10 or 12 tropical American herbs.
very closely allied to Calathea, but distinguished amongst
(

A,SA.

Maranta arundinacea

Leiii'PX tilotrhrd or

hii iiiJril

times contrasted

iritli

iritli ,hiTl;

rnl.irs

(some-

silvery eolors).

undulata. Lind. & Andre (properly Cnlntlien tnnhilhia,
Regell. Six to 8 in. high, conipuct: Ivs. ovate-oblong,
the Ijlade about 4 in. long, subcordate and unequal at

A

:.
.

.

MAKRUBIUM
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base, very short-poiiittjd, the surface undulate, beneath
purplish, above deep shining green, with a whitish
feathery stripe through the center. Peru. l.H. 19:98.
leuconeilra, E. Morr. {M. Kerrhove(ina,'E,. Morr. J/.
Ken:ltovei,Hovt. Calnlh^a KercJiovedaa ,llort.) Dwarf,
6-8 in.: Ivs. cordate-oblong, iisually obtuse or very
short-acuniinate, grayish green with oblong purple
spots ou either side of the midrib. Brazil. l.H. 26:'.i')3.
.

Massangeina, E.Morr.
MuHsanyeLarger iu

t'itlnthhi
{
(hni, Hort.).
all its

parts than the last

Ivs. elliptic-ovate to ob-

ovate, rounded or truncate at base, the apex
abruptly short-pointed,
light purplish beneath,
the upper part marked

three colors, — olive
^
if green towards the mary:iu, broad central band
of silvery gray, blotches
of purple or maroon be
tween the two. Brazil.
\Yith

F. S. 22:2:iU4-5 (as M.
MasUnconi'iira
var.
,

>:nn>p'fn,a).

J.H.

III.

.'rtO

:

499 (as var. flon'iiti)ia).
bicolor,

Ker-Gawl.

A

foot high: Ivs. roundish
ovate, rounded or suhMaranta arundinacca.
cordate at the base, more
or less wavy on the margin, abruptly shortpointed, light purple below. pah' jj:ln
lus green ix\. ve, with a relatively lightcolored central band and very dark green or browngreen blotclte.s midway lietween the rilj and the margins. Brazil. B.R. 10:780. L. B.C. 10:921.
1371.

The follnwing names

are found in American trade-lists; M.
Baraqviril
(Jalathea BaruQiiiui
M. Govenidna.— M. iconif er a, B-Ovt. (a form of Cahithea Makoyana'O, has Ivs. about
6 U3. long, obliquely oval, yellowish green, with oblong, deep
green spots or Vtars, Brazil. M. Luherai. Foliage reticulated
with yellow.— J/, invsdica. Hort. Lvs. 6-8 in. long, oblianely
cordate, shining green, marked with many transverse veins.

=

''.

—

MARGUERITE

Brazil.— J/. Portedna. See Strnmanthe.— i/. SagoHdna, Hort.
lvs. nljlong, ii.'ile grefn, witli ob 1 on oblique, deep green
bars on each side of the midrib. S. America.— il/. sanguinea
See Stromanthe.
See Calatlieji. for tbo following namps: alhn-Jlaeata, argyrea.
Tine hernia lift, f'/iimborari'iisis, c.riini", fasriafa. Fascinator,
il/iistrls. .LafiPriaiiii.., LrnriUinnn, LietzU Liiidetii, Makoijana.
<:r-

.

riicdlo-plrta itticuns. niti'ns.criintfi jtI nccps. /ii(h'}i''Ua, regalis,
roS'-K-Jiiwahi
rhsni-jilcla
sum r'liidina /iibispiithii Vaiul^u,

.

.

.

fnu-kei.

Vi'itrhlann^

r.i

,

r,il nali.s,

.

Wminrri. Warsa/n.-lczii

zehrina.

L_

MARATTIA

(name from

,

jj.

Wio/i,

B.

Maratti. an Italian
botanist of the seventeenth century). JIarattidcecp. A
genus of lar^-e, coarse-leaved fern-like plants with the
sporangia borne in large, boat-shaped conceptacles on
the under surface of the loaf. The species are stronggrowing and ornamental, some of them reaching considerable S!Z(^.
J.

F.

fraxinea, Smith (Jf. I'ln/aus, End!.). Lvs. bipinnate,
on stalks <d'tt-Ti ] in. or more thick pinnules
in. hniir, ^.•-1 '- in. wide, of a leiithery texture and
naknd surf;icf's: rrceptacles submar^'iiial. West Afi'ica.

fi-]^} ft. b'n:,^

and X.-w Zealand.

MARCGRAVIA
M.

i„n-u.lnx'i

=

is

;i

gf-nus

j^

jj_

TjNDERWOOr...

of Ternstrdmiace;p, but

Jf-iHsl.'ni <iruni'nn,fa.

MARCHANTIA)

Xicholas Marchant, French botanist)
liverwort, spreading its
leaf-like forkingthallus on moist earth. M. polym6rpha,
Linn., lias been offered by (b-^alnrs in native ]")hints, tlie
sods of it being sold for colonizing in rock gardens. It
oftnn grows on damp sills and walls in greenhouses.
The flat tliuliiis is often 4-5 in. long and 1 in. or more
wide, from vdiich riso jiednufdos 1 in. liiLfh, bearing the
aritheridinl disk or shirid and the star-like carpocephalum nn similar stalks l-^t in. liigli.
Mil rrhd

is

ClinjsanthPmnm
amellodnH.

:

Low-irrowing. Peru, Chile. —
Ilardv in England. Sometimes

setdsus, Ruiz & I
I)y FrancHsclii
called Pearl Fruit.

.

Int.

MARiCA (meaning doubtful; the author of the genus
did not explain). Jriddcca'. Eleven species of tropical
American plants allied to Iris, but with shorter-lived
Howers and convolute inner segments. Three species
are procurable from Dutch dealers. The tls. are 2-4 in.
across, the outer segnjents large, white or blue, the
inner ones smaller, with complicated and beautiful coloring. They are planted in the fall, and are hardy with
winter covering. The genus is nearest to Cypella, but
the style crests are petal-like, while in Cypella they are
spur-like or rtattene<l. Rootstock a short rhizome: lvs.
Hs. blue, yellow or white.
sword-shaped, 2-ranked
:

Baker, Iridete, 1892.
Onh',

'IJItK'llt.^

l-ivs. 1-Po
gracilis, Herli.
tls. 2 in. across.
B..M. ;;7i:!.

AA.

Onti'

<'<iiiH',>ts

across.

Kt-r.

B.M.

054.

long,

,^-^'-1

in.

'l<-llou-.

Lvs. 1^.o-2 in. broad: t!s.
var. .s7)/f^M(/r>/.s1. H. 42 :40

AAA.

broad:

>rhitr. marl-.'d at the hiise ivith

hnnni a„d
Northiana,

a- hit I'

jiKI
ft.

(

Oalcr

.'j-4

in,

)

snjiin'ilts hJuc.

fl.s. .""1-4 in. across.
cseriilea, Kor. Lvs. i -l ^_. in. In-Oiul
B.M. 51112 (as Ci/jx'/la r<rn(l,'<f). H.R.9:7i;i. (.Jn. 25, p.
:

3]3.

M.

K.W.

1

Callfn,

:40.'
Set; Sisyrincbiiini,

MARIGOLD. The oldest kind is the Pot :\[arigold, the
dried ds. of wdiich are iised to season soups. It is also
The
cult, for ornament. See Cutandnla officinalis.
French Marigold is Taijcf<'s pafaJa : the African, T.
<n-cct<i.
The African Marigolds are mostly pure lemonor orange-colored; the French ones have these colors
For Cape
brown
also, and are often striped.
and
For Fig Marigold,
Marigold, see f>litiiu-/'liofhrr>i
see Jf.'Sfnihnjanlhciiinni.
Marsh Marigold is i'ullha
paiusiris.
.

MARINE

IVY. rissas

MARIPOSA LILY.

i>iris<,.

See C.ih.rhortus.

;

4-0

to iM;.[Mysi;i

PARIS DAISY

MARGYRICARPUS (Greek, pcarhj frnit; referring to
the white berries). A'osdcof'. Five species of South
American subshrubs, of which 3f. setosits is a heatlilike plant cult, in rockeries for its numerous small
white berries, which are seen to best advantage against
dark background. The nearest genus of garden value
is Acjsna, which has tis. iu heads, wdiile those of Margyricarpus are solitary an<l axillary. Branching shrubs
with inconspicuous lis, which are sessile and have no
petals. Lvs. alternate, crowded, overlapping
calyx
tube persistent; lobes 4-5; ovules solitary, hanging from
the top of the cell.

—

Dwarf:

or

fnitesmis.
Blue Marguerite is Felicia
Reine M., of the Fi'ench, is China Astar.

III idi-iii'.

A common

MARIPOSA TULIP.

<

MARJORAM, SWEET.

•«

/nrhorfns.
(>ri</'nnnH.

MARKERY, MERCURY.

MARROW, VEGETABLE.

See Chi'iinpodiam

.

See rnmpkin.

MARRtBIUM (old Latin name of
A gemis of jiliout 40 (.)ld

Lahldttf.

common Horehound,

obscure meaning).

World

species, in-

a hardy, perennial,
bitter-aroniatic herb, growing \-'A ft. high, with \vhiti^h,
hairy, crenate Ivs., and axillary whorls of snudl whitish
tls.
It is a native of Knroi)e, Asia and northern Africa,
now found as an escape trnin ^:lrdens iu waste places
llorchound is
of nearlv cverv .(.unirv ot tlie worhl.

cluding the

i;

MARRUIUU.M
used

quantities

in lar2:e

t'ur

MARTYXIA

tiniftM-rions

ami

itii-dicines

for couy;hs iiud colds.

Mari'ubiaiu coinprisos similar iierennials hrancln-'d
from the hase, with wrinkled and crenate or cut l\s,,
and many-tld. axillary whorls of NUiail white or purplish
fls.: calyx' tuljular, H-lU-nerved and witli fj or lU awl-

apex 4 bi-iKllt greeu obcuut-ute oi' triioiuular li'aHels.
Tlie Kporoi-ai'ps or fruits are nearly sessile at tlie liase
"f tlie |ietiole.s.
Prop, easily hy liieees of the runners,
and is likely to l)ee(One a \vmp,|. The youns; lealiels
elose at lliyht. Europe and Asia. Mn. Ij. p. 107.

MAETINEZIA

shapcd teeth.

Common HuiiEHocNo.

vulg^re, LiTiu.

IleiKlit l-:i ft.:
calyx with 10 i-e-

stems ascriidinu': Ivs. ovate, stalked
curved teeth, the alteruate ones shorter
bummer. B.B. ^{;S4.
:

Horehound

Hoarhound)

(or

common weed

in America lias
Enii^land, Indiana and

New

in

:

tls,

white.

hecomo a
upon the

racilic coast, especially suulh of ^an Francisco. From
the last re;^ion is cdjtaineil Horehound huue}', a product
considered useful in the treatment of coughs and colds.
The leaves and tups have a bitter, penetrating taste and
a stron.ii;, not unpleasant odor, which is somewhat dissipated b}' dryin.if.
In addition to its well-known uses
in |>ulmonary troubles, it is credited with tonic, laxative
and, in domestic medicine, deubstruent properties. The
plant prefers a dry, warm, rather rieli, lii^ht soil. It may
be readily propaiL^ated by division of the clunip.s oi- liy
seed .sown in the sprinj;: where the plants are to remain.
The drills should be 2 feet apart and the plant.s 1
foot asunder. With clean cultivation and moderate annual mannrinaf two almndant cuttinfi^s should lie (ditained each year. Since the market is fully supplied by
the wild plants and since, when once estal>lished, it will
fCrow almost spontaneously, the cultivation of Horehound is not recommended except to supply private

M. G. Kains and

"t^t-^l^-

]M.

B, Coulston.

MARSDfiNIA

(Willinm I\lars<len, ]7:.4-183(J, wrote a
history of Sumatra}. A srlr/)laih)'-r<v. About 50 S|;iecies
of tropical and subtropical shrulis, mostly twiners, of
which about half a dozen sj>ecies are cult, in Europe
under g'lass. M. Moi/h'i, a liber and dye plant from the
East Indies, was introduced by Reasoner in lbS9, but is
now lost. The genus is allied to Stephanotis, which has
larg:e white tls., while those of Marsdenia are usually
purplish, lurid, tcreenish or pallid.
Lvs. opposite:
cymes umbel-shaped, simple or branched, terminal or
calyx 5-parted; corolla hell-, urn- or salvernarrow or broad, overlapping to the right:
seeds comose.
R6ylei, Wight. Lvs. :^-G in. long, 2-4 in. wide, ovate
cordate, acnuiinate, pubescent or tomentose beneath
petioles ]^o-2 in. long; cymes l-l^a in. across: tls. M—
lines in diam.; corolla somewhat bell-shaped; lobes
large, fleshy; stigma not extendetl beyond the anthers:
seeds ^2 in. long.
L. H. B.
axillary:

shaped;

crown of

Iol)es

5 scales:

MARSHALLIA (Humphrey
tum Anierit-anum.

Marshall, wrote Arbus-

American work on our
trees and shrulis; also founded one of the tirst American botanic gardens). Coinpdsifa'. About 9 species of
perennial North American herbs, of which only one
species, Jf. caspifosa
seems to have been offered.
Marsh a Hi as are tufted plants, growing about a foot
high, with entire lvs. and scapes bearing solitary ray17s,").

the

lirst

.

heads about IK in. across. Somewhat like the
Scabious. These are rose-purple or white,
with blue anthers, and appear in spring or summer.
For fuller description, see our manuals.
caespitbsa, Nutt-.
Tufted, glabrous: lvs. spatulateliuear; upper ones linear:
bracts of the involucre
linear; disk-fls. pale rose or white: seeds inversely
pvramidal. villous on the angles. Limestone soil. Ark.
to Tex. B.M.:!7n4. B.B. 3:44:!.
less

common

MARSH MALLOW.
MAESlLEA

AJfh<ra offiriuoNs.

(("iiovanui

I\[arsigli,

Italian botanist of

eighteenib century, or Aloys Ferd., Uraf
von Marsigli, 1(;.")S-17.'!() ). Morsiledce^e. Aquatic flowerless plants (a bout 40 species), with lys.like4-leaved clover
oroxalis,one spiecies ofwhich, M. g >i <] ri foUa ,hiv[i\.,i^
sold and is also run wild in the eastern states. It is a
creeping plant, rooting in the mud on the margins of
ponds and making an attractive cover. The petioles
last part of the

ii

grow

;{-5

i]i.

tall,

or taller in the water, anrl ln-ar at

1

!ie
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{Rev. Dr.

I'.alta.sar

Compauon, archbishop

of ;sauta

collections

from Peru).

of plants

Jacoho

.'ilartinez

Fe.who sent many early

Palinclccw. Orua)iiental palms, wiih spiny ritif.'e(l truuks: lvs. pinnate,
the seKtuents broad, weilye-sliaped, alternate or grouped,
the apex truncate and raK.yed
petioles and rachis
spiny, as are also the spadices ami spathes of the inflorescence: fls. rather small: fr. globose, 1-celled,
orange, scarlet or ruse-pink. .'Species 7. Trop. Amer.
:

.l.\KED G. S.MITH.
are beautiful palms, and make fairly
good house phuils. They nuist have a stove temperature. They do not require agreat amount of soil. Light
sandy loan), with plenty of sharp saud, is best. They
nee<l abundant njoisture.
They sometimes flower in
cultivation, but the 4 kinds given below are distinct by
their foliage and spines. Like all armed palms, they
are slow to geriniuate, but after the lirst m- secnd
year they grow fairly fast. Tlie commonest and best
kind is M. cariioticfolid. which has fewer spines than the
other species aud, unlike many other palms, shows its
true lvs. at a very early stage. It resembles the flslitail palms (C'iiryotal, but the hs. are a lighter green and
genertdly larger. aM
ru.vt makes a better specimen at
.^)-6 ft. than when small.
It is much more jagged at the
tips of the lvs. Being very spiny tdl over, it is less de-

Martinezias

.

i

M. Lhuhitiinia is more like the first. The
spines are longer but not very itiimerous. M. (jriiini/'')t.s'/.s' is of coarser Itabit and slower growth, and desirable only for large collections,
jj
Y SlEBREI'HT
sirable.

Lvx.

A.

u.
C.

(liriilrd

ii/lu xvijiili'iiU.

in yfUKjl.S.

Seijniirtil.'^

Apex

of seyliieiit.i .J-hjhcd.

HBK. Stems

at length L:n to uO ft. high
long, light green; Ifts. in grou])s, li- !_'
at the apex: stem, petioles, rachis
aud nerves below, deiiselc (dothf-d willi long bhok
spines. Colombia. G.<;. 1871! IM H.Jl. i;s,",4. F.K.2:i;i,

caryotaefdlia,

lvs.

tew,

:i-li

:

ft.

long, 4-h in.

in.

\\'ide

:

C'C.

^Ipex of

.

o jHii ol /noji'i
llpr'.r oionjiii.

.s'(';/i>O0'/.s'

iriffi

liindeniina, H. Weiidl.

.Stems '1-15

ft.

I

i

luj

from Ihr

high:

pinna'

in op[)osite groups of 4 to (!, the groups widely separated, long-wedge-sbaped, 10-14 in. long, 8-10 times as
long as broad, with a short, pro.jecting point at tlie upper margin, the nerves ciliate-spiny toward the end;
petiole densely covered with grayish brown bairs, with

many

rather large bhick spines 1-2^2 in. long; rachis is
also spiny^ :d)Ove aud below; midnerve of each segment
a trifle shorter than the lower margin and spiny beneath, like the rachis and biteral nerves; hs. dark
green above, lighter beneath; terminal segment broadest; fr. rose-red. jMouutains of Colornlda, at an altitude
of (i.duO ft.
BB. Si.'lllllvlil!: ill i-l imiis.
erbsa, Linden. Lvs. with 2-r! pairs of narruw Ifts. at
base and a pair of broader ones at tlie apex, all ohiiipie
at the apex, bearing long, brown. needlesha|:ied spiiu'S
"U the veins and midrib; rachis cylindrical or obtusely
angled, mealy, clothed with spines like those on the hs.

West

Indies.'

(.i.f.

1872:1297.

X.\.

Ll-x. hifi.i

Granat^nsis, llort. i.U.

lit

till

opr.r.

(im miih'ii.-iis. Hori.).

Lv~.

roumiisli obhuig iir roiindish i:>vate, entire at the ba-i'.
bifid at the apex, evenly toothed along the edges: p.rioles and rachis with dark brown, needle shaped, spreading or reflexed spines, 'j-l in. long. Colombia.
.J.iiiEij a. Smith.

MAETYNIA

i.lohn ilartyii. I(l9;1-I7i;8. professor of
Camiiridge, botanical author and editor of
the largest editinn of Miller's "Gardeners' DictionAViout Itl species id' coarse annuals
ary"). Pmhirn'tri'i'
frinu the wariuei parts of America, a few of which are
Thev have lar^e
cult, f.u- pickles lu- for ornament.
sljowv tls. much like those of (Jatalpu in for)n, the 2
liotaiiy

at

.

MARYLAND

MARTYNIA
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Tipper lobes being smaller than the 3 lower. The lis.
are 2 in. or more across, chiefly lilac, purple or yellow
but spotted and marked about the throat with other
colors. They are heavily scented and interesting, but,
like all other parts of the plant, they are clammy. The
plants grow 1% ft. or more high, and should be started
in a hotbed in early spring in the North and transplanted
to the open. In the middle and southern states seed
may bo sown in the open 3 ft. apart each way where the
plants are to remain. The capsules are taken when
small and tender and pickled like encumbers. They
have a very distinct appearance by reason of the longcnrved horn which splits from the top as the capsule
har<]ens.
to which Martynia belongs is allied
Bignonia family, and the fls. are much alike, but
the haliit and fruit are different. Martynias are either
annuals or perennials, with large tuber-shaped roots,

The small family

to the

prostrate or subei'ect and clammy: Ivs. opposite or alternate, long-stalked, cordate, coarsely wavy-margined
or toothed, or palraately lobed: fls. 5-8 in a short, terminal raceme: capsules with 2 short or long horns.
The first three species described below belong to the
subgenus Proboscidea, which has 4 perfect stamens and
long-horned capsules. They vary considerably in the
foliage, roundish or wider than long,
-~"
3-lobed, sharply 3-cut or entire except
the notch, which is always found at
the base, margin toothed, angled or

wavy.

MARY, BLUE-EYED.

Tradc.^cnntia Virginica.

MARYLAND, HORTICULTURE

IN. Fig. 1.373. All of
this state lying south of Baltimore possesses notable
horticultural possibilities. The lands are quite variable
in composition, and are very sensitive and responsive to
judicious and rational treatment. In the production of
early fruits and vegetables, the natural adaptability of
soil, the mild and equable temperature resulting from
the intluence of the expansive waters of the Chesapeake
bay, which cuts the state in two, as well as from
geographical location and convenient access to all the
principal eastern city markets, are the conditions which
combine in a presentation of rare inducements that are
not fully appreciated by the rural citizenship of the
Fully three-fifths of the farms in Maryland,
locality.
by circumstances as above briefly indicated, are specially
adapted to horticultural pursuits. The eight counties
forming a tier, extending from east to west along the
northern boundary of the state, do not enjoy bo wide a
range in horticultural favor as the central and southern
counties. The wonderful development of the fruit and
vegetable packing or canning industry in the state is to
a very noticeable degree encouraging, and accomplishing
a diversification for the promotion and betterment oi
horticulture. In the city of Baltimore the "packing"
Iiusiness has assumed huge proportions, but independent
of this, the business has in the aggregate, throughout
Ihe several counties, reached a large volume, which is
annually increasing. Caroline county, centrally located
on the Eastern Shore, annually operates more than a
score of such houses.
Strawberries, blackberries,
peaches, pears, peas, tomatoes and sweet corn constitute the principal articles canned. No fancy prices for
either fruits or vegetables are obtained in the local
markets thus created, but a great good to horticulture
growing out of these operations is that they are inducing many hard-worked and poorly paid tillers of the
soil to climb out of the old ruts, giving them a practical
education or training that enables them to grow and prepare products for the city markets in keeping with modern demands. Thousands of
.^''
acres in this state are now devoted to peas,

tomatoes and sweet corn fur

tlie

packing

Summarized, this means more raa^yk.^ -• nure— better methods — better land.
For many years the peach maintained
undisputed supremacy in the fruit interests
;
Enthusiasm extended the
of Maryland.
acreage beyond the capacity for proper care
and culture, thus inviting the encroachment
of disease and insect enemies to an extent that has

i^s^-.

-

houses.

'

A.

1372.

Martynia proboscidea

FU.

lilac or dnlJ ivhUe.

(

\

';{>.

proboscidea, Glox. fJ/. Louisiana, Mill.). UNtcoKN
Plant. Proboscis Flower. Fig. 1372. Lv.s. roundish,
often oblique, entirely obscurely wavy-lolled, 4-12 in.
wide: fl^. also vary to light yellow. Banks of Mississippi; nat. near old gardens.
B.M. 105G. V. 3:151.—
The picture (Fig. 1372) shows fruits one-third the
size at full maturity.
The right-hnnd specimen shows
the woo<ly part, after all the soft parts have been
}riacera1ed.

AA.

7'V.s'.

'purph;.

frigrans. Lindl. {M. fnrmhxn^YWm.). Less stout than
M. pnthoscidfo ; Ivs. roundish to oblong-cordate, somewhat Inht'd and wavv-toothed. .^-.^ in. broad. Mex. B.Al.
4292.

B.R.

27;f;.

K.H. 1843:24S.

served to circumscribe the misdirected ambition for
large orchards, and has robbed peach-growing of much
of its fascination. In the aggregate, the orchard acreage
is still immense; but old orchards are going out toanmch
greater extent than new ones are Vjeing planted. In the
northern tier of counties, interest in apple-growing is
increasing. Cherries, too, in many locations In this part
of the state are successfully grown.
Pears are more
generally grown and satisfactory throughout the state
than cherries. Kent and Queen Anne counties, of the
Eastern Shore, excel in the production of pears, both in
quantity and quality. Plums of the native and Japanese
species receive considerable attention, and in many instances prove more remunerative than other fruits.
Small fruits of all kinds are grown in great abundance.
large fruit interests of the state create and niaintnin a large local demand for nursery stock, whir-h is
shared by the fortj' nurseries in various parts of the
commonwealth. Several of ttiese establishments make
the propagation of peach trees a specialty, growing them
by the hundreds of thousands, and disposing of theui in
a wholesale way to their fellow-nurserymen in localities
less favored for propagating these trees.
In a few of
the Western Shore counties toltacco still figures to some
extent in soil products; on the Eastern Shore tobacco
has been suiierseded largely by sweet potatoes, to the
decided benefit of both land and landlord.
The division of the state by the Chesapeake bay
keeps the Eastern Shore out of touch in more ways than
one with the rest of the statp. The experiment station
is located on the Western Shore, where the horticultural

The

AAA.
lutea,

I-iind!.

T^vs.

Fls. yelloiv.

cordate -orbicul at r-,

glandular-pubescent. Brazil.

AAAA. Fh^.

B.R.

subdentate,

]1:!)34.

ivliifc.

Craniol^ria, Olox. Properly CraiiiolDrla (hnnui Linn.,
a genus distintruished by having a very long and slerjder
corolla tube, while in Martyniathe corolla tube is swelled
out at a very short distance from the base. Lvs, palirtately lobed; margins dentate: corolla tube about fi in.
long, f'olombia. — Some of the plants sold under this
name are M. p}-i<linsci<h'a : others are M. frcigi-iDis.
,

W. M.

MARVEL OF PERU.

MlrohHls Jahiiui.

MARYLAND
are on lines

MASDEVALLIA

more

or less distinct from those
outhe Eastern 81iore. Greater liarmonv obtains between
the conditions of the Eastern Shore and of Delaware
;
hence it niiturally follows that horticultural relations
between the Eastern Shore of Maryland and the state of
Delaware arecluser and more intimate in many respects
than those between the two
"shores" of Maryland, and
doubtless will remain su
unless counteracted by thr
establishment of an aetivi.'
interest^j

winged or wingless column,

987

some species sensitive
The Masdevallias have no

in

Pollinia 2, without caulicles.
pseudobulbs; the leaves are variable in size, oblong
to
linear, thick, sheathing at the base; the peduncles
bear
from 1-.) or more flowers. The species of the jV. rocrin. a
group are relatively simple in form, br.t ai'e usually priz. d

and well-equipped sub station on the Eastern Wliort^.
The entire peninsula, comprising Delaware's three,
Maryland's nine and Vir
ginia's two counties, should

properly
state,

constitute one

as nature

seems

to

have

intended.
tliese
If
fourteen peninsula counties
were banded together by tht?
ties of statehood, and thus
governed solely by their
own citizens, it could nut dn
otiierwise tlian promote ami
accelerate the progress in
horticultural advancement,

and make it Vjy concentrated
art and practice what it is
by nature, America's Eden.
1373. Maryland.
It is capable of supporting
Tlio stn 'ng llu« si-t.s (jIT the liorlifullui'.'il rcgimis In llii- sonlli.
a population ten times as
large as at present inhabits it, witli au i»\-i^i
Sllllifur their brilliant eolnrini,'. Those of the M. Cliiiihiru
cient to feed five times as many mure in the large
Kr(JUpare reiuurkable tor their fantastic shapes. (Jf hile
near-by cities with choice fruits and vegetables, easily
years many new kinds liave been introduced, and the
grown in endless variety.
Kenus is somewhat confused as to the specitie limits .jf
Maryland's metropolis, with its rapidly improving
the various fm-ms, Masilevallias are poiymorphous, anil
facilities for distributing to other cities and towns,
herbarium specimens <lo not show specific characters
affords much encouragement and gives impetus to all
well. See "The LJenus .Masdevallia," by Florence H.Wni.l^
horticultural operations. Baltimure market is the main
ward (189111.
L. H. K.
dependence of the Western Shore and western MaryMasdevallias are found growing at high elevations,
land fruit-growers and truckers; while a huge share of
ranging from li,000 to la.OUO feet above sea level, in
the horticultural pro<lucts of the Eastern Siiore, owiug
northtt-estern .South America and Central America, with
to convenient accessibility, are consigned to New York,
a few sparingly distributed elsewhere over tropical
Philadelphia and Wilmington. The General Assembly
America. These regions are generally subjected to twu
or Legislature of Maryland has never, until quite rerainy seasons annually, often with very short intern)iscently, done anything to promote or protect, by approsions.
The atmosphere, though somewhat raritied, is
priation or otiierwise, tiie great horticultural interests of
very humid, the temperature in the shade seldom risi]ig
the state, while it has expended hundreds of thousands
abin-e (j.'i" v., and often dropping to 40'^ in some disof dollars to exploit and protect the oyster and tisb intricts. Heavy fogs are frequent, especially in the foredustries. The value of the small-fruit crop reaches into
part of the day, and during the greater
"

millions of dollars annually. Add to this the i)eaches.
pears, apples, plums, cherries, etc — then couple to all
the vast volume of vegetable protJuction throughout the
state — grasp all this, and crowd it into the two words
horticnlturiil /nferest.'<, and here are the data in the form
of unmanufactured material, and the nearest approach
to synthetical statistics that is available. That horticulture takes rank with the greatest industries of the
state is obvious to any unclouded comprehension. The
soil of fifteen of the twenty-three counties comprising
the commonwealth, reveals unmistakable evidence that
nature, in loving pride, planned a brilliant horticultural
destiny for them, holding out conspicuously, among
numerous other incentives, a climate promotive of
health, pleasure and prosperity. Violent extremes of
heat and cold, so troublesome, annoying, and even
disastrous in many other sections, are rarely if ever
esperienceil hern. Industrial evolution is steadily giving
trend toward higher development of horticulture in the
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Kerr.

(Joseph Masdevall. a Spanish phv-

sician and botanist).
Orchiddrea', tribe A'/)/(J''i)dr'^(f'.
Masdevallias are inhabitants of the American tropics.

There are more than 1.50 species, and various hybrids
and garden forms. They are not showy orchids, but are
odd and often grotesque. The petals are small and usu
ally hidden in the calyx-tube, but the
calyx lobes are
greatly developed and give character to the flower. Often
these lobes end in slender tails several inches long. Lip
'^

of

the corolla short, articulate with the

base of

t!ie

portion of the
year the under-vegetatiou is in a saturated condition:
the high winils prevalent in these districts, however,
c.unteract to a great extent any evil iutluence which
might otherwise arise fivuti it.
The heat of our summer makes it quite impossible to
imitate wholly the above conditions, but with a proper
house, such as is afforded Odontoglossums of the cris|ium section, very satisfactory results may be obtaineil
and the many species will be found of comparativelv
easy culture. A low, well-ventilated, half-span house of
northern exposure, with an upright stone or brick wall
on the south side, is best adapted to them. The house
should be pj-ovided with canvas roll-shading, supported
on a framework elevated Lo or 18 inches al)ove the
glass in order that the cool air may pass freely beneath
it.
Tliis will help to guai-d against solar heat during
summer. Houses built partly below ground are not to
be recomuu'uded, as the atmosphere soon becomes
stagnant and inactive, causing the leaves to fall pr<-maturely. Where it is convenient, solid beds are preferable; benches, however, will answer the purpose very
well, and when used should be covered about 2 inches
(leep with sifted ashes, sand or gravel; the l»enches ami
tloors should be hosed down once or twice daily to afford all the cool moisture possible.
In winter the teinperature should range between oli^
and 55° F. at night and about G0° during the day or ."j'
more on mild days, w^ith w'eak solar heat and ventilation.
-Artificial heat must be dispensed with as early in spring
as possilile, anil during summer the temperattire ke]>t
as low as the weather will ]iermit, ventilating freely,

:
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especially at ui^dit, when a li^bt syringing- overhead will
also prove beueticial. iMidiiay syringing in liot weather
is often injurious and should be done with caution if at
all.
More benefit will result from hosing down the
shelves and paths at intervals of three or four hours, as
will
help to reduce the temperature.
it
i\Iasdevallias need a great deal of water at the roots at
all seasons, and the soil should never be allowed to dry
out, as they have no fleshy pseudobulbs to protect them

against extreme changes. Light syringing overhead
<luring winter and spring in fine weather will assist in
checking thrip and red spider, and a weak solution of
tobacco may be added with good effect.
The best season for repotting and basketing the plants
is during Novenil)er and Decemtier, and the best general compost is a mixture of clean peat fiber and sphagnum moss chopped rather fine and well mixed, some
sections requirinc: in addition a portion of chopped sod.
About one-third of the space should be devoted to clean
ilrainage cousistiug of either l>rokeQ charcoal or potsherds.

M.

coriacea, elephatificeps Pen'sfcrlit, HeichenJtacliii'}ia, and kindred species, grow be^it in small pots, and
should have one-third chopped sod added to their potting
compost. M. tna<:rura, Svhlhiiii, T'>r(irin}sU, ainabilis,
<-occinea, Veitchiana, friatn/'i Inris [lottislirtu mtiscosa,
and the numerous other allied .species, grow equally well
ill either pots or Itaskets, but should the latter be used
it would be well to add a small portion of chopped sod to
Ihe compost to make it more firm and less porous; the
sod has a cooling effect on the roots. M. bcfht, Cardcri,
<.']te.sf<;rtoni, Cln'nia'ra Iloutfea n'l and their allies nearly
;d! have pendulous flower-scapes, and should be sus]»ended from the roof in baskets in a compost of equal
parts chopped peat-fiber and live sphagnum, with a little
leaf -mold added.
The flower-scapes often penetrate
through the compost; for this reason little or no drainage
should be used, as it may retard their progress.
To increase the stock the plants must be divided during the early winter; this will give them a chance to
reestablish themselvps before the following summer.
The}' must not be broken up into too small pieces, as it
has a tendency to weaken them. Cult, by R. M. Grey.
,

,

Review of the Sections.
Scape

1-fld.
calyx-tube rather narrow, tubular or somewhat funnel-shaped; labellum plane
Species
1-7
Section' 11. Scape 1-fiil.: calyx-tube broad, gibtjous or basin-like; labellum plane
Species 8-24
Section III. Scape several-fid.; labellum plane
and narrow
Species 25-37
Section IV. Scapf mostly 1-fld., jrMidont or suberect: labellum saccate, or at least much broadened tails very long
Species 38-44
Section V". Scapes 1-fld. This section differs
from all the others by the subterete vs., and in
having the tails inserted l>elow thp apex of each
lateral sepal
Species
4r>
T.

A.\.

C'alijr-1i)f><:s

:

:

I

INDKX.

</!(i

ndiihn-

I.

m iiiiitc

u-llli

P"/'ii'"^
Ca/ij.r-lohrs 11"/ </hf ihI a /n r.
B. Tail of the dorstd /<>i>e Inoii/ing for'i-crd

BB. Tal? of the dorsal Johc erert

1.

Veitchiana

2.

militaris

'J.

rosea

ami

••straight

0.

amabilis
Davisii
Barlasana

7.

coccinea

4.
5.

BBB. Tail id /he dorsal luhe rvflerrd and
flexnaas

Veitchiana, Reichb. f. Tufted: Jvs. 4-r> in. long, narrow: peduncle erect and slender, 1 ft. or more, with 2 or
more bracts (tiie upper one remote from the flower):
calyx with bell-shaped tube, the expanding lobes 'S in.
across, orange-red, with purple shades, glandular-hairy,
abruptly contracted into short, narrow tails
petals
white, hidden. Peru. B. M. 5739. — Var. grandiSlora,
Hort., has n dense hairy covering on the dorsal lobe of
calyx; and also on the outer part of the lateral lobes,
the inner part orange-scarlet.
1.

;

2.

militaris,

,

,

Section

section
A.

Reichb.

f.

&

U'arscz.

(J/,

iqnea,

f.).
Much like the last, but differs in having
elliptic or elliptic-obovate Ivs., which are long-petioled,
and in the lateral calyx lobes being only prominently
pointed, not tailed, the dorsallobe very narrow and hang-

Reichb.

ing forward between the other two: color orange and
scarlet; petals white, exceeding the column. Spring
Colombia. B.M. 59ti2. I. H. 26:333. - Var. Massange^na, Hort. Lateral lobes longer: fls. larger. Var.
B6ddaerti, Hort. Calyx yellow; lower lobes shaded with
red on the upper surface. I.H. 26;35i. Var. grandiflbra,
Hort. Pis. rounded; lateral sepals brilliant vermilion,
bordered with crimson and suffused with purple. Var.
superba, Hort., is advertised.

Lvs. oblong-spoon-shaped, keeled:
3. rdsea, Lindl.
peduncle drooping and slender, bearing a single fl.
calyx tube 1 in. long, red and violet; calyx-lobes roselilac, with red tails; petals yellow, the lip hairy at the
apex. Ecuador. Ct.C. III. 16;657. July, Aug.— A pretty
and free-tiowering species.
4. amd-bilis, Reichb. f. & Warsci-..
Lvs. 4-5 in. long,
oblong- or spatulate-lanceolate, about half the length of
the erect, usually 1-fld. peduncles; fls. varying from
purplish crimson to yellow; lobes ovate-triangular, the
lateral ones with short tails and the dorsal ones with a
long and ascending tail; petals narrow, yellowish, longer
than the column. Peru. Sept.-Dec. — Var. lineMa,
Linden & Andre (var. .s7r/ri/a, Hort. ), has yellowish fis.,
tinged and striped with red. I.H. 22:190.
5. Divisii, Reichl). f. Densely cespitose: lvs. oblonglanceolate, 6-8 in. lonff, petioled, blunt at the apex: peduncle erect, about 10 in. long
calyx large, brilliant
yellow, obscurely veined with deeper yellow ;"dorsal lobe
triangular-ovate, prolonged in atail lateral lobes oblongovate, larger, united to below the middle, terminating in
short tails petals longer than the column, nearly hidden
in the calyx-tube, pale yellow, the labellum yellow,
shaded and spotted with red, with 2 obscure keels. Peru.
:

;

;

r.,lil.rr^vi,ita.

grundiflora,

20.

aiiiabiiis. 4.

Gr;ivesia?,

atrosanguinea.

7.

Anneniaea, 7.
Backhousiana,

38.

Biirljeana,
hella, 43.

Boddrorti, 2.
caloptera, 29.
fahira, 17.
Oiirdeii. 40.

Chim^era,

41.

38. 42.

f'ivili.s, 11.

coccinea.

7.

<?feniIesoens, 7.
Crossii, 33.
coneliifloru, 7.

coriacea,

7.

hieroi:lypld('.i,

6.

Chestertoni,

1, 2,

7.

Han-yana,

10.

Hoiilteana.

2'j

39.

igin'a, 2.
inflata, 13.
inl'rar'ta. 37.
ionnirliaris, 1."..
li'Oiitr.eloss;.,

it.

platyglo.ssa.

Reiebenbachiana.
38.

rosea, 3,
rnfo-bifra, 11.

Liuilrtii, 7.
liiiBata, 4.

Schlimii, 3-1.
Shiittlcwortlni.

macrura, 11,
macalata, 30.
Massangeaiia, 2,
melanopus, 28,

sfriata

luilitaris, 2,
3Ioi>rranii. 24.

innscosa,

2,'),

,

Tovareiisis, 31.
trianffularis, 21.
triaristella, 45.

trochi/us. 32.
Vfit'-liiana, 1.
Wai,^eiieriana, 23.

Davisii,

nyctorina,, 42.

Wallisii,38.

pafliysepala, 2t.
paflivnra, 30,

Winniaiia,

pallida, 2n,
Periateria. 12.

xantliiiia,, 20,

T).

r)enisniii,

7.

18.

2.

nidific;!,, 10.

38,

Na.iithncnry.s, 18.

BarlaeS-na, Reichb. f. Lvs. spatulate, acute: peduncle slender, nearly 1 ft. long; fls. scarlet; calyx-tube

—

4.

superba.

M.G190.

curved; dorsal sepals short-triangular, produced into a
long tail; lateral sepals larger, semi-ovate; petals lignlate. white.
Peru. Reichb. states that the lateral

35.

RfezlU,

B

6.

radins.i, 44.

<^ornieul.at;i., 13.

elephanticeps, 24.
Kpiiippium, 32.
Estrad;e. I'j.

S.

polyslieta. 27, 28.
jisUtacina, 39.
rar-emosa, 33.

sepals run internally one in another; they are connate
in a straight line.
7. coccinea, Linden (2[. Liudeni, Andn'*).
Fig. 1374.
Lvs. spatulate, obtuse or refuse, (3-10 in. lon'g: peduncle 1 ft. or more long: calyx crimson-raa.genta; dorsal lobe with a small, triangular base, prolonged into a
long tail; lateral lobes oblong-ovate, scarcely prolonged;
pt'lals white, lon.ger than tlie column. Mav. Colombia.
BM.5990. I.H. n. 42. P.M. 1872:28. -Var. couchifldra,
Veitch.
Fls. larire; lateral lobes of labellum rotund,
concave.
Var. Harryana, (J/". ITarr)jd:ia, Reichb. f.).

Lateral lobes of calyx ovnl, falcate," the tips usually
crossing or turned toward each other. May. F.S.

.

;
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Var. Arineniaca, Hurt. FIs. apricot-.yellow,
Tcined with red; throat of the tube yellow. Colombia.
FIs. large, with the lateral
Var. atrosanguinea, Hort.
sepals crimson spotted with magenta, point,s falcate,
turned toward each ctther. Colombia. Var. ccerul^scens,
Lateral sepals broadly semi-ovate, apioulate,
Hort.
crimson-magenta spotted with bluish purple. Colombia.
Var. Gravesiae, Hort. FIs. white. Var. grandiflora. Pis.
Columbia. Var. B^nisoni, Hort.
large, rose-purple.
Bull's Blood. Pis. crimson-purple.

21:2250.

A. Ilahit of sc'ijH'
flexed.

SE(:'TroN

II.

droopjtirf

or

Lva. linear

_L;'.s-.

u ith

coriacea

1

civilis

1

12.

Peristeria

Ki.

comiculata

14.

macrura

lo.

ionocharis

ll<.

nidiSica

17.

calura

8.

Shuttleworthii
Estradae

xanthina

2.

triangularis
hieroglyphica

:!.

Wageneriaua

1.

Irr
.

.

..24.

elephanticeps

Densely tufted:

f.

7476.

a

II.

platygl6ssa, Reichb.

B.M.

platyglossa
leontoglossa

ID.

9.

8.

;

tufie:

dwarf

FIs. larger, iritli a
deep, gibboas tube

is spotted with brown and ribbed, bearing long,
very slender brown tails
petals yellow.
Colombia.
Var. infUta, Veitch.
I^aler in color, and with smaller
spots; lobes br(jader and golden yellow.
Colombia.

te

t>asin-titie

brO(trl,

'.<

.

BB. Seape longer tliini tlie
0. Ft^. rather sniatl,
pla nts

8.

to li iiea r-olil<nu/

otflov/j to to nc<

which

i]r-

Scape ahoiif xs foinj a^ fhf Ir::
BB. Scape sli'ii'/vf tlnix llnli:x...
AA. Habit of arU/H.s eV'rl or sllh<'rrr/
B. Scape shortii- thai} fhr /rs.
B.

C.

989

Its.

spatu-

late-lanceolate, narrowed into petioles, 3-4 in. long, as
long as or longer than the drooping bracted 1-2-fld. pe-

duncles: fl. small (1 in. long), pale yellow, nearly globular, the lobes pointed but not tailed, the dorsal one upcurred ovary red petals linear, as long as the column.
:

Colombia

;

([)

B.M.

718.5.

leontogl6ssa, Reichb. f. Tufted: Ivs. oblanceolate,
short-petioled, spotted beneath with red: peduncle deflexed, mostly shorter than the odd lis.: calyx narrow,
the lobes gradually narrowed into fleshy tails or long
points, semi-transparent, all of them greenish yellow
outside and more or less hairy, crimson-spotted within,
the dorsal lobe not greatly unlike the others but often
somewhat ascending: petals white with crimson lines.
Colombia.
B.JM. 724.3. — The
specific
name ("liontongued") refers to the bearded lip.
9.

10. cori4cea, Lindl.
Lvs. linear-lanceolate, usually
.somewhat surpassing the erect, I-fld., spotted peduncles,
which are about 6 in. high fls. fleshy, the calyx-lobes
nearly equal and wide-spreading, triangular at base but
gradually narrowed into long points or short tails
lobes greenish yellow and dotted crimson inside; petals
white and crimson. Colombia. G.C. III. 21:95. — Lvs.
(J-8 in. long, with purplish dotted petioles.
11. civilia, Reichb. f. (J/, rufo-lntea, Lindl.).
Lvs.
fleshy, linear, keeled. 5-G in. long: peduncle less than
2 in. long, erect or nearly so: fl. solitary, rather large
for the size of the plant, the deep calyx -tube purple at
the base and yellow at the top, the long-pointed, flattened lobes yellow: petals small, white, the labellum
dotted purple. Peru. B.M. 5476.
:

12. Peristeria, Reichb. £.
Tufted: lvs. oblanceolate,
sometimes refuse at the apex, 4-(J in. long, twice longer
than the rather stout, erect, 1-fld. peduncles: fls. with 3
long, wide-spreading tails, which span 4-5 in., the tube
somewhat gibbous beneath; back of the H. greenish yellow
tails honey-yellow
throat and base of lobes
spotted with crimson; petals linear-oblong, white. Colombia. B.M. 6159. P.S. 22:2346. -Named from its resemblance to the dove orchid, Peristeria.
13. comiculata, Reichb. f.
Stems short and tufted:
lvs. spatulate, very short-pointed, mostly exceeding the
1-fld. peduncles:
fls. with yellow, inflated calys-tube.
:

;

1374.

Masdevallia coccinea (X/'a).

macrilTa. Reichb. f. Stems short and tufted, each
bearing a solitary If. and fl. lvs. broadly spatulate or
broad-oblanceolate, very obtuse or even refuse: peduncles 8-10 in. high, erect: fls. with 3 long tails, which
span 8 in. from top to bottom; calyx -tube red-purple on
the out:5ide; lobes triangular-ovate in the basal portion,
dull red and purple-spotted within, the cylindrical tails
yellow, the lateral ones 7-ribbed; petals yellow, spotted
14.

:

browm.

Colombia. B.M. 7164.

ion6charis, Reichb. f.
Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, exceeding the erect peduncle
fl. whitisli, purple-spotted
at base, the lobes triangular-ovate, with yellow tails;
petals cream-white. Peru.
15.

:

16. nidiJica, Reichb. f. Lvs. oval or oblong, about the
length of or longer than the peduncle: fl. white, veined
and dotted with crimson passing into yellow on the
lobes, the lobes hairy and with long, slender tails,
which are yellow in the lateral lobes and crimson in the
dorsal lobe; petals white, with crimson lines. Ecuador.

Lvs. mostly shorter than the
17. caltira, Reichb. f.
fl. glossy crimson, with
peduncles, oblong-lanceolate
dorsal
lobe somewhat triangular at
slender, flat tails;
base, the lateral ones round-ovate; petals crimson, with
white on tip and margins. Aug. Costa Rica. — A freeflowering species.
A small species, with
18. SMttlewortMi, Reichb. f.
lvs. only 2 in. long, on distinct petioles of equal length:
:

-
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peduncles several, 1-lld., sometimes overtopping the
Ivs.
tis. large (i in. across and the tails 2-'S tiiiies as
long), mauve, dotted with crimson; tails all yelIo^v in
the upper lialt, very slender, tlio upper one sonn^times
petals wliite.
(Jolomljia.
bent or hooked at the top
I.H. 28:4:!."'i. Var. xanthocbrys, Kei.ld.. f.,
B.:\l. (;;-{T2.
lias smaller lis. of pale yellow, dotttr-^l \virli brown or

Lrs.

y.

i:.

olafe.
Cotii.r-hihe

f.

<;<;.

Co

tlowrr ct

ors—the upper concave lobe yellow

ro'i d.' r

,/ihhonso/

ll,e

inirple above, tlie lateral

lol.ies

and

viidet-purple at

colviulet-

l»asi'

ii.r-t

,1

loJiihia.

triangularis, Lindl.

:^1.

about 4

in.

Lvs. ohlance<dafe

pednncU-i
or spotted
loli^s similar, tri-

with purple, the tails dark crimson;
angular-ovate; petals white, tlie lip spoiii^d with pink
or purple and hairy. \'enezuela.
'2'2.
Lvs. oval or oblong;
hieroffljphica, Reichb. f.
peduncle short (about :i in. long) tlower with tul>e yellowish at bottont. becomijig whitish, marked with crimson; lobes triangular-ovate, all with long tails, the tail
ot the dorsal lolie hanging forward and nuirked with
purple at its base; X'L'tals ^'ellow. June. (Jolombia.
:

Wageneri^na, Linden. Very small, neat and

"2;^.

tractive, tufted, 2-3 in. high
<des e(|naling or exceeding

spuon -shafted

l\ s.

;

;i(;.

maculata

37.

infracta

muscosa, Rei<dib. f. Lvs. oval-oblong, papillose:
times exceeding the lvs., with 1 or
pedunele luiirv,
more yellow tls.: loiies triangular, with reJlexed tails;
petals narrow and yellow \vitli a brown line in the center, the li). bearing a raised yellow disk and moving upward with a jerk when this disk is ii:iuidied. St. l)o25.

;i

)iiingo.

— Fls.

^2 in. across.

:

marked

Us. yellow,

tall:

l"'s('

and

white or straw-colored above; tails iilifurm, yi'ilnw;
petals white, very small. L'oluml)ia. B.iM.fllTI.
'20. xanthina, Reicli>>. f.
Like the last. ex<-e])t that,
the tlower is yelk.'W, with a purplish sjxit on tlic lateral
h.l)es.
Var. pallida, llort., has tls. nbiM.st white. C.-

erect,

b

marked

at bast?

EeichenbacMana

ot

hr
or

I

;.!

Ivs., erect, l-Hd.:

:!.">.

fiiii-

uarroivrd
the hose

Very densely tufted; Ivs.aud
]ierii)I(.-s
in. Ii'iig, tin- Idade hroad, s|ionn-shaped, and
tifti-ti
retuse at the apex: peduncle usnidly somewhat
exceeding the

Schlimli

Url-sho ped,

I'ose.

Estradae, Reichl).

;!4.

Lrs.ohlomi-hi iireolote or nhlauee-

yv.

;

]!).

oho-

brood,

rote-elliptic

:

:

at-

pednn-

the lvs., neaiiy erect;

tls.

yellow and <-rinison-<lotteil, with slender \-ellow tails,
the upper one inclined l.>ack\\'ards lobes hiMad. cordate
or uvate; pefaN yellow. '">dd in shape, the lip rhundioid
and toothed. VcnezLuda. B.'M. 4it2].
24. elephjlnticeps, Reichb. f.
An odd species: lvs.
lu-<iad-spatulate, obtuse: peduncles
ft. long, erecf:
tluwer single, party-colored — tlie dorsal or uiii)er lobe
light yellow, the lateral ones ribl.ied and crimson; calyxtube gibbous at the base below, all of them gradually
]>roduced into stout yellow tails (one of them often
crimson) arranged so as to suggest the tusks and raised
trunk of an elephant (whence the specihc nann-)- <'"lombia. F. S. I(l;9il7. Var. pacliys6pala, Reichl*. f. (.1/.
Jloorcdna Reichb. f.), lias the dorsal lobe If-nerved with
crimson and the tube si^otted.
;

Lvs. oblong-IanceoIate;
abbreviata, Reichb. f.
]teduncle manv-tld., about i] in. long; fl. white and freely
dotted with red. the tails all deep yellow, the lobes serrate on the etlges; petals white, longer than the colunm,
serrate. Peru.
27. polysticta, Reichb. f. Densely tufted: Ivs.narrowspatulate, obtuse and often retuse: peduncle exceeding
the lvs., alxnit 8 or 9 in. tall ami many-tld. fls. pale
lilac, spotted with purple, the margins of the sepals
ciliate but not serrate, the tails very slender and
siu-eading (fl. 2-2^o in. across) and velfowish
petals
spatulate and serrate. I'eru. B.M. "(.;:U.i8. I.H. 22 ID',*.
20.

;

;

:

R.H.

1:^8U:250.

Much like ^f. poh/sticfa:
28. melandpus, Reichb. f.
Ms. smaller, white specked with I'urple, the dorsal sepal
keeled, the IoIm-s ni.d ciliate or serrate on the edges and
vi'ry sinhlenly contracted into slender yellowish or darkenlnred tails
jietals linear-oblong, toothed below the
apex. Peru. B.M. 6258 (as M. pobj.iticta)
;

I

29.

cal6ptera, Reichb,

;-'0,

pachyCira, Reichb.

Lvs. oblong-ovate: pediincle
f.
short (5 <u- (> in.), many-tld.; tl. white with crimson
streaks, the tails all slender and orange; dorsal lobe
keeletl.and somewhat liooded; the lateral ones ovate-oblong; petals white, crimson-keeled, serrate. Peru.

,

.
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32.

Ephippium, Reichb.

And.}.

f.

{^[.

troclCilns,

Linden

<fr

hroirii

bia. B.Jl. f.;208. I.H. 21;1S0. -According to Index Kewensis, i)[. trorh/lns and J[. Ephi ppi ii ni are distinct
species. The former is described as having terete

and shadrd with

11(1/
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Lalrral

I'D.
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Tovarensis

sr/>,ils
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Ihi^
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of Ihf

sepals

loiuj.

slntrt or
;;:;.

racemosa

.

racenutse pedun(des:
membranaceous,
tls.
with red lines, erect, 1 in. across, tails very
none; lateral loltes ovale, bhmt-pointed, curving outward so as to inrni a 2-lobed limb, tlie dorsal
lobe ',, in. long and poiiited. Pern. — Not a popular spe-

orange

slioii

hllfnil

Stems
Lindl. {^[. Crossi!
Hort.'t.
Ivs. oblong-<.'vate, much shorter than the sev-

eral -ltd.

hihral

iii'iir

7V///.S-
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stems.
:!:l.
racemdsa,
creepinij::

.

'foils 'of
SI- pills
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r<^d.
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EE.

;

.

:

iniifrd,
fnrniiinj.i /,uof-.sh</prd

offrii i'.r/Ki

rilri:iiic scvill .sifrce-^siou:
eral-fhl.:
itiif/J<\s
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pctifl.'<
orartf and
en/in'.
'\\
c. Color of fj!<. irhifc
00. Color of f?s. ip-Uow, ilofU'il

v..

111.22:255.
:!1. Tovarensis, Reichb. f.
Lvs. rather small, oblongspatulate: peduiiele 5 or fi in. long, sometimes exceeding the lvs.. 2-edged, several-tld.
fls. clear white and
fragrant, the tails yellowish at the ends; dorsal lobe
IK in. long, very narrow and produced into a reflexed
lateral lobes oval, grailually prodxiced into tails
tail;
sJHU'ter than that of the <lorsal lobe
petals white.
Dec, dan. Colondda. B.M. 5505. I.H. 2i;::^G.'i. Un.
4S::!,S4.
(i.e. 18115:914; 1871 1421 -One of the best of
the genTis.

pedunele
oblong, 5-7 in. long:
erect, about a foot long, sharply r>-4-angled, stout calyx with the dorsal lobe cucuUate, yellow, dotted with
lirown, y, in. in diam.; lateral lobes united, forming a
deep boat-shaped, chestnut-brown cup, with several
ridges which are greenish outside; all the lobes pass into
yellowish tails about 4 in. long; petals white. Colom-

/iir(/i.-)\

or

Lvs. oval-oblong: peduncle

:

.

rritK'.s, irin//i'.'<

liR.

f.

erect, slender; calyx with triangular, short-tailed lobes,
yellow", with transverse bars and spots of reddish crimson; dorsal se]ial triangular, with a thick tail equaling
the sepal in length; petals pale vellow. Ec .lador. G.C.

cies.

Ketniil'es a coolboiise.

JlAbDE\'ALLIA

MASSACIirSETTS

Tufted: Ivs. fUiptici-obovate,
:u. Schlimii, Linden.
a ft. or less long, half shorter tli;in the severaltlowcred peduncles: tis. dull yellow, niolHed witli hri^dit
brown, the tails yellow, about P;i in. across witliout tln_tails; tails 2-IJ times longer than the l)ody of tlic ealyxlobes, very slender; petals pale yellow, linoar-ohlnn^,
equaling the eolumn. Venezuela. B.M.(i740. (!.(!. II.
jM^titiled,

19:532.
Xi.

than

sliortor

cespitos*': Ivs.
the severai-tid. pethmi-les:

Jiower dark red on the outside, yellowish, with red veins
on the inside, all the lobes with turnr-l-liark tails, tln>
lobes triangular. Costa Rica.
.Ii;.

oblauceolate, somewhat lleshy, channelled,
in.
long, not narrowed into a [letioh-; pe-lunele 1-tld., 3 in.
long,drooping: tl. triangiihtr, 1! x 3 in., with tails 3 in. long,
hairy inside, brown-yellow and purple-spotted; petals
yellow, with red spnts, i)oucb-Iike, serrate.
Colombia.
i.H. 20:117-18 (as M. (JJii ma n> ).-(hh\.
Lvs. oblong-lanceolate, chan43. b^Ua, Reicdib. f.
nelled, aliout 8 or
in. long, narrowing to the base: pe<lnncle l-t1d., drooping or horizontal, .'.2 ft. long, slender:
tis. large
and spider-like, triangular in outline, 3 in.
across, with stiflish tails 4 in. long, of
which the dorsal is recurved and the
others standing fcu'ward and usually
crossed, till' II. pale yellow, spotteil
witl) ]iurplish ui- brown
petals white
lvs.

'.)

ReichenbacM^na, Endres. Densely

oblaiiri'ohitp,

991

macul^ta, Klotzseh

ceolate, nearly or ([uite

& Karst. Lvs. narrow-ohlanequaling the erect scvcfal-lld.

tls. ynllow-lulM-d, sufpeduncle (which is 8-10 in. ta!l|
fused or dotted witli red, all the lobes pn-iluctd Into
orange-yellow or greenish tails 2 in. long; laleral lolies
crimson, witli yellow on the margin, the tails dn>ii])ing;
petals yellowish. Venezuela. F. 8. 21:2150.
37. infrActa, Lindl. Cespitose: lvs. oblong-lanceolate
peduncle about G in. long, sex'cralto uarrow-Uuiceolate
calyx pink-purple; dorsal sepals cucullate, lateral
fld.
sepals entirely united, forming a wide, gaping tube, with
cucullate si<les and apex, passing into slender, yellowish
Brazil.
tails; petals whitish, dotted with pinkqiurple.

;

or yellowish, (.'ohunbia. Oct.-Dec
)ne of the best of the Chimitras.

:

1375.

:

:

F.S. 23:2389.
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(
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44. radiosa.
IjVS. obl'jtig or

Re

i

cli b.

f

lanceolate

peduncle 2-3-Md., drooping

Pig. 1375.
Tufted: lvs. ob38. CMmaBra, Reichb. f.
lanceolate-obtusf 1 ft. long and l/o in. wide: petlunole
wiry, erect, lateral or pendent, several-tld., mostly
shorter than the lvs.
H^. opening in succession ealyxlobe.-i ovate, yellowish, much spotted with deep crimsonpurple, tapering into slender tails from 3-11 in. long,
purple-brown; petals white, marked with crimson: labellum saccate, white, yellow or pinkish, verv variable.
Colombia. R. H. 1881:130. G. C. II- 3: 41.- < hie of the
most fantastic of orchids, and the type of a must interesting group.
,

:

;

Var. Koezlii, Hort. {M. Kd'zlil, Reichb, f.). No long
hairs on the calyx-lobes, the lobes very dark-colored,
with short warts; labellnm pink, not yellow. Color the
dnrkestof the section. Often regarded as a good species.
Sub-var. rubra. Spots on calyx lobe brown-crimson.

CalyxVar. Wdllisii, Hort. (M. WdUUii, Reichb. f
lobes with hispid pubescence, y»^llowisli, spotted with
brown-purple Ial)ellum white, yellow within.
.

)

.

or detlexed: tis. yellow, dot
ted anil splashed with pur
ide, the prominent tails all
purple; petals yellow, pui
pie-spotted, Init tln^ \\\
whitish. Colombia.

45. triarist611a,

Lvs. about 2

in.

crowded tufts

Reichb.

f.

long, in very
:

longer than the

peduncles
very

lvs.,

slender, erect, wiry: dorsal
lobe of calyx ovate, hooded,
tail yellow; lateral lol)es coloring throng
their length, linear, united, at length
ing into short yellow tails petals yello
a red midline. Summer. Costa Kic;
of the smallest of orchids.
1

;

;

Var. Winnii.na, Hort. {M. Winni(i)ia, Reichb. f. ).
Talyx-lohes eloni^^ated, densely black-spotted. h\ part
distinguished from var. Iia:zUi by its longer tails.
Var. Backhousiana, Hort. (M. Baclyhmiaii^oui Reichb.
tls. large; calyxf.). Lvs. narrower than in the type:
tails
lobes more round, paler, not so thickly spotted
short; labellum nearly white. Perhaps a distinct species.
,

The following have heen

offered in America, but

most of them are iinperteetly known. M. cheiruf'boro..—AI. Chi'f.soni^iM. .'imalnlisXVeitchiana).—
.tf.

J/.

gibbeT^sa=HcRJ^ho?,f]r.l]nm.—^[_ Hendersoni.—
i?U7ic^d^«=.Scapliosepa]nDi.— J/. trUicaia.

Heixrich Hasselbrino and L. H. B.

;

Houtte^na, Reichb. f. {M. psiftac'iva, Reichb. f.).
Densely cespitose: lvs. linear to lance-linear, much exceeding the drooping or detlexed 1-Hd. peduncles (which
are 4-5 in. long)
tls. creamy yellow, spotted with crimson, the long hanging tails brownish red; calyx-lobes
30.

:

semi-ovate to triangular, somewhat hairy (as are also
the tips of the tails)
petals white or pinkish. Cohnubia. F.S.20:210(J.
40. CArderi, Reichl"). f. Cespitose. Tvith strong ascending foliage and hanging spotted 1-thl. peduncles: lvs.
oblauceolate, 3-5 in. long; peduncles green-br.aeted, 3 in.
long: tis. bell-shape,
in. across exclusive of the tails,
tails
white, with purple and yellow bars at the l)ase
very slender and spreading, 1 in. long, yellow; petals
small, white, linear-oblong and obtuse, Colombia. B.^1.
7125.— A graceful and pretty species.
;

%

;

41. Ch^stertoni, Reichb. f. Tufted: lvs. oblong or oblong-spatulate, 5 in. long and nearly or quite 1 in. wide,
somewhat longer than the pendent, much-bracted, 1-fld.
peduncles: fl. 2/^ in. across, greenish yellow, spotted
and streaked with purple, and bearing 3 s])reading.
greenish, more or less hooked, flattened tails 1 in, long;
petals yellow, very small. Colombia. B.M. <i077. — Odd

and distinct.
42. nycterlna, Reichb. f.
Often confused with J/.
Clurm^ra, hwt a smaller and less showy plant: tufted:

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURE.

Fig. 1.376. The
horticultural interests of Massachusetts are fully equjil
to those of agriculture proper, when we consider the
production of fruits, vegetables, flowers, and the labor
and expense applied to the growth of ornamental trees,
shrubs and plants and their use in decorating the
homes of her people, anionic whom there are probably
more comfortable, well-ke])t and beautiful homes than
can be fonnd in any similar area in the world. Thepeople of this state probably consume more of the luxuries
of life than any other people on the same area, and
among the so-called luxuries may be clEisse<l fruits,
fancy vegetables and flowers.
The soil of Massachusetts is generally considered unproductive and poorly adapted to horticultural pursuits,
and this is true in so far as it refers to large areas of
exceptionally fertile land, of which that in the Connecticut valley is the only section of more than a few acres
in extent. Everywhere about the state, however, there
are small areas of land suited to the growth of almost
every crop succeeding in similar latitudes. By busines9 enterprise, persistent effort and skill, profitable
horticultural crops can be grown. The local products
largely supply the markets in their season. Apples are
also exported.
The amount of fruit produced within the limits of the
state is not nearly up to the home consumption, except
cranberries and possibly the apple in some seasons. Even
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and their hybriils, many of them, require
care and skill. Like the currant, the blackberry is largely grown for home use, and also
for market. It succeeds upon a great variety of
soils, can be grown cheaply and sells at good
sorts

much
fitcmsLrg

Few

plantations will bo profitable on the
five to seven years unstrong and rich. It is the practice
of most growers to plant a new lot every six or
seven years. The red raspberry is the most popular of the bush fruits, and when successfully
grown is the most profitable. For success it requires a deep sandy loam, retentive of moisture,
but plantations must be renewed after six or eight
years' growth on one piece of land. The blackcap raspberry lias found less and less of favor
each year with our people, and can only be sold
at very low prices in our city markets.
The business of market-gardening has made
rapid strides in the state in the past ten years, and
the demand for choice vegetables continues more
or less the year round. Even in the matter of
competition with vegetables from the South during the winter, our local growers have reached a
good degree of success. In almost every part of the
state may be found forcing-houses for the growlh of
lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers, rhubarb, asparagus, etc.,
and notwithstanding the cost of such structures and
the fuel to keep up the necessary heat, the increase in
the uunilier of forcing houses within the past two years
is a certain indication that the business is profitiible.
It is perhaps in the growth of cut-dowers and house
and decorative plants that this state excels in horticulture. As a rule, the largest establishments of this kind
are located near the large cities, though in some cases
they may be found in some of the more rural towns.
The horticulturists of Massachusetts do not understand
their advantages in having the best markets in the world
at their doors, and a great variety of soils suitable for
the growth of many of the varied crops. By persistent
effort and superior skill they could supply these markets
largely, and thus retain within the state murh of the
wealth that now goes outside to pay for the produce that
could be raised at home.
g_ rj^ jxaynakd.
prices.

i.9^''

same land more than from

\

less the soil

I

/

f

^
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;
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Massachusetts.

ot the leading liurLieulturiil ure;is.

in seasons of an unusual crop in tlie state, large quantities of apples from other states are shipped iutu our markets, because in many cases they are of superior size and
beauty. Pears are shipped into our markets from the
southern states and California, and as the market for
this fruit is limited, prices often rule very low. Eastern
Massachusetts is admirably adapted to pear-growing.
Peach trees can be grown up to about ten to fifteen
years of age when given the proper attention, but the fruit
buds are frequently killed in the winter, and not more
than one crop maybe produced in three years. However,
even under these conditions, when the trees are planted
on ratheriight lan<l and well cared for, one crop in three
years is often more profitable than most other fruit or
vegetable crops. The fruit on trees properly cared for
is large, of the finest color and quality, and the fresh,
ripe condition in which tiie crower can put it into the
local markets makes it quickly salable at the highest
prices.
Plums are not grown to a great extent, the larger
York and Calimarkets being supplied chietly by
fornia. Few orchards remain productive longer than ten
or twelve years, on account of the l)lack-knot, leaf-blight
and brown-rot. Within the past four or five years Japa-

New

nese plums have been largely planted, but have borne
little fruit up to this time, so that their status in the
is not fully established.
The cherry, owing to the attack of the black aphis, the
plum curculio and browu-rtd, is very little grown as an
orchard fruit. A few vigorous and productive trees
may be seen here and there t»y the roadside, al>out old
honu'steads or on the lawn, where they live longer and
attain greater size than when grown under a high state
of cultivation in the garden or orchard, because of the
fact that when grown too rapidly the trunks crack on
the south side and the trees soon die. Our markets
are largely supplied with cherries from California, New
York and other states.
Small fruits are more grown and more nearly supply
local miirkets than do the large fruits. The supfdy of
very early fruit comes from the southern states of the
country, but home-grown fruit is so much superior iu
quality that it sells at reasonable prices, notwithstanding prices may have been very much reduced iiy an oversupply of the southern product. Of the smaller fruits,
grapes are profitable mostly when grown on rather light
land and at high elevations with a southern exposure.
The cliief obstacles to success are early frosts in the
fall and late frosts in the spring. Currants are grown
to a considerable extent, almost every garden conlaining more or less currant bushes for home supply, while
m;iny large plantations may be found near every large
town or city. The conditions of success are a rather
moist, rich soil, with the bashes trained into a very
compact form and pruned so that the fruit will bo
borne on wood thnt is not over three or four yenrs
old.
Gooseberries are little grown, although the demand is rather on the increase. The more hardy kinds
can be as easily grown as the currant, while the European

market

is

In commercial horticulture, Massachusetts is not the
equal of some other states, although its market-gardening and floricultural interests are large, but its influence
on the horticulture of the country is more important
than acres and tonnage. The best hortiiMilture is that
which develops under diSieulties, because it develops
the man. The htve of the country and attachment to its
owm soil are strong in Massachusetts. Individuality has
full course. It is a land of home-loving people. It has
developed the amateur horticulturist to perfection,—
the person who grows the plant and dresses the soil for
the very love of it. There are many large collections of
choice plants, and great numbers of artistic, compact and
tidy garden-homes. There is keen appreciation of the
merit of well-grown things. The influence of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society has been incalcuhible.
Since 1829 it has had its stated discussions, held its periodical shows, collected its library and records. It is a
center of education and culture. The establishment of
Mt. Auburn cemetery in l.S;U was 1he beginning of the
movement in this country for cemeteries in the open as
distinguished from the churchyard.
l. h. B.

MASSANGEA

comprises one species

f

if. nnisaica,

now referred toGuzmania, G.
known to be in the Amer. trade,

musaica,
although
not
it is cult, in the Old World.
It is from Colombia. It is
stemless. with 20 or less broad-strap-shnped, entire-edged
Ivs., which are marked transversely with purple, and a
head of small fls. (corolla siiorter than calyx) which are
covered l)y very showy red bracts. B.]\l. 007.1. l.H.
24:2r»8. -Known also as a Tillandsia, Billbergia, Caraguata and Vriesea.

Morr.
Mez.

),

which

It is
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Ensrlish
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any woods-nuts eaten by swine.
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and ribless on the back also in luivin^ a higher or
moro conical receptacle, ami bracts in tew rather than

Virginian Stoctis are diffuse small-flowered annuals of
the genus IMalcouiia (which sec). Stocks are of two
general types, — t ho autumn -blooming'. Queen or Brompton Stocks, and tlie snunner-bloomiug, Ten Weeks or
Intermediate Stocks. B3' some persons these classes
are made to represent two species — J/, incana and M.
f/iiHua respectively. It is probable, however, that they
are gardcTi forms of one polymorphous type. Even if
distinct originally, it is not possible now to distinguish
them by detiiute botanical characters. Stocks are

face

;

many series. Matricarias are annnal or perennial
weedy herbs, often heavily scenteil, about 25 species in
many parts o£ the world. The foliage is much cut or
divided into thread-UUe divisions.
Tbe Matricarias are border plants in cultivation, and
otbers are introduced weeds. They are cunmionly confounded with species of (.'hrysantbeniuiu and feverfew.
Tbe M. exiinia plena of tbe trade is a form of Vhrusmiiheninm Partheiiimn (var. Iiihuiusnm). It is a goud
hardy annnal, with white, doulde lieads, growing 2 ft.
tall. 'Matricarias demand the care given to annual 'hrysThe two following are annuals or biennials,
iiut hem urns.
inoddra, Linn. {ChrijsihilJieniKm inotlorum, Linn.
PiireUiniiu inoduruin, Smith). Nearly or quite ghibrons,
branchy diffuse annnal, 1-2 ft. tall, from Europe and
Asia. Lvs. many, sessile, 2-.'i-pinmitely divided or dissected: beads 1'^ in. across, ternnnating the branches,
akeues inversely pyrawith many acute white rays
midal, with '^ conspicuous nbs. Not uncomnuju in fields
(-astward. Var. plenissima, Hort. (var. liuuldsit, var.
viiiUinlex, M. (jraiuii'lui-n Hort. not Fenzl.), is a common garden plant with vei-y double, clear white, large
heads. It is tioriferous, and the lis. are tine for cutting.
(t.O. U. r2:7")3.— It often persists and blooms tbu second year. Foliage little or not at all scented.
parthenoides, Desf. {M. Ctti>i'iisis, Ilort., not Linn.
(

09;]

amongst the most common of all garden flowers. The
two types cover tbe entire blooming season, partic^ilarly
if the earlier ones are started indoors. Most of the garden forms are double, although some of the single
types are desirable for the detinitencss and simplicity
of their outlines. The colors are nmst various, running
from white through rose, crimson, purple and particolored. The Hs. are fragrant. For culture, see Stock.

:

.

Clii-ii^dulheiinnn />arAiithciitis p(U-theno\des, Beruh.
Annual, or biennial under cultivaiheno)(Jcs, Voss).
soft-hairy
when young, but behii^h,
ft.
or
less
tion, 2
coming smooth, bushy in growth: lvs. petiolate, twice

tne ultimate segments ovate and often 3-lobed:
-heads loosely corymbose, in tbe garden fm-ms usually
handsome plant, proltably of Old
double, white.
World origin, nseful for pots, and blooming till frost.

<livided,
fl.

—A

Other introduced species from Eu. are M.

Cliainnmilla,

m

ch-liranebed annual, wiili tiuely dissected
Linn., a glabrous,
10-20 tnmeate white r;iys, .^ml au obloiit,'. nearly terete
akene with 3-5 .aint ribs; and 21. diacnldea, I>(_!. (M. matricarii.i.li^s. Porter), a very leafy and !::;I;Lbrous annu;d with uo rays
imd a lightly nerved obloug akeue.
Ij_ f{_ H_

lvs.,

MATRIMONY VINE.
MATSfiA. Consult

SeeLi/eium.

JfaiifH/i.

MATTEITCCIA (from C. Jlatteucci, an Italian physiPoli/pudiaceir.
A small genus o£ norlU tem1.
perate ferns, with leaves of two sorts, the sterile growing in crowns from erect routstocks, and the fertile
growing from the interior of the crown. Our species is
known as the Ostrich Fern and is one of the most easily
cultivated, as -well as one of tlio liandsoniest of our native species. It multiplies r.-ipidly hy offsets sent out
from the rootstock. Commonly known as au Ouoclea or
Struthiopteris.
cist

Gfrtmhiica
Struthidpteris, Todaro {Stniniioptcri.-:
Willd. Ottodhi Strulliii'ipltris. llottni.). Ostkich Fern.
Lvs. (sterile) 2-6 ft. long, with the lowest pinnie gradually reduced; fertile lvs. lO-l."} in. long, pinnate, with
the margins of the pinnne closely inrolled and covering
the sori. Eu. and northeastern N. Amer.—Wildenow regarded the American species distinct, but by most
liotanists it is considered as identical with the European
species.
L. M. Underwood.

MATTHiOLA

(Peter

Andrew

Matthioli,

1377.

incana,

l.:i00-l.')77,

Sometimes
Italian phvsician and writer on plants).
Gilliflowek,
Crurlienr. Stock.
spelled J/a»iiV</a.
someMatthiolaor
means
when used at the present day,
times Cheiranthus; formerly it designated JJiiiiillnm
GiirnopliiiUim. From Cheiranthus, the wallflower, this
genus differs in its winged seeils, which are as broad as
the parlition, Iho stigma lobes erect or connivent and
often thickened on the outside, the silique not 4-sided
(terete or compressed). Of Matthiolas there are probably ?,0 species, widely distributed in the Old World and
Australia. They are herbs or subshrubs, tomentose,
with oblong or linear-entire or sinuate lvs., and large,
mostly purple fls. in terminal racemes or spikes.
The true Stocks (Pig. 1:IT7) are of this genus. The

Ten Weeks" Stock— Matthiola
r».

Br.

incana, var.

annua (X

)'i)-

Bkompton
becoiuiug woody at base,

Common Autimnal

Stock. Biennial or perennial,
but usually treated as an annual:

or

erect-branching,

closely tomentose-pubesceiif. the .'terns stiff and cylinlong-obdrical': lvs. alternate, tapering into a petiole,
long or oldanceolate, entire, obtuse: fls. with saccate
and
claws
lateral sepals and large petals with long
wide-spreading limb, borne on elongating stalks in an
open, terminal, erect raceme: siliques becoming R-4 in.
ight.
long, erect. Mediterranean region; also Islu of \\
-M. glahrata, DC, is a glabrcsis form.

Ten-TTeeks,
IxTERMEDi.vTE Stock.s. Fig. i:i77. Annual, less
woody, blooming earlier.-A shining-lvd. variety is

Var annua, Voss {M.diniua. Sweet).

or

known.

)

)
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DC

H;ilf-shrubby, stT4igG;!ing annual or bibic6mi3,
ennial: fls. smaller tlian those of M. incami, purplish
or lilac, fi-ajri-;mt by night, closintr by day pnd terete,
Ivs. piunatifid, or the uppermost entire.
long, 2-horned
Greece, Asia Minor.
M. sinuata, var. Oi/ensis, Kouy & Foue., is figured in B.M. 7703
(190U), tv'here it is siiid that "the name Oyeusis h;i,s been corrupted in gardens toOhiensisandChinensis." The plant is from
the lie d' Yeu (Insula Oya, whence the name) on the coast of
France. It is an annual or biennial, ^^ith sinuate-toothed Ivs.,
hairy, and with iar-e white fragrant lis. Not known to be in
cult, in this country.
L, H. B.
:

Calyx glabrous, shorter.

BB,

semp^rflorens, Ort.
Pis. lavender-colored
white. B.M. -iOO.-Cult. in S. Calif.

throat

;

:

of botany at
MATTRANDIA
Cartagena, Spain). Also written Muurandya. IScrophularidcece.. About 5 species of Mexican climbers, with
(after

AA.

Seeds

serrate.

;

lacerated or irregular

wi}if}:

calyx

and broad: Ivs. triangular-ovate,
Subgenus IfOphosper^num.

{

Corolla lobes obtuse or even notched.
Lvs. somewhat triangular in outline, serrate: lis. ;{ iu. long, rosy pink. B.M. 'A037, 3038
B.

erub^scens, (iray.

B.R. 10:1381.

(.-i.C.

BB.

Maurandy, professor

usually halberd-shaped Ivs. and showy, irreguhir trumpet-shaped fls., white, rose, purple and blue, the throat
usually white or light-colored. The lis. are somewhat 2The coninionest species is JI. Barvlalana,
lipped.
which is procnrLiide in a greater range of colors than
the others. Maurandias are desirable vines for winterflowering in cool greenhouses, but since they bloom the
first year from seed, they are almost wholly grown for
summer bloom outdoors and treated like tender annuals.
They have a slender habit and grow alxjut 10 ft. in a
season. In the fall the vines may be taken up and removed into the house if desired.
Botanicallv, this genus is nearest to the snapdragon,
though the throntof the flower is not closed. The plant
known to the trade chiefly as Maiirandia ant irrhini flora
(See Anllrrhninm,
is now referred to Antirrhinum.
where this plant is figured.) It is a climber and requires
Maurandias climb by the
the culture of IMaurandia.
twistingof the leaf- and flower-stalks. They areglabrous
or pubescent: Ivs. alternate, or the lower ones opposite,
halberd-shaped, angular-lobed or coarsely toothed:
calyx 5-parted segments narrow or hroad: corolla tube
scarcely bulged at the hase; posterior lip 2-cut; anterior lip variously parted: stamens 4-didynamous.

a

ivitJi

.segiticHls leafy

11.

20:501. -Cult, in S. Calif.

Corolla lobes acute.

scAndens, Gray {Lopliospermum scandens, D. Don).
Fig. 1378. Perhaps only a botanical variety of the preceding. B.M. yiifjO.— A hybrid with the preceiling is
shown in B. 5:242.
-^t
^y

MAURlTIA (after Prince Moritz, of Nassau, I5G7-1GG5,
patron of Piso and Marcgraf by bis aid a Natural History of Brazil was published). Palmaceoi. Very gracestems very slender,
ful fan palms, almost spineless
obscurely ringed: lvs. pinnately flabelliform, semi-circular, orbicular or wedge-shaped, the lobes lanceolate,
acuminate; rachis long or short; petiole cylindrical:
ovary perfectly 3-celled.
There are G or 7 tropical
;

:

American

species.

flexuosa, Linn. f. Moriche I^alm. Stems without stolvs. 20-30, erect-spreading, 9-16 ft. long
lons
blade
23i-4 ft. long, yellowish beneath; lobes %-\% iu.wide;
petiole stout, rigid, serai-cylindrical, equalingthe blade:
fr. nearly 2 in. long, depressed-globose
seed 1);^ in. long.
Trop. Brazil.— Offered in 1889 by Reasoner Bros, in
the Amazon delta this palm grows to 150 ft. or more in
height, with a trunk often 30 in. in diani. at base. "The
fruit is spherical, the size of a small apple, and covered
with rather small, smooth, brown, reticulated scales,
beneath which is a thin coating of pulp.
spadix loaded
with fruit is of immense weight, often more than two
men could carry between them.— Wallace, Palius of
:

;

;

A

''

the Amazon."

Jared G. Smith.

MAXILLARIA (Latin, m«X(7?rt, jaw; referring to the
Oi-cliidlice<K. Mostly pseudobulbous, epiphytic
orchids, resembling Ly caste iu general appearance.
The genus contains over 100 species, dispersed at various altitudes in Blexico, Brazil and the West Indies.
About 15 species are offered by dealers in America.
Many of these have small flowers and are of value only
in collections. They are, however, easily grown, and
blossom profusely. Among those given below, the
large, white-flowered M. grandiilora and M. veuvsta,
and the white and purple M. Sanderiana are probably
the best species. Rhizomes short or long, creeping or
erect, and clothed with distichous lvs.: pseudobulbs
clustered or scattei'ed on the rhizome, 1-2-lvd. or
densely distichophyllous at the apex of the rhizome:
lvs. leathery or suhfleshy, plicate or plane and keeled,
distichous: sepals subequal, free from each other but
united with the foot of the column and forming a projecting mentum petals similar or smaller: labelhimSlobed, movably articulated to the foot of the column:
lateral lolies erect; middle lol)e with longitndinal callosities. The scai)o arises apparently from the base of
the pseudobulb, on the very young leafy axis, l>ut lower
down than the corresponding new growth. Poliinia 4,
seated on a broad, scale-like stipe. The distichous arrangement of the lvs. distinguishes this genus from
Lycaste. Por M. JTarrisoukv and tetragona see Lycaste.
mentum).

;

,

1378.

A.

Seeds tubercled, ivhighi^^: ealyx ser/ments narroiv:
not .serrate.
Sutigenus E urfiaurandla

Ivs. haslate,

B.

Maurandia scandens (XH)-

CahfX

{

.

disfuirtJif gjavdiilar-pilose:
att<niuale.

segment:^ Jong-

Barclaiina, Lindl. Usually, hut not origin ally, written
Bnrclaijana. B.ii. i;!:llU8. L.B.C. 14:]3bl. "V. .t:353.
The following trade names advertised like speciesname.s are presumably all color-varieties of this species:

—

M. alba, albtfloro Bmcryduii rosea juirpnri'f/ ijrandlflora, variiis.
The last is a trade name f<u* mixed
varieties.
,

^

Heinkich Hasselbring.
Maxillarias are of easy culture, and can be grown under various methods of treatment with fair success.
The best compost consists of clean peat fiber taken from
the several species of Osmunda, and live sphagnum,
both chopped rather fine and well mixed together. After
the receptacle is half tilled with clean drninago and (be
plant properly placed, the compost should be pressed
iirmly in around the roots, interspersing it with nodules
of charcoal. In their native habitats, many uf the finerooted species grow on rock sand trees with very little compost attached. The base of the pseudobulbs or rhizome
should rest ou a convex surface raised a little above the

-

MAXIIJ.AKIA

MAXILLARIA

rim of the pot when finished. Maxillurius delight in a
cool, moist, shaded location at all seasons whei-o the
winter temperature will not exceed 58'' b\ by night and
not over U0° or do" by day. During summer they must
be grown as cool as possible with ventilation at all seasons when admissible, especially in wet, heavy weather.
Water should bo given in abundance while the plants
are growing and not too sparingly when at rest, as the
plants are subject to spot if kept too dry. Weak liquid
cow manure is beneficial occasionally during root action.
iMaxillaria has two recognized liorticultural groups or
sectious; viz., caulescent and steinless. The caulescent
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Aug. Peru and f'olon
I. II. 17:14. -A very
showy and beautiful plant.
3. Lehmanni, Reiclih.
f.
PI. -stalks nearly 1 ft. in

yellow.

length, bearing white fls. nearly as large as those of
Lijcaste Skinneri: side lobes of the labelliim light ochre
outside and light reddish brown with chestnut veins
inside
middle lobe triangular, wavy, sulfur color.
Ecuador. — Resembles M. gra ndi flora, l/ut distinguished
by the character of the iiii.
;

sectionembraces jl^. ;c)i»)7o/iV(, J/. r«»-(i(fci7;s and kindred
having scandent rhizomes and often ol'scure
These should all be grown under pot culture
and afforded supports to climb on, such as small cylinders or rafts of open woodwork with a little compost
worked in the openings, or Osmunda rhizomes supported
obliquely in the pots to which the plants can attach
themselves as they grow upward, and tluis be stipplied
with moisture for the young roots. To the stemless
section belong those with clustered pseudobulbs, as
.U. fuscata, M. grandi flora
J[. hifro-alhn, M. pit-fa, M.
Sanderiana and M. votitshi. Some of these have very
showy flowers. Nearly all do best under pot-culture.
JI. Sandcriana and others are exceptions, however,
and grow best under liaslvct culture, not too much compost and an airy position. Demand for Maxillarias not
being great, the market usually relies on new importations, but stock may also be increased by division between the pseudobulbs as the plants start new action.

species,
flowers.

,

TionETiT

I\I.

Grey.

INIiEX.
aiKniStlfolia,

eleguntula,
tascata.

I.ebmanni,

1'2.

Lindoniai.

S.

Sandcriana,

n.

irr.andiflora, 2.

Jfcnchynannl. 12.
[outteaua, 11.

4.

striata, 10.

;',,

lutco-allta, 9.
picta, C.
riifesccns. 7.

G, 7.

teiiuifolia, 13.

variabilis, 12.
veiiusta. 1.

I

A.

Pseudobulbs clustered on

the creep-

inq rhizoync.
B.

Fls.mostly ichileja rgp and show]).
Sepals loiiq-taneeolate
Sepals broad, ovate, triune/ithfr

c.

1.

yenusta

CC.

or oblong.
D.

Middle

lobe of the hihellnn,
tongue-lil:e

'2.

grandlElora

.!.

Lehmanni

4.

Sanderiana

fi.

Lindeniae

DD. Middle lobe of the laliellinn

rounded
HB. Fts. yellow a)ld tiroicn.
C. Sepals a)td peta ts nio

1379.
rt

alil^e,

1/

oblong

I

(i.

7.

CO.

Sepals and petals dissijnihir,
the latter smaller

S.
;i.

10.

picta'

ruSescens

elegautula
luteo-alba
striata

AA. Pseudobulbs more or le^s distant, an

an ascending
like:

fls.

rhi.ion/e:

les. gras.s-

smalt and numerous....]]. Houtteana
V2.

Lk
Linden

variabilis
tenuifolia

&

Keichb. f. Pseudobulb.s oblong,
compressed, 2-lvd. Ivs. oldong-lanceolate, acuminate,
plane, 1 ft. long: scapes
in. long, bearing a siugle
glistening white fl. G in. across; se[ials and petals longlanceolate, acuminate, spreading
the lateral sepals
wider, labelliim much smaller; middle lobe triangular
recurved, obtuse, yellow; lateral lobes very obttise,
bordered with red; disk with a rounded, hairy callus.
Winter and spring. Colombia. B.M, 529G. G.C. III.
12:3G7 (abnormal).
A large-lid., showy species.
1.

veniista,

:

;

—

grandi!15ra, Lindl. Fig. 1.179. Pseudobulbs clustered, oval: Ivs erect, plane, keeled, ovate-oblong, 1 ft.
long: scapes erect, 3-G in. long, bearing solitary, large
white fls. .3^ in. across; sepals broadly ovate to oblong; petals ovate aeuto, suberect, with recurved tips;
labellum saccate, white, mtich-striped with purple on
the sides; middle lobe tongue-like, white, bordered with
2.

Ma-xillaria crandiflora

(X nearly

}.j).

Sanderiana, Reiclib. f. Pseudobulbs orbicular to
Ijroadl}- oblong, l-lj.j in. long: Ivs. few, G-10 in. long,
oblanceolate. plane, keeled: scapes2-3 i:i.long: fls.4in.
across, pure white, with the bases of the segments puri.

plish red, broken upwards into blottdjes; dorsal sepals
oblong-oV)tuse. concave; lateral sepals triangular-ovate,
forming a broad nientura at base; latend lobes of the
labellum almost obsolete, middle lobe rounded, crisp,
bright vellow, throat dark purple, with a club-sliajied
callus. "Ecuador. B.M. 7jl8. R.TI. 1894:.';2G. ,7.11. III.
20:495. — The finest known species.
5. Lindeniffi, Hort. (J/. Lindenianu. Rirli i: Gal.;)Plants resembling J/. Sanderiana, but the lis. larger
and more open: sepals triangular-lanceolate, spreading,
3 in. long, pure white; petals shorter and wider, erect,
white; labellum fleshy, obovate, somewhat crisp, recurved, pale vellow, with o-O red lines on the lateral

S.H. l":219.
Hook. (Jf. fuscata, Klotzscli). Pseudobulbs
I'siu.high. ovate, furrowed, bearing 1-2 plane, strapshaped Ivs. 1 ft. long: scape ;j-G in. high: Hs. nodding;
sepals and petals oblong-linear, acute, incurved, deep
orange spotted with purple within, white with deep
purple spots outside labellum oblong, whitish, spotted
side lobes small, rounded; midlobe recurved, apirulate.
W^inter. Brazil, Colombia. B.M. 3ir)4. B.R. 21 :1802.
lobes.
C.

picta.

;

;

Handsome.
J/. /».^'C((/", Reichb. f.). Pseudo7. rufescens,Lindl.
ivs. lanceolate,
bulbs ovate, subtetragonal, 1-lvd.
(

:

MAYTENUS

MAXILLARIA
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scape short, vritli 1 small fl. sepals and
petals oblong obtuse, yellow-tinged and spotted with
reddish orange; side lobes of labellum small, bharp;
middle lobe elongate, sub-quadrate, emarginate all yelTrinidad. B.R. 22:1848.—
low, spotted with crimson.
Not valuable.
flciiminate:

:

;

8. clegdntula, Rolfe. The bases of the segments are
white, the outer lialves pale yellow, marked with chocolate color. Nov. a. C. 111. 22:420. -From the illustration,
the sepals are ovate-lanceolate, wavy and recurved, the
lower pair broader; petals smaller, pointing forward,
concave, wavy, with reflexed tips Ivs. lanceolate-acute.
;

9.

Pseudobulbs long-ovate, 1-lvd.,
broad, obtuse, narrowed at the base,

lilteo-Alba, Lindl.

2/2 in. high; Ivs.

sepals 3 in. long, l^ inlong: scapes
in. long:
wide, tawny yellow fading to white at the base, brown
on the back, the lower pair drooping; petals erect, pointing forward, one-haif as long, white to brown and yellow above; side lobes of the labellum yellow with purple streaks; middle lobe recurred, liniry, yellow, with
white margins. Colombia.— A robust species, which
soou fills large-sized pans, making very ornamental
1 ft.

12. variabilis, Batem. (jT/. «j(f/«5^Y()Zia, H^ok.). Pseudoljulbs oval, compressed: Ivs. solitary, plane, lincaroblong, obtuse or emarginate: fis. solitary, small, deep
purple; sepals linear-oblong, acute, the lateral ones
produced at the base; petals subsimilar; labellum oblong, retuse, fleshy, membranous at the base: disk with

a small cnllus. Midwinter. Mex.
B.M. .3014 (as
JIeuc7inuuini). — A small plant, of interest only

long, bearing solitary lis. 4—5 in. across the sepals: dorsal sepals ovateoblong; lateral sepals ovate-attenuate, forming a broad
mentum at the base, often twisted and recurved; petals
narrower, wavy; both sepals and petals are yellow,
striped with red-brown; lobes of the labellum crenatewavy, white with purple veins, the lateral ones recurved. Aug. Peru. Ct.C. TU. 20:G:n. G.M. 41:705.
striata, Rolfe.

Scapes G-8

in.

M.
to

collectors.

Lindl. Rhizomes erect, bearing ovatecompressed ]>seudobulbs at irregular intervals: Ivs.
linear-lanceolate, acute, recurved, grass-like, plane: fls.
small, spotted ami shaded with purple and yellow; sepals ovate-lanceolate, margins revolutc, reflexed; petals
ovate, acute, erect; labellum oblong, refloxed, with an
13. tenuiJolia,

entire,

plants.
10.

fls. nearly 2 in. across;
sepals ovate-lanceolate, dirty
yellow outside, red-purple within, with a yellow margin
and spotted below; petals smaller, colored like the sepals; labellum without lateral lobes, oblong-obtuse,
yellow with red-brown spots, and an ill-defined callus
on the base. April. Guatemala and Venezuela. B.M.
Tfiii.'J. — Fls. last about a month in the coolhousc.

oblong callus.

Spring.

B.R. 25:8. — Not

Mex.

valuable

M. dlchruma. Piolfo. Allied to JI. vcnnsta, but tho petals are
.suffused on the lower half with Ii;,dit pinkish purple, the lip
being margined with the same ("ohir; sepals white. Grow^
freely in a coolhouse, tho fls, lastiiiij for a long time.

Heinrich Hasselering.

MAXIMILIANA

(after Maximilian Joseph, first king
of Bavaria, 1750-1825, not Prince Maximilian Alexnnder
Philipp, as said by some). Pahnacca'. Ta 1, pinnateleavud palms, spineless, witli ringed trunks
Irs.
with linear pinnie in groups, tho raidveins and transverse nerves prominent
rachis bifacial, strongly
compressed; petiole plano-convex. This genus is distinguished from Attalea as follows: petals of the male
fls. minute, much shorter than the G cxserted stamens:
fr. 1-seeded; pinna? in groups instead of equidistant.
From Cocos and Scheelia it differs in the at)ovc floral
characters and in the plano-convex instead of concavoconvex petioles. Fr. yellow or brown, ovoid, with fibrous
or fleshy pericarp an<l bony endocarp, tho latter 3-pored
at the base, acuminate at the apex. Species 3, St. Kitt.s,
Trinidad and S. Am. For culture, see Palm.^.
:

;

A.

P'ntniT vcr/iriUrile.

Maripa, Drude (Aifal^a Jfar'/pa, Mitrt.). Stem thick,
very tall: Ivs. 15 ft. lonir; segments ensiform acute,
divaricate, the lower 3 ft. long, 2 in. wide, gi-adually
diminishing upwards. Brazil.
AA.

Phnnr

i)i

oppo.<iife clusters.

r^gia. Mart. (Aftah-a. ann/gdaDna). Fig. 1381. Stem
15-20 ft. high, ]2-lf> in. thick at the base, 3 times as
thick above because of the persistent petiole bases: Ivs.
15 ft. long; segments more slender, papery, disposed in
opposite clusters, the upper as broad as tho lower.
Brazil. G.C. 111. 1:2.32.
j^r^d G. Smith.

MAY

in Enirlish poetry refers to the flowers of the

hawthorn,

MAY

C'rafa-fius

Oryacantha.

APPLE. Podoph}jUnm. See

a\so

Pas si flora.

MAYBERKY, JAPANESE GOLDEN. Name proposed
by Luther Burliaiik for

Ii'i<biis

jialmatus.

MAYFLOWER

of English literature is the same as
the hnwthorii, Cra((rr/iis Oxijacanilia of New England is
EpHpva rcpois ; of the more western states, Uepafica.
;

MAY-WEED.

MAYTENUS

1380.

Maxillaria Houlteana

(X about

';i).

11. Houtte^na, Reichb. f.
Fig. ]:::80. Rhizome erect
or ascending, clothed with brown sheaths: pseudobulbs
2-2^2 in. long, linear-oblong, compressed: Ivs. solitary,
C in. long, linear, obtuse, keeled
scape l3.j'-2 in. long:
:

Aviheutis C<>Uihi.

(from a Chilean name). CeJasfrdceiT.
genus of about 50 species of trees and shrubs mostly
from South America, some from tropical America. Botnnically they arc near our common bittersweet, CcJastnts sea 11(1 ciis. Aside from habit, Maytenus diiVers from
Celastrus in having the ovary confluent with tho disk
instead of free, and the cells are mostly 1-ovuled instead

A

-

MAYTENUS

JIKDICAGO

of 2-ovuled. Mnyteniis consists of evergreen, UDiu'me.l
plants: ivs. alternate, often 2-ranked, stulked, Ieatlier\
Semite: tis. small, -wLite, yellow or reildisb, axilhirv
solitary, clustered or cymose; calvx 5-cut; petals ai'ui
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MEDfiOLA

(u;imed after the sorceress Medea, for its
supposed great medicinal vi.tues). Li/iuceir.
LiTUMBER KooT, from the taste of the edibleIndian
root
Ihis native perennial herb has
2 whorls of Ivs. and
bears small and not very showy tls. It is
offered
by some dealers in native plants. Med^ola is
nearest to Trillium. The fls. are umbellate
the
perianth segments all alike, colored and deciduous.
Virginiana, Linn. Fig. ]::iS:i. Stem slender.
ft. high, clothed with tlocculeut
deciduous
wool
lower whorl of Ivs. 5-<l, obovate-huiceolate, pointed, netted-veiny, lightly
paraliel-rii.bed
sessile; upper wlu.rl of ;j-5. smaller,
ovate Ivs. at
top subtending a sessile umbel of small,
recurved
tls
.June. Boggy soil, New Euglaud to
Minn.,
1

-J

:

liid.

and southward.

.1/.

B.I\I. lllKi.

D.

129.

axparaaoldis. Linn.-.Vsparajus mcdcoloidcs.

MEDICAGO (name originally from the country
Media). Li',iiiiiiii,,)s,i'. Forty to 50 herbs (rarely
shrubs) in Europe, Asia and Africa, with small
pinnately .3-foli(.iate Ivs. and denticulate Ifts..
and mostly small, purple or yellow fls, in heads
or short racemes: stamens 9 and 1, diadelphous:
fr. a small spiral or curved, rough or
pubescent
indehisceut 1- to few-seeiled pod: fl. with an obovate or oblong standard and obtuse mostly short
Three or 4 species have become weeds in
A few are somewhat cult, for ornament.
The one important species, from an agricultural
keel.^

the East.

point of view, is Alfalfa.

1381.

stamens

Maximiliana

reeia.

the latter inserted nnder the disk; disk orbicular, wavy-margined
stylo none or columnar: cap5,

:

sule leathery, loculicidally L'-;{-valved.

M. Boaria

a beautiful eversreeu tree, of praceful
habit; in Calif. 15-25 ft. liipli, but iu Chile said to attain 100 ft.
braiichlets pendulous: Ivs. small: Hs. minute, greenish, inconspicuous
aril scarlet.
Perfectly
hardy in Calif, as farnorth as 8an Francisco, and hlKhly
is

One

species"(and per-

haps more) is cult, for the odd pods, which are
sometimes used by Old World gardeners as surprises or .iokes, and are occasionally grown in
this country as oddities. Some of the Medicagoes
dmulate clovers in appearance, but the twisted or
piral pods distinguish them.
A. FJoicers piirpJe.
satlva, Linn. Alfalfa. Luoerne. Fig.
nnial, glabrous, growing erect 1-3 ft. and

1.384.

Per-

making

:

:

valued for ornamental planting
veconinieuded as a
street and avenue tree: timber e.xtremely hard. Propagated readily from seeds, which are ]iroduced iu abundance, or from suckers.
;

Boaria, Molina (jlf. r7i(7c'H.v/i-, DC). Mavten. Fig.
L\-s. ovate-lanceolate, thin, glandular-serrate,
glabrous: Us. small, axillary, clustered, polygamous, the
males with 5 calyx teeth, petals and stamens: capsule
the _Rize of a pea, 2-valved, 2-seeded.
Chile.
B.R.
1382.

-''''"-•
.T.

r.uKTT

Daw.

MAZE. See Labyrinlh.

MEADOW BEAUTY.
ciini.s pi-((ltiisis

(h'ltoidr.t.
ciiiii.

(a

M. Sweet.

MEC0N6PSIS

Bhixia.

meadow

M. Eue.

grass).
Thalirtrtnn.

rJninriti.

(Greek,

M. Foxtail. J /.71,
M. Pink. Dinnlhux
M. Saffron. Cnlrhi-

M. Tulip.

pnpp,/-liJ.-f).

Calnchortus.

Papareracea-.

About 10 species of herbs, natives of the Himalayas,
China, Europe and western North America, The Welsh
Poppy, j\{. Catnltrica, is suitalile for rockeries, grows
about a foot high, and has rather lai-ge, pale yellow, 4petalcd tls. borne in summer. The genns is nearest to
Argemone, but does not have prickly Ivs. Perennial or
rarely annual

Ivs. entire or rarely lobed or dissected:
long-peduncled, yellow, purple or blue: ovary ovoid,
with a short but distinct style :iud a stign)a of 4-G rays.
J. B. Keller writes that tiie ^Velsh Poppy is of easy
cultivation in ordinary garden soil and sunny situation,
and is prop, by seed or division.
:

fls.

CAmbrica, Vig.

Welsh

Poppy.

Perennial:

fld.

form).

1382. Maytenus Boaria.
Showing the dehisciug fruit.

stems

slender: Ivs. long-stalked, pale green, slightly hairy,
pinnate, dentate, with 5-7 segments. Eocky woo<ls and
shady places, western En. G.C. III. 19:G7i (a double-

lon^tap-root Ifts. small, linear, oblone:toorftte-oblong^,
prominently toothed towards the top: stipules awl-like,
conspicuous, entire; fls. iu short, axillary racemes:
:

a

.

MEDICAGO

MEDINILLA

pods slightly pubescent, with two or three spirals. Eu.
— Now widely cult., particularly iu dry regions, as a
hay and pasture, being to the West what red clover is
to the Northeast. See Alfalfa. A hardier and drought-

Ifts. oval to orbicular,
broils or slightly pubescent
tootlied: stipules broad and toothed: fls. small, light
yellow, in pedunculate heads
fr. nearly glabrous,
spiral, becoming black. Eu.
Extensively naturalized.

(known as var. Turkest^nica, Hort.) was
introduced from central Asia in 1H9S hy N. E. Hansen,

Has the appearance of
a clover. The yellow
clovers with which it
is
likely to be confounded have larger
heads, which soon be-
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resisting race

:

:

—

come dry and papery,
and the stipules are enIt is sometimes
used as a forage or hay
plant, Of no ornamentire.

tal value.

prostrata,Jacq.

Stem

prosti-ate: Ifts. linear,
dentate at the apex:

stipules
late:

linear- subu-

pod glabrous,

spi-

2contorted,
seeded, black. S. Eu.
— Advertised as an or-

rally

namental phmt. M.elea name for a low,
yellow-tld. species, is
also in the trade; it
nuiy be any one of 4 or
5 species.
(/'ins,

Medicago sativa— Alfalfa.
(XK.)

scutellata, Mill.
Snails. Erect or spreading, softpubescent: Ifts. broadly obovate or the upper "ones
broadly oblong, prominently toothed: stipules falcate,
toothed at the ba^e: fls. small, solitary or nearly so;
pod large and prominently reticulated, }.3 in. across,
like a snail shell. Eu. — Grown for the odd snail-like
pods, which are used as surprises. See the article Cater})iUars.

EB.

Plant peroivtal and

arb6rea, Linn.

u-ooihj,

Tree Alfalfa. Moon Trefoil. Two

to 8 ft. tall, with hard black wood: Ifts. oval to obovate,
light green, toothed at the top
stipules linear-acute,
entire; fls. orange-yellow, in rather loose, axillary, pedunclod chistcrs: pod spiral, 2-3-seeded. S. Eu. L.B.C.
14:1379. — Offered as an ornamental plant in S. Calif.
:

L. H. B.

MEDICK,

See Mtd'tcago.

MEDINlLLA (after Jose de Medinilla y Pineda,
governor of the Ladrones). Meh'istoni(}cea'. A genus of
species of tropical plants, mostly from the East
Indies and Pacific islands. 31. magnifica is one of the
most gorgeous tropical plants in cultivation, and one of
the most desirable for amateurs who have hothouses.
It is a native of the Philippines.
It has handsome
broad, shining, leathery foliage and coral-red, 5-peta!ed
lis., each about 1 in. across, which are borne in pendulous jiyramidal panicles sometimes a foot long, and
bearing 100-150 fls. The axis and branches of the panicle are piiikish, and the same color tinges the large,
showy bracts, which are sometimes 4 in. long. Hooker
08

1383.

Medeola Vireiniana. the Indian Cucumber Root.
(-<'..)

(Seep. 997.)

says: "Its most beautiful state is, ])erhaps, before the
full perfection of the lis.. Avhen the large imbricated
bracts begin to separate and allow the buds to be partially seen. As the expansion of the blossoms advances,
the upper bracts fall off, but the lower ones remain and
become retlexed." This truly magnilicent plant flowers
<'0])i(iusly when only 2 or J ft. high, and a large wellkr])t specimen in flower is a sight that is never to be
fiirgottrn.
The numerous long, bent, jiurple anthers,
with tln-ir yellow filaments, fnrni an additional feature
i)t'

under the auspices of the U. S. T>ej>t. Agric. (see Hansen, Amer. Agric. Feh.L'i, 1900; Circular 2.j, Division of

interest.

r)iffuse, the

is distinguished from allied genera (none
which has garden value) rdiirtly by the curious aj)])cndages of the stamens. The stamens are 8, 10 or 12,
the anterior connective, 2-lnl)ed or 2-spurred, the posterior one usually setose or l-2dobed or 1-spurred.
Medinillas are branching shrubs, erect or climbing: Ivs.
mostly opposite or whorled. entire, fleshy: fls. wliite or
rose, with or without bracts, in panicles or cvnies,

ft.

Oogniaux

Agrostology, U. S. Dept. Agric.)
AA.
B.

FIs. yelhiiv.

Plant annual and Jwrhaci^aas.

lupuUna, Linn. Black or Hop Mtsdick. Nonesuch.
branches often rooting ami becoming 2-.'>
long, deep-rooted, and dilHcult to |inll ni): plant gla-

Medinilla

of

in

D(J.

Mon. Phan.

7:r)72-G02

(1891).

The

2

MEDINILLA

MELALEUCA

species described below are glalirons, with opposite,
sessile lvs. and Ions, terminal, pendulous, l)rac,ted panicles, with floral parts in 5's.
A.

Fl.^. COI-il)',

'f/

or

yo.^ij jiiiil;.

magnifica, Lindl. Figs lliSfi-C). Lvs. witli 9-i;! nerves,
which rnn from various points along the njiilrib to tliL
margin or apex, ovate or ovate-oblong: bracts 1-4 in.
long. Philippines.
B.M. 4533. F.S. G:.S72 and 9-'XiS
(splendid). C!n. 51. p. 39i.
G.C. II. 2:421.
1X57
lip. 319, 343, and 1890, pp. 102, 103.
A. P. 7:1047.-Otber
interesting features are the whorled branches, each one
4-ridged or winged, and the dense ring of short, fleshy
processes at the joints between tie lvs. It can be propagated by seeds or cuttings of young wood in heat.
.

EH

AA.

Fls. wltitc.

It

from that genus "by
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thick perennial roots its
large, turgul, innnarginate seeds and
its thick fleshy
its

cotyledons which remain under ground in germimition.
Ihe fruit in some species ;i].pears to be wholly indehiscent" There are five species described in the Botany
of Cahtoriii;!.
One of these, M. Caliiornica, Torr
(Arhiiioci/sl,., f„l,„r,„, N:uid.|,is sometimes
grown in
hoe collections :uid botanic gardens, it is a tendrilclimber, reaeliing 21) to 30 It. in its nativ.- haunts: lvs.
deeply 5-/-lobe(l: lis. niono:-ci(Mis
fr. densely spinose
globose or ovoid, 2 in. long: seed obovoid, nearly 1 in.
long and half or more as broad, margineil by a narrow
groove or dark line. S.Calif. Odd in germination (see
Gray, Amer. .Jouru. Sci. 1877).
:

MEGASfiA. Sec Saxifraga.

Hook. Lvs with 2 nerves beside the midrib
which run from the base to the apex of the leaf: liracts
about 3 lines long.
,Sum:itra.
B.M. G7:!0. U.C. U.
20:G2L— John Saul says it blooms in autumn, -^y
jj
McdiiiiHa magnified is a fine stove plant, even when
not in flower.
It renuvins in bloom from April to
July. The writer has kept a tree-shaped specimen for
CiirtisU,

1335.

Medinilla magnifica,

A youug

placed in a conservatory with a nii;ht temperature of
When growing vigorously it likes plenty of wrak

y>o°.

cow maniire and guano

alternately.

It

must

l^e

constantly watched for mealy bug, as it is almost impossible to dislodge this pest after the racemes have

begun

to

form.

MEDLAR.

See

-

MespiJi(.<i.

erroneously called Medlar.
Photinia.

is

sometimes

Fur Japanesi- Medlar, see

MEDUSA'S HEAD. Euphorbia

MEGAEKHiZA

F. L. IIarkis.

The Loquat

species).

specimen,

more than twenty year^, duriiic; wliicli tinu' it has nover
failed to bloom annually.
In altcrnare season.^ the tis.
have been more abundant, .sliuwin.a' that the plant need.^
a rest. After flowering, the specimen may be placed
outdoors in a partly shaded position, where high winds
cannot damage the foliage. In September, it should be

liquid

MELALEUCA (Grec
from the black trunk

Capnt-Mednsa-.

(Greek for big root). CucurhitdeerP.
By Bentham & Hooker, and also by Cogniaux (DC.
-Monogr. Phaner. ;i) this genus is referred to Echinocystis", but Watson (Bot. C'alif. 1, p. 1^41) distinguishes

Mijrii'ivca-.

1386.

<, mi'hiK, black, and teukn>;,v:hite:
Old white branches of one of the

This genus comprises about 100

Medinilla ma-^nifica {y\}^).

Species of Au.straiian trees and shrul>s, many of which
are considered useful for hxing coast sands and holding
muddy shores. Tlie trees live in salty ground and water,
nmch as mangroves do, and some are grown in swamps
as a corrective of fever conditions.
They transplant
easilj' and have close-grained, hard, durable timber.
Lvs. alternate, rarely opposite, entire, lanceolate or
linear, liat or subterete, with 1-:^ or many nerves: bracts
deciduous: tis. in lieads or spikes, eacli sessile in the
axil of a floral leaf, their parts in 5's; calyx tube subglobose; lobes imbricate or open; petals spreading, deciduous stamens indefinite in number, more or less united
at their bases into .i bundles opposite the petals; anthers
versatile, the cells parallel and bursting longitudinally:
ovary inferior or half inferior, enclosed in the calyx
Several
tulie. usually with many ovules in each cell.
Sometimes called
species are cultivated in S. Calif.
Bottle-brush trees, from their resemblance to the allied
Callistemons. Flora Australiensis, 3:123.
;

A. Xrs. mosfli/ alternate.
Leucadendron, Linn. (J/. Cajaputi, Roxb.).
Ca.taput Tkee. The most widely distributed of

Thk
all

the

MELALEUCA

ME LA STOMA

many changeable and uncertain variations,
found throughout tropical Asia, especially the Indian
Archipelago. The plants range in size from shrubs to
trees 80 ft. high, the large trees having slender, pendulous branches, the small trees and shrubs rigid, erect

longs to the Ixia tribe, in which the flowers are spicate,
not fugitive, and never more than 1 to a spathe. It resembles Ixia in having a regular perianth and simple
style branches, but belongs to a different group of
genera in which the stamens are one-sided and arched.
Baker places it between Crocosma and Tritonia, differing from thenn in having a small perianth without any
tube and very acuminate segments. Baker, Irideto, lS9f,
and Flora Capensis, vol. 6. For culture, see Bulhs and
Ixia.
graminea, Ker. Corm globose, % in. in diam.: stem
very slender, 1 ft. or more long: lvs. about 6 in a 2ranked, basal rosette, linear, 3^-1 ft. long: spikes fewfld., panicled: fls. yellowish green, veined with purplish
black, J^.i-% in. across. Spring, B.M. 615.

1000
epecies, with

branches: Ivs. often vertical, elliptical or lanceolate,
straight, oblique or falcate, acuminate, acute or obtuse,
when broad 2-4 in. long, when narrow 6~S in. long, narpetiole, thin or rigid: fl. -spikes more or
less interrupted, solitary or 2 or 3 together, from les.s
than 2 to more than G in. long: fls. numerous, white,

rowed into a

elongated; stamens greenish yellow, whitish, pink or
purple, glabrous, 5-9 in each bundle, less than 3-2 in.
long; claws sometimes very short, sometimes exceeding
the petals, each with 5-8 filaments at the end. The Ivs.
yield the well-known green aromatic cajaput oil used in
medicine. The bark is pale buff, in many thin, easily
separated layers; it is very durable, lasting longer than
timber, and is said to be almost impervious to water; it
is valuable for packing fruits and is used for roofs and
The tree withstands win-'ls, drought and
for boats.
slight frosts and grows where the Eucalpytus fails.
Von MUller recommends it for planting where yellow
Sometimes called the Paper Bark or
fever occurs.

Swamp Tea

G.M.

tree.

AA.

Lfs

40;7;i8.

'inosthj

ill

wliorls of o~5.

micromera. Schau. Lvs. closely appressed, ovate,
scale-like, but thick, peltately attached, rarely above
Kline long: tls. sulfur-yellow, the males small, in globular, terminal heads, the axils soon growing out into
a leafy shoot: fruiting heads dense, globular, the calices
open.

AAA. Li:.'<. mosfhj opposite.
Jfarglns of lvs. recurved,
hypericUdlia, Smith. Lvs. opposite, lanceolate or oblong, rather thin, with recurved margins and prominent
midrib %-l}-4 in. long: fls. large, rich red, in cylindrical
or oblong dense spikes; stamens over 3^ in. long; staminal claws long. L.B. C. 2:199.— This species belongs to
a series in which the stamens are over % in. long, ^vhile
in the other G series the stamens never exceed % in.
B.

BB.

Margin

of Jcs. -not recurved.

decussita, R. Br. Tall shrub, sometimes 20 ft. high:
lvs. mostly opposite, often decussate on the smaller
branches, oblong-lanceolate or linear, 3-6 lines long,
rigid: fls. rather small, pink; when in oblong or almost
globular lateral heads or spikes are usually barren, and
fertile when in oblong or cylindrical interrupted spikes
forming the base of leafy branches; stamens not above 3
lines long, very shortly united in bundles of 10-15; calyx
lobes more or less scarious and deciduous or wearing off
when in fruit, attached by the broad base, more or less
immersed when in fruit in the thickened rachis. B.M.
2268.

L.B.C. 13:1208.

m. b. Coulston.

MELANTHITJM
color

[QvQe\,hlacl{, flower; from the darker
which the persistent perianth assumes on fading).
Leafy perennial herbs 2-5 ft. high, with

jbilidcece.

thick rootstocks: lvs. linear to oblanceolate or oval: fls.
greenish, white or cream-colored, borne in a large, open
terminal panicle. The genus is nearest to Veratrum, but
the sepals of the latter are not clawed as they are in Melanthium. Pei'ianth segments usually oblong or oblanceolate, with or without glands at the top of the claw. Of
species, 2 are African, 1 Siberian and 3 North American,
only 1 of the latter being in the trade.
Virginicum, Linn. Bunch Flower. Stem rather slender, leafy: Ivs. linear, 1 ft. or less long: panicles 6-18
in. long: fls. 6-10 lines across; double gland at top of

Marshy woodlands and meadows from New
England to Pla. and Minn, to Tex. B.M. 985 {Helonias
Virginica) — \iit, by H. P. Kelsey 1891. A showy and
claw. July.

.

striking plaut.

M. junceum

is

botanical position

advertised by Krelage, of Haarlem, but
is to be determined,

MELASPHiERULA

its

(a little black sphere; referring
to the bulblets on the stem). Iridcicew,
genus of (me
species from the Cape of Good Hope, a small, rare bulbous plant procurable from Dutch bulb-growers. It be-

A

J387.

Umbrella-tree— Melia Azedarach, var. umbracuUformis.

MELASTOMA

(Greek for black and mouth; alluding
mouth when the berries of some
This genus, wdiich gives name to the
are
eaten).
species
great farailj'' Melastomacere, with 2,000 species, is little
known in cult. It is not the most important genus of
the family, either horticulturally or in number of species.
Cogniaux, the latest monographer (DC. Monogr. Phaner.
7), admits 37 species. The largerpart of melastomaceoas
plants are of tropical America, but the true Melastomas
are natives to tropical Asia, Australia and Oceanica.
They are shrubs or rarely small trees: lvs. opposite,
petiolate, oblong or lanceolate, thick and entire, strongly
nerved lengthwise, often handsomely colored: fls. solitary or fascicled on the ends of the branches, purple
or rose (rarely white), large and showy; calyx mostly
5-lobed; petals usually 5 and often unequal, ciliate on
the hack; stamens 10 as a rule, very strongly unequal,
part of them being short and small: fr. a leathery or
fleshy berry, breaking irregularly, 5-7-loculed and conFor culture, see
taining many small spiral seeds.
Medinilla. Nearly all tropical melastomaceous plants
require a high temperature, piirtial shade and considerable moisture. Prop, by cuttings of firm wood. Advertized in S. Calif.

to the color left in tiie

A.

Lvs. sfrougtij

5-yi.erved.

dec6mKduin. Roxhg. (J/. sanguAneum, D. Don. M.Malabdthricntii, Sims, not Linn.), Three to 4 ft.: branches
suhterete and hirsute: lvs. lanceolate or lance-oblong.
long-acuminate, the nerves (or at least some of them)
and the petioles often red fls. 1-3, large, nearly or quite
2 in. across, the petals rose-colored and refuse. Java to
China. B.M. 529 and 2241.
:

AA. //('.';. strongly 7-nerved.
cindidttm, D. Don {M. Malabdtkricmn, B.Ii. 8:G72, not
Linn.). Branches 4-angled, the youngerones pubescent,
as also the petioles: lvs. ovate-acute, setulose above,
villose beneath: fls. 8-7 in a cyme, rose-colored (sometimes white ? about the size of those of M. deceinfUlum;
calyx-lobes shorter than the tube. China.
)

,

MalabAthricum, Linn. Differs from the last in having
the calyx-lobes about equal to the tube, or sometimes
even longer: lvs. oblong or ovate-ohlong, acute or shortfls.
acuminate, sparsely setulose, above and beneath
corymbose, purple, much smaller than in the last two.
:

m

.

MELASTOJIA

MELILOTUS

E. Inflia to Austral. —Probably the J)/. Malahatlirlc u
of horticulturists is one of the above species. Not known
to be in the Amor, trade.
L H. B.

M£LIA

(ancient

Greek name).

Mt^Udccrr.

Trees,

to 40 feet high: Ivs. deciduous, doubly pinnate
as a rule, the Ifts. acuminate, glabrous: lis. in graceful
panicles; sepals H-"); petals d or (i; stamens monadelphous, 10-12, of two different lengths: ovary with several locTiles. topped with a single style: fr. a small, indehiscent drupe. Species 2 or ;{, of Asia aiul Australia.

from 30

Lv^. more Ih'in oilrr piiniafi'.
AzMaraoh, Linn. This is the typical species as introduced in the southern states early in the last century.
It is a native of India and Persia, hence its vririous
local names, as Pride of India, hnlian Lilac, Cbinaberry tree, etc. It has become naturalized throughout
the South, the seeds germinating freely. It grows with
great rapidity, and forms one of the most desiratjU;
shade trees, both from the bright green tint of the foliage, which is ret;uued until late in the autumn, and also
from the fragrance of the numerous, lilac-colored flowers, which are ]iroduced during A])ril. These are succeeded liy an abundant crop of berries, of a yellowish,
translucent color, wdiicli are readily eaten by cattle and
birds. The wood, although coarse, is very durable. The
tree can withstand a low temperature, but a cold of
zero will in,iure it. Several forms have been found,
a white-flowering and one with finely-cut leaves, with
the segments of the Ifts. cut in narrow divisions. These
formsare not constant, the seedlings frequently reverting to the typical species. In all forms of J/. Azeilarath
the Ivs. are 2- or H-pinnate, the ultimate Ifts. ovate or
lanceolate, anil varying from serrate to very nearly enA.

bonce

seli.lom varies;

B.M.

is

it

supposed liy s ome to be a
are less liruad than in

M

Ifts.

Azedarach, and tlie brandies erect, and, ii a manner,
radiating from tlie trunk, the druopin^^ Iniliage gi\'iiig
the tree the appearance of a gigantic uinbr ella. Mn. H,
11

p. 73.

AA

on ce-j) in)iul/\

Li:' 'I I'cs

.

Large
Linn. {M. Japdnica, H;is k.
tree, sometimes 50 ft.:
Ivs. broad, with ;i-i:. lanceacuminate, oblique, more or less serrate Ifis
tls.wliit.',
fragrant: foliage crowded nearthe ends uT le l>ranches.
India. — Not hardy in the Middle South.
21. florihvnda, Carr. (R. H. 1872:470) is prol bly a form of
j\I. Azedariu'h.
It is more iirccocious and very lioriferuus.—
Azadirdclita,

)

.

:

1

M.

fictiipih-rireiis, S\v.
Fvoui .iHTiiaiea. A low - growinj^ tree
leave^i deeply incised. FIowits in axillary p;[inicles, small.
liKht lilac, fraiirant, in constant snc.-ession.
greenhouse
speeies. Probably only ;t forui uf Al. Azedarach. B.R. 8:013.

with

..-\

Berokmans am

P. J.

L. IL B.

1

MELIANTHUS

(wrf, honey, and aufhns, flower).
Aliout I) spccii-s of evergreen slirub.s;,
natives uf South Africa.
Can be grown out-of-doors in
S. Calif. Foliage has a disagreeable odor when bruised;
Ivs. alternate, stipulate, 0(bl-piiinate
Ifts. uneipialsided, toothed: tis. in axillary and Terminal racemes,
secreting honey plentifully calyx laterally compresseil.
with or without a sac-like (trotnberance at the base, and
a nectar-bearing ghmd within; petals .", the anterior one
abortive; stamens 4, didynanious. M. If nm ht i/fi nt(s is
J/, major, which has been iutmiiuced into S. Asia.
S<i i>i inJnr<'a-.

;

;

>

CnJyr gililmit.s at husc.
Stem tiexuous, glabrous, sometimes

A.

,

tire.

The

distinct species.

1001

major, Linn.

10

more in height, witli u widely cree].>ing root: Ivs.
a foot or more long, the upper ones smaller; stijiules grown together into oue lar;;e, int ra-axiUary piece,
attached to the lower part <.f the iietiol,- Ifts. 0-11, :!-4
in. long, 2 in. wid^: racemes deusely-tld., 1 ft. or muro
in length: bracts ovate, acuminate: tls. red-brown. 1 in.
long: capsule papery, 4-Iobeil at the apex, 1-lH in.
long: seeds 2 in each eel), black and sliinin;^. Cape.
ft.

or

j,rray,

Uir.ti.

Var. umbracuIiJ6rmis, Hort.
The lirst tree that

Fig. 13S7.

Texas Umbrella Tree.
came to notice was found

B.R. 1:45.

K.H.

Iti(i7,

p.

IM.

AA. C'i/ijxiia/ ranspirnaaslij gibbons at

Lvs. H-G

bai^c.

stipules 2, subulate,
lateral, free; Ifts. II2-2 in. long, (i-IO lines wide: racemes G-12 in. long, subterniinal: Hs. dull red: capsule
obtuse at each end, scarcely 4-Iobed, 8 lines long. Caj)e.

minor, Linn.

Not B.M.

301,

which

is ]\r.

in. lonix;

'couiosns.

M. B. COI'LSTON.

MELIC6CCA

(Greek, honri/ bvrru; referring to the
species of
taste of the fruit), ^ajiiu'h'c-cr. Two or
tropical fruit trees, natives of Uuiana and Trinidad.
'Spanish
Th(
Lime, M. bijar/a, is cult, in S. Fla. and
s
lilt
Its fruits are about the size and shape of
green or yellow, and have a pleasant, grape-like
\ lums
ir
fl i\
The large seeds are sometimes roasted like
hcstnuts The tree grows slowly, attaining 20-nO ft.,
and liears freely. It can be fruited in tlie
North under glass. Generic characters: lvs.
abruptly jnnnate: racemes divided: calyx 4parted; segments imbricated: petals 4; stamens 8; disk complete; stigma peltate, suitsessile: ovary 2-celled: berry 1-2-seeded.
:i

(

bljiiga,

Linn.

Lime or Gtxep.

Spanish

Fig. 13b8. Lfts. in 2 pairs, elliptical or elliptic-lanceolate, entire, glabrous: tis. whitish, in
terminal racemes. Naturalized in the West
Indies. Bears several degrees of frost. The
foliage is distinct, the compound Ivs. with
winged petioles resembling those of ^apindirs

saponaria, the

MELILOTUS
1388.

Melicocca bijuga (sprays X^4)

(Greek for

hotif}/ Jofu.-^).

L<

-

Pcrluips a dozen
species of annual or biennial tall-growing,
j,\veet-smelling herbs, widely distributed in
temperate and subtropical regions. Lvs. pinnately 'Alfts. toothed and mostly narrow: tls. small,
the
foliolate,
white or vellow, in slender, long-stalked, axillary racemes; calvx teeth short and nearly equal; standard
guiii'ninsii'.

near the battle-field of San Jacinto. Texas, but with no
record of its introduction there. If the flowers are not
cross-pollinated with the common sort, the percentage
of seedlings wtiich reproduce the exact umbrella shape

West Indian Soap-berry.

Sweet Clover.

MELILOTUS

MENISCIUM

oblong or ohlong-obovatc; keel olitnse: fr. a small,
few-seeded, not twisted, but more or Irss reticulated

MELON. See Miisl-inelon and JVafermcJon ; also
CilruUus and Cucuviis. M. Papaw. See Caricit Papaya.
M. Shrub. See Solavnm muricaium-. Chinese Preserving Melon is Benincasa.
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pod. Two species, M. oificinalis, Lam. (yellow^Iba, Desv. (wbite-tld.), bavu become
along roadsides and in "waste places.
The latter, M. alt/a, is the commoner. It is an erect
lierb, often higher than a man, flowering abundantly in
spring and early summer. It is biennial. It is said to
lirefer soils rich in lime, and it thrives on poor and dry
Under the name of Bokhara clover nnd sweet
soils.
clover, it is grown somewhat as a forage plant. Cattle
come to like it for grazing, purticnlarly if turned onto
it early in the season, before other herbage is attractive.
It nmy also be cut for hay, particularly the second
year. About 10 lbs. of seed is required per acre. It is
an excellent bee plant.
L, JI. B.

fiattish
fid.),

and M.

\\-eeds

MELfSSA (Greek, bee; becau e the bees are fond of
Ldbiillce. About 8 spe ies of hardy perennial
I'.alm).
herbs from Europe and western Asia. M. offieinalia is
Balm (which see), a sweet her b, with \Yhite or pale
vellow tls. A variegated form is cult, for ornament.
^f. Pi/t'fvina. Benth.==
it has silverv white markings.
i'aJahiintha 'pafavhin^HorU Th is has light purple fls.,
by
and may be told from C. grandi flora i\ud official
the calyx being bulged or gibbon s at the base. IMelissas
have dentate Ivs.: whorls few-fl 1.. lax, axillary, secnnd:
fls. white or yellowish; corolla t iibe recur\'ed-ascending
below the middle.
!i.'>

MELOCACTUS {nulnn-racf}<.:^, referring to the shape
of the ])lant-bodyj. Caciacett:. Stems globose or ovoid,
with vertical ribs, crowned at maturity with a"cephalium"— a prolongation of the axis densely covered with
t-mall tubercles, imbedded in wool and bearing in their
axils small flowers and berries. The plant has the appearance of an Echinopsis surmounted by a Mammillaria.

MELdTHRIA (probably a name for a bryony-like
melon is Greek tor apple, which may refer to the
shape of the fruit). Cucurhiidcea'. About 54 species of
slender herbaceous vines, climbing or trailing, annual
or perennial, with small yellow or white fls., found in the
warmer parts of the world. Three kinds are known to
the trade as M. scahra, Mul'ia .scabrelhi. and Pilogyne
.snai^is, the last being perhaps the best.
These three
are slender, but rapid-growing, half-hardy, annual
climbers, which may be grown indoors in winter, but
preferably outdoors in summer for covering unsightly
objects. They are presumably more attractive in frui't
than in flower.
The latest monographer, Cogniaux in DC. Mon. Phan.
]dant;

Vol.

3,

1881,

makes three

scabra belongs to the

sections of the genus. M.
M. punctata to the second
to the third.
M. punctata has

first,

and M. MadcraHpatana
sensitive tendrils.

Section I. Eujielothria. Fls. nsually monoecious,
males mostly racemose
anthers subsessile: fr. mostly
with long and slender peduncles: seeds usually not
margined.
Section II. Solen'A. Fls. mostly dicecious, males
corj'mbose; anthers borne on rather long filaments, the
connective not produced
fr. mostly short-peduncled
seeds mostly margined.
Section III. Mukia. Fls. monoecions, males clus;

:

:

tered; anthers subsessile, the connective apiculate:
subsessile: seeds margined, usually pitted.

fr.

sc^bra, Naud. Lvs. rigid, entire or acutely 5-lobed
tendrils unbranched: anthers roundish, with a wide connective, the cells straight, not plicate: fr. ovoid or ovoidoblong, obtuse, 3-celled, rather large (1 in. long,
in.
thick), with broad parallel stripes of white and green.
;

%

Mexico.
punctata, Cogn. {PiJ6gyne su(ivis, Schrad.).
Lvs.
angled or slightly 3-5dobed,
white-spotted above, pilose, short-hairy or scabrous below, margin remotely denticulate
fr, brown, lightly
pitted, about 3 lines thick
seeds small, about 2 lines

membranous, cordate,

:

:

long, .strongly compressed.
S. Africa. — Int. 1890 by
Henderson & Co. as the Oak-leaved Climber. Melothria
pnnctatxi is a beautiful climbing herbaceous perennial,
better known as Pilor/i/ue siiavis, and sometimes called
Zehneiirt siiai-is. Even when protected, it is too tender
to stand the northern winters. It blooms in clusters;
lis. small, white and star-shape, with a strong musk fragrance; lvs. green, small and glossy. Being a very
rapid grower.it is desirable for covering verandas otfor house culture. It will do well in any part of a living
room where it has light. It will grow as much as l(i
feet high in one summer by having a liberal supply of
water every day and liquid manure once a week. After
growing outdoors it can be cut dowji to
inches, potted
and taken into the house for the winter. In the spring
it can be cut back, again planted out and it will do well.
The roots can almost be called tuberous, and can be
kept dormant during the winter, the same as Dahlias,
buried in sand in :\ cik.I, dry place, free from frost.
Kapidly increased by cuttings.

MaderaspAtana, Cogn. (Mul-ia scahreUa, Am.). Lvs.
seahrous or f>hort-hairy beneath: fr. small, globose:
seeds pitted. Trop. Asia and Afr. —"Fruits reddish when
ripe." J. 21. Tliorbaru d- Go. James Vick and W. M.
1339.

Melocactus communis {X

communis. Link

1-^

Ril)s 10-^0, acute:
Otto. Fig. b'isii.
1 in. apart: radial sjiines ^6-^\, straight or
curved, subulate; centrals 1—1: ce|tbalium at lirst low,
hemispherical, becoming cylindrical in time, reaching a
height of 8 in.; the dense wool (\\ the ceplnilium is
]iiercedby many red or brown bristles: fls. red, slender:
tr. 3^ in. loTig, crowned by the persistent remains of the
^t

areolae nearly

fhiwer, rod.

West Indian isbmds.

Head." B.M. JOUO.

(.'ailed tlien^

"Turk's

Katttakine BiJANnEfJEE.

MENfSCIUM (Greek, a crescent; referring to the
shape of the sori). Polifpodidcea/. A small genus of
about 10 tropical species, with simi)le or pinnate lvs. and
the main v<dns nniteil by successive transverse arches,
on which the naked sori are borne.
reticuUtum, Swz. Stalks 1-3 ft. long, stout: lvs. 2-4 ft.
1 ft. or more wide, pinnate; pinufe 1-4 in. wide,
with an acuminate apex, naked or slightly pubescent;
main veins 1-1 ^.^ lines apart, with 8-12 transverse arches.
Mexico and \V. hnlies 1u Brazil.
j^ |\j_ PT>jdkrwood.

long,

MENISPKR.MUJI

MENTHA

MENISPfiRMUM (Greuk, nwoii.seed). MenispermAAs conceived by the early botanists,
i\Iu<-'NsEKi>,
Menisperniuni contained many species wliicli are now
referred to CocciiUis, Abuta. Cissampelt>s, Tinospora,
Anamirta and other genera. Tlie jj:enus is now considered
to be bitypic, one species oconrring in N. America and the
other in Siberia, China and Japan. Moonseeds are twining woody vines, with alternate loufj-petioled Ivs., which

described, and the synonymy is extensive. About 30
species are now recognized, all native in the north tfmperate zone, 12 being native or naturali/.ud in N'nrili
America. Six species are cultivated juon- or Irs.s U<v
the production of aromatic essential oil, wliicU is toutid
in all parts of the herb; and especially in minute glolmlc^
on the surface of the leaves and calyx.
Peppermint, the most important economic species of
Mint, ranks as one of the inost important of all plants
in the production of essential oils.
It was originally
motive in Great Britain and possibly in continental
Europe, but is now widely naturalized, growing in many
places on both continents like a native plant. There
no record of it in America previous to its introduction
to Connecticut in the early part of the eighteenth century.
From there it was "taken to western New York
and to tbe W'\stern Reserve in Ohio, and in lS;i.j "roots "

cecv.

lOO:;

i"><

were taken from Ohio to Pigeon Prairie, in Michigan,
where the industry has grown to larger proportions than
anywhere else. Peppermint is now cultivated commercially in southwestern Michigan and adjai-ent parts of
northern Indiana, Wayne county. New York, and in
Miteham, Surrey and Lincolnshire, England, and in
Saxony.
Peppermint plants may l>e grcnvn on any land that
will produce good crops of corn, but its cultivation i-i
most profitable on muck soils of reclaimed swamps. It
is an exhaustive crop, and on upland is randy included
in the rotation more often than once in tivo years. On

13C0.

Leaf

of

JVIenispermum Canadense (,X3a).

are peltate near the margin, 'and axillary or super-axilfr. a comlary panicles or cymes of small dicecious tis.
pressed berry-like drupe, coutainin^j; a riatteued crescentstone
tlie
name
(whence
Moonseed);
shaped or curved
stamens 0-^-1, with 4-locuIed anthers in the staminate
fls., (i and sterile in the pistiUate tls.; pistils 2-4, with
broad stigmas; sepals 4-8, in 2 series; petals 0-8, shorter
than the sepals. Both the iNIoonseeds are neat and interesting vines, and are hardy in the northern states and
or plants of
Propagated readily by seeds
Ontario.
M. Oannclen-se may be dug from the wild. Cuttings of
may
also
be
used.
ripened wood
:

;

Canadense, Linn.

Common Moonreed.

Fig. 1390.

Stems slender and terete, Hocciil<^iit-pubescent when
young, but becoming glabrous, twining 10 ft. or more
high
Ivs. round-ovate to ovate-cordate, sometimes
:

but usually angulate-lobed, the long petiole atfls. greentached just inside the margin
ish white, in loose, straugling panicles, the
sepals and petals usually (i, the stamens in
the terminal fls. 17-20 and in the lateral
onesIlorl2: fr. bluish black, V in. indium.,
Kich snils in
resembling small grapes.
thickets and lowlands. Quebec to IVlanitoba
and south to Ga. B.M. 1910.
Datlricum, DC. In habit much like the
above: Ivs. smaller, deeper green, cordate
and angular: fls. in cymes, yeliowish, the tersepals,
minal ones with
or 10 petals and
about 20 stamens, the lateral ones with 4
sepals, 6 petals and about 12 stamens. Eastern Asia.— Variable. Rarely planted in this
entire,

deep, rich muck soils it is often grown coTisecutively
years or more with no apparent diminution in yield.
Peppermint is propagated Iiy pieces of running rootstocks, commonly called "roots." These are planted,
as early in spring as the ground can be prepared, in
furrows 30 inches apart. On upland two or three crops
are usually grown from one setting of the"roots,"but in
the swamp lands the runners are plowed under after
harvest, continuing the crop indefinitely. Clean cultivation is required between the rows, fi:>d often it is
necessary to hoe the plants or pull weeds by hand, especially on land that has not been well prepared.
Fireweed, horseweed, ragweed and other species with bitter
or aromatic properties are very injurious to the oil if cut
and distilled with the peppermint.
The crop is cut either with scythe or mowing machine
in August or early September, when the earliest fiowers
are developed and before the leaves have fallen. In
long, favorable seasons a second crop is sometimes harvested early in November. After ciitting, the plants
are cured like hay. then raked into ^vindrows and taken
to the stills, whi-re the oil is extracted by distiilati<in

:

('»

L-<^iii3try.

L.

IX.

B

MENTHA

(from the Greek name of the
nymph Minthe). Labiiitiv. The term Mint,
often applied to various species of the Labiatje, is most frequently used to designate
plants of the genus Mentha.
This genus
is characterized by its square stems and opposite simple leaves, in common with others
of the order, and especially by its aromatic
fragrance, its small purple, pink or white
flowers, with regular calyx, slightly irregular corolla and four anther-bearing stamens, crowded in
axillary whorls and the whorls often in terminal spikes.
Some of the species bybridize freely, producing innumerable intergrading forms which make the limitation of certain species difficult. Many forms have been

A Mint Sti
A "Mint still"

1391.

(Fig. 13911 usually consists
of two retorts (used alternately), wooden or galvanized
iron tubs about 7 ft. deep and G ft. in diam. at the top,
each with a perforated false bottom and a tight-fittiug,
removable cover, a condenser of nearly 200 ft. of block

with steam.

.

MENTHA

MENTHA
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Var. officinalis, Sole. White Mint. Slender. 1-2 ft.
high: Ivs. 1-2 in. long: stems and foliage light-colored.
in wild state; long cult, in Eiig. and sparingly introduced into cult, in America.

tin pipe immersed in tanks of colil water, or more frequently arranged in perpendicular tiers over which cohl
water runs, a boiler to furnis;h steam and a receiver or
tin can with compartments in which the oil separates by

Not known

The yield of oil varies from 10 to 60 pounds
Var. vulg-^ris. Sole. Black Mint. Rather stout, 2-3
per acre, averaging about 25 pounds for Black Mint, the
ft. high:
Ivs. 2-3K in. long: stems usually purple and
Three kinds of peppervariety now generally grown.
foliage dark-colored. Native in England. (Jult. in remint are recognized
(1) American Mint, "State Mint"
cent years in England, Saxony and America.
of New York {i)f. plperltn), long cultivated in this
cc. Lvs. ovate or suhcordate.
country and occasionally naturalized
(2) Black j\lint,
citr^ta,' Ehrh. Beroamot Mint. Perennial, by leafy
or Black Mitcham ( M. pipertfo var. vitlnarls), a more
stolons, glabrous throughout: stem decumbent, 1-2 ft.
productive variety introduced from England about 1889,
long, branched: lvs. thin, broadly ovate and oband (3) White Mint, or Wliitc^ Mitcham {M. pipetuse or the uppermost lanceolate and acute: tls. in
rita, var. officinalis), less productive and too ten^
the uppermost axils and in short, dense, terminal
der for profitable cultivation, Imt yielding a very
spikes; calyx glabrous, with subulate teeth; co<^
superior graiip of oil. Peppermint oil is used in
rolla glabrous.
Sparingly naturalized from EucoTifpctinnery, very extensively in medicines, and
^^^
rope, in New York, New Jersey, Florida and Ohio.
for tlie ijroduction of menthol, or more propeidy
1'^^.
f
—The fragrant, lemon-scented oil is distilled for
pipnienthol. Pipmenthol differs in physical prot^^
use in making perfumes.
perties from menthol derived from Japanese Mint.
t^ij3^
Japanese Mint, Af. arvensis, v\xr. piperasce)if>, is
'iJ-'W^
BB. SpiJces slenclcr, interrupted : Ivs. sessile
€ult. in northern Japan, chietly on the island of
v^rXjj.
or }ieartij so.
'^^^jpp'
Hondo not known in the wild state. It has been
C. Plant (jhibroas: Ivs. lanceolate.
introduced experimentally in cult, in England and
the Unitfil states, but has not Iteen cult, commerspicata, Linn, J/, viridis, Linn.). Spearmint.
ciallv in these countries. Its oil is inferior in equalFig. 1392. Perennial, by leafy stolons: stem erect,
contains
a
ity to that of Mentha piperita, but it
with ascending bi*anches 1-2 ft. high: Ivs. lanceohigher percentage of cryst;illizalile mnnthol, of
late, sharply serrate, 2/^ in. or less in length:
which it was the original soun-i- and for the prowhorls of tls. in narrow, interrupted spikes 2-4 in.
duction of which it is largely used. It is propalong, the central spike exceeding the lateral ones;
gated by rootstocks carefully transplanted and culcalyx teeth hirsute or glabrate. Widely naturalized
tivated by hand-labor. Two crops, rarely three, are
about old gardens thro\ighout the older settled porobtained in a season, and by abundant fertilizing
tions of the United States; native in Europe and
obtained.
It
and intensive culture large yields are
Asia.
is usually continued th-ree years from one planting,
cc. Plant puheseent: Ivs. elliptic or ovatc-ohlong.
and then a rotation of other crops follow for from
Totundif61ia, Huds. Round-leaved Mint. Perenthree to six years. Three horticnltural varieties
nial, by leafy stolons, pubescent throughout, someare reco<j:nized, being distinguished chiefly by
what viscid: stems slender, erect or
form of leaf and color of stem. The vaascending, simple or branched, 20-30
riety known as ''Akakuki," with reddish
in. high
lvs. suhcordate at base,
purple stem and bruad, tibtuse lea\'es, is
mostly obtuse, crenate-serrate, 1-2
regarded as liest.
Spearmint is cultivated on peppermint
in. longand abouttwo-thirds as wide,
reticulated beneath: Us. in dense or
farms for tlie production of oil. The
interrupted spikes 2-4 in. long; calyx
plants are propagated and cultivated
pubescent; corolla puberulent. Natsimilar to peppermint and distilled in
the same stills. The oil, for which there
uralized in moist waste places from
is a smaller demand tjjan for pepperMaine to New ]\Iexico. — Sometimes
mint oil, is used chiefly in medicine and
used as a substitute for peppermint
to some extent as a flavoring ingredor spearmint.
gravity.

:

;

,

^

^

;

f

:

ient in drinks. Spearmint is cultivated
in the vicinity of nuiny large cities to
supply saloons, where freshly cut sprigs
of the plant are used in making the seductive and intoxicating drink known as
"Mint julep." The plant is more widely
kn<:>wn as an int^rediont in "Mint sauce,"
the familiar acconipaniment ot spring
lamb and greeTi peas. To supply this de-

mand

is

it

kitchen

-

pi-rsi^ts

nearly
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Mentha spicata— Spearmint
(> '.]-.)

year after year with little care, thriving in
kinds of soil, providing it does not become

all

too dry.

A.

Wltorls of
B.

in

piperita, Linn.
ront.sto(d<s:

World

is

Mentha Piilegium.

frmiinal spil-c.^^ or
upper axil.s.

Spil:e.'^

ihiel-

:

li-x.

s<^inr in the

pctiolerl

ir.v. laiiri-iiJaiCj acute.

C.

ami

of the Old

fj<i.

Peppkkmint. Perennial, by runners
stems erect or ascending, 1-3 ft. high,

branched, glabrous: ivs. lanceolate, acute, shai^jlj' serglabrous or i)uljescent on the veins beneath, punctate, with minute oil ghdmles: fls. in thick,
terminal spikes, 1-IJ in. long' in fruit, the central spike
finally exceeded by the lateral ones; calyx glabrous below, its sharp teeth usually ciliate; corolla purple,
rarely whif.e, glabrous, liitnaluced in cultivation from
England and occasionally mituralized in moist gi'ound
in various parts of the country.
Known as "American
Mint" or "State Mint" in New York.
rate, ]-;i in. I(»ng.

fls.

all axillarij.
fls.

Canadensis, Linn. American Wild
Perennial, by runners and
rootstocks: stem usually pubescent,
with spreading hairs, erect or ascening, simple or branched, 6-30 in.
high Ivs. ovate-oblong or lanceolate,
glabrous or nearly so, 2-3 in. long,

Mint.

often cultivated
in the
easily propaIt
is
perennial root-stocks, and

The Pennyroyal

Mliorls of

Plants ysnalhj demnnhent:
iicarlij sessile.

i^arden.

liy \\\c

^^ltell

aa.
B.

:

slender-petioled, the petioles often
exceeding the nearly sessile whorls of light puryde fls.:
calyx pubescent. In wet soil or in water at the margins of streams, New Brunswick to British Columbia
and southward to ^'irginia and New Mexico. It is a
common plant. — Often called peppermint, for which it
is frecjuently mistaken and for ivhich it is sometimes
used as a substitute. It is variable in habit and also in
the character of its oil.

BB.

Plants sonie\rhat

riijidhj erect:

fls.

distincthf

jH'di'evllcd.

Japanese
arv6nsls, var. piperdscens, Malinvaud.
jMint. Perennial, by running rootstocks, puberulent or
flnely pubescent throughout: stems erect, with numerous branches, 2-3 ft. high: lvs. lanceolate and acute to
broadly oblong and obtuse, narrowed at the base,
IK-3V2 in. long, sharply serrate, with low teeth: fls. in
rather loose, axillary whorls, in distinctly pedicellate
umbels, usually shorter than the slender petioles; calyx
pubescent, its subulate teeth about half as long as the
tube; corolla pul)erulent.

Lvster H. Dewey.

i

1

:

MENTZELIA

MERTENSIA

MENTZfiLIA. (Mentzel. au early German botanist).
About ol) species of erect, sometimes woody
/"yOaN'k'c'tr.
herbs, 1-5 ft. liif,'li, many natives of North America. Lvs.
alternate, mostly coarsely toothed or pinnatlHil: lis. solitary or in cymes, white, yellowish, yellow or reil; pi'tals
or 10, regularly spreading, convolute in tbi^ bud, d,.stamens indetinite, rarely few, ijisertcd with
culuous
the petals on the throat of the calyx: .seeds Hat.
They thrive in sunny, moist (.r di-y situations
sheltered from .strong winds. JA. Li'ml/fi/i, from
Oalif., is common in eastern gardcuis, where it is
known as linrtouitt anna; the other species are
offered by \vestern dealers, but are not generally
They flower in summer. Althon.gli lil.
in cult.
[Ayidlefil has long been a rather common plant in
cultivation, it is little known in the wihl, being
probably a native of central Calif. The seeds
should be sown where the plants are to remain, as
they do not bear transplanting.
.")

;

Ce/"

Fh

vi

opciii nij

hi

Petals

'.i

h/ht .s?^^s.^,7,,

!, '.

long.

Lfndleyi, Torr. & Gray {Bartdiiia ahrea,
Lindl.). Fig. 1393. Annual: stem 1-3 ft. high,
branched and straggling: Ivs. 2-3 in. long: lis.
about Li^.2 in. across, bright yellowy very fragrant in the evening, bracted; petals r>, broadly
<thovate, nearly as broad as long, rounded at the
apex except aii abrupt short point. Probably cen^' ^
tral Calif. B.M.3G49. B.R. 22:1831.
cc.

nivent, forming .a lo
tubi' at first and afterwanls
separating. In Wcrci
r:i Ibere are
stvles which are
from the bas while in Bulbocodium th style
is :i-cut only at the a|i
:.
Merenderas are low, steniless
plants with tiniicati-d
rujs: Ivs. linear, appearing with
the Hs
Is. l-:i, a.|)]iearing in spring or fall, mostly libiccolored. The geuus is divided by Baker (.Jour.' Linn.
<listinct

fU

i II

Pilals 1

c.

]()().'=

2-?''

J/

in. Jong.

Torr. & Gray, Biennial
2-3
Ivs. o-S in. long: Us
ft. liii;li:
How, 2'
arri)ss, bract ss; petals bmceolate. acumiiuitc
Iffivicaillis,

'^IVt-lf^

1

B.n. 2:459.

,\eb. to Calif.

BB.

nMa,

J'ls.

op'.-tiiiiij

& Gray.

Torr.

toivanJs

Biennial:

/'

ii/'jhl.

slender, l-[> ft. liij^h: Ivs. l-!] in. loni;-: \\a. creamy
white, 1K--U in. across, usually lira<'Mcss; petals
10. Dakota to Kans.. Colo, aiul Tox. B.M. 5ly;}(as Btntonia nuda), B.B.Li:458.

Color of ns. ptin'

AA.
omS-ta, Torr.

L^

Ivs. il-G in. loot;:

Gray.
lis.

r,

in.

irhi/r.

Annual: stem

'2

ft.

and

across, 0]>cnini;' ti-wards

nion.-:
ni,i;lit,

fraiifrant, usually bracted; petals 10; stanirns L'()(l-:i()0.
Dakota and Mont, to Tex. R.T-T. lS78:-[:;n. B.iM.llsT (as
nartonla dccapetahi^
IJ.B. '2: 4.');").
.

:\I.

B.

GouLSTOx and W.

.'\I.

MENYANTHES

{Greek, men, a month, ami anthos,
flower; perhaps because it llowers for about a month).
Geii(iaii<}cc(('.
Buokbean. A p:enus of 12 speeics of
small perennial bog plants with creeping rootstoeks and
small, 5-lobed white or purplish t\s. borne in late spring.
They are procurable from dealers in native phvnts. The
genus is ono of the few aquatic groups in the gentian
family. It is allied to Limnanthemum, but the lis. of
the latter are not bearded or crested on the face as they
are in Meuyanthes. Lvs. alt alternate, stalked: corolla
somewhat funnel- or l.^ell-shaped stamens inserted on
the tube of the corolla; hypogynons glands 5: style long.
;

Buokbean.

About 9-18

in. high:
long: raceme
about 12-fld. Bogs, north temperate regions. B.B. 2 :C>"J2.
V. 2:198 and 3:208. -The lvs. are said to be used in (^ermany as a substitute for hops in beer-making. A very
interesting bog plant.
trifolia.ta,

Ifts. 3,

Linn.

oval or oblong-obovate, 1-1

MERCURY.

^'^

in.

ChcnopoiTnnn Bonns-JJrnrivns.

MERENDfiRA

(from quHa meriendas, Spanish name

of Co/cJiiuiii autum)ia/e; some of these plants formerly
considered to belong to Colchicum). Lilidvetv. Al)0ut
10 species of bulbous plants, mostly natives of the I\l<^diterranean region and Asia JMinor. They belong to the
same tribe with Colchicum and Hulbocodinm, but Colcliicum has a real corolla tube, while the other two genera
have very long-clawed segments whicli are merely con(j

A

••

^^k^^f-\-%^-,

somowliat

sti-ni

1393

Mcntzelia Linaleyi

(

)

Soc. 17:438, 1880) into two gron]>s, based on the anthers.
The 2 species descriln.-d below belong to the group with
small, oblong, versatile anthers, which are fastened at
the middle rather than the base. They are hardy springl.ilooming I'lants with about 3 lvs., and fls. 1-1/-2 in.
across. Tiiese rare plants are procurable from Dutch

bulb-growers. They :ire ]iretiy, small-tld., early-blooming, hardy, frairih- phuils whirb iM;rsisfwell nndergood

garden cultivation.
A.

Bhide

of }H

1,1

.

MESEMBRYAXTHEJIUM

MERTEXSIA

lOOG

The common Merteusia

one of the plants that should
remain undisturbed for years, and hence is suited to the
rockery. Its leaves die down soon after iloweriDg time.
The plant should have a sheltered position, fall sunshine
and rich, [oaniy soil. M. Sihirica is considered by some
even more desirable. The fls. are later, lij;:;ht blue, and
The foliag-o of J}f. Stblru-a
not as distinctiye iu form
lasts
through
the
summer, Mertensias
is

may
if

be x^rop.by seed

sown as soon as

with uncerby division.
Although of second ary
importance,
Mertensias add variety to the border and
are
nearly
always
ripe, but

tainty

attractive
lovers.
A.

i^7.<.'.

plant-

to

m pe

r n

/

t

-

sli'tpi'd, tJie opfi'i

p

r

n

t I

not
5-

proiiiiiienthj

filaments
mucJi
I on (I e r
loht'il

whole country to the soxith of the Orange river and
west of the Great Fish river." Four species are described by Bentham in Flora Australiensis. Two {M.
cri/statlinani- and a>quilatrrale) are native in California.
Others occur in New Zealand, Canaries, Arabia and the
MediterraiH'an region. They are .succulent plants, mostly
herbs, but some are shrubs. They are allied botanically
to the cactaceous series, although lacking the spines of
those plants and bearing true leaves. Horticulturally,
they are fanciers' plants, and are classed with "succulents."
Very few are in the general trade, although a
number are advertised in California and others are in
botanic gardens. Usually the flowers open only in bright
sunlight, but there are a few evening-blooming species.
As with most succulents, the species are not well understood botanically, owing largely to the difliculty in making herbarium specimens. Many of them are of odd
and grotesfjue form. One species, M. crystalUvam., is
a common bouse plant, being known as Ice Plant, but it
is one of the least showy in flower.
It is grown for the
thick glistening foliage. It propagates readily by seed
or division. The best available account of the Mesenibryanthemums is Sonder's elaboration of the S. African
can sjiecies (293 numbers) in Flora Capensis, Vol. 11
(1801-2)

L. H. B.

;

than

the

a n-

thtr.s.

Mesembryanthemum

the leaves are mostly opposite, entire or the margin somewhat spiny, fleshy and
often subcylindrical or triangular in cross-outline flowers perfect and regular, axillary and solitary or somewhat corymbose
calyx gamosepalous, usually with 5
unequal lobes and the tube adnate to the ovary; petals
very many, in one or more rows, usually linear, white,
yellow or rose-color
stamens very numerous ovary
most commonly 5-loculed
fruit or capsule opening
radially at the summit, hygroscopic: seeds very nnnierous, small. "The capsules are tightly closed in dry
weather and open naturally after a rain," writes Sender.
'*If tlirown in water until it becomes thoroughly soaked
and then removed, an old capsule will open out its capillary valves, radiating from a center like a star; and will
close them ai^ain when dry.
This experiment may be
repeated seycrul times without destroying their remarkable hygrometric property." The following species are
S. African unless otherwise noted.
Mostly perennials.
Mesembryanthemum, or Fig Mangold, is a large
genus, and the majority of the species arc natives of the
Cape of (7O0d Hope. They are found in their native
habitats growing most luxuriantly on dry, barren, rocky
places anil on dry, sandy plains. They are succulent
plants witli thick, fleshy leaves, and ai'e therefore able
to stand the severe drought they have to put up with in
those arid places. Knowing that these plants delight in
dry, arid situations, this gives the key to their cultivation.
When grown in pots, care should be taken that
the pots are well drained. A light, sandy loam, mixed
with lu'ick rulibish l)roken small, makes a good compost
fov them.
In summer they can be placed out-of-doors
in a slightly elevated and sunny position, where they
will produce an abu]i<lance of their showy blossoms.
On the approach of cold weather in the fall they may
be pla.ced in a cool greenhouse with a dry atmosphere
and plenty of air. Very little water is needed during the
dull nmntlis of winter.
Some of the species make good
^\'indow plants.
cord i folia nt var. variegatvin is
J^f.
largely grown for edgings for beds. M. pomcridianinn
and M. trirotonim are good showy annuals. Propagation
is effected either l)y cuttings or by seeds. Cuttings should
be dried in the sun fur two or three days before they
are inserted in sand.
Roeekt Cajieuon.
In

;

pulmonarioides,
1394.

Virginian Cowslip or Blue Bells

— Mertensia pulmonarioides

(X

?;?).

Roth. (^^. Virghuca,

DC). V IRUl NIAN
Cowslip. Blue

Fig. 1394. Very smooth and glabrous: Ivs. obovate or oljlong. or the lowest large, rounded and longstalked; veins conspicuous: fls. generallv more nodding
than shown in Fig. IHO."). Spring. N. Y. to S. C. and
Tenn., usually inhubitinc: low or moist grounds. B.M.
160 (asPulmonaria). B.B.:^:GO. CTn.2.3,'p. -163, and 32,
Mn 4:33.
p. 173. v. 3:181; 7:24-1; 11 180, and 12 :140.

Bells.

:

FJs.

AA.

B.

upper portion wore ell -shaped and
twnt spread in {/ lobes : filaments shorter

n-ifJt

JIT' nil

i

than

tlie

Tube

the

J)

anthers or
2 or

of corolla

onJij a little longer.

iimcs as hnig as the hell.

G.Don. About

9 in. high, smooth: Ivs.
<")i.ilong or spatulate-lnnceolate
veins inconspicucalyx lobes acute. Western N. Anier.— Not easy

oblongiidlia,

mostly
ous:

;

to cultivate.

BB.

Tnhe

of corolla "not iu-ire as long as the hell.

Cahjz-lohes ohtase, ohlong.

0,

Sibirica, G. Don. This and the next grow 1-5 ft. high
and h;ive broad, veiny Ivs., the upper ones verj' acute or
ncuminate.
J/. Sibirica. is pale, smooth and some-

what glaucous
stem-lvs. oblong- or lanceolate-ovate.
E. Siberia, Rockies and Sierras. Gn. 18: 259. — Offered
by some American dealers.
:

("('.

Cahjx-lohes acate, lanceolate^or linear.

paniculata, G. Don. Greener than M. Slhirica roughish and more or less pubescent: sleni-lvs. ovate to oblong-lanceolate.
Lake Superior ;ind north, E. Asia.
R.B. 3:00. B.M. 2G80 and B.R. 2;14f; (as PnJnnma-ria
,

panirnlah,).
M.
1,'irycr

corolla

and longer

laneeolate-.Tr-ute calyx-lnlle;^.

O. C.

MESCAL BUTTON

is

WooLSOx and

Uchinoractus

"W.

M.

)V;?Iian,sii.

:

INDEX.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM

(Greek, midday flower;
the lowers usually open in suiisliinc and cldsu in shadow).
/''irAid <</', or Jffsemhrijdcn-.
Fn; Mar](;oi,d. The type
gt'Hus of a family of something more than 20 genera and
ahout oOO species, widely distriliuted in dry tropical and
subtropical regions. Of the olhcr genera known to
horticulturists, only Tetragonia and Sesuvium are prominent, and even these are relatively unimpoi-tant. Mesembryanthemum itself includes soine.30() species, nearly
all of which are Sonth Africaii, acconling to Sender
"abounding throughout the arid plains and sands of the
I

:

;

,

Greenm., from Orf^nn, a rpcoiitl>' desc-riLed
offered by Horsford. Allied to M. ,'<ihirlcii, but has

Trntirrifilis,

spi-ries, is

;

uciuiicifornio, pi.

floiisum,

iu-ut;iiit,'uhini, 'J2.

depressTim,

jeiiuilaU-Tale, 12.

edide, i:.t.
elegans, 28.

alluiiatum,

'A.

ponieridianum,

rs.T.

pustulatuiii,

7.

2.'>.

8.

rubrociiR'tum,
epecfabilc, 19.

11.

a.urantiai-m)i, 11.

felinum, 2.
florihundiim,

aureuni, I'l.
liarbatum, ^il.

geminatuin, 21.
elabrum, 20.

.subeomprcssiini,
tigriimin, 1.

l)l;unbiin, IK.
t'ordifoliuiii, '11.
<Tyst;dIiTiiuii, 'Jl.

iindaudetis, 17.

tricolor, 0.

linffua^fornio,
imit.abile, IG,

tricoloiiim,

cuKr

niurieatuni, 20.

.'uit^nstnni, 4

.

(i.

Rtel];it\iai. 32.

^0.

5.

stipulaccum,

2^,

9.

variegatum,

27.

20.

:

.

.

MESEMP.RYANTriEMUiM
Ei'apulosa:

A.

Plant nut bearing

SII':SKMBKY.\NTHEMUM

ri m/

(/liitt'

papilla:

Lrs. 4-0,

0.

xviiii-ler.-te

nearly

so.

at the base, tliiekeni laj

(riiiuelrnit,i at the

and

tigrlnum, ITaw. Tkier's Jaw, Stenilc-is or fs^entiully so: Ivs. cordate-ovate, 2 in. or less loui,', (glaucous
green and marbled with white, the \ipturning edges
with long, soft, ciliated teeth, the keel entire: Hs.
nearly sessile, large, yellow. B.R, 3:2110.
2. Jellnum, Haw.
Fig. 1305. Lvs, fri((nctrous. rliombuid-huiceolate, 2 in. or less long, )iut narrower llian in
the last, somewhat glaucous, faintly dotted witli wl)ite,
the edges with « ciliate teeth; keel entire: Hs. nearly
sessile, yellow.

CO. Ll'X. 4-G, triquetrous, Ihiekeaiil from the base to the
middle, but tapering to the apes.

albinatum, Haw. Stemless: lvs. curved-tri.iuetrous upwards, with a recurved niucro or spine at tlio
upex, bearing elevated whitish dots Us. sessile, yellow,
3.

:

Lvs. half-ei/lindrieal, of varioas
the

same plant,

aurantiacum, Haw.

14.

apex.

1.

eoc.

Stem, or at least Ihr branches, erect or ji romineni 1
1/
ascending.
E. Fls. ijelhiiv, orange oi eojiper-color.

1.1..

prvjeclioHs (speeios i-L'3).
B. riiint xhtniess or

size.'^

1007

<ir

or forms on

in alternate pairs,

high,

Slem becoming

or more
at base, the

1 ft.

much branched, sometimes decumbent

branches s.imewhat compressed: lvs. 1 in. or less long,
smooth and glaucous, bluntly triquetrous: Hs. or.ange,
with petals ^4 in. long and in about 3 series.
15. aureuiu, Linn.
Larger: lvs. l'.j-2 in. long, cylin.Irically trii|uetr..iis, smooth and glaucous, mucronate:
lis. golden, 2 in. across, the petals in many series.
B.M.
2(12. — In tills and the hist, the hjwer lvs. are often nearly
connate ;it the base.
Fls. rose-color or purplish.

EE.

P'lals of

V.

unlike l.inds.-suhnlutc and linear-

lico

lanceolate.

mutabile. Haw.
With .straw-color or reddish
tortuous, erci't lii-aiiidies: lvs. about
iu. long, compressed-triquetrous, incurve. I, the keel entiri3, .-qiex
acute: Hs. mostly solitary on an upwardly thickened ].e.luucle, rose-color, llie inner sli..rt. petals pale yellow.
Ifi.

,'.,

i. an^stum. Flaw.
Nearly or quite stemless, small
lvs. 2-ranked, linear, tongue-shaped, long, keeled at the
apex, somewh.at unequal, one of them straight-acute
and the other hooked: Ms. nearly sessile, yellow.

IJvs. tongue-shaped., with one marr/ia thiel-er
than the other, of two or more forms, 2-ra>iked.
D. Peduncle less than 1 in. long.
linguaefdrme. Haw. Lvs. unequally tongue-shai)ed,
.5.
detlexed and somewhat falcate, becoming depressed
when old, flatfish above, obliquely attenuati': fls. yellow.
Index Kewensis makes the M. linguirforme of Haworth
synonymous with 31. obi i(iiitiiii \Vill(l.. and uses Liunfeus' M. lingultortne as a tenable name.

ccoo.

,

DD. Pedunrle 1 in. or more long.

Salni-Dyck.
Lvs. 2-rariked, thick,
tongue-shaped and curved like :i pruning-knife, blunt
at the apex: fls. yelb)\v, on a somewhat 3-angled pe6.

cultritum,

duncle.
7. deprtssum. Haw.
Prostrate: lvs. narrow, t.mgii.shaped, recurved-depressed, acute: Hs. yellow, with
petals somewhat recurved.

S. pustuiatum. Haw.
Lvs. 2-ranked, narrow, tomrueshaped, long and ascending, blunt, itfaring pustules near
fls. yellow.

the base:
BB.
c.

Plant

Foliage

u-ith a}t

folifile

E.

U

nor eonnol',

i/

s,:

{not trnlii p,

I.

IS.

bldndum. Haw. T«..

lvs. distant, 2 in.

7:582.

tricoldrum. Haw. [M.frieolor. Hort.).
ytem 1 ft.
Iiiijg
lvs. cylindrical, acute,
green. 2-3 in. louir,
minutely punctate: fls. yellow, blood-cidorrd inside, the
petals acute, the anthers brown. On. 2-1, p. yi). — There
:

10. acinacif6rme, Linn.
Stem ai-ticulate, 2-3 ft. lone,
the young- growth compressed
Ivs. upjiosite, 2-3 in.
long, simitar-shaped (curved aiid thicker on one edge),
the keel dilated: fls. purple, about 4 in. across, "the largest in the genus," the stigmas 14: fr. size of a gooseberry, and eaten by Hottentots. — Handsome.
:

probably a form of the
last, differing in h:iving a retl line on the keels <.if the
lvs. B.R. 20:1732.
12. asquilaterile. Haw.
Differs from J/, ueinaeiforme
chiefly in tliinm-r lvs. and smaller fls.: Hs.. fragrant,
1^2 in. across. N;itive to .\nstrali;i, Tasinania, Chile and
is

S. Calif.

Pednnele without bracts.

^dule, Linn. Stem angular: lvs. opposite, .3-4 in.
long, tri(pietrons. cnrved. the keel serrate: fls. large,
yellow or purple, the stamens 8: fr. edible, being one of
the Hottentot Figs. Grows well on the sea cliffs in S.

England, making long, hanging masses (Gn.

04

..r

ft.,

with numerous branches:

less long, comi.ressed-triciuetrous,

L.B.C.

(5:599.

Haw. Stem prostrate, but branches
ascending
hs. 2-3 in. h.ng, crowd.:.d, glaucous, incurved and spreading, tri.pietrous, attenuate and nni
cronate: fls. purplish petals I iu. long, the inniu' some19.

spectibile,
:

;

55, p. 23.i,

396.

20. mtiricatum, Haw.
Stem suberect: plant
lvs. less tlnin ^-2 in. long, somewhat incurved,

and

to.>tli.'d,

very glaucous:

lis.

bluish;
delt..i'l

small ;u)d fr:igrant, the

petals acute.
cc.

Foliage

Ics. Irnli/

connale or perfoliate.

Lvs. Icignetrous.

D.

21. geminitum, flaw.
Dwarf: stem subshrubby, the
lvs. erect, glaucous white, the
bran. dies procunil.etit
cartilagin...us margins entire: fls. white (?).
:

22. acutan^lum, Haw. Stem shrubby, with rigid and
erect braiiidies: Ivs. sheathing, ^-j in. long and about as
loiii: as the internoiles, glaucous green, tri(]uetrous,
coiiijir.-sse.l near the apex, somewhat incurved:
fls.
white, sm;(li, iii a panicle.

13.

with picture).

Petals of one hind.

what shorter. B.M.

a white-fld. form.

EE.

Distinguished from the last by
scimitar-shiiped Ivs. and br.)ader petals: Ivs. crowderl,
green, coniiiressi'd-triquetrous
and scimitar-shaped
(thicker on one edge).

but with equal sides, narrow, minutely dotted, acutish:
Hs. 2 in. across, pale rose, the petals toothed.
B.R.

stem or ea ude.r prosi rale
Pednnele with ~ braels.

n. rubrocinctum, H:iw.,

(V )).

Haw.

FF.
r-

9.

is

Mebembr^a^themum fehnum

inclaiidens,

evident erert or prostrate strn).

lvs. disfinri or ,ss,nh,i

D.

13yS
17.

l.n.

Lrs.

,

longah d subulate or somewhat eyllndrieal
.

stipulaceum, Linn. Dwarf, with erect, decussate
branches: lvs. l'e-2 in. 1. nig. very slender, crowded,
spreading ;iiid reciir\"e.l, very glaucous: fls. in the axils,
mostly solitary, purplish.
23.

.

.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM
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1\IESI'1LUS

Papulosa: Plant

x.'^ifalli; hi'uruu/
glittering pnvesicles or project ions on sfeni.-^ a nit lr.-^.,~
hence the j^opular name Ice Plant (species 24- 3^1)

AA.

j'itla;^

Hoot annual or biennial

B.
0.

Pis.

{cult,

as annuals).

%

or rose-color, sessile or nearl)j so.

ivlilte

Mill.
.32, stell^tum,
tufted: Ivs. crowded,

Ice Plant.
crystallinum, Linn.
Fi^. 1.^90.
A
common plunt in \viiulo\v-;j;'ar(lcns ami hunting baskets,
and readily grown from seeils (which are offered by
seedsmen), procumbent: Ivs. tlat, fleshy, ovate or longspatulate, nsuiiUy clasping, undulate, covered with
glistening dots or elevations: fls. snniU, wdiitish or va24.

Three or
^ii

in.

4 in. high, fleshy and
long, glaucous, semi-cylin-

drical, scabrous, with many hairs at the apex: peduncles hairy: Hs. reddish violet, the calyx campauulate,
in.

long.

33. d^nsuin,
tlattish al>ove

Much

Haw.

like

the last: lvs. longer,
ciliato also at the

and convex beneath,

reddish violet. R.H. ]8G9, p. 356.
Accessible pictures of Mesembryanthemiims which are not
mentioned in American lists, are as follows: M. Bolusii
Hook, f. B. M. 6604.— ikf. JirOwnit, Hook. f. B. M. 69«5.-iEf.
crlniflbruiii, Linn. R. H. 18.'37, p. 122 (as M. cuneifolium),— Jf,
flcifdrme, Haw. G. C. II. 25:373.— If. minvtum. Haw.
R. H.
R. H. 1857, p. 178.— J/.
1869, p. 356.— J/, pvgioniforme, Linn.
rbseuin, Willd. Gn. 52, p. 4.'i9.— Ji, testiculdtuni, Jacq. R. H.
1869, p. 35 {as M. octophyllum).
L H B
base: calyx longer:

lis.

MESOSPIWfDIUM
scure).

Orchidiicea'.

(Greek compound;

The

meaning

ob-

plants cultivated as Mesospi-

nidium are referred by some to the genus Cochlioda. They
have the habit of a slender Odontoglossum, with sheathing Ivs. at the base of the pseudobulbs. Fls. in racemes
or panicles; sepals and petals sub-similar, expanded;
labellum with 2 longitudinal ridges, adnate to the

col-

umn, with rounded lateral lobes and a narrow middle
lobe: column long or short: pollinia2, seated onarhomThese plants are evergreen coolhouse
orchids, and thrive well in baskets of peat and moss,
with plenty of water. Cochlioda has about 5 species, of
"which the following is often cultivated:
boid pedicel.

Common

1396

plant— Mesembryanthemum crystallinum

Ice

(

\)

S. Afr., Greece, Canary
to light rose-color.
Grown for its glistening foliage.
I'slands, S. Calif.
Fls. open in the sun.

Pseudobulbs oval, 2-lvd.,
sangnineum, Reichb. f.
mottled: lvs. ligulate. sharp-pointed, shorter than the
many-fld. <lrooping panicle: fls. numerous, small, vivid
rose; the lower sepals are partially united, oblong;
petals cuneate-ovate. Peruvian Andes. B.M. 5627.

rying

—

CO.

Fls. jjeUoir, long-pednncled

Stem simple or forking, the
on branches, peduncles and
lance-spatulate or spatulate, narrowed into

pomeridianum,
branches ascending,
1~).

Ijinn.
hair}'

Ivs.
a petiole, ciliate:

<;alices:

2 of the calyx lobes longer than the
petals; petals iinear-lauceolate.
2fi.

gl^bnim, Ait.

Glnbrons

;

Ivs.

lance-spatnlate,

pftidate and dilated at base: Ms. straw-colored, darker
lobes of the calyx linear and unequal.

at the eye;

BB.

Po«t '/icrenvinl and the stem

t'ccomini; tiomcirhat

ivoodij.
c.

Lvs.

flat, petiolafc.

cordiiolium, Linn. Stems 1-2 ft., diffuse, niinntely
papillose: lvs. opposite, 1 in. or less long and nearly as
wide, cordate-ovate, somewhat papillose: tls. solitary,
peduncled, purple, the petals short and linear. A var.
varieg'atum is in cult., and is a good half-hardy trailing
plant.
uc. Lrs. conijyresscd-triquefroHs, nut pctiolate.
27.

Shrubby, 6-12 in. or more tall,
61egans, Jacq.
in. long and
branchy, wliitish or red: Ivs. crowded,
2S.

i^..>

very narrow, very ghun-rius, scidirdus: tls. numerous,
mostly panicled, pale red (or whitish i, the petals
in.
}<-.

long.

Lvs. terete or nenrtij so.
Branches hispid or hristtij.

CCC.
D.

Erert, 2 ft.
siibcompr6ssum, ITaw.
lvs.
not
'ess \imii., narrnw, v(-ry blunt, greencrowded, ^4 intis. .sojitiiry, pur|disli
ish canescent, flatteiu'd-tf^^TPlicalyx lobes unequal.
."iO.
Tortuous in growth, the
noribundum, Haw.
branches not ovrr (i in. lon.i^, more or less decumbent:
Ivs. less than 1 in. h'Ug, very narrow, terete, curved,
obtuse, a little thicker towards the apex: fls. small,
axillary, rose-colnr. tlie f) styles (-xsert^d, the petals
twice lougcr than the ealyx.
29.

:

'-'i"

:

:

PD. Branches not hispid.
barb^tum, Linn. A foot or moi'o tall, diffuse and
decumbent h-s. not crowded, ^o iiL long, spreading,
gree?i und ])ellucid, S(!mi-cylindrical, with 5 or
hairs
at the end: lis. solitary, reddish, the petals entire and
^-;i times longer than the calyx.
'M.

:

(1

M. vulcdnicum, Reiehb.
ica (p. 341), its

f.,

is

proper name.

described as Cochlioda vulcan-

HeiNKICH HaSSELBRJXG.

M^SPILTJS (Gi'eek, substantive name).
Mespil. Medlar. From Pyrus, with which

RosUcciv.
this

genus

is united by British authors, Mespilus differs in bearing the flowers singly on leafy growths of the season
(the fruits, like the quince, having no true detachable
peduncles as pears and apples do), and in having the
top of the ovaries not covered by the over-growing
receptacle.
There is but one species of true Mespilus,

but some authors

(e.

g.,

Focke, in Engler

&,

Prantl's

"Die Natiirlichen Pflaninclude
7.enfamilien ")
some of the C'rata?gu3
species in the genus.
The conini<ni IMedlar
is

Germanica,

M6spilus

Linn., native to Central
Eui'ope. To a considerable extent in parts of
Europe it is grown for
its acid fruits, but in this
countrj'' it

known.

is

very

little

perfectly
liardy in central N^/w
York, and its cultivation
requires no special ti-catmeut or skill. It nuikcs
a twiggy, tough-wooded
bush or small tree, 10 to
15 feet high, bearing
large whito blosscuns lattin May or early in Jun(^
after the leaves are fiiU
size. The foliage is soft
and luxuriant
leaves
lance-oblong or long-oblong, pubescent, simple,
It

is

1397.

;

sei-rate.

The

Medlar— Mespilus Germanica.
]N'atur;il

si/.v.

fruit (Fig.

remains hard and austere until mellowed by
frosts. With the freezing and the incipient decay, the
fruit becomes brown and soft.
It is usually picked
after it is touched by frost and laid away on shelves
or in draw^ers in a cool, dry room; the ripening process
which follows is known as bletting.
finally softened, it is agreeable for eating from the hand, particLi97)

When

ularly for those

good preserves.

who enjoy

fruit-acids.

It also

makes

.

MESPILUS

-MICIIAUXIA

Medlars nro easily raised from seeil^. altbou-ii seeds
(lilie tliose of Crataegus) may not f,'i-niiinate the tirst
On these stoelis the named varieties may be
year.
grafted or budded. Medlars may also be woriied on
pear, tliorn (CratiBgus) or quinee.
Tlie Duteli or Hollaudish and the Nottingham are the leading varieties.
fruit
of
the
former
2'i.
is
often
The
inches in diameter.

The

latter ia much smaller, Init
also a seedless variety.

shaped, minutely

Xrw

iky.
is 3r. roliiisla.-'riic topical
si

only var. variegata.
M. fl rN// ;« IS n t
ported!^ in Ul
ti
I'uUistei

n

111

c

1

1
1

tl

t

Not

Z.-.il.

form

1001)

is

B..'M.447I,

which

not ailvertised, but

srtiseJ in Aincrir.i, but sto,-k imunder tins niiiiie irom Bch-hiiii is
l:;9S).
JI. lluribuLida, .Smith, is

(I ij.

better in quality,

is

'riiere is

^f. riranclifl^'ra,
l'lt»ra

(see p. oU7J.

Smith (M. Smithii.
Gu. 22, p. Itiij and

r)(\), is Cr;tt.ei,'us
:i4,

MESaUIT of Mexie.o is Prosopis
osm). A iiieture (d' a IM(^s(iuit ton
METEOSIDfiROS

(CIreel;,

l,.;n-l

p.

tiO.

j,'r;iiu!i-

B

II

L

jidiflura (I.e ^mni4t is

„f

sliown

inm

;

ill

tliis

(

;

.

K.

and

other genera of the iMyrtle family are called ironwoods).
Myrtclcew. About 18 species of trees and shriiljs, rarely
climbers, mostly native.s of the Pacific islands from New
Zealand to Hawaii. They belong to the class of Australasian shrtibs whose chief beauty lies in their long red
anthers. They are somewhat grown for a fancy Easter
trade by florists, largely from imported stock.
In
Metrosideros the flowers are borne in dense 2-or3-forked
cymes, while in Callistemon tlicy are borne in spilies.
Leaves mostly opposite: petals 5, s])reading; stamens 1
inch or more long, much longer than the petals. The
species described below are coolliouse shrubs, and are
rarely grown outdoors in the South.
Apparently the commonest of tlie Bottle Bruslies in
the trade is Callisiemon laneeoldtux, which is passing
among florists as Metrosideros florihumla and M. ri>hnsta.
In Pig. 320 (jiage 218) the plant is shown witli
apparently terminal intlorescence, but the branch is
really terminated by some leaf buds, which develop
The handsome plant figured in
later, as in Fig. 1.198.
William Scott's "Florists' Manual," and to which he
refers in the following paragraph tis M<'fr<>y.}ilvn>s rnln(.^ta,
I'ltiis

seems

to be

none other than Cn fti^ii'moii Umreo-

(see stipplementary list).

^y

The plant known to the trade as Mrh-o.^fOero^ rohnsia
grown for many years as a c^nil greenhouse

has been

but it is onl)^ witljin a di^zen years that Eurohave been sending American fiorists ttie compact
little bushes that now arrive with our Azaleas.
The
city florist can perhaps dispose of one «>f these Bottle
Brushes for every ten plants of ^fsw/ci/ Indira. Plants
in (i-inch pots, well flowered, flxed with a red ribbon
and placed in a modern liasket certainly look novel and
attractive. The Belgians grow the young plants in ])eat,
as they do most hardwooded i)lants, but they do very
well in good turfy loam with a fourth of ieaf-mold.

plant,
l)eans

Cuttings of the young growth may be struck in oarly
spring and planted out in gcjod soil iiy the end of ;May.
When the plants
but it is cheaper to imjiort stock.
arrive soak the ball of roots, pot firmly and ]ilai'e them
in a house of abotit 4.5°.
Freshly imported plants cannot be forced in much heat, like Azaleas, or they will
shed their flowers. Watch them carefully, give them
more heat gradually and they will bloom for Easter.
Plants unsold the first spring will be much more satisfactory the second year. By the end of April cut them
back to witlnn 1 or 2 inches of the old growth, put them
in a good heat and keep them syringed.
Tliey will make
Early
btishy growth, with a good number of shoots.
in .lune plunge them in a sunny spot outdoors, with the
rim of the pot well covered, and be careful that they do
not suffer for water in hot weather. In July, or earlier,
nmlch the pots with an inch of half-decomposed cow
manure. Before frost remove the plants to a temp, of
4.")^, or warmer if bloom is desired before Easter.
It

Wit.T,TA?r
A.

Fiutcers

Scott.

i'jd.

robusta, A. Cunn. Lvs. opposite, elliptic-ovate, obtuse,
veiny, with an extra nerve near each margin and parallel,
glabrous: inflorescence a .'1-forked cyme: fls.red; calyx
top-shaped.
Zeal. B. M. 4471 (erroneously as Jl/.
finrida )
AA. Floa-ers yetloLvish,

New

fI6rida, Sm. Lvs. opposite, obovate-oblong. veiny, glabrous: inflorescence a thyrse: tis. yellowish calyx top;

rvletrosideros (loribunda uf

1398.

Calhstemon lanceolatus

jj

Iliought to
late:

tis.

Australia.

— jU.

the trade, but

of the botanists.

wliili- lis. Bvs. opposite, petiolate, ovate-IaTjceouiiilici-like,
decussatid,v branclied panicle.
seinprrflorfns, Lodd. (.';illisteiijoii liincpotafns.
Sims^Callistemon speciusus,
^y t^j

liiivi'
ill

—

ail

=

il/.

.'./"'{('".sa,

MEXICAN TEA.
MEYENIA.

See

MEZEEEUM.
MICHAUXIA

Consnlt

Cln',i,>j,ndi,im

.

'/l,HHh<i;iin.

Se..

Dapliur M,-zryrnm.

(Andn-

Jlichaiix. 174r,-lS02,

French bot-

who

lived for ten years in .Vmerica and wrote
much on American plants), ('a)upa niitaod'. About 4
species of rather coarse-habited biennial herbs from the
Orient, of which J/, ci iHjuniu loides is best known. It
grows 4-."' ft. high, has irregtilarly toothed, bristly-hairy
ffdiage and large, curious drooping fls., wdiite, tinged
with piurple, wheel-shaped at first, later reflexed. Tlio
flower is ]iarted nearly to the base into 8-10 olilong segments, 1,^2-2 itt. long. This plant is a striking suliject
fortheback of a hardy border. It is easily projt. by seeds
(which should lie fresh ), and likes a well-enrii/lied soil of
a light nature. An American dealer offers a climber
with bell-shaped fls. uinlcr the name of M. cainpdiiiilata but these plants are erect herlis.
anist,

Michauxia belongs, with Campanula and other genera
of garden importance, to a group characterized by having the capsule closed at the top and opening laterally
by little holes between the ribs or by small solitary
valves. Michauxia is distinguished from the other genera
of this group by the 8-10-parted corolla with narrow,
spreading, finally refiexed lobes and an 8-IO-celled ovary.
Michauxias are erect plants, hispid or glabrous: lvs. irregularly toothed or lobed, the stem-lvs. few: fls. terminal or strung along the branches, the top ones opening
first, peduucled or nearly sessile, white or pale rose,

campanuloides, L'H(?r. Lvs, lanceolate in outline;
ufiper ones sessile, acute, almost clasping: calyx with
reflexed ap]>endages shorter than the lobes; stamens 8.
Asia Minor, B,M, 219,
,j, B, Keller and W, M.

I\IICHELIA

MICHIGAN

MICHfiLIA (P. A.Micheli.lOTO-lT.'lT, Italian botanist).
MagnoliCicecr^. Twelve to 17 species of temperate and
tropical trees, mostly natives of nits, of India, 2 of which
are cult, in our southern states for their handsome may;nolia-like folia;j:e and red or pale yellow, fragrant Us.
Fls. mostly axillary, solitary ; sepals and petals similar,
9-15 or more, in 3 or more series; stamens as in Mag-

well adapted to the growth of the pear, cherry, and
Peach-growing for profit is
tlie small fruits.
followed in a rather narrow belt along the west shore of
Michigan, technically denominated the "peach belt," and
upon reliefs of ground over a much wider area, extending even twenty to forty miles toward the interior from
Lake Michigan; the northern terminus of this belt is
Grand Traverse bay. At the date of this writing (1900)
the most promising apple region lies in the middle-western part of the lower peninsula. The aggregate acreage
devoted to apple-growing in the 39 apple counties is
202,587; and the acreage of peaches in the 12 counties
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nolia; carpels in a loose spike; stigma decurvent: ovules
2 or more: fr. a long, loose or crowded spike of leathery
carpels, which split down the back: seeds like Magnolia.

Fls. pale yellow.

A.

A tall

tree native of the Himalayas:
tapering to a long point, 8-10 in.
long, 2K-4 ill- broad, shining above, pale and glabrous or
pubemlons beneath; petiole Uo in. long: fls. 2 in. across;
sepals oblong, acute; petals linear fr. 3-4 in. long.

Champ^ca, Linn.

Ivs. ovate-lanceolate,

;

AA.

Flowers red.

fuscata, Blurae. Lvs, elliptic-lanceolate: none of the
sepals or petals linear. China. B.M. 1008 {Magnolia
fuscata).
M. B. Coulston.

MicJielia fiisca/a is one of the most popular garden
shrubs in the southern states. It is known as tbe Brownflowered or Banana shrub; also Magnolia fuscata. It
is shrubby in habit, attains a height of 10 to 15 ft. and is
perfectly hardy in the middle and lower South. The
shining young twigs and petioles are covered with brown
tomentum. Tbe fls. are l-l.'^^ in. across, brownish yellow,
edged with light carmine, exhaling a strong banana fragrance. The flowering period extends from the end of
April until June. Prop, by seeds as stated for Magnolia
grandiflora, but as seed is somewhat scarce, the better
method is from ripened wood cuttings, under glass and
with bottom heat. The cuttings should have 1 or 2 lvs.
left, and be cut before very cold weather. It is a very
desirable conservatory shrub in northern sections.
P. J.

MICHIGAN HORTICTJLTURE.

Berckmaxs.
The loca-

Fig. 1399.

tion of the lower peninsula of Michigan is a most fortunate one fur the pursuit cf horticulture. Flanked on
either side by a great body of water, the climate is modified materially both summer and winter, thus affecting
the kind and (piality of products that can be successfully
grown. Peaches are regularly ripened on a parallel
even
that forms the northern boundary of Vermont
figs have been ripened in the open air in the southwestern corner of the state. This modification of climate affects not only temperature, but humidity; and on
the side of prevailing winds during the heated season
;

there is greater immunity from drought as a result of
the moisture-laden atmosphere.
Michigan is covered with drift, and the soil in the
western portion is, in considerable measure, open and
porous in character, but having as a constituent properties admirably suited to the growth of trees.
The kind
of timber growing naturally upon the soil of western
Michigan has deceived many people with regard to the
character of the sciil. Elsewhere heavy timber has usually grown on clay loam, but some of our light, sandy
soils were covered orlginallj* by a heavy growth of beech,
maple and basswood. This peculiar adaptation of western Michigan to the growth of timber trees has been
a strong factor in favor of orcharding, and some of
the finest orchards are upon the lighter lands.
There was a wi<le range of wild fruits indigenous to
Michigan, and the early seeds of apples and pears
brought by the French missionaries produced trees of
wonderful vigor and fruitfulness. Many of these trees
are still standing in the vicinity of the old missionary
stations.
For a good many years after the early settlements in the state, fruit and garden products were
raised simply as an accompaniment of the farm home or
the town garden. JMarket horticulture has followed the
rapid growth of cities and tho development of modern
methods of transportation.
The apple-growing region covers the southern part,
extending northward and covering what is known as the
"Thuml)" (south of Saginaw bay), reaching as far north
on the Huron shore as the Straits <>f Mackinac, and
on the western, with a somewhat wider b^U, lo and including the Grand Traverse region. 'I'his s;iiiie an-a

is

most of

in

which

this fruit is

grown commercially

is 39,051.

In the evolution of commercial horticulture in Michigan, specialties have been developed and we find the
peach a leading product wherever it can be successfully
grown. To illustrate the rapid increase of peach-growing in the state, it is enough to say that the average
number of trees planted in the state annually, between
1890 and 1900, was 750,000. The shipments from the
western part of the state are uniformly large, and the
aggregates are often, in productive years, enormous.
The color of the fruit is not as high as we find it in
southern latitudes, but the quality is superior. From
the lake ports a large proportion of the peach crop is
shipped to Milwaukee and Chicago for distribution, but
from the interior places of shipment, peaches are distributed in every direction by rail. The development of
the small fruit interest for market has been in the region
From the cities at the
of large cities and lake ports.
mouth of the St. Joseph river, in tbe height of the small
fruit season, it is not rare to have the shipments aggregate 20,000 bushels a day. The grape industry is widely
scattered overthe southern half of the lower peninsula.
The country bordering on Lake Erie, from the character
of tbe soil, has produced the finest quality of fruit. In
recent years a great impetus has been given to this industry in the vicinity of Lawton, Van Buren county,
from which point hundreds of carloads are shipped
annually. Plums are grown over a large portion of the
southern peninsula, and to some extent, in the northern
peninsxila, but the fruit reaches its greatest perfection
in Oceana and Mason counties.
The wide range of horticultural products grown in
this state, and the wonderful development of certain
specialties, in localities suited to them, have been due tothe admirable method of disseminating exact and valuable information upon horticultural subjects in every
corner of the state. This has been accomplished by organization.
The state horticultural society, with its
numerous branches; the organizations devoted to commercial horticulture; granges, farmers' clubs ami institutes, touching in their work, according to locality, the
various branches of horticulture, have all been valuable
means for disseminating information. The Fruit Catalogue of the Michigan Horticultural Society has been a
text-book for every planter; this, in recent years, has
been supplemented by admirable bulletins from the horticultural branch of the state experiment station; and
the men who have entered horticulture as a profession,
becoming leaders, have been singularly public-spirited
and well equipped. Michigan fruit-growers have never
been guilty of neglecting to exhibit their products in attractive ways at county, state, national, and even international expositions, thus creating a demand for information which could be readily supplied in the form
of l>nlletins, reports, circulars, etc., by their progressive organizations.
Certain crops that were in early days considered to be
simply garden products have developed to such an extent that now they are field crops; this is notably true
of celery, chicory, mint, potatoes, cabbages, tomatoes,

cucumbers and melons. The quick and satisfactory
r-ommunication from tbe lake ports with the largo cities
of Illinois and Wisconsin has stimulated the culture of
the muskmelon and tomato to such an extent tliat they
are not now^ reckoned as ganh^n crops.
Kalamazoo
shipped over a large area of the civilized world.
seems admirably adapti'<l to the production of
a high grade of product, ami tlie method of growing and
handling has reached far toward perfection. It is true,

celery

The

is

soil

also, that other points in the state are fieveloping as
celery centers, and giving their names to the exported

MICHIGAN
product;

Haven,

this

MICONIA
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Grand
Tecumsch,

applies to

Muskegon,

Ypsilanti and Ionia.
The lettuce industry, conducted
under glass, has reached an extraordinary development in the
vicinity of Grand Kapids, a variety having originated there adluirahly suited to the purpose,
and at this writing half a million
feet of glass are devoted to this
crop. Recently, the plaster caves

Grand Kapids have been found
be suited to the growth of
mushrooms, and this is a growat
to

The
ing horticultural industry.
glass structures devoted to lettuce are used for the growth of
cucumbers, to supplement the
lettuce crop, thus rendering it
possible to utilize the glass for
nine or ten months in the year.
Parsley has also become a remunerative crop under glass, and
the shipments to the large northern cities are rapidly increasing.
The liower trade is confined almost entirely to glass structures,
and depends upon the wholesale
market to take care of the output.
Chicago seems to absorb everything of this kind in the western
part of the state, while Detroit
draws its supplies from the southeast portion.
The carnation is
the leading flower for export, and
the soil

of

certain localities

in

western Michigan seems especially adapted to securing perfection in the flowers.
violets in aggregate
closely.

Roses and
shipments

1399.
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The upper peninsula, as yet, is somewhat of an unknown quantity in horticulturia and still there are indications that in some localities the hardier fruits may be
grown with the greatest success; from the market point
of view, the small fruits, coming into the large centers
the season, bring a remunerative price and extend the season. It is predicted by thoughtful horticulbecause of the rapi<lity of development and
marvelous growth in the short northern season, the
upper peninsula will evolve a remarkably remunerative
horticulture, peculiar to itself. The selection of varieties
of the more perishable fruits, like berries and i)eaches.
is modified largely by the fact that it is desirable to
avoid competition with the flood of fruits from the
South, so that the later ripening varieties are generally
most popular with the market growers.
One of the important factors in fruit-growing along
the shore of Lake Michigan is the tremendous volume
of resort business.
The whole shore, from St. Joseph
to Mackinac, is dotted with resorts, and this population
demands plenty of fruit of good quality, making the
home market of no mean projiortions. Nature d'-signed
Michigan for horticultural pursuits, and the progress of
population has brought the right spirit into the culture
of orrhard and garden products.
Everything indicates
a most promising future for Michigan horticulture.
late in

turists that

Chakles W. Garfield.
The soil and climate of Michigan are well adapted to
the production of high-grade seeds of many of our garden vegetables, and large areas are devoted to their cultivation,
lu 1899 a single firm of seedsmen had contracts with over 1.400 Jlicliigau farmers for growing
garden seeds of various kinds, and in 1900 contracts
have been let to grow within the state at least l.'i.OOO
acres of garden varieties of peas, 10,000 acres of garden
beans, 2,000 acres of sweet corn, 1,000 of cncnmbers,
1,000 of melons, 500 of tomatoes, and smaller areas of
onions, radishes, cabbage, etc., these crops being grown
for seed alone. The seedsman contracts with farmers
who are good cultivators and have gooil farms and buildings, to plant acertain area with choice srlected see<l fur-

Michigan, showing horticultural areas.

nished by the seedsman, wh" also does all necessary
expert work in the rogning and cleaning of the crop and
agrees to pay a specilied price for all the seed produced.
The seeds produced hitherto have proved of sm-h exceptionally good quality that most American seedsmen
are coming to depend largely upon this state for their
su]ii">ly of many sorts, and there is a steadily gro\\iiig
demand for Michigan seed for exin.irt. -^y yr^ TEArv.

MICONIA (D. Micon, Spanish botanist). Mehtsto'ogniaux, the latest monographer (DC. Monogr.
I'hauer. 7) admits 518 species to this genus, ineluding
the plants kno^Ti to the trade as Cyanophyllums. The
most popularof these greenhouse plants, CijanophyUnm
inafjtiificum, is placed amongst the species which are
iii<)rriT.

(

imperfectly known and is not described in the monograph. It was flrst illustrated and described as long
ago as 1850. Miconia is a tropical American genus
of trees and shrubs, with large and showy opposite or
verticillate, strongly veined Ivs. Petals 4-S, ruunrled at
Stamens variable in
the apex, spreading or reflexed.
number and shape, but usually 8-lG, the anthers polymorphous. Fr. a dry or leathery berry, 2-5-loculed, and
Fls. relatively small, usually
few- or many-seeded.
corymbose or paniculate, white, rose, purple or yellow.
The Miconias of gardeners are conservatory or warmhouse subjects, grown for their large and striking foli-

They belong to the old genus Cyanophyllnm, in
age.
which the anthers are subulate and incurved and with
a single pore, the fls. large and the calyx oblong or campaunlate and truncate or dentate. They propagate by
cuttings of the Arm wood over bottom heat. The plants
should bo screened from the direct glare of the sun, and
be given abtindancc of water. Use a i3bri'us soil. Culture similar to that of Mediuilla.
Since the plants are known to gardeners mostly for
their foliage, it is probable that some of the trade species are referred to wrong geiiera. Flowers are not always known when the idants are named. Some of the
nauies have no staiiding in botanical literature.

magnificnm,
(Ci/anophf/JJiDn
Triana
magnifica,
(Inenl. i. Fiu^ 1400. Reaching several feet in heii^ht as
plaee),
its
native
ivQe
in
glass
(probably
a
irrowu under

MICOXIA

MIGNONETTE

robust: Ivs. very lar^e (becoming 2-2^^ ft. long), broadovate and wavy-edged, arched, rugose, upper surface
lustrous green, lower surface red, the very prominent
veins white or light-colored: fls. small, panicled. Mex.

sides as well as the l)ase; the stalks are also continuous
with the rootstock, and not joined to them, as iu the
true Davallias. Twenty or more species are known.
For cultivation, see Davallia.
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R.H. 1859, p. 359. -Discovered by Ghiesbrecht and first
shown by Linden in 1857. One of the best and most
striking of all conservatory foliage subjects.
Voss
(Blumengartnerei) revives for this species the genus
Tamonea and calls it T. niagnifica, Voss. M. veliitiiia,
Lind. & Rod. (I.H. 41:21). of Brazil, is perhaps a form
of this species. Its Ivs. are not arched and tht colors
are more bronzy.
spectAnda,

Rod.

{

C.'/o

sperffhidun)
nophf/JJ nin
or less loug, Ow in. broad
,

Nichols.). Lvs. oval, 1% ft.
in the middle, the upper surface dark lustrous green,
tlie under siile greenish red. the midrib prominent and
grav. Brazil.

A. Lvs. once -pinnate.

margiaalis, Baker (M. scdbra, Hort.). Lvs. rising'
from a cni^eping rootstock, 18-24 in. long, 9-15 in. wide,
with linear pinnte, which are cut about half way to the
rachis into biuutish, oblong lobes. Ceylon to China.
B. Lvs. tri-quadripinnaiifid.
platyphjUa, Don. Lvs. 3-4 ft. long, on stout stalks
from a stout, scaly rootstock. tripinnatitid; ultimate di

visions l>road, bluntish, toothed, oblong, deltoid; sori
2-12 to a segment, one in each tooth. India to Japan.
hirta, Kaulf. Lvs. 3-G ft. long, on stout stalks, triquadripiiniatifid
ultimate divisions oblong, broadly
toothed; rachises hairy or pubescent; sori 2-20 to ase;rment, 1 or more together at the base of the teetli.
India and Polynesia. Var. cristata is also offered by the
trade.
Gn.31, p. 428. F. R. 1:709.- i/.
F. 1878, p. 59.
cristata, Hort., presumably belongs here.
;

M.

hispida,

L. M. L^nderwoou.

Hort.=?

MICROMl^BIA {t)iil'ros, smsxU, meris, a part: smallflowered). Lahidiw. This genus comprises about (iO
species of herbs and subshrubs, generally distributed
in tropical and temperate regions, especially in the
Mediterranean countries. Lvs. usually small, entire or
toothed: whorls axillary or in terminal spikes: fls. small;
calyx 13-nerved, 5-toothed or 2-lipped. corolla 2-lipped.
upper lip erect, flattish, entire or notched, lower spreading, 5-lobed; stamens 4.
A. Fls. 1-3 in ihe axils.
Do&glasii, Benth.

Yerba Buena.

Perennial: stems

long, slender, trailing and creeping, with sweet-scented
round or oval lvs., 1 in. or less across: fls. purplish,
mostly solitary in the axils, on long, 2-bracted pedicels.

Woodlands, from Vancouver's Is.
soil. -Offered by E. Gillett, 1881.

to S. Calif.

Sandv

aa. Fls. numerous in the axils.
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Known

Miconia mag^nifica.
CyanoplnjUuni inagnificxim.

to the trade us

AssAmica [CyanophfiUum- AaKihnif^tim Hort.) was
once offered by Saul. Said to be "a very beautiful foliage plant, with large, fine foliage." Probably a smaller
type of M. spectanda, but very pretty when the Ivs. are
expanding. Said by Nicholson and Mottet to be much
,

inferior to the above.

_L_

jj_

3_

MICROKfiNTIA
niacca:. Here may

(Greek, minnte Keniia).
Palbelong Ihe plant known to the trade
as Kentia gracilis. Microkentia is a genus of 6 species
of palms from New Caledonia. They are unarmed, with
slender, bamboo-like, ringed trunks. The leaf segments
are long-sword-shaped and distinct, or the upper ones
grown together into a broad 2-CTit blade. The fruits in
this genus are amongst the smallest in the palm family.
The fls. also are minute. The true Kentias. of which

perhaps none is cultivated, have larger Hs. and fruits.
the former white, the latter vermilion. The anthers are
fixed at the base in Kentia, but dorsifixed and versatile
in Microkentia. Microkentia is nearer Clinostigma and
Oyphosperma, but in these the leaf segments are irreti^ularly bitten off at the apex. Ki'niia f/racih's, Brong.
& Gris. ==^ Mierokevfla f/raciJii^, Benth. & Hook. It is
possible that the Kentia gracilis of the trade is Keniiopsis dlvaricata (which see).

A dense, low-growing perennial
rup6stris, Benlh.
plant, woody at the base, with prostrate stems, which
extremities,
giving a heath-like effect
turn up at the
when in bloom. Lvs. have the odor and taste of pennyroyal: fls. abundant, small, white, with lavender spott*
on the inner side of corolla lobes, borne for several
inches along the stems. Prop, from cuttings and seeds.
J. N. Gerard writes that it blooms from July until heavy
frosts, and proves very satisfactory for rockery and informal border. Not advertised in American catalogues.
but is in cult, by amateurs. S. Eu. jj;_ g Coulstox.
MICE6STYLIS

Orchiddcefp.
(Greek, small style).
dozen species of this geniis are in cultivation in
the Old World. No species have found theirway into thf
American trade. They are herbs of terrestrial habit,

About

The species in cult,
are all from tropical countries, and require a close.
or,
better,
a
Wardian
case or bell-jar,
damp house
within which the air maybe kept moist enough for their
requirements. The lvs. are more or less broadly ovate,
rather succulent, with sheathing bases. They are mostly
beautifully colored. The fls. are borne in terminal racentes, like those of Goodyera.
cult, for their richly colored lvs.

Heinkich Hasselbking.
Tlip Mycrostylis are deciduous orchids. They growwell in the warm end of the cattleya department, i.r
better still treated like thunias or calanthes, a rather
warm, moist atmosphere when growing in spring, reducing the same toward late summer as they begin to
lose their foliage, and eventually resting them quite dry
They
in a temperature of about (H)° F. during winter.
will probably suffer in a Wardian case or bell-glass.
They certainly will after growth is completed, if not at

—

all

MICROLfiPIA (Greek, a smaU scnif: alluding to the
jndusiura). Pohjpodidcea'. A genus of graceful greenhouse ferns, allied to Davallia, but having the shallow,
half-cup-shaped, membranous indusium attached to the

a

times.

MIGNONETTE

r. m. Grey.

a universal favorite.
Though there are many fragrant flowers of easy cultivation that exceed the Mignonette in beauty, it is prob(Fig. 1401)

is

JIIGXOXETTE
able that
^'raiiee.

MIUXOXETTIi

no other flower is so generally grown for fraNo homo garden is compit^te Avitliout some

Mignonette. It needs a cool soil, only moUrratyly rii-li,
shade part o£ the day, and careful attention t<i i-vitting
the flower-stalks before the seeds are rii)o. It gruws
1-2 ft. high, and is treated as a half-hardy uiinual. If a
sowing be made in late April, followed by a seci.inl
sowing in early July, the season may be extended until
severe frosts. Those who wish to have luniie-grown
Mignonette in the window during winter may sow seeds
Few tlowers will prove us disin pots late in sunnner.
appointing if the treatment it needs is omitted.
Years ago JMignouette was one of tiie few fashional)Ie
Every tiorist grew a little. With the rise of
flowers.
florists' roses, carnations, violets and ehrysantbenmnts
the Mignonette lost some of its relative importance, but
within recent years a new era has opened for it. It is
now a highly specialized crop, being little grown by
general florists, but gritwn on a large scale by a few
specialists.

For the botanical status of Mignonette, see Ikcaedn.
C. E. IlrxN.

Wholesale Cultivation' of Mignonette. — Owing

to

improved methods of cultivation practiced in recent
years, Mignonette has become a staple in the cosmopolitan markets. A few years ago growers contented
little attention to the plant, letting it
take care of itself after planting the seed in a row alonir
the side of rose beds or benches. Now, however, certain
growers having made its cutting and seed a specialty.
the result has been tiie production of improved strains
finding such favor that the old, careless methods are
abandoned. As yet. well-grown plants in pots are not
offered to the public, luit the indications are tliat before
long they will take their place as favorite Cliristnias and
Easter plants, for which they are well fitted, since thi-y
are useful house plants in their keeping anil odoriferous

themselves with
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foliage may be dry bel'oi-e night for if the water l)(-s
on the foliaire for twenty-fuur hours the leaves will be<-.ome spotted and a fungous growth started, to the ruin
of the phmt.
night temperaturt^ of 45°, with a rise oi"
10° or 1.')° in the day, suits the idant very well. Mignonette \vill succeed in almost any kind of a glass structure, Imt, of course, the better the house the finer the
product.
The cultivation of Mignonettes in pots requires much
attention, involving careful ^vatering, staking and training of the plants into the shape required. All this takes
time, but good specimen plants in pots of 8 inches, with
I.j-20 heads of fi<:iwers to a jdant, will repay the grower
for all the attention bestowed. The best method for this
kind of growing is to fill up 2-inch pots with finely sifted
soil from the compost heap described before, then add
one-third leaf-soil run through a sieve, with a little sand
to make it porous, and then, pressing the soil firm, make
a little hole with the fingiu* in the center of the pot, drop
in 2 or 3 seeds, cover lightly and water with a fine rose
to settle the soil around the seed.
After tlu^ plants are
up thin out to one plant to a pot, leaving the strongest
one. Keep all the ])lants as near the glass as possible
to prevent them from !)ecoming drawn.
Be careful not
to let the i)Iants get dry at this time. If they receive a
cheek at this or any time for want of water Ihey get
hard and will nex'er make good plants afterwards.
;

A

qualities.

Mignonettes in beds or benches for winter-flowerim.'
succeed in almost any soil, but the best is a good,
turfy loam, taken from an old pasture plowed as early
as possible in spring after the grass begins to grow
In the preparation of this soil, the pasture
nicely.
should he plowed about 4 inches deep and the earth
heaped up immediately after ^ilowing. When heaping,
a layer of soil should first be nuute, then a layer of
manure, and so on until the heap is completed, the top
rounded off a little so as to throw ofY the surtdus water
of heavy rains. One load of good cow manure to six of
soil would be about the right proportion.
will

If the plant is grown in beds, eight inches of soil will
be sufficient, and the beds should rise slightly from thisides to allow for settling. The rough jiarts should be
raked off, and a board laid on the soil and tramped upon
until the soil is firmed evenly. Rake it again to nmghen
the surface, mark out rows lengthwise a foot apart, with
cross rows at the same distance. tSow the seeds in the
corners of the square thus made, cover very lightly, and
when the sowing is completed, give a light watering
with a fine rose watering-pot to settle the soil around
the seeds. After the plants are up and growing and
have made their second leaves, thin out to one plant,
leaving the strongest one. Care should be taken at this
time not to over-water, as it is preferable to leave the
As soon as the plants are
soil rather dry than wet.
large enough, stake them all and tie them loosely to
prevent them from falling out.
If the seed is sown in July for a November crop, the
ventilators must be kept open day and night so as to
admit all the air possible, in order to keep the plants
Temporary shading in the
stocky and short -jointed.
middle of the davwhen the sun is hot is very necessary.
After the plants begin to show the flower heads, all
the side shoots sliould be removed from around tlu^
heads down to the stem. Leave three or four of the
strong bottom side shoots to come on for a second
Always have
crop, and so on as the crop matures.
another crop coming on to take the place of the one that
was cut. By keeping the plants neatly staked and tied
there should be a continuous crop from November tit
Mav. When the plants have reacdied a good size.
watering is of the utmost importance and should be done
in the mornings and only on bright days, so that the
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Mignonette— Allen's Defiance.

When the plants have filled the pots with roots shift (»
4-inch pots, using a little rougher soil. Never allow the
plants to become pot-bound. Up to this time they will
not require stakes if kept near the glass with plenty of
ventilation and are carefully watered. When the young
roots begin to show through the soil at the sides of the
pot shift to S-inch pots, using good rough soil. Drain
age must be provided at the bottom of the pots — broken
Cover this drainage
bricks will answer the purpose.

mignoni':tte

MILKWORT

material with a little rough stuff from the potting bench
and pot the plants firmly, leaviug the space of an inch
at the top of the pot for water. Watering should be
done sparingly until the plants fill the pots with roots.
By this time the plants should be 4 inches tall, and the
center shoot should now be pinc'lied out to induce enough
of the side shoots to form the foundation of the plants.
The center shoot will produce 2 or 3 side shoots l>elow
where it was pinched, and with G or 7 bottom side shoots
will form the basis of the plaut. Rub olf any other side
shoots as they appear. After the plants have grown to
a height of 6 or 7 inches they must be staked and tied;
a stake in the center for the center shoot and one for
the side shoots will be sufficient. After the plants have
attained a height of 10 or I'l inches, and before the flower

MILDEW. This name is given to a group of fungous
diseases wliich attack leaves, shoots, flowers and fruits.
The true or powdery Mildews (Erysipbej©) appear as
a thin, white, powdery coating on the surface of the
plants. The disease is usually accompanied by distortion and dwarfing, and often death of the affected
parts. In some cases, however, as in the maple Mildew,
the affected areas of the leaves retain their chlorophyl
and remain green in the autumn long after the rest of
the leaf is dead and yellow. The mycelium is always
superficial, forming spots or more or less extended areas
on the affected organs. The injury is done by numerous
haustoria, which penetrate the cells of the host and absorb nutriment for the mycelium, and also serve as
organs of attachment. During the summer Mildews are
propagated by 1-celled spores, many of which are cut off
in succession from erect, simple branches all over the
diseased surface. Other spores, by means of which the
fungus passes through the winter, are produced in sacs
inclosed within hollow spherical receptacles, called perithecia. These appear as minute black or dark brown
specks over the diseased area. They are produced in the
autumn, and remain on the fallen leaves; but the spores
within them do not ripen until the following spring,
when they are liberated by the decay of the perithecia.
In the United States, considerable injury is caused by
the following species
The rose Mildew, Sphferotheca
paniwsa, on roses under glass; Erijsiplie graminis on
wheat and other grasses; the vine Mildew, Uncinnla
.'Spiralis, producing the powdery Mildew of grapes; Podo.sphccra Oxtjcanllice on apples and pears; and Sphceroiheca Ca.'ifa(/nc>, the hop Mildew. The most successful
mode of combatting the Mildews is by dusting with sulfur or spraying with Bordeaux mixture. Eitlier of these
fungicides kills the mycelium and spores of the fungus.
The downy Mildews or false Mildews belong to the
Peronosporeise, a group of fungi widely separated from
the true Mildews. The mycelium is parasitic within the
tissues of the host, only the fruiting branches appearing at the surface (see Fig. 879). The fruiting branches
have a characteristic form and method of ramification
for each genus of the group. The spores, when they
lodge on new host-plants, either produce an infecting
thread directly, or, in most cases, the contents of the spore
is discharged in the form of swarm-spores, which swim
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heads begin to show, pinch the center out of all the
shoots with the finger and thumb at the same time so as
to induce the plant to flower all at one time, for if pinched
two or three weeks apart the flower heads will ci)nie
irregularly and the plants will not look so well. As soon
as the flower heads begin to show the plants should have
a little weak liquid manure twice a week and as they
develop and the roots get crowded in the pots tbey will
require more feeding. Put about a bushel of sheep manure in a bag and drop it in a barrel of water for two or
three days before using. This makes a very good liquid
food for the plants; also chicken manure treated the
same way but used in lesser quantity — about a half a
bushel to 50 gallons of water will be about right. If the
plants have been carefully watered and attention paid
to staking and training, the grower will be amply rewarded with nice specimen plants having from 12 tn 20
flower spikes to a plant.

Seed-saving. — l^lants Ti'anted for seed shonM be curefully selected. Only the very Itest plants with ch-au,
healthy foliage and large bracts or flower heads, with the
florets set close together, are the ideal plants for seed.
If the plants are growing in a house or near other plants
that are not so good they should be covered with mosquito netting to prevent the bees from cross-fertilizing

After the heads have set, say from 20-25 pods,
the center should be pinched out, for if allowed to grow
and set more the seed will be of an inferior quality.
When the seed liegins to turn brown in the seed-pods the
pods should be picked off' and laid in an airy room for a
day or two on paper, so that none may be lost. After the
pods are dry, so that the seed will rub out clean, the st^ed
should be cleaned, put in a package and placed in tin
boxes to keep from mice, as tln-'SH jtpsts are very fond

them.

of

about for a time and finally come to rest and produce
the infecting mycelium. Resting spores are produced
sexually in this group wi-thin the tissues of the host.
This family contains about ten genera, of which the
following are most commonly known
Phj/tophthora
infeKfans, the potato blight
Plas^nopara vificola, the
downy Mildew of grapes; Bremia Lactucce, often causing
great damage to lettuce in forcing-houses; Pijthiuin Debarj/iniiiin causing damping-oft" of seedling cucumbers
and various other seedling plants; and Cystopus candiduv, the common white rust of crucifers. Modes of
combatting these diseases are set forth for each specific
case in the experiment station literature of the various
states. See. also, />(.s-t'(/.sT.v. ^t
tt
:

Robert MoMillen.
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MIGNONETTE VINE.

See Boas

ufjaultin.
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MIKANIA

(Prof. J. Ct. Mikan, of Prague, or his son
and successor, J. 0. Mikan, who collected in Brazil).
CompdsUce. This includes 31. suruidcns. the Climbing
Hempweed, a common native weed, but a pretty one. It
has distinct foliage, the Ivs. being somewhat heartshaped or halberd-shaped, and long-acuraiuate. The fls.
are very small, numerous, pinkish, and borne in dense
clusters 1-2 in. across. These clusters, as in all the species, are composed of many small heads, each containing
fls., surrounded by an involucre <.)f 4 bnicts.
The .i^enus
itontains about 60 si)ecies, mostly found in the wanner
parts of America. Shrubs or herbs, the latter twining,
rarely erect: Ivs. opposite, usually stalked: heads spicate, racemose, corymbose or panicled
fls. mostly white
or yellowish. Nearest to Eupatorium, but the hitter lins
an indefinite number of involiirral bracts instcjul of 4,
and contains erect plants.
-1-

:

sc^ndens, Willd.
Or^niBiNO HEMPWKEt>.
Described
abuvc. Moist ground, New Eng. to F\!\. mid Tok. O.W.F.
;:!4. — Very rarely olfercd by dealers in native plants.
Slnderi, Hort.
ITothouse climbers, witli vnriegjited
foliage. Int. 1899 l)y S;mder ct Co.. wiio s;iy tlit' Ivs. are
richly embellished wiili d:irk vc)v(-f-]mt|)lc |>ar(dips
veins of mature Ivs. whitf. The Ivs. arc altoiif, ll in. long,

MILFOIL. See AchiUea.

MiLIUM (ancient Latin name of Millet, which, however, belongs to a different genus). GranniKP. Millet
<,trass. Contains .5-6 species distributed tlu*ough temperate Europe and Asia, one of which is also found in
North America, and is occasionally cult, for ornament.
Spikelets 1-tld., in diffuse panicles. Empty glumes
awnb-ss, the flowering glume coriaceous, as in Panicum.
Farnn-r's Bulletin. Xo.' lOi. issued by the U.S. Dept.
of Agric. is dwoti'd to Millets (but not to Milium}.
A smooth

eifllsum, Linn.

broad

:ind tiiin:

paniclo (M)

peronni;d. :UG
in.

ft.

high: !vs.

long.

A. S. Hitchcock.

MILK PEA.

Guhtrfi,,.

MILK VETCH.

A><lyn,j<,lus.

;

5 In.
."if.

wide, boldly toothed.
rioldcea. ofFerof]

by Pitfher

MILKWEED.

A^clrphis

part iruiar.

&

Mniuln

in

lSOr>

little

MILKWORT.

Pohigala.

in

general;

.4.

Oornuti
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;
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MILLA

JIILTilXIA

MILLA. (J. Milla was bead fjanlener at the Court of
Bentharu & HooKcr restrict the
Madrid)- LiUAcccr.
£;enus Milla (as Cavaiiillos, its author, intended) to one
species, M. bifloni. From Brodifiea the /ireuus differs in
the fact that the pedicels are not .ioiuted and the perianth segments are always ^f-uerved. I\liUa and Brodii>>a
are native to the northern iialf of the western hemisphere, lu South America is the genus Triteleia, wliiidi
is by sonic referred to Milla, by others to Brodifea, and
'/'.
by still others kept distinct. There is one Triteleia
In his monograph
Hiiiflora) in common cultivation.
(Journ Linn. Soc. 11, p. 'MS), Baker refers the Tritcleias to Milla, and this disposition is followed by Index
Kewensis, but in a later account (G.C. III. 20, p. 459)
he refers them to BrodifBa. Watson Proc. Amer. Acad.
Arts. & Sci. 9, p. 2-10) restricts Milla to one species.
The North Auuuican plants which have been referred
to Triteleia are perhaps best treated as Brodiseas, and
they are so considered in the account of that genus in
The South American Triteleias
Vol. 1 of this work.
are described under that genus in Vol. IV.
Milla has a salverforni perianth, with 3-nerved segments which are separate nearly to the base, G nearly
sesiile stamens in one row, sessile, oblong-obovate
capsule. M. blfldra, Cav., has a scape 0-18 in. high
from a sniall coated bulb, bearing 1-5 (usually 2)
star-like, waxy white, fragrant fls. 2-2'.2 in. across,
Ivs.
rough,
with oblong-lanceolate segments:

MILTONIA (named for Lord Pitzwilliam, Viscount
Miltim. a patron of horticulture!.
Orrhidiiee't'.
This
group contains some of the m<.'st beautiful orchids in
cultivatiim. The pseudobulbs are cli^sely clustered and
sheathed with long, graceful, dark green h's., fnrmiug
plants over 1 ft. in diameter, bearing nuniert.ius large
hs.
They are herbs with short pseudobulbs, bearing
1-2 Ivs, at the summit and few or man\' sbeathing Ivs,

i

(

nearly terete. S. Ariz, and New Mex. to central
Mex. B.R. 18:1555. t\S. U: 14.59. Gn. 24, p. 1.55.
MiUa bifloi-a is one of the best of the small
bulbs. It known as Mexican Star, Mexican Star of
Bethlehem, Frost Flower, and Floating Star.
The tls. are of a charming waxy consistence, and
are borne on long stems. They are excellent for
cutting, and last several days. Planted in the liorder early in spring, they soon throw up their Hs
Ivs. They should be allowed to remain until Sei>tember
or October, wdien they may be taken up and stored for
the winter. Our gardeners know Milla mostly as a pot
bulb for flowering under glass late in winter or early in
spring. It blooms readily in the conditions given to
Freesias. Several bulbs should be placed in a pot, although several stalks will spring from one bulb.
L. H. B.
MiLLEE, DUSTY. See L.i.-hin.- C„r„n„,-iu.

MIILETS are important agricultural grasses. The
true Millet or Broomcorn Millet of Europe is Panii-iim
The common Millets of the United States,
milaeeuin.
the Foxtail Millets, are forms of Sefaria Itulica. AJrican Millet, also called Black, Chinese. Indian, and improperly Pearl Millet, is Sorghutii vulgare. The name
African Millet is sometimes applied to Elciisine Coru^
eana. Barnyard or Japanese Millet is P,inii-um CiiixPciuiiselnm tijphoidcum.
A. S. Hitchcock.
MILLETTI& (named in honor of Dr. Millett, of CanLeguminbsre. About 40 species of Old
ton, China).
World tropical trees and large shrubs, usually climbers
differs from the Japanese and North American genus
Wistaria only in the hard, usu:\lly fiat and thick pi.d
not opening so readily. Lvs. large, odd-pinnate: Itfs.
opposite, stipellate: "tis. showy, in axillary racemes
often fascicled, simple .>r paiiiculati- and terminal,
white, purple or reddish.
A. FU, purple.
CAfJra, Meissn. Iron-wood. A South African tree,
20-30 ft. high, with very hard, close-grained, brown
wood and dark, rough, rugulose bark, Lvs. on changalli.

Pearl Millet

is

neled petioles 6-8 in. long; Ifts. lanceolate-oblong, acute,
in 5-6 pairs, 2-2>^ in. long, 1 in. apart; slender stipul
2-3 lines long: panicle 6-8 in. long: fr. leathery velInt. by Beavety, used as a medicine by the Kafftrs.
soner Bros., 1891.

AA.

A

Fls.

irliite.
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Milton a vexillaria

indorescence arises from

tiie base of
at the base: tlie
the pseudobulbs, and consists of a single-tid. peduncle
or of a loose raceme of king-pedicelled lis,: sepals subequal, spreading, free or the lateral ones slightly unitetl
petals similar or a little wider: labellum not distinctly
clawed, large, expanded, not 3-lobed, l)ut (.dten bitid at
the apex: both the segments and the labellum are expanded, forming a flat flower: column short. This genus contains nearly 20 species, mostly from Brazil,
They are closely related to Odontoglossum and Oncidium, hut may be distinguished by the characters
and some
jf. Bii'zJn, M. ^'exiUaria
given above,
closely related kinds were until recently known in gardens as Odontoglossums. In the group containing the
"true" Miltonias, the psetidobulbs are separated from
each other on the rhizome, and bear 1-2 yellowish green
lvs. at the summit and few sheathing lvs. of the sanm
color at the base. The Hs. of nearly .all Miltonias remain on the plants in a fresh condition for a month or
,

more,

Heixrich Hasselbrinu,
among which are
Eazlii, grow best in a compost

The t^olomhiau species
J/, i;.riU,n-i't

and

21.

of Miltonia,

of well-chopped, turfy fern root and very coarse river
sand or pulverized coal clinkers. Do not overpot. Finish witli sphagimm. which should be kept growing,
phese species should have a temperature of 58° to 70"^.
Tbev do not like a close atmosphere, hut a good and
constant circulation of air. Fumigate slightly once a
week or scatter strong tobacco dust on the wet. hot pipes
frequentiv to control thrips. After growth is finisheil,

these orchids should be carefully rested in a temperature of '^r,^ to i;0^, but at no time should they become

verv

dr^'.

Brazilian kinds enjoy plenty of diffuse, but not

.Japanese woody climber, I,v
light green, odd-pinnate; Ifts, narrowly ovate, 4-G pairs,
racemes simple, nodding, .)-8
apart:
Kin. long. 1 in.
in.' long.
Probably not hardy in the North. Procurable
S.Z, 1:43 i/^rist'i na
of dealers in Japanese plants,

direct, sunlight. They need much water while growing. After growth is complete, gradually withhold water
supplv. The Brazilian kinds grow best in shallow perforate'd pans, with plenty of drainage, and potted in fern

Japonica

root

Jap6mca, Gray.

I

)

All

tli'e

mixed with coarse leaf-mold and sharp sand.

;-

MILTONIA
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JMILTONIA

M. veziUaria, as grown by the respected "William
Gray, of Albauy, wus well worth a long journey to
see.
He bad specimens in 12-inch pans in perfect
health and condition, which were a lovely sight. When
asked for the secret of his notable success, Mr. Gray
pointed overhead to the ventilators (outside temperature
20°), which were open just enough at top and bottom to
Mr. Gray added that
allow a gentle circulation of air.
he kept up plenty of atmospheric moisture and was very
careful about overhead waterings on close, warm days.
WiM. Mathews.
Though the genus Miltonia is closely allied to Odontoglossura botanically, the cultural requirements are in
many cases very different. Species Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4^nd 10
do well under the sam(^ gi^neral conditions of culture
recommended for Od<n(lo<iliissnm crispum (which see).
but 5° more heat during t\ni winter months should be
given them.
M. spectahilis and M. flavi'scfins should be grown in
baskets or pans suspended from the roof in a compost
of clean, chopped peat fiber and live sphagnum, liiierally
interspersed with pieces of charcoal, to which the roots
freely attach themselves. They can, if desired, also be
grown on orchid rafts with a little compost between.
They require stovehouse temperature, a moist atmos
phere and a copious supply of water both at the roots and
overhead when growing.
M. Candida, M. cnneaia and allied species thrive best
in liberally drained pots or pans in a compost of rough,
chopped peat and sphagnum, interspersed with pieces
of broken charcoal.
A warm, moist, shady location, such as is afforded in
the Cattleya or Cypripedium department, where the
temperature can be maintained at G0° to 65° by night
and about 70° by day during winter, suits Miltonias best.
The compost should never be allowed to become dry
during the growing season, and should never remain
dry long even when at rest during winter. Overhead
syringing is necessary at all seasons to keep down thrip,
to which this group is subject. Weak liquid cow manure
applied occasionally during the period of growth is beneficial.
Cutting the rhizome between the pseudobulbs,
partly through, at the beginning of the growing season
will retard the sap and often induce the latent eyes to
grow, after which time tlie pieces may be removed and
potted up separately.
creased.

By

this

means the stock

is in-

1. Rcezlii. Nichols. (Or?rjji^o[/M.s.sum7?u'3?u',Reichb.f.).
Pseudubullis narrowly ovate, 1-2 in. long: Ivs. numer-

ous, slender, 8-12 in. loug, narrowly linear-lanceolate:
scapes about half as long as the Ivs., bearing 2-3 large
fls.
lis. flat, 3-3)<2 io- across, pure white, with a purple
band at the base of the petals and a yellow stain, more
or less marked with reddish brown, at the base of the
labellum; sepals and petals ovate-oblong, acute; labellum large, broadly obcordate, with a tooth in the sinus,
and a spur-like horn projecting backwards on each side
of the column. Closely allied to M. vexillaria, from
which it differs incolor and by the more slender, nerved
Ivs. Flowers twice a year in winter and spring. Colombia.
B.M. 6085. I.H. 23:228. R.H. 1875:450. Gn. 4, p
251; 10:31; 26:457.- Var. dlba. Hort. Fls. large, lacking
thepurplebandon the petals. Gn. 26:457. F.M. 1875:104
A.F. 13:1453. Gng. 6:327.
:

vexillaria, Nichols. (Odontoqlossum vexllldriuvi
Fig. 1402. Pseudobulbs lK-2 in. long: Ivs.
6-12 in. long, narrowly elliptic-lanceolate: scapes sometimes 6 from a single pseudobulb, slender, and longer
than the Ivs., .3—i-fld: lis. the largest of the genus, flat,
about 4 in. long; sepals and petals ovate-oblong or ohovate, pale or dark rose, sometimes with white margins;
labellum large, rounded, deeply emarginate, narrowed
to a sagittate claw, deep rose, whitish at the bast^.
streaked with yeliow and red. The fls, are estremelv
variable in shape and color. Spring and early summer.
Western slope of the Andes, Colombia. B.M. 6037.
I.H. 20:113. F. 8.20:2058. R. 11. 1876:390. Gn.9,p.577;
10, p. 108; 17:231; 35,p.26S; 45, p. .530.
G.C. 11.20:145;
111.18:743; 111.19:755; 27:MaySuppl. J. H. III. 31:301.
G. P. 8:195. G.M. 39:386. V. 5:1.38. A.F. 13:121. -One
of the most popular of all orchids. There are several varieties of this plant. Vars. gigant^a, grandifI6ra, picta,
rdsea, have been advertised under Odoutoglossum.
2.

Rei.-lib. f.).

3. findresii, Nichols. {Odontogldssnm Warsceu-iczii.
f.). Pseudobulbs small, tufted: Ivs. numerous,
distichous, elliptic-lanceolate, about 1 ft. long: scape a^
long as the Ivs., inclined or drooping, 6-8-fId. fls. 2-2);.
in. in diameter, Hat, white, with a yellow crest on the
labellum and a rose-colored blotch at the base of each
segment; sepals broadly ovate; petals elliptic; labellum
very broadly fiddle-shaped and 2-Iobed. Feb. Costa
Rica. B.M. 6163.

Reichb.

:

R. M. Grey.
4.

INDEX.

Plialaen6psis, Nichols.

{OdontogUssum

Phalcen6j>-

Lind. & Reichb. f.). Pseudobulbs ovate, with gra.sslike Ivs. 8-10 in. long at the base and apex: stalks 1-3fld., shorter than the Ivs.: fls. large, flat, white, with
the labellum variegated and streaked with crimson
sepals 1 in. long, oblong, pointed; petals broader and
rounded labellum large, broadened and 2-lobed in front.
constricted near the middle and expanded above into 2
rounded lobes. The pseudobulbs are clustered, forming
clumps 1 ft. or more across, with numerous fls. mingled
with the loug, grass-like Ivs. Spring and summer.
Colombia. I. H. 3:109. Gn. 18, p. 447; 26. p. 232; 35. p.
269; 36, p. 315. (4.(MI. 25:.364. I.H. 28:417 (var. hrxusis,

alha, 1.
bicolor,

5.

caudida,

8.

Clowesii,

7.

euneata. 9.
Endresii, 3.

Roezlii, 1.

i\I(trfliana, 5.
Oiu'idlum, 10. 11.

Russelliana, 11.

Pluikenopsis,
picta, 2.
purpuivit,,

flavescens. 12
gisaatea, 2.
\.

ffrandlflora, 2, 12.
laxiiriaiis, 4.

RegnelH,

rosea,

4.

Warseewifzii.

10.

;

Weltoni.

(].

10.

G.

Pxeiidohulh^ crowded, ivitJi itnmfroHs dark or gray -green sheathing lus, at the haae.
B. Labelhim. sagittate at the has,'.

BB. LaheJJxm

not
sagittate,
strlcted in the unddtr,

EiEzlii
vexillaria

rmii.

.,
Endresii
Phalaenopsis

Psendohulhs situated at intrrraJs
on the rhizome, u-itli feu- ijellowish green Ivs.
B. Segments
of perianth broad,
ovate to oblong.
c.

uniformly colored
white, rose or purple

Perianth

spectahilis
0.

variegated, yeltniv
and brown or broivn and
green.
D. Lahellurn fiddle-shaped ..
DD. Labellum broadly ohovate.

(,'<;.

Regnelli

l^erianth

7.

Clowesii

H.

11.

Candida
cuneata
Warscewiozii
Russelliana

12,

flavescens

y.

DUD. Labellum oblong
BB. Segments of perianth
lanceolate

rians,

10.

liriear-

more

vivid).

Lindl.
l^hizome creeping, with the
pseudobulljs placed about 1 in. apart, with 2 Ivs. at the
apex and few sheathing Ivs. at the base: Ivs. linearoblong, 4-12 in. long
scapes erect, sheathed, 6-8 in.
long, bearing a single fl. about 4 in. in diameter: sepals
and petals oblong, obtuse, slightly waved, white or cream
colored; labellum 2 in. long, very broad in front, pendent, somewhat unduUite, rose-purple, with darker veins.
The first Miltonia introduced into cultivation. It blossoms in autumn, large plants bearing from 20-50 fls., all
opening at once and lasting altout a month. Brazil.
B.M. 4204. B.R. 23:1992. I.H. 6:216; 12:446 (var. cercola); 14:.524 (var. rosea); 15:573 (var. virginalls).
P.M. 7:97. K. W. 1:45 {Macroehilus Fn/anns). R. B.
1889:25. G.M. 38:(i42. A.F. i):r>:u. Var. bicolor, Hort,
Fls. white, with a violet spot on the labellum. Large-fld.
and vigorous. Aug. Var. Moreli^na, Hort. {M. Morelidna, Hort.). This variety is very distinct in color.
Sepal-s and petals deep purple; labellum of the same
color, veined and shaded with rose. In habit the plaiil
is like the type in every detail.
B.M. 4425 (as var. ;>('>imreo-violasea, Hook.). F. S. 10:1008. I.H. 2; 71. On.
5.

hroadhj panduriforni
\.

2.

spectabilis, 5.
vexillaria, 2.

spectahilis,

:

;

MILTONIA
F.M. 1874:U:!.

31:593 (habit poor).

MIMOSA
C...\\. 40::!?,

K. isno,

A.F.

rmiTided flower.

A. P. 6:033.
Like 3/. Candida in habit ami
G. R6gTielli, Roichb. f.
Ivs. 1 iu. Liro;ul; scapes erect, bearing several
foliiij;;e
sepals and petals sjnvailhirge ris. over 2 in. in diara.
ins, recurved at the apex, obtony;, acute, whitt^; labelluin
obtnse
or
eniarginate,
rose-jmrple, with
subpandurate,
deeper veins and yellow keels at the base. Sept. Brazil.
H.M. .5436. — Var. purptirea, Pynaert. Sepals and petals
tinted with rose, witii white margins; lubrlluni crimson,
with a white crest. R.B. 17:253.
p.

MIMBRES.

:

(i:fi:U.

splendi.»ns).— J/. Pineiii.

viir.

123 (outlinuj.
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A.F. 0:inS7

Tt.F. 5: 108, 109.

'

hot),

No description avaihible.
Heinrioh HaSSF.LBKIN'J.

i'hilop.sis s,ili,j}ia.

:

MIMOSA

li

Psendobulbs ovatt.'-oblong, leafy
7. C16wesii, Lindl.
base and bearing 2 narrow ensifurni Ivs. at tlie
apex: scape erect, 1 ft. long, many-tid. lis. .1 in. across.
orange-yellow, mottled with brown, the lip white with a
violet base; sepals and petals spreading, lanceolate,
ucuniinate; labellum hddle-shaped, with a cordate base
and a broadly rotund, acute terminal portion. Resembles
M.Candida. 8ept., Oct. Brazil. B.M. 410!!. P.M.
at the

;

(Greek, a mimi<\ alluding to the fact tbat
tht^ leaves of some species are sensitive). Legumuidsoi.
What the florists know as Mimosas are Acacias (chiefly
A. <i nil a fa). Mimosa has stamens 10 or less (once or
twice as numy as the petals); Acacia has numerous
stamens. Of Miinosas there are between 200 and 300
species of tropical regions, chiefly of tropical America.
Trees, shrubs or herbs (sometimes woody climbers),
with bipinnate often sensitive Ivs. (sometimes the Ivs.
reduced to phyilodia): fls. usually with 4 or 5 united
petals, and a very minute or obsolete calyx: pollen
granular: pod flat, obiotig or linear, breaking up into

Lseeded

when

joints

9:241.

PseudobuUw ovatt^-oldoug, 2-Ivd.,
8. c&ndida, Jjindl.
with few Ivs. at base: Ivs, oblong-linear, 1 ft. long, 13-.2
stpals and
raceme
erect,
1 ft. long, 0-8-tld.
broad:
in.
petals spreading, oblong, acute, some\vhat wavy, briglit
yellow, with large red-brown blotches; labelluni large,
broadly obovate, convolute, crenate and wavy on the
margin, white, changing to yellow, with a faint purple
blotch. A strange species producing o-O racemes, each
Brazil.
with (i-10 tls. about 2^ in. across. Autumn.
B.M. 3793(vur. flavcscen.-i). P.M. 6:241. Uu.20, p. 403.
:

Psendobulbs ovate, clustered, 4 in.
base and 2-lvd. at the
green, strap-shaped, 1 ft. long: scape
long as the Ivs.: lis. 3-4 iu. across;
sepals and petals lanceolate, spreading, mostly chocolatB
yellow
at the tips, and few spots of the
brown, greenish
same color; labellum obovate-rotund, slightly wavy,
creamy white, with 2 parallel ridges on the crest. A
robust, free-flowering plant of the habit of M. ca)idid'i.
Feb. Brazil. B.K. 31:8. l.H. 7:237.
10. Warscewiczii, Reichb.f. {Odoiitoiil/'ssKm Wrlloni,
Oiicidium W'l'/Hurt. Oncidiuin fnsctitum, Reicbb. f.
Psendotonlj Hort. ).
bulbs 3-5 in. long, much
9.

cuneita, Lindl.

long, sheatlied with Ivs. at the
ivs. dark
erect, 5-8-fld. as

apex:

flattened

:

Ivs.

1403.

linear-

as an annual, but probably perennial in
the tropics, erect, branching, hairy and spiny: Ivs. lougpetioled, with 2 or 4 sub-digitate pinnate linear-oblongFig.

Ifts.

on

140:i.

:

tis.

(Jiilt.

many,

globular-oblong heads on

in

elongatiiii,'-

axillary peduncles, [)urplish pods comprising 3 or 4 spiny
joints. Brazil, but widely naturalized in warm countries.
— Easily grown from seeds, which are sold by seedsmen.
The plant grows readily in any place in which garden
beans will thrive. It is grown for its sensitive foliage.
The movements are usually quickest in young plants.
When the Ivs. are tonched, the petiole falls and the leaflets close. Neither tin- mechanism nor the utility of these
movements is well understood. M. scvsiDva, Linn.,
is a distinct plant
B.R. I :25). It is a half -climbing perennial with 2 unequally pinnate Ifts., not so sensitive as
M. pudlra. The word pitdira is Latin for modest or
:

(

r>'tiriii</.

A

Spegazini,

numerous

of tlie leaf

is

1

\.

Wood

plunls.

1/

Priinarii pinner 1 pair.

B.

Sensitive Plant (X

Normal positiou

otdong, obtuse, 5-6 in.
long: tis. 2 in. long from
tlie tips of the lip to that
of the upper sepal, nu-

Humble Plant.

Sensitive Plant.

Linn.

ptidica,

ripe.

Herbaceous phints.

A.

Spiny

otta.

Ifts

fls.

:

pinna2

2,

bearing very

light purple, in globular

heads or

^s'-

shown

tlie right.

merous,

borne in a
branched nodding panisepals and petals
cle;
cuneate -obovate, waved
and crisped, pale reddish
brown, with whitish tips;
labellum oblong, fan-shaped, bifid, white, with a lar^
rose-purple disk on the center of which is a larg
brownish yellow blotch. March. Peru. B.M.5843 F.
S. 18:1831.

Biissellidnuni
Lindl. (Oncidium
11. RusselliElna,
Psendobulbs ovate, ribbed, 2-lvd.: Ivs. narLindl.).
rowly lanceolate: flower stems dark purple, few-fld.
sepals and petals ovate-oblong, somewhat undulate,
brownish purple with green margins: labellum oblongcuneate, refuse, apiculate, violet, the crests or lamelUe
on the disk margined with white. Fls. rather small and
dull in color. Dec. Brazil. B.R. 22:1830. P.M. 7:217.
.

Psendobulbs narrow: Ivs.
Lindl.
12. flav§3cens,
linear-ensiform: rjiceme many-fld.. the stalk sheathed
with bracts: fls. stellate, yellow, with the labellum somewhat spotted with purple; sepals and petals linear-lanceolate, acuminate labellum paudurate. undulate-acuminate. June. Brazil. 3.^.19:1627. {Ci/rfochilum flaresFls. larger, white at
cens). -Yiir. grandifldra, Regel.
;

first,

becoming whitish yellow

;

labellum obtuse.

(Tt.

39:1328.

M. bi^olor and var. Candida are advertised,— .U. Bleudna,
Hort. (Mfltonopsis Bleui, Bleu.), Garden hybrid between M.
vesillaria and M. Ro-zlii. Intermediate between the parents:
segments
fls large 4 in. across, white, with the bases of the
tinged with rose-purple; labellum large, bilobed, veuied with
pink The sepals and petals are well developed, making a full,

clusters

Frances

)d of 3

or 4 parts, spiny.

Small
I3B.

Argentina,

it.

bv

tree.

Primary

]yinnai 2 pairs.

Guayaquil hi sis.
{Acdcia
Guayaquil^nsis, Steud.
Pesf.). Pinnfe 4, with .3-5 pairs of ovate-obtuse glaucous Ifts., of which tin- lower ones are smaller: opposite
stipular spines at the base of the leaf. Ecuador.
BBB. Primary pinncp 5 pairs.
Ceratdnia, Linn. {Accicia Ceratbnia,V7\\\(\A. Pinna*
about 5 pairs; Ifls. obovate: pods glabrous, somewhat
articulate and spiny. Small, spiny tree from W. Indies.

BBBB.

Prinianj pinncE 6~S pairs.

acanthocarpa, Poir. {A'-Ocia acanthocdrpa, Willd.
A. braehyaedntha, Humb. A; BonpL). Pinnae 12-14,
with G-15 pairs of oblong-pubescent Ifts.: stipular
spines 2: t^s. in heads on twin axillary peduncles: pod
falcate, spiny. Mex. — Bush or small tree.
D6nhardti, Tenore. Ornamental shrub: branches glabrous or minutely hairy, striate, usually bent at each
thorn: Ivs. hairy, the pinnie 12-14, the ultimate Ifts.
small (^s in. long) and crowded and falcate-oblong1-3
acute: fls. in club-shaped, axillary clusters: thorns
in long. S.Amer. -Cult, in S.Calif. Int. by Franceschi.
L. H. B,

•

MIMULUS

MI.MULUS

(Latin, a little mimic., from the grinning
ticrophnlnriaceie. This genus includes the Monkey
M. luteus, and the Musk Plant, M. mo^chatits.
Monkey Flowers are something like snapdragons, though
they do not have a closed throat. They are 2-Upped fls.,
with 2 upper and 3 lower lobes, which arc all rounded
and usually irregularly splashed and dotted with brown
on a yellow ground. Though perennial, they are commonly treated as annuals and are considerably used for
pot culture in winter, as well as for summer bloom outdoors. The Musk Plant is grown for its scented foliage
and pale yellow fls. It is sometimes iised in hanging
baskets, but the foliage is so sticky that it gathers a
great deal of dust.
Mimulus is a genus of about 40 species, mostly American: herbs, decumbent or erect, glabrous or pilose and
clammy, rarely shrubby: Ivs. opposite, entire or toothed:
fls. axillary, solitary or becoming racemose by the reduction of the upi)crivs.; calyx o-angled, with 5 short or
long teeth; corolla tube cylindrical, sometimes swelled
at the throat; stamens 4, didynamous: capsule oblong
or linear, loculicidally dehiscent.
The kinds described l)elow are all perennial at least
by underground parts, and most of them are natives of

sharply toothed, upper ones smaller
corolla 1-2 in.
long. Alaska to Chile. B. M. loOl.- Monkey Flowers
nearly always have yellow throats with brown dots. The
lobes are sometimes clear yellow.
In var. rivuliria,
Lindl., only one lobe has a large brown patcb. B.R
In var. Younge^na, Hook.,
12:1030.
L.B.C. 10:1575.
every lobe bas such a patch. B.M.,33t53. B.R. 20:bi74.
In the common strains tliese patches are luore or less

1018
MtMULTJS

(is.),

Fiower,

:

wet and shady places in northwestern America. Latest
monograph by A. Gray in Syn. Flo. N. Amer., Vol. II,
part 1, pp. 273, 442. They mostly grow 2-4 ft. high and
bloom all summer. Mimulus Ciiliforuica is advertised.
Diplacus is generally referred to Mimulus.
^y^ ]\i_
The sight of Monkey Flowers always carries the writer
back to boyhood days. A certain window on his way to
school was brightened every spring by a fine display of
Monkey Flowers and Musk. Thougli these two species
were thus happily associated, it is doubtful whether the
owner knew of their kinship. There is nothing difficult
Some of the finest plants
in the culture of Mimulus.
have been self-sown on a rubbish heap. Abundance of
water is essential. The seed has great vitality, and will
germinate for many years in the place where once seeds
have fallen. They are not hardy.
M. Inteus, with its varieties and hyl)rids, particularly
var. maculosus, is the best known. There are double and
hose-in-hose varieties, but the single^forms are the handsomest. It often self-sows in moist gardens. M.cardihandsome Californian perennial, is occasionally
hardy, but does best treated as an annual. M. gJntinosa
is a pretty shrubby si)ef'.ies, with coppery fls., once a
common greenhouse jjlant, but rare enough now to be
fp
almost a novelty.
p IL^tfield.
nalis,tx

INOEX.
hyhriihts,

alatus, 10.
alpinus, 1.

aiirantlacus C.
cardinalis, b.
Clevelandi, 7.
cupreus, 2.
,

gloriosiiH,

1.

glutinosus,

G.

1,

rivularis,

Ltwisii, 4.
luteus, 1. 2.
tnanihisus,

Iicezlii, 1.
1.

iiiosrliatus,

'.i.

variegatus,

q}'iiiq^irvTilncrus,l.
ringoiis, U.

Youngeana,

.

1.

,

]);u-viliiii-Tis, H.

.

1-

1.

pinnatchj veined.

.

.

.

EE. Lvs. parallel-vein.i'd
DD. Stamens thrust out of the
corolla
BB. Plants shruf)/i_if at frasl at the luisi
e. fjvs. linear, lainuivhj tootJtn? or
entire
r;c. Lfvs. lanceolate, srrrate.
D. Fls. yellou^
DD. Fls. brle/c-rcd
.AA. Color of fls. violet, purple or lilac.
H. L/vs. stalkless: pedicels longer than
,

'J.,

cupreus

:!.

moschatus

4.

Lewisii

f).

cardinalis

(i.

glutm03U3

t

1.

he

liiteus,

ca tyx

Linn.

bn.iis, the larger

7.

8.

Monkry Flowru.
ft.

high

:

Cleveland!
parviflorus

ringens

than
10.

forms 2-4

high, leafy to the tip:
long.

alatus

Fig. T404.

Gla-

lvs. purallol-veined,

stem

1-4-fld.:

corolla %-\}'i

in.
in.

ciipreus, Regel (.1/. tufeus, var. cuprca. Hook.).
Chilean species, ditl'ering from
tutens in its tutted
habit and the fls. yellow at first, finally becoming coppercolored, and the lolies possibly rounder and more nearly
iiquMl. the tliroat yellow, spotted brown.
B.M. 5478.
Gn. 24, p. 177. R.I-i.1883, p. 284.
3. moschS-tus, Dougl.
Musk Plant. Perennial, by
creeping stems l-.'S ft. long: fis. pale yellow, lightly
dotted and stdaslied with brown.
B.C. to Calif, and
Utah. B.R. 13:1118. -Tltis ami Jf. luteus have abroad
throat. The fls. are normally about ?4 in. across, but in
F.1\I. 1877:248 (var. Harrisouii) they are iKin. across.
Hardy, evergreen trailer for damp, shady spots. Fine
for planting under cool greenhouse benches.
4. L6wlsii, Pursh.
A more slender plant than the
next, greener, and merely pubescent; lvs. minutely
tootbe<l; fls. rose-red or paler, the lobes all spreading.
Sliadv, moist ground, B. G. to Calif, and Utah.
B.M.
.3353 and B.R. 19:1591 (both as M. roseus).
2.

I),

L)>s. stallccd: pedicels sliorfrr

%)

M. cupreus.
Vnr. alpinus, Gray (J/. Fo'-Jii, Hort.). About 2-12

.

fls
iiH.

luteus (X

var. variegEltus, Hook., the throat chiefly white, but with
2 yellow longitudinal lines dotted with brown on the
middle lobe of the lower lip; all the lobes bright crimson-purple, with a violet reverse. B.R. 21:1790. B.M.
3336. L.B.C. 19:1872. Modified as described under var.
Youngeana. R.H. 1851 261. F. 1850:137. The pictures
cited above bear various legends which are not here
repeated. The varietal names given above do not appear
in the trade, the leading current names being duph-x
(hose-in-hose), gloriosns, hyhridns, hyhridus tigrimts,
liyhridus tigrinus grandlfjorus, quinf/iierulurrus muxiui us, tigridioldes and tigrinus.
Some of tbest: names are
advertised as varieties, but all of them usually appear as
if they were species.
For M. liyhridns cupreus, Htirt.,

Iuteu8

corolla.
E. .l/vs.

Mimulus

of

see
1.

Foliage sticlnj and chimimj.
D. Stanieus not thrust out of tlw

cc\

Forms

:

].

roseus, 4.
tig ridioides
tigrinus, 1.

Cohirof fl.^. yclloir, hrmvii or hrick-n-d.
B. Plants herbm-r.oas.
0. Foliage vol sfirlci/ or rla}n»iij

A.
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broken up and the fls. irregularly mottled and dotted.
F. 1863:73 (as it/, macnlosua).
V. 10:289 (as M. hyhridus). A very distinct set of colors is represented by

A

M

.

MIMULUS

MINNESOTA

oardinilis, Dou^'l. ViU.ras: Ivs. sharply toothed:
fls. red and yellow, the ui>per lolies imieh grown together and rctlexed, the whole liiuh remarkably oblique.
Water-courses, Ore. and Calif, to Ariz. S.B.P.G. 11.
:!,-)8.
V.
B.M. .3.')G0. B.H. 18.57. p. 137. Jin. 8:101.
1813:193. — Hardy in Mass., with slight winter coveriuL;.
Blooms first year from seed.
S.

Two to C ft. high, nearly glaG. glutinSsus, Wendl.
brous bat sticky; lis. orange or salmon to pale hull',
rather obscurely 2-lipped, the kd)es toothed or nntched.
Rocky banks; common from San Francisco south. B.-M.
3.14 (if. tturantiavtts). A.G. 12:737.
A.F. 12:1107.
ClSvelandi, T. S. Brandegee. Snhshrubby, glandu(t.P. 8:135. — UuII.
fls. golden yellow.
only in S. Calif., where it is native. Not advertised.
7.

lar pnbrscrTit:

8. parviildrus (Diplaeus pnrfindriis, E. L. Greene).
Rigidly shruhby, but flowering at from 3 in. to 2 ft.
Ivs. narrowly ovate, coarsely
Glabrous and glutinous
serrate: caroUa 1 in. long, nearly tubular; lobes quadrate, very little spreading. Santa Cruz Island, Calif.
:

Stem square: calyx tor4h long and
9. ringens, Linn.
awl-shaped: fls. violet. ^Yet [daces, t'anatla t Iowa and
Tex. B.M. 283. D. 231.
10. alitus, Soland. Stem somewhat wingeil or angled:
calyx teeth short and broad. Wet places, \\'estern New
Eng. to 111., south to Tex. L.B.C. 5:410.
-^y j£
.

MlMUSOPS

(Greek, ape-Ukr. but application not obTropical trees, with milky .iuice, of
both hemispheres, of about 30 species. Lvs. thick and
shining, simple and entire, altern.ate: fls. perfect, gamopetalons, the corolla td' G or more lobes, but bearing
twice as many appen<iages in the sinuses, the calyx i>t
G or 8 sepals in two rows; stamens usually G-8, insertrd
on the base of the corolla; stannnodia present: fr.
a globose, 1-G-seeded berry, sonn^times edible. The
Mimnsops are fine evergreen trees, good for ornament in frostless countries, and yielding perfumery,
rubberand other products. The ds. aresm:ill, white,
and usually borne in axillary f ascich. s. Some of the
species become more than 100 ft. high, and several of
them jdeld hard and durable timber. A few species
have been somewhat advertised in S. Calif, and S.
Fla., but their culture in this country is of small acSapotdci'w.

vious).

count.
A.

The SapodiUo

is
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MINNESOTA, HORTICULTURAL STATUS

OF.

Fig

iMiniiesota has an area of 84,287 square miles.
is gently undulating, except in the extreme
northwestern portion, where, in the Red River valley,
are large, fertile, level prairies.
Its roughest agricultural land is found in the eastern portion, along the
Mississippi river, and in many places the Iduffs reach a
height of 400 feet .above the valley. About one-half
the state, embracing the northeaslern and eastern parts,
140j.

The surface

was originally heavily timbered, and much timber
still remains' in the northeastern portion, while many
scattered groves of timber will he found elsewhere,
especially along the rivers.
There are many lakes, the number of which has been
estimated at 10,000. They are especially numerous in
the central and northern portions, where they greatly
modify the climate of lands in their vicinity. There
are great variations of climate between the extreme
northern half, "where the summers are very short, and
the southern half, where killing frosts seldom occur hefore the 1st of October.
The winters are generally
pleasant, but occasionally severe, and 40° below zero is

sometimes experienced.

The

generally rich and well adapted to a variety
it is very variable, and there are some very
extended areas in the northern part where there is
nuich saud}^ land that should never be used for agriculture.
The undulating surface, variety of good soil and
vegetation, and abundance of lakes, afford many very
pii/turesque and beautiful locations for successful hortisoil is

of crops, but

culture.
E'linfall and Its Pistrthiition. — ThQ annual precipitation averages about 25 inches, and is well distributed
during the growing season. The snowfall is light, and
what falls remains usually during the winter.
The
sjiring is generally open early, an^l the transition from

a closely allied tree.

Statninofjia (or hifefior a jiju

,,?»;/r.sl

.'lli,,l

,

at tlw ap,-j\

globdsa, Ga?rtn. A large tree, yielding Balata
rubber: lvs. obovate or oblong, 2-G in. long, refuse
or apicnlate, grayish: calyx of G parts, canescent;
corolla segments as long as the appendages in the
sinuses: tr. often 2 in. in diam., globose. West
Indies and Venezuela.

Slaminodia entire or

AA.

Sieberi, A.

DC.

Becoming

refuse,
corolla segments

to obovate,

niilij xiiljsirratc.

30
green, 2-4

ft. tall:

in.

Ivs. elliptic

slender-

long,

6, oblong and exceeding
petioled
the narrow appendages; fertile stamens C; stami:

nodia short-triangular, nearly entire: fr. nearly 1
in. in diam., brownish or yellowish, said to be edible. Key West to Trinidad.
Tall tree (becoming 50 ft.): Ivs.
El^ng-i, Linn.
elliptic and short-aemninate (3-3'.. in. long), rhoujboid at the base, petiole ^4 in. long: corolla lobes
about 6, narrow-lanceolate; fertile stamens 8; staminodia pilose, acute, entire or nearly so: fr. I in.
or less, ovoid, 1- or 2-seeded, yellow, edible. E. lud.
diapar,

N. E. Brown.

Smaller tree

il._^— J

than

J/.
olitnse.

1405.

Elengi : Iv.s. small, cnne.ate-oblanceolate.
rusty-tomentose when young, but become glabrous-

Horticultiiral are

green, the petiole "s in. or less long, and the blade 'tin. long: fls. 12-lG, in umbels on the tips of the branches
sepals VS, in two series: petals 18-24, in three serie;
starainod
linear -lanceolate, yellow: stamens C-8
lanceolate-acuminate, chaunelh-d: fr. size of an olid
yellow. Natal. — Int. by Franceschi.
i^. n. B.
:

MINA
I.

lobata is Tpoitnea
eoceinea, rut. he'trrifntin

n
.

i!or

M. sanguinea

is

'

jai:— -

i

\

Minnesota.
ees of sh:nlii

winter to spring is very rapid. The soil at St. Paul and
southward can generally be worked by April 15, and frequently earlier. The summers and autumns are bright
and sunny, and vegetation grows with great rapidity.
Currants, gooseberries, raspberries, blackberries,
strawberries, juneberries, Americana plums, and the
frost or river-hank grape are native fruits that are found
wild in abundance in favorable locations throughout the
Slost of the well-known cultivated sorts of the
state.

,

MINNESOTA

MIRABILIS

named do wt^U uuder cultiyation, and
large quantities are raised for home consumption and
are profitably marketed. Tlie Concord, Worden, Delaware, and grapes of similar character, are easily raised
in the many good locations along the lake shores and
the river bluifs, and this is an important industry notwithstanding the fact that tUey have to be covered in winter, which adds somewhat to the expense of culture.
However, on account of the peculiar adaptability of the
Delaware grape to some of our soils and to the climate,
it is raised with profit in competition with the growers
of the eastern states, though the Concord is not high
enough in price by one cent a pound to permit of tliis
to any great extent.
Apples are raised on a commercial scale in southern
and eastern Minnesota, the high, rolling land in the
southeastern portion being especially well adapted to
their cultivation. The varieties of the eastern and cenThe Duchess
tral states generally prove a failure here.
of Oldenburg is the standard of hardiness in apples, and
can be grown successfully in good locations as far north
as St. Paul, and in a small way 100 miles further north.
The Talman Sweet is raised to some extent, hut is liable
The Minnesota seedling
to suffer in severe winters.
apple known as the Wealthy is geuerallythe most prof-

Minneapolis together have upwards of 3,000 acres in
their public parks, which are well cared for, very
beautiful, and visited by at least two million persons
each year.
The Minnesota State Horticultural Society is a very
strong and popular organization, having a membership list of about 800, each of whom pay an annual
membership fee of $1. It publishes, at the expense of
the state, a monthly journal and au annual report.

1020
tire species first

receives aid from the state to the amount of
$1,500 annually.
It has recently offered $1,000 for a
seedling winter apple especially adapted to Minnesota
conditions.
Great interest is taken in the raising of
seedling apples, and at some of the state fair meetings
more than 300 separate varieties of Minnesota origin
It also

have been shown.
The state experiment station
and pays considerable attention

is

located near St. Paul
It has

to horticulture.

(See Gideon, p. 642.) Much interitable kind grown.
est centers around the introduction of varieties of apples of unusual hardiness, and a few of the Russian
The hardiest vasorts are proving very satisfactory.
riety of this origin so far found is the Hibernal, which
represents a class of sour autumn apples that will thrive
on suitable soil in almost any portion of the state. The
Charlaraotf is another very liardy early autumn apple of
the same class. Such hybrid crabs as the Transcendent,

Martha, Gideon No. G and Minnesota maybe successfully
grown in suitable locations and soil over most of the state.
The Americana class of plums is found growing wild
all over the state, and the fruit is gathered in large

The cultivated sorts of this class are easily
grown everywhere. Wild plums can generally be
obtained in abundance in autumn at about $1.50 per
bushel. There is no variety of any other class of plums

quantities.

that is appreciably cultivated, although in very favorable locations a few of the Japan and domestic sorts
are generally grown.
Cherries may be successfully grown on a large scale
in extreme southeastern Minnesota, and there are some
commercial orchards; there but generally throughout
the state the fruit buds are so injured in winter that the
trees are unproductive, although they may make a very
satisfactory tree growth.
Pears generally blight to death earlj', and tliere is no
variety that is generally cultivated.
Several of the
Russian pears are as hardy as the Duchess apple, Iiiit
they have died, so far as tried, from blight before be<roming very productive. Apricots are not snfficiently
hardy.
The most common injury to trees is known as sunscald of the trunks, which often causes severe loss.
It
is easily avoided by shading the trunks.
Blight seriously injures some varieties of apples. Winter protection of various kinds is important and carefully attended
to by our best horticulturists.
Vegetables of all the kinds grown in the northern
states are very easily raised, and the display of these
products in the large markets is very excellent. Cabbage, caulitlower, celery, peas, lettuce, potatoes, beans,
corn, cucumbers, tomatoes, squash, watermelons, muskmelons and eggplant are to be had in ab^indance, and
the markets are often glutted with them. Native mu.skmelons and tomatoes occasionally retail at 10 to 15 cts.
per bushel. The canning of vegetables is becoming an
important industry at several points.
The climate
seems to be especially favorable to vegetables, and there
is much less trouble from diseases than in many more
humid sections.
The demand for ornamental horticulture is considerable and rapidly increasing, giving investment to perhaps $200,000 in the greenhouse business, and adds no
small sum to the receipts of the several large and the
many small nurseries in the state. The love for horticulture is also shown by the imnu-^nse sun)s spent by the
cities and small towns for public parks.
St. Paul and

1406.

Four-O'Clock— MirabiUs Jalapa.
Nearlj' natuviil size.

four sub-experiment stations, located in various parts of
the state. One of these is located at Owatonna, and is
devoted almost exclusively to the raising of seedling
apples. The Agricultural Department of the university
had over five hundred in attendance in the school year
of 1899-1900.
Pour hundred of these attended the agricultural high school, where, in addition to the other
agricultui'al studies, much attention is paid to horticulture and forestry.
Samuel B. Gref.n.

MINT. See Mmtha.

MINT GERANIUM.
var.

fhrifsanihemum

Balsam Ha

hniace/i>i(lfs.

MIEABILIS ( AdivirahiJls, meaning wonderfid,
strange; shortened by Linnaeus to Mirabilis). yyctagiix'icete. About ]0 species of the warnier parts of America,

i

,

MIRABILIS

MISSISSIPPI

of which are cultivatiil for their pretty or showy fls
The fls. have no eoroUa, but the calyx is colored and tuliular and exactly like a corolla in appearance.
The tls.
are surrounded by a leafy involucre, and sometimes (as
in if. Jalapa) only one flower is borne in an involucre
simulating; a corolla in a 5-clef t calyx. The stamens are
or 6, as long as the perianth, the'ir tilaments united at
llie base.
Style 1, with a capitate stigma. Fruit hardened, capsule-like and indeliiscent. They are perennial herbs, although grown as ann\ials from seeds, with
Ivs. petioled and opposite, and fls. solitary or paniculate and nearly or quite sessile in tlie involucres.
4

Eulaha

1021

probably remain in the EnglLsh lauKiiai;.' as
a thorou!;hly naturalized word, like Geranium
and Chrysantheuiuin. Eulalias probably rank among the Hrst
half
will

.'.

A.

Jiifolucrc

eonfaininfi miji/onr flmrrr
bruus or virif iirati/j .so.

plmit qla-

:

Linn. Focr-O'Ce.im'k-.
MarveIj np Peru.
Fig. 14UI). Erect-bushy, i|uick-growing herlj. ^-.^rniinating readily from the large, conical-oi)loug fruits, 2-3 ft.
high, bearing profusely in late suinmer and fall longtubed fnnnelform Hs. in white ami shades of red and
yellow, and striped, opening in cloudy weather or late
in the afternoon (whence the coniiuou name FourO'Clock), and closing in themorning. Lvs. ovate-lanceolate, short-potioled, acuminate, entire
fls. in clusters
amongst the lvs.
stamens not exserted.
Tropical
Amer.
B JM. 371.-Cultivateil from early times, and
always a favorite. In tropics it has tuberous roots, and
these were once supposed to be the source of Jalap,
whence the name Jalapa. There are dwarf and conjpact
varieties
also forms with variegated foliage.
The
Jal4pa,

:

;

;

Pour-0'Clock is an "old-fasliione<l flower."
as a tender annual. Thrives in any garden
ful plant for

growing

It is

soil.

treated
A use-

hedge (p'nnts 1 ft. apart) at
the rear of the flower garden. It sometimes comes up
the
in
spring from self-sown seeds. Even as f.-ir north
as New York, it often produces tuberous roots large
enough to be lifted and stored like dahlias.
AA.

in a

Involucre containing

l-,WI,i.: phiiit

ceiil.

Plant 1-:! ft. tall, yellowish green,
the many stems ascending from asomewhat woody base:
Ivs. thick or almost fleshy, ovate-oblong to round-ovate,
short-stalked: involucres .'j-cleft, short-pednncled, containing 1-3 rose-purple fls. a half-inch long, with stamens sometimes protruded.
t'alif. to t'tah ami S.—
.'^.

known

Miscanthus Sinensis.
tliHi

rixciihjiiihex-

Califdmica, Gray.

Little

1407.

Whi''li. un<li-r tlie name nf Kiilali.i, is niio of
nrost [,uijular of oraamcutal gras.sea.

in cultivation.

dozen most popular grasses cultivated for ornament.
They are remarkably hardy and are universal favorites for bedding.
One of the commonest and best designs for a bed of ornamental grasses employs Arundo
Dunax as a tall center piece, surrounded by Eulalias.
sacchdriSer, Bentli.(sonietinu's written sccchnrifhh-iis).
riistin-uislied bv its ncarlv or <|uite awnloss spikelets

China,

Procurable of dealers in.Jal):inrs„

(it. 18r,2 :3,-,7.-

plants.

AAA.

Involucre conlaininij

;;

or nnn-e lonij-l nhed fU.

multifldra. Gray.
Stout and bill iL'-:: ft.), nuudibranche<l, somewdjat pubescent or sometimes glabrous;
lvs. rather thin, gray-green, lance-ovate to broad-ovate,
more or less cordate, short-stalUed, acute or acuminate:
involucre )4. in. long, stalked: Hs. 6, with a tube often
2 in. long, rose to purple, the style and the 5 stamens
protruded. — Var. pubSscens, \Vats.'( M. Fro'beli Greene )
is very pubescent throughout.
The M. muUiflora of
B.M. G2G6 is probably this variety. The species ranges
from Colo, to S. Calif, and S. Little known in cult."
,

longiflora, Linn.
Plant 2-3 ft., glandular-pubescent
above: Ivs. cordate and usuidly acuminate, short-stalked,
pubescent: fls. pubescent, with a very narrow ttibe 5-G
in. long, and a small, flaring white, rose or violet limb,
very fragrant at evening. Mexico. — An old garden
plant, but less frequent than ^f. Jnhipu
Easily gi-own
from seeds. It has been hyliridized with J/". JaUi'pu.
.

L. n. C.

MISCANTHUS

(Greek, niiskoa, a stem, and

,n,thi<s,

a

flower). Grantincir. Eulalia. Oouj})rises aljout (J species in southern and eastern Asia, several of which are

cultivated for ornament. Tall perennial grasses with
ample terminal fan-shaped panicles, allied to the sugar
caue and Eri.anthus. Includes the Eulalias of the trade
but not Eulalia, Ktinth, which is referred to Pollinia,
Trin., by Hackel. Spikelets I-fld., in pairs at the joints
of the rachis, one nearly sessile, the other pedicellate,
usu;dly awTied.
Glumes 4. A cluster of silky hairs
arises from the base of the spikelets, which gives the
panicle its beautiful feathery appearance. Increased
by seed or division of roots.
Although many progressive nurservTuen now advertise these f.avorite grasses as Miscantbus, the name

Nepalensis, Hack. IIimalava Faihv Grass. Rpikeh-ts
one-fourth as loui; as the bn.wn iuvobicral liaii-s. Lvs.
smooth "11 the mari,'in.
ircasii.nally cultivatid. JTima(

layas.

Sinensis, Amlcrs. i/dh'ih'a .1,/ pihi i,;i Trin.).
Fi-s.
14(1/, 14(I,S.
.Spikelets aliont r,|ualiug tho wliito or subviolet involncral hairs. (_'ulm \-'.t
,

ft.:
lvs. 2-3 ft., UKirgins si'abrous; panicle G-12 in., formed
late in the season. Estaldishcd
plants form clumps as much as
18 ft. in circumfcrrnee.
The

forms in cultivatifui are njostly
the following varieties
^'ar.
variegatus, with leaves striped;
zehrinus, leaves banded. These
two varieties are not quite so
hardy as the type, and are usually propagated by division, as tho
seeds are not so sure to come
:

Gng.

true.

4::i7."i;

(1:107.

Var. graclllimus

731)4.

I

:^
''

'

B.M.

E'fh'ilia.

Inn, niili-lft:'ltn.i;.J,,j„;,i.
Irn ,/i-,ii-ini„i<,. etr.l.
Lr;ives
much narrower than the t\ pe.
Gn.oO.p. lOS. Gug. :::273. K.B.
21. p. 179.
II, -'ir

!

ill
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Variegation in

Miscanthus Sinensis.
At the left, '-Tr/'v?"/"-?
midiJle, zcbrinii.s:

;

r]<i)\t.,

graciUimus.

MisFig. UOn.
IN.
sissippi extends aliout 325 miles from tiortli to south and
The .surfa<.'e is mostly un175 miles from east to west.
lUilating. with few nbrupt hills, aDd the highest part of
the state, the northeastern section, is less than 1,000 feet
above tlie sea level. It has an annual rainfall of about

MISSISSIPPI

MISSISSIPPI

45 inches in the northern part, the amount increasing to
about GO inches in the extreme south. The winter temperature is rarely as low as zero in any portion of the
state, while the extreme summer heat rarely reaches lOC^
in the northern part; while near the Gulf coast 95° is
the usual limit. The first frosts usually occur in November, and spring frosts are rare after the middle of March,
The soil is exti-eraely variable. The western portion of
the state, known as the Yazoo Delta, has one of the
richest alluvial soils in the world, and one well suited

about the last of May, and shipments continue from that
time until August, or later. Elberta, Mountain Rose,
Georgia Belle, Lilly Miller and Chinese Cling are among
the more popular varieties.
Pears grow well in all parts of the state, and, until
about 1895, were planted more widely than any other
fruit trees, but since that time the blight has been so
widespread and so severe that very few new orchards
have been planted. Fully nine-tenths of the trees are
either Le Conte or Kieffer, the latter being the more
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resistant to blight.
Apple trees make a fair growth and bear well for some
years, but become less vigorous with age, and are shorter
lived than in more northern latitudes. Nearly all varieties ripen during the summer and fall, and very few,
even of the ''long keepers," can be preserved through
the winter. The fruit always commands a high price
in the local markets, which makes the trees profitable,
even though they last but a few years. Considerable

mostly Early Harvest and Red June, is shipped
from the northeastern district, but no other part of the
state produces enough for a home supply.
Plum trees are of uncertain value. The Wild Goose
and the Japanese varieties are the more common sorts,
and while some trees and some orchards may grow well
and bear heavily for many years, the majority succumb
after producing two or three crops. Cherries are rarely
successful. Figs are grown quite commonly for home
use in the central part of the state, and in the Gulf
coast district are an important market crop. The fig
does not succeed under orchard conditions, but a few
trees grown near the house do well, and many of the
older trees produce 1,000 pounds or more of fruit annually, and this finds a ready market at the canning
factories.
The Celeste is the common variety, and the
demand for the fruit at 4 cents per pound is far in excess
of the supply. Oranges are grown along the Gulf coast,
but even there the winters are occasionally so cold as to
fruit,

make them

Among

unprofitable.

the small fruits strawberries are the most im-

grown by thousands of acres. They are
grown more extensively in the central district than elsewhere, though there is a considerable acreage in the
portant, being

1409.

Mississippi,

showing

horticultural

areas.

The north-central part
for the growing of vegetables.
of the state consists largely of yellow clay hills, not very
fertile and liable to serious injury from erosion, but with
very fertile valleys between them, while the northeastern section has a strong lime soil which is very productive. Nearly all of the southern half of the state has a
sandy loam soil underlaid with clay at a depth of a few
inches, making those lands among the most desirable
for the cultivation of either fruits or vegetables.
Although both fruits and vegetables are grown for
export in all parts of the state, there are three districts
in which horticultural work is specially prominent.

These are (Fig. 1409):
1. The northeastern

2.

district, covering the territorj'
along the Mobile and Ohio railroad from Booneville south to West Point.
The central district, covering the terntory along
the Illinois Central railroad from Durant south to

Brookhaven.

The Gulf coast

district, covering the territory
along the Louisville and Nashville railroad from
Bay St. Louis east to Orange Grove.
Peaches are grown more extensively than any other
fruit, and are shipped to northern markets froju ne^irly
or quite every county in the state. The long growing
season enables the trees to come into bearing rapidly,
and a small crop of fruit is usually gathered the second
year from planting, while the trees often continue fruitfi.il from 15 to 20 j'ears.
Although the trees themselves
are never injured by cold, the fruit crop is occasionally cut
short by spring frosts following wnrm winter weather,
which sornetiraes brings the trec^ i^iht lilnnin before the
eod of danuary. The early fruit is ready for market
S.

northeastern district also. In the Gulf coast district
the plants grow well and bear abundantly, but the fruit
grown there is usually softer and less desirable for
shipping than that grown in drier localities. Bubach.
Crescent, Gandy, Warfield and Michel are the favorite
varieties. Shipments begin about the first of April, and
the bulk of the crop is gathered during the next six
weeks, though occasional shipments are made during
every month of the year.
Grapes grow and bear as well as it is possible for them
to do in any part of the country.
The long season for
growth develops very strong vines which are never injured b3''the cold of winter, and the latest ripening sorts
have ample time forniaturing. The early varieties ripen
about June '20 in the Gulf coast district, and about July
10 in the northeastern distidct, and nearly all the crop
is gathered by August 1.
This early ripening of the
fruit enables the grower to secure high prices for his
early shipments, but a crop which matures in the heat
of midsummer cannot be kept profitably, even in cold
storage, but must be marketed at once, regardless of
price. Champion, Ives, Delaware, Niagara, Perkins and
Ilerbemont are among the more popular varieties. The
Scuppernong { Vltis rotnndifolia) is a valuable native
species which is grown in all parts of the state for home
use and for the manufacture of wine, but is not a shipping variety.
Blackberries and dewberries grow spontaneously in
all parts of the state and have proved quite profitable
in cultivation, the Lucretia, Dallas and other hybrids
being the favorite varieties. Neither currants nor gooseberries do well in any part of the state, as they make a
new growth and come into bloom soon after the fall rains
begin, and soon become so weakened as to be worthless.
Raspberries do w^ell when planted on soils containing
sufficient moisture, but are seldom grown for marker
excepting in the northeastern district. Tiirner is the
favorite variety, and the blackcaps are rarely seen.
The growing of early vegetables for northern market
is folldwed more extensively and is more generiUly prof-

:

,
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itable than is the growing of fruits. Field plantings of
radishes, peas and other hardy sorts begin in January.
Shipments begin by the first of March and continue unThe first crop
til the melon crop is harvested in July.
of Irish potatoes, mostly Early Ohio and Triumph, is
ready for market in May, and in Ai^gust a second crop
is often planted which matures in November, when it
tiuds a ready home market, or is left in the ground until
early spring, when it i.s placed on the northern markets

"new potatoes just received from Bermuda," and
brings a high price. This second crop, however, is uncertain, as it is difficult to secure a prompt growth if
seed from the early crop is used, and it is often impossible to secure northern seed so late in the season.
Sweet potatoes are grown in all parts of the state, and
Asparagus is a
are shipped from July until JIarch.
profitable early crop which is grown quite largely in the
central district, and seems wholly free from rust or
other diseases. Rhubarb is unable to endure the heat
of the long summer, and the roots soon decay. Beans,
beets, cabbages, ]>eas, radishes and turnips are all grown
so largely as to be shipped in car-load lots from a number of towns in the northeastern and central districts.
The crop grown more widely than any other is the
tomato, which is grown in all parts of the state, and
which is shipped by the car-load to all parts of the
country from Boston to St. Paul, Omaha and Denver.
JIany single growers ship by car-lots, and in June from
10 to 20 cars are shipped daily from Crystal Springs.
with nearly as many from Madison Station and
Booneville, besides smaller shipments from many
other points.
From the central district. shipnu:-nts are made
about as follows
as

May
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The wild American crab and the Juneberry, capable

of

enduring the rigors of a northern winter, flourish here
in the same forests with the more southern persimmon
and papaw. The northern grapes of the Labrnsca type,
like Concord, are among the standard varieties, w'hile
on the other hand, the more tender Viiis roinndifolia
of which the southern Scuppernong is the most familiar
cultivated sort, grows wild in the rich river bottoms.
While the berries and small fruits common to the northern states endure well the warmer climate of Missouri,
the oriental persimmon and English walnut are hardy as
far north as the central part of the state.
Missouri's central position is also favorable to the
fruit. Berries and peaches are sent to
nearly all the principal markets east of the Rocky mountains from Boston and Baltimore on the east to Omaha,
Denver and Pueblo on the west, and from St. Paul and
Detroit on the north to Mobile, New Orleans and Galveston on the south. The grain-raising, mining and grazing states to the west and northwest, where but little
fruit is produced, furnish a growing market for Missouri
fruit.
The Mississippi and Missouri rivers, touching
the entire length and breadth of the state, give cheap
freight rates north, south and northwest, while direct
railroad connection with the Gulf ports affords cheap
shipments of apples to European markets.
The following figures give the average monthly rainfall in inches forthe past six years, recorded at Columbia
bv the U. S. Weather Bllrean

marketing of her

:

June 10.
June 15.
June 5.
Carrots, April 20 to June 10.
Melons (Gem), June 20 to July 20.
Peaches, June 1 to August 1.
Peas, March 2.5 to April 2.5.
Potatoes, Irish, IMay 10 to June 1.5.
Radishes, March 1 to April 15.
Squash, Summer, Slay 15 to June 15.
Beans,

10 to

Beets, April 20 to

Cabbage,

May

1 to

Strawberries, April 1 to Jlay
Turnips, March 20 to May 15.
Tomatoes, May 25 to July 4.

Watermelons,

number

.July I to

10.

August

1.

of canneries in the state.

There are a
most successful being those at Booneville
and Biloxi, but ordinarily growers find it more
profitable to ship products to northern markets
than to sell at prices which canners can afford.
the

^^..^^

L£.,i.,._ .„
No statistics are available on which definite
statements of the total shipments from the state
can be based. Crystal Springs, in the central district, probably ships more than any other single
1410. Missouri.
point. The shipments of fruits and vegetables
The diaEon.nl shading in the southern half designates the Oz.irk upfrom that place amounted to G38 cars in 1898,
lift.
The double-line sli.iding along the Mississippi and Missouri rivers
while in the very unfavorable season of 1899 the
shows the loess form.-itiou. The short-line cross-shading designates
reports
from
Partial
400.
to
about
number fell
the parts where fruit-grctwing is much developed.
other points indicate that shipments, in car-lots,
Jan.. 1.89; Feb., 2.57; March, 2.97; April, 4.52; M.ny.
amount to not less than 5,000 cars annually, in addition
5.87; June, 4.56; Julv, 4.85; Aug., 2.81; Sept., 3.00;
to nearly as much more which is shipped in small lots.
Oct., 1.40; Nov., 2.87; Dec, 2.02.
The northeastern and central districts ship principally
While these figures show that the rainfall is ample,
to northern markets, while the Gulf coast district finds
and well distribiited throughout the ye.ar, the records
its markets in Mobile, New Orleans, and on the many
show that the percentage of sunny days in this imalso
foreign vessels loading in Ship Island harbor. Nearly
mediate section is high. During August, September
the entire business has been developed in the last 15
and October especially, when most of onr fruit is mayears, and each succeeding year shows a marked inturing, the average amount of bright sunlight is concrease in its volume. New localities are being opened,
siderablv higher than that of the majority of our orchard
the work is becoming better organized, and, with the
states. No doubt the intense sunlight and proximity to
increase of the business the markets are becoming
the airy prairies are important factors in producing the
more steady, prices more uniform, and the profits more
rich color and high flavor of Missouri fruit, and may
satisfactory than in the early days. The business has
also account, in part, at least, for its comparative freeby no means reached its full development, and will not
dom from many of the fungous diseases which are
do so for years to come.
S, JX. Tracv.
known to thrive'best in a moist, cloudy atmosphere.
The topography and soil of the state are both favorMISSOTJEI HORTICULTURE. Fig. 1410. Its central
able to fruit-growing. The undulating areas, intersected
position gives Missouri a medium climate, favorable to
by the Mississippi and Missouri rivers and their tributhe growth of a variety of horticultural products. The
atmost.'iries, are amply provided with both soil and
native flora embraces both northern and southern plants.
C5

.
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pheric drainage. Tho soil varies Itoih the light, deep
tlinty soil of the Ozarks, and the drift of the "loess"
formation isee Iowa), to the rich soil of the prairie openings and still heavier soils of the river bottoms, and tho
swamp lands to tho soutlieast, affording choice for different purposes. The immense crops of corn and garden vegetables, sometimes grown in young orchards,
and the clover and cow peas, grown to prevent washing
of the soil in steep hillsidn orchards, prove (perhaps
too frequently), that even the so-called "fruit lands"
are capable of yielding a great variety of products. In

and now 1,500 acres of strawberries are growing in its
immediate vicinity. Liberal is one of tlie largest blackberry centers. Hermann and several points in the Ozarks
numufacture large quantities of grape wine.
Aside from the work cf the Agricultural College and
Experiment Station in the promulgation of horticultural work, the Missouri Botanical Garden at St. Louis
being of international influence and importance, cannot
fail, with its splendid equipment and able management,
to lend an especially strengthening influence to the horticulture of the state in which it is located. The Missouri State Horticultural Society, with nearly one hundred local societies as auxiliaries, under the competent
leadership of its officers and organized effort of its
members, is doing much toward the development of horticulture.

While horticulture is already one of tho leading interests of Blissouri, the possibilities of the state in that
direction have not yet even been approached. Only a
small portion of the soil naturally v>'q\\ adapted to fruit
culture has ever been cultivated, and there are many
phases of horticulture that have not been developed.
In recent years, however, steps in advance are rapidly
being taken. The best growers no longer cling to ancient traditions and obsolete practices, but are evolving
methods adapted to the new conditions of the West.
Capitalists of extensive bnsiness training are investing in orchards, and their business ability, combined
with the skill of the practical grower, is resulting in
better marketing and general management of the industry. New varieties, better adapted to local conditions,
are being originated. Our native fruits and nuts are
receiving attention, and improved varieties of these are
already the result. The working up of surplus and inferior fruit by canning, evaporating, cider and winemaking and distilling Is increasing the value of tho
fruit product, and the canning of tomatoes, peas and
other garden vegetables is quite extensively carried on
in some sections. In fact, the horticulture of the state
is in a rapidly growing condition, and bids fair to reach
1411.

One

very important proportions.

Ben Davis (Xli).

of the "liig rod apples" of

tlie

Ozarks.

one great reason why Missouri has not earlier
taken front rank as a fruit state is because natural confact,

ditions for general agriculture are too favorable. It requires too great an effort to exclude tlie encroaching
blue grass and live stock froni orchard areas where
thrifty young trees fruit themselves to death in the
unequal struggle for existence and the reproduction of
their kind.
The last report of the Missouri State Horticultural
Society {1897) contains Secretary Goodman's estimate
of the quantity and value of fruit produced in the state
that year, as follows: Apples north Blissouri, 2,500,000
barrels; central Missouri, 3,500,000; south Missouri,
Peaches
.3,000,000; total value of apples, $12,000,000.
—north Missouri, 500,000 bushels; central Missouri,
1, 000,000; south Missouri, 2, 000, 000 ;totalvalue of peaches,
Total value of berries, $2,500,000.
Total
$3,500,000.
value of pears, cherries, plums and gnipes, $1,500,000.

—

These, with nuts and misoollaneous fruits, reach a total
value of $20,000,000 for tho IMissouri fruit crop for 1897.
This report is based \i\>on figures obtained from tho
various railroads and shippers, and may be relied upon
Considering the fact
as being approximately correct.
that a few years ago Missouri could hardly lay claim to
being a great fruit-producing state, the above figures
indicate very rapid growth of the industry in recent
years. In 1898 more young trees were planted than
in any previous year, showing an accelerating tendency
toward this line of business. A number of orchards in
the state comprise over one thousand acres each. Tho
size and number of these large orchards is annually being increased.
It will be seen that the apple is the leading fruit, exceeding in value all other kinds combined. Careful
study shows that other things being equal, the best
prices prevail in those parts of the state where the most
apples are grown, and where, consequently, there is tho
sharpest competition among buyers. The peach ranks
second in importance, and the berries third. The city of
Sarcoxie shipped 239 car-loads of strawberries in 1S97,

MISTLETOE

of the

Old World

j^ q^
is

Whitten.

Viscvm album;

of

America, Fhoradendron flavescens

MITCHfiLLA

(Dr. John Mitchell, of Virginia, one of
American botanists; correspondent of LinBuhlaceo?.
This includes the Partridge-berry,
meus).
one of the prettiest and hardiest of native perennial
trailers. It has small, shining, evergreen, roundish Ivs.,
sometimes marked with M'hite lines, and bright scarlet
l)erries, often borne in pairs, which remain all winter
and make a charming effect when peeping through the
snow. This plant can be easily collected, and is also
procurable from many dealers in hardy plants. It
thrives under evergreen trees, forming dense mats.
The fls., which are b(U'ne in spring, are small, white,
with pinkish throai,s, and are fragrant. The berries are
Pis. twin, tho ovaries
odible, but nearly tasteless.
united into one calyx 4-toothed; corolla funnel-shaped,
l-lobcd; lobes spreading, densely bearded inside, valvatc in the bud: fr. n. 2-eyed berry.
the

first

;

1412.

Partridgc-berry— Mitchella repens (X?^)-

ripens, Linn. Paktkidge-berry. Squaw-berry. Fig.
Lvs. opposite, roun<l-ovatc, petioled, with minute
stipules: fls. in pairs, on the apex of a peduncle. Nova
Scotia to Minn., south to Fla. and Tex. G.W. P. 42.
D. 81. Mn. 3:49. Ij. B. G. ]0:979.-Attractivo in halfshaded spots in the wild garden and rockeries. Propagated by division of roots.
1412.

J\T.

ovCUa, DC, from Kouudnr, is tho only other species. It
sossilo fls., and ovate, acutish lvs. Not cult.

liaa

stilit.ary.

M. B. COULSTON.

.

MITELLA

MOLUCCELLA

MITfiLLA (diminutive

of niilra, a cap; applied to tlie
Saxifraqdcefe.
Mitkewokt.
form oi; tlie young pod).
Six or 7 species of low, sleuder perenliisHOP' s-OAP.
with
somewhat
creepinj^ rootstocks an<l racemes
nials,
Closely related to
of small and tcreenish or white Hs.
Tiarella, but the petals of the latter are entire, while in
IMitella they are beautifully
pinnatitid.
Lvs.
round,
heart-shaped, alternate, exee))t in one species, on rootstock or runners, with slender petioles; those on lio\^'-

ering stems op])Osite, if anycalyx short, n-lobed,
the
lobes valvate in the bud,
spreading; petals 5, inserte<l
on throat of calyx. very slender; stamens 10 or .^, very
short: fr. soon widely dehiscent.
Natives of N.

Amer., 2 species

— Offered

E.Asia.

in

by some dealers

in native plants.
A.

u.'Offrlhf leafhsfi.

iSVa/ic.'^'

B.

mnut'you.^.

Fl.^.

Graham.

Lvs.
round-reniform or cordate,
crenately toothed and sometimes incised or lohed, 1-li
scape 9-12 in.
in. across;
long; fls. somewhat scattered
trifida,

on one side

sj)ike; petals
small; stamens
opposite the calyx lobes.

;

M'MAHON.

See

p. 903.

MOCCASIN FLOWER.

North American name for

species of Cijpripediiun

MOCK OEANGE. See Pliiladelphiis.
MOHEIA (from DanielMohr, aGermanbotanist; died
A genus of South African ferns,
18U8). Sehiz'faeeei'.
having the habit of Cheilanllies, but the sporangia of
the Schizieaceio. A single species, M. ea ffronnti is rare
in cultivation in America.
l, jj, pInderwood.
,

MOLE PLANT.

Eiiphe,rhifi

Latlijiri.-i

(see Fig. 800,

p. 5G4).

MOLtNIA (.1. Molina, a writer upon Chilean plants).
Graniineo\ A genus ot perennial grasses allied to Eragrostis, containing a single species. Native of central
Europe and temperate Asia, and sparingly introduced
in the United States. Panicle contracted: spikelets 2^fld., more or less purplish; glumes some\vhat unequal:
fl. -glume 3-nerved, rounded on back, pointed butawnless.
casrilea,

Moench

(Ainieeeriilea, Linn.).

Culms

tufted,

The
1-3 ft. high: lvs, rather rigid, slender pointed.
usual form in cult, is var. variegita, with striped lvs.,
used for bedding.
a. S. Hitchcock.

(.>f

:5-.5-parted,
fi,
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glabrous; stipules awl-shaped from a broad base: calyx
not ribbed, lobes lanceolate, acuminate, efjual: corolla
tube twice as long as the calyx, lobes obovate, obtuse.
S. Afr.
B.M. 4987. R.H. 1859, p. 175 1880:348 (excellent!). F.S. 12:1254.
^^ jj

N. Calif, to Brit. Col. and
Kocky Mts.

Fh.

BB.

few (about

MOLUCCA BALM.

Molueeetla lavis.

MOLUCCELLA

(diminutive made from Molucca).
Also written Mottucella. Labiata'. This includes the
Shell Flower, a quaint old annual plant, that self-sows

5).

Fig.
niida, Linn.
Lvs. rounded or kiddoudee])lyand
ney-shaped,
bly crenate: raceme 4-6 in.
Does well in moist
long.
4i;>.

shady situations. May-July.

Westward
li.

A.

Col.

to Brit.

13:.51S.

Seajj^

Lrs.

B.

fc(

0)1

h'ttves.

yiiKj
II j)i'

alter-

iHite.

caulescens, Nutt.
loose

:

Raceme

alternate
pinnatitid petals.

stamens

with the

Brit. Col. to Ore.

scape opposite.
Lvs.
acutely heart-shaped, somewhat 3-o-lobed, toothed raijB.

Ll-s. on

diphjlla, Linn.

;

ceme

t)-8

Eastern U.

A good

plant for the rockery.

MITKEWOET.

in.
-S.

long.

May.

V. 12:189.-

M. B. Coulston.

Mitella. False Mitre wort

is

TiVnc Ha.

MITEIOSTlGMA (Greek, mitre-shaped stieima ; from
the conspicuous stigma, which is club-shaped, the 2-cut
summit suggesting" a cap). Eiil)ie)cea>. This includes
the charming evergreen tender shrub known to the
trade as Gardenia eitriodora. It makes a low or medium-

a

sized bush of compact and branching habit and bears
great profusion of fls. which resemble those of the
orange in odor, size, color and general appearance. The
pink
Hs. are white, salver-shaped, .5-lobed, tipped with
This
in the bud, and borne in dense axillary clusters.
delightful plant is a favorite in the South, together with

1414.

Moluccella Isvis (X3

con-

the Cape Jessamine, but is little known in northern
servatories. The genus contains 2 species. For distinctions from G.ardenia and Randia, see Gardenia.
axilUre, Hochst. (Gardenia eitriodora. Hook.). Lvs.
opposite, petiolate, elliptic-lanceolate, subacummate.

advertised
in old-fashioned gardens, but is now rarely
calyx
for sale. Its chief feature is its great cup-sbaped
inconspicuan inch long, which is much larger than the
or
seeds
white
four
See Fig. 1414. ) Later
ous corolla
(

.

MONARDA

MOLUCCELLA
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solitary, nearly or quite 1 in. across, yellow, often
with blackish center: fr. orange, 2-3 in. long, ovoid and
more or less narrowed each way, smooth or tuberculate:
seeds compressed, nearly smooth. Widely distributed
in Africa and Asia, and naturalized in the W. Indies.
O.C. 1848:271. R.H. 1857, p. 182. -A neat vine, growing

and add
nutlets appear in the cup or shell-like calyx,
The corollas are gapinfr, the upper lip
to the interest.
not,
forming a sort of hood, which may be notched or
being oblong and
the lower lip 3-cut, the side lobes
heartinversely
larger,
one
middle
somewhat erect, the
shaped and deeply notched. Of 25 described names
Ben2 now remain in this genus as good species.
only
thaiu

fls.

4-6

place this genus near Lamium. Other
genera of garden value in which the upper lip of the
villous within
corolla is concave or vaulted and often
these Moare Stachys, Leonurus and Phlomis. From
These
calyx.
its
by
luccella is easily distinguished
The
plants are hardy annuals, flowering in midsummer.
out
are white, tipped pink, scarcely, if at all, thrust

& Hooker

Hs.

of the calyx,

and borne

in whorls of 6-10.

A.

Calyx not prieMij.

Shell Flowek. Molucca Balm. Pig.
round
1414. Height 2-3 ft.: Ivs. roundish, with coarse
teeth: calyx obscurely .5-angled. W. Asia. B.M, 1852.
— Fls. odorous.
AA. Calijj- beset witli long prieldcs.
l^evis,

Linn.

spindsa, Linn. Height 6-8 ft.: Ivs. ov.ate, deeply and
sharply cat: calvx with 1 long spine above and 7 others
below, hi. Eu., Syria. B.R. 15:1244 (as Chasmonia incJSrt). — Annual or biennial, with brownish red square
stems, bristling calyx and gaping corolla. Said to have
been cult, in Eng. since 1596.
W. M.
{morcleo, to bite, since the seeds appear
been bitten). Cuetirbitaeece. There are 25 speMomordica, chietly African, according to Cogniaux (DC. lUonogr. Phaiier. 3). They are annual or perennial tendril-climbing herbs of tropical countries, some
of which are cult, for ornament and also for the edible
fruits. The lis. are monoecious or dio?cious, the stami-

M0M6EDICA

ft.

AAA. Bract near

the lop of the sterile peduncle, entire.

involucr^ta, E. Meyer. Bluch like M. Balsainina, hut
teeth of Ivs. blunt, with a short mucro, fls. larger, braot
much larger: Hs. white or cream-white, often dotted
with black fr. sulfur-yellow, chan;;ing to scarlet, bursting, 2 in. long. S. Afr. R.H. 1805:350 (as J/. iJa^5a»ii)i«,
var. leucantha). B.M. 69.32. — A very slender and graceful climber, with the peduncle bract against the calyx,
like an involucre. Int. to Amer. trade about 1890.
:

M. Coehinchin^nsis. Spreng. (M. mixta, Roxbff.\ is a larffe
species with 3-lobed Ivs., pale yellow, purple-eyed fls., 4 in.
across, and an oblong, bright red fr. 4-7 in. lonq. Farther India. B.M. 5145. P.S. 14:1478. G.C. III. 16:531. G.M. 37:777.
L. H. B.

MONAEDA

(after Nicolas Monardes, a Spaniard, who
published in 1571 a book containingthe earliest picture of
See Fig. 1077). Labidtce. Hoeseplant.
American
an

MiNT. This includes the Oswego Tea {M. didyma),
one of the most brilliant of our native wild flowers, being surpassed in the intensity of its red only by the carilinal flower. It is arather coarse herb, with large heads
of gaping, wide-mouthed fls., which have none of the
refinement of our cardinal flower. For mass effects,

to have
cies of

nate solitary or pauicled, the pistillate solitary. Corolla
and calyx similar in sterile and fertile fls. corolla segments 5, often extending nearly to the base, making a
rotate or broadly campanulate flower; stamens usually
1-loculed
3, the short filaments free, one of the anthers
and the others 2-loculed style single and long, with 3
small,
often
spherical,
or
nearly
stigmas: fr. oblong
rough, usually many-seeded, sometimes splitting into
3 valves, but 'usually indehiscent: seeds usually flattened, often oddly marked or sculptured. Tendrils simple—in this distinguished from Luffa. Momordicas are
:

:

known to American gardens as ornamental vines, but
the fruits of M. Charcmtia are eaten by the American
Chinese. They are tender annuals. They thrive where
cucumbers and gourds will. M. Jilaterium of the catalogues is Ecballium, which see.
A.

Bract

aho'iit

mirhvajf nn the yieflnvele
peduncles hracled.

,

entire: all

Char4ntia, Linn. Balsam Pear. Running 10 ft. or
more, the stem slightly pubescent and furrowed: Ivs.
roundish, dull green, pubescent beneath (at least on the
ribs), 5-7 lobes with rounded sinuses, the lobes shar|)toothed and notched: fls. yellow, 1 in. across, both the
sterile and fertile solitary: fr. yellowish, oblong, pointe<l,
furrowed lengthwise and tuberculate, 6 or 7 in. long,
at maturity splitting into 3 divisions and disclosing the
bright scarlet arils of the white or brown carved seeds.
Trop. Asia and Africa, and naturalized in W. Indies.
R. H. 1869, pp. C30-1.-The
B. M. 2455. A. G. 13:525.
Chinese about the American cities grow this plant under
the name of La-kwa, for the edible pulpy arils surrounding the seeds, and also for the edible fruit itself
(which is prepared, usually by boiling, before it is ripe
The rind is sometimes dried and used in medicinal
preparations (see Bailey, Bull. 67, Cornell Exp. Sta.,
with illustr. ). The odd seeds cause it to be called the
"Art Pumpkin" by some.
)

AA. Bract of sterile pedtinele near tJie top, tnothecl: pe'Innele of fertile floirer brncted at base or not
at all.

Bals&mina, Linn.

Balsam Apple.

Slenderer and

more graceful, bright green throughout, glabrous, tiie
foliage smaller and neater: Ivs. cordate-orbicular in
outline, 3 in. or less across, 3-5-lobed, with rounded
sinuses, the lobes and the few notches or teeth acute:

1415.

Monarda didyma (X

Vs).

however, these plants are very striking. They grow
wild along the banks of streams, lighting up the dark
corners of the woods. This suggests their proper place
They should be grown in
in landscape gardening.
masses, in wild spots against a dark background. However, they can, if desired, be grown in an ordinary sunny
border without more moisture than usual. As a bedding
]dant they would be inferior to Salvia coecinea, the
flowers being shorter-lived. The white- and rose-colored
varieties are less desirable.

M.

fistulosa is the

same

procurable in colors ranging from
white, flesh color and lilac, through rose and crimson to
deep purple, but not scarlet. This species is very vari-

type of plant, and

is

able in height. The lighter colored varieties are usually less robust.
Monardas are easy of culture, thriving in any good
soil.
They spread quickly, and therefore need frequent
separation, which operation is best done in the spring,
as plants disturbed in the fall will often winter-kill.
Monarda is a genus of 9 species of aromatic American
herbs: Ivs. usually dentate: fls. often borne in dense
heads, surrountled by an involucre of colored bracts;
calyx tubuhir, ]5-iierved, with 5 nearly equal teeth; co-

.

,

.

MONAKDA

MONSTEKA
cumbent:

the throat, 2-lipped, middle
perfect
lohe of the lower lip larger than the lateral
stamens 2. There are 2 sections of the genus, the sperics here described belonging to Eunionarda, in which
the heads are generally solitary and terminal, the stamens and style conspicuously thrust out, and the root
One
perennial. The following grow l%-'2}4 ft. high.
of the common Horse-Mints is M. pinirldfa {AM. 14:15),
but it is not in the trade.

roUa narrow or dilated

;

A. Calyx slightlij hairy at Ihc
didyma, Linn. (ir. Knlmidiia. Pursh).

lvs.

;

llirual.

MONEYWORT,

Oswego Tea.

yiunm

Bee-Balm. Fkagrant Balm. Fig. 141,j. Stem acutely
4-angled: Ivs. thin, ovate-lanceolate, acuminate. B.Rl.
145 (erroneously as M. fisfitiasa, var.), and 54(1. Vars.
Alba and r6sea, Hort., are offered, but the latter should
be compaied witli the next species. In 189;! John Saul
advertised Jf. Kalmiana as if horticitlturally distinct,
calling it the finest of ]\Ionardas. — Suited to nioistcr
positions than the others.

l(

laria

or Creeping Charlie,

Calyx

dcitS'fy hi-arilcd at

tin'

tliroat.

MONKEY FLOWER.
MONKEY PUZZLE.

Lrs. pi'tioh'd.

B.

the

Old World

is

Sometimes called
the Bergamot of
Mentha odnrata. Stem mostly obtusely

angled: Ivs. tinner: fls. purple. July, later than M.
didyma. Var. rtlbra, Gray. Fls. crimson or rosy red.
Var. m6dia. Gray (var. pitrpiiren Hort. ). Fls. deep yturS.B.F.G. 98. L.B.C. 14:139(i {as M. pic-jnirea).
ple.
Var. mdllis, Benth. {M. indllis, Linn.). Fls. tlesh-color
,

to lilac.

B.M. 295S(as M.

mentiicefolia

).

— \Vi]] grow

in

dry positions.
BE. Lvs. nearly ^e^i.'iile, at least helow.
Bradburiina, Beck. Fls. light purple, spotted darker
on the middle lobe of the lower lip, which is much
111. to Tenn. and
larger than the lateral ones. June.
Kans. B.M.;W10 (erroneously as M. I'i.itali>xa}.—A dryish position suits it best.

F.

MONAEDfiLLA

W. Barclay and W.

JI.

(diminutive of Jlonar.la, having

aspect, intiorescence

and calyx).

Latjiiitir.

its

Annual or

perennial sweet-smelling herbs, natives of California.
Lvs. entire or obscurely toothed: fls. white, rose-color
or purple, compacted in terminal heads with an invocalj'x tubular, narrow or long, lO-lH nerved, 5lucre
toothed; the teeth short, straight and nearly equal; the
throat naked within; stamens 4, exserteil. The following have been advertised, and can be secured through
western collectors.
:

Fls. large, comparatively few, loosely glomerate.
macr4utha. Gray. Perennial, tufted, about 9 in. high
bracts of the 10-2b-fld. head sometimes whitish or purplish tinged corolla about ii In. long, glabrous, orangered, its tune fully twice the length of the calyx; the
a.

Lysimaeluu

MONKSHOOD.

Soo Mimulus luteus.

Araaearia imhrieata.

Aeonitum.

MONOGRAMMA

(Greek, a si}igle line.- alluding to the
elongated linear sin-;is) Pnltj pn,i iaeea- A tropical genus
of se\'er;d snndl species of grass-like ferns, rarely seen
.

in cultivath.n.

fistuldsa, Linn. Wild Beegamot.
Bergatuot in nursery catalogues, but

is

.

.

AA.
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roundish, clustered at base: fls. single,
drooping, from top of slender scape 2-0 in. long, white
or rose-colored, ti lines across; petals 5, Nvidely spreading, orbicular; fllaments awd-shaped, naked
anthers as
in Pyrola, but conspicuously 2-horned. M. grandiSlora,
S. F. Gray {M. aniflora, A. Gray), growsiit moist woodlands from Labrador to Alaska, in miiidle states ami
westward along the mountains. It has been offered by
one dealer in native plants.

at

l, jj.

Underwood.

MONOLfiNA

(Greek words referring to the single
sp»ur-like ai'pendage on the anterior side of the antherconnective). Melastomaeeu'. About 4 species of stemless herbs from Colombia, one of which is a situUl hothouse foliage plant, cult, like Bertolonia, and known to
the trade as Bertolonia priniula^ftora. It lias metallic
green lvs. 4-6 in. long, with ;^-5 parallel veins, the under surface of the lvs. a showy rosy purple. All the
species have a characteristic rootstock, composed of
clusters of short, thick rhizomes, prominently scarre<l
by the falling of the lvs., and the fls. are numerous, and
resemble a primrose. They are about 1 in. across, 5petaled, pink, and borne on fleshy scapes. See Bertolonia.

(Bertolonia prinuila-fldra
primuIeeflSra, Hook. f.
Hort.). Glalirous: lvs. leathery, broailly elliptical: calyx lobes broadly ovate-rounded. B.M. 5818. F.S. 18,
p. 162. G.C. 1870:309, figs. 5;!, 54.

MONOPANAX,

Referred

to

Oreopanax.

MONSTfiRA

(Latin, <7 )Ho».s7f)-). Arilcea'. Monstern
deliciosa is indeed a delicious monster in more senses
than one. It is a favorite greenhouse climber, with huge
perforated leaves, wdiose general appearance is sure to
be remembered after the tirst look. (See Figs. 141U,
1417). As the plant clindis.the stems emit long, aerial
roots, many of which never reach the ground, but suggest
the fingers' of some fabulous monster. This grotesque.

:

1

:

lobes lanceolate.

Var. n4na, Gray(J/. ndna. Gray). Pubescent: bracts
whitish or rose-color: fls. smaller; corolla not twice the
length of calyx, white or tinged with rose-color, the
slender tube pubescent.
,AA.

Fls. smaller, more iin»ieroiis.

deii.'<i 1:/

eaiiitate.

Plants jiereanial.
\^eins of lvs. nunierons u)id p ronti ue iit
Benth. Bracts ovate, leafy, piiiuatcly veined.
B.

C.

villdsa,

CO. Veins of lvs. not prominent
odoratissima, Benth. Bracts thin, membranous, whitish or pinkish, inclined to parallel venation.

BB. Plants annual.
Lvs. lanceolate or oblong, 1-2 in.
long, tapering below into slender petioles, the margins
even and entire: bracts leafy, ovate or oblong, mostly
acute, abundantly veined between the ribs or primary
veins by cross veinlets.
ji. B. PoiTLStON.
lanceolita, Gray.

MONELLA. A

section of Cyrtanthns.

MONfiSES (Greek,

single delight: from

the pretty

A

solitary flower). J^'ricdcetr. One-flo\vekei> Pvkola.
genus "of one species, a low perennial herb: stem de-

1416.

Leaf

of

Grown under

Monstera

deliciosa.

glass in the North.

dragon-like aspect is very pronounced in a notable specimet? in Philadelphia which has climbed into an upper
"allery of the highest house in Horticultural Hall, Fairinonnt Park. Finallv, this unique plant bears an edible
pineapple and a
fruit, which has a taste between a

MONSTERA

MONTANA

banana. The fruit grows about G-8 in. long, and look:^
like a long pine cone, the rind being composed of bex:igonal plates, as shown in Fig. 1417. The Monstera is a
satisfactory greenhouse subject, even in a young stage,
and being a great curiosity, excites much comment from
visitors. It is generally kept in a hothouse, but succeeds
in a coolhouse also. It is commonly allowed to grow in
a noble
a spreading rather than climliing fashion

in two ranks and overlap one another. When the
plant was introduced by Bull, it was shown growing on
a board apparently in parasitic fashion, and emitting
aerial roots.
It seemed most like a Marcgravia, but
when it liowercd and fruited the first name was found
to be one of the wildest possible guesses. Marcgraviu
is a dicotyledon and Monstera a monocotyledon, and the
two genera are as far apart as is a Camellia from a Jat-kin-tiie-pulpit.
The Monstera-like Ivs. are likely to he
developed when the plant reaches 15 ft. In tlie young
stage the plant is generally allowed to clamber over a
dead log or tree-fern trunk, in the manner of Philodendron, which see for culture. Monstera is a genus of 13
tropical American climbers, with Ivs. more or less
densely 2-ranked. Engler in DC. Mon. Phan. Vol. 2
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;

grow

(1879J.
delicidsa, Liebm. Ceriman. Figs. 141G, 1417. Youn^
Ivs. 1-2 ft. long, leathery, piimately cut, perforated. A. P.
l:To2. G.M. 41:329. Gn. 21, p. 39 (poor).

acuminata, C. Koch {M. t<''"niiis, C. Koch. Marcgrhparaddxay Bull). Shingle Plant. Young Ivs. a few
in. long, waxy, entire.
Gn. 29, p, 290 (both kinds of
(vs.). G.C. II. 8:13.
via

Wm. Fawcett,

G.

W. Oliver and W. M.

MONTANA, HOETICTJLTURE OF. Fig. 1418, Montana, from all standpoints, is nothing if not unique.
The third largest state in the Union (Texas and California being first and second respectively), there is added
to the natural capacity for great local variation found
in a state covering 145.310 square miles, the additional
feature of its being traversed by the main range of the
Rockies. The eastern portion of the state is plains
country, with a mean average altitude of 2,800 feet above

1417.

Monstera

deliciosa, climbin£

specimen of this kind cultivated
by Wm. Falconer in A.F. 7:2o3.

As

a conservatory plant

it

on a
in

tree.

Pittsburg

does best

is

figured

when planted out

in a bed of rich soil, where it can be kept witliin bounds
by .iudicious pruning. It is not particular as to soil, as
it fills the pots in which it is planted with thick, succuIt is one of the best
lent roots in a very short time.
plants for enduring the varying conditions of temperature in a dwelling house, as nothing short of a freeze
seems to hurt it. Propagated by division of the stem,
with part of the leaf attached while rooting.
In the American tropics Jifons/era delicioKa requires
a very warm, moist climate for the production of fruit.
Although it naturally grows by attaching itself to trees
and creeping up, it appears to be more fruitful if compelled to grow on the ground without climbing. The
fruit is green in color until it ripens, when there is just
a tiuge of yellow, and the outer rind comes off in bits at

a touch.
Monfitera acuminata is the correct name of the astonishing plant known tothe trade as Marcqrdvia paradoxa. The adult Jvs. are something like those of M.
deliciosa, being now and then perforated, but generally
pinnately cut. The young Ivs. are utterly different, being ranch smaller, entire and heart-shaped. This is one
of the most striking cases of dimorphism celebrated in
horticultural annals, though that of Finis, repens is
more familiar, and similar ones occur in Philodendron.
In its young stage M. acAiminnta is a very handsome
hothouse climber, with thick, roundish, waxy Ivs., which

sea level.
Along the southern boundary, perhaps 125 miles west
of the state line, are the Wolf mountains, west of these
the Rosebud and the Pryor mountains, toward the northern boundary and 175 miles west of the state line are the
Little Rockies, west of these the Bear Paws, while dotted over the eastern central portion of the state are the
Moccasins, the Big and Little Snowies, the Belts, the
Highwoods and the Crazies. These, with the exception
of the Belts, are isolated from other mountains, or
detached spurs from the main range, and abound in the
exceptional advantages which arise from good soil,
favorable exposure and convenient means for irrigation.
About the center of the southern state line the main
range of tlie Rockies is encountered. This range traverses the state from this point in a northwesterly
direction, and after entering this range and proceeding
westward one is never out of sight of mountains until
reaching the western confines of the state.
The summits of the main range vary from 7,500 to
10,000 feet above sea level, and present mighty barriers
to the winter storms which sweep madly over the country to the east and south of Montana, often bringing
intensely cold weather in their wake. Then, too, the
climate of the state is sensibly affected by chinooks,
tliose ranch misunderstood currents of warm air which
rob winter of all its terrors in regions visited by them.
The botanist and horticulturist have much to learn, as
yet, concerning the effect of altitude upon plant growth.
In a general way, it is supposed that 9,000 feet is the socalled limit of timber, though, as a matter of fact, it often
happens that above this point the crowns of the mountains are composed of living rock devoid of soil and
other needed adjuncts to tree growth. Illustrations of
the unwillingness of plant growth to be circumscribed
by altitudinal lines are found in the city of Denver,
which lies 5,000 feet above sea level. There many trees
have been successfully transplanted from their natural
habitat at sea level along the shores of Pugot Sound to
a point nearly a mile aloft, and into a climate as naturally dissimilar as could well be found.
In Cheyenne.
Wyo., there is a luxuriant development of the black
locust at an elevation of 6,100 feet. This is a tree that
needs to be most carefully handled to avoid winter-killing in Minnesota, 5,500 feet nearer to sea level. Another
point in instance is found in the sugar beet chart of the
Department of Agri<'ulture. This is designed to show
the belt of country in the United States best adapted to

JIONTAKA

MONTANA

beet-culture. This starts on the Atlantic in the latitude
of New York city, extends nearly due westward to the
western line of Wisconsin, and no drunkard ever pursued
auiore erratic course than it in niakinii;; its way from tinGreat Lakes to the Pacific at the head of the Gulf of
California.
Horticulturally speakiui^. Jlontana vuwvs the entire
ecale of the limits of fruit ])ruduction in the Unitt.d
States, except the citrous and other subtropical fruits.
In no other state of the Union is there more need of the
scientific experimenter, not so nuich to determine tlic
species adapted to Montana as to wisely select the varieThere is onities of species that will jj;ive best results.
safe rule to observe iu western fruit-tree plantinii:.—
avoid alkali soil. After an active experience of 15 years
of tree-growing in Minnesota and the Dakotas, thr
writer is convinced that more failures in orcharding resulted there from planting in alkali soil than from any
It is easy, however, to determine sucli
other cause.
very much easier under Irrigation, as the
conditions
application of water brings the salts to the surface,
where they are easily noted, as they rapidly crystallizu
when exposed to the air. Within the valleys and canons
leading out from the mountains it is rare that alkali is
found on suitable orchard locations.
Montana owes much of its phenomenal success in
fruit culture to natural conditions; most important of
these is the abundant supply of water, easily available
for irrigation. Irrigation in orcharding places the tree
In the growing seaor plant under complete control.
sou, water can be supplied to supplement any existing:
thii iirtitic id
lack of moisture, and by withhuldin
in the latter part of the season, perfect ripening of the

horses, and were sold for from $2. .50 to $.3 each.
The
next plantings were made uear the present site of 8ti.-vrnsville, iu the Bitter Root vallev, by Bass Bros. Their
a]iple crop for 1898 was estimated at 10,000 boxes.
The
Bitter Root valley is in the southwestern piu't of Montana, and is uhoat 100 miles in length, with an average
width of perhaps 10 miles. This valley has been the
scene of the greatest activity in orcharding to date. It
luis an altitude of about ;"!,200 feet, and as it lies to the
westward of the main range of the Rockies, it possesses
marked advantages over the country to tlic eastward,
U also has a soil exactly a<lapted to apples, pears, cherries, plums, grapes and small fruits.
The soil is of
decomposed granite, with an almost total absence <if
alkali.
To the casual observer it appears to be light,
stony, gravelly and comparatively worthless, but quite
tlio reverse is the case.
The main difliculty is to restrain
undue growth of tree and superabundant fruitage. It is
a soil that does not bake after irrigation, hence water
can be freely used, and in a way stored, as evaporation
does not occur from capillary attraction, as is always
the case when there is too great a preponderance of
clay in the texture of the soil.
It is within bounds to
state that ujiou soils carrying a heavy percentage of
arising from irrigafully
oui'-half
of
the
benefits
chiy,
tion are lost from the inability of the farmer to cultivate
immediately after irrigation. Bitter Root orchards ranu:e
from 100 trees set for home use to 500-acre blocks for
commercial purposes. The main diflicalty there experienced is in tiie selection of the best varieties for gtte
eral plantim^.
The pomolojiist can find in this one valley every variety

;
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accomplished and

is

the tree placed in the liest
physical condition to endure
sadden climatic changes.

Again,

it

customary

is

to

orchard late in the
season, after the foliage has
fallen, with the result that
root killing is absolutely unknown in Montana. So free

flood the

the state from disasters
of this nature that budded
succeeding retrees are
is

wherever
markably
well
they have been set in close
proximity to the mountains.
Another decided advantage
is in the physical formation
the make-up
of the state
;

mountains is not, as
many suppose, a shaping up
of every range and peak to
a sharp rocky apex, but in
of the

all ranges there are vast expanses of open plateaus extending back onto lower

1418.

Montana.

The shaded parts show horticulturnl areas,
outlying spurs. Headinij; in
the mountains, usually near
of apple that is now growing in the combined nurseries
the smnmits, are deep caiions leading down and out
The only bars there found to the
of New York state.
to the open plains country at the foot of the ranges.
successful cultivation of all standard and small fruits is
There is a constant movement of air from the upper to
season and the coolness of
growing
the brevity of the
the lower plateaus through these canons occasioned by
sunmier 7ughts; owing to altitude the air is rare and
the superheating of the air of the lower levels during
does not retain heat after sundown, as is the case in the
the middle of the day. The heat, in rising, causes a parlower-lvin^ and more humid sections of the United
tial vacuum, and the cooler air of the upper levels flows
States." The clearness of the atmosphere and attendant
down to occupy this. This is especially true in the earbrilliancv of the sun gives to fruit such coloring as is
So common is this as to give the name
lier night hours.
never noted, exeei.)t in similar altituties and while ex"canon breezes" to these currents, which are plainly
tended experiments have not been conducted along these
to be felt miles away from every extensive canon's
lines, it is believed that the proper use of water in irrimouth far out on the open plains. This constant curgation does not necessarily imply that the fruit thus
rent of air, passing over the surface of the earth, wards
grown carries an undue percentage of moisture when
off frosts and gives fruit inununity from this great
with fmits grown without irrigation.
compared
mounof
outside
fruit
growing
those
of
loss
to
cause
Rose
In the phenomenally dry season of 1894. Early
tain districts.
potatoes ^rown in Wisconsin were analyzed, as also
Early orcharding was attended with almost prohibiwere Montana Earlv Rose s:rown under irrigation, and
In ISG-i, trees were set iu Missouri
tive conditions.
potatoes wa^
the moisture content of the Wisconsin
vallev by John G. Pickering, who is still living and
considerably higher than that of the Montana potatoes.
planting. Some of the trees originally set are alive and
Bitter Root
the
of
valley
the
di.ne
in
What has been
bearing. Trees then came in by way of Utah on pack
;
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MOR^A

is being attempted in Flathead valley, a large northwestern valley, with the best results. The rancfe of
varieties is fully as wide as that of the Bitter Root, and
a-! the altitude is about 400 feet less it is to be expected
that fully as good results will eventually be attained.
Some difficulty is experienced from frosts in, the Flathead country, but as the heavy growth of deciduous and
conifer timber, which covers the majority of the bench
lands in this region, is exit off, no doubt the increased
circulation of air will prevent serious loss to fruit from

Among

frost.

other valleys achieving marked success

and vegetable culture, are those of the Uallatin,
Yellowstone, Upper and Lower Missouri, Clark's Fork

in fruit

the Yellowstone, the Judith, Milk, Marias, Teton,

of

Madison and Jefferson, In these valleys the better
apples, cherries and plums are readily grown, and it is
safe to say there are not 100 acres of farm lands in the
state where, if the planter will avoid alkali soil and set
trees with reference to the possibility of irrigating them,
the Transcendunt and Hyslop crabs, and the hardier
of the standard apples, together with the small fruits,

cannot be successfully grown.

MONTBKilTIA. See

<^

]\f_

Emery.

Tritonia.

MONTEEEY CYPKESS.

Cnpressas mac, :nrpa.

M6NTIA

(Guiseppe Monti, professor of botany at Cologne in the first half of the eighteenth century). Portiilacdcece. About 18 species of American herbs, including the Winter Purslane, a salad or pot-herb known to
the European trade as Clcri/fonia perfoliufa. This odd
plant is perhaps cult, in America by a few fanciers of
rarer kinds of vegetables. In hot countries it may be
more desirable. It is an annual plant forming a compact tuft about 9-12 in. high. The Ivs. are all from the
root, tender, thick, fleshy, with a slender petiole about
2 in. long, and a blade about }4 iu. long, which varies
from lanceolate to rotund. The most remarkable feature
is a sort of cup an inch or inore in diameter, from which
arise the racemes of small white fls. One of these cups
crowns each of the stems, which are numerous, slender,
leafless, and about twice as long as the Ivs.
The name
"perfoliata" is suggested by the resemblance of the cup
to a perfoliate leaf. In 31. perfoUata the cup is usually
2-lobed, and the species runs into M. parvi flora, which
rarely has the cup transfonued iuto two almost disjoined Ivs. The Winter Purslane is now a weed in many
parts of the world. The seed may be sown all through
spring and summer where the plants are to stand.
Montia cannot be distinguished from Claytoniaby any
one character, but the cultivated plants of both genera
have been sufficiently discriminated here and under
Claytonia. The latest monograph is by B. L. Robinson
in Syn. Flo. N. Amer., Vol. I^ part I, fasc. II (1807).

Stems iciflwut true Ivs.
H. Pedicels short, seldom exceediuf) the fniitiiuj calyx.
perfollita, Howell (Glaytdnia pcrfolidta, Don). Winter, Purslane. Rather coarse, green, often reddening
with age. Banks of streams, Calif, to Ariz, and Blex.,
north to Brit. Col. common near Pacific coast. It grows
A.

in England also means occasionally Ayionoyie nenwrosa
and Stellaria Hoiostea.

MOONSEED.

BE.

1336.

R.H.

is

not native there, as often stated.

1897, p, 159.
toyig,

much

Jaiu/er

than

the cal>/x.

How^ell

{Clai/tdnla

parvifldra,

Dougl.).

More slender, green or slightly glaucous. Calif, to Brit.
Col., east to Idaho and Utah.
AA. Stems with numcrons- sn/atl aJtcmalc Irs.
parvifdlia, Greene {Claytonia. par ri folia, Moc). Pis.
rose-color to white.
Plant has l)ulblet-like offsets.
Moist rocks, Brit. Col. to Rockies in Mont, and Alaska.
This and the preceding one have been advertised, but
have little if any ornamental value.
-\i

w

MOON

MOONFLOWER

in

!inna-Nox and r(datod
ever,

our

paliisfris

and Acer Pennsyl-

'M.O'RMA. (probably

Shrewsbury, Eng.

named

after Robert More, botanist,
are charming bulbou8

Morieas

) .

much like Irises, but unfortunately they are not so
hardy as the common Irises and the individual fls. last
plants

only a day or so.

Morsea is a genus of about 00 species,
45 of which are S. African, while the rest are chiefly
from tropical Africa. Monea is the African representative of Iris. No one character will separate the two
genera. Mor^eas have no perianth tube, while Irises
iisually have one. The filaments are usually monadelphous in Morsea and free in Iris. Irises grow either from
rhizomes or bulbs, while Moreeas mostly grow from
corms, except the subgenus Dietes, which grows from a
rhizome. Most of the showiest Mor^eas belong to the
subgenus known as Morfea proper. Species 7-13, described below, belong to this group. There is another
subgenus which differs from it in having the ovary extended into a long beak which looks like a perianth tube,
but none of this group is cult. The Moraeas proper are
about as tender as other Cape bulbs. The amateur may
find some suggestions as to their culture under PuUjs,
Iris and Jxia.
By far the largest and most remarkable plant of the
genus is Morcca Rohinsoniana. This grows 0-8 ft. high
and has the habit of the New Zealand tlax, Phormium
trnax. A splendid specimen mentioned in B.M. 7212
bore 457 flowers between June 20 and Oct. 1. The individual fls. are 4 in. across, fragrant and last only a day.
At Kew this noble plant has been successfully grown in
the south end of a house. The stately plant pictured in
CF. 10:255 grew in a Californian eardenand was said to
be 10 years old from seed. The finest picture, however,
is that in G.F. 4:355.
INDEX.
bicolor, .S.
Dietes, 10.
edulis, 9.
limbriata,
i^UuU'opis,
iridioides.

juncea,

Robinsoniana,

11.

lutea,

4.

8.

papilionaeea,

5.

Pavonia, 4.
polyanthos,

2.

m

England

fi.r

Chriisa),^

means

common

this,

\mv:vv.
si,(M-i(

but C'hry^:

white weed or

(

;

always means Iponicea
in JEngland it rarely,

olhrmain Lrurn nlhv nni ni.
-rvi'

daisy.

?Jui

.nllMwor

1.

spjithacea. 10.
tricuspid, 4, 0.

longit'uliu, 0.

tristis, 12.
villosa, 4.

7.

i:!.

A. Rootstoclc a short creeping

rhizome.

{Subgenus Dietes).
Color of fls. chiefly ichite.
c. Height of plants G-S ft
CO. Height of plants 1-2 ft
BB. Color of fls. chiefly yeUon^
AA. Ji'ootsfock a tnnicated corm.
B. Inner segments
neons pic u on s.
(Sithgenns Vieusseuxia).
c. Color of fls. chiefly orangeB.

1.

Robinsoniana

2. iridioides
3.

bicolor

4.

Pavonia

i

red

Color of fls. chiefly whih-.
Spots blue
DD. Spots brown
BB. Inner segments conspicnous.
c. Height of stems 1~S in.
D. Los. hairy all over
DD. Lvs.ha try only at the edges.
CO Heigh t of ste m s in ore I lia n
3 in.
00.

5.

glaucopis

0.

tricuspia

7.

8.

papilionaeea
limbriata

0.

edulis

.

D.

Stems providedir/ryleaf.jasf
i

iri/h 1
tn'loiv

long
the

nfloresee/nce

DD. S/rms vol so provided.
F,.
F/s. usiially 1 or 2 on
" '<tii»

DAISY. Name used

Ihonnm fjcucanthcimnn.

if

Dirca

van icnm.

D.

Pedicels in fruit 2-6 Unvs

parvifldra,

notrychium.; also Lunar ia.

MOOSEWOOD.

;

Cuba but

wild in

B.M.

Menispermum Canadense.

MOONWORT.

10.

spathacea

EE. Pis. loosehi cnninihnsc.
fls. small'.
V. x^palhrs '.;-, in.

U. juncea

l''i>g

FF.

Spa

t

h r s

long

1

,'/.

in.
V2. tristia

13.

polyanthos

MOR.EA
Kobinsonitaa,

Hook.

MOEINGA

Jtobinsoniitna
F.
Mutll.l. Weddinq Ikis. Outer segments spotted red
and vellow near base. B.M. 7212. G.F. i:3oo; 10:2.55.
J.H."m.32:5G9. G.M.34:5G9. G.C. 1872:393; III 9:1.37.
Stem 1-2 ft. long, -svith many
2. iridioides, Linn.
short, sheathing, lanceolate bracts: ]\'s. in fan-shaped
basal rosettes: lis. over 3 in. across, white, marked yellow on claws of outer segments; style crests marked
with blue. B.M. C93. L.B^C, l<J:m'>\'(Iris crassifoUa).
Habit of 3r. h-idiohle.'!: fls. 2 in.
3. Wcolor, Stcud.
across, yellow, with beautiful brtiwn spots on the outer
segments; style crests yellow. B.R. 17:1401. L.B.C.
19:1880. P.M. 9:29 (all as Ii-in hiculor).
1.

{Jrls

,

(/)(.'Pafiniin, Linn. f.).
4. Pavdnia, Ker.
Outer
segments without a distinct cl;iw, orange-red, with a
blue-black or greenish black spot at the glabrous base.
Lys. pilose: outer
B.JI. 1247, — Var. vill6sa, Baker.
segments bright purple, with a bluc-ldack spot on the
hairy claw. B.M. .")71 /j-(.s' villosa). Var. lutea. Baker.
Lvs. glabrous: tls. yellow, unspotted. B.M. 772 {MoIn J/. Pnronlu and ij!aucoj*(pa tricHspis, var. hUca],
pis the inner segments liave a large central cusp and 2
lateral lobes, wdiile in M. fficii:<jus the inner segments
have 3 large cusps.
!j.
glaucdpis, Drap.
Outer segments white, with a
blue spot. B.M. 108 (erroneously as It-i^ Pavouit/).—
In this species the outer segments have a short, distinct
claw, while JI. Pavonia has none.
0. triciispis, Ker.
Outer seirments whitish or lihic.
(

with a purplish spot. B.M. 090.
Fls. red or
7. papilion^cea, Ker.
claw; style crests erect. B.M. 7,50.
fimbriata, Klatt.

8.

lilac,

yellow on the

K.H. 1307:271.

Fls. lilac.

a tropical fruit
Calif, (see Fig. 1419).
fiilin,

tree

cult,
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S.

Fla.

ancl

S.

has heads of small white Hs.,
followed by globose or ovoid, berry-like fruits about 1
in. long. The genus contains about 40 species of shrubs,
trees and climbers in tropical Asia, Australia and the
It

Pacific islands, and 3 or 4 tropical American species,
Lvs. opposite, rarely in 3's: Hs. white, in axillary or
terminal, simple, panicled or uiiibelhite heads; corolla
tube short or long; lobes 4-7, coriaceous, valvate in the
bud.
citrifolia, Linn. Indian IMt'i.BERr.v.
Fig. 1419. A
small tree, witli shining, broad or narri:iw, oval lvs. on
very short petioles: stipules large, broadly oblong or
semi-lunar; fl.-head on solitary peduncles 1 in. long
usually in the axil of every other pair of lvs.; calyx
limb truncate: corolla 5-7 lobed, tube about K in. long:
fruits yellowish, fleshy, in a globose or ovoid head about
1 in. ill diam.
G.C. 11. 11:333.
Var. bracteata. Hook. Stipules more acute: calyx
limb often with a lance- or trowel-shaped, white, leafy
lobe, sr.metimes :{ in. long.
Offered in S. Calif, anil
^'l"-

M. B. COULSTON.

MOElNGA

from the native Malabar name).
Moriiu/'lct'tf.
Only three species comprise the family
IMoringaceie, all members of the genus Moringa. Tliey
(altered

are small, spineless trees, with alternate, deciduoxis, pinnate lvs., axillary panicles of rather large, white or red
Hs., and long, pod-like fruits.
They are native of N.
Africa and the tropical parts of Asia. The position of
Beuthe family ^loringaceae is difiicnlt to determine.

Engler and
ct Hooker ally it with AnaeardiacCte.
Prantl place it lietween EesedacefP and Sarraceniaceffi.
tlrisebach joins it to the Capparidacea->. Others ally it

tham

Ker. Fls. lilac, spotted vellow. B.JI. 013.
— Var. oddra has white H
Vai longifblia has ve
^diilis,

9.

Hs.

B.M.

1238.

spatbicea, Ker.
Hnttoni).
11.

iuucea, Linn.

12.

tristis,

vellow.

Fl

10.

B.M

(

ri IP

Fls, lilac, in 2-3 clusters

Ker. Lvs, 2-3, produced neat the base

1-2 ft. long: clusters of as. 4-0: tls. dull lilac
or salmon-colored, with a vellow spot.

jclire

B.M. 577 {Iris trhtis).
Lvs. about 3,
13. polydntbos, Thunb.
one from near the base of the stem, the
others from the lower forks, '-.-1 ft.
long; clusters of fls. 5-20: fls. lilac.
If. Maclmii, advertised 1S99 hy Van Tutiergen, is s.aid to belong to tlie suliKcinis
U\^tQ^.—M.Sisyrinchluiii=lYii Sisyriiicliium.

W. M.

MOEEL.

^ee Mushfoom.

MORtNA( Louis Morin, a French botanSeven or 8
103tt-1715). DipsAeea.
species of perennial herbs in western
and central Asia, from 3 in. to 4 ft. high.
Lvs, opposite or whorled, narrowly ol'tls.
long or linear, spinous-toothed
whorled; whorls in spikes, surrounded
l>y
wide-based floral lvs.; bracteoles
among the tls, few, spiny.
ist,

:

lon^Eolia, Wallich. A handsome plant
high, with thistle-like foliage; lvs.
showy,
in. long, 1 in. across
fls.
deepening from white in the bud to pink
J

ft.

:

and finally crimson, crowded in dense
whorls near the top of stem. Hardy.
Cult, in light, sandy soil, with partial
shade. Prop, bv seed and by division in
early autumn. Useful in the rockery and
border, and with other folia2:e plants.
•June-Ang. Himalayas. B.M. 4092. B.R.
20:36,
R.H 1857:514.
a catalogue name.

MORfNDA

-Whorl-flower

(Latin, morns,

is

miillierry,

This
and 7H(7(rn, Indian). ]-!ub'u)r,:,i
includes the Indian Mulberry, J/, riln.

H;9. Morinda
,-ertiral

citrifolia

sertiou ut truit

1

branch with leaves, flowers and truit (>
sometimes larger) and enlarged flower below.
-,o,

truit

—

;

WORINGA

I\IORKENIA

with the Legiimiuospe, which it resenibles in external
appearance. Fly. perfect, 5-nierous; calyx cup-sha])('(I,
5-cleft, the lobes reflexinc;; petals 5, one of tln^m cn'ct
and lar{i:er; fertile stamens 5, alternatiui^ with 5 or 7

Mormodes arc commonly found in poor condition
among the collections, which is the result of neglect
rather than difliculty of cultivation. They should be
grown in small baskets suspended from the roof, in a
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compost of equal parts of clean chopped peat-fiber, sphagnum and sod, interspersed by nodules of charcoal, and
tlie whole pressed in firmly around the roots. The roots
like to work among the charcoal, and this also serves
the purpose of dividing the compost, thereby allowing it to dry out more readily. Mormodes do not require
an abundance of water at any time, and the compost
should frequently be allowed to dry out during the
growing season. When at rest, an occasional application will suffice to keep the soil moist and
the pseudobulbs from shriveling.
Rebasketing
should take place at the commencement <?f new
growth in spring. They all require warmhouse
temperature; the Cattleya or Cypripedium department affords them a proper location regarding
temperature and moisture.
Col6ssus, Reichb.

Ciilt, by Robert M. Grev.
Pseudobulbs 6-12 in. long, clothed

f.

with brown sheaths: Ivs. elliptic-ovate, 10-15 in. long,
plaited: raceme inclined, 2 ft. long, with the stalk: fls.
5-0 in. across; sepals and petals narrow-lanceolate,
spreading or reflexed, with recurved margins, pink below, changing to yellow townrd the upper portion; labellum ovate, long-acuminate, very revolute, yellow,
somewhiit sprinkled with pink dots.
March, Cent.
Anier. B.M. 5840. — A plant of striking appearance.

pardina, Batera.

Pseudobulbs 4-7

high, stem-like,

in.

sheathed by the bases of the lanceolate, striate Ivs.,
which are 4 times as long: raceme nodding, many-fld.,
shorter than the Ivs.: fls. yellow, spotted with reddish
purple, fragrant, crowded on the upper end of the stalk;
sepals and petals ovate, pointed, convergent; labellum
nearly like the segments but with 2 lateral acute lobes.
July, Aug. Mex.
B.M. H900. F.C. .3:11.S.-A curious
and rather rare plant. Var. unicolor, Hooker (Mariuddes citrina, Hort. ).
Fls. of one color, all yellow.
B.M. 387!t. l.H. 1:25.
G.C. III. 14:181. Var. aurantiaca, Rolfe.
Sepals and petals golden yellow; labellum yellow. l.H. ?,9:U4.
Buccinator, Lindl. Plants 1-2 ft. high Ivs. lanceolate,
membranous, striate: fls. pale green, with an ivorywhite lip sepals linear-oblong, the lateral ones reflexed
petals erect; labellum
subrotund-cuneate, with the
sides rolled back, giving it the appearance of a ti-nmpet.
April. Mex. B.M. 4455 (J/. /.'n^'^?Jio.sa). — This plant is
extremely variable in color, ranging from nearly white
to chocolate-brown, tlie various forms being either
spotted or plain. Its forms
have been described ixnder
at least 7 distinct specific
:

;

1421.
,([j|

Moringa oleifera
About natural size.

142D-

Moringfa oleifera
the Horse-radish Tree.

(X%.)

staminodia, the anthers attached on the back, and l-loculed: fr. a long, 4-9-anf!;led, 1-locuIed pod with 3
valves, the seeds immersed in the spongy contents of
the valves.

Lam. (M. pterygosp/rma,

oleifera.

radish Tree.

Figs. 1420,1421.

Gisertn.).

Horse-

Small tree (reaching

with soft wood and corks- bark, the young parts
pubescent Ivs. mostly Ij-pinnate, 1-2 ft. long, all parts
stalked: fls. whitish, stalked, fragrant. 1 in. across: pod
often IK ft. long, 9-rihhed, bearing 3-angled, winged
seeds. India, but now spontaneous in parts of the W.
Indies. — The Horse-radish Tree is so named from the
2.')

ft.),

:

pungent taste of the root, which is sometimes eaten.
The yonng fr. is also edible. The seeds (called bennuts) yield an oil, which is more or less used in the arts.
The tree is sometimes cult, in the extreme southern
U- S.

MORMODES

L. H. B.

(Greek,

rr

grotesque

creafure).

Orrh/-

This genus is remarkable for the interesting,'
form of its flowers, which suggested the name given t..
the genus by Lindley. The plants are rather large,
with long, tapering pseudobull)s sheatlied by the dry
bases of tlie fallen Ivy.: Ivs. long, plaited, deciduous iii
the autumn: raceme from the l>ase of the pseudobullis
bearing many showy (is.: sepals and petals subequjil.
mostly narrow; labellum firmly united with the column.
with revolute margins, rarely concave, turned to oik
side; column without appendages, twisted in the 0])]»oeite direction from the labellum.
Distinguished fnmi
the closely related genus Catasetum by its perfect fls.
and wingless column.
dtice(e.

names.
luxd.ta,
PseudoLindl.
liulbs 4-G in. long: sheath-

ing

Ivs. 1-2 ft. long, narrowlanceolate, plaited: raceme
shorter: fls. 2 in. in
diam., rather fleshy and globular, lemon-yellow, with a

much

dark brown streak down the
labellum
sepals ovate-lan;

ceolate; petals oblong, con-

cave; labellum hemispherical, concave, obsoletely :^lobed.
July.
Mex. B. R.
2S):;t.S.

R.H.

188;i:i;t2.-

fragrant.

The

in iirkably

distorted.

fls.

Very

are re-

Var.

Stami-

1423.

Pistil-

nate catkin

late

catkin

1422.

Russian
Mulberry.

of

ebiirnea, Hort.

Russian
Mulberry.
Natural size.
ot

Fls, crcjuny
N.'itnral size.
white. This is a very eifective plant, superior to flu- type.
G.C. 11. 18:145.
:!4:;^5

MORNING-GLORY,
MORRfiNIA

l.H

Heinrich Hasselbefng.
Tponnra purpurea.

(Professor

Charles Morren, Belgian
A.-ii:lepiad(ice(r^.
One or two pubescent twining shrubs of 8. Amer., allied to Cynanchum, but differing in its convex 2-lobed stigma (flat or concave in

liotiiuist).

MORRENIA

MORUS

Cynanchum) and

the tubular corona, which is lonRPr
than the pistils, villose on the inside,
and conniviiiover the pistils. The Ivs. are opposite and
hastate. M.
odorata, Lmdl.. is offered by Francesobi, S.
Calif.
It
has white fragrant lis. in dense cymes in the axils.
Described by Lindley as Ions UKO as 18:)8,
but app.-ars
never to have been brought into cultivation. Francesflii
says it is "a noble vine; foliage very distiu'-t." Ar(,'en.
tine and Paragua\-.

1424.

1425.
Pistillate flower of

Staminate flo^A^er of
Russian Mulberry.

Russian Mulberry.

Enl.irK'td.

MOKTJS

(the

Eiilaige.l.

ancient

Latin

name).

Urtiei)cf<e

or

Mordcew. MuLBEKRV. About lOU species of Mulberry
have been described, but the latest monographer (Bureau, DC. Prodr. 17:237 [187:3|) reduces them to fi.

Some
Many

of the names are now referred to other genera.
of the names represent cultural forms of U. aUia.
Mulberries are grown as food for siUtworms and for tlio

edible fruits. The silkworm Mulberry of history is M.
alba, and the fruit-bearing Mulberry of history is J/.
nigra. Yet, strangely enough, the leading fruit-bearing
varieties of North America are derived from M. alba
(see Bailey, Bull. 41, Cornell E.xp. Sta., and "Evolution
of Our Native Fruits"). The native M. rubra has also
given varieties which are grown tor tlieir fruits. The
silkworm Mulberry of the Chinese is it/, mnllicaulis, by
some considered to ]>e a form ot Jif. alba. This was introduced into North America early in the century, and for a
time there was the wildest speculation in the selling and
planting of the Mulberry tree, and in the rearing of
silkworms. These elforts have now largely passed away
in North America. M. mtilticnuUs gave rise to one variety which was prized for its fruits, the Downing. This
variety is now little known, but the name has been popularly but erroneously transferred to a good variety of
M. alba (the New American).
The Mulberries are trees of the temperate regions of
the Old and New World. The genus Morus usually has
monoecious flowers, both sexes being in small hanging
axillary catkins, the males soon falling (Pigs. 1422-2:1).
The calyx is 4-parted stamens 4, the filaments partially
inclosed in the calyx-lobes (Fig. 1424). In the pistillate
flower there is one ovary with 2 stigmas, and the 4 calyxlobes are adherent to the ovary (Pig. 1425). The pistillate flowers become fleshy and cohere
into a long multiple fruit which suggests a blackberry in external appearance (Fig. 1420).
In North America the JMulberry is
knowm chiefly as a frtiit-bearing tree,
.tithough it is never planted extensively and the fruit is scarcely known
in the market.
Two or three trees
about the home grounds are sufficient
to supply a family. The fruits are
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thin gravels and rocky slopes. For fruit-bearing purposes, trees may he planted from 20 to 40 feet apart.
The Russian Mulberries are offshoots of 31. alba.
Tlieir particular merits are great hardiness to withstand
cold, drought and neglect.
They are useful for low
wind-breaks and also for sheared hedges. They have
become popular on the plains. They are readily propagated by seeds, and the resulting plants are variable.
Now and then a large- fruited form appears and it may
be named and piopagated, but for the most part the
Russian Mulberry has little merit for its fruits unless
one desires to feed the birds.
Varieties of Mulberries are now mostly worked on
seedlings of the Russian. One of the most successful
grafts is S. D.Willard's method, shown in Fig. 1427. The
grafting is performed in spring when the bark will slip,
using cions which have been kept perfectly dormant or
on ice. a is the cion, the lower part being cut thin so
that it will enter readily between the bark and wood of
the stock. 6 is the stock, with an incision made through
the bark essentially as for shield-hudding. e shows the
graft bound with raffia, d shows the completed operation, the work being covered with grjiffing wax.
Morn.s
miilticaiiUs grows from cuttings in the South. Those
cuttings, with the buds removed to prevent sprouting,
are often grafted before they are planted with a long
cion of the desired variety (see Fig. 941). The cutling acts as a nurse, and the cion takes root of itself
set deep enough.
There are many Mulberries with ornamental forms.
these, the most popular in America at present is
Teas' Weeping, a chance seedling of the Russinn i.Inl
it

k

W

1427.

a.

the cion;

A method
h,

of grafline

the Mulberry.

niatrb: to receive cion;
d, the graft waxed.

c,

the graft tied;

:

sweet and

soft.

berry tribe.

When

same species may show strong individual traits. The most striking variations are in the
lobiug of the leaves.
different trees of the

.\.

Li'.i.

moslJ^ bright and glabrous above, and usnalhj
glox.-<ij.

To many people they

are too sweet. Because of their swe( tiiess they are of little value for culinary uses. They usually drop wli<-ti
ripe.
They are harvested by being
shaken on sheets or straw. Birds are
In the
exceedingly fond of them.
1426. Fruit of
Moras alba.
East and North, varieties of M. alba
are chiefly grown, as the New AmeriNatural size.
can (Downing of most present nurseries), Thorburn and Trowbridge. On the Pacific coast
and in some parts of the South, varieties of M. nigraare grown, particularly the Black Persian. In parts of
the Soulh forms of the native jIt. rubra are grown, as
Hicks and Stubbs. These are popular for planting in
hog pastures, as the animals like the fruits. The IMtilberry thrives in any garden soil. It does well even on

grafted several feet high on straight

Russian stock, it makes one of the best of small weeping lawn trees (Fig. 1428). It originated on the grounds
of .John C. Teas, Carthage, Mo., about 188.3. parlous
cut-leaved forms, mostly of A[. alba, are seen in fine
collections, of w^hicb tlie form known as 3f. nervosa
(Fig. 1429) is one of the best.
The foliage of Mulberries is interesting because so variable. Even on the
same tree there may be leaves of several forms, while

B.

SIiiIP'

vary short or practicalhj none.

61ba, Linn.
White Mulberry. Figs. 1430, 1432 B.
Lvs. light green, rather small, smooth or very nearly so
above and often shining, the veins prominent beneath
and whitish, vai'iously lobed or divided, the basal lobes
unequal, the teeth large and for the most part rounded
or nearly obtuse, the branches gray or grayish yellow:
fr. variable, usually narrow, 1-2 in. long, white or violet,
verj' sweet.
China. — jWnrios- alba has been cultivated
from the earliest times, chiefly for feeding the silk
worm. It is a frequent tree along roadsides and in the
old yards in the eastern states, where the trunk sometimes attains a diameter of two feet. This half-wild
f(jrra usually has rather small rounded shining leaves
with very large rounded teeth, and bears little whitish
Sometimes the
or violet fruits, whicdi are verv sweet.

.

MORUS

MORUS

fruits are an inch long, but tliey are oftener only half
that length, and one sometimes finds trees on which the
fruits are barely a quarter of an inch in length. Mow
and then a tree bears fruit nearly or quite black. Birds,
poultry and hogs are
fond of these Mulberries. The trees are usu-

Poir., which Bureau refers here, is probably
Fig. 1432 A. A strong-growing
3/. Indica, Linn.).
small tree or giant shrub, with dull, roughish and very
large, long-pointed lvs., which are seldom or never
prominently lobed, and which are often convex above,
bearing black, sweet f r. style evident. China, where
it is the chief silkworm Mulberry. — Once much grown
in this country, but not now well known, particularly
not in the North.
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very thick-topped
and bushy growers,
but occasionally one is
seen w li i c h
wh en
young, has branches as
straight and trim as a
ally

J'tfifdlia,

;

,

Northern Spy apple.
These haU'-wild trees
are seedlings, and this
accounts for their variability.

Var.Tat4rica, Loudon

(M. T'f/drica, Linn.).
Russian Mulberhv.
Figs. 1422^25, U:n. A
hardy type of Morns
1428. Teas' Weeping Mulberry.
alba wliich was introduced into our western
states during 1875-77 by the Russian Mennonites. It differs little from the type of Morn^ aUxi in botanical
characters. As commonly seen, it is a low-growing v^ery
bashy-topped, small tree with small and mnch-lobed Ivs.
The fruit is usually very small and insipid, and varies
from creamy white to violet, deep red and almost black.
Var. nervdsa, Hort. Fig. 1429. Lvs. contracted and
jagged, and very strongly marked with many white
veins.
It bears fruit a half-inch long.
Among the
horticultural curiosities this tree should find a place,
although it is not grown by our nurseryn)en. Its ornamental value is considerable, especially when striking
effects are desired. Rare in America. A large specimen
stands in the grounds of the Department of Agriculture
at Washington. The history of the Nervosa Mulberry is
obscure. Dclile described it in a French periodical as
long ago as 182(), and it is described in monographic
works. It is of horticultural origin.
The following names, which one may find in horticultural literature, are referable to M. aUia: cedrbnn{?).colomhdasa, Constant inopo\it(\na, qlol>dsa, intermedia, Itdlica,
lacini(ita (of some), lucida, nicnibranticea, iitacrophylla,
Moretii, iT^omcnia, rosea, urtictefdlia.

BB.

Slijle

1430.

Morus alba

(XJ-4).

evident or even prominent.

Jap6nlca, Audib. (M. dJha, var. styUsa, Bureau).
Lvs. usually large, dull, rather thin, long-pointed, the
rounded teeth very large and deep, or the margin even
almost jagged, the leaves upon the young growth usually
deeply lobed. China, Korea, Japan. — This species has
been introduced lately. It is tender in the North when
young. The fruit is described as short-oblong and red.

Linn. Black Mulberry.
Lvs. dark, dull
green, rather large, tapering into a prominent point,
commonly very rough above, usually not lobed, the
base equal or very nearly so on both sides, the teeth
rather small and close, the branches brown: fr. large,
comparatively thick and fleshy, mostly dark-colored.
The black Mulberry is a native of Asia, probably of
Persia and adjacent regions. -Th is is the species which is
cultivated in the Old World for its fruit. In America
It IS very little grown.
It is not hardy, except in protected places, in New England and New York. The
Black Persian Mulberry of the South and of California
is probably of this species.
nlgrra,

rilbra,

Linn.

Native Red Mul-

BERKV.
Fig. 14:i:).
Lvs. usually
large, very various, those on the

young shoots deeply lobed with
very oblique and rounded sinsues,
in the base of which there are no
teeth, the upper surface rough and
the lower one soft or variously
pubescent, the teeth medium or
romparatively small and either
i-oundc(l or bluntish: fr. deep red,
or when fully ripe almost black,
1429. The Nervosa Mulberry
variable in size, often very good,
Morus alba, var. nervosa.
nearly always having an agreeable
slight acidity. Mass." to Pla., Kans.
AA. Jjvs. dull green, mostly rough or jnibeseenl
and Tex., mostly in rich soils and bottom lands. S.S.
7:.'120. — This native Mulberry has been
tried for the
B. Fnll-ejrown lvs. more than i in. long.
feeding of silkworms, but with indifferent success. At
multicaillis, Perr. {M.dtlni, wr.nni/tiraiilis, Loudon.
least three of the named fruit-hearin;; Mulberries boM. allta. var. latlfolia. Bureau. J/. ^Sinensis, Hort. AI.
long to it, and a yellow-leaved Mulberry, which is

MORUS

MOVING PLANT

somewhat grown for ornament, al^o appears to be of
The curious lobinj; of the Ivs. on the
young growth is shown in the upper spray of Fig. 1433.
The nearest approach to this lobing is in the Japanese
{Morns Japoriicn), and this affords another of those
interesting parallelisms which exist between the Japanese and eastern American floras. The red ]\Iul-

or calyptra (c) wliich is sljed at maturity. The capsule
opens by means of a lid or operculum (o), and tiif^ orifice is usually guarded by one or two rows *d' teeth or a
peristome. None of the Mosses
are horticultural
plants,
al-

this species.

ioy5

Sphagnum Moss is
much used as a packing mathough

and for hohling moisture
about pots, and as a medium in

terial

to sow delicate seeds. It
collected from liogs.
Club
Mosses are not true Mosses, but
see).
Tlie
lycopodiums (wliicli
"Moss" on fruit and other trees
The Florida
is mostly lichen.
or Spanish Moss is a flowering
plant (see Tillnndaia). lj-j.b

which
is

MOSSPINK. Phlox

suhulata

MOTHER OF THOUSANDS.
Linuria

Ci/mhalarla ; also
Hen-and-chiokens daisyiBellis),
and Saxifraga sarmeniosa.

1432.

Leaf
of

of

M.

Morus alba at B
multicaulis at A.

;

MOULDS. The term Mould is generally applied to any
small fungous growth which appears on decaying organic
matter, such as fruits, both fresh and preserved, vegetables, etc. Tlie Moulds are very simple fungi producing
immense numbers of spores, a fact which accounts for
their presence everywhere, in the air, in dust, and on all
exposed bodies. As a rule these fungi are not directly
injurious to plants; they are normally saprophytes and
perform a great service in disorganizing organic matter
which would otherwise accumulate on the earth. A
few of the species may become parasitic. Thus, species
of Botrytis often attack lettuce in forcing-houses which
are too close and damp. Carnation buds and violet plants
are also frequently injured by Botrytis. The mouldlike growths occurring on boards in damp cellars or in
greenhouse benches are sterile mycelia of higher fungi.
These do not attack plants, but sometimes, as in the case
of violets, grow over and smother the plants. (See also
Diseases, Fniuji.
Heinrioh Hasselbrino.
1431.

Russian Mulberry— IMorus alba. var. Tatarica (XK).

In the South

berry is the largest tree of the genus.
often attains a height of 70 ft. and a diani. of 3 or 4 ft.
The timber is used lor posts and light woodwork.
Var. tomentdsa, Bureau. (J/, tomentdsa, Raf.). Lts.
very soli;-pubescent and whitish beneath, often glossy
large-fruited form of this
but rough above. Tex.
was introduced in 1889 by T. V. Munson as the Lam
pasas Mulberry.
it

MOUNTAIN ASH. Piirus Aiicvp'irin. M. Cherry.
Pniniis uiigiistUiiliK. M. Ebony. Bavhinia. M. Holly.
Xemopantiirs fuxr'iriihiris. M. Laurel. Kalmia, par

-A

BB. FuU-ijrown

Ivs.

HBK. (M.
phyUa, Buckl.). Much
celtidiiolia,

rarely

more than
and

smaller

25

usuuUy

(i

hss

Bcntli
smaller tice than

ft. tall,

smoother

S in

3Iex!c<'iiia

Iciig

V

nil

and with
and

Ivs.

smaller, sourer black fr., which
ripens earlier and is not so good.
Lvs. cordate-ovate, more or less
lobed, mucronate-serrate, nearly
smooth on both sides: fr. shortovate or sometimes nearly globuTex. and Ariz, to Ecuador.
lar.
S.S. 7:321. -Occasionally planted
for

its fruits.

L. H. B.

MOSQUITO PIANT.
anchum

(^

See Ci/n-

.

1433.

gamia (flowerless plants), mostly
distinct stems and foliage
In North America there
leaves.
are about 1,200 species, di.stributed in

numerous fami

solitary,

.S;)-

-ff'b!.'!c».s

les

mostly stalked
of a leaty
spore-cases or capsules arising from the apex
a thin cap
stem (Fig 1434). The capsule is covered with

They have

(/

K. latiMia. M. Mahoe.
M. Mahogany. Crrrm-arpns. M. Mint.
mum. M. Rose. AiilUjonon.

ticularly

V

with

and four orders.

IVIorus rxjbra. the native

Mulberry

MOSS. A general name for many
humble green plants of the crypto-

MOURNING BRIDE. See Scablosa.
MOVING PLANT. Desmodivm gyrans.

elatu^

Pyenanthe

—

MUCUNA
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MUCtJNA (Brazilian name). Legumindsfv. Between
20 and 'fO mostly twining plants, widely distributed in
the tropics, one of which is somewhat cultivated as a
forage plant. The genus is allied to Glycine, which includes the Soy Bean. The Ivs. are
large and 3-foUolate: tis, long or
oblong, large, usually dark purple
(sometimes yellowish) but turning
black when dried, the corolla much
longer than the narrow-lubed calyx;
the keel long, boat-shaped and usually twice or thrice longer than the
obtuse standard and also longer
than the wings: stamens diadelphous (9 and 1) the anthers not uniform in kind: pod usually hairy,
bristly or pubescent, containing
globular pea-like seeds. The I\Iucunas are either annuals or perennials. The fls. are borne in axillary
clusters, and the pods are usually
long ami beset with stinging hairs,
priiriens,

DC.{I)dHchos prhricvs,

Linn. D. w-ultifldrnHy Hort.). GowITCH. CowAGE. Fig. 1435. Annual
twiner, the brauchlets somewhat
appressed-hairy and the Ivs. more
or less silky-hairy beneath petioles
usually longer than the Ivs.: Ifts.
ovate or the lateral ones rhombicovate, obtuse but apiculate
tis.
several to many, dull purple, ll-<-2
in. long, in more or less drooping
racemes; pods f-sbai^ed (the emls
curved in opposite directions), 2-4
1434. A true moss
in. long, ribbed, densely brown-or
Polytrichum commune. gray-bristly. — Tall - twining vine,
Nat. size. (See p. 1035.) common in the tropics of both hemispheres. The hairs or bristles on
the pods are dislodged by the touch and they are very
irritating to the skin, often raising blisters.
These
hairs also constitute a remedy for intestinal worms, it
being supposed that they kill the worms by irritating or
stinging them. It is a variable species.
:

:

Var.Titilis (M.ntilis^'SNaM.).

Bean.

Velvet Bean. Banana

A

cultivated form, differing in the mostly
shorter pods, which are only velvety (not bristly-hispid).
Widely grown in the tropics. — Of late it has attracted
attention in the Gulf states as a forage and green-manure crop, Vmt its use is still in the experimental stage in
most places. Cattle have been fed successfully on the
meal made of the beans ground in the pod, but people have
been made sick by eating the green cooked beans, and

chickens have been killed by both raw and cooked
Because of its vigorous growth, the Velvet
beans.
Bean promises well as a soil renovator, as the cow-pea
does, although it can not be be grown so far north as
It is a good ornamental plant, growing
that plant.
10-20 ft. high when supplied with support. The hand-

some globular beans (5^-K in. diam.) have markings
which sug.gest the castor beau.
Cult, in India and Japan (A. G.
capitS,ta, Sweet.
13:728) as a household vegetable (as a shell bean), but
doubtfully distinct from the above fls. usually fewer on
erect or ascending peduncles: pod mostly larger and
flatter, less hairy and becoming nearly or quite glabrous
at maturity; bean larger, somewhat flattened. — Not yet
reported in this country.
:

nivea,

DC.

tural race of

Also

cult, in

M. prnricns

:

India,
fls.

and 7>erhaps a

becoming glabrous.

MUEHLENBifiCKIA

cul-

white: pod large, black,
j^

pj

j>

Muehlenbeck, a Swiss
Polijfjondcefe.
A rather small genus of
physician).
climbing or erect, usually slightly shrubby plants, all
inhabitants of the south temperate zone: Ivs. alternate,
fls.
with sheathing stipules at the base
unisexual,
(after Dr.

:

small, fascicled in the leaf-axils; perianth with .5 nearly
equal lobes; stamens 8: ovary 1-celled, 1-ovuled: styles
3: akene obtuse or acute, 3-angled, crustaceous, about
equaling the succulent perianth. All greenhouse plants,
very various in appearance.

compl^xa, Meissn, A twining or drooping, somewhat
shrubby plant: stem slender and much-branched, glabrous except wheu very young
Ivs. very small, 3-5
lines long, light green, about equaling tho petiole,
mostly fiddle-shaped, rarely hastate; sheaths small, tubular, deciduous: lis. 1-U, in somewhat racemose, pubescent clusters, green and inconspicuous: fr. with a succulent, transparent, whitish, persistent perianth.
New
Zealand.— A graceful greenhouse basket plant, but may
also be made to twine. Fruit clusters glistening, showy.
Is sometimes called Polygonum by florists.
platyclidos, Meissn. [CoccoJoha platyclMa, F.MuelL).
A very interesting erect, shrubby plant, with broad,
flat, ribbon-like, glossy, delicately striate branches, replacing the Ivs., which are scanty or entirely wanting:
:

Ivs. membranous, oblong-lanceolate, sometimes hastate;
bracts and stipules very short: fls. white, in few-fld.
clusters; akenes included in the fleshy perianth, which
at maturity is bright red or at length deep purple and
quite showy. Solomon Isls.
B.M. 5382. — Frequently
grown in greenhouses because of the odd flat stems and

showy

fruit.

M. adpressa, Meissn. Large,

diffuse, bushy plant, with small
tls. iu pmiicixUite spikes: Ivs. up to 2 In. long, broadly olilong, often cordate, glabrous. Australia. B.M. 3145 (as Polygonum). Cnlt. in Europe.
-^

pink

ji_

MUEHLENBfiRGIA

Weigand.

Dr. H. Muhlenberg, who wrote a
work upon American grasses in 1817). Graminem.
About GO species, mostly American. Spikelets 1-fld.
The following is offered by one dealer in native plants.
(

glomerMa, Trln. An erect perennial, with rather
short appressod Ivs.
panicle contracted and spike-like:
empty glumes nearly equal, 1-nerved, extending into
short awns: tl. -glume longer than empty glumes, except the awns. "Wet ground, nearly throughout northern U. S.
^Y. S. Hitchcock.
:

MUGWORT.

Artemisia vulgaris.

MUlLLA

(an inversion of Allium). LilliXcecB. A' ^^nns of one species, an unimportant plant advertised by
one specialist in Pacific coast bulbs. It has a slender
scape 3-12 in. high, bearing early in the year an umbel
of 5-15 greenish white fls., each about
in. across.
The genus is close to Allium, but instead of a true bulb
it lias a fibrous-coated corm, and also lacks the onionlike odor. Generic characters are: perianth subrotate,
persistent, of
nearly equal, slightly united segments:
filaments slightlj' thicker at the base: ovules 8-10 in a
cell: style club-shaped, persistent and at length split-

K

ting.

maritima, Wats. Lvs. several, not sheathing at base,
scabrous, as long as the scape. Calif., Nev.

MUKIA.

See Melothria.

MULBEKKY.

Discussed under Morns.

French M.

C'altlcarpa Americana. Indian M. Morlnda. Paper M.
J3roiissonetia. The wild Ii'ubus odorafus is improperly
called Mulberry in some parts of the country.

MULCHING has four general objects: (1) to conserve moisture in the soil by preventing or hindering
evaporation; (2) to protect plants from winter injury;
(;i) to keep the surface of the soil loose and friable;
(4) to add plant-food to the soil.
The moisture which is available to agricultural plants
JH held in the soil by means of capillary attraction.
The soil may be conceived to be full of irregular capillary tubes which have a general vertical direction. Tho
upper ends of these tubes or spaces are in contact with
the atmosphere, and they are constantly giving olf
moisture into the air. If the upper ends of these tubes
are covered, as with a board or a mulch, the evaporation into the atmosphoro is relatively slight.
If they
are covered with a mulch of ashes or sawdust, a simihir
result may bo attained.
This dry earth-mulch may bo
nuide on tho spot by tilling the upper two or three inches
of soil. The philosophy of summer tillage is to prepare
!ind to maintain this mulch of soil, thereby interposing
a relatively non-capillary stratum between the moist

MUSA

MULCHING
soil

and the

dry, but

it

air.

This

protects

cartli-ruulcli

tlie soil

beneath.

may

itsoll:

There

is

be dust-

more or

less evaporation into the interstices of the earth-miilch
itself, and some of the nlo^st^^ro ascends tlirout^h the

mulch and escapes into the atmosphere but it has been
found by loni^: experience and by experiments that the
earth-mulch greatly lessens evaporation. The frequent
;

stirring of the surface soil in sunnner is said to make
the land moist; as a matter of fact, it keeps it moist.
When it is impracticable to keep a surface mulch by
means of tillage with horse tools or a rake, it is sometimes advisable to use straw or manure. Mulching
newly set trees is often desirable when it is not possible
The
to till the land or not practicable to water them.
ideal mulch to conserve moisture, however, is the loose
soil, since the stirring of the soil not only affords the
mulch but also sets at work various chemical and biological forces which make the plant-food more available.
All herbaceous plants and most shrubs are benefitted
by a mulch in the fall, no matter how hardy they may
be in the given locality. Nature's mulch is the debris of
fallen leaves, grass and other litter. The autumn leaves
which blow into the borders and the clumps of shruband yet
bery, afford the very best winter mulch
it is a common practice to scrupulously collect and burn
these leaves in the fall, and then if the plants are
mulched to apply manure. This is doubtful wisdom.
The herbaceous border will be benefitted by a loose, open
to 10 inches deep.
If the mulch is of such
mulch,
character as to become very hard and dense, and to hold
Leaf-mold, loose
water,
it
may
be
injurious.
too much
muck or peat, autumn leaves mixed with some litter
which will prevent them from packing too hard, manure
which is not too strong in nitrogen and potash, fine
cacrgreen
straw, sawdust, shavings, p ne needles
boughs— these are sjme of the mattiiils \\hich may be
;
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used as a mulch to good advantage. If the mulch has
thoroughly decayed by sp]*ing, it may bo left on the
land and it will make a fine loamy covering which will
be much like the vegetable mold found in the woods. Too
often the passion for cleanness sacrifices the welfare of
the border. Persons will collect and burn every stray
autumn leaf, but will not notice many kinds of dirt
which are really objectionable.
The mulch keeps the surface of the soil loose and
mellow because it protects it from the beating of heavy
rains and the weight of snow.
The vegetable fiber
which works into the surface also prevents the particles
of heavy clay soils from running together or puddling.
Soils which are covered with a mulch do not bake.
Whenever the mulch contains soluble plant-food, the
soil receives the leachings and is enriched.
Stable
manure is an ideal mulch for enriching the soil, but if
the manure is fresh and strong, it is likely to injure the

crowns of some plants.

MULLEIN.

See

}'ei'hiiy.<.

^^

ji_ pj_

Mullein Pink. Lyclu

Corontl ru{.

mUEEAYA

(J. A. Murray, 1740-1791, professor in
Qottingen). liuiurew. Trees or shrubs without thorns:
Ivs. pinnate; Ifts. ovate, rhomboid or elliptical-lanceolate, cuneate orobliqae at base: fis. comparatively large,
solitary and axillary, or in terminal corymbs or axillary
cymes; sepals 5, ovate or lanceolate, united only at the
base or in the lower third; petals 5, linear-lanceolate,
free, imbricate; stamens 10, free, inserted on an elongated disk, the alternate shorter; ovary ovate, 2-.'>-celled
narrowed into a long and finally deciduous style; stigma
capitate; ovules solitary or 2, superimposed or collateral
in each cell: fr. a small elliptical or round berry. Four
species in Indo-jMalay region.
ex6tica, Linn. Oeanoe Jessamine. A very variable
evergreen shrub or small tree: young branches pubesItts. oblique, shortIvs. glabrous, 3-8-foliolate
cent
petioled, about 1 in. long, obovate or elliptical, entire,
fis. canipanulate, Ja in. in diam., pure
shining above
white, very fragrant: ovary 2-celled: fr. a small berry,
India,
elliptical, reddish, glandular-dotted, 1-2-seeded.
tender tropiChina, Australia and the Pacific islands.
-bushy
upright
cal shrub, with dense foliage and of
labit.
Cultivated to some extent on lawns in southern
Fla. and S. Calif., and in hothouses. A fine ornamentiil
pot-plant, blooming when .small. Murray a exotica "needs
ample pot room and a liberal supply of plant-food. An
annual application of bone-meal when repotting in February intensifies the color of the foliage, increases the
size of the flowers, and causes it to bloom more frequently. When properly treated, the first crop of flowers
usually appears here [Georgia] during May, another during July, and this is succeeded at intervals of from four
to six weeks until fall. For winter, give it the temperature of a cool greenhouse, but during summer it thrives
best when given full sunshine outdoors." P. •/. Berckviutis, A.F.dl:13(i7 (picture),
Koenigii, Spreng. Lvs.'lO-20-foliolato, pubescent or rarely glabrous. Along the foot of the
Himalayas in India.-A small, strong-smelling
tree. The bark, leaves and roots of this species
are usetl in India as a tonic.
Lvs. 4-6-foliolate, glabrous;
elong-ata, DC.
ts. 4-.') in. long, much longer and more lanceoliark on
te than anv "form of M. erotie.n :
slender branches pale yellow. Burma,
paniculita. Jack. Sattxwood or Cos;

:

:

—A

metic Bakk Tree. Arboreous: corymbs

—

The wood of
few-fid. or fls. solitary.
this species is considerably used beendurance
and
cause of its strength
and light yellow color. The bark is
used as a cosmetic. By some considered to be a form of If. exotica.
H. J. Webber.
Mt'SA (named after Musa, the physi-

BaLarge herbaceous or

cian of Augustus). ScitaniineLcea

nana.
1435.

Mucun^

pruriens. or

Cow-Itch fX /

Plantain Tree.

.

slightly shrubby plants with immense undiviiled leaves, forming a very conspicuous fea-

:
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tare in the tropical forests of the Old World, where
alone It is native. Characterized by the elliptical pinnately-parallel-veined Ivs. with the sheathing petioles
forming a false stem-like structure: fls. unisexual, in
clusters, each cluster subtended hy a large, colored bract,
and all arranged in a dense terminal panicle borne on a
stalk rising through the center of the false stem; perianth of (j parts, 5 of which are united in 1 piece, designated below for convenience as calyx, and 1 free, here
perfect stamens 5
ovary inferior,
termed the petal
fr. large, more or less elongated,
3-celled, many-seeded
indehiscent, pulpy or dry. Plants of great importance
in the tropics, where the fruit is used for food. Bananas
are imported into the U. S. in great quantities from
Cuba and Central America, and are also grown in the
Gulf states {see Banana). Several species are grown
extensively in the North solely for decorative purposes.
Latest monograph of the genus by Baker, Annals of
Botany 7:205 0«i>3).
k. M.Wieoand.

CO.

iliin :

The principal species grown for its fiber is Masa- texIts cultivation is confined almost entirely to the
Philippine Islands, where it is grown in immense dense
groves. The product of this fiber Banana is known in
commerce as Manila hemp. This species is a very tallgrowing one, reaching a height of 20 or more feet. It
produces an inedible fruit filled with seeds, from which
It is little known in this
it is
readily propagated.
country.
As decorative plants in landscape gardening few subjects equal the choicer species of Bananas. The immense
leaves arching out gracefully from the top of the "stalk,"
which is in reality a bundle of long leaf-stems so closely
united as to form, for practical purposes, a real stem,
give an effect of tropical luxuriance. As they are of
really easy growth, their cultivation in temperate climates is on the increase. The smaller species, some of
them with mottled or variegated foliage, are most useful
for bedding purposes on a small scale.
Young plants may be obtained from nursery or florist
firms in the spring or early summer and kept growing
in pots in the conservatory or house until settled warm
weather permits open-air planting. They should then be
given considerable space in a well-enriched bed, having
a situation sheltered from the prevailing winds and
where water can be applied during dry weather. The
Banana is impatient of shade, doing its best in strong
sunshine. Heavy winds tear the large leaves, and hence
a sheltered location is best for preserving the beauty of
the foliage. By autumn the plant will be large, and if
desired to carry it on to fruiting, it should be carefully
lifted into good soil in a large tub for growth under glass
during winter. By the following summer it should be of
sufiicient age and size to bloom and fi'uit in the open
ground. The plants may be stored in a light, frost-proof
cellar during the winter, but by this means the foliage
will be lost and the plant su^er a severe check. When
it is desired merely to have their foliage for ornamental
purposes, and fruiting the plant is not specially desired,
the heavy tuberous roots may be deprived of tops and
.•stored in dry sand through the winter.
In the spring
these will throw up shoots, if given heat and moisture
in the greenhouse or liot)n;d.
]t;
Reasoner
;fvT

Easjoo, 3.
Cavendishii,

Champa,

Martini,

Ghiiiensis,

2.
,

1.

D.iec.i, 4.

rosaffn,
nibfa, 4.

Ensete,5.

snii'^aiTK-;).,

coceinea,

Japoiucn,
A.

8.

cdiJth'.,

lYos. 3nu<l
B. Ll-s. ;.'-.;
4-r,

1

C.

ft.

ill.

BB. Lvs.

Sinensis,

f).

vittata, 4.
/.obrina, 0.

4.

hif/h:

fr.

IJ-awjUO.:

S-f,0

ft.:

1%-?

ill.

firm:

]

fr.

.

Basjoo

4.

sapientum

5.

Ensete

G.

seminifera

7.

Sumatrana

8.

cocclnea

9.

sanguinea

iferous: petal 8-toothed: falsestem bottle-shaped:
fr.
very

seedy
BB. Plant tow {2-S ft.), sfoloni^erous:
petal linear [ovate in No.G),
oitire: false stem cylindrical.
0. Fls. about 12 to a bract; petal
ovate
CO. Fls. only about 3—4 to a bract;
petal linear.
D. Lvs. large, 5-6 ft. long: fr.
with stipe ^-2-1 in. long...
DD. Lvs. smaller, 2-4 ft. long:

nearly sessile.
Bracts bright red

fr.

E.

EE. Bracts pale blue or red-

dish lilac
1.

10.

rosacea

Lamb. {M. Sinensis, Sagot. M. ChiSweet).
Chinese Dwaef Banana. Dwakf

Cavendishii,

ne ns is,

Jamaica. Stoloniferous; whole plant 4-7 ft. high: false
stem cylindrical, 3-4 in. in diam.: lvs. conspicuously
spreading, oblong, 2-3 ft. by 1 ft.; petioles short and
stout; blade when young spotted and blotched with red,
in age rather glaucous: panicle drooping: bracts ovate,

dark reddish brown: male fis. persistent; calyx yellowish white; petal one-half as long: panicle very large, the
fruits 200-250, small, 4-5 in. by IJ^ in. or more, yellow,
slightly curved, broad, obtuse, narrowed to the sessile
base; skin thick, flesh delicate and fragrant. Southern
China. Int. from Mauritius in 1829. Gn. 32, p. 243; 40,
p. 203; 44, p.49G; 50. p. IGl.
G. C. III. 22:167.-Stand3
more cold than most Bananas, and its dwarf growth
readily allows of protection. Good for planting in the
North
good, also, for shipping. Grown extensively
along the coast of the southern states and in the West
;

Indies.

Martini, Hort. Similar in habit to ]\f. sapientum:
oblong, loug-petioled, quite thick and not easily
broken by the wind veins and stem commonly reddish
fruit rather small, yellowish. Int. from the Canary Isls.
R.B. 18, p. 107. — foliage plant good forexposed places.
2.

lvs.

;

A

3. Basjod, Sieb. & Zucc. (M. JapSnica, Hort.). Japanese Banana. Stoloniferous whole plant 12-18 ft.
high; false stem cylindrical, G-8 in. in diam.: lvs. oblong, thin, 6-9 ft. by lM-2 ft.; petiole about 1 ft. long:
peduncle 1 ft. long: panicle dense, nodding: bracts dull
brown: petal nearly equaling the calyx: fr. 30-00, oiilong, pointed, 3 in. long, gradually narrowed to a sessile
base, usually containing a few seeds. Liu-Kiu archipelago, cult, in Japan.
B.M. 7182. R.B. 22, p. 152.
R.H. 189G, p. 203. Gn. 55, p. 3. -Decorative; valuable
:

because of its resistance to cold; mny be planted at the
North.
4. sapi6ntum,Linn.
Common Banana. Figs. 187, 188.
Stoloniferous: plant 20-30 ft. high false stem cylindrical,
4-G in. in diam.: lvs. oblong, thin, bright green, 4-7 ft. by

Cavendishii

Martini

tive in India arid E. Indian Isls. — Widely cult, throughout the tropics for the excellent fruit, and also more
rarely for the fiber, whi<'h is inferior to that of M. tcxtills.
Most of the commercial Bananasi are obtained
fnnn The numerous varieties of this species. The Ori-

plant

JOIKJ.

very gld iieenis beneath,
fts. rose-refl

ciduous
AA. Fr. not edible: pulp scnntij or none.
B. Plant tall (30-40 ft.), not siolon-

3.

K

taiirr,
J-r^-anqleet:
tt.^.

loiiq:

wliitej

l>^-2 ft.; petiole slender, 1-1
ft. long: panicle often
4-5 ft. long: bracts ovate-lanceolate: fls. l^in. long:
fr. in the typical form, 3-4 in. by lK-2 in., forming 3-4
liundles of about 12 each, rounded above, narrowed to a
sessile base, bright yellow; flesh good, seedless. Na-

fts.

i<"i<i
ft.

yelloivisli

except in two forms of JVo. 4.
long; bracts obbrownish: petal
equaling the calyx: male
fls, persistent
DD. Fls. 1}4 in. long; petal half
the length of calyx: bracts
lanceolate: male fls. de-

:

s^cedJcss {except ren-etii
4): peh,!. orate, ei'/ire.
Innq: p/a),t (hvarf,
ft.

fj-ft

Fotitiip-

1.

SuinatriLiKi, 7.
Ti'otilodytaniiu, 4.
I'faiioscnpo!^^ 4,

10.

supientum,

3.

Fruit

f;c-'iiiinifera, 0.

oriouluiii 4.
palufilris, 4.
par:uUsi;u';i, 4.

1.

4.

fls.

on both sides
var. of iVo. 4},

D. Fls, 2 in.
long,

:

ilUs.

green

{except one

:

;

Foliage

2.

-

MUSA
iioco,

Horse or Hog Banana,
form of this species.

typieal

urown

in (inlf states:

fr.

is

MOSCARI
probably Vfry near
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drical. curv(Hl, 2-3 in. by }^ in., narrowed suddenly to a
sleiidi-r stipe. Sumatra'. LH. 27:375. -Used for decr.ra-

tlie

It is veryliardy, andmucli
6-7 in. long, not good nnle>s

purposes.

ti\'e

ripened on the plant. The Pig Banana resembles var.
Cliampa, but small fruit purplish: dark Ivs. and sti-m
often blotched willi black. Not hard}'.

coccinea, Andre.

Hort.?). i>A(;(;A fiANANA. Rather dwarf: stem glaucous: Ivs. pale green, glaucous beneath; petioles with
red margins: fr. yellow, 4 in. long by 2 in. wide, its tiji
and base bright green flavor good; skin thick. — Tender,
not good for cool climates.

Palse stem slender, 4-5 ft. by 2-3
oblong, 2-3 ft. by 6-9 in. petiole long and
slender: panicle dense, erect, (i in. long: female chisters
few: bracts lance-oblong, bright red, tipped with y<-llow: calyx yellow, 1 in. or more long: seeds very small,
oblong, rarely prodoce<l in cult. S. Chiiui. B.M. 15,'i!!.
L.B.C. .'i:475.— Very showy.
Palse stem slender, 4—5 ft.
9. sanguinea. Hook, f.
Ivs, obl'uig, 2-3 ft. Iruig. thin, bright green; petiole
ijigh
slender, 1 ft. long: panicle at first erect, finally drooping
female] clusters 2-0, ''urh 2-3-fid. male clusters
few, clense: bracts lauc(M.lale, somewhat persistent:
bright red: calyx bright yellow, IH in. long: fr, ot>long-trigonous, 2 in, long, rather pulpy, pale green,
seeds angled, small, black,
variegated with red
tubercled. Assam. B.M. 5975. — Decorative and showy,

Var. CMmpa, Hort. (il.
Habt'.s Ohoice.
Hort.).

diani,

8.

in.

Var. Troglodytarum, Hort. {M. Tror/Joili/iarnui, Linn.
M. Uranoscoposy Rumph, not Seem.). Rather dwarf
bracts greenish: panicle in fr.
Ivs. narrow-oblong
erect: fr. small, 2-3 in. long, nearly gloljular, reddisli
yellow or orange, rarely with a few seeds; flesh y>dlow,
India and Pacific Isls., rarehsweet and mawkish.
cult, in U. S.
Var. Dicca, Hort. {31. Diicco, Horan. 3T. palilstrix,
:

:

Ivs. suiall,

:

;

:

:

;

Champa, Hort.

il.orientiim,
Pingei^, or Golden
Eardy Banana. Chumpa. Stem and midrib of leaf
tinged with red: fr. ijale straws-yellow, about 6 in. long;
skin very soft and thin flesh luscious and delicate in
flavor, ripens quickly. Hardy in cool climates. Best ()f
Much grown in W. Indies.
all for growing in Plorida.

Lady

;

Hort. [3f. parndlslaca, Linn.).
Cooking Banana. Adam's Fkj.
m(U'e
persistent:
fr. 40-80 on a panicle, very
Male fls.
large, 7-14 in. long, cylindrical, yellow, acutish; pulp
tirra and less saccharine, not very good unless cooked;
India. R.H. 1888, p.
Ivs. 5-7 ft. and petiole 2 ft. long.
L. B.C. 7:084. — Cult, everywhere in tropics, espe(19.
Most commercial Bananas are of this
cially in Cut)a.
variety. The Martinique Banana is prol.)aTi!y merely a
form with slightly smaller fruits (7-8 in. long). Immense quantities grown in W. Indies a.nd Cerit. Amer.
Pine for shipping.
Var. paradisiaca,

Plantain Banana.

:

:

10.

wide,

.Tac(|,
Palse stem 3-5 ft. high, 3-4 in, in
narrow, linear-oblong, firm, 3 ft. long, 9 in,
inirplish beneath;
petiole long and slender,

rosacea,
:

Ivs,

about! ft, long; bracts ovatemah' clusters more numerous
lanceolate; rosys purjde
than the female, deciduous calyx yellow, 1 in. long
fr. oblong, obscurely 4-5-angled, yellowish green, 2-3 in.
long; pulp very scanty aiul scarcely edible: seeds 2
lines in <liam., blark. tubercled, rare in cult. India, H.R.
9:700, L,1!,C, 7:015, -Bit, into California,

ytanicle drofiping or erect,
:

:

:

Var. rubra, Hort. (31. riihra, Pirming). Baraooa
B.anana. Red Jamaica Banana. Red Spanish Banana.
Stem, petiole, fls. and midrib of leaf dull red: fr. large, 7-9
in. long at first, dark red, ripening to a yellowish red, of
very good quality. — This is the red Banana of commerce,
formerly imported in large quantities from the W.
Indies. Plant very large and stout, with erect Ivs., and
is one of the finest for decorative purposes, although
not very hardy. The Golden Banana is intermediate between this and var. Vhampa: fr. golden yellow or reddish, 8-9 in. long, blunt.

Var. vittata, Hook. Rather dwarf in habit: Ivs. and
the long fruits copiously striped with white and often
also rose; spathes bright red inside. B.M. .5402. — A'n y
decorative.

Eng^te, Gmel. Abyssinian Banana. Pig. Ifno.
One of the largest species, very luxuriant ivs. oblong, acutish, bright green, up to 20 ft. by 3 ft.; petiole
short and broad; peduncle short; panicle nearly globose:
fls. whitish, iH-2 in.
bracts ovate, dark claret-brown
long, 2-ranked, 20 or less in each rank; caly.x strapshaped apex 3-lobed petal short, central cusp longlinear: fr. coriaceous, dry, 2-3 in. long; seeds 1-4, black,
glossy, nearly 1 in. broad. Abyssinia. G.C. II. 15: 435;
21:19; III. 16:096. Gn. 47. p. 5; 48, p. 406. B.M. 5223.
R.H. 1888, p. 32. V. 5:53. P. B. 11:470. -Most commonly
."5.

:

1436.

Musa Ensete.

:

;

;

decorative Bananas, and probably the finest;
most hardy of all cult, forms, growing freely during
the summer. Seeds germinate easily in hotbed.
cult, of all

also

The typical form is not in the
eeminlfera. Lour.
Var. zebrina, Hort. {31. zebrlna, Hort.). Very
similar to 31. sapienttim in vegetative characters, but
much smaller: axis of the panicle velvety: fr. small,
oblong, full of seeds and not edible, yellowish or greenish in color; Ivs. usuallv purple below and copiously
blotched or striped with black or dark purple above.
A very fine ornamental variety.
6.

traile.

7.

Sumatrana, Becc.

False stem 3

ft.

high: Ivs. ob-

long, 5-6 by IK ft., glaucous, blotched with claret-brown
petiole slender: peduncle hairy: panicle drooping, l-^^
;

rounded
ft. long; male fls. deciduous; bracts short and
female clusters few. distant: calyx 1 in. long: fr. rylin:

06

M. FUd.Yiein. (M, Seeaiaaii, F. Maell.), Similar to M,S3rientiim, Lvs. larger and firmer: fr, 5-6 in, long, strfiisrht, yellow,
G, C, III. 8: 182.— Jf, n<;;ro,
ediijie, seedy.
Cult, in Europe,
Hort,, differs from M, coccinea in its short petal (one-half
length of calyx). Cult, in Europe, B,M, 74,51,— JU, superba,
Roxb, Similar to M, Ensete: tninic often 7-8 ft, in circumference at base: panicle drooping, cue-third length of stem: calyx
of 3 loosely cohering parts. Cult, in Europe, B,M, 3849,3860.
R. H, 1877, p, 277; 1888, p, 33, F, 1873, p. 273,— Jlf, tixlilis. Ne<:.
M.ANILA Hemp, Stem cylindrical, 20 ft, or more high: lvs,
glaacous beneath, oblong, firm: petal long; fr, on drooping
.ixis, green, 2-3 in, long, narrowed to a short, stout pedicel, not
edible, filled with seeds. Most important of cordage plants.
Immense quantities exported from the Philippines, Int. by
I)iv, of Pomologj', D, S, Dept, of Agric, in 1889, but no longer
advertised,
K. M, WlEGAND,

MTTSCAEI (Latin
of 31. moschatum).

name

referring to the

musky odor

LiUAcew. Grape Hyacinths are
charming, hardy, spring-blooming bulbs (see Pig. 14391.
like
a hyacinth, but the clu.5ters are
something
are
They
smaller, and the individual fls. are smaller and of different shape.

The fis. are more or less urn-shaped, conmouth and have 6 small teeth instead of

stricted at the

.

.

MUSOARI
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MUSCARI

prutiiinent periiuitb-segraeats, as in the true hyacinth.
Tliu cummon Grape Hyacinth, which e\'ery ;i^anlfii iuvf r
knows, is called M. botryoides, which nn-aiis "like a
bunch ut' f^rapes." Everybody who has any jL^Tuund for
i^ardeninij should have some bulbs of this couimon
kind.Iiatli l)lue-tlo\vered and white. All tlie otlu-r kinds
dHSf.riliiiit below are fanciers' plants, iiitrn-stiri^ chic-fly
to skilled amateurs. Among them the most remarkalile
var. liurnis the Feathered Hyacinth {M. coinosiim
strosain), which is a mass of lilac shreils (sec Fig.
Muscari
to
have
some
U^iS). Any species of
is likely
sterile lis. at the top of the cluster wbirh are often of a
different color, but in the Feathered Hyacinth there is
no suggestion left of the urn-shaped flower, stcrih^ and
fertile fls. all being cut into tine strips. This attracti\'e plant has lately been sold for fancy i.>rices by a f<nv
|)rogressive florists.
All Grape Hyacinths are very much alike and are very
interesting, botanically, borticulturally and from the artistic point of view. There an- perhaps 40 species in Europe, western Asia an<l northern Africa. The group needs
botanical revision badlv. The chiefly literary sources are
Baker in Jour. Linn. 8oc. vol. 11 (1871), and in G.C H.
The
9:798 (1878); also Boissier's Flora Orientalis.
,

width of the

Ivs. is

l.r.mJ,

to refer to herbarium si>ecimens.
Live plants should be wider. (A line is a twelfth of an

W.U.

iu.di.)

tjrape Hyacinths are neat little early flowering bulbous plants, good-sized colonies of which give dainty
There are
etfects in the border from February to May.
numerous species of these, flowering at different times.
They are mostly dark purple in color, either self-colored
or tipped with white.
There are also a few white and
yellow forms, and several species with true blue flowers,
the rarest color among flowers, though this would never
be discovered in catalogues. 31. SsovUsiaiiiiiii, one of
the true blue forms, is quite the prettiest of the genus.
The plant known to the trade as M. liiK/nl'ifiini or Hyacinthus aznreus has the true blue of M. Szoriisinnion,
and is full}' a month earlier. The usual f<>rms grown in
gardens are mostly blue (purple) and white forms of
M. boiryoides. M.conicinn is very dark. The Dutch
catalogues offer numerous kinds to suit purses in all
stages of decrepitude. Muscari off^^r no dilTh-ulties in
cultivation.
A medium soil pci-ha]ts suits thmi l)est,
but they are usually thrifty ;^niwrrs, and persistent in
the garden if foliage is all"\vi-d to riiien. They mostly
make offsets freely, and produce almndant seed.
.1. X. Gkuard,

a

fls.

longer limn

e., nhoroi,]-f/Io'ljose.

i.

Lr.s. J-4:

n.

Utile

fls. IJ-.'D

4.

i;ij. Xr.s. 5-G:
fls. S-JJ
HKB. Lvs. 2-3: fJ.H. 0-10
G.
AA. Fertile fls. 1% times as louy us
broad, i.e., obovoid-oblong.
B. Color of fls. black-blue
7.
HB. Color lively dark lilac or blur
0. Lvs. 3-4 lines broad
8.
<'M, Lvs. 1-J lilies broad.
D. Fls. violet, fraarant
9.
DD. I^ls. blue, faintly odoroiisM).
MP.H. Color nearly iidiile
II.
AAA. Ferllle fls. liri<e as long as
broad, i. e., ohnr'n'iJ-ri/lind rico I.
e. Lrs. ahnosl ryliinl'rical {.^:nl>;"i.

t'-rri,']

12.

Lrs. ,>hhnn-,'nh,le

BB.

BKB.

J.rs. inrnh^,

i.

1.'!.

f., .•<h-ap-.-:Jiap,'d.M.
1.').

](>.

17.

an important character, and Baker's

measurements seem

Fe-rtlU

A.

1.

moschatum, WilM.

IIVAOINTH.

Lvs. .5-0, 1
1-^ in. long: fls.

atroc<vruU'unt, 15.

Aucheri, 0.
botryoides,

Gra-icmn, :i.
grandiflorinii,
Heldreit^liii,

mo.s<'h;ituin,
4,

VJ,.

1.

uiunstrosuiii,

neKlectum,

r>.

l!,ir>.

14.

fls.

monstrosum,

Var.

H ort

.

Fig.
Ail the fls. sterile, and
<'ut up into fine shreds.
Gng.
7:290. A. F. 14:1286.
Gn. 2G,

Ji-iicuph'rinii

paradoxum,

linguhiUitn,

0.

-iiujcrorin-pn

m

compactum,
conicum.
iHpcadr,
fiaviim,

major,
maJTX.

1.
4.

siiaveolrns.

1,

.

iiiiri-;int)iuin, 0,

1.

minor,

1.

Subgenus

15.

17.

S,

10.

1.

Mosohakia.

Perianth
urn-shaped, but with a relatively
long-tubular base; segments minute,
even for the genus, roundish, spreading and thickened on the back
Subgenus U. Leopoldia.
Perianth
obo void -urn-shaped, grooved above,
I.

1.

Szovit.siuuum,

—A charming and novel

3.

Gricum, Heldr.

from M.

moschatum

lines long; segments triangular,
reflexed, not thickened on the back:
raceme loose, and longer than in the
next.
Particularly characterized by

eoinosayii in
sterile
flis.
in a

Subgetms HI. Botryanthus. Perianth more or less urn-shaped, grooveil
or not above, 1-2 or rarely
lines
long; segments triangular, usually
reflexed; raceme dense, 1-2 in. long.
Sterile tis. inconspicuously bi\-irde(l
or hardly at all.
.'J

4.

botryoides,

Mill.

MON Grape Hyacinth.

v^^'
^^i?
^/^if^

\»\

J

Mml
'm\
™^'^

>d^^^%J5^
L^)-''ij5"*^

^—^^
^

^'^

WVi^Jr
m\<-^'^

[*-.

'V

Differs

having
short,

dense, conical spike, the pedi<-els of which are very short.
Greece.

;!-4

the ri>ri.s|ij<.'Uous l>earde(l appearance
of tlie sterile fls

«&

Also called Fair-haired
or Tasseled Hyacinth, and
Shredded Lilac. Sold also as
J/".
t)ionsfro.'<u)n, 31. plumosum, 3f. pi innosiim )nonslrosum., etc. For other trade synonyms, see under 3L comviulatum

its
I.

Musk

%-%

Feathered Hyacinth.

a^ndfuin. 4.
coraosum, 2, If).
(fonnniilHtum,

polyanthum
compactum

in.

p. 137.

7.

commutatum

comosum,

plant.

plumosiim. 2. 1.'.
polyanthum. Hi.
raoemoKuni. VI.

latifoUum

neglectum

Mill. Fig. 1437. Lvs. .'i-4, I-lK ft. long,
wide: raceme loose, 6-12 in. long, 40-100-fld^:
fertile, olive, tipped brown, borne on long horizontal pedicels: upper fls. sterile, blue or violet, borne
on long up-curved pedicels, making a corymbose cluster.
Mediterranean region. Orient.
B M. 133 (as Hyacinthus co^
,,,„,s-,,.s-).— An interesting form,
"^
^P^WS
Imt rare in cult., being greatly surpassed in itopularity by
2.

'2-1

lower

pallens, 11.

4.

racemosum

&

pallidum,

,

Szovitsianum
pallens

«.^'

latitolium, 111.
LcIU-vrci, 4.

4.

micranthum

long,
in. wide: raceme
l_oose,
20-.")0, blue.
Asia Minor. B.M.
_(:i4.
Gn. 2(;, p. i;j7. — Has the odor of musk. Vars. mkjor and minor are advertised.
M. dipcade major and
utinor have appeared in the catalogue of J. M. Thorturn
Co. since 1878, but these names are not in Index
Kewensis. Thorhurn
Co. write that this is the Nutmeg or Musk Hyacinth, 3Iuscari moschatum, and that
M. dipcade still appears in Dutch catalogues.
Var. flavum, Lam. {3f. flctvum, Van Tubergen. M.
niacrociirptnn-, Sweet).
Pis. yellowish (Van Tubergen
says clear yellow). B.M. 1565.

car/ieani, 4, 12.

4.

paradoxum

comcum

(3f. siiaveolens, Fisch.).
ft.

1438.

lUbii.in, 4.

botryoides
Heldreichii
lingTilatum

ComFig.

V^'X

\^^\
\
Muscari comosum.
^Adapted from Botanifal
Magazme.)

1437.

Lvs. linear-lorate, .3-4
wide: scape 6-9 in. long: fls. pale blue, odorless.
Eu., Orient. B.M. 157 (as Uyacinthus botryoides). A.
F. 13:1197. Gn. 26:4.53. R.B.^20:3.-The following varieties are offered: album, cariieum, ccErulenm, lenco
1439.
lines

_.

comosum

''>.

Graecum

phit'inn,

majus, pallidum and pallidum
These range from white through flesh-

Lelievrei,

grandiflorum.

color to sky-blue.
5.

H61dreicMi, Boiss.

Lvs. Hnear-flliform, subterete,

lines wide: scape 4-G in. long: fls. amethyst-colored,
with conspicuous white teeth. Greece. Gn. 26:453.
1^-2

JU
lin^atum, Dakrr

n.

(.)/. .1 »,./„,-,,

var.

U„.,„l,;h„„

—

Lvs. .! hiu's wide: niceiije ovati'. Asia iMiii,,r
).
AcM-orJmif to Index Kewensi.s this is u good s|)Hcies,
but
lioiss

1433.

Muscari comosum.
(Aaapte.i fruiu

var.

N. Gerard says the plant sol.]
same as II}jaclnthns azmens.
7. parad6xum, C. Koch.
Lvs.

-T.

monstrosum.

).i;iiMpniii-.

ini(it*r

;l,

•

tliis

'.>-^4 in.

nanio
wi<l<

i>;

the

Ar-

nii^niu.
H.

hlue.

cbnicum, Baker. Lvs, al>out 6. narrower; fl^.vjolrtHabitat uuknown. (-Jti. 51:110(3 (M- — Van 1'iisays tis. black-blue.
micrinthum, Baker. Fls. hri^-ht vioh^t. TTahitat

hi-rgent
!"i.

uiikiiown.
10. Szovitsianum, Raker.
Fls. bright hlue, considrrahiy larger {}q in. across, but only 1-12 in. acros,-; in
M. micranthum). Persia, Caucasus. B.M. tJ855.

n, pollens, Fisoh.

Lvs. numerous, tiliform: scape o-n

long: raceme 12-20-t1il.
casus, Iberia.
in.

:

lis, wliiti-

or iirarly su.

{'-aw-

Lvs.r)-n,5-6 in. long. l-Pj lines
12. racemosum, Mill.
thick: Us. odorous, dark Ijlue. Mediterranean, 'aiicasiis.
L.M. 122 {as Hyacinihiis r(tcei)n>.'<>is].— Va.Ys. cariieinn
and grandiflorum prcccox are oli'ered.
<

Lvs. always s^olitary. ^ i-l in.
13. latifolium, J. Kirk.
wide
sterile lis. (J-10, much paler Than The Mfhers.
Phrygia.
14. negl^ctam, Guss.
Lvs. numerous, 9-12 in. long.
1}4~2 lines thick: Hs. odorous, dark blue. Mediterranean
region. Gn. 20:453. — This differs frona 21. co)Hmutatnm
and M. poUjanthum in having the segments of the perianth triangular and refiexed. M. negJectinn mulfiflorum
and M. ner/lecfum Athnifinim are trade names. See
supplementary list under M. Atlaniicum.
:

1.1.

Lvs. 5-6, 5-6 in. long. lS-2
odorless, dark blue; segments very short,
Sicily.— Krelage advertises vars atro-

commutatum, Guss.

lines wide:

lis.

not recurved.

riTDf frinii

,
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Frencli

MrsiIKOOM

j\IU?nR(.)().'\L

word "mousscron," and

is

MOmetimcs pronounced

"musliraons." or "luuslieroons " by English-speaking^
people in America. Mushroom and toadstool are sometimes u.sed as synonymous terms, especially in speaking of the- group as a whole. It is difficult, therefore, to
give either a satisfactory definition of the word Mushroojii, or satisfactorily to limit tlie range of forms for
which the name may be used. In a horticultural sense

and as the plant a^^es become purple-brown or
blackish in color, due to the immense number of sjiorcs
l)orne on the surface.
One can gain a good idea of tlie
number of spores borne on a single plant by cutting a
cap from a Mushroom, just at maturity, and placing it,
.i::ills downward,
on a piece of white paper for a f(\\
iiours.
The spores fall from the gills and pile up in
ridges giving an exact print of the spaces between llie
color,

gills.

The parts of the plants enumerated above
are easily seen.
Other important structural
characters are seen with the aid of the microscope.
A thin section across the gills
when seen with the microscope shows the
structure as seen in Fig. 1442. The middle
part of the gill is the trania. On either side
of the trama is the suhhymeniur/i, composed
of branches from the trama and formiii;;
short cells. The cells of the subhymenium in
turn give rise to the hasidia (basidium), clubslniped bodies, which form a palisade layer (-f
cells over the entire surface of the gill. This
palisade layer of the basidia forms the fruiting surface, or hipneninm.
At the end of each basidium are either 2
or 4 slender, pointed processes, the sierlijmatit sing, sterigma). These bear each a single spore, the hnsidiospore. The usual nnnrber of sterigmata on the basidium in the
Agaricini is 4; but in Agaricns campestris
the number seems to vary from 2 to 4. In
plants grown in a Mushi-oom house, 2 have
i)een found, while plants from the field show 4.
Whether the number 2 for cultivated forms
is constant, or 4 for the field forms, has not
f

1440.

The gardener

s

Mushroom, Agaricus campestris

(

applied to Arjanms ram pes/ ris (Fig. 1440) in ciiland since that is the phmt with which we nvr
interested here, we muy prtn-eed at once tu a *U-seription of its form, structure, development, etc., and
follow with briefer descriptions and comparisons of a
few of the many species belonging to this large grou]).
it

is

tivatiun,
first

Form and Sfrurfuv of Agnricns ean)pe.<ifris.—The
form of the common Jlushroom is more or less umbrella-shaped, and is well represented in Fig. 144].
The prominent parts of the plant are the stem, with its
ring{(r); and the cap, with the gills on the under side. The
c:ip, or pileus, as it is technically called, is the upper
expanded part, and varies from 2 to 4 or 5 inches in
diameter. It is usually white in color, but forms occur
both in the ficdd and in cultivation in which the upper
sui-face is more or less brownish, especially as the plants
become old. 'J'lie surface is usually smooth, though it
often presents a silky texture from the numerous minute fungous threads or myceiiuni, the structural element of the entire plant. While the surface is smootli
in a majority of specimens, many forms are more or
less scaly, due to the fracture of the surface and sepanumerous small areas, especially in the
specimens witl) brownish caps. The "flesh " or "meat "
of the cap is white. Tlie stem, or stipe, is usually cvlindrical, 1-3 in. long by ^2-M in. in diameter, whiti'sh
in color, and nearly or quite solid. The "ring," or annulus, forms a collar joined around the stem near the top.
It is very delicate, easily rubbed off, and sometimes
not present because the veil from which it is formed is
torn in fragments as the cap opens out. The gills, or
lainellre, on the under side of the cap are of great importance in showing relationship, and also probably in
reproduction in the case of plants propagated under
natural conditions^ since they form the fruiting surface
of the Mushroom. The gills are in the form of narrow,
thin plates, shaped somewhat like a knife-blade, attached by one edge to the under side of the cap and
radiating from a point near the stem out to the mart;in
of the cap. The longest gills extend for this distance
and mark off triangular areas which are filled with successively shorter gills, all reaching the margin of tlie
cap, so that the entire under surface of the cap is well
covered with them. The surface of the gills is the
fruiting surface of the plant, and this economy in thi^
arrangement of the gills provides for a very large fruiting area. The color of the gills when the plant is wry
young is white. They soon, however, become pink iii

I.

l»i-i-n

determined.

— The

I>rr<'/opme>if of Agaricuii cainpestris.
Mushi'oom in the field probably often

spores

rif

germinate and
]>roduce new mycelium or "spawn," though this is not
necessary for the continuance of the plant from one year
to another, since the spawn can live through the winter
in the soil, and the following year then spreads.
In
ordinary Mushroom culture, however, the spores prol)ahly play little part in the propagation of the plant, since
this is accomplished by the growth and propagation of
liie

.spawn.

If the soil

where plants are growing

is

carefully

dug away there

will be seen slender and irregular whitish cords co)ursing through it, and some of them attached
to the base of the stem.
These whitish cords are what
the horticulturist calls "spawn." They are cords of mi/-

ridium, and are composed of numerous very slender and
delicate whitish threads. This is the vegetative portion
nf the Mushroom. If the soil at the base of a tuft ef

ration of the

iltivated

Mushroom,

Acraricus campestris.

Ming jilants in a iMushroom bed be washed away, a
rge niimlM-r of these cords will l>e exposed. This i>
e part of the plant which grows and spreads through
e soil, abs()rbing solutions of the organic matter in tln'
forfo<Ml.
!iuHo}i .v///(/c.— AfliM- an
spawTi, is formed there

^il

abundance of the mycelium.
appear here and there on the

t

MUSHROOM
small romuled bodio.s tornied by the upward
iCrowtb uf the threads of myeeliunx. These increase in
size and grow toward the surface of the ground.
Ea<-li
..ne is the young stage, or button, of the Mushroom.
As
it enlarges, the upper end appears as a round
body on a
short stalk, thus outlininj^ in the endu-yonic stage the
different parts of the mature plant. The gills are forming on the under side of the cap. They are at this time
covered. They appear on the under side of the minut.constriction at the junction of the cap and stem. At
tliis stage they are covered by a loose growtli uf mycelium extending from the upper part of' the stem tu the
margin of the cap. This forms the yeil. The giils are
formed by mycelium growing downward on the under
side of the cap in radiating rows, thus forming the lamellfp.
The plant now coutiiun>s to enlar;^'e and the
cap expands. Just about nuiturity the veil ceases to
j^row and the expanding cap thus strptches it until tinallv
theveil is ruptured, usually next the nuiririn <.f tlu' ciHp",
and then it hangs as a collar or ring on tlo- stem (seen

conl-s

formity on the
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of systematists in the choice of a
j.^eneric name for Tiie common Mushromn.
Sacear<lo
retained the genus A^^arieus for the common Mushro(im

and

near

].art

although discarding the subgenus
the genus Agaricus,
some Psalliota, others Pratella. and still others propose
to restore the antiquated genus Fungus, and call onr
plant Fi(n(i}(.'i ro inpe.sfris. This is not the place for a
its

allies,

Some have employed

I'salliota.

'

at a, Fig. 1441).
Po.'<ition of Agaricus catupt'sfr'.': itt Chi<<,^ific,iii-<ii.—
One of the large subdivisions of the hii,dier fungi is
made up of the Mushrooius, toadstools, puft'-bails, etc.
All of these are characterized by a mure or less welldeveloped fruiting surface, or hijmi'>iinni. The struc-

tural element of the hymenium is the basidium. and in
the large number of the species the fonu of the basidium
does not vary to any great extent from that of the com-

mon Mushroom, The basidium.

then, is tlie characterstructure of this large subdivision of the
fungi. For this reason, the plants inchnled in this suitdivision are termed the Ba.si'h'o)tiijce(<-s. The Hasidioniycetes, taken in the sense of the earlier students <d'
the fungi, were divided into two ortlers, accordinc: To
the condition of the fruiting surface at the maturity of
the plant, namely the Hijuienonnirffe^ and the Gasft-'roin/fcetes. In the former, the fruiting surface is either
exposed from the beginning, or if covered at lirst, is at
last exposed before the maturity of the spores, just as
the hymenium of Agarirxs campesfris at tirst covered
by the veil, is exposed before the maturity of the spores
l>y the rupture of the veil. The ^lushrooms, toadstools,
etc., belong, therefore, to the Hymenomycetes.
In the
iasteromycetes, on the other hand, the spori s are itwititred before the hymenium is exposed, as in the putChail, earth-star, etc., which open after the spores uv<istic

fruit

,

'

ripe.

Families of the ITi/)iir)totin/r('f''s. — T\\i- iisatre of Tiie
earlier botanists in the arrangement uf families will
l)e followed here, since there is not an opport\uiity to
properly set forth the principles of classification adoptcl
iiy some recent systematic works.
The arran Bremen
depends on the character of the fruiting s\irface i>r

hymenium.
.f plat
Fruiting surface uneven; i. e.
tubes or spinous ]>rocesses.
,.f pla
Agaricaceffi, fruiting surt:u-(
or gills.
.d- po
-. Folyporacefe, fruiting surfai
or tubes.
sp,
:.d'
;:.
llydnaceje, fruiting surface
or tubercular processes.
ept
as in A,
AA. Fruiting surface even; i.
the case of plants of a gelatinous texture.
4. riavariacea?, plants more or less erect, standi Uir
out from the substratum, and coveretl on all sides
by the hymenium.
,1.
Thelephoraceje, plants either erect or diffused over
the surface of the substratum, one side only (in
the case of erect plants usually the under side)
covered with the hymenium.
0. Tremellinere, plants of a gelatinous texture, vari-V.

I.

ous in foi'm.
Agaricace-i:. — The common [Mushroom, A'/nrims
C'lmpestris. belongs to this family. The family Agaricaceae is made up of what are now popularly termed
(t'j-irics.
Very many of the species were once placed

genus Agariou's. The genus became so large that
was subdivided into a lari^e number of subgenera,
manv of which have recently been raised to the rank of
i^'MieVa.
In thus subdividim: the ohl genus Airaricus
Tnto a number of genera there has been a laek of uniin the
it

1442.
'J'r..

Section of a

tr;inia

;

sli.,

li\

eiil of

Ag-aricus campestris, enlar;,'ed.

nicniiun
:ip.,

'/.,

;

).iasidiiiiii

;

st.,

^h^i^,'^l;l

;

s-pure.

discussion of the merits of any of these names, but it
seeujs better in the present instance, at least, to use the
generic name Agaricus with tin." limits uf I'sailiola
Fries.

Other .Speeies of the <;-»iis J ;/" /-/r^f... -There are a
Tiundier of other si»ecies of tlie i^enu-;. as thus limited,
which, because of their size and e.-^culent qualities, aro
worthy of mention.
Aga ricH.'i arreii.<).< the Horse Mushroom, grows in
grassy fields and ]iastures during the autumn. It is a
iartrer plant than the common Mushroom, has a thicker
eap, loiiL'er stem, and the veil is double, the lo'wer or
outer portion si)litting radially into a star-shaped fashion
and remaining attaidied to the inner portion. Agaricus
silvicohis, the wood-inhatuting Mushroom, grows in
woods. The whole plant is whitish, but tini^ed more or less
with yellow, the cap is smooth, anrl the long stem has an
alirupt and liroad bull'. The veil is thin, membranaceous,
but in some specimens shows a tendency to be di:'uble,
Agarirus l\'odma)ii grew s
as in Aga rieus arvc)i.'<is.
ahiUL"" the streets of cities in the hard gr».>und Ijetween
The sidewalk and curbing, and similar ].daces. It is entirely white, the cap thick and tirm, the stem short, and
with a short, thick, double annulus. Agaricus faimri-u.^
[A. sahrufvsceii><, 1-^eck) has a light reddish brown fa]i,
a long stem somewhat enlarged below, and a ring wiiirh
has soft scales on the under side formed, much as in A
sih-iroliis, from the cracking or splitting of the outer
It
layer. The plant has the taste and odor of almonds.
Lfrows in greenhouses. It sometimes grows in compc'st
individuals.
clusTers
of
many
heaps. It often forms large
Agaricus si/rafiIt has been successfully cultivated.
It
'Wfs grows in woods during late spring and summer.
is a large plant, usually about tlie size of the Hur>o
minute
numerous
and
with
thinner,
^[ushrooni. but
dark scales on the surface of the caji, whi<;h form a s(did
patch of dark color atthe center. In age. the cap is mo.'e
or less flat, and it has been called the flat-cap Mushroom \A.pJacomjjces). The stem is long, enlarged below,
and the ring is doulde, exactly as in the Horse Mushroom. Agaricus comtulus, a small species, rather rare,
but with 'a wide distnlmtion, is regarded with suspirii.n
.

.

by some.
CoPKiNT"?.— In the genus Coprinus,

3 of thi^ edible
species are quite common. The spores are black and
the irills and nn)re or less of the cap dissolve at maturiTy

into a black fluid.
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Coprinii.'i

comatus,

tlie

Shag-sy-Tnane JIushrrMnn.

(ir

Ilorsf-Tail, occurs in richly nianur(.*(l lawns or parks in
fai'ly spriTig: or late atitunm.
It is white in color, with
a cylindrical cap 3-4 in. l^'Uix uml 1-2 in, in diameter.
'\'\\t'. cap is very shag:gy, the scales often
heing black in
cnhir, while the gills are at tirst salnmn cnh.ir. Tlie rinjir
"II Tlie stem is free and movable.
It is one ef the best
of the edible Mushrooms.
Coprinus ah-ainent'it-iiis, the Ink-cap, grows in similar
places. The cap is o^"al. from 1-3 in. long and nearly as

nearly smooth, and grayish in color. The
and not at all prominent; best seen just as
t)ie margin of the cap is parting from the stem.
Coprinus tnicaceus, the glistening Coprinus, grows
about old stumps and from old roots or other buried and
nttten wood. It is smaller than the two species enumerah-'d above, and tan in cohn-, the cap when fresh tn-ing
co\-fred with thin, loosf, tiaky scales which glist<'ii in
tiiH sunlight liki' mica particles, t»ut thtey are easily
widt'.

It is

riiiLT is

fixed

rubbed

off or

Lp:piota.

washed

otf

by

rains.

— Of

Jjcpinta, with

the white-spored agarics the genua
an annulus on the stem and the gills usu-

from

free

ally

the
sev-

contains

sti-ni,
ei'al

edible

Ltpiola
Parasol

grows

.species.

the
Slush room,

iJi-ocera

,

pastures,

in

lawns, and sometimes
in gardens. Leplota
}nni«-/H(i, the smooth
Lepiota,
grows in
similar
places and
is entirely white.

Amanita
genus

.

— Tb e

Amanita

is

closely related to Lepiota, and contains,
besides several edible
species, a number of
poisonous ones, a few
of wliich are thi- most
deadly of all the
I\lushrooms. Amanita
possesses the characters of Lepiota, with
the additional cliaracter of a voh'a. or

prominent universal
veil, forming an onter
layer of grejiter or
lesser thickness and

composition, which is
ruptured as the cap

expands and
elongates.

tlie

stem

In Lepio-

ta the universal veil

not prominent, and
is further closely
united with the surface of the cap. The
volva in Amanita is
often left as a prominent cup-like structure at the base
of tlie stem (see Fig. 1443), and because it is present in
some of the poisonous species is known popularly as
the, "poison cup," "death cuji," etc.
It is present, however, in some of the edible species.
A inanita ph((Uoidcs, the deadly Amanita (Fig. 14-131,
is one of the most fatal species.
It is 4 to 6 in. high,
;iiid the cap is 2 to 4 in. in diameter.
Tlie cap is dark
gi-ay or umber, or whitish with a yellowish tinge, or
([iiite yellow, or in some forms, especinlly European
<tnes, the cap is green.
In other cases the whole plant
may be entirely white. The volva in typical forms splits
at the apex as the young plant is expanding, and is left
as a cup with prominent lobes, as showti in Fig. 1443. In
other cases tlie volva is ruptured irregtilarly, so that
portions of the universal veil are left on the surface of
the cap. In still other cases the volva splits in a circumscissile fashion, that is, circularly or transversely
about the middle, the lo\ver half remaining atta<'hed to
the surface of the bulb al the b;is<. of thi' stem, while
the upper half remains k",isely attached to the ujiper
is
it

The deadly Amanita.
Amanita phalloides.

1443.

surface of the cap, and is torn apart into scales as the
expands. In these forms the volva forms a narrow
rim or nuirgin on the outer angle of the bulb, so that the
latter appears saucer-shaped.
The cap is rather slimy
when moist. These great variations in this very poisonous species should make the novice very cautious
regarding the species of Amanita, or indeed any species
of Mushroom with which he is not quite familiar.
This species of Amanita usually occurs in woods or
groves or in the margins of woods, while the Af/aricn.s
ra inpf'stris or the Lepiota naticina occur usually in
open grassy places. But these differences of habitat
"•;ninot be relied on altogether, for the deadly Amanita,
especially the white form, has been found in lawns far
from woods, and in such cases might be mistaken for
the smooth Lepiota, since this is white in color. The
deatlly Amanita is usually deeply seated in the ground,
so that the stem might be broken in gathering it when
the volva would be left in the ground, and it might easily be mistaken for some siieeies of Lepiota,
Amanita iwriia. the Destroying Angel, is by some regarded as only a white variety of A. phaUoidcs. The
entire plant is white, the volva splits at the apex, and
thus a prominent free limb of about three lobes renuiins
at the base of the stem. The free limb remains more or
less closely applied to the stem. The annulus is broad
and entire, and hangs down as a broad collar from the
upper part of the stem..
A»ia))/fa viros:a is very near A. verna. It is distinguished only by the torn veil, portions of which remain
clinging to the nuirgin of the cap, and by the scaly churai-ter of the stem, characters which show^ every gr:ulatiini into A. ve-nia.
Both are deadly poisonous.
A tuanifa mitscaria the Fly Agaric, is also a poisonous
species, though not so dangerous as those named above,
since the poisonous effect can be counteracted if treat<-ap

,

ment

is

promptly employed.

The volva

splits trans-

sm'eral concentric, interrupted rings which
persist as scaly rings on the upper part of the bulb oti
the base of the stem, and as scattered scales on the surface of the cap. The cap is yellowish or orange-yellow,
sometimes red in color, and in age sometimes fades out
so that white forms appear. The gills are usually white.
as are also the ring and the stem. Avianita Frostianu
is a closely related species with the same color on the
cap, but with yellowish gills and veil, though variations'
in the color are shown in different plants when the cap
'.>idy may be yellow.
The scales are usually yellow, but
may also be white.
Of the edible species may be mentioned Amanita
(''(pstirea, the "Royal Agaric" or "Ciesar's Agaric." The
cap is bright orange or yellow, with prominent strife or
furrows on the margin. The gills are orange, though
the spores are white. The veil and stem are often yellow, especially in the larger specimens. The volva splits
at the apex and is left at the base of the stem as a cuy
with a prominent free limb, which usually fits closely to
the stem. The volva is white, and rarely are portions of
it left on the surface of the cap.
It is a very beautiful
versel}'' into

species, occurring during late summer and atitumn in
wootls, and is more coninion in the southern states tlum
north.
.1 ma II /fa
riihcscfns. another edible species, has a
V'dva which is more or less friable, that is, it crumbles
more or less into loose particles which easily wash off
from the cap as well as from the base of the stem. Tlie
entire plant has a dull reddish tinge, and when bruised
or cut quickly changes to a deeper reddish color due lo
a red<lisb juice in the plant. Small forms of the species
d<.) not sho\\' the color so well.
Aitiaiiita i>oli f a ria, the Solitary Amanita, is one of the
largest species of the genus. It is almost pure white,
the surface of the cap often being grayish, and sometimes witli tints o\- l)rown in the scales, especially iri old
plants. It grows in rather open woods or by roadsides
in woods.
The volva is entirely broken up into mealy
particles wliich easily rub off. or there are conic scales.
especially toward the center of the cap. The veil is very
delicate and easily torn into shreds, which disappear
soon. The stem has a large bulb, which tapers into a
lo|)^^ rootdike iirocess in the soil.
The plant is said by
some to be edible. AnnDiita .^frohiliformis is a cdoseiy
related species, if it is not identical with it, and is said

:

wushrooji
some
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he poisonous, so that caution slioul.l l,e
emliloyect
eatrnj,- j)lants of this (orm
unless <uie is ,;ttain of the species and of its ecHhle
qualities
,/,„biliformis is rarely found in this country,
and induinl.y

ti>

m

1

troiu the characters of certain plants

there

is

a strong suspicion that

t'trihuted to

it

it is onlv a fi.rui ;f
l'
With larc:e scales.
Other native Mushrooms ,d' ecunoiuie importance mav
he meittioned
Armillaria »!e//f((. the Honev-colored At;;iric. occurs in
late summer and during the autumn about
old stumps
anil from roots. The plants are clustered,
the cap is more
or less covered with pointed blackish erect scales,
the
Kills nre attached to the stem, and an aniiulus is
present.
The plant is also a parasite, especiallv on the roots of
coniferous trees, in some instances kiliini; the trees
It
develops under the bark lonf; black cords of nivcelium
The plant is edilile.
Pleurotus contains several edible species: the oyster
agaric, P. ostreatits ; the elm Pleurotus, P. iilmii i-ins
and the sapid Pleurotus, P. xapidus. all growing on tree
trunks, stumps, etc., especially abundant in the autumn.
Trk-lii'loma per.^oiiatum ")i\eKits," is regarded as
an
excellent edible species. It grows on the ground in woods.
When young, the entii-e plant is of a pale lilac or violet
color, the color fading out in age. The spores are of a
light ochre color.
CniilhareUKs cihariim is the well-known chanterelle.
It is yellowish iu color, grows in wihhIs on the ground,
is somewhat irregular top-shaiied. and the gills
are mere
folds, which run irregularly from the stem to the margin
of the cap, and are much branched. It is one of tlie best

sdlitariii

.

.

edible species.

MarasiniKx omidvs. the well-known Fairy Ring, or
champignon, grows iu lawns and pastures. It is white,
with a cream-colored cap. It often grows in the form of
rings on the ground, though not always.
The genus Ijactarius contains a large'number of species.
The plants are more or less fleshy and are characterized
by the presence of a milky .juice contained in a system of
tubes throughout the plant. This .iuice exudes in dmps

when the plant is bruised or cut. In the larger number
of species the .iuice is white in color, in siune it changes
on exposure to the air to various shades of yellow, while
in others the milk is orange, blue, etc., from the first.
LactariKs (Icliriiixus is one of the best of the edible species, as its name indicates.
The milk is orange in color.
The plant is dull orange in color and marked on the caji
with concentric zones of darker cidor. In age bruises
of the plant become more or less tinged with green.
fyaefariiis vo!cnivs is dull orange in color, the Color
being uniform, the flesh quite firin, and the milk white,
sweet and verv abundant, quickly exuding in large drops
or running from cut or cracked portions. Laetariux
corriigis is closely related btit darker in color, sometimes dark brown, the gills also.being dark ..chre-brown
in color.
Both species are excellent, atnl grow in the
woods during sumnier and autumn. Lartn rhis pi/irraliix is entirely white, with close and narrow white gills.
and abundant milk which is very hot or peppery to the
taste.
It is said to be edible, but should not be confused with certain species having peppery milk, wliiidi
are reputed to be poisonous.
LnctariHx rexintus is
another white species with white and very hot milk,
which is stispected. Lactariiix Iiidir/o is of an indigoblue color, with faint zones of a darker color on the ca]i,
and with a dark indigo-blue .iuice.
The genus Ritsstila is closely related to Lactarius. but
lacks the milky .iuice. In this genus occur many of the
brilliant-colored agarics.
The entire pdaut is more or
less brittle and easily breaks, the gills of many species
crumbling easily when rubbed. Ji'itsxiiht feplda. with
reddish cap and stem, white gills wdth the red color from
the cap extenrling a short distance on the ends of the
gills, taste mild, is an edible species.
Another edible
species, I^itxxiila ahtfacea, has a reddish or purple cap.
but the gills and spores are ochraceous in color. The
taste is mild. Piixxirfa ehntim is a poisonous species.
The cap is rose-color or red. the cuticle easily peels off
from the cap. the margin of tlie cap is deeply furrowed
and warty along the ridges, the stem is white or reddish
and the taste of the plant is peppery.
Of the tube-bearing Fungi {Polijporact^a] the genus
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BnUliix contains a nmnbi-rof edible as well as |„,i-i,oous species. In shape the iihuits are like the Mushronm
but they have a porous surface instead of gills
on the
under side of the cap. J;„l,tnx eduUs has a yellowish
or dull brownish cap, pi. res white and
closed at first
but yellowish or greenish yellow in age. JSolclus
Mini's
(poisonous) is of about the same size and resembles llnedible species closelv, but the tube surface is
pink or
flesh-color, and the taste is hitter.
In the genus Pe/.v/)()) ux most of the species grow
on wood, trees, stumps
logs, branches, roots, etc. The sulfur
polyporus, P. x,ilpliiirrKx.

forms clusters of sulfur-yellow bracket-like

on various broad-leaved trees 'or stumps.
Pdiigrows from roots at the base of dead
oak stumps, forming large irregularly branched leafy
masses with gray caps and whitish ste'ms and pore surface.
Both of these are edible.
In tlie spine-bearing Fungi Iliidnaciv) the
under surface "f the cap presents numerous spine-like processi-^
HiidiiiimrejniiiduiH.iu shape like a JIushroom, with the
caj) more or less irregular, and of a buft or cream color
is an excellent edible species.
The Coral Hv.lnum. Ilo'
Bear's Head, the Medusa's Head, and Eiid'iniiu ,,,i,„.
i-<:iiin,
all growing on trees, all white 'in ci.|..r. ami
branched, or forming large masses from whicdi long
cajis,

jinnix fifindoxiis

(

spines dangle, an-

all

edible.

The Club Fungi [( 'In i;r ri,ir, ,r] are all said to be edibi,'
riie Horn of Plenty, C,;itrr,
,ix rn,ini,-,ip,,nd,-x funmishaped, and smoky in i-i.l.u'. with a smooth nii'der sm1 1

,

face, belongs

ti.

tin-

Among

riirl.phorurr.r.

and

is

edible.

the Pud-balls Liiro/irrdiiceiie) all the speciewliite inside are edible, that is, they are
not poisonous. iSmiie are better to the taste than otl'ici-.
The two best ones are the Giant Putf-liall, Lticnprnh.u
Hiyaiitiiiiii and the L/zccjierdoii Cjialhi formed Both i.f
these grow in lawns or fields, the fonner grows sometimes to a large size, several feet indiameter; wdiile the
latter is 4 to C, inches in diameter.
Besides the Mushrooms proper which belong to the
Basidioniyeitas. certain of the large Ascomycetes are
edible and are usually included iu treatises on Musbrooms. In the Ascocomvcet.es the s].ores are borne on
the inside of a. club-shaiied liodv called the ax,-„x. ami
this is the chief point of dilleii-nre in tlinii from tin.
Basidiomycetes.
To the Ascomvcetes belong the following.
The M(U-els grow on 'the ground in d..imp
places.
Thi-y have a stout stem and a rounded or more
or less elongateil rap which is deeply and coar-ely
i

when young and

Morel

— Morchella

esculenta

represented iti Fi^ U44.
shows well the general character of the genus.
in
Helvella, containing several edible species, the cap is m
the form of several (usually two) irregular flaps, sometimes free below from the stem, sometimes tmited witii
Lastly, the TnifHes might lie mentioned. They arc
it.
subterranean Fungi rounded or globose in form, tirin,
pitted.

.\["i-cheU(i cxr/il' nta

.
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and contain the spores inside of the rounded mass
within sacs. Few have been found in this country, because they have not been diligently searched for.
<_tEO. p. Atkinson.
Musliroom Culture. There is no s<-ience of Musliroom
Tliat is to say, one dues not know why he
culture.
fails.
This is equivalent to saying that he does not
know why he succeeds. By practice and exi)eriinenting
one hits upon or develops a method, and if he persists
lie

may become very

skilful,

but

it is

Mushrooms

(

1445) taken before

Fi

the cap

ha.^

panded.

propagated by spores and spawn,
Spawn is the mycelium. It may be
resume growth when congenial condi-

JM us h rooms are
usually the latter.

dried, and will
tions are given.
<'Ool, dry place.

It will keep for a number of years in a
Dryness is essential. Tliis spawn may

secured from any place in which Mushrooms are
growing. The soil or manure containing the mycelium
lie

next to impossible

him to impart his knowledge. If he writes an artich'.
he describes his method in detail and deprecates other
for

methods; but the learner will be as likely to succeed
by some other method, and neither man will know why.
There are few people, if any, who succeed uniformly witli
Mushrooms. Beds made the same day and of tlie same
material, planted from the same spawn, and similarly
cared for, may give very different results. One bed may
fail outright, and another may produce a good croj).
Persons who make uniform commercial success of
Mushroom-growing accomplish it by having many beds
or by proceeding on a rather large base; it is infrequent
The biological proltlcms contbat all the beds fail.
cerned in the propagation, growth and appropriation of
foud of tlie Mushroom nmst be understood l)efore one
can lay down principles for the culture of Mushrooms.
Decaying vegetable matter, a uniform and rather low
temperature, a uniform supply of moisture. — these are
the general requisites for Mushroom-gruwing. The decaying matter is supplie<l I)y horse manure. The manure
is allowed to heat and is turned several times before it
placed in the bed. The heating irself is probably of
no advantage except as it contributes to the decay of the
material: heat can be supplied by otlier means if necessary. The broken and decaying manure is placed a few
inches or a foot deep in be<ls. When the temperature
is reduced to 90^ or less tlie spawn is planted.
As soon
as the bed has cooled sufEicieutly, it is c<)vered with
earth or litter to regulate the temperature and moisture.
The cultivated Mushroom is native in temperate
climates. In the United States and Canada it grows
naturally in tields and pastures. But it is grown indoors: this is because the conditions can be better controlled under cover, particularly the temperature. Xow
and then some one makes a success of growing Blushis

rooras out of doors, but this practice dues not i>romise
for most parts of America.
In parts id' Europe,
in the open is more suceessful. Cellars or ]iits
are favorite places in which to grow Mushrooms. The
conditions are uniform,
(^aves are favorite places in
which to grow Mushrooms, l>ecause of the slight fluctuations of temperature and moisture; Cellars and caves
are dark: thereby has arisen a belief tbat darkness is
esseritial to the growing of jrusbrooms, but this is an

much

growing

A clump

of

youne Mushrooms (X

They often grow well in an unscreened greenhouse.
Pastures are not ilark. Spawn may be planted
in a lawn, and Mushrooms will sometimes come; but it
is seldom that the conditions are right for a crop.
Mushrooms are in edible condition at any time from
their first appearing above tin; ground to the time when
the rim of the cap begins to turn up and the llesh lo
error.

l(.se its softness.
See Figs. 1440, 1441. For i)irkiiug,
"buttons" are usually preferred; these are the voung

1446.
Eiil,'lish

"

Musbroom spawn.

" brirks," mi tlu' left:
riake " spawn uu tli(.-i rit^lit.

spawn, or

French or

is broken into large lumps or flakes, and is planted in
the desired place; the mycelium spreads through the
bed and in time bears the fruiting stage or Mushroom.
Formerly the spawn was gathered as needed, but since
about 1830 it has been made or produced as a commercial product. For this purpose the spawn is grown
is some prepared material, which may be dried and
transported. The making of spawn is a business of
itself.
The English make and use the spawn mostly in
brick-like masses of earth and manure (F'ig. 144f;i.
The French use also a spawn borne in a loose litter-lik(;
material (Fig. 1440), although not all of the French
spawn is made in France. The English or brick spawn
comprises nine-tenths of the spawn used in America.
The brick is made of a mixture in about equal parts of
horse nKi.nure, cow manure and loam. These are wet
and mixed until the material has the consistency of
mortar. The material is then spread on a floor and is
allowed to dry until it can be cut into pieces, or
''))rieks."
While the bricks are still moist, a hole the
size of a walnut is made in the brick and fresh spawn is
inserted.
The bricks are then placed under cover or in
a mild hotbed, where they are given sxich conditions as
will cause the mycelium to penetrate them thoroughly.
When the mycelium has ramified throughout the mass,
and the surface has a cloudy look, the brick is dried and
stored.
This brick may be likened to a yeast cake.
Expert Mushroom-growers believe that spawn which
is maih^ over and over again from the mycelium temls
U) become weak and to produce small crops of thinfleshed Mushrooms. They believe tbat the spawn now
and then should be inoculated afresh from the spores.
Spawn niade directly from the spores is known ;is
" virgin
spawn."
It
is
made by incorporating th(^
abundant spores of ripe Mushrooms with the material
of which spawn is made.
It is probat)le that many of
the large, thick Mushrooms which come up in odd places
the
greeidiouse
in
arise from sjtores.
Mushrooms have been known as edible products from
very early times. Pliny mentions them, but his writings are mostly warnings not to eat them because they
are poisonous. He places them "among those vegetable
productions which ai-e eaten with risk." The following
are some of his remarks respecting tlie Mushroom:
"The generative principle of the Mushroom is in the
slime and the fermenting juices of the damp earth, or
of the roots of most of the glandiferous trees. It apl)f'ars at first in the shape of a sort of viscous foam, and
then assumes a more sul>stantial but niendu-anons form,
after which, as already stated, the young iMusbroom appears. In general, these plants are of a ])ernicious nature, and the use of them should be altogelber rejected;
for if by cham^e they should hapiKMi to grow Tiear a hobnail, a piece of rusty iron, or a bit of rotten cloth, they
will immediately imbibe all these foreigii emanations
and flavours, and transform thiun into poisoTi. Who, in
fact, is al)le lo distinguish tbem, except those who dwell

;

:mi'siiuoom
in the country, or the

persons that an- in th..- Iinlnt •>?
gathering them? There are othi.r rir<-uiiisraur.s, u><>,
which render them noxious; i£ they '^vtjw near thu hole
ot' a serpent, for instance, or if they shuuld happen to
liave been breathed upon l)y one when just l)ey;inuiu,L; to
open; being all the more disposed to imbilio the veninu
from their natural afhnity to poisonous substances. It
will therefore be as well to be on our guard during tlie
season at which the serpents have not as yet retired to
their holes for the winter. The best sign to know tliis
by is a multitude of herbs, of trees, and of shrubs, which
remain green from the time that these reptiles leave their
holes till their return; indeed, the ash alone will be quite
sufficient for the purpose, the leaves ot it never coming
out after the serpents have made their appearance, or
l>eginning to fall before they have retii-ed to their bok^s.
Tlie entire existence of the MushrooTu. from its birth tu
its

death,

is

never more than seven days."
years and mure ai,'o Mushrooms

Two hundred

wi-re

The foUowini^ dirertions, given by Philip
cultivated.
^[iller in 1754, are very likr meiliods wliicdi are somi-times ailvised to-day, with th<- i-xreption of rhe method
of securing the spawn:
'In order to cultivate them, if you have no Beds in
your own, or neighboring Uardeus, wliirh prodm-n
tliem. you should look abroad in rich Pastures, during
tlie Months of Auijust and ^'ptemher, until you find
them (that being the Season wlien tliey are produeed)
then you should open the (xround about the Roots of tlie
Mushrooms, where you will tiutl the Earth, very often,
full of small white Knobs, which are the Otf-sets, or
voung Mushrooms: these should be earefuUy gathered.
preserving them iu Lumps with the Earth aliout them:
but as this Spawn cannot be found in the Pasture, ex<.:ept at the Season when the JIushro{}ms are naturally
produced, you may probably find some in old Dunghils,
especially where there has been mueh Litter amongst
as likeit, and the Wet hath not penetrated it to rot it;
wise, by searching old Hot-beds, it may be often found:
for this Spawn hath the Appearance of a white Mould,
shooting out in long Strings, by which it may be ea.sily
known, where-ever it is met with; or this may be proI'ured by mixing some long Dung from the Stable, which
lias not been thrown on an Heap to ferment; which
being mixed with strong Earth, and put under Cover to
prevent Wet getting to it, the more the Air is excluded
from it, the sooner the Spawn will appear: but this nuist
not be laid so close together, as to heat; for that will
destroy the Spawn: in al)out two Months after, the
Spawn will appear, especially if the Heap is closely
I'overed with old Thatch, or sueh Litter as hath lain
long abroad, so as not to ferment: then the Beds may
be prepared to receive the Spawn: these Beds should bemade of Dung, in which there is good Store of Litter;
but this should not be thrown on an Heap to fermi-nt:
that Dung which hath lain spread abroad for a Month or
these Beds should be made on dry
longer is best
Uround, and the Dung laid upon the Surface: the Width
Bottom should be about two Feet and
these
at
of
Beds
an half, the Length iu proportion to the Quantity of
Mushrooms desired: then lay the Dung about a Foot
thick, covering it about four Inches with strong Earth:
upon this lay more Dung, about ten Inches thick; then
another Layer of Earth; still drawing in the Sides <d'
the Bed, so as to form It like the Ridge of an House;
which mav be done by three Layers of Dung. an<l as
many of Earth. When the Bed is tinlshed, it should be
covered with Litter, or old Thatch, to keep out Wet, as
also to prevent its drying: in t.liis situatiou it may renuun eight or ten Days; by whi<'b time the Bed will be
in a proper Temperature of Warmth to rereive the
Spawn; for there should be only a moderate Warmth in
aNo ^\ et
it. great Heat destroying the Spawn, as will
therefore when the Spawn is found, it should always be
lietter
the
it
is.
the
<lrier
for
is
used:
kept <lrv until it
this Spawn,
it will take in the Bed: for I had a Parcel of
which had lain near the Oven of a Stove upward of four
;

:

Months, and was become so dry. as that I desj.airrd of
proSuccess: but 1 never have yet seen any whndi
<luced so soon, nor in so great Quantity, as this.
rhe
fMi"The bed being in a proper Temi.rrature
Spawn the Ooverinir of Litter shouhl be tak^^n .>tt. and
Covrrim; -t
thr Sides of the B.-d smoothed; tlien a
its
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li-lit rirh Earth, ahout an Inrh thh-k, sln.uld he laid all
over the Bed; bnt this should not he w^t; upon this
the Spawn should be thrust, laying the Lumps two ..r
three inches asunder: then gently cover this with the
same tight Earth, above half an inch thick; and put the
Covering of Litter over the Bed, laying it so thick as to
kee|i out Wei, and prevent the Bed from drying: when
these Beds are matle in the Spring or Autumn, as the
Weather is in those Seasons temperate, so the Spawn
will then take much sooner, and the Mushrooms will
appear perhaps in a Month after making: but those

Beds wliich are made in Summer, when the Season is
hot, or in Winter, when the Weather is cold, are much
longer before they produce.
''The great Skill in nnmaging of these Bnls is, that
of keeping them in a yu'oper Temperature ot Moisture,
never suffering them to receive too much Wet: during
the Summer-season, the Beds may be uncovered to receive gentle Showers of Rain at proper times; and in
lonir

dry Seasons the Beds should

now-and-theu

I)e

gently watered; but by no means suffer much Wet to
conn- to them: during the Winter-season they must l)e
kei't as dry as possible; and so closely covered, as to
keep out Cold: in frosty or very cold Weather, if some
warm Litter, shaken out of a Dunij:-heap, is laid on, it
will promote the (irowtli of the IMnshrooms: but this
must n<.)t be laid next the Bed; bxit a Covering of dry
Litter between tlie Bed and this warm Litter: aTul as
often as the Litter is found to decay, it should be renewed with fresh: and as the Ci.'ld increases, the Covering should be laid so much thicker. If these Things
are observed, there may be plenty of Mushrooms obtained all the Year; and these produced in Beds are
much better for the Tahle than any of those which are
gatliered in the Fields."
Probal)ly the tirst hook in English to be devot.-d exclusively to the Mushroom was written in 1T7U by John
Ahercronibie, Loudon, ami published under the title of
"The (Tarden Mushroom: Its Nature and Cultivation.
A Treatise, exhibiting Full and plain Directions, for
proilucing this desirable Plant in Perfection and Plenty,
according to the true successful Practice of the London
(jrardeners." Aside from the manner of securing the
spawn, the advice given by Abercromhie would ajiply
very well at the present day. He says that the spawn
m.ay be obtained from the dung of horse stables, from
hotlteds, corafiosts, cucumlier and melon beds, old .Mushroom beds, livery stable yards, horse mill-tra(d;s, old
dung-heaps where "some straggling Mushrooms are seen
to rise naturally in the autumn," in kitchen-gardens in
which Mushrooms have been seen, and in old pastures
and meadows. The best season to lind the spawn is in
the autumn and the early part of winter. The friMjuent
occurrence of Mushrooms in the covered mill-tracks,
where horses worked on tram-<'ars and on power machinery, led to the use of the thoroughly tramped manure
as spawn. This spawn gave very excellent results, proliably because it was partially -needed from the spon-s of
the Mushrooms which ripened there and were trampf-tl
into it.
It is probable that this mill-track spawn gave
rise to the idea of the Mushroom brick, which is now the
chief means — at least, in Englauil aiid America — of
growing Musliroonis. Tlie name 'mill-track" is still
used as a trade name fi-r .Alushroom spawn. althouy:h
very little, if any. of it really comes from mill-tracks.
In America there is only one Iioi.k devoted wholly to
This is hy William Falthe growing of Mushrooms.
"
coner and known as " Mushrooms flow to t-Jrow Them
The Department of Agriculture ami one or two
181:111.
experiment stations have issued bulletins <in tiie subL. H. B.
ject.
:

1

snpi'y of fresh horse manure
possible each moruinir, that fnun
•rrain-fed carriat,'e horses being the most desirable.
The strawv portion we discard. The manure is thrown
in a heap on the floor of an open shed, and is turne.l
over each morning forafewdays. Before the heat of the
manure has subsided sufficiently to permit the bed being
made, mix about one-third as much loam screened
W<i
throuirh a ^4-inch sieve as there is of manure.
have hail better success with loam mixed with the

For

should

.}[iisl/ron))i.<,

ri

procured,

if

Ite

manure than when
havini,'

it was not used.
escaped from the heap, it can

The rank heat
at

once be mailo
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iuto a bed, a depth of
right.
Thi:' manure is
hard as possible with
be well trodden where

froni 9 to 12 inclips bein.c; about
phiced in layers and jjoiinded ;is

a wooden mallet or brick; it can
treading is possible. We spawn
of the bed has subsided to Uii*^.
It is, a little unsafe to spawn at a higher temperature,
and if left until the lieat drops below 80°, Blushroonis
will be much more tardy in appearing and of poorer
quality. English Milltrack spawn usually gives the best
results.
The spawn is broken into pieces as large as a
walnut an(i inserted 2 or 3 inches deep, some 4 or 5 in.
apart each way, pressing the surface firm after the insertion. Ten days later 2 inches of good loam is spread
over the surface and pounded in hard. The beds ;ire
then covered with meadow hay or straw, and, given
proper atmospheric conditions, should require no furtlirr
attention until after Mushrooms have appeared, which
may be in four weeks or not imtil four montlis later.
The time wlien the first buttons will appear is very unt^ertain.
It does not do to be of a highly strung nervous

when the temperature

temperament in Mushroom culture. We have spawned
beds and ck^spaired of success, when we have l)een gratified

by getting a

first-class

crop thirteen to sixteen

weeks after spawning.
A dry atmosphere is inimical to the well-being of
Mushrooms, and. success is uncertain where such conditions exist.

It is

generally conceded that watering the

beils often does more harm than good, but it must ])e
remembered that the fact of the bed becoming dry only

retards the production of the crop, and does not lessen
the chance of Mushrooms appearing once the bed has
become sulfieiently moist. If the beds are made very
compact there is less probability of them ilrying out and
less likelihood of their injury by any sudden excess of
either drouglit or moisture.
When wuter has to be
given we prefer to use it of a temperature of 85° to itO'^
and to water only the dry portions of the bed, which are
wetted as evenly as possible.
When the first crop is exhausted and tlie bed has become somewhat dry, we use warm water and a<ld a little
nitrate of soda to it, covering the surface witli hay after
watering. This usually induces a good second crop to

come.

We start to collect manure for tiie beds early in Sejitember, and continue to do so until early November.
Usually the beds are made under the benches of some
of the houses, where a temperature of 55° to G0° can )»e
maintained, b\it any cellars or caves where such a temperature can be kept up are even better than grernhouses for Muslirooni culture.
The beds are always
kept as dark as possjlde. Cockroaches, wood-lice and
other pests must be poisoned or trapped, else they soon
ruin a crop.
W. N. Craig.
MushroDDi-tinnvtiir/ is interestiu.^' work, and it is the
uncertainty tijut is the cause of it. Most Mushro(>uigrowers are in doubt when spawning their beds as to
whether Mushrooms will appear, or the work be a failure.
The writer has had excellent success with Mushroom culture an<l remaritable failures. Failures in a
Mushroom crop are not easy to explain. The fault may
be in making up the bed, or it may he in tlie spawn. A
few years ago a bed was spawned with three lots of
spawn; two beds were a success, wliile the otln.'r was a
complete failure, a proof that the bed is not always
the cause of failure. Bluslirooms may lie grown successfully under the greenhouse benches, i)roviding tindrip can be kept off the beds; also in cellars; but the
preference is for a Mushroom house built for that purpose.
The house of which the writer has charge is
built into a bank iu such a position as to require very
little fire heat to keep up the temperature.
Of course
air-spaces must be provided in the walls, according to
the size of the house.
Two methods of making the beds may be described:
(1) Collect fresh horse manure until there is enou^'b '<>
make a bed. The manure should lie kej^t where it can
be protected from rains, an o|iimi slied preferred. Turn
the manure every other niornin!^ for a week, or until

—

danger

(,)f

burning

is

over.

In
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to 100° or 110^, then ^r,-adualiy drops, it is safe to spawn
at 90°.
8pawn should be inserted in the manure sav
In a week or ten
2 or 3 in. deep, and about ry in. apart.

days after spawning, cover with 2 in. of good loam.
Good loam from the pasture, soil from the garden, and
also old rose soil have been used with good results,
it
is customary to mix a little soil through the mannic
before making the bed. After the soil is on the bed
and firmed down, a covering of straw will be beneficial,
as it prevents the beds from drying out.
Should thev
dry out, water must be applied, which should be at a
temperature of 75° or 80°. Mushrooms should be gatliered from six to eight weeks after making the bed.
Keep the house at a temperature of 55° to 00-'. (2) The
second Tnethod, which seems to be the better, is for
every load of fresh horse manure to add a load of old
thoroughly rotted manure, or a load of old Mushroom
nninure. The aim is to get enough old manure to pievent the other from burning. The two are mixed, and
the following day the bed is made. This method does
away with a great amount of labor turning the manure:
the Vjed also has a tendency to hold the moisture a
greater length of time. The details of making the bed
are the same as in the other method. This is a simple
way to make the beds, but the results will follow with
us mvich certainty as with any other method.

William Turnkk.
Mushrooms was made iu
a soap box under a bed, and the Mushrooms diil well.
That was 45 years ago. The next year he went into the
business on a larger scale, growing them in the cellar,
The

ivriter'.s firs( trial ivith

and a good crop was the

result.

received $1.50

a

get nothing. The young man must try a little at a time.
He shouhl learn from the experiences of different men.
A man can make Tuoney in this business, and he can lose
it.
The writer has had failure and success, but he m-w

grows

t\TO t<ins

every

>"ear.

Mushroom spawn runs

best in anything that is dry.
It is difficult to fiTid out what moisture is wanted, and
to get the material in the right state. The writer prefers to secure his manure on the cars fresh from the
stabli--.

so

it

tixM-

Turn

it

over eight or ninetinies, once every day.

will not liurn, and iiut iu <lirt.
To twenty tons add
cart-h.iads of i-arth.
This earth is secured from s<'d

from the hedi;es around the farm, taken the first of June
and piled up to rot. so it will be ready for mixing in tlic
manure. \VI)en the manure is in the right state, put it
in beils H inches deep.
The beds (mn<le in houses) anmade up like bunks on a ship and are 100 feet loui;.
feet witle and
feet l)etween the beds to allow a man lo
go throu;j:h with a \\dieelbarrow. One house is 20 feet
t

'.\

wide. It contains 13 bfds 10(1 fi.et long. It is heated liv
hot water and the temperature is kept at (>0°. There are
three large houses, and all of them with greenhouses on
top, where lettuce, caulidower, parsley, rhubarb and
radisht^s are grown with the same heat that grows the
Mushrooms. English spawn is used. It should be fresh
and new. The spawn is placed G inches apart in the
beds, in pieces the size of n black Avalnut.
When thi
heat goes down to 90° the spawn is put in. and in six
weeks the Mushrooms are ready for pickinu:. The beds
last from three to four months.
Tlie Mushrooms ai-e

packed

in lioxes

and shipped

makinc the beds, from

y in. to a foot of ma.nure is used.
Beds should lie thoroughly firmed, [luttini; in a la.ver of manure, then tirmitig, then
another layer, until the desired deiitli is
secured.
Assuiiiiiig th.-it the bed goes np al'tiM- making

He

pound, or $220 for the lot. A cellar under the parlor was
devoted to the ero|"), and $'{50 worth was sold. Then a
place was built under the ground with good ventilation.
but it was not a success. The drip was too much. A
cellar under the carriage house, which had no dri|i,
made a good place, leading to the belief that a place with
a Mushroom house under a building is the best place in
which to grow them. Tlieyneed a dry place. If we have
a dry summer and light rains in September, or heavy
dews, we will pick plenty of Mushrooms in the fall ouldoors. In growing Mushrooms, we must imitate nature.
The money that is wasted for spawn alone in one year
would make a fortune for some persons. People get
wild to grow Mushrooms, Some secure a crop, but others

to
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IMushrooms

hi- uM-own fr<^ni a supply of 30 to 50 poun<ls a day te
ih!' loiormou^ (piaiitity of one-half to three-quarters of a
(I'li.
In I'ai't, the tr.-ide has increased in proportion wit)i

£
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the price, accorditig: to demaiul and j-npi-lv. Tlio Ws\
si-asou for the cousuinptiou vt M uslin.nms is ih.- lair
full and winter months, as thrv kcu|. in the cool, drv
weather for several days, antl'sniall dL-akn-.s havt- in<
trouble with them spoilini^ on their hands. The priv.during: these months varies aoeurdiny; to supply and
demand. In the summer mouths a few will do well, hnt
they spoil so n-adily in the heat that dealers <lo not care
to handle any stock; therefore, if there were a lari^^e
supply from June until October they would surely go
to waste. The i^rowers trenerally take advantau:^ of'this
and renew their beds in summer. ;ind prepare for the
comins: season. One trrrat mistake is that the small
grower is too anxious to reach the consumer. He wants
to save the little which tlie middleman or distributer jtjets.
and he gives them to the retailer, to restaurants, or tn
others, and these persons often take advantage of him.
He is sometimes compelled to take from 2o to ~ii) \u_-r
cent less than nuirket price, and he injures tlip nmrker
as well. All classes now buy Mushrooms. If the supply is scarce and price hijjh, they go only to the better
class of hotels and restaurants; but as the price gradually decreases the consumption increases and the poorer
grade of hotels and restaurants and families consunn'
tliem.
The consumption of canned and dried Mushrooms is not increasing as rapidly as that of the fresligrowm, and we are led to believe that in the near futnnour home-grown Mushrooms will be canned ami dried as
the foreign are; in fact, some of the canners are nowmaking ketchup of the seconds and poorer tcrades. We
believe that the consumption can be doubled and possibly trebled at a good profit if sold at half the present
prices.
We expect to hear before long of some IioUsh
that \vill make a specialty of jNIushrooms and sell nothi"t^ tdse.

Ak^'Hdea.on

A:

Co.

MUSK. The common

JIusk Plant of the gardens is
Jfiiindus inoschnfus, an American plant. The wild
.Musk Plant of Europe, however, \s L'roih'um wosrhafnui.
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rriid.-r, s.ifr and li;rlit ^^-eeTi when put in the ti. 1<1 will
n<'arly always suller. evm tiiough the wearhrr is i.oi
eold thereafter,
hi Inttbeds the plants are nearer tini.dass, and the sash ]nay Ite stripped entirely on all fair
days, tliereby allowing the plants to become graduall\
inured to tield conditions. Melons transplant with dilliculty therefore they are always grown on jiieces of inverted sods or in some temporary receptacle.
Some
growers employ pint and quart berry-baskets, such as
are used for raspl)erries and strawlierries.
Otliers use
a liasket-splint which is about M.^a in. ^vide and 1-1 in.
huig, and which is cut in a basket machine at snrb di>
tances that wli^n the splint is bent it will make a fourcornered receptacle like a berry-box witliout top or
bottom. The ends of this splint are held together by a
single small tack. These forms may he packed together
tightly in the hotbed an<l tilled willi earth and two or
tliree seeds planted iu each.
When the plants have
ac([uired two or three rough leaves, they are ready to Inplaced in the field. The forms can be taken from the
hotbed by miming a spade or shingle underneath them.
AVith the tiiigers. The box is jtulled ajiartand the cubical
mass of earlli is dropped into the hole made tor it, and
the plant receives no check.
There is so much loss
fnnn tlu^ depredations of the striped beetle and the Heabeetle that one must provide several times more plants
than the area requires. The hills of melons are usually
fritm 4 to 6 ft. apart either way, atid two or three plants
are sutlicient fiu* a hill; it is advisable, however, to
place at least half a dozeu jdaiils in each hill if the itisects are troublesome.
It is an excellent plan to plant
squashes in the tield before the melons are transplanted
and to gather the insects from them for a week or two.
Spraying the plants with Borde-mx mixture will lejiel
ilie insects to some extent.
Dusting with tobacco dust
or snulif will also prove more or less efficieut.
Land
jdaster in which there is a little kerosene or turpentine
is also repellent.
The inserts are killed by Paris green,
but lieeause of llie hairv nature of the melon leaf it is
;

or

Hyacinth ^^ Musvnri
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MUSKMELONS(PlateXlX)
n(.)W a very important com*
product
North
in
America, and the cultivation
and use of them are increas-

are

mercial

ing rapidly. The hot, bright
climate suits them well. Musk-

melons thrive best in a light
and quick warm soil. Since
they are very susceptible to
frost and are a long-season
plant, it is important that they
secure a foothold very quickly
when put in the tield and this
;

they are not able to do on lands
wdiich are not well prepared
or which are naturally hard
and clayey. If JIuskmelons
must be grow^i on such laud
it
is advisable to make the

i^

digging out a half-bn-hel or bu-^lnd
it w ith well-mixett loam and short
manure.
The plants are then able to secure a qui<-k
hold on the soil and to become thoroughly establisln-d
before the dry weather of July and Augu-^t.
In the southern states, the seeds of melons are usually
planted in the tield where the crop is to mature. In the
m")rthern states, however, the plants are started in
forcinsr-houses or hotbeds. As a iiile, hotbeds are more
satisfactory than forcing-houses, since the plants can b.liardened off better. In forcin2:-houses. the plants nrilikely to be too hot. even tliough tlien- i- no idin- lieat.
riani- wliieli are
and "thev tend to become very soft.
hills.

This

is

done

Jiy

of earth and replacing

A nutmee Melon — the
to

:ihno-.t ini])o:

St.

Laud.
the

folia::re

eiim])letply witn

poison.
There are two

tlie

ireneral types of commercial :>ru'^kNorth America— thn furroweil and harfl-rindcii
known
as cantaloupes, and the n.-tl.-d
kinds, which are
and softer-rinded types, known as nutmeg or netld
In the soutliem states the word
melons Fig. U-l-Tl.
cantaloupe is used irenerically for all melons, but tliis
(see Cticumis, p;i:^^c 4os.
erroneous
is
use of the term

melons

in

i

I'.ailev.

ous

A.

("i.

14: 20(i:

Waugh, O.

F. 8:

18;":i.

Tlo- vari-

melons are the ones mostly Lrrown
the home garden and for early markf-t.

strain'^ of netti-d

in thi-

North for

The cantaloupes

-.in-

mostly longer-season

varieties.

MUSKMELON

MUSKMELON

10.30

Two

important strains of the netted iinr-lnn typo which.
have come into great prominence In recent years are the
<.)sage, developed in southwestern Michigan, and the
Rocky Ford, developed in Colorado. Another imjtoTtant
strain of the same class is the Montreal Market, which lias
developed in Canada. These three melons are i^rrowii <m
a very large scale for the market, and there are niiddlt--

men who now make

a specialty of the uieloii crop in

its

forms of the Muskmelon species are very
Some of them ;ire
unlike the ordinary Muskmelons.
s<'arcelv edible in tlieir raw state. t)ut are nsed for
of the

It

is

variable

but is commonly pyriform and (dear
yellowish green, with a green inodorous tiesh uf fair
in

shape and

size,

(juality for its class.

"There are a number of good varieties in the second,
The one which we have liked
l)est is the French Winter Climbing Nutmeg (JiJelon
J>r<>de vrrt fjrhnpant).
It has a sweet and good green
or loose-seeded class.

are very small.
The fruit is small,
and very dark green with yellow furrows. It
keeps well until December. Another good melon is the
White Antibes of the French (Melon Erode c7' A-ntibes
hlanc d' Hiver d chair verte).
It is an egg-shaped melon of
good size, bright green until full
maturity, and hard
shelled.
It is a very long
keeper. The Redtleshed Maltese melon excels other melons of this class in quality,
the flesh being aromatic and
rich, but is not so good a
keeper as the green-fleshed

The seeds

tlesh.

season.

Some

<r IlivfT a rhair cerfe) of the French.

ril»bed

sorts.

"In general, these

winter

melons are worth growing for

home

use. The quality is not
so good as that of the summer
melons, but this defect is
over balanced by their long-

keeping qualities.
Amongst
prominent varieties are the
Winter Climbing Nutmeg, the
White Antibes and perhaps
the Winter Pineapple. These
melons are also useful for the

making

of conserves."

For other melon types and
for a sketch of the botanj' of
them, see the article in Vol. I
1443.

1 he

Orange

or Chito ^lcl..^

Cucumis Melo.

piidvles and conserves.
)f these are the so-called Snake
<'ucumber (Plate XIX) and the Orange or Chito melon
(Fig. 1448).
The latter has been much advertised in
recent years as a preserving or maniro melon (for making " mangoes" or mixed pickles). It is a small-leaved
slender vine as compared with tlie ccunmon IMnskmelon,
a7id it bears an abundance of yellow or orange fruits the
.size of a hen's egg or lemon.
It ref|uires no special
i'lilture.
The Snake Cucum)>er is gr<")wn mostly as a
•iiriosity in this country, luit it may lie used for jiiitkles
and preserves.
Another type of IMusk melon is the winter melon.
These are described as follows in an Exjieriment Sta(

•

tion pnblicati(m (Bailey, Bull. 95, Cornell Ex]». Sta.
"There is an interesting class of meh)ns, little known
in this country, which gives fruits of long-kee])iM;i'
)

:

These are known as the winter or scentless
melons. They are mostly of an oblong shape, with
green or grayish hard rinds and commonly a white or
green flesh, wiiich often lacks almost entirely the characteristic aroina of tlie Musknielon.
The leaves are
getiHrally longer and greener than those of the common
mehms. The fruits are picked just before frost. wIxmi
they appear to be as inedible as s<.iuashes, and are stored
in a fruit-room to ripen.
The true winter melons reWe have planted them upon good
<iuire a long season.
soil on the first day of June, and they have barely come
to maturity before frost.
There is little dilliculty in
keejdng some of the varieties until Christmas, if they
do not get too ripe in the field, if the fruits are not allowed to become frost-bitten, and if the room is cool
(pialities.

and rather dry.
"There are two general types amongst the winter
melons which we have grown. One type has a solid
interior, like a cucumber, and the seeds are imbedded
linnly in the structure of the fruit.
The other class
has u soft interior and the lof>se seeds of ordinary melons.
To the first class belongs the Winter Pineapph.',
a \'ariety

from

tlie

which seems to nie to

Ije

Green-fleshed Maltese juelon

indistingnislial)le
{

M<'loii

<h'

Mallr

on Cucumis.
l_ jj^ g_
The Muskmelon, a fruit of
much commercial value, is
Town in different localities under varied methods.
Where they are grown in largest quantities, as in the
South, the simplest methods are employed. There the
seed is dropped in hills of well-enriched soil, three to
five to each hill, and covered with about 2 in. of soil;
when there is danger of chilly weather after planting,
they are covei'ed with litter or straw until the soil and
temperature become warm. Among private gardeners
throughout the country, and where climate and soil will
admit, melon-growing is followed with a great deal of
care and trouble, mainly because the area which they
re(inire to produce a fair percentage of good fruit cannot be allotted them, and consequently close care and
var.

C

Li

The first thing is to propit, in which, after a slight hotbed has
been made, and upon which the soil to the thickness of
about
in. has been placed, the sash will be only 12 in.
from the soil. Then place pieces of evenly cut sod 2
ill. thick by 4 in. sqtuire, with the grass side down, on
the soil, laying then\ close together, the edges touching, and with a sharp-pointed trowel dig out the center
of each piece of sod, barely penetrating through, and
fill
up the space dug out with good soil, somewhat
sandy. In each of these places drop two seeds, either
of Musk- or Watermelon
keep slightly moist and also
well protected during night and cool days and when
there is no sunshine. After they start special care
must be exercised to keep them growing, but not too
fast, as the roots will penetrate the sod, and the plants
will wilt when transferred to the open ground.
The
matter of ventilating and other care is easily given, and
they can be transferred at will when the weather permits, as they will be:ir the transplanting without being
injured. The transferring must be done by taking out
each piece of sod wilh a trowel and setting in the open
ground where wanteil, nmking the hills of "Watermelons
G ft. apart each way and the Muskmelons .3 ft. in the
rows and fi ft. between the rows.
ATiother excellent operation CTnidoyed bv gnrdenei-a
for tlie quick growing and full develo])m.'Ut of the flnest
best cultivation are required.

vide a frame or
'2

;

:iU'SK MELON

.MV(>r(iRr:ii

fvuit is the plat'iiitr of well-rotted manure nt the Imttcmi
ot each hill.
It is lua'essarj- that this he thuiun^'hly
rotted, as the paramount idea is to feed the roots witii
moisture and uutriuK-nt which this will supply. Thebest plan of preparintc for this niauuring is to diy: ludes
a full s]iade deep, then hll up to within i in. ot the surface with the manure, then eorer with :i in. of snil.
This can he done several days prior to puttiUL: out tlif
melons. The ob.ieet of this expensive treatment is to

furnish the roots with food anti moisture throu:j:h thi^
heated season and indvu-e a free growth, which will overcome scalding and als.i attacks of enemies.
The above methods will ajiply to both Musk- and
Watermelons. The soil best suited to melon-growing
When the soil is of a clayey nature
is a sandy loam.
and heavy, a free nse of sand is beneticial. Muskmeh'nforcing is followed successfully on some of the large
For this only a
and fully ei.[uipped private places.
limited number of varieties are used — principally tinorauge-tieshed siu'ts with prominent netting >'n\ the ex(.Trowing by this method is trealed under llie
terior.

head of Forciinj.
^luskTuelous are a staple article among the i.e).tple i.>f
and also the Egyptians. The thin-skinned
I'ersian types are yet grown, and noted f<->r bi-ing very
sweet ami of tine tlavor, and are better grown on vei-y
light soil. The counties in southern New -Tersey ahmg
the coast supply the large markets of eastern cities with
the famous Cassaba, or Persian, the seeii of this variety
l^ersia, Italy

having been originally procured from Smyrna; the inland
growers adhere to such varieties as the famous Jenn\hind, Hackensack, Green Citron, Netted and ililler
Cream. The varieties introduced in recent years of the
i>range-i3eshed sorts are the Emerald tTem. Osage, Triumph and Paul Kose. and the green-tleshed Rocky Ford.
These are an acquisition, and tind ready sale when pro]->erly grown, being of medium size and quite solid: they
endure transportation well. The famous ^lontreal Market variety, so much used in Boston, commands a very
high price. It is one of the best for transportation and
for keeping qualities; of yellowish gold color and fine
flavor. It can be found in all eastern Canadian markets.
Muskmelon-growing is conducted on a large scale in
the southern states, hut only for their local markets.

liir,i

>hiiuld be bi-tter known.
Due of thi- oriental species
H. /eipi/'ec//i/.< make^ an edihh- urnip-like root Fi^'.
Vol. 1.). Mustard m-eds a rich tjuick soil for thr
|iroducing of the best foliage. Sow the seeds in drills
ft. or more aicirr, and thin to fi in. in the row.
I.. 11. D.
MUSTARD,
H; riy .n.i.mi.
I

I

I

|

-il::.

1

CLOWNS.

MYALL.

See

MYENIA

..f

Ar„d„
trad.-

th.-

MYOPOEUM

r,f

:Vr

(Hreek w.,rds refi-rring to the translucent resinous dots in the Ivs.i.
f/optirdri'u
Aliout Ji>
species of shrulis, raugitrg from Australia and New Ze;iland to China and Japan. (.>ne ot theiu was once a favorite he:ith-like plant in Fran<.'e. Two others are quickgrowing shrtibs, with a proftision of small, white,
iobed fls., and ornamental berries. These two are ih
sirable f<u" planting near the seacoast in S. Calif.
In 188;t it was staled in the Garden that for 20 yeai-s
many thousand plants of 2/. prtrrifoUinit had been sid'l
anmudlv in the Mower markets of Paris. One grower
always 'had a stork of :il),{)OII plants. The plants were
gri.wn in small pots for room and window decoration in
sju-ing.
An eye-witness said, "It is most beautiful as
seen with its pale green branches drooping gracefully
around the pot sides, and more especially so when the
shoots are wreathed with sweet, sitow-white blossoms."
This species is practically unkn()wn in England and
.\merica. Full details of the French method of cultm-e
are given in Gn. 2f, p. 409. The American gardener m:iy
get some general suggestirms friuu the experience recorded under Kparris and Erica.
^lyoporums are <M-ect and tall, ov diffuse, glabrous or
ghitinotis
Ivs. alternate, rarely opposite, entire or
toothed Hs. axillary, ustially cltistered, small or medium
sized, usually white; calyx .^-cut or .i-parted, somt^what
)M-ll-^lia]ied or futmel-shaped. tin- tube verv short or
The L-mns is divi.h-d into terI-.ult; IoIh-s usually .1.

M

.

."i-

-

:

:

:,

valley of ilie Mississippi is particularly adapteil
for this industry. New Jersey supplies one-half of the

The

is the most extCTiknown, and as this market is so accessible to the
manv farmers have their entire farms taken up
for this purpose. They also have a method, not practiced elsewhere, which is a good one for extending the

JIuskraelon cr'ip; the seashore trade
sice

grower,

picking season over a long period. Their first planting
is 3'.ix5 feet, and two to four weeks later they plant
again between the hills, thus prolonging picking season
in the same patch, and giving a full stand of plants in
the field with minimum "labor. The varieties grown by
the largest planters are the Jenny Lind, Golden Jenny.
Netted Gem and Green Citron, and only in very recent
years have they added such varieties as the Emerald
Gem and Triumph.
.T. Otto Thilow".

MUSTAKD, species of Brassica which see), chiefly
There are two
B. iilba. iiitira. ju>u-ia and ,J:i pmih-ii
types of Mustard-growing. — for the leaves, which are
yield oil and
which
seeds,
the
for
used as a vegetable:
are used as a condiment. Table Mustard (the flour is
the product mostly of Brus.-iica iiium, although seeds
of B. aJba and B'. juiicea are also used for nuiking it.
The Mustards often become prolific weeds, but since
they are annual, they are easily kept in check by means
i

.

I

good farming (see J^eeds).
"
As a eulinarv" vegetable. Mustard is used for "greens
(which see). For" this purpose, the large soft basal
leaves are desired. These leaves grow best in early
sown
sprin'', although thev do fairlv well in the fall. If
leaves and
late in the season, the plant makes fewbottom
Mustards
the
of
best
the
Perhaps
run quicklv to seed.
JaponicaiFn:.
for greens' in this country is Bra.^sica
2:<i>
Vol I. a species which has long been grown in this
name than
cou'ntrv. but which has no other well-known
the
'Mlustard " This often seeds itself and comes up
forms of
followin" spring. Some of the large-leaved
and
Chinese "Mustard {Brassica juncea) are esicellent.
of

'

)

,

1449.

Myoporum

la^tum (X ^sb

tions based on the shape of the fls.. the number of the
corolla-lobes and stamens, which vary from -t-ii. and
the number of cells in the ovary, which vary from 2-11.
Usuallv the calyx segments are small and narrow, hut
in one'sectiem they are large and leafy.
A.

Lcs. lanceolate.
perfnrdtum. Hort.).

Fig. 14t0.
long, lanceolate or obovate-lanceolate, acutr,
gieen.
bright
middle,
or obtuse, finely serrate above the
shining: fls. white. 4—9 lines wide, with rounded lobes,
which are hairy inside. New Zealand.

latum, Forst.

Lvs. 2-4

in.

f.

(

-V.

.

;

MVOPOULIM

lory^

AA.

MYRICA
florens, Hort., is a

Lrs. linear.

parvifolium, K. Br. {31. dlhnni, Hoj-f.
sitrul);

).

ProcumbtMit

ft. longornioru: Ivs. -'4-! in. luiiiLj;, linear
toward the
with rather acute hjbes which are woollv

sU'iiiis

BB.

'J

L'-,J>r.<i

of

fit''

lis.

:

Austral. B.M. l(;9:i. L.B.r;. 9:8:!7.
V. 7:20.— Not advertised in America.

'M.>\.

<-in.

24, p.

M. vcrruchsum, Poir., is offered. Franeesr-lii writes that it is a
(luti;"k-growing shrub, and anionic the bi-'st i)iauts to t:i-ow iieur
tlie sGH.
He says it has pretty white tis. and purple berries

MYOSOTtDIUM

Bor(Greek, Jikt a fnrffet-)»e-nof)
ot" only one si)ecies, known as Mie
from the ('hatham
It comes
'.liant Forget-me-not.
Islands, off New Zealand, and is neither hardy nnr
suited to general greenhouse culture, but it should be
Tlie
tried by some of our expert southern amateurs.
individual fls. are about '% in. across, and as many as
30-60 in a cluster. Aplant grown outdoors iii t'nrnwall.
England, had about 20 such clusters. Tlie lis. arr Hlobed and not a pure blue, being whitisli toward tlie
margins. They are borne on a stout, sucrulent stem
1
ft. high.
The root-lvs. are very large and numerous,
heart-shaped, and with stalks 9 in. long.
This choice plant first flowered in Europe in IHnH, but
the whole stock died, apparently without flowering
again. About ISSrj, fresh seeds were imported, and in a
few favored localities in England the plant succeeded.
In 1890 it was offered in America. Writers in '^The Garden" give the following hints as to culture: The plants
reiiuire plenty of air and should be well syringed in
warm weather and shaded from the midday sun in summer. They should be kept absolutely free from insects,
The fine specimen grown in the
particularly aphids.
Cornish garden (Gn. 50, y>. 150) was placed under a
as[iect, and sea sand piled
with
southern
high wall
a
ubnut the roots.
As a genus, Myosotidinm is close to Myosotis. Imt
Bt-ntham & Hooker consider its dowers nearest to Cyri";,'li>ssum and its fruits nearest to Rindera.
raf/imlc^''.K.

.

A genus

'-ii

Giant Forget-me-not. Root-lvs. glan6bile, Hook.
brous, glossy, succulent, parallel-veined, obtuse or refuse; petioles thick, grooved aVjove.
B.M. 51.'i7. *in.
and

;i0:575

G.M.

50,

p.

J.H.

::il:2I0.

150.

<4.C.

II.

25:(>81;

III.

21:29:^.

III. 32:;!27.

MYOSOTIS

(Greek, signifying moHse-ear, from the
Borragindcecr.
Fokget - me -not. Scokpion
large genus of low, perennial or annual, more
or less hairy, branching, diffuse or erect herbs, inhabiting both the north and south temperate zones, but the
cultivated forms coming mainly from Europe. Lvs. alleaves).

Gkass.

a

ternate, entire:

small, in 1-sided, bractless, at flrst

fis.

recurved, terminal racemes; calyx small, 5-cleft; corolla
salverform, 5-lobed, the throat crested; stamens 5, iuiduded: ovary of 4 almost separate lobes, in fruit forming 4 smooth nutlets attached to the receptacle by their
bases. The following are all hardy at the North and are
grown in America mainly for out-of-door planting. The
(Is. are normally blue, often purple when young and
turning blue with age. White-fld. forms (var. alba) of
J. B. Keller writes that
all the species may occur.
Porget-nie-nots prefer moist, half-shady places. l)ut that
an open, sunny border will do if it is not excessively
dry. The perennials are easily propagated by division
or cuttings.
A.

B.

IJair.^ of the

calyx all stratglif, appn'ssed:
perennials

Lobes of the calyx much shorter than the tube.

paliistris,

Lam.

True Forget-me-not.

Stems from
rootstocks, slender, decumbent, and

slender, stolon-like
rooting below, appressed, pubescent or nearly glabrous,
lvs. oblong-lanceolate or oblanceolate,
(i-18 in. long:
nearly sessile
raceme l<:)Osely-nd.
pedicels in fruit
much longer than the calyx, si)reading; lobes of the
calyx deltoid, acutish corolla bright blue, with a yellow
eye, limb flat, 3-4 lines broad: nutlets angled and keeled
on the inner side. May, June. Europe, Asia. G.C. III.
22:307. Gn. 52, p. 401. — Requires damp, shady ground.
Escaped from cult, in the eastern states. Var. 8emp6r:

:

:

8 in. high, flowering all

i-ohix ,fs lonq
(he tube.
'

or linHur-spatulate, thick, spariii^^ly dentate
afiex
witluri.

dwarf fnrm,

sumnn.-r.
a.H

or longer ihntJ

laxa, Lehm. Similar to the preceding species, and
also rooting at the lower nodes, pubescence all appressed
and scanty or wanting: racemes even more loosely-fld.
calyx lid.ies nmch longer, ovate-lanceolate, acute; corolla
limb smaller and concave, about 2 lines broad, paler
blue; throat yellow: nutlets equally convex both sides.
May. June. North Europe, Asia, Amer.— Grows best in
muddy places.

Azorica, H. C. Wats. Decumbent at the base and diffusely branched, 1 ft. high, densely setose-hispid, with
reflexed hairs: lvs. oblong, obtuse or refuse, appressed
hairy above, hirsute with reflexed hairs below: raceme.s
snb-secund, dense: calyx almost 5-parted; teeth linear,
spreading, clothed with erect, appressed hairs: pedicel
about equaling the calyx: corolla larger than in the
last, 3-3K lines broad, deeper indigo-blue; throat with
a whitish eye. Azores. B.M. 4122. V. 6:75.-Suitatde
for planting in damp, shady soil. Var. coel^Stina, Hort.,
is a form with light blue fls.
AA.
B.

or of h'nst Rome of theyn, hoof:rd,
spreading.

II<iirs of the catyx,

Corolla small, about 1 line broad: limb concaiw:
calyx hairs all hooked.

arv^nsis, Lam. Annual or biennial, erect, branched,
7-20 in. high, hirsute-pnbesceut: lvs. oblong or oblanceolate, sessile, obtuse or acutish: raceme loosely-fld.:
pedicels in fruit much longer than the calyx: calyx
lobes equal, linear, acutish
codeeply 5-parted
rolla blue or white, ]-l>2 lines broad: nutlet convex
outside, keeled inside.
June-Aug. Eu., Asia. — Will
grow well in dry ground.
;

BB.

;

Corolla larger, 3-4 lines broad: limb flat: cah/r
with only the lower hairs hooked.

sylvdtica, Hoffm. Perennial, hirsutepuhescent, ami
either green or cinereous, erect. 1-2 ft. high, branclied
above: lvs. oblong-linear or oblanceolate, nearly sessile,
acutish: pedicels usually much exceeding the calyx:
calyx deeply cleft, hirsute, the hairs, except a few at the
base, erect and straight: racemes long and loose: corolla blue, 3-4 lines broad, with a yellow eye: nutlets
more or less margined and carinate ventrally, sessile.
Spring. Dry soil, Eu., N. Asia.— Commonin cultivation.

Var. alp6stris, Koch [M. alpestrls, F. "W. Schmidt).
Differs from the type only in its dwarf habit, 3-8 in.
high, more dense raceme, with shorter, thicker, ascending-pedicels, rarely longer than the calj-x: nutlets
larger. Summer. Eu. G.C. III. 17:050. — Flowers said tc
be fragrant in the evening. Var. atricta, Hort. All the
branches erect and strict: appearance peculiar. G.T.
Foliage golden yellow.
45, p. 609. Var. aiirea, Hort.

very
similar
in
Baker.
Biennial
sylvafica, but lower, 0-8 in. high, whole
short
plant clothed with erect-spreading or appressed
hairs: lvs. large, spatulate-oblong, acute, bright green:
fruiting racemes more ehmgated: pedicels ascending or
incurved, 2-3 times longer than the calyx: hooked hairs
almost absent: calyx segments lanceolate, much longer
than the tube; corolla 4-5 lines in diam. The most important difl'erence is in the nutlets, which are distinctly
dissitifldra,

habit to

:

M.

Spring. Switzerland. R.H. 1896, p. 278.Var. elegantissiraa, Hort. Lvs. white-edged. The name
M. eleijnntissima- has also been applied to forms of M.
valnstris and sylvatica.
ji_ WiEGANK.
stipitate.

^

MYRiCA (ancient name of no application). Myricdrea'. This includes a Japanese fruit tree which bears
black or red fruits something like a blackberry. It was
introduced to cult, in Calif, in 1880 under the name of
j}f. rubra and fully described in the "Pacific Rural Press,"
from which the following account is chiefly derived. The
tree attains 40-50 ft. The foliage is magnolia-like, evergreen and leathery. The fruit ripens in July. It is almost
It is
in. broad.
globular, being about 1 in. long and
densely covered with small elevations, and contains a
single seed-stone of light weight. There are 2 varietiea

%

Jiviaiw

.MYRI.STJCA

of tho frait, tho light rose-colon^rt one beiii^ finer flavoinil
llian the d;irk red. The hurries ure vinous and sweet and
used in all ways like our blackberries. The tree is su|iposed to bo able to stand 15° aljove zero.
Myrica is a j::cnus of about ll.j spei-ies of trees and
slinibs, often aromati<5 1 vs. alter' nate, entire or various!

often seen in vases and fountains in public jiarks has
the uncomfortable name of Myrlophyllum prcirrpi nnrcidi'x.
It is a half-hardy plant from Chile, with weak
slems which grow out of the water aliout 6 inches. It
can be planted in a water-tight hanging basket, and if
water can be kejit standing on the suVtace, the ])lant
will hang gracefully over the edges.
The other species
here desi-riiied are
hardy plants, which are coniiiMui in our eastern pon<ls. Anyone of them can bo gathered for the aiinarium, and the two following are iirocurahle from ile.-ders in aquatics and aipiari\nu sujiplies.
Myrioph>lluiuis a genus of about
species of aquali.;
herbs, found from the frigid zones to the tropics. Lvs.
whorled. s.unewhat scattered or alternate, the emersed
ones entire. dent;de or pectiuati', the submerged ones
pinnat(dy cut i]ito thread-like segments: fls. suuill.

:

s
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1:"",

Lr«. all

A.

,il,kf.

proserpinacoides, (till. Fig. 1151. Lvs. in whorls of 4
ami 5, (-1(1 lines long: segUH_'nts 20-25. Chile. Ap]i.')r-

Hopkins' pond, Haddonlield, X. .J.,
having escaped from cult. B.B. 2 505. — Differs from tho
following in being diiecions. The female plant is the
one in cult. Likely to become weeds.
eTitly estaldishi-d in

:

2

AA.

Lrx.

,ihoi-f'

the surface of the icaler diflereul from

(hose beloir.
n.

H'Jiorled in

Jji-'S.

:j's

a>id

-I'h.

verticiliatum, Linn. Floral lvs. longer than the fls.,
pectinate: stamens 8: i)et;ds deciiluous: carjteds even.
Native of Furope, but common in our jiouds.

BB.

/vC.s'.

lelmrh'd in

heteroph^IIum, Jlirhx.

and

I's

o's.

ovate, lam-eidate,
sharjilv serrate: stannuis 4: jM^tids rather I'ersistent:
carpels 1-2-ridged and nniudiened lui the ba.-k.
Lakes
Floral

Ivs.

Cnt. to Fla. and Minn.

anil rivers.

Wji. Trioker and W. .M.
(Greek, alluding to the aroiuatic <|nalities of the ]dants). J/ i/ristieacea'. KuTMEO. IMyristicas
are of many species (perhaps 80J, but most of tlui Nutmegs of commerce are the product of M. fr^grans, Ibnitt.
(4/. iiiasehata, Thunb.; M. officinalis, Linn, f
.)/.

MYRlSTICA

1450.
Nfttiirtil size

Myrica Na^i

in

of

fruits

tlio t^iiiljly

flower
is

(

X

^i)-

alxuit

an

iucli.

;

.

male fls. borne in short eal !< ins on the new i;ro\\-I
stamens 2-10, usually 4—ir, feitnde Ms. mostly solitai-y:
drupe globose or ovoid.
N4gi, Thimb. {M. rubra, Si.dj. & Znce. ). Fig. It,")!).
rut:

ti

:

Bush or tree: Ivs. 11-5 in. long, oblong-lanceolate, tapering at the base, entire or serrate: male catkins a.xillar;-,
solitary, cylindrical, y4-iy^ in. long; starneTis (i-lO; female catkins shorter than the nude, few-Hd. Tropical
and subtropical Asia. B.M. .57127.

M

.

asplenifblia.

See Comptonia.

^^^

a roiniil iea
I'ultivated

Myristica
;in

,

Lam.), shown in I^^igs. 1452-1!. This tree is
and naturalized in the W. Indies. Tho genus

is

the only one in the family.

It is essentially

Asian genus, although species occur in America and

.\frica, and one in Australiti.
The Myristicas are dio-<-ious trees with alternate, entire, pinnate-veined lvs.,
ami suuill fls. in axillary clusters. The perianth is 2-4-

or Tuor'e,
usually '^-) lobed, in a single series anthers
connate: ovary single, 1-loculed, ripening into a fleshy
fruit.
The Nutmeg of conunerce is the seed, q'his is
surrounded hv a ruminated aril, which furnishes the
:

:>

I

M.

MYEIOCfiPHALTJS (Greek, ten-fhn,(s,nid- hrarlnl).
M. ^Inrirfii is an odd sort of everlasting
known to the trade as Pohiralynuna Htuarlii,

Composiice.
(lower,

being offered in only otio of the largest American catalogues of annual fls. It is a half-hardy plant, growing
about \% ft. high .and bearing yellow and white heads.
iWyriocephalus is a genus f aliout 8 annual or jierennial
herbs, all Australian, often hoary, especially when

young

:

Ivs.

alternate, entire

:

clusters

or

compound

heads terminal, usually globose or hemispherical: heads
exceedingly numerous and sessile on a broad, very flat
receptacle, surrounded by a general involucre of numerous narrow bracts in many rows, each usually with a
In 3[. Stuartii
scarious tip or radiating appendage.
these appendages are 1-2 lines long, broad, white and
very conspicuous. Flora Australiensis 3: 557 (1866).
Stdartii, Benth. (Polycalymma Sfnarfii. P. Muell. &
Sond.). Pubescent or woolly, not much )>ranched: Ivs.
linear or lanceolate, 1-2 in. long: clusters hemispherical,
seedswooUy;
I in. or more across: partial heads 5-8-fld.
pappus of numerous ciliate bristles.

1451.

MvrioDhyllum proserpinacoides (X

}i).

:

fruit of 3f. fragrans is shortlong, hanging, reddish or yellowish, somewhat fle.shy, splitting at maturity into 2 valves
and disclosing the brilliant scarlet laciniated aril or
mace. Inside the aril is the hard nut or shell, and
insiile the shf 11 is the Nutmeg. The details of the mace

mace

of

commerce.

pear-shaped, lJ«-2

MTEIOPH'2'LHJM

(Greek,

tcn-tliousand-leaveil).

I/alagordcece. The Parrot's Feather is a favorite
aquatic plant, with delicate feathery foli.age, composed
of numerous whorls of finely cut Ivs. Th.^ one which is

The

in.

:

anil

MYETUS

MYRISTICA

1054
Nutmeg

tr:iU'(l

;iu(l

:ire slmwii iu Fig. 14.')r;.
historii-aJ iiccuunt of tbe

For

275U-7 (lb27).

The Nutmeg

ii

full

Nutmeg,

illns-

see B.M.

L. H. B.

m

%\ ell-sheltered,
tree requires a position
the tropas truni si i-level up to
hot moist \ illcNs
40U or jOO tctt It mil gi i\\ mil pi iiUu 1 fruit in .la-

m

a burseraceous tree which is now referred
(Engler in DC. Monogr. Phaner. 4) to Commiphora.
odorata, Scop. Myrrh. Soft^hairyor pubescent, erect,
2-3 ft.: Ivs. thin and soft, 2-3-pinnate, with narrowtoothed or pinnatifid segments: fls. small, whitish, in a
compound nmhel which is devoid of a general involucre
Eu.— Herbage
fr. % in. long, longitudinally ribbed.
sweet-scented. Rarely seen iu this country. L. H B
Afjfrrlia,

MYRSINE (an old Greek name for the Myrtle, of no
application; the jMyrtle is Mi/rtus cottimtinis). Myisin(icece. About 80 widely scattered species of shrubs or
trees, of which M. floribinuJa has been offered in Fla..
but is probably no longer cult. Glabrous or tomentosc:
Ivs. leathery, mostly entire: fls. small, sessile or pedunfloral
clod, in axillary clusters, polygamo-dicecious
parts in 4-.j's: fr. a pi-a-sliaped drupe, dry or fleshy,
1-stoned: seed globose.
;

R.Br. {M. Hapanea, Roem. & Schult.
yiorUhlna, A. DC). Glabrous: Ivs. 3-4 in. long.
leathery, ol>ovate, rounded or notched at top, revolnte at
margin, rusty and dotted beneath, devoid of pellucid
corolla imbricated.
dots: chisters of fls. peduncled
S. Fla. to Uruguay.
floribiinda,

,1.

:

MYRSIPHtLLUM.
MYRTLE.
M.

Miirtiis

Running M.

sfrceniid.

Iji'ioplujllum

Consult

J

.v/.r/rr/r/»,s.

communis. Crape M. LnqrrVinca minor and others. Saud

.

M'S'RTUS {MyrtoR, the ancient Greek name). MyrtiiMyrtle. Mostly shrubs: Ivs, opposite, entire,

<:r(F.

white or rosearomatic
fls.
tinged, axillary, 1 to many, the central on short, lateral
5- (rarely 4-)
c:ilyx
tube
turbinate,
pedicels
or long
lobed, visually persistent; petals 5 (rarely 4); stamens
numerous, iu several rows, free: ovule 2-3-celled: fr. a
geberry, adiu\te to, or included in the calyx-tube.
nus of perhaps 100 species, mostly subtropical natives
of S. America and Australia.
Myrtles are grown in pots for ^eenhouse, window or
room decorations, ur, in Calif, and the South, as outdoor ornamental shrubs. They are easily cultivated ami
readily propagated from firm or partially ripened cuttings. They like an abundance of water in summer, and
should never be allowed to get quite dry at the roots.
penni-veined, usually

:

;

A

H52.
Tlif

Myristica fragrans

upper

siir;t\"s

— the

urc fntin

Nutmec (X

tln'

st;Liiiin;ite

34).
tni'e.

eommtlnis, Linn. The clasmai<-a up to 2,000 fi-et, but tbo fruit is not so abundnut
nor the nut so larg-e as at lower elevations. The soil
must be a deep, rich loam, well drained. The seedlin.i;s
have a tap-root which is very easily injured in transplanting'.
The method usually adopted for growin/;
them is to sow the seeds in bamboo pots, one in eacli.
When they are ready for planting In their permanent
places, the baniV)oo is slit, and the soil, with the plant,
gently put into the prepared hole. It is only when they
first flower that it is possible to tell the ses of the tree.
Nothing is known of the conditions which determine
the sex. In Grenada, the usual proportion of male trees
to female is said to be as 3 to 1, thougli sometimes 40 or
TiO trees close together will all be either male or female.
As the trees generally fiower when they are 6 or 7 years
old, there is great waste in the growth of male trees.
In the Botanic Gardens in Jamaica, it has been found
possible to graft the Nutmeg, so that a loss of this kind

should not occur again; the plan is. take young see<llings and graft, by approach, tlie thinnest twigs of a
female tree.
-^r^r, Fawcett.

M'4'RRHIS (from the Greek word

for perfume).

Uw-

hiH/ifi^nf. Mykrh. Sweet Cicely. One perennial herb
native to Europe, and an immigrant to otiier countries,
sometimes grown in gardens for its pleasing scent and
anciently used as a flavoring in salads. In America

Myrrhis is represented by Osmorhiza, which is known
as Sweet Cicely. Two or three of the American plants
liave been named under Myrrhis, but Coulter and Rose
(Revision N. Araer. Umbeliifera?, ]888) contrast the two
genera and refer these species to Osmorhiza. Technir;il
characters <listinguish the two genera.
The Myrrh of the Arabs is theguni of Bolsaiiiodi'iul nm

sic

Myrtle.

A

handsome

high, both fls.
and Ivs. strongly scented:
Ivs. small in the variety
usually cultivated: pedun-

shrub,

(des

.3-10 ft.

solitary,

1-fld.,

about

the length of the Ivs., be;n-ing 2 liiiear bractlets below
the fls. berry black. July.
S. Eu. — Several varielies
are cult., which differ chiffly
in the shape and size of the
Ivs.; there is also a variegated form. Makes a good
:

hedge

in 8. Fla.

Everbloom-

ing in S. Calif.
Liima,

LuMA.

Eugenia
A\ Lwna).

V>Grrv(^o\\f\{

f)})icii/dfa,

DC.

Shrub, 3

ft.

peduncles

er:
bra,n(dicd:

or high3-

to

5-

1453. Nutmegs (X >;i).
The upper speeimens show
the aril or mace. The lower
left

specimen shows the nut

mace is removed.
The lower right specimen
after the

shows part of the
veil,

disclosing:

shell

the

rtniit-

fls.
larger than mesthose of M. comniiDns. S,
Chile; hardy in S. Calif, and probably northward.

iJgTli,

Molina {Etighiift

IJgni).

Ugni

or

Chilean

GiiAVA. As usually seen under cult., this is a shrub 4
ft. high, but in its native habitat it is said to become a
tree 100 ft. high: pedicels 1-fld.: berry purple, glossy,
edible, with a pleasant odor and taste. Wood very hard
and heavy, much used in Chile for press-screws, wheelspokes and select implements. Chile; hardv in S. Calif.

B.M.4G26. R.H. 1879, p. 400.
M. tomeiithsa, Soland.=Rhodomyrtns

touicntosa.
J.

BuKTT Davy.

:
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